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Musk Tonsent
r

The big Joker In the BMI consent decree Is thai It doesn't go Into

force and''effect' unless ASCAP signs the same paper, and since there's

a. disposition now by the Society towards a 'per performance' basis,

that's a big new' headache lor . the picture peope. How the 'per per-

formance' will effect fllmuslcals playing cinemas Is a major . worry.

The picture companies Jong favored the blanket ASCAP agreement
since it cut away conslderabe red tape on publlo performance and
exhtb contracts. Now,, should the. music men, as a Whole, accede to

any Governmental decree for a 'per performance' payment, that must
entail much additional bookkeeping and 'other changes. This despite

the film companies' blanket renewals, With ASCAP. Just, before the.

first of the year. .V.*.'

Many of the 'rank-and-file musle publshers. Incidentally; are veering

to the idea that, maybe the per-performance. Idea will work out to

their addltipnal benefit. It might curtail some of the Insiders and
. vet board members, but It could mean much more to those music men
whose works are generously performed on an open competitive basis.

Everything Goes, From
Wide-Open Gambling to

Parisian-Style Niteries and
Greenwich Village Sex
Misfit*

RESORT OVERBUILT

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Louella Parsons' deal with Life-

buoy (Lever Bros.) for « half-hour
chow with film stars struck a snag
when the Screen Actors Guild at a
meeting Monday night (3) refused
clearance for the program and in-

structed screen players to decline

appearances unless such refusal im-
perils their contractual relations
with their, studios. William Esty,
agency on the account, had con-
tracted for the Friday 10-10:30 p. m.,
EST, spot on CBS with the series

lated to start around April 1.

SAG contends that 'free: talent'

hows of this type tend to depress
the actor's value to radio. It also
tends to deprive screen and .

radio
actors of work at. their regular rates
of compensation. Under, the Guild's
rule No. 6, members are barred from
giving free performances on the air.

Also that acceptance of an amount
of compensation so far below the
member's usual standard! as to
amount

, to evasion of this rule is

(Continued on page 52)

' Rounds Out Yr/s

London Run; 32 Weeks

In Underground House

Despite the Nazi air raids, 'Gone

.
With the Wind' this week is*rounding
out 52 weeks of playing time in Lon-
don, engagements including, runs in
the Palace, Empire and Ritz. Latter
house is the current showing.
Reason tor the phenomenal 'record

U largely traceable' to the wider-
,
ground location of the Ritz theatre.
Gone* is now in its 27th week in this,
house on the present engagement (it

Played, five weeks there at the out-
let), and its uninterrupted run is

because the theatre is regarded as a
Virtual air-raid shelter;

-Main auditorium is situated two
ml nights below the street level
»nd is known as the safest theatre
*n London in time of air raids..

Deanna's Thantom'

'Phantom of the Opera,' made by
Universal twice before in 1925 and

1920, appears to be on the way for

another remake by the company.
It would be considerably rewritten,

however, to make a Deanna Durbin

starrer of it. Lon Chaney starred

in the original.

Taxi Dancers

For Soldiers

St. Louis, Feb, 4.

./' A taxi: dance hall in a canvas tent

has been erected at Devil's Elbow,

Mo., for the benefit of the draftees

who are trickling: into nearby Camp
Leonard Wood and residents of

Pulaski. County are In the midst of

boom days. The promoter of the

dance hall recruited his hostesses

from St; Louis via ads in all local

.(Continued on page 63)

Ecclesiastic Show Biz

Detroit, Feb. 4; .

'..' As if bingo games weren't bad

enough,, the churches, here have now
gone 1 into more direct competition

with the. picture houses. During the

past weekend one church was offer-

ing Cecil; B. -DeMille's 'King, of

Kings,' at -no admission, but with a

collection taken, while another was

offering as its film attraction Armand
Denis' 'Wheels Across India,'

On top of that there were three

church plays in town and Edgar A.

Guest, newspaper poet; was speaking

in still another church as an added

attraction.

By ABEL GREEN
Miami, Feb. 4,

This Is the wide-openest town in

America. Everything goes.

This winter resort capital, always
a- more or less liberal segment of

Americana, seems to have pointed
everything for 1941 on making it a
cross-section of rue Blondel, Paris'

notorious sector; Greenwich Village

(with its assorted sex misfits);
.
Reno,

with its wide-open gambling, al-

(Continued on page 20)

£ B. Shaw Burns By

Proxy (Via Pascal) At

Brushoff on War Short

4-

London's Theatre Toll

: London, Feb. 4.

The following West End theatres

have been hit by bombs to date, all

more or less made Unsafe for use:

Hippodrome, Seville, Strand,
Queen's, Coliseum, Drury Lane and
Phoenix.

Burning because a war message to

the. American people by George
Bernard Shaw, which he had filmed,

has not been released in this coun-
try, Gabriel Pascal arrived in , the

United States Monday (3). British

producer termed the one-reeler

'more valuable than anything I have
ever made before or will ever
make.' He declared his intention to

get to the bottom of what was hold-

ing up its release.

Stalling the distribution of the

film, which has been in the hands
of United Artists for several months,

(Continued on page 53) -

FILM VERSION MAY WIND

UP TOBACCO' ON B'WAY

Radio Pay Tuts

Decision will likely be madelthis

week by Hormel on whether it will

exercise the option It has on the

services of Burns and Allen. A Hor-
mel official is due in New York be-
fore the current week ends to dis-

cuss, with B.B.D. & O., agency on
the account, the proposition of re-

newing B & A. or buying a sub-
stitute program.

Bums and Allen's Initial 39-week
contract expires the end of March.
The option requires that they be
taken on for another 39 weeks, and
be given . a $2,000 raise in salary.

Act's present package deal calls for

$12,500 net; with the account taking
care of the William Morris office's

commission.

Michael Todd, basing his plans on
the signal success of his 'poor man's'

monster beer hall in Chicago bear-

ing his name, is laying the ground-
work for a chain of such spots In

key cities all over the country. He
claims It's the answer to a vaude-
villian's prayer, plus a surefire way .

of meeting virtually aU the enter-

tainment heeds of the middle class.

the Chicago Todd Cabaret, Which
U a rebuilt combination of the
mammoth Rainbo Gardens and Fron
Ton (jai alai court), has been i-gross-

ing an average of $50,000 weekly
since its opening Dec. 26, with. Todd
'apologizing' in paid ads in the Chi-
cago dailies for not being able* to
admit; all the people who storm the
doors. His tap at the gate is 50c
per. person, and this past Saturday
U) 4|172 people paid this price, plus
spending ah additional $8,100 inside
for food and. drinks. According to
Todd, however, the smaller the
crowd the more the spending, be-
cause the waitresses can get around

(Continued on page 12)

N. Y. POST-B'KLYN EAGLE

MERGER GOING THROUGH

Although the picture version of

'Tobacco Road' opens at the Roxy,
N. Y., Feb. 20, show's management
expects to continue; the,: stage, play;

Possible that the Broadway stay at

the Forrest will be ended when the

picture is released, but the road com-
pany is booked until the end of

April. Not only is 'Road' piling up
the run record in New York, in its

eighth year On Broadway, but no

show has
;
; advertised: 'last weeks' so

long, r :
[

Currently, 'Road' .is playing Pitts-,

burgh, it being the eighth visit there;

Two extra matinees will be played,

the expected gross for 10 : perform-

ances being $20,000. Last year, when
'Road* played the smokey burg, it got

$17,700 with one added matinee.

Drama is booked, by Dick Lambert,

as in past seasons.

Merger of the New York Post and
the Brooklyn Eagle is expected to be
consummated this week. It's under-
stood all details of the meld, which
has been talked for some months,
have been worked put. Only hurdle
remaining is. said to be some Post
stockholders' squawks, which pub-
lisher George,Backer anticipates can

be straightened out, It Is said.

Paper will be printed in the Eagie
plant in Brooklyn and, be known as

Post-Eagle.. It will cover, the en-

tire" metropolitan area, catering to the

former
.
Eagle subscribers with a

;

special Long island edition.
. It will

be an afternoon paper with a Sun-
day edition. '.

About 1,400 editorial, business and
mechanical, employees will, be in-

H
vblved in the merger. Joint com-
"mitte of Post and Eagle employees
. was named by the Newspaper Guild

(
Exec Committee Monday (3) to in-

terview both publishers on their in-

tentions concerning the help.

Both the Post and Eagle have had
tumultuous financial histories In re-

cent years.

Brazilian Carmen Amaya

Doubles Gross of N. Y.

Nitery, the Beachcomber

Carmen Amaya, one of Brazil's
biggest

, stars but unknown in the
U. S. until recently, has revitalized
the Monte Proser-Walter Batchelor
Beachcomber on Broadway, more
than doubling the nitery's grosses
for the few weeks; prior to the
flamenco dancer's opening there Jan.
17. The night club's gross had been
down as low as $5,000 a week; but
in Senorita Amaya's first week it

jumped to $11,000, and then again to
around $12,000 for the second.
At a guarantee of $1,000 a week,

plus graduating percentages over-
$6,000 and $8,000, the dancer took
$1,900 as her share in; the first stanza
and -more the second. Last week,

(Continued onv page 20)

NO RESERVED SEATS

FOR THE ASCAP TRIAL

Milwaukee, Feb. 4. .

'.' Inspired by newspaper stories of
famous bandleaders, composers and
radio! stars scheduled to appear in

Federal cotirt here if the Govern-
ment's antitrust suit against ASCAP
actually comes to trial, women who
would like to get a qloseup of their
idols in person

:
have deluged the

United States marshal's office with
requests for reserved seats for' the'

occasion^ .

They have been informed, how-
ever, there will be no reservations;

that it will be a case of first come*
first served when, as and if.

;
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers
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.Marks'
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.Berlin .
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.Mills

$10 Top Benefit at N.Y.

Movement, has been started tor co-

ordinate all civilian war relief under

.

the direction of the American ' The-
atre Wing of the British War Rel ief

Society. Plan will be signalized by
a" theatre carnival for Britain' .to

,

be held at Radio City, Music Hall,

Feb. 21, affair to start after mid-
night. "Tickets will .be scaled at $10

top, that price going for. 'the; front"

rows. -'.

Highlight of the carnival- will be
a three-way- radio broadcast, with
big name players participating .in.

:

London, New York, and Hollywood,
program to be offered for commer-
cial sponsorship. Beatrice Lillie,

Leslie Howard, Vivien Leigh and
Lawrence . Olivier will be on the
London end, Gertrude Lawrence will

be in action at the Music Hall, while
Robert Montgomery, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke arid Noel Coward will

participate on the Coast, the latter

going on the air if he arrives from
Australia : In time. .

Coward's Tribute to U.' B.

At a benefit given at the . Music
Mal| four years ago for American
flood sufferers' relief, Miss Lawr-
ence, . Miss Coward, Reginald Gard-

(Continued on page 62)

Telling th* World

'..'. x'New^^way^of^'anhouncing'.'ihe,'
purchasepf a story property by a. V

•film
[
cprhpany came to .light

around' 3 o'clock lSst Saturday '.'

.
,(1 ). morning.
" Stan Shaw, 'Milkman's Mat-

v inee' ,'airer on WNEW, N. Y.,

'

. read a telegram, from' Steve
Fisher, who seemed highly elated
because' 20th-Fox had bought his

mag story, 'Red Cross Girl,' and :

he was going to the Coast to do
.

.

the adaptation.

Lelia Ciampbell Makes
Her Hollywood Debut

Hollywood; Feb. C
Lelia Campbell of the London

stage (Mrs. Nigel Bruce) makeB her
Hollywood' screen debut, in the

Alfred Hitchcock production, 'Be-

fore the Fact,' at RKO.
: Her husband is also Ih the cast.

Of Cuban Prez Batista

Exphins N.G. Tourist Biz

-•' Havana, Feb. 4.

The current political trouble, re-

sulting in- President Fulgehcio Bat-
ista's strong methods to curb any.

insurgency, has been a q.t. reason
for American tourism's downbeat.
It's been no secret among the local

aristocracy, and finally percolating

to American Cubanophiles, that Bat-
ista wasn't exactly ' 'popular', with
the monied class.

A week ago Sunday (26) it

reached its peak at the fashionable
Oriental Park (Havana Jockey Club)
when Batista attended for. a Presi-
dential cup race. His entrance was
the signal for an open snub in the.

clubhouse whejj, the local aristoc-

racy turned its backs on his. en-
trance, the tourists and bourgbisie
alone manifesting -any excitement
when he entered the clubhouse.

LIBEL IN MEXICO

IS SUBTLE, LATIN

Mexico City; Feb. 4.
..

.. Ricardo Lopez Mendez, announcer
for local radio station XEW, has
lined up an array of witnesses in

connection with libel action Maria
Luisa Zea, picture actress and radio
singer, threatens to start oyer an al-

leged hot anecdote she says/Mendez
told about; heir and Tyrone Power.
Senorita Zea alleges that the an-

nouncer told into the mike a tale tr

the effect; that, she asked Power for

his autograph but that she requested
that he write his name on her . bare
thigh. Power, according, to this story,

indignantly refused, declaring that he
is a respectable- married man.

! Mendez's witnesses swear that he
did not mention Senorita Zea's name
once in the story. Say the witnesses,

the

;

:
announcer's story was - that a.

certain senorita asked Power for his
autograph and bared her thigh, but
that the actor declined to oblige, ex-
plaining that he had 'no white ink.' •

Film version of 'My: Sister Eileen*

may be made by Max Gordon, and
Harry . Goetz, producers , of the cur-

rent Broadway legit hit. That's .the

reason, Vit was. learned, this week, for

the fantastic prices being mentioned
by Gordon ; for" screen rights.-' He has
no desire to sell.

Ginger Rogers, who was in town
last week, viewed the play, it was
said,, virith.. the "possibility- of RKO.
purchasing it for her; Gordon and.

Goetz have a releasing, deal with
RKO, and,, if Miss Rogers is -to be
starred ' a -film

,
version, it will

probably' - be on "loan ;to ' the prbr
diicers. ' V

There's- ho:'. likelihood -nof anyone's
making it; however, for several years,

it was said by Goetz this wLeek.

Show is very ,
economical ; to oper-

ate, he declared, arid long after cur-

rent SRO. crowds have petered out,

it will, still be possible to continue
.profitably. Low nut. will also per-

mit the producers to send out a

number of road companies, Goetz as-

serted, which will put ,a minimum
time limit of * at least two -j. years
ahead of ariy picture possibility.

.'Life' With Father' is another
Broadway legitcr -which the produ-
cer^ Oscar. Serlin, has refused to sell

because he has an idea of filming it

himself. - -

: THE BERLE-ING POINT
By Milton Berle

TA Cites Helen Jepson

.
;

Cleveland, Feb; 4.
'

Charges have been : preferred - by
the Theatre Authority against Helen
Jepson for refusal to obey instruc-

tions as to appearance at the Presi-

derit's Birthday Party. . .. ..

:

These charges kre brought against;

Miss Jepson as a member of the
American ' Guild ' of .Musical Artists,

.

which is allied with TA.
.

'Pena lties

are possible fine 'and official repri-

mand for violation of the Guild rules.

itzi. Green 111

St. Louis, Feb. 4.

• Despite throat ailment that riiay

necessitate an operation in N.ew
York> to whiph she returned Satur-
day '(1), Mitzi Green insisted on do-

ing one show at the Chase Club,

swank west end nitery/.the night be-
fore. Booked for a two-week stand,

she became ill a few hours after her
arrival here Friday (31). .'

Two St Louis specialists treated

her and advised she retikrn to :New.

York to be treated by her personal

.physician. .
,-.

'. . /

Erin O'Brien Moore's

Suit vs. Eatery Opens

Suit by. Erin. O'Brien Moore, whose
j
husband Mark Barron is drama critic

1 for Associated Press, against Jack
Lyons, restaurateur^ started Tues-
day (4) in the

.
supreme court,

N. Y., with Justice Peter J. Schmuck
presiding. : Actress was severely
burned in the Lyons establishment
after the opening of 'The American
Way/ Jan, 21, 1939,. at the Center,
Radio' City. Damages, totaling $100,-

000 are sought. . .

'

.
Miss Wfpore was in the hospital for

.90 days after the. accident, under
treatment for second and third de-
gree, burns. For more than six weeks
her condition was listed as- critical,;'

but because Jack Pulaski's (Variety )

.

aid in beating out the flames, her
face

. was riot marred. Miss Moore
has principally- been active

1

in. radio
performances for the past year or so.

Pulaski also has a damage claim
pending,, he. too suffering bad burns;

j
Variety's, dramatic ^critic was cover-
ing .

: the ; 'American Way', •premiere
arid had dropped in with Mis? Moore,
for a drink at the

.
nearby' Lyons

-Chophouse. '. ;

Berle, Haakon, Martha

Raye, Martin,Abe Lyman

In 1 Miami Nitery Show

(
.

Miami,, Feb.. 4.

Milton Berle remains at the Royal
Palm Club here for four weeks and
then must check back to 20th-Fox
for another film. . Following his

first, 'Tall, Dark and Handsome,' the
studio optioned him for three more.

Berle came in last week,.augrnent-
ing the Abe Lyman bandshow, when
Paul Haakon also replaced Paul
Draper. Martha Raye opens next
week and Tony Martin follows the
week thereafter; with Berle arid the
revue continuing.
Royal Palm's decision to permit

George Wood, ; who books this Al
White-staged floorshow; to go wild
oh the bankroll is induced by the

stiffer competition.
Ben Marden's ; quadruple-threat

show at his new Colonial ,Inn, in
Hallendale^ Fla., 20 miles from hets,
with Sophie Tucker, Harry . Richman,
Joe E. Lewis and Paul Whiteman,
plus the continued; click of Monte

1 Proser's Beachcomber, rnakes. it nec-
essary for the Palm to extend Itself

on talent.
. ;

":

Horkheimer Up for Sentence
~ ' Los Angeles, Feb. 4. '..

' Found guilty of extortion, H. M.
Horkheimer, ,

' former ihdSpendent
producer and head of Balboa Films,
will come up for sentence in the

i U. S.. District . Court next Monday
|
(10).

Horkheimer was charged with at-

tempting to extort money from a

,
Seattle woman by threatehing to ex-

Lpose- her daughter.

Lew Lehr Back
: Lew Leh.r, 20th-Fpx shorts editor
and comic in . Movietone newsreel,
who has been away on vacation for
nearly two months', will return to
work in the next -few days.' .

£jehr suffered a nervous breakdown
from overwork and was. forced to

abandon all picture arid radio 'work
in order to take a. rest. ; v

N. V. to L A.
Theron. Bahiherger;

." Martin Brodnes.
.

: Jack; Cohn. /
'

' ;

V.-;.-"
:

..Marc Connellj,
Jinx.Ealkenberg,. "...

. Moe Gale. ".

-''

;

Bert Cordon.
: Jay GprrieyJ

'' •

. Charlotte' Greenwood.
Will Hays.
Tony Martin.
Joseph A. McConviile; .

'

•Abe'' Montague. ..-

Henry Myers,
Ginger- Rogers,- . .

George. J.Schaefer;.
Abe Schneider.
Lana Turner.

.
John, van Druten.;

: Bob Welch.
'

>< Robert Young.

.

< :
': Miami Beach, Feb: 4.Am appearing here at th» Royal Palms where I do a medley of my jokes

(My jokes.) ' >:'. *

.

The headwaiter at the Royal Palms ik making a fortune ih tips: It seems
that everybody wants to sit near the radiators.
The Roxy. y*.Y.) held over my picture, 'Tall,. Dark arid Handsome''

for an additional week. 1 knew I had enough relatives to keep it going
an extra seven days. •

'

- : .

-'

Received a postcard from my cotisih who Was - recently drafted. He'
Wrote, 'Having a wonderful time. . Wish you were here-^instead.'

• Asked Dorothy D^y how she
translates it for you?' ;

(I Wonder What she ihearis? Dey just ainl no
justice.) .;.

..;.'..."'.'
.'

: '-'.. •• •

The way the girls here dress for the- beach they should call them 'ho
peace' bathing 6uits. .:

;
,

'.

> Broadway Dept."
Some of Broadway's best playwrights are Irish. There's D'Hara; O'Casey

and O'Dets. V '"
: ;,

:.'"'•
.....

Sonja Heme's Ice show at the Garden grossed over $280,000". You wouldn't
exactly call Sonja a cheap skate. .<*

. V
: '-. ' .' ' .'-. •

Got a ferriftc idea which ought to land sbrije actress right bh the: front-
pages. All shei has to do. is io take a bath in plain water. ' '..:<

Broadway Samls brother; a sporting goods: manufacturer, j ust got . a big
order frorn the Italian- army for 200,000 pairs pf running pants.

.

Leo Lindy sends all *)f his Florida-vacationing customers a w.ire.V Ii
.

reads, 'Why don't you come, back here where it's warm?'
'

Somebody asked Sam Harris if Moss Hart is going to write another
show for him. Harris replied, 'Right now, my Hart belongs to Kaufman'.

-Hollywoodiana .-''.'
•

',-
.

v Harpp. Marx Was^^^:a very, bright child. He." learned to talk at the age . of
two.. At three he forgot hpw. '•..'-.

-'

They're .having a tough time" filming 'Blood arid Sand*. There's plenty
of sand,' all. right—-but Where are- you going .to find an actor with blood?
The. feminine lead iri. Howard- Hughes' 'Billy the Kid'. is a girl who has

never 'been in the. movies before. There's. a-pictureJ-with-.-a^

If Jack Benny , makes, 'Charley's Aunt,' Mary Livingstorie automatically,
becomes .Charley's uncle. ..;.-:/"

Everybody in/ Hollywood' is: plehty
^
.worried. A ^ihole' week went by

without a hew Joe Frisco - joke* .. .;
-• • .'-.•"*•

— Hollywood's traffic laws are getting stricter.. They're .thinking: of a new
regulation that will prohibit armless 'men frorii haying drivers* licenses..

Sad but tiue; Success iri Hollywood makes more bums than failure does.

. Miislc Dept.
Abe Lyman's band at the Royal Palms is getting more versatile every

day. The,whole saxophone section noW doubles on kazoos.

Bob-Hope made .Skinhay.j,Ennis buy: si. baton filled with helium gas so

that Skihnay can lift it in time for a . downbeat.
.
Irving Mills is planning a visit to Florida so he can suntan some; new

shelves' for his firm. .

'

.

1 Jack Dempsey was forced, to evict a noisy soiise from his restaurant.

The drunk kept singing, 'Beat Me, Daddy, But Not al^ the Bar'.

Radio Dept. .

Boris Karloff . did very well on 'Information Please'., The next time he
appears on the program they should change the title to 'Crime and Pun'.

Did so well in' a gangster role on the Kate Sinith program's adaptation
of 'Tall, Dark and Handsome' that J

;
got a fan letter frbm Warden Lawes.

My brother says he likes jazz bands' on the radio, especially that Ray-
mond Gram Swing. -

'•'
'Hangnail Descriptions

BUI Robinson: The Match of Time. Walter WtnchcH; Grammar Boy.
W. C. Fields: Arsenic, and Old Souse. 'Mary Beth Hughes: Are you having
any phone? Sonja Henie: !Skater-Brain. Cary Grant—Hutton-Bpthered.

Observation Dept.
Judging by the. way the newspapers arid the. magazines play up the

debs, it: looks like there never was such a think as a honiely society girl;

A local Miami Beach 'character puts more on . a horse's ripse than 3ie.

does on his wife's back.
Harry. Ritz has so much hair pri his chest that he's thinking of haying ..

it knitted into a sleeveless sweater.
Aril thinking of offering a dollar tp anyone who finds a mistake in my

column. Will my space be read?*

A woman in. Hollywood 1 was knocked unconscious when hit by. a golf

ball. That makes two kinds of Hollywood drivers to- avtoid. '
;

Eavesdropped at. Royal -Palace: 'He's a nerve, specialist—goes every-
where .on it.'

; ;. .. .. . V

Eavesdropped at . Rumba. Casino: 'Things were so quiet here last night

you, could hear, the prices drop.'

Any minute' now they'll put a sign up at the Forrest Theatre where
'Tobacco Road', is playing, which will read, 'Last Two/Years'.

Whatever Became of !—?.

Burt & Rosedaje Bud & Jack Pearson
Billie Stout^-In the Test .. Helen John's 11 Glorious Girls
Coscia & Verdi •

. Harry Fox arid. Beatrice Curtis
.

Afterpiece
A Miami Beach-night club owner went crazy last week—ran around hi*,

place seeing customers before his eyes. .

3 STOOGES INSULTED

Claim . 'Most
.
Frightening' Award

Should Have Gone to Them

.

J' Omaha. Feb. 4.

Andrews. Sisters were playing the
Orpheum here last Week .when the

Harvard. Lampoon selected them as
the 'most frightening.' . Reaction on
part of the girls was neiitfal, but the
three Stooges (Howard, Fine and
H6ward), also on the , bill; were in-

censed. -

:;

.
Said' they: 'We'll sue for defama-.

tion and damages. -Title of the 'most
frightening belongs to us.'

L A. to N Y,
Forrest Barnes.
William Boyd.
Grace Bradley.

' John Christ. .;• ; ';;, \
.
Everett Crosby.
Dodge Dunning.
Tpm Harrington,.
John 'Hertz, Jiv

^

^Louis Hyman.
Ben . Kalriie'nsoh.

Wolfe Kaufman. -

Herman Lissauer.
Les Martinson. '':

George McGatrett.
Maria Montez.
Lloyd 'Nolan.

Hartzell Sperice.

Edwin Weisl.
Robert- Wise. .

'

<
f
'\

.

Rainer Both in Running

For m Tolls' Lead

Although Ingrid Bergman Is re-

ported to haye the -. favor . of Para-

.

mount -.executives for the lead in.

Ernest Hemingway's 'For Whom the..

Bell Tolls,', it Was learned this we6k
that Xiiise Rainer is also- being con-
sidered for, the part. Miss Rainer,

if she: doesn't get the 'BeH' role, may
be sent to England by Par to work
in pictures it is planning there. .

Viennese actress has been in con-
;

(Continued on page 201
"

Jfee Sl^n (or Caption

, Suit of Robert E. Michels, collector,

against Robert Ripley for $100,000

damages was .dismissecl last week by
Judge John Foster, Symes In the N.Y.

federal court. . Michels claimed Rip-

ley borrowed a mummffled foetus

frorh .him : in June, 1932, under the

pretense of purchase, but used it for

publicity, purposes.
;

. Plaintiff claims Ripley was phptb--

graphed with the foetus by Look- in

.

1938 and declared at the time that he
had secured.it from Ecuador Indians.

As a resuit of the publicity, plaintiff

has been unable "to sell it, he claimed,-
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:'.-'' Boston, Feb;- 4/-.

Local licensing authorities and

blue-nose agencies Addled while Lois

Andrews and the Club Versailles

management burned last week as

front-page publicity added five years

to her age and,then subtracted it the

next day, Result of the big-space

fanfare in the prese was that George

Jewel's bride was cancelled at the

Versailles after playing iOur days of

an intended two week^' engagement:

Miss Andrews was doing all right

until last Wednesday (29) when

someone suggested that the Boston

Licensing Commission and the State

Department of tabor check up on

her age. there's a law prohibiting

employment .
of a . girl under 21

after 10 p.m., and another regulation

against employing a girl under 18 in

an establishment serving liquor.

When officials challenged her on her

age Miss Andrews boasted that she

was '21, going on 22,' The Thursday

morning papers broke out in a front

page rash about her sudden age in-

crease over .the previously .
touted

•child bride' figure of 16. .
Mean-

while, the' interested officials checked

/'With. Los Angeles, the birthplace. Of

Katherine Lorraine- Gourley -(Miss

Andrews); and the vital statistics

disclosed her birthdate as 1924 and
. that she would be 17 on March 24 of

this year, .The clamps were, ap-

plied on the Versailles; Friday af-

. ternoon (31) and . their floor show
atar was. yanked. Then . her age

bounced back to 16 in the ensuing

editions.

. Court "procedures on the alleged

Infractions of state law loomed as
' possibilities as the Boston Licensing

Commission mulled the advisability

of suspending the Versailles' license,

and the State Department of Labor
. applied, for complaints against . the

' club management and Miss Andrews'
(Continued from 'page 12)

REPORT 3 FROM SHOW

BRAS WAR FATALITIES

Private advices from) England re-

port the death . of three profession-
als, two being bomb casualties. John
Gillespie, who was manager of Gil-
bert Miller's St; James theatre, Lon-
don, is missing in Africa; where the
British routed the Italians, and it is

believed he is dead. His father, R.
H. Gillespie, was long the manager
of the London Hippodrome.
Walter Williams, a musical comedy

.Juvenile, was killed by a bomb.
Harry Sylvester, general manager for
Thomas Arnold, English producer,
was another bomb victim.. He went

.

to Windsor to escape the London air
raids> but was killed in the latter
town.

John Harwood, rather well known
oifthis side, wag! badly injured when
a bomb destroyed the Green Room
Club London.

. He was the , only
member there when the raid was on
and is since reported to have recov-
ered. Among the musical shows that
Harwood staged on Broadway were

Rita' and 'Tip Toes/ •

mrning

v . Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 4.

Katharine Hepburn crossed swords
w"h Don Kerr, WBT's Hollywood
"eporter, here Tuesday (28), when
V»e former was In town with a
Wad-showing of 'Philadelphia Story,*na local citizens are still trying to
ngure which one got the best of it.

Miss Hepburn had refused to grant
Press, or radio interviews here. Kerr
gave her a panning in his afternoon
Broadcast. THtF. Whole town buzzed
w.Uh excitement, wondering what the
star would do about, She, too, had
apparently heard the broadcast and
rosejo the occasion by inviting Kerr
»na his wife backstage after the per-

Sri

Tu
a

.

nqe
'
the onlv two locals grant-

ed thi s privilege.
After an icicle-burdened 'howja-«w, Miss. Hepburn just stared at

*\err ?n neck-burnirig silence for five.

11^4 1 he described as the most un-
comfortable minutes of his'lif*.

Jessel-Manii

'>..-;••.' Boston, Feb. 4.

Local nitery ops have appar-
ently gone nuts over the. current
week's date of George jessel at

.
the Mayfair Club. ;.First,, the

:

Versailles booked ' Lois An-
drews Jessel as opposition"; then: ?

-the Latin Quarter burst out with
newspaper ads quoting Jessel as

.

saying its m.ci, Harry Spear, /

Is : the 'greatest master of . cere-
monies' in the business, etc.

Mickey Alpert," orch" leader and
'm.c. at the Cqcoanut Grove, fol-

lowed lip with a lobby easel not-
ing that 'Jessel thinks I'm greats

too!' While the Fox & Hounds ,

club, had no floor show to tie in

with , the screwy : epidemic, ' it
;

: promptly exploited a -'Jessel T-.

Bone Steak.'

;
Monte Proser's Beachcomber

.

named its line. 'The Jesselettes;*

Incidentally, child labor laws
nixed Mrs. Jessel's p.a.

^ly Rart^ffl Fail

For Fair? This Summer,

Then Go Very Dramatic

Minneapolis, Feb.. 4.. •

Haying had- her initiation in play
acting at strawhat theatres and on
tour in 'Rain,' and now classifying

herself as. an actres as well as a
dancer, Sally Rand says her present
ambition is to become a Shake-
spearean star. . She plans to produce
'Merchant of Venice' first; with her-

self in the role of .. Portia. Prior
thereto, : however, this summer, for

the, first time, she'll do her fan and
bubble dances , at Canadian and
American fairs to provide the where-,

withal for the Bard of Avon . en-
deavors; , :

The tour of fairs will involve ap-
pearances by Miss Hand before the

grandstand arid with her revue under
canvas on the midways. Already 17

weeks have : been booked starting

June 20 with the Toronto Exposi-
tion, Miss Rand said' during her Min-
nesota theatre' engagement here last

'week. •.

'VARIETY'S' TAX SERVICE

GETS AN EARLY START

Due to the probable great increase

in the number of returns, this year
because of lower exemptions,
Variety's federal income tax service

is under way now, a couple of weeks
ahead of past years. H. Wayne Pier-
son arid Edward Rigney, general dep-
uty U. S. tax oollectors, have- again
been assigned to Vahiett's office in

New York by Collector Joseph T.

Higgins to assist showfolks in mak-
ing out their returns. They are on
duty daily between 10 e.m; , and 6

p.m., including Saturday. ._-.'-.

Personal exemptions for 1940 're-

turns have been lowered. Single,

persons whose gross income is $800

or more must file a return, as must
niarried persons, with or without, der

. Continued on page 18)

^rbadway Producers Smarter
Than Other Racketeers,

He Says* Because They
Don't Go to Jail for Bilk-

ing Suckers— Points to

$1,000,000 iii Flops This
'.- Season/

.

'FATHER* BONANZA

JOHN 00RED'S EXPLOITS

Daring Newsreeler 'Cameraman
Without a Country'

'

John Bored, 'the cameraman with-!

out a. country,' this week returned

safely to U. Sy. after
: h-eking wars

and disasters over' the World for 20

years. He reached N.v Y, just three

days' before bis passport expired

and was able to- reach 1 a . safe haven
because Paramount .

newsreel, for

Which he has worked for years,

thought, enough of. its ace photog-

rapher to lay out nearly $5,000 .for

hini to get to America . via the cir-

cuitous route which;' took him
through Turkey, India and Singa-

(Continued on page 53) •

By HOBE MORRISON
'The Broadway theatre is a racket.

No wonder they: call: it the legitimate

theatre. It's a legitimate racket. The
difference between a legitimate,rack-

et and a plain racket is that one is.

legal and the other isn't; Broadway-
is .legitimate.': -

;;.

The speaker is Qscar .Seriin. As
producer .of 'Life with Father,' Ser-

iin is a serene man these days. After
years in the. theatre: in various ca-

pacities,
.
he!is now a recognized suc-

cess. His original company of

'Father' is now in its^secQrid.jreaj^aJt,

the Empire, N. Y.,: still at virtual

capacity," while road companies of

the' Howard Lihdsay-Russel Crouse
comedy are mopping up iri Chicago
arid Boston. Yes, Seriin is a »uc-

cess, in neon capital letters.

'Broadway producers are smarter

than other racketeers,' Serlhi went
(Continued ori page 48)

WILLIE HOWARD

Willie. Howard, currently starring

in 'Crazy With the Heat,' at the 44th

Street, N. Y., is the plaintiff in a

claim being, pushed by the Amer-
ican . Federation of Radio Artists'

against Kated Corp:, producer of the

Kate Smith program. Case is being

mediated by the American Arbitra--

tion Assn., as specified by the

AFRA-network : • commercial code.

Hearing will be held Monday (10) .

Amount involved is between
5

$7,-.

500 and $10,000. Howard claims his

contract for a series of appearances

on
'

the. Kate Smith program was
broken. He filled several dates on

the show, but is alleged to have

been replaced last spring when CBS
officials . refused to let him do a

script based ori a comedy French ac-

cent. It was about the time of the

fall of France, and network execs

were understood to be leery about

possible public : reaction to such /a

broadcast.

Howard asserted he had insuf*

flcierit time • to
.
prepare substitute

material,;
' but Ted Cbllins, ' Miss

Smith's partner arid: the show's pro-

ducer): contradicts . that -statement

with the claim that Howard: had
ample time to obtain another script.

Collins Is Expected to base his can-

cellation of the/contract, on dissatis-

faction with Howard, as a writer,

since :the .pact specified .a pe.rforinerr

writer setup.

.Under the AFRA rules, a; straight

performer contract . would call for

payment regardless -of whether a;

performance is. given.
.

.

.

fGamby's Concert D4es

- Maria Gambarelli, whilom picture

house ballerina mote recently with
the Metropolitan Opera, has taken

a dance group . of. five on tour', under
Arthur Judson management. Will

be on tour three months,
Opened in London, Ontario, Jan.

30. Ottawa arid Montreal follow.

Will play 41 dates in all •

' FDR's Br

Just a Whistle-Stop?

.. .Washington, Feb. 4.

Civic pride of Hollywood was
taken down a peg Wednesday
(29), When' the Dept. of Com-
merce announced that the Census
Bureau sees.the film capital 'in.

a

different, light* from 'millions of

motion picturegoers and radio
listeners.' .

:

:

-
[.'y-

Hollywood does not even ap-
pear iri the population records,

the statement declared, and 'is

merely the local name given to

. an unincorporated area which
lies partly within Los Angeles
City and partly iri Beverly Hills

Township.' Added insult to in-

jury by explaining, that, 'the mo-
tion picture industry section (of

Hollywood) is located .
in the

township across the street from.

Los Angeles,'

VGargantuan Art

(Hearst); Bargain

.Biggest ; show;, iri
,
New York this

week Isn't on Broadway, but down
on 33d street; It's, a^full-floor lay-

out at Girribel Bros, departrhent

Store of just about 1,000,001 things

collected in a half century., of col-

lecting by William Randolph Hearst.

Stuff - is all on sale as though it were

so much yard goods—with price tags

ranging .up to $199,894 for 16th
century Flemish tapestry—-and yok-
els and millionaires alike are pour-
ing in to.have a look. '.;.

Like a -Broadway legiter,' the big

show • had three
:

previews last . week
arid its official public opening on
Monday <3). Previews—which were
supposed to be private—drew 7,000
people the first night, 7,000 the sec-

(Continued on page 55)

GEO. ABBOTT DUE BACK

AT RKO THIS SPRING

George Abbott, whose 'Pal Joey'
production appears solidly set for a
run at the Barrymore, . N. Y.,.

t will
go to Hollywood this spring for an-.

Other . producer-director stint at

RKO. Date of his going Is indef-
inite, as he is considering production
of a legit comedy; script, of tfcire-

vealed authorship and title..

If he doesn't do the play he will

probably go to the Coast late in

March or early in April. He has ho
picture

,
in mind, but will consider

story suggestions of studio heads. His
decision whether or ; Hot to do the
play depends on satisfactory revi-

sions, but the author, is understood to

be reluctant to make any changes
unless Abbott options the script; But
haying been burned several times

by not getting suitable revision? after

taking on option. .Abbott is refusing

to repeat that procedure. :

ASCAP BY THE SEA

Music ~ Men Vamp Until Feace—
,'. Marks of BMI There, Too

; Miami Beach,
. Feb. 4.

Number of music men are hiber-

nating hereabouts, literally vampin'
'til ready,., because of . the ASCAP
situation;, intruding publishers like

Ja,ck Robbins, Jack Mills, Lester
Santiy, Reg Connelly, -Jimmy Canpp-
belii Bobby Crawford, Murray
Baker, etc. At the drop of a bluet
note the meeting of the minds on
what's what with ASCAP, BMI, etc.

becomes a major huddle;
•Edward B.. .Marks, who made . a

deal with BMI, just arrived ; here/
Even when . the w-.k. Miami sun
shines, his advent casts a' shadow for

the other vehemently pro-ASCAP
j

men.
'

: i. Washington, : Feb. 4.;

:

. Credit for making it a memorable
January in Washington, both at the
Inaugural gala; and birthday balls,

largely goes to Nick and Joe
Schenck, latter operating in Holly-
wood to round up celebrities. Nick
Schenck produced, and paid all .the

expenses for Mickey. Rponey'g ^
tourage, Nelson Eddy's frip. Rise
Stevens of the Metropolitan, besides
inducing Charlie Chaplin to attend
and recite his 'Dictator' speech.
Carter Barron was the real director

of the inaugural gala, the Loew di-

vision manager staging the .party
under Mr; Schenck's direction. '

:•

. For the, birthday balls and .White
House gayety, Joe Schenck produced
Deariria Durbin, Lana Turner, Wal-
lace Beery and his daughter; Carol
Ann; Preston / Foster, Sterling

\Hay-
den, Constance Moore, Tony Martin,
Helen Vinson,; Kay

.
Aldridge, Char-

lotte .Greenwood, Maureen p'Hara,
little Carolyn Lee, Clifton Fadiman,
Jay C. Flippen, Jean! Hershblt,-
George Raft, Al Ritz and Red Shelr
ton. Schenck's Washington contact
was Jock Lawrence of the. Hays
office, who worked with .the local

cotrimittee.

President's. Hat for Charity .

The Hollywood stars at the Presi-
dent and. Mrs. Roosevelt luncheon
turned the tables and had the Chief
Executive sign autographs. Fort.i-

(Coritiriued on page 18)

LULU BELLE AND SCOTTY

BACK TO HOLLYWOOD

.Cincinnati, Feb. 4.

Ltilu Belle and Scotty, vocal team,
starred on WLW's hillbilly Boone
County Jamboree, have signed to ap-
pear in two more pictures to be pro-
duced by Republic. They were in
'Village Barn Dance' which Repub-
lic released late in M939.

First of the new films is 'Country
Fair.' Shooting of it is to start
March 15. Production work on the
second picture is scheduled to begin
July 7.
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Welles, As 25% Owner of

to

Orson Welles, iV is. understood, has

teen prepared to force RKO to re-

lease 'Citizen Kane,' no 'matter what

the decision of its execs or board of

directors. Welles has a. 25Cv> interest

in the film's net profit and is said to

haVe been advised by his .own at:

tornevs that" he has. legal ground for.

requiring RKQ tp distribute'; the; pic-

ture rasper his contract.

RKO, in 'fact, has never Indicated

that it would do otherwise than re-!

lease the film. S. Barret McCor-

mick, , pubvad . chief, yesterday

(Tuesday) declared the picture will

go into distribution around Febr 28

and: plans for advertising are going

forward originally indicated..

\Velles
r precaution was ' taken, how-

ever in the knowledge of, the
:

tre-

mendous pressure being pujt on RKO
and its individual execs and. board

members by. many high-placed mem-
bers of the industry.

Producer-director-writer Welles^

who has been Branded -Comrrmrrist'

lh some Hollywood quarters because

of his apparent lack of interest in

money, isn't thinking of coin -in this

case either. Rather he 'feels that his

honor is at stake/
;

since this is his

first film and if follows months of

disparaging cracks about his inac-

tivity in Hollywood. - .
.

:

RKO prexy George Schaefer,. who
has constantly been - the boy won-
der's principal proponent, arid the

BKO board ordered .Welles east: with

a print last' week. Directors-^-three

of whom had previously sneaked to

the Coast to have
:

l.ob'k-sees-^met, on

Friday (31 ) afternoon,' then-saw the

film and are to meet again today (5).

First screening in the east was pri

Wednesday (29) for a selected group
«f RKO officials arid . W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of the

Radio City Music Hall. No deal has

been set for New York opening of

the picture and Vari Schmus gave no
Inkling of what his plans are. .

It's understood there have been
other screenings for various attor-

neys who have been called in-r-all of

whorh are .said to be of the' opinion

that there is . nothing iri the film on
which court action could be brought
by William Randolph Hearst, who
allegedly claims the story top closely,

parallels his own life. Welles and
Schaefer have been in virtually cohr

Continued on. page 18)

.

Bovine Justice

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Killing a toreador is less hem-'

ous than killing a bu.il/ under the
:

ruling of .the' Will Hays office, as

; applied to. the 20th-Fox produc-

tion, 'Blood arid Sand;.
.'.''' Actual .slayihg of.beef on the'.,

hoof, including 'preliminary ban—
darillP sharpshbbting/ is banned,

but*Tyrone Power, ihe bullfight-
:

ej - who is .niihe'd ' by. a bull, is

perrnitted' to die on celluloid

with the approval of the censor.

It Happened in H'wood

FREIDAY QUITS U B'D;

COWDIN SCORES SUITS

William Freiday last week tender-

ed his resignation as a director on
Universal's board. Company will

not appoint ariy person io fill the

vacancy, but will- wait until the an-

nual meeting, March 15, when se-

lection will be left up to trie stock-

holders. Freiday was one of the

two U directors named by first pre-

ferred stockholders. Samuel I. Pb-
aen is the other.

Regarding stockholders' suits, J.

Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board, in his annual report cited that

It is unfortunate the company should
be compelled to devote considerable
time and energy to the defense, of

actions brought by stockholders in

the present difficult times. Cowdin
mentioned two suits brought. by Po
sen, one alone, and the .other with
two stockholders. He outlined that
the second action was instituted to

enjoin the company from purchas
ing its" first preferred stock under
the Dec. 12 tender plan. He was
denied a preliminary injunction. :

Cowdin reported: 'In the opinion
of your management, such suits are
entirely without foundation and
they believe that the record of prog
ress and achievement of your . cprri-

pany is a complete answer to these
charges, which will be -fully met
when the cases come Up for trial.'

Universal's report for' the fiscal year
ending: Nov. 2 last showed the net
profit of $2,390,772 was .virtually

double that of the previous fiscal

12-month period.
'''

With January earnings, reported

to : have . .
ahead . of ~

the-'.; first

mont)i last, year, Paramount is ex-,

pected to show $2.60 per cornmon
share for 1940." according . to revised

Wall Street estimates.; Previously

figured it would be around $2. StateT
ment is expfected out -»n the next- few
weeks. , •

'

Chief interest, in Paramourit; now
centers in the proposed plan of the

company to call in the first preferred

shares outstanding. Corporation ex-

ecutives are attempting to map out

a plan whereby this stock would be

brought into the company treasury

by means', of cash ' and* low rate,

short-term loans;! Proposition has

been under . consideration for nearly

two months, but is still .rated a must,

in the problem of company e.conorny.

. Reason for highlighting this first

preferred withdrawal is that a

resume this week showed the com-
pany to have paid out approximately.

40% of its net income over the five-

year period ending in 1939 iri pre-

ferred dividends. Paramourit net in-

come for the five years starting in.

1935 to 1939, inclusive, totaled $18,-

358,102 and approximately $7,437,700

was paid out in preference issue div-

vies. This takes in all distributions

made on the two preferred ' issues

since the company's reorganization

plan became effective July 1, 1935.

On the basis of the preferred divi-

dend distributions of 1939, it is esti-

mated that the company was paying

approximately $900,000 per year on
the first preferred in dividends.

Since then, the nurhb'er of first pre-

ferred shares has been reduced, but

dividends even now are reported to

represent the disbursement of

around $800,000 annually. If Par is

able to secure a .3% or 3%% loan
rate and take care of roughly half

of the total first preferred with-

drawal with cash, a saving of $400,-

000 to $500,000 is deemed possible. .

Only alternative to actual, consum-
mation of such plan would be public
conversion of its first preferred into

common shares, induced by 'the cur
rently high earnings on the common.
As with other film companies, Para-
rhount!s ultimate . desire is to have
only comrrion shares outstanding
with only a minor amount of pre
ferred on which the company would
have to ' pay annual dividends. In

this way common shareholders
would stand to benefit directly from
net profits showri by the corporation.

Kelly Back iii N. Y;
. Arthur -W. Kelly, United Artists

Vice-prez in charge of sales, returned
Monday (3) from tworweek: visit' to

•the Coast, where he confabbed with
producers and saw three new : pic-

tures which will be released shortly

Murray Siiverstone,. UA chiefj and
Charles Schwartz, counsel/ who went
west With Kelly, are expected back

Jh about two weeks. Monroe Green-

thai, pub-ad head, arrives back east

later this week.

By BILL IIALLIGAN
Hollywood, Feb. 4.

. It was after 10 when I left the

Beachcomber. It's » sort of Chinese

restaurant wherethey make, a.'spe-

cialty of rum drinks. " A zombie

may. sound . like an Igorrote debu-

tante, but it's four ounces of dyna-
mite in a tall glass. . Two : of- them
make one very . mellow. I had : had
three.

.

',/ : •

: When I walked out .to get in my
car I saw a kid about 10 years old

sitting on the running board. C I

thought it funny for a child to be
out at .that late hour, He had a can-

vas, bag swung around his shoulder
and he was selling Liberty maga-
zines. .

':'•.'.""

He said 'Good evening, " May I

sing you
;
a sprig?' He sounded like

a Harrow upperclass man. I took
another look at him. He was wear--

ing torn Jersey and a pair of

oliye drab- shorts. His shoes were
canvas sneakers and a toe stuck

out. He had the - face of a Mike
Angelo cherub.
He said, 'Did you say I fnay, sir?'

'No,' ,1 said, 'I didn't, say you may,
sir. But now that you suggest it; I

.will say you may, sir.'

'What would like to hear,' he asked
me, 'classical, operatic or popular?'

. . 'Call -. your shot/; I. said, . 'arid you
better be good.'

I leaned up against a convenient
telegraph pole and the kid started to

sing. He had One of those Christmas
carol voices. He sang an aria from
'La Boheme.* :As far as he was con
cerned he might as Well have been
singing from the stage of the; Met.

He had all the poise and cocksure-

ness of a John Charles Thomas. He
hit a couple of high ones with the

accuracy of Annie Oakley. The
chills ran down my spine. That
kid sang four songs for me. He sang
me sober; I gave him a $5 bill..

'How long have you been around
our town?' I asked him. 'I have
been here as long as I can remem-
ber, sir/ he said. I took him

;

oyer

to the Roosevelt and. he- sang for

Al Woods, the great New. York im-
presario." I watched Al's face, and
I could see a teardrop start. Here
I had a boy of 12 and you could see

he had something—that touch that, is

genius. He had been standing in

front of the Beachcorhber. cafe for

months singing for those who would
listen or selling a Liberty now arid

then to those who wouldn't, and all

the time, bottled up in that tiny

frame of his that kid had something
those bums who were too busy/ or,

to arrogant to listen to, would have
g'iveri their "right eye for.-

:. I took that kid up to my agent the
next day. That was a month ago.

This afternoon I picked up a Holly-
wood paper, I don't know—maybe
there is a Santa Clause.
The press report said: "

»

'Hailed by Leon Machan, official

pianist of the Cleveland • Symphony
Orchestra, as possessing genius gifts,

Richard: Haydel, 12-year-old singer;

dancer and pianist, is to be groomed
for big things by Metrb-Goldwyn-
Mayer. He has just been signed. The
•first film in which he may appear is

'The Yearling,' though It remains to

be seen whether this will be in the
top role. He's in line for it, any-
way, made some test scenes from the
story and also gave a personal dem-
onstration of his talents for Louis
B. Mayer and other executives.

. 'He will be coached at the studio.

'Haydel was born in Helena, Ark.'

14 Cartoons Bid for Acad Shorts

Entries for Oscars

Clear the Way t

Hollywood/Feb. 4.

WBrner studio Is overcrowded
these days with a record num-
ber . . of actors, directors and
writers.

•

,
Contract list Includes .21 atars,

48 featured players, 14 direc-

tors, 48 writers, 11 dialog direc-

tors, 12; associate producers and
even composers.

.

Profit on 1940

While Its financial report for 1940

will hot be available until March,

RrfO likely will show : a modest
net profit as against the. $186,495

deficit for 1939.

Aside from foreign, operations,

RKO Radio, the film producing and
distributing subsid; - is expected to

show a slight improvement; while

earnings theatre subsidiaries are re-

ported as running substantially

ahead of 1939.

Until Atlas (Floyd B. Odium) ex-

ercises its option for- Mike Meehan's
Keith - Albee - Orpheum preferred

shares,, the company's directors will

defer until March any decision to

acquire all or part of the Meehari
holdings, •

. Improved domestic revenues par-

tially offsetting foreign losses is un-
derstood to be back of restoration to

RKO execs of the 10% to 50% cuts

that were imposed In October, 1939,

shortly after the European war broke
out.

. Slash applied to
.
everyone earn-

ing more than $4j56C a year. Num-
ber of execs under contract also took

pay cUt' to help the company ride

out the lean
:
period which the en

tire film industry feared was im
pending/ Those earning $4,500 to

$10,000 yearly took a 10% slice; up
to $20,000, 20%; up to $30,000, 25%;
to $40,000, 30%; to $50,000, 35%; to

$75,000, 40%, and all above $75,000,

50%. •

-

Nugent Draws Truth*
Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Paramount signed Elliott : Nugent
to direct the Bob Hope-Paulette God-
dard co-starrer, 'Nothing But the
Truth,' slated to start March 24..

Nugent was director of 'The Cat
arid the Canary/ in which Hope and
Goddard starred. >-., ''.;""

Ex-Scripter Shot to Death
Hollywood, Feb. 4^

•

Jack Kuhn, 44, former screen
wr|ter, was shot to death In S'lmi,

Cal., Jan. 30. ';
_ •_ .;..

Arrested
;

'for the shooting; was a
former inmate of the Preston State
School. '. /•

JACK FORRESTER'S U.S.

PRODUCTION COMPANY

BEPUBLIC'S; TRIBUTE
Hollywood, Feb. 4.

New 'sound stage and other con^
struction work will cost Republic
around $385,000. .

The
;
stage will be named after

Ford Sterling. '

" <.'
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Jack Forrester, formerly active in

Forrester-Parant Productions of

France, has formed Forrester Film
Corp. in N. Y. state, charter being
granted on Monday (3), with O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery as his law firm.

Shareholders include Frank Ryan,
,N. Y. broker, and James D. MpPney,
president of General Motors Export
and a director of General Motors
Armament. : Forrester Is president
and general manager,
. Purpose of new company is to pro-
duce all • types of motion pictures,

more specially for major company
release. Forrester leaves for the
Coast ' at the.; end of this week to
huddle with directors arid, suitable
story material for. the. initial picture.
Forrester is native-born '.American,

returned to U, S. about six months
ago after having been active in pro-
ducing and

;
distributing films , in

France for about 12 years. His most
recent/ better known pictures are
'Generals Without Buttons,' That
They May Live' arid 'Ballerina,
among about 80 French" pictures
while in Europe. Screen personalities
under contract to him include Raimu
(just before the war')/ Harry Baur
Danielle Darrieux, Tino Rossi, Gaby
Marley, Francois Rosay and Vivian
Romance. Although invited to' re
turn to the Vichy government and
make pictures* Forrester declined be
cause of the supervision and control
by the government which he felt in
turn would, be regulated, by Berlin
.
Forrester has a, number of his own

story properties
. never before used

but will look over available (Screen
yarns in Hollywood before picking
his first vehicle. One of his flr&t

tasks will be to pick a name Amer-
ican director, hence the. Cpast trek.

He is not set on -a releasing' outlet
but has- "Several propositions under
consideration.

Officers are: Forrester, prez and
g.m.;' Ryan, tresaurer; R. Robert
Proddow, also a Wall St. broker, sec.

.Hollywood, Feb. .4.

Nominations, for the Oscar awardi
lh short subjacta this year have ail

been turned in for Judgment by thV
Academy cpmtnitt.ee!,. They consist of

14 cartoons, 11 twp-reelers arid four

documentary films.

Cartoons are 'Snubbed By a Mob,'

Fleischer; 'Yoii Ought to Be .iri Pic.

tures'/ Warners; *A Wild 'Hare/ War-
ners; 'Raggedy . Ann and Raggedy

Andy/ Fleischer* 'Knock, Knock/'

Universal; 'Puss Gets Boots,' Metro;'

'Billy Mouse's Awakade,' 20th-Fox;!

The Mad Hatter/ Columbia; 'West-

ern Daze,' Paramount;: 'Wimmin Ij

a l^ystery/ -Fleischer; 'Early Worm
Gets ; the Bird,' Warners; 'Cross Coun-
try Detours/ Warners; 'Recruiting'

Daze,' Universal, and 'Milky Way/
Universal

Short subjects are divided into two
classes, those of 1,000 feet or less,

and those between 1,000 and 3,000

feet Many . of the latter are con-

cerned with educational and military

themes. Elirninatioris are being made
by the preliminary judging commit-
tee, after which .the winners will

be, chosen at a: final showing. Walt
Disney has no entries in the cartoon
shorts cornpetitiori this year, for the
first time. . He announced that he
was centering his. work ori feature
production.

,.

. Six Tlniers Entered

Ten: blacik-and-white and six color

films have been placed in contention,

on the -basis of quality' in, cinema-
tography. In the former, bracket are
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois/ RKO; 'All

This, arid Heaven Too/ Warners;
'Arise, My Love/ Paramount; 'Boom
Town/ Metro; 'Foreign Correspond-
ent/ ' Wahger-United.. Artists; 'The
Letter/ Warners; The Long Voyage
Home/ Argosy-Wanger-United Art-
ists; 'Rebecca/ David Selznick :United
Artists; 'Spring Parade/ Universal,

and 'Waterloo Bridge/ Metro. .

Starters in the tint class are 'Bit- .

tersWeet/ Metro; The Bluebird/
20th-Fox; 'North West Mounted Po-

(Continued on page 20)

OHIO CLERGY SEE WAR

AND PIX BIZ ALLIED

Columbus, Feb. 4,

Annual report on films presented

to the Ohio Pastors' Convention, iri

session here last Week, charged Hol-

lywood producers with shunning

-

'their inherent social responsibilty/

criticized , drinking scenes, pointed

out that 'war is being glorified/ and
claimed that 'certain financial inter-

ests are known to have vast financial

holdings in both the film and mili-

tary equipment industries.' It was
explained, however, ' that the report

was not a blanket condemnation of

the industry, whose 'moral and social

balance sheet is in the black.'

Resolution adopted by the conven-
tion reproached the industry for the

'notable increase (in pictures) in the

glorification of war and the implica-

tion that military methods can best

overcome fascism and other pseudo-

philosophies that bedevil the world/

Small Gets Back Into

Stride With UA Pair

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Edward Small returns to film pro-

duction next week, with five pictures

slated for . release on the 1941-43

United Artists program. Producer

goes to bat With tw<i screen dramas

simultaneously—"The Corsicari Broth-?

ers' and 'My Official Wife/

Remainder of Small's commitrhents

are 'Sabotage/ She Was a Working
Girl* and a tropical feature, still, un-

Utied. ^
.

:

.

; Max Golden checked off the 20th-

Fox lot to become production: riianr

ager for Edward Small. •

Spot , was recently; vacated by. Val

Paul. '.'

/

Edward Small Dorrowed Ralph

Murphy from Paramount to direct

one of . his pictures for United Art-

ists release.

Murphy, who recently finished. *LM

Vegas Nights' fPr Paramount,

checked in yesterday (Moh. ) at Gen-

eral Service itudlo/

.
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There is a page of film company advertising in this week's

issue -. ot Variety which is conspicuous by its absence. The

reason* quite frankly stated by
'
the producer, .is because the;

review of one of his pictures,; published recently in Variety,

does not coincide with the.producer's:^

Of course, this subject of trade reviews of films, plays, vauder

Viile' acts, radio programs1

, bands and all other forms of popular

entertainment is one with whicli; Variety is well informed,

through experience, having treated with the matter in its vari-

ous aspects some 35 years, since, the founding of the paper. 1

:

Each Recurring' in Va-

riety's opinion, however, usually preseuts some new angle,: V In

the current instance, the producer puts forth the -interesting,

if somewhat fallacious, theory that Variety, having informed

motion picture exhibitors that the picture has some glaring

shortcomingSi is not . a proper or effective medium for the. ad-,

vertising .of his wares.
"

:

'

The 'chastisement' takes the form of cancelled -advertising.

^'''ThrpugV:the.'years^.yARiETY- has been subjected; to nUmerqus:

types of - retribu tion/ 'ranging from threatened bodily injury - to

drawing-room snubs. But that's another story. •'.
:

.

Ordinarily . ah ihcideiit such as the above would hot be

deemed important enough' for comment. But it so happens that

.. this entire matter of trade^ press reviews of films is very likely

to be widely discussed when the new season's product is ready

for presentation to the exhibitors of the country. Under the

terms of the consent decree, which the five major companies

have signed, all pictures must be shown to the trade at screen-

ings before the distributors are permitted to negotiate any ex-

hibition licenses with theatres.

. Under the blind-selling, block-booking, method, how abol-

ished by the.consent decree, an entire season's program of films

sold by each compaiiy, frequently well in advance of the

completion of the first picture of the group. . Trade-press re-

viewing, tinder the system which is now prohibited by the de-

cree, 1 served the highly useful function of informing exhibitors

of the exploitation values of a picture and its strength or weak-
ness in first, runs, which play single features, or in the ever-

growing number of houses which have capitulated to the dou-
.ble-bill policy.

Starting with next season's releases, exhibitor-readers of the

trade press will look to these publications for actual and practi-

, cal buying guidance.. It may be true that at the beginning of

.
the' new order or sales' procedure many exhibitors will attend

the trade-showings; but it will not be long before exhibitors

will find it impossible to devote the time necessary to see all the
film so screened, and they will depend more than ever before on
experienced and expert trade press reviews.

Reviews that are written with one eye on the business office

and the other on the producers' advertising departments are

not likely to be of much value to the thousands' of theatre oper-
ators whose interest solely is in an honest, fair and sound ap-
praisal of a film. Exhibitors, generally, and the bookers of the
major and independent circuits in particular, are quite able to

distinguish between a service which is conducted for their in-

formation and help from one that is operated on the principle

that the nerves and sensibilities of the producers must have
first consideration.

The crux of the issue is that the film industry will be in

greater need of a strong, independent trade press, under the
consent decree rules, than ever before. -

.
So far as Variety is concerned there will be; no change or

modification of policy to copewith, the greater responsibilities

imposed upon its
' reviewing columns by the operation , of the

consent decree. Editoriai principles which have been observed
fpMnpre than a third-of-century were clearly outlined in the first

issue of this newspaper on' Dec. 16, 1905. Sime wroit:
;-.V

, -The first, foremost and extraordinary feature of .

.
V. it .(Variety) will be' FAIRNESS. Whatever, there

'

'
• is ; to be printed of interest to the professional

world WILL BE PRINTED WITHOUT RE- •

;

: GARD TO WHOSE,NAME IS MENTIONED .

OR THE ADVERTISING COLUMNS.. ^ ;

;. • >. ;'The reviews will be A#jtten;
'-;

c6.nsc^
:

eh.tiQiisly;,.

and the truth only told. If it hurts it is at least

said. in fairness and impartiality.
.

..'•.'.••/

• - Do you want to read a paper that's honest
from the title page to its' last line? That will .keep
its columns clean of -wash notices?' THAT
WILL NOT BE INFLUENCED BY ADVER-
TISING? That's VARIETY.': .

;

,
By

:

adherence to such policy Variety has suryivedv Its use-
Jjhiess and service, to the trade have expanded with the gr >-\\:th

W show business.

Unable tb Climb Out of De-
pression Low, Which Is

. Same as Prevailed in 1924,

Prior to. Industry's Major
: Advances .

..'

PRICE-CUTTING

The average admission price,

which has remained at 23c. from 1936

until the end of last year, continues

to: hold to the low level of other , re-
tail prices- produced by the 1929-31
depression era, according.'to a com-
pilation made, by trade experts' In
the U. S. Department of Commerce/
statistics covering i924. to 1940. •

Conclusions derived from this

summary are (1) that the. influence
of the depression era Is about exf
hausted but the average of cinemas
admissions : fails to climb, (2) that

the period of cut-throat competition
generated by the depression con-
tinues, and' (3) that this same fierce

competition' may actually prevent
tilting the average admission fee

despite a substantial prosperity era
how in prospect.

Amazing feature of this resume on
the average admission price is that

the present 23c, is the same as the

average which, prevailed in 1924.

This is despite advanced prices on

(Continued ' on page. 22)

ONE-MAN TRUST

TRY CHARGED

Launching a vigorous counter at-,

tack oh Samuel Goldwyn', United

Artists Monday (3) filed answer
in the N.Y; federal court to the pro-

ducer's breach of contract suit

against It.

•The plaintiff comes Into court

with unclean hands,* declares 'UA.

Gbldwyn's 'unclean hands' are then

explained by the disclosure that at

a stockholder meeting on Jan. .12,

1939, Goldwyn demanded that

Charles Chaplin, the Fickford Corp.

and Alexander Korda, each a one-

fifth owner of. the company like

himself, execute a voting-trust

agreement for a period of three

years which would have, in effect,

given the producer all the voting

powers over their stock and a 100%
right to elect officers, and directors.

Goldwyn threatened that unless this

right was granted him he would op-

.
' Continued on page 18)

BIOFF'S INCOME TAX

TRIAL DUE JUNE 24

Hollywood, Feb. 4. .

Willie Bioff goes to trial June. 24

on the charge that he defrauded the

Government of $85,000 in income

' Defendant is at liberty on a bond
presented by hij attorney at the set-

ting of the trial date. . ^

Four Biggies for Sisk

.•• Hollywood. Feb. 4.

Robert Sisk .'draws ' four big-budgr
e't''pi'ciures-'

:w''-his-''produc'tioh'.-.
,

schBdr'

ule at Ri£0, .beginning .with .the

Ginger Rogers . starrer,
.
'Tom,

.
Dick

and Harry.' : . .

.

. Other ' three are 'Valley of the
Sun.' 'Wrapped in Cellophane* and
an. untitled yarn . starring Charles

Laught'on. : -v

of Tax Legislation

Oh, My Gosh!

Early edition of the Los An-
geles Herald-Express carried A
story

. which read, in part: 'J.

Casanova. Cowdin, /chairman of
the board; of Universal Pictures
Co.,- Inc., In toils annual report,'
etc. .

''-

Yarn was corrected In the next
edition.

sto

Besides the election of directors.

Voting on the approval of a new five-

year contract with Nicholas M.
Schenck, president,. Is the most imr
portant business to come before the
annual stockholders' meeting of
Loew's, Inc., next Tuesday (11).

Proxy statement mailed shareholders
outlines information on the proposed
new Schenck pact.; Schenck . has
been president of Loew's since the
deaih of the founder, Marcus Loew,
in 1927. Present contract runs until

the end of this year.
0 New contract, starting next Jan. 1,

calls for $2,500 per week, as present-
ly, paid him, plus 2%% of the com-
bined annual net profits of the com-
pany after seven deductions. Week-
ly salary includes an allowance for
expenses excepting thosa Incurred
during travel.

The proflt-sharing arrangement Is

made after $2 per shars dividend Is

deducted on each share of common
(2,745,744); after tax deductions, In-
terest on bonds, mortgages and loans
and after certain Culver City studio

(Continued on page 8)

HAYS, RECOVERED;

EN ROUTE TO COAST

. Sufficiently recovered from a severe
attack of flu so that he could travel*
Will Hays left for the Coast Mon-
day (3) night .He expects to be
gone from N. Y. until early March
when he .returns In time to prepare
his 1940 report for presentation to
the annual meeting of the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
Assn. '

'.'.' ;'.

Hays was confined to bed for more
than two weeks but had recovered
sufficiently Monday to go to his of-

fice. MPPDA chief originally

planned to' be in Hollywood by the
middle, of February but his .illness

kept him .east . Expected meeting of

Hays office directors probably will

not be held until fie returns • from
the Coast. Matter of . a . new Hays?
contract may. be taken up before
then, since his present .. flvc-yeai*

pact expires March 15. ''v.

Keeping Par Tunes Q. T. ;

Until ASCAP Clarifies

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

,

With rash
;

of -songwriters : breaking
out all over the Hollywood land-
scape, due to the ASCAP-broadcaster
imbroglio, Paramount is holding back
publicity on ditties written for 'Kiss

the Boys Goodbye.'
.

. \ :

Victor Scheftziriger,
.
.-'composer-,

director, declared the song iitlcs are
being 'kept in the dark' to foil op-
portunists who

.
.would- appropriate

wordage for What capital coulri be I

made of It. Schertzinger, who did

'Boys* and is an ASCAP member, dc-
manded studio blapkout on advance ..

publicity. •
'

; I

With nearly every ope i6f the; 48 ;

states scheduled to hold legislatiya

sessions this year, flood of bilis into

the. hopper in different fctate capitals

alreadyvindicates the; film industry

will be the target of fresh and addi-

tional tax legislation; /Measures In-

troduced or being prepared shows
many states seeking additional reve-

nue because of hikes in pension al-

lotments, several planning sales .tax*,

es :\ outright levies
, \ ; admissions;

and . little relief offered in bills

drawn to date. So-called chance

games also will come In for full

share of consideration
,
by salons. '';.

Resume of legislation introduced

thus far shows both Nebraska and
New York looming as the most
troublesome states for the picture
business, latter largely because so
many representatives have their pet
schemes for raising money. . : Legisla-
tor Newbauer, reputed to have been
ah exhiuitor at one time, has a flock
of anti-film business measures' lined
up in Nebraska. One is an out-
right. 10% amusement tax bill: An-
other would assess the distributor
$1 for each reel of film rented In the
state. .A third would charge each

.

motion picture distributor $1,000 an-
nually to do business in Nebraska.
The amusement tax. would be so se-
vere that a 15c ticket would have a
2c tax tacked on.

New York's principal threatening
bill Is Assemblyman Bewley's pro-
posed 3% gross receipts tax.. Part of
this would place a .5% tax on ad-
missions in excess of 50c. Same leg-"
. (Continued on page 20)

''

DESYLVA INTO

LE BARON'S

PAR SPOT

B. G. DeSylva, vet songwriter, now
an associate producer at Paramount,

has been appointed executive pro-

ducer at the studio, succeeding Wil-

liam Le Baron, who resigned during

the past week.

Higher berth for DeSylva is effec-

tive May 1. Meantime, he! is turning

but 'Caught in the Draft' for Par,

a comedy.. DeSylva also is producer
of the two current legit hits, 'Pana-
ma Hattie' and 'Louisiana Purchase.'

Le Baron an Indie Producer .

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

; :
William LeBarbn is leaving Par-

amount after nine years at the studio

as producer and more recently as

managing director, of all production.

He will produce independently, and -

likely release, through Paramount.

;

COL'S COAST HUDDLE

ON '41-42 PRODUCT

Lineup pfvproduct. for next season

is being huddled on with studio execs
on the G.oast .'.by. a .bevy of Columbia
home .office execs Who Went west for

the purpose oyer the weekend. Dis-

cussion of sales plans, .in view of the
decree Which makes Columbia, Uni-
versai " and United . Artists the only
companies eligible to sell a full, sea-

.•:on's product in advance—is also

Inking place,

.

Those who went to the Coast: in-

clude Jack Cuhri, v.'p'.r Abe Mpntague,
sajp.*;mnna'Kfir; A. Schneider, -treas-

urer, and Joe McConville, foreign

m.inatfor..-

"
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ARBITRATION BDS. SINCE OPENING (1)

Exhibs Wait for an Opening Act— No Rush Ex-

pected, However, U n til Blocks - of - 5 Selling

Starts This Summer "
' l

':;

Failure of exhibitors to .file; any
complaints for arbitration immedi-
ately that all of the '31 local trib-

unals were opened Saturday. (IX is

ascribed: to the desire' of theatre op-

erators in each ..of their respective

zones to sit back awhile to -see what
the other fellow is going to do, also

to ' the probability that most film

accounts will wait
,
until, selling in

blbcks^ofrfiv.e begins. That will hot

be . until June at the. earliest, and.

most likely for hot all bf the five

companies under the new sales sys-

tem until some time in Juiy.

Thus far exhibitors interested In

arbitration •have : only made inquiries,

mostly concerning, routine, • and It's

understood that this, groiap included

only about a dozen through Monday
(3.), when also no actual complaints
were filed. After filing a complaint,

17, days must; elapse "before a hear-
. ing, in order, to. prepare, the.:papers;'

notify the various parties involved
and arrange for arbitrators.

.

A large , number of complaints
from: exhibitors are not: ' expected
until the summer; largely because
the question

: . of clearance / will be-;

cOrrie * .part of negotiation . on the
1941-42 product when it's in quintet
blocks. Existing clearance may . be
considered unfair and certain exhibs
may. seek to have it changed imme-
diately,, but such protection as now I

. applies was' a part of the current
season's (1940-41) deals. Consent de-
cree does not figure except in the
sale of the '41-42 pictures, although
arbitration machinery has been- set

up in advance and the cost of main-
taining it- must be borne from the

outset.

Waiting for Selling Season
;

American Arbitration Assn. sources
do not believe, that cases, will start

to pile up until the companies party
to the decree (Metro, Paramount,
RKO

(>
Warners and 20th-Fox) actu-

. ally, start offering '41-42 pictures. . At
that time, complaints will- involve
clearance and cetrain demands on
the part of exhibitor for changes.
Also, when '41-42 product is ready
for screening and sale, other matters
will come up such as . shorts, dis-

crimination, refusal of - runs re-

quested, etc.

Meantime, exhibs are studying the
conditions . that may prevail under
the new order Of distribution-exhibi-
tion relations and, it is predicted,

will be in no rush to arbitrate for
shifts in clearance at too early a
date for fear that any decision now
handed down may prove less de-

. sizable than after groups-of-five are
starting to selL

The AAA is. confirming the ap-
pointment of arbitrators and by next
week will have at least 10 ready to
serve on each, of the 31 panels, or a
total of 310 minimum. . The ultir

mate total is to be 1,170. Full as-
signment of 1,170, plus a probable 10

extra . arbiters on each panel as
emergency appointees to serve in
very special instances, is expected to
be set before June 1;

Managers of the . 31 boards went
on the payroll Saturday (1) arid have
been provided with 28 different
forms that will be used in film in-

.
diistry arbitration procedure; - One
of these, which the • exhibitor must

• • ign when .filing a. case, Is that be
agrees

1

to 'the "arbitration award to
be made. Thisi iri.a jsense, makes the
arbitration compulsory, although
under the consent decree an exhib
is riot forced, to utilize this ineans
and may go into court if he de-

'"•Si: .'Appeals Board Set-

: The appeals board : of three;; to- be
, ' located in New York at. offices in Ra-

dio CityV for. which leajse arranger
rhents were made tn January^ was
completed Monday (3), when Albert
W. Putnam, of . HarfispnV'N.- Y„ and
George W. Alger, of N. Y. C, were
appointed a&o&^es.'at $17,500 yearly
for three years "to* serve with Van

. Vechten Veeder. Last-mentioned,
chairman of the appeals tribunal was
appointed Nov. 20 at $20,000 arinu-r

. allyi Former Mayor James J. Walker
-had been backed by campaign

.
within the- picture industry for $
post on the appeals board.

Both Putnam arid Alger are on the

payroll retroactive to Saturday (1).

Former, who has been practising law
since 1900, is a member of the law

O'Brien's 20tfeFo* Pact

firm 'of - Wiritrpp, Simpson, Putnam &
Roberts in N. Y. Alger, also a law-
yer,' acted • as special master, in the
RKO reorganization ;

.
proceedings

through appointment by Judge Wil-
liam Bondy. Iri 1926 he became the
Moreland Act comiriissioner handling
prison parole, while later he turned
to labor law, particularly with re-

lation to child labor. He is a mem-
ber of the firm of Alger & Coughlan,
also of N.- Y. ^ •

:.''-.

' AAA's Radio Broadcast •

-.
' In launching arbitration Saturday:

(1), the AAA went on the air over
a Mutual hQOkup from Coast-to-
Coast for a 15-minute broadcast at

7:15 p.m. that night,- with those in

-

charge of the 31 local tribunals, in-

structed to listen in.

. G. V. . Whitriey, presidieht 'of the
AAA, discussed arbitration and what
it . means, while' / Paul Felix War-
burg, chairman of the film adminis-
trative committee, of the association,
discussed it from the picture indus-
try angle, expressing hope that arbi-
tration might be administered satis-

factorily, with economy arid 6peed.
Wesley A. Sturges, professor of law
at Yale, also of the Warburg film
committee, commented on arbitration
as. iri force In other Industries.

'

;

' Hollywood, . Feb. A.

Pat O'Brien closed . a 20th-Fox deal

'

for tw pictures • a .year, for an
definite period, non-exclusive. .

' Studio and actor are:talking over
the iriitialeT.

'
•

"-. :[''. \' \ :
••

.

3 MPLS. INDIES READY

CASES FOR ARBITRATION

Studio Contracts

Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

Init
:

al cases before the consent de-
cree's arbitration, board here will in-
volve product difficulties. Three 'in-

dependent exhibitors who have been
unable to obtain a desired type of
pictures have announced their in-

tention to go before the board for
•relief.' •

;.'...'

E. J. Welsfeldt, managing director
of the Riverside, Milwaukee, and 4,-

000-seat Minnesota here, using a
yaudfllm policy, says that the case
for the Minnesota will-be ready for
the board within a fortnight. With
the Paramount affiliated circuit arid

Mort H. Singer pool having virtually
all of the major product sewed up
for downtown here, the Minnesota
has 'had to depend on independent
releases for. Its screen fare.

Bennie Berger says he will ask the
board to compel the /exchanges to
service his Esquire, loop sure-seater.
He can't get major product now and
is using reissues.

Also in search of •relief for his

Gayety, lower loop dime subsequent-
run dual feature house; Is Irving
Gillman, who Is having considerable
trouble In - getting pictures.

CHAPLIN FILM GOES

fiUTII^
Expected to become available

March 1 or a week, later on a general

release • basis, reported in buyer

circles that the Chaplin picture,.:'Dibr

tatqr,' will be negotiated on deals -at

40% of the gross with no provision

to be made concerning admission

miriijbnuiris. .
Split - conditions

,
could

raise the rental to a . rtiaximum : of

4s%, it is said. Earlier accounts;

when the film Vjas taken off road-

showing, were that it would go at

50%. / ' ". ".; .*.*/;;,:•/

'Dictator,' initially sold, on scat-

tered deals, sought to emulate, the

stiff .terms . under which - 'Gone* was

merchandised by Metro. Buyers

paid 70% .
straight percentage and

agreed to
.
play the fllrn

, at 75c mat-
inees and $1.10 evenings.— Loew's
was the biggest circuit gambler on
the filni at those terms but along
with other exhibitors were disap-
pointed in some spots.

United Artists has been holding off

for about six months before making
'Dictator'- available on general re-

lease due . to conditions along . those
lines understood . when roadshow
agreements were made.

Vallee Resigns Jukebox

Company's Presidency
Rudy Vallee last week, severed a

short-lived association with Vis-6-
Graph Corp., jukebox . filmi. outfit.

Orch leader had recently been elect-

ed prez of the company and was to

have limited supervision of produc-
tion, although it was said to be
mainly a publicity tieup. Recent
commitments for films at Universal
and Columbia,- however, have now
made/it impossible for Vallee to take
any part in the see-box production,

hence his resignation^

Sam Coslow unit, .producing for

Mills-Roosevelt Panorams, began
shooting Monday (3> at Fine- Arts
studios -on the Coast. Number of
original songs by Coslow will be
among first batch of subjects by
Buddy Rogers and Bobby Sherwood
orchs.

. -Admitting that the consent decree
ends blind selling, one of Allied

States Association's objectives for

many years, but pointing up that if

the distributors are not scrupulous-
ly fair in selling under the new
system the hardships will outweigh
the benefits, the . exhibitor organiza-
tion offered/ a report on policy at its

annual board of directors meeting
during the past week held in Wash-
ington.

.

Col. H. A. Cbiej Texas, exhibitor,

was re-elected president at this meet-
ing and Abram F. Myers was re-
tained as chairman of the board and
general counsel. Martin G. Smith,
was; elected treasurer; Ht. A. Blum,-
financial secretary; Charles "H'.

: Olive,

secretary, and Arthur. 'Ki Howard,
recording secretary. Executive com-
mittee for the coming year includes
these, plus : Nathan. Yamins, Sidney

. E. Samuelson, Jack Kirsch, M. ' A.
Rosenberg and Roy E. Harrold.
A resolution was passed appoint-

ing W. A. Steffes, veteran ' north-
western leader of Allied, as honor-
ary national councillor of Allied 'to

the end that we may have the bene-
fit of his . advice and suggestions
from time to time as he' may, see fit

to impart the same.' He has -been

ill for some titne and was forced

:

to withdraw as. president of North-
west Allied. •

'

Report,' in pari, of the committee
on policy, relating to the position of
Allied on the consent decree is as
follows: .

.

'

'

'

I. Compulsory Block Booking and
Blind Selling

1. Adrnittedly Sec. Ill, , providing
for trade showings, is a remedy for
blind selling. Heretofore Allied has
contended for the identification, of:

pictures, synopses instead of trade
showings, so that, pictures could be
sold in advance and; iri such quanti-
ties 'as the parties might agree upon.
Some exhibitors areconcerned about
Sec. • in because of its close relation
to the provision for selling hi groups
of five.- But

-:
putting. put.

:
qf mind dif-

ferences as to the most acceptable
method of accomplishing the. desired
end, it must be conceded that the
Cbnserit Decree ends blind selling.

"2. Sec. IV, providing for the selK
irig of pictures in groups of not more
than five each, makes selling some-,
what more elastic than it now is,

but it does not abolish compulsory
block booking. Under the new sys-
tem weak pictures can still be
forced with the strong. .Selling at

Continued on page 18) ."

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Pa'ttl McCarthy inked player pact

at Columbia.
20th-Fox picked up Ann Baxter's

acting' option. .

.

Lucille Fairbanks ; Was awarded a

new player ticket at. Warners.
Superior 1 .Court approved Roddy

McDowell's minor contract with 20th-

Fox. ''./ !

.-

Willie Best signed to pact at War-
ners. -

Regis Toomey - drew, a Warners
contract. .

/ ;

; : .

: 20th-Fox renewed Robert; Lowery's
acting ticket for another year.

Twentieth-Fox handed Arthur C
Miller; a new earneramati'. contract.

: Wilson Ashley signed -writer con-

tract at 20th-Fox f

/Metro renewed cartoonist con-

tracts of William Hanna arid Joseph
Barbera.-;

PararnoUnt harided a director pact,

to -Robert Siodmak. >
. 2pth-Fox:' . lifted - its: option . on
Charles Tannen. ;

Jean Gabin( French actor, due to

report for a contract at 20th.

Howard da Silva, legit actor, drew,

a contract at Warners.
:. John • Wexley, screen writer, was
signed by Samuel Gbldwyn..
Warners renewed Williarn Orr's.

acting pact. •
,

/'

ANNENBERG LOSES

VS. FOX, MILWAUKEE

' ' Milwaukee; Feb. 4.

Litigation started by M. L. Annen-

berg. interests against the local Fox.

organization, alleging fraud and mis-

management in the latter's handling

of the Oriental and Tower theatres

oyer a three-year peribd, and de-

maridirig an. accounting and' division

of profits, .has ended in a victory for

Fox; After the involved case had

been long under advisement. Judge

Gustave G. . Gehrz in Circuit, court'

has handed down his decision:

'Ordering that judgment be entered

dismissing : the plaintiff's, complaint

ion its merits and that plaintiffs take

nothing thereunder; that the defend-
ants have and recover of the plain-

tiffs their, costs and disbursements
taxed herein at the sume of $191,44.'

Original action was based^pn the
Annenberg claim that while Fox op-
erated, its (Anrienberg's) Oriental

and Tower under . a managerial
agreement, • Fox rushed pictures out.

of these houses into its own nearby
Dowrier and State prior to the, ex-
piration of the 14-day ^protection

clause, thereby diverting patronage
and profits from the Annenberg
houses to its own theatres:

Illuminating testimony was offered

by Aaron Trosch, who was secretary
of the M.L.A. Investment 1 Co, and
whOj with M..L. Annenberg, signed
the managerial agreement with Fox
in the beginning. Sometimes re-

ferred to .
as Arinenberg's general

manager, Trosch testified that he
didn't discuss the operation of. the
theatres with H. J, Fitzgerald or
other Fox officials, and had never
made a

:

complaint so far as he could
remember that the operation was riot

all that it should be. He said he
went to the theatres occasionally
when ,

they were shpwing a picture
he wanted to see and glanced casu-
ally at the physical upkeep of the
houses, but paid ho attention to the
bookings as he was 'hot a showman.'

Asked when he found out the Fox
people, were playing pictures, in the
Downer and State iri violation of trie:

clearance schedule, he replied:
. .

'When I got a. notice from Mr-
Hazen (New York attbrney arid sOfir

in-law of Annenberg) and Walter
Annenberg (son of M. L. ), arid I got
particular heir for being a sleeper/

.
This- notice came after the Fox

group had been running the Oriental
and Tbyirer for three years, Trosch
testified, arid 'after we had given no-
tice We were ;gbing;. to terrninate our
coritract.'

"

Trosch said he . was unable to re-
fresh -r his meiriory 'with . dbcunients as
the . cornpariy files coritaining all

records.and correspondence had been
taken by Uncle Sam - in the Govern-
ment prosecution of M. L. Annenberg
for' income, tax evasion; art pfferise

for which Annenberg is serving a
threeryear ..prison term ' ' Chicago.
($1,217,296 was. airiourit involved iri

tax evasion suit.)

. Trosch said His connection with
the Anrienberg compariies terminated
in August, 1940, and that he is now
in the news business;

N. Y. Film Board Lists

1,068 Houses (1,234,260

Seats) Operating in '40

Static coridition of theatre busjhesj
'

in the Greater New York' area is re?

fleeted by the N. Y. Film Board of

Trade directory and summary. 0f

•film houses at the end of 1940, which
Was published last: week. Louis
Nizer, attorney and executive secre.
tary . of the board,, supervised th»
compilation of statistics;

. Film Board reveals that the numv
:

ber of theatres in. the
'
Greater New

York 'area (which includes nearby
New Jersey /and

;
New / York" state

communities) , • increased from .1,197

to 1,208,. a year; ago, and that the
.

seatirig capacity grew from .1,343,883

to' 1,346,594 duririg the . past year.

Despite this .slight increase, th*
number bf open theatres

;
actually

dipped from l,Q72i shown' at the end
•of 1939, to 1,068, with seating .capacr

ity for these
:

houses off about 6,000

to 1^34^60. Nurnber of closed the-/

atres Was figured as 140 having 112,<

334 seats. :

.' N. Y. Film Board figures show a
growth in the nuriiber of independ-
ent theatres to 449 as compared with
426 a year ago*. This represents an
increased seating capacity of nearly
29,000. Coincident with this increase,

there was a decline in total circuit

'

operations, only 759 theatres being
listed as against 771 iri the previbus
year. This represents a dip iri seat-

ing capacity for ' these . from .1,023,*.

016; to 997,365, Of the circuits, the

number of affiliated theatres in

N. Y. state rose to. 129 while those
in New Jersey remained, unchanged
at 66.

Report shows 86 houses designated
as Brandt Theatres while Cinema
Circuit and Inter-City Circuit, both
of which, has Max A. Cohen listed

as representative, are tabbed as haYv
ing 10 theatres. .

Board covers New York State as

far north as Poughkeepsie, besides

N.'. Y. City: arid- Long Island, and
as far south as New Jersey, as Tr«n«
ton.

LAEMMLE CORP. WINS

$1,887 FROM N. Y. INDIE

C. L. Import Co., one of the late

.

Carl Laemmle's corporations dis*

tributing film in the United State*
won . a $1,887 verdict agairist Sher<

man S. Krellberg in N. Y. last week.
Laemmle outfit brought suit to re-

cover damages of $150 a day stipu-

lated in a contract it had with Krell-

berg. It was 'claimed that latter

failed to show the film 'Skeleton on
Horseback' at the Belmont

:
theatre,

N. Y., for the full run guaranteed.

.
Defense, represented by Emil K.

Ellis, was overruled on its claim the

damage clause was void because it

was a penalty. Harold M. Goldblatt

was counsel for the C. L. Imports. :

Too Wet for Pegasus

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Two more Tim Holt westerns are

in the writing mill, at RKO, 'Horse-

back Hurricane* .and 'Deadwood.
Days.* •

'*

Production is being held up by

rain in the hills, which has delayed

Hblt/s current picture, 'Robbers, of

the Range.' .for two weeks.

Outdoor Epic

Hollywood. Feb, 4. -

.; Next big oiitdoor picture at 20th-

Fox ^will .be 'Lewis and Clark,' a tale

of western exploration with Kenneth

Macgowan as associate producer.

Cast includes Raridolph Scott, Dean

Jagg'er, John Carradine and Slim

Summerville. ..

THE SARGE'S GAL
/ Hollywood, Feb. 4.

. Joan. Leslie gets the femhie lead,

opposite Gary Cooper . in the high*

budget picture, 'Sergearit' Yoirk,* »|

: Warners. r
-

.
;

'•

:

" Actress,' whb recently celebrates

her 16th birthday, is the ybungert

player ever starred by the Burbar*

studio.,. .•://?;' ' "
V .':/. ''."."' '

/ 'Outlaw' On Own
' '/> >:

"'

Hollywood, Feb. 4. ..

'. Sale of the Howard Hughes pic-

ture, 'The Outlaw/ by/SOth-Fox will

: be by individual contract arid not

part of" the studio's .

-

r4Q-"41 program.

1 Release is set for March 21.
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•Secondary' Release at 50-50 Doing Surprisingly

Big B.Qi on Its Second Year

That ole debbll *oxofflce grosser,

«G<)he With the Wind,' Is outstrip-

- 'pihg:;the/%ihter
,f:la)est;bllzard.as a

traffic stopper-: Where It has reV

opened- at popular admission prices
•

for jts second season in film houses.

\ With
- returns In from 36 first-run

continuous engagements,
:

scattered

from coast to .coast, indications are

. pointing, to a 'secondary' fllrji rental

gross approximating an excess of

$4,000,000. Exhibition terms gener-

ally are 50-50; prices of admission,

50c evenings, 40c matinees, except

where regular scale is higher. :

Although authoritative and official

figures of last season's showing of

•Gone' never have been issued by the
\ distributor, Metro, expert appraisals

. within the trade set the boxoffice

Intake at $20,000,000. Under the
terms of 70i30,: film rental approxi-

mated $14,000,000 for the Selznlck-

International production; This fig-

ure; combined with the anticipated

.$4,000,000 rentals from popular price

release, plus undetermined foreign

rentals, will place, the ultimate, share

to distributor and producer at con-

iiderably more than $20,000,000.

David O. Selznick announced, co-

incident, with the first showings of

the picture in December, 1939,- that,

the negative, cost . was $3,900,000.

Metro and S-I are financial partners

In the production. ..

Within another week 81 additional

first run popular price exhibitions

of .'Gone' will be .initiated, with
' holdovers in many of the 36 key
spots now playing the picture. There
is reported to be nearly 400 prints

In technicolor available to theatres,

all of which will be active within
the next six weeks.
Only two other films of recent re-

,. lease are said by showmen to ap-
proach 'Gone* in 'regular' release.

,

These are 'Boom Town' (M-G) and
Cecil B. DeMille's 'North West
Mounted Police* (Par). Outstand-
ing feature of the grosses being
rolled up by the Margaret Mitchell
story is that showings are limited to
four exhibitions daily, on account of
Its unusual running time of three
Jiours and 44 minutes. With news-
reel and cartoon, turnover is not
more frequent than every four
hours. Other films mentioned are
standard length, allowing five and

- six showings daily.

Some Grosses
Peak boxoffice figure on 'Gone' on

Its return engagements from Cleve-
land (Loew's State, . 1st wk., $28,-
000; 2d wk., $22,000; 3rd aitk. (Still-
man)i $11,000, and holdover; Bos-
ton (State and Orpheum, combined,
1st wk., $51,000; 2d wk., Orpheum,
$32,000; 3d wk., $28,000), and Pitts-
burgh (Loew's, $51,000 In two weeks,
continuing) are Indicative of the re-
turns generally.
"In. Atlanta (Grand) where the
fum had its premiere at $1.65 scale,
attendance at the first engagement
of 16 weeks exceeded by 2O,O0b,per-
wns the theatre-going, population of
the c,ity; On the. return- engagement
the first, week's receipts were $14,-
000, almost record high* ... : .

In the face of major competition
nom strong Broadway bookings, the

, J?}
urn engagement at the Capitol

(N. Y.) is pushing receipts to the
higher brackets. In the first week
the .take was $55,000;. second week,
?48,000, with every prospect of hold-
™g. on for several weeks.

Kyser on Coast

Hollywood, FebV 4.

;

Kay Kyser trained in yesterday
(Mon.) to huddle, with RKO officials

about: another picture, to be made
during his eight-month stay In Cali-
fornia.

Meanwhile, "Kyser will fill an eh-v

gagemeht on Catalina Island in addi-
tion to his radio and recording
chores. His last picture was 'You'll

Find Out/ .

PICTURES

Detroit, FeBT' 4.

Just how. much this single feature

stuff Is wishful thinking and how
much the public really wants it will

be put to an actual test by the Fox

here In conjunction with the com-

ing 'Back Street.' Detroit's first-

runs are solidly double-feature but

manager David Idzal is going to

sample the fans' preference. For the

matinee bills, the first three of the

day, which he figures are the
1

bar-

gain hunters' shows, 'Back Street'

will be run off with another, feature.

For the evening shows .it will do a

solo with selected shorts.

Not only does he figure that this

will provide.a basis of comparison Oh

the run itself .but the week's figures

can be double-checked against pre-

ceding weeks' matinees and night

biz. It's going to be up to the fans

to show how sincere they were on
those polls which indicate a decided

preference; for single, features and
good shorts but when put into prac-

tice here didn't seem to clicks

Shorts are hand-picked. Typical

of what will be used with 'Back

Street* is a Wendell Willkie "In-

formation Please,' backed up here

for use with an auspicious moment.
It will 'be shown here following- the

play he's had on British junket and
timed nicely with his return from

abroad.
'

ura, Eggerth In

H'wood for Pic Work
.
Hollywood, Feb. .4.

Universal Is testing Marta Eggerth
while her husband, Jan Kiepura,
wilts: a picture deal with one of the.
/najor .studios. Latter recently com-:
pieted a . South : American ' concert
tour.

;
;:. o :.

Kiepura has an Si A. commitment
Ior a series of filmusicals. •

:

;
:

; BETTE DAVIS' NEXT ..' •

mri., Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Widow, of -Devil's Island' will bewe next picture for Bette Davis at

Warners.
'

;

Aeneas Mackenzie is writing the
script from a Nicol Smith original

UA, COL, U WIN DELAY

TO FEB. 17 IN GOV'T SUIT

'.; Application of Columbia, , United

Artists, and Universal to force - the

Department of . Justice to drop the

ftve
: producer-exhibitors . as de-

fendants: in. the Government's antiV

trust suit : against them was post-,

poned to Feb. 17 in the N. Y. federal

:

court Thursday (31) by Judge Henry
Warren Goddard.'. Attorneys, for the'

little three ; were so .busy defending

other, suits that the. application could

not be heard until then.

Columbia also will ask for an out-

right dismissal of :
the' action, claim-

ing it violates the 14th amendment
to the Constitution,

. The companies are seeking to force

the :
Gbv'ernment to' drop nil allega*

tiohs iii the complaint regarding

theatre ownership, claiming it has' rib
:

bearing on ' .their, status./ ,.-,

Ragland in Pic flattie''-

Hollywood, Feb; 4.
'

Rags Ragland, stage comic cur-,

rently in 'Panama Hattie,' was signed;

to a contract by Metro, He reports

June 1. ..
'

;

•

,

First assignment will, be the same
role in the screen ' of the

Play. -

'•'.

Not Top Early to Keep Pa-

trons
;
from ; Dinner; Nor

too Late to Cut' Into Their

Sleep — Pacifies Those
Who pon't Care for Sec-

ondary Pix-*—May Become
Couhtrywicle

RKO-LOEW TESTS

Discovering that results at the

boxoffice are better when, the main
features on double bills are thrown
on the screen at ? or 9:30 for the final

showing, film showmen are starting

to.letfn to such a policy arid it's like^.

ly that the movement will become
widespread. .

Experiments with the

scheduling of pictures : on duals

would indicate that a very substan-

tial slice of the public doesn't want
to catch the second feature.

Question that is beginning to come
Up in a cursory study of . the. situa-r

tibn is. whether or not there is a

sufficient number " of .film regulars,

who want the. extra sub-feature

enough to justify the continuance of
.

dual bills. Meantime,' it is apparent
that a lot of people merely want to

see the top pictures on duals, skip-

ping the; secondary, feature. Again
the question is whether this group
of patrons is in the majority, or rep-

resents a minority. The answer may
become the deterrnlhing factor so far

as the so-called duals; menace is con-

cerned,
In addition to numerous experi-

ments in New York, which are to be
extended, exhibitors are discussing

agreements in various parts of the

country to go 'all-out' on the sched-

uling of the No. 1 feature at hours,

that do not force people to miss

their dinner, or, if catching the late

show, part of their sleep. In Spo-
kane, Wash., chain operators as well

as independents have already agreed

to do this.

May Mean Upped Revenue

.Among othef things, exhibitors as

well as distributors are interested in

the possibility that more convenient

routining ; of shows, putting on the

main feature at 7 and again at 9

or 9:30; as it used to be before duals

swamped the country, may njean in-

creased revenue. >

It is pointed out in this connection,

however, that - the folks -who want
duals and. are responsible for the

policy do not care when either the

No. 1 or 2 feature goes on, since

they want to see two pictures. On
the other hand, those who do not

care to sit through two are being

kept away because of the time (in

the evening, of course) when the film

they wish
;
tp:' see Is put on.-; .Man-

agers -'attest.. to- the ; fact that in -in--

numerable cases people call up the

theatre to ask when the top feature

is going on and : when , they learn

it's at dinner time or;- for .
the last

show, at bedtime, openly express dis-

appointment.-'' Assumptiori. ; is that

they don't come at all as a result... :

Not ; every double': bill includes

what' amounts . to a lead ' feature,

however. Very often a house is play-

ing, two. 'dogs/ in which .case there is

nothing to gain through the sched-
uling. Also noted is that if main
pictures aire exploited at 'best hours'

for the /benefit of patrons having no.

interest iri .the lower half of-, duals,

the secondary . product, may be apt;

to' suiter becalise. Of the. implication'

that, it isn't any good.; ThiS .may catise.

squawks, especially - fromvindepend-"
cht. distributors;' but the .position of
the exhibitors ; is that- he isn't -, re-;'

sponsible for bad .films' and, .. as a

business man, it is to . his interest

to increase. .the "gross no -.matter how
he does' it. Regardless of any such,

irnpiications,' however, the .greater

the business of a theatre' the greater
the'-' rental. to the distributor. . . .

RKO, Loew's Experimenting '..

RKO and Loew's are both experi-

menting with, the' scheduling of the

lead, .film at desired hours... Loew's
(Continued, on page 23)

ream o' the Crop)

As Stunt to Revive Mok B.0

Not the Typo;

Hollywood, Feb. 4; ...

;
v"The worst place iri the: world:
to: shoot a rnotipn picture about
a motion picture studio is in •

motion picture studio.

Leo. McCarey discovered that
fact when .

he '. was trying .to

make a studio like a studio in
'The Cowboy; and the Blonde/
Everybody butted in, including
executives; secretaries, 'truck
drivers and what not; McCarey
finally set Up a . studio set on the
back lot to make it look like a
studio. "

•
•

3

FOR HANDLING

. Charging duplication arid fencing
in. 'hot films,' the office'

1 of the U. S;

district attorney for Manhattan on
Saturday (1) handed up a sealed iri7.

dictrrient charging three men with
having infringed . on the. copyrights
of films by duping and selling them
for exhibition^ ^Tijose- to be indicted

are Louis Colasuono. known as L. D.
Colson, head of the Colson Motion
Picture Service, Bronx, N. Y.; An-
tonio Cardillo, his alleged partner;

and Sol Jaffe, a photographic tech-

nician, and head of Movielab Film
Labs., Inc., of 1600 Broadway. This
is the . first action of its kind in the
history of criminal actions in the

Southern District of N. Y.

The indictment charges the de-
fendants with infringement of copy-
rights in renting duped film? for

exhibition in churches, schools and
charitable - groups, who accepted
them in the belief that the defen-
dants had been licensed to distribute

them. According to .the U. S. at-

torney's investigators, the defendants
secured 35 mm. prints and reduced
them to 16 mm'., which were then
sold. The films originally - were
either stolen or .'borrowed' sur-

reptitiously- from persons or agents
engaged in legitimate business.

The indictment lists, five films, '

Metro's 'Ben Hur/ /20th's\ 'Littlest

Rebel' and 'A Connecticut Yankee,'
Warners' 'Dinky' and 'The Little

Flower of Jesus' (Sunray Films).
Under the two indictments the de-

fendants, if proven guilty, would be
subject to fines of $11,000 and im-
prisonment of three years each.
Yesterday (Tues.) all,., three de-

fendants; pleaded not guilty before
Judges ! Edward A. . Conger and. Al-
fred Ci'Coxc,: with the bail of Cola-
supno and: Jaffe set at. $2,500 each,

and .Cardillo. at $1,000. Tentative
trial date.-of Feb.- 17. was 'also set..

Minneapolis', Feb. '4..

In a -campaign to sell the /public
the: idea that 'motion, pictures are
better than ever/, the Eddie: Ruben
(Welwbrth) circuit will: book- into
its .15 theatres. corisecutiyely, the six
best pictures available and exploit
the group .'- 'The .Big Six.' .Plans ;

for' the drive were, cbmpleted at a
meeting' of the circuit's personnel
here. •'

• .

*

, \

For each situation the group neces-
sarily - will have to be diilerent^-or
at least its. arrangement cannot be
the same throughout the chain—but
selections will be made from such-
releases ' as 'Philadelphia Story,'
'Kitty Foyle,' 'Santa Fe Trail.' 'Andy

;

Hardy's Private Secretary/ . 'Mr. arid
Mrs. Smith' and 'This thiiig Called
Love/ .

;

There are too many people who
remain away frorn the movie the-
atres because of the mistaken : belief

.

that pictures no .longer are any
good/ Ruben told his. managers/. 'As
a matter of fact, there probably
never.' has been a time in the indus-
try's history when the general qual-
ity average was so high of so many
outstanding films were turned put in
a corresponding period as at present.
• There has been too: much slan-
dering of pictures by people who
either, are ignorant or act from uK
terior motives. The boxoffice. has
been crumbling under these on-
slaughts. Except in a few instances,
even the iriferior pictures give the
public a big. entertainment run for
their money. If we demonstrate to
amusement seekers—as wc now are
able to do—that films are the best
entertainijient and that.every screen
offering at our theatres is very much
worthwhile it should not be at all

.

difficult to win back patrons who.
have been Staying away and thus re-
vive the boxoffice.

This probably is one of the first

times in the industry's history when
'

We've been able to five, the public
six smash hits in a row. . I regard
this as conclusive evidence that films
are; irhproving and product attaining

.

a quality peak,'
In a smaller way, Paramount has

been putting oh a similar drive at
its State here. It grouped and ex-
ploited 'Kitty Foyle.' 'Philadelphia
Story' and 'Santa Fe' as i the 'Big
Three/

Cummings Into 13th Yr.

As 20th-Fox Director

NEW HUNG IN PIRACY

SUIT FOR $1,000;000

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.

Suit for $1,000,000 filed' by Norman
Houston and Lquis Ullhnart agaihst
Columbia Pictures, charging plagi-
arism in the production of 'Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington-/ has been
taken; off the rj. district court
calendar temporavily, with new"; ac-
tions, pending, . -

'.

In the dual suit, Houston charges
piracy of his yarn, . 'Clowns in

. Con-
gress/ and Ullmjin- claims a copyright

.

infringement on his 'Three Little
Tales Go to Market/ Suits were
filed simultaneously

|n the Superior
court nrid later transferred to the
Federal -.tribunal.' .;'"'') '

/ v- Hollywood, Feb. 4. .

. Irving Cummings, senior • director
On the 20th -Fox lot, drew. new
contract .ah'd -was, assigned

;
to ''Belle

Starr,-' a tale of .AmeriCa's
:

toughest
female bandit '

.
. the' frefe-for-all;

days. : :

Cummings . has. been with the
studio since 1928, Alice' Faye, Betty
Grable and Virginia Gilmpi'e are up
for the. name- role ' 'Starr/

Hayden's Fast Climb

,:;' . Hollywood; Feb. .4.

Stirling. Hayden, who made His

film .debut in 'Virginia/: get's, the, ep-
starririg role with Dorothy- LarhflCir

in his second picture. 'Dildp Cay/ at

Paramount. - ''.
'

'
:

:

• Edward H. Griffith is producer,
director/

Freak Mishap Gases

Jeanetjc ]VIacDohaId
'.-

. .
Lynchbiirg, Va., Feb. .4. .

-

Tear, gas, turned loose accidentally
in the ; Roanoke,. 1

!Va!, Auditoriurii

,
didn't - help

-

.;the'
^
cold fx-pm . wKich

.

iJeariette MacDonold -is .currently '

suffering: •

'

-.

.
Accident occurred a few hours :b'e-

foire sihgei; was to give a Concerti A
national guard . .company "s ^-supply of
tear gas. .bombs, became ..leaky in

some mann;cr...and;;'.

'filled ,hall with
fumes.. Despite: long airing, the audi-

,

torium -was Still acrid' when. .Miss
• MacDona'rl began to sing, and she

.

and audience 'wept' . copiously'
throughout program. •

I Next
.
day she • cancelled an Ash-

ville concert arid hurried to Florida
I to'-.-get over her cold. - -
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Junket lor Rural Newspapermen

1}y ARTHUR. XTNGAR ;

"< Miami Beach, Feb. 4.\

Premiere of 'Back Street' at Lin-
coln and Cameo theatres tonight

. (Tuesday ) climaxes one of- the most
relished junkets the. press . has taken
•since the hauling around! the coun-

try stunt started. The opening to-

night; will have in formal attire the

majority of the 150 newspaper- peo-

ple recruited from.all, parts of coun;.

try for purpose of being the star

guests, with, the Miamians greeting

them in same
.
hearty ' spirit . that is-,

generally accorded, name players at

such shindigs. ;

'

Dearina Durbln is the only star on
from Coast for the occasion.

The
.
trip has proven to be a Cook's

tour of this eastern seaboard resort

for the members of. the press, who
came here by. plane and train. It

•was the answer to the dream that

many of the seasoned junketeers

have been having since Warners
started carrying thern around the

country and appears to be a wise

$25,000 investment for Universal,

which will undoubtedly beajr the

company good will for a long time

to come.
Visiting press were . typical tour-

ists and did not pass up a single

opportunity to explore the eastern

and western Floridian coast during

their five and six-rday
.
stays here.

Some of .the gang even got as far as
: Havana, with ' their main interest •

while here being the beaches, *the

Hialeah racetrack and the night

spots. Many were oh the late shift

every night, but from reports will

not be able, to cover, more than 10%
of the niteries before they train and
wing home on Thursday (6).

'Jerks from Albuquerque*

Factually, they were 'The Jerks

from Albuquerque,' even to the ex-

tent of getting night club entertain

ers to autograph menus, etc, for

them, with some of them even hav-
ing hotel clerks, ushers, etc,

,
sign

their programs of various events,

luncheons and. dinners they attended

during the pilgrimage.

Universal crew, headed by John
Joseph, George Thomas, Gene Mur-
phy and Louis Pollock, of the New
York publicity, department, went the

limit on arrangements for the crowd;

with many of the ruralists in the

Journalistic field getting their first

oppqrtunlty to mingle with metro-
politan critics, and syndicate writers.

Press crowd was mentioned ;
locally

In advertising,, with newspaper ads
being carried that listed the entire

party, plenty of fan mail as a result

accruing for the star newspapermen
of the trip at the Miami Biltmore,

in Coral Gables, where they were
housed during their stay here. .Last

night, at the Rhumba Casino, more
than 30 of the boys, shared intro-

ductory honors with the perform-
ing celebrities, who were on hand
to bid adieu to Desi Arnaz, who
closed his run at the establishment.

So far as the West Coast con-
tingents were concerned, it looks 'as

though the Floridians sold this re-

sort to them, with the city manage-
ment taking in hand personally the

Hollywood aggregation to see that

they were not misled on the virtues

of Florida. Couple of \ the West
Coast boys even were ready to part

with coin for deposit on citrus

groves, where they want , to spend
the recreation period of their life.

All in all it was a swell junket,

with the gang now readying itself

for a jaunt to Mexico City; or the

Argentine' for its.nejtt premiere. The
boys and girls of the press- have been
given caviar now and no doubt will

expect it in the future from the film

companies, who feel ;

:

that these ex-

peditions are."greatest goodwill build-

ers for the industry. , <
: V

PAR ADDS 5 MORE

REGIONAL EXPLOITERS

Enlarging its exploitation forces

for complete coverage of the country

in'iine with the demands of the con-,

sent decree, Paramount .is spotting:

men ih„ six territories, now without

concentrated exploiter backing.
: Edward J. Wall will take over the

Albany and Buffalo exchange .terri*

tories; Arnold Van Leer will, handle

Pittsburgh : out of the Philadelphia

district
.

headquarters;'';'.Jim:'/ tundy,
now ' Denver, takes over for -the

Cincinnati and Indianapolis zones;

John Hewlett will be attached to the

Atlanta-Charlotte-Nttw .
Orleans dis-

trict; and Norman. Sproule will be.

assigned to handle' Denver, St Louis
and Omaha. An appointee is yet to

be selected for Chicago. Those set

start Monday (10).

IN HUB

'VIRGIN MAN' TITLE

DISTURBS DETROIT

.
Boston, Feb. 4.

If all the publicity lineage on the
local opening of 'Fantasia' were laid

end to end it would possibly add
up to the biggest newspaper break
ever accorded any theatrical enter-
tainment, playing New England. The
advance squibs and - features were
impressive, but the smash breaks on
all front pages of Hub papers, fol-

lowing the preem? were the talk of

newspaper and show biz circles.

All morning papers : gave the re-

view page one position,, and all the
sheets ran three or four stories from
the firm, art, music, society, technical

or general hews. The Globe, for ex-
ample, broke all precedent by start-

ing off three reviews (Marjory
Adams, films; Cyrus W. Durgin,
music; A. .J. Philpott, art) on the
front page with by-lines and pictures

for each Critic. Globe rarely gives

by-lines to its reviewers and the ac-

companiment of pictures of these

writers came as a surprise. Joining
the carry-over of this triple review
was • a society story by Marjorie
Watts;

: Post also gave 'Fantasia' four-bar-
reled recognition, and the Herald
came through with three reviews
and stories plus an editorial on the
following day. The Christian Sci-

ence Monitor contributed with film

and technical reviews and followed
up with criticisms on the art,: music
and dance aspects of the film. Tran-
script also broke precedent by . car-
rying a page one symposium of con-
temporary critics tin the controver-
sial picture, then expressed Itself

in three reviews inside.

Detroit's installation

Detroit, Feb. 4.

Local tent of Variety Club will in-

stall its new officers, headed by John
Howard, at the initiation banquet
Feb. 10 in the Hotel. Book-Cadillac.

As part of. the entertainment, the

revue booked in for the Colonial will

play .
the banquet Wade Allen is

general chairman with Howard
heading the committee; film in-

dustry guests. "';
. . , .

The entertainment committee ;ia

headed by William Carlson and in-

cludes Earl J. Hudson, president of

United Detroit Theatres; David M.
Idzal, manager of the Fox, and Ray-
mond Schreiber, manager of the.

Colonial;

Durbin-Jones Honored ';

. Atlanta,. Feb. 4.

'

Deanna Durbln and Allan. Jones
were honored guests at the annual
installation banquet of the Atlanta
Variety Club here here Saturday
(1). William K. Jenkins, chief

barker, and other 1940 officer's of the
Atlanta tent, recently reelected, were
installed as 1041 officials by Bob
O'Donnell, - First

i Assistaht : Chief
Barker of the Variety . Clubs of
America. .

-..

Climax of. the evening was when
Jenkins presented the Berry Schools
of Rome, Ga„ with a check for $1,000

as a tribute from Variety Clubs of
America to Miss Martha Berry,
founder of the institution. Miss Ber-
ry was given Variety's. Humanitarian
award for 1940 at the annual conven-
tion held last Spring in Dallas: ':

Other officers inducted into 1941

office were Henry G. Ballance, as-

sistant chief barker; Charles E.

Kessnick, 2d asst. chief barker; Rob-
ert B. Wiley, dough guy; Egbert E.

Whltakeri property master; and the
following directors: John Ezell, R. L.

McCoy, Paul S. Wilson, Dave Prince,

J.-.F. Kirby and Willis J. Darvls.
'

-.

; St. L. Variety's Polio Drive

St. Louis, Feb. 4.

A five-year program to raise

$250,000 through entertainment and
benefit shows for the Midwest Polio
Assn. to erect a building for the or-
ganization /has begun and the local

Variety .'. Club has pledged 'its as-
sistance. The assn., whose member-
ship consists of victims of infantile

paralysis would be the sole bene-
ficiary of the club's charities. Louis
K. Ansell of the Ansell Bros. Circuit
of Theatres, Clarence D. Hill* head
of the local Columbia Pictures
branch, and Fred

.
H. Wahrenberg,

president of the MPTOA of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois,.and
head of his chain of local liabes, will

represent' St. Louis.
The first benefit for the organiza-

tion under the new policy will be
presented at the Fox at a midnight
show, March 29.

• Detroit, Feb. 4. ••

Pressure groups here went to.

work swiftly after the Cinema ad-

vertised 'He,; the Virgin Man,' Flare-

up oh the French picture caused the
. management to swiftly change the

title of the picture in its advertising

to 'He, King of Virtue.' ,

In fact, the . change came so. sud*
dehly after the first advertising that

newspaper reviewers were refering

to the picture by its original title in

their, reviews while the adjoining, ad
columns were carrying the more
subdued titling.

•Fantasia' In Pitt, S. F.
• Two. additional dates for Tan<-

tasia* were set Monday (3), bringing
the total to eight of the 12 cities in

which it will eventually play simul-
taneously. New ones are the Fulton,
Pittsburgh, and Geary, San Francis-
co, which will both preem on March
5.

New York, Los Angeles and Boston
are Currently running, while PhiHy
is set for next Wednesday (12); De-
troit, Feb. 18; and Chicago, Feb. 19:

Mickey to the Rescue
-;. Deiroit, Feb. 4.

Mickey Mouse is going to hejp
ransom the Detroit Symphony So-
ciety.. .-"••'

... ./.
;

"**
;.';,

v
' >;-",^:'

. The Woman's Organization for the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra has
bought out the Wilson here for the
opening of -Walt Disney's 'Fantasia.'

Seats will be sold for $5 apiece, with
the preyiew showing on Feb. 18 ex-
pected

;
to glean $6,000 of the local

symphony's $20,000 deficit.

House has been completely equip-
ped with new sound since the Shu-
berts attempt to launch a season of
revivals at the Wilson washed 1 out
and after, the Symphony group takes
the cream off the first performance,
'Fantasia' wjll settle down to its reg-
ular. ;run therei Thus, Mickey
Mouse also may be helping to re-

coup some of the Shubert loss since
their lease on the theatre runs for

two. years.

New Bill Asks Repeal

Of Wash. State Blue Law
.
Seattle, Feb. 4.,

Repeal of the blue law statute in
this state, which was enacted in
1909; is sought in a bill by Repre-
sentative Charles Todd, introduced
in the legislature last week.
The old. law makes baseBall, thea-

tres, sale of - beer and wine illegal

on Sundays. •'•
•

Schenck Deal
^Continued 'from page . 5;

depreciation and other building de-
preciation.. .-;

Additionally the contract .gives
Schenck an extension of existing op>-

tion to buy 48,492 shares at
1 the same

price .of $40, or as much of this total

as has not been picked up under the
old option which expires March .1,

1942.. Purchases, are required at the
rate of- tine-fifth

,
per ;year, with all

options expiring- March i, 1947.

Proxy .-. statement also, mentions
that the aggregate amount : of re-
muneration payable . during the' last
fiscal year, by the company or sub-
sids to officers and: directors of
Loew's for services in all capacities
totals $2,220,730.30.

Twelve directors are to be elected
by the • stockholders, the., nominees
being the -present directorate. They
are George A. Armsby,

; David Bern-
stein, Leopold Friedman, John R;
Hazel, Alexander Xichtirian, Charles
C. Moskowitz, William A. Parker, J,

Robert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Joseph R. Vogel, David Warfield and
Henry Rogers Winthrop,

Harry Royster to CM. Netco Circuit

'Partially decentralized about six

months ago, with several of the the-
atres in the chain thrown into pools,
the Netco; circuit of Paramount the-
atres in upstate New York will be
operated from Poughkeepsie start-

ing March 1 by Harry Royster, with
Harold Greenberg in charge of buy-
ing.

..

'.
: ' .

'

' At present executive assistant at
the. Paramount home office to Leon-
ard Goldenson and Sam Dembow;
Jr., operating- headV Royster will
make headquarters in Poughkeepsie,
carrying the title of general man-
ager of the circuit. He also will
act as Par's representative in con-
nection with pools under which oth-
ers . . handle operation, including
Schine Bro& over GlenS Falls, Si
Fabian, who has the three Middle-
town, N..Y, houses, and Gene Levy,
operator of the four theatres In New-
burgh. Other houses in Par's Netco
circuit include four in Poughkeepsie
and two in Peekskill, plus theatres
Which 'are grouped in RKO pools in
Rochester end Yonkers. The Royster
appointment will 'have no effect on
the state of the various pools.

: For about; eight, years George
Walsh, veteran operator, was. in
charge of the Netco circuit, but

.

signed when its size was .reduced
through pools. He is personally in-

terested in the Strand, , Yorikers.
Since Walsh stepped out, the man-

agement of the; Netco theatres 'was
directed from New York, with
Greenberg making headquarters at
the Par h.o. on buying. He was
formerly with Walsh oh the buying-
booking of film. In addition to buy-
ing, Greenberg will act as assistant
to Royster.. Latter, with Paramount
many years in theatre operation, and
on commercial film matters, was for-
merly district manager, for the com-
pany tiver the Rochester region.

Eddie Hymen, In charge of film
buying for Paramount's Detroit
chain of theatres arid operating as-
sistant to Earl J. Hudson, who's in
charge of the houses, comes into
the Par h.o. March 1 to succeed
Royster as executive aide to Leonard
Goldenson and Sam Dembow, Jr« ;

Sam Shirley Plnchhlttlnf

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Metro has brought Sam Shirley

out of retirement to take temporary
charge of the local office while W. E.
(Doc) Banford recoups in the St
Luke's hospital from, a serious ill-
ness.
Banford has been in and out of

the hospital several times during the
past year, has undergone a couple
of operations and has had several
blood transfusions.

Kekhom Back to Okla.

Glens Falls, N. Y., Feb. 4.
Paul Ketchum, manager of Schine's

Paramount since last September, re-
signed to return to his home in Okla?
home City where he will , engage ih
the theatre business, for himself.
Succeeded by George Cameron of
Geneva.

Fete Swelgert and Smith
Philadelphia, Feb. 4.

Film men throw a party Feb. 21
for Earle Sweigert and Ulrik Smith.
Sweigert was recently moved up
from Paramount exchange manager
to boss the district Including Philly,
Pittsburgh and Washington areas.
Smith, who was Paramount ' sales
manager, moved into Sweigert's spot:
William Karrer, president of Mo-,

tioh Picture Associates (salesmen)
announced that • the grtiup has - taken
out $500 policies for each of the 105
members.
Mike Lessy, retired exhib, headed

for Florida via auto.i -

.

Edgar Moss, 20th-century exr
change head, jpartyed exhibitors at
his. new Bala-Cynwyd home.
Joseph GonWay, . operator of the

Egyptian, Bala-Cynwyd, forming a
corporation to takit over two mtire
houses, in the area and build a third.

*
.
N. Y. RKO Meet oh Drive

v Meeting was Held yesterday . morn-
ing (Tues.) at the RKO New York
exchange, where

. Bob Wolff is in
charge to discuss ' the Ned' Depinet
sales drive Which started last week.
: Leo Devaney, Canadian sales man-,
ager of the company, who is captain
of the sales push and has been tour-
ing the field, attended together with
Harry .Gittleson; who accompanied
him on his advance tour. Andy
Smith, h.o. sales manager; Bob
Mochrie, eastern division: manager,
and. Harry Michalson, shorts sales
head, also attended .session.

,

Globe, A. (J., Sale
Atlantic City, Feb. 4.

One half .interest In Globe theatre
building on Boardwalk was bought in
by John C. Bell, Jr.,. secretary of
banking of Pennsylvania as receiver
of closed Central Trust & Saving

Co. of Philadelphia. Lively biddini
featured sale Friday (31.) by Sheriff
A, H. Johnson and brought the prlca
up\ to $1,700. Unsuccessful bidder
was M. J. Rosenthal, of Philiy,: Who
represented unidentified client. ..

Purchaser, represented by G^ovef
G. Rlchman, Jr., Camden attorney
Is- holder of second mortgage fore-
closure' decree of $78,112 against
Alexander Seltzer, tif Philadelphia.

'

former owner of 50%. Other one-
half interest is- held by estate of
Samuel Seltzer, deceased brother.

Sale was sulbject to unpaid city
taxes of $4,304 , a first mortgage of
$175,000, covering the. entire property
and unpaid interest of $3,168.
Globe has been only burlesk house

here for several years.

Re-elect Ernest Schwarts
:;.: Cleveland. Feb.: 4i.".

. Ernest Schwartz reelected prez of
the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibi-
tors Association, with . George W.
Erdmarin named secretary and L. G.
Baldwin treasurer.
; Board of directors: John D. Kala*
lat and Henry. Greenberger, three-'

year terms; Myer S. Fine and Percy
E. Essick, two-year, terms, and Morris
Berkowitz, Jack Shulman and Theo*
dore Vernes, one year.

:'•';' Roth's Acquisition
•'

Omaha, Feb. 4.

Mike Roth, for some years explol-
teer in this, territory for Columbia
out of Kansas City, Mo.) and later

salesman with: National Screen Ser-
vice, has purchased the Anita theatre
Anita, la , 70 miles east of town. Has
250 seats in town of 1*000.

Schine Promotes Sliter

Gloversvllle, N. Y., Feb. 4.

,

. Supervision of Schine theatres In

the Mohawk Valley district has been
placed, under Harold F. Sliter, head
of the Schine' publicity department
here for a number of years. Sliter

is to have charge of theatre opera-

tions in
: Amsterdam,. Gloversville,

Herkimer, Ilion, Little Falls and
other valley communities.
A change in the management of

the Glove switches Herbert Jennings
to the. Colonial, Norwich.

-
. Del Goodman to Canada
Del Goodman, appointed - general

manager of distribution for Para-
mount in Canada, left Friday (31 ) for

Torontoj where 'he will, make head-
quarters succeeding M. A. Milligan,
resigned. For many years with 20th-

Fox in foreign sales* last in Japan,
Goodman has been in the Par h.o.

ftir two weeks studying Par routine.

George Smith, district manager for

Par on the Pacific coast; who has
been promoted to the post of western
division sales manager, is due east

by the end of the week. He will

make headquarters at the. home
office. Smith , is a brother, of A: W.
Smith,' Jr., sales -manager for RKO.

Sign Erector Injured
Reading, Pa., Feb. 4.

'

While working on a new. marquee
at the reconstructed Arcadia theatre
here, ElWood -Barr, 50, employe of

the Elizabethtown, Pa., Sign Co:, fell

12 feet* to the sidewalk, fracturing
his skull. Injury caused death, in an
hour.
Arcadia, renamed the Ritz. was

'

leased recently by Wilmer & Vincent
It had been, closed during most of

the past two years but was reno-

vated and reseated at a cost of $20,«

000. Reopens Feb. 7.

Warner interests, which will take

over the State this Week, will spend

$75,000 " reconstructing
v

it. The.

Warners and the W-V interests

ioihtly hold the -State on a lease from

the John B. Knorr estate. The War-
ners' lease on the 3*500 seat .Astojj

across the street, expires on May !

and has not Deen renewed.

RAF PUot, Ex-MgT., 'Misslnf'

Saskatoon, Sask., Feb. 4.

One-time manager of the Kit*

theatre, Saskatoon. Which his father

owned, Lieut. Donald Hoar, who
went to England in 1936 to Join the

Royal Air Force, has been reported

missing after action with the fleet air

arm in which ;he served. News..- that,

he. w^s tniissing; in action' ,
was re-

ceived by his parents, Mr. and Mr.8...

C. M. Hoar, residents of Calgary.

'-::.. St. Lonls Activity

St. Louis, Feb. 4.

' Walter.Thimmig, owner of the
:

Mc-

Nair, South St Louis habe, has ear-

markeld $7,000 for face lifting' of the

house.
The War Dept. wiil erect a 1,038-

seater at Ft. Knox, Tenh. Project

will cost . $50,879.
' The Frisina Anius. Co., Taylor

ville
:
ahd Springfield, 111., has added

the 800-seater Liberty and 450-

seater Rex in Mexico, Mo., to IB-

circuit now operating in. Missouri,

Iowa and Illinois. The same or-

ganization has fet a contract for •

(Continued on page 22)
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Thing'-Niesen $35,000, TbOly 2d

18G, Tfighf $16,000, 'Kitty Fme

Chicago, Feb. 4.

•Trade continues at a healthy pace

to the downtown sector with certain

iLs, appealing primarily to the

^Lffcrs, exhibiting remarkable

JJSn at the pay window., Thta

^fliTspades for Kitty Foyle' and

'btodelphia Story.' 'Foyle' is nice-

.Mww^aWtheV Palace and

emonstrates nc- haste to be gone.

•Philly' is another high winner, but

doesn't figure for,the staying p6wer

if the Ginger Rogersjjicture. Is in

fhe United -Artists and gettirig.surge

S trade but doesn't look lflte the

seven weeks that 'Foyle' will

P
Oiicago Has This Thing Called

wound up to top $20,000, phenomenal
at these prices and considering its

four-week run' a year ago.
. Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

2&44)— 'Victory' (Par). Slow at

$5,200. Last week, 'Second. Chorus*
(Par), good $7,000.

.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)—'Santa Fe Trail*. (WB) and 'Couldn't
Say No' (WB) (2d Wk). Original
week was buxom .at $9,500. and
second week js sturdy at $6,800.

Goes a third • week.
.

Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—,'

'Bank Dick' (U) and vaude. Fields
name bringing in some new patrons
here and biz okay for $6,900. Last
week, 'Madame LaZonga* (U) and
vaude headed by Tirza, nudle, better

than average $6,700. -.-

^ssfble
v
to compete with the selling

ffies of 'PhHly' and 'Foyle ' _
5aUy Rand is the top-biller In the

State-Lake and the gal comes back

to the town where she started and
demonstrates, that she still Is .consid-

erable power on the boxofflce up-

take.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (WOO: 35-55-65-75.)

-•Son Cristo' (UA). Will manage to

meak through' to an average session
'

at $6,000. Last Week 'Comrade X'

(5I-G) wotind up its fourth week in

the loop to fair $4,100.
- Cnleago <B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)-
•Thing Called Love* (Col) and. stage

6how, Gertrude Nlesen headlining;

Combination looks for maybe $35,000,

okay. Last week 'Second Chorus'
: (Par) and 'Folies Bergere* :

unit on
stage, managed neat $36,300.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Second Chorus' (Par). Moved
here from the Chicago and will take

$3,500, fair enough.. Last week 'San-

ta Fe' (WB), snagged $4,300, all

right;

Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 28-44)—
•Red Hair' (WB> arid,vaude. Larry
Adler holds over to headline the
show. Combination satisfactory at

$14,000. Last week 'Ellery Queen'
(Col) with Mitzl Green, Larry Ad-
ler and Bob Zurke on stage attracted
happy $17,700,

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-44-66)—
•Kitty Foyle* (RKO) and 'Saint Palm
Springs' (RKO) (5th wk); Holding
to brilliant $11,000 currently after
snapping up a powerful $13,800 ' on
fourth stanza.

- Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Flight Command' (M-G). Looks
for a money stay, not only in loop,
but also in the subsequents. Got
away to bang-up start, and headed
for $16,000, smacking. Last week
'Hudson's Bay' (20th) lasted only a
single session to meek $6,600.
•State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)-^
"Escape Glory* (Col) and vaude1

,

.
Sally Rand and Jackie Heller head-
lining. Both are strong local favor-
ites and are doing much for . the
wicket. Biz is solid at $18,000. Last
week 'Earl Carroll* (Par) and Cab
Calloway orchestra, fine at $17,200,
..United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-5545-75) 'Philadelphia (M-G)

:

. (2d; wk). Has been a dynamite en-
try and galloping to high money
inarks; Going to bright $18,000 cur-
jejtiy, after pocketing zooming $21,-
800 last week.

ABB0TT-C0STELL0 RUN

TO 16,600 IN 0KX C.

,„
v Kansas City, Feb. 4.

-Gone with the Wind,' at the Mid-
,
«nd. and 'Santa Fe Trail,* at the
Wheum, are holdovers this week.

I
"othgave their respective houses big

• »st weeks, both are riding strongly
on second week dates, and 'Santa« holds for a third Week. This

f.

88
.
been aWomplshed in - weather

w«t has been unpleasant though not
severe. . .; • • • -

;

-

tJ^.v"'.incoming" films are most
neavily on the comedy side, with
W. C. Fields' 'Bank Dick' at thePwer, and 'Buck Privates* at the
Wx-Midwest's Esquire arid Uptown.«e Abbott-Cdstello film took it easy
orr opening but wordrbf-nvouth got
"ound and it's perking. ..

•
'• •

.

_,fn[oads into show revenue this

J™ coming from, the President'sWhday ball at the auditorium on
.
Saturday (1 ) with 10,000 attendees
at 50c per head, the Merchants spring
s^le show with Ted Lewis and crew

: SJ2e attraction,; and some .minor
one-day affairs.

"

* '

* Spates for This Week
tnd Wown (F6x Mid-

?K J8
,
20 and 2 '043 : 10-28-44)—

kS6
.!
Pnvates' (tj). Word-of-mOiith

Doosting this -solo to $6,600. combo.
SralJ

aver?8e. Last week, 'Tall and
M?i.

ome <20th>. $5,500. light.

-.'p <

db
,

nd (Loew's) (4,101; 25-40-56)

SHn°£
e

, .
(M"G > <2d-flnal wk.).

wi; tne bl& breeze and second week
woks for. fine $15,000, First week
l
> early asserted its strength and

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change) .

•

'

"

Boston. Feb. 4.

Even though one. music critic com
plained, of .a"! 'vertical interpretation

bit a horizontal counterpoint,' the first

nine performances of 'Fantasia' sold

out, and the second stanza was
practically solid by last weekend.

Two other films are also blasting

away at records: "Kitty Foyle/ now
in its fifth week at the Memorial; and
'Gone with the Wind' entering third

socko frame at the Orpheum. 'Gone'

has already played the equivalent of

three and a half weeks at pop prices

because the State ran It day and date
with the Orph for first 10 days.
.'Flight Comihand' is drawing hefty,
trade now at the State.

•

'Kitty Foyle' has a chance of going
a sixth week, breaking the house run
record at the Memorial. Local press
gave 'Fantasia*- most impressive
recognition of any film here in recent
history, Including 'Gone* last year..

Coverage was terrific with, most
sheets carrying three and four . re-
views and stories : on '. the opening
(28).

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 20-33-44-55)

—'Aunt Maggie?' (Rep) and 'Along
Rio Grande* (RKO) with vaude bill

headed by 'Fentort Bros, band, four
days; and 'Grapes Wrath' (20th) and
'Stanley Livingstone' (20th) (both re-
issues), three days. Expected to hit

$8,000, good. Last week, 'Misbe-
having Husbands' (PRC) arid 'Out of
Luck' (Mono).'with vaude topped by
Minevitch Rascals, four days* and
'Bowery Boy* (Rep) (1st run) and
'Escape Glory' (Col) (2d run), with
seven acts of vaude and local radio
talent, three days,, $10,500, satis-

factory, . ,

Fenway (M&P) (1,332: 28-39-44-55)
— Honeymoon Three' (WB) and 'Be-

hind News' (Rep). Lucky to hit

$4,000, weak. Last week. 'Go West'
(M-G) and 'Haunted Honeymoon'
(M-G); $6,000, good.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.907; 28-

39-44-55)—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and
'Saint Palni Springs* (RKO) (5th

wk). Aiming at nifty $15,000. Fourth
week, strong $16,500.

.
Majestic (Shubert) (1.014; 75-$1.10-

$1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney). Running
at smash hit pace in second week to

$15,500, capacity. Initial stanza, (nine

shows) $10,300, solid.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4.367; 28-39

44-55)—'High Sierra' (WB) and
'Father's., Son' (WB). • Mediocre
$14,000. Last week, Victory' (Par)

and 'Henry* (Par), worse. $12,500:

Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 44-55)—
•Gone* (MrG )

'; (3d wk). Will wham
in $28.000 , easily. 'Last week (2d)

kept the house full, plus standees;

practically all dav and night, adding
up to smash $32,300.

Paramount (M&P) (1.797: 28-39

44.55)—'Honeymoon Three' (WB)
and 'Behind News' (Rep). Skidding
to $6,000. Last week. 'Go West'
(M-G) and 'Haunted Honeymoon'
(M-G). $7,200. good.

^

Scollav (M&P) (2.538: 28-39-44-50)

•Second Chorus' (Par) (3d run) and
'Bagdad' (UA) (2d run). Adequate
S4.500 indicated. Last week. 'Santa

Fe' (WB) and 'Earl Carroll's' (Par)

(both continued from 2d run at Par
and Fenway). $5,000;-

.

, State (Loew) (3.600: 28-39-44-55)—

•Flight Command' (M-G) arid 'Keep

irig Cbmoativ' (M-G). Heading for

sturdy S20.000. Last week. 'Gone

(M-G), holdover for three days; and
.'Flight Command* and 'Keening

Company,' four days. $16,000, big.

. Week of Feb. 6
'

Astor—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(17th wk). 4

Broadway—"Fantasia* (Disney) ;

(13th Wk).

Capitol—'Gone with the Wind' >
(M-G) (3d wk). .

Criterion—"Life With Henry'
(Par), .•:•.•-:.'

: (Revi«toed in Varxbtv, Jan. 22) ->

Globe— 'Night Train' (20th)

(7th wk), ;'. y/p :

Music 'Hall—'Arizona' (Col).
'

(Revle]u>ed in Variety, JVqv. 20)

Paramonnt —: 'Virginia' (Par)
(2d Wk).

RlaJto-^-'Face Behind the Mask'
(Col). ;

••.,•;:.•/".'/ "/;. " "/

' RlvolI--'kitty Foyle* (RKO)
/(5th wk). "•' ' •".".

Roxy—'Western ijnion' (20th);
(Reviewed in Current, Issue)

Strand — 'Honeymoon for

Three' (WB) (7).
,

Week of Feb. 13

: ."• Astor—'Great Dictator' (UA )

(18th wk").

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(14th wk).
'". Capitol—'Gone with the Wind'

.
(M-G) (4th wk ). ;

Criterion—'Maisie Was a Lady'
(M-G). :

.

-

(Reviewed in Vambiv,. Jan. 15).

Globe— 'Night train* (20th)

(8th wk). ; V.

Mnslo Hall— 'Arizona' (Col)

,
(2d wk). ';. ,",.,•,

. Blalto—'Dangerous Game' (U):

Rlvoir^-'Back Street' (U) (11).

Boxy—'Western Union* : (20th)

(2dwk). . .
,

Strand — Honeymoon for:

Three' (WB) (2d wk).

$28,000 IN

Detroit, Feb. 4

With four of the five downtown
houses here shooting in fresh, bills,

biz is going to be okay despite

measles and. flu epidemic which has

knocked off , an estimated 10% . in the

nabes. .'
• . .

'

, . _
Detroit has been running along

with plentiful switchovers this win-
ter, but this week wiped the slate

clean with nothing .
lingering but

Philadelphia Story* arid 'Maisie Was
a Lady,' still perky in its fourth

week and due to go a fifth at the

United Artists: ; - . .

Michigan; will hustle up to the

top' with better than $28,000 for its

'Folies Bergere' on the stage and
Son of Monte Crlsto* on the screen.

House ran Off a special midnight

show of its stage lure, coupled with

a 'preview' of 'Virginia' at boosted

prices of $1.10 arid 85 cents, which
will kick, up its gross a good $3,000.

Fox is moving along briskly with

This Thing. Called Love' and 'Night

Train,' while the two usual switch-

over houses have also come up with

new duos. Palms-State is showing
strength with 'Here Comes the Navy*
and 'South of Suez,' . while the

Adams will hit above average, de-

spite the sickness in town; with 'In-

visible Woman' and 'Romance of the

Rio Grande/ .
*

.

"

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 30-40-55)

'Invisible Woman". (U) arid
.

Ro
marice Rio Grande' (20th). Looks
for strong $7,000. Last week 'Ari-

zona' (Col) and 'Where Get Girl

(U), former in second :
week after

one at Fox, good $6,000.

Fox .(FoxrMichigan) (5,000; 30-40-

55)—'Thing Called Love" (Col) and
'Night Train' (20th). Moving all

right with $17,000 indicated. Last

week 'Chad Hanna' (20th) and 'Tall

Dark' (20th), came but with ..fair

$15,000, despite poor
; .
weather on

weekend.
Michigan . (United Detroit) (4,000

30*40-55)—'Sat, midnight at $1.10 and
oe-\ <c«« r, T.:e*ft' fTTA'V anrt -'Folies

mmmm

85c)—'Son Cristo' (UA) and 'Folies

Bergere' on .stage. . Going stroiig.and

with added take from special show
will' do a big $28*000, despite pan-,

rtihg by crix. Last week 'Come -Love

(M-G) and 'Tugboat Annie' (WB),
so-so $14,000. •

Palms-State (United Detroit) (J.OOO;

30-40-55 )—'Here Comes Navy* (WB;
(re-jssue) and 'South Suez' (WB)
Looks like nice $9,000. Last week
'Flight Command' (M-G) and 'Keep-

ing Company' (M-G), moved over

from Michigan, okay $9,000.

United ' Artists (United. Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-55)—'Philadelphia' (M-
G) . and .'Maisie' (M-G) (4th wk)

.

Added another nice $7,000. to preced-

ing big weeks and goes for a fifth

session.

(Best Exploitation: Paramount) .

They -can't blame Broadway for
not : giving pictures extended playr
ing tinie,/hor can the distribs have
any complaint with the results at
the boxoffice,

.

Actually, there is onjy on^ thea-
tre among the :ll first-runs in mid-
towri Manhattan that's still in a first

'

week and that's. ;the little Rialto,
Houses . having holdovers include the
Music Hall,. Capitol, Roxy, Strand,
Rivoli, .Globe;. Broadway, Astor, arid,

for good measure, the Paramount
slides into 'that column today. Criv
terion is ruled out—arid that , also
goes for the spineless ' business done
with 'Land Qf Liberty,' which took a-

walk last night (Tues.)—with house
taking its Chances bn 'Life . with
Henry' starting today (Wed.).

'Virginia', is the film attraction at
the Paramount, while Glenn Miller,
Cass Daley and Dean Murphy are
there in person. Show ended its.

first week last night (Tues.) at a
very cocky $60,000. This included
the special opening Tuesday night
(28), with most of the house sold out
at regular scale to the Maple Leaf.
Furid. ' ' . :"•.•

.

Metro's first love may be its own
Capitol, ;where 'Gone' is packing 'em
in, but gossip is that it has much
warm affection for Rockefeller's
Music Hall. If the company's ac-
counts in this section weren't crying
for 'Philadelphia Story,*, almost
breaking Metro's heart, the picture
would be staying a seventh week, at
the . Hall. 'Arizona,' which was
bought, months ago. is also getting
gray waiting to get into the theatre.

.

Now on its sixth week, the Kate
Hepburn comedy will come- up with
a virile $80,000. For the benefit of
the statisticians (and the Metro
bookers including that demon on
dating, Virginia Aaron), the total on
the 42-day engagement will be
around $590,000; This means more
than 850.0QO persons. .'Rebecca,' only
other picture to go six weeks at the
M.H., grossed $522,500, •

Coming to the Cap with, the wind,
snow and cold weather, plus uri-

latched pocketbooks, are those
whO^re sweating the cashiers and
ushers,over 'Gone.' Leaping through
on the first week to nearly $55,000
at the pop prices now in effect, on
the holdover the b.b. statement,
again to Metro's delight, should show
about $48,000. The third week starts
tomorrow (Thurs.). .

That sleeper which, turned out to
be a Seabiscuit, 'Tall, Dark arid
Handsome,' is making the minutes
count at the Roxy. Pounding past
the. wire on the first week to pay off

in telephone numbers at $52,500, it

will get $45,000 on the second heat,
which ends tonight (Wed.). . But for
the anxiety of 20th-Fox to get 'West-
ern Union' rolling, with this one
coming in tomorrow (Thurs.), 'Tall'

would be held further.
'High Sierra' is: at a good altitude

on a chance to top $33,000 this, week
(2d), but will not go beyond"a1

fort-
night. Henry Busse and Quentin
Reynolds are on the. stage. First
week was $40,500, very romantic.
'Honeymoon for! Three' and Ray
Noble open Friday (7).

Because of the steady, highly
profitable take it is registering,
'Night Train' will go a seventh round
at the Globe. It will get $8,000 or.

over this week (6th), only $200 be-
hind the fifth..

State,, with the secOnd-run 'Com-
rade X' and; vaudeville, including
Jim Barton, Kitty Carlisle and Dixie
Dunbar, is climbing back into high
society with a gross of $28,000, or
better, which is fine feathers.

. Estimates for This Week.
Astor (1,012; 75 - 85 - $1.10 - $1.65

-

$2.20)—'Dictator' (UA) (17th week).
Last week (16th) reported at $13,000,
still a reasonable profit.

Broadway (1,895; 55-75-?!.10-$1.65-

$2.20) 'Fantasia', (Disney ) ,(13th

week). Hdldihg up firmly, last week
(12th') getting $22,600., Prices were :

cut in half for kids.starting Monday
(3) and effective. Saturday (8).•an.
extra matinee will be given that day
and Sunday.

Capitol < 4,520; 40-55-85-$l,10-$1.25)
—'Gone' (M-G) . (2d • week). Very
steady .roll of the ticket rolls will
mean about $48,000 this week, fol-
lowing first seven days of hear to
$551000, which is ,virtually sardiriing
em on a turnover of only four shows
daily. '

.

Criterion (1,662; 28t .44-55 - 65)—
'Life

.
With Henry" (Par). Arrives

today (Wed. ) following a week of
'Land of. Liberty' (M-G), - which
failed :to show any strength at less
than $6.000.. Last week, 'Earl Car-
roll's' (Par) onlx $5,500.
Globe (1.180; 28-35-55-85)—'Night

.
Train'. (20th) (6th week). Whistling
its way. along at good speed, $8,000
or a bit better this week. Last
stanza (5th ) was $8,200, Goes around
another bend (or a seventh' .week.
Palac (1,700; 20-35-55)—'Hudson's

Bay* (20th)

(RKO) : (1st run), , doubled. Moving.',
sluggishly, only about $7,000. The

.

same was all that 'Santa Fe* (WB)
(2d ruri ) . and . 'Let's Make Music'
(RKO) (1st run) could entice on
eight days.' .

; '
•'

: ' '

.

'

Paramount (3,664; 35-55-85-99)—
'Virginia' (Par) and Glenn Miller,
Cass Daley, Dean Murphy, others
(2d Week)i, Begins second week on
21 -day run scheduled today (Wed.)

.

They like this show a„ lot; $60,000
came to roost on the first 7%, days
ending . last night (Tues. ), this m- .

eluding the sellout preem Tuesday
night (28).. In ahead, final 6% days
of 'Second Chorus' (Par) and Harry
James; was $35,000, very good; first
week, $49,000. .,

Radio City Music Hall (5,960: 44-
55-85-99-$l.C5.)—'Philadelphia'. (M-G)
and stage show (6th-flnal week). A
phenomenon :no less at the b:o.; this -

week (6th). the last, will be $80,000,
muscular. Last week (5th) was $85,-
000; 'Arizona' (Col) orings.a change
Of scene tomorrow (Thurs;)..
Rialto (750; 28-44-55)—'Saint in \

Palm Springs' (RKO). Maybe $6,500,
fair enough. . Last week, 'Pride of

'

Bowery' (Mono) . $B,0Q0. :

Rivoll
.. (2.092; 35-55-75-99)—'Kitty

Foyle' (5th week). • Will go a fifth
Week on strength of. good wind, with •

'.

'Back Street' (U) set -for Tuesday
. (11 ); .

.on. the fourth ; lap, concluded
last night (Tues.), $20,000. The third,
week Was $25,000.
Roxy (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85)—'Tall,

Dark* (20th) and stage show (2d-
flnal week). No indication of tiring
and should 'get $45,000, extra .- fine;

this week, after hitting $52,500 the
first seven days, .big dividends to
theatre and . distributor. 'Western
Union' (20th). is the new dish tomor-
row (Thurs.)

.

. State (3,400: 28-44-55-75-90-$1.10)—
'Comrade X' (MTG) (2d •' run ) and
Jim Barton, Kitty Carlisle, Dixie
Dunbar, others, in person. Al Rosen
is counting plenty of coiri this; week,

.

no less thari. about $28,000. Last,
week, 'Love Neighbor* (Par) (2d
run) and Ray Kinhey-Adelaide Mof-
fett on stage, $18,000, limpy. *. ,

:

•

Strand (2,767: 35-55-75-85-99)-^

'High Sierra' (WB) and Henry BUsse.
plus Quentin Reynolds- (2d-fiiial

week). The gross doesn't quite look
like the national debt , but it's very
good at $40,500 the first week and
$33,000 or bit stronger .on

:
the hold-

over.' .'Honeymoon for Three' and
Ray Noble, take their turn Fri-

day (8). \

*WY0. WILDCAT'-VAUDE

$7,000. PR0V. STEADY

Providence, Feb. 4.

Grosses . are fairly strong all

around. 'Gone With the Wind' in

second week at Loew's State, and
•Kitty Joyle' in its fifth- week at the
RKO . Albee are beginning to look
like

' permanent fixtures. Trio of

.

Powers Models on stage at Fay's :

building nicely, with 'Wyoming Wild?
cat' on the screen..

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)—

'Kitty FOyle' (RKO) arid 'Saint Palm
Springs* (RKO) (5th wk)/. Doing
phenomenal biz with hefty $5,800 ex-
pected. Did same in fourth round.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39

-

50)—'High Sierra' (WB) and 'Black
Parrot' (WB) (2d run). Proving
fairly ^teady with good $3,200. Last
week /Flight Command' (M-G). and
'Keeping Company' (M-G). (2d run),
nice $3,500. .

Fay's (Indie) (2 000; 25-35)—
'Wyoming Wildcat' ;flep) .

arid trio

of Powers Singing Models heading
stage show. Getting hefty play with,
weekend turnaway biz. ' Spotted for
swell $7,000. Last week 'Riding
Rairibow* (Rep) and vaude, okay
$6,500:

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 28-39-50)—
'Honeymoon Three' (WB) and 'Ro-
mance Rio Grande* (20th). Paced
at steady $7,500. Last week 'High
Sierra' (WB) and 'Black Parrot'
(WB), : slipped slightly for fair $7,800.
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-40-55)—

'Gone* (M-G) (2d wk). Si ll strong'
and stepping alone to nice $13,000;
Last week knocked off zippy $20,400.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50)—

'You're the One*. (Par) and 'Be-
hind News' (Rep) . Not too strong,
but in for steady $6,000. Last week
'Thing :Called Love' (Col) and 'Mas-
ter Detective' (Col), swift $8,500. ...

WB Restores Morris

: Hollywood. Feb. 4.

Warners restored Wayne Morris to

the salary lisl and cast him In one of

the top roles in ,:Mothor's Boys' a

story dealing With the draft. .
Ben

Stoloff directs.
'

areOther tops are Arthur Kennedy
(2d,.?iVf-a^ i":
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Fresh Flu Wave Hits Frisco Biz;

Tall Dark' Mild 9G, Voyage

San Francisco, Feb. 4.

Things . pretty spotty this week,-
with a new flu epidemic not helping.

Also plenty of cornpetish from sell-

out performances of 'Ballet Russe/
•Maid in Ozarks/ etc: Only new
film of importahte is 'Long Voyage
Home' at.United Artists, which drew
raves, but hot the biz -expected.
•Kitty -Foyle' stays on at the Gate
and 'Thing Called Love'' remains a
fourth stanza at Orpheum..

: Estimates, for This'Week'.'

'

Fox (F-WC) (5;000; 35-40r50)
•Philadelphia' (M-G) and 'Jennie'

(20th). (2d , wk); Word-ofvmouth
rolling up fine $14,000. .First, week
better than anticipated at- $23,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-
55-)—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and vaude
(2d wk). Should get $14,500 on.
holdover, very good. First week,
terrific $21,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-40-50)

—'Thing Called jLdve* (Col)- and
,

4Ellery Queen' (Col) (4th wk). Pos-
'sibly $6,000, after record third week
which, got close to $9,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-

50)—Tall. Dark' (20th) and 'Keep-
ing Company' (M-G). No more than
tepid $9,000.

' Last week, 'Four
Mothers' (WB) and 'Couldn't Say
No', (WB),. $7,500,; n.s'.g.:"

Sfc Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-

50) — 'Comrade X' (M-G) arid 'Ro-
mance Rib Grande' (20th) . (2d move-
over wk) . Holding about even at
$5,000; slightly under last -week.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

40-50) ^- 'Long Voyage' (UA). Not
getting the matinee trade, but. eve-
nings strong for good $8,500. Last
week: 'Captain Caution' (UA ) rather
a caution at $7;0Q0; ^ .

"

Warfleld (F-WG ) (2.680; 35-40-50)
—'Maisie Lady' (M-G) and 'Night
Train' (20th V. 'Maisie; billed ahead
of the British film,. although latter Is

getting the critical raves. However,
whole thing rather . sad at only
$1 0,000. . Last (2d) week of 'Victory*
(Par) arid 'Black Parrot' (WB), not
so hot either at $6,500.

•Little Men' (RKO) and 'Make Mu-
sic* (RKO). : Weak $3,000. Last

week, 'Sd.uth,: Suez'; (WB) and
'Couldn't Say Nok (WB), poor $2,800.

Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—
'Night Tropics' (U), and 'Meet Wild-
cat' (U). Fair $3,200 probable.

Last week, •Bagdad' (UA) (5th wk),
down at $2,500: . V'l,- • '"ii-.-'- v
- Cinema de Paris (France-Film

)

(600; 25-50)—'L'Emigrante'. (3d wk),
Won't touch $1,000 after- good $1,100.

St. Denis ^Frarice-FUm). (2,300; 25-

34)—'Marseilles Mes Amours' and
'Derrlere la Facade/ This house
taking pre-Lent spurt with, good
$6,000 In sight. Last week, 'Lingot

et Cie* and 'Quartier Latin,'
:
very

good $6,500.

'Escape Glory* (Col) and .'Murder
New York* (20th). Good $4,500. Last
week, 'Road Show' (UA) and 'Ro-
mance Rio Grande* (20th), ditto.

Rlalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—^Ari-
zona' (Col) , after a week at each the
Denver and. Aladdjit, and 'Outsider'
(Alliance). Satisfactory $2,200. List
week, 'Thing Called . Love' (Col);
after a week at each the Denver arid
Aladdin. and 'Plane Robbery* (Col),
fair $2,000.

'LIVE' GREAT $6,000

PORT.; 'MOTHERS' DIH0

Portland, pre., Feb. 4.

Only two new openers at major
houses this week, with 'Four
Mothers' doing well by the Orpheum
and 'Come Live with Me' raking in
at the United Artists. -

*

'Santa . Fe Trail' still holding its

own in a second stanza at the Broad-
way.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35*40-

50)—'Santa Fe' (WB) and 'Couldn't
Say No' (WB). Second week holding
up to good $5,000. First went over
the top for $8,000.
Mayfafr (Parker-Evergreen) (1.500;

35-40-50)—'Bagdad' (UA) and 'Cap-
tain Caution' (UA). Fourth week
still okay $2,9,00. Third week was
above average for this spot, $3,500.
O r p fa e n m (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(i;800; <S5-40-50) — 'Four Mothers'
(WB) and 'Charter Pilot* (20th) with
vaude. In line '.for strong . $6,000.
Last week, 'Nanette' (RKO) and
•Street Memories' (20th) with vaude,
.well received to score a high $7,300.

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,000; 35-40-50) — 'Thing Called
Love* (Col) and 'Angels: Broadway'
(Col). Third week, for 'Love' and
still holding up to nice $4,500. Second
week, with 'Ellery Queen* (Col),
great $7,000.

United. Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-
40-50)—'Live with Me' (M-G) and
•Maisie Lady' (M-G). . Opened ahead
of schedule and: looks like great
$6,000. Last week, 'Bank Dick* (U)
and 'Invisible Woman' • (U ) pulled
after four; days, poor $2,300.

.

MONTREAL
•Nanette* $6,500 —• Grosses Cut by

- Counter-Attractions

i •• Montreal, Feb. 4. ;

Heavy counter-attraction, in ; Ice
Follies at Forum over week-end
emptied picture clients' pockets and
Is cutting, down grosses currently.
Ballet Russe at .His Majesty's .all
week is another drain on picture
purses.- Standout for the week. Is
'Hudson's Bay,' which is oh the way
to a good ..$8,000. . 'No, .: No: Nanette'
is the runner-up, with 'Victory' next
in line. .;.

Estimates for This Week
; Palace :(CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—'Na-

nette* (RKO). Pacing for good
$6,500. Last week,, 'Flight Command'
(MrG), cut to good $7,000 .by sub-
zero weather.

Capitol . (CT) (2,700: SS;45-55) —
•Victory' (Par) and 'Henry* (Par).
Likely $5,500. Last week, 'Four
Mothers' (WB) and 'Black Parrot*
(WB), so-so $4,800. „

Loew's (CT) (2.800; 30-40-60) —
•Hudson's Bay'

1

(20th)-. . Best of
week, and may gross good-

$8,000.

Last week. 'Comrade X' (M-G) re-

peat, good $5,500.'

Washington, Feb; 4.

All-big houses get credit for eight

days this week .opening on Thurs-
day to get in midnight shows* that
night, when the President's' Birthday
Ball was in progress.- All got great
results from extra, runs; : and' show
no serious letdown after the doings
are over. '

'Virginia/ 'at: the Earle', Warner
house with short, snappy vaude, is.

packing 'em in, and happy because
Stirling Hayden,; star of the film,

came in week, or so before the ball

and gave film big boost. Carolyn
Lee, in the film; came for the ball,

and still here in hospital with bron-
chitis, igetting good play: in papers.

Estimates, for This. Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)—'Second Chorus' (Par): and vaude,

with Hal LeRoy. Getting excellent
$18,000. Last week 'Maisie' (M-G)
went home to solid $21,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—

'Hudson's Bay' (20th). (2d run) (8
days). Not too. hot after previous
one-week stay at Capitol. Will hit

$4,300. Last week 'Comrade X' (M-
G) came- back after, two big weeks
at Palace, and went over estimate
to $5,500. •

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Virginia! and vaude (8 days). Bowl-
ing *em over with film and only 30-
minute vaude. Sure to hit socko
$23,500. Last week 'North West
Mounted' (Par) (2d ' wk) and vaude,
held entire bill over for six days to
fine $12,700.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—;.

'Buck Privates' (U), Seven-day
showing will give it only passable
$6,500. Last week, last 10 days of
'Kitty Foyle* (4th wk), got excel-
lent $10,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—'North-

west Mounted' (Par). Another eight-
day proposition that will net $7,500.
Last week 'Love Neighbor* (Par) (2d
run), back after week at Earle, got
average $4,100. .

•'

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 39-55)—
'Gone* (M-G) (3d .wk). Pop-priced
run should hold to fine $11,500. Last
week

t
healthy $16,500.

'HUDSON'S BAY' PACES

DENVER WITH $10,000

Deliver, Feb. 4.

'Hudson's Bay/ coupled . with
'Michael Shayne, Detective/ are gar-
nering top coin this week. H.o. of
Philadelphia Story' is also in a de-
pendable bracket.

Estimates forThis Week
Aladdin (Fox). (1,400; 25-40)—'Four

Mothers' (WB), after a week at the
Denver, and. 'Here Comes Navy'
(WB) (reissue), day and date with
the Broadway. . Nice $4,000. Last
week, 'Arizona' (Col), after a week
at the Denver, good $4,500.
. Broadway <Fox) (1.040; 25-35-40)
—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) (2d wk) after
a week at the Orpheum, and 'Here
Comes Navy.' (WB) (reissue), day
and date with the Aladdin. Fair $2,-

500. Last week, 'Flight Command*
(M-G) and 'Keeping. Company' (M-:
G), after a week at the Orpheum,
fair $3,000. ..

•; Denhani (Cockrill). (1.750; 25-35-
40)—'Victory' (Par). , Poor $3,800.
Last week, 'Texas Rangers' (Par),
poor $3,500.

'

Denver (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-40)—
'Hudson's Bay' (20th) and 'Shayne,
Detective' (20th). Good '$10,000. Last
week;- 'Four Mothers' (WB). arid 'Ma-
dam La Zonga' (U), fair $8,800,
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)

—'Philadelphia' (M-G) (2d . wk).
Good $8,000; Last week, strong $14,-

000.
Paramount CFox) (2.200: 25-40)—

. Louisville, Feb. 4.. :

Topping all activities is 'Gone* on
return at Loew's State, . Prices were
tilted slightly for the come-back en-
gagement, .' and ' with the low show
patrons are finding It necessary to
wait a couple hours before getting
into the house at all. Weather has
been coolish, but no rain or snow,
and Ideal for patrons. Takings on
first week should go to phenomenal
$25,000, which will crowd the mark
set on first showing, about a year ago

'High Sierra' on h.o. stanza at the
Mary Anderson Is. continuing , its ex-,

cellent showing, and' second week's
figure should equal initial stanza."

Plenty of opposlsh in town Satur
day (1); with Kay Kyser band at the
Armory playing to 20,000 people;
'Hellzapoppin' at Memorial Aude,
and a big Firemen's Ball at the Ma-
drid Ballroom, all of which did ter-
rific biz. Amusement spending. looks
to be on the upbeat arid' maybe some
of the defense workers in this area
are finally making their presence felt
in' a practical way at downtown
b.o.'

'.

Estimates for This Week
.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1.400; 15-30-40 )^'Bagdad' (UA) and
'Ellery Queen' (Col). Pace holding
plenty good after moyeover ' from
Loew's State. Stepping alona. for
okay $2,500. Last week, 'Flight Com-
mand' (M-G) and 'Keeping Com-
pany' (M-G), continued to make nice
showing on moveover for fine $2,300.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)

—'Letter* (WB) and 'Earl Carroll's'
(Par), split with 'South Suez* (WB)
-and ,'Blondie Cupid* (Col). Looking
for okay $1,700. Last week, 'Zorro'
(UA) and 'Burma* (Par), very good
$1,600. .

Loew's State (Loew's) (2;100; 33-
50)—'Gone' (M-G). Return to this
house after, last year's tremendous
engagement is making terrific b.o
impact. In face of strong opposish
from Kay Kyser's one-nighter Satur-
day (I) and legit show at Memorial
Aude, as well as numerous other
dances, etc., 'Gone* had to turn 'em
away!"Aiming at terrific $25,000. Last
week, 'Bagdad' (UA) and 'Ellery
Queen* (Col), took slick $9,000 and
moved to Browh for second stanza.
Mary Anderson (Libsori) (1,000;

15-30-40)— 'High Sierra* (WB) (2d
wk). Sharing in the general boom
at the downtown wickets, arid pace
gives indications of equaling first

week's returns, probably fine $3,800.
Last week same pic came through for
excellent $4,000.

Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-
30-40 )-r'Victory* (Par) ; and 'Henry'
(Par). Biz is likewise on the
healthy side here, indicating okay
$7,500. Last week, 'Second Chorus'
(Par) and 'Texas Rangers' (Par) on
the .all right aide for satisfactory
$8,500.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;

15-30-40)—'Tall,- Dark* (20th) and
'Girl in News' (20th). Looks solid
at $3,200.. Last week, 'Bank Dick'
(U) and 'Lucky Devils* (U), all right
$3,000. .

'Story' 4»/2G, 'Foreign'

$4,100^ Great in Lincoln
.

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 4.

Money came dashing out into the
open this week for- two fllms-:-
'Philadelphia Story/ at Lincoln, and.
'Foreign Correspondent/ at Varsity.
Both films are in . the $4,000 class, or
better, an exceptional count any
week with any film here. ./

'Honeymoon For TWee'. is around
the Stuart's usual average, and the
rest of the town is sorso:

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (Moriroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; .10-15)—'Secret Valley' (20th)
and 'Gaucho Serenade' (Rep), split
with 'Fargo Kid', (RKO) and 'Flying
Deuces' (RKO). All right, $900. Last
week. 'Wyoming Wildcat' (Rep) and
'Earl Puddlestone* (Rep), split with-
Tomboy' (Mono) and 'Lone Star
Raiders* (Rep), fair $800.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.503;

10-25-40) — 'Philadelphia _ Story*
(M-G). It's a humdinger and the
pace solid. . Will get around $4,600.
and will, probably go extra days.
Last week, .'Son Crlsto* (UA), very
light $2,800. - i

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (L-
236; 10-20-25) — 'Slightly Tempted'
(U ) ani» 'V-re Comejs Navy' (WB).

Mpk Short of Cash; Vaude Helps

to $17500, Thifly' 2d 7^
Nice enough, $2,300. Last week,
'Next .Time Love* (U) and 'Giv* Us
Wings* (U ), okay $2,000.

Stoart (j; H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;
10-29-40)—'Honeymoon Three' (WB).
Will break the house about even.
$3,600. Last week, 'Chad HarW
(2Qth), disappointed at f2,700.
Variety (Noble-Federer) (1,100;

10-20r25)—Tace Behind Mask' (Col)
arid 'Bowery Boy' (Rep), split with
'Black Parrot' (WB) and 'Meet
Missus' (Rep). Not bad, $1,900. Hist
week, •Little Men' (RKO) and 'Saint
Palm Springs'. (RKO), very weak
$1,100.
Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1,100: 10-

25-40) — 'Foreign Corresponaerit'
(UA). Making a fine stab for large
money, around. $4,100.

; Last w6ek,
'Arizona' (Col), okay $3,300.

: .^
:

Cincinnati, Feb.:; 4.

. Two of the three fresh releases
currently are winners, yet their, tugs
are not strong enough to put com
biried biz oh the . black side. : Front
ing is 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' for a
good . Albee mark. . Grand has a
blackie in 'Honeymoon for Three.'
Deep under, .'Victory' is to be. jerked
froiri the Palace after sixth day;
Vaudfllm Shubert is On the high

side with 'Life With Henry' arid a
corking variety , layout headlined by
Ada Leonard and her band, r

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300: 33-40-50) —

'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO). Good
$11,500. Laist week, 'Arizona* (Col),
fair $9,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 33-40-50)—
'Arizona* (Col). Switched from Al-
bee for second week. Mild $4,000.
Same last week on 'Bagdad' (UA)
(2d run).
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28).—

'Swimming Hole' (Mono) and 'Ro-
mance Rio Grande' (20th), split with
'Doomed Caravan' (Par) and 'Barn-
yard Follies' (Rep). Normal $2,100.
Ditto last week- for. 'Meet Missus'
(Rep) and 'Phantom Submarine*
(Col), divided with 'Ape* (Mono)
and 'Chamber Horrors* (Morio).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50) —

'Honeymoon Three' (WB). Okay
$5,000. Last week, 'Road Show'
(UA), season's low at $2,000.
KelthV (Libsori) (1,500; 33-40-50)

—'Second Chorus* (Par). Moveover
from Palace for second week. No.
dice at $2,800. Last week, Thing
Called Love' (Col) (2d run), socko
$5,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 33-40-50) —
Thing Called Love' (Col); Third
week on main line. All right $3,200.
Last week, 'Hudson's Bay' (20th) (2d
run), sad $2,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50) —

•Victory' (Par); Lowest figure for
this house in'months; out after six
days to $4,500. Last week, 'Second
Chorus* (Par), very good $11,500.

Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—
•Henry* (Par) and vaude topped by
Ada Leonard orchestra. Good $12,-
000. Last week, 'Maisie Lady' (M-G)
and 'International Casino' revue, fair
$10,500.

'RANGERS' 22G, B'KLYN

•Mothers' Good $18,000— 'Comrade'
H.O., $17,000

Brooklyn, Feb. 4.

Brightest biz of.the week at Fabian
Fox displaying Texas Rangers Ride
Again* and 'Second Chorus/ Two
houses holding over are RKO Albee
with 'Hudson's Bay* and 'Play Girl,'

and Loew's Metropolitan with 'Com-
rade X' and 'Hullabaloo/ .

: ...

Estimates for Tfals Week .

Albee (RKO ) (3,274; 25-35-50)—
•Hudson's Bay' (20th) and 'Play Girl*
(RKO) (2d wk). Good. $15,000. Last
week, nice $18,500.
Vox (Fabian) (4,039; 25-35-50V-

Texas Rangers' (Paif) and. 'Second
Chorus* (Par). Booming $22,000.
Last week,

1

'Dancing Dime! (Par) and
'Here Comes Navy: (WB) (re-issiie),
fair $15,000. :

Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)—
'Comrade X' *(M-G) and 'Hullabaloo'
(M-G) (2d wk). Attractive $17(000.
Last week, first-rate $20,000..
Paramount (Fabian) (4.126; 25-35-

50)—.'Four Mothers*: (WB) arid 'San
Francisco Docks' (U). Good $18,000,
'High Sierra' (WB) arid 'Earl Car-
roll's' (Par) due .tomorrow (Wed.).
Last week. 'Victory' , (Par) and
.'Pastor Hall* (UA) (2d ..wk); satis-
factory $14,000.
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)—

•Bowery Boy* (Rep) and 'Streets
Cairo' (U). So-so $4,500. Last week;
'Larceny

. Street* (Ind) and 'Melody
Ranch* (Rep); rl"" "* "OO.

Minneapolis, Feb.. 4.

Huge entertainment bargain on tap
at the Orpheum should ' have 'eni.

fighting iand breaking down the doors
to

:
get in. But the fact that there's

no mad rush of customers seems to
supply further extensive proof that
this town isn't in the big league box-
office class. With the Andrews Sis-
ters headlining, and joe Venutl and
his band and the Three Stooges also
in . the stage

. show, : and 'Second
Chorus' bri the screen, it's a whale of
a buy at 55c. Of course, it's doing
business, will lead the town's box-
office race in a canter, and probably
show the house a satisfactory profit
despite its hefty cost. But the tak-
ings aren't

,at all commensurate with
the extraordinary value provided. .

This sort of: murderous opposition
andjthe St; Paul Winter Carnival, the
Northwest's Mardi Gras, which is
drawing plenty of Minneapolitans to
the. sister city, plus the flu epidemic,
are making the going plenty tough
lor the other, contenders. However,.
.'Philadelphia -Story/ the lone hold-
-over, in its second,week at the State
after a bang-up initial seven days, is
holding up well.
Jn 'Screwballs of 1941« the'-Mirine-

sota really has a topriotch stage shovf.
'Melody Ranch' is. on the screen. Bilt
the opposition, is too .tough. ': As . a
result, starvation appears to be its-
undeserved fate.

•

'Son of Monte Crlsto/ and 'Lilac
Domino* also are dying ori their feet.
Apparently there just isn't: enough
profitable business to go. around;'

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28 )—

.'Night Tropics'. (U). and' 'Black'
Parrot' (WB). Dual first-runs in. for
entire week. A strong linc-up for'
this house, arid may hit good $2,000.
Last week. 'Dancing Dime' (Par V and
•Pier 13'

. (20th

)

:

, dual first^runs j n for
five days, and 'Plane Robberv! (Col)
and 'Nobody's -Children' (Col), also
dualflrst-ruris playing four days! fair
$1,500 for nine-day combo.
Century (Par-Singer) (1.600; 28-39-

44)—'Son CristO' (UA). Mild $3,000
indicated, Last week, 'Kittv Fovle'
(RKO) (2d wk), .good $4,000. after
fine $8,600 first week.
Esquire (Berger) (290; 15-28)—

'College Swing' (Par) (re-issue);
With Bob Hope's name played up all
over front, this orie is doing business.
Good $900 in prospect. Last week,
'San Francisco' (M-G) (re-issue),
bad $500. •

Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)—
Bank Dick' (U). May reach okay
$2,600. Last week, Texas Rangers'
(Par), mild $1,800 in six days.
Minnesota (Middle States) (4,000;

28-39)—'Melody Ranch' (Rep) arid
'Screwballs of 1941' ori . stage:
Hampered by its title, lack of box-
office .riames, arid opposition at
Orpheum. Very bad $6,000 looks
about all. Last week, "Behind News'
(Rep) and Sally Rand unit on stage,
with, latter largely responsible for
the $11,100* very big at scale. .

Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2.800;. 28-
44-55)—'Second Chorus' (Par); and:
Andrews Sisters, Joe Veriuti's or-
chestra, Three Stooges, etc., on stage.
Probably impossible to give 'cm
more iri entertainment for the
money. Giving,gray hairs to the op-
position. . Should stretch to $17,500,
big, but under what layout merits..
Last week. 'Four Mothers' (WB) arid
Slmone Simon, Isabel Jewell

,
etc., on

stage, $8,000, bad.
State (Par-Singer) (2.300:. 28-39-

44)—'Philadelphia' (M-G) (2d wk).
Has taken town by storm. Holding
up well in face of strong counter
attractions. May reach fine $7,500. •

Last week, $10,100, very big.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39)—

lietter' (WB). . First neighborhood
showing, Good - $2,700 in prospect.
Last week, 'Escape- (M-G), first riabe

Showing, okay $2,400. .

:

World (Par-Singer-Steffes) (350;;

28-39-44-55)—'Lilac Domitto' (Select).
;

Gave way after three days to 'Long
Voyage! (UA): on Monday (3).: Light

$300. Last week, 'Grapes Wrath
(20th) (re-issue )> slim $300 in four
days. .

1st Round-Table Shwt

First .of a- series of shorts featiir- ,

irig Dorothy Thompson, Wythe Wil-

liams, Llritpn Wells and •: W^iliam L,

Shifer in a round-table ori interna-

tional affairs has been completed,

and will be released shortly. O'ne-

reeler was produced by William

Rowland at the Eastern Service

Studios, Astoria, L. I. r about- two
weeks ago. it will.be distributed by

Columbia.
.
Series .is labeled 'What's .

the
.

Shooting For* and is being handled

n the standard radio forum, sfyle.

Differerit personalities will be fear

tured in each one.. Burnet Hershcy.

radio cominentator, is supervising.
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- Philadelphia, Feb; 4.

- It's holdover week in .Philly, but

•its spelling healthy biz; aU
;
along,

B O

'

S are showing Tbsy complexions

as fllmgoers are continuing the rush

they started last week.
• There

-

a r'e. only three newcomers

making their bow-in. - this sesh.
;
arid

too of them are joining the happy
• tirade: 'High Sierra', at the Fox,

Ini 'Keeping CompanyV plus. 'Streets

of Paris* revue at the Earle. 'Lady
"

With Red Hair* at the Karlton is also

holding its own. ^ .

Holdovers getting good results are
«Gone,' 'Philadelphia: Story,' 'Kitty

Foyle' and 'Tall, Dark and Hand-
some

'* Only picture in the turkey,

category. ..is
' 'Road Show' at the

Aldine; v.'

Estimates tor This Week .

-

Aidihe (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)^-

iRoad Show* (UA)' (2d wk;). Headed
:

for one of the poorest .
grosses in the

Aldine's history witti $4,20Q. Last

Week, not much better , with sad-

$5 300. House shutters end of. the

week for installation of special

equipment for showing of .'Fan-

. tasta' which bperisVFeb, 12. '..-' ':;
r Arcadia (Sablosky ) (600;, 35-46-57)

': ~'Love Neighbor' (Par) (2d run).

Fair $3,700; Last week's, third-run

try for 'Northwest Mounted' (Par),

slightly better $3,800. ... .;

foyd (WB) (2.560; 35.^6r57-68)—
•Philadelphia' ttVNG) (3d wk ). Still

showing plenty of. power with'

$18,000. Last week, rsock $22,500.

'Will hang, on for. at least brie more
ride. '.

.

Earle- (WB) -(2,758; 35-46-57-68

W

"Keeping Company' (M-G) plus
. 'Streets of Paris

1 revue: : Looks good
for Okay $23,000. Last week, 'Vigi-

lantes' (U) and stage show featuring
Ersklne Hawkins otchestra, . pulled

a sleeper with ultra-smashing $30,500,

nearlng the house record.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-^68)—

•High Sierra' (WB). Jogging along
with a bright $18,500. Last we2k,
•Hudson's Bay' (20th) Just made par
With $15,000.

Karlton (WB) (l;066; 35-46-57-68)

—'Red Hair' (WB). Lack of room
forced this one to open in usual sec-
ond-run house, netting, a fairish

{4,800. Last week. 'Comrade .X'
M-G) (2d run), bullish $5,200.
Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)—

I
•Kitty Foyle' (RKO) (2d run) (3d
Wk.). Neat $4,800 for sixth week
downtown. Last, week's take a shade
better with $4,900.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
•-'Gone' (M-G (2d Wk.). Looks like
repetition of last year's dizzy pace;
netting. a sensational $27,000 on this
trip. Last week, ditto.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
Tall, Dark' (20th) (2d wk ). Word-
of-mouth taking effect and giving
better b.o.. on second try than first.

Getting $5,500 for round two. com-
pared with $5,200 for unveiling.

'GONE' BIG $20,000

IN 2D BALT0 WK

Estimated Total Grdsi u
List Week*. . . ... ... . $1,753,000
(.Bated on 25 cities, 172 thea-

tre*, cniefly first runs, tnctudino -

W. Y.) .
•

-..'•
"'

Total Gross Same Week .-':'.-

Last Year/, ...,.; .
-. . .$2,319,700

(Based on 26 ctties, 178 theatres)

Baltimore, Feb. 4.

Continued good biz here, with most:
b.o.» booming in spite of h.o; films.

New entries of 'Buck Privates,' at

Keith's, and 'Maisie Was a Lady,' at

the New, holding their own nicely;

Considerable, fanfare broke loose
here with the opening of Bill Hicks'
new Majfair, on the site of the

.-
.
former legit Auditorium, located on
th» fringe of the downtown area.
Destined for subsequent runs,, house
nevertheless opened with 'A Night

' tl^rl Carroll's' slated for a week
pt a 10-15-28 scale for the 1,000 seats
available. '; -.. •-.

Estimates for This.Week .•'

;
.
^Pentiiry .(Loew^UA) (3.000; 25-

$1- ? ~, 'Gorje' (M-G ) (2d wk).
^mtaming: terrific pace set on

t%?£5g r
i*
und pointing to big

WHar'sesh
61, e:

'
ttra

^
28

-600 for

i«
1
?o
P
5!?^rome ^Rappaport)

. (2,205;

ft5-39-44-55-66)
- "Thing Called

Love'
. (Col) (2d wk). H. .. with

Si
an«e

.
of vaude

,
portion to MaiorSf5

.
Sixth Anniversary Show.Sn

*,
in
lA

stronS and, should reach

KgJlJf?'
week; with vaude,

^'fe.^3^^^: (2;406;
;

15-
. ,
28.33-39-44)^ '^uck Privates' '(U ),
Attracting trade and should garner

'S.W?,?J6 -
00**

;
Last week, 'RoadSh°w WA),. fairish $5,200. , ...

14V (Mechanic) (1.581; 15-28-35-
*4)-- Maisie Was Lady* (MrG). Good
St°:r

lhls ser»es. attracting steady

im ;l
me fsmme patronage to mount

• iL? ,

ay
?
5'?°9 in this limited seatcr.Last week, 'Girl in News' (20th ); fair

K?^Se^ (3-280; 15-28-39-44-

- itahZ ?
nta (WB ) (2d wk). Still

Lr*5,i
Stro

,
n,? with: a11 right $12,000 in

$17300
8 bo9mil»8: nrst round to

Pittsburgh. Feb. 4. .

While .the bad- weather, whicfr has.
had. an extended run of 12 continu-
ous days of snow and sleet, is un-
doubtedly nicking the grosses, the
bigger; attractions are acting as
though It were balriiy; falL Imperyi-.
ous- to fain ;or shine, : 'Philadelphia
Story' is

:
giving the ; Penn . ushers

sore dogs, .while 'Gone,' moved, to
the Warner: after two weeks at the
Penn, is reviving, memories, of busi-
ness at that theatre a year ago when
it played the same attraction on
roadshow basis.
Senator with . "Thing Called Love'

in third week is still doing surprise
business and is demanding fourth;
Larry Clinton on stage at Stanley,
is proving somewhat of a disappoint-
ment, although business at the big
deluxer -wilt be fair.-

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.750; 25-40)—'East

Oliver' (WB). Will get the: house
about an even, break at $3,200! Last
week. 'Kildare's Crisis* (M-G), heed-
ing a" hypo at $2,700.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-55)—

'Philadelphia' (M-G). Zooming for
sensational $24,500 at regular, prices.

This gives. Penn three sock weeks
in a row. ; L?st week, 'Gone' (M-GV
mighty. $22,000;
Bltz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Texas

Rangers' (Par) arid. 'Earl Carroll's'

(Par). Will do all right
:
for. this

Wile house at $2,200: Last week,
'Bagdad' (UAV hv third week down-
town, substantial $2,800.

Senator (Harris) (1.700: 25-35-50)
—'Thing Called Love' (Col). Best
thing: this house has had since 'Tin

Pan Alley.' Third week should get
In nice $4,500. Last week, built to
$6T»00. .Set for fourth try.

Stanley (WB ) (3.600; . 25-40-60 ) —
'Four . Mothers' (WB)

.
and Larry

Clinton orchestra on stage.- -Prov-
ing somewhat of a disapnointmerit.
Will turn in fair $16,000, Last week,
•Scnohd Chorus' (Par) , and 'Streets

of . Paris Revue* got by in spite of

f wither. $21;500.

Warner (WB) (25-35-50.) —'Gone'
(M-G). Burning uo the foyer car-

pets at $10,000 in third week down-
town. Will play ariothor week at

thi« house. Last week. 'Little Men'
(RKO) and 'Nanette! (RKO), slid off

to mild $4,000.

'Kitty/ Sans Hearst

in

Garners Big

Seattle, Feb. 4.

Without benefit of art or publicity
in the' Hearst Post Intelligencer,

operated by sbn-iri-law Boettiger of

President RooseVelt. but with one
review by drama editor : J. Willis
Savre, and that" in . very compli-
mentary tone, 'Kitty Foyle* (RKO).
is getting on toward a big gross.

P. I. critic, corhoared 'Kitty* in lauda-
tory tones to 'Our Town.' but the lid

is down on free Publicity policy -of

paper, due to the 'Citizen Kane'
(RKO) rumpus.

. .'Philadelphia Story? ^ has a good
session oh. moveover to Music Box.
'Hudson's Bay' rolls .into second week
at Paramount. •

:

. ,

Estimates for This: Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)-

(850: 30-40-50)—'Victory' (Par) and
'Up in Air* (Mono). Bad $1,900. Last
week. -Second / Chorus' (Par) arid

'Night Train' (20th) (2d wk), nice

enough $2,400. '• , .
•

1

V
do 1 1 s e urn (Hampick-Evergreeri ),.;

fl.900: 16-32)—Tin Pan Alley' (20th) I

arid 'South Suez* (WB) (2d run)..!

Garnering a big $3,800. Last week.
'Escape', (M-G) and 'Christmas July*

IPar) first half; 'Blondie Cupid' (Col)
replacing last half, only .

moderate
$2 700. '

.
.

-
'

.

Fifth Avenue rifamrick -Evergreen

)

f2.349:. 30-40-50) — 'Kitty . Foyle'
fRKOV-and-i'Tall. Dark' f20th). Fancy
at $8,000. Last week, 'Philadelphia'

(M-G) and 'Shayne Detective', (20th)
(2d wk), big $7,100. ,

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
Escape GlOry

'

: (Col ) , and
. 'Blondie

Servant Trouble' (Col). Slow $3,600.
Last Week, 'Ellery Queen*' (Col), and
'Girls 21* (Col), no dice at $3,300,
Music Box (Harnrick-Evergreen)

(850; 30-40r50)^-,

PhiladeIphia' (M-G

)

and 'Shayne Detective' (20th) (3d
wk), Enough power- for great $3,900.'
Last Week, /Love. Neighbor* (Par)
and 'Jennie' (20th) (2d wk, six days ),

$2,400, good.
.O r.ph eu m (Harririck-Evergreen)

(2,600; 30-40-50)—'High Sierra' (WB)
and 'Get Girl' (U). Big campaign;
including 24 billboards for 'Sierra,'
riflpJrig. .this house, to haridsOme
$7 t200. Last week, -Horieymooh Three'
(WB) and. 'Texas Rangers' (Par),
mild $3,900.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 20-50)—

'Riding Rainbow* (Rep) arid 'Remedy
Riches' (RKO), plus vaude. Sturdy
$6,000. Last week, .'Madame LaZonga'
(U) and 'Before I Hang' CCol) plus
stage show, Pinky Tomliri headliriirig,
garnered okay $5,200. >.*...•

Paramount
. (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3:039; 30-40-50) — 'Hudson's Bay":
(20th ) arid : 'Saint : Palm Springs'
(RKO) (2d wk). Good erioUgh.$1,900.
Last week, wonderful $8,500.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 16^32)—

'Bank Dick' (U) and 'Four Mothers'
(Rep ) (2d run ). Okay at $1,900.
Last week, 'Find Out' (RKO) and
'East River'- (WB), $1,700, slow.
Winter Gat-den (Sterling) (800: 16-

30)-r'Third Finger' (M-G ) and 'City
Conquest'; (WB) (2d run). Heading
for $2,100, good. Last week, 'Argen-
tine! Way' (20th) and 'Dulcy' (M-G)
(2d run), good $2,000..

.
Indianapolis,' Feb. 4. .

.

Managers of theatres in the down-
town area were furnished with a
ready-made alibi this week, but
they don't need it. : Sonja Henie and
her Hollywood Ice .Revue moved
into the Coliseum on the State Fair

Grounds Thursday (30) for six-

day stay and seats were sold out a

week in advance at $3.30 top. This

takes a lot of coin out of the thea-

tre, district, .but. natives ate going
down into the toes of their socks arid
business is clicking in all downtown
houses.

Loew's, with 'Gone With the Wind*
at. reduced prices, is a breeze, with
record take hampered .only by
length of pic which curtails turn-
over. Indiana,' dualling . 'Mr. ! and.
Mrs: Smith' and 'Saint in Palm
Springs,' is reaping a . harvest with
the best week of the current year
a certainty, Circle, holding over
'Kitty Foyle' and 'Remedy' .Riches'
for a second week, also in the blue
chips. ;

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.600; 25-30-.

40)—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and 'Rem-
edy Riches' (RKO (2d wk). Good
$5,800. Last week, healthy $9,600.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.100; 25-30-

40)—'Mr. and Mrs. Smith* (RKO)
and 'Saint Palm Springs' (RKO).
Very good $9,500; Last week, -.'High

SierraT (WB) and 'Give Us. Wings'
(U), weak $6,400.

:

•

Loew's- (Loew's) (2,400; 40-55) —
'Gone' (,UA). Back, at reduced
priecs and bringing bargain hunters
out. in droves for nifty $12,000, Last
week. 'Bagdad' (UA); and 'Nobody's
Children* (Col), not So good $7,200.

Lyric (Lyric) (1.900; 25^30-40) —
'Meet Missus' (Rep) and Gray Gor-
don orch on stage. Fair $9,000. Last
week. 'Barnyard Follies' (Rep) and
'Shoot Works' On stage, poor $5,500.

'Fantasia' Off to $17,500 1st Wk.,

•9

lities,' 'Live' $18,700

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross .

Last Week.. . . . .$377,100
: (Based on 13 theatres)

. .

Total Gross Same Week
,

Lait ; Tear... ... .. .$380,700

(Based on 12 theatres)
'

16G, BUFF.

Buffalo, Feb: 4,

. Continued choice screen, bait,, both,
in the form of fresh releases as

:
well

as holdovers and second Tuns,; with a
touch, of- stage' lure added, is hypoing,
the turnstiles. Spitalny orchestra and
'Four Mothers', riding along at a po-
tent clip, while 'Gone's' third round
is still, plenty bullish,

:
.

. Vincent Lopez in a short three-
day session, at the 20th Century with
'pile Crowded Night'—the first split

week a stage attraction Has ever,
played, at any local first-rUri houses
proved a disappointment, though
helping-the week's figure.- 'Philadelr
phia* second run is okay, and 'Invis-
ible Woman' is holding to the. quick-
ened pace apparent the .past fornight
at the Lafayette.

; ,
.

. .
Estimates for This Week '

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—
'Four Mothers' (WB) and Phil Spital-
ny orchestra. Continued healthy tone,
around rosy / $16,000. Last week,
'Philadelphia' (M-G) and 'Man Bor-
neo' (M-G), drove up. to over choice
$17,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)

—'Gorie' (M-G) (3d wk). Showing
corttinued drawing power with hefty
$15,000. Last week, plenty fancy
$16,500.

-

Hipp (Shea) (2;100; 30-45)—'Phila-
delphia' (M-G) and 'Man Borneo'
(M-G) (2d run). Peppy $7,500. Last
week, 'Here Come? Navy' (WB) (re-
issue) and 'River's End' (WB), okay
$6,500.. -

Lafayette (Hyrnan) (3,300; 30-40)—
'Invisible Wornan' (U) and 'Margie'
(U). Will sew up better than good
$7,500. Last week, 'Thing Called
Love' (Col) (2d wk) and 'Plane Rob-
bery' (Col), romped in with punchy
$8,000.

. 30th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30-
40)—'Crowded Night' (RKO) and
Vincent Lopez orchestra on stage (3

days). Not too raricy $4,500. 'Make
Music' (RKO) arid 'Li'l Abrier'
(RKO) (4 days), fair enough $4,000.

Last week, 'East River" (WB) and
'Always Bride' (WB), mild $5,000. •

One War at a Time

Hollywood, Feb. 4,

World War No. 1 went into action

yesterday (Mon.) at Warners with
Gary Cooper playing the title role

in 'Sergeant York.'

.

Other toppers,in the cast are Wal-
ter Brennan and Jean Leslie.

'Bagdad1 $14,00O-^'Sierra? Good $10,000 pespite

Clubwomen's Panning

Cleveland. Feb. 4.

Belated : sunshine is bringing : -in

suburbanites who have' been snow-
bound, and Warming up downtown
houses. Despite Kay Ky.ser's milk-
ing nearly $30;000 out of Palace last

week. Cab - Calloway teamed .
with

Mills Bros, and 'Escape to Glory* are
giving- the RKO de luxer another
extra healthy stanza.

'State next- door also getting unex-
pectedly good play with Thief of

Bagdad.* At Hipp 'High Sierra* is

breaking above ^average, while 'Gone':

on third, round at. pop prices' is

spurting far over Stillman's ordinary
figure;.- .

.Estimates for Thl9 Week .

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)

—Thing Called Love' (CoD, .Excel-

lent $5,000 for this moveover. -Last
week. 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) (3d wk i.

DO less- satisfactory- at $4,700.-

Hipp, fWarner) (3,700:. 30.-35-.42-55)

--'High Sierra' (WB). Severely

panned by . critics and clubwomen,
but

v
a riice. draw at $10,000. Last

week; 'Thing. Called Love' (Col),
tuneful $13,200. .

. Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55-
60)—'Escape GlOry' (Col) plus Cab:
Calloway .orchestra .arid Mills Bros,
on stage. '

- Surprisirig strength here,
with week-end standees. Very sriiart

$19,00.0 possible; Last week, 'Play-
girl' (RKO) and Kay Kyser crew
oh a five-arid-six-a-day grind ran up
a smashing $29,000.

: . State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Bagdad* (UA). Showmanship in
advance campaign set .this one up
prettily, and well liked,; for worthr
while. $14,000. Last week,: .'Gone'
(M-G) on ,.h.o., nabbed- grand
$23,900. .

Stlllman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

j

55)—'Gorie' (M-G). Going big on

I

third': week, around $11,000. easily,

Last week, 'Kildare's Crisis.* (M-G),
IgoOd $4,300. '

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.

(Best Exploitation: Carthay Circle)!
Orpheum theatre, yvith Earl Car-.

roll's 'Vanities,' headed by Bert
Wheeler on stage, is leading the
town this week. It's, first big busi?
ness house has had in some stanzas
arid Carroll should garner neat
$10,000 for his share: Otherwise,
however, '. balmy weather . ..Sunday
sent thousands to the beaches, cut-
ting heavily into the grosses. :

Greatest combined gross will fall
to Pantages and RKO, with close to
$20,000 for 'This Thing Called Love/
Disney's 'Fantasia' relighted Carthay
Circle. (29), and with a sellout'
preem should have, rib: trouble ..hit-
tlng lucrative $17,500 oh first week.
Warners, day-daters are: holding'

over' 'High Sierra,r
. mostly, through

product shortage, but. -Will " come out"
on right side of ledger. Paramount*
duahng 'Victory* (second week) with'
•You're the One* and radio revue On-
stage; looks headed for $13,000.
By way Of exploitation for 'Fan-

tasia," Fox-West Coast is currently ;

contacting all Southern. California'
newspapers, dailies and weeklies., for
probably first, time in five years. It's
bringing loads of free publicity. 'Ex-
ploitation staff also tied up four win-
dows with ,the exclusive Magriin

.

store and prevailed upon establish-
ment to take riewspaper space ad-
vertising the cartoon opus. In ad-
dition more -than 1,000 . school li-
brarians arid art schools throughout.
Southern

.
California were contacted

by means of a special one-sheet, and
other literature!

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 55-

83-$1.10-$1.65)—'Fantasjla' (Disney )i

Debutted (29) to $5.50 preem, gar-
nering around $5,000 on the night,
and on basis of early returns should
hit big $17,500 on the initial week.
Looks like substantial run in sight.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC ) (2,034;
30-44-55-75)—'Life with Me' (M-G)
and 'Liberty' (M-G). ! So-so $8,700.
Last week, 'Flight Command' (M-G)
and 'Shayne Detective' (20th), fell
short of expectations at $9,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)—'High Sierra' (WB) and 'Couldn't

(Continued on page 23)

WIDS0N' 9G, OMAHA;

THILLY' FAIR $8,500

Omaha, Feb. 4..

: .
Grosses' held pretty well with re-

turn of steadier weather. Brandeis
will do a little better than $6,000
with This Thing. Called .Love' plus
'Escape to. Glory,' indicating a pos-
sible second week. At the Orpheum, -

'Hudsori's Bay' and .'A Night at Earl
Carroll's' will .go Just" about $9,000,
no stronger, The.Omaha with 'Phila-
delphia Story' single-featured has. a .

pretty good $8,500.

. Sonja Henie show which comes in
for week next Friday (7 ) already
shows signs of cutting into: bpxoffic*
at theatres..

. Estimates for This Week'
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-.

25-35-40 )-^'Thing Called Love' (Col

)

and 'Escape Glory' (Col). Good
$6,000. Last week. /Arizona* CCol).
and 'Always Bride' (WB) (2d Wk),
fair $3,000.
Orpheum • (Trlstates) (3,000; 10-30-

40)—'Hudson's Bay' (20th) and 'Earl
Carroll's* (Par). Fairly good. $9,000,
considering. Last week, 'Maisie Lady'
(M-G) (15-35-55) with stage shOw,
Andrews Sisters, Joe Venutl band,
and .Three Stooges, $13,000, good.

.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 10.30-40)
—'Philadelphia' (M-G). Good $8,500.
Last week.. 'Comrade X' (M-G) arid.
'Haunted Honeymobh* (M-G), strong
$9,500. - -

Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
—'Wyoming Wildcat' . (Rep), 'Hono-
lulu* (M-G), 'Lone Wolf Date' (Col),
triple, split with 'Law Rides' (Cap),
'Earl-: .Chicago'. (U); and •Leonard
Men'. (Select ), 'Fifth Ave.* (RKO ).

Fair $800., Last week; 'Robin Hood
Pecos* (Rep), 'Spitfire* (RKO), 'Aunt
Maggie* (Rep), split three ways with
'Gceed* . (Cap). 'Panama Lady'
(RKO), and 'Correspondent' ' (UA),
'Strange. Cargo' (M^G), close, to $800..
Avenue - Military - Dundee (Gold-

berg) '(950; 300: ' 600; • 25)-^'North
?

West Mounted' (Par ). split with 'Man
Married' (20th). 'Blondie Cupid*
(Col) 'Dulcy' (M-G). Fair $1,000.
Last ..week. 'Correspondent'; (UA),
'Zorro' . (20th), split with 'Melody
Moonlight! (Rep). 'Give .Wings'" (U)-
and 'Diamond Frontier' (U), good
$1,100; : .:. :

: State: (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
'North West, Mounted* : (Par),: split
with 'Blondie Cupid' (Col), 'Melody
Ranch* (Rep) and 'Dulcy*. (M-G).
Fair .$700. Last week, 'Melody
Moonlight' (Rep). 'Zorro' (20th)
split with -Diamond Frontier* (U),
'Caballerb' .(20th) and 'Give, Wings'
(U). pretty fibod $800. .
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WESTERN UNION
(TECHNICOLOR)

Hollywood, Jan, 81.

Wlh.. Century-Fox- release of Hnrry Joe
Blown production. Features Robert Young,
Randolph :Scott, Dean Jagger,-. Virginia Gil-

'

Store, tflriected by Frlli Lang;.' glory' by
ane Grey; screenplay by, Robert ' CHfs'ort;

iimeia, Edward' .Cronjager; Techhlcolor as-'

fncfate,. Allen vM. Davey; editor, Robert
Blschoff. ' Previewed In .studio' projection'
t-oom Jan. 30, '41. Running time, Q3 M1NS,
Richard Rlnke, . . . . ; i

vat\ce- Stiuw..-, . -. .

.

',

8d<var.d Crctplttoh .-.

.

Sue t'rplRhton .
.'.,',

,

'.

,

Due Murdoch,...'....
Jli-i m.-'.n.

.

UiimiM'. . . . . ;..

.

Jjirk Sliiile. : i. '...- .< . . I

Governor.'. ..... .';...,

Charlie. ,
..'..,.; ....

.

Fnt tiro'KHii.. '...,.•

jwb.
Chief Sput red Horse.
Indian Leadpr;'. . . . .

V

IVrky. '.,/.'...'.., .,...'.

Henoliman. ... . ...

,
pfngei-parl) - III ifpr .';'.

.

' Captain Harlow. .
.',

.

Barber. .
'.'.

;.. . . . ... ,v,

. ... .'. Robert.. Young
v. . Uan'.YoIph Scott

I:. ,;/, .i.ioan Jagger
,.% . Vl-itiiild Gllmorp
; . . .;..lolui Oarrndlti.e

. .I.Sllni Siimmervllle
,...'...,:. :,.t'hll| Wills
.".

';
'. fM t urn .MacLnne

.Russell' Hlrlta
; . . . Vl.'t or Klllnn

. . i ...Minor. Wnlsoin"
;• . iC^o'xe -Chandler

..Chief :Blg Tree
-.Orifof TliuPilHrcIoinl

....;:....vDlck Rich
...... .Harry. Slvani;
. v ( 'ha v I fa' M I ild let hri

.. A«ldfron Rli'lta rds
....... . Irving Baoon.

'Western UhionV is . another epic of
the early American frontier, "This,
time the Stringing of telephone lines
In the '60's, between Omaha and Salt
Lake City, provides the background
lor adventures/ arid excitement in'

empire' building. Hewing to -
;
a

straight line in telling the story of
pioneering the west, and without any
Id-etenses otherwise; 'Western Union'
s a lusty and actibnful offering that
will play a merry tune at the.,boxr.

office. For the ,key spot's, It's strong
enough ,tb catch a good share of
holdovers. :..-.'-. . •

Mounted with, exbarisiveness as a
iuperfwestern of "uoper-budget pro-
portions,' picture displays some of
the most : eyeful exterior panoramas
iri Technicolor that have - ever been
photographed,; The tinting; photog-
raphy does much to hold and main'
tain interest throughout, . and has
aome of the finest . outdoor scenes
which, were photographed .

In the
colorful Utah- park country; . ..

Randolph Scott, ah ex-outlaw who
Joins the expedition as a scout, takes
advantage, of every opportunity pro
vided, and. turns in a strongly per
suasive characterization that will
advance his b.o.

;

rating.. Dean Jagger
Is the company engineer in charge
of construction; Robert Young . a
dudish easterner, who toughens up
under western ways; and. Barton
MacLane is .the renegade outlaw
whose band continually harasses the
camp. Virginia Gilmore is minor
as the. romantic interest for conflict

between Scott and Young., in the
early reels. Slim SUmmerville in

termittently supplies, comedy relief

as the camp cook.

At the opening, outlaw Scott saves
the life of Jagger, surveying the
wilderness for the telegraph; line to
•pan the country.

.
Later, Jagger

hires Scott as company scout when
the wagon train, 'men. and equipment
tart towards Salt Lake City. Trouble
hits the expedition when the' live
stock and then horses are rustled,
supposedly by Indians. But the cul
prits are a band of renegades led
by MacLane; who sells the ' stolen
property back to Jagger. Scott's ap
parent friendliness with the outlaws
whets suspicions of both Young and
Jagger, and after the renegades, stir

tip Indian trouble and, finally set fire

t i the camp, Scott is fired and rides
to town to do battle with MacLane,
disclosed as his brother. In the en-

suing gunflght, Scott is killed, but
tenderfoot Young arrives to. avenge
his death. And there's a happy end'
ing celebration' when , the wire is
strung into Salt Lake,
The burning of the company camp

end resultant confusion, is spectacu
la rly:staged -for tense dramatic effect,

The Indians, real . ones from the res
ervations, act normally at all times
and although antagonistic at first to
the stretching of wires across their
reservation, are finally won over by
Jagger without a battle. The .gun
duel between Scott and MacLane" is.

set' up - for • greatest suspense . and
effect, and neatly handled, both in
script ' and direction, to -achieve the
Results intended.' Walt.

the talents at hand. 'You're the One'
tugs and strains in attempting to get
over some comedy^never achieves
that/result to. any extent and. winds
up as an ineffectual offering. It's a
tnipor dual supporter for the h|nterr

lands, and. if attempted as billtopper
on strength of the. Baker and Tucker
marquee values, needs 'plenty of

strong support to stand up at the b.b.

Yam is .built around radio broad-
casting; .and the attempts of jittery

gent Edward Everett Horton to spot
Miss-' Baker as singer, with'

a

: network
band—specifically that -of Albert
Dekker, Latter goes to Zeno 'Springs,
operated by Jerry Colonna with
screwball policies, and Horton packs
the singer to the layout as a glamour
gal. There's a lot of unfunny horse-
play before Miss. BaWr is corraled.
to sing with the. Tucker band. :

Basic; fault of the- picture lies in
the script, which is credited to pro-
ducer Markey. It's a genera! hodge-
podge of corny situations that hark-
eh back to early vaude and burlesque
days; and there seems.to be little that
director Ralph Murphy can do under"
the circumstances.
The song numbers inserted are. far

above the story; material. , ' Miss
Baker delivers her 'Oh, Johnny;- Oh,'
in .addition to several new. tunes by
Jimmy McHiigh and Johnhy!Mercer.
Best for pop rating include 'Straw-
berry Lane, 'I Could Kiss You For
That/ and Orrin Tucker's 'My Re-
sistance Is Low.! ,.'

Miss Baker is .better doing her sing-
ing chores than in - an acting assign-
ment.. Tucker surprises with his ease
before the cameras for the first time,
and has a good Screen personality
that rates a chance • in : pictures if

and "when he can be pried loose frohi
the band profession^ Supporting cast
includes Albert Dekker, .Edward Ev-
erett Horton, Teddy Hart and Renie
Rianb. . Colonna -provides his usUal
antics and eye exercises for -moder-
ate attention, v ': Wdlt.

BUCK PRIVATES
(WITH SONGS)

/ Hollywood, Jan. 29.
Universal release of Alex, Gottlieb produc-

tion. '.Stars.' Abbott and Costello; features
Andrews Slsters.'Vljfte . Bowman, ' Alan Cur-
tis,'; Jane\ Fraiee, . Nat Pendleton. Directed
by Arthur Iitibln. Original:- screenplay by.
Arthur T. . Iforman; special material for
Abbott and Co<itello by' John Grant. ' C&rri-
ern, Milton Krnsner; film editor, PhlUp'
Cnhn : dhnce director, - Nick Castle. Songs
by Hiighle Prince atad Don Raye; Hughle
Prince. Sonny' Burke and Don. Raye; Al-
bert von Tllber.and Neville Fleeson; Hughle
Prince. -Vic Schoen. and ..Don Raye. Pre-
viewed, at Alexander. ' Glendale, Jan, 28,
41. -Running time. 88 M1NS.
Radolph Tarker, III, ........ .Lee Bowman
Bob Mnrtln . . . . . . ; ; ; . .Alan Curtis
Slicker smith. < .Bud Abbott
Herblt Brown. . ........... .. . ,,Lou Costello
Pntty 1

Maxone l . ...... .......The Andrews Blstera
T^averne J- .

Judy Gray.-. .;...'......,
Sgt.-Mlcli.iPl Collins. .. .

,

Major OenM'nl Emerson,
Sgt. Callahan.

Miniature Reviews

'Western Union' (20th). Lusty
and a'ctioiiful westerrt epic with
excellent Techriicoloi\ ilefty 'b.b.

for good share of holdovers/
.

'You're the Oner (Par). Bonnie
Baker.and Orrin Tucker in- light-

weight fllmusical for dual filler

purposes.. - \:

'Buck Privates' (U).\ . Abbott
and Costello provide, laugh hit
for strong b b.

•The Pinto Kid' (Col). . IVIedi-;

ocre westerner starring Charles ;

Starrett. •-:;'.

.
^Freedom Radio' (Col) ; Sock

anti-Nazi pic, starring. Give
BrookrDiana ^VynyaTd; British*
made. .. . ,

'

'40,000 Horsemen' (Australian).,
Excellently produced,:, good b.b.

thriller^ about the AHs'tralian
Light Horse brigade.

. 'La Quinta Calonnia' (Argen-
tine).

.
Floppo patriotic pic be-

. cause of poor story

,

:

ly romantic number by Jane Frazee
(member of the Frazee Sisters duo),
the musical end. is capably carried
by the Andrews Sisters. Trio sings
Boogie yiroDgie: Bugle Boy,' 'Bounce
Me . Brother with ; a Solid Four,'
•You're a Lucky Fellow,,- Mr. Smith,'
and the old pop tune by Albert vofi
Tilzer and' Neville Fleeson,,-'I!il: Be
with' You in Apple Blossom Time.'

Supporting past is ideally set up
to provide proper background for
the spotlighting- of the Abbott, and
Costello comedy. Nat Pendleton, as
the tough top sergeant continually
tangling with the recalcitrant Cos-
tello, makes most of- the material
assigned him. ; > . ; -

:

.

'Buck Privates' heeds special ex-
ploitation -to get started in .the key
spots, but.will get immediate word-
bfrmouth to zoom it to profitable b.b.-'

' Walt.

. ...Jane Frazee
, , .Nat Pendleton
Samuel S. .Hinds

... .> . . . .Harry Strang
Nella. "Walker

. ; .Leonard Elliott
., ... . .. .Shemp Howard
. ... . . .Mike PrankoVltch
• • ...Dora Clemont
Jeanne Kelly, Blaine

Moreyi - Kay Leslie; Nina Orla; Dorothy
Darrell.

Mrs. Parker, II

;

Henry . .

.

Chef;-, ...... ..

Annbttncei:..'

.

Miss Durllng
Camp hostesses

THE PINTO KID
.

;' (WITH SONGS)
.

Columbia production arid release. Stars
Charles starrett: features Louise Currle and
Son's of the Floneers. 'Directed by I^am-
bert Hllly.er. Screenplay. Fred My ton;' cam-
era, George ' Meehan ; editor; Mel Thorsen:
music .and lyrics, Bob Nolan and Tim
Spencer. . Al .New Tork, N. 'T., dual, Jan.
30r '41.-. Running. Ume, .66 U1N8.
Jud Crtlvhrt. Charles Starrett
Betty Alnsle. ..':.....',.'.;... .. .Txiiilse Currle'
Bob ..,;• ..................... .Bob :Nolan
Vic Lutidi:o:i

'
,1'aul Sutton

Hank. . . . . . . . Hank.Bell
Curt llarvi-j . ..... :-. ..... .-.Francis Walker
Ed -Slnrtp; ...'-.

. . . .Ernie Adams
Marshal. . . . ... . . , ...

.'. .-
.

,

', . -. . ; Jack'. Rockwell
Dairi foster. . ..... ; . ...'...•.., . , . .Roger' Grey
Cheyenne. ....... .

-. . . . . Rkhard Botlller
and Sons of the' Pioneers: .

YOU'RE THE ONE
;

(MUSICAL) -

Hollywood, Jan. 30.,
" Parambuht release of Gene Markey pro-
iuotlon. Features Orrin Tucker's .. band,,
onnle Baker, Jerry Colbnna, Directed by

&alph Murphy; original screenplay by Gene
arkeyi camera, Ted Tetzlaff; film editor;

Archie Sfarshek; songs' by Jlmmle Mc-
Hugh and Johnny Mercer, Orrin Tucker,
Olman and Rose; musical numbers staged,
by LeRoy Prlnz. ' Trevlewed at Paramount,
V; A., Jan. ae,; '4U Running time, 19.A., - Jan..
MINS.
Orrin Tucker^..;.
Bonnie Baker. . . .

.

-Luke Lurnmle. :

.

Dr. iCoIoiinu. . .

.

£oe Frlnk. ........
llss Jones'. . . . . .

.

Program 'Director.
Tony Delmaj. . . .

.

j.iiiitiB;...;

Aunt Kinnla. . . , .-,

Mr. ZlffnldyWf'.....
Edgar Crump......
Kri/.-MlKWes.
Sme,: /.lltnldylff.i

Announcer..

. ; '. .Orrin Tucker
1 1 . . . . . . . . Bonnie Baker.
. .,..; ; .'.;. Albert ' Dekker

..v^.'. Jerry:,Colonna
. Kil <:>•. rtl lOverett Horton

.Lillian Cornell
, ... . . , ... .' Walter Cotlett
. ; , .-. . . , . I'jon Castle
,....'.-..,;.. /Teddy Hart

... .Kenle Rlaho
. . ...... . . .Ittldle Conrad

'.
. . . ; ,Tom Dugan
.Clarence Wilson

, . ... . . i ifarNka . Aldrich
.Charles Lane

Orrin Tucker's Orchestra.

':' Th\u ont olTeri the . flint debuts of
Bonnie Baker and. Orrin Tucker
(With hit prch). Both Will have to
back up for more tusplciotu cine-
matic starts—-as the story and ma-
terial provided by producer-scripter
Gen* Markey fail ta measure vp tp

'Buck Privates' Is the first of an
anticipated .cycle of picture? predi-
cated on adventures of rookies . in

the selective service camps. Geared
at a zippy pace, and providing lusty
and enthusiastic comedy , of the
broadest slapstick,:, it's hilarious
laugh concoction that will; . click
solidly in the general runs for profit-
able biz. A natural for the family-
and hinterland trade, 'Buck Privates'
might easily surprise in the key
houses. •.

Picture has. a good chance .to. sky-
rocket the former burlesk and radio
team of Bud Abbott and Lou Cos-
tello into topflight- starring ranks as
a tomedy ducn-just as 'Behind the
Front' served to launch the Wallace
Beery-Raymond Hatton team 15
years ago into popular rating. Sup-
plied with a compact script and
spontaneous, direction by Arthur
Lubin, Abbott and Costello . have a
field day in romping through a light
ly 'frameworked yarn that makes
little attempt to.be serious or cred-
ible. Aiding considerably is the ap-
pearance of., the: Andrews Sisters,
who do their, regularly competent
harmonizing of several.tuneful melb
dies.- :'.;.

' •-; ;

.Abbott and Costello; pitchman and
shill, are inducted into the army and
assigned to camp. The madcap and
zany antics of Costello are displayed
in numerous comedy and knock-
about sequences thatr-although the
material is familiar—click for solid
laughs through , the. timing of the
gags and situations. ThereYs a light
thread of romantic triangle between
rich boy, Lee Bowman; comely camp
hostess, Jane Frazee, arid former
chauffeur Alan Curtis.

'

.
Plctuirie is studded with several

Abbott and .Costello ' routines that
are particularly effective, for sus-
tained laughs. Tops is a - sequence
pr : which Costello is a member of
the awkward squad:, for special rifle
drill. Running about Ave minutes,
episode builds quickly for continue
pus

.
hilarity-T-wfth dialog drbwried

iii the audience uproar. A new
angle on the oldie money changing
routine and a particularly funny dice
game also hit high marks for comedy
reaction.

'

Aside from one mittp^ sentimental-

its head Is left to the audience. In
presenting that sentiment picture
comes at a highly advantageous time.
.Screenplay of A; de Grunwald and

Jeffrey .Dell continually, expounds
this theme, arid when an element that
might

:
pass for propaganda begins to

pall, scripters p^ull a surprise twist
out bf the bag to send picture rolling
on in gripping Suspense. To the.

scribblers must go major credit .for
.the excellent vehicle. Long and per-
sonal snips of Hitler are alone the:

questionable element. They . are un-
necessary, and tend to spoil an il-

lusion. .

'.,,..".''-

. Direction . of .' Anthony Asquith
rarely misses the spirit Of its charge,
keeping, players moving in steady'
momentum. Yarn/ tells bf the Vien-
nese doctor, Karl Roder, who though
high in Nazi, esteem, finds first his
friends pillaged by the regime, then
his wife sopbrifically. erimeshed into
a selfrsatisffed acceptance Of its

credo./.
,

';

.
Cliye Brook: is .completely satls^

factory as the organizer,, who,
through the voice of a secret radio'
station, maintains to his. end there is

a 'better' Germany. Diana Wynyiard,
as the wife,. Irena, is deeply appeal-
ing and reaches sock dramatics in.

the sacrificial ending.
Certain scenes are standout In sup-

port portrayals, n o t a,b 1 y. Joyce I

Howard: as
; the sweetheart of Derek

'

Farr, young radio mechanic whose
artistry fashions freedom's trans-
mitter, out of stolen bits and pieces^
She is a sympathetic "type arid worth
noticing. Derek Farr

.
supports the

respect hie gained in recent filrn

work. •

:. ,
'...''/'•:

".- Remainder Of the' cast splendidly
assist. Hay - ,Petrie; ;: Ronald Squire,
Martita -Hunt, John Penrose, Abra-
ham Sofaer . and Evelyn ; Gregg
making much of their roles. . V
Production Is in keeping with

expanse of picture itself. Bernard
Knowles' camera skilfully depicts the
repre'sentatiori. \,.

.

. : j- ... ...
.

40,000 HORSEMEN
;
(AUSTRALIAN-MADE)

Sydney, Jan. 16.
V Universal release of Charles Chauvel
production, . Stars Grant Taylor, Betty
Bryant; features Chips. Rarlorty,' Pat Twb-
hlll,' Harvey Adams.. Directed by:. CVinrles.

Otiauvel.' ' Original, screenplay, Mrs.' Chnu-
vel; camera, George Henth;

. editor, BUI
Shepherd. At Mayfalr, Sydney.' Running
time, 100 M1NB.
Red . Gallagher. ........
Juliet Rouse t . . . . .

.

Jim.,... ......
Larry; . ; .. . . . .

;

Von • Hri urr-n ..........
Von Schiller... .......
Scotty.....
Sheik Abu

by. two French sub-managers which
almost succeeds, but the store i«
saved wheri it cops a prize givenJw
a local society for the stimulation
of home industry,, carrying, with it
an order for 2,000,000 pesos worth oi
merchandise.

Ali Salem de Baraja. (Argentine,
born of Turkish parentage, he start,
ed his career as a comic by imitate
;ing the Turkish rug-sellers who used-
to frequent. these parts) is the noble-
man who fall? for the daughter, but
as usual, loses. Humor, which is'

local, Is dragged out and: stale, with
situations often forced. .

Several radio scenes take . advan-
tage of de Baraja's strong ether
popularity and much emphasis is on
idea that those, who: irisist ori buying
foreign labels are snobs. De Baraja
does as well as possible, but no one
gets, a chance to show miich. Pic
represents an. extremely high budget
is well set and uses more extras than
any Argentine film iri some time. Big
dance, night club and department
store

.
scenes are the best. Photog-

raphy, and sound good. But it's

hardly, likely to -be :shbwri outside
Argentina, v . Ray. .

.'. iflrnnt Taylor

..-.Hetty Brynht

.Chilis Ratrerty
.--.'..rat Twohlll

• lTufvey Adarhs
. , .ICrlc . Relriinn
.......Joe Vnlll
.Albert C. Winn

The Pinto Kid' is another In the
series; of Westerns in which Charles
Starrett has been featured by Colum-
bia, and the result, is. an average
dualer.
Story relegates the film to a statufe

the
.
passable direction and acting

cannot lift under any circumstances,
With Starrett. Louise Currie, a neat
looker, and the Sons of the Pioneers,
headed by Bob Nolan, carrying the
major load. . As the menace, - Paul
Sutton is one of the more^convincing
types; '.

Yarn concerns: the period Immedi-
ately following . the American Civil
War, with some Kansans and Tex-
ahs seemingly having dismissed the
thought of the Appomatox truce.
There's the usual dirty work en-
gineered by Sutton as a cattle rus-
tler and bank robber trying to shift
the blame onto a group of Texaris
led by Starretf but it's no dice-^of
course.
., The Pioneers are a harmony group
tossing off compositions by their
Reader, Bob Nolan, and Tim Spencer.

- •

.

•
. Naka.

FREEDOM RADIO
- (BRITISH-MADE)

: London, Jari. 10. -

Columbia release, of Two- Cities produc-
tion.

.
Stlir.s Diana Wypyard, Clive Brook.

Directed by Aftthony Asquith.- Screenplay,
A; "de Grumviild. .Jeftery Dell from -original
story by -Wllhelm .Wolfgang; mustlc, Nlcho-
las Brodszky: cumern, Bernard knowles. At
Columbia private theatre, .'London; Jan

1

. 10.'

•41.. Running time, 95 MINS.
Karl.'....;.....;.:..,.
Irena; . . i ..... . , .

,

Riti'icnuu . . .
.'.

. . . . , ..,

Hans.

.

.KHy ...';.. ..'.''..,-:.'..
.

Kummer. -.'.
,.. ,.;•. .

, >.•!»,«•

Otto
Father l.aliilbiii h;
Spledler
Fe'nnor. , ;..-. .

.

Dressier, ; ..•...'
. .

.

/Mullew. . .

.

Dr. AVclner. . . ; . .

,

Hftnnn . .... . .
.

, . . .

.

Oonolerjre1
... . ';.',

SohiiHtlan. . ..

.

Gi'iinnlo'.J<chiiiMi>
Policeman. ...'.-. .v.
Si S. -Trooper . .

:'

.

.

Helnl...

Cllve Brook
/. . . .Dlnna Wyiiyard
. .T.aymond Huntley

.-...Perek Farr:
Joy.cp Howard

I'd Mni-liih Crawford
. . . .: ,,luhn

.
Penrose

.
'. .Morland: Grahum

.'.....Jtonald Squire

.Reglnnld Beckwlth
.. ... , .Clifford' Evans
..-...'. Hemnrd Miles
. .-. Il») McLaughlin
......Muriel George
......Martita Hunt
...'. ..'..flay. Petrle
...y. . . Katie Jolinson

'

. ......George Hayes-
:... , Manning .Whlley

. .Abraham Sofaer

. 'Freedofn' Radio' is suspenseful
melodrama, gripping entertainment
and a class offering. It's a good bet
for the Ur S. since the propaganda
elemerit is submersive to film's
thrills and romantic conflict
The Wilhelm Wolfgang original is

an Intelligent Indictment, not of the
existing force of Nazism, but the
slumbering power of the 'prbper'
Germany. When that power will lift

• With 'Horsemen,' Aussie produc-

tion drops its diapers and stands

quite ready to enter what is left of

the overseas' market. The pic, made
.

In cooperation with the Department
of Defense, is a three years' dream
of Charles Chauvel come true.

'Horesman* Is not a propaganda
plc, portraying , as it does - lri sheer

entertaining fashion the story of the

Australian Light Horse, the. famous
regiment in Palestine during World
War I. Chauvel has with easy grace
produced a telling action pic, yet
carrying sufficient romance to fully
satisfy the feinme stubholders; .-' Its
success, locally is beyond . question.
For the U. S., some, snipping Will
be needed to cut down the running
time and speed up the opening reels.
Its ; lack of marquee names is an-
other U. S. drawback, but, with
added; polishing and editing by Uni-
versal, and, as a dualer, the U. S.
release road should hot be very
tough.-
The acting is ^opriotch. with the

honors going to -Betty Bryant arid
••Chips Rafferty. The story is slight,
telling as it does, apart froiri the
Light Horse angle, the love of a
French girl for an Aussie- soldier.
The action, however, is the highlight'
of the pic, with a corking charge
sequence tempoing to. a swift close.
The camera work is high-class, edit-
ing by Bill Shephard is deft, and
the sets by Eric Thompson are tops.

/ Since the preem trade, has been
at high pressure, and, on general
release, the pic, locally, should "<*oss
zniftily;::" • •

_

.

'^
\

*

:
'; ,'Rick.,

La Quinta Calumnia
. ;

.

'. (ARGENTINE-MADE)
•

'.' -

: BueAos Aires, Jan. 29.
Pampa Film production arid release; Stars

All Salem de Baraja. and Mario Roman de
.Flores; features Alberto: Ancholrl,' Vlricente
Cllment. Hector IColre. Rafael Ffrinlaura.

.
Chela Cordero and "Esther Van I; . -Directed
by, Adelqul .Millar. Reviewed at the Manu-
•mental, theatre, Buenos Aires.

Despite top rank stsr. iand expen-
sive production, .'La Quinta Calum-
nia* (The Fifth' Caluihriy') : flops
pretty badly ' because of a weak
story.' ;

.
'

'.
• ',

Film has a patriotic theme, stress-*
ing idea that Argentines, should buy
locally-made goods. Story, tells of a
local department store (most of the
big Ones here aire.. British-owned)
about to Close due to lack of foreign
imports. At crucial moment family
—wife,' daughter 1

: ard son-r-of pro-
prietor returns from Europe and
tosses a big party to put on a little
swank and show off its 'French.'
Finally the family has the idea of
saving the store by getting a phoney
nobleman to plug nationally-made
goods. There is a plot against him

's Niteries
;C'ontlnaed from page 1;

easier. This is borne out, he say's,

by the previous Saturday's (25)
business, when there were 4,547 ad-
missions anoT only $7,781 spent

''

side..
.

;:

'

That' TOdd's, Qhicago joint is . a
bonanza can be' glearied from his
low ' talent

.
and operating nut 'of

$6,000 Weekly; which includes a ren-
tal tab of only $125. He gets back
$100 bf the latter weekly,, though;
by renting out part of .the huge
building' space

,
tor - wrestling shows.

; Todd Is presently contemplating
similar operations In Boston Los
Angeles ahd ; Detroit; with.: deals al-'

ready in . the talking stage with
owners: of likely property in all

.

three Cities. There are several part-
ners iii his Chicago" venture .and
Whether these will be included in
his subsequent, spots;: Is

i"

'still uncer-..

tairi. ...

What he does know, is that the.

Chicago cabaret is grossing as much;
or more, thah any four New York
niteries combined, which he says is

clear enough indication that, more
profits can be made by

.
playing to

the masses
:
than for the classes.

In Chi, he's -giving the ' shirt-,

sleeved gents . arid their ladies a'

complete variety show, plus pro-:,

duction accoutrements from his New
Orleans village at the N. Y. World's
Fair, including Gypsy Rose Lee,
Wjllie West and McGinty, A. Robins,
Rola Rola, Ruby Mercer, Joe Fred-
ericks, a line, of 26 girls and two
bands,... Jack Denny's and Johnny,
Gilbert's. The show alone, hie, says,

makes It a buy at 50c, with the
dancing arid cabaret atmosphere
throwri In for added measure. His
full-course . dinner prices range from
75c Upwards, with champagne cock-
tails at 25c and cigarets at their 15c
cigar store scale.

Mrs. Jessel
^Continued from page 3;

agent, Saul Pepper of New York
City...

... George Jessel continued to. play

out his week at the Club Mayfair,
close by, happy oyer breaking rec-

ords, but slightly nettled at the out-

come, of his wife's difficulties.

Behind the scenes of the fiasco is a
bit of feuding between the Mayfair
and the Versailles^ Former ,

'club

booked in jessel and began to

publicize his coming appearance two
•weeks iri advance of his. opening.

(29). About a week before he .ca.riie.

in, the Versailles broke out with the

news that Mrs. Jessel: would be

starred the same week in their show.
This did not set well with - Michael
Redstone; operator of the Mayfair*

but when . Jessel opened he opened
big and there was no evidence that

his wife's oppositionV nearby :
was

denting the Mayfair biz. However,
he signed an agreement with the.

Mayfair management riot to: visit any

other Hub clubs while he was play-

ing the date. .

Al Taxler, operator of : the Ver-
sailles, thioughV enougli of Miss An-
drews'; talents to book her .for at

least two .weeks,- and he was plenty

burned . when the
.
squawk about her

age snowballed into a ban on her

continued appearance.' In comirient-

ing on the; situation, Taxier blamed
his- troubles; ori the Mayfair. set and
alluded to them in unflattering terms.

TITLE CHANGES
1

.. Hollywood, Feb, 4.

'Shining Victory' is new tag on

'Winged victbry^ at Warners. w
Columbia switched from 'We, w«,

Fill' to 'French Fried Patootie.'; .

20th-Fox shifted from 'Road t*

Rib' to that Night iri Rio.' ,
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50% in '40; Shorts on the

London, Jan. 10. .

Quota figures for 1940 tell dismally

:

of the slump in British, film iprpducr
'

tlohi A solo triple-credit feature was

registered
1 during .

the- year; against

nine so tabulated for J 939, 14. double*

credits compared to 21 for the pre-

ceding: year. - . . ; -\" ••'':; ^ !/
Homeland productions were.cut by

nearly. 50% from the 108 features

turned out here during '39, against

425 foreign - registrations, with latter

' down only 26 in the same period.
,

:

. Whether it was bolstered, by Min-

istry
;

of Information; taiefles is;not in-

dicated, but in . the shorts category
v

alone do. British films mark ah up-
: .-a'wihg in the past, year's production

. »tpry. Shorts reached .273,. gaining

46 on '39. Foreign br.lefles tumbled

"from 584 to 38i'fpr '40.

-.'"'
industry's, attitude is to forego

comment on actual production fig-

ures while turning its chagrin oh
the drop in triple and double-

raters.

Haying terminated their agreement
. . with production

. ;
chief. Walter My-

croft, after- 10 years, means that As-
sociated British' Picture . Corp.- Is no"

: longer ,100% Interested in film pro-
•-• duction. Instead, It intends

. dealing

with indie producers, and will be-

. prepared to. advance 50% of cost of

production; use of its film, studios,

plus guarantee of release^

John Argyle Pictures is one Indie

company that's .doing business- with
A.B.P.C. under those conditions,

while Walter Mycroft is understood,

to.be forming his own film-producing
company under same conditions..

LIGHTING ECONOMY HITS

HUNGARIAN SHOW BIZ

Budapest; Jan. 21.

In order to economize on fuel, gov-
ernment has ordered certain restric-

tions on lighting arid early curfew,
at varying hours, according to char-
acter of shows, etc., concerned. Legit
theatres have to end their perform-
ances by 10:30. Restaurants, cafes,
cinemas, bars, all places open during
afternoon or -early evening hours,
must close by midnight. 1 For. night
clubs, cafes with floor shows, etc.,

which don't open until 9 p. m.; cur-
few has been set at 2 • a. m.

Street lighting has been reduced
by 25%i .neon lights and all forms of
electric-light advertising prohibited,,
hop windows may'not be lit except
when shops are open;. Several, cafes
and bars have shifted to the post-
nine-o'clock category, reckoning that
business between midnighi and 2
a.m. is worth more than, the pre-
nine-o'clock customers. •,

Ingvald Oes, Ex-Par,

Plans Distrib, Outfit
Ingvald Oes, formerly -

Paramount
manager for Scandinavia, has- arrived
in the U. S.

He plans to establish his own dis-
tributing company with, his brother.

Ease British Curfews

, ;
London, Jan. 10.

LooseningAtip of drastic curfew
regulations in key spots is being
gradually brpught about by Cine-
matograph Exhibitors ••Assn. drive,
undertaken on urgent plea from
provincial exhibs suffering b.o. blues
•• result pf the enforced shuttering.
Curfew impositions originally put

intp effect by towns* police depart-
ments.. But CEA bore down on the

.
Parliamentary end. ',

It's Now 124
: _ --^...'London. 'Jari;'.l6.. .

Sunday openings for cinemas were
boosted .by 124 houses during 1940.'

...Home Office release of figures in-
««de: a further 20 awaiting official
9pd

, under
; the Special Procedure'

okayed, by Government in De-
cember. '•.

NAZI PIX IN MEXICO
.:. _ Mexico City, Feb. 4.

German pix are , being exhibited
nere after long absence. 'But these
screenings are. not public, thanks to

S"v a 'rt'8ht ban of the Confedera-
tion of Mexican Workers.

'\ta^FA
'

s newsreels of the Nazist

v«t i

*he w". are being shown prir

«fl .r
a
,

nd to selected audiences at
local German Club. There havewen op protest* ©^disturbances, '/

.

VAF Becomes Union As ••'

Collective Bargaining Aid
London, Jan. 10l

Following,, on .footsteps of British'

Equity arid Its recent affllialion With

labor, Variety Artlsti. Federation An-

nounces it . is now ; registered as a

union. Step' Is indicated is being

taken for tactful and -legal rea>6hs
f

based on - power of collective bar-

gaining. Group la also addressing a

plea . to vaude' and circus performers

to line up with VAF and alienate,any
personal prejudices.

.

initial rhove of the group :is to get
an individual appeal under way from
members to Parliament to obtain
suspension, <6r .duration; of war, at

^least, ' of ' act .closing theatres for
straight performances on Sunday.

. Tokyo, Jan. 4.

The authorities ..have decided .75

American and European films may
be imported during 1941. The. Indi-

vidual quotas for the .eight Ameri-

can film companies In the American

Motion Picture. Association, and the

Towa Shojl and Nippon Trade Film

Companies, will be communicated, to

them shortly.

Only 51 hew foreign pictures were

actually released in Japan during

1940.

RKO, which was given import per-

mits for 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' has

cancelled the Importation of the pic

owing to home office action,,

American- films 'unfit' for showing

to, children, as locally banned, are

'Union Pacific' and 'I Met Him - in

Paris'- (Par) arid The Good Earth'-

(M-G).

Iri 1941 the production of Jap films

will be restricted to 450, Including

150 shorts.
.

PUSH JOBS FOR COMICS

-Mexican CHy Fllmery Would Con-
vert tb Theatre for Bib-Ticklers

Mexico City, Feb. 4.

Arguing that there are already too
many, cinemas here; 60 of them, for
the.

:
good of

.
showfolk,. theatrical

workers organizations haye asked
the .federal government to turn over
to them the Cine Diaz .de .Leon,; an
important pic. place in the • silent
days. • •

.

: ['.:.

The thespians want to convert this:

cinerria into a comedy;theatre so that
mpre comics, can Have, steady jobs.
The government is. reported to be
favorably disposed.-

in

Sydney, Jan. 15.

Move Is afoot to probe the entire
censorship , setup

, as presently.- oper-
ating In :this zorie...

.
Appears that

rnany prominent "politicos, as well as
members of the pic industry, favor
the easing of redtape on pic snip-
ping .and a . complete overhaul of
censorship as. operated by the Com-
monwealth, government.
Blowoff came with the edict by

Creswell O'Reilly, Commonwealth
Film Censor, that charge scenes in
*40,000 Horsemen', must be deleted
before, the pic could he exported.
O'Reilly said that in his opinion the
scenes were, 'brutal.'

. .

G. Leslie, Appeal Censor, upheld
QIReilly's decision, but -when pres-
sure was applied decided to ease the
cuts. ' However, Charles Munro,
Hoyts Theatres,, together with
Charles Chauvel, . the pic's producer,
and Here Mclntyre, Universal, ail

holding a major financial share in
the pic, contacted Minister for, Cus-
toms Harrison, who, oh privately
viewing the pic, immediately or-
dered all. cuts restored. Pressure
came, too, from the government- 6f
New. South. Wales, .which advanced

i i ne $36,000 to aid the production.
Munro stated that 'it was time, cen-

sorship was subjected to a searching
investigation in. this zone. The
treatment handed to 'Horsemen' is

the
.
worst example .of censorship

bungling that. I. have seen in 20
years in the pic biz.'

.
Boxing Ban In Japan . . ..

Osaka, Jan. 4.

Professional boxing is considered

unhealthy and has been prohibited

here, according to the new regula-

tions of 122 articles controlling en-

tertainments in Japan.

London in Wartime

London, Jan. 10.

Paddy Carstalrs doing propaganda

film for the Ministry Of Information

before joining the Air, Force.
-

:

-

Sebastian Shaw joined Royal Air

Force as aircraftsman mechanic.

Gaumoni-Brltlsh reopening; the

Doriiiniori theatre,: which sustained

•blasting through adjacent bombs.-

' Robert Motley medically examined

for/army, and given. Grade ?, which:

means unfit for, active; service.

Abandon B.0. for Culture

Consideration, Jap Gov't

Decrees on Troupe Tour

Tokyo, Jan. 4.

• Entertainment for the working and
:

farming population is being provided
by a new movement which has taken
concrete shape with the organization
of several traveling theatre troupes
in Tokyo. These troupes are -visit-

I
irig 'factories irt Tokyo and. its out-

(

skirts, undertaking tours to the farm-
;,ing and fishing districts, and appear-

;
ing in popular entertainments spon-
sored by the prefeotural, municipal
and ward authorities, and by pa?
triotic associations.

Best known among these new or-

ganizations are- the Toho Traveling
Culture Squad, ': the Shochiku Na-
tional Traveling . Dramatic company,
and Masao Inoue's Traveling Dra-
matic Group.. They have been asked
to show m°re cultural responsibility,

arid, sacrifice for the public welfare
in their enterprise and to abandon
their former attitude, .which is

claimed to 'have been directed ex-
clusively by

;

oner-sided business^ con-
siderations;

.

-. .<•
' .';'..

Streamlined Revue
Clicks in Mex City

Mexico City, Feb. 4;

Streamlined revue and vaude are

specialties
: pf the. . new ; company,

headed by. Mapy Cortes, pop come-

dienne, and ;her. husband, Fernando,

'a .singer, ' that has started, up; at the

historic Teatro Lirico. here, where

Lupe Velez as a chorine first came
to attention in 1923. '

;;

/ Company Is featuring a revue au-

thored"by-; Auguitin Lara, Mexico's

No. . i romantic sphgwritef,. and Is

doing far. better biz than Was en-

joyed by the two previous coriipanles

that played this house. : .. .
•

;'

SOUS-PRODUCER

Mexico City, Feb. 4.

. Pic labor; with the offstage support
of the Confederation of Mexican
Workers arid Vicente Lombardb
Tbledano, Mexico's labor, czar, is em-
phasizing Its aid. to Enrique Solis,.

boss of section .2. (producers) of its

union, in his'.quarrel with the pro-
ducers. Solis has clamped down on
Jesus Grovas, ex-Par exec here, now
a local producer; by calling a strike

against him. .
;
Solis

1 demanded that,.

Grovas ;hjre. foiur more workers' and
pay them each $25 (Mex) (about $5
U. S.) a day. Grovas says he has no
need for this extra help and - that

the demanded pay for them is ex-
orbitant... When Grovas nixed the
propositiori, Solis ordered the strike.:

Solis has for some time been at

odds with the Producers Association,

of which Grovas is a prominent
member, for its open-letters, attacks

on his- alleged obstruction Of the
local industry. .

-

The producers have appealed to
the labor authorities in the Grovas
case, but ' thus far the authorities

have done nothing.

Poor pic pickings because of the
"strike" producers are exercising as

a protest against Solis has hustled;

film players to stage or radio.

Among these are Emma Telmo,
with XEW, and Miguel Arenas and
Adriana .Lamar,, heading a dramatic
company started ait the Teatrp
Arbeu.

A; S; Raphael, son of Percy

Raphael, in iRoyal.Air Force,,, arrived

in Canada: for speciai course of train';

ing in' night flying,
; ;

Two Cities Films' 'Freedom. Radio,'

made for Columbia,' was budgeted

to cost $216,000, but interruptions

from blitz and other.
1 war hindrances

upped cost to $248,000. •''.':.:

• Anthony/ Downing, formerly- with

John B.: Myers,, and prior to that with

Alexander Korda as publicity
4 hound

arid
.
.pilot; of London. Films' pwn

plane, debuting as. actor in a Min-
istry of Information propaganda pic.

A. . M; Smith, who succeeded.

Charles
;
Raymond as manager of the

Empire,' has Joined t.he...Royal. Arjny
Service Corps. His post at the Em-
pire has now been filled by R, G.
Fisher* , . .

. r , .' • <

LAWRENCE,

BACK IN U.S. SHORTLY

In London Studios

London. Jan. 10.

.

Understood R. LeslIeTMurray, pro-
ducer of much-discussed 'Spell-

bound,' will follow with 'Marriage
Bureau.'

'

- Gainsborough's :next for Will Hay
is '.Blick Sheep at Whithall.'

Ealing Studios have tentatively. set

title of 'Ships with Wings' for their,

navy, fliers' vehicle.

Warners' releases .'Empire Was
Built' under ' new tag 61 'Mr. Dis^
raeii.* .,; . -.

;. .;;:: -;

Hartley Power and Edmund Wil-
lard-added.to cast of 'Atlantic Ferry,'

.. now .underway at Warners Tcdding-
' ton

.
studios. .; .

-.

.'Ludwig .'Laudy' Lawrence and:

Fred Lange, European riianaglng di-

rectors for' Metro and. Paramount're-
spectively, are ^preparing , to '. return
:io. the U. : S. from Eufope in' the
next week or 10 days. : .tiange.last was
reported in. Barcelona, where he ex-
pects to wind up business deals this

week, while Lawrence, last, was re-

ported ; in Marseilles getting ready
to leave for Lisbon. .

'/

.
Both major cpmpariy European

chiefs went to Europe : late 'lait year
to handle the liquidation of dis-

tribution
. setups and readjust Euro-

pean and Balkari operations- ih line,

with revised, limited distributing

abroad. •

Gainsborough Rutting;^Cottage to

Let' into work at; Shepherd's Bush.
Anthony. Asquith directs- this adap-
tatiori from

:

recent. West End play:
.Principals Aiastait'. Sim arid. Leslie
Banks repeat their legit roles.

Rlalto' feature around , the . David
j.
Hume thriller, 'This Man Is Danger-
ous,'

.
underway at Welwyn. Johri

Argyle produces for- Pathe. Starred
is James Mason, supported by Mary

. Clare, Margaret yyne,r; Gordon Mc-
1 Leon, Eric Clayering, Frederick Valk.

• ' Mexico City, Feb; 4. .

',. Nlght;club operators here are. irt ;a

huddle over, the -speclal
.
IQ'% tax pn

•their . gross, which . the civic, goverri-
merit. announces, for cariy. ehactrperit.

.

The clubmen: hired- ifive of the best
lawyers iri town- and sent them to :

petition the government to recon-
sider putting, this impost into effect,

at least for the present, when busi-
ness is only so-so. ., ;

:

: If these taxes go into effect, the
clubmen asserted, . it will mean that
the..levy must be' added to the cus-
tomers' checks. The niterymeri are
ioath to. do that, feeling : that such
pricelifting . would ' deprive' t.herri of
much patronage in these ti rries when
everybody is on a thrift plan, wait-
ing for the national economic arid

industrial reconstruction program to
riianifest itself a" little mOr.e...

.

';,

Saying that they are always .glad'
to cooperate with the civic and fed-
eral governments, clubmen ask that
the elevated taxes for them- be sus-
pended, until they get more trade,
frorii the anticipated rush of Amer-
ican tourists here' this winter and

.

info the spring. Thus far, though,0

there hasn't been so very riiiich of
a rush of tourists from the- U. S.-

Biit there are good, expectations that
there' will be flocks of: these trippers
before the winter is Pypr. The tour-
ists are the money customers of th«

:

niteries; ' .-"

'DEMAND' BRINGS OK ON

DICTATOR' IN PARANA

20th's ;!Mr,- Kipps' washed up after

13 weeks on the floor. Alfred Roome
is •assigned' to. editing.' .>.-•'.

'Public demand* is said' tp have
caused city officials of Parana, Ar-
gentina,, to permit , Charles Chaplin's
'Great Dictator', to open , there last
Thursday (30) despite the ban on tha
film in Buerios Aires, the country's
principal city. Sam. Seidelmah,
United Artists' Latin American OhieN
tain, and Pete Morgan, g.m, for Ar-
gentina, were : in Parana for several
days prior to the okay in an effort to

'

get the film passed.
.

Other cities in the Argentine, Mor-
gan has cabled UA foreign head
Walter Gould, are also expected to

;

grarit permission for. exhibition of
'Dictator,' as , there is great publia
deiharid,

: particularly from interior '

cities. Each town-liri. Argentina has
jurisdiction of what pictures may be
shown in its territory, Opening i

Parana went off without incident.
'Dictator,' playing in Montevideo,.

Uruguay, a ferryboat's' ride across
the River Plata from Buenos Aires,
is drawing large audiences from that
city. Picture. was aJs.o given the nod
iri Costa Rica and Nicaragua last
week. Only squawk in Costa Rica, .

aside from those frorn German and
Italian diplomats, which, were dis-
regarded, was from the newspapers.
They complained UA was asking too
high a price for. the film and that
this was being passed on to theatre-
goers.

Brazil is the only South American
country where UA has not yet asked
permission to show 'Dictator.'

6,200-Seat Fiimery

Being Buflt in B.A
Buerios Aires,, Feb; 4.

A 6,200-seat house, largest in
South America and. one of the larg-
est anywhere, Is planned for- down-
town Buenps Aires, accord ing ;

to
•Plans announced by Jocquin Albertp
Lautaret and Pablp . Cayallp, local
chain theatre owners. '

'

Magnates have set up a new cor-,
poration known as ALPA .with %'
capitalization.

. of lOiObo.OOO' pesos
($2,500,000 U. S.) as a starter. Lauta-
ret will be director arid

.Cavallo ad-
miriistratpr: New house will- be
built on ground recently purchased
by Cavallo at

'

: Suipacria arid Tucu-
mari .streets, .a . blocle off. Calle La-
valle,. which has many film houses-
door- .to door.. ' '

'

• Work will start in 'November . and
house will be ready to open .the fol-

.

lOwing April, iri addition tb- the
theatre, project will

.
include 100

apartments, 12 stores; three parking
,loU hoidlng;l,2p0,/a'c0nflteria (com-
bination tea and tap room), night
.club, terrace garden arid a swimming-
pool, with its own restaurant, gym,
etc.

Cavallo and Lautaret already own
the' Ambassador, Gran Rex, Broad-
way Normandie and Florida, and
are interested in a new house now
being completed on Lavalle by Coll,
DeAore arid Gatttl.-

•'

•
;< '
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This aduertiacmcnt appeared In
the New York Times-issue o/
February I, 1941.

Of course, we're speaking figuratively—no guarantees !

However, way back in October VARIETY reviewed a film

called 'Night Train'—<r British-made picture, directed by

Carol Reed.

'A taut, gripping melodrama of steadily-mounting m-

tensity, 'Night Train9 may prove a sleeper,
9
teas the re-

viewer
9
* description, after a projection-room showing.

He added, 'this picture is such a potent thriller that it

can hardly fail to droit enthusiastic revietcs, comment

and attendance.
9

In the absence of Hollywood name-stars, *Night' Jrain'

was passed up, first run, by most of the leading circuits.

So the management of the Globe theatre, on Broadway,

booked the film, gave it good advance exploitation—and

the result is now a matter of record. 'Night Train' is in its

sixth week* and continuing* Exhibitors elsewhere are

'discovering' it

The moral of this is that VARIETY reviews pictures from

the showmanship angle for the benefit of showmen who

are alert for the unusuaL out of routine, type of attraction.

Oh, yes. The *25 cent investment', mentioned above, is

the newsstand price of VARIETY everywhere.

154 WEST 46TH ST.

NEW YORK

NIGHT TRAIN
(BB1TISH-MADE)

2Cth-Fox of Maurice Oatrer (Gaumont-
British) production. : 6tars" Margaret Ixxikwood,

Rex Harrison; features. Paul von Hernreid.-: Di-
rected by Carol Reed. Screenplay, Sydney Gllllat

and Prank Launder; from original by Gordon
,
!NVelIesley ; camera.-. Otto Kanturek; music, Louis
Levy;,' editor, R. '. bearing. "Reviewed. In Pro-
jection Room, N. Oct. 23, '40. Running time.
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..'•'. .... Rex Harrison.

...Paul von' Hemreld
;. , , . . Basil lladford

.

. ....Naumon Wayne
......James Harcourt

.... . .v. . .Felli. Aylmer
Vfyndham Goldle
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;

'. . Hot Makehara
i ...Raymond Huntley

.

,'. ; . . . . .Austin Trevor

.......Kenneth Kent
,...'.. . ..C. V.' France

.... . . . .. .'.Fritz. Vallc
'

Morland Graham

A taut, gripping melodrama of steadily-
mounting intensity, "Night Train' may
prove a sleeper. It may suffer because of
the inevitable comparisons that: will be
drawn to 'The Lady Vanishes,' with which
it has several factors in common. . Howl •

ever, this picture is such a potent thriller

that it can hardly fail to draw enthusiastic
reviews, comment and attendance.

Made by the same British studio that
turned out .'Lady Vanishes/ the film also
has the: same general subject matter, the
same screenplay writers, again has Mar-
garet Lockwood in the femme lead,: and
/even makes, similar use of Basil Radford
and. Naunton Wayne as . two tourist Eng-
lishmen with a ludicrous interest in cricket.

The picture thus gives, a kind of constant
transmigratory effect, as if the spectator
had seen it all somewhere before. Even
so it carries so much suspense and such a
stunning climax that it should click despite
its dubious originality.

Much of the film's merit obviously stems
from the compact, propulsive screenplay
by Sydney Gilliat and Frank Launder, and
the razor-edge direction of Carol Reed.
Story by Gordon Wellesley opens in the .

tense days of August, 1939, with a Nazi
espionage agent in London recapturing two
Czechs who have escaped from a concen-
tration camp, an aged armor-plate inventor

and his pretty daughter. A British Secret
Service operative follows

:
them to Berlin

and, after an exciting sequence of events,

during which war is declared, escapes with
them into Switzerland. :

Yarn is not only told without a single

letdown but it actually continues to pile

up suspense . to a nerve-clutching pitch*

Picture also catches an extraordinary de-

gree of atmosphere and characterization.

Scenes in London carry a kind of mys-
terious undertone, while the Berlin se-

quences (.including some excellent stock

shots) have a terrifying sense of
.
impend-

ing danger. Scenes of troop movements
and war preparations as news of the out-

break of war is received during the train •

trip to Munich add more color and excite-

ment while the headlong chase and
;

escape

at the end is a time-tested, melodramatic
device superbly handled.

Carol Reed's direction is worthy of the

best thrillers of Edgar Wallace, for whom
he was for many years stage manager. It

is every bit as good as Alfred Hitchcock s

job oh 'Lady Vanishes.' Margaret Lock-

wood is an appealing heroine and her per-

formance is direct and persuasive. Rex.

Harrison is properly suave as the ubiqui-.

tous British operative, while Paul von
Hernreid is rightly cold as the treacherous

Gestapo agent James. Harcourt is believ-

able as the inventor, and Felix Aylmer is

convincing as a German spy in London.
Badford and Wayne repeat their gooijr

. Britisher performances of "Lady Vanishes'

arid again click. The various Nazi officials

in Berlin are excellently drawn, and there

are countless touches of atmosphere and:

comedy .that add immeasurable flavor and
zest to the picture.

,

The English are traditionally .masters of

melodrama, and 'Night Train' is a repre-

sentative achievement And; incidentally,
it should prove better propaganda than a
truckful of exhortative pictures. Hobe.

:
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Warner Bros..,. ParamPuht; and.

Samuel Goldwyn are the heavy bid-

ders for screen rights to/ 'Arsenic

and Old Lace/ top. Broadway legit

hit/ with a
:

sale
;
ekpected within a

week or so. . Three producers are-

understood to be' doing some fancy

bidding,; the sums being
:

talked jilt-

ting around the $250,000- mark. • v
: "Tiady

' the;i)ark' is
;
attracting

even more interest from HpllyWopd

than' 'Arsenic,' with, four, companies

in- the market;" They, are Columbia,

Which has already offered $200*000,

Metro, Warners and Paramount.

Par owns a large chunk of the show,

;but under Dramatists ;
Guild' rules

still must -bid in.
;

the. open .'• market

for. ' rights) 'Lidy'. technically Isn't

open to bids yet' as Guild rules re-

quire it be on Broadway . three

t

weeks first.

Highest price recently paid for a.

legiter. was~ the- $130,000 passed over

by Metro last week for 'Panama
. Ijattie..' Unusual angle is that' B. G.
DeSylva,; the producer, is also a film

/ producer oh the Paramount lot. Paf
was interested in the property, but

-was outbid, -/-
• .. - •..

Interest in Stowe Biog

•Crusader . in Crinoline,' biography

of Harriet Beecher StoWe, -which,will

be. published shortly^ .has' evbked
' Widespread, interest from.,, film

studios,' with Walter Wan'ger said to

be particularly partial to it." Life

story of the slave abolitionist and
author of 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' . is . by
Forrest Wilson.

'The. . Countess to .Boot,'
.
.wacky^

type novel, which is also slated to

hit the stalls soon, has likewise

aroused interest; Hal Roach office .is.

said, to be principal, enthusiast for

the book, which is the first by Jack
lams of the N.Y. News' staff. An-
other volume not yet published to

which several film story departments
.,*re showing preference is 'No Home-
ward Course' by Walter Havighurst.

. It's, the story of a German sea raider,

the drama arising from crews of five

ships it has sunk who are/ imprisoned
in its hold.

*

Walter Wanger is understood to
have paid $15,000 for 'Sundown' by
Barre Lyndon, which he recently
purchased.- Five-part serial, cur-
rently running in Satevepost is a
love-adventure story laid in British
East Africa' and with an American
hero. .

'

'

.20111*8 20G for War Tarn /.',.

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

' Darryi Zanuck laid $20,000. on the
line for a war story by Henry Wales
arid Samuel Fuller; titled 'Confirm
or Deny.' Top role is assigned to
Tyrone Power and Fred Kohlmar
is assigned as associate producer.

... Metro purchased .'Reunion,' a story
of Paris Under German occupation,
by Ladisl'aus Bus-Fekete.

> Paramount acquired. Dangerous
Holiday,' a spy yarn with an Ameri-

.
can background.

Ben Hecht sold The Forbidden
City,' a tale of German-occupied
Paris, to Alexander Korda.

Republic bought 'How to Die
Young,' an auto racing yarn by Rob-
ert Andrews.

Russell; Rouse arid Winston Miller
sold their musical comedy to 20th-
Fox. ;• .;•/ : - •.

-Picture Corp. of America bought
Forced Landing,', by Maxwell Shane
and Edward Churchill.
Republic purchased 'Cinderella i

Washington/ by Joseph Poland.
Arthur Horman sold- - 'Partners

Wanted' to Universal.

SCREEN CREDIT SUIT

in

Eleanor Harris;Thinks Broinfleld Got
" All the Bows -,

ZOth-Cehtury-Fox, Film filed an
answer Monday! (3) . in N. Y.
federal court to Eleanor Harris'
'•$50,000 suit against it.- The film com-
pany denies charges and pleads an
affirmative deflense. '

Miss. Harris is
- the author" of the

original on which' 'Brigham YoUng'
was based; sHe worked with Louis
Bromfieid on the screenplay, and
claimed that .all she was given Credit
lor was -story research/ while Brom-

• n$ld received credit for everything
else, 20th Fox claims that she Was
Paid $1,000 for her original and $75
weekly while working on the story,

.
Which stops her from Claiming any

- -^"Jer* credits^
, Jt, seeks. a.dismissaL

B00THMAN 'FINGERED'

Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

-Louis •Cowan, projectionist at the
Chateau theatrej .independent nab'e,

has confessed ;to.;the
;
police\ that -he

was the 'finger man' and one of the
three participants who carried out
the

.
holdup in the $800 robbery of

Chateau •
: and . Franklin

.

..- ; theatres'
weekend receipts.'

Both houses ; are owned by the
same Company and- when Fred Berg
collected the $800: from the two box-,
offices. Jan. 13 he was forced into
an alley at the point of. a giin

; and
slugged by two of ^he men Who fled

writh the money.' <

On a tip the police arrested a 23-
year-old youth Who : implicated
CoWan. The latter/admitted that he
was familiar with the precedure for
handling receipts at both of the
showhouses. He put the 'finger'; on
Berg.. While -two" of the. trio at-

tacked the latter Cowan,sat.- in the
car In which the getaway Was made.

... Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

•The military-reservation at Ft.

Shelling,, located midway between
Minneapolis and St - Paul, ' showing
current releases at 17c and adver-
tising them open to the general pub-
lic at the post theatre, has clearance
over Twin Ciiy 20c houses. North-
west Allied State is complaining.

Efforts will be made to "rectify this

situation' through the Hays organi-
zation and

;
local conferences.

. The independents are up in arms^
too, because the University of Minne-
sota at its campus, theatre and; high-
schools in. their auditoriums^ are
showing .feature Alms open to the
public for a nickel admission^ It's

charged that this is 'unfair .opposi-

tion' and the .film , companies will be
requested to discontinue servicing
such /accounts.

'

1,000-SeatCamp Cinema

* Detroit, Feb. 4.-

Ahead of the pace of new barracks
and hospital, Camp Custer completed
its 1,000-seat picture theatre last

week.
"'

Capt. Alfred Plaenert, construction

quartermaster, said the hew ..house

would go into operation as soon as

the Army installed the, picture

equipment,
.

New Des Moines House

Des Moines, Feb. 4.

New $25,000 picture hpus^-for this

town is set by the East Des Moines
Theatre Corp. The theatre company
is a partnership including Tri-States

Theatre Corp. and Roy and Lewis
L, , Lepovitz. New house will . seat

700 and is expected to be ready for

opening -in four months.. ^ /

zoth'sPh shoved Ar.«nd SWG Approves Deal Calling
Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Darryi Zanuck made two switches
in his production schedule owing to
the war and other causes. First shift

shoves 'Miami' ahead of 'A Yank in
the ,R.A.f;,' due to the delay in re-
ceiving official. Royal: Air Force
films from England:

Sonj a Henie:s starrer, 'Sun Valley,'
goes before the lenses ahead of;!Beije
Starr/ which has been deferred to
await

.
better outdoor weather condi-

tions. •:

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Walt Disney Productions is charged
with unfair labor practice in a com-:
plaint filed with .the National,Labor
Relations. Board by Screen - Cartoon-
ists Guild.- Warning was also served
on Disney unless he immediately
disbands, 'company union' his pic-

tures will be placed ''the -unfair

list iii. TJ.' S. and Canada in theatres,

ahd those showing his pictures will

be picketed. ;

Meeting '-.of '.-union':-;heads has been
called for Thursday night (6) to dis-

cuss the theatfe-picketfrig move.
.'; Cartoonists Guild, chartered by the

Brotherhood of Painters. Decorators

and.Paperhangers :pf America (AFL)
complained against: Disney, based on
his alleged .domination and interfer-

ence with administration of the Fed-
eration of Screen. Cartoonists: to

which he contributed financial sup-

port; FSG was formed by cartoon-

ists at the Disney plant.

STAGEHANDS SIDESTEP

MPLS. PRODUCT BATTLE

'•
.-/• . .'.Cle've. Telehews. Preema

Cleveland, Feb. 4.

-
; Herbert Scheftel, prez of Telenews
chain>. and other execs in '. corpora-

tion flew in for a/pre-view, of their

hew Cleveland newsreel house which
was officially, opened by Mayor.
Blythin in broadcast ceremony.
/Irving. Rueb/eh House manager.

;

': Rosenfeld's .Welcome /' •

'

".
. /:V ' Dunbar, W. Va;. Feb. 4..

. Lester Rosenfeld, operator of only

theatre here;, plans to" build a new
house, to be known, as the Welcome,
with 600 seats;. Me also owns the

Best,: Kanawaha City. ; ;..'
. : / \:

Minneapolis; Feb. 4.

William Donnelly, business agent

of the stage employees' union, has
repudiated the action of the Central

Labor Union, comprising all of the
American Federation . of Labor bod-
ies here, in going to bat for the 4,000-

seat Minnesota theatre, operating in-

dependently with a vaudfiim policy.

Donnelly/ explains that he ' wasn't

present when a resolution was
adopted protesting because of the

Minnesota theatre's inability to ob-

tain major screen product, practical-

ly all of which is sewed up In the

loop here by the Minnesota Amus..
Co. {Paramount) Mort, H- Singer
popl, and asking for investigation by
the authorities of alleged unfair trade

practices/
' At' the next Central Labor Union
meeting; Donnelly, announces he'll

make it clear that the stage employ-
ees', union didn't have any hand in

the resolution's
.

sponsorship and
'don't want any part of it.' . As re-

gards any fight which now may be
occurring between -the .

Minnesota
theatre company and Paramount-
Singer involving screen product, his

Union is entirely 'neutral,' he -de-

clares. .' '

; .

•'

.
,

. 'All theatres in . the city employ
members o

s

f my. uriioh, when neces-

sary/ explains Donnelly; 'We, there-

fore, aren't, playing any favorites. If

the employers want to scrap that's

their business. We're not .concerned'

about the picture situation and don't

intend to get mixed up in it.
'

'Ih order to facilitate; the reopen-

ing of the Minnesota theatre,, the

stage employees'; union .made the

house, numerous .substantial • conCes-

.sions. That is as far as we are pire-

pared to go.

The Minnesota ; Amus. Co. : and :

Mprt H, Singer .houses heie . also,

employ uhion labor, t, as business

agent of the stage employees' union,

deal with all the companies, and I'm

iriehdly to bot'i sides:; . We do not

intend to stick .out oUf ; necks
.
by.

mixing in a battle to which we're

.not a party and - we're not charging

any unfairness.' '

,

: Thus far nothing has/ come of a

proposed union ma,ss meeting in the

municipal auditorium to launch . a

campaign in the Minnesota theatre's

behalf;, -V.":-'.:".

Tracy's Doubler Header .

; . s Hollywood, Feb. 4.
-

, «Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde/ starring

. Spencer Tracy, goes into work to-

morrow (Wed.): at Metro.
''

. Victor Fleming directs and Victor

.Savilie;produc*Si. •
'-• - •.

BBAUDINE BANKRUPT
Los Angeles;'.;Feb. 4;

'

William Beaudihe, high salaried

film director of a few years ago, filed

a voluntary petition in bankruptcy
in Federal Court.

Petitioner lists assets amounting, to

$5,050 and debts of $23,719.

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

The Screen Writers Guild has ap-

proved - franchise deal with film

agents /winch calls for appointment

of a negotiator to> handle the sale of

all. motion picture material by

scriveners. It will be the duty of

the negotiator, to. secure bids; from

all studios on original stories, .ideas,

kc. The .writers - claim' this would
eliminate chiseling, and would asV

sure a-spreeh writer, of securing the

highest possible price for his mate-

rial. ;
..";

Another clause in the .licensing;

agreement, which is e'xpected to be;

submitted to the Artists. Managers
Guild this week, jprbvides for can-
cellation; of an agency contract at

any / time, a writer Is riot provided
with Work during a period of 60
days; . Other 'details provide for a

maximumi 10% .commission to agents,

and prohibits a writer from ?m i

ploying any. agent that is. not
licensed: by the SWG. Arbitration
machinery would be set up to. han-
dle all disputes between an agent

,

aijd' hiis clients. ;.
• •:

Studio projectionists, electricians

and other film workers affiliated

with the. International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employees are de-
manding a minimum six-hour "Work
call. The .present minimum is three,

hours. None of the locals, however,
is pressing its ' demands - pending
word from the east as to the atti-

tude of International officers. The
latter have insisted the locals are
on their own/ and are sitting back
waiting to See how. they fare with
local autonomy. It is generally re-

ported here that the International
has instructed producers to 'shove

the boys around' a little to see if an
.

appeal is not made for the Interna-
tional to stejp in and handle nego-
tiations.

Projectionists also are .demanding
pay for standby calls for house rahs
and a minimum wage of $2 per hour
for regular projectionists. The pres-

•ent minimum /wage scale is $1.60.

Motion Picture Projectionists 'Local
165 has directed that negotiations
with producers be opened immedi-
ately, and has designated James
Brigham, prexy; Jack Payne, secre-

tary, and John Swartz, business rep-
resentative, as a committee with
full power to set a deal.

Local 165 -is asking a minimum of

$3 per hour for process projection-

ists, with a weekly minimum of $110
for 40 accumulative hours. The pay
of a chief projectionist would range
from a minimum of $110 per week
to $130, depending upon the num-
ber of projectionist* employed by a
studio.

Prop Concern Aligns with' AFL
The Cinema. Mercantile Co., which

furnishes props to the major studios,

has inked a contract With the Amerr
ican Federation of Labor. Workers
included, in the pact are studio car-

penters, painters and electricians.

The deal Was set by, Aubrey Blair,

AFL organizer; Herbert Sorrell.

business representative of. Moving
Picture . Painters - Local

;
644; . At

Speede, business representative of

International Brotherhood of Elec-

trical Workers Local 40,. and Wil-
liams Castle, business representative

of the .Studio Carpenters.
- The National Labor Relations
Board has certified the Screen Car--

topnists Guild as collective bargain-,

ing representative for/ the workers
at Screen Gems, Inc. A cross-check;

of Screen Gems payroll with the.

SCG. membership disclosed a mar
jority of the workers are affiliated

with the union.
,

",'"'"

Ed Gilbert is the. new president
of/Screen. Set Designers. Other off if

ccrs are iCarl Denny, ylcerprexy:
Harry . Helso, . secretary, . and Joe
Sternad, treasurfer.

'•/
'.

Direct Billing Voted

The;. Los Angeles tha'ptcr of the
American Guild of Variety Artists

has voted: in favor' of. direct' billing

by performers,:: and for - substantial
tilts in. all, wage mlnimUms. The
clause oh direct billing provides the
office ; must be notified : of all con-
tracts 24; hours before the engage-
ment' starts. - It also - relieves " the
player of the necessity of paying an
agent 10% to close the contract.

.
;
The membership directed that the

minimum for 'D' spots be hiked
from' $25 per week to $30; for 'C

spots from $30 to $40 per week,' for
'B'.theatres and hiteries fr.om .$40 to

$50 per week, and , for; all spots

|
which fail in .'A' classification frpm
$50. per week to $60 per week. The
minimum for club dates, also would
be'.- hiked fr.om $7.50 to $10.-'/.

The/ Superior Court .has set March
19: as the/trial date for . the suit' of
Henry' J. Maclsaac and Julius Neil-
sen ; against ' the International

.. Al-
liance of Theatrical, Stage Em-
ployees. The complainants are
seeking to : -/force the reinstatement,
of themselves as well as other mem-
bers, who were expelled because' of
their, activities, dunng the. fight be-
tween the IATSE. and the United
Studio- Technicians Guild.

'

Actor Parleys Resume
Negotiations between the Pro-

ducers and the Screen Aetors^Guild
"will be ,resumed Thursday . (6). The
Guilders are seeking/ reclassification
of all extra brackets in an- effort to
provide more- calls lit the /higher
wage minimums; and increased pay
for. day-players and frCe-lance actors.
Kch rteth Thomson; executive secre-
tary of the SAG, is drafting the/de-
mands for the Guild.'. .. ;

• •
;

/The; Studio Utility Employees Lo-
cal 724 has adopted a resolution call-
ing for three Compulsory, meetings
per year for /educational work :p'n

labor matters. ' The first of these wi 11

include an outline of the functions
of .the AFL and a study of the State
and Central Labor Council bodies.
Study is being . prepared by L. C.
Helm, businesss representative of the
local. '.;.'-''•.

. The Screen Office Employees Guild
has nixed a' proposal of - major film
companies to set individual deals
with the SOEG. The. Guild is Insist-
ing upon joint negotiations in order
to establish a uniform wage scale
through the industry for all clerical
employees. In a letter to the various
studio heads, George E. Bodle, coun-
sel for the SOEG, stated:

'It is the Intention of the Guild to
hegotiatie a uniform contract with
all studios for. which the Guild has
been certified as collective bargain-
ing representative. The Guild can
flnd. no justification for « departure
from the Ordinary procedure of the
Producers In negotiating Industry-
wide contracts. The Guild believes
that not only will there be a great
saving In time and energy in the
negotiations of a uniform contract,
but also that the negotiation of such
a contract Will benefit both the Pro-
ducers and the

. office, employees by
establishing uniform rates for the
same type of work and thereby plac-
ing each studio on the same competi-
tive basis. ,

'In accomplishing this, there Is no
reason why any studio should be
prejudiced,: where the class of work
in one studio differs from that in
another studio, this distinction can be
recognized by the creation of new
wage classifications in the . contract.
In

.
view of the foregoing, the Guild

therefore requests that you under-
take with the other Producers for
who.«e employees the Guild has been
certified to negotiate a contract on
an industry-wide basis/

Mason SPG Prexy

.
Lesley Mason has- been re-elected

president, of the Screen Publicists
Guild. Other officers are Gerry
.Breltlgam, vlce-prexy; Walter Ruf,

i trejisurer.. iarid George Thomas; Jr.;

I

secretary;; . Al' Rackiri /and Jack
CoooeT were designated as delegates
to. the Hollywood Guild Council. -

' The Screen Directors Guild has
joined the Screen Actors Guild in

/ opposing enactment of the Voigt As-
.
-tembiy bill to regulate film agents.
Both groups claim passage ' of the
measure would .result in price, cutting
p.n salaries of actors a'tid pthei' artists;

a rid Would bring,about-'chaotic, corid ji

i tipns in casting of priricipals fpr'pici

! ture productions. '/

: Stooges End P.A. Tour
. ;

':
;

• Hbliywood, Feb. 4.

:
Howard; Fine - and ' Howard ' (The

Three Stooges) have returned here
after- a flve-nipnth personal appear-
ance tour, and report at Columbia, to

• complete their 1940-41 schedule of
two-reel comedies.

First fpr the
;

trip. Will be 'Heebie
.Gee Gees/ by Felix Adler, Which
Del Lord wlll'dirctft.'

'* ' \"
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. In a middling-sized city the other day at two movie
theatres showing "Gone With the Wind" at popular prices,

they had ropes up keeping the crowds in line. We are told

that the same situation exists wherever they are putting
on the picture for its second run and this, we think, should
be a fine object lesson to the movie makers who occasion-
ally become pessimistic over the future of the cinema.

If they give us cash customers genuine entertainment; we will

do the rest, now and through the years to come. That Is all "Gone
With the Wind" Is—entertainment It Is Just an enthralling story

told in the best manner of the screen. It has already hung up a
new record for money grossed and this In a time when the world
market Is not what It used to be and before It Is finally laid away
on the shelf It will probably play to mere cash customers and conse-

quently more money than any half dozen pictures In the history of

the Industry combined;
"Gone With the Wind" is now an oldie as the age of pictures go.

It Has played all the big first run cities at advanced prices, and to

Jammed houses. You would "have thought It must have absorbed all

the trade possible to one picture, because even the cash customers
who are usually content to wait until an offering gets down to the
lower levels at the box office Stretched a financial point to see It

But here it Is doing a land, office business all over again, and we
suspect that some of this business Is repeat stuft

THAT IS, many cash customers who saw "GWTW" before are
seeing It again, which is a further tribute to Its entertainment value,

especially when It is playing against numerous new pictures. We
personally welcome the return of the picture, because we know It

will prove an antidote to a severe attack of screen poisoning that we
sustained recently. One of those sad message pictures that come
out of Hollywood In cycles leaped out on us in a theatre not long
ago and bit us, The result was a spell of deep depression and.

complete lassitude toward all suggestions of theatre going.

A victim of screen poisoning, which Is a malady peculiar only
to cash customers, can scarcely abide the thought of seeing another
picture for awhile. It produces dark thoughts of vengeance against
the makers of the picture. Sometimes a victim has been known to
sit brooding for hours at a stretch wondering where he might find
the producer and the director and the. authors/and even the per*

" formers and give them what-for.

THE CONDITION Is usually only temporary, as In our case,

and. can be promptly cured by something like "GWTW." We have
already seen It three times, which is quite a Job of seeing if you
recall the lnegth of the picture. That is not a record with us,

however. We think we have seen "Birth of a Nation,'' counting
revivals and all- at. least half a dozen times and we gave the Disney
short, "Three Little Figs," our business on no less than ten different

occasions. :<

, It might be argued that "GWTW' Is a sort' of freak In the
picture business the like of which wDl never be. seen again and that
It cannot be used as a yardstick on pictures generally. We do
not think this Is true. We think that any picture with the
same entertainment value would do the same business. We think
this picture^le definite proof that the movie makers have just
scratched the box office possibilities of their game. When they
stick to entertainment and entertainment only they are sure to be
rewarded. The old gag still holds tnie-^There is nothing wrong
with the pictures that a few good pictures will not cure."

:

BUT THERE REMAINS among the picture makers and espe-
cially, we think, the directors, that same curious misapprehension as
to what constitutes entertainment value thajt has prevailed since the
inception of the industry. We find it in the gloomy message cycles
that produce the screen poisoning among the cash customers and in
the arty efforts which win the encomiums of the critics but which
are not entertainment within the purview of the cash customers.

''GWTW'' should be run at least once a week in Hollywood for
years to come and all directors required to be present at every
showing, with some' representative of us cash customers announcing
to them at intervals: "See, boys, that Is what we mean/'
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PixJam-Up Again Ap^are^

;
Philadelphia, Feb. 4.

.A : bottleneck of product '

. in

prospect, for .the Philly area again.

The situation; jcbmesi as. a result of

the skedded ; opening of ; 'Fantasia'

Feb. 12 at the Aldine and the long-

runs for
' several . other pictures,

which has . caused a jam-up of
.
film

in . the downtown houses and is

. bound to. affect the habes sport.

.'Fdntasia' will, take one first-run

house but of the field entirely. The
Aldine .is the usual ;jshbwcaser

f
for

initial run of United Artists, product

and other 'class? films. 'Philadelphia

Story' is in . its third week at ,.the

Boyd and .may stay a long while

downtown; 'Gone With the Wind' is

set ibr a long term: at the. Stanley:

at pop prices, while -Kitty Foyie* is

in' its sixth week in midtbwri^three

weeks at first-run ;Boyd,. and a like

term at subsequent-run Keith's.

Meanwhile, distribs are yelling for

spots for their product,
.
"The Lady,

^ith Red Hair' was forced -to open

at the Karlton, usually a subsequent?

'run house,; while 'Tall, : batk and
Handsome' bowed-in at the Stanton,

a spot usually reserved ifbt B pix.

These 'houses have . about half the

seating capacity of the usual first-

run spots; and /consequently won't

gross what they, would if they

opened at the Stanley, Boyd or Air

dine. '.

'"' '

The riabes will'1" feel the pinch

within - about a month, the usual

time it takes product to filter down
here. The same situation occurred

last '-.year, when 'Gone' was
.
running

simultaneously, at two. first-runs—

Earle and Boyd.

TALK OF DROPPING N. Y.

HOUSE WORRIES STORES

Playing It Safe

Unable to agree on a renewal of its

lease on the Rio, uptown New York
double-biller, the Loew circuit has

.

taken a month's extension until

March to further, consider negotia-

tions with the . landlord. . Latter is

represented by John J, Reynolds, who
last week admitted there was sortie

difficulty over the lease..

Merchants in the immediate.neigh-
borhood, of the Rio, one which has
deteriorated considerably of late

years, have started to express con-
cern over what was reported to them
as closing of the house. .,'

The Loew. lease expired Feb. 1.

Theatre is a second-run nabe.

Orders Immediate Trial

Of Suit Over 'Ecstasy'

\ A temporary injunction preventing

.
Eureka Productions from continuing
the distribution

, of 'Ecstasy,' and the
appointment of a receiver for the
picture, was denied Max Weingar-
ten and Michael M. Wyngate Friday
(31) by N; Y. supreme court Jus-
tice Louis A. Valente. The court,

ruled that the defendants must
agree to an immediate trial of. the
issues and ordered plaintiffs to set

the date.

Suit seeks $100,0,00 damages and
the rights to the picture,1

, claiming
that Eureka had the rights for five

years lip to Oct. 23, 1939, and has
been distributing it since without
permission. Plaintiffs claim to have
•purchased subsequent rights from
.tht. producers, Elekta Film Corp; of
Czechoslovakia. .Other defendants
are Samuel A. Cummins, Jacques: A.
Koerpal and Rose Chatkin, all offi-

cials of Eureka Productions.

Roxy's 37ic Divvy

Roxy Theatre, Iric.r a - sUbsid. of
20th-Fox, declared a quarterly divi-
dend of Altec, oh. its preferred at a
meeting held last Friday (31). This
.Maintains; the usual.1 annual ,rate of
f1.50 on these shares- -

''

.
Divvy is payable March 1 to stock-

holders on record Feb. 15.

'

RKO . apparently can't make
,

up its mind whether the Panaina
• Canal is .ah Artierican

.
epic or a

/scandal.. So it's, registered a title

on each side and one neutral one
.to take care of all eventuali-
ties. • ;V. .-•/•' '.'/

Labels are 'American Saga: the
Panaina Canal,' ,'Panama Scan-
•dal' and 'the Panama .of Parti
ama.': ..- / .-

.

•/

CN, LTD., TO DISTRIB

PRC FILMS IN CANADA

Producers Releasing Corp. ./ has
concluded a deal with Grand Na-
tional Films, Ltd., for the distribu-
tion by. latter of all its product in
Canada, including Sigmund Neu-
feld's three groups of westerns. Ne-
gotiations were consummated . by
Leon Fromkess. PRC's export

, man-
ager in New Vbrk. - O: Henry Briggs
is president of the compihy.:
In line with the deal made, the

name of Grand •' National Tilms,.
which has branches in six Canadian
keys, will be changed to. Producers
Releasing .Corp. of Canada and New-
foundland.' PRC has a schedule of
38 featuries on this season's program,
including eight westerns.; . -

GOLDENSON'S DIXIE TREK-

Huddling WUh Sparks and Lynch In

Fla.

Leonard H. . Goldenson, top Par-
amount theatre executive, leaves to-

riiorrow (Thurs.) for

.

;
Jacksonville,

Fla.. where he: will jiuddle with E;J.
Sparks, company's partner in Flori-

da, followed by a tour of all east

coast towns of the state in company
with Sparks.

.

Going on to Miami, Goldenson will

discuss local operating matters and
problems with S. A- Lynch, subse-
quently taking a vacation of a Week
or so. He may go on to Havana for a
portion of that, returning to the Par
h.o. abut Feb. 25.

';"

The Par theatre convention will be
held in Virginia, toward the .end of

March, but as yet the exact date has
not been set nor the site, though
Feb. 27-28-29 has been mentioned,
together with Hot Springs as the
town.

PDC's 50% Sked Set

Producers Releasing Corp., with
schedule of .38 pictures announced
for 1940-41 season/ h,as released al-

most half up to this. time. It has
turned out. 16 pix in all, of which
nine have, been westerns and seven
features.

Five productions are now on the
release schedule. They include three
westerns and two dramas.

' Coyle Joins PDC .

Hollywood, Feb. 4.

v John T. Coyle became an asso-

ciate, producer at PDC, with 'Fed-

eral Fugitives/ by Martin Mooney,
his first assignment. ;

. Last year. Coyle . produced: 'The
Great Commandriient,' which was
bought by 20th-Fox.

Bicycles Wanted

New gag is making the rounds
of fllrti jukebox operators, who
Claim that distributors are going
to any lengths to sell their ma-
chines over their competitors.'../•''

One manufacturer, it is said,

promises that performers fea-
tured in his . films will do . a p :a:

with each machine, he sells—four
minutes to each location.

Mpls. E^bs Didn't Get

Any Part of Prosperity,

Bank Report Indicates

Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

Federal Reserve bank report here
shows' that Northwest business vol-
uriie. in 1940 reached its. highest level
since 1929 and 1930 and the single
month of December showed heavier
activity than any December in 11
years;

. But; /say ^ Twin1

City''inde-
pendent exhibitors, it ain't so

;
as far

as ^they're concerned. They insist
that 1940 was one of the worst years
they've ever had, . with . operating
costs 'way up; and grosses 'far down!':

There's no . denying the Federal
Reserve bank figures, the. exhibitors
concede, but, they argue, the public
apparently has . been spending its

money . for things other than pic-
tures. Other forms of entertainment
and night spots, along with the radio;
beer parlors, night clubs, bowling
and cards, have cut deeply into the-
atre grosses, . according to the ex-
hibitors. .;•:..:'.'.";'.'"

The Federal Reserve report de-
scribes: the agricultural situation as
being the best • in the depression
decade 1941 opened.' And this

territory the Northwest —depends
tnainly on agriculture for its well
being. When .there's: farm' purchas-
ing power there's prosperity through-
put the section.

Among other things, the bank re-
port points out that Minnesota em-
ployment averaged 5% higher than
in 1939 and was larger than any
other year in the bank's seven-year
records. '.

LOEWS $1,936,245

NET IN 12 WEEKS

Select Takes 'Air*
.
Select Attractions has closed a

deal for the general release in this
country of, 'It's in the Air,' English-
Wade which was recently brought
over and shown in one of the New
York arties. .-.

"

It was. produced by Basil Dean
and has George Formby, English
comedian, as the star.

'...- Schaefer's *Ja$on*
V Hollywood, Feb, 4.

f

Arniand Schaefer was assigned as

associate producer
.
oii 'Jason, the

Bucket,* • a new yarn purchased by
M. J. Siegel for Republic.
.' In adition to

.
'Jason,' Schaefer is

readying 'Cpunty Fair' and "The -Old

Gray Mare.-' V/-"

• Alice Faye Re-Pacted
..) Hollywood, Feb; 4.

Alice . Fay sticks at J2Qth-Fox for-

at least another year. .;

; : Actress,
^
currently Starring in /The

Great American Broadcast,' has had
option on, her contract lifted for the

12-month period.

;;>'' OUT OF hiding
;

;

Hollywood, Feb; 4.

Two years oh the .shelf, 'Secret

Ship,' a tale with a spy background,

is being: readied for production by
Columbia.

• Alex Gottloib, how a Universal

producer; wrote the story.

Loew's, Inc., net profit for the

first 12. weeks ended Nov. "21, 1940,

totaled $1,936,245, as against' $1,393,-

456 in comparable period in .1939.

This is equivalent to $1.04: on the
comnion as compared with 71c in

corresponding period in the. previous
fiscal year. . This 12-week period is

the first covered by tne company in.

Its new fiscal year, which started

Sept; 1, 1940. Net profit represents

a gain of $542,789. oyer the previous
year's initial period.

Company's operating profit before
depreciation, taxes and $500,000 re-

serve for contingencies amounted to

$3,805,255, or nearly $800,000 greater

than the comparable period of 1939.

Improvement in net profit was made
in the face of nearly. $245,000 in-

crease in taxes and depreciation de-

ductions. Loew's report figures the
net profit as equivalent of $14.16 on
each preferred share against $1.0.19

reported in the corresponding period

of the previous fiscal year.

. Loew's reported its net . profit at

$8,908,469 in a Statement to stock-:

holders the .. middle... of last month,
after writing, off. .$2,000,000 as. reserve

for contingencies. Company is con-
tinuing this policy of writing off such
reserve for contingencies, showing
$500,000/ deducted .

'
.. the ; first 12

weeks br its new fiscal year;

via manger,

1st Run Field vs. WB in PhiDy

Farewell to Arms

. Philadelphia, Feb, 4i

.Here's -the latest draft comedy
• here:-. ;

-

.

:•

. Cecil' Felt, operator o; the indie

; Bluebird,; had his number pulled
'./ and was ordered to report for
" service. -''.:• '....

Mehiibers of his family threw
him a gala farewell party.

.
Then

the' Variety Club\ tossed him a
. shindig to. bid him goodbye,

.'. Not to be outdone, the* Show-
men's Club, an outfit made up
of younger men in the film biz,

gave :him a lallapalooza of a
party th;e night befbre the de-
parting herb; was. set to. go to

' camp. In addition they gave him
a handsome going-awky present;
.'. Came the dawn arid Cecil went
to. the Armory, for the final

"ch'eckoyer. The Army took one
look and turned him down.

. Now; Felt is pondering on
whether -to. .throw -.a., patty for
the : party-throwers;

LITTLE AMUS. STOCK

Aoivnt in Nov,

• Washington, Feb. 4,

. Holdings of Paramount Picturesr

Inc., $1 par .common Stock; were

doubled by. Anson d. Goodyear, New
York director of. the company, in

November^ according to the latest

report of stock exchange transactions
released by.

:
the

;
Securities & : Ex-

change Commission.

Through the purchase of 1,000

shares of : the stqck, Goodyear,
brought his total holdings to 2,000

shares. Also listed as possessing 300
shares of .6% convertible first pre-
ferred stock .in ' the company in his

own account/and of having ah in-
terest fn an additional. 300 shares of
the same type stock held in trust.;

Only other film stock transaction
listed for the month- of November
was purchase by Preston DavleS, New'
York director, of .30 shares of 8%
cumulative first preferred stock of
Universal Pictures Co. Davies al-

ready owned 100 shares of the com-
pany's $1 per common.

'. Phjladeiphia,.
1

'Feb. 4.

William Goldman, president of
William Goldman Theatres; : Inc*
Marge indie circuit in the Eastern'
Pennsylvania, area, last week served

,

notice publicly, that he was but to
give - the Stanley-Warner circuit

. its

first competition in the first-run field .

in downtown Philly. Goldniah sent
a letter to .all the distributors declar-/

v

irig that he was. on the market for
first-run. product fox ? his ' Erlanger,
1,859-seater. in: midtbwn. The Er-
langer,. built . in the late ^20's,', ha»
been -used variously- as a legit ther
atre and fllmer.. Goldman took it

over last: November and has rented it

.

for several
.
legit shows since;

'

:
,

:
- ;

, .

- ;In' his^ letters
i-

"to" the. distribs,;/G.old-

map 'pointed but that the. Erlairiger

was 'successfully' operated b^ v RKO".
as its : first-run .'''-outlet diirihg the
1929-30 season. 'You will be glad
to know,' he wrote,, 'that we shall

be able to afford your pictures an
ppportihiity to. earn,. . all the: filni.

,

rental the^ are entitled to get. V
.
'You know, of course, that the Er-

langer is a $2,500,000 theatre, with
;

new sound equipfhent and .1,859

seats,' and- will charge the same ad-
mission price as the Stanley and the ;

Boyd (Warner deluxers )> and will bei
;

able to give pictures extended runs.
It will offer, too, the benefit of high-
powered exploitation and advertis-
ing, and terms the. pictures ; merit.'.

Goldman also wrote that he would
be 'interested' in any pictures .which

|
the distribs contemplated road-show-

.

ins, or selling singly during the buy-
ing season commencing next August.;

Recently it had been reported that;

Warners had' .sought : clearance' for
its Center, a third and /fourth-run
house; oyer- the ;Er!ariger. Goldman
had threatened to bring suit if this

protection was granted. C. Brews-
ter RhoadS, Goldman's attorney, sent
letters to Warners and the distribs

pointing out that clearance for the
Center would constitute z violation
of the consent decree.. The Center
seats about 500.

After some dickering, Warners is

said to have dropped the idea of
getting preference for the Center. ,

Quiz Jake Wilk

Jacob Wilkj eastern story editor of
Warner Bros., was examined before
trial Thursday (30) in the N. Y. Fed-
eeral court in connection with a suit

by Katherine Moog against the film
company. . . \ /.

.

Warner Bros. Is being "sued for

$75,000. alleged libel in 'Confessions
of a Nazi Spy,' with Miss Moog
charging that the role played in the
film by Lya Lys was meant to por-
tray her.

Suit of MUton Herbert Cropper
against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

was dismissed Wednesday (29) after

trial by Judge John Foster Symes in

the N. Y... Federal court. Action
claimed- the plagiarism of; plaintiff's:

play, 'Ex-Racketeer,' in the picture
'Alcatraz.'.

An injunction, , accounting of
profits ' and damages had been
Sought in the action, 'Which claimed,

the play was- submitted to Warner
Bros; ;in 1934 and rejected.

Loew's (Metro) Eariiings,

Net profit, except as noted: (t) deficit.
•* 1930 ;;.:.-,:./....,.,.:.;•/ ... V.$14,600,332

:

1931 .;.;.;..;..;.:...v.v..v;..;:/.;...:v..v i ;. ai,829;993

1932 /.':.,;.'.../.. ...,." .-..;-'... ;..".'...:.. ;:.^v.:'.. ;..-.:';
r -,.-7,?e!i,314':; - •;

:

! 1933 . ....;.....'::,..•./..;.:..;-...:.
.
4,034,290;

1934 • / , ; . . 7,479,897

1035' ' ...;;-..;,...'. /. . ., : .. 7,579,744

.1936 V;;;.-;.....'-.'.V:;.\;v^.^:-...v.'>';v^.;:.v>;.:-;"..:.H,0763?3-'
,

v 1337- ;;,;.,....,../ ;.'.: .... 14,426,062

1938 . ; . . , . /; v. . , . . 9,924,934

1939 :.'....;..;,:^.;:...;. . 9,841,531

-. 1940 . . ......... Vv. : , . ; 8,908,469

(1940 by Quarters) -

First ..

-'
.. Second - Third Fourth

Quarter ;

. Quarter '. Quarter : iQuarter :

$1,393,456 .
**$5,396,372 $1,206,566 .$912,075

*First .l0 weeks, ended March 14, 1940.'

(1941 by Quarters)
:' Quarter ' Quarter ' Quarter .

Quarter

First Second Third Fourth

.$1,936,245 ;
- ; ....... :

(Fiscal, year ends approximately Aug. 31)

WB PAYS %\e ON PFD.

STOCK, 1ST SINCE '32

Dividend payments on/the, Warner
Bros, preferred shares were resumed/
last week after none had been paid
since March 2, 1932. Directors at a
special meeting voted a distribution

Of 96 'Ac, this being listed as a current
divvy. The dividend, totaling $95,-

.881.36 on the 99,617 shares presently
outstanding, will be paid March 1 to

stockholders on record Feb. 14. ' The
divvy is vthe regular quarterly based,
on the $3.85 annually paid on this

Warner preference issue, .-

.'

Warner Bros., in hs most recent;

financial report covering the' first

quarter of Its fiscal year ended last

Nov. 30, showed approximately $33.68
arrears due on each share of pre-
ferred, or about $3,355,848 unpaid,
dividends on this stock;

Action on the preferred dividend
came as a Surprise both to stockhold-
ers and Wall Street because/ there
was little hint at the stockholders'

;

annual rtieetihg laHe In 1940 that such
action was under consideration; Nor
was/any mention made of the. pcissi-

bilily in the annual report for the
fiscal year ended last Aug. 31. Com-
pany at that time showed an earned

.

surpli's of $4,445,330. Warner Bros,
then- also rejported

, $2,178,000 princi-

pal amount of /the
.
6%-. debentures, -,

series due in 19.48, - as
:
held, in the

company's treasury; or ..a sufficiertt

amount to meet sinking; fund
quiremehts through: Dec. 15, .1943;

•

; WBis/riet operating profit of $1,276,-

; 316 was reported for the 13 Weeks
fending Nov. 30, 1940,/ther. first fiscal

1 quarter pf the corporatjony or $12.81

on. :thc !. preferred' arid ;3ic/ on " the
common.

;
This . net was approxi-

. rhateiy dbubie that shown ' the
comparable .quarter of . the preceding
fiscal year. .

.

.

'.- -:
:

Hilton New Sales Mgr. •

Of Consolidated Film
Robert B. Hilton has been named

,

sales manager for Consolidated Film
Industries; largest film printir." cpm-

:

pany in U. S. He has been with Con-
solidated for nearly nine years,
working up from the ranks.
He will- headquarter in New York.
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Welles Has 25% of 'Kane'
; Continued Jroin page 4;

1

PATHE LABS ENLARGING

PLANTS DUE TO U DEAL

tinuous huddles with lawyers since to Himself, That's the result of air' Long expected move of Universal

Welles' arrival; from the Coast. ':'-.
I early deal with Schaefer, ' when to switch its printing, contract away;

Reports on the Coast that a rap- 1 Welles originally intended to make. ffom Consolidated Film: Industries

prochm'enfc haa^been . reached
+

be- j.'Heart of Darkness' and. 'Smile^With ^ consummated by the U directo-
tween Welles

- and Hearst and that
|
a Knife', as .his first two films .for

| _ ., ,
• , .

,

the film . -would be ' shown at San
. Simeon for the / publisher to make

i desired cuts were heatedly denied in

New York. Welles' and RKO's enr.

tire legal stands it pointed out;

Is based on the insistence that the

RKO. *barkhessr was'"a. highly ; ex - ' rate last week, when a two-year pact

perjmetflal . affair, and RKO .was ./was granted" Pathe Laboratories on
against • it. . He finally won permis-

sion to do it by promising to make
'Smiier' for; free.; Then, because of

extensive miriiaiure . set • re-

picture is no.t about Hearst. To - show:

! b.Uired> he was to make •'Smiier*. be;

it to. him for editing
1

would
;
cbm r fore -Darkness.' •_•'... :\

'

pletely upset that position. :

Heart Stance

Hearst papers/- incidentally, which

'Smifer/. however, had .a bigger

fchithe "lead role than -male. - It re-

quired someone ;like; Carole Lbm- ;

had a bari on mention of RKO or its|bard 'or
.
Rosalind Russellj . who

products-^except f0r a bne-parar '..wouldn't consider it. because it ,was

graph squib, occasionally in some of highly Unusual npart, rand
.
they

the papers with which RKO had i
weren't sure what, a novice film di-

previbus understandings with adver- \
rector like Welles, might do with.

Using- departments^-have : .again bev ,
them. Meantime, the ./'Kane*, idea

gun reviewing. RKO pictures/ ;
-.Re- ;,\yas: developedi. and the other two

views of 'Playgirl' iaridl:*Saint in Palm ''lilm^;.
:

'we^'!e :;;.';drpppeA.
:

. Which
;
still,

Springs' appeared in the : N.' Y. -MiV- however/left. Welles"
;

wltii • ••Produc?-'

ror Friday (31)

Mirror, too, has been soliciting

RKO for a color ad for .'Citizen

Kane.' Nevertheless, Hearst's Cps-

tion Nov 2' to do for tree.

$150,0)00 Advance
Welles got a $150,000 advance on

his 25% from the first picture, which
mopolitan mag ttirhed down a..pa»e.,

; s .a 1 i:that ne has' received from RKO.
ad for the picture.^its M^rch.issue ;

j.H ,s . staff was. charged to production
ccst on the film—such things as "his

demahd iqr Ws own publicity setup
causing a . considerable burnup by
the parallel departments in the RKO
layout •

; ;.
- .

'
. •

'

Welles' went heavily into debt on
his last legit .production, 'Five Kings,'
which folded on the road, and much
of the original $150,000 went to pay
these loans.

. He pieced but his ex-
penses with radio coin and ' a couple
of lecture tours.. ..-••'.. .-''.-'.''

',

''

Plans now are to complete the next
two pictures as quickly as possible
and take a vacation. He wants to

Too full to take any more advertis-

ing* was the explanation.

All sorts of pressure is said; to have
been exerted on hot only members of

RKO's board, but on ••execs of other,

major companies. Louella Parsons.

Hearst Hollywood rep; 'who- initially

called to her boss* ..attention, the

similarity of life and; picture; U
stated to have been" 'so busy on. the

telephone during
:

; the' .past three

weeks she haSn't . even had. time .to

write her column:' '
'

.

Other Pressure •

Extreme bit of pressure Is said to

have come Saturday Cl) from Sam-
j oj^eii'Tn 'KingYear' on Broadway, in'

uel Goldwyn and :-. Lotus B. Mayer, I December, running > eight-10 weeks,.
Metro chieftain. They, are under- and then going on the road for a
stood to have phoned Hedda Hopper. I short tour, which would permit: him
Hollywood columnist, and, entreated

; to be back • Hollywood for more
her .not to go ahead with plans to

, picture-making in . the summer of
broadcast a. six-part story of Welles ,1942

—
life. She is a friend . of Welles'*, and -

tJ . \ , _ , - :

, ., .

is reported to have tipped him off
"

I
He*rt ot Parkness,' ir it should

Serial begun Monday X3) night as e
y
e' be made will, probably, begone

slated
' of Hollywood's most unusual films.

Others who are understood to have |

The camera actually plays a charac-
ter part, and is given, a name;—Mar-
low. It talks to the other characters
and they to it, although it is never
seen. Welles . Is understood to be
willing to' sell this or the 'Smiier*

script for $20,000.

a cost-plus basis. As a result of the

new contract; Pathe will, make ex-
tensive enlargements of its plant at

Bpuridbrbok, ; ':'N/ J., .'and On the
Coast. Pact includes the newsreel,
With Pathe Labs already subletting
this. to HER laboratories (N

;
, Y.) for

six months because pot haying? cori-
;

venient facilities close to' Manh'at--
tan. ' " '}.

. j
•

•

.

^Universal an.hb.unced,.last July that:

it had made . a $1,500,000
.
loan, which

was to be. Used in paying off
,
'ma<

turing 6% mortgage pi $1,000,000 due
Consolidated, and Increase working
capital, ..Then recently it was re-
ported a deal with Pathe was near-
ing completion, /Contractwith Pathe
is Understood to be , at the rate. . of
•021c per foot and does' not include
raw stock. Cost-plus arrangement
would push up, price per foot, as It

allows a sliding scale according, to
work, done; Became' effective on Feb.
r-last,.,: /• •;' ''.;• • • '

•
'. ' ,':

/

Pathe Laboratories shares, listed
on the Over-the-Counter market,
climbed several points to " $28 per
share, on announcement of the new
contract. Had been down as low as
$19 at one time.

Schencks 'Make' FDR Ball
^Continued from page. 3-

fled .with pictures of the Third Term
president and Mrs.. Roosevelt they

asked, and received permission : to

have them signed between cburs.es.

Through Jeiin Hersholt and Charlie

Pettijohn ' of : the. Hays, office Hhey
askei -for the Roosevelt ' campaign
hat, worn ; in his - three, strenuous
election tours. He promised, to con-

tribute it for the. Motion PictUr^ Re-
lief ball ;n Ho.liywood on March 17

(also date of his wedding anniver-
sary), where it wil be auctioned.

Stars said they coufd get at least

$10,000 for the precious top' piece,

.

been contacted directly by. phone by
Miss Parsons are David Sarnoff, prez

of RCA, chairman of the board 'of.

NBC and a former chairman of the

RKO board; Joseph Schenck, 20th-

Fbx topper; Nicholas Schenck, Metro
biggie; Van Schmus and the -Rocke-

fellers. .
Welsl Back to N. Y

Mention has been made of Holly- Hollywood, Feb. 4.

wood forming some sort Of "pool and Edwin Weisl beaded for New York
buying up the negative to avoid a after discussing, various legal phases
general attack on the industry by the

} of rko. matters with Floyd Odium
Hearst press, which has been threat- at iatter

>
s ranch on the desert/ .

ened. Welles definitely is against '

such a prbpbsitibnvr ' . the report-

Film as it stands represents $786,00Q,

.

of which $746,000 was production,

cost and $46,000 is in magazine ads,
v

which it is how too late to cancel.

SeVeral major circuits are said to

have accepted ; commitments
.

'Kane' back in October,

Tax Service

Allied States
^Continued from" page 6s

- $15,000 Net This Y?ar

The midnight shows at the Capitol
and Earle/. with all. stars, sold ca-

pacity and 600 rstanding room. They
will net about $7,500 for the Infantile

Paralysis cause. The .'commarid per-
formance', of 'Old Acquaintance'
:gLr6ssed,.$5,180,

:

will net '-'about $3,000.

Last year Washington's, net for •ill

activities, was $62,000. Early returns
indicate the 1941 net will be close to

$75,000. :

Industry pressure to get Miss Dur- •

bin, whom they had, in an. over/.eal-

ous tnoment, announced . would, at-

tend their. Fifth Regiment Armory'
Ball.' - U. S. Senators Tydings and
Radcliffe, GoV. O'Connor and Mayor
Jackson pleaded for. the Universal
star. But Mrs. Durbin, who said the:
studio had Deanna insured : for $800,-

000, refused to let her fly and^Wa*'
against 'unnecessary risk.' She con-
sidered aVquick autb trip to Balti-

more, even with - police .escorts, '.

hazard. So Baltimore had to be con-
' ;erit with George Raft, Wayne Morris
arid: Maureen Q'Hara,'Who: made, auto
trips.- \ There"^were 18,000 at the
Baltimore gayety.-

frequent intervals instead of on an
annual basis: casts, an undue burden
on : the exhibitors and increases the
opportunities; .of the distributors to

;
.

play one exhibitor against, another
and ; to impose, harsh terms. Unless

'

the : distributors
., are scrupulously

fair irt selling under the new' sySr
tern, the hardships will outweigh the

1

benefits.

'3.. Sec. IV, contains a forthright-
declaration that ho, exhibitor shall
be required to license short subjects,
reissues* westerns or foreigns as a
condition to the right to license .de-
sired groups of features. This should
be effective to eradicate a serious
evil. We recognize, however, that
so long, as distributor- representatives
have several classes of products to
sell the exhibitors at the" same time
there will be a temptation to "con-
dition the . sale of .

desired product
upon the acceptance of unwanted
product.

. This can be overcome and
jthe provision can be • made effective
if the distributors insist upon good
faith observance by their sales forces
and exhibitors: are alert

{
to make a

record of all infractions which will
stand the test of an arbitration pro-'
ceeding.

:

. A Singer Without a Piano

Lauritz: Melchibr, the Metropoli
tan opera tenor, really gave a Com-
mand Performance. He was at the
White Hou^e luncheon when' the
President conveyed word- that he
would like to haVe him sing ..at the
'Cuff-' Links' dinner of his crohiesi

scheduled .for 8 p.m.; Melchbir, of
'course, said !yej/' and : then, lohgrdis-

tanced. his accompanist to fly down
immediately from York,

-r Then it .
was;, discovered .'there ; was •

no piano in the White House, other
than the huge east, room inistrument
which: could not be readily moved.
.So Alan Cbrelli-

: of_ Theatre Au-
thority, Melchior's escort, borrowed
an upright from the Hotel Willard
and. manager Sonierviile had it

trucked up and.moved into the red
room. " >- -' ;'

The two coveted seats beside the
President Went to, Maureen O'JIara
and Lana Turner. Next were Kay
Aldridge and Deanna Durbin.

discontinued from page. 3sss

pendents, and heads of families

whose gross income is $2,000 or more.-
Broadway 1 .Deductions f0r expenses are the

opening, if Music Hall should take it,
: same as jor former years, and in-

wouldn't be possible xintil almost the C]tlje ; .

•; .

'' '-" -

end of March, although the .film is
; : cost of accountant; automobile; if

now complete, running 117 mihutes used for business; attorneys' fees, if

in final edited form. Possibility is connected with profession; man-
seen, also, that the film will be road-

, agers', booking agents' or brokers'
shown. ..-:' ''

.

'• '
J
commissions; costumes, Including\up-

Welles is said to have. continued, to.
l;eep; depreciation on musical instru-

deny to the RKO board and execs
: ments or stage equipment; dues for.

that 'Kane' is Hearst and pointed out professional memberships and labor
lmore dissimilarities than similarities,

|
unions; entertainment of newspaper

|He even claims .that, the film carries .^^representetives; expenses of consul-
fits: own denial in that it

.
actually tations with authors ' and. directors;

mentions Hearst in. dialog something
j tcxi fares arid general expenses when

like this: 'Who is this man Kane? He playing benefits; expense of musical
is a great yellow, journalist like arrangements; insurance -.on practi-
Munsey, Hearst and -Pulitzer.

, . Cally. all items but life insurance; all

I
II. The Right to Buy

3 More for RKO publicity expenses, including adver-

Welles 10 days ago signed ah ex- l

tismgv lobby displays, fan mail, thea^

tension of his: original pact

^

; with ' tre tickets, flowers^ etc.; subscriptions

RKO for. three films: It 'still calls ' for
:-
trade papers

,
and magazines;

lor orily three pictures, including i fcrobats may. charge. off:gymnasi,um

•Kane/ but ah. extension of the timec exPen
f
6s

. jf .

required, when laying

involved was required by the pro- ^ stu*p costs and office, rental;

ducer's failure to V get started . as

originally planned. .

" His next : picture must be in pro

salaries of secretary, substitute per-
formers,, supplies ^including station-

ery, postage/, sheet; music, phpno-

duction by April 1 and the third
i

|^P^Je^;^
must g6 into -preparationi m : d^s ^^^^

fu-i *ri,t>+ fli™ I. «.t)ii
: while away from home, are all de-

f^V'-Xf^KrsS^ railroad fares,
titled, but final script has been com,

; _ meai- transfer teleerkms and
pleted in thc.two months since

^
shoot-if^w? -^^^OTS

ing woynd up on 'Kane.' It will star
! &j?lne;.£ps'

P«spott fees and

Welles and Dolores Del Rio, Whom
he has Said; he intends to marry
when her divorce . decree becomes
final, .' She is also in New York at

present. ;\.'
; '

Filmi will be .-'ah-. honest picture

about Mexico,' lensed in Mexico
City and in the Mexican welt. Third
picture under the pact is still: en-

tirely undecided , .

Mexican film will be made for

Pullman fares,:

20th Readies 'Coney Is.'

:,';- .'' ';. Hollywood, Feb; 4.

Sporting life in. New York in : the
early. 1900's is to be depicted at 20th-
Fox in - 'Coney Island,' a story by-

Ed : Van Every, former sports writer

and author of 'Sins of New York.' 1

William Perlberg is assigned as as-

RKO byrWeIles entirely without pay I sociate producer.

.,'1, Sec VI should be effective to

prevent exclusive selling; The lan-
guage is nicely balanced to insure a
run to ali worthy exhibitors with-
out lending encouragement to shoot-
ing galleries ' and fly-by-nights. We
feel that the clause protecting the
distributor's total film revenue in

the area should not be interpreted
to cover threats of withdrawal of
patronage made by circuits to per-
petuate their local monopolies.

: 2. Sec. VIII, providing for the ar-
bitration of complaints of urireaspn-
able clearance, is in good form arid

should be effective, except for the
provisions protecting

;

c 1 e a r a n c e
granted in certain franchises. :

,

'
'3. Sec. X, relating . to

: .discrimina-
tion in the granting- of: a! run,; im-
poses so mahy cbriditioris'tb the right
to arbitrate thereunder, as .to be of
little practical value. However, for'

those Who can qualify Under its pro-
visions,' the sectipri

.
holds : out' the'

prospect of'''.relief from the most se-
rious abuse that has been practiced
by the Big Eight. .

'4... For. a riurriber of years Allied
has contended that the only effective
remedy for the abuses attempted to

be dealt with in the foregoing- parar
graphs, • was the separation of : pro?
ductipn arid distribution frpmi ; exhl*
bition; Sec. XI, postponing the issue
of theatre divorcement for three
years, ' is the^weakest and most dis-
appointing feature of the Decree, It

is doubtful . whether Under its pro-
visions, the Gpvernnierit can control
acquisitioris to any extent during the
test period.

.
However, in. view of the

outstanding .importance; of this sub-
ject, acquisitions new ' develop-
ments by any of the consenting dis-

tributors which indicate a general
policy of expansion, such as wbpld
violate the decree^ should be prompt-
ly, reported to National Allied.'

Benny Goodman's Tough Schedule
' It will never be decided whether
Kay Kyser or Benny Goodman is the
greatest Birthday Ball attraction. In
1940 Kyser drew 16,000 people to the
Hotel Mayflower. Last Friday night
the police stopped the sale of tickets

and refused admission to several
thousands, after, the turnstiles reg-
istered 15,000.: Maestro Goodman did
not. catch up with his White House
luncheon invitation until the meal
was over. But he arrived by plane
from the Duporit 'party at Wilming-
ton in time to be escorted over to the
Executive . Mansion by the First
Lady. Goodman also missed the
President's broadcast; since he fol-

lowed the Chief Executive's address
on the air, and was broadcasting at;

the Mayflower. Because of these dis
appointments a special date later
with the President was arranged lot
the 'King, of Swing.'

. Cinderella Gets a Sponsor
The 'Cinderella' stunt at the Birth

day Ball
. was actually one of those

things that puts a press agent in
Paradise. When Artne Skeplovich,
the 14-yeat-old West Virginia girl
showed up at the White House late
Wednesday: night with her bogus in-
vitation; to -be an overhight guest,
she was sent to the; Receiving Home
for Girls..,Co-chairrnan George Allen
When he heard of the hoax immedi-
ately arranged for her to see the
President.' , The'. lEntertainment com
mittee then' arranged fbr her to at
tend the balls under official chaper
onage. The Skeplovich cup of joy
overflowed with a $200-and-expenses
offer to appear

, on a national radio
program. Besides, she got a new
evening .outfit and « suite at the
Mayflower.

.

'

\
-

Deanna.' and, Knudsen
Deanna • Durbin's Hollywood es

cort arranged a special two-page
Look, mag; spread at. the Capitol for
the Universal star. When the White
House and Washington newspaper
photographers tried to get in on
these; specially arranged shots, there
was an. explosionV. Result of the
row was a quiet word among the
Capitol leris men to 'play down Dur-
bin-' "•'•• '•.':.'

Snub was forgotten at the v Gold
Plate breakfast when Williamknud
sen. No. 1 man in defense; asked
to dance with Deanna, and permit-
ted both still and newsreel men to
catch the dance floor gliding.

Baltimore' used every political and

Tony and Lana .

Tony Martin took a plane from
Hollywood Wednesday night, arrived
at the ^official 'dinner, at 7:30, espe-
cially to . See Lana Turner, But the,

:

schedules- were such, he :

never" saw ,

her for a confidential word, until
they started for New York on Fri-
day. Newspapermen suspected there
were- orders to keep the two stars
apart and spent all evening trying
to get the iowdown . on this romance
—without much success. "

. . j .- :

Slap--Happy Chauffeur

Preston Foster, who :

arrived 'earjy.

.

to ride at Fort Myer, never got on a.-,

horse, AH the saddles at.the reserva-';'

tipn were military style, and he only
felt safe on deep western, not avail*
able, at the Fort. Sb ; Preston did the
honors in white tie and : tails,

1

sat jri;
the President's box. .Foster got an-
other shock,when the police removed .

his official birthday ball chauffeur
from the. guest .automobile.

. .Too
much giggle water. His scheduie : was
delayed 20 minutes until they found

.

a new pilot. , \

- . .
Wayne Morris Nixed

Wayne , Morris, who introduced
himself at all parties as the 'least

important'.: guest got himself plenty
of publicity by enlisting in the Naval
Reserve, At least he tried, biit was
instructed to present himself at his
home station In California.

.Wanger's . Powwows with FDR
Walter •. Wanger, United Artists

producer, saw the. President three
times during his Washington visit,

and had a long conference with the
Chief Executive by request,, on Fri-
day, before leaving, for New Yprk.

Andy Kelley's Chore
After the President's Infantile

Paralaysis broadcast, Steve Early,
presidential secretary, called ' up
Andy Kelley, entertainment chair-
man and director of publicity, and

'

invited him to make the introduc- :

tories for the 50 guests present in
the oval room.

Goldwyn
^Continued from page 5;

pose all future measures of the com-
pany and would take steps to insure
his getting his demands, UA charged.
The other Owners turned him down,
and since that period he has harassed
the management: of the company, UA

.

asserts.

The company, copying a. page put
of Gbldwyn's complaint,- states that,

the producer released false, malici-

ous, and misleading statements to

the press about it, and instead of

UA having violated, the cbntract, it

was Goldwyn who did so by ne-
gotiating with Parariiount - and
Warner . Bros. UA admits writing

;

to Paramount oh Dec/ 26, 1939, and
warning that company not to

;
deal

with Goldwyn, and also points out
that after numerous rejections of

the- profit-sharing 'Silverstorie .plan.-

the -producer hardly had the right

after his consistent opposition, to.

expect to reap the 'benefits of the

plan, conceived by Murray. Silver-

stone, UA president. .:.

', The company also asserts it , of?

fered to, Goldwyn $54,000, accord-
ing to the' plan's provisions, and
points put . tha 'petty' demand for

two months' interest was refused.
. The company bias beep ' forced to

expend large sums of money de-
fending the suits . Goldwyn has.

brought against it, it. is claimed, and
the answer is ended: ..with a request
for dismissal.. Goldwyn .

seeks
damages of $1,000,000 for-, alleged in-

terference, with the distribution of

•The Westerner,' and. asks the court
to approve breaking of his 10-year

distribution agreement with UA;
which has until August, 1945, to run.
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Barbary Coast In
^Continued from page 1;

though that's become an: .accepted

Florida institution; plus the crfeim-;

of-the-crop from Broadway. and Hol-

lywood. As result, it's a case. of.

never-a-dull-moment but, at the

same time, . the .
town may be heading1

for a severe setback.

There's na question but Miami and
Miami Beach

.
are overbuilt. . There

are so many new hotels it's denting

.

the established. vhostelrieSi. spreading

the trade; thin, and also serving as a

negative factor, in encouraging trade.

There are sundry cracks going the

rounds currently that ; 'maybe .
Steve

Hanriagah oversold the biirg,'because

, seemingiy. it's chasing' the. patronage
elsewhere; Either the American pub-

lic is laboring -Under 'the delusion

that hotel reservations are at a

premium, rates.;sky-high, prices pro-,

hibitive and the gyp is oni: or they're

, staying home. '

".'.
' .

° Spirit of Defeatism:
, .

: it's reached the stage that the local

big league dailies...are campaigning
against, the spirit of .defeatism..

Things aren't as tough as publicized,

they argue. For a spell, during, the

January month, the local wits were
supposedly standing on corners wait-,

ing for sheriffs and attachments to

troop in on this. ' that hostelry,

nitery, eatery or casino'.
.

Many persist in the belief that

should the war end In a year or two,

and the big international liners re-

sume their winter cruises,- it's bound
to burst the Miami bubble.* Local

;

realtors, bankers, etc., aren't blind; to

this, but argue that whereas new.
hotels were, wont to amortize their

investments on a 25-30% annual
basis, they're now; resigned • -to the
long pull idea of perhaps only 10-

12% . That the ' banks will be left

holding many a hotel is held in-

evitable, none the less, should cruiser

boat tourism resume its former stat-

ure; (That water travel is consid-
ered a great hazard by many, even
on coastwise U. S. liners, is gleaned
from Havana's downbeat this Winter
when the dope was Cuba would clean
up,, on the theory it was the nearest
thing to a foreign* flavor. Merchants
and hoteliers in Havana are squawk-
ing that the little class trade that
clippers over' from Miami to Havana
isn't enough, to make up for the boat-
loads that used to make the Cuban
capital a periodic stopover). .

;Early Hash Hart.
What threw Miami off form was.,

the unprecedented late December
rush oyer the holidays, ..That taxed:
capacities, caused many spots to
open ahead, of their usual post-Jan. 1
schedules/ and gave end-December
grosses an abnormal :.' Crossley. Re-
action came in January. Biz is off,

but bookings for February indicate a
reversion to a good normal average.
Meantime everyone

. seems to
be in accord to let themselves go
in a common desire to make 1941 a.

record season, Lesbos, strippers,
raucous.^ nudists and panzes, are all

over the place on the one extreme;
and on the other the class casinos are,
piling talent - upon talent to lure
patronage. It's no longer necessary

' to be discreet in the public prints
when referring to which nitery has a

. gaming adjunct. The only schism
arises iwhen the Vrohg' mobs' clash,
and then the cops get busy as in the
case Of Slapsie Maxie's, which was.
not a home-town syndicate. It cost
Maxie Rosenbloom's establishment

• '. its softest touch—rthe- casino—Which
a was doing bullishly on the strength

of the floprshpw's pull.

Strange journalism
Coincident with this wide-open

attitude is a peculiar sidelight m
American

. journalism as it is prac
tised hereabouts. The newspaper
columnisis... in .the main, especially,

those on the chatter and amusement
aspects, ..' not only trade \ readers
freely for. advertising, but many of
them are known to be on payrolls

" of niteries or hotels, or their press-
agents..' There are some newsmen
Who frankly work for private p.a.s

as copywriters. In. New ; York it

would be analagous to the Sun's
Ward Morehouse perhaps

:
being oh

Richard Maney's payroll : ;to grind
out press copy;- or Alton Cook being
on the press payroll of Earle Ferris.

In Miami it's considered an accepted
practice; just as Is the angle on. pay-
rolling tin's or that byliner lor .' -

tra' publicity: considerations.

'

.The Broadway, Chi, Hollywood
end other metropolitan newspaper-
men who come back here regularly

are at first nonplussed, but soon
take the tropical manana attitude

that, after all, it's .none of their af-

fair; they're, here either for holiday

or business, and if the latter it's . a
case of hot meddling with what is

seemingly' a time-honored Miami
press-relations institution.

From the more legit perspective,

the. operators naturally take the idea

that: : a
:

.floating, ... pleasure-seeking

population doesn't Want its style

cramped. They're in Florida to let

themselves gb;'.' Whether it's gamb-
ling or geeTgees, sunshine -or sin,

rhumbas or- run?V; it's aU there, in

eviery form, shape or manner.; ;. :

;;;

Marten's 4-Ply Draw
- The class patronage can have , no

argument with the, iour-ply draW.
that Ben Marderi gives 'em at';his.

new Colonial- Inn 'at Hallandaie,: 17

miles from here. With • Sophie

Tucker, Hairy Richman, V . Joe .^F;

Lewis' and Paul Whiteman heading-

.an Elaborate revue; or .the-
'

:
Art

Childers entertainment at the Royal
Palm where Milton Berle, Paul
Haakon and Abe Lyman head a

shoW which will be augmented this

week by . the addition of Martha
Raye.and next week by Tony Martin:

oh top of everything. . '• •/

Prices almost all over town are

*right*; i. e. -they're content to get

'em into the establishment and then

let nature takes its course via the

gaming tables, which, these days,

rival the best at the Riviera and
north French coast spas of yester-

year. Wheels,
;
dice, . chuck-a^luck,

chemin-de-fer, blackjack and prac-

tically everything else is around the

Corner all over toWril The. surprise

is that many; of the most modest
niteries have from two to five tab-

les operating regularly. They - pop
up in unexpected places.

1 Geographically Miami and: Miami
Beach are comparable to the Los
Angeles-Beverly ' Hills, 'layouts-it's

all over the map. • Thus a series; of

neighborhood niteries have sprung
up„ all doing well, and all clicking

with their local casinos. It's chain-
store gambling, well laid out find

showmanly primed.
As for the catch-penny trade,

there's ., hardly ,.a drugstore, hotel

newsstand, stationery shop or.kindred
stand, stationery shop. or. kindred
counters where there isn't an assort-

ment of slot-machines^, and counter-
games (punchbOard, the .'26' dice

game, mechanical craps, etc.)

The' burg's as Wide open as Joe
E. Brown's mouth and the. custom-
er is as willing as a yokel in Holly-
wood.

'

PAR'S ROYAL, DETROIT,

FINALLY OPERATING Film Tax Legislation
^continued from page ft;

Keeping the new Roy all Detroit. I

closed since Christmas -rather than
-f

accede to early demands of the local
j

stagehands' union, Paramount' opened

the. theatre Friday (31) foliowihg an

agreement worked, out In New, York

under Which maintenance is prov.ltf-:

ed for all houses rather ;'.than Just

this Onie.: Union had insisted that Par

install a maintenance man ;
• before

^opening, circuit refusing to open in-

stead. House is a nabfin the United

Detroit string; - .

Complications at the same time in-

cluded demands of. the janitors*

union for .recognition and a contract.

This has been consistently refused,

With result most of the Detroit thea-

tres are still being picketed.

.

Pkr Takes Bovr<Brs* Shbjrt

.Paramount' nas - closed a deal
;
to

release a short produced by William

Bowers, an oldtimer in the film in-

dustry. Short
,
is the first to com-

bine real photography: and anima-

tion,, plus comedy narration that

goes along with • characterizations of

animals, actually cameraed, which
are given voice.

It is called 'Down on the Farm'
and' 1 possibly a

.
series will stem

from ii. ':.:*. .
'*.'

""

Academy Entries
;Contbrae4 from, pare 4;

Rivals for 'Tolls'
;Continu6d from, page 2;

fabs with Russell Holman, company's
eastern production, rep, oh the Hem-
ingway story, assignment. She's

particularly anxious for. it and has

offered to make financial concessions

to get it, it is understood. Her -last

film was 'Dramatic School' for Metro
in 1938.

'

: Miss Rairier also huddled with

Dave Rose, Par's British production

head, before he left for England
several weeks ago. Arrangement,
it is reported, is that after he ascer-

tains the situation abroad
.
he will

attempt to cast her, but she will go

across on her own, not Par's re-

sponsibility. She already has ex-

pressed her willingness to go to Eng-

land for a Par film;
'

Top price of $150,000 payable by-

Paramount for screen rights to Ern-
est . Hemingway's . 'For Whom the

Bell
-

Tolls' under a sliding scale

agreement has been, assured. Print

order has now been placed
;
by the

publishers, Scribner's, to pass the

500,000 copies mark, which is the top

under the Par .contract.

. Par's arrangement Was $100,000

cash plus 10c for each volume sold.

Sold' has been , construed to _ mean
sold by the wholesaler- to ' the

:

re-

tailer; as it .Was figured impossible

to determine hoW many copies were
actually purchased , by ^ readers

through the thousands of booksellers,

drug stores and other spots Which
handle books. '•"Only the $2.75 edition

•is, counted:.. Y. /' -

:

Print , order, of course, does not

mean .that Par's top price, has been
reached under . the contract terms,

but is assumed to assure it. Scrib-

ner's and par made it doubly likely

by cooperatively launching with full-

page ads in Sunday papers a tre-

mendous promotional drive for the
book. ' Publisher has set a 1,000,000-

copy quota,; although Par is .not

counting on more than 700,000 sales,

which is tremendous in itself.

/,. DeMille to Direct?
Hollywood, Feb. 4. ; ;

Ernest Hemingway's best seller,

'For Whom the Bell Tolls/; may be
assigned to Cecil B. De Mille, ;whose
Writers are working -on the screen

play. Frank Capra Is another con-

tender.
'. Gary Cooper has the top role and
Betty Field is also taking tests for

the lemiiie lead.

lice,' Paramount; 'Down Argentine

Way,' 20th-Fox; Northwest Passage,'

Metro; 'The Thief of .
Bagdad,' Alex-

ander Korda and United Artists..

Director of photography from ail

studios;will make the. final selections.

From Tin Pan Alley :
/-'

Nine songs used in pictures- 17

original music scores and nine scores

'without regard to the source of the

music',have been entered in the com
petition.

Ditties are: 'It's, a Blue World*'

from 'Music in My Heart,' Columbia;
•When You Wish Upon a Star,' from
'Pinocchio,* Walt Disney; 'Our Love
Affair,' irom 'Strike Up the Band,'

Metro; :Orily Forever,' from 'Rhythm
On the Range,' • Paramount; 'Would
You Like to Be the Love of My Life?

from 'Second Chorus;'. Paramount;
'Who. Am I?' from 'Hit Parade of

1941,' Republic; Td KnowYoii Any-
where,' from 'Youll Find Out,' RKO;
•Argentina,' from 'Down. ; Argentine
Way,* 20th-Fox; ^Waltzing in the

Clouds/ from 'Spring Parade/ Uni-

versal.

Original scotes: are: 'Arizona/ Co
lumbia; Tinocchio/ Wait Disney;

"Thief of Bagdad/ Alexander Korda-
United Artists; 'Our Town/ Sol

Lesser-United Artists; The Howards
.of Virginia/. Frank Lloyd-Columbia;
'Waterloo Bridge/ Metro; 'The Great
Dictator/ Chaplin-United Artists;

'North West Mounted Police/ Par-
mount; 'Dark Command/ Republic;

'My Favorite Wife/ RKO; 'l.OOO.flOO

B; C./ Roach-United Artists; 'Re-

becca/ Selznick-United Artists; 'The

Mark ol Zorro/ 20th-Fox; "The Fight

'for Life/ Columbia; 'The House of

Seven Gables/, Universal; 'The Long
Voyage Home/ Wahger-United. Art-

ists;' 'The Letter/ Warners.
Scores, regardless of the source of

the music,: are: 'Arise My Love''/ Par-
amount; 'Strike Up the Band/ Metro;
'Second Chorus/ National Pictures-

Paramount; '6ur Town/ Lesser-

United Artists; 'Hit Parade of 1941/

Republic; 'Irene/. RKO; ' /Tin . Pan
Alley/. 20th-Fox; 'Spring Parade/
Universal;:-The ; Sea ilawk/ Warners.

Editors Make TBelr Bid
'." Nominated for achievement irr film

editing -are: 'Grapes of Wtath/ 20th-!

Fox; 'The tetter/ Warners; "Long
Voyage Home/ Wanger-United Art-

ists; 'North West Mounted
.
Police/

Paramount; ^Rebecca/ Selznick-.Uhit-

ed Artists.
:

.

:

^
'

V Special Academy awards will lie

given for the; best still photographs
in each .of -the following seven classi-

fication: ,.:;"'
.

•'

. ..
'• ' ..

For the. best posed portrait, male
or female, made With artificial light;

for the best action portrait, male or

female; for the, best posed production
still photograph made with, an 8 by
10 camera; for the best action still

photograph made with a 4 by 5 cam-
era; for the most unique still photo-
graphic idea; for the .best: fashion

still photograph. All exhibition prints

must be from negatives made: during
the filming of motion pictures be-
tween March 1, 1940, and March 1,

1941,; and must have- been the coin-

plete laboratory service of a motion
picture studio still department.

islator threatens to put- up a chain
store bill; A straight sales tax meas-
ure also has been introduced. This
has been up before and defeated. .;

These States Need Beyeiide :

':

Because tho Arizona governor
has : recommended raising the ; old
age pension from. $30 to $40 per
month, additional revenue must be
obtained in. that state.

: A 2% privi-

lege tax £p all lines 6f : business is

up. Also another measure repealing
the present 'sales tax; V'

Arkansas has a concurrent reso-
lution lifting o\i age pensions from
$20' to . $30, which means additional
revnue-raisihg measures. :': California
has a measure requiring the licens-
ing arid regulation of agents for film

players. Legislature, there is about
to recess.

Colorado would place a '2%, sales

tax oh theatre admissions, while an-
other colon in this state things . the
laW should be' repealed. ' Another
bill would lift the 2% levy on food
and milk but keep it on other goods,
including admissions. Another meas-
ure would exempt admissions up to
15c. Stat* «lsb has an anti-ASCAP
proposal;

. . . .

Old age pensions would be in*''

creased |10 per month, in Indiana,
which also is reported seeking a lit-

tle -Wagner . labor act.- Both ' are
viewed as expensive propositions
for the film business. In - Iowa 4
new state building code is sought
With, proper exits to projection
booths specified..

The proposal, which was defeated
two years ago« whereby, films would
be classified for children"under 16
years- of age, has been re-introduced
in Maryland. , This state also would
censor all motion pictures shown by
jukebbx machines.

:

A bill liberalizing the blue laws
is being groomed for introduction
into the Massachusetts state legisla-

ture. Another .would liberalize regu-
lations on beano and bingo games.
A third would prohibit so-called
games of chance, while still another
seeks to tax receipts obtained when
such, contests are employed. There
also are proposals coming up, which
would bar dog racing and pari-

mutuels. Another measure would
•force every show to close with the
playing of the 'Star-Spangled Ban-
ner.*

Michigan thus far only has come
out with an anti-ASCAP. measure.
Montana is proposing a 2% sales tax
which, would include admissions.

Pro and Con on Daylight Time
New Hampshire has a proposition

calling for the abolishment of Day-
light Savings time, while Wisconsin
wants to repeal the statute prohibit-
ing Daylight Savings so that the.

state ; could install Daylight time.
Exhibitors naturally are against re-

pealing the statute because they've
never Wanted Daylight time.

: NeW
Hampshire also would shift Sunday
openings so that theatres could open
the doors at 3-p.m. Instead of 6*p.m.
Legislators in this state also would-
legalize dog racing and license slot

machines.
State supreme court In New

Mexico has held bank , nights to be
illegal and a new bill would legal-

ize them. Governor of Oklahoma
has recommended ..a 5% admission
tax.

:

A measure is up in the Pennsyl-
vania state legislature, which would
license theatres running so-called
games of . chance. This would tax
exhibits in towns

; of . .3,000
:

or less

$B0O per year; those,'betweeh . 3,000
and 10,000 popuiation, $1,200, and
larger than 10,000 at $1,600 - a year.
Under /the proposal; . .15% of the
prize rnoney would go to the state.

South; Dakota; would reduce : its'

3% sales tax -to 2%, governor of the
;stBte

.
hayihg advocated this move.

However, so far the reduction has
not been made applicable to amuse-
ments. The goyeri^br of Wyoming
has advocated the repeal, of the. 2%
sales tax. ; \

Besides the Divorcernent' Bill up
in Congress, theatre ' ;c^vorcement
proposals also: have been introduced
in Nebraska and Minnesota. Cen-
sorship proposal in Arizona is rated
as a costly affair if it is interpreted
as meaning that every 1,000 feet film
would be assessed $6. Bili.now reads
that no more than. $6 per l,0Wi- feet

Will' be charged. Industry naturally
,will contest such a severe assess-
ment

- Kansas ; state censorship board has
announced that it will charge only
50c per 1,000 feet for features and
comedy subjects, retaining the: old
rate of 25c for educational, cartoon
and scenic . subjects. New rate be-
came effective Feb. 1 and. was made

because the board had a surplus on
hand. It will continue: until the sUr-

.

plus has been dissolved.
;

Nebraska Rapt
'.' Lincoln, Neb.,: Feb. 4.

Two raps hit the film industry in.;

legislation here,, both of them au-
thored

t by Sen. E. M. Neubauer, of

.

Orleans, • Neb.,, an industry -baiter;
from previous sessions.

'

;

• Legislative. Bill No. 115;
:
first of-

.

fered,' seeks to place a tax of one
cent bh each 10c worth of amuse-
ment tickets, or fraction of same,
the retMrns to be

.
paid the . state

treasurer, who will credit the
'

come to relief funds.

Second; bill into, the hopper
quires distributors . of . motion .

pic-
tures to secure; a permit from the

.

railway commission to'.carry on their
business,- pay an anhual fee of $1,000
for the privilege, of . doing business,

.

plus $1 for each reel distributed in
Nebraska;

;
::'}: '

Neubauer's first bill Is hew to the
solons, but the second is ancient
history. An exact duplicate of it Was
pigeonholed in committee hearing in
the session two yeats ago.

.

Not: in yet, but rumOred on the
way, is ,a bill which will slap the;

American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and . Publishers—In a slightly

different
.
way than, the 1937 anti^

ASCAP law passage which is now
going through V. Sv Supreme court.

This new act, being framed, is after

• piece of the ASCAP—collected

money for Nebraska licenses via tax-
ing that income.

New^Texaa. Tai . Proposal

Austin, Texas, . Feb. 4. .

;

- A proposal to raise additional taxes
on places of amusement was pre-

:

sented to the state legislature, in his
first message to the body1 by Gov-
ernor W.: Lee 0*Daniel here last
week.
; In his

;
proposal. Gov. O'Daniel

plans
;
to make every amusement

place which charges admissions to
file . with the state comptroller of
public accounts a quarterly report
on the 25th days of Jan., April, July
and Oct., for the. quarter ending on
the last day of the preceding month;
the report shall show the gross
amount received for admissions and
a Vh% tax shall be paid on the
gross receipts. This tax is to be . in
addition to and not in lieu of any
other taxes -now levied by state or.
national law.

Carmen Amaya
^^^Contlnued from page \ wm̂ ^

her third, the gross was still mount-
ing.

She has still the current week,
(fourth) to run on her contract With
the spot, and Proser is currently ne-
gotiating for an extension of the
QeaL . William Morris office. Which:
is agenting the dancer for Sol Hurok,

'

who brought her up from South
America, is said to. be asking $3,000

a week, with Proser offering, as a
compromise, a ' full split over the
Beachcomber's operating nut. .

: Hurok originally brought the
.

Amaya gal and her troupe of 16

(mostly non-performing relatives) to

.

the U. S. for the Shuberts-Olsen arid

Johnson 'Crazy House' revue, which

.

last week Was temporarily called

off. Prior to that, however, the
Shuberts decided : that Senorita
Amaya would be a conflictiori With
Carmen Miranda, set for the shoW,
and asked Hurok to peddle the
dancer elsewhere arid relieve them
of a commitment calling for $2,500

weekly. The Beachcomber date . re-

sulted, and the spot has been draW-
irig an entirely neW; South American
and Spanish clientele, devotees of

'

the . type of dancing: seldom . seen
north .of the Rio Grande or west of

Madrid.. : \:-
.

An idea' of Senorito Arflaya's im-'.

pbrtance in ^. A. can be 'gleaned;.

.

from the fact that Carmen Miranda
worked under : the dancer's . super -

vision in shows there. '

;

' The- success of the dancer's book-
ing at the Beachcomber; according
to Proser, beers out his contention;
that the nitery business is ,: not

.

racket but a legitimate part of show,
business, where shoWmahship pays
diyiderids^ and. lack of it, call's for the
sheriff. To. further . bear' this ' but,

Proser points to his classier east side

Cop'acabana, where a $40,000 refurb-

ishing of a long-tirhe White elephant
(it was once, the .Villa (Rudy) Val-
lee), plus neat shows in the South
American manner, ; iodk ; like they
will mean net profit of at least

$100,000 in the first year of opera-
tion.

'
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Theatres—Exchanges
-Continued from page »;

new 1,000-seater in Decatur, IU.,- to

cost between $125;000 and $15Q>00d.

The Preston, a new 500-seater built

by May : and Kenneth; Preston^.in

Saletri, Mo.; to start - operation sodVi;

J, E. Goshen, owner of the Uptown,,
Sedalia, Mo., has let a' -contract/ for,

a new house to be. erected in Way-
nesville, Mo. A new house,.- one of

the largest in the Ozark mountain:
region, will be built. -at Rpliav Mo.,

because of the establishment of; a
huge. army, training camp. F. L.

Loew, of the . Star Theatre ...Cq , .. is

erecting a new 500-seater in Leban-
on, MO;

Cohns' Nephew in Army
• Albany, Feb. 4.

Morris Cohn, salesman for Co-
lumbia the past six years, becajne the
first, man in the local film colony to
enter the army under the draft law.
Cohn a nephew of Jack and Harry

Cohn, was sent to Fort Dix, .New
Jersey.

.

•-"
'

Dayton House Underway

.
Dayton, Feb. 4.

.. Ground has been, broken for a
new neighborhood house, the Davue,
• 900-seater in the Dayton View resi-

dential district, permit calling for
Construction cost of $80,000.

The Morrie White interests,. Cin-
cinnati, will build arid operate.. Col.
Ike Libsom also is interested. Ex-
pect to open June 1.

Lloyd Rejoins Goldberg

San Frandisco; Feb. 4.

Roland Lloyd ' has joined Aaron
Goldberg's circuit as chief booker.

Gary. Girdler, nephew of the steel
Girdlers, has. quit his job as door-
man at. Newsreel theatre to go into
biz for himself. Opens a flower shop.

Offices of Golden State Theatres,
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., and
T&D Jr. Enterprises, representing
about 85 theatres, moved entire sec-
ond' floor of the Western States Life
Bldg.
Fred Curtice, former, assistant at

the Uptown, has been upped to as-
sistant to Ray ,Coper, S. F. division
chief for Golden State and San Fran-
cisco Theatres, handling 19 houses.
Ty Winkel has sold his Piedmont,

Oakland, to Gerald Hardy, who
operates the. Hardy and Fulton In
Fresno. Winkel retains the Star,
subsequent run:

Jess Levin's Avenue theatre, gutted
by fire several months back, re-
opened this week after overhaul.

is stepping aside this year on account

of other business demands.
.Gordon Kinsey has been upped

from chief of service to the assistant

managership of the Fuiton theatre,

succeeding. Raymond > Tiu.boy,- just

transferred to the Shea house in A$hr

tabula; O, Wallace Held, formerly of

Fulton staff, is new assistant to Man-
nie Greenwald, manager of • indie

Barry. .. \ .

Emma Jarabin, assistant booker at

WB exchange.V retired at end of last

week to go domestic. : She's been
succeeded by Nellie Reinstein, who.
moves, up from a clerk's berth. Fred
Myers, former Par salesman here and
until- recently a New York state field

man for same company, is going to

California to make his future home.
Briefles: Mike Marks, of Oil City's

Latonia theatre, who has been ailing

for several weeks, is on the mend.

.

Norman- Frescott now the; road
for Johnny Harris, doing special .ad-

vance work for 'Icecapades'
:

. .Dor-
othy Goldstein, of Par office, back
from Florida vacation . . . Al Corbett,
local artist and formerly with Re-
public"""here, has presented his old
boss, Jim Alexander, with a big oil

painting of Gene Ajutry and his'

horse, Champ...Sabu around for a
few days with the UA' gang drum-
ming up interest inThief of Bagdad.'

.former Dipson-Basil holdings in west-

ern New York; Dipson also plans

opening a new 400-seat nabe early

in July located in Amherst, just be-

yond the Buffalo city line,

The Del Rio, Falconer/ reopened.
Amos Leonard is now iii charge of

Syracuse "
. territory for .Monogram.

Jacob . Lavene, owner of the Acad-
emy and former Chief Barker of

Buffalo Variety ' Club, is again .in the
General Hospital, due to continuance
of illness which has had him inactive
for. over a year. /-••'.

:jerry Lippbld, who ' resigned as

member of Buffalo Universal office

staff, how associated • with William
Fried in operation of Long Island

theatres. He is succeeded here by
William MaierV The Allendale, op-
erated for many years by the
Michaels Estate, purchased and now
operated by Irving Cohen, of Hor-
nell.

Nicholas Basil, of Basil Circuit,
announces the opening . Feb. . 1 of
the new Basil Apollo on the site of

;
ttie old Liberty, House seats 850.

'Harris Lumberg, manager of Shea's
(Par.) Bellevue, Niagara . Falls, for
the past five years, is being/ suc-
ceeded by Walter Leffler, formerly
with the Shea publicity department
and recently assistant manager of
the Bellevue. •.

Colonial, former1> tile Huxford,
Skaneateles, has reopened under' the
management of Reuben Cantor..

FILM BOOKING CHART
(For in/orroritipn -of theatre and film exchange .bookers Variety presents
a complete chart of feature releases of all the- American .distributing com-
panies for the current quarterly period.

. Date of reviews as o'iuen in
Variety and the running time of prints; are included.)

COPYRIGHT, 1940. BY VARIETY. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Key to Type . Abbrev»ofions; M—Melodrama; C—Comedy; CD—Comedy
Drama; W—Western; D—Drama; RD—Rc4n>inttc Drama;. MU—Musical.

.
Ficures herewith indicates date of\ Variety's review and running time.

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/ 13/40

Lata Handling Pitt Tent's Banquet
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.

C. J. Latta, assistant zone manager
for WB here and recently retired
chief barker of the Variety Club, will
serve as general chairman for the
1941 banquet of Tent No. 1 this fall.

He.succeeds John H. Harris, who has
personally looked after every one of
the 13 shindigs in the past, but who

Lons/s Arlsona Expansion
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.

Louis" Long, operator of chain of
fllmefies in Arizona* took over three
theatres in that state from Bill Cox,
Houses are the Paramount and Chief,
in Casa Grande, and - the Cotton
Bowl in Westville.

.
J. S. Slate turned over the opera-

tion of the Wisteria in Sierra Madre,
'Gal., to Harry Gerlinger, but re-
tained ownership of the building;
Ben Mohi opened his new Picfair

theatre in L, A. on a subsequent run
basis.

Keongn In Buffalo

Buffalo, Feb. 4.

Austin Keough, Paramount legal
head and v.p„ in town for one day
last week for Instructions to local
sales force as to procedure under the
consent decree.
Olympic theatre, North Collins,

previously operated by Burton W.
Pratt, has been taken over by H.
Knopf, formerly general manager of
Sol Raives circuit
Matthew Konczakowski is reopen-

ing his Marlowe, which has been
closed since, early fall undergoing
remodeling and renovation.'

: John Magrier, who recently under-
went a serious eye operation, has re-
turned to his job as assistant man-
ager at Shea's Hipp.
A new. corporation, Dipson Thea-

tres, Inc., has been formed to take
oyer the former D. & B.. Operating
Co.; also a new Dipson Realty Co.
will replace the former Dipson-Basil
Theatres, Inc. These changes are an-
nounced by Nikitas Dipson as nec-
essitated by . the severance of the
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Wttk BotiMlnt Fakrmrr CM
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FrlMUU-Hosemair-Lola LAMB
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.

PARAMOUNT
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"VIRGINIA"
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with
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CARROLL
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'
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Aim SHEBLDAH • Geo. BBENT
'. • A N'ew Warner - Broa. Hit -
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EAT HQBtE and His Orch.
Extra I Have You Met YVETTE?
S TEA N D BVay & 47th St.

MUSIC HALL

Admish Scales
;C'bBtlnded from pace 3;

Pride of the Bowery (Mono) 1/29 D «U
Comrade X (M-G) 12/11 M M)
Texas Bangers Ride Acaln (Par) . ll/« WD 67
Mysterious Dr. SaUn (Rep) 11/20 . M
Murder Over New York (20th) -

. 12/4 M 65
Trail of the VlglUntrs (U) 12/11 W M

L. Gorcey-B. Jordan
C. Gable-H. Lamarr
J. Howard-E. Drew
E. ClannelU-R. WUcoa
S. Toler-M. Weaver
F. Tone-B. Crawford

WEEK OF BELEASE—12/20/40
Phantom Submarine-(Col) . . M
Her First Romance (Mono) . D
No. No, Nanette (RKO) 12/23 MU
Behind the News (Rep) 12/25 D
Lone Star Balder (Rep) 12/W W
Jennie (2Mh) .

:

r CD
Give Us Wines (V) 11/ 13 . M
Ben Comet Navy (WB) (reins*) . 1/24/34 D

17
IW
7t
57
1»
«e
M

A. Loulse-B. Brand
E. Fellows-W. Evans .

A. Neaele-R. Carlson
L. Nolan*b. Davenport
B. Livlneston-B. steel*

' V. MlUer-D. Bowdon
W. Ford-V. Jory
J, Catney-P. O'Brien

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/27/40

Spectacular Stags Production*

several films during the past year,

else the average . would have been
still lower. Also many theatres cut

prices the last six months of 1940,

due to increased .taxation, some drop-

ping to the exempted 20c ;
figure.

From 1924 until 1926 , there was
the silent picture business until 27c

was the average
,
price in' 1926.

'
Two

years later it had advanced to 29c.

Talkers' Advent a Hypo .

Just when a decline, in the film

theatre price level: would have been
natural, talking pictures entered the

scene. The result was that in 1929-

30, the average climbed further to

31c. Fact that many 20c. theatres

were able to boost their admittance
fee to 50c. for a while is responsible

for this material upbeat By 1931,

admission scales . had dipped back
nearer normal, with the average de-

clining to 28c. The average dipped
further in 1932 to 26c.

Where there might have been a.

substantial drop . in admission prices

in 1930 because retail prices were
going down- fast that year and for

two years following, the newness
and novelty, of talking pictures

helped cushion the decline. Result

was that even in 1935, the average
price had only gone to 25c. . This

figure also had prevailed most of

1934 and 1933.

Shortly after that the period of

unbridled competition began, ^with

bargain matinees,' family
. .
nights',

games and giveaways. This era of

fierce, competitive bidding' for

patronage continued, and
.
became

even; more widespread from 1936 to

1940, with the 23c. average price,

reached early in 1936, continuing for

four years.

Besides the open bids for boosting
attendance by means of baTgain
shows and family dates, the popu-
larity of games and giveaways was
reflected in admission scales even of

theatres which failed to go for these
freak stunts. Thus the exhibitor,

who preferred to attract patrons
solely on the merit of his screen at-

tractions and failed to install games
as did his competitor retaliated
by cutting hi&> admittance fee.

Price-Gutting ysi Games
Inability of exhibitors to agree on

a uniform scale voluntarily has fur-
ther .split the admission scale ayerr
age wide open even under' improved
economic conditions of recent years.
Courts have ruled against distribu-
tors, or exhibitors fixing any admis-
sion price agreement and the volun-
tary . method has not worked out
even when attempted. Nevertheless,
a vast period . of national prosperity
now in prospect in the . next 16
months may conceivably . produce a
rise above the 23c. average level
despite this wide-open competition

' National average price was figured
by theatre according to daily re
ceipts • and attendance .. and : not ac-
cording to the fluctuating scale be
cause rated as the most fair method.
Thus a big de luxe house might be
tabbed as . av 75c. theatre - although
charging 40c. early in the day, later

73c. and finally 99c. or higher at the
peak night hour. Early bird mati'
nees and the 10c. scale for children
at many theatres are responsible for
dragging down the whole price
structure .to such a low average
Only fair picture of how the price
level is fluctuating is obtained by
comparison of total revenue col-

lected with the ' number of. paying
patrons. ^ •

'•.
'

Arlsona (Col) 11/20 WD
The Wildcat of Tucson. (Col) . W
KeeDlne Company (M-G) 1/4 C
Rolllne Home to Texas (Mono) . W
Love Thy Nelehbor (Par) 12/25 C
North West Mounted Police (Par) 10/23 D
Kitty Foyle (RKO) 12/U .

' D
Bo#ery Boy (Rep) 1/4 .. D
Chad Hanna (20th) 12/18 .\.'":-B-

'

The Divisible Woman (U) 14 M
Thief of Baedad (UA) 10/14 .

- D
Santa Fe Trail (WB) 12/lft : W
North West Mounted PolUe (Par) 10/23 M

125

7»
tii

81
125
W
71

J.

B
A
T,

J.
G,
G.
D.:

•'88
. H.

70 J.
105 C,
110 E.

G.

Arthur-W.Hoiden '

EUlott-E. Yoiine
. Rutherford-J. Shelton
Rltter

'

Benny-M. Martin
, Cooper-M. Carroll.
,.* ogers-D. Morgan
O'Keefe-L. Campbell
FOiida-L. Darnell
Barrymore-J. Howard
Veldt-J. Duprez
FIynnrO. de Havilland
Cooper-M. Carroll

WEEK- OF BELEASE—1/3/41

This Thine; CaUed Love (Col) 12/25 C 92
Flight Command 4M-G) 12/18 W 113
Trail of the SUver Spurs (Mono)^ 1/22 W M
Second Chorus, (Par) 12/4 .' - MU 84
Convoy (RKO) 6/2C M 99

Hudson's Bay (20th) 12/25 : D 94
Lucky Devlin (U) M
Where Did You Get That Girl? (U) C 64
Son of Monte Crlsto (CA) 12/4 D 102
Four Mothers (WB) 1/15 p , 87.

R. Russell-M. Douglas .

R. Taylor-R. Hussey
R. Corrlgan-M. Terhune
F. Astaire-P. Goddard
C. Brook-J. Campbell
P. Miinl-G. Tlerney
R. Arlen-A. Devlne
H. Parrlsh-E. Qulllan
L, Hayward-J. Bennett
Lane Sisters-C. Rains

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/10/41

Pinto Kid (Col) 2/5, W «tf

Malsle Was a Lady (M-G) 1/15 C :
76

Doomed Caravan (Par) 1/8 w wu
Wyoming WUdcat (Rep) W
Little Men (RKO) 12/4 D W
M. Shayne, Private Detective (20th) 12,-25 D 77
San Francisco Docks (U) 1/4 - D 05
Bobs of Bullion City (U) W
Case of the Black Parrot (WB) 1/15 M 60

C. Starrett-L. Currle
A. Sothern-L. Ayres
W. Boyd-R. Hayden
D. Barry-J. Duncan -.

K. Francls-J. Oakie
L. Nolan-M.-Weaver
B. Meredlth-I. Hervey
J. Brown-F. Knight .

. W. Lundlgah-M. Wrlxon

WEEK OF RELEASE-^1/17/41

The Face Behind the Mask (Col) D
Philadelphia Story (M-G) 11/27 D 111

You're Out of Luck (Mono) . . D .62

Victory (Par) 12/18 D 77

Let's Make Music (RKO) 12/12 MU 82
Roblnhood of the Pecos 'Rep) 1/13 W .59

Romance of the Bin Grande (20th) 1/4 - W. 73

Six Lessons from Madame LaZonga (V) C
Honeymoon for Three (WB) C IS

P. Lorre-E. Reyes •

K. Hepburn-C. Grant
T. Darro
F. March-B. Field
B. Crosby-E. Risdon .

R. Rofers-M. Reynolds

'

C. Romero-P. Morison
'

L. Velet-H. Parrlsh
G. Brent-J. Wymaa

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/24/41

Land of Liberty (M-G) 1/13 D
The Wild Man of Borneo (M-G) CD
Life With Henry (Par) 1/22 C
The Saint In Palm Springs (RKO) 1/8 D
Road Show (UA) '. . C
Tan, Dark and Handsome (24th) . 1/22 M
RldbV on a Rainbow (Rep) 1/29 VV

High Sierra (WB) 1/22 D

98

«5

. 77
79

.100

AU-Star Cast .

F. Morgan-B.Burke
J. Cooper-L. Ernst
G. Sanders-W/Barrle
C. LahdU-A. Menjou
C. Romero-M. Berle
G. Autry-S. Burnett.

.

H. Bogart-1. Lupino

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/31/41

Come Live with Me (M-G) 1/22
Kid's Last Ride (Mono)
Mr. and Mrs. Smith (RKO) 1/22
Arkansas Judge (Rep) ,

Petticoat Politics (Ren)
Girl In the News (20th) 1/4
Buck Privates (U) 2/5
Father's Soii (WB)

C 86 J. Stewart-H. LamarrW . R. Corrlgan-J. King
C 90 C.Lombard-R.Montgomery
C 72 Weaver Bros. St Elvlry \
C R. Karns-R. Donnelly
D 77 M. Lockwood-E. Williams .,

C oz Andrews Sis-Abbott-CosteUo
D . J. Lltel-F. Inescort

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/7/41
The Devil Commands (Col) M
Blonde Inspiration (M-G) D
Rldm* the Cherokee Trail (Mono) W
You're the One. (Par) 2/5 C
Along the Rio Grande (RKO) 1/29 W
Ride, Kelly. Ride (20th) C
Back Street (U) D
Flight From DesUny (WB) 1/4' ; D

79
66

73

B. Karlotr-A. Duff
J. Shelton-V. Grey
T. Rltter-B. Miles .

O. Tucker-B. Baker
T. Holt-B. Rhodes
E. PaUette-R. Qulgley

:

C. Boyer-M. Sullavan
T. Mitchell-J. Lynn .

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/14/41
Across the Sierras (Col)
Trial of Mary Dugan (M-G)
The Mad Doctor (Par)
Play Girl (RKO) 12/18
Bad Man from Rio (Rep)
Golden; Hoofs (20rh)
Prairie Pioneers (Rep)
Meet the Chump (U) ;

Kisses for Breakfast (WB)

W B.EUlott-L. Walters :

D R, Young^L. Day
. D . J. HowaxdrE. Drew ..

RD 76 K. Francls-J. Ellison
.W D. Barry-V. Carroll •.

, D J. Withers-C. RogersW - B. Steele-B. Livingston
C - . H. Herbert-A. Nagel

; C ',- "D. Morgah-S. Ross

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/21/41
Adam Had Four Sons (Col) D
Meet Boston Blackle (Col) D
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary. (M-G) C
VlrglnU (Par) 1/13 v * v RD
Scattergood Baines (RKO) • C
Western Union (20th) 2/5 D
Nice Girl (U) c
Strawberry- Blonde (WB) . CD

W. Baxter-I. Bergman .

C. Morrls-R. Hudson
.

M. Rooney-L. Stone :

107 : M. CarroU-F. MacMurray
G. Kibbee-E. Dunn . .,

93 r. Young-R. Scott
D. Durbin-F. Tone
O. DeHavUIand-J. Cagney

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/28/41

Blondle Goes Latin (Col) : c
Outlaws of the Panhandle (Col) W
Free and Easy (M-G) c
In Old Colorado (Par) . W
Cituten Kane (RKO) : d
Scotland Yard (20tb) - D
Dark Streets of Cairo (U) . 12/4 M

P. Singleton-A. Lake •

C. Starrett-F. Robinson
R. Cummlngs-R. Husse- :

W. Boyd-R. Hayden
O. Welles-J. Gotten
~N. Kelly-H. WUcoxon

>9 s. Gurle-R. Byrd

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/7/41
Rage In Heaven (M-G)
The Hard-Boiled Canary (Par)
A Girl, a Guy and a Gob (RKO)
Tobacco Road (20th)
Mr. Dypamlte (U) .

» R. Montgomery-I. Bergman
D A. Jones-S. Foster
C G. Murphy-L. Ball
D G. Tlerney-C. Grapewln
D L. Nolan-I. Hervey
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New Duals Test
—t continued from page 7;

recently polled ; Its patrons at the

American in the Bronx, N. Y., as to

whether , they preferred the. top pic-

ture at.l9-'br\-9':30».,-P«Vons',at;.this".

house favored this policy by a small

majority and It Is In effect there.

They also wanted , duals retained—

a question on which they were also

polled—and bank night was also .fa-
:

.

voredJ '.- " • •

' Loew> will start its;No. 1 feature

. at 9 p>m. or thereabouts in 30 houses

tomorrow (Thurs.) in New York,

Brooklyn, Long Island, New Jersey,

i and Westchester and. may extend

•the same policy to theatres in but-

©f-fown situations; .
With the Airielr-

Ican, where the initial experiment

has been underway, the total thus
: will be 31 .under that plan.

Houses starting the policy tomor-
: row are largely in the so-called sec-

ondary neighborhood class. They
include, . the

.

Inwopd,-
.

•.
.Dyckman,

Olympia, 72th St., Commodore, Aye.

B. and Canal.in N. Y.; the BurrisIdei,

Elsemere,; . Victory, • Boston Road,
Post Road and ; Burlahd in the

Bronx; Gates, Bedford, Melba, Cen-
tury, Warwick, Brevobrt, Bay Ridge,
Boro Park, Oriental arid Premier in

.

Brobklyri; PrpspecL Hillside, Wil-
lard and Woodaidjg in various parts

of •'• Queens county; Loew's, New
Rocheile, arid. I^w's,' Yohkers, in

Westchester; . and North Bergen,
N. J. ;. }r rv'; ."

. Aside irpm :

. catering to the fans
who want the more convenient
hours for the top films on duals.la
Loew's executive points to another
angle of importance. This is that
under the policy, double feature dek
votees will be. more likely to come
into theatres. In the ;

.
middle of the

No. 2 feature and see the main him.
from end to end, rather than vice
versa. Calling it more proper pro-
gramming ;

of .shows bri . this theory
alone, it is contended that the plan
is also in the direction of . satisfying
both double and single-feature
patrons.

- RKO also is . testing the idea
in an important fashion. '-This: chain
first experimented with .the policy at
the 86th Street, N. Y. . Subsequently
it was installed in the three RKO
houses in the Rockaways on Long
Island, and at the newly-acquired
Marble Hall in the Bronx. Two
weeks ago the circuit extended it to
the 81st Street arid 58th Street, N.
Y., as weir as the Tilyou, Coney Is-
land.

In all instances, according to John •

J. O'Connor, general manager of the
RKO chain, the results have been so

.
satisfactory that the same plan will
be placed into effect in additional
houses. Starting tomorrow (Thurs.),
Proctor's; -New Rocheile, will put on
the principal feature at 9 p.m., while
beginning Feb.

;12, Keith's, Flushing,
L. I.; the Castle Hill, Bronx; Coli-
seum, N. Y., and Pelham, Bronx, will
adopt the same policy.
Where already In force, RKO is

running trailers on the policy and
>

using valences on the marquee
advertising the main attraction at 9

Grosses
^Continued from page U~

LOS ANGELES
Bay No; (WB) (2d wk). Headed for
okay $7,000 on holdover, after first
week finished with $10,100.

te^K.?*" (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44-

£5V"£h£<*s Bishop' <UA) (3d wk).
x air $3,00.0 on current stanza, after
second week just topped first week
for close to $5,000.
/^Itching Post (Tele). (387; 25-29)
(A11-Western) 'Stage to. China*

iS 0) ind 'I^one. Star Raiders'-
.

iRep),
,Buddy-Adler lined up Horace

Boos (of cafeteria family), and Grey
^ter: and -innovated HollyWood's
arst all-Western showhouse. Venturew purely an, experiment, and spon^
sors will be satisfied with small te-'

v
turns until proposition . gets started.'
pictures are released at the regular

» - tt » ak
« although being: firstrvurim Hollywood, and 1 ouse is geared tp

do. around $1,300 to $1,400 weekly, at
capacity.

.
-

. .

Hollywood <WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)

k?ie
,«?m (1

!f
B) and 'Couldn't Say

&«(WB) duaL <2d wk): Another
WJ00 in prospect after initial stanza
returned satisfactory $9,d60. 'Behind

(6)
News? (Rep) , ; debuts tomorrow

7i!v''?S
eHm (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55-

Par^n.
OW£ry .

B6y' (««P > and Earl

h!^0lJ s inanities' , on. .stage. Show,Sd by Bert Wheeler, has in-.

ll
cM. new. life Into . the Orpheum

wmi " »7ook* like terrific $20,000.

ftrP^
a
;J
rac^on spotting 50-50 from

nrst dollar, house does not stand to

ES. ! ny g16at proflt
» but thousands

l^-rng attracted ahd. that should
'

i?.'

*

L
.

as
* week, second runs. :

rantages (Pan) (2.81Z; 30-44-55)—

^hlng. Called Love* (Col) andRemedy Riches' (RKO). Headed for
strong $10,000, arid holds- over with
?.,
new second feature. Last week»nt^

s
(U) ;: and 'Inylsfble

woman' (U), very good $9,000,

•^f^^"*.'***** (3 *595 J 30-44-55
^-'Victory' (Par) (2d wk) and
'You're the One! (Par), plus stage
show, Dual bill drawing few extra
thousand, and stage show headed by
Dinah Shore arid Cliff Nazarre head-mg house fbr- fair $13j000. Last week
Victory' (Par) and stage show, al-
most same figure. . : ;

.^RKO (RKO)
w(2,872; .30-44-55)^-

;

Thmg, Called Love'*. (Col) and
•Remedy Riches' (RKO). :

Should do
good $9,700, arid holds with new sec-
ond feature.; Last week, Vigilantes'
(y ) and ^Invisible Woman' (U),
topped $8,700. -

. .

'

.

cc
Ŝ jB ;itpew-F>WG) '(,2,414; 30-44-

55-75)-Live With Me' (M-G) and
Liberty (M-G), lukewarm $10,000.
Last week, 'Flight Cpmmand' (M-G)
f?JWShayne Detective' (20th),

United Artiste (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
.30-44-55)—'Flight Command' (M-G)
and 'Shayne Detective' (20th). On
moveover only fair $3,200. ; Last
week,. ^Hudson's "Bay*. X20th)" arid
.Gallant Sons' .(M-G ),, not healthy .at

Wllshlre (F-WC ) (2,296; 30-44-55

)

—'Flight Command' (M-G) and'
'Shayne Detective' (20th). Fair $5

-

900 on moveover. Las(t week, 'Hud-
son's Bay' (20th) and 'Galant Sons'
(M-G),: n.s.h. at $4,500.

.

;
Assign Hecht's 60Gf

er
•'"

Hollywood, Feb. .4.

Ben Hecht's untitled .story, report-
edly sold for $60,000 to RKO, draws
David Hempstead as producer. .

Hempstead has another feature to
produce before* the Hepht yarn,;
which goes into production in June.

J.L & S. LIKELY HOLDING

ON TO ORIENTAL, CHI

Chicago, Feb. 4.

Uneasiness which has been sur-
rounding the. rental' rights in the
Oriental theatre for the past . few

;

months appear to have been straight-
ened but, - and indications are that
Jones, Linick & Sqhaefer will con-
tinue, to .pperate

:
the house. . .

'

Balabah & Katz were reported ' in-
terested jh- going back into the house,
but understood that the. Department'
of Justice officials .in .Washington
frowned upori such a move, since it

Would "; put B&K in possession of.

every rflrst^uri. house in the loop
With;: the .single exception of the
RKO Palace.
Aaron' Jones, Sr., has been sitting

in at special cprifab with the land-
lords and has : . apparently smoothed
out the situation to the^satisfaction
of all parties. '

.

Bob Weitinan OA^
Par Theatre Operations

fn line with his -extra'-curficular
duties for the theatre department of
Paramount, B6b Weitman, manage-
ment. dlTector of: the Par, .N.' Yv, left
for Philadelphia Monday (3 ) to
check oyer company's four . theatres
there that are pooled with Warner
Bros. ;

Weitman Was in : Newark Saturday
(1) to confer with the Adams broth-
ers, operator-partners: of Paramount
lrt theatres there, and- In ,

Patersbri.

Purchase by ?0th-Fbx of 'Confirm or; Deny,* yarn by ;Henry Wales arid

Sariiuel Fuller, sets a hew -high price . for writers;, of screen originals by
Hollywood scriveners who lack a national drawing, power. Studio la

;

said tp- have laid $20,000 on the line" for work.-.of this, pair of compara-
tiyely

; unknpwri .wrjters:;; N^ the past topped th«'

$20,000 mark for] their Wares, but; average top price for the in-between
scribe has been approxirriately $5,000. There are' - few instances on
record of studios paying $10,000; or even $15idp0 for a yarn written by •
Hollywood writer with few important screen credits, but these have beei
exceptional cases. '-

; ' .':-. '

.

Producers Laboratories' suit against. Universal Pictures, Big-tf-Filrh.
Exchange and' the Roxy theatre, tf. Y„ was settled arid discontinued
yesterday (Tues;) out of ithe 'N. Y. sripreriie : court. Action was begun
Sept. 30,. 1940..; -.' •;..:;'.;

;

':'; ;:'; '

"•'

Suit sought ; an irijUric'tipri, accounting, of profits and darnages, ciaiming
that UniversaVs 'Hired Wife' was art infringement . of the title of a pic-
ture belpriging to Producei's entitled : 'A Hired Wife.'

. Rpsemar^ Lane's objection tp the script is uoderstobd ;to be the> reason
for the sudden , shelving of

:
'Hang- Qiit the Moon' at RKO. , Actress.: agreed

tp the ' deai while on an eastern stage tour,; but . did riot sign a contract
and was able to pass up the ;assigrimerit after.: reading the, story. Dennis
O'Keefe, slated for the top male role;? will be given a . spot in a, futur« .

picture.

Request for binoculars and other glasses used by spotters- atop London,
buildings in, watching for approaching Nazi bombers, made ,

by Metro's
Great "Britain: pffipe, has brought a; large contribution b^ German-madia'
instruments; -V '..;.',

-'-../
:
:'..;

.

:' : :''
•,'

.

They will be shipped to Sam Eckriian, Metro's No.4 man on. the British
Isles, to be distributed as needed in London; '

;

For second time Within the last six months, RKO directors considered
the matter of declaring a dividend on the new .6% preferred stock last,,

week but again decided to defer action for the time being.

Dividends accummulated and unpaid on this stock amounted to $6 per -

share on Jan; 31 last, making the shares a full year In .arrears on divvy
distribution.. •

.

r

Democracy can and will fight for itself. That is proved by tiie tremendous response to the appeal

of the Greek War Belief Committee from the radio station owners and managers of , the NBC and

MUTUAL Networks. ''>*•.

fust as half a hundred topmost headliners of the entertainment world volunteered their talents in this

most worthy cause, so have scores of radio stations contributed their facilities, and cleared their time

for this mammoth benefit broadcast. .

If you have not already made arrangements to carry this broadcast, get in touch with the Committee

at once.
'

The program will originate Saturday, February 8th, in Hollywood's famous Chinese Theatre, at 11:1S

VM. (EST) and will continue for 90 minutes.

This is your chance to get behind Democracy with all the power in your transmitter. Elderly men, wid-

owed women and orphaned children in the war-devastated regions need YOUR help. The Committee

urgently requests YOUR cooperation. See your local Greek War Relief Committee for details of how

.

YOU can helpl

SPYROS SKOURAS
President, Greek War Relief Comm.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
.Chairman, Permahent Charities Comm.

Motion Picture Industry.

JACK BENNY and BOB HOPE, Co r Masters of Cereftion'res . . TH E "HARDY FAMILY," includinfl MICKEY
ROONEY, LEWIS STONE, CECILLIA PARKER, ANN RUTHERFORD, FAY HOLDEN and SARA HADEN .'

, .

FANNY BRICE arid HANLEY STAFFORD.. . » GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN . . . MADELEINE CAR-

ROLL . .1 RONALD COLMAN ;. . . BOB CROSBY BETTE DAVIS ... ALICE FAYE ; . . CLARK GABLE .'.

CHARLES LAUGHTON . . . CAROLE LOMBARD . . . MYRNA LOY
. . . GROUCHO MARX FRANK MORGAN . . . PAU L MUNI . . .

JAMES. STEWART . ; SHIRLEY TEMPLE . SPENCER TRACY
who pre volunteering; daily! .

. MARY MARTIN
MERLE OBERON . V

. ROBERT YOUNG

,. TONY MARTIN
^'ROCHESTER"

and rrtari.y other*'
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HOLLOWAY PREDICTS

'END OF ASCAPITALISM'

San Francisco, Feb. 4. .

. Harrison Holloway ;of KFI-KECA
told the Frisco ad club Wednesday
.(29) that— . :.. ' .:'

•BMI means the end of ASCAP1-
talism.'

• He also cracked:
.

"
\

•Joe, Broadcasting is the father of

a , baby \
named Television'/ Nobody

has ever been able; to. find the mother

and we don't know what to do with

the infant. Maybe Joe made .a mis-,

take and maybe he didn^ ..''...

'Radio's three great romances were
with (a) newspapers (b) films arid

(c) 'Jeanriie. Wi th the Light sBrown
Hflir,' : .

'
•-.

.

'••'•', .

Going serious, Holloway. did a Hit-

ler prophesy , that. - broadcasting .will

experience 'more- changes" during
4 1941 than in its entire history, point-

ing out that the year promises free-

dom from . ASCAP, introduction of

FM, new high in listening :hours, ex-

tension, of networks to. South Amer-
ica and .resultant opening of vast

new markets.

THAT WASHINGTON BRAINTRUSTERS WILL MAKE NO DISTINC
TION BETWEEN 'CREATIVE* (I. E. CAPITALISTIC) TALENT AND OR-
DINARY LABOR;

f THAT AN ASSOCIATION OF PROPERTY OWNERS (ASCAP) MAY
BE FORCED TO DISSOLVE AND REMNANTS OF THE DEFEATED
ORGANISATION WILL RE-EMERGE AS A LABOR UNIQN. i

^ THAT WITH $4,000,000 INVESTED IN BMI AND
ITS CbNTRACTURAL MUSIC PUBLISHING ALLIES THERE ARE SERI-
OUS AND MORE OR LESS PERMANENT NEW PROBLEMS, EVEN
AFTEk ANY POSSIBLE 'PEACE* BETWEEN ASCAP AND RADIO.

Gus Arnhelra Off WCCO
. .

.
Minneapolis^ . Feb. 4.

Gus Afnheim. playing at the Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota, Terrace, refused,

to sign a. release to WCCO relative

to ASCAP and assume responsibility,

for copyright infringement. As a

result, . his orchestra is not being
aired over that station 1 which hither-.'

to always has broadcast from the

Terrace.
However, Arnheim aggregation

airs over WMIN, the only Twin City
station with an ASCAP franchise.

Denver Meeting 'Sanguine
Denver, Feb. 4.-

: '

Some 40 managers and. others rep-

resenting 27 radio, stations from. six

Rocky Mountain states, attending the

14th district meeting of the Na-
tional Assn. of Broadcasters, unani-
mously endorsed -Broadcast Music,
Inc., and expressed the opinion that

the broadcasters had already won the
music war with ASCAP. '.

Meeting lasted, one day , and was
presided over by Gene O'Fallon, dis-

trict director; ' C. E. Arney, as-

sistant to Neville Miller; and Carl
Haveriin, BMI director of stations

relations, were also present

Indians OK for Sound
Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

WCCO sought clearance from, Co-
lumbia for the war chants, and tom-
tom beats of the Blackfeet Indians
who participated in the WCCO net-
work show dramatizing the St. Paul
Winter Carnival opening.
The clearance came through okeh,

Investigation showing the war chants,

and tomtom beats are not ASCAP
copyrights.

No BMI—No Crosley
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.

For refusing to agree to play BMI
arrangements; the local band In Old
Vienna headed by Herman Kirsch-
rier is hot Ueing aired by Crosley's

WLW and W.SAI.
Booking was for a week's fill-in.

R0BBINS SUES CBS

Infringement On WEEI, Boston, Is

Alleged

'Misrepresented' As Labor Union
Each side in the present music war . has Its pet

peeves against the arguments used by the other side.

Songwriters dislike, jnost . of ; all having ASCAP rep-
resented '/as- a 'labor union' and thereby damned with
many sponsors and advertising agencies. 'We are and
we want to remain individual, capitalists,' say: thought-
ful songwriters, 'we.don't want to -be forced by radio
or the Government to accept the. status of workers or
to have our compositions reduced to the basis of so
many yards of notes *to...be measured like Something
coming off an assembly line:'

. Another and corollary view is expressed in about
this language: '.There are implications in this whole
music fight a lot more lasting and important to crea-
tive., people everywhere than whether, the ' networks
are able to knock, out ASCAP or . change, it so dras-
tically its old friend won't Tecpgnke it'.

ASCAP, Its members insist, is an association of
property-owners: The status equality between the
supposed 'boss,' or publisher, and; the 'worker,' com-,
poser; within ASCAP answers the argument, accord-
ing fo this view, that the present fight is art attempt
by 'another labor , union'; to raise, costs in radio.

Business men, Jthe songwriters how believe, are tem-
permentally unappreciative , of the . .creative . artist's

demand for prbperty rights as distinct from wages.
If the business men, with help from. Washington, suc-
ceed in making it impossible for songwriters to func-
tion as private capitalists than the labor union ap-
proach is described as a reluctant 1 alternative. Song-,
writers, are asserting that the sponsors .and agencies
who think they are helping defeat a 'labor union' are
more likely helping to; create one.

Loss of Seniority and Old/Age

Aspects of ASCAP Foreseen

Some composer and writer members of ASCAP have
been .giving much thought to the philosophy which
they see represented in the consent decree that Broad-
cast Music, Inc., has signatured with : the U. S. Depart-
ment of Justice and they, have come to the conclusion
that if this philosophy is enforced by the courts the
creative writer in America is on the way to regimen-
tation. Thurman Arnold, the assistant U. S; attorney

,

general, is seeking, these writers are convinced, to put
into practice a theory that a creative work; from the
economic point of view, is no different from a ton of
steel, a quart of oil . Or a pound of butter. So long as ...

they come within the province of public commerce
musical- compositions would according to these writ-
ers' understanding of the Arnold theory, have the
same yardstick of Government control applied to
them.

. .
.:

If Arnold, these writers
,
hold* succeeds in impos-

ing his philosophy upon the operations of ASCAP that
organization will be deprived of all but one of Its

purposes, that of policing organization. ASCAP will
then have ceased to function as a benevolent or mu-
tual insurance group. Writers, will no longer join the
organization with a long range point of view, that is,

be willing to accept a minor portion of the Society's
income during : the early years of . their

.
membership

so that in later years ..
when "their productive powers

dwindle or run dry they can go on collecting pre-
miums. ' ' ;.-'...

. If the seniority or availability phases: of the Society's
basis for royalty allocation are eliminated 'by consent

;

Robbins Music Corp; has filed suit

:
In the N. Y. federal court against

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.,

seeking ah injun ction, accounting of

profits and' statutory
,

Homages
for WEEI's alleged unauthorized use
of a songi

:
Tune involved is. 'Don't

Be That Way,' written in 193| by
Edgar. Sampson and Mitchell Parr
Ish; Song...was broadcast oyer WEEI
in • Boston on .Jan. 14, 1941* plaintiff

claims. ..' :-:-
: -y-,'-. '.

:".'.'"

Suit is first against a major chain
to be filed in the battle, between -the

'American "Society of Composers, Au-
thors, and Publishers and is also the
fu-st to be filed in N. Y. ^

decree or
'
any other instrument than the- Society can

serve only as a straight commercial agency. ASCAP's
inconje will bo apportioned strictly according to the
current, uses made of each member's works. If this
philosophy is carried out to its logical, if not equit-
able-solution, the writer of 'Boogie Woogie'- would be
put on the same compensation plane as the composers
of 'St. Louis Blues,' 'A Kiss In the Dark,' 'Sylvia,'
'Rhapsody in Blue,' '01' Man River,' 'My Heart Stood
Still' and 'I Love You Truly.' •

:

v
'• As the Society's methods of allocation, are now set

.

up quality ,of composition is given important if hot
top consideration. A member's "services to . the Sot
ciety's administration over a long .period of years is
also recognized through the 'seniority* phiase of the
.royalty distribution: These factors would; be tossed
overboard if the Arnold philosophy finally prevails.

iV $4>dOO,O0O Inyestment

h Music Biz Creates Gloom ^
What will likely prove a big hurdle to any settle-

.
merit of the ASCAP-radio battle is the

; fact that the
broadcasting industry now has $4,000,000 more or less,
already, invested in the music business. ASCAP pub-
lishers are of the opinion that regardless of whatever
deal; they eventually make with radio they will have
this investment, as represented by Broadcast Music,
Inc., plaguing them until such times as the broadcast-
ers elected to write the whole thing off as a loss. .

These publishers feel confident that they would have
nothing tp fear from the output of BMI when it came
to servicing commercial programs on the networks
but that the. crimp will prevail in the case of sus-
taining programs. The networks and their affiliated
stations are expected to try to salvage what they . can
out. of their heavy Investment In BMI by using BMI
compositions wherever possible. '

Sidney M.: Kaye, BMI v.p., estunates that $1,500,000
has already been poured Into BMI and that the for-
ward obligations of the venture amounts to another
$r,500,0.00. From a BMI director it is learned that the
BMI total so far totals nearer $2,000,000 and that the
obligations figure another $2,000,000. Where the major
part *of this latter load exists are the contracture!
guarantees made for the performing, rights to estab-
lished publishing houses.

E. B. Marks is guaranteed 'personally $225,000 a year
for five years, with Julian T. Abeles, the lawyer who
swung the deal, collecting for himself an additional
$25,000. a year directly from BMI for his services.
M. M. Cole, the Chicago publisher, is down for $30,000
a year, Ralph Peer's Latin-American setup, $31,000
•a. year oh a certified three-year deal, United Publish-
ers, $9,000 a year and the Colonial Music Publishing
Co., $5,000 a year.
BMI had, It. is estimated, an overturn of around

$75,000 in sheet music and orchestrations during Janu-
ary. In thcHcase of the Marks orchestrations it profits
nothing, since Marks* agreements provides that BMI
buy his stock arrangements at the jobber price and
BMI has been selling, these arrangements to the sub-
scriber stations at cost. When a couple of hits are
•riding' a big ASCAP firm has been known to do
$75,000 a month easily, so that BMI in the position
of practically holding a monopoly of the current sheet
music business at the present time is found to be
enjoying a turnover which is even less per month
than when a single ASCAP firm, such as Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co< . did during the co-run of 'Beer Bar-
rel Polka' and 'My Prayer' (1939). S-B's monthly
sheet music 'billings during this period ranged as high
as $100,000 a month.

s

Hollywood, Feb. *4.\,.

Despite pleas of his ASCAP friends,

Bing Crosby, is said to be ready to

aing BMI tunes on his Kraft pro-

gram. -

: 'I can't keep on singing those.jold

ones,' said the crooner, who skips

his Feb. 13 broadcast to loaf at Sun
Valley. ••

'Happy Birthday to You'

Comes Out 'YankeeDW
.•' Milwaukee, Feb. 4. ...

People who since Feb. 1 have -

ceived . melodic birthday felicitations

via Western Union have had the

surprlse&nd the shock of their lives.

Uniformed messengers have stood at

the .door and, sting 'Happy Birthday

to You' or warbling operator has

rendered the .words over the tele-

phone, but the lyrics to' the old greet-
ing.: are no longer accompanied by
the familiar tune. Instead;, they are
sung to the patriotic tune of 'Yankee
Doddle' or ,the juvenile melody of

'Mary Had : a Little Lamb,' both of

which are in the public domain. :

ASCAP 'holds
;
copyright: .restric-

tions- on ; 'Happy Birthday to You'
and Western Union . isn't looking for

trouble; But it's: tough on the sing-
ers; if you don't believe it, just try

singing the -> 'Birthday' words to

'Yankee Doodle' or 'Mary Had a Lit-

tle Lamb.'

Having to deal with the U. S. De-
partment of Justice, in the matter of
consent decree is no new experience
to Schwartz & Frohlich, ASCAP's
general counsel. As general counsel
for Columbia Pictures, S&F refused
tp; become; a party to the consent de-
cree which now binds a major part
of 'the film Industry. Permanency
of the latter decree depends on the
Government succeeding in getting
the courts to compel Columbia Pic-
tures, Universal Pictures and United
Artists tp accept the same decree.
These three companies have elected
to stand trial on the Original film
anti-trust issues and take their case,

Pitman Qff Radio After

16 Years, Owners Son In
' Ppftland, Me , Feb. 4. .

Linwood T. Pitman, for 15 years
general manager of WSCH here, last
week resigned to return to his pre-
1925 : post on the copy desk of the
Portland Press-Herald. His place
is slated to be filled April 1 by Wil-
liam Rines, soil of the station's
owner. Young Rlhes has been in
New York- since his 1940 graduation
from Harvard, studying radio at
N.Y,U. and UBC headquarters.

Dally hiring Pitman owns WGAN,
WCSH's rival in local field.

If necessary, to the U. S. supreme
court, :

The BMI decree likewise does not
become effective, unless *ASCAP
conies within the province of Its
terms. '

.

'

Horton Heath, Jr., who joined
Broadway stage play 'George Wash-
ington.. Slept Here' last week is son
of RCA publicity director.

'

MODUS OPERANDI

Starting with the second 'ASCAP
On Parade' broadcast of the 13-time
series the audience at the WMCA
studio (N. Y.) visible broadcast is
asked to desist from overindulgent
applause because that breaks into
announcements and . cause's time
schedules to run overboard; Show
is. fed alive to four New York out-
rets (indie) and four eastern sea-
board keys', also licensed to use!
ASCAP. music. Some ' 117 other-' in-
die stations Use the recorded ver-
sions on a swap basis. For the live
period ASCAP insisted on paying for
the time, although It got a 50% re-
bate because of the wealth of talent
entailed. ,"

;

;

;

: ,. Billy ' Rose has his shows .'lined up
three weeks in advance. He pro-,

duces and Oscar Hammersteih ' II

scripts 'em.

ASCAP's direct solicitation of Its

cause, taking its fight with radiP. di-

rectly to the public, has resulted, in

considerable fan .mail which' is be-
ing carefully cataloged for presenta-
tion to

:

Washington authorities.

Ired Borton, WQAM,

On Auditing Music

Miami, Feb. 4.

.

Fred Borton, owner-operator of
WQAM, local CBS affiliate, and one.

of the the few single-man station

operators in •': the business, . is .typical

of the hinterland broadcaster who is

unsympathetic with . the ASCAP
Cause. He brushes off the Society's
demands by observing that 'you can
drive the American people just so
far and they will revolt.' . meaning
that ASCAP's demands,, when finally

becoming prohibitive, resulted in the
current revolution. .

. Borton goes into details that the
'.Society is fallacious in its arguments
that anything but a blanket music
contract is impractical. He states

that's not so. 'As it is,' Borton de-
tails, 'since the schism we now care-

fully log every tune performed so

that we may account to BMI, arid

also of course so that we may know
where we stand as and when future

'

copyright litigation arises. • What
matters it to us, therefore, if we re-

corded the ASCAP songs similarly?.

It's a matter of simple ledgering and
would mean but a few . minutes'
extra work!
Thus, we could very, easily remit

to. ASCAP every week or every
month, for so many performances of

Its tunes, as we logged them here
at WQAM. That goes for the other
stations. We do it anyway.'
•World Broadcasting^ when we get

one of its disks, states that 25c or
75c or $1.25 royalty must be re-

mitted for same. We notate that and
remit. Why cannot ASCAP do the
same on its sortg copyrights? Fix a
fee and we'll pay gladly. But why.
pay for music we do not use? We
don't" need it on serials, newscasts
and the like. But where we use it,

we'll pay any equitable fee, promptly
and gladly.'

Engineers' Cohmbus Meet

Columbus, Feb. 4.

Fourth Annual Broadcast Engin-
eering Conference, sponsored by the

Department of Electrical Engineering
of Ohio University, In cooperation
with the National Assn' of Broadcast-
ers, is scheduled , to get underway
Monday morning (i0), to' continue for

two weeks. Advance registrations in- •

dicate that 250 engineers will be In

attendance. '. •..•;,-.'

Emphasis will be on . television^

ijigh fidelity and national defense.
Heading the list of speakers are.

K. Jett, . chief. FCC engineer; Ma-
jor Edwin H. Armstrong, Columbia
University; Dr. Peter Goldmark,
CBS, and Harvey Fletcher of Bell

:

Telephone.

Frank Browne's Sideline
' Minneapolis, Feh. 4.

Frank Browne of Browne and La
Velle, coinedy team on WCCO Sun-
risers 6 to 7; a.mV. Mondays through
Saturdays, this week went into. the

real estate business. , This keeps him
busy rest of the day.
Organized the Log. Cabin Realty

Co.. at Excelsior, Minn., where he
has his own cottage.
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on Ratings;

Latest (second January) report Is-

sued by the Co-operative Analysis of

Broadcasting has caused; much spec-

ulation, if not deep concern, among
ad agency men. For the first time

in it least five years;the overall Tat-

ing. for network coinmercia^

yary .showed no. increase, oyer /that

of December. In a statement issued

by the National Association" of

Broadcasting, and obviously prompt-

ed by the current music war, it was,

remarked that 'national 1 popularity

of network programs neither in-

creased' 'iior decreased during ;,the

month of January.' ; .

The statement also remarks that

the 'average number of listeners- to

172 network programs during the

period ending Jan. 28 is identical

with the number of listener* to the

same programs during the; monthly
period ending Dec; 23/ In support

of this observation the. N.A.B. state-

ment offers the following .arithme-

ileal data: '82 programs made gains,

86 programs had losses and four re-

mained the samei Of evening pro-,

grams, 53 went up . in. listening audi-

ence, while only 49 went, down.'
•Musical programs,' according to. this

same statement, 'fell off a negligible

amount—four-tenths of a point.'

The statement avers" that 'daytime,

program averaged : 6.1%. in January,
compared with 6.2% in December','
but that 'this slight fractional differ-

ence was outweighed by . the. larger
volume involved in the evening pro-
grams, which rated 13.8 in January,
and the same figure for the preced-
ing month.' . ;.

Levelled Off

The tabulation included in the
statement gives the average audiejice
for the daytime programs for the
December, period as 6.2% and the
night-time as 13.8%', whereas the
average rating for daytime in Janu-
ary was 6.1% and the . night-time,
13.7%. Arid in arriving at the av-
erage audience to all programs (day
and night) this tabulation makes it

equally 10.7% for December, arid
January.

According to a graph, prepared by
the C.A.B., in the VARifcTY Radio Di-
rectory for 1939-40 (pages 120-121

)

January has since 1936 been con-
sistently an upbeat month for net-
work program listening. Only ex-
ception noted in this graph was the
downward

, trend of hour shows in
January. 1937, but in this particular
period the evening 30-minute arid
quarter-hour and daytime serials all
went up.

Perhaps an Interesting parallel
with this January, 1937, drop is the
fact, that the January, 1941, reports
put put .by the C.A.B. show a down-
trend for the majority of the hour
.shows. None of the shows, except-
tog Major Bowes, In this group
(Which use plenty of music of the
popular type) escaped this slipoff.
.. Following is how .the; pop musical,
shows, either dominated by; a sing-
"8 star, or out-and-out orchestral
lared as to rating in this last CAB.
report: - :.

•

Kate Smith....down.
Bing Crosby . . . .down.,
Kay Kyser....down.
£ltch Bandwagon .... down.
Kndy Vallee....down.
Wt Parade'. ., .down.
^Volce of Firestone' . . . .down;

*J"J
Lombardp....up.

Ayjum of Familiar Moslc'. . . ..up.
|Merry.Go-Eonnd.

. . tip.
"Beat the Band'. . . . down.
^yne King.

. . .down.

^fltz «nie'....up.
Sat. Nite Serenade i . . down.
gay Block. ;..down.
Ben Berate... down.
Horace Heidt. . .

*H»»r of Charm'., .up.
Cities service. . . .down.
Fred Waring... down.
Coca-Cola.... up.

'U
PLpertin*nt interest also perhaps,

sLi^f .circumstance that Lucky
Strike's. 'Hit.Parade' has taken a 3.7

Sh^
S^l it? ^st' December rating,

withfn th
b
1?,
n61 off for Kay. Kyser

Within the. like period. ; • .

;

No Improvisation

.'' West Palm Beach, Feb. 4.

.

Steve Willis, of WJNO, tells

this one.
.

Before 'Yankee Itf. i* trained
. Whistling canary,. Was.- put-on the ;

air with its;ownef, Lillian Hayes,
the station took 'the precaution /

.of having the bird go through its'

entire repertoire to make sure
that none of its memorized tunes
'would . bring an Infringement-
suit from ASCAP.

ASCAP AND BMI

In commenting on the consent de-

cree accepted by Broadcast Music,

Inc., from, the U. S. Departhient of

Justice, music industry lawyers

pointed out last week that the terms
of the covenant can apply to ASCAP
only, in the narrowest degree. That
is. the section dealing, strictly with

the; dealing in performing rights. The
two organisations—BMI and ASCAP
—are in the details of their opera-

tions as far apart as the pples.

ASCAP functions strictly as a col-

lecting and policing agency. The
amounts paid members, after the

costs of administration are deducted,

are determined by the by-laws of

this non-profit organization. The
allocation facilities as marked out by
these by-laws arc administered by
two classification, groups, one con-

sisting of the writer members on

the board of directors and the other

of the publisher members on this

same board. In the case of the pub-

lishers the availability portion of the

distribution: (30%) is further dele-

gated to.a committee elected by the

publisher membership. No ASCAP
member is guaranteed a specified or

minimum income.;

BMI functions as:

1. A publishing organization:

2; A. performing rights licensor. :

3. A transcription and other me-
chanical rights licensor.

4. A jobber of performing rights

and mechanical rights, with the

leasing contracts made with other

publishing organizations guarantee-

ing the latter minimum annual in-

comes from these rights.

Unlike ASCAP, BMI designates

the exact fee (lc. per station) to be

received from radio uses by writers

with whom it has direct contracts..

Also, unlike ASCAP, BMI is a pri-

vately owned corporation, - account-

able to no one but Its stockholders,

NBC, Columbia and indtvdudt sta-

tions: : .

;•

ASCAP Willing to Make Any
Internal Changes Depart-
ment of Justice Wants But
Fears BMl's Inside Track
and Death Sentence for

ASCAP m Wisc on* in
''.Document/:' 1

VITAL TALKS

COMPARES BMI TO A. P.

FOR HAW MATERIAL'

San Francisco, Feb. 4.

.• Broadcast Music's value to the

radio industry parallels the. Import-,

ance of press associations . to news-

papers, according^ to a statement by
Phil Lasky, general . manager of

KROW. -

.... 'Just as the Associated Press, an
industry-owned source of raw mate-

rial, brought to. the newspapers a

stabilizing factor for controlling the

cost of ; its news, BMI, too, will be

the radio industry's check-rein on

the future costs of music—our raw
material,' Lasky told the Oakland

Civitan Club.

Atlanta—Newest addition to WSB
staff! is Ange Dellairo, accordionist*

ASCAP-radlo war may be settled
within the next few weeks or it Will
drag on for many riidnths as the U S-
Department . of Just'ice arid ASCAP
thrash" out ,the anti-trust issue in the
courts. Such is the two-way outlook
described

.
yesterday. (Tuesday) by

ASCAP leaders as they prepared for
tb*.proposed meeting

.with Thurrhan
Arnold, assistant U. S. attorney-gen-
eral, in his Washington office tomor-
row .(Thursday). Seven members of
ASCAP's board of directors will be
on hand for this conference, • arid
upon the trend of the discussions
With.the Federal prosecutor Will de-.
pend the matter of "an early peace
or the Society's launching of a bit-

ter,
. to-the-end battle.

John G.: Paine, ASCAP general
manager,

. was .wotting <tt press time
tate yesterday (Tuesday) to hear
from its counsel; in Washington
whether Arnold had nixed the
Thursday

. date. Things in this di-

rection started to look, complicated
when a- report went, over press asso-
ciation wires

:
yesterday afternoon

that Justice . Dept. officials were
'burning' over the ASCAP's board
'failure to keep an appointment
Tuesday' and had announced that
they were 'immediately starting a
criminal action' against ASCAP.

.
Paine explained that there had

been a tentative appointment made
for yesterday (Tuesday) but thai an
extension had meanwhile been asked
to tomorrow (Thursday). Originally
it had been intended to have the
entire ASCAP board meet with
Arnold, ; but: at a board meeting,
which started early Monday evening
(3) and lasted until 4 a.m., Tuesday
{4);, it was decided to limit this

delegation to four writers and three
publishers. This contingent was to

consist of Deems Taylor, Irving Ber-
lin, Oscar Hammersteih II, Otto Har-
bach, Gustave Schirmer, Saul H.
Bdrnstein and John. O'Connor,

.

Rumor had also meanwhile, spread
around the music industry that
ASCAP's counsel in 'Washington,
Herman Fin/celstein, of Schwartz &
Frohli.cn, might himself arrive at

terms satisfactory to ASCAP and.

make it unnecessary for the ASCAP
delegation to go to Washington; At
ASCAP's offices in N. Y., however,
this report was termed as 'far too

optimistic.' ^

•••

. : ASCAP Admits Setbacks

, .ASCAP leaders admit that the So-
ciety has taken a licking in the pre-
liminary-skirmishes, but they are still

confident that the fundamental prin-

ciple in the contract the Society of-

fered the networks, namely, .payment"

at the sourcei will prevail, when the
final cta'sh is over. These ASCAP.
leaders see a fall-off in network, lis-

tening, and feel that were, this trend,

to continue for . another ibur weeks
radio - may . desire a Settlemen t '.i f th n.

situation had riot been meanwhile
hopelessly muddled •

by the BMI con-
sent decree,' ASCAP. leaders how
feel that 'the worst' has already hap-
pened :and that publishers would or-

dinarily sit back and wait while pub-
lic; and sponsor reaction takes its

course. But.'the;. complication is that

the- -Department, of justice .'is. an

added opponent in the BMI corner.

ASCAP counsel- spent much of last

week.in parleys with Arnold and his

associates going over the teriris of a

mutually satisfactory consent decree.

Arnold, insisted that ASCAP accept

the same decree which. BMI had sig-

natured a couple of weeks agbi and
when there was no budging him the

meeting with ASCAP's full director,

rate was suwste'd, arid he readily

s to S.J.C.P.S.

Sound Non-ASCAP 4A'

In: rehearsal last w«ek for the
NBC sustainex,' 'Behind . . the
Mike,' the

.
house, orchestra was

instructed that as a part of the.
program the! script called for the
orchestra to time up while on the
air. '

'
•

•

'.'"'.

'Be sure nobody tunes up
ASCAP,' quipped conductor Er-
nie Watson.

•'*

. Even the" broadcasters admit that

the BMI 'consent' decree sounds like

it was written by radio attorneys,

being full of jokers. It gives the
broadcasters the option of pay-per-
use-of music, per^program* or

.
per-

centage-Of-thergross. • Idea: is that

these , teriris must .also apply to

ASCAP, as and when- it signs a con-
sent.

'

Thus, also imposed on BMI, seem-
ingly by self-interest, is a condition

that music not used on dramatic,
news and similar . dialog programs
need not be paid for. Since BMI
hasn't been 'guilty* of that—this be-

ing a charge placed solely at

ASCAP's door—it's curious that the

BMI. consent decree makes provision

for something it riever put it into

practice.'

[
Broadcast Music, Inc., has also ac«

quired trie broadcasting, licensing,

fights of the catalog controlled by
the Society of

: Jewish Composers,

.

Publishers- and Songwriters. Alpha^

.

betical list of the .performing right
group's titles, .composers and authors

.

is. being compiled by BMI for dis-
tribution among its members this
week.

Sydney M. Kaye, BMI v.p. and
general counsel, has decided to con-
test In the courts ASCAP's claim:that
the melodies of three BMI turies, 'I

Hear a. Rhapsody,' 'I Look at You'
arid 'All I Desire,' are infringements
of numbers in the ASCAP catalog.

He advised BMI subscribers this
week to go on using the . songs and
that suits brought by ASCAP writers
and publishers in these instances
will be defended by BMI and all
damages will be absorbed under the
$1,000,000 insurance -policy which
BMI got from Lloyds and. other un-
derwriters. Stations have been
asked to send him copies of the com-:,
plaints arising from such litigation.

CBS REFUTES

assented. Arnold is agreeable to giv-

ing the board all the timeM wants to

explain its side of the controversy,
meanwhile holding up the filing, of a
criminal information against ASCAP
in Milwaukee.
The ASCAP board is agreed on

making two concessions : toward a

consent decree; It will, make any
internal .changes that the department
wishes and it Will agree to a per
program or per piece basis for roy-

alty compensation, providing this

latter arrangement is buttressed by
clauses, which will protect ASCAP
from, gradually undermining of its

financial and. organizational, exist-

ence by BMI. The board, it is un-
derstood, will not bow to a consent
decree which will give BMI the up-,

per hand when it comes to getting

the hog's share of sustaining per-

formances on the networks. It takes

the position that the value of

ASCAP's current catalog to commer-

,

ci.al programs would be negligible

under such ; competitive restraints
j

because it is through the sustaining •

programs, that new tunes are ex-
ploited to the point Where , they b'e-

-

come the choice of commercial pro-

.

gram producers.. .The- latter rarely :

introduce a song that has not gone .

through this ''exploitation; process.

'Wrong Kind of Decree'

The ASCAP board, composed of

writers 1 arid publishers, will seek to

outline to Arnold the part that.

ASCAP's material' plays ih broad-
casting, how the 'Society's functions
extend beyond the realm of mere:
licensing and: fee collection arid what,
undue restraints could accomplish -in

curbing the creative output of es-

tablished composers and author's.

The • Society's directors..: are deter-
mined

; that they will not 'sigh the
wrong kind of decree'; that they will

not agree to' anything that threatens

the existence of : ASCAP, and that

if Arnold goes, through - with his

threatened litigation they will recon-
cile themselves to a lengthy fight

artd embark upon drastic, changes in

the material exploitation operations

of th$ industry so as to replace the.

channel of radio on a permanent
basis. •'

.

CBS reacted with an official denial
to one point in an ASCAP publicity
release last week. ASCAP asserted
new. business , was falling off on the
Webs; CBS cited four, signatures, in-
cluding Armour (Wayne King) and
Schick (Duffy's .Tavern') and the
extension of Wrigley's time for 'Dear
Mbm,' opposite Jack [Benny, all' re-
cent.- . . .

Renewals of Luckles, U. S. Tobac-
co; Gene Autry and Philip MoriTs
programs have also occurred since :

the ASCAP break and only one can-
cellation, 'Charlie and Jessie,' a day-
time serial/ has occurred (Jan. 17).

CBS figures its January 1941 total

of sales to amount to 10 quarter
hours against two quarter hours
(Nehi) in January .1940, and seven
of the ten stars music.

Austin Lara on NEC

Four Times as Publicity

Stunt for Latin Mudc

By way of dramatizing that the
most successful pop composer of
Latin America, is oh their 'radio's)

side, NBC has . brought Augtrs^ri
Lara to New York" froni-Mcxico City.
He will broadcast oyer th«!M"Gt!i:-e
at 7:15 p;m, on Feb, 7. arid 14 and at •

10:15 p ;m. on Feb. 5 ard 12; One of
his oroteges, Elvira Rios. '11 sing
while. Lara coridUcts .an NBC house
group. .

.•'
'

•

;
;

'
..'

. ;.

Lara was brought here at the sug-
gestion of John Royal, NBC's i"tcr-
natibrial y.p,, :who has feflently >ee>i.

in .. Mexico on another trip. L-jra is
a headliner on Emillo;

:Azc?rr? r.a's

XEW in Mexico City. Some .150 of
his total of 600-odd poriiriositions' are
published by Ralph Si Peer's

:
musl

companies' (Southern, - etc.) and.
av/Mlshle to. radio. ;

-.:'
'"

:

.

'NBC may also br.ins . Alberto
Dpiritnguez to New York front.-

Mexico
.
City. He Wrote 'Frenesi'.

an^. 'Perfidia.' .".';'''
.

Lara will'.;.. leave; for Argentina
after his New York sojourn. He
speaks English but not on the tele-

phone;
:

; "
.

'

.

'•'
;

MAEY DUNLAVEY'S BEETH
Mary Dunlavey has been nanred

assistant time buyer by Erwin*
Wnsey & Co.. Now York.
John Schultz is the agency's chief

time buyer.'
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onsors on
Many of- the network; commercials whose programs contain popular,

music have developed a stock -answer for listeners who complain or pro-

test or comment Upon the absence of ASCAP tunes. Some of the advertis-

ers' replies confine themselves to . a; mere acknowledgement arid statement

that the listener's communication is being referred to -some one lri
:

the

organization, other formula replies go into detailed explanations as to

how^the sponsor. has^ hopes that it will

soon be cleared lip,. While a .few suggest: .other lines of action that the

listener could- take' in nudging '.the, controversy toward a solution. '.;

Of. the tost rdtegnr'p'the most, outspoken is
: the F. W. FitchXo. This ac-

count's stock arista states: \ :. ; .;
.:' .'-. .-.-,-.'' ';''

'It is our frank opinion that the quickest way this controversy can be

lettled .is bu public protest to. the Federal Comviuxiicatioiis: Commission?

In Washington.': \ :'/'./ '•
-.

.

Briefest letter of the lot is. the Texas Go.' . 'We have/: writes the .oil

refiner, 'yoUr ' postcard (or letter) of recent 'date commenting upon our

radio broadcast. This has been referred to our. program director. -Thank
you very much for writing us.* The signature on these Is that of J;. A.

Tiern.ey,: who has .charge of'" Texaco's radio activities, 7v

';'•', Kate Smith's Prop :

-

Following is a'-copy of the stock reply of General. Foods:

Dear

•We have your
, card dealing with the present music situation on our

Kate Smith radio program,
.
Perhaps ; you are not fully acquainted

.

with the music situation and, . therefore, may not know that our not
playing ASCAP music , is something enth'ely beyond our control.

'We have always endeavored to. furnish our listeners with the best .

music available. However; We may.-- use only those /musical selec-

tions for Which the radio- stations hold liqenses. If the stations are
not licensed to play, certain music, we/ arei prevented from ujsihg it, V

'We sincerely regret the situation which exists at the present time ...

and we- hope that it will be adjusted in the near future. In the mean-
time, we will furnish our listeners with the best music available to

us and hope that you will continue to find our programs enjoyable. .

'•''* Very truly yours,
\ \ • J. D. North,

".'". '.'•. Associate Advertising Manager. V

Brown & Williamson's Rebuttal

Brown & Williamson's standing reply is that on its programs the 'music

Is of secondary importance' and that it, tries -to pick the most popular

of available music which will fit 'in- ''-with ..-the' rest of the program.' 'We
are,' continues .the letter, 'passing

:

your card on . to our agency, and . we
assure you we will make every effort to keep the' music up to the usual

high standard.' " '•'..'' •

••

'
- ."

'
. .

-
•

"
-

:

-
.

'
-. "x:

Following is a copy, of the Fitch answer;
. .

.'"'«.—' •

'We appreciate your comments regarding the music how being played

on our Band Wagon radio program.

'By this time, no doubt, you are familiar with; the controversy be-

tween ASCAP and the radio networks. As long as ASCAP does not

license the networks to play the music they control—or until such time
;

as the independent writers' music gains popularity—there isn't much
we can do.

'It is our frank opinion that the quickest way this controversy can.

be settled is by public protest to the Federal Communications Com-
mission in Washington. '

''-.,.-.
.

=

'We hope you will be tolerant in this situation, over which we have
no control, and continue your loyalty to Fitch's Dandruff Remover .

Shampoo.

"Thanks for writing us,, as it is. always a pleasure to hear from our -

Band Wagon passengers.'

..'•Very truly yours,
. Gail W. Fitch.;

THE F. W. FITCH COMPANY
Advertising Manager.

In illustration of this phase of the music war Varidtt reproduces In ad-
Joining column an actual letter as sent out to radio listeners by Ameri-
can Tobacco, sponsor of the 'Hit Parade,' long a top plug' among the
commercials and previously upon ASCAP best-sellers. Luckies has im-
provised a substitute method to carry on with non-ASCAP music, adopting
the principle of 'most played on the air' (L'e. exclusively BMI or public
domain) as the guide for the music played by program.

(Faaimile pt Form LetUr Ui€d by American Tobacco Co.)

Inc&rwkmio

C*iM.*AoDf)Mai
POWWATTA*
VioM*Orrio«
;>«.BT.e»TY,ttJi- January 15, 1941;

"0incinnati, Ohid

DearJliss

Thank you for your letter of January 11th, and for ".

your cbmiaents about our radio program, "Your Hit ,

;

:

Parade." ''<
"'

/ . -'i/V. •;"•/' v, ,>>'>.-. '^ '>'•''''
'

;

Of course, we regret the ASCAP - BMI s ituatiori as
much as anyone, and we sincerely hope that it Will -i

be cleared up /in the near future . Until it is, ;•

however, there is readily nothing we can do except -

to play the ten most popular tunes of the;, week that
may, be played on coast to coast networks', ';:.•

Ie were very careful to call attention to the
ASCAP - BMI situation, .and to state that we were
playing the ten mos t popular tunes of the week
"that may be played on coast to coast networks,"

We are hot taking sides in this matter in any way.
We are in exactly the same position that; ail other

v

network advertisers, are in. ASCAP musio is not
available to us at the present time, arid we, cannot
play it until it is made available to us

.

With appreciation of your interest in writing > I ..

am,

The ASCAP-radio war threatens to.

create some complications within the
ranks of organized labor. NBC
moved last week, to counteract the
Efforts of the music publishers' con-

tactmen's union; to get' other. Ameri-
can Federation of Labor units to help

It bring about a settlement of the
:

controversy. Edward F. McGrady,
an RCA v.p. and former assistant

Secretary ; of Labor, has .been in-

jected into; the situation. Before he
was brought into the RCA organiza-

tion as a trouble-shooter, McGrady
was known as one of organized

labor's most able diplomats. -At presv-

ent he ' is .also on the NBC board of

directors.

McGrady became active in NBC's-

behalf, On: the music situation after

Bob Miller, president of the contact-

men's union, had appealed to the

New York City Central Trade Union
Council, an AFL group, for support

in preserving the jobs of the 500.

members of his union. Miller told

the council that unless the fight were:

settled shortly the very existence . of

.

the contaetmen's union was threat-

ened. He urged the unions within
the council to bombard network
clients, using mysjcal program^, with

a

Mixed Up

. ..
.

Philadelphia, Feb. 4.

.
WDAS, one of the

:
four

;
smaU

stations in the Philly area that

signed with the American So-
ciety Of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, last week received a
letter addressed: 'WDASCAP,
Phila/' -c

?''•

letters urging them to. exercise their

influence upon the networks toward
effecting,- a settlement of the conflict

with ASCAP. Many of the uniOns
carried but Millers request. ,

Collins Sets Meeting :

In the course of his inquiry on the
uhipnsj letter •writing McGrady got

into touch with William Collins,' east-

ern representative of the AFL, who
.was instrumental in

"."'"

obtaining an
AFL charter for the / cohtactmen's
union/ Collins arranged for a meet-
ing last week between McGrady and
Miller.; From members" of the cpn-
tactmen union's executive council it

was learned that McGrady had
urged, but with the utmost diplomacy,

that the union abandon this line Of

procedure. . These 091111911 members

added that they would strongly op-
pose McGrady's suggestion.

Prior to his meeting with McGrady;
Miller, it was learned last week, had
received a. letter of protest from
Sidney M.' Kaye, Broadcast Music
organizer. Kaye charged that Miller
by his appeal to the trade council had
set one class of union -man against
ahoth'ery since several union

-

;
contact-

men are employed by BMI. ,.;

:
Several weeks ago the; contact-,

men's'..'union charged BM^. with; vio-
:Iatirig the fair trades section of the
contract, existing between, the; two:
organizations. Kaye entered a. gen-
eral denial of the charges and asked
for a bill of particulars. . As ; soon,as
the union's council has completed
this bill of particulars the officers of
BMI will be asked to appear before
the .union's executive council and de-
fend themselves from the charges.

Philadelphia.—Edward Wallis, WIP
production manager, has been named
assistant program director and boss
of publicity. Succeeds. Bob Horn
who was switched to the announcer
staff to handle several commercials.
Wallis' spot as production manager
will he-taken by Sam Serota^ former
program director at WHAT.

Ways and means committee of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has undergone a reshuffling in anticipation of
the many financial problems which will shortly come up for solution
within the organization. The big problem will have to do with the
.conservation of money collected in the event the fight with radio is

not settled by the time the next royalty distributidh comes due (April
,-..'•".".'

It will be up to this committee to decide on what steps should be
taken for a general reorganization Of ASCAP's economy and; upon
what basis the royalties should be distributed so that ample coin re-
mains for carrying on the fight with both radio and the U. S. depart-
ment: of. Justice, if the latter goes through . with its threatened prose-
cution.. •.*.':'.-

,

The new-wiys' and means committee consists of Gustave Schirmer,
Saul H. Bornstein,; Louis Bernstein,. 'Otto Harbach and Edgar Leslie.

OLP GOLD TALENT

Qoodman Keeps Teddy WllsonTHam-
mond oh; Program -;

Teddy Wilson, will not join the
Benny Goodman band per rumors.
Pianist, who was a member of the
original Goodman outfit, will main-
tain his own crew, but will cut rec-
ords and may work with" Goodman
on latter's new radio commercial.
Goodman will soon take the air for
Old Gold ciggies.

John Hammond, swing enthusiast
and Columbia Record exec, has been
signed to accompany Goodman on
each of the Old Gold broadcasts. His
chores are not clear as yet.

FILM HELPS SELL

- PEPSI-COLA SHOW

Columbia's WABC in New York
City has clinched a contract with
Pepsi-Cola by preceding the usual
sound audition with a color motion
picture

. made . by Presto Synchro
showing the audition, being made on
actual grocery stores. Idea was to

illustrate manner in which programs
are recorded (for delayed transmis-
sion) and the good will dealer an-
gles. ,"•

Pepsi-Cola promptly signed for

'Missus Goes-a-Shopping/ of . which
John Reed King will be emcee.
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6th Anniversary—MARTIN BLOCK AND HIS MAKE-BELIEVE BALLBOOM-WNEW. NEW YORK—6th Anniversary

i

Congratulations

To the Number 1 Salesman—

From the World's Number 1 Trumpeter

And His Orchestra

1^

ELI ELI ^'''^y^'/ •

MUSIC MAKERS

A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN

OLD MAN RIVER

LA PALOMA

CHOPIN'S WALTZ IN C SHARP MINOR

Personal Management—DON A. REID

1440 Broadway, New York

Direction—MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

To Martin Block

"You're the Tops"

AND HIS

DECCA RECORDS

Management

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

"Happy birthday to you,

Happy birthday to YOU,

Happy BIRTHDAY^ dear MARTIN,

Happy birthday to you 1"*

AND BAND

WJZ-NBC FOR RALEJGHS.. DECCA RECORDS

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

*ASCAP-rCoait«i»y Clnyton T. Suiiimy Co.

jB6iygaBaaiiaMaB:'»aiiai8aia^!8iiFiiig»»iitHgAaHMiM»B :pemwnnniimiiiniiiMtnii>n

v.

A SUNKBSED

GREETING FROM

And His Californians

CURRENT BLUEBIRD
RECORDINGS

MOON OVER AMERICA

LONELY BREEZE

MARIA ELENA

THE PRISONER'S SONG

OH! HOW I HATE TO GET

UP IN THE MORNING

MISSOURI SCRAMBLER

HOW— ROYAL PALMS— HOW

Miami, Florida

Personal Management •

HARRY W EINSTEIN

Best Wishes, Martin

!

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

CAFE ROUGE
HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

Featuring

America's Most Popular Vocalists

HELEN O'CONNELL and BOB EBERLY

Broadcasting for

TWENTY GRAND CIGARETTES
Fridays, 9:35—10 p.m. EST
WJZ and Blue Network

DECCA RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

Personal Manager—BILL BURTON

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Front One Martin to Anothei

CONGRATULATIONS

And His Orchestra

BLUEBIRD-VICTOR RECORDING ARTISTS

Beit Wishes

11

Booked Solid Until September 15

Exclusive DECCA RECORDING ARTISTS

;n^tM M l-i ,,i K.ntrwui:f»WHH-UBW wwerwi.u wmhi i-if w r i i-rn 1 n i ; i i'i i r 1 1 u i vim hum h iit.i ifiww
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6th Anniversary—MARTIN BLOCK AND HIS MAKE-BELIEVE BALLROOM—WNEW, NEW YORK—6th Anniversary
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1||fc
,

|i|1!M)B[i

,

M
Frprr) all 'four- stages,* Martin, we're playing a

special arrangement of 'CONGRATULATIONS and

BEST WISHES' on both your birthdays." v

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

featuring

ART PERRY^MEREplTH BLAKE

: on BLUEBIRD RECORDS

"I Am An American" ^San Antonio Rose"

*l(eep An Eye On Your Heart"

WatcH for "Surprise" rdease soon!

Panoram Soundies—February I Oth

Currently

LYRIC THEATRE, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Personal Representative

ARTHUR PINE

11 West 42nd Street/ New York City

Congratulations and Best Wishes

for Your CotUinued Success

TERMINAL RADIO
CORPORATION
68 West 45th Street, New York

Radios
Records

Phonographs
Recorders

I

Lots of Good Luck and Best Wishes

To 4 Nice Guy • ;
;\. :

latest okeh record releases

how Come? how did he look?
it's sad but true so you're the one
hep-tee-h00tie (the juke box jive)

i could kiss you for that

Heartiest Congratulations,

* Martin ! .

And His ORCHESTRA
featuring

RAY McKINLEY

Thanks for the way you've
featured our best selling

COLUMBIA RECORDS

Beat Me Daddy, Eight to
the Bar

Scrub Me Mamma* with a
Boogie Beat

Down the Road a Piece

Celery Stalks At Midnight

There I Co

Break It to Me Gently

High on a Windy Hill

this Little Icky Went to

Town

Three Ring Ragout

. Exclusive Management

William Morris Agency* Inc.

Good Luck,

MARTINI

And His

CANDID CAMERA MUSIC

Now on Dance Tour . .

.

Opening February 17tb.

New Kenmore Hotel. Albany

OKEH RECORDS
5778—Would You Be So Kindly

Keep Your Eye On The
Girlie You Love

5720—Now I Lay Me Down To
'.

' Dream':' y'

Basket Weaver ....

5692—Dreaming Out Loud
I Wouldn't Take A Million

5662—Good Night Again
A Lazy Like-a-Daisy

.

Melody

5616-rl Won't Go Home Til) You
" Kiss' Me

It Wouldn't Be Love •

Exclusive Management:

William Morris Agency, Inc.

NKW YORK
CHICAGO

LONDON
HOLLYWOOD

CONGRATULATIONS, MARTIN I

EMPIRE BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

480 LEXINGTON AVENUE
new York city

Gorigratulati is

MARTIN BLOCK

SKEETS HERFERX •

DICK MORGAN

BLUE BIRD RECORDINGS

OS
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ORRIN TUCKER
AND

BONNIE BAKER

vMgt. MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

CONGRATULATIONS TO MARTIN BLOCK

Six years on WNEW, and every year a wow!—from

MITCHELL
AYRES
and his "Fashions in Music" orchestra

Twelve aides for Bluebird in lour weeks,

and every side a sensationi

NOW ON TOUR—DIRECTION MCA
Persona* Management H. JOHN QLU8KIN

Makahiki Hou, Martini

From

Hawaii's Musical Ambassador to the Mainland

HOTEL CLARIDGE, MEMPHIS'

OPENING FEB. 14, ADOLPHUS, DALLAS

VICTOR RECORDS—GAO

Personal Manaflement H. JOHN GLUSKIN

Congratulations, Martin.

Best Wishes for Many
More Birthdays !

and theBoys in theBand

Currently — Hotel Statler,

Boston

CBS—Fridays 12 :05-1 2:30

Saturdays 1 1:15-11:45

Latest Bluebird Releases

I DO MEAN YOU

LONE STAR TRAIL

SALUD, DINERO Y .AMOR
DONKEY SERENADE

HIGH ON A WINDY HILL

LAST TIME I SAW PARIS

LAST ROUND-UP
ACCIDENT'LY ON PURPOSE

Personal Manager
MARSHARD'S MUSIC

Exclusive Management

William Morris. Agency, Inc.

Conpratahtjons, Martin!

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Currently on record-

breaking theater and

ball room tour

Latest Columbia Records

THE WORLD IS MAD, :

PARTS I and II

ROCKING THE BLUES

VOLCANO

FIVE O'CLOCK WHISTLE

MY WANDERING MAN

DRAFTIN' BLUES

WHAT'S MY NUMBER?

Exclusive Management

William Morrii Agency, Inc.

TQ MARTIN BLOCK, THE PIONEER, FOR

WHOSE HELP WE SHALL BE

FOREVER GRATEFUL

Thanks; for Playing x

FRENESI
THERE I GO
BEAT ME DADDY
DREAM VALLEY
LOVE OF MY LIFE
BESSIE'S BLUES

FIVE O'CLOCK WHISTLE
THE GOLDEN WEDDING
YOU'RE THE ONE (FOR ME)
THE STARS REMAIN
CHIPS* BOOGIE WOOGIE
CHIPS' BLUES / i

1

HERMAN
And Hig Orchestra

EXCLUSIVELY DECCA

HOTEL NEW YORKER

NOW IN 7TH WEEK AND

HELD OVER FOR 16 WEEKS

3 Chips Off Martin Block

THE

MAXENE LAVERNE PATTY

"We'll Always Remember"

A Royal Salute to

THE KING OF THE MCHROPflONE
FROM

THE KING OF THE SAXOPHONE

And HIS ORCHESTRA

BLUEBIRD VICTOR REGORDiS

M HEAR A RHAPSODY' 'REDSKIN RHUMBA'

'WINGS OVER MANHATTAN"POMPTON TURNPIKE'

ON SOUTHERN TOUR
Direction MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
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IBBeBBBCBBBnBaBSBBnBMBBBHHLBHIiBSBMEBgig ^HSBUBWUBB*

TO MARTIN:—

YOU'RE

THE ACE DRUMMER MAN

GENE KRUPA
and HIS ORCHESTRA

EXCLUSIVE COIXTViBIA RECORDINGS

OPENING FEBRUARY 25

Frank Dailey's

MEADOWBROOK, CEDAR GROVE, N.J.

FOR 6 WEEKS

PARAMOUNT THEATRE, NEW YORK
LATTER PART OF APRIL

CONGRATULATIONS!

Thinking of You

KAY KYSER
Exclusive Management—MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Y...

No Make-Believe About This Greeting

—

To Martin Block and His Make-Believe Ballroom

Happy Anniversary

AND

HBMBIBBBB

Greetings !

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

SHOW OF THE WEEK
WOR—MUTUAL NETWORK

.
Sundays. 6: 30-7 P. M. EST

NBC THESAUETJS •SERVICE

VICTOR—-BLUEBIRD
RECORDS

Exclusive Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Heartiest

Congratulation*

And HSs

ORCHESTRA

.COLUMBIA RECORDS

":/•;• Direction .

MUSIC CORP. of AMERICA

GALE, INC.

FOUR INK SPOTS
Decca Records

ELLA FilZGERALb
Decca Records

ERSKINE HAWKINS
Bluebird-Victor

LUCKY MILLINDER
Columbia Records

AL COOPER
And Savoy Sultans

Decca Records

TINY BRADSHAW
' Decca Records

MAY THE TURNTABLES

KEEP SPINNING

BENNY

GOODMAN

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Featuring AMY ARNELL, DON BROWN
and KERW1N SOMERVILLE

CURRENT OKEH RELEASES

That Old Sweetheart Of Mine
You're A Lucky Fellow, Mr* Smith
•Big'n Fat'n 44
Seven Beers With The Wrong .Woman

GREATER NEW YORK POT OF GOLD
Wednesday, 8:30-9 P.M., WMCA—WNEW-^WHN

Personal Management—JOE GALKIN

tBBBBBlBMBBlBJBBMI BBBeBBMBWBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBWBBBBBBBBBWBTOnm lTnmaBBBBpBBBBBBJ«lF»Bn MmmmmBMMBBBBBBBHBBtll^
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The .Radio Education Committee of the Michigan Secondary
.
School

Association in its latest mimemographed bulletin- endorse.s the. CBS

.

'School of the Air* because it's heard in the mornings and regrets that
many educational^ broadcast by NBC are at the wrong time of the day.

Says the bullettih:
'••' 'NBC and CBS do not see eye to eye as\6 the solution of the edu-
cational broadcast problem; While CBS prepares and broadcasts

a regular schedule of School broadcasts in school time, and supple-
'

ments this with educational broadcasts at other hours, the NBC
' has evolved the rather disappointing philosophy that educational

broadcasts' cannot be' so organized as to adequately meet school
*

needs, i.e. school broadcasts during school hours are of little value ':

due to time zones throughout our nation,
; and the difficulty of. edu-. .

.

. catprs in adapting their school schedule to hear broadcasts. Hence, .

-

:

: many broadcasts, splendidly prepared, which schools might like

to hear are scheduled for such unseemly hours as 10:30 and 11:30
.-'-.. p.m.- We wonder who listens to 'Doctor's At Work,' an .'excellent-.'.." :

program prepared by the American Medical Association; but sent
to Michigan listeners at 10:30 p.m. on Wednesday evenings. How

. many hear 'Science Unlimited' which reaches us in Michigan: at

11:30 p.m. on Tuesday? Or 'Story Behind the Headlines' ! at 11:15

p.m.- oh Fridays? . Certainly 'teachers cannot assign thes£. programs;
as but-of-school listening at such, an unreasonable hour.

•• However, NBC does send out the Damrosch hour on Fridays from
. 2-3 p.m.' and. thus

;
contradicts its/own philosophy/ In addition some of

its public
.
service features do arrive irt Michigan at a fairly reason-

able hour. Witness 'Tbwn Meeting'; at. 9:35 p.m. on Thursdays and 'Man
and the World;' a dramatization of scientine research at 8:15. p.m. on
Saturdays. It is a difficult task to' please everyone, we know, but
why not go back to your plan of last year, NBC, and give the. schools .

some public service during school hours? We liked it, used it, and
would appreciate.-'it again. '.'.

Ed Gardner to N.Y. For

/Duffy's Tavc^l
,

Show;

Shirley Booth in Cast

Schick Razor has closed for the

CBS-created show; 'Duffy's Tavern,'

through the J. M. Mathes agency.
Series! featuring Ed Gardner as
'Archie,' starts in the CBS 8:30-8:55

p.m. Saturday spot March 1. John
Kirby's orchestra and Gardner's,
wife, Shirley Booth, are the only two
other items set. 'Duffy's Tavern*
makes the first and only sale of the
'Forecast' shows which the Colum-
bia networkv-put on last 'summer.
Gardner gets $4,000 a week on the
package deal.

Since 'Tavern* will have to be
done from New Yorlc Gardner is

due to : give up his assignment of

producer on the Rudy Vallee-Seal-

test- show, which originates regular-

ly from
:

Hollywood. Abe Burrows,
chief comedy writer on the Vallee
stanza, is making the shift with
Gardner. Miss Booth is currently

playing the lead. in. 'My Sister

Eileen;' at the Biltmore, . N. Y., and
the curtain will have, to be held f«i»-

her at the Saturday night. perform-
ance.

Three Years of Groundwork
Beginning to Show -Results

for Guild—Also Organiz-

ing News Writers at CBS,
and Later at NBC -^-Lit-

erary Rights to Work
:
In-

volved

AT WMCA, NX
Joe Rines takes oyer the post of

musical director at WMCA, New
York, March . 22. He replaces Lee

Grant as leader of the station house

band. Grant and his outfit of 11

men are currently on the required
eight-week notice which expires just

prior to the date. Lou Wachs, sax
playing member of Grant's outfit,

who is the union' contractor for the
outlet, is the only one who remains.

Rines has headed outfits of his own
at the St. Regis hotel, NV Y, for
many seasons. For awhile he dropped
that calling, however, to operate the
Club Evergreen, Bloomfleld, N. J.

That was last summer. More re-

cently he directed a band at the
Providence-Biltmore hotel. Provi-
dence, R. I.

GAFFNEY LEAVES CBS

FOR MAGAZINE JOB

.
Maury Gaffney, copy and promo-

tion writer for CBS during the past

three years and prior to that CBS
trade press chief, has resigned, . He
will head- the promotional depart-

ment of Magazine Marketing Serv-
ice, a non-profit organization spohr
sored by the 63 leading magazines

i.to further magazine Interests.

Laura Hopson is also out of a CBS
' sales promotion.

Old Gold Tests Start

Old Gold starts, both its test shows
this coming week. 'Four Corners,

U.S.A.' serial goes on the '
Yankee

Network Sunday (9) from 3 to 3:30

p.m. and Benny Goodman debuts

for the cig account on a single sta-

tion, WJZ, N.Y., the next evening.

(10). " y
Goodman's time Is 7: 30 -8 p.m.

Actors Union Weighs Wax Code

To Negotiate or to Impose Is the Choice of Strategy

on Transcriptions

UNION SHOP?

American Federation of . Radio
Artists national board may decide,

at its weekly meeting in New York
tomorrow (Thursday) on the pro-
cedure to be followed' in setting up
a code for transcription production.
Two alternatives are open. One
would be to submit the 'final' draft

• to the transcription makers for ne-
gotiation. The other would be to
attempt to- impose it without further
discussion. This'wbuld be

;
done by

notifying all AFRA members not t»
appear on transcription programs un-
less; the company has signed the
code and is observing AFRA's pro-
posed regulations.
Emily Holt, national executive sec-

retary, planed to Detroit yesterday
(Tuesday) morning to obtain .a re-

newal of the sbpn-to-expire contract

With station WXYZ there. , No- dif-

ficulty is anticipated on the matter.

Existing agreement covers sustaining

and .commercial programs- and ..all

classifications of staff and free-lance

announcers, singers and actors. No
changes iaf e. expected in. the, .new

pact, Mrs. Hoit is; expected back. in

New York in time for- tomorrow's

national board meeting'.

•Issuance of AFRA licenses to tal-.

ent agents is
: nearing completion-

Only about 20 or 30 doubtful cases

are pending and the union hopes to

have them cleaned up within a few
weeks. All the agents have applied

and the principal, complications are

merely matters of incomplete data

supplied by the percenters, • •

After three years of steady ground-

work, the ;Rddio_ Writers Guild is

about to win recognition and
. >;

tensive concessions on three differ.-

ent fronts almost simultaneously.

Agreements have , already been

worked out for staff scripter con-

tracts at NBC and CBS and for news
writers at CBS: In addition, negb-

tiatibns for a contract with the ad-

vertising agencies is making rapid

progress.
.

'''/''..• ''.'
'•

. All essential details of the agree-

ments for NBC and CBS staff script-

ers have been settled and . the conr

tracts are now being put into final

form by attorneys for the network
and Guild. Pacts will probably be
sighed within a week or two. They
will provide, for a Guild shop, base

pay for sustaining writers, with ex-

tra coin for commercial programs
.and for audition scripts for..shows to

be submitted for sponsorship.

Other provisions are for salary in-

creases and clarify the ownership
and disposal of subsidiary, rights. In

the latter category, the general re-

quirement . is that the author gets

90% of literary and dramatic rights

and 75% of the picture rights, but

the company will act as agent for

six .months after the material ' is

written, . after which the writer will

handle his own deals.

. . Guild was unable to obtain any
concession as to the repeat broad-

cast rights on scripts, the networks
retaining rights for all subsequent
broadcasts, regardless of whether or
not the writer is still in the com-
pany's employ. • Any material writ-

ten on the author's own time re-

mains his own property, but he may
not write radio material (which
would theoretically be in competi-
tion with his output for the company,
employing him) without the net-

work's consent. '

•
.

-

Verbal agreement for news writ-,

ers at CBS .calls for. Guild- shop,

minimum salaries (generally, involv-

ing boosts over present pay), an ap-
prentice classification (with a pro-
viso that no more than .20% of the

writers may be apprentices), general
salary raises; ownership of all ma-
terial written on the employee's own
time; Deal, which is to be put into

writing: soon, will be retroactive to

Jan. 1. It does not provide for extra

pay for sponsored shows. .

Meet With Four A»«

Several meetings have been held

by committees representing the;

build and the American Assn. . of

Advertising Agencies and another is;

slated for tomorrow (Thursday).
Guild committee includes Erik Bar-,

nouw, Katharine Seymour, Stuart
Hawkins (replacing Ruth Adams
Knight, who ' 'M Henry

. Fisk.

Carlton and Luise Sillcox. Commit-
tee for the Four A's includes A. K.
Spencer';';. (J.' -.. 'Waltbr; Thompson),,
chairman; Leonard Bush;. (Compton),
C. Lawtoh Campbell • (Rulhrauff
St Ryan) and Frederick . Gamble
(Four A's). •'.

From-: the- outset' the Guild has run
into the- same difficulty with the

Four A's committee that the Ameri^
can Federation of Radio Artists en-
countered, two'- years ago. That is,

the Four A's, dependent on the good
will of its member agencies, .and

without actual authority, is" unabie
to come to any agreement binding oh
the agencies. However, the Guild

figures it has three possible alterna-

• (Continued on- page 46) '•-

1,500 Moppet Programs in U.S. A.

, By ROBERT J. LANDRY ;

. , Upon completion of a six imbnths
trip by automobile to 168 cities and:
including personal calls upon 341
radio stations (and correspondence
With another- 150)' Mrs. Dorothy
Lewis, of The National Council • on
Children's Programs, reported Tuesr

day (4) at a luncheon at the Hotel
Roosevelt, New York, some of her
conclusions. . .

. These are more or less her general
impressions:

.

.'-.''
;

'

• 1. The natural
,
children's hour :

'

5-6 p.m. and the /our time ' zones

suggest transcriptions; rather than;

networks, . as the
.
ideal kid- show

medium.-
;

'
•

'
*

' •"

:

-

•'

/
•

2. Every radio station in the coun-
try should be encouraged by club-

women to Have at least one half-

hour devoted to childhood entertain-.

jrient between 5-8 p.m.
,3. Lower time rates for children's

hour programs should be urged upon
broadcasters as a' possible contribu-
tion to public seruice.

.4, There should be more educa-
tional touches in the ' showmanship
programs and more showmanship in

the educational programs for kids.

. 3. More consideration should be
given for the child's sense of humor
and its development.

.-'. 6. Advertising agencies should
give local story tellers a sympathetic
hearing.

'

The remarks of "Mrs. Xewls were
tentative and will be reduced to
careful, documented data for subse-
quent distribution by tha National
Association of Broadcasters, which
encouraged the survey "and provided
$1,500 as part of the travelling ex-
penses for Mrs. Lewis and her daugh-
ter..

1,500 Kid Programs

There are, it would appear froth

the partially analyzed data of the
Lewis swingaround, some 1,500 sep-
arate programs on American radio
stations falling into the 'children's

show' category. These range from
the standard Saturday morning ama-
teur frolic to programs promoted by
librarians, school boards, music in-

structors, Boy and Girl Scout- enter-
1

prises, etc. .-.-:'

Mrs. Lewis reports exceptional ac-
tivity of rural county schools where
the students prepare complete radio
entertainments. Kids . are . brought
into a nearby town by bus to broad-
cast. Local : historical material is

being exploited more and more and
the Junior Leagues around the coun-
try are interesting themselves in kid's

programs. Quiz wiz stuff, special

news programs for children are also

on the upbeat.
The Saturday morning amateur

shows have been 'cheap and easy'

and on the whole fairly popular.

They usually are staged in a ' local
theatre with a moving picture tossed
in to rhake

; a complete yhalfday. of
entertaihmentl Music

7

teachers of the
10-quick-lessOns. genre .'; are priming
children for such .single -appearances^
on the radio,, this being the. goal, the,

end. and the payoff of ; all cultural
appiicatioh. Mrs. Lewis frowns upon

' some of these odshoots of the phe-
! nomenon.
! . Along the route of her nation-wide
..grand, tour the clubwomen's repre-
se'ntatiye beat the drum for tho
N.A.B. code. .' She; met leaders of all

sorts of . women's groups, some, 5,000
of them, arranged the. distribution of
54,000 copies of the code, made. 63
broadcasts, .hundreds bit speeches,
•wrote' 1,200 letters

. and .
reports and

consumed creamed chicken, green
peas and shoestring potatoes at more
luncheons, 'dinners and banquests
than she likes to remember, or would :

want to repeat. •

'

The big source of satisfaction for
the ladies is Mrs: Lewis' coup in per-
suading General Mills to make a
$4,000. cash grant to the radio divi-

sion of the. University of Iowa for ;

experiments in children's programs.
This is first time a commercial broad-
caster has made a grant of the kino?,

usually provided by endowed foun-
dations.

HILLS SHOWS

DOWN

Two . of the three network shows

of the American Tobacco Co. (Lucky

Strike) have been undergoing a con-

sistent downtrend in rating. The 'Hit

Parade' is now down to 15.7 and a

Kay Kyser to 20, 'Information,
j

Please,' the exception, this time , re-
"

covered its previous depression and
obtained a rating of 15.1. -

:

Interesting sidelight on 'Informa-

tion' is its relative rating to another
quiz, 'Truth or Consequences' (Proc-

ter & Gamble). Latest rating of
•Truth' is 15.6. George Washington
Hill's bill* for 'Information' is $8,500

a week, whereas P&G's overall cost

on 'Truth* is around $1,400.

American Tobacco explains this

disparity of ratings' away with the
remark - that there is still quite a
difference in the classes of audience
and that it originally acquired 'In-

formation' for the type of listeners

it drew.

Accounting Division Now Making Report on Matter

to Chairman James L. Fly

Washington, Feb. .4.

.. Impositibn of a license fee or rev-

enue or. wattage .
.
tax—designed

chiefly to defray cost of regulitibri;

not bolster Federal income generally

—looms oh the horizon once more.
Studies' to determine scale of charges
that would make, the Federal Com-

l.munications.'. Commission
,
selfrsupr

.

I porting are nearing a .'.conclusion,

j

and the subject , is to ;be weighed
! shortly by. the. regulators. . :

/Report discussing possible, bases
i for payments by the industry is be-
: ,ing

:

written by -the- FCC ^accounting,

department at the suggestion ;

. of

(

Chairman James L." Ely, who indi;-

cated recently he , feels .' there is.

j

merit in . repeated^ suggest:
.
that

- the stations should make a monetary
contribution toward the. support of

the Commjsh. In the past there
• have been, suggestions that teler
I phone .

and . telegraph .companies,

ships, amateurs, and all others un-
der- . Commish .

' jurisdiction a Is o
should help pay the bill, which nor-
mally Is in the neighborhood of'

$2,000,000 to $2^00.000 a year.

Flat 15% impost on either net or.

gross take of stations and" rielworks

was suggested recently by Rep.
Richard B. WiggleswOrtV of Massa-
chusetts, while the labor unions i

the printing trades have come out
for a graduated scale of taxes on the
aggregate income, of all but the
smalles transmitters.

•On the basis of 1939 reports to the
FCC, a levy. . Wiggleswbrth sug-
gested would produce considerably
more than the Commish normally
spends even if limited to the net
profits. And if imposed On the
gross revenue, .the tax yield would
be materially more than the . Treas-
ury now' gets from a number of
misce)lane.o.us'.sOur<res,: %
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Persons': close to Col. Robert F.

McCormick, owner and publisher of

the Chicago Tribune and WGN, are

wondering whether he will abandon

the idea of making WMCA the New
York outlet for the Mutual Network

now that there is no chance of him
and his New York associate-partner,

Capt. Joseph Medill Patterson, get-

ting control .of WMCA. Latter .sta-

tion's ownership passed to Edward
Noble, chairman °t the Life Savers

board, several weeks ago. Patterson

Is publisher of the N. Y. Paily News^

Capt. Faittersbn, who has backed
President-Roosevelt on all his para-

mount issues but the lend-lease bill,

was interested in getting WMCA.
When, it is reported, Washington ef-

forts failed the captain approached!

Donald Flatrim, WMCA's ..licensor,

but the latter. had;'aU'eady.; closed his

deal with Noble: Noble declared last

week that no approach has been

made to him by the News publisher.

Patterson has already undertaken to

obtain a frequency-modulation fran-

chise.:

As understood in the radio trade

McCormick has for some time been

dissatisfied with the schedule clear-

ances that Mutual has been receiving

on commercial program from WOR,
the network's New York key and

major stockholder, ami he thought

the iNew York situation might be

remedied if his publishing partner,'

Capt. Patterson, .could acquire the

ownership of some New York' sta-

tion. WOR's local commitments have

frequently, made it impossible for

Mutual to guarantee the same time

on WOR as for other parts of a com-
mercial hookup. As a result of this

situation WOR has had to resort to

the device of delayed • (recorded)

broadcasts for Mutual accounts.

McCormick has during ,the past

two years taken an active interest

In radio, appearing frequently on
programs that :WGN feeds to the

Mutual Network. His stock owner-
«ip in Mutual is no greater than

OR'i. Each owns 24% of the stock,

•ind as new stockholders come In

each Is committed to surrender an
equal . number of shares ' so that

neither can exercise more stock con-

trol than the other.

BIRMINGHAM

STRICTLY CHEERFUL WTMJ

Declines Program of -Wisconsin

Monument Builders ' Association: ;

:

: Milwaukee, Feb. 4.

. When the Wisconsin Monument
Builders held their annual state con-

vention here this past week they

concluded after lengthy discussion

that a good' way to plug the. grave-

stone business would be to put a

radio show of. appropriate design on
the air about three times a week for

a 52-week peiiod,.just for a thorough

tryo'ut, and arranged a liberal budget
accordingly..: •;

',•'.••'•.'••• w.
BuV when the duly- delegated.;com-

;

mittee called upon' WTMJ execs to

close a deal and sign contracts they

met with a rebuff that floored them.

The memorial craftsmen were in-

formed that WTMJ would accept-no
commercial to advertise mpnuhients,
mortuaries or' " cemeteriesT^that it

was the station's fixed policy to ban
programs that might, have a depress-
ing effect upon: 'any of its

:
listening

audience which in the main\is seekV
ing; entertainment from. its radios.:- :'

Incidentally, other WTMJ inhihi-

lions are night clubs, mixed drinks
and liquor of^allvkirids. /Beer is O.K.

PEPPER ON DISCS

Jaok Arthur, Margaret MeCrae, Pick

s>nd Pa*, V»n Steeden on Series

San Antonio, Feb. 4L

Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., will iri-

augurate a transcribed spot, campaign
on a group of ,33 stations. Broad-

casts will be aired here through

WOAI and have been set through
Benton & Bowles.
On the half hour show titled the

Dr. Pepper Parade, Jack Arthur will

be .male soloist, Margaret McCrae
will be the feminine vocalist as

Pretty Peggy Pepper. There'll be
a comedy sequence by . Pat Padgett

and Pick Malone (Pick and Pat),

Orchestra under the baton of Peter

Van Steeden.

: First airing will be Feb. '14,

81

Washington, Feb. 4.

Long fight lor transfer of license

of WAP1 from an Alabama college

group to Voice of Alabama, Inc., was
won Thursday (30) when the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
granted the plea for voluntary as

•ignihent.

A few changes in the leasing ar

rangements between the colleges and
the Voice of Alabama company ter

minated a long legal struggle arising

from Commish displeasure over the
original proposal. The present li-

censees—Alabama Polytechnic Insti-

tute, University of Alabama and
Alabama College—will retain owner-
ship of - the . station's physical equip-
ment which will be leased to the
assignee, but will, take no part in

the operation of : the transmitter.

Request for a voluntary assignment
of license to Voice of Alabama was
turned down by the FCC two. year's

ago, and the United States Supreme
Court held the Commish denial could
not be appealed to the District of

Columbia Court of Appeals because
of a technicality resulting from
phraseology used in the statute. Re-
quest was •:made shortly afterwards
by WAPI and the Columbia Broad-
casting. System (which has a large

minority
.
interest in Voice , of Ala-

bama, {he.) for creation of a special

3-judge court In Alabama to review
the Commish's action.

Need, for further .legal action was
nullified with last week's approval 'of

the application: Principal objection

of the Commish—over a long-term
lease with recapture clause in the
original proposal—has been removed
with the recapture clause deleted

.and a . more equitable leasing ar-
rangement provided.- *

Schneiderwind, Who

Raised WJBK Issue, Is

'Conscientious Objector'

Detroit, Feb. 4.

After provoking some uproar here
In claiming he was dismissed from
a radio station to circumvent his re-

hiring as an announcer when . he
returned from' the draft, Henry C.
Schneiderwind, who worked pro-
fessionally under the name of Henry
Charles, turned out to be Detroit's

first conscientious objector to the
same draft.

His accusation that station WJBK
let him out on New Year's Eve be
cause he was headed for the Army
and it was a way of evading the law
—a charge denied by the studio

which said his release was in the
normal course of business—brought
a Federal warning to stations here
not to fire employees on the eve of
their being drafted. Warning was
not sharp, for all the stations here
have issued statements that any em
pioyees drafted will find their, old
jobs waiting when they return.

Schneiderwind's . conscientious ob
jections did not take the form of re
fusal to register in the draft. He
merely indicated himself as opposed
to war on foreign soil, that his con-
science, would not permit him v to kill

a man on foreign soil. ; The Army
assigned him to Camp Custer and
indicated on his card that he was to
be assigned to non-combatant work,

IIHtttttttttttttttttttttttttt»*tt ft t t I i t t > > » » | lir

From the Production Centres

. \ ] Omaha, Feb. 4.

Something ;,of the-' extent of . the

giveaway business radio . has gone

into is shown in a .
display at WOW.

where 21 premiums offered in the

next six months are on view. In-

cluded is everything from dishes,

saucepans to Bibles, cameras to

house dresses. Promotion Manager
Howard O. Peterson arranged the
display. Premiums .were catalogued

as follows: juvenile, 11; kitchen; 8;

household, 18; miscellaneous, 12;

maps, books, stationery, etc., 18;

cosmetics, 8; Jewelry, 6. Most fre-

quently ;used premium .was. tear

spoons. Jewelry also popular. Ju-
venile glveaaways included games,
handkerchiefs, cutout books, etc.

During week of January 5 alone,

WOW offered 22 premiums;

Freelance Radio Actor

St I. in Jug as TKef

'.' St Louis, Feb, 4.

Howard W. Sanders, 29, a free-

lance radio actor: and entertainer,

known as Hugh Sanders was jugged
by local cops last week and Is said

to .have confessed to one burglary

and six thefts of women's purses

that netted him $37 in cash arid two
diamond rings valued at $450 since

last October. . Cops say that Sanders,

in the guise of an entertainer, visited

homes where . mustcales, etc., were
given, arid copped the

.
purses arid

rings, At one of the homes the

family was absent so Sanders made
a forced entrance.

He sold one of the rings to his

girl friend for $10 and presented her
with the other. Sanders is on pa-
role from a sentence of one year in

the city workhouse for. similar thefts

in 1939. Sanders has had roles in

'The Land We Live In' series pro-
duced by KMOX for the Union Elec-
tric Co. of Missouri.

Fabulous Doc Brinkley Bankrupt

Most Colorful of Radio's Early Medicine Showmen
Cornea to Grief in Texas
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* NEW YORK CITY
Mildred Lynn,, radio actress, has left the hospital after three weeks'

treatment for infection from burns received while getting a permanent
wave . : . .Frank Dahm replaced Frank Gould and Ken. McGregor succeeded-
Hi Brown as writer and director, respectively, of 'City Desk',.. .James
Melghan played the lead last week, instead of Chester Strattori. . Arnold
Moss, added to The O'Neills'. .. .Bert Gordon and Jinx . Falkenberg who
closed Saturday (1) in 'Hold on to Your Hats,' planed to the Coast for
spots on tonight's (Wednesday) Eddie Cantor, show. . . .Glenda Farrell
guests Saturday (8) on 'Lincoln Highway'.

John E. McMiUli^Compton radio head, goes to the Coast the end of the
month for a vacation. . ; .Adrian Rollini trio does a one-timer oh the Alec
Templeton show Friday night (7).... Will Bradley and Ray McKinney.
guest ori the same. stanza Feb. 28, from Chicago. . . .Ralph Edwards taking
his Truth or Consequences' show to Baltimore next week, to Los Angeles
and Sah Francisco in March arid is being booked for the Interstate circuit
in Texas. ...NilesTrammell chairman ..of the civilian mobilization com-
mittee for the Salvation Army fund drive. ^, .WINS has set plans for
covering all track: meets at Madison Squire: Garden this winter. ... .WNYC
will air its

i

second: annual American music: festival Feb. 12-22.*. .Kennedy
Ludlum, WOV announcer, changed his name to Bob Kennedy, but quickly
Switched back when a Norfolk, Va . femme looked him up because she
had been desertcid by a husband of that name.

. v ,
'.

Maurice C. Dreicer, the 'one-man broadcasting Industry/ has still an.
other new series on WOV. .. .it's 'Who Is It?' and involves listeners guess- :

ing the identity of celebrities, via waxed spiels Henry Morgan" now
heard coast-to-coast via Mutual, having added a rebroadcast to his six-
weekly series. ...has dropped all staff announcing, but continues on Morey
Amsterdam's 'Laugh and Swing Club'. . William,A, Schudt, Jr., Columbia
Records general ... manager, recovered from three-week flu attack .

.
...

;

Frazier Hunt, now roving reporter qh Mutuali leaving for trip to gatber:
broadcast material. . .. .Frank A. McMahon, producer of 'Gay -90's' - series,
has taken offices, in the CfiS building. -

Pauline: Alpert) pianist over WOR,VdoubUng in the show at the Sutton
hotel, ...WINS airing 'Band That Came to Breakfast* shows Friday morn-
ings, with !grub. and coffee, plus swing sessions by visiting name orches-
tras, at the

:
Mayflower, hotel. . . .25 listeners, chosen for their letters

'

to
the program, are. also guests: . . .Harold Manson now narrator, on 'It .Ha'pv

pened This Week* series on WHN.
.

Arlerie Francis will he one of the two leads, on WOR's flve-a-week '9:40

Shopper's Club' for ; Macy's, starting Feb. 17. ii. .Juan Jose Saro will sub
Saturday (8) arid Tuesday (11) on WOR for Don Arres, while the latter

plays a Philly theatre date, ...Marian Shockley on last Friday night's (31)
Kate Smith show. .. .Jean Muir a guestoh 'Your Favorite Song*.

Hu Shihj Chinese ambassador; Ian Mackenzie, Canadian minister of
health, and Sir Willmott Lewis, head of the American 'bureau of the
London Times, will address the 'School of. the Air of ' the Americas' at
Atlantic City Feb. 27 and in New York Feb. 28-March 1. ...Leland Stowe,
George Sokolsky, Lawrence Dennis and Maurice Hindus . guest speakers
on torhorrow (Thursday) night's 'Town Meeting of the Air. . . .Augustiri
Lara, Mexican composer and pianist, will do. four programs of his own
triusic^ over NBC blue (WJZ )

' Wednesday and Friday nights of this week
and next. .. .because he didn't want to give Western Union all the plugs,
Darryl Zahuck ordered all mentions of the company's name deleted from

,

the script for the excerpt from the forthcoming picture of that name,

'

when the piece was done, on the Kate Smith show last week with Robert
Young. .

Dr. Henry Lee Smith doing it the hard way on his. 'Where Are You
From ' series over WOR-Miitual by using professional actor guests on the
show. . . .Peggy Conklln and Albert Hackett, leads of 'Mr. and Mrs. North,'
are tonight's .• (Wednesday ) visitors. .. .WOR's beauty advice show, 'Here's

Looking at Yo'u,' . moved to a night spot . . . .'Ahasuerus and : Esther,' new
opera by Polish refugee, Ignatz Waghalter, gets its first American per-
formance Monday (10) night over WQXR, with the composer conducting
and the cast deluding Beatrice Lind, Igor Gutman, William Tucker, Paul
Dennis arid Saul Meisels. '

.

Jane West, author of 'The O'Neills,' played role last week despite bron-
chitis. ...now she has written herself out of the script and leaves for

Florida, Feb. 13.. ..Richard E. O'Dea of WNEW left for a three-week
vacation in Florida oyer the weekend... .Spencer Bentley back to Work

.

for Paramount newsreel as narrator and bri radio skits after . bronchial
attack kept him from talking for nearly 10 days;

Walter Houston guests on 'Campbell Playhouse' Feb. 14 and March 7....

Jeannette MacDoriald and Gene Raymond have the assignment Feb. 21

.

and Paul Muni fills the: spot Feb. 28. .. .Douglas Fairbanks is the one this

Friday (7) night. . . .Anna Erskine has gone to Woodstock, N. Y., ,for a week
....'Uncle Bob' Sherwood, retired acrobatic clown, guests tomorrow"
(Thursday) afternoon on 'Around Staten Island' via WNYC... ;Peg La-
Centra made an audition recording last week for a new commercial, series

....she's already vocalist pn the Gulden program.

Wythe Williams out of the hospital and recuperating from flu. . . .Charles
Stark begins new' serieB, 'Music for Today,' on WABC this week....
George Bryan announcing: the 'Aldrlch Family'- . • .Ed Mayehoff's one-
man show off WOR-Mutual. .. .slated to return soon in a variety series....
Paul Stewart on 'Manhattan at Midnight' tonight" (Wednesday)... .guests
on the Andre Kostelanetz-Albert Spalding show include Muriel Dickson
this Sunday (9), followed by John Charles Thomas and Rise Stevens....
others to be heard, soon include Rose Hampton, Lily Pons, Gladys Swarth-
out arid James Melton.

'

.

: // Sah1

Antonio; Feb;.

Dr, John . R, Brinkley, fabulous

broadcasting coctor and operator of

a medico leaflet- and prescription

mail order house, is bankrupt. He
filed in ^he Federal district court
here listing assets of only . $30,000. <

. Long resident, at Del Rio, Texas,
in an imposing shpwplace from
which he operated XERA just across

the border in Mexico, Brinkley has
more recently returned to Little

Rock, Arkansas. It has been his re-
cent habit to commute from Little

Rock to Del Rid in. a private aero-

plane. Part of his broadcasts were
in person, part through transcrip-

tions. ;'
:

•:

Brihkley's income has in the past
run to Wall Street dimensions. His
staff's wholesale prostate gland op-
erations on the farmers and hill-

billies of the great south-middle-
west area were commonly supposed
to gross , ovef $1,000;000 a

:
year.

Brinkley'* notoriety and his prac*

tlce wen alike results of his . dar-

ingly .frank radio broadcasting.
During his Mllford, Kansas days and
after his Mexican 'exile' (forced by
Washington), he was the arch-proto-
type of the mail order . physician to
the world . at large. He had an
elaborate, yacht, loaded himself and
his wife with sparklers arid main-
tained a teen-age son with a valet
arid ultra car. •

.

r

'

.

It has been freely rumored in
recent months that Brinkley's con-
tinued teriure of a Mexican wave-
length was lri danger. Political

changes, good neighborism and de-
sire of powerful Mexican business
interests to*recapture the profitable
border stations aft combined to pre^
sent Brinkley with a set-up where
his prospects were Clouded. Brink-
ley could, it was reported; no longer
stand the gaff.

Norman Baker,'* his contemporary
In offside broadcasting, has been In
eclipse some, three years. Like
Brinkley the American Government
hounded him to the Mexican border.
Baker's specialty was cancer.

liV HOLLYWOOD
Lawrence Lowman came to town but the casualty list at Columbia

Management was negligible after he crossed the border into Mexico.. Only
George Johnston, a 'recruit frorrt the studio tours staff, and Jeanne Burke,
office worker, were parted from the payroll . ... .Bill Morrow and Ed
Beloin- finding more: inspiration, and less distraction arourid . the:, desert
cactus near P>lm Springs, hence most of the scripts for Jack Benny are
dreamed up there. . . .Ben Bernie: moving the lads east this week for the
Bromo series. Ditto for Horace Heidt and his Pot o' Golders . , . .NBC let

down the bars on the Greek relief show from Chinese theatre Feb. 8 and
,
made it availablie to .ail stations. Original deal gave the chain an exclu-
sive. Tariff for broadcast is $10 a head forn the 2,000-seat house....
Charlie Bullotti oiit.' as producer of Tommy ;Dorsey!s JFame and Fortune*

,

. .. .Danny Danker one of the town's many grippe -victims and bedded for
better part of a week. . . .King's Men held, for another quarter on 'Fibber
McGee arid Molly'. . .. .Nancy; Gray, transcribing star interviews for Mil-
waukee Journal station. .. . Gayne Whitman, the original 'Chandu,' will

calL the sponsor's shots with Kay Kys*r beginning Feb. 12; :

"
.

"'

IN SAN FRANCISCO > .

Ernie. Smith of KYA back from Mexico City . . . .Jennings Pierce added
things up ..and fln<Js KGOtKPO pumping out 94 public service prograrhs
weekly. . . .Gene Clark, NBC sales promotion manager, named to Frisco
C. of C. Domestic trade committee ....KYA* weekly Chamber of Commerce
programs are being waxed for international rebroadcast .on KGEI at 5:30

a.m. Tuesdays . . . .KFSO is handling a- course in radio appreciation for

Frisco Junior College,, with weekly lectures by R. W. Dumm, special events,
Haan Tyler, radio sales, Lincoln Dellar, station management and Doc
Howard, engineering. ...Phil Bovero, composer-arranger, added to KGO-
KPO musical staff.
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Mutual January Gross, $505,231;

f<MStETT

NBC and- Columbia; has clamped

down on the trade or. public release

of its monthly billings. : Mutual,

Which was hot invited by -NBC
.
and

CBS to participate in .this .change

of policy, will continue to give but

the information^ Mutual's gross for

this January Was $505,231; or 59%
what it had been .for the like

: month of 1940., .

;

. The two earlier networks have
-. been sensitive. for some time to the

use which this publishedJnfbrmatiori

about their income- has beeri put In,

particularly controversies With labor

. groups, ASCAP and educational ele-;

merits. NBC; arid . Cbumfcia found a

way out of the dilemma
.
during the

convention of the National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters in San ..Frahr

Cisco last August when .there was ih-

trbduced a resolution urging the in-

dustry to cease talking about its time
billings in .terms . of . dollars, but

rather translate this Into terms of

time units.

. It was also proposed that the

N.A.B.. release this: network info;

The resolution went through. Idea

edvanced at; the tiriie was that the

. unit arrangement would serve as a

basis of cornparisori with newsprint
and magazine advertising..

Elliott Roosevelt Fdes

To Recover in

Transcontiitental Corp.

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 4.

Elliott Roosevelt, son of the' Presi

dent, today ' filed a . claim', with the
receivers' Of the Transcontinental
Broadcasting System, Inc., a dis-

solved Delaware corporation, for

$70,000 as holder of 4,000 shares of
Class A stock of the system. The
claim was filed with: the Court of
Chancery here. . i

Chancellor W. W. Harrington ap-
pointed Daniel F. Wolcott and Harry
H. Steham as receivers for the sys-
tem on Nov. 12, 1940, and on Dec.
16 ordered all creditors and hold-
ers of Class A stock to file their
claims. The deadline for claims Is

Feb. 20. Roosevelt's claim was filed

through his. attorney, Milton Diar.
mondV

Geva on WINS

..
Most ambitious dramatic .show yet

attempted by WINS, New York, will
be started this week, with Irving
Strouse, former press : agent, in
charge. Half-hour series, spotted at

4:30 pV;m. Sundays, will be tabbed
•Invisible Theatre of the. Air.'
Tamara Geva, legit actress and

dancer, will be the permanent star.
First ..stanza--.-will be "The, Ciystai
Bail,' by Robert Greeri;, Second Will
be. 'Hitler Goes to Heaven/ by
Myron C. Fagan.

;

KMMJ GOES TO DAILY

Seven of Nebraska's 13 Station's Be-
long to the Press

Grand Island, Neb., Feb. 4.

.
Grand- Island . Independent' /has

bought KMMJ, the 500-watter owned
formerly by Don Searle, who is gen-
eral manager of the Central States
(KOIL, KFOR, and KFAB) Broad-
casting System. Price not disclosed.
.Deal pends approval from the FCC,

and if okayed KMMJ will be the
seventh outlet of the state's 13 sta-
tions to be owned, or at least par-
tially controlled by newspapers.

.
KMMJ, which is managed by Ted

Matthews, was for many years at
small Clay Center, Neb., and was
moved to Grand Island, Nebraska's
third city in population, nearly a
year ago. ••

s Mail Script Ahead
. Milwaukee, Feb. 4.

Johnny Olson, who does a : Satur-
day afternoon show on WTMJ for
Eight Bros. Tobacco and Julep cig-
rets, went to. New York last week
arid, missing, connections, failed to
get back to the station for his sched-
uled broadcast. Fortunately, howi-
ever, he had airmailed his script on
ahead, describing the wonders of the
big town he had just seen, so Bob
Heiss, studio announcer, stepped
irito the breach and did the show
quite as Olson might, telling about the
trip he- didn't take, with all, the

-

gags
.
and songs Olson had framed for his
own, use.

'

Dalberg Air lawyer :

Washington, Feb. 4.
'.

: latest recruit to radio's legal fra-
ternity from the ranks of the goverri-
ment is Melyin H/ Dalberg, former
Federal Comrnunications Commission
examiner. Recently, 'with: the Fed-
eral Power: Commission, Dalberg this
week opened offices and announced

ff
will enter general administrative

law field; specializing in broadcasting
matters.

*

.
Was head examiner for the FCC

lor four years until the overhauling
of the legal forces in 1938. .

• Chattanooga, Feb. 4.,

New: wrinkle in musical quiz- shows
has been dug up by WDEF, new
Mutual outlet here. Station, with lo-
cal jewelry store tieup, has man-on-
the-street

. stunt employing sidewalk
piano, rolled but front of. the store; y-

,
Pecb Gleason, arinbuncer

r asks-
vbluriteer what song he. would think
of if he became romance-iriirided
while stroUing . with sweetie on
moonlight night Pianist plays 'I

Love You Truly' or something ap-
propriate, as tip. Qulzee must name
song.

Participants get $1 if they answer
correctly. Interest-getter is ' alarm
clock that rings sometime during

.

half hour show is on, air. Partici-

pant on air when- clock rings gets
$2.50, right or wrong.
Jewelry store offering 17-jewel

watch for best name for program.

VOX POPS AND HAMAS

FLYING TO MEXICO

' 'Vox Pop* program
,
for Penh To-

bacco will, originate from three Latin,

spots.. Party of three Jluthrauff &
Ryanites, Parks Johnson, Wallace
Butterworth and Nate Tufts and
their respective wives, fly to Mexico
City this Friday to broadcast from
the Foreign Ministry of the Mexican
Republic. Soldiers at San Juan in

Puerto Rico and then a pickup from
Havana will follow ori successive
weeks. On the return party may do
a broadcast from Miami. •

:
Land wires will be used from

Mexico, ' shortwave from the two
islands. All in English.

HA0IO 89

Boake Carter on Piel

Boake Carter will have a couple
new sponsors on Mutual in March,
Pi€l Beer and National Refining; Co,
It will be three, days a. week , for
Piel in the east arid two days a week
for - the oil: distrib. in the middle
west. •

.
;

-

:

' ./
'

S.herman K.' Ellis is the agency. J

ON

, ,
... Washington, Feb. 4.

Insinuations and disclosures of
skullduggery that came out of the
Seriate . Interstate Commerce -Com-
mittee's .disintering of the bid -RCA
consent decree will not have any re-
percussions as far as ^NBC.is con-
cerned until the Justice Department
arid the Federal .Courts have estab-
lished that criminal conduct charac-
terized the settlement Similarly,
criticism of the iWay CBS officers'

handled that boom-time , stock swap
With Paramount has not put any
black marks, against Columbia in. the
Federal Communications Commission
ledger.

*

Chairman
; James L. Fly was- re-

vealed last week to. have told the
House Appropriations Committee at-
tention has been paid by the Com-
mish to the mass of testimony taken
during last year's hearings on the
Thad Brown Teribmination-r-which
went oft" irito tangents, concerning
both RCA and CBS. When asked
what the Commish was doing about
the shenanigans related to the Senate
group, Fly told the House commit-
teemen he thinks it would be 'ludi-
crous' for the FCC to crack down on
NBC—which was not directly in-
volved in the Wilmington proceed-
ings of 1932—while the Justice De-

;

partment sits by doing nothing.
RCA and NBC

If it Is proved that anybody, con-
nected With RCA engaged iri bribery
or attempted to fix the Federal Court,,
the Commish unquestionably would
lave to look at that matter from the
standpoint of whether; it affects the
fitness of licensees to operate sta-
tions. But Fly commented the sus-
picion of bribery is 'pretty remote in
1941 from the question whether the
National Broadcasting Co., a sub-
sidiary, which has largely grown up
since that time, is. qualified to oper-
ate.'

There was no direct mention of.

CBS or the Paramount transaction
when Fly was before the House com-
mittee. But Rep. Richard B. Wiggles-
worth inquired whether 'enrichment
of the principal influence in a com-
pany, to the tune of a million dol-
lars or. more, if established/ would
be looked at as possibly disqualify-

and Sweeps Out

i, McGarrett Swap

Hollywood, Feb. 4. .

Bob Welch, riow directing the Kate
Smith program, will replace, George
McGarrett as producer for Young &
Rubicam ori the Eddie Cantor show.

McGarrett returns east to look
after the ^Aldrich Family* seriesw ;

;

Sam Fuller is now directing the
Kate Smith program, i . ,\

''.

Jack Runyon; who was formerly
Iri charge of Lord & Thomas' Holly-
wood office, will join the the Ted
Bates agency : Feb. 17 as- v.p. iri

charge of radio.

He leaves for the : west coast to-
day (Wednesday) to clear up some
personal matters,' and he will be back
In New York Feb. 15.

:

RUTH RICH LEAVES

WOMEN'S RADIO COMM.

Ruth Rich has resigned as execu-
tive

. secretary and only ' paid em-
ployee of the Women's National Ra-
dio Committee. This was the orig-
irial clubwomen's group that inter-

ested . itself . in children!*
.
programs.

In times past it .commanded some
attention and staged some lnncheons.
National Association of Broadcast-

ers has since recognized more au-
thoritative groups as better qualified

tp. speak for the clubwomen.

George Grant to WBBM
. Chicago, Feb. 4;

George Grant, formerly with the
Des Moines Register and Tribune,
is joining WBBM to head a newly-
created sales service department. His
job will be to relieve salesmen of all

but straight selling details.
''';''

Grant comes to work- this Mon-
day (10).

ing certain . persons from holding
licenses. Fly said the Commish.
would be 'influenced' in reaching- de-
cisions if there was evidence of em-
bezzlement.

A BLACK CAT CROSSES THE ROAD:
Arid How That Fact Might Be Reported By
— RAYMOND GRAM SWING
— WYTHE WILLIAMS— H. V. KALTENBORN

— ELMER DAVIS :"'.

— GABRIEL HEATTER
— JOHANNES STEEL

I*

George Hamilton Combs, Jr., news commentator ori

WHN, New York, amused himself last week by render-

ing ori the air the simple sentence 'a blacfc cot crossed

the road some place in Germany' in the several dif-

ferent styles of other riews commentators. ^ His versions

follow: ';'."','.">

.

RAYMOND GRAM SWING
"- 'Good evening^toriight; a cat so dark that, -it ebuid •

almost be called black without straining the artistic

verities crossed a significant rbad-rrcrossed it not bold-

ly : arid overtly, but timidly and cautiously, with, a

diffidence that might almost be born of fear. Now,
the. implications: of the act of -this equivocal -cat have
not beeri ignblfed . by the more perceptive ; observers.

They see in it ; a /paradox which is riot , without analogy

in o'vir present struggle,; They .
see the cat as a sym-

bol of totalitarian stealth aridi they are ; wondering
What lies on the other side of the road;i :After all^ cats

are; animals :and the signiflcarice of . this should riot be

lost ori any of us.'

WYTHE WTLXlAMS
'According to . my confidential sources, black cat.

crossed the road at exactly 7:33 tonight. : It
. was ac-

cbmpanied - by three, agents of the Gestapo and Herr
Hitler's housekeeper and after crossing, the road, says

my source, the. cat went straight to sleep in the* sec-

ond floor bedroorii of the red brick.hbuse on the south-

east corner bf the Unter Den Linden. At air
. time

toriight( according to my private: information, the cat

was still sleeping soundly and Herman Goering made
a trip across town in his bright red Benz to bring

it a juicy' steak. , My sources say the field rnarshal

has mistaken, the cat for a tiger cub. For next week,
be on the iookout for the fate of the cat.' .

H. V KALTENBORN -..

•Good evening. There is little doubt that . a cat

crossed the road. That raises an issue of supreme im-
' portance. It reminds us to ask,; not only for our own
enlightment, but for the security of the world—-what
was its motive? ' Moreover, the'questibri which at once
coiries to mind is .this: What will -Russia do? This- is

the question. If we know the answer to this, we shall
put our. fears to rest,' .

''':'

ELMER DAVIS
//'Tbiiight a: black cat crossed the road, no doubt be-
cause it wanted ; to get oh. the other side, and the late
dispatches don't, say Whether, or; not it is. on- its way to
Slam where it has relatives.'

:

'

:
..

GABRIEL HEATTER
.'•And so, tonight,, a cat called black walked across
a street called' time. Life writes 'another headline arid
.to a •headline hunter there are headlines even jn a
cat' called Black. And;, now a word about F-Rrl-M-L,
Fririil, what a bar ..of niusic for

;

;fi've ..cents. Ladies
and Gentlemen we; all know arid love . to. : hear Carrie
Jacobs Bond.'. "

: - - :.'.*.:•
'

'' JOHANNES STEEL v
.;'Tonight,;,a perfectly fantastic cat, animated no doubt
by German propaganda, walked right into

r

a group of
socially -conscious and leftist dogs and at a late hour

•. tonight it had riot been heard from. ' Whether the cat
.died a fantastic death, we do riot kriow.' .

WatChiriaker - broadcaster Arde
Bulova is apparently doing a Robert
McCbrmick swobp-sweep at WOV,
New York. • He is suddenly making
himself felt in .the management of
the station heretofore administered
through others.

. Most famous case
of

. making the fur fly under com-
parable conditions

, was, when the
owner of the Chicago Tribune sud-

'

denly discovered 1 his own WGN and
didn't

! particularly like'-what .he dis-.
covered. ]
Bulova is disinclined, to reveal hiir^

plans br decisions, but jrneantime the
'

station is
.
undergoing a : big. Jarring ;

out of its rut.

Storm apparently broke late Sat-
urday (1), when Bulova. who: he? .

previously -, haridled^. the, ..sitatibri .

through. Harold A. ' LaFounf, geii-'

eral rrianager in charge of all Bulova
stations, suddenly took , active per-
sonal control. He. first hired Alan
Courtney, currently doirig, an. early-"

,

morning recorded, program over
WMCA, New York, to become night
program manager. As Wov's day-
tiriie shows are mostly Italian lan-
gujage.v the only, reaf English., pro-
gramming' is

. at night. Therefore,
bringing iri a night program . man^
ager ' effect superseded Stuart
Buchanan, whom Naylor Rogers
brought in from the Coast; as pro-
gram

;
director only a couple of

weeks ago.-
'

•- Short Stay ;':

Buchanan,' who. left a permanent .

job with .Walt Disriey
; to. take the •

Rogers offer, thereupon resigned.
He has no immediate plans, but
hopes to get a place at some other
New York station. 'Roger Brown,
brought from WGN, Chicago, to' do
a nightly recorded darice music pro-
gram, .is but. So is Roy Maypole,,
writer-producer, eiriployed a week
ago 4o do a live show With guest
names.
Jack Meakin's 12-piece house band,

which has been at the station four
weeks on a special week-to-week ar-
rangement with . the musicians' •

union, is dropped as of next week-
,

end. .Meakiri, formerly music di-
rector at KPO and KGd, San Fran-
cisco, is being let out because hla

'

music is 'urisatisfactory,': Bulova ex-
plained to the union. Statiori owner .

also informed the union he intends
to bring iri a different name band
weekly. However, those at the sta-
tion

.
said yesterday that the new

program policy at this time calls for
only recordings after dark, despite
the fancy new studios, the expensive
new equipment and the new 10,000-
watt transriiitter.

With the studio In a turmoil
yesterday, the officials atill in
Bulova's employ were obviously re-
luctant to discuss the situation. Only
ones who would . talk were those
who had been dropped. Others, ex-
plaining they knew nothing of future
plans for the station, referred all
questions to Bulova. And he'a re-
ticent.

i

Kane Saes Plough For

Alleged Lift of Idea;

Involves Tamous Firsts'

Albert E. Kane, author, and con-
ductor of a radio program, filed tult
Thursday (30) in the N. Y. federal
court against Plough, Inc., seeking
damages of $25,000 for alleged in-
fringement ...

.

Plaintiff is the author of 'FamOu.'
First Facts' and 'More First Facts.'
books wheh were published in 1933
arid 1935. From August, 1998, to
July; 1939, he conducted a radio pro-
gram , over WOR entitled 'Famous
Firsts.'

/ It charged that the defendant's
radio prograrri. for St. Joseph's As-

.

pirin makes ari announcement which
starts, 'This is. a famous first fact ih
fiistbry;' Deferidaht;- has refused, to
desist, plaintiff claimsi despite warn-
ing of infringeihent, so ,$25,000 dam-
ages, an injunction, and accounting of
profits are sought.

Hartridge to Far feast
Edwin Hartridge, until recently an

American radio man in . Berlin^
leaving this week for the.Orient. '

sails Friday frbriv San Francisco for
i Manila and Singapore accompanied
.
by his wife.

Will probably do some NBC wor>
from the Far East,
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The White House andWMCA, N. Y.

Appropriations Committee Provides a postscript to

the 'Flim-Flammed Flamm' Rumors

Washington, Feb. 4. :

White House interest in- the acri-

monious relations between Donald.

Flamm and Edward. J; Noble result-

ing finally in transfer of WMCA lor

$850,000 was .disciosed last week and

commented on in Goiigress! ' Pub-

lished testimony received ' by - the

House Appropriations Committee at

closed-door hearings revealed the

allegations of impropriety arid pres-

sure on Flamm to sell his outlet at

one time had reached the Executive

"...Offices.

While several said they- had
[

heard

a wide assortment: of rumors, several

Federal Communications Commission
members were, shown as having .told

the House committee th'ey . found
nothing . wrong with the transaction

and could throw no light on trade

whispers that Thomas. J. Corcoran,

Steve Early arid other
.
.prominent

Administration- figures were anxious

to help Noble get the transmitter/

The White House angle came out

during protracted questioning con

ducted by Rep. Richard Wiggles

worth..
.
Quizzing Chairman James L,

Fly, Commissioner Norman S. Case-:

arid others, Wigglesworth drew a re-

luctarit • admission that both MaJ
Gen. Edwin M. Watson, the Number
One member :of the President's sec

retariat, and Rudolph Forster, ex-

ecutive; clerk, did- some telephoning

First trying/ to avoid Teplying,

Comm. Case said that when he was
acting chairman Cat the time .

the

WMCA transfer application was
pending), Gen. Watson called arid

said that 'representations had beep
made that Mr.. Flamrn had been
forced into this thing and would I

look into the matter carefully.' Later

on Forster phoned' to advise him
'that any rumors to the contrary not

Withstanding; the White House was
i not interested In this in any way

shape, or manner whatsoever/ Case
elaborated.

.

' WMCA Over-Prlced
Feeling that the WMCA sale price

might be excessive was. reflected by
Clifton A. Wpodrum, chairman of

the appropriations group. When Fly
took issue with Woodrum's remark
about the sale of licenses,, the Vir-

ginia Democrat retorted that regard-
less of the provisions of law or the

FCC attitude^ licenses are sold 'just

the same.' Woodrum brought out

that Flamm' received $542,000 iriore.

thaq the actual worth of the physi-

cal property, commenting that he did

not see that the seller had been
burned. Questions.,, about

.
reports

that Flamm had .been" offered a sub-
stantially, fatter sum by another
prospective buyer, were tossed out
during discussion of Flamm's at-

tempt to.wiggle , out ot the Noble
contract, but the legislators learned
nothing definite. Fly said he had
unverified information that some-
body else was willing to pay $25,000

more for the plant if Flamm would
stay out of the broadcasting business
for a certain period, and also testl-

fled he heard Flamm was trying to

»* get the job of manager of the station.

••' Activities of William. J. Dempsey
and William L. Koplowjtz, former
heads of the Cpmmish law depart
ment, in the WMCA transaction as
counsel for Noble were brought up
by Wigglesworth, but, Chairinan Fly
maintained they had not done any
thing unethical or infringed on Com
mish rules governing practice of at'

torneys. .'••;- .,}:._ ., .-•

. Unusual Haste
Discussion; of the WMCA case in.

volved coincidental disclosure . thai
Commissioner George Henry Payne
spent the better part of a day trying

to get his colleagues to reopen the
decision approving the sale! Payne;
related he;-'heard upsetting reports
that the application was granted in

'unusual haste' and without ample
information^ as.

;
weU„ as , the: gossip

about Fiamm having been , high-,

pressured; r When asked if he was
satisfied ' With -the 'final refusal to

reconsider, Payne told the legislators

'it was a good explanation*; given by :

the . members opposed i to allowing

Flamm to yarik back his request
;
for,

consent to turn over the .Knicker--

bocker stock. .

'

Connection of Triad Brown, former
- Commissioner WhoriV. the Senate

failed to confirm for reappointment,

with the WMCA matter also came to-

light in the transcript of committee
discussion. Fly. testified that before

tfee Woble-Flamm contract

signed . Brown

that he ; represented WMCA and
Flamm and that a negotiation, was
in process; that there had been some
suggestion.' or' Flamm had indicated

that the purchasers had indicated to

: vim that they felt-' confident that if

Noble applied for the license that he
could get it.' This statement by the

Commish chairman recalled the t6-

do before the Senate Interstate Com-
rnerce Committee last summer con-,

cerrtirig a party thrown by Flamm
at which. Brown was a guest.

Indirect criticism of the way the

FCC handled the transfer application

was. expressed during debate in the

House by : Wigglesworth. Remarking
it was . impossible to check; definitely

oh the many rumors, the Bay Stater

pointed, to; the speed"with; which the

requ'iest was pushed /through,, the pa*

litical ramifications,
\
the Commis

sion's knowledge, of rumors about

improprieties, : and. the telephoning

by the White! House iides;

1^
••

;
;•

'.' Troy, N. Y., Feb. 4. /

WTRY becomes a full-time station

this Monday (10). It will operate

at 1,000 watts on 950 k.c.

The station's personnel has been

enlarged to 30 persons.
.

Fr(m$20aWMkto$2M

The Radio Saga of Martin Block of WNEW'S
'Make Believe Ballroom'

FM

Philadelphia, ; Feb. 4.

The first public demonstration of

'high-quality' wire line pickup lor

broadcasting was. given last Thurs-

day (30) by engineers of the. Bell

Telephone Co. at the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers hold-

ing their convention at Town Hall,

here. Purpose of the demonstra-

tion tyas to prove to broadcasters

who are set to use frequency mod
ulatlon

.
that the company- could

supply , wire transmission up to 15,

000 Cycles—-high frequency needed
for;. F-Mi The. . demonstration and
a. paper explaining it was delivered

by R. G. McCurdy, director of trans-

mission and engineering of.the. Bell

Laboratories, New York

To show the ' difference between
the tonal qualities of zeceptipn at

various frequencies, wires were
plugged . in sit the Academy of Mu
sic, about two . miles " aw.ay, where
the Philadelphia : Orchestra was
holding a rehearsal ol Its all -Wag'
nerian program.

First the music was restricted to •

the frequency range of 5,000 cycles

By Jack Banner .-.VV
;

V

(I^blicity bir-ector, WNEW, New Yorfc)

strange, bewildering, Ripr 20's, Block decided he wanted, to get

into radio as. an announcer. The

Washington, Feb.. 4.

American taxpayers appeared;; last
_

week in_ the role pf special Santa per "second—the ordinary' transmis^.

At 8,000 cycles, the violins were
crisper, the drums, had more reso-

nance. With the limit extended to

15,000 cycles—virtually as high as

the ; human .ear can hear—there was
a considerable further improvement
in the reception.

Clauses for. members, and key staffr
| s jon, frequency. As the frequency

ers for the Federal Communications
j ^as raised, the tone becariie clearer,

Commissions.. The. regulators and -
'

. .

six of their principal departmental
heads are enjoying the use of FM
sets—equipped with phonograph at-

tachments— bought but of public

funds arid' installed in their homes on
'loan.'

Purchase was made so proper in-

stallations would be possible and the

regulators would be able to pick up
FM broadcasts, in their leisure time.

As justification for the expenditure
of $1,950 for the receivers, Chief En-
gineer E. KT. Jett pointed out the only
FM plant now located in Washington
is on the air only at night, while
atennas with horizontal and vertical

polarization oould not be installed

satisfactorily et the Post Office : De-
partment, where the Commish makes
its headquarter*. .

John Christ East
Hollywood, Feb. 4.

John ' Christ, producer of 'One
Man's Family/ has been transferred

to New York production staff of J.

Walter Thompson agency. Bob
Brewster takes the Job in addition

to his producing of Kraft Music
Hall. ' A; — .

: Christ has. been with the Thomp-
son company for 10 years and. also

served as Hollywood! office manager.

e e

s on

Fly Declines to Bo Drawn Out By 'House: of

;
Representatives' Committee

Washington, Feb. 4.

Renewed hope of unshackled tele-

vision soon, appearel last week when
the Federal Communications Com-
mission scheduled another hearing to

decide whether tele operation shall

be allowed on a cpriimercial basis,

Third inquiry in a little over a year

takes place March 20 as result of fur

concrete data can be given at the
hearing.

Fly appeared to be much more re-

ceptive to suggestions about remov-
ing the shackles following the huddle
.with technical experts than he was
in hjs annual appearance before the
House Appropriations Committee. On
that occasion, efforts to find out just

when the Cpmmish will let television

branch out resulted in .little more
ther; pressure for standardization of i than a 'mass of words that boiled

mechanics of the art; . .
.;.'..- ' down to. some generalities With inv

The forthcoming consideration of ppr.tant reservations,
.

Fly told in*

television's growth came immediately
after it was learned that Chairman
James L. Fly, duririg recent elosed-

dopr. :hearings ' at the Capitol, de

quisitive laW-makers:
Fly's Statement .' .;'

'It will be an effort,. I think, of

all of the industry and of the Com-
clined to give Congress any estimate mission to adopt a single uniform
of the distance to that corner around ( system just so soon as there is one
which regular television • service is

j.
that -offers feasible; service, tp the.

hiding^ Recent consultations'; with
\
public arid . also leaves' enough lati-

pibneers, visits to the principal; New
i
tude, for future development arid at

York experimental plants, and -fur-
j
;
the same time will offer a means 6i

ther parleys w.itft .equipment ,makers
(

feasible operation • Iri the immediate
preceded the. decision to re-open the

.
future,"'-theft-.We will haVe.sorhething

question ;of allowing visual stations ( we can rely upon. . Now just when
to start taking money tp defray, op- that will happen, I Would prefer riot

erating Costs;

After conferring Moriday (27 ) with
to '.'say.''

Forced on the defensive agairi re-

the National. -Teievisipn , Standards ' gardfrig. the sudden
.
suspension of

Cornmittee set; up . largely by the
J

rules permitting limited coirimercial-

Radio Manufacturers Association, Fly
J

ization, Fly explained once more that

said: 'I believe that, the result of the :

j
the Commish declined to permit

:
yi-

Cpmmittee's work form a basis /uppu deo service to be 'nailed down to'one •

which the Commission can move to exclusive system- ami added that as
the definitive questions of standard-

^
soon as there, is. 'a uniform system

Ization arid coriimercialization." In | of television which can be received
the meantime, he hoped that all in- by.' all the receivers that would be
terested parties will study . alternar

Was
, tive standards suggested arid engage

came to me stating in special field observations so that

currently- ori the market' he hopes
the experimental tag can be re-

moved;.

In

leyesqiie . buslness-r-radio—rone, of

the auth^ntie 'amazemerits' is the

career of Martin Block, the guy who.

built an audience of 2,000,000 regu-

lar listeners Who tune lum in to hear

him ahd phonograph, records. . Block

has 21 different sponsors who spend

over $225,000 a year With WNEW,
New York, to advertise on ?The Make
Believe Ballroom.' And Block, who
started at WNEW. for $20 a week,,

now pockets some $100,000 a year in

salary and coriimissions.

.

Just now Martin Block's 'Make.

Believe Ballroom' is"'. one. of the all-

important outlets for ASCAP music.

Cut off from network radio dozens

of showmen-musicians are more than

ever before conscious Pf what having
their phonograph records played

;
on

"The Make Believe Ballroom' means
in helping them maintain their, ar-

tistic -individuality ':befbr« the pub-

lic.; *

:

/\. ';" .'' ' ; '

'
\':

;

Martin Block is the guy with the

persuasive voice.

Surveys continuously show . that

'Make Believe Ballroom' has high

listening popularity. A number of

Hooper arid Crpssley
:
surveys have

proved that the Ballroom holds from
18.2% to 33.4% of the Metropolitan

New York audience. .' Last-; year

WNEW decided to test the high rat

ings of the 'Ballroom.' At 7:07 p.m.,

when the networks were offering

Amos 'n* Andy, The Easy Aces arid

Fred Waring as competition, Block

made one announcement, offering

five listeners as many invitations to

attend the 'Make Believe Ballroom'

anniversary party . for correctly

identifying a series pf recordings, for

which he withheld the title and the

name of the performing band. .
The

mail return was astonishing. Oppo-
site three outstanding network
shows, for a negligible prize lirnited

to: five people, via one single an
nouncement given without i notice,

7,024 letters, special deliveries and
telegrams came im

Amazing1 Pull

This year—just the other night in

fact—for the benefit of a PM .re-

porter, assigned to do a feature, who
wanted first hand , proof of the pull-

ing, power of Block's show, Martin
repeated the stunt. This time* how-
ever, he made it a bit more difficult

for the listeners. The announcement
was made near the Close^of his. pro-

gram—arid the master of the turn-

tables gave them only until 11:00

a.m. (the next morning) to get their

letters into the studio. This time
some 12,000 letters and postcards
were teceived. But Ballroom pulls

mail day in and day out. It averages-

some 14,000 mail pieces a month—
an accomplishment very few net
work stations' programs have
equalled.

Sales and Mall
Mail pull is one thing, sales pull

is another. The 'Make Believe Ball

room' sells more than $1,000,000

worth of its. sponsors' product each
year. Some eloquent examples from
the files

Purity Bakeries bought 'Ballroom'

time arid estiiriated the maximum
increase in sales of .. its doughnuts
would be 180,000 doughnuts a Week
In /its fourth .week of sponsorship
Purity Bakeries reported, a sales in-

crease .of -432,000 doughnuts a week.

Axtori Fisher Tobaccp Co., for 20

Grand- cigarettes, gained a. 50% 'dis-

tribution in New York within five

weeks of 'Make
:
Believe Ballrpohi'

sponsorship.

One. snnbuncemeht on the 'Ball

rpom\ for : a . Broadway / showv

'Swingin' ' the Dream;'
.
brought in

:
1 ,148 orders for tickets.

Elin, Inc., selling- 15 refrigerators

a week before it purchased 'Ball

room' time (WNEW was their only
advertising; medium), reported
933% . increase in : business, selling

140 refrigerators- a; week;. :

• Owen Young's Office Boy
Block's personal background . Is an

iritriguing one. He started off in the
business world as personal office boy
to Owen . D. Young, and remained
with the magnate for almost three
years. Thereafter began a roving
career at jobs that never lasted more
than three months as clothing sales
man, drug store clerk, cloak anc
Suiter, magazine solicitor, etc., etc,

.Finally, arid this was In the early

.
announcer.

closest he came to it was when he
bought a second hand trunk, rigged

.

up a.phonograph rriacriine, some rec'-.

ords and a loudspeaker and drove ; .

up. and. down, Broadway blaring the. v
virtues of the merchandise of various

New York City, merchants. One Sun-
day; afternoon Block's truck arid

blaring microphone went slowly by
'

the open doors of a New York
.
City

;

churCh where Dr. Fosdick was de- .

livering a sermon. Dr. Fosdick saw
to it that such sound trucks were .

ruled, off the Streets of New York
City. That put JMartm put.of bus!- ;;

ness here, so he headed : for Cali- .
.

forriia with his rig, stopping .'pff in
%

each city to make some money by
signing up local merchants.

In California; Block . worked on
some 20 stations as annpuncer-never
for more .than a few W.eeks at a time.
But there, in 1933, l\£^ieard a radio
prograrn called The World's Largest
Make Believe Ballroom.' ' This was
a program of phonograph records
arid the announcer made a great pre-
tense of having the

.
bandleaders In ...

the studio with him. On stage one,
he'd say, he had

:

Paul Whiteman's .

band playing away, with Vincent
Lopez set up waiting to start - on
stage two. The announcer carried on
one-sided conversations with the '.

bandleader^ and in this Way carried
out the illusion of a 'make believe
ballroom'.' .

Filled In
Almost

' two years .later Martin fer
:

turned to New York and. applied for
an announcing job at WNEW. .. He
Was signed on as staff' announcer, at
$20 per week. Along came the
Hauptman. kidnapping trial, which
WNEW was covering, and Martin
was given an assignment to devise a
musical' fill-in between bulletins
from the courtroom. Block thereupon
recalled, the California show. There

"

wasft't a single record In WNEW's
shelves then (station now has about

.

20,000 platters) so Block chased over
to the Liberty, music shop and bought
five Clyde McCoy records. WNEW's
sales department scoffed at the pos-
sibility of interesting clients, in a
show of phonograph records, and so
payed no attention to Martin's pleas .

that they try and secure him a spon-
sor; But there was no stopping this
fireball. He waited two weeks, then
went out and got his own sponsor^
a firm that made a reducing pill at
$1 a box. However, they had no
faith in a record show, either, so Mar-,
tin agreed to pay the station for the.
first commercial broadcast out of his
own pocket. Next riiorning he got on
the air and softly urged upon the
ladies of his audience to 'be fair
to your husband by taking the re-
ducing pill.' Next morning's mail
was 600 letters, each containing a
one dollar bill, delivered to WNEW.
He's been an incredible success since
then. He's very proud of the: fact,
however, that nowadays his sponsor
list has changed sharply from early
days. Then, only local merchants
bought his show. Of his 23 current
clients, 22 .are network advertisers.

Block's
.
sixth anniversary party

was held . Monday (3) at the Hotel
Ambassador.

BLOCK'S PARTY
Miller, Dor>eys (Both) and Kay

e

/ Play for Turnout in N. Y.

Sixth anniversary party of Marti
Block's WNEW, New York, Make-
Believe Ballroom record show at the

Ambassador hotel Monday (3) drew
500-600 Well wishers to listen to the

'

music of Glenn Miller, Tommy Dor-
sey, Jimmy . Dorsey

. arid Sammy
Kaye, who brought their bands to .

give: demphstration of Why they
^finished high in Block's seriii-anriilal

popularity ppli; Miller and the two
Dorseys finished ;orie-two-thiree.

•Kaye was first in the sweet division.;

Each- band - was given' an ' inscribed

trophy. " '..;,..'

, First 20 outfits in the poll ran as-

follows: Miller, T. Dorsey, J. Dorsey.

Artie Shaw, Wili; Bradley, -Benny
Goodman, ;S. Kaye, Charlie Barrict,

Vaughn Monroe, Gene Krupa, Woody
Merman, Kay Kyser, Eddy Duchin,

Count f.Basie,, >Jimmie .
Luncefp'td; •

Harry James, ' Guy Lombardo, Duke,

Ellingtbn^ BPbby Byrne; Larry Clin-

tori.
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.

Xftt He'6 by-all odds the outstanding foot.

X a ha'l narrator on the air, climaxing the

season .with his brilliant sportscasting of the

Rose Bowl game.

XqV He'6 SamTaub's colorful running mate

\ a in. covering the leading fights heard

. oyer the air, always giving a championship

performance himself even when no title is

involved.

lie's the witty, entertaining column*

i6t and story teller as well as ace sales-

man for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet in the Sports

Newsrecl of the Air (Sun. 9:45P.M.-10P.M.).

His reporting fbrM-G-M's News of the

Day is rapidly making his face as fa*

miliar to movie-goers as his voice to radio fans.

ANSWER:

BlLL STKRN'S ri6e to the top rank in his field has been meteoric. His

style of reporting combines a masterful blend of excitement and accuracy,

basic facts and color. But even before his services were sought by sponsors

and movies, his sports coverage for the Blue Network of NBC had won him

millions of followers. The Blue Network is proud to point to Bill Stern as

representative of the high grade of programs and artists it has developed—

thereby givingBlue advertisers the benefit of a loyaland continuing audience.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of Amrrica Service
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More Delay on Yankee Shortwave

Will Be Full Year Late in 50,000 Kw. Operation-
New Deadline Is July 1'

Washington, Feb. 4.

New deadline was set last week-
for requirement international broadr
cast stations of this country increase

power of 50 kw. or more. Extension
of time to next July. 1 was granted
by the . Federal Communications
Commission . after pleas from 11 sta-

tions that time was hot available for

the Installation of . new equipment
already ' authorized by the 'Commish.
Single exception, according .'to', the
FCC, . is WCAB, • Philadelphia,,

licensed to the WCAU Broadcasting
Co., which will . be deleted upon
^erection , of a new international

oroa'dcast station by CBS to supplant
WCAU. '

•

Enforcement' of the minimum
?lower rule has been postponed from'

he .
original date of July 1, 1940 t*p

Jan. 1, 1941, and Anally to the first

of July this current year.. Commish
warning has been issued this time,

however, that 'no further extension

of time is ' contemplated.' Interna-

tional stations must start operating

with a ininimum of .50 kw as fast

as proper installations, are made.
Reason for Commish concern over

the problem of ' increased power for

the international stations is the need
for American programs—particu-
larly in. South America—with which
to blanket and. offset propaganda
broadcasts by powerful-German and
Italian DX'ers. Despite the several

time extensions :
' that have been

granted since the rule was formu-
lated, expected that last week's order
will stick.

XEB to Become Top

Power (150,000 Watts)

Station in Mexico City

.
Mexico City, Feb. 4.

Radio station XEB. here, owned
and operated by the Buen Tono Ciga-
rette Co., which for long has func-
tioned at 10,000 watts, is arranging

to increase its potency to 150,000

watts, which will make it the most
powerful air

;
station In this zone.

The Increased power is expected to

start this month:
.

The station recently sent Its chief
engineer, John Buchanan Gross, to

New York for equipment that will

^expand its power and scope. XEB is

going more after, commercial adver-
tising. „

Alex Garcia Reps CBS

\-iv Havana, Feb; 4.

Alex Garcia has ..been appointed
Cuban rep for CBS* .pew

.
tatin

American chain. Garcia is "a vet

newspaperman, on the Havana Post,

the only morning daily in English,

which heralds itself as being 'older

than the republic itself.'

• Last year another afternoon tab

in English,. PM, .made , its appear-

ance, bankrolled by the Cuban hus-

band of ConsueloVanderbilt
;

'S

FASHION SPRAY

TO B.A.

Schenectady, N. Y., Feb, 4. •

• Vogue magazine - will launch a se-

ries of Spanishrlanguage programs

for women of fashion, art, theatre,

motion pictures, travel and decora-

tion, over WGEO, 1000,000. kw. short-

waver operated by General Electric.

Starts Feb. 12.. The station- is beamed
on Buenos Aires, capital of Argen-
tina and largest city in the Southern
Hemisphere, - at the hour scheduled

for the every-other-week broadcasts

by Vogue.

Handling program will, be Mrs.

Alexander C. Forbes and Mrs; Hugh
Fennick, associate editors of the

magazine. Both women know South
America.

.,

Vogue is the second magazine to

sponsor a Spanish languager over

WGEO, Reader's Digest, which pub-
lishes a South American edition, has

been presenting a weekly digest of

articles!

Time is sponsoring an English lan-

guage program on KGEI, GE short-

waver at Sari Francisco. This is

aimed at the Orient.

LOUIS TILDEN NAMED

CHI REP FOR NBC DX

MARS 2D SHOW

Candy Company Likely to Sponsor
Dance Orchestra

Chicago, Feb. 4.

NBC division ih Chicago will, have
a special office to handle short-wave
commercial contracts, with Louis
Tilden appointed as midwest rep of
the NBC International Short-Wave
Division. Lunsford Yandell, NBC
short-wave chieftain, was In town*
last week to set up personnel and the
office in the regular NBC space In
the Merchandise Mart.
Tilden was formerly with the firm

of Averill T\lden Co.

From Chicago to S. A.
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.

Third out-of-town program to be
originated by WLWO, Crosley's in-
ternational station, in a series aimed
to solidify business relations with
Central and South American coun-
tries, will be conducted 'from the
World Trade Conference at Chicago,
Feb. 6. A summary of the talk that
night by Under Secretary of State
Taylor, will be translated in Spanish
by Jorge. Mayoral, WLWO'; an-
nouncer. WLW will pipe a separate
15-minute interview' program .from
the conference that night.

WLWO did a broadcast .from To-
ledo, O., Dec.: 30, last, for the, city's

Chamber of Commerce, and also,

from the International Exposition in,

Cleveland, Jan. 11.

Chicago, Feb. 4:

Mars Candy will take its second
network show on March 2. Has
purchased v coast-to-coast time on
NBC-Red between 5:30-and-6 p.m.
CST. That puts the show in the
30-minute slot ahead of the Jack
Benny program.

Program- and time set through the
Grant' agency here, and while show
is not yet contracted for, it will

likely be a big band program, with
several of the top orchestras of the

country being dickered.

Mars currently has the Lew Val-
entine 'Dr. I.Q.' show, also through
the Grant agency.

., Elias Breeskin on XEW
The Aguila Cigarette Co., one of

Mexico's leading manufacturers,, is;

going in heavier for radio advertis-
ing this year with the engagement of

Elias Breeskin,. the Russian violinist-

orchestra .director, for . three half-:

hour weekly concerts over local

station XEW.
Aguila joined with the local class

cinema, Cine Palacio Chinb, and Par
to initiate these . concerts by having
Breeskin direct a Mexican .orchestra

of 60 a,t; the cinema as a plug, for,; its

cigarettes and the debut (29 ) , of
'Northwest Mounted Police.'

London Calling

London, Jan. 10. -

BBC lining up new talk series for

the new year; destined to wise home-

landers to things about Uncle Sam.

Early publicity around the session

states it will be for 'a clearing up of

ideas.' Background will be U. S. his-

tory, daily life and problems. Drama

dept. of BBC under Val Gielgud is

taking on legit personages of note to

function on production end. Mal-

colm Keen lends his experience for

a month in teeing off guest producer

Idea. Keen will use the established

BBC Repertory Company.

'Speak of the Devil,' new radio

thriller by John Dickson Car.r, Set to

bow as serial .entertainment ih : the

new year.

. 'Transatlantic Rhythm' swap, air-

ing between CBS and BBC drawing,

listener raves, here for light arid airy

fare. Setting of Col. Snoopnagle
against England's Oliver Wakefield Is

being hailed
,
as masterly showmartr

ship, Reception this side was- per-

fect throughout.

. Elsie Carlisle set for a new six

weeks with her unit; 'Carlisle Ex-
press.' Performer was blitzed from
airing^ during first start so took it on
the. road.

Michael Redgrave finding time in

between film chores to do a talk on

'Theatre Interval.'

Tommy Dorsey's orchestra coming
"in for sudden listener-request spurt

on disc sessions! Meeting ;it, BBC
is donating 30-minute periods of

trombonist's dansapatidn.

'Gramaphone Omnibus' has folded

due to compere Bryan Michie going

on tour with Jack Hylton.

Oliver Wakefield, reminiscing of

U. S. radio dates during an air inter-

view, and the double-acting buildup

given him
:

by Rudy Vallee. Speak-

ing of homeland appearances, inco-

herent comic gave an unusually sin-

cere plug to Henry Hall, onetime

BBC staff batoner.

Noel Coward homecoming is indi-

cated by BBC spotting him for a talk

on the theatre for late January.

Coward's undercover movements in

U. S. A; and Australia have been in

for a lot of kidding here—some of it

raspy.

'Broadway Calling:/ Gertie Law-
rence show waxed in U. S. for airing

to troops locally, comes in for a

queer shuffle which sees- it going out

shortwave from here to entertain

U. S, listeners.

Adelphi Theatre, in the Strand, is

due for a history treatment (Jan. 14)

when first part of its story will be
aired. Musicals included are 'Earl

and the Girl,' 'Quaker Girl,'- 'the
Boy,' of rare, vintage.

Emlyn Williams getting 35 mins. to
himself in which to give his stage
career a going-over. Airs excerpts
from 'Corn Is Green,' 'Light of

Heart' and 'Night Must Fall.'

KGEI INTO FAIRMONT
Sart Francisco^ Febi 4.

_KGEI, General Electric shortwaver
IJft Treasure Island, won't be in its

Fairmount hotel studios until May 1.

Due to use of directional, beam
KGEI will have an effective signal

strength of 500,000 watts according
to Buck Harris, station manager. '.-.

Revitalizing CBY, Toronto
Toronto, Feb; 4.

Four sites in the Toronto area are
now being surveyed by Canadian:
Broadcasting Corp. engineers for the
erection of a new 1,000-watt station

to replace the admittedly obsolete
CBY. The new transmitter's facili-

ties will blanket Ontario. Definite

decision is expected to be made at

the end.of this Week, on Where' loca-
tion will be. •

Currently, all commercial pro-
grams carried by the- 'CBC go out
from CBL because of. CBY power
shortage.

Nazi static interference with BBC
hbnie wavelengths has taken a new
slant. Now they pick on programs
listener's might like to hear; prevU
ously itv was aimed at propaganda
stuffy news, or. indiscriminately. The
bigger . the personality that much
more 'warbling' does he draw. Stars
can thus check on how they rate
with .'listeners.

Al Durrant's Swing Quintet added
to 'Piccadixi ' session. Melody out-
fit accompanies Adelaide Hall, song-
stress on the new musical.

Madge Elliott and Cyril Richard.
Aussie-ibprn legiters, will head a new
series tagged 'Over and Up.' Show
will dress land of the Southern Cross
tor. home listeners.

Harry Lauder did a guest-shot on
'Startime.' Comedian has been off

the air since Spring, playing camp
concerts for troops.

Rex Harrison and Diana Wynyard
will 'air scenes from 'No Time .for

1

Comedy.'. Dub are on the road with
the S. N. Behrman play.

Greta- Gynt doing a rare radio ap-
pearance In air version of 'On Your

Cuba Bans Foreign Programs

Anti-Axit Feeling Behind Gov't Ruling Specifically

Against Totalitariant

WNBC Now on Bhe

New Britain, Conn., Feb. 4.

WNBC. New Britain - Hartford,
went NBC-BlUe basic Feb. 1, upping
from supplementary class. Change
means Hartford area will be covered
basically by all nets, NBC-Reld hav-
ing WTIC and CBS WDRC.
FCC recently granted WNBC day

power boost to 5 kw.

PIFFLING

Havana, Feb. 4.

This town of 35 radio stations for

a population of 700,000 is perhaps
the lowest-scheduled for commercial
time and talent. Musicians get $1: a

program. An hour's time ranges

from $20 to. $50 in cost, depending, on
the station.

Perhaps the best bet are the 20

commercials a day on the second--

grade stations, which • cost the spon-

sor $80 for an entire month, spouted
seven days a week, 20 times each

day. The top stations charge $50 a

week for four commercials a day,

and they trailerize anything from
rum : and cigars to how to learn to

play, the guitar.

Even the girls in the bands on. the

sidewalk cafes; along the Prado| who
get $1 a night, average better than

some of the radio instrumentalists,

FRED BATE TO REST

AT MEXICAN RESORT

:
Havana, Feb. 4.

Anti-axis feeling in Cuba, ..which

resulted in agitation against th

German consul's, alleged pro-Nazi

activities, resulted in a broad ruling

by Major Juan Govea, director of

Cuban radio, that ail foreign-tongUe

broadcasts are tabu hereafter. Spe-,

ciftcally mentioned aire German,
Chinese, Yiddish and Polish.

Transocean Press' radio hour,

with '' its claimed pro-totalitarian

.

propaganda, is specifically banned.

There was a frankly German bank-

rolled show oh the air recently. Th*
other foreign-tongue 'casts are neg-

ligible, there being too much grati-

tude from refugees towards Cubaii

hospitality to warrant anything

subversive either from a Polish,

Yiddish or Chinese source.

-Saw Of

Near Solution

Fred . Bate, London representative

of NBC, arrived Friday (31) ,ih New
York by clipper from Portugal. He
was delayed some three weeks in

Lisbon. Promptly caught up in the

usual whirlwind of. interviews and
luncheon speeches, including one at

the National Press Club in Washing-
ton, Bate will have put in nearly a
week of arrival ceremonies before
getting away to rest.

He departs this weekend to join
his wife at Cuernavaca, Mexico,
where he will remain for some weeks.
A bomb explosion early in- Decem-
ber cut Bate on the face and ear, but
he is now patched up and okay, but
in need Of rest.

Toes.' Diana. Ward and Ben Lyon
will also voice in reprise of the Rod-
gers-Hart musical.

Columbia Workshop of U. S.

donated another of its plays to BBC
drama department. Piece is to re-

ceive an English setting. Title.is
'Mr. • Sycamore.'

Morgan and Hadley, banjo team,
registering a click on 'Music Hall.'

:

George Formby coming over the
air via excerpt from his pantomime
show, 'fiick.Whittihgton/ Since com-
mercial radio was nixed of its Conti-
nental outlet by war, Formby has
been a very infrequent visitor to. the
mike.

'

Jack Payne and his musical aggre-
gation back again to radio. Setup is

virtually
. the same, with Peggy

Cochrane doing her solo piano ses-
sion, and plus a new femme warbler,
Ann Shelton.

Alice Delysla Still charming them.
Two radio dates amply, confirmed
this. Appearance, on 'Music HSU'
was a solo for the performer and she.
took the khaki boys over the same
jumps as those spread for War On e-

ers.
'

Portland, Ore.—Luke Roberts;
manager of KOAC, - has joined
KOIN-KALE as farm director..

Denver.—Getting ready for their
increase to 5,000 watts, which boost
will take place abo'it Feb. 15, KFEL
has added 'three salesmen—Morey
Sharp; Tom Lowndes and Frank

I Vickery.

Washington, Feb. 4.

Roosting-place of 1,300-odd North
American stations was thoroughly
checked in the last 10 days by tech-

nical experts Of signatory nations. to

the North American Regional Broad-
casting Agreement, with a number
of shifts being made in assignment
of Canadian and Cuban transmitters.

Details of the settlement were with-
held until' ail of the discussions ana
finished, with the State Department
-sitting on the lid and refusing to

make known ; the developments as

parleys went on. Unofficial • word,,

however, was. that, all snarls were
straightened out to everybody'!
eventual satisfaction, with a mini-
mum of inconvenience to the U. S.

industry.

Some of the Collisions took a lot of

negotiating. Regular jigsaw puzzle
for the engineers, particularly in

view of the directional antenna phe-
nomenon. Installations which con-,

centratc signals on some particular

area are not common outside this

country, while some of the. U. S.

plants with complicated arrays in-

advertently lay down stronger sig-

nals in other countries than was con-'

templated by the Havana treaty.

In such cases, juggling was in-

evitable if the necessary protection

was to be achieved, but industry
people expect the plan when finally

made public will show the Other na-
tions reclassified their channels or
shifted their outlets. Inasmuch as
the cost to the U. S. operators with
directionals would be so much
greater and the technical job; of

moving the stations involved ori to

other frequencies here so much
more of a headache.
The international jury seemed

still hopeful that the pact can be put
into effect as scheduled, March 29;

although apprehension continued
that, the rush for; crystals may re-

quire a short delay in carrying out
the reassignments. Since the 'Uni ted

States is .the only source of crystals,

the . tardiness of station Owners
'

placing orders is, a cause of concern.

Suggestions that the moving be ac-

complished in batches do not seem
feasible, although in a limited Way
small, blocks of stations—primarily
the low-powered plants—in each
nation possibly could shift at odd
moments. Instead of having every
one of the outlets in the four coun- ;

fries-- -switch': over at the identical,

second.';.'

Even, if it proves necessary, be-

cause of the crystal problem, to post-

pone the'-, moving 'date* the four

countries, are' expected to'• reach-

some- understanding that will im-
pose a time limit;

^
Consultations

with: the crystal makeVs are likely,

and a specific period, probably Will

be allowed each licensee to get. the

necessary chunks and make! what-
ever changes, are required in his ap-
paratus. .Issuance of licenses in acr

cordance with the new classifications

could 'go ahead - regardless, making
sure the benefits, of the pact, are not

jeopardized by a series of continu-

ances.
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Deficit Operations Noted— Purchase Prices Versus

Yearly Profit Cited in Several Cases

Washington, Feb. 4;

More than: one-third of the radio

stations sold, or leased in 1940 were
In ;• the fed, latest available figures

compiled by the Federal Communi-
cations Commission show.. Record
price in 1940 transactions ' was the

$850,000 '. which! Donald Flamm re-

ceived for AyMCA, New York. :'

The ' yearly summary in general

showed prices bore a closer "than

usual .relationship to the physical

worth of the properties, although

there still were numerous instances

where the seller got a sum. which
Itttted a good-sized paper profit:

Consideration, given for. licenses of

many stations was
:
not disclosed,

notably where unspecified amount of

stock was "given- the .seller or the

value of the paper was. not known.
Although the Commish has been

taking closer looks at the cash pass-

ing hands, in two outstanding situa-

tions the review merely
,
stated the

payoff in trite terms pi $1 and. other

good and valuable considerations,'.

These uninformative remarks related

to the reshuffling of WAAB, and
WNAC, Boston, WEAK,- Providence,

and WICC, Bridgeport, in the John
Shepard

: set-up; and of KMA, Shen-
andoah, la*., where similar corporate

rearrangement occurred.

Second, biggest price was put on
KGKO. Fort Worth. For $25p;000

.Anion G. Carter, the politician-pub-

lisher, surrendered control to all of

the stockholders in KGKO Broad-
casting Co. The station lost $48,066

In 1939 and the valuation placed on
the paper was only $72,055, accord-

ing, to the Commish summary. The
Fort Worth outlet, incidentally, Went
farthest into the red of any of. the

losing enterprises changing hands,

WAAB and WMCA
Biggest money-maker involved in

an actual technical change of

ownership last year was WAAB and
the related stations. The Yankee
Network plants, which formerly had
been controlled by Winter Street

Corp. (a Shepard subsid ), raked in

$164,923 in 19'39, the tabulation
showed. One of the best earners
was Flamm's WMCA; which, showed
net profit of $93,186 in 12 months
ended last Oct. 31. Second came
WMC, which: made $73)455 in six

months, but the statement also re-

vealed that WMPS, involved in the
same transaction accompanying mer-
gers of the Memphis Press-Scimitar
and Commercial Appeal, had
dropped; $40,877 the prior year.

Although financed by a swamp of

stoek, the deal by which L. B. Wilson
acquired control of 13.5% of the
stock in WCKY, Cincinnati, was one
of the high bracket transactions. In-

volved giving two shares of Standard
Oil Co, (of Kentucky) stock, worth 1939.

WDSU, NEW ORLEANS,

IN ON UBEL SUIT

. . New Orleans, Feb. 4.

Jared Y. Sanders, Sr.. former gov-

ernor of Louisiana, Wednesday (29)

filed suit in civil district court here

against James H; Morrison, defeated

gubernatorial candidate in the. last

election, and WDSU, Inc., for $25,000

damages. Sanders alleges that Mor-
rison made certain slanderous libel-,

dus and defamatory remarks in a
speech over WDSU on Nov. 12, 1940,

The radio station disseminated the

speech entitled, 'Thou Shalt Not
Steal,* and 'wilfully, wantonly and
maliciously, co-operated' with Mor-
rison, it was charged. v •.

<

The WDSU officials should have

known the entire contents of the

speech, the petition stated, and
should have, deleted the libelous

statements, but failed to do so.

For damages to his good name
and standing in the community
Sanders asks $20,000 and for men-
tal anguish and suffering, $5,000.

Doing Something About

i Conversational Theme
Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

Iii order to halt constant bleats

about temperatures not being au-

thentic, KSTP's newsroom has taken

over the task - of . supplying anT

nouhcers' hourly readings, with a

gadget rigged up in the teletype room
that looks like .

William Saroyan's

'American Destiny* pinball machine

in 'The Time of Your Life.'

With clock and flashing light,

the gadget informs newsmen of the

time to get temperatures from the

bureau. Since its installation there

hasn't been a squawk about KSTP
temps.

WEMP Gets Mentioned

FCC's Travel Bills

Milwaukee, Feb. 4.

.WEMP, 'which since its affiliation

with the NBC Blue network has been
unable to buy display advertising

space in The Milwaukee Journal,

owners of NBC red's WTMJ, finally

crashed the display columns on its

radio page Friday (31).

Adams Hat Shops bought linage,

to plug. the Joe Louis-Red Burman
fight broadcast.

$20 to $21, for each of 200 shares in

L. B. Wilson, inc., owner of WCKY.
Or about $800,000 for a minority in-

terest in plant which made only
$10,561 in 12 months ended Sept. 30,

Washington, Feb. 4.
;

Large amount of traveling on
'official business' by Federal

.Gommunicatiphs C o m iii i s s ion4
members and staffers was
brought put last week by the

House Appropriations Commit-
tee. Bill for transportatian and
subsistence during the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1940 totaled

$12,632. .':

Leading globe-trotter was
Commissioner Faul A. Walker. :

In' six vouchers for travel ex-
penses he collected more than

$1,380. Runners-up were former.

Commissioner Thad H. Brown,
who drew in excess of $610; for-

mer General Counsel William J.

Dempsey, over $450; Chairman
James L. Fly, over $430; and
Commissioner George Henry
Payne, over $450.

Inside Stuff-Radio

A reverse on the radio legend that the star too often eclipses the product,
with result that the sponsor is often obscured, was evidenced to Walter
Jacobs ;who runs the new Lord Tarleton hotel, Miami Beach, from whence
Edwin C, Hill has been doing his Amoco broadcasts for several weeks.
The Tarleton gets a plug with results thai bonlface Jacobs has been get-
ting fan mail and, as he hoped, also a number of customers. One booking
request floored him, however, by mentioning that the prospect had 'heard
Lowell Thomas, was. so impressed,' etc. Of course he meant Hill, but the
paradox is that the hotel is but indirectly mentioned, whereas the fan
mixed up the two neWs commentators.

; ; The Metropolitan Opera' closed it? ninth week Monday (3) with a prob-
able loss of approximately $3,500 on estimated take of $99,000 out of
possible $134,000. As per usual at the $7 top, the Saturday matinee operas
continued to show the way with a gross of $15,500 for 'Pagliacci and
Cavalleria Rusticana.' \

Despite the NBC. broadcasts, of Saturday matinees Met continues to sell'

out for these performances and on the whole they have been the best
grossers of the year. '

;
.

:'
>:

Theodore Granik, whose 'American Forum of the Air' offers debates
on current issues Sunday nights over WOR-Mutual from Washington, is

now banning applause or other demonstration by members of the studio
audience. Now distributes printed slips explaining the ruie and the-
reason for it, besides displaying a huge sign on the platform as a re-
minder. His. . decision resulted from listener complaints and the occa-
sional, reluctance of scheduled speakers to,risk being jeered via net-

:

work spread;
" :J

r I:-'".':

MAMO STATIOH MEPMESMMAriWtS
HEWYm«»mefT*CHK«M«sMnuuwuco

Washington," Feb. 4.

Congressional critics of the Fed-

eral Communications Commission

came within nine votes of effecting a

slash in the regulators' appropria-

tion for the next fiscal year when

the House last week voted $4,259,729,

which is exactly the amount xe-

quested by President Roosevelt and

$1,883,389 more than was available

for this year. Of. the total $1,920,000

is tagged for national defense activi-

ties, particularly , more intensive

eavesdropping to discover possible

subversive or espionage activities.

Usual barrage of rocks was thrown
at the Commish during debate, with

the perennial finger-pointers adding

a new touch to the attack by. chiding

the regulators for slowness in finish-

ing up the chain-monopoly inquiry

and for failing to crack down on

both CBS and NBC. Richard Wig-
glesworth of Massachusetts and John
Taber of New York, Republican
members of the Appropriations com-
mittee which grilled the Commish,
were the most denunciatory. They
received Usual backing up from
Lawrence Connery, Massachusetts
Democrat. .

: As the principal critic, Wiggles-
worth commented sarcastically that

'comment is withheld* by the Com-
mish on the issues customarily aired

at the budget hearings-^-license trafr

flcking, monopolistic control, net-

work finances, etc.-=because these

problems are tied up in the investi-

gation report. Notwithstanding the
declarations of the special committee
about monopoly or the evidence sub-
mitted at last summer's Thad Brown
hearings, the regulators have admin-
istered no punishment nor taken
remedial steps, Wigglesworth com-
plained.

Failure of Congress to conduct a
thorough inquiry into the FCC drew
an expression of 'regret' from Con-
nery, who said he had. deliberately

withheld his customary: resolution
for a legislative probe hoping that
the Appropriations Committee would
take the lead. He echoed Wiggles-'
worth's complaints about Commish
stalling and eye-closing. .

Terming the regulatory body 'the

most, inefficient of any outfit I have
run into in the. Government,' Taber
tried to cut the fund for regular ac-
tivities by $138,889, the net increase
sought and recommended by the
Budget Bureau. After hearing his
charge that 'the Cpmmissiohers have
been putty in the hands of the
bureaucrats,' the House -rejected the
Taber motion by a standing vote of
56 to 65. A moment later when the
amendment was

:
pressed again the

tally was 68 ayes and 112 hays.

In a somewhat unique attempt to capitalize on the popularity of a
chain's program, WMCA, N. Y„ has billed Nita Car,ol, singer, for the 'In-
termission Period for the Met opera broadcasts.' Singer appears Satur-
days from 3:15-3:30 p.m. presumably after, the first act intermission, of

.

the Met.
The schedule has not worked out so well, as frequently the operas run

short of the time and sometimes over.

Elizabeth Wysor was trade-figured a sure winner of a Metropolitan
opera cpritract well before she appeared Jan. 12 oh the Sherwin-Williams
paint opera 'auditions' over NBC. She had been heard privately by the
Met board before the radio broadcast, which was by way of letting Sher-
win-Williams share the publicity. Her contralto is generally

.
regarded

one of the best hew voices of its kind heard in years.

NAB. PORTLAND MEET

NAMES HARRY SPENCE

REYNOLDS OFF FCC ROLL

Assistant Secretary Since 1930 Joins

WKWK, Wheeling, \V. Va,

Washington, Feb. 4.

Long service^of John B. Reynolds,
assistant secretary of the Federal
Communications Commission, was
terminated Saturday (1).

After nearly 11 years with the

Government agency, Reynolds re-

signed to become part owner and
general manager of a new Wheeling,
W. Va., broadcast station—WKWK—
now under construction. . The FCC
assistant secretary was appointed
assistant secretary of the old Federal
Radio Commission in 1930. continu-
ing in the same capacity when the
FCC was created.

WLWY Farm Course

. Cincinnati, Feb. 4.

. Specialists from state agricultural
colleges in Ohio, Indiana, West Vir-
ginia and Kentucky are participating

in each of the 20 'short course of the
air' series for farmers and their fam-
ilies being carried by WLW during
February. They are being included in

the station's Everybody's Farm Hour
programs, heard in mid-day Monday
thrpugh Saturday, beginning today
(4).

.
;.

Ed Mason,* farm program director
for the. Crosley . 50,000 watt station,

arranged the special series for farm-
ers unable to attend the winter short
courses given by agricultural col-

leges.;.

Fred: Borton, WQAM, Miami, sta-

tion owner, going to New Orleans
and Mexico in February. Will mo-
tor part of the way.

Introduce UP Personages

On Special Ballyhoo

Discs for Air Clients

Series of 15-minute transcriptions,
containing stories arid experiences
Of its correspondents. Is being pro-
vided by United Press for its radio
clients. ; First platter contains a
word-picture of the fall of Tobriuk

.

and an interview with Harry Florry.
UP's European news manager' re-
cently home on leave from London.
Opposite side carries a description
by Edward Beattie, Jr., of his ex-
periences

.
covering

. the war . in

Ethiopia, Poland, Finland. Czecho-
slovakia; France and Britain. Discs
provide place for local station tie-ih

announcements.
Rush Hughes, currently announc-

ing the New Yprk edition of the
Turns .'Pot o' Gold' series, will intro- .

duce each chapter. Walt Rundle, of
the UP promotion' department, is

writing and producing them.

Gordon Y. P. atWNOE

New Orleans, Feb. 4.

James E. Gordon, formerly 6f the
sales staff of WNOE here, was ap-
pointed vice-president and;ygeneral
manager of the station by/J'Senator
James A. Noe, president. Gordon
succeeds Ray Hufft, who resigned to
go into the army.
Hubert Grant remains program di-

rector, with
;

Benet Cain as assistant
manager and Jack Bottger, Jon Duf-
fee, Wally Dunlap and Walter Brodt-
man as announcers. " -

Portland", Ore., Feb. 4.

The National Association of Broad-
casters held a zone get-together here
recently and elected Harry 6pence,
manager of KXRO, Aberdeen, as di-

rector of the 17th district Spence
succeeds Charles ' Myers of-KOIN,
Portland. Myers declined to be can-
didate for re-election.

Over 60 broadcasters from Oregon
and Washington -were present

The POPULAR Station

^ Salt Lcikt: Cit\ ^
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THE NEtfS IN BEVIEW
With Tred BrIpgB, Vera Wilson, Bill

Livesay, Xen Curley, Steve Bryher

60 Mln«.—Loeal
Sustaining
Dally, 2 p.m.

KYA, San Francisco

This station has a lawful In

undertaking to fill an ASCAP-blitzed

concert sesh with 60 minutes of news,

six days a week. Produced by Fred

Briggsi it provides a workout for the:

entire mike staff, . a different voice

being used, for each section of pro-

gram.

Instead of the conventional fanfare,
'

this one opens with an overture, fad-

ing into' 'Birdseye
.
View of the

News' runnint-l. about seven minutes,

Nearly a minute of noh-ASCAP mu-
sic, spirited stuff of the type associa-

ted with kid serials, breaks the show
for the next voice, retailing: 'Inside

News of Foreign
,
Capitals,' - First

half-hour winds up with a third man
summarizing 'What's Pping in Wash-
ington.' Second half is divided be-

tween local news, women's items arid

sports, closing with a weather re-

port. ; •.. ;

•• •:

It's definitely an effort to .escape

formula and as presented makes a
very listenable show for anyone who
has an hour to devote to a single
program. Music throughout is good,
largely transcriptions. Wern.

WHEELING

Figure It

i

If you were to slip Into the
parlor*, boudoir* and kitchens
of 623,310 home* in Eastern
Ohio, Western^ Pennsylvania,
and Northern West Virginia,

the Thriving Steel and Coal
Belt of the5 Nation, and deliver

a forceful' sales message on
your product do you realize

that at ^minutes per stop it

would taws you 45 years,
working 8 flours a day, 7 days
a week, to/complete the . job?
At the minffnum Wagner Law
wage of 30b«per hour the cost
Would be $$1,248,101
" »>.
Compare this eost and exer-
tion, to the. simplicity of. the
possibility of reaching these
very same homes through
WWVA at the basic daytime,
16-minute rate of $42.00. And
In addition you must include
th* force of 1'/2 million more
homes In WWVA's secondary
area!

'

Thafa Sale* Economy, PLUS1

B.S-—

BLAIR Represents : Us

'FRIENDSHIP BRIDGE'
•The Circle' with Grace George,
Dudley Digges, Cecil Humphreys,
Romney Brent, GinaMalo, Clarence
Derwent

30 Mlns.
Thursday, 4 p.m.
WMCA, New York
As another move, in cementing

Anglo-American relations, 'Friend-
ship Bridge' is aired Thursday after-
noons, with English actors currently
irt New York doing adaptations of
successful English plays. - Shows are
broadcast locally by WMCA", New
York, and short-waved to England
by WRUL, Boston. Opus Thursday
(30) afternoon was Somerset
Maugham's 'The Circle/ Glittering
east included Grace George and Cecil
Humphreys, who appeared in the
plays revival a couple of seasons ago
ori Broadway, with, such well knowrts
as

.
Dudley Digges. Romney Brent,

Gina.v /Malb (Mrs. . Brent) - and
Clarence Derwent also on the airer.
Series is presented by the British-
American Ambulance Corps..

Although the theme of 'The Circle'
is ever-new, the play's style is
terribly old chapeau. What's more,'
the adaptation in this case was woe-

• fully, unable to ^extract suitable radio
material from the slender chit-chat
of Maugham's once-provocative

:
treatise on infldelity-iri-cycles. : Thus,
the nearest thing to a crisis in the
show as broadcast was the brief split
between the aging wife and her long-
standing lover. . That left the stage
play!s climax, the. same situation re-
peating itself so inexorably in the
children's case, on the cutting room
floor. What was left was light, some-
times .deft arid

.
sometimes merely

frivolous,
. generally garrulous con-

versation.. -
.

Miss George, of course, is a capti-
vating actress arid, though clearly not
at her best via' the air, particularly
expert at this kind of role. Digges
was persuasive as the gruff lover and
Humphreys

. was acceptable as the
betrayed husband. Brent, Miss Malo
arid Derwent had, little to do as the
second-edition triangle. Piece was
over-produced and uncertain in
pacing. Name cast gave the show
marquee strength, but it was un-
realized in performance. :' Hobe.

'CAFF, DES EXILES'
With Ernst Obach, Mark Lubbock
*>—*«istr» .

40 Mlns.
Saturday, 9:40 p.m.
BBC, London
Built around the rendezvous idea

format here is pleasing and musical-
ly attractive.. In line, with London's
now burrowing proclivities it's an
underground; where expatriates
gather to wine, dine and delight in
continental atmosphere, gaiety,
tinged with nostalgia.

Carrying entertainment load Is

Ernst Obach; Czech baritone of fine
voice and . personality, secure in his
selling of homeland melodies.
Singer's very much at home in the
proceedings, functioning as chief
greeter, performer and audience go-
between in giving clarity to the set-

up. There's a Greek boss to the'

place,, presumably rung in to round
out the Allies idea, but at this airing
characterization seemed superfluous
and clashing with that of Obach.

. Script is sprinkled with the due
variety of .

atmosphere givers, al-

though their dialog is ultra stagey
and clutters up show as a whole.
Much more could be left to the
music, which accomplishes its pur-
pose admirably through tunes of
Srrfttana, Handel, Strauss, etc.

\

Mark H. Lubbock batons theatre
orchestra with customary elegance.

ELSIE CARLISLE EXPRESS*
With Bobby Comber, Vera Lennox,
Charles Heslop, Charlie Clapbam,
Billy Ternent Orch.

40 Mlns.
Sunday, 0:40 p.m.
BBC, London

Blitzed off the air at its previous
scheduling, Elsie Carlisle and her
supporting merry-makers at last,

broke the radio tape. Suffered from
slow-moving, script—needs to be
jacked plenty before registering as

radio. There's some lengthy spiel

sessions of weighty humor from a

hard-working crew; but making little

or no impression for laughs.

Elsie Carlisle is personally pleas-

ing with her effortless melodyihg,
registering soundly with a .

medley
of Irving Berlin tunes. She was
carrying all the vocals here outside

of a couple of ragged ensemble num-
bers. As showcasing for her, 'Ex-

press- Is anyti.ing but dressy.. ;
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•BUD BARTON'
:

With Dick Holland, Fern Parsons,
Bill Bouchey, Ian "Keith, Kathryn
Card, Betty Jefferies, Jackie Harri-
son, Bob Jelllson

15 Mlns.
Sustaining
Daily, 5:30 pjn. ..
WJZ-NBC, New York
.
After some months in the 5:30. p.ih.

spot on the blue (WJZ) network,
'Bud Barton' is being moved forward
to 5:15 p.nv, starting Monday (10).
Shift should have been made long
ago. as this juve thriller isn't equal
to 'Jack Armstrong,' the teen-age ad-
venture series on -the red (WEAF)
•in .trie. .5:30 p.m; position. Both shows
originate iri Chicago, 'Barton' being a
sustairier and 'Armstrong' sponsored
by General Foods (Wheaties).

' At the new time. 'Barton' may
have a chance to get a better audi-
ence. However, the show still heeds
lots of: showmanship imcrovejrierit
before it belongs, in the juvenile big
league. As ; heard last. Wednesday
(29). it lacked the conunubusly-
exoloding action that kids yen.
>. Characters are reasonably well
outlined, but there are. entirely too
many of them. Stanza caught, for
instance, included . 11 characters
either present . or mentioned fa-
miliarly. That not. only confuses the
listener, but it also has a tendency to
diffuse the story-line and retard the-
action. Only excitement on this
chapter was a wrassle between can-
tankerous Mr. Stark and Col. Frank
Welch—and that was confined to a
couple of lines of dialog. If they
want the mopnets to go after the
show they should have virtually torn
down tbe studio ' with uproarious
sound effects. ,

'•
.-, - :

Piece was nasSably .played. Harlan
Ware is the author, Frank Papp
directs. Organ is used for musical
bridges. Hobe.

'WAYNE, WOMEN, and SONG'
With Naunton Wayne, Ma?da Kiin,
Tnga Andersen. Jack and Daphne

: Barker, Billy Ternent Orchestra
40 Mlns. ••:
Thursday, 9:35 p.m.
BBC, London
In aiming for cabaret-like effect

show comes over as okay for floor-

show, but short as radio. Hit: hard-
est by the., setup is Inga Andersen.-
Canadian girl uses .'sophisticated
lady of song' as billing for her nitery
dates, but toughy characterization
she uses on chatter here belies the
eclat, seeming more Saks 34th than.
Saks Fifth Avenue.
Magda Kun puts over effectively

the cajolery of Continental melody-
ing. Austrian songstress is quite at
home with intimacy of radio. Jack
and Daphne Barker are a w.k. caba-
ret team whose vocal banter might
be cut to aid radio pace. Numbers
ribbing smart-set are Jake when
vislo, but tend to drag through the
mike. ..

As compere of the session Naunton
Wayne handles his chore with cus-
tomary skill. Performer has been
long active with his droll comment,
sure to click with listeners as result
of picture work carrying his talent
beyond West End trade.
Henry . Sherek's hand In the show

discloses producer's experience with
stage entertainment, needing no more
than adapting to the new medium.
Billy Ternent's music has all any-
body wants.

'ROUND THE HUB'
With Jay Wesley, Geoffe Givot
15 Mins.—Local
Friday, 3:45 p.m.
WEEI, Boston
George. Givot, 'Greek Ambassador

of Good Will.* gave interviewer Jay
Wesley the fastest 15. minutes pos-
sible with ad libbed gags flying faster

than bombs in a blitzkrieg. Deviating
from the Usual formula for inter-

views, biographical facts were woven
in deftly and humorously.
Wesley differs from average spieler

In that he gives the other fellow a
chance to talk without interruption.

He breaks in when conversation lags

and requires lift, which wasn't necesr

sary this time. Surprisingly, he
rarely laughs at his own gags, and
was also a perfect stooge in situa-

tions for Givot. Wesley speaks in-

formally and extremely well with-
out worrying about academic mat-
ters on;

diction, pronunciation^ enun-
ciation, etc., thus avoiding that which
makes the average interviewer
stilted.

Givot showed his versatility with
Greek dialect, that of polished Eng-
lishman, plus Harvardian. Without
a prepared script, Givot. started off

the fun by dialecting a commercial
plug that lay on the desk before him*
which was awaiting the announcer
on the following program; Paul.

My Sincere Appreciation to the Radio Editors

For Voting' My Program

FIRST FOR CHILDREN
IN THE ANNUAL RADIO POLLS

:'
. Conducted by—

Radio Daily Motion Picture Daily World-Telegram
Thank you! Thank you I . Thank you!

IREENE WICKER
THE SINGING STORY LADY

NBC Blue ^- 5: 15.•5:30, Monday thru Friday

DINAH SHORE
EDDIE CANTOR PROGRAM, NBC RED NETWORK

WEDNESDAYS, 9 P.M. EST.

BLUEBIRD VICTOR RECORDS

|iBimm»»miiiBammiHBmiiniBiiiMiiidiKmMEKBinimi

WORLD-TELEGRAM
(SCRIPPS-HOWARD NATIONAL RADIO POLL)

|

The Winners

[ Best Comedian, Favorite Program,
Jack Benny.

. Quiz Program,
Information Please.

News Commentator,
Raymond Gram Swing.

.
Light Orchestra,

Guy Lombardo's.

Popular Girt Vocalist,

Kate Smith.

Popular Male Vocalist,

Bing Crosby.

Sport Announcer,
Bill Stern.

Studio' Announcer,
• Don Wilson.
.Concert Vocalist,

Lily Pons.
Symphonic Conductor,

Arturo Toscanini.
Best Dramatic Program,

Radio Theatre.
Best Quarter flour,

Fred Waring.
Children's Program,

Ireene Wicker.

New Star,

Dinah Shore.

Outstanding Single Broadcast of the Year,

NBC Eyewitness account of Graf Spee scuttling.

Girl Popular Singer*

The vote on girl popular gingers:

1. Kate Smith — . 165

|
2. Dinah Shore

j
..... 1SC||

3. Connie Boswell . ..
' 139

4. Ginnie Simms . . A 93

5. Frances Langford . .

.

...... 62

6. Bonnie Baker. . . . .,

1

--iy
' si

7. Yvette ------ 39

8. Mary M artin . . . .. .

.

•-v-^-' 32

9. Judy Garland .

.

'„ i .. ......... 31

10. Bea Wain..... .... 29

1 1i. Virginia Verrill. .

.

..... ^ 26

1 2. Martha Tilton . •. :
14
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I AM DEEPLY GRATEFUL TO

RADIO EDITORS OF AMERICA.

DINAH SHORE
Personal Representative^

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP. (FRANK COOPER)

NEW YORK • CHICAG6 HOLLYWOOD • LONDON
Direction — NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
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Follow-Up Comment
'ASCAP on Parade' in It? second installment last Saturday (1), shaped

up as a well-balanced showihanly propaganda job although monitoring
might have been better. 'Etherized' -from WMGA-'s studio in New. York, and
led to WHN, WOV and WNEW (and released on platter to 117 other indie

Stations having ASCAP licenses) this was Tin Pan Alley merchandising

and counter-propaganda. .

'."" '••

Nostalgia , was the obvious idea. Purveyed by names such as Al Jolson,

Cole Porterj Ethel Merman, Johnny Mercer; Harry Armstrong, Hildegarde,

Benny Fields, Russell Bennett's 26-piece band, Robert Shaw's choir of 18,

skillfully scripted by Oscar Hammerstein.il, deftly produced by Billy Rose

and smartly paced by Deems Taylor, the 8-9 p.m. period ran a last course.

Benny Fields* vocalizing assignment should get him radio attention: anew.

The original *crooner' . (but long ahead of his time). Fields' manner .of

purveying 'Only Forever" and 'Fools- Rush In' was in.the best Bing'Crosby

tradition of ultra song salesmanship. '.•"."
, .. ; .

•

'

'

When it's all over, listeners should remember. Hammerstein's nifty script-

As I Have Stephen Foster.' He then claimed arid demonstrated that-'Cali-

fornia Here I Come,' 'You Made. Me Love You,' 'Swanee' and 'April

Showers' are 'inspired' songs. "''-";. •'
;

'

.
' .

Cole Porter in a brief speechlet heralded Ethel Merman who whammed
*'»em with 'Kick Out of You*. (the first Porter song she ever sang), Begin the

BekS (with choir ). 'Just One of Those Things' and /Night and
I

Day/

withrShiS the 26-piece Russell Bennett orchestra and Robert Shaw's

choir of ;18 mixed voices did tricks. , , . ...... /

In backing up the 'Panama Hattie

chanteuse. . 'Let's Be Buddies' ;-yr*s

her finale in the cavalcade, and

while it all added up to a generous

hunk of Cole Porter, it was all very

palatable, especially considering^ the

contrast to the other stuff* heard on

the air of late; '. . .^ v^ ;

Hildegarde's 'Last Time I Saw
Paris' (by Oscar Hammerstein and

Jerome Kern ) was -a; click all by it-

self, in line with the ihtrp; that this

was one of the tunes as 1940 ended

before the radio-music breach

eventuated: [The introductory em-
phasized that ASCAP thought that

•jazz and jive, ballads and hymns
. could, like the air, belong to you, as

part of the propaganda.]

Harry Armstrdhg : led his 'Sweet

Adeline' in a gang song. Then radio

announcer Bob Carter gave .out with

some Ripleys. putting stress—'believe

it or not'—that 'Happy Birthday to

You.'. 'End of a Perfect Day,' 'Caprice

Viennois,' 'There'll Always
:
Be an

Strand* and 'Stars and Stripes For-

ever' are radio-tabu. •'

A 'Stopf You Can't. Play That on
the Air,' thus nostalgically, patriotic-

ally and sentimentally took the

ASCAP cause directly to the masses.

Johnny Mercer who calls himself
•the poor man's Cole Porter' did some

.„ crossfire with . commentator Deems
" Taylor and his own medley; then
followed, another satirical dramalet
stressing Mr: Network's allegedly

biased attempts to 'mediate' the
Issues.

For the finale, two new Irving
Berlin songs, 'A Little Old Church* in

'England* and 'When That Man Is

Dead and Gone' were introduced as

fresh.-from-the-piano product. Ber-
lin's lyrical, reference- to Satan as
that man with the small mustache'
made this a significant song, despite
Its swingeroo rhythm. (Following
day the Dress was full of lyric re-
prints.) Berlin stated It could mean
Stalin, as well as Hitler, since both
have mustaches; although it's In-

tended for. all 'Satanic dictators.'

(The London News Chronicle oh
Monday sent by radio a photo sheet
music of Berlin's song, first time that
a music score was thus transmitted
to England.) Abel.

'Columbia Workshop* uncorked a
bubbly container of spoofology Sun-
day. (2) night with 'Help Me,
Hannah,' a comedy about a deliri-
ously intense southern belle. Written
by Charles Monroe, scripter for the
Lux Theatre and other commercial
shows, piece took the Thomas Nelson
Page brand of Virginia chivalry for a

• good-natured ride. Was compactly
written, starting briskly arid steadily
rising to a punch finish. Helen
Claire, apparently "destined to play

every Daown Saouth accent femme
as a result of her *lick in 'Kiss the.

Boys Goodbye,' whammed the meaty
part of the' heroine, while Ed
Latimer stood out as a thwarted
highway superintendent, Betty Garde
was prooerlY dry as a New England
dame. Chester Stratton and Carl

Eastman were expertly malleable as

passive suitors and Eustice Wyatt
was a puttering old professor. Betsy
Tuthill directed it deftly. True to

radio production practice/ the sound
effects man went overboard on the;

auto noises. .

Wythe. Williams, who regularly in-

cludes . oft; his - Mutual newscasts
scalps-tingling information about Ger-
many's resources and plans, fired a
shot at E. D. Ward, Nazi ace .short-:

wave miker for America. Williams
said that Ward (once connected with
U. S. show business) took cognizance,

in a broadcast of Williams' charges
the Nazi propaganda machine
planted 'fake* stories in European
capitals. Ward denied' this, continued
Williams, and insisted German
propaganda was . conducted on a

'high' plarie. Williams tartly sug-

gested that Ward read Hitler's 'Mein

Kampf to iearn what are the real

Nazi conception and. use of. propa-
ganda.

,

Commenting on .announcement that

Ward's views are not necessarily

'those of this station,' Williams, asked
sarcastically: 'What would happen If

his views were not those of his

masters?'

Peter CappeH's reading of the lead-
ing part was also.vibrant. However,
there was a confusing bit of script-

ing at the close arid the Interjection
of an editorial comment (in N the
midst of the dramatization) by Mrs.
Harold . V. Milligan, of the General'
Federated <Women's Clubs, was
poisonous showmanship. Doubtless
it's ' essential -for diplomatic reasons
to . have some femme executive on
the program. But if the clubwomen
sincerely want to improve radio they
might help by leiYing : the micro-
phone to professionals. 'Echoes' is

scripted by Max Ehrlich and pro-
duced by Frank Dodge.

Nlles Trammell's 25-mlnute address
on 'Radio at National Defense* de-
livered at 16th . annual Patriotic

Women's Conference in Hotel Wil-
lard, Washington, strongly eihpha-
sized the contributions advertisers

have made to U. S. radio. He de-
clared: "The support that American
business has given broadcasting has
provided the American people with
the finest program anywhere In the
world.' NBC president, speaking in a
firm, even tone, said this has 'enabled
us to improve our

.
public service

broadcasts.' He spoke of '.the con-
tinuous struggle for. the advertising
dollar and for the ear of the listening

public' and. of the situation's bene-
ficial effect.

'Echoes of 'History,' an NBC ap-
peasement gesture -to the femme
pressure groups, remains an imagi-
natively conceived and ingeniously
scriDted dramatization of events
to the U. S. past. Last Wednes-
day's edition, dealing with the
arrival of the Hungarian patriot
Louis Kossuth in New York during
the 1850's, was pointedly timely and
built, to a moving dramatic climax.

; Bob Hope's very bright line of

chatter and gags is riot helped ma-
terially for the listener at home by
the almost continuous . studio ap->.

plause. Becorines annoying when, as

last: week, . ; virtually every crack
draws a full or a half round,, and
Hope waits for it or encourages it.

Outbursts becdirie slower-uppers and
ear disturbers. Hollywood audiences
are push-overs and comedians in-

variably overplay to them, leaving
dialers at times to wonder what is

taking place in the studio. Hope,
Basil Rathborie and Jerry ' Colorina
(aided by topnbtch sound effects)
extracted a lot of guffaws and some
shrieks with that . standard laugh-
getter, a spooky hotel sequence.

Bess Johnson, who reads the com-
mercial blurbs and uses her right
name as the heroine of 'Hilltop
HbUse,Yis up to here in heart-sear-
ing melodrama these days. . It seems
.Billie, - one of the girls she be-
friended, busted out of the reforma-
tory and one of the guards .was
killed in the process. Miss Johnson
just can't believe : Billie is guilty, but
wise old Judge Lennox has. advised
her not to get mixed .up in the mess,
or the. local citizenry may hold it

against her. . Yarn is apparently
what a sizable segment of the house-'
frau-moppet audierice craves, as the
characters more or less mirror* those
groups. •'': Blurbs dwell on; the .*Palm>
olive facial' theme, working in the
.idea that there are two women in

every women—the radiant (Palnv
olive) one or the forlorn (non-
PalmoliveX' orie. Question is then
ppsed; 'Which !ydu' will your hus-
band see tonight?' - ,

••:'
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'Jack Armstrong,' General Mills

Juve thriller serial out of Chicago on
NBC red (WEAF) recreated with
remarkable fidelity the sounds, of a
sailing ship as the highlight of last

Thursday (30) • afternoon's .chapter.

Anyone familiar with sailboats must
have found the sound effects irre-

sistibly authentic. As the vessel
supposedly, was jibed in a Vain at-
tempt to avoid running aground and
was subsequently pulled free, on its

own anchor line, the mast groaned
and creaked, the ropes squealed
through the blocks, the waves
pounded and the water gurgled.
There was also combustible excite-
ment In the accelerating tempo of
the action. No landlubber ' could
have written or directed; the show
Interminable commercials for

Wheaties stressed the 'breakfast of
champions' angle. Also had a sly
bite df evasion in the claim that
'Wheaties are guaranteed to contain
more nourishment than many, break-
fast foods.' ' Addition of that single
letter 'm* apparently .keeps the
Federal Trade Commission at bay.

Herttert Marshall did a one-timer
on the Jack Benny show Sunday (2)
night; subbing as ringmaster during
the comedian's absence in New York.
As usual on the series, the scripting
carefully built the laughs around the
standard characterizations of the
cast, making shrewd use of Mar-
shall's . screen personality. Edition
was up to standard for the series, but
the cackling

. from the studio audi-
ence sounded infantile.

Rex Benware, reading a news ses-
sion Saturday (1).' morning on
WQXR, New York, went through one
of those tangle-tongue ordeals that
every announcer apparently must
endure occasionally; . In the 10-

minute stanza, he made nine per-
ceptible fluffs, on at least two of
which he had td make a complete
stop and then start over againu It

could hardly have bothered the aver^
age listener, but Benware, normally
a precise enunciator, must have been
frantic. .

:'

Richard. Haydn, English stage
comedian, did his Prof. Carp char-
acterization on the Edgar Bergen'
show Sunday (2). night, the third of
five scheduled guest, shots on the
series. : Using his farriil iar -'.asthmatic-
delivery and super-serious manner,
he ludicrously discoursed about the
condition of his mustache and then
worked into a preposterous

, attempt
at singing. Also guesting on' the
stanza where Hopalong Cassidy (Bill
Boyd) and his sagebrush film part-
ner Andy Clyde. They cantered
through a session of tall-story badin-
age with Charlie McCarthy, : About
what would be expected.

Fred Bate upon arrival In New
York participated in ' a two-way
broadcast with John MeVane and
women assistants of NBC's London
staff. Introduced • by John W.
Vandercdok'.as 'The orily American
radio ' reporter-, who has the dis-
tinction df being injured by a Nazi

'DEAR MOM'
.John Walsh, Dolph Nelson, Marvin
: Mueller
Drama
20 Mins.
WRIGLEY'S GUM
Sunday, 6:55 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

. (Neisser-Meyerhoff)
Way this resurrected serial of the

last World War . has been • spotted on
the network schedule indicates that
P. K. Wrigley must have been some-
what leery of 'Dear Mom's' pulling
power. Rather, than pitch it on. the
hour (7 p.m.) against Jack Benny, he
took five minutes away from his own
Gene Autry show, with the obvious
hope that once the Autry fans -got
listening to .'Dear Mom* they'd hang
on to the end. ; Since Autry's. faith-
fuls loom hugely in the juvenile
ranks, this will most likely remain
pretty much of a hope. The kids
will still make a fast switch for the
station carrying Benny, and that
move won't meet with the opposition
of the adults in the. family. -

: The dusting off of 'Dear Mom' Is

predicated on the assumption that
families with youth who have been
inducted into the selective military
service will be deeply interested in
humorous, anecdotes connected with
life about a training camp. The as-
sumption may be a sound one, but
the first installment of 'Dear Mom'
didn't sound as though it will gar-
ner the deep interest. It hot only
had a musty and dated air about it,

but the characters were about as
modern as a projected stereopticori
slide. What may have' made them
chuckle in 1918 could give 'em the
yawns in 1941.
Bobby Brown, of WBBM, Chicago,

producer and co-writer with Ray
Wilson of this series, introduced the
initial chapter. He explained that,
the series sought to sketch in humor-
ous iorm the transition of American
youth from civilian to arhiy life. The
opening episode imparted a tinge of
patriotic service in that it made a
point of assuring mothers that their
sons would find things quite comfort-
able about the training camp. Other-
wise it impressed as quite alien and
urientertaining. Odec.

'SUNDAY NIGHT RADIO
THEATRE''

With Polly Wiggins, Albert Burke
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 10:30 p.m.

.

WOR-Mutual, New York
Mutual displays courage (or mlybe

nerve) to spot this new* dranktic
series at 10:30 Sunday night, o]|po-
site the Columbia Workshop and
NBC red's

.
(WEAF) 'Dead

Dramas.' That deliberately invl

comparisons; which this 'Sum
Night Radio Theatre' originating! at
WKBW. Buffalo, is pitifully unalle
to stand. »• .

Apparently this, attempt is In 1

with Mufual's recent decision to
more dramatic shows produced
its affiliate stations; Undoubte
the series will improve, but on tl

basis of the initial program it does
belong in the same league with Su:
day night network dramatic showl
Opening attempt was 'Ambitioj
authored and directed by Herbe:
Rice, program director of WKBW,
Polly Wiggins, arid* Albert Burk

played the leads.' ' Cal Janis com
posed the. musical bridges. Hobe.

bomb,' Bate requested his London co
workers to 'Give my. best to Ed
Murrow of Columbia and tell him I

hope to. do more trips with him.' To
which, one of the women replied that
Murrow had left word to 'Give^ou
his best.*

Bate asked if NBC had . a new
London office—old one was bombed
—and received an affirmative reply.
He 'would get the details later.'

'Song Spinners,' mixed vocal, group
on WOR-'Mutual, tossed off an in-
gratiating] 15 minutes df light
harmonizing, and banter Sunday (2)
night. Spotted after Dorothy Thomp-
son ' arid the regular 9 p^m, news
session and Immediately ahead of
Johannes Steel, it provided a bright
interlude in the array of grim dis-
cussion. Youngsters warble agree-
ably and their informal between-
numbers patter sounds almost ad-lib.

* LOAN

'MARCH THROUGH LIFE'
With John B. Kennedy, DwightWelsL
John Holbrook, RatherIne Hoi.

.
brook, Charles Paul

15 Mini.—Local
FEDERAL SAVING S

. ASSNS.
Monday, 10:30 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Heffelfinger)
There are -possibilities . . in- tha

formula of this "March Through Life'
series Monday nights locally over
WABC, New York. Initial show last
week (27) failed to click, however,
brincipally due to faulty scripting.
Idea is to base each edition, on some
successful Ariierican. First stanza
took Eddie Rickenbacker, former
automobile racer, World War ace and
now president of Eastern Airlines.
There's ample drama in the: subject's
life,, but the writing was so grandilo-
quent that it sounded a bit ridiculous,;

. Opening with John B. Kennedy's
narration-blurb, the show dramatized
an incident In Rickenbacker's bby-
hopd, when he walked home 12 miles:
through the ralri from the factory to
save 5c for his mother. After an
organ bridge; Kennedy then orated
something about 'the child is father
to the man* and proceeded with- his
over-euldgy. Other dramatized inci-
dents included the difficult-to-
drarhatize. Indianapolis auto race .(did

they have public-address systems be-
fore the last war?) and an air battle
in France in which the ace brought
his wrecked plane back to his home
field. Latter was • especially bad
writing; containing a bit In which the
flyer " re-enacted events in his past
during a tail spin,
Besides doing the narration In his

customary emphatic style,. Kennedy
was credited with collaborating on
the script with Brlce Disqiie, -Jr.

Dwight Weist was announcer and
played the hero both as a child and
a Irian. Others in the cast were John
arid . Katherine Holbrook. George
Allen directed., assisted by Gordon
Graham, Charles Paul arranged and
played the organ backgrounds.

• Federal Savings & Loan Associa-
tions, the sponsors, used two major
pUips, dwelling on the idea of its

U. S. Gdverninent guarantee giving
'double security with bigger earn-
ings.' AIsq listed all . the organiza-
tion's branch offices in the New York
area. ; Hobe.

•CANADIAN NEWS LETTER*
With Gerry Wilmot
15 mins. :

Monday, 9:45 p.m.
BBC, London
Prepared in collaboration with Ca-

nadian Press and CBC, and aimed
at Maple Leafers serving with the.

forces this side, breezy, spieling of
Wilmot has j list that right touch.
Announcer Is over here with CBC-
radio unit and is buildint/himself a
nice audierice (wartimtfT relaxation
of BBC allows staff airers to, attach
their names to specific sessions, pub:
licity previously denied them). .

Considerable-editing seems to have
gone into the news matter to riiake,

it free' of starch; this particularly
noticeable when set alongside airing
of local hews. As it comes Over,

stuff is* both Informative and sans
dreary lag. Spotting - of Interest

items around various Canadian towns
is good example of holding the ear.

San
:
Francisco—Vic Paulsen, for-

merly of KJBS, has Joined the an-

nouncing staff of KFRC.
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'THE O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

[aughter "{ears and |~|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soop • 99" .-c
3

: pure

LISTEN TWICE DAILY V
NBC Red Network, 12:15 to 12t30 P.M., EST

IN WABC—5:1646:30—CB8
' * * COAST Td COAST

Dir. COHPTON ADVERTISING AGENCt
MOT. ED WOLF-RKO BLDG, NEW YORK CITY
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JACK HARRIS
•World In Review'

15 Mins.—Locar
BRISTOL-MYERS
Da»y. 10 p.m.,

WSM, Nashville

Gab is not a mere recitation of

INS news bulletins, but is an in-

terpretative newscast with Jack Har-

ris supplying the background and
outlining the significance of current

events. But this doesn't, gum up the

news, rather seems to enhance it.

Harris, who holds a master's de-

cree in political science and history

from Vanderbilt University, is quali-

fied to explain the background of

the news. Voice, too; is: well suited,

giving impression of authority. One
good practice . is qualifying stories

by emphasizing source, often as

much as saying this is probably not

true, for source has been untrust-

worthy in past. This sets well with
audience. . .. „ '

Sponsor .
keeps advertising to a

minimum, although it's nearly im-
possible to smoothly , blend laxative

copy with world news.

50,000

MINNEAPOLIS

ST. PAUL

The

around-

the-clock

favorite

of

Twin City

listeners

Ask any Radio Sales office

for more information about

WCCO, one of the sixteen

CBS 50,000 watt stations.

THEATRE OF FREEDOM'
With Rupert Lucas, Phillip Holmes,
Susan Goulding,;John Holden, Jane
Mallett, Jack Arthur Orchestra

60 Mins.
Sustaining:
Sunday, 9:30 p.m.
CBL, Toronto

Although names have been prom-
ised, for this series, and are still listed
in. caps, the premiere program of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. salute
to freedom was unable to present
stellar rank talent Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke disappointed. And that will
probably happen plenty during the
series. Because when they are asked
to donate, their services, and make
an

:
'inconvenient journey to boot,

they put the date subordinate to
anything more important (i.e. any-
thing with cash attached).

Norman Cbrwin's 'Seems Radio. Is
Here to Stay' was the opening pro-
gram and Earl McGill of Columbia's
New York office came up to direct
it. Originally written as a drama-
tized sales promotion brochure for
the. American radio industry and hot
esteemed as one of the author's best
efforts, the script was an odd choice
to launch a Canadian salute to lib-
erty and whatnot.

Series will enlist the donated serv-
ices of such Britishers and Anglo-
philes as Sir Cedric! Hardwicke; Ray-
mond Massey, Paul Muni, Walter.
Huston, Herbert Marshall, Douglas
Fairbanks. Philip Merivale, Orson
Welles, Charles Laughton, Anna
Neagle. They will journey to To-
ronto. Montreal or: Vancouver as the
case may be to undertake the leadr
ing roles. "

:' /
"

'Seems Radio Is Here to Stay* was
a fast-paced exposition of radio pos-
sibilities and current achievements,
swiftly illustrated by script-writer
conferen c e s, the sound-effects
achieved by radio engineers, etc.
Thesis of the Corwin radio play is

the means whereby Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony and 'Hamlet' may be car-
ried to Walt Whitman's 'So Many
Ears Attending You Tonight/ V

Next week will see Helen Mencken
appearing here in 'Saint Joan,' this
is the first time that Bernard Shaw
has ever allowed a* play of his to be
broadcast. "The editing will be done
by Merrill Denison.

. Opening broadcast in . .the series
was

.
'literary' but pungent. Plenty

of harpoon-tossing into the totali-
tarian theory of so-called racial su-
periority. Quiz session, througout of
Phillip Holmes and commentator
Campbell Mclnnes aptly brought out.
and concisely, the force of radio's
potentialities.

This is Arthur's Beethoven's Fifth
and, the bedroom scene in 'Hamlet'
With Rupert Lucas taking the honors
as the melancholy Dane; Susan
Goulding as the queen, and John
Holden as Polonius.
Lengthy cast was expertly chosen

and directed by McGill. Premise was
'the air we listen to must be as free
as the air we breathe.-* Piece finished
on a great . and stirring patriotic
finale with Elgar's 'Pomp and Cir-
cumstance', and his 'Land of Hope
and Glory/ Music, however, could
have been better dispersed through-
out instead of coming In almost to-
tally at the finish. McStay.

«NO POLITICS*
Current Events Quia
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Saturday, 1:30 p.m.
WJSV-CBS, Washington

Cross-section of Congressional
brains was presented to the nation
last week, by CBS in a novel adapta-
tion of the question-and-answer pro-
gram featuring four members of the
House of Representatives. Program
—which is skeddefl for every Satur
.day at 1:30 p.m.—made its debut
from the Willard hotel .where four
legislators were quizzed byErnest K.
Lindley, Washinjgton columnist and
head of Newsweek's Capitol staff.

Lawmakers muffed flve_out of 12
questions on current events, history,

literature, -geography, people in the
news, quotations, etc. Broadcast, eh
titled 'No Politics/ does hot concern
itself with legislative questions, cam
paign expenditures, public grants-in

aid, or other subjects closely con
netted with Congress.
Most embarrassing to the; two Re

publican and two Democratic mem-
bers who participated was the all-

'round failure to identify three indi-

viduals who once held an important
U. S. legislative office. Congressmen
were mystified when asked what job

was held in common by James K.

Polk,' John W. Davis and Joseph
Varnum and were considerably red

faced when told that all three men
once served asSpeaker of the House,
: Representatives Clarence J, Brown
(R., Ohio), Robert Ramspeck (D;,

Ga>), August H. AnUresen (R.,

Minn.) and John M. Coffee (D„

•Wash.) were stumped by the

question 'Who . wrote Anthony Ad
verse?' and the Congressional quartet

also failed to identify two out of

three 'famous lovers of history/.

- Program follows the regular Con-
gressional procedure, with the master

of ceremonies acting as 'speaker' and
outlining the order of the 'business

of the day/ Congressional partici-

pants are 'recognized' as the 'gentle

man from -—/ wh ile the announcer

acts as 'clerk of the House.' Failure

to answer correctly nets $5 for the

sender of the question.

'DEANNA'
(Deanna Durbin Biography)
With Celia Lipton, Sydney Keith,
Joan Young

40 mins.
Thursday, 4:20 p.m.

'

BBC, London.

Deanna Durbin was not the first

young lady to be biographied over
BBC but she was just about the first

to draw both intelligent scripting and
production. How much of a hand
Universal had in this is conjecture-
able. Some official glad-eye must
have been given to proceedings if

judged by data' and music! made;;
available. •

Harry Towers' script had pleasing
pace and makeup, nicely mixing 1

dialog
: with sound-track melody se- I

quences and narrator breaks. Charles I

Maxwell , handled both . latter and
production ' reins on

:

trie 40-min;
spread given to the. up-coming of la
Durbin in pictures. Study of sing-
ing, star's jaunt to big time and fame
tied in entertainingly care and pat-
tern followed by Universal and. Pas-
ternak, in the buildup, a factor prob-
ably new to listeners. It alone would
clinch session as worthwhile.

Voicing of Celia Lipton in the Dur-
bin dialog achieved remarkable like-:
hess, particularly evident in peep-,
preeming of 'Spring Parade,' where
panel-men did * smooth job in mix-
ing melody end with Miss Lipton's
takeover. Girl has an attractive per-
sonality, at its best in these filmite
airings: of which she has done quite
a good deal in the juve section.

TO YOU SWEETHEART*
Radio Romeo
35 mins.
Thursday, 7:40 pJn.
BBC, London ..-

'Romeo'' articulates for romantic
soldiers. Loaded with sugar and
memories of two hearts; entwined,
he does well by his emoting until
reaching some particularly tender
moment in recollection when he goes
veritably hoarse with passion. • It's

where session is likely to draw a
laugh. .\,

Discs are used to supply atmos-
phere or to ease home some spe-
cially iweet passage. They borrow
Bing Crosby.

BBC had a similar session on the
air with a Juliet putting through a
weekly phone call to her boy friend.
Series then benefitted considerably
by ease with which chosen femme
handled the emoting chore.

'CANDID MR. X*
Film Comments tor
15 Mins.—Local ....

Sustaining ' •

Sunday, .3:30 p.m.
\VGRC, Louisville-New Albany
Announcer's opening spiel on this

film reviewing stanza perked the in- :

lerest. Gist of his remarks included i

the' .promise 'this reviewer nays his
way to see the pictures, and accepts
no passes. He is not: employed by ;

any theatre or film producer, and
'

he is not sponsored.' For this rea- ,

son, he. is free to express his own
|

Opinion, .with no strings tied ' to . his
comments—he calls 'em as he sees
.'em/ -. . .:

.

. After this build-up. all. the listeners .

heard was a resume of the pictures 1

showing on downtown screens, with
an/ outline of the story and com-

i

merits on the cast. Nothing more
exciting than that,' except a refer- l

ence to one 'B' pic as 'trash,' 'miss ,

it if you can.' Very little profes-
sional comments Von photography,
production, direction,

7

etc. In fact,- 1

the whole stanza was handled in a
sing-song, style, obviously the voice
was following script, with - little

change of pitch or inflection. Hold.

GRADY COLE SUNDAY FARM
:. CLUB
Two Hours
Sustaining
Sundays, 7-9 a.m.
WBT, Charlotte

. This early : Sunday morning ex-
travaganza is a big chunk of radio
program to expect at this hour of
a Sabbath

.
morning. Practically all

of WBT's top talent
:
participates;

Makes a usually dull period lively.

.
Grady Cole emcees the Sunday

version as he does the weekly Farm
Club. Shaw caught, included song-
stress Jane Barilett, organist Clar-
ence Etters, the Texas Rangers,
Oklahoma Sweethearts, and an 11-
year-old singing lad from a nearby
town. Air gave but on the type* of
music most appreciated, and re-
quested, by the Bible Belters, lii.

fact, the two-hour show is packed
with what; Cole's followers demand.
Strictly corn.

'

.
Sandwiched In between yodeling

and .string music were farm and 4-H
club news, stock, cotton 1 market,
weather, and general sod business
reports, road conditions, world news,
county farm agent's reports. Cole. Is

in his natural medium as head man,
tossing off slow-motion witticisms
and back-road philosophies that lis-

teners chuckle over for days follow-
ing across community cracker bar-
rels. Just.

'BROADWAY CALLING'
With Gertrude Lawrence, Richard.
Haydn, Harry Richman, Fred War.
ing Glee Singers, Allan Ross Orch

Transcription ;

30 mins.
F'L'iday, 5 p.m.
BBC, London
Mebbe we're getting blase; it's

doubtful if showmen or listeners
oyer here were sent all a'sparkle as
result of this transcription made : by,

and imported from Broadway,:
Gertrude Lawrence's routining of

a spreadover gag has been in use
herr some time. So had the gag
itself, around 'the morning after/
You s.i'bstitute kippers for grapenuts,
three hikers for commercial travel-.

.

ers and the beds belong to farmer's
daughters. And has Miss Lawrence
no new songs?

'Mr. Carp' mbnolog by Richard
Haydn would rate as listenable. But
Jack Warner and Cyril Fletcher, top
radio comics this side, have been
doing the same stuff over the air
here for months now, /right down to
the adenoids. To do Haydn justice,

however, 'Mr. Carp' Is a character^ *

zation he's been doing for some years,
both in London and on Broadway.
Waring's Glee Singers were nice

but on this platter nothing standout.

.

Single choral item left impression it

had been pushed in; unfortunate be-
cause chorus vocalingVis '.made and ?

thought much of here. Harry Rich-
man, despite what seemed a tough
cold, offered 'We're Ort Our Way/
It would be taken up if this was a
soldier's war. Right now it's all; done
in the air and • that's where Britain's
heart is. Don't they read on Broad-
Way?

YVONNE ARNAUD
5 Mins.
Punday, 8:15 p.m.
BBC, London
Guesting on 'Hi Gang' show,

actress uncovered a sprightly, rou-
tine geared for socko laughs. Her
Frenchie flavoring of rib against
Americans being nice men, but poor
lovers, must have tickled many an ear
while putting show's principals, Ben
Lyon and Vic Oliver, into 're-

hearsal' of the art. , Both scripter
and Miss Arnaud rate credit for the
deft handling.
A pianist of repute, actress closed

with a- Chopin piece, of brilliant,

fingering.
'HI Gang" show as a whole sup-

ports its Number One spot oh BBC
airings. Now in sixth or seventh
month: session has sloughed off early
pains and travels now as a class pro-
duction. '::'"

Haw O/i&iotes

THE TAMPA
TRIBUNE STATION

FULLTIME
on.
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Natiohal Spot Accounts Currently Active
(According to Report from VARIETY'S 'Radio Market Cities

9

)

ACCOUNT
American. National Bank

Anchor Pain Expeller .

!'

Armour . Si Co. » , . .... . . .

.

AS0AP . . ......;.y

Barbasol .-.iy. v.
.

'.

.
Bayuk Cigar.-. V. '..v...

-;'.

Blackstone Products i .

Blackstone Products.-.

AGENCY
.. . . . . Raymond Keane.

.

.....rl! W. Kastoi'. ... ..

, ,V. ...Lord St Thomas... ...

,;. . iilackstbrie Ady. .

;

,

.. . . , ..Erwin,...Wasey . ...

.

. . Ivey Ellington . .;.

, . ... < Raymond Specior..

.

.. Raymond Specior . ...

Calif. Fruit Growers Exchange. Lord & Thomas ,

.

Campbell Cereal" (Malto-Meal). H;-';W; Kastor. ; ...

Canada Dry Gingrer Ale (Spu'tf-):J; -M.'Mjthes.-.-

'

Carnation Co. . . ... . .

~

Carter Proilupts.. '. ...

Chelsea Ci?a "^.ttes

,

Consoliated Cir ; V.;.
1

Contl . Products. . .

.

TIME PURCHASES
: . . ; . . /.'ii. Hours

,
•. ..v . .. , , ;5-Mins.

77;.. . : Jlpurs

,

.' .> . .
'. Full-Hours

, ...

;

'

.

'. .. . . . \'\ Hours
. . . . .Amiouncements
....... . .Hour News
. ; .

.',
. i : Hours

. . v. .. . ;TinW . Signals

. . . i i . . .Spots

.....Vi HoUrs
.V. . Hours

.'
. , Announcements
: ; Farticipatic-hs

. v*V. Hour .News

Drake Bakeries.

Folder Coffee.

Erwin,.. Wasey.

,v. vi''.'-.V..> Street '.& -Finney i- . .

,-Vvv.' , . Warwick &'
.
Le^lei*

. . Erwin, Wasey'. .
.*

.

.

:
:'

:

. . ;,.. .. .. B^mirigharn, Castleman & Pierce •

Announcements
; .. . . v ; . . , Young & : :Rub icam . . ./....,.. .Announcernents
i Raymond R. Morgan . . . V* Hours

Foster-MHburn (t)oan's Pi lis)... Street & .Finpey

Friday :
Majrazlrie. i

.'
. . . . H. C. '

Morris. .. i ... .

y

Gordon Bs»kl'ng • •
'-

• v .Parton .. Steb.b i ns'..

Guaranty Union Life Ins. . .
.'. ,'Stodel Adv...

Healthalds . ... . , . . Ruthrauff & Ryan. ...

Hecker Products. ... . ..... ... ..Maxon, Inc. .....

International Harvester.
...

... . . . ., Aubrey, . Moore; 8i Wallace
'.'•.;"• Announcements, Participations

International Harvester...... . ..Aubrey, Moore & Wallace. Announcements
Jolly Time Popcorn
Kellogg Co; . 1 . . .

.

Lehn & Fink'.'. . . ; .

.

.Announcemerits
... ...Spots
. .-...5-Mins.

..'4 Hours

. , \'a Hours
Announcements

Buchanan Thomas •

.
';./.'; .Annouhcements

,

.

T<enypn & 'Eckhardt. . Station Breaks, Spots

Lever Bros. '(Silver Dust).
Lever Bros. . ... . . . .

.

» ».Wm. Esty

.. BBD&O

. . Ybung-.& Rubicam. . .

.

.Weather .-Reports,

Arinouncemehts
..v. .Time Signals
. Ahnounteroents

P. Lprlllard (Union Leader.

&

Beechnut tobacco > . . . A..
L'y.dia Plnkham . . .

'.

.

Macfadden Publication . . %>

Maryland.. Pharma?eu .

M.y-T-F'ine Dessert .; .

,

Noxzema Chemicnl. . . > ; . .

.

Omar Mills ; ,;. / :

Pierce's' Medic! ' .... ';
.. .

.'
:

Quaker. 1 ' Oats. i-. . . .

:

.

Held, Murdoch. . . . .

.

. :. ;

Rlchman Bros. ... . ; .

Savarln Coffee. ... . .

it. By Semler .... .. ......... ..'..; ...^

Vapex. , .

.

... i

Vlck' Chemical. . . I . . V .

.

Ward Baking . . . , .

.

Wesson Q\l. . . . . v.

White Labs. (Chooz) . . . .

Wlllard Tablet Co : . . . .

.

Williamson Can-' Co
.

, . . ...

,

Wm. H. Wise :(\Vbrl:Vs;Ci;eat^

est Books). .
..'.'•......' ;

W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co". . . .

.Lennen & Mitchell; .;; .»..'.. .% Hour News

. Krwin; W^sey. . . . , ../.. . . , 5-Mins

. Erw/ih, ;
Wasey .Vi.y. . . . . . ; \ . : Yt Hours

. Joseph: Katz. . . . . ... .

.

'. vAnhouhcernents
, 3BD&6 . . . . . ... ..... . . ...Announcements
.Ruthrauft & Ryan. .......... ...Vz Hours
. Hays MacFarlahd.:, ...... .Announcements
.H. W^ Kast6r\^...;.

:;>:..^:..;
:

;V:Ah'noiADceme^ts
.RuthraufT & Ryan. ......... f .. .'.V4 Hours
. Rogers 8c Smith . . . . ..... .Announcements
.McCann-Ericksbn ;« ,

,"; . : Hour New$
. Gussow-Kbhn . \ . . .'. .Annpuncemehts
i Erwin, .

Wasey. . .......v.. . ; . ...'A Hours
.Small. & Seifier .-. ; . . . . . , . ; . . . , ; . .Spots
. Morse" International. . i . . . .Announcements
^Sherman. K. Ellis . ... . . . , ... .Tjme' Signals
,
.Fitzgerald Adv.; . ;. > . ; ... . . . . Participations
i Wm, Esty. .. .'...•.>•. ,,.•'..... .Annbuncements
. First United Broadcasters. ;. U -• i5-MInsi
..Henri, Hurst At McDonald. .. ...Mi Hours.

.Northwest Radio ; , A, .'.•.',•
.

,-. .';:<. 5-Mins
v Russel M. ; Seeds'. . v; .... . .Station Breaks

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

Richbooks Dept. Store.
Marshall. field St Co. .

.

H. Macy St Co. , . . . .

;

-..'CITY'^';./

. ....... Sah Antonio
i. .

..Chicago .7. . .

.

;

. .

..New York City

TIME FUBCHASES

> • • » • » 4

.Announcements

.Announcements
.
'..

: . . . .5-Mlns,

s ingest, an

Non-Advertiser, Buys Blurbs onKH
Los. Angeles, Feb. 4.

Gradually the home . transmitters
•re hauling.up to safer: ground,, with
the margins lenghening away from
the scarlet drip. Total showed' bet-

ter than 300 units on the Up-side and
only lagger Was national spots. In-

flux of hew contracts augurs for

strong pickups on all fronts. Sales

heads say the lag is purely seasonal

and' reflects no especial significance

one way or the other.

Reader's Digests which accepts no
•dvertising—and indulges . in very
little of the . same except of the di-

rect .mail variety—gave the nod to

radio with a contract calling for 26

announcements on KFI.
KHJ: Homemakers Club, 65 Half-

hour periPds, through Glasser 1-.

Gailey! Hebrew Evangelization So-
ciety, 52 halfrhour periods, through
Tom "Westwood; . Payroll Guarantee
Ass'n, " 52 quarter-hour periods,

through Cinenia Adv.; William Wise
Co.,

.
six flve-minute programs,

through Northwest Adv.; Lohgines-
Wittnauer • Watch Co., 3,650 an-
nouncements, through Arthur Rosen-
berg; O'Keefe & Me.rritt (stoves and
refrigerators),' ~366 announcements,
through Richard Atchison; Rockwobd
St Co., 40 participations in Norma
Young's 'Happy Homes.'
KNX: Red Heart Dog Food, 78

participations • . in . F^tcher Wiley
combination, : through Henri, Hurst
& McDonald; Downtowh Dollar Day,

- 14 time signals and six participa
iions in Wiley combo, through Hill

man-Shane; Fox-West Coast thea
tres, 52 announcements, through
Western Adv.; Compton's Encyclo-
pedias, 12 participations in Wiley
combo, through Sidney Garfinkel.
KFI: . Pathfinder Petroleum, 13

quarter-hour broadcasts of The
World't a Stage'; Central Chevrolet,
49' announcements, through Stodel
Adv.;. Beckman FUr, ;: 42. announce

mehts, ;through Glasser - Gailex;
Reader's Digest

.
Ass'n, 26 annpunce-.

ments, through Batten, Barton, Dur-
stine & Osborn; Sweetheart _Soap
(renewal), 39 quarter-hour ' news-
casts, through . Franklin ' Bruck;
Foreman & Clark, 96 quarter-hour
newscasts, through Milton Weinberg.
KECAr Todd's Clothes, $9 quarter-

hour newscasts/ through N. J. New-
man; Baker Shoes, 26 announce-
ments, through Sidney Garflnkel.

|: Feb. 1 Compared to Jan. 25

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

. 13,127 8,872 1,394 23.393

12,882 B.716 1,471 23,069"

+ 1.9% +1.8%. —5.2% +1.4%
(Included: KECA, KFI,' KPWB, KHJ.

KNX)

Bad Spotting

William Esty agency ordered
KMQX, St. Louis, last week to

'.find a new spot for its announce-
ment on Chooz when it was dis-

covered that the plug, on the

.acid indigestion remedy imme-
diately followed a prdgranr deal-
ing with good cooking, and meal
planning. •".

' The program was the station's

own .'Magic Kitchen.' .

COLONIAL WEB MEN

PLOT A YEAR AHEAD

NBC 97

CRITCHFIELD INHERITS

AIR-USING FEED ACCT.

Chicago, Feb. 4.

Critchfleld agency here has taken
over the Murphy Feed account, forr

merly, with the Wade aigency.

Murphy Feeds have been using
ether space for several years, and in-

dications, are that under the Critch-
fleld handling will increase purchases
on network and farm stations' con-
siderably.

Plough Extends List

Plough, Inc., has expanded its spot
announcement list for Penetro Ihd
St. Joseph's aspirin from. 35 to .47

stations. The added outlets are lo-

cated, in the Carolines, Virginia, Ala-
bama, Tennessee, Texas', Louisiana,.

Missouri and Indiana. .

.. Lake-Spiro-Shurman is the agency.

Boston, Feb, 4.

Some 40 representatives of the

Colonial Network's 19 New England
stations . met here in a round table

discussion. 'Planning today for next
year's results was the keynote of this

merchandising - promotion meeting,'
was the statement given by Linus
Travers, Colonial's vice-president of
sales arid production.
Present at the meeting were:

Quincy L. Brackett, WSPR. Spring-
field; Ivan Newman and Gerald J.

Morey, WNLC, New London; S. R.
Elman, WATR, Waterbury; Robert
Donahue and Al Moffat, WLLH,
Lowell - Lawrence; John Libby,
WCOU, Lewiston-Augusta; James L.
Spates, WHAI, Greenfield; Glover
Delaney. WTHT, Hartford; Jack At-
wood; WRDO, Augusta; James Milne,
WELI, New. Haven; Earle G. Clement,
WLNH,. Laconia; Malcolm Parker,
WEAN, Providence; James J. Gavi-
gan, WHAI, Creerifleld; Thompson L.
Guernsey, WLBZ, Bangor; Philip
Weiss, WSYB, Rutland;

.William War-
ner, WAAB, Boston; George Steffy,
William Eynon, Robert Bartley, Ger-
ald Harrison and Linus Travers from
the Colonial Network.

. - NBC has put out a new ratd card
for the blue network which shows
an increase of 29 stations. Card lists

97 regular, blue stations subject to

special blue discounts',
1

55< additional

outlets available, to blue advertisers

by special; arrangements, making It a
total of 152 . stations available. -for

national 'coverage. .

The regular blue station list be-
came 98 Friday (31)' with' the an-

nouncement, that WORD, Spartan-;

burg, S. G, becomes part of the
southeastern group. March: 29.

\ Washington,- Feb.. 4.

Procedure followed by Federal Trade Commtssioii in prevent-
ing misleading advertising was rapped b>r the attorney general's

committee oil administrative procedure recen tly .'

. Members
of the F. T. C. try to pay personiil attention .to . altogether too

many matters, according to. committee report.

Urging greater , delegation of duties, the report , sent to the

President said the job. of initiating proceedings should be as-

'signed to the head of the radiorperibdicals division, while cbm-
plaihts ought not be made .know"—except where some Uniisual

circumstance arises, such as need for protecting public health—
until the victim has had time to digest and ans>yer the accusa-

tions. The stipulation method followed by the F. T. C. *n ad-

vertising cases was. commended but the special committee felt

there is much room for improvement in order to avoid possible

injustice and speed-up Operations.

Boston, Feb. 4.

Priscilla Fortescue, Boston, com-
mehtator, will be radio Clara Dud-
ley' in new series, 'New England
Home;,' starting Feb: 9 on CBS New

.

England network .keyed by WEEI.
Three-a-week matinee schedule's

under sponsorship • of Alexander
Smith & Sons Carpet. Co., Yonkers,'
N.: Y., interior decorating consult-
ants of which -write under f Clara
Dudley : .monicker.';:

. Accb.urit's han-
dled by^Anderson,, X)ayis & Platte.

,
ESTP's Danish Doily Tie-Up

:
" Minneapolis, Feb. 4;.

An
. unusual 13-Aveek KSTP con-

tract will aid. a Minneapolis Danish
newspaper, Det Danske Ugeblat, in
plugging its advertisers.! Show is

a musicai game, called 'Songo,' with
Cards for participation of. listeners,

available only: at the places that ad-
vertise the foreign' language
newspaper. .'•.''...

program, aired each Thursday,
noon, Will consist of blind: tunes,
with listeners given a chance, to
guess the titles and win: weekly
prizes,.

ALL CHI UNITS

. .

: Chicago, Feb.
With' the between-season lull .'

still",

at the helm, here, biz generall'- ,vas

becalmed, during the past week. Lo-
cal units, the oiily category to feel

any breezes at alii didnt get -far

enough to cause more than ia. ripple.

WOR: vEvans fW Co., two/15-min^':
ute periods each Sunday, through
Critchfleld agency; Sunfllled Orange
Juice, two station .break announce-
fliehts daily, through Newby, Pardn
& Fliicraft; National Refining Go.,

one dally, one-minute announcement;
through Sherman E. Ellis.. •

:

WBBM: Marshall Field
.
& Co:,

seven time signal announcements
weekly," 1 through Charles Daniel
Frey; Beatrice Creameries,, three an-
nouncements weekly, through Lord
& Thomas; Churchill Bros/ Fur Stor-
age Co., Sunday 15-mihute period,
through George Hartman agency.
WIND: Schwimm'er & Scott

agency, six night-time hours weekly.
Monday through Friday; General
Furnl.ture Co., ^30. ' rhihutes daily,

Monday thrbugh Friday, ^thrbugh
Illinois agency; CoCa-Cola Coi, 30 an-
nouncements weekly, / through Wil.
liam , Wisdom agency; Cohti ^Prod-
ucts; •

24
' . announcements weekly;

through Bermlhgham,. Castleman &
Pierce. ' ':

; Feb. 1 Compared to Jan. 25

.

Network Local National Total
Units
9.915

':. 9,930

—0.2%
(Included:

Units
6.287

6,250

+0.6%

Spot Units Units
11,260 . 27i462
11,265 27,443

WBBM. WENR, WON. WIND,
WJJD, WI*S."WMAQ)

No change*

SNIFFLE BIZ GOOD,

VICK ADDS $30,000

Vick Chemical has increased . its

spot expenditures for the current
season by $30,000 as a result "mostly
of the bull market that cold 'reme-
dies have had this winter. The Com-
pany may extend, its campaign into
the summer in many of its markets
because of the success that its latest

product, Vick's Inhaler, has been
meeting. •

Affected by the extra appropria-
tions are about 20 markets.

PETER FOX B|Z PUSH-UP

Big User of Radio Tim* Shows
Comfy Margin for Tear

Chicago, Feb. 4.

Peter. Fox Brewing Co., wholesale
user of radio time in this territory,
showed a 61% increase in volume
sales for the '. six month period end-
ing Dec. 31, 1940, as compared to the
similar period in 1939/ In 1940 the
closing six. months showed a sales
total of $1,907,752, while the year
previous had .been .only. $1,264,298.
Beer outfit has been slugging It out

on ! radio in these parts through the
Schwimmer &: Scott, agency.

NAT L SPOT PHOTS

DETROIT UNITS—UP i%
——

•

•';
i

Detroit, Feb. A.

Conditions still are spotty among
the Detroit stations, with those mak-
ing gains offset .. by . those losing

ground. National spot took the big

push upward last week recording
close to fOur per cent while the

Other categories, which the week be-
fore had seen an upward/push, lost

slightly>
"

.
Prospects still are good here for

the year with the figures emerging
from the seasonal Slump better than
in previous, years in. a good position

to make this one big:. Sales staffs

still are lining up the accounts

locally, but. there is some fumbling
around for starts,

WXYZ: Quaker Oats, 15 minutes,

five weekly, 13 weeks; Crowley-
Milher Department

.,
Store, five an-

nouncements weekly, 13 weeks, Air-

casters, Inc., Detroit; Swift & Co,
15 minutes, three times weekly, 13

weeks; Dr. Pierce Medicine, five, an-

nouncements weekly, 13 weeks;
Sears, Roebuck, 10 . minutes, six

times weekly, six weeks; Michigan
Highway Department, 15 . minifies,

weekly, 13. weeks.

Feb. 1 Compared with Jan. 25
|

Network Local National ToUl
Units Units Spot Unite Units

9,395 11,834 4,335 25,564

9,434 11,850 4,172 26,456

—0.4% —0.1% +3.9%. . +0,4%
Stations Included: CKLW, -WJBK, WJB.

WMBC, WWJ. WXTZ) .

Parents' 'Magazine Scripts

. San Antonio, Feb. 4;

. 'Kindergarden. for Parents' is the

title, of a new series of programs to

be aired here by William (Buster)

Bryan through KTSA.

.

Scripts compiled by Parents Maga-
zine. '

m
j. ".;'-'- -

• ;
'

'•' ' Milwaukee, Feb. 4.
.

Sunday is the. big day of the week for
1

foreign language programt
on Milwaukee. radio stations, and the sample schedule herewith tells
its own story:

,

':
.:'.

' ./•.

9:15 o.;wr-Musical Sunshine (GermaW, WEM-Pi
10: 00 a. Tn.-^Jeuiish Hour, WEMPi
10:00 a. m.—Bavarian Hour, W1SN.
11:30 a. m.r-German Ifour, WISN..
12: 00 m,.—Czechoslovak Hour, WEMP.
12:30 p. Tti.—-Bohemian Airs, WEAfP..
1: 00 p. m.—Musical Sunshine (German) , WEMP.
1:45 p. m.—Polish Merry Makers, WISN.
8:00 p. m.—Polish Hour, WEMP.
Other broadcasts, in English Or dialect, slanted- to nationality groups,

are heard from time to time, bespeaking the cosmopolitan nature
v
of

the community. .
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to

Symphony on WQXR;N.Y. Idles

Gotham continued to slumber dur-

. ing the past week, two categories:

remained .unchanged, .while, local

units sank deeper into the red.' ?
WHN is currently distributing., a

>ales brochure on : their, 'Kid Wiz-

. ards* sustainer. grainy moppets are:

r introduced individually in / the text,

as is quiz-master Louis Wolfe, a

V. teacher In . the ; New - York "City

schools. A description ;o| the" pro?

gram, mail :
response and '. press

quotes are also included. Recipients

are invited to try their gray matter

on 12 questions the Kids answered

correctly.,

' WHN: The Dixieljotel,"New York;

through Buchanan ft Co., Inez, .se-

ries of announcements; T^e .Morris

• Plan Industrial Bank of Ni Y.,

it h r p u g h
1

;
Gotham Advertising

Agency, renewal, daily 'station-break

announcements; 10-week .
contract;

Filmart Theatre, through Klinger

. Advertising Corp./ stetion-break. an-

nouncements; Conti Products Corp.,

through Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce/ renewal, daily station-break

and participating .
announcements;

52-week contract.

WINS: Strickler's Inc., . through

Golde Advertising Co., 264. one-min-

ute announcements over period of

. . 13:weeks; Radio. Time Sales Co.; di-

rect, three 1-hour broadcasts weekly,

13 weeks; Glad Tidings Tabernacle,

direct one hour weekly, 52-week
contract

WM C A : Paramount Pictures,

through Buchanan & Co., four an-

nouncements; \ Music - Box-Lyceum
Theatres, - through Kaytpn-Spiero,

five announcements; H. Fox & Co.

(U-Bet Chocolate. Syrup), through

.. Arthur RoSenburg ft Co., announce-

ments, 13-week contract; Savari

Coffee, through Gussow-Kahh & Co.,

announcements, 13-week contract;

Elks Rendezvous Restaurant; direct,

two half-hour programs, weekly, fea-

turing remote orchestra; Hotel St
George, Brooklyn, through. E. T.

Howard Co., Inc., renewal for 10

broadcasts, participation in 'Rise and
Whine,' National Schools of. Los
Los Angeles, through Huber-Hoge
& Sons, renewal,. 13 quarter-hour

. programs weekly and 6 five-minute

programs weekly; 52-week contract;

Battle Creek Natural Products Corp.,

through Metropolitan
'.;

Advertising.;

. 'Co, three programs weekly, 52-week
• contract; My. r T - Fine. /Desserts.

,

through BDD&O, time, announce-
ments, 13-week contract.

WNEW: Brunswick- Laundry,
through Ay -Lewis King Co., five

. minutes on 'Start the -Day Right/
13 weeks; Junior Americans of the
United States, through Arthur Ros-
enberg Advertising, weekly quarter-

• hour quiz program, 13rweek con-
tract; So-Lo Works, Inc., through
Harry- M. Miller, Inc., one-minute
announcements, one week; Para-
mount pictures Corp., through
Buchanan & Co., announcements for
one week; H. Fox (U-Bet chocolate,
syrup), through Arthur Rosenberg
Advertising, Ave announcements
weekly; Morris. Plan Industrial Bank

V of N. ;.Y., through Gotham Adver-
tising; Agency,, three announcements
weekly, 13-week contract; Wilson &
Co; (Ideal Dbg Food), . through
United States Advertising .

Corp.,
'Make Believe Ballroom,' quarter-

: hour three times weekly, 13-week
. /Contract; Solo : Products Corp.,
through S. R. Leon Agency, 'Make

' Believe
. Ballroom/ quarter-hour

three -times weekly, 13-week con-
tract; Pehick & Ford, Ltd. (My-T-
Fine), through BBD&O, orie-mihute
announcements, 14-week contract;
Walton Pen Co., through United Ad-
vertising Co:, 10 minutes ph 'Music
Hall/ Tues. through Sat, .one week.
WOR: Drake

.
Bakeries, ' through

Young & Rubicam, . one-minute an-
nouncements twice daily; :' Mon.
through

, Sat., 17-week contract;
Standard Brands (Chase & San-
born Coffee ), through J. Walter
Thompson, one-minute announce-.
Jjents, three times daily, Moii.
through Friday, eight-week contract
and 35-word station breaks, three
times weekly, eight weks; Procter &
Gamble, through Compton Advertis-

"Jg.
seven station breaks weekly,

52-week
. contract; Megowen-Edu-

cator: Food Co. (Crax), through
Badger "& Browning, participation
in. 'Dear Imogene/ weekly quarter-
hour, 23-week' contract; Werie Chick
Farms, through ShafferiBrennan-
Margulis Advertising, 'Farmer's .Di-

gest/ three times .weekly for . one
Week; North American Accident- In-
surance.. Co.;-- through Franklin.
Bru'cjc,' U-P. :

hewsi : twice
.
weekly; 13-

week contract; Look • Magazine,
through Raymond Spector,. renewal,
Transradio news, quarter hour; three
times weekly, 52-week contract;

Adler Shoes for Men, through Con-
solidated Advertising, one-minute
announcements, three times weekly;
Paramount Pictures Corp.; through
Buchanan & Co, five announcer
mentis '.. for ^Virginia'; Beaumont
Labs., extension of contract and in-

creased, announcements; . W. .A.

Sheaffer Pen Co., through Russel M.
Seeids, 35-word station breaks, three
times . weekly, 13-week . contract.

WQXR: . General Foods Corp.
(Sanka Coffee), through Young &,,

Rubicam, renewal, one hour weekly,
'Symphony Hal]/ 13 -week contract;

Treat Co., . Inc. (potato, chips),!

through Arthur Rosenberg Co, Inc.,

nine station breaks, weekly, 13-week
contract

|
Feb. 1 Compared to Jan. 25

|

I/etwbrk .'Local National
.

Total

Units Units Spot Unite; Units

165 10,427 . 8,797 - 19,389

. 165 10,576 8,804 • .19,545

—1:4%- —0.8%

• No change. •

(Included.-:- WHN,
WQXR)

W.MCA. WNEW,

BEECHNUT SPOTS ON

KLZ; DENVER RALLIES

> Denver,; -Feb. 4.

KFEL signed 468 quarter-hours;

KOA, 51 of the same, while KFEL
received an . extension on two half-

hours a week for ah indefinite period.

KLZ; Procter & Gamble, through
Comptph Adv., four cut-in announce-
ments; Republic Drug Co., through
Raymond Keane, three 'announce-

ments; Kurlahd Mptors, 10 spots;

Beech-Nut Packing Co., through
Newell-Emmett, 60 spots; Dave Cook
Sporting Goods Co.. through Max
Goldberg, six quarter-hour news-
casts weekly, one • year; Kortz-Lee
Jewelry Co, through Ted: Levyy
agency, three quarter-hours weekly
one- year; Standard Motor Co..

through Max Goldberg, 26 spots.

KOAi Ralston Purina Co.,. through
Gardner Adv,

:

three .quarter-hours

weekly, 'Checkerboard Time/ 17

weeks; Manhattan Soap Co.. Franklin

Bruck /agency, 42 one-minute . an-

nouncements; International .Harves-

ter Co, through Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, 12 announcements.
KFEL: Associated Tailors, through

Earl A. Pivan agency, daily chain

breaks, one month; Chez Paree Night
Club; two spots, daily except Sun-
days, one year; Desserich Furniture

Co, through Ted. Leyy agency, three

announcements daily, one year;

Neighbors of- ;
Woodcraft, .

.through:

Mac .Wilkins & Cole, renewal half-

hour twice .a. week, indefinite; Rock-
wood Chocolate Co^hrO^hFede^
Adv., three participating announce-

ments ..weekly;' announcement ser-

vice to Ala-Down Pharmacy; Voll-

meY's Bakery, Witt's Food Store,

Crew's Restaurant, Guiry Bros. Wall-

paper & Paint Co, Windslow & Dav-

idson, Midway Lunch, Levitt's Cut

Rate Market,. Ferstein Bros. Garage;;

Alameda Sales'& Service. Auto Hotel

.Garage and Hollywood Dance Hall.:

| Feb. 1 Compared to Jan. 25 . :

|

Network Local National: Total

Units Units Spot Units Units

8,370 4,232 1,467 14,069

8,115 4,238 ; 1,512 13,865

+3.1% —0.1% —3%
. .
+1.5%

(included: KPEC, KT.z;. KOA, KVOD)

Hulbert Taft, Jr., manager ot

WKRC, Cincinnati,' motored to Flor-

ida's West Coast last, week for a

fortnight's holiday..' His' wife is

along.

After Preliminary Uproar
N.A.B. and Four A's Agree
on Broad Terms - for; New
Contract Long Winded

.'' Conference* End

DOCUMENT DUE

The National Association of Broad-

casters' and the American Associa-

tion of Advertising Agencies are at

peace. A special N.A.B. committee

and a delegation, of time buyers last

week came: to a final agreement! on
the terms which

:

are. to go into a

new. standard contract for spot time
bookings. Before copies of the new
contract form will . be sent ;N.A B.
member stations, mimeographed ver-
sions will be distributed among the
conferees for another look-see this

week;
:

:
Compromise was reached on . the'

point most bitterly contested by the
Four A's spokesmen, and this had to'

do with the 2% discount It was
eventually agreed that the discount
clause not be written into the stand-

ard form but that blank space 'be

provided, for its writing-in by the

agreeable station. About 18% of the
stations allow this. Another Four
A's . demand, guarantee, against 'se-

cret rates/ 'went by the board, but
the agency time buyers did get a

clause . indemnifying .their clients,

against ihfringement
,
damages , in

connection with BMI music.
.

Broadcasters committee set tip by
Neville : Miller of the . N.A.B. ahd
chainpaned by Harry Wilder , of

WSYR, Syracuse, encountered plenty

of grief and gab in this matter! In-

stead: of the expected two or three

meetings literally months of huddles

were necessary, presence of station

sales rep Edward Petry (at- the re-

ported suggestion Of Ed Craig of

WSM, Nashville) was resented by
time buyers as were some of his re-

marks. Broadcasters in turn re-

sented and didn't
;
get along with

Frederick Gamble of the Four A's.

The pugnacity finally .subsided and
the basis for the new contract

emerged.

Suffering from exhaustion the

broadcasters committee announced
itself last week as going out of exist-

ence. Sales; managers committee

will, presumably take over any fur-

ther tangents.

Z(HM22%1N

Baltimore, Feb; .4.

1

; Looked for. Improvement evidenced

here this week with rises indicated

in network and national spot counts.

Deals in making pointing to contin-

ued spurt put of the January dol-

drums. .';.
.'

'..-' WBAL:. Chrysler. Mptors, through

j. Stirling Getchell,. 14. .anhpuhce-'

ments; International Harvester,
through Aubrey, Mbpre & . Wallace.

13 spots; Quaker. Gats bought 'Little.

Orphan .Annie'' for 65 quarter-h6u.rs

via Ruthrauff , & Ryan; Koester's

Bakers, through Carroll Jones, re-

newed 'Streamlined Fairy Tales', for

30 quarter-hour periods; Rex The-

atre, via. Louis'. Schecter, 26 spots.

I
Feb. 1 Compared to .

Jan, 25
|

Network ; Local ' National Total

Units Units Spot.Units. Units

8,746 4;535 1,558 14,839

8,455 4,632 1,274 . 14,361

+ 3.4% .
--2.1% —22.3%- +3.3%

(included r WBAt, ' WCAO. WCBM,
WFBR)

SEATTLE IMPROVES
•

. . ,

•-
_.. .-

1

Smalf . Gains All Aronnd^-Three
More for Hughes Newscast

;

'.

v Seattle, Feb. 5.

Web units hit the best pace here,*

three' new sponsors .for the John B<

Hughes newscast adding some pep to

the. net . figure. . The. Hughes stanza

goes on the air 6:30 to 6:45 weekdays,
.and 6:3.0 to 7 p.m. Saturday. KOL
added Mutual's Hebrew. Evangeliza-

tion program.

|
Feb. 1 Compared te Jan. 25

|

Network Local : National Total

Units Units Spot Units Units
• 6,330 : 10,643 . 692 17,665

6,179 : . 10,502 '; , . 698. 17,379

+2.4% +1.3% —0.9% . +1.6%
' (IncludedV.KIRO,. KOL. KRSC) .' :

;

Chiclet Blurbs On

Good in Safe Lake

. Salt Lake City, Feb. 4:'
'.

Business In Salt Lake continues
very ^pod/ with emphasis 'larVely on
oroductipn, Dersonnel and . fcuc,>ess
relations. Earl . J. Glade is off to

New York to attend the. Code Com-
mittee meeting of the N. A. B- •'•"d

!>\"0 a rheetincr of the National /Radio

Council onV.Children's Pro?ram«. He
will address the latter group. Frank
C. Carman, of KUTA,' is oh ^his way
east in the Interests of acaUirim:
eauiDment ,for the new transmitter

which will take care of their in-

crease in power. Sid Fox and Wal~
ter Wafrstaff of KDYL Just returned
from Denver where thev »t+«nded
o meeting of the 14th NAB .district.

Three hew babies at KSL /under
BiWhs) and a "delayed rec ,,"',^v K"
""teran scripter Gladys Wagstaff
Pihiiey .lust about complete the pic-

ti'Pe for this .week;

KDYL; Beech-Nut P a ck I n g .

fhrouph. Newell-Emniett Co.:' 110

rhpir-breaks: Dwight Edwards , Cof-
fe» Co.. through McCann-Erickson,
200 announcements; American
Chicle Co.. throueh Badger. Brown-
in" &' Hersey, 102 announcements.

KSL; Boyle Furniture Co., -re-

newal, evening chainbrenk an-

nouncements, 52-week contract;

Colrate-Palmolive-Peet Co. (^aim-
olive Soap), throueh Ward Whee-
lock, 50-word chain-break an-
nouncements; North American Acci-
dent Insurance Co.. throuph Frank-
lin Bruck, atiarter-hour weekly
news program; Kellogg Co., through
Kenyon & Eckhardt. two one-minuto.
announcements daily; Vick Chemical
Co.,, through Morse International,

four 50-rwprd announcements week-
ly; .Philadelphia Publishing Co..

through Albert • Kercher, -renewal,
five-minute spot; announcement:
Western' Air Express. 27 : 100-word
evening announcements: Radio Stu-
dios. Inc., renewal, series of 5.0-.wprd

spots/ "
v '' '

\

; KUTA: • Lake. . Theatre, direct. 52"

spot announcements: Douf?las Mod-
els, 2$ spots: Paris Co., sponsprshio
of annual Sigma Chi Derby; Salt

Lake ' . Tribune Telegram (and
KUTA) outstanding basketball game
of high school series, weekly. :

Feb. 1 Compared to Jan. 25

Network-' Local : National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

7,711 2,354" : 569 10,634

7,529 "
-. 2.317 ".. .602 10,448

+ 2.4% . + 1.6% —5.5% +1.8%
. (Included i Kpyi/,. ' ki;tA) •

•

KXOK Counts Blessings

• '"'I
; &t. Louis, Feb. 4,

Since 'KXOK. (St.
;
Louis .Star-

Times) joined the NBC Blue Jan. 1,

biz, has picked up at this station. To
date it has contracts; for. 22 spot an-
nouncements, 15 quarter; hbur shows,

Ave one-minute . spots three times
weekly, one half hour show. '

And scattered chain breaks.
.

San Francisco, Feb. '41

KFRC effecteid a unique deal this /

week whereby Fultdn Lewis', Jr,

rides both live at 4 p.m. and tran-.:

scribed at 9: 15 'with . the same sppn-

.

sorj Hastings • Clothiers.. Latter has

bankrolled the. late version Jipr -some

months; arid how has addeq 120 re-
:

leases of! the" earlier shot - 'That., plus

a weekly halfrhour Brain Battle,

gives the. outfit ; three , solid hours.

weekly : on KFRC,. '. Garfinkle agency
set the deal.;

Same station has. started spinning
'Little Orphon , Annie' for Quaker

.

Oats ftve-a-week at 6:15, giving.theni

a solid hour and -a quartpi- pf kid

strip .
shows. Ruthrauff & .

Ryan
agehcied. KFRC also has acquired
Jean Anderson's ^participation" show, -

'Mylady's
.
Mirror/, formerly on

KSAN. Sponsors include Maxferd's
jewelery outfit . Week' of bumper
activity at the Don Lee -outfit also,

jaw, them getting back a five-a-wcek
line! into the Mark! Hopkins, which
they lost tb KSFO about- six months
&go, plus a new weekly, 'Our Neigh-.'

bbrhood' gossip shot with Catherine
Kerry/ on .a trade dear with: Clem
Whittaker who publishes nine local:

weeklies.

. Gary Kreidt of the KFRC sales, de-.

.

partment now issuing figures to show,
station carries more local arid net-

work shows for S. F; agencies

or sponsors than all other
;

net-:

work outlets, combined. 'Uses

week of Jan; 27 as example to point

to 14 hours, 15 minutes of such ac-

counts on KFRC against 10 hours, 35
minutes on the other three com-'
bined. ;

KROW signatured its fourth con-
secutive contract with General Mills

•for '41 ..Coast League baseball and .

will carry all games played by the

Oakland Oaks.- Dean Maddpx gets

the mike chore.

KPO: Cardinet Candy Co., through
Tomaschke-Elliott, Oakland, quarter-

hoUr weekly, 52 weeks, 'Night; Editor'

(renewal); Pauson & Co. (men's

clothing), through Allied Advertis-

ing, three quarter-hour : participa-

tions weekly, 'Musical Clock' 13

weeks; Manhattan Soap Co; (Sweet-

heart Soap), through Franklin;

Bruck, N;- Y.,- 72 spots; H. Morton Co.,

Oakland (jewelry), through Emil
Reinhardt, 52 spots (renewal) ; John
Browning Co., Oakland (jam, jelly)

,

through Emil Reinhardt, two an-
nouncements weekly, 26 weeks;.

American Pop" COm Co., Sioux City,

la., through, Buchanan-Thomas,
Omaha, 18 spots; Swerl Products,

Oakland .
(soap), through Lord, jfe

Thomas, 13, spots; Sperry Flour,

through Westco Agency, one spot.

KGO: Lambert Sales (U. S. Tires),

through Ycomans it Foole, quar-
ter-hour . weekly, 26 weeks, 'The

Almaiiac'; Washington Cooperative
Egg & Poultry Assn., through Birch-

ard, Seattle, 26 participations^ Ann .

Holdcn Forum .. (renewal); Sir

Francis Drake Hotel, direct; 14 spots

J and .
.
seven^ partiCipatipn.s, Arin -

j

Holdcn Forum; -Stpneson . Bros, (con-
I tractpr's), through .F: -L; Newton, 52

Sunday spots (renewal).; pc-rialari'

! Co. (dental cleanser), through Rufu»
Rhoades, 26 spots (renewal).: Iritie'r-

haiidnat- Harvester Co., through
Aubrey; Moore ft Wallace, Chicago,
13 spots. •

''. :
-

."'.•
^

KFRC- Hastings Clothiers, through
Garfihkle, five quarter-hours: Weekly,
25 weeks : <Fultpn Lewis); Denalan
Co.,. through Rufus Rhoades, 52 spots; ,

Pacific Brewing 'and Malting Co,
through- Brewer Weeks, 20 . spots;

Standard Beverages, . through -Emil

.

Reinhardt; 156 spots; XT./ S. Lines;
through J. Walter Thbrfipson, 6 spots;

William Wise, N. Y. (books), through-
Northwest Radio, Seattle, '; six. five-

minute spots; Sinion ft Schuster
(books), through Northwest Radio,
six. flve-miriute: 6pots., .

.

Feb, 1 Compared to Jan. 25

Network v Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

. 10,806 3,541 . 2,037 16;384

10,826 3,290 1,921 .16,037

—0.2% +7.6% +6% +2.2%
(IncluOedi KFRC. KGO. . KJBS. KPO.

•;. KSFO). ' •
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ations in

Swan Soap Using Names on One-Minute Waxings-*

: Palmolive Also Primes Spray of Quickies

One-minute transcriptions which

Swan Soap is turning/ out for. the

campaign , "which . debuts- Feb. - 17

rates as the most expensive, thing of.

Its type produced to date.: ' ^The ac-

count is tossing in performers With
radio and legit reputations,' vocal,

singles, trips • and quartets and an
instrumental -unit . headed . by Lyn
Murray;-; Listeners will./ have the

words ?SWan .Soap' dinned into

their ears from, five to - eight times

a day. It's .to be the biggest, razzle-:

dazzle connected with a new product

since, the same manufacturer did a

similar job oh Spry, , .

Palmolive is coming in at about
the same time 'to; make the: women
toilet 'soap conscious by the. spot an-

. nouncemeht route. Likfc. Lever Palm-,

olive is buying up spot periods in

wholesale lots wherever the avail-

able periods are.worthWhile.

Mike Outside Legislature

Fails of Acceptance
"f Austin, Tex., Feb, 4. •

A proposal to set up ai radio broadr
casting unit in the reception'- cham-
ber just outside the house hall was
turned . down here recently by
the House of Representatives. . Reso-
lution- was tabled after, a small flurry

of excitement. ' -.'

Offer was made by. the, Texas
State Network of 15 minutes free

time every afternoon daring, which
individual legislators could voice

their views oh pending legislation,

without going to a regular studio.

MAX BILDERSEE GETS

STATE RADIO BERTH
• Albany, N. Y., Feb. 4.

"

Max U. ' Bildersee, for several

years assistant to the educational di-

rector • of NBC, has been, appointed
associate supervisor of- radio educa-
tion in the Bureau of . Radio and
Visual Aids, New York Education

.Department. Bildersee, after major-
ing for two years in radio education,

finished first in a civil, service ex-

amination for the new $4,000 position

in the State service;- . . .. . .

. Has been with British Broadcast
ing Corp. and also NBC ' -New
York.

BASED ON ETIQUETTE

Program Gives Prises For Best
.Samples of Good Table

Fort Worth; Feb. 4.

The Arabian Cosmetics Co., in

augurated
v

a new series of weekly
broadcasts over KGKO titled the
Arabian' ..Rendezvous, on Sunday,
Feb. 2, Ivan Wayne leads talent.

Presents, each week, two prob-

lems in etiquette, which the listen

ers are invited to solve, using their

own personal ideas of good manners
—good taste. , The two letters which
are in the opinion of the judges the

most logical and sincere will* win
$25 each. .-'•..'

Aims Law at Loan Ads

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 4

Senator Pliny W.- Williamson
Westchester County Republican, has
Introduced two bills affecting bor-
rowing-money broadcasts by indus
trial banks, etc. , One provides that

no industrial bank shall advertise,

print or broadcast any statement
with regard to rates, terms or condi-
tions ' for loans, unless interest rate

or charge is stated in terms of simple
interest- on amounts due. The sec
ond prohibits advertising by print

ing, broadcasting or otherwise in

connection with the extension of con
sumer credit,: for the purpose of 'en

couraging needless borrowing.' Sen
ator Williamson is chairman of the
committee oh: banks in -the' Upper
House.

CBS Pacific Adds 2

CBS Pacific network has two start-

ers. National Lead will take anr
dther : whirl on the 'Answer Auction'
starting Feb, 20 for Dutch Boy Paint.

. On eight stations, via Erwin Wasey;
Soil-Off Mfg. Co. goes on Thursday

p.rW and Saturday a.m. with Bob
Carred giving out the news on seven
stations.

Freddie Miller's Baker
Yankton, s! D., Feb. 4.

;

Metz Baking Co. has. signed Fred-
die Miller, recent addition tp the tal-

ent staff of WNAX, Sioux City-

Yankton outlet of CBS, for a.flye-

a-week . series. . Program will: plug
Old Home bread. :.' ';-.'.',.:;

'"

.Station auditioned Miller to the
client as a possible ..replacement for

its lour-d'aily weather report. How-
ever, company retained the spot se-

ries as well as . taking on Miller. •;.

Three Up in Texas

Sari Antonio, Feb. 4.
.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission during -. the past several

weeks has been obliging to Texas

stations, giving power boosts to three

in various
..
parts of the state.

KTRH of Houston was granted art

increase in night power from 1,000

to 5,000 watts full time, operation on
1,200 kc.

,
KTSM, El Paso, was granted a

power boost - from 500 watts full

time to liOOO watts full time opera-
tion on 1,350 kc.
". KGKO, Ft. Wbrth, owned by Amon
G, Carter with affiliation ;'. of the;

Fort . Worth Star-Telegram and the;;

Pallas Morning News was granted a
night time power -boost from 1,000

watts, to 5,000 watts full time on
570 kc. .. •'•

'"•-.-

The West Publishers, Inc;, news-
paper "publishers "

:Austin and iti

Dallas, have filed application for a
new regional station oh 610 kilo-

cycles with ' 1,000 Watts with full

time operation for Houston, and for

another outlet for. Austin; ''}

WCCO, Minneapolis, ^Midnight

Owl Club' broadcast had a couple of

surprise visitors . the other night

when . Stan Hubbard and Ray Jen-
kins, of opposition station KSTP
dropped in while Lou Holtz, ap-
pearing at ; the . Minnesota theatre,

was interviewed by Bill Wiggihtoh
on the WCCO show.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

BUYING BASEBALL

DES MOINES LEVELS

Loeat Drops 19 Points—Net Be*c«*f
Fir* of Them

. Cleveland, Feb. 4.
'•:

Jack Graney, play by play mike-
man, of Cleveland Indian ball games
and Commentator ' Pinky Hunter will

head south with ball club to send
back dispatches for airing on WHK
and WCLE. .

. Five minute .daily-'.-.spoV on . each
station Was purchased by Sherwin
Williams Paint Co. Purchase marks
departure : from company's policy.

Which to
' date has been restricted

either vt6:Ciii>pV;'^nhdiin^rfliinfs''- or
network shows.

i
Continued from page 31;

Des Moines; Feb. 4.

Brackets did a bit of teamwork
here to save the total figure from
drastic change;' Local units slid

from plus five to minus five, but
web gathered in over half that num-
ber by pulling up from minus four
to better than plus one percent.

"

Kellogg Co., through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, 91 one-minute announce-
ments, seven a: week; Manhattan
Soap Co., through Franklin. Bruck,
45 announcements of 30 words, five

a week; Lever Bros., through Ruth-
rauff & Ryan, 260 periods of 15 min-
utes each, - 'Aunt Jenny's Real Life
..Stories'; White • Laboratories, Inc.

(Ghooz), through -Wm/'Ssty,"' 52 100-

word announcements, four a week;
Murphy Products: Co., t'hr 0 u g h
Critchfield. &; Cb„ 52 periods of 30
minutes each, participation 'Iowa
Barn Dance Frolic'; Quaker Oats "Co.,

through Ruthrauff & Ryan, 64 pp-
riods of 15 minutes each, 'Little Or-
phan Annie'; Standard Oil Co; of In-

diana; through •'/ McCann-Erickson,
six announcements a week, till for-

bid; Smith Mother Nature Brooder,
through Shaffer-Brennan-Margulis,
three periods of 15 minutes each,

'Prairie Melodies'; Sterling Insur-

ance Co., through Neal Adv.,; 15 min-
ute programs, three, a week till for-

;

"bid; : 'Prairie ;
Melodies'; Gardner

Nursery Co., through Northwest Ra-
dio, six periods of five minutes each,

'The Old Gardner,' . six a week ; Wm.
Wise Co., : through . Northwest Radio,

six periods of five minutes each
daily

.
except Sunday; Consolidated

Drug - Trade Products. 'Co.; through
Benson & bail, 30 minutes, six a
week till forbid, . -Carter

.
Family,'

'Cowboy Slim';, McCpnnpn & Co.,

through The McCord Co., 15 minutes

of 'Iowa Barn Dance Frolic,' till

forbid ; Dean Studio?, Des: Moines,

through Lessing Advertising, two pe-

riods of 15 minutes" each", 'Iowa Barn
Dance Frolic'; Walker .Remedy Co;,

through Weston-Barriett, 26 an-
nouncements of one " miriute each,

six a week. .
-v.

EI Paso's Fast Change
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 4.

Statipn KROD, ' (Dorrance Jt):

Roderick) has been granted a power
Increase as well as a new wave-
length by the. Federal. Communica-
tions Commission. KROD first took
to the air in June 1040. '..

v

Station has been operating.. With
250 watts on 1 ,500 .

kilocycles. It is

now operating with a power of 1,000

watts on « frequency of 600 kilocy-

cles, Station is affiliated with the El
Paso Times and is the local CBS out-

let .

'

tive ways of meeting the situation.

It may .obtain;

(1) A code of. fair practice ap-
proved by the agencies,. (2). a 'rec-

ommended' . agreement which it

would subsequently have the agen-
cies adopt (3) binding contracts with
the agencies direct.
' In' the meantime, Guild leaders

say, the negotiations; have already

borne fruit in better agency under-
standing of writing conditions and
writer psychology. .':

; Guild has advanced seven principal

points for a proposed agency agree-
ment. They are (1) Guild shop, (2)

a limit on the time an agency may
hold a . script' for consideration, (3

)

right of the author to be present at

all auditions for parts on his pro-

grams, (4) payment within a reason-

able time after a script is bought or

ordered,; instead of when it is broad-
cast, (5) in case a series is cancelled,

payment for , all scripts written in

advance, (6) author to retain all sub-
sidiary rights to his material and to

regain the radio rights when, the
program goes off the air and (7) if

replaced, the original author of a
program to be paid 25% of the. regu-
lar fee as long as the show remains
on the air.

Attitude of the Four A's committee
on those proposals is unknown, but
general opinion of agency executives
appears' to approve most of - them.
Only likely hitches appear to be over
points Nos. 1, 3 and the final portion
of No. 6. Agency opposition to the
Guild shop is apparently due to mis-
understanding. Members*of. the Guild
committee appear to have referred
to the proposal as a 'closed,, Shop,'
which would prevent the hiring of

any non-Guild author.. Guild, shop,
however, would mean that any nph-
member writing' for the agencies
would be. required to join the Guild.

No High Fences
• Agency men apparently sus-

picious on .that point, fearing; the
.Guild, might ^require prohibitive in-

itiation fees. or. 'similar, entrance
hindrances^ However/ the Guild has
lib ihitiatiori fee- or other restrictive

entrance regulations and. has offered
to guarantee none will be imposed
during the life of any contract sighed
with th% agencies! Guild's dues are
$10 a year and assessments are based
oh earnings, -thus imposing

.
the

heaviest load on established writers.

Virtually ' all ' agency men agree
that some writers are helpful at tal-

ent . auditions-^in which, case their
presence and advice invariably
sought. They claim, however, that
many writers hays little judgement
about casting or other, production,
matters. The agencies therefore op.*

pose point No. 3 .in the Guild's pro^

posals. They say they will refuse • to

give any such blanket permission.

In regard to the subsidiary and
recapture . rights point, there is wide
divergence of agency opinion. Dif-

ferent agencies have different poli-

cies However, most appear to ap-
prove of the. author retaining all

literary, dramatic, and film rights to

his material, providing! the! use, of
such rights does hot" interfere with
the radio version. In this connec-
tion, the Guild points out, the. au-
thors would be. inclined to have an
identical attitude with the agency,
since it would be to the author's in-

terest not to injure his. own radio
material, . In regard to the Guild's

proposal that the author regain the

radio rights to his material when the
program goes off the air, agency
opinion is seemingly solidly opposed..

They all apparently feel that the sale

of any radio material should be final

and although a few authors are able

to get one-time broadcast deals,

agency policy is almost . uniformly
against such practice.

When the three pending . agree-
ments are corichided the Guild has a

number of lesser matters for atten-
tion. News writers at NBC are to

be organized and a contract obtained
for them. Staff and free-lance pacts
for transcription writing is also on
the 'agenda,, as are netwprk contracts
f6r. free-lance sustaining scripts.

After that, the organization will turn
its attention ,tp WOR-Mutual and
finally the Associated, Press, United
Press, Transradio and ' International,
rjews Service Scripting, situatioh;:

.

' The.'Guild's western regional group
is currently dickering for contracts
covering various. Writer classifica-

tions in. Los Angeles and San, Fran-
cisco. All authors in St;. Louis, are^

now Guild members (in accordance
with the Guild's : agreement with
AFRA). Sidney Fleischer^ the Guild's
attorney, and David Howard, a mem-
ber of the eastern council are curr
rently oarrying . oh negotiations there
for a contract with KMOX.- They will
subsequently [seek agreement: with
other local stations as well.
Contracts with Chicago will prpb-

ably be cought when the New York
situation, is clarified to some extent
Jn Cincinnati, the writers are cov-
ered by contracts obtained by AFRA,
which will turn them over to ' the
Guild in accordance with the' same
agreement as applies in St. Louis and
other cities. Detroit, another net-
work originating . point, Is on the
Guild's list to follow Chicago.- Phila-
dilphia, Boston, Washington, and
other cities haying few authors ex-
cept a handful of continuity writers,
are a remote prospect at the moment.

Feb. 1 Compared to Jan.; 25

Network : Local National Total

Units Units Spot Units Units

7,899 2,551 2,924 13,374

7,813 2,685 2,894 13.392

+ 1.1%. .
—5% +1% —0.1%

(Included: KRNT. KSO. WHO) .

ADD THREE STUDIOS

NBC; Chicago, Will Have 13—1,000
Web Shows Monthly

Chicago, Feb.. 4.

After mulling the matter for some
time and working but tentative plans,

NBC execs here have issued okays
for the

: building of three more stu-

dios in the Merchandise Mart and an
expansion of. office space.

.
..

This move was put through last

week by central division chief Harry
Kopf, who states that with the new
studios NBC Will have 13 studios in

operation with more, than .1,8.00 pro-
grams per month, of which more
than 1,000 are network shows.

Pellegrin's Award

Omaha, Feb. 4.

Frank Pellegrin, general sales

manager for stations KOIL-KFAB
and KFOR of Omaha and Lincoln,
has: been awarded the United
States Junior Chamber :bf Commerce
Distinguished Service Award for the
'outstanding civic service' : during
1940. Presentation • was made- at a
special luncheon here.

With "this award goes official rec-
ognition: of Pellegrin .as the .

'outi

standing young, man of Omaha for
1940.'

Perry File* for Tyler
' ';:'' Tyler, .Texas, Feb.- 4.

Application has been filed with the
Federal Communication's Commis-
sion for a broadcast . station here to
operate ort 1370. kilocycles with a
power, of 250 watts by -Roy G. Terry.
Terry is owner and operator of sta-
tion KOCA in Kilgore, Texas;

, City has one Pther outlet which
is KGKB, one. of the Rev. James G.
Ulmer properties which figured in
the headlines the latter part of last

year, Ms affiliated with Mutual and
the Texas State Network. V-

Bob McRahey; general manager;
Houston Cox, news and sports editor;.

Jimmy Arrendale, chief engineer, all

of WCBI, Columbus, Miss., recently
completed a goodwill-inspection mb-
tor trip to various Mississippi radio.
Stations.

LOTS OF ACTION

San Antonio, Feb, 4.

Units took an upward swing this
week in all departments. Many, re-
newals, of old accounts, together with
new biz, is .keeping local '.radio nien
happy. Several sporting events' will
boost local totals.

Hugh- Halff, president ;and general
manager of Southland Industries,

Inc., owners and operators of WGAI,.
is expected to leave the * coming
week on a trip' to the . East, where
he will visit agency men as 'well as
network

:
headquarters on biz. •

WOAI: Renewal, Fleischmann-
Yeast Co., 10 one-minute e.t.'s per

. week,, through Kenyon it Eckhardt;

.

San Antonio Brewing ' Association,
through Pitluk; sponsorship of .four
daily commentaries by Betty Jami-
son ' on the Texas Open Golf Tout*
nament; Chattanooga Medicine Co,
for -Black Draught, through Nelson
Chesman,'

.
, five • quarter-hour pro-

igrams' per week, with ' Tom Dickey
'and

; hif showboys, /also to KPRC,
Hpustoh;. Chrysler Corp., through
Lee Anderson, four iOQ-word an-
nouncements Weekly; renewal from
Hawk and Buck . Work Clothes,
through P. j, Beyette, Jr., qu'arter-

hour weekly program through the
Texas (Quality Network; Nehi Corp.
for Royal Crown Cola, 25 five-min-
ute e.t.'s • through BBDiO; Wal-
green: Co., two announcements

. oh :

tthe
:

Sportsnews;: renewal frbm In-,
ternational : •Harvester Co., through
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, 13 spot
announcements; Ralston Piiririai

through Gardner Adv. Co., 200 an-
nouncements from Jan. 30 to May
15; Kellogg Co., through Kenyon .&
Eckhart, 10 announcements per
week for 10 weeks.
KABC: Oriental Rug Co., five an-,

houncements per week; Crystal City
Ramblers; three quarter-hours per
week through the Texas State Net-

.

work;. Golden Gioves . Tournament
sponsored by San Antonio Seven-Up
Go;; Borderlon's Market, 10 anT

ouncements per week; Geo. Jones,
Inc., one. quarter-hour weekly news-
roundup, per week on Texas State
Network; renewal of Texaco Star
Reporter, - Mon. through Fri., quar-
ter-hour on . Texas State Network;
Rev. Leonard Coote, two announce-
ments per day; Loud Speaker and
Radio Co., and Home Supply House,
two announcements per day on the
Slogaphone program; First Federal
Sayings and Loan . Association,
through Coulter-Mueller-Grinstead,
five five-minute e.t.'s per week;
Alamo Beauty College, one an-
nouncement per day; E. Johnson
Shirt Co., total of 30 announcements;
Rose Floral Shoppe and

;
Leslie's

Chicken Shop,., five-minute alternate
day sponsorship' of newscast period;
Poe Motor Co., total of 30 spot an-
nouncements; renewal of half hour
Texas Hall of Fame sponsored by
Texas Electric Service each. Sunday
through Texas State Network; Jor-
dbn-Ivers Ford Co., renewal of six

weekly five-minute remote broad-
casts. '

j . Feb. 1 Compared to Jan. 25

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

6,016 7,987 • 1,341 15,344
5,9'33

. 7,687 1,257 14,877

+ 1.4%: +3.9% +6.7% +3.1%
(Included: KABC, KMaO. KONO,. KTSA;

WOAI) ;

WBIR, Knoxvilk, Starts

Knbxville; Feb. 4. •

Radio Station WBIR officially hit

the airways recently as newest of

Knoxville's stations. It completes
Mutual's string - of i stations ," across

Tennessee.' Station will ;
exchange

programs with Chattanooga's WPEF,
also Mutual affiliate.

Owner and operator of WBIR is

J. W. Birdwell, radio engineer who
has established' five

:

stations. RCA
equipment - was used throughout,
with a 250 K- . transmitter, 76 B-2
Consblette, and 70 C turntables with

lateral and vertical pickups. .
A

Wlncharg^er 185-foot vertical radia-.

tor! is used. It .will bperate oh 1210

Kilocycles with a day and night

power of 250 waits. : United Press

Radio Service is contracted for. •

Personnel, includes B. George Bar-

ber, program director; John P. Hart,

commercial manager; Miss Jean

Doremus, 'director of public rela-

tions; Joe Wheeler and H, Arnold

Smith, announcing and production

staff.
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DRY UP

Members'
meeting in

•. Minneapolis; Feb. 4.,

of Northwest Allied,

convention here . re-

centiy. ere Informed .by Si P. Hair

pern, local attorney; that all exist-:

frig theatre contracts with ASCAP
are 'illegal and unenforceable'' in

consequence of a court pf law ruling

In the ASCAP suit in the' State of

Washington.

In the Washington trial the court

decided- that ASCAP is a monopoly

and threw its suit: out. , •

Although Halpern offered, to de-

fend members, the organization de-

cided to refer the proposition to a

special committee V before advising

members to refuse to pay ASCAP
charges. Haiperri

,
predicted that

ASCAP will be .
'only too glad to

take a small portion of :
the fees

which they now are charging ex-

hibitors.' ••.

•

Several members made the point

that If ASCAP ' is 'knocked out' it.

may cost, exhibitors more, for the

.reason they'd have to deal with in-

dividual composers whose, charges

'would be even more Out of line.'

Assn. for AmendmentOf

Federal Copyright Law

Opens in Syracuse, N.Y.

:
. Syracuse, Feb. .4;

. Injecting a new element into
ASCAP's present trials, a National
Association for the Amendment of
the National Copyright Law has
filed incorpbraiibn papers. In Albany
and is now centering a .drive for
membership In this vicinity. At the.
headquarters of the new association,

James Novack, listed as president,
said, that despite the announced pur-
pose, the association is 'sympathetic',
to the. objective of ASCAP. 'We. are
anxious to see if a compromise .can-
not be reached,' he said 'between
the restaurant, hotel and night club
owners, and ASCAP, whereby a re-
duction of price will be agreed upon, :

and more of such establishments will
be enabled to use

;ASCAP music; arid
musicians.' •

'•.''

V" ...

: The group is
; also attempting to

enroll local radio stations. Other of-
ficers are Mrs. Kathryn Therre, vice-
president; Charles A. Camuso, sec-
retary; Amiel AntonaccI, treasurer,
and Fred Ventrome.

:

v

> .;>'

Another Road Accident

to an Orchestra Hits

Anson Weeks, in Iowa

Anson Weeks,' bandleader now.
playing mostly in the midwest, was
painfully injured early Saturday (1)

morning In a bus crash near Mor-
engo, Iowa. Weeks and his band
were on their way back iq Chicago
by bus from a one-nlghter In Des
Moines when the bus smacked into

the wreckage of two .
trucks which

.had crashed head on. a moment be-
fore. He! was thrown clear of the
bus and sustained a fracture and
compound fracture of one arm, con-
cussion and cuts of the head. His
arm was broken when the wheel of
the bus ran over It. • He was the
only one of his group -injured to

•lich an extent.
Weeks crew has been playing

three days a week, Saturday', Sun-
day . and Wednesday at the" Melody
Mill Ballroom, Chicago, the rest of
the week hitting the. one-night trail.

Leader Is In Morango hospital and
will be for at least a week. Band
continued on. to Chicago and played
as usual;

FEELINGS HURT

ASCAP Camp Frowns Upon Gene

Austin and Harry. Rlchman

TERMS CIJCATS' SUIT

SANS PROVOCATION

Month-End Returns From
Jobbers Provide NoV Joy
in ASCAP Houses—tatter
Batten Down for the Storm

STAFF WORRIES

The Houghton Mifflin Co. and
Isabel Scott Rorick filed an answer
Monday (3) in the N.' Y.. federal
court to a suit by: Xavier- and Car-
men. Cugat against them, In which
$150,000 damages are sought for al-

leged libel. Plaintiffs claim Miss
Rorick's book ?Mrv and Mrs. Cugat*
was meant to represent them.' I

The publisher, and the author In-

sist In their answer that the central
character Is a vice-president In /a

mldwestern town, and hot in any
way connected with the plaintiffs

and assert that . on October 29, 1940,

the Cugats, In reviewing the book
for the Detroit Free Press, praised
it, .which stops any action against
the defendants how.

Columbia Disc Pie-Trial

Exam of Victor Execs
Columbia Recording Corp,, and

Columbia Phonograph Co. filed no-
tice in the N. Y. federal court Thurs-
day,- Jan. (30) that they Intend: to

take the depositions before trial of

nine officials of the. RCA Manufac-
turing Corp. on Feb.. 10 in connec-
tion with RCA's stilt against them.
The officials are Frank B. Walker,
vice-president; W. W. Early, man-
ager of Record sales; Robert Wether-
ald/ managing agent; Jane Briggs,

managing agent of the label depart
ment; Howard Darnell, manager of

the copyright division;- Charles
O'Connell, musical director of Rec-
ords; W. Trembeth Walker/ manager
of the production department; Ches-
ter ..Meyers, assistant secretary of

the record division, and Thomas
Joyce, vice-president In charge of

record advertising.. .

RCA, claiming priority to the 'red

label' on classical records since 1902,

asserts Columbia Infringed on the.

label in 1940; and seeks an Ihjunc

tion, accounting of profits and dam
ages. :.,

. :

-

Miami, Feb. 4

.
Gene Austin and Harry Richman

Irked the music men locally by
their public blasts against ASCAP's
royalty dividend system, although

• they themselves are, both ASCAP
songwriter-members. ' Austin's usage
of 'My Blue Heaven,' a tune not au-
thored- by him, had lots to do with
•stablishing him. A final judgment of $9,292 against
Rlchman, also, It is. felt, has been

: Santly Bros:, Inc.', and $783 against
too close to .the old-line .Tin

'

;

Pan -I Bernice Petkere was entered in the

While the standard music business

is substantially better than it was a

year ago, popular music business Is

expected to. hit all-time lows by.: the.

middle of this: month. By that time,

it is expected,: ^e .shipment of icur-

rent tunes- by ASCAP publishers

will ; have become ;:
negligible . and

music dealers wil| have to depend
for saleable product on the output of

Broadcast Music, Inc;, and its pub^
lishing : affiliate, Southern Music.

Jobbers last week estimated that

their turnover of current sheet music
was around ;60%' of what it had been'

last year arid predicted that; unless

BMI and Southern could meanwhile
produce., some big hits, this down-
trend would sink, to 80% of normal
by the middle of., this month.

The jobbers had expected the

worst from the advent of ASCAP's
break with the networks Jan. J,

but the situation was. dramatically

brought home to them last. Week as

retailers, taking advantage of the

month's end return privileges, started

returning their stock of ASCAP-
publisher current tunes. In the case

of one jobber these . returns

amounted to two truck-loads. It was
the greatest, business blow the job-

bing business has received since its.

inception. -The sight of this moun-
tain of returned bundles produced an
air of deep gloom around the job-

bing house and; the personnel began
to worry about the security- of their

Jobs.' ,"
..

Meanwhile the major ASCAP pub-
lishers show no disposition to let out
their staffs, there is talk among them
of asking their employees to take

sizeable cuts until the fight with the

networks is settled or until the music
industry has managed to develop ef

fective substitute channels of ex-

ploitation.

What the. ASCAP publishers are

worried about most is that if the bot-

tom does drop put of the current

music business a large percentage, of

the dealers might decided to shut
down their current music counters

altogether and replace this with an-

other product, II that should hap-

pen it would take the industry a long

time to regain the lost outlet^.

Pro-BMI

McCrory's Letter

, Number of . ASCAP publishers ;

last week received a letter from
- the McCrory store chain' stating

that the controversy:, between
ASCAP: and the' broadcasters .

• has 'proved most detrimental to

the sale of sheet music' arid ask-
ing that these publishers do
whatever they can to 'work for

... a quick settlement.' The letter

declared that- sales, at the sheet: •

Counters were ' falling
.
away

seriously and asked whether it •

wouldn't , be better for ASCAP
, publishers to make a settlement

on some new basis rather than.

'fight to the bitter end:' .

- 'We have,' said the letter,? no
desire . to weigh the pros and.
cons of the controversy, but we
know, that- out-' interests are bet-

ing harmed, it is our unbiased '

opinion that quick compromise '

; would be far more beneficial to

you than a long drawn-out con-
troversy.'

''.'

Music Men Can't Take

Complimentary Copies

Over Canadian Border

Boston, Feb. 4.

Canadian customs officers will not
allow music publishers to bring
complimentary orchestrations or
professional copies In their cars Into

Canada, according to Hal White and
Ed Marmot, New England reps for

WitmarkY Harms and Remick re-

spectively.

On their recent trip, It was neces-

sary for them to leave behind their

car loaded with the material at

Whirlpool Bridge, Niagara Falls,

New York, and then promise their

contacts that the music .would . be
mailed them later, "

'

Santly ent

Alley ran-arid-flle to go out on a lirhb

to any manner chiding ASCAP..
Richman, incidentally, is using a de-
cided BMI medley as part of : his
specialty at Beh Mardeh's Colonial
Inn near here, which has been an-
other vexing point

Everybody Wrote
Boston, Feb. .4;-

^ullaby to Broadway Rose' ij the
Utle of. an instrumental song Dick
Rogers orchestra'; (formerly Will
Osborne) will broadcast from Rose-'
;iand Ballroom,. New York ' City,
when they open (6).
-Song is dedicated to that famous
Times Square character, and the
entire band if down on copy as
writers. •

:

N; Y. federal court- yesterday (Tues.)

in favqr. of W. A;. Wilkie, known as

Bud 'Wilkiei' Judgment includes costs,

masters fee, taxes, etc., and the de-

fendants are given 30 days to pay.

Miss . Petkere .wrote ' .'Starlight,'

which: Santly Bros; published some
years .ago. The latter has since be-

come. Santly-JoyrSelect. Joe Santly

Is now professional manager of

Loeb, Lissauer Music.

Wilkie. had. sued for $25,000, claim-

ing the -plagiarism of his song 'Con-

fessing' in defendant^' song, 'Starlight.

Help Me Find the One I Love.'

Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
and the circuit court of appeals, both

ruled that plagiarism existed and a

master determined , the amount of

profits arid damages sustained by the

plaintiff. ;

/

Harold Austin Recruits

Home Guard (No Camp)

Military Brass Band

Buffalo, Feb. 4.

Harold Austin, bandleader; is now
Sergt. Austin of the 74th Regiment,

New York State Guard. With six

men' from his dance unit, well-known
batorie'er in these parts', has enlisted,

in home , guard unit and been ap-

pointed .head of its regimental band.

Austin hopes to build up-48-man
musical Unit, for which he has other

ideas when (and if) war scare .is

oyer. For this reason he is recruit-?

Ing Wherever possible, from among
Union musician's. . Open invite has

gone put to men in ill bands .here-

abouts to sign upl •

.

Stressed': that musicians will; have

to rehearse only one. evening a week,

for two hours. The regiment, it is

pointed

-

:

'out',- is for home guard- duty

only, and. doesn't even .go to camp.

Spokesmen say it can't easily be

transferred to the Army.
/. About 2,5 mem. have: 5ignjE!d_ up so

I
far, representing six- or seven, bands'

hereabouts. . Austin, who retains his

dah.ce crew, top, has /led orchestras

,
here 10 years, managing Crystal

j
Beach (Out.) dance resort in sum-

: mertirne and/lately ppehing-his own
I'dahcery here.

,

HOROWITZ MAY GET

100% OF MAYFAIR

Anxious to concentrate his ener-

gies oh building up the Lincoln

Music catalog, Abner Silver may
sell out his 50% interest/ in Mayfair.

Music Corp. to his partner, Willie

Horowitz. Latter has a 15-day op-
tion to become 100% owner of May-
fair, thus leaving Silver, only with

the Lincoln catalog which be owned
outright all the time.

Mayfair still
;
owes Joe .

Davis
around $30,000 of the original $75.-.

000 purchase price when it acquired

trie Davis, Inc., catalog as a nucleus

for the Silver-Horowitz firm.: Lat-

ter must put up around $20.000 ,
.-to-:

buy out: his partner's half interest

between now and Feb. .15. •/

\'. As and . when the deal
.
goes

through, that' doesn't . affect the .

Status of
.
Henry :. M. Spitzer who is.

general business head, of both, units

and ..has' a, participating .
interest;

Spitfcer. held a similar post .with the

Max Dreyfus firms (Chappell-

Harms). '/•".;
.

.'

.. Silver's attitude is that this will,

divest him 'of one headache instead

Of hiving two Under existing con-

ditions,' meaning the
,
ASCAP-radio

stymie.
,

.-•'•• '.-

Mayfair Music right now
;
realizes

some $20,000 annually from the So-
ciety; Lin/coin's / income; is around
$10,000 a yearj Latter? firm was ac-

quired by Silver from Artie Shaw
and his lawyer, Andrew R, Weln-

j
berger; for $25,000 at the time of

the original purchase. ;/

. By ABEL GREEN •' V-

Havana, Feb; 4.

Major reason for. Jack • Robbiris*
second extended Visit here, within a
-year, Is to assist In furthering the
cause of a Cuban Composers and Au*
thors Society. Since the /American
music, publisher organized' Robbins
Music Co. of Cuba, S. A., a separate
entity, he has quickly revolutionized

local standards by paying $25 and $50 .

advances :tb .native songsmjths whp<
heretofore, sold out their tunes for

.

that amount; sans, royalty; or, more' ".

often,. coUld only get. onto the wbx -

by making their original composir ;.-

tiohs part of 'a recording hookup,
with/ the local wax plants': The
masters were made here but pressed
in the U. S.

RObbihs emulates that idea by .hayV
ing Cuban songwriters' works printed
in New York,.under topflight Amer-
ican- production standards, and then
shipped here for local merchandis-
ing:

Cuban radio, fearing the growth
of the local songsmiths and/sensing
that a society, similar to those in

almost every other / Latin-American
country, is Inevitable,' has been
carrying on a bearish camjpalgn
against the songsmiths.

1

That accounts, incidentally, for the
acute Interest In the ASCAP-BMI .

fight, since the local "music men
heretofore looked upon the Society

as. the bulwark of the songwriters*
strength. But with BMI having the
bulk of Latin-American ,tunes, via
Southern Music and E. B. Marks cat-

alogs—including the highly favored
'Frenesi,' 'Perfldia,' 'Tropical,', etc.—
that has given BMI. new values. The
Cuban broadcasters, of whom there
are disproportionately many, thus
are partial to the BMI cause!

.

Some. 35 stations currently in ex-
istence service 700,000 Havana
metropolitan population; There ere
other stations in outlying Cuban
communities.
. Commercials are rampant. Fees
are ridiculously low. Advertisers
can buy 80 spot commercials for $20
a week; which gives an Idea. On the
other hand, the 'stations in the main
are very weak in range and fre-

quently can't be heard a few miles
out of the city. U. S. stations cdme
through better, away from Havana.
In town, with 35 different channels
cluttering the air, it's difficult to

break through.
Incidentally, while here, Robbins

will frame an 'ASCAP Show of the
Air,' playing all tunes of all So-
ciety publishers, via wax, to hit the
Florida and southern. U; S; tier

'

one of the more powerful stations.

COURT DROPS $25,000

SUIT AGAINST MILLER

, Los Angeles, Feb, 4.

David Moldavsky's $25,000 plagi-

arism suit against. Miller Music Co.
was tossed out of U. S. District

Court for lack of jurisdiction;. Judge
'

O'Connor ruled - that the music torn-
,

pany was hot doing business in this
state. :/''.','

Plaintiff charged that the publish-:
ing company's sOng, .'Would You'
Mind,' infringed on his own ditty,

'Till Then.' '.'.

London Music Corp. has been
{ chartered in Albany to; conduct a

l business; /in sheet -muinic,'* etc. Direc-.
! tors are;: Myron. J. Greenfield, -At-

I torney A. Walter Socolow and -Be-

I atrice R. Nelson. •. ;

St Louis Symph Tours

:.. St. Louis, Feb. 4.

' St.. Louis ; symph qrch, under
the direction-" Qf Vladmir Golsch-
manh. is currently making the first

of three tours through the midwest.

.

Current tour includes Peoria and.
Decatur, 111.'* Iowa City/ and .

Bur-
lington, la., andr ZGoiunibis), Mo.
TroUpe will return in .time to play
with. Joseph" ; Szlgeti, v Hungarian

I violinist. (14-15). ,

I Alec Templeton will be . the guest
artist at the, annual pension fund

I. concert Saturday. (25).
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Band Reviews

PAUL WHITEMAN OBCH. (18) .

With Ann Sutherland
Colonial Inn, Hallandare, Fla.

This is a new Paul Whiteman,,. It's

?erhaos his best:dance ;
band in years,

fs as modern as 1941. New blood,

iresh arrangements, peppery rhythm
and thoroughly solid in every re-

spect.
:

P:ovipi: that'nelther tjme nor

tide can- dim the. K.ihgOf Jazz> 1

Excepting for Mike. Pingitpre who;
Whitemari states, will, always have a

job with Him. it's all fresh Local 802

fodder: . .It :s. a zingy setup of four

-.violins, four- reeds,r four .brass, .Ave.

rhythm ': including- a. .crack ;.Cuban

drummer: when the. band converts

Into ^n equally fancy ' smaller' unit

tor the congaihuniba tempo's.. The
four strings become _seven through
doubling by the reed section: There's

klso a relief, bianist to round put the

18 '. personnel in addition to Ann
Sutherland, who chants a nice vocal;

'As fr .Whiteman's batoning for

the three-ply, stellar,, lineup that

Ben Marden . transplanted from: his

Riviera in Jersey, to this hew Colo-
nial Inn on' the Federal Highway at

Hallandale, Fla.. some 20 miles from
Miami, the maestro is too veteran a
hand not to do- better than- an - aver-
age showmanship job. He's a dig-:

hifled personality on the podium to

back up Sophie -Tucker; Harry Rich-;

man and Joe E. Lewis; he himself
gives the show eclat With the Gersh-.

. winv'Rha'oso.dy', teeoff; and: he's ever
nn excellent foil in supporting .

the
- stars and: other talent throughout the

three: flpbr shows.nightly* in addition

to his own dance sessions.

\: Whiteman went , into -temporary
retirement for several months after

breaking, ub his old -combo. This
date marks his.emergence 'frjom -self"

imposed Coventry and he's a cinch

for . trie bi<» /leagues all oyer again.

The Babe Ruth, of .bounce has
bounced right back with this setup:

and after the Florida season, when
he goes to the Hotel Roosevelt, New
Orleans, etc., the rest Of the coun-
try will see and hear a 'new* -Paul
Wiiiteman: the 'hear* part contingent
on the ASCAP. situation, of course.

Abel.

is. split so ; that- Eddie Heintel and
Clark 'Brown are .on. trumpet, Ralph
Palmer on trombone. Fritz Gehl is

stationed -at bass,. Bill : Weber ..on

drums, and Austin. .O'Donnell at

piano! .

' .

"

Dancers find- the .Becker; music:

easy for them, good enough to get

response from the young - jumpers,

yet with a number Of arrangements
that will present no difficulties for
the oldsters to. follow. ..

'

„.
';". Becker'^, main forte Would be ballj

rooms, considering his volume; and
the straight manner 'of playing with-
out shbw numbers. :.-'-.: Art.

Mrs. Maiid

Loses Point vs.

at

RUDY RUDISILL ORCHESTRA (11)

With Jean Gordon
Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb.
Once part of the comedy with Jan

Garber's band, Rudy Rudisill, hut
: pianist, is i now fronting his own
group, libraried with music of the

same ' style as the Garber arrange-
ments with which.'he was associated

so long: Besides Rudisill, other
Garber. alumni \it the outfit include
Jean Gordon; brightly attractive and;

nice voiced girl singer, and Lew
Palmer on the drums.

Rudisill's group has one novelty in

its man-power which probably isn't

duplicated in another entourage in

the country—his reed, section. It's

composed Of four brothers—Sher-
man, Robert; Richard', and. Albert
Dix. . . :..'":-;-.'. /

. Trumpet men are Russ Walden and
Don Ferrell. with Paul Potzick on.

bass, and Bob JDale at trombone.
Palmer is the. heater, and Rudisill
manfully hammers the piano into;

musical submission. .

In addition to a large number of

the pod tunes, Rudisill, in this
.
day of

BMI bringing out : a lot of
.
tunes

never heard before anyway, has en-
couraged his'

- boys, to write' a few
originals into the supply. Many of

them are creditable, efforts and draw
applause.
Palmer is the leadoff male voice,

although there are others who "aren't

shy at . the* .mike, but it's- to Jean
Gordon the band looks for toting, of

the vocal load. She's a brunet with
sparkle; and a showy physical make-
up.,augmenting her. capable chirping.

Rudisill's bunch, modelled as it is

after Garber; has the same appeal;

and is up to giving any buyer satis-

factory response in patronage.
"

. • "- ' Art..

Maud Lambert Ball's" plea Tor per-

mission to ' examine , Gene Buck)

president of the American Society of

Composers, ' Authors and , Publishers;

before trial; in order to. allow her to

frame a complaint against ASCAP,
w>s denied.yesterday ^^(Tues.) ;by Jus-

tice Philip . J, McCopk, in N. Y, su-

preme court.. Plaintiff is the widow
of ; Ernest. R. Ball who: wrote several

hundred songs between: 1903-1927,

the year of His.death. .'

v

The plaintiff had sought td deter-

mine her rights; Under, the copyright:

act, | as to revenues, royalties, and
renewal . rights; •'. Which -she claimed
were , due her. Ah :

affidavit of Her-
man Fihkelstein, of counsel for

ASCAP! declared that Bali ; cut the
plaintiff out of his will, leaving her
nothing at all, and that Jessie Mae
White, Ball's first wife, two sons- and
a daughter are (receiving ': one-third;

each pn ASCAP royalties. . Roland
Ball, one of . the .sOns

?
.Fihkelstein

argued; questions Whether his father
ever married Maud Lambert Ball,

nor is any proof available that he
ever secured a divorce from his first

wife. Finlc^Isteih- : also ..questioned
plaintiff's right to; come In now after
14 years of Ball's death. .

(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover ::

charge business being done by name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 P.M*>' not fated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger 'amount designates weekend and
holiday price.) :

-• v
.-.

' Cover*' . TotalW«ki Past Corora

.

Plrtj ed IVrolt On l)nte
.

4
,

525
:

. 2,473

,,. 3 ; 1,275 3,825

... 3 1,300 '
4,800

.-.;17 1.325 .22,700

.; 6 - 1,875 , 11,725

..; 2 2;575 - 4,725
':

. .18 ; 650 .
. 7,750.

Baaa Hotel

Orrjn Tucker. Blltmore (300; $1-$1.50), ; . .. .

.

Leighton Noble. ..Waldorf .(375; $l-$lMX.v. . . . . •

Lani Mclntire*. .,.Lexington' (300; 75cr$l:50 ).'.
. .

.

Guy Lombardo. .". Roosevelt (500; $1t$1.$0 ) • . . . .

.

Woody ..Herman*.. New Yorker ;(400;. 75c-$K50),
Jimmy Dorsey . ...Pennsylvania (500; 75cr$1.50).,

Tony Pastor; .Lincoln (225( 75c-$1.50).;

'DANCER' SONG SUIT

Columbia Records and Band In In-r

frlngement Claim

dn the Upbeat

Jack; Renard -returned to the dance
band field': starting tonight (11) with
Boston men and. will play for. regu-
lar dancing every -Saturday at Rose-
land-State Ballroom, Boston, and on
Tuesdays for Waltz Nights at the
same spot., together With, one-night-,
ers in New England, in addition to

his regular Friday night chore with
Abe: Lyman's Waltz Time 'program
on WEAF-NBC red network.

BILL CARLSEN ORCHESTRA
With Mickey Dowd .

Terrace Grill. Hotel Muehlebach
Kansas City, Mo.

,

A newcomer to this supper spot

Is the Carlsen crew
,
which makes its

usual anchorage arbund Chi. For-
merly Carlsen went in for the Show
type band aiming 'at' theatre dates
with singers, special .acts and singing'

ensembles. Within , the past year,
however, he has executed an about

- face and has organized hi$_ band
along the lines requested by ball-

rooms, hotels and clubs.. He carries
ten men besides himself and Mickey
Dowd, Who is a definite asset as a
singer. :

In its K,C. engagement the band
showed itself a .sprightly and lively
crew, capable of. playing the many
varied rhythms requested by pres-

,
ent day; dancers. Thus the crew
swings from a fox trot to a. conga
and to a novelty number in the same
set without, any particularly empha-
sized' style but rather with an ef-
fort to concentrate on the mood or
style of the particular composition..
Characterization of the Orch in Words
would lir-t it as a lively, sweet out-
fit as indicated by the prominence
of its reed ''section,' In which the
leader takes a noteworthy part.
Work, of- Mickey Dowd handling

the .sir'T.in'» assignments is .Outstand^
ing and gives this band a marked ad-
vanta?ev Though short on stature
measurements, Dowd has an attrac-
tive phiz and sings. Irish lyric tenor
In th» style of Donald Novis and
Jack Fglton. His "best work, natur-
ally, is on the ballads, but he works

... frequently and gets off the Latin and
novelty '.tunes nicely

^ as well.
Reed foursome includes Eddie

Bahr."Paul Peregrfn.and Harry Iver?
son, who also clefts some of the ar-
rangements. Brass has Jack BOnnett,
Roy Peters. OJie Turner on trumpets
and Jimmv Birch on' trombone.
Rhythm section lists Lee Simmons at
the P'ino, Harold Kussius itldrums Leo Shuk'in composing the music
and

.
.PHipA-rnew on bass. Carlson ,-for 'New York Town' at Paramount,

handles, the clarinet and sax: while "

on the stand and also makes entries"

in the arranger's book. \ Qtitn. ..

,.
Eugene Jelesnlk and his 'tele

vision orchestra opened Monday (3)
in -the Ionian Room of the Deshler
Wallick Hotel, Columbus; for in

definite stay. Replaces Jimmy Rich
ards. who moves on south, to Tampa
Terrace in Florida.

;

.

•
' Asterisks indlcite a supporting /loo^^

major drdu;. ;

'.
:

:.;
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on une-ragmers
» »»»»»»»» »»»» » > »>»

Lawrence Gellert filed suit yester-

day (Tues;) ' in N. Y. federal court
against Columbia Recording Corp.,

John Hammond, Of Columbia, and
Joshua White, leader of Joshua
White's Carolinians; seeking an in-

junction, accounting of profits and
damages for alleged infringement Of

his song,; 'I Hear Danger. Singing,' Tjy

recording it.

: Plaintiff published a book In Octo-
ber, 1939; called 'Me and My Cap-
tain, Negro Songs of Protest,' con-
taining the song over which the con-
troversy has arisen. Both the book
and song were, copyrighted.

Rudolf Frlinl, Jr., and his. musical
crew Were signed to play in a
Souridie for the Mills projector out-
fit..

Russ Morgan follows Glen Gray
and the- Casa Lonia orchestra into
the Palladium, Hollywood;

.

Music Notes

.
Sam Coslow turned in three tunes

for the RooseveltrMills sOundies.
TSitties are 'Jive, Little Gypsy, Jive,'

'What the Country Needs' and 'I Am
in Love With a Song.'

Jimmy Dodd sold his Song,
Thirty-Two-Fifty a Month,' as a
duet for' Buddy Rogers and Shirley
Deane.

'

.. Robin & Rainger are waxing
three, tunes for the 20th-Fox picture.
Tall, Dark and Handsome,' to be'

used -in plugging the'.-fllni;''

HOWARD BECKER OBCH (11)
: Turnpike Casino, Lincoln,. Neb. .

Musical trend established by the
late Hal Kemp has its mark well im-
printed on Howard Becker's Orches-
tra, njajority of whose membership
consists of very young, instrumentpl-

ly versatile: men. ..Becker,' himself.
Is only 24, tall,' rangy, and packing
nice voice to . fill the choruses with
lyrical touches. .

Nearly all the band's arranging is

by Ivan Wabash (Washabaugh), who
used :tO play in the entourage; but
has how been studioed with pen and

Werner Heyman .scoring 'That Un-
certain Feeling' for Ernst Lubitsch:

.

' Peter Tinturin and Milton . Drake
sold their song, 'You in' My Eyes,' to

Columbia fbr use in 'Betty Co-Ed.'

• Bernard
:
Hermann, who • did the

musical score for 'Citizen Kane,' has
gone to -Death Valley to complete a
symphony.:

- Erich Wolfgang Korngold com
poising the score for - 'The Sea Wolf'
at Warners,

George Stephan, ex-Alvino Rey
trombonist, has joined Lee Shelley
orch at Chez Ami, Buffalo.

George Sedola returning from New
York to take trombone chair with
Harold Austin band, Buffalo.:

Fenton Brothers signed with Junje
Edwards, of Interstate

.
Orchestras,

Inc., Boston.

Layton Bailey, from Casino, Pitts-
burgh, to Monaco's Cafe, Cleveland;
replacing Doh Pablo's crew.'

Legit a Racket
SSContlnued from page 3jj=

on In- the same, calm, . half-serious
manner. 'Broadway producers stay
in a legitimate racket, so they don't
go to jail."-; They take a backer's
money, put on a show nobody wants
to see and at a cost beyond all rea-
son. When it .flops they don't seem
to mind; They

.
just* look around for

another sucker .and do another flop

show; :'
'

\ \. .

.';•'

'DO yo.u realize, that .'more than
$1,000,000 has been thrown away so
far this season • Broadway?
Thrown away on plays that never
had a chance, Shoddy, flimsy, artifi-

cial trifles that even the producers
themselves, in many cases, knew,
could never succeed. Who . does it

help to put on shows like ; that?
. 'Maybe the producer makes a quick
profit, but he damages his ' reputa-
tion, his integrity and his self-re

specf. It doesn't, help the authors,
the actors, nor. the, directors, design
ers, stagehands or even the theatre
owners—at least not more than ..tern

porarily; .: In; the meantime, , it de-
frauds

.
investors; who have been

hoodwinked into putting their

It's a

paper; assigned the job of keeping T Richard Ullman, Jay. Gorney and
• the library up to date. In those Bernard Simon sold five songs to be ;

places; where sorig Is demanded, and Warbled, in
.
'Hang Out the Moon' at 1 money into, such ventures,

Becker chooses to step aside, Mac. bko. Ditties are 'Home Is Where.! crime that. :n. a country which is con-
Harris lays, aside his sax and comes

, y0u Hang Your Heart,' 'Hiawatha;' centrating its effort and wealth' on
to the.mike; Good, too.

_ - • 'Hang Out the Moon,' 'I Don't Mind national defense so much money

^«WS
H»

e
r^

aI
nfro Detwile? anff If I Do,' and 'The Chicken or the .

should be thrown away in a racket

IChSHelntel^^^^ ^ .1 ,SerIin. stirred his coffee for- a few

. Bobby. Byrne -(Ricker Gardens,- Portland, Me., Jan. 29). Band.; turned
up With a disappointing 400 attendance. It got estimated $280 at 65c-75c;

Flu understood hurting thai territory. (Metropolitan theatre, Providence,

R. I., Jan. 30-Feb. 1). Band did a fair 14,000, approximately, in three days
here skipping around $3,500 through, the b.o. at 25c-68c. Byrne's Raleigh .

radio broadcast
:
Was : done' from stage. '.•

Larry Clinton '(Capitol a;, Johnstown, Pa., Jan. v
30).

:

":- Clinton -rounded;

up : nice crowd of 1,088 at 99c .Oh his way throufih to Feb. 7 opening at !

Chicago's Sherman hotel.
'

. Del Courtney (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb.; Jan. 31). Good weather,

and easing : of .universlty:"exams. helped Courtney do okay 600 or so at 75c

for. $410 take. -v ;' ^V>;
;

:

;
:

Fenton Brothera (RKO Boston theatre, Jan.; 30-Feb. 2). In company -with

five acts vaude Fentons did- satisfactory, but unexciting $6,500 in four

days at scale ranging from 28c-33c-44.c-55c.

George Hall (Auditbrium, Macon, Ga-;. Jan; 30). Fine $2,900 gross re-,

suited from Hall's stop here. He packed in 3,200 at- $1 general, $1.50 and
,

75c, tables and balcony. !
-

'

"
;

'
''''.

Sammy Kaye (Sunhybrook B;, Pottstdwh, Pa., Feb. 1). Kaye is liked in
','

this area and it showed in the 2,487 he drew here at $1.10.' ;

Vincent Lopes (20th-century Theatre. : Buffalo,. Jan. 30-Feb. 1). Lopez .

group, accounted for okay 12,000 people in three days, drawing, about
$4,500 at 40c top. House is a 3,000-seater.. -

Johnny McGee (Cambridge, Md„ Armory, Jan. 29).. McGee' did nice
,

enough $540 gross at hop for which 180 of 360. admissions sold went for.

$3 per. ' -.-;.:,; .
'

'; '

'

Jimmy Lnhceford. (Auditorium, Savannah, Ga., ' Jan. 30). At prices

ranging from. 65c in advance and 75c and 99c at door Lurtceford took in

around $1,250 from 2,000 stub buyers. Little less than half were sold in

advance. .
. .

Red Nprvo (TOtem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass;; Jan.' 31-Feb. 1 ).
%Norvo

clicked solidly with
.
gross ; Of $2,410 in . two days', getting 1,650 hoppers

Friday and 2,320 Saturday. Tap, $1.35 a couple.

Boyd Raeburn (U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Jan. $1). Interpo Ball,

gave Raeburn nice gross of $963 with about 385
' couples at $2.50 a pair.

Some were on free list.

Dick Rogers, Bea Wain, Mable Todd. (Lyric theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.,

Feb. 2 ) . Trio did about average 4,985 . people at 44c and 55c, running gross

up to around $2,253.

moments while the babble of diners

flowed back and forth in Sardi's

restaurant.. Then, he said, 'The only
way the situation can be corrected
is. for the. creative people to. get to-

gether, to cooperate for decent con-
ditions. We'll haye tb do away, with
the businessmen, the promoters who
exploit: the theatre for their own
selfish interests, . I don't know how it

should be done. Maybe as a national,
theatre. Maybe fn some other form.
But : it will hf.ve to be done ulti-

mately, if honest investors are. to
have a fair chance for their money.'.
Serlin isn't envious of any other

producers 'who have hits. 'The more
hits there are the better for every-
one,' he says.

4
I don't ' think . a new

cOmedy hit would hurt business at

Life With Father.' If anything, it

would help. I'd like to see 70 or
more theatres running in New York,
as there Were years ago.' He doiihts

If he would go to many of them, but
he would like to see ihem open;

,' 'In Theatre for Fun' ;

'There are lots of plays I have no
desire to see,' he explains. 'And there
are lots of others I see. and .enjoy, biit

wouldn't want to produce! I have no
interest in doing a play merely for
the possible .profit. I'm in the theatre
for fun, Hot just for : money. ; So • I

want to do only Certain kinds of
plays, ones with a particular quality;
Therefore it will be harder for me
than for most producers to find suit-

able plays. I doubt if im be able to
get the plays I- want in the normal
way. Probably I'll have to find the
proper material and have someone
adapt it for me, as. I did with 'Life
With Father;' Right now I have the
Nijinsky play, whibh rm: waiting for
Clifford Odets to do, and 'Dutch
Vet,' which is not ready, either.
'But I'm: in no hurry. *Life With

Father* is a full-time occupation. It's

still holding up here In New York,
and' seems good for many more
months in Chicago. The Boston com-
pany will apparently last another
three Or four weeks there, after
which we'll take it to Philadelphia.
But this thing is only starting; With
the exception Of two Weeks at differ-

ent times in Baltimore, the show has
played, only three cities. It not only

has any number of. return engage-
ments in Baltimore and Boston, but it

has the entire rest of the eountry to

play. I have nO idea how long it will,

run in New York and Chicago. That's

anybody's guess.'

Brushes Off Pic Sale

People keep . asking . Serlin about
selling the picture rights to the play.

'I have no interest in selling now,' he
remarks. 'One film executive couldn't

seem to understand it when I refused

even to discuss an offer. He kept

wanting to know why. I merely said,

'Why should I?'

'There are other by-products, of the

play, though. For instance, we
haven't sold any radio rights, but we*
worked up the idea Of a 'Famous
American Fathers' program. . We
couldn't 'produce it ourselves, so we
turned it over to a regular radio pro-

ducing office, and Howard Lindsay
has been starring in the series. And
maybe.;. I shouldn't talk .about this,

because it's still supposed to be a

secret, but I hear there's a. deal on

for some big company to. sponsor it;

on a national network.'

Shuberts Unhappy?
.;

: Serlin isn't worried about his feud

with the Shuberts over his booking

of 'Father' in independent houses in

NeW York and' brt the road. .
'It's

worked out very well at the Empire
here/ he says: quietly, .'and we've

made money on theatre operation as

well as
:
on the show at the Black-

stone in [ Chicago and the
: Repertory

in Boston:; We? have the Walnut,

which I
; regard as the best house in

Philadelphia, and I ahi confident that

we'll be able to get house's in other

tpWns. If notv. we'll see whether the

local managements Want to stick,

along With the. Shuberts arid theret>y

lose a Sure smash hit. . or whether,

they'll put pressure on the UBO to

jive us fair, terms at their houses.'
.

The- producer paused a moment
and smiled slightly at that point be-

fore Observing:' 'By the way, the Shu-

berts haven't had a Very good season

with their theatre Operation so far

during 1940-41. Except for musicals;

they've had' hardly any " profitable

shows in their New York houses.
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Inside Stuff-Music

Bobbins Music of Cuba is some $25,000 in the box on its campaign to
unearth Latin tunes, but figures that if he gets enough of a catalog it can
recoup via mechanicals. . One of the first tunes to show up is 'Mio Cinco
flijos' ('My Five Sons') but it wasn't written by a musician, but by ah
amateur, one Oswaldo Farres, p.a. of Cervceria Polar (Havana beer outfit)

who' got the tune^s^rted:lii^elf.jn^:M':amateur way until Sylvia Suarei;
. Cuban manager for Jack Bobbins ran into iU Song is now asserting Itself
internationally.. /•. •

;.-'-... ;•• ".'/v- /.

.
Alberto; Pomihguez, Mexican, , musician-composer^ is unusual for": his

two-ply click with 'Perfldia' and his immediate; followup with 'Frenesi'

both Southern Music. 1 Ralph Peer's
,
Southern also .has AugustittVLara,

• Mex sohgsmith; signatured a 99-y0ar;pact. •
'.

When.,one member, of the Fenton. Brothers sax trio (Boston) played the
wrong part of a .sbhg, causing a Weird harmony, the boys; were sO-intrigued
-with the effect of :'the. passage, they wrote a tune around- it titled 'Fugue
and Far Between.'

•' Metro-Bobbins' three firms, Feist, Miller and Bobbins Music, simulates
the motion picture industry's slogan' by utilizing, 'ASCAP songs are your
best musical entertainment' institutional catchphrase on all press
and' exploitation matter. .

* '.;..''

10 on

- <KecOrdr below are grabbing, most nickels ithis iveeH in. .jukeboxes

throughout, the country, . as .
reported by operators to .Vabiett. : Names

of. more than one band or vocalist after the title Indicates, in order of

popularity/ whose recordings are being played. . Figures and names in

parenthesis, indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the

listings and respective publishers. P. p. means Public Doircam:) .

1. Fre'nesl (5) (Southern).

. 1 I Hear a. Rhapsody (4) .(BMI) . ;

.

S. LastiTime I Saw Paris (3) (Chappell).

4. YeSi .
Darling' Daughter (4) (Feist)

.

6. Nightingale Sang (7) . (S-B).

6. Santa Fe Trail (3) (Harms).

T. I Give My Word (8) (BMI).

,

8, Stardust (3) (Mills)...

Artie Shaw ....

.

Woody Herman .'

Benny Goodman.

Jimmy Dorsey . .

Charlie Biarnet . .

Al Donahue . ...

.

Dinah Shore. .Vy.

J...Victor
.'.Decca

.Columbia

. . . .Decca
. .Bluebird
.. . . .Okeh

. Bluebird

0. So YOu're .the One (3) (BMD.. . . . .

.

10. You Walk By (1) (BMI)

.

(Kate Smith. ... .'.
. .Columbia

( Leo Reisman. . ... ... .Victor

Dinah Shore.; . ... .Bluebird
Glenn Miller. .\. . . .Bluebird
Johnny Long. ..... .... .Decca

Glenn Miller. . . . . . Bluebird
Sammy Kaye. . , ... . , . Victor
Kate Smith..... ..Columbia
Jack Leonard ........ .Okeh
Birig Crosby . ..... ^. . .Decca

Sammy Kaye. . . . .. .. .Victor
Guy Lombardo ........Decca
Dick Jurgens Okeh
Kate Smith, i . . . . .Columbia
Blng Crosby. . . . .... . .Decca

Al Kavelin . .... .

.

s

. ....Okeh
Eddy Duchin. .. . ..Columbia
Jack Leonard . . . . . ; . .Okeh

( Tommy Dorsey. . . . . ...Victor

\ Artie Shaw. .......... Victor

Hal Kemp, '. .... .., .Victor
Eddy Duchin . .. ..Columbia
Dolly Dawn .

.

'. .........Okeh
Dick Robertson. ;• Decca

(Tommy Tucker:
Eddy Duchin;..
Wayne King *.* • • «

...V.Okeh,
Columbia

Victor

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordings are directly below the first 10 in popularity, but

growing in demand on the 'coin machines.)

{Tommy Dorsey:
Ella Fitzgerald.

( Glenn Miller

One I . Love (Forster);

.

• • • • « • • • ^

.

. .Victor
:. .Decca

Five O'Clock Whistle (Advance)

You're In the Army Nbw;(P.D.).
Salud Dinero Y Amor (Marks) ...

Anvil Chorus (BMI).....;;./.,..

Memory . of a Rose (S-B). ..

Hello Ma I Done It Again (Robbios)

( Ella Fitzgerald.

.

Abe Lyman.
Vaughn Monroe.
Glenn Miller....

Sammy Kaye. ...

Glenn Miller. .. ..

Jimmy Dorsey . . .

Bea Wain

. .Bluebird
. . ..Decca

.Bluebird
..Bluebird
.Bluebird

....Victor

; Bluebird
.Decca

Victor

: feagardening on Decca

jack Teagafden's - orchestra has
been signed to a year's contract with
Decca: Records. It began work on
the agreement immediately, cutting
four widely contrasting , tune styles
last Thursday (30). Tunes were
Dark Eyes,' 'Prelude in C Sharp
Minor,' 'Lonely Blues' and a Teagar-
den original, 'Chicks Are Wonder-.
iui.'.; ;.; ; ;

':
'. / 'V

Teagarden was last with Eli Ober-
rteih's U. S. Record outfit, but hasn't
cut any sides for months. Before
that he had. been with Columbia.

.'

F!i«Vtin Ballad
• '

:
Boston, Feb. 4. /

Steel yourself for the latest nov-
elty, a pig Latin sOng titled 'I-way,
Ove-lay Ou-yay,' .. written by ' Lou
Morse and Lou Cole, just published
by Back Bay Music Co., here.

.Johnny Harris combo into Glen
Winter Casino, Williamsville, N.: Y;

Machado Carries Slides
Boston, Feb. 4.

Today's, music publishers contact,

men 'are, returning to long-pluggers

here as of yore. \ ;

-

In making the rounds, Frank Ma-

chado, Shapfro-BexnstemVN^

land) rep, - hands the orchestra vocal

orchestrations in his key plus slides

when possible and proceeds to vocal-

ize tunes his firm is currently plug-

ging, as 'Nightingale Sang' in Berk-

eley Square,' . 'Memory of a Rose',

and 'Johnny Peddler.'

Machado is. president of the Bos?

ton group of ,Music Publishers': Con-

tact Employees Unioh^

Don Ray and Hughie : Prince

cieffed four songs for the Andrews
Sisters in 'Buck Privates', at Univer-

sal, Ditties; are .'Boogie ; WoOgie
Bugle Boy,' "Bounce Me .

Around
With a Solid Four,' 'You're a Lucky
Fellow, - Mr. Smith? and 'When Pri-.

ivate Brown Becomes a Captain'.

^NotlliglLda^x

Sez Schroeder

Omaha, Feb. 1.

Editor, Vabihty:

• On page 43, of, your Jan. 29 issue

you have an item headed 'C. J, Fox
is Building

. Big Twin City Hoofery.*

Although, we are in. the. band busi-
ness we also publish a House Organ
known as, 'Ballroom News' which en-
joys .national coverage..

.
.
I cannot appreciate having - a fine

ballroom called a 'Dance" Hall' much
less a. 'Hoofery.'..

. >; We are . in contact with the :prin-;

cipal Operators in the ballroom busi-
ness and on many occasions we Have
recommended, your

.
paper very

highly to ballroom operators and
how is; our face red. \

. . Furthermore, for your information
C. J. Fox operates the Surf Ballroom
•in Clear Lake, IOwa, and-the Terp
Ballroom in Austin, Minn., and. does
hot have any spots in either North
or Spilth Dakota as your item might
indicate.' .

.

.. On top of that The Surf and the
Terp are strictly first-class in every
respect and manner, and the Prom
in St. Paul undoubtedly will be a
credit to any bity regardless of size.

We feel that you owe Mr. Fox an
apology and perhaps best to do so
thrOugh yOur paper to correct a
most unjust and ,

.false . impression
that the itehi in' question indicates.

. . Vic Schroeder.'.. .
,

;

(Vic Schroeder Agency.)

Bobby Byrne, Feb. .8, Elms,

Youngstown, Ohio; 9, Myers, Lake

Park, Canton^ O.; 10; Metropolitan

theatre, Mqrgantown, W. Va.; 11, Po-

lice Dance, Uniohtown, Pa.; 12, Em-
pire Ballroom, Allentown, . Pa.

Bill Bardo, Feb. 11-13, Empire the-

atre, Fall River, Mass.

Reggie Childs, Feb. 8, Wentworth
Military Academy, Lexington, Mo.;
14, Scioto Country Club, Columbus,
Ohio; 15, Lakeside Park, Dayton,
Ohio.

Eddie de Lange, Feb. 14, Mosque
Ballroom, Newark, N. J.; 15,

: Elmira
Cesllege, Elmira, N. Y.

Johnny McGee, Feb. 13, Zembo
Mosque Ballroom, Harrisburg, Pa.;

14, Massachusetts State C, Amherst,
Mass. .

Joe Vehuti, Feb. ' 8, University of

Ihdiana; Bloomington, Ind.

Count Basie, March
. 2, Rainbow

Garden, Fremont, Ohio; 5, Orpheiim
theatre, Madison, Wis.; 7, University
Coliseum, Omaha, Neb.; 12, Meadow
Acres, B., Topeka, Kans.; 25, Green-
ville B., Greenville, Miss. •

( '

Henry Busse, Feb. 28, Chase hotel,

St. Louis.

Del Courtney, Feb. 16, Rainbow
Garden, Fremont, Ohio.
1 Sam Donahue, Feb. 6-8, Cornell U.,

Ithaca, N. Y.

Earl Hines, March .7, Sunset Aud.,
West Palm Beach,. Fla.; 10, Two Spot
Club, ; Jacksonville; 12, Apollo B„
Tampa; 16, Harlem Square Club,

Miami; 17, Windsor Club, Fort Laur
derdale, Fla.; 20; :Pickwick Club,
Birmingham, . Ala.

Leonard Keller, Feb. 15, Indiana
Club, South Bend, Ind.

. Ted Lewis, Feb. 10, Shrine Mosque,
Springfield, Mo.

;Enoch Light, Feb. 14-^15, Ft. Myers,
Fla. :.

Vincent Lopezf -Feb. 12, Basle 7 the-

atre,, Washington, Pa.; 22, Roller-

drome,. Middletown, N. Y,.

Boyd Baeburn, March 1, Athletic

Club, Milwaukee,; Wis.; 11-15, Coli-

seum, Tulsa, Okla.

Pinky Tomlin, Feb. 13, Muehle-
bach .hotel, Kansas City, two weeks;
April 12, Club Trocadero, Evansville,

Ind;, two weeks.

Fenton :

Bros.i Feb. 5, Chateau,
Bangor, Me.; 6, Ricker Gardens,
Portland; Me.; 7j Rockingham Coun-
try. Club, Newmarket, N. H.; ;8,

Oceariview Hallroom, Revere Beach,
Mass.; 9, Hofbrail, Lawrence,. Mass.

Al Donahue, Feb. 7-8, Totem Pole
Ballroom, Auburndale, Mass. /

:..;6zzie Nelson, Feb. 7, Raymor B.,

Boston, .
•• '; :

o;- .

V-'Cbque.tte.Si;-.;-.
:

'Feb.'- 7, Shawsheen
Crystal B,, Anddver, Mass;' ;'

Tpmmy Dorsey, March 4, Lowell
Auditorium,- Lowell, Mass.; March 5.;

Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale,
Mass.

.

'

:
'

';'
-

;

.

'

"
i.

:
. Gray Gordon, Feb. 14-15, Rkymor

.j

Ballroom, Boston,
:

J

. > t'-i. i
r-*».:

Bobby Bryne Sues Glenn . Miller on Contract Jump
of Dorothy Claire

British Best Sellers

'

. {Week. Ending, jah. ;4.) .

.
^11 Over Mac'*....,.-. ....... ..Gay.

All Things You Are . . . .Chappell

Bless 'E-n All. . . .Prowse

Sierra^ Sue..X\.i'.:;-;, . . . ...F-D-H

Ferry Boat.;;;. ...'..•'.-,'. .': .''.''..'. Sun-..

•

Bellringer . . . . . .Cavendish.

Another Day. ; . . Southern

Blueberry Hill . . . ... . . ;Victoria

Nobody's Baby. . . ; . . . . .F-D-H

Fall in Love.. ... World Wide

Objects to 20lh's Tiii

Pan' Film Treatment

/. New York, Jan. 29.
'

Editor,: Vahietv:

We used the musical number 'Hon-

:

eysuckle : Rose' in our picture, Tin
Pan Alley;' .: We obtained permission
from the

;
composers for :.the use of

the number in the . manner it was
used in the. picture and also paid ia

sizable fee to. the publisher for the
recording of the music in the pic-
ture.. The composers of 'Honey-
suckle Rose' are' Andy Razaf and
Thomas 'Fats' Waller.. Both com-
posers are colored. \

I' am enclosing a very interesting
letter we received from Mr. Razaf,
who objects to the portrayal of him-
self in the picture as a white man.
He doesn't seem to think it is : in
good taste. He asks the very inter-
esting question:

. . 'How do you think Irving Ber-
lin, Cole .Porter or any other

.
white writer would feel to see. a

.
colored man pictured as com-
posing one of their songs in a

. prison cell?'

I must confess I do not know the
answer. Perhaps Mr. Berlin or Mr.
Porter would tell you the answer.

You will note that. Mr. Razaf's let-

ter is only a complaint and no action
is threatened. A very interesting
question of law, . however, is raised
whether north of the Mason and
Dixon line a negro is libeled by be-
ing repressifted as a white man.
So that you may have all the facts

before you I am enclosing a copy
of the authorization received -from
Andy Razaf.

Edwin P. Kilroe,

Y Counsel, 20th Century-Fox Film.

Bazaf'i Letter
•' New York, Jan. 10.

To the Attorney of

20th Century-Fox Films
New. York, N. Y.

. I have just seen Tin Pan Aliey,'
in which 'Honeysuckle Rose' was
used, and as. co-writer of this song
I was indeed shocked at the way
it was spotted in the picture. The
script writer handled every other
song with extreme care and tact,

but suddenly threw caution and
good taste to the winds When he got
to 'Honeysuckle Rose.'

How do you think Irving Berlin,.

Cole Porter, or any other white
writer would feel to see a colored
man pictured as composing one of
their songs in a prison cell? Fur-
thermore, to display a copy Of 'Hon-
eysuckle Rose* with the names of
fictitious writers oh the 'title page
was adding, insult to injury.

It is quite true that Waller and I

received' what I could call an ap-
peasement check, but in spite Of . th is

gesture we would have been hap-
pier to have seen 'Honeysuckle Rose'
in a dignified setting and to have re-
ceived the proper, credits as did the:

othen writers in this :fllm. .

;

You will better understand my
feelings when you read the enclosed
clippings. Considering that ' a
Writer's prestige is like a trade-ihark
wh ich must ... be built 'up carefiilly.

and jealously guarded you will real T

ize the extent of injury Tin Pan
Alley' has done us. .

Your truly, '/

Andy Razaf.

.- Everett Hoagland's outfit, . with
Walter Kane as new novelty, vocal-
ist, bsqk at Cleveland Hotel's Bronze.
Room, supplanting Paul Pendarvis.

. Bobby Byrne's $25,000. $uit against
Glenn Miller, over vocalist Dorothy
Claire was . begun last week when
Miller and various parties concerned
in the case were served with papers.
Along with Miller copies of the com-
plaint were delivered tO Miss Claire;

her mother,, Liggett. & Myers, spori*:
:

sor of. Miller's. Chesterfield broad-v

casts and, Cy
:
-Shribman, iVIiller's fi-

nancial . backer. .
Miss Claire's

mother was served because, she, act-

'

ing for the singer, who is a minor,
signed a three-year, contract

.
with

Byrne, Shribmah was made a party
to the siiit because> he is supposed
to have gone to New Orleans and
talked Miss Claire into joining Mil-

:

•ler..' •••
- -

v
:
-

Suit is one of the first of its kind
based on;the raiding of bands. Prac-

"

tice of reaching- into another band
for a performer needed to bolster a
weak spot in an. outfit is indulged in

by almost , every, leader, some doing
it in a nice way by

.
buying, a con-

tract and other open means and
others ruthlessly offering more .sal-

ary as ah inducement, to make a.

switch. . Angle on this particular

case is that both bands are managed
by the same office, General Amuse-
ment Corp. ;.:':

Byrne is now using vocalist Kay
Little in place of Miss Claire; Miss
Little had been with Tony • Pastor,

another Shribman interest, and is

supposed to be contracted for a year
to Shribman himself. . It's figured

-

that Shribman will, release Miss Lit-

tle 'to - Byrne -if Byrne consents to

drop the suit against Miller.
.

SPIVAK UNIT TAGGED

FOR GLEN IS. CASINO

Charlie Spivak's new . band has
been singled out for the^coveted sum-
mer stretch at Glen Island Casino,

New Rochelle, New York. Qutflt Is

at the Casino now having been there
since late last fall, working th«
spot's first season of winter opera-
tion. Spivak will leave March;28 for
six or seven weeks of theatre work.
Including, a shot at the Strand the-
atre, N. Y., then go back about May
22, ' '"-

•
;

.

-
.

'

. Indications are that the Casino may
split its season this year, bringing
in two bands instead of one. When
Mike DeZutter, Casino official, was
asked how long Spivak would stay
his answer was 'a good' part of th«
summer.' - It inay be that Claude
Thornhill . will follow

,
Spivak. His

new band had been mentioned as a
possibility for the entire season.

Cot tes Brown Contract?

. Negotiations were on Tuesday to
transfer the contract of the Les
Brown band from Joe Glaser to Gen-
eral Amusement Corp. Deal has
been in the works for several weeks,,
but was hanging fire until Tom
Rockwell, GAC exec, returned from
California.

Brown at one -time recently -was
being booked by GAC on a contract,

which, according to. Glaser, stipu-
lated that GAC had to secure the
band an agreeable location date with
network wires to. make the pact
binding. It was for five years, .but

expired in 90 days when the agency
failed to come up with a.suitable lo-

cation. :

••; Powell to Tuckahoe
;

Teddy Poylreirs new band Will go

.

after an air., buildup via. three
months stay at Bprdewick's, Tucka*
hoe, New: York, with network wires.

:

Band opens : Feb.; 12. Spot was Onca
.

called Murray's and its' air time, is

generally credited ' with helping
Tommy Tucker's band get started.
Tucker was there a° long while mora
than a. year ago.

. Powell last week took his band out
of . General Amusement Corp. and
lined it up for bookings with Con-
solidated Radio .Artists.

Milwaukee ^Nostalgia
• Milwaukee, Feb. 4.,.

';

:.. No: i record for popularity on the
local .juke box . circuit is 'I Wish I

Was Back in Milwaukee,' written by
J V; De Cimber, a home, town com-
poser, arid waxed by .Freddie- FisCh*
er's Schnicklefritzefs.

.
-

:'

... De .Cimber has just organized the
Republic . -Music P'ublishihg .. Co. , to
market this and Other .. numbers of.

which he confesses authorship.
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Night Club Reviews

Ijnv Al PAl Kyf MIAMI ' voiced ElviraRios." a Souih. American
K.KJ I /^Li r/Vl-.iyi, ballad singer who fates in the. best

Miami, Feb. 1.

inger
company. She was held .

for.
:
five

numbers at this catching and;could

Milfoil" Berlei The Royal . Guards, have done more, but roost;-, remark-

Jeaii Trauers, Paul Haakon, Alcx jable was the. fact that hcri' .lo
;

w.:

Rotov, The JartsLcys, Palmcttes (24), 1 pitched voice held a well-fjlled room

Rose Blave loith Abe Lyman Orch' in silence. V; . ; \'\.
;

.
•

-

(17). Oscar de' la Rosa, Orch ; (8) ; $5 ;

; : JuiVrtita
.
Juarc7; .cU.tc. little. South

dinner 6r$4- minimum. .

A highiy regarded, .entry in the.

ear.ly-season ;qualityin/t trials for the

American singer. Who also fronts her
pianisl-liu'sband's rli'iimba band .in- its

dance sessions; and the .personable.

Fernando Alvarez, who m.c.'S and

town's number one nitery stakes,- Art ! sings, in Span islj. arc holdovers and

Chrlders' itoya I Palm, with . Milton . Viv'tuaUy playing stock at the Gppa-.

Berle up. now looms, as a 1 sure'- .win-.V cabana

ner over a field ottering the stiffest

tompetitioh- in. history of the 'local,

classic. It ' also marks- ;
Berle as .a

leading contender for the nation's

top nitei'y.. comic rating for, 1941.

Aside from this being the initial

local showing of his classy new.

model proboscis, Berle has added
advantage of being bracketed in

fist comrrany that not only, scores

impressively, but -serve's as ace foil

for his fache .ad-libbing. Not; only
docs ho wow the customers as a

single, but keeps the room in art up-
roar by crashing every a'dton the

bill, even to getting involved in the

whirlwind acrobatics of the Jahsleys.

His ultra-smart, quips are occasion-
ally too' fast for .those, slow ori: the.

uotake.- : Bv the time some of them,
sink in. Bsrle is into chapter .two;

arid has to backtrack to
.
pick 7 up the

stragglers. . He is undoubtedly one- .'of.

the fastest and most - indefatigable

entertainers on the boards today. . .

The Royal Guards are right: in the!,

same league, but their pitch has. a
romantic angle, A personable sextet
of stalwart, songsters, they stopped
the show.cold opening:-nite' (29) with
robust renditions of musical comedy
-and college, airs.. Value of their

vocal izirig is doubled by the swash-
buckling appearance they make In

guardsmen uniforms of blue and
white. hiD boots

:
and swirling capes.

Jean Travers is another who is

ri-'ht in . there pitching. She is an
exceedingly well poised coloratura
soprano, not without ' considerable,

s.a., whose weilntuned pipes permit
her to register effectively, both with
pops arid operetta excerpts. Her ex-
changes with Berle likewise ..stamp

her as . a talented cominedienne.
She's doubling from the.Roney-Plaza
Hotel.
In following Paul Draper into the

Royal Palm, Paul Haakon faces an
obvious hurdle in that there are
almost certain to be comparisons
made between Jiis technique and
that of his. predecessor Actually,
there is little basis for argument.
Draper crosses ballet with taps,

while Haakon is strictly, a product of
the ballet. This ' is one of the few
times he. has ventured into the nitery.

field. Evidently he has given this
transition considerable thought, : for
his routines, though still retaining

' the essential fundamentals of the
ballet. h*ve: been adapted to the
tastes of,the cafe mob. Looks like a
good bet for similar bookings:
Alex Rotov is also an expert

ternst. His stepping, ' however, is

strictly of modern vintage.
Spotting the Jarisleys in this lay-

out is another smart move, for quar-
tet provides the sawdust touch
needed to satisfy any with a peren-
nial circus complex, yet doesn't de-
tract from the class calibre of the
bill. Working without a springboard,
two of these ace acros perform spine?
tingling flips and stands on the wp-
raised feet of the bottom half:. It's a
spectacular turn arid: rates hefty ap-
plause, v

Roval Palmettes are one of the
few lines of lookers in town Who can
actually hoof. Slick routines would
indicate plenty of forethought and
rehearsal, and nifty costumes are an

. added attraction.
This marks Abe Lyrrian's third sea-

son here, and his versatile aggrega-
tion b?s never sounded better. A sock
combo of 17. it handles show with
snnn .arid authority, and dispenses
sizzling dansapation. Rose Blane has
plenty of oomph, and sells her vocals
with conviction. Lyman is a natural
fd- Berle's clowning.

Oscar. De jjri Rosa, makes with; the
m-^rcas : for the. congarhumba con
SCSI'S. .'-'' '''•'.'''

R°Vue was produced: by AT White,
Jr.. nrd an original score, as yet un
pir-;i.:">«4 is by Bob Musel and
Lionel Rand. -Harris.

Copycaba.na's flbprshow js" held to.

a rather brioi. running time, but ap-
parently- 'Just; enough of a : dose for.:

the customers. There's no stalling

and' rid. muinbo jumbo, but jjiist neat
entertainment' by gopd-iooking peO-
ole: .\And;'amorisr the.'-latter, of course,
is; .the; • extremely well-costumed.
(Myles White) line of six- gitls; :all

beauts.... doubling
.
from;. Broadway,

musicals who are as good,on the.hopf.
in Miss Fielding's routines- as they,
are iri appearance. >-. ; '.

:

. This layout looks like the best this

nitery has' had since its opening and
indications are it will stick six to
eight weeks, ficho,

best-looking conga line in the field.

The boys and girls are.screen types.

One Eileen Devlin Is quite a local

rave, and a couple from the octet

step out and' do a. very presentable

tango routine to break up: the se-

quence. Johnny Pineapple's Hawai-
lans (4) give out a neat change of

pace thus supplying the Beachcomber
with three sets of. bands, all iri. the

Latin or South Seas idiom, but high-;

ly commercial none the. less. How-
ever, there are Still some qualms

over the wisdom Of such band book-

ings, and only the weeks' successive

crosses will answer that.. Right now
it's working out better than expected.

". Abel. .

COPACABANA, N, Y,

Patricia Bowman (2):,. Elvirtf. Rids,
Juanita Juarez, Fernando . Alvarez;
Chorus- (6) ,-' Nat Brandwyhhe's Orch,
Tfank MattVs Rhumba B^and; $2 and
$3 minimi^ms. '•-.,

•

: ..
.

Now Monte Prober's No. 1 New
York nitery click (although the
Beachcomber on Broadway is still

plenty profitable) the Copacabana
preemcd a fine show.; in the east
side spot's classy tradition last week
(27). One of its features, Patricia
Bowman, is a departure for. a night
club anywhere, ballet dancing being
• rare dish for nocturnal: whoopee,
but to the credit of stager Marjorie
Fielding arid Miss Bowman's owri ex-
cellerit toe work, part of It with an
unbilled male partner, the longhair
routines hold, attention'. : ..
Show's top click ! th« llquid-

BEACHGOMBER
(MIAMI BEACH) '.-

Miami i Beach;.Feb.l.
Xauier -Cuoat prch (14),: Eduarda

Chavez and' Rhumba. .Band (9)

Jphrrny PhieappZe Band (4) , "Carlyle
Blackwell, Tropical Dancers * (8),
Linay Romay, Carmen Castilla, Mig-
uelito Vaidez; $2 minimum.

Monte Proser's . Beachcomber is ari

eyeri bigger success -iri Miami Beach
than on .

Broadway or any. of .jts
branch zombie ; joints. ' Gorisidering
the stiff :

competition from the . other
class joints, which invariably have
casino adjuncts, and that this is a
straight eatery, it's all . the more
amazing, especially . in this resort;

New lineup is unique iri cafe his-
tory for a number of reasons. For
one thing- it pits two congarhumba
bands against each other—Xavier
Cugat's bigger crew (14) and the
Eduardo Chavez combo. (9) which is

a holdover. This seemingly wacky
booking , is daring but not so screwy
an . idea; Since they're nerts about
Latin tempos' in these parts. Proser
is giving them double, feature there-
of and there are no squawks.
Actually it's a circumstance not

exactly of. his own choosing, Cugat
was pre-booked months ago, in fact

when he was at the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., last sumiper. It wasn't then
anticipated that the transplanted-
from-Broadway Beachcomber band,
Chavez, would click so

.
solidly iri

Miami, but since he did, his band
was also retained. In the : mean-
time Cugat didn't figure that his
Camel radio show would register and
that- he might be placed iri the posi-
tion? of wanting to buy Off his con-
tract here for $5,000, as he offered to
doctor the five Weeks, that they're in.:

As it was, Cugat paid off $1,000 for
some weeks in other southern keys
when the radio, commercial cropped
up. •

Also unique in this spot is Carlyle
Blackwell, the yesteryear - silent
screen star. A well preserved draw-
ing room type even today, Blackwell
is doing this chiefly as an avocation.
He is reported well fixed and fur-
thermore has been a liquor: house
representative for some time.- Here
he only makes the . preliminary
introductory and also officiates
modestly in the. Beachcomber's out-
door patio for the cocktail dansants.
Show is 100% Latin.: Miguelito

Vaidez (New Acts) is given fuller
Opportunities, here than when Cugat
first brought him in from* Cuba last

.-summer;. He's,one of the few. Cuban
radio-made stars.

: Carmen Castillo (Mrs, Cugat) who
records prolificacy with her hus
band-maestro on Columbia (and for-
merly Victor); has a soprano; solo op-
portunity, but held down by length
of the. show. -Her rendition, of 'Freri

esi' is still distinctive, despite
.
the

radio over-playing of the number.
; Cugat himself - is the dean of Latin

dansapators. Long ahead of the field,

he stuck to his guns, in ' face of
shifting, dance - styles, and, where for-
merly he Was countenanced as the
NO.;? rhumba band, the shifting te'rp

trends; elevated him into No. 1 posi-
tion. Qthers, less: hardy^ notably En-
ric ; Madriguera, 'who, too, was t

-pioneer '
' Latin-Amerieari dansa<

nation, were forced to shift,,to' boun
cier fhythiiis in order to get out.' of
the: then /relatively, minor league
standing; although today Madriguera
likewise . has sprurig back Into the
limelight.' >

,*

Liriay Rprriay . (New •
. Acts) , el-

though miridr-spotted with Cugat, as
part of his personnel, rates, special-
ized attention in Cafes as a modest-
priced but flashy femme interlude,,

Adel Mara, also a youngster of about
18, is a classic Spanish dancer, with
emphasis on the castanets. She has
been pari oj the Cugat ensemble for
some months. JHer Impression of
Donna (Medrano and) Is her. fea
tured number and OK. .

Tropical. Dancera (8) remain th*

dlo boycotts their music, this is the
only way the music men can retali-

ate. Invariably* .
also, this sort of

-

spiel gets surprisingly audible au-
dience response

.
from laymen who

are seemingly au courarit of the sit-

uation.
, Show lineup is • Judicious admix-
ture of nascent and established tal-

ent, somewhat belieirig the .'Stardust'

billing, but,- for general values, it is

decidedly there.
The Mulcays (2), personable hus-

band-wife harmonica combo, click

with Gershwin's 'Rhapsody,' 1 'Flight

of . the Bumble Bee' and ,.
Larry

Adler's arrangement of 'Smoke Gets
in Your Eyes/ .

•

t

The. Galli Sisters (3) are. juvenile
scat-sing trio who have done sopie
rtlrriusical .

; . harmonics, iricludirig

•Wishing' which they introduced on
the. screen. They handle 'Ferryboat
Serenade/ 'Hawaiian War Chant' and.

a 'Show BOat' rnedley equally as well.

The middle orie, seemingly only about
14 or 15, despite her makeup, is the
outstander with her Fanniebricesque:
personality, although there's nothing
dialectic in their lyricizing.

Norman Drake is a fast tapster,

his impression of a. Com/nunistic
harangue in tempo being a^eat cori-

ceit. Ruby Ririg ties herself ; into
knots with her. contortive specialty

which is n6ver offensive however.
She does an acro-darice strip, so to
speak, utilizing a staircase contrap-
tion for her amazing limber-limbing.
Miss Ring- in addition,, is attrac-

tive and fits nicely in any cafev for

closeup work, besides being an asset

for the rostrum.
Marie Austin, too, has been around,

lum . , .. She's a cross between the Ella Lp-

What Madriguera is giving beside ;
gan-Dixie Dunbar style of hotcha

TERRACE ROOM, DET.
" (HOTEL STATtER) :

'

- I'- i- V bdtrott, Jari. 24.;.

jBscnderp and Morales, Craxoford

and Caskey, Patricia Gilmore, Sdrita

OM Tito, Enric Madriguera Orch
(11) . - ' •;.:;

'- ''
/ /

. (Combining lighting effects, music
and performers into an entity, Enric

Madriguera has come up with the

second -of his ,'Midnight MoOds,' a

smooth flowing 'shoW idea which has

helped, him break records for the

Terrace. Room, one of the two hotel

niteries in downtown Detroit. Com-
pact room here- has long been a
center for the congarhumba Icrowd,

plentiful in the town, and Madriguera
was in no envied spot when he fol-

lowed Xavier. .Cugat who' set, off the

cra« here three years ago and has

since, been a veteran settler in the
:

room.-

mu'siO is distinctly class stuff, natur-

ally .woven around: Spanish themes

but With 'conventional American, acts

riot neglected. Madrigucra's 'Mood'

idea takes a - constant sweep from
jungle music, into Latin-American
tunes and then into American, pop-
ular niusic. ''''', '-

His current show starts With a

blacked-out- roorn, jungle rhythm
and spot" picks up TitO Rodriguez

from the band, who sings' 'Peanut:

Vendor/ Marie MOrales takes a solo

spot with a tango.. It serves nicely

in bringing on Anthony EscuderO,

son of the great Spanish darker,

who while working with .
another

traditional number, the 'faruca,..

flashes amazing heel taps and winds
up with the noted, trick of. his

father's, playing his. fingernails like

castanets. Madriguera fo!lows',with

a return to' his concert fiddle using

'Star Dust" for a starter and letting

the- crowd whims take him elsewhere
with their nominations in the plen-.

tiful encores. ,

Morales arid Escudero, who tearn

up as a cute, pint-sized pair, do a
'jOta, another native dancer on the
flirtatious side which allows in some
coriiedy • With the ..technical excel-
lence. • '•'' w -

Show starts slipping away from
the Spanish -emphasis when Patricia
Gilmore, whose personality and voice
are strong, takes over the lyric
chores with 'Give Me Time/ . 'I Got
to Keep on Shakln', with a deft cot-
net obligato from Jimmy Carroll;
The Last Time 1 Saw Paris' and 'I

Hear Music' The show rounds out
with Crawford and Caskey, working'
as easily and- humorously as usual,
having fun with American ballroom
styles, combining comedy with nifty
footwork and adagio and even using
magic props for a fourth number.
Ifs the kind of show that runs heav-
ily to encores.
On the night caught Sarita was

out with flu. She has a comedy
dance turn with Rodriguez. Pool.

MAYFAIR, MIAMI

Miami, Feb. 1.

Benny Davis 'Stardust on Parade'
with Marie Austin, The Mulcayt (2),
Galli Sisters (3), Ruby Riny, Norman
Drake, DeMayos (2), Jerry Bressler
Orch (&) with Wendy Bishop; ?1.50
minimum, no cover.

f
Jbe Moss, familiar Broadway nit-

ery .figure through, his " past affilia-

tions with the Hollywood,and Inter-
national

; Casino, is boriiface at this
somewhat out-of-the-way spot where
Benny Davis heads a crack: 'new
talerit' flOor show; However; Miami's
geographical spread is such that lo-
cation means nothing if you've the
show; the price is right; or there are
other attractions. Right now Miami
is pretty wide open, but the technical
raid;. Oh Slapsie Maxle's,' in face of
everything else\beirig..lpose; stalled
any . casino adjuncts With the May-
fair.

'

.
.•:;'. .• ...; ..';. V'

It's aVgag among the
.
show bunch

that this spot sees- 'a new. Benny
Davis—his doesn't sing 'Margie,' ' but
actually that .is • kidding on the
square. He's less Obtrusive in his in-
trodiictories, he builds his kids right,
gives them their full opportunities
solo, . without intrusion, and, above
all, paces a fast and clevet revue. He
himself isn't kidding that.the ASCAP
situation forded him back to 'saloon'
singing, and he does that by plugging
three good potentials in 'that's Mia-
mi,' which .is a local booster , ditty
that he hopes to tie up with the:

Chamber of Commerce; "That's How
1 Remember Her By/ in rhumba
rhythm, arid. 'Try. Love/
Inbidentally Davis' wheeze that

he's' stopped . using
.
Jeljo, smoking

Luckies, etc., is really part of . the
ASCAPites' general idea that if ra-

song sellirig, arid
:
essays a toughish

Patsy Kelly mannerism as she gives'

out with 'Ohio,' a Tetf Lewis 'Baby
Smiles at Me' impression; 'That's for

Me/ and 'Argentine Way* , (rhvthrn

parody Version). The DelMayos (2).

are fast whirling steppersv.&lso a nice

interlude. Jerry Bressler batons the
band arid a very photogenic gal.

W'endy BishoD,. vocalizes and does

the maracas routines with-: him. : .
.

<5iven break at the: casino,. Davis
ought to convert this spot into a win-
ner for Joe Moss. Abel.

Unit Reviews

SCREWBALLS OF 1941

(ORPHEUM, DES MOINES)

Des. Moines, Jan. 30.

Jack PoioeW, Four Franks, A!
Verdi, Ted "Lester, Wilbur Hall and
Renee, the Ambassadors, Don Rice,

Eve Ross Girls; 'Let's Make Musi&.
(RKO). .

.- '

;

- -

The footlights of the Orpheum are

on again after five arid a half years

with a variety show that proved so

popular in the -four, days booked it

was . held over for two days. The
show, which had Its opening here,

brought capacity weekend business

despite a 13-inch snowstorm, and as-

sures a policy of stage attractions

from time, to time at the Orpheum;
• Seen by

.
agents from Chicago,

Cleveland and New York during its

opening, the unit has been booked
for 12. weeks' consecutive playing
time in Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chi-
cago, Toledo, Columbus, Cincinnati,
Akron and Indianapolis. Tom Gor-
man, veteran of vaudeville with the
Albee circuit and now Chicago di-
vision manager for RKO . theatres,
came out to catch the show and
stayed, for eight shows.

,
Running 70 minutes, the show still

seems short; Outfit seemingly lives
up to its title by every word and ac-
tion. It's all clean fun except for a
little purplish comedy that Don Rice,
as emcee, injects unsuccessfully. Rice
works hard, pacing well from start
to finish. He's better as emcee than
on comedy,, his Roosevelt and" Will-
kle bit is a little dubious, ,

-

Jack. Powell headlines rightfully;
his : standard drumming routine is

still surefire.. Powell: handles the
drums in the stage band the whole
show, making up for his specialty
while In the orchestra. With only a
skeleton straight orchestra, the fea-
tured acts sit in to' give a big Orches-
tra effect to the staging. . Against an
attractive background of gigantic
balls and screws, production shows
unusual flash: and tempo for a fledg-
ling; ;.-.

;

^Sharing top honori: with" Powell
;ar# the Four Franks, who appeared
oh the 1940 state fair program. They
do some fast tapping, working with
trumpets and saxophones: for an in-
troduction, the act really gets going
When orie of the girls starts a screw-
ball dancie. ' From that moment the
acrobatic antics arid tapping are tops,
ending with a riotous version Of a
.'Gone , With the Wind' love scene
Which left not only the principals
but.the audience winded. All -nifty
entertainment,

Al Verdi, 250-pound comedy 'cellist

in boy scout uniform; Ted Lester,
with his half-dozen cape-concealed
musical instruments, and Wilbur Hall
with his" trick playing of numerous
instruments ana trick shoei' flll eon

• (Continued on page 52) '.

"

New Acts in Niteries

MIGUELITO VALDEZ
Afro-Cubans Singer
Beachcomber, Miami Beach . . .

' Ariybody knowing the corny radio
setup in Cuba can appreciate the
limitations lor any new talent as-
serting itself on the daiquiri kilo.-
cycles. That only one or two have
stepped put with any degree of im-
portance speaks for itself. One of
these is Miguelito Vaidez arid that
was chiefly via his Cuba-waxed re-
cordings (he's rnade some 400 plat-
ters). '.;,.-

Xavier Cugat brought him into the
U. S. last spring for the . Waldorf-

'

Astoria (N. Y.)' and he's still tech-
nically only a featured singer:- with
the CUgat orchestra; But, given solo
opportunities, as here, Vaidez' more
than; adequately holds his own. His
handling of the conga drum in Afro-.
Cubaria stuff like 'Barbaru' and
'Blen Blen Blen' makes Desi Arnaz
a road company; although the. latter

'

has the better personality for Angli-
can values, of course. Vaidez also
features 'Zombie/ a specially writteri

. tune which ties in the Monte Proser
niteries-- of ; which this is one; with,
this id.iorn Of Latin riuisic

, Even in Cuba; Vaidez was given
but meagre opportunities when With
the La Playa band at the Casino
Nacional, but the local radio pickups
got , him the recording dates. He
should do some in America as Weil.

• Abel.

LINAY ROMAY
Songs /•

Beachcomber, Miami Beach'
.
Actually part of Xavier Cugat's

bandshow, Linay Rorriay, a brunet
looker, with a great chassis; and a
riifty maracas' routine, could step, out
on her own as a specialist iri any.
cafe. She does so here, bUt then re-
tires: to the band ranks to wield the
claves and manipulate the maracas.
' ..For her specialty she does 'Rhum-
boogie' in "English and heralds Car-
men Mirandas forthcoming 'Chica
Chica Boom' Xfrom £0th's, 'They Met
in Rio') for. her second featured
number.
.Coupling a deft song, style with

her arresting front, Liriay Romay is.

a cinch for spot cafe bookings away
from Cugat any time. With him
she's : an undeniable, asset to the
band. Abel.

New Act in Theatre

POWERS MODELS (4)
Songs
14 Mlris.
Fay's Theatre, Providence, R. I.

An. NBC-JOhn Powers tieup

brought> three of Powers . singing

models, Rojsalind Madison, Carolyn

Cromwell and Katherlne Miller, arid

accompanist Jay Levlson into town
for seasoning prior to scheduled New
York appearances. Gals, are well

chosen for feminine pulchritude, pre-

senting class plus and voices to back

it up.

Their specialty is low key throaty

singing- which fit in well with num-
bers spotted at show caught. .

Slight

difficulty beset two of the girls at

the' opening show because of obvious
colds. Rosalind Madison m.c/s.

Girls harmonize nicely for 'Mary
Goes Round on Her Merry-Go-
Round' and a new number, 'Panama-
lita/ by Jay Levison. Katherine
Miller's low voice gives a nice lift

to 'I Give You My WOrd/ and Caro-
lyn Cromwell's rendition of 'Yes, My
Darling Daughter' is in the groove.

Malo.

LOOKOUT HOUSE, CINCY,

'UNFAIR', AGVA CLAIMS

Cincirinati, Feb. 4.

Lookout House nitery has been

declared unfair by the American
Guild of Variety Artists. All mem-,
bers of AGVA have been notified

that the night spot has been put on

the; unfair, list and have been told to

handle themselves accordingly.
.'. AGVA has been unabl e. to

straighten out a couple Of situations

regarding the Lookout
:
house, apd

What are deemed unfair, tactics

towards AGVA members.
'"

Chet Hale to Havana

.
Havana, Feb. 4.

'

• Chester. iHale flies .
tomorrow

(Wednesday) to line up a new show
for the Gran Casino Nacional, where
his Hale girls arid an American flbpr-

show have been holdirig forth. New
act alignment may. see some changes.

Meantime Karen Cooper, songstress,

has left the show.
'

At the Hotel Nacional the manage-
ment has renewed Gonzalo. and

Christine for the entire season,

through the month, of March. -
.
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Fort Wx(R JJ Culling Entertainers

Out of

f

'ftaft^. Via 'Espionage

rstemio

By HERB GOLDEN
Fort Dix, N. J., Feb. 4. .

. Despite the War Department's ap-

. parent lack of interest in providing
entertainment at the moment* a
home-grown, two-hour vaude show
here, is bringing diversion every
evening -to as : many /boys as can
crowd . into a. 450-seat. auditorium.

And much' of It is by professional

talent—or ait \east professional tal-

ent before it was conscripted.

Informal staff to handle the night-

ly shows has been set iip and has
developed . a virtually foolproof

dragnet for locating recruits with

.even a
;

< taint ^of theatrical back-,'

ground or ability. .-More- than 500

soldiers -to-be arrive here every day
and each group is given, a carer

fully-planned and triple-checked

culiing to sniff out entertainment

possibilities.

System is so efficient that the po-
tentials, are all auditioned within

1

one day ' of their arrival in . camp'

arid ,
appear oh the stage that same

night, if they meet the specifications

of ; 'producer' Bob Shackleton. '
-

';A
recruit of only three-arid-one-half

Weeks' standing himself, Shackleton

Is a . vocalizing, veteran of such
Broadway musicals as 'Keep Off the

Crass' and 'Very Warm for Slay/

In addition to . auditioning.' the
prospects and producing the shows,

Bob is m.cj arid principal warbler...

Minus a job- arid with his draft num-
ber periously close, he volunteered

a riionth ago in the hope of getting

just the break he received. He his
an informal permarierit assignment
—minus drill and much of the usual
routiner^handllrig. • the entertain *

.

ment
; "This is the longest contract I've

ever had—a whole year,* the ex-
Broadwayite declared.

Shackleton works under Capt.

John B. Parker and Sgt. Dave Con-
way, both of whom are in the
Army's recreation division,, but in

the. athletic end. Inasmuch as. they
discovered quickly after their ar-

rival last, fall that there would be
no football, baseball, boxing or other
teams yet to coach, they drifted into

show business arid love it.

Variety % Tlpoff

Capt. Parker, who had never been
closer to Broadway than the Yankee
stadium, is now an avid Variety
reader. Fact is, that's his first check
on who from show business is being
sent his way. Wheri^ he reads in

Variety, that an actor or bandsman
has been drafted or volunteered, he
has one of his aides, virtually at "the
train to meet the guy, he's so anx-
ious to get pro talent.

That's only the beginnings how-
ever, of his dragnet. First step for
every lad after alighting at the sta-

tion Is to give his name and former
occupaton to teletype, operator
Frank -Kline. Quite an amateur,
magi himself, Kline Is called by
Capt. Parker his 'talent jcout.' Name
of everyone who has any show busi-

ness background is immediately for-

warded to the Captain's office..

Second step for all recruits is be-
ing interviewed by Arriiy officers,

.who give them .a 'complete going-
over as to vocation, avocation and
special abiiities-^evefything frorii

biologist to saxaphone player Is

• listed. Interviewers slip Parker a
special list every \day of all new
soldiers who show' possibilities as
entertainers,:

,
And then the classi-

fication officer at the camp tips off

Parker the '.following day if anyone
with talent could have conceivably
slipped through the carefully-spread
web.

*

:"
\ Quick Report

.
^Morning following

.
the conscrip-

tees' arrival, Shackleton has a com-
plete list of his possibilities. He has

.
them ordered to the ' reception area
auditorium in the afternoon and be-
gins auditions. Those he likes; are
in the ,' show put on for the other
newcomers that evening.

Ones who. meeV with special apr
.
proval. of the audiences are noted by
Shackleton and Capt. Parker for fu-
ture reference. Parker has. a tacit

understanding, with , the assignment
• officer that these 'boys be kind of

.

'forgotten' about so. they, can stay in
the receptibri area and aid with the
shows, or else be perinanently as-
signed to the company which handles
new recruits in. the area.
Roundabout iriethod is required be-

cause, the War Departriient has made
no provision for men to be assigned
to the entertainment division, al-
though limited officer personnel has
been sent up. Parker's boss in the
Army heierarchy is Major Joseph C,
Donoghue, post recreation and -en-
tertainment .officer,- who In turn is
under Lieut.-Col. Frank E. Bridgetts,
corps area morale officers; . They,
have

: made - repeated "

r<equests. to
Washington to be. allowed to assign
themselves permanent aides and are
hoping for success. Fort Dix, inci-
dentally,; ;-is urider'stopd to -'.'be'" most,
advanced of any- camp receiving. re*
cruitt ih.'.$rbvidir^'.eht.ertainWeAt;. ;:,''

: ."' Captl - Parker's - Show' 'Big;; Staff

..Capt. Parker—who also serves as
assistant personnel adjutant here^-
has In his quiet way lined up quite
a little staff. Among its members are
Sam Cooke, Negro pianist,, who was'
formerly chauffeur '-and houseman
for' Guy Lombardo; %id Tamber, a
BOrscht belt comic (the. Flagler, in
the Catskills); MicJael Angelo (he's
Agnello in the Army) ; who formerly
sang at Jimmy Kelly's nitery. in
Greenwich Village and at a flock of
other clubs and. radio /stations; Joe
Scandur, who;, was vocalist in the
Broadway musicals, . 'Higher . and
Higher' and 'The Boys frOni. Syra-
cuse'; Sid' Ordpwer, who raft his own
repertory . company, " the '.'. Empire.
Players, In Syracuse; Cliff Goodman,
pianist and organist forriierly with
Jerry Livingstone's orch, and Jason
Stewart; Negro- tap terper. '".'•'.

Recent discovery among the con-
scriptees, but a bit tqo toney to merit
holding perriianentlyi i.n the reception
area, was Paul Rotella; concert pian-
ist, who performed last year iri'Towri
Hall, N. Y.

.
Shows are limited to the induction

center of the camp at present, as its

auditorium, is the only one complet-
ed. However, 13 more just like .it

are being built .and are expected to
be ready within a couple months.
No provision has been made, hew-
ever, for entertainment to fill them.

Also building are two 1,000-seat

theatres for the main portion, of the
camp and another 350-seater for the
reception area.. .All will be ..used for
films— the only .• really advanced
phase . of the Army's ' morale pro-
gram—except when some special en-
tertainment, such as the Lucky Strike
show a couple weeks

.
ago, comes

along. Pick of the grade A picture
crop, plus a few westerns, are how.
shown every night in an old World
War leftover known as the St. George
Club, which will be torn dow.n as

soon as the new buildings are com-
pleted. Pictures are also shown
nightly in a giant—but cold—tent
Seating 1,000.

Dqrpite the absence of facilities,

several units in . the camp outside the

reception area'' have managed to

string shows together. Best Was that

of the Bakers' and .
Cooks' school,

where some 150 lads took time off

from learnnig how to prepare the

Army's chow long enough ta .exhibit

talent at terpirig, vocalizing and gen-
eral tomfoolery on an improvised
stage. .'.

•

'

ANTI-AGVA MEETING

Agents and Actors Unite In Attack-
ing Hoyt Haddock .'and Org.;,

Chi Actors Fete AGVA

Exec Sec Jack Irving

Chicago, Feb. 4.

Unusual was the spontaneous
party the performers of Chicago
tossed last week for Jack Irving, lo-

cal rep for the American Guild of

Variety .Artists; on his fifth wedding
anniversary..V "Spine; 500 performers

crowded into -the party rooms at the

Sh'ermari , hbtel ; on Saturday (1 ) for

the informal- shindig.

It .was a tribute from these per-

formers to Irving for the mariner; in

which hie has revitalized AGVA here.

Not only were performers in for the

party, but
.

agents, managers and
nitery owners showed up to add

their personal congratulations.
'•

Chi Frolic* Reopening
Chicago, Feb.. 4. .

Dennis Cooney is readying to. re-

open his loop Royale Frolics
,
nitery

shortly. '-

"

; Cooney has cleared up his Gov-

ernment, obligation with a payment
]

of $55,000.

A Joint meeting of actors and
agents was held at. Union Church,
New York, Thursday evening (30)
as a protest against the American
Guild of Variety Artists,

.
Principal

..speakers, were two. deposed local

executive, secretaries of AGVA,
Phil Irving. (N. Y.). and Tom Kelly
(Philly ), arid Hymie Goldstein;: pres-
ident of the 'Associated Agents of
America; a- group that has riot beeh :

franchised - by AGVA .and. which
sponsored the meeting. Around 100
attended; .

-''
•'• T .' •':,'•'

Kelly bitterly; attacked AGVA arid

especially-. Hoyt Haddock, / national
executive secretary.. W reiterated
his- charge "that Haddock is a . Com-
riiuriist, among other things," arid then
said that a. standing committee com-
posed of ; an actor, an agent; a night,
club, operator , and a vaude theatre
op could settle al), problems cbniing
up between actors arid managers.

Irving,, s'urpisiiagly,: made, a pro-
AGVA speech; buf said that the; ac-
tors should participate more iri the
union's activities, , which is old
arguriient •':. Goldstein,' oii : the other
hand, also attacked AGVA for fail-

ure to cooperate with the agents. .

According -. to the circulars' sent
Out by

' Goldstein's AAA, the initials

of which; apparently,; also stand, for"
the Actors and Agents of America,
the iriass' meeting was. called for the
purpose

: of discussing ways;- arid

,

means of creating more. Jobs for. a'c-
tors. That, was the least important
part of the discussion.

Chicago, Feb; 4.

After sev.eral weeks of . negotiations
between the local office of the Airier-,

lean Guild of Variety. Artists arid
Balaban & Katz, it appears that an
agrfement is ready for . signaturing.
Tentative agreement was initialed
last week ,with only , two minor , de-
tails to be worked, There appears to
be no doubt that these two items [will
be ironed, out shortly and a full fconr

tract put into effect. '-., - v V -

This Is the first big. deal put over
by the revitalized AGVA office, with
the new broom in the hands, of Jack
Irving, new exec secretary.

t

'

IrVing was contacted last week by
Charles Hbgan, booker for the War-
ner theatres iri this territory, and
was informed to have a contract
ready for a Warner o.o. within a few
'days.-

After two years of bickering be-
tween AGVA arid Merriel Abbott of
the Palmer House, a- final agreement
was inked last week for the Empire
Room. Empire Room is signatured
to a 100% AGVA contract, with none
of the acts appearing in that Palmer
House nitery perriiltted to double to
other rooms or permitted to give free
shows.
AGVA. here Is also readying to

close contracts with Colosimo's arid

Harry's New Yorker.

SUES-XHANDRA-KALY
~'"J

FOR C0MHISH

. Miami, Feb. 4.

Charges that he has never re-
ceived a promised 25% of the re-
ported $22,527 earned by the Ch.an-
dra-Kaly dancers, in a series of en-
gagements, including two recent ap-
pearances iri Miami, were outlined
in a damage suit filed: iri .For

t

Lauderdale by Albert Bouche, op-
erator of Villa Venice. . 1

.

Bouche claiiris that the. act re-

ceived $1,350 for two -weeks at Ben
Marden's Colonial Inn, just across
the Broward county line, and $3,160'

for 13 weeks at his theatre . restau-.

rant in. New Jersey, arid that he
should have received 25% commis-
sion called for ' a contract in
which he- posted; an immigration
bond and acted as their manager.
The troupe came here frorii Paris
in September, 1939.

v Chandra-Kaly's givCh. ' name is

listed in
1

the. bill as ..'"Paul. Marie
Sergfe Guercy, and two femme part-

ners as. Madeleine Jeanne Po.rteriier

and Odette Marguerite 'Chevalier.

' Fred. Hillebrand Has planted, .four

numbers with. BMI;. 'Window Wish-.,

ing on Fjfth Ave.,* 'My PrayerslWere
Answered,' 'Broken Hearted' arid

'We Go Together.' He wrote the

words and music for alL •

Biz Machines Head, Puts Up $70,000

Vander Hnrt, Wants 50G

Los Angeles, Feb.. 4.

. Eddie Medley (and Dupree), filed

suit for $50,000 against the Yost thea-
tre, Santa Apa, CaL, claiming he was
struclr by ; a counterweight backstage
arid deprived of a[ seasori's: work.

.

Defendants are .'Louis and: Anfa
Kaplan,' owners of the theatre, and
Louis i^lein, manager, .

Henry Jaffe has resigned . a*, coun-
sel for the American Guild of Vari-.-

ety. Artists, on the . basis that the.

huge amount of. AGVA routine blat-

ters Interferes with his other law
practice. Jaffe Is counsel for . the

American Federation of Radio Art-

ists and the American Guild of Mu-
sical- Artists,' like AGVA affiliated

with the Associated Actors and Art-
istes of America. '.

. In his resignation to -the new ex-
ecutive committee, of AGVA, Jaffe

stated that he would act as counsel

for the variety actors' union In any
-Important matters ;that come up in

the future, but wanted to be relieved

of the routine riiatters, This was
accepted.' Mildred Roth, who was
formerly a cierk

r
ln the office of Paul

Turner,. Equity's counsel, continues

as AGVA's office, lawyer and will

handle, the routine work. In the
future she'll refer to Turner, who is

on the executive committee of

AGVA, instead of Jaffe.

In the past week, the executive
committee is said to. have cleaned
up all the matters that had accumu-
lated the, past few', months, it's now
expected that the body, composed of

AGVA . and. Four A'i reps, will act
on a reorganization of AGVA,

. AGVA last week also won its first

victory for an actor Iri an arbitra-

tion by the Joint Standing Commit-
tee composed of Artists Representa-
tives Assn. reps and AGVA ap-
pointees. Joe Roth, a performer,
won a verdict over Lew Weiss, ABA
agent, in his complaint that he had
been summarily cancelled after play-

ing two. days of a two-week book-
ing at the Chez Maurice, Montreal.
Weiss, who booked Roth, was or-

dered to pay Roth the balance of
two weeks' salary, less commissions.

Mpls. Bbe-Nose Draws

1-Yr. Prison Sentence

Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

Instead of receiving probation, as
anticipated, the . Rev. H. J. Soltau,
vice crusading pastor and head of the
Law Enforcement League, responsi-
ble for the clamping down of ah air-

tight lid' here, and in other Minne-
sota communities, was sentenced to-

one year in Stillwater prison for per-
jury in connection with his activities.

He was granted a 40:day stay to per-
mit a motion for a -new trial.

Prosecutor W. G. Compton, who
previously had., said he. would rec-
ommend leniency, made no recom-
mendation to the courti Instead, he
read a statement into the record re-
garding 'misstatements of facts and
slanderous references to the court
by two persons in this community.'
The two persons referred to were
Other ministers who have .blasted
away at the authorities, the court
arid 'organized vice' here from their
pulpits arid in the newspapers. .'

.Seyeral of the Jley. Soltau's In-
vestigators have been involved in
extortion charges arid more indict-
ments are pending against the, Rev.
Soltau himself. '

.

1

Satchihouth to Oriental
Chicago, Feb. 4.

V Louis Armstrong's orch has been
set as the hcadliher at the Oriental
for week of Feb. 14.

: Joe Glaser was in town last week
to set the deal,

.
Plans for the entertainment of men,

iri training for the arriiy. are steadily
progressing,

, persons ! mostly,> con-
cerned with* the movement . being
civilians. As it is anticipated there
will be; 140 cariips, iyith

; an averagar
of .30,000. men under arms in each, ,

entertainment will become an im-
portant factor. .Indicated now that
4he type of diversion, wiil be varied,

at many points.

Mbst. active; is a committee led by
Thomas Watson, head of - Interna-
tional Business Machines. He is. said
to. have , already advanced $70,0,00,

some of .which is being used in build-
ing a recreation hajl aind .theatre, in '.

a Southerri; camp. It is expected that
Watson, will . be,, reimbursed by . the
Government.. Mrs/ Junius Morgan la
leader Of a sub-committee which has
to do with the shows to be presented.
. Understood that while no : money
has been ear-marked by Washington
for trainee entertainment, such , ac-
tivity, will coirie under the morale
departirienf. Latter will operate with,
those in charge of routing shows to-

the various camps. • Known that a
number of professionals are applying
for berths as morale officers. Such
.assignments call for the rank and
pay of an army captain.. .

.
.

• Appointments of directors to camps
are also

.
being madei

. Such directors
will not be coriflried to staging shows
in which trainees appear, but if pos- .

sible. are to have charge of other
diversions for the" men.- Based on
opinions of Camp shows presented
during the first world' war; certain
types of bills will be avoided.
Vaudeville shows are favored. ..

While directors will handle shows
with trainees in the camps, there is" a
difference of opinion about profes-
sional shows which, are; to be booked
in. Committee people are discussing:

whether It is better for such shows
to play on the camp, grounds; or in
nearby , Villages. Those- favoring the

.

latter idea figure that a goodly , per-
centage of the men will . prefer to
leave the grounds and, if shows are
offered, in the towns, such trainees
would be diverted from, taverns arid,

dance halls for at least part of the
time.

'

Robert E, Sherwood was appointed
to handle the. drama division, and
despite his many activities, including
the work on the Committee to De-
fend America, went to Camp Dix,
NJ., for a conference with officers

in charge. He was taken ill end re-
turned home with influenza. ':

THEATRE OPS' CO-OP

VAUDE BOOKING ASS'N

New cooperative vaude booking
venture by a number of independent
theatre owners was chartered In A^
bany last week. . It's to be at nont
profit membership organization and
will be known as the National The-
atre Owners Assn., Ine.

Activities in booking, acts will not
be limited to New York, but extend
•11 over the country, Walter. M. Sol*
omon, attorney for the group, de*
clared Monday (3). He said the or*,

ganizatibn will also handle publicity,

:
Solomon refused, to name the

principals for a week or so' or give

any further Info on NTOA's aims.

Carfisle Leayes Bowery,

Del, After 31 Years

.
Detroit, Feb. 4.

After hanging , iip something of

an endurance record as an m.c. at

the Bowery , here, huge Hamtramck
nitery which goes the yeaft around,
Charlie Carlisle, pulled out on Feb.

2. He had worked in .the $pot for

three -arid a half years.

He' opens at Harry's New York
Bar, Chicago, Thursday (6).

Eve Turner With Merriel Abbott
Chicago, Feb. 4.

: Eve Turner has become associated
with Merriel Abbott, talent booker
and producer for the Empire Room,
Palmer House.
Miss Turner will be club hooker

out of the Merriel Abbott office and
Wi'll have exclusive right to handle
the Abbott Line for club appear-
ances.
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By William Kerry Halligan
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•

' Hollywood, Feb:4;

I have Just spent $3.50 and the best part of two lonely nifihts wadintJ

through a tome labeled: 'American. VaUdeyille-T-lts Life and Tiniest. It is

well padded with -stock stories of Lillian Russell; Sarah; Bernhardt and

Will Hodge. Mr. Douglas Gilbert, must have used up a lot of energy, dig-,

ghig up data oh the hey-dey of the two-a-day. . If he didn't get down to.

the heart of variety it's because he .^idh't know/ anything- abq^t it,

not here today to show some of the screen and radio comics what a real

comedian looks Jjk.e^. ,,ME
Then there was Tom Nawn in 'Pat and the Genie,' Foy and Clark In 'The.

Spring of Life,' WiUard Simms in .'The Paper Hanger/ Clark and. Hamil-

ton,- Louis Simons in. 'The
:
New Coachman,' Ed Hayes in 'The Piano Mov-

ers,' Roger Irimbft (Imhoff f Conn and Cqrjnne), Bert Baker; Lewis Mc-
Cord and Co. in the first bare stage act T ever saw; Willard and Murphy
in a. 'School of. Acting,* Claude, and Fanny Usher, Sidney Dean in ,'Xmas

on Blackwells island'. Stay after school, Mr. Gilbert.:
,

What about .the; Great Pauline, Botany's Lunatic Bakers, Will H. Fox
in the first- comedy piano act, 'The Pianophiends' (Miss Hildegarde came
out of that one), Mike Bernard,. Billy Taylor, and Melville1 Ellis and Charley
Olcott. .He played the piano also.

.
Can you write a book of vaudeville . and leave out the. greatest coin

I manipulator who ever lived—Mr. Nelson T. Downs—or the wizardry , of

« ..v->v ......j - - - . Nate Leipzig, or the never-to-be-forgotten Ching Ling Foo troupe?
However, you don't have .to know; a subiecV Qpera Stars

ing Mr. Gilbert? ) I remember a book- called. The Great- Mouthpiece'. It

was an episodic biography of Bill Fallon,, the. New York .criminal lawyer.

Gene Fowler Was- the author,. Fowler baU/neverVniet Fallon,. ..As a matter-,

of fact Fallon was dead when the: book; vyas written .
(but Gene dug up a:

lot of gags and the book was a big" success).; Very, few people know about

'Trumpet In the Dust' and 'Shoe the Wild Mare,' two great books by the

same author, ; FoWler .crashed Hollywood, on the strength of The Great

Mouthpiece'. "
- ' / '.

.

..'•'-''' : .

'.
. , .

-

What I mean to .say is that you do not have to know a subject in order

to write a. book about it. One of the greatest war stories ever written.

The Red Badge of Goufage/; Was the work of Stephen Crane, who never

saw a battle iji his life.

I wish I had had the chance to talk to Mr. Gilbert before he wrote the

vaudeville book because I feel, that he has overlooked a lot of great per-'

formers who deserve a place. in the two-a-day tablet ;oi achievement. Just

for the record I want to mention a few whom Mr. Gilbert overlooked.

Let's start off with the one-act plays. They ..were better known as

sketches. One of the. best I ever saw was 'Massa Covington/ by George

Ade, played by the great minstrel, George Thatcher. Another one played

by William Farnum bailed 'The Mallet's . Masterpiece/ by Edward Peple

(author of 'The' Squaw Mart'). - The old: timers will all remember Bertha

Kalich in 'The :
Light of St. Agnes' and Ethel

.
Barrymore in The Five

Pound Look/ a classic, by Sir James Barrie. Rernember Edmund Hawley.iri

The Bandit/ Julius Steger in' the 'Fifth Commandment/ Arnold Daly ..in

8. Jay Kaufman's. 'Kisses/ and a great one-acter with William H. Thomp
son and Tom Ince? Then there was The Valiant/ with Bert Lytell, and

Belasco's 'Drums of Oiide'. To write of vaudeville and omit these great

dramatic moments ia rank heresy.
;

In my day the team of Smith and Campbell were considered the great

est two-man talking act in vaudeville. They, are not in the book, nor are

the McNaughtons, Clark and Verdi, Matthews and Ashley, Hoey and Lee,

Haynes and Vidoq, Cameron and- .Flanigan,. Ford West and Foster Ball,

Aveling and Lloyd, or Rockwell and Fox—all sock two-men acts. .

Greatest Singing Single

Why overlook the greatest singing single I ever . 6awT Who? Why Mrs.

Marvin Gurable herself, better known as Clarice Vance. And why not

mention Edna Aug, Lillian Shaw, Elizabeth Murray, Emma Carus,
^

Joseph :

lne Sable, Helena Mora, Irhogene Comer, Clarice Ma'yne, • Stella Mayhew,
Bessie Wynri and a gal. named Effie Fay, The Belle of Avenue. A'. These

ladies all deserve a spot in the vaudeville Hall, of Fame. And what about

Grace' LaRue? .:

I recall a great male impersonator, Miss Johnstone Bennett, In a little

offering called 'Quiet Evening: at Home'. She was merely a sensation.

And a female impersonator named Harry LeCross, who used to sing about

Those Amateurs Making Him Sick'. .

Mr. Gilbert doesn't go back to the days, of Hall's Casino in Chicago where

I saw Banks Winters and Billy Van, two of the best exponents of burnt

cork I!. 'ever '-saw!' Neither does he .seem to remember another Chicago

music hall called W..S. Cleveland's. .
It was there I saw for the first time

Mable Kite and Walter Jones, and Carter DeHaven and Flora Parker.

Cleveland opened.the place as-'a- stock company later and had. Jack Barry-

more for a leading man. I hate to blame Mr. Gilbert for forgetting, the

Nichols sisters, the Elinore sisters/-. Cameron sisters, Irwin sisters and

Dolly sisters with Harry Richman at the piano, and that's not so long ago

at that.

The Great Single Men
What about the old-time single men. Pardon me while I get my beard

out of the portable. " Did you ever hear of Frank Fogarty, James Richmond
Glenroy (the Man With, the Green Gloves), George Beban, Walter Brower,

m
Harry Breen, Bert Levy, Albert Whalen, Tascott, George Austin Moore,

" Willie Weston, Bobby North, Henry Lewis, Lew Hawkins, Harry Thomp-
son (the Mayor of the Bowery), Clifton Crawford, Jimmy Hussey, Jack
Rose, Britt Wood and Al Herman—all smash next to closing acts indeed.

What about the married couples ignored in the book: Mr. and Mrs. Per-
kins. Fischer, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Crane, Mr. and Mrs. Genie Hughes,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry. Standard two-a-dayers, all of them.
Can we ever forget our dancers?

.
Ryan and. Lee, Boyle and Brazil,

Miller and Mack, Doyle and Dixon, the Four Fords, and Ida May Chad-
wick. And what about Dick Lynch, Barney Fagan, McKay and Cantwell,
and Milt Wood? Yeah, what about them? They were tops.

Top Comedy Acts
We had a lot of great comedy acts in the old days. Too bad they are

What about the. opera stars, first found on ..a variety, stage? iOrville

Harold, borbthy. -'.jargon;.. ..ihe\Ponseiie'°' sisters?. . Yes,, and Martin Beck
turned /down, a gal named GaUi.Curci, who; tried out for him one cold

moihirfg on the Palace stage.

Then the mind-reading acts, Harry Kahanne, Mercedes, the Sharrocks,
and the lightning calculator Fujiyama, Do you recall the great protean
actor Henri DuVries, and the quick change artist Hymack, and of all

people. Owen McGiveney? Last, but not least, Cole and Johnson,- Ernest
Hogan ('On Emancipation Day'), Jones, Grant and Jones, and Alda Over-
ton Walker. Dodson .wasn't bad, and- the Kemps were a smash. Let's hot
forget the Dillon brothers, the Mueller brothers, McCue and CahiU, and
Joe Maxwell with the illustrated songs.

Acrobats and Balancers • •

"

. Then the acrobats and balancers: Caron and Herbert, the Wartenberg
brothers/the Flying Martins, Willie .Panzer, Welch Mealey and Montrose,
the Bellclaire brothers, Mosher, Hayes and Mosher on the bikes, the

Mowatts and their hoops.

. . There is just one line, in the book about the Friars; the greatest rendez-
vous for cutting up touches vaudeville eyer knew, and Shanley and Furnes,
the 50-50 combination on the' Coast. They 'should be in'. . And of all names
forgotten, Joe Woods should be the first to be remembered. \He made, the
small time around New' York until Keith and Beck took, it away and dele-

gated Dan Hennessy to .watch over the finishing school for the greatest

talent ever to appear in any man's theatre.

I have probably forgotten a lot of great acts/ but I am writing from
memory and memory is a tricky thing at best. If I go much further I will

be writing a book and . that's something I will never d<L Everybody is

|

writing a- book.- ,-
'

;

Benefit for British
;C6ntlnued from page 2;

Reviews
^Continued from page 50;

SCREWBALLS OF 1941

tribute 'screws/ The show may be
overboard on trick musical stuff, but
it makes up for that on the comedy.

Actually, there isn't any good mu-
sic and there's no singing... However,
the line of 10

.
Eve Ross girls, leaves

nothing td be desired in the way of
looks, youth, costumes and routines.
The gals.'do a neat job and could
even be spotted rnore. freqehtly in
the big show to good advantage, The.
finale with .the .entire' company of .

30 is. effective and .leaves, the cuji
tomer feeling, he's witnessed a pro-

-

ductiori. . Afoorhead.

STUDIO SCANDALS
; (BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE)

Charlotte, N. C;,Jan> Ui;
Edison and Louise, Three Yoiimdn

.

Bros;, Evelyn Willard and Babi '.

Flannery, Six DeCardos; Three Lim-~
berettes, Radio Jesters; Bob. Moor*
Band (5) , Mitzi Bruggen's

.
Lucky.

Girls (8); 'Mexican Spitfire Out
Wesf (RKO).

The THEATRE of the STARS

ner, Edna Best. ; nd other English

performers ..
were . promient partici-

-pants. Coward, who virtually di-

rected the, whole show, made a stir-

ring address in which he said that

appearance of the English actors was
small repayment for what America
had done for Britain, in the past, es-

pecially the kind treatment of Brit-

ish performers in the U. S.

There will he a. drive fo - member-
ship in the .Theatre Wing; which in

the past year had been centering its

efforts on making clothes and gar-

ments for civilian sufferers over

there. . Relief efforts will be much
more extended. . During the first

World War the Stage Women War
Relief raised $7,000,000 in . aid of Al-

lies.

Gilbert Miller Heads It

The Wing expanded some months
ago when a showmen's division was
added. Gilbert Miller is chairman of

the executive board, committee con-

sisting of Brooks . Atkinson, Eddie
Dowling, Vinton Freedley, Sam H.
Harris, George S. Kaufman, Ray-
mond Massey, . Brock Pembertoh,
Max Gordon, Arthur Richman, Lee
Shubert, B..G. DeSylva, Walter Vin-

cent and John C. Wilson. Officers

of the women's division of the. Wing
are Rachel brothers,- Miss Lawrence,
Helen Hayes, Vera Allen, Antoi-
nette Perry^ Mildred Morris and
Josephine HulL

Wing has moved Its headquarters
from Rockefeller Plaza to 730 Fifth

avenue, where the British War Re-
lief Society is located. The Wing
lists the following ahievements thus

far: 2,000 members enrolled; 35,000

garments made; 415 cases of supplies;

four ambulances; four rolling can-
teens; 4,000 pounds of coffee, $4,000

to Lord Mayor's' fund; $1,714 for

children's shelters; $1,500 for blank-
ets; $1,158 for powdered milk; $1,-

100 for . children's cots; $1,300 for.

hospital bed equipment; $1,000 for

British Actors; orphanage fund.

jyirig has made ,an appeal to all

actor-artist union members to par-

ticipate either with donations,' mem-
bership or 'duty in the workrooms.

Aniaes' Personals

Australian theatrical personalities

hi Ne\*^"York will make, their first

appearance tomorrow (Thursday ) on
.'Friendship Bridge/ the AhglorBrit-
. lsh .

: series aired in the U. S. by
•WMCA, New York, and short-waved
internationally by. WRUL, . Boston.

Marjbrie - Lawrence, Metropolitan
Opera prima donna, will- top the
all-Ansac show, which will include'

the first public performance of a new
Song, Thumbs Up/ composed by
Dorothy Stewart, U. S. representa-

tive of Australian-New
.
Zealand

Theatres.
. Besides Misses - Lawrence and
Stewart, the cast will include John
Dudley, Met tenor; Robert Chisholm,
musical comedy . baritone; Wilson
^wart, radio baritone;- Nola Luxford,
actress; Winifred Muir, and Sir

Clutha MacKenzie;, Ne.W; Zealander

blinded in the last war. Elsie Mackie
will read1 her original poem, To Hit-
ler's Ghost.' Miss Stewart's anthem,
'God Bless Australia/ will also be
sung on the show; which is aimed
for those in London's air raid shel-

ters and for the Ansae troops in

Africa.

tolly Parsons
—Continued from page 1^

construed as tantamount to an eva-
sion of this rule and is to be treated

as a violation of the rule. American
Federation of Radio Artists national
board has adopted a resolution en-
dorsing the Guild's position on the
'free talent' issue, and at its meet-
ing tomorrow (Thursday) will adopt
a similar regulation. .

Guild stated that it intends to en-
force its rule No. 6 and has- advised
all members whose contracts do not
require free performances to refuse
to appear on commercial programs
of. the proposed Parsons type. Even
in case of contracts requiring free
radio performances, the Guild be-
lieves) the . actor should vigorously
protest against appearing on spon-
sored 'free talent' shows. Following,
in part, is a letter on the subject
which has been sent to all SAG
members:

'Question, of 'free talent' radio
shows has again become an im-
portant issue to screen and radio ac-
tors. A widely-known columnist
has approached the Guild seeking
approval of plan for new radio pro-
gram on which the columnist would
provide screen actors. Program
would be spbnsored commercially
for profit. The Guild board has re-
fused to approve this program and
it instructs its members to refuse to
appear, unless such refusal jeopard-
izes their contractual relationships
with their employing producers.
'While the columnist conducting

this program plans to make ' some
payment to the actors for their -ser-

vices (at least the AFRA minimum),
the. payment would be far below the
usual standard of compensation for:
these actors. Further, . the total
amount paid by the sponsor for the
program probably- would fee far less
than the usual value of the actors
appearing oh the program. On such
programs it would be possible, for
example, to pay the columnist $1,500
a week for providing actors, whose
services are worth $10,000 a week.
Such': : situation' Js far different- from
the Gulf-Screen Guild , radio show.
This commercial production pays
$10,000 a* week for actors' talent,
maintaining wage scales. Actors, at
their own volition, ' donate this
amount to the Motion Picture Relief
Fund. '

.•' ',

'If one Columnist succeeds in pre-
senting a 'free talent* show, other
columnists certainly will expect the
same consideration from actors. Such
practice depresses , standard - of pay
for actors appearing In radio.*

. 'Studio: Scandals/ a well-rounded
;

unit of standard acts, is. one of best
troupes to show locally this season.

Group opens at a fast p^ace. which
it maintains most of the way.

.

; De-
Cardos, acrobatic act, start? it

. off

with clfev.er and fast-moving routine,
hopping in and out of. barrels. At
one point the stage and air literally

is , full of figures catapulting and
somersaulting into barrels with ex-
pert precision. \One of best acts of
its type ever caught here.
Followed by the Radio Jesters, im-

personators, who ' blow hot and cold.

Although act is. presented with
showmanship and much humor, some

.

of the impersonations miss fire. Im-
personations include F.D.R:, Amos 'n'

Andy, Hitler, Mussolini and Charles'
Laughton.
Edison and Louise, yaude vets, are

pleasing in a standard comedy turn :

featuring Playboy, pooch. Highlight
is a 'Jumpin' Jive' number featuring
the wirehair. Comedy is so-so. The
Three Youman Bros. step.down from
the band to wow the audience with
their band takeoffs and-jivitatioris in

.

their own right. The combo includes
clarinet, accordion and violin. They
impersonate Artie Shaw, Wayne
King, Kay Kyser and others. Thi
is solid, presented with lots of show-
manship and made big hit with this

house.
Evelyn Willard and Babs Flannery,

two nifty lookers, score nicely in

dancing turn, the . former doing an
acrobatic terp and the latter a toe
tap. The girls appear later among
the Three Limberettes in an. im-
pressive and artistically executed
Indian dance.

Mitzi Bruggen's Lucky Girls (8)

are by far the best line to appear
here this season. Girls, all strong
on looks, performed with neat timing
and exceptional grace in three stand-
ard apiWrances. They, close the
show with, a patriotic tap, in mili-

tary costumes. The band, playing
from stage, backs up show nicely

and is .above average to appear here.
Good biz on all shows. Just.

'ICE FOLLIES' DRAWS

BIG $70,000 IN MONTI

Montreal, Feb. 4.

•Ice Follies of 1941/ here for four
days and one matinee, Jan, 30-Feb.

2, played to turhaway biz each of

the. four nights at. $2.85 top. Forum
seats 9,600, with standees raising ca-

pacity to. lliOOO.

Gross ran to estimated $70,000.

NOTICE TO GOOD ACTS
FOR THE BEST AND MOST
WORK ON THE PACIFIC

COAST
WRITE or WIRE

JOE DANIELS
^ W Orphaffhi Bldgv

SEATTLE, WASH.

ED BREGKENRIDGE
—formerly, manager Incubator
Babies, G.G.I.E., please . get in

touch with Mr. E. J. Milfe,r, for-

merly of Revenue Control* Want
to discuss .your project out-

lined, in April. 301 Golden Gate
Avi, 8ah franciaco.

DUFFINS
Now DanclDg at
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PLANS EQUAL

.
Albany, Feb.: 4.

Assemblyman .Daniel L. Burrows,

.Jfegro,'^representing ' the 19th Dis
e
-

'

trict .of New York County, has . In-

troduced,; arid plans to. push vigor-

ously for acttpn on, a bill amending
the penal law to require that places

Of accommodation, arnusement or re-

tort of for the sale Of food, bever-

ages, etc., thereon; make available

to all persons full and equal accom-'
: modations, advantages and privil-

efjesii subject to condtions. applicable

alike to ; all persons. Failure to do
jo would be .punishable by. suspen-

sion, or revocation, of- license, after

proof had/been presented before li-

censing authority. . A person who
either, of his own account or sis an
agent,, officer or employee of any
corporation or Individual violates

: the law would.be guilty of a mis-

demeanor punishable by fine of

not less than $50 and riot more than

|500. •
. V;

Measure would become effective

Sept. 1.
.''

; . /'...

Philly Dancer Asks $5,000

For Nude PixDlisrepping'

Borley Stripper's Booking

Philadelphia, Feb. 4.

Sandra Lydell, local dancer, . filed

suit in Common Pleas court here

Friday (31) asking $5,000 . damages,

from the Fay's theatre for allegedly

using pictures of her liri the nude to

advertise the appearance of tassle-

dancer; Reggie White.

, Miss Lydell said She was sent by
her agent to the Fay's last March
and was interviewed by Sid Stanley,
Fay's manager. He offered her a
job on the spot but she had to turn
the engagement down because she
was booked, elsewhere at the mom-
ent. Stanley then asked her to

leave eight photographs 'in the nude-:

and . semi nude,' she said, promising
to return them if she didn't, go to

work at .the thtatre.

. Miss Lydell claims that copies of

the pictures of her in the altogether
. were projected from the Fay's screen
during the week of last Dec. 2($ to

advertise the appearance of Tassle-

dahcer White the following sesh. The
5 G's, she asks, she said, would pay
for the Injury to her professional

reputation as a dancer; for
4embar-

rasment and great humiliation'
- caused her.

Judge James C. Cruml.ish issued a
temporary injunction restraining the
defendants .from 'copying, transcrib-
ing or using in any manner* the
photos until Friday (7), when the
court, will review the case.

Named as defendants with Stanley
are Eddie Sherman,, booker , and
president of the Sena Amusement
Co., operatox of Fay's; Sam Stierfel,

secretary, and. Allen Heldcraft, treas-
'• urer.

•'
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G. B. Shaw Burns
-Continued from page l;

Js the fear that the short will kick
back and do the cause of Britain in
this country much more harm .than
good, Shaw, in the picture, speaks
right to the audience and suggests
that American boys helped England
dig. its way successfully out of the
last war and

.
should do the same

thing now. It's by far the most di-
rect hint that's' come out of Britain;,
asking for American manpower.

.
UA execs and Pascal's reps in this.

v

country have been pondering, arid
worrying about the briefle ever since
Its arrival. They have; . had. inr
numerable. American laymen; ; riews-
paperrhen, and film men in to look
at it and give an opinion. Consensus
pretty weTTwas that England would
be better off wer.e it withheld—at
least at- this time; - V
; Pascal thinks differently arid was
vehement on. the subject yestei'day-

(Tuesday ). He said he. was 'greatly

offended' that' the words of - 'the

world's greatest thinker' \ .being'
kep"t'vfrqm: America*'."' Film . was
okayed by ; the British Information
division, the British War Dept. and
all manner of officialdom, Pascal
said, ;who must have been pretty sure
they were right before "they let any-
thing like that come. to.the^U. S.

. Eight-minute pic. was. tossed off

extemporaneously. *by Shaw while
Pascal was filming his 'Major Bar-
bara' at Denham studios outside of

London.;;
.

;
• •;* •..-.'• V ..''.'

Pascal brought a -print of 'Barbara*

with him on the boat from Lisbon.
It will be released in .the U. S. in

about two months. . It was. completed
about Dec. 1, but transportation dif-

ficulties made It Impossible ' for.

Pascal to get -here sooner, the pro-

ducer asserted. While awaiting to

get out of London,..he prepared ari

American version Jn accordance with

suggestions on :
the script from the

Hays office.
'

John Bored
jContlnued from page 3;

pore and by boat to the west coast.

A Lithuanian by birth, he is wanted
by the Russian military now in con-

trol there, by the Nazis because of

films he shot in ; Poland—hence the

'ho country' tag. .

''

While military experts were try-

ing- to decide if Hitler's supposed

Polish invasion was a bluff or the

real thing; Dored packed his camera
equipment and hopped to Warsaw.
Result was that his. films were the

first back to the U. S. on the German
invasion arid

.
sacking of

: Warsaw.
Par's camera expert had laid his

plans so well Paramount was able to

tjet the clips to Nl Y. a full week
ahead of rival reels. Dored also:

was on hand . to record the Russian

sweep inito Latvia and. Lithuania

and captured the films on Stalin's

drive into Finland. He escaped from

the country only a few hours ahead

of the invading army when it.tri-

umnhed over the' Finns..

In the Spanish civil war Franco's

forces captured the Par cameraman
and jailed him at Seville. Loyalist

guards caught at the sarrie time met
instant death but after two months'

in a
.
riiilitary .prison cell. Arthur

Menken, another Paramount war
correspondent, and H. R. Knicker-

bocker, Hearst correspondent;, inter-

ceded with the American consul to

gain his release.

Saranac Lake
•'. By Happy Benway "•

Saranac Lake, Feb. 4.
.';'

Out-of-town comebacks who are
doing ,oke: Nate C. BPltoh, formerly
of the.; musical'

; act of.' Massey and
Bolton, is topping good reports in
Amarillo, Tex., and: wants to hear
from frieri^s. Address him at 1210
ilth street in that town; Paul Welch,;
who made the grade here, . is now at
the East Gatei Hotel,' Chicago. Tommy
Abbott,

,
ex N.V.A.-ite, selling' eggs

arid chickens iii Boston. Ford Ray-
mond issapping up a mess of, sun in
Los Angeles after

.
lO^years; up here."

Fred Dion, who spent four years, in
bed here, is now leading his- own
orph in Fall - River, Mass. Jarnes
Paul,

. exr'yaudeville single, is now
running, a newsstand in'. Atlanta, Ga.
Henry /Hank ) Hearn, isnpw ending
his ;

. second, successful
;
year with

United Artists -.'in- Charlpttei N. C.
William Headley served five years
here and is now a nitery manager
in Scranton„ Pa;.. Eddie Ross (Four
Carlton Boys), who mastered three,

major operations here, is doing
riiighty.'w.ell with "his. N.;V..eat shop..

Joseph Vaughey, ' ex-Shubert. p.a.;

manager !df a. Denver
.
department

store. ...

Between '. her' famous character
sketches Cornelia Otis Skinner took
time out to ogle arid mitt the pzbri-

irig gang of the Colony and hello-ed
John Eaton, who worked with the
late Otis Skinner.

.

.Thanks to Bryce . Lavigri , and his
orchestra for donatingvhis. time and
men toward the we^are of the

v
Ac*'

tors Colony, the Aid-to-British-Party
and .ditto to President Roosevelt's
Birthday Ball.

. . Among those who wanted . to get
well and did get well

.
during the

past two years are Joe Dabrowski;
Edith Lemlichj Murray- Friedman,
Myra Fox Willing, Vera Hanlon,
Melvin Fox, Eddie Ross, Elmina Ful-
ler, Lillian Kohler, Lilly Davidson,
Rose Clark, Buddy Errimett, Jules Z.

Willing, Garry L. Sitgreaves, Joe
Parker, Taddy Bodwell, Fred Schra-
der,. Milton Reich, Sylvia Abbott,
Butch Wilbur, Jamie. Grandi, Marie
Bianchi, Helen Morrisey, Teddy
Stewart', Peggy McCarthy, Paul
Welch,' Henry Hearn, Cliff Heather,
Marie Froom, Jack D'Agostino, Fred
Esslinger, Kitty Horan, Maxine Mil-
ler, Biria West Rogers, Herbert Carl-
son, John Edwards, Minna Morse,
Michael Schultz, (Henry Wunsch, Roy
Nunley, Alfred B'oerner and Joseph
McCarty. • •

The passing of Dan Foster, local

postmaster, has cast a cloud over the.

Colony. He was for years a local

amateur .show producer, rnusician
and one of the first citizens that pro-
moted the development of this Ac-
tors Colony in 19J 7.

Pat Spears, who used to cater to

the ailing artist, limping, around
with a crutch. Horse stepped on his
foot.

.

Patricia Wallace high-balled tb the
French hospital, N. Y., for an o;6.

Twp.year oioner has made -nifty

progress up here.

Charles Rose, assistant manager to

George Abbott, here o.o.ing Anna
Mae Tesslow, who was in 'Too Many
Girls.'

Dick Tyler, who once did a top
roller skating act, is here getting an
o.o. Living at 27 Main street.

Write to those who are ill.

Jack Parr, agent, filed suit Friday
(31) In the N.Y. federal court, against

Sally Keith, dancer, seeking' dam-
ages of .$12,600 for; alleged breach of

a managerial contract, commissions
due arid monies loaned. ..

Parr Claims
to have coached, advised and . pro-

moted, the dancer, for the past three
years arid to have signed a five-year

managerial contfcsct With her April 1.

1940' at. 15%. of her iriebme. '.

Since April 1 she has earned $8,-

000, it is. claimed, .leaving $1,200 due
in commissions, .. She breached' the
agreement recently arid $6,000 is

sought as commissions which would
have been.;., earned.' Lastly, it. is.

claimed by Parr that he loaned her
$5,400 froin .April; 1937, to Jan, 1,

1941, for costumes; exploitation arid

living expenses which has not been
returned.

NEW YORK'S NEW ACE COMEDIAN

•;
'; NOW IN SECOND MONTH

LEON & EDDIE'S, NEW YORK
Thanks, Gentlemen of the Pre**, for thbs« twell mentioni

' :

.V nASTONWAJ.TEB WINCHELI,
N. Y. pally Mlrrbr

\T.KKR A.;'

X. Pally Nf.W*

T.OtlS-*OHOI.
S. T. Eyip. .

.lournnl
DOROTHT KIT.GAIXm .

'.-' Ki T, Ey«. : ionrnal

.

' I.EONAlin T.TON? •

. y. Pout

, VARIETY,' 6ec. 25, 19401

Wkle iHftiU, ex-Clnb 18, emerBe* a* a farlle <*fe-i*>»«4«r. .g«-evMe4«>«4; by;

M* work at L«6n ft Kddle'n. N, Y.

THE BILLBOARD, Jan. 11, 1941, PoMibilitiet fbr Lettit—Mu«ical:

TACKIB G^BASON-^younK emBee-coinnlidn now .
Leon * Bddle's. ' Ve.\y

Vprk nlte^club. aft«r a long run at t'h'a r\**r*y Club it. Hai been working,

night apota and vaufle around New Yavk fttr the pset feff ytari. and U now

coming Into hla-, own, developing into a conflrtenl. faet, aggremtlva.

likable comedian . . . aurpripilng reniiUa . . . «'>• fanny.

Pergonal Mgt: FRED LAMB, .. / Lasit: HAR^V BESTRY

thoroly

i!

FISCHER TO SURVEYS. A.

PRIOR TO 'F0UES' TOUR

. Philadelphia, • Feb. 4.

The American Guild of Variety

Artists' Philly local got another lift

Sunday (2) when the Entertainment
Managers Assn., . representing virtur

ally all the bookers, officially grant-
ed the union recognition. At a meet-
ing at the Walton hotel, the per-

centers passed a resolution prom-
ising 'cooperation' with. .AGVA in

dealing with performers.

EMA's action , was a bitter blow
to Thomas E. Kelly, biz agent for

the United Entertainers Assn., indie

actors' union which had been fight-

ing^ AGVA for recognition in the
variety field. Kelly had recently sent

out. a nationwide appeal for per-

formers to set up an independent
union, devoid of ties with the Asso-
ciated Actors & Artistes of America'.

Three weeks ago Richard Mayo,,
recently appointed • local exec for

AGVA signed contracts with; seven
n iteries. With the EMA behind him,

it is expected that Mayo will be able

to get agreements' with many, of the

other spots shortly.
'

One of the prirne reasons for the:

EMA's recognition of AGVA was a

letter sent last week by Frank
Burch. secretary ;of the Central La-
bor. Union, to Jack Maser, EMA
president, certifying AGVA as the

'only recognized actors* representa-

tive' in Philadelphia! Kelly had
been proclaiming that his indie

union was the recognized actors' or-

ganization. •

With EMA endorsement, it is. be-
lieved that Mayo will wean back
into the union fold many of the
members who dropped- out when
Kelly was bounced as AGVA local

executive secretary last August.

Paul .Gerrits, the skating ' come-

dian, is threatening ,art
' infringement '

suit agalnlst Lew Parker, fly com
current at' Loe'w's Sta'te,"Nv Y.': '^Ger-

rits clairns that Parker has snatched

virtually' the'! entirei .sketch,. 'Neiiro- .•

sis,*, written ' by. Virginia ; Faulkner,-

which he, did in Lebnard . Sill-

man's late arid lamented 'All in Fun*

revue and which;. Gerrits bought

froiri Miss. Faulkrier .,following the.

show's closirig. ..

Registered letters were sent Fri-

day. (31) to Parker, the Loew's State

mariagemerit arid Lpe\y ,

^ ;booking Of-

fice stating, that - part of
.
Parker's act

was ari lnfringerrierit on Gerrits'. ma-,
terihl, arid that .action;- would; . be
brought Under the -copyright laws.-

'

Letters, went/oiit pvdr the: sigriature .

of ; Mike Vallon . (Gbldfai:

b, Meren-
burg & Vallori), Gerrits' attorney.

This Is the first copy-act action
brought by one vaudevillian against
another "in. a long tiriie, but,' as'G.e'r-
rits points out, Parker is not only
coppirig-

:
«- valuable^ portion of his

act,, but lifting something for which
Gerrits' paid a . high price. • Miss
Faulkrier Originally-wrote -Neurosis' .

for Joe Cpokt then Bobby Clark and
flriaily for Jerry Lester, when it ap-

: .peaked that the latter Virould go into
1
Fun.' Instead, Pert Keltbn 'was .

handed : the rriaterial in the shdwi \
but she turned it down arid Gerrits
was assigried to the comedy bit. It

was .subsequently - rewritten with
GerritsYhelp by Miss Faulkner.

When Parker, at. Gerrits' request,
refused to drop the bit, Gerrits had
a stenographer make a transcript of
Parker's act. Comparison, with Ger-
rits' material,, according to the skat-
ing comedian, indicates a very close
copy with only slight change of
wordage.

According to copyright law, the .

infringement penalty is $250 maxi-
mum per performance. At a four-
show per day basis, as ^at Loew't
State, Parker or the theatre, or both,
would be liable at the rate of as.

much as $1,000 a day should Gerrits
win in. court.:.

GEORGE WOOD'S TEACE'

WITH WM. MORRIS AGCY.

Now. that George Wood is repre-

senting a. number of William Mor-

ris, acts booked intoHhe local niteries,

he likes to. tell ! of his 'peace* with

the Morris office, thanks to Abea
Lastfogel via Johnny Hyde. It en-l

tailed a blanket^ $1,500 check for
previous bocfkings, brought about
when Hyde wrote Wood arid the lat-

ter retorted he wasn't given a

square deal on; previous arrange-
ments. When Lastfogel, g.m. of the.

Morris office, read the details he
told Hyde and Wood both that the

latter seemed Justified and ordered
the check paid pronto;

Now Wood is repping a number of

Morris office acts in collaboration

rather than competition.

. Clifford C. Fischer sails Friday (7)

on the S.S. Brazil' with, his wife on a
'

preliniinary survey of Rio dc Janeiro, i

Buenos Aivcs.and otticr SouUvAnicri-
can- theatres w.Kc're his 'Folies. Ber-
geries'. unit will .play."starting in May.

j

The' ,troupe jVunribcr 05; ; iriclud i rig" . 3

5

girls.' and featured acts such as Scnor '

•Wences, Rio . Bros.; Gloria Gilbert,

'

Red :Donohu^.;3"Ma.i'tels and Mignon,

.

•Myrtil and Pa.co, -et. al.,' will .follow

•

him later...

Georges Bpronski,. \vho worked in

the
^
Paris' agency for CiiffprdFLscihef-':.

Henry Larligue, but has; been head

r

.quartered in .Rip de Janeiro, the past
•' year,' lined

;
up the theatres .for ; the

'Folies' .tour. Thdy will be variety:

and legit'- houses^ but. an pccasiPrial.

casino booking may be added, >
; Fischer also has a : number of.

i Amencan dance bands set for South
.
American tours. He'll consummate

.

the deals when he gets there.

The veteran showman looks to' S.A..
' as a new and. yet to be developed

I
show, field, for' American talent, and
'plans concentrating his efforts there
for some time to come. Or at least

'; until he's able to return to . his home
in Paris. He's been repatriated to

; America the past year/concentrating,
on his 'Folies' starting with the

.
Frisco Expo dates last spring.

"FIGHTUS' FOR THE FV1SNIES

AND

99

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

"CRAZY WITH THE HEAT"
44th< STREET, NEW YORK

(Booked by
;
KEN LATER) .

Mgnaoarrtant—HERMAN CITRON
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By ABEL GREEN..; , .

.., . Havana, Jan.' 25; ..

Ernesto Smith, who, despite! his
surname, is an authentic Cuban, is

the No. 1 exhibitor here, and has
been agitating for a comeback of
vaudfilnv Idea. is .to force U. S\ film

rentals 4own> create new employr

. merit for Cuban talent arid, in geh-.
eral, possibly effect a resurrection of
stage shows. However, as many of
the topflight niterles and hotels in

Havana have since found out, it's top
difficult to book the local spots, al-

ready, in existence Without adding
to the problein. . Reason for this is

that as soon as anything worthwhile
clicks in Cuba,' either-the TJ. ,S. or
the other Latiri-Airierican countries
gobble it up.

a forbidding "exterior,- with a very
drab • lobby that : Would, sharne any
8th avenue (N.Y.) iridic exhib. They
don't ..go for the Rbxy tinsel in. the
lobbies^ that goes, too, for the.homesl

which, however, on : the inside are
usually colorful' with

,
inviting. /pa-

tios, greenery, etc., but you'd ;never
know it from the outside. .

;'.-. Aribther mistake Ernesto Smith,
and. , perhaps all downtowri Havana
exhibs. makes, is stepping down the
sound on films; Theory is that they
read the Spanish subtitles arid don't
savvy the Anglais anyway, but, sur-
prisingly^, mahy natives know Eng-
lish.' and, of course, the tourist Amer-
inahs-rate some '-consideration, since
they . dpn't jive the Espagnol, .: yet
can t read the subtitles. Furthermore,
both Americanos, and .Cubanas are.

It's for that, reason, for. example, i trying^ to lcarh a riew language more
that the big league . hotels like the
Hotel .Naciohal arid, the^gaming ca-

sinos must irriport Americairi talent,

although that's riot considered a. wise:
idea in view of the fact that the
tourists come to Cuba in search of

congrarhumba talent,- The sad truth
of the matter is that, thei-e :

is more,
worthwhile Afro - Ciibana talent;

around New York, Miami and other
key cities than inT the entire '.repub-
lic, ..- -

' ':'.'{;

The freak, of -this particular show ;

at the Alkazar, operated by Smith,,

is its frank commercial tieup with
La Cadena Crusellas, which gets pro-
grain billing: as - presenting' Tito

th.n.n, ever nowadays,
- Two: shows a day; 'matinee' at 6-

p., m, and the second . show, at 9:30/

SHEA'S, BUFFALO

v Buffalo, Jan. 31.
.

'
. Phil Spitaliiy Orch with Evelyn,
Vivian, Mafy ] McLanahan, Three Liir

Johnnie Coy, June Lor-:
Singing. Strings;'*FouY

tie. Words,
raine,. Max;
Mothers' ;(

As if there were any room for argu-

CMjfcar inl;ieup.^ Jabon
' ment; Phil Spitalny is . again demon

Candado (soap), which also manufac- «*»-"- »<••»-»«»- ™.«™»» »n

tures the Cuban version of - Palm-
olive. Candado is the washing soap
which gives an idea of the humble
mass appeal that. Guizar must
cater- to.

He got $5,000 for two weeks; in

exchange.for which he did two com-
mercials daily on CMQ arid COCQ
for Candado soap, besides ptersonal-
ing at the Teatro Alkazar. Here he
got 7.0% of the ;

gross, fantastic 'Gone
With the Wind terms, to be sure,

. but actually not much in money arid,

besides, it's considered a great hypo
for' this otherwise secondary vaud-
filmer, which plays Monogram dual-

" ers.and the like.

.

Guizar, however, proved quite a
local wow. • The unusual of havirig
the kids throw their autograph al-

burns, on the rostrum—yes, thev have
autograph hounds here also—and
then clamber on the stage to besiege
the.: singer, are deemed quite a per-
sonal tribute to any star's popular-
ity. It doesn't happen too often.

Guizar, who is well known in the
V. S. through his radio buildup, feeds

- 'em surefires, in Spanish, of course,
such as 'South . of the Border,'
'Rancho*. Grande,' etc., and whams
'em. He dresses nattily in. tropical
tux and uses his self-guitar accomp
only toward the end for the rnore ro-.

mantic serenades.

Coban Jive

strating that his 'Hour of Charm' all- :

girl orch .is. still the leading gal
band. Here is One orch presentation
that's off the beaten path and which,
in talent, costuming . and general
decor, offers something different for
jaded pictureshow palates, aided
considerably by Spitalny's smart
showmanship. . ...

; For his current visit, maestro' is

eiriploying 22 instrumentalistsTi' a
seven-violin sectiori, two pianos,
three

. comets, three sax-clarinets*
tromb, tuba, harp, xylophone, guitar,
bass and. drums. Mary McLanahan
is on. the skins arid does a job which
many male beaters may well envy.
The girls are simply -gowned and the
distipctive femininity of the offering
is highlight for the most'effective re-
sults.

Opening with 'In the Mood,' band
,
slips into an original drum concerto
in the boogie-woogie idiom, givirig
Miss McClanahan an opportunity to
pound out a slick mess of drum
rhythrn. Tennessee Tish Fry' intro-
duces a new. vocalist, who, like her
now retired predecessor; is also
named Maxine. She is a smart look-
ing brunet who' gets the mpst out of
her solo and choral, work with the
Glee Club and Three Little Words.

. Johnnie Coy, the only male mem-
ber of the act "besides Spitalny, offers
an intricate tap routine, fitting well
into the proceedings. Band's
Bolero;' which' follows,; is neatly

novelty, the gang playing the show
briskly and well. If Venuti would
dress the boys in uniforms arid out-
fit them, too, with bandstands, they'd

be even more impressive ffom the

: visual standpoint. .'

Show is generally, well paced;

;
'Free- 'Wheeling,' Venuti's own com-

r position, is, a scorching starter. Fine
'.pipes,.-..looks.''.and okay diction en-
hance Don . Darcy, :

vocalist,- who
.scores' with a- couple of pbp numbers,
finishing .strongly-, with impressions
of Bing Crosby. Kate Smith and Guy.
Lpmbardo. doing? 'Oh, Johnny.'

Ruth Barnes, cute . tricter In' strik-
ing blue and . silver garb that in-

cludes - tightfltting Jtrousers.' con-
tributes some unusual and difficult

tapping heir one-foot routines and
endurance stirring ; plenty of re-
sponse out front.- 'A Musical Cockr

;

tail' is a novelty band number, per^
mitting brief, soloing by the various
musicians.

Show is tied -up in; knots early' by
Miss Starr,.: aces as ' a swing . song-
stress: Her animated 'and expres-
sive selling of 'Five O'Cipck Whistle,'

'My Blue Heaven' and *I Cvy; Over
You? left, the custorners : begging for
riiore/ Then- Barrett Deems, the
torrid drummer, has > an inning,1

pounding away effectively with' the
sticks on a- chair: :

.

''-

:

••".''

Th6 Three; Stpbges ; baveh't gone to
the expense or trouble to build an
act. But they're, the .

only comedy.
On the bill. They work lackadaisical-
ly and briefly, depending mainly on
.the, slapstick stuff for fairly good
laughs. "

.
;

;-.;' ;-0 V...

;
It's rib trick at all for the .Andrews

Sisters, • local ites,. .to follow the
Stooges.! They received ..warm wel-
come from the outset and generated
by far the greatest audience enthusi-
asm of any act on the bill. Their
nifty harmony makes such numbers
as -'Ferryboat

.
Serenade,' 'Beat Me

vDaddy,' . ?Rhumbo0gie' and 'Apple
Blossom.Time' a real-experience lor
those whose tastes run to swing
vocalizing. They're .. great .

-. show
closerSi with the custome'rs 'unable/to
get enough arid plenty noisy in their
efforts to bring the gals back for
more.
A well-filled lower, floor at the

second afternoon performance open-
ing day. Rees.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

Chicago, Feb. 1.

Burnett Sc Parks. (3). Jackie Heller,

Merle, Duval and Leer Sid Tomack
and Reis Bros. (3), Solly Rand,
Dorothy

. Hild Girls (16), Walter
Davidson ;and . House Oreh; 'Legion
of Glory' (Col).

The Riverside Orchestra (12) is ah' ^ ->-.—•
r
- , - - -- —-

iZ.

odd .native , combo Which; while'
!; done. , . segued^ by Evelyn's ^. n^fty

known in South and Central Amer- |

viohning of .'Breeze and I,' straight

lea." and. also locally.- is quite 52d i
and, with . variations; .and 'Never

street in its Cuban jive. It's, strong • Smile Again.' backed by the Sing-

on swing, and seemingly . has- Well i
ing Strings, violin section. She rates

assimilated bounceapation. Four
brass, three reeds, string bass, piano,
drums and. guitar make for an ex-
ceedingly torrid crew in this basic-
ally torrid clime. The pianist is es-,

pecially in the groove, and make be-
lieve these daiquiri dolls and dad-
dies don't dig solid-Jackson music.
Ari exceptionally good combo is the
Mexican Trio, a very photogenic ,-gal,

her brother and another man,- \yith
unusual native Mexican dances, of
peasant and rancherb genre. They
double into the local Tropicana, new
outdoor nitery, under same manage

a special bow also for her hovel and
striking arrangements;

.

Comedy of Three Little Words is

questionable, particularly the corny
hokum. On the melody Side, how-
ever, their efforts are more accept-
able, especially. Tavern iri the Town'
and their encore trickrtitle medley.
June Lorraine clicks with her im-
personations of Charles Laughton
and Edward G. Robinson and her
finale of the '1001 Nights,' a la Hep-
burn and Durante, is uproarious,
Vivian holds down the closing spot.

a oeak of the performance. Aside
ment as the established Eden : Con- ;

from her highly personable appear-
cert, downtown nitery around the j

ance, striking blonde has a superla-
comer from Sloppy . Joe's. Serior I

tive soprano. Does the j 'Bell Song'
Correa took over .an estate in Mat- ; from 'Lakme* in facile; fashion and ..„. ,,,ui~Y. ,.,i*u „
anzes. away from downtown Havana, closes the preceedings with a smash ' ffisS^w^-^^r^-^/
which for two years was the home rendition of 'God Bless America,'iTt^ „ dJ0^e

i,S ^
of the U. S. Embassy; that gives -the - Glee Club, instrumentalists, 'J^^tl^nf^ w
an idea- of the attractive Tropicana .: special backdrop and; even the. audi- .;l

n«^WWi*- °!j £r

Sally Rand b back , again at the
scene of her original ; triumphs, and
despite the passage of a few years,
she. continues to wield a powerful
wand over ' the. wicket. Week has
gotten away to a fat start and indi-
cates one of the best money sessions
here in a long while.

Miss Rand remains a glamorous
item for the showgoers and currently
is holding them at attention while
she comes up with the fan and bub-,
ble dances. Little has changed in
either of, these two- numbers, and
there is no reasori for any change,
because Miss Rand has routined them
to the hilt. A change of note is the
replacement of the song 'In : The
Shadows,' with' which the Rand fan
dance was identified for so lonf;. She
can come back here repeatedly arid
be assured of boxoffice response.

Also' well-liked is Jackie Heller,
the little guy with a big voice.. He
m.c's this show . and. handles the as-
signment niftily. Delivers solidly on.
the tonsils, too. Has a varied vocal
routine that was highly pleasing to
this mob.
Opening are acrobatic Burnett arid

Parks. Two men and a girl start
with some fine , skating and wind Up
with hand-to-hand work and tum-
bling. Girl has a tumbling specialty'

STATE, N Y,

, James Barton, Kilty Carlisle, Dixie,

Dunbar with Four Rhythmettes,
Frank Paris, Knight Sisters (2), Lew
Parker urith.Std Gold, Ruby Ziberl*

trig Orch; 'Comrade X' W-G).

It's bid home-ween' at the State for
legit expatriates. There are three of
them, topped by James Barton, who,
however, long before the days of

'Tobacco Road,' was: a vet vaudeyil-
lian. :. Others are Kitty Carlisle, last
seen on Broadway in 'Walk With
Music,' and Dixie Dunbar, who was
in 'Yokel Boy.' All three, incident-
ally; have: done Aim work. With
two other acts arid m.C; Lew Parker
reigning -the: proceedings, the com?,
binatipn adds up to a fairly enter-
taining session;

; Barton, to, at least part, of the au-
dience wjio've seen his turn count-,
Jess ' times, must turn out to. be a
bore—although paradoxically it's the
audierice's. . own fault.' He!r forced
by. shouts from -the. house; to db exA
aclly the same thincrs he's been doing
for years—'The. Mad Dog/ 'Anna-,
belle Lee* arid the. others. With a
tremendous repertoire to draw frpm.
Bartori himself must be weary of:

the lengthy routine of the drunk •bit-

ten, by. the irhaginary pooch. He
Would do well, to avoid it unless ab-
solutely forced into it—as he is here;
Otherwise he's as sock an entertainer
as. everi and . that goes for his nifty
tap terps and warbling of 'Annabelle
Lee.'. - .-. : < ,.

..Throaty cOntrailo. Kitty Carlisle-
clicks well bri the more pperatic-
type of stuff, only so-so on the pops.
That's eviderit from -Ferryboat Ser-
enade,' witlj which she tees off, and
a light operatic medley- which is No.
2. 'There'lr Always Be an England,'
with which she winds'.up. is interest-
ing, has appeal arid is well done.
She's quite a looker in low-necked
scarlet .couturiering.
.

Givirig Dixie Dunbar, a quartet of
tajl guys iri tails as tapstering back-
ground, is an excellent idea that
makes her appearance a heap sight
ihore of an event than were she a
single, although there can be no
c.omplaiht about Miss Dunbar's top
rank ;

as' either a .terper or an- eye-
appealer. ; Boys,, billed as Four
Rhythmettes, work in nifty precision
with the tiny hoofer and their conga
line finale with her is a' pip.

.

frank Paris and., his marionets
have .become bretty much standard
Paris continues 'to work in full view,
of the audience, dressing completely
in black, however, against a dark
stage with the dolls spotlighted.
There are still Sonja Henie. skating
around at the end of Paris's strings
for excellent results, arid the rhurhba
dancer^ Two new figurines are also
introduced: One. the. ostrich from
Walt Disney's 'Fantasia.' is weak,
while a jitterbug dancer'is one of the
best. .

Parker Is the average well-
grounded introducer, handling -the
buildups well and Keeping the per-
formance moving expediently. He
adds a bit on his own hook—r

idiosyncracies of restaurant diners—
which, is much like a Paul Ger.rits
turn. Parker carries, with him a
stooge, Sid. Gold, who works with a.
auartet of musicians from Ruby
Zwerling's hous; band (they're on
the stage) in a mild comedy bit.

;

\
Knight Sisters, attractive dub, open

the
.
presentation, with ;acfo-terping

that wins approval of - the : house.
Also garrter laughs in a hunk of tom-
foolery with Parker in whibh they
balance on his thighs. It makes for
a pleasing getaway;
House w_ell filled when caught.

Herb.

PARAMOUNT, N Y.

locale. Now an outdoor patio . setr |
-en^e jbihing.

Big : b.o.ting the Eden show doubles into the
{

. _
i Tropicana. with exception of the- supper show
j . Mexican Trio which, because of its

'

i current . Alkaiar..: , booking, only
j doubles into the one joint. Act has
f ; been at the N. Y. World's Fair; ajso.

',.; at El Chico, Havana-Madrid and La
Gonga in New

; York, but is better
than ever and ripefor a shiart nitery

|.i like the Rainbow
t
Roorri. N.; Y„ .the

ff; Waldorf-Astoria, where Antonio
:
and

S-i Rosario did so' well, or the.M".rti'ri-

|« ique'. They: -hail from El Patio,

4 Mexico City*
Staart OK for Locals

at . o|)ening day's (31)
Burton.

.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

;
specialty can assume greater im

1 portance. Two men are also ex-
cellent with their hand-tb-hand work,
arid: especially click with their work
on a harid-pple, the top-mounter do-
ing some, fine spins. Act. is [basically ,

a topflight acrobatic turn and with
proper, dressing and handling cati

go far. .-•;.•
:.::, .

•':
;' :"•;

When they, finally:; decide upon a
Minneapolis, Jan.: 31.

joe Venuti. Orch (14), Don Darcy.
Rui/i. Barnes.-' Kay Starr,. Barrett routine, Sid' Tbhiack and .the.: Reis
Deem$, .Three Stooges, Andrews Sis-
ters (3); 'Second Chorus\ (Par).

Bros. are jfbing to be a :walloping

I

comedy trio. As they, stand now
they indicate inherent ability, • but

This show is loaded with both box- they are still wandering arbuhd with
_ -office arid entertainirient. dynamite, but- a. real plan of comedy attack;

Dblng
T
a~specialty with Vhe band is

'

.
The' Andrews Sisters, topping the They .have some neat little comedy

iiNonhah Stuart, nee Selby when . he ari-ay, in themselves are- probably all: sbn!»s' and some good clowning, but
12.was with Paul Whitemari. Stuart is

' that a riy doctor . would wish tp : pre- they need some identifying routine.

3a versatile, gent, doing a hot song, scribe for b.o. ills; ;hPwever, they're .•' and'- .they can really go frori) there,

a hot horn specialty and also a neat bulwarked by Jpe Veriuti!s orchestra ! Duval, Merle' and Lee halted the

J acro-dance, all of which, being, of

^"Yankee, idiom, makes it extra good
|)for:the. locals who are. more than
ii favorably .

inclined to

and >the. Three Stooges.. Then there proceedings with their laUghi-getting
are Fred Astaire. Paulette Goddard, i burlesque on ballroom dancing. Have
ATtie Shaw's band, Burgess Meredith ! a flock of laughs for the mob

anything and Charlie Buttetworth >. 6ri the
' screen. •

.
.

;.':•

With the'Andrews Sisters, Venuti's

favorably
American^
But the main lure was Guizat .arid

he's .of a calibre that is rare either
j
boys arid Kay Starr swinging out on

here or at the other, major -valid- ; all cylinders, the jive addicts en-

filmer on the Pradb (main street),.! joy a . Roman . holiday. . Veri'uti

the- Teatro : Nacibnal. ; Unlike theS emcees, conducts and fiddle's, heing Rartd and sets the stage
: nicely. • for

jNacional, the Alkazar, while charm- j
okay in every capacity.. He has '*: the fan and .bubble Headl'iner,

rlrigly decorated on its interior; re- plenty torrid swing outfit; with ef-
|

•Business' excellent at the supner
|«embling a Spanish street scene, it's I fective arrangements; and enough I show Saturday (D*. - Gold: '

throughout and finish with some ne'at;

straight adagio which had this au-
dience asking for more. .

' Dorothy Hild line is
.pn .three times

and- turris in capable routines, It's

ort in opening prpductiPn for $ally

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

Detroit, Feb. 2. :

•Foliej Bergere' with Gloria Gil-
bert, Martels and Mignon, Red,
Donahue and Vnp, Karin • Zoskaj
SenOr Wences, Carr : Brothers; 'Son
of Monte Crtsto' (VA).

Since the Shuberts' were; In last
fall with their short-lived operettas,
the lower-priced trade here hasn't
;had;,as much lush scenery- gals and
costumes tossed at theria as 'in, the
Michigan's current tab reyuei wrap-
ped around conventional vaudeville
acts. Stage shows, in the: picture
houses: here' have been running to
bands and acts working on pit stages;
present, showi sinking back into full
stage and- providing all the: triirri-

•mings,^is being well received.
Male trade running heavy for this

bill, full of lookers In the line and
among the showgirls, plus lavish sets.:

Drew nice response here on the pro-
duction, numbers, particularly the
Undersea and ballet sets;

:
.Karin Zciska does 'her Russian sit-

down strike dancing, well enough re-
ceived, but she disappoints dir. eri-
•c.ore„ Following are Red Donahue
and his mule, garnering a few laughs
with their familiar routine.
-..After- the elaborate uhder^the-sea
number, Senor Wehces, .with his ven-
triloquist turn- arid his juggling neat-
ly combined, goes over. Extreriiely.
well received were Gloria Gilbert.
With her swift -toe.' dancing spins:

l

Martels and Mignon, with their dar-
fing adagio tossing, and the Carr-
i
Bros., with their burlesque acros.

I

Standing in -lobby at 8 pini. show
I caught Sunday (2). - . -

:

- Pool.

Glenn Miller Orch, The Mod-
ermires, Dorothy Claire, Ray Eberle,
Dean Murphy, Cass Daley) Lane and
Ward, Don .Baket at jthe organ; 'Vir-
gitiia' . (Par), reviewed. i?i Variety
Jan. 15. .

. A delight of the . jitterobs, Glerin
Miller is back here,- for the third
time and. again has 'em daridihg in
the aisles. ; Troriibonist, seeiriiiigly
not the kind of fellow, who warms
much to . his audience; may have a
screwy arrangement- in . 'Anvil
Chorus' and.: some of the. rest, of his
wacky, taxi-horn swing rnay not ' be
to everybody's; taste but majority of,
the mobs attracted here go for it,

as attested' by the big morning
crowds. . .

Miller, recently at the Cafe Roiige
of the Pennsylvania hotel, features
two numbers—'Anvil Chorus' and
Tuxedo Junction.' Arrangement of
the former is so far afield frpm 'An-
vil Chorus' -as . originally composed
that.it could be called anything else
and the Miller barid would get away
with it. On Tuxedo' the ie^-piece
orchestra digs deep to break down
the resistance, of the j itterbugs, being
a, sure-shot thing to prodifce hand-
clapping in jungle.; time.
Miller Scarries with him Dorothy

Claire ann Ray Eberle. soloists, plus
the Mbdernaires, a harmony quar-
tet, On early, Modemaires do a
number, theri. wait for Miss Claire ta
feature a couple; Teturnmg- down-
stage to work a third with her, 'La
Cucarachau* .which gets over ' nicely.
Miss Claire, novelty swing singer. ;

'\s

anything but a strong entry. Her
voice is so low > she's almost a whis- •

per.: y /•• - v '

.

' Eberle, by contrast, has a very iap-
pealing

;
softly-toned melodic voice,

but. he doesn't put much selling ef-
fort into his'-work. . He's alrnost im-
mobile all the wav. 'Nightingale
Sang ; in Berkeley Square.' through
the surefire value of his voice/ and
that of the song, gets him a quick
following, however; He winds up
with 'Somebody Else,' done with the
Modemaires.
Sock of the show is. the dynamic

Cass Daley, who has also worked
this house before; Robust songs in a
thoroughly hovel manricr are what
Miss Daley, dispenses,

. making faces
"as she goes along and contorting her
body- into comical poses for effect.
The, way' she shows those teeth
every now and then adds a lot to her
unique, style.

. Pictures should be
able to use this fine entertainer.
Added potency is lertt by Dean

Murphy, impersonations, and Lane
and Ward, novelty aero dance com-
bination. Latter pair have been here
before; .they opened Thursday night
(30) in. 'Crazy With the Heat,' doub-
ling from that show for this engage-
ment. A; great little act:' Murphy
also has played this house previ.
ously. He; is, doing a flock of im-
pressions, . very good being his
President Roosevelt. One, of Arliss*
who's been out of the spotlight a
long time,: is dated. ZaSu Pitts also
has been overdone.
Business very strong oh all shows-

but heavier' in the morning, with
management havirig decided after
the opening day to hold for three
weeks.

.

,..-
. Char.

EARLE, WASH.
. Washington, D. C., Jan. 21. . :

.
The Stapletovs (2), Fred Sanborn,

Roxyettes; and Jo Lombardi Pit
Orch; 'Virginia' (Par).

Because bf the big doings and con*
fusion surrounding the President's
Birthday Ball here, house produc-
tionist Harry Anger comes up with
a short revue this week, depending
on the

; Technicolor 'Virginia' to
carry the load.

,

Revue ought to be titled 'All Out
for Britain.' Pit orchestra gets the
Show tinder way with 'Pornp and
Circumstance,' going into lengthy,
arrangement of, There Always Be
An England,' with Gene Archer
Vocallirig. Then • travelers show
shallop drop of No. : 10. Downing
street. Single lfnegal cornes but to
announce \ presentation of line's

• 'Americanized'; Version of; the, -Eng-
lish Johnny,' precision dance made
famous by .the Eight .'Tiller .Girls
from London. Line comes put in
tophats and tails for routine. Same
line has done easier- version here
previously, and

. the riinriber always
gets excellent hand.. This .one is

,

more intricate arid represents a real

accomplishment. ,

;

Linegals fade back for entrance of
the StapIetons;vguy and; gal in eve-
rilrig dress who go irito straight ball-
room routine -for good hand. Then
four of the line but in vihite shorts to

•introduce stooge and Fred Sariborri,

xylophonist with excellent magician-
gag sideline that goes over. He's
little, short guy with - amiable puss
that keeps natrons .chuckling while
he goes through two fast numbers
on the instrument.

After he's off linegals crime oh. tor

most effective, routine seen -here in

weeks. ... All the. gals are . in black,
from; head -to foot,< with luminescent
painting helping their figures and
'forrhation ori the dark stage. They,
work iri four, eights, arid, finally

whole line.- Weird effect had the

customers sitting on- seat-edges and
brought down the house.

;

Biz SRO at show caught.
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EARLE, PHILLY

;'

:

Philadelphia, Jan. 91.

'Streets of Paris' unit with 'Thinfe-

a-Drink' Hoffman, Sid Marion and:

Cliff Hall, Hylton Sisters, Frank and
jean Hubert, Ernesto and Talta,

Fetch and Deauville, Anne Crosley,

Don Richards, Peggy Alexander Line,

(22) • Lou Schroder's House Band
(18); 'Keeping Company' (M-G). -

This is a tabloid and .clearied-UP

version of a show that played the
legiter, Forrest, last February at

$l-$2-$3.' Although its big names,
Bobby Clark, Abbott and Costello,

; Carmen-Miranda,- and. others- ate
among the missing, it's nevertheless

a good buy. at 68c top^ especially

with a picture to boot.

. Standout is ^hinkiA-Drihk' Hoff-
man and • his mystifying liquid-

producing outfit—a : holdover from
the original production. : . Hoffman
draws the bulk of- the plaudits in his;

. hext-to-closirig slot, whipping up. :

everything from a milk-shake tq a
daquirri stinger out of . apparently
empty contafnexs. The drinks are

. called out by the aud and passed to
the caller-out by a' couple of gal
itoogeSi It's ijlicko all around.
The show follows the usual musi-

: cal comedy motif . rather than, the
vaude pattern, with the scenes sup-
posedly laid in Paree (pre-war
vintage). Acts are intrbed on screen.
-Then the chorines are shown in their
dressing rooms, chattering, dolling

:/ up until curtain is called and they
'

file Off. -:
."• ''• -'•'•

;\.
•'••"'

'

.. Sid Marion and Cliff Hall tee off

with a comedy act laid on a pier in
France. .': They've got the , Abbott-
Costello parts. It's standard , burley

''•'stuff. The Hylton" Sisters; in; chic
' checkered costumes;, come'. on with

opening vocal, 'Three Little Girls in
. Paree.' Annie Crosly and Don Rich-
ards, youthful, gobdlooking pair, duet
a couple of tunes, from the original

•: production. They're followed by the
excellent tap duo of Peieh and Deau-

; • ville. - • :.'•

Marion and Hal! fill in at this point
with another familiar burlesque stage
routine—the shell game. It's good
corn and goes over fairly well.
Rating next to Hoffman, however;

In the palm-pounding is the ,drunk
act of the Huberts. They slap each

. other around to a fare-thee-well; but
it's rib-tickling. Payoff is when Jean
removes her wig and shows she's a

•'gal. '
•

.. ,

'".' .'': •-" ','.

. Revue is wrapped up. Marion and
.Hall going; through" the rest-cure
routine in . the burley technique;
There's shooting, and screwy patients

. running all. over . the place, while
nurses and doctors bounce In and
out;.: .

';.

A couple of Frerichy routines, by
the line 05 gals, seven guys), and
the Inevitable conga by the ' entire
company fill but the 60-minute stage
show. ;.''

.

,-.

'•;.

'

-It's a novelty for this vaudfllmer,
and lots for. comparatively little

money. Costumes are okay,; but en-
tire production could be speeded up.
Biz at opening show was fair.

' *."
.

•'
.

,

,

;-"-- : ' Shal.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Jan. 31..

Gray Gordon: Orch, Meredith
Blake, Art Perry, Chet Bruce, Five
Elglns; Dancing Co-Eds (2) Bud
Harris and Co., Kitty Murray, Tip-
ton Trio; 'Meet the Missus' (Rep).

From the waxing studios to the
•tage of the Lyric theatre, Gray
Gordon this week moves his four
rhythm, three-trumpet, three-trom-
bone and four saxophone sections to
be met with a. hearty reception by.
those who listen to his tunes on :the
jukeboxes and spin them at home.

;
The band ; is . well-balanced, with
arrangements accenting, melody
.without overworking any one sec--
tlon.

- Open with 'Blue Skies,' then the
Brass Choir, consisting of three

... .trombones and four trumpets,: step,
down front to do 'Berkeley Square/
followed by a skin session from Leev
Harris, who beats the percussions
Violently.' through the bill.- orch
specialties are 'Scarf Dance,' 'I Am
An :Am.erican* closing, with military
scenes projected on a scrim. .

,v
. Meredith

, Blake, femme. vocalist
with band, is cute and sells .'Rhum-

.
boogie,'.

, 'Ferryboat'' Serenade'' and
, 'Yankee Doodle -Polka'.'-. Male song-

ster Is' Art Perry who contributes
Only Forever/ 'Frenesi' and 'There

.

I -Go.' Ghet Bruce steps down from
- the brass section to sing 'Keep An
Eye, On Your Heart;' '. Audience at
show -caught labeled, band's part; of

.

bill •Jas ; okay with-.plenty mitt ap-
'.Prpval. . Also-, in the music division
.'this' week is the Tipton Trio, winner

;
Of the. WFBM .Talent parade.', who
appear in nice-looking pastel .dresses

.
arid harmonize 'Nearness' of You' -to-

. good hand;
- Dancing Co-eds (2) mix taps with
aero dancing and are in their proper

.
element working in front of a band.
Definitely not in the right place

-.-• (next-to-closing) are . Bud Harris
: and Co., colored man and woman
who try for comedy" attempts With
time-worn .vaude patter. They
stretch it so thin that some custom-
ers failed to wait fbr the -finish. That
was a mistake,. for the closer act has
Kitty Murray, hefty 'colored hoofer,

.
who gets plenty of laughs with her
eccentric footwork; Five Elgins are

standard act, having played house
often, arid they're solid with hat and
Indian club juggling. Three men
and two women work expertly with
the kellys and woods for salvo at
finish.

.

Bill runs 67 minutes, length being
accentuated because. Of the 12 min-
utes consumed by the. Harris act.
Biz fair ..at third show Friday (31),
opening day, . :\V Kiley.

CAPITOL, ATLANTA

Atlanta^ Feb, 1. .

Pat and Willa' LeVola, ' Madame
DeBafrie's 'Birds in Toyldnd* Carl
Thorson, Clifton and Woods, . 10
Charmettes, Elaine Arden, Annette,
'The Saint at Palm Springs'. (RKO) .

This unit sports three neat class
acts,, evenly /spaced at opening;
middle and closing. , in between, arc
layers of mediocrity, but the unit
moves briskly ffom- start to end. •

Ten Charmettes are brief and rag-
ged on. opening curtain, too brief to.

be .-, counted', as,' - opener. .''. Madame
DeBarrie's 'Birds in Toyland' make
the audience remember hands are
good for something else besides lift-
ing xawn bread arid grits. The birds
are white Australian cockatoos and
they combine.- smooth hep - with'
comedy. Never; a lull in this routine
as birds pull wagons, fire miniature,
cannon, goose-step to rhartial music
and push toy baby carriages. No
patter, between until 'Mike,! smart-
est of cockatoos, is brbught out front
for his, own act; Bird is uncanny), at
arithmetic, ringing a bell to indicate
his findings.'. '.

Elaine Arden's two songs don't
click/ Nice personality, too much
makeup; a . trifle, out of range. Carl
Thorson, jesting juggler, goes; over;
Patter isgood: but juggling of differ-'
,erit-si?ed objects is better,

Annette's passable dance in . front
Of? the Charmettes could . be better
with a smoother, combo doing the
music. Costume change doesn't im T

prove. things. •

'•••

• Clifton and Woods have patter
that's definitely dated. He opens with
a trick bass fiddle stint. - .Red and
green sock gag doesn't click (red for
applause, green to stop)/ None the
less, pair of obvious; .veterans - do
have an appeal arid a promise Which
is never quite fulfilled. New patter;
and routining . might do the: tridk.

Clifton' nicely m.c.s for the jwhole
unit;

Pat and Willa LeVola never miss;
in their, slack wire stint His witti-
cisms are keen, aided by the western
drawl. Casually performs a six-foot
leap from the floor to the slack Wire,
balances on ladder which sways on
the slack wire while Pat balances
vase on : head, swings ring with left

foot, and juggles, three Indian clubs
with hands.

. Entire running time, 57 minutes.
•:. Jim.

'

20TH CENTURY, BUFF

PARAMOUNT, L. >A.

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.

Dinah Shore, Cliff' Nazarro, .
Carl

Hoff Orch; Fanchonettes, 'You're the
One' (Par) and 'Victory' (Par).

'Taking advantage of several radio

names in its new screen feature,

'You're the One,' Paramount this

week is' presenting a stage show
labeled 'Radio Follies.' Principal

claim to title lies- in fact, that raids

were made oh ether prograihs for

talent, Dinah Shore, from the Eddie
Cantor show, tops, with Cliff

Nazarro. frorn various programs, and
Carl Hoff and his orch, from the Al
Pearce outfit, making up the rest

of the talent portion, with the- house
Fanchonettes bri for three unusually
good flashes.; .

,
.

Miss: Shore, packs a load of per-
sonality and puts over four numbers,
ranging from outright swing to the

more classical type. Scored , de-

cisively. Gal has everything it takes

to sell arid keeps the show moving
at a .reasonably fast tempo. . Her
repertoire at opening stanza today
(Thursday ) comprised 'Down Argen-
tine Way,' 'I Hear a Rhapsody/ an
outright jazz number, and, for an en-

core, 'Yes, My Darling . Daughter.'

The audience expressed . its approba-
tion in hb uncertain terms.

, .

•

*

Nazarrb, he of the double-talk

routine, registered solidly. He opens

with some confidential' info to his

auditors. . followed , with his well-

known piano stunt and then branches
1

into his famous double-talk. By way
of diversion Nazarro sings a num-
ber. 'I'll Remember,' with the patter

in his familiar lingo, all bf which
made a decided hit with-

;
the pay

customers.-. -.•''
. ; • •;-:.'.,•*

Hoff band numbers 17 players and

is particularly, well suited for enter?

taining devotees bf jazz and swing,

He introduces several members .of his

organization in . solos and. ensembles,

a trumpet number scoring. Four of

the bandmen, all strings, do a num-
ber but only a. avid follower of the.

current musical trend could, appre-

ciate it. Suffice to. say .the . audience.

,

d
' Fanchonettes ' open the show with

an Indian routine. : Later following

Miss- Shore, they offer' their- inter :
'

prefation of 'Rhapsody' with a dance.-,

and close' . the proc.eedinfts with n
:

llvelv- 'Scotch routine.. Show ^ as a

whole Is fast-moving and a diver-,

sion from the straight, band shows

thp. house hhs offcrei* 1^'My. Edua.

Buffalo, Jan. 81.
Vincent. Lopez Orch (15) with

Anne Barrett, Sonny Skyler, Pearl
Robbins; Arnaut Brosi; 'One Crowded
Hour'

. (RKO) .

A fine presentation for. those with
long memories, arid one. certainly
satisfactory for youngsters; too. > ;

'

There's always .something, iiostalgic
in Lopez's top. infrequent returns, to
Buffalo. Here was one of the places
where he. first; took

.
root. aSv'a inusi-

Cian, banging away; in .allTiiight ses-
sions at the ivories in Nate Fenton's'
Pekin, and before that at the old
Alamo. . Now he is i vjeterari,- with
•the rollcall bf .his successful proteges
plenty large..- " Currently utilizing
small screen upon which hie projects
and introduces the . band.- names
(with their theme songs)

, who got
their start under, his aegis.. . ,.

;
i

-Lopez aggregation dispenses solid
irielbdy. riiostly,

.
with^.only an occar

Sionai: bow to\vard jive pyrotechnics.
Following, a telling arrangement bf
'Dark Eyes,' Pearl Robbins • is , bri

with a neatly executed, whirlwind
toe-tap. Sonny Skyler .. caresses
'Frenesi' in a smooth tenor, followed
by an ear>easy. 'Our Love Affair! arid
ehebririg with his own 'Don't Cry/
Group's coiicession to jive is : "Beat
Me- Daddy,' which it does in : bang-
up fashion, and In Which Buddy
Spangler registers sockeroo at tiie

drum's, v

-Arihe Barrett, a songstress with a
Betty. Huttpri deliveryv heats :up the
cro,wd for about the best returns of
the performance with her vivacious,
2aney ; manner. Whains but 'Turn
but the Lights/ 'Ferryboat Sere-:
riade'.and 'Are You Listeniri';

Arnaut Eros., working- straight arid
saris .their perennial clown makeup,
prove high spots. Whether the act
gains .anything in the transition to
tuxes is questionable, but their rou-
tine is funny- enough in any guise.
Their standard whistUngrbirds finale
is! f>s always, riotous. . . ..

..

The maestro riext-to-closes with
neat.ivoryirig.. His shbwmanly tech-
nique must be recognized by even
the most unsophisticated of his
listeners; . The applause is the pay-
off; ..' : ..'

•'••.

Attendance extremely thin open^
ing show Friday (31). Burton. .

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSEEELS)

Foreign ; inaterial dominates the
hew show here, with considerable in

the war column, both abroad and on
defense at home/ including Lindr
bergh testifying before the .House
Foreign Affairs Coriimittee. At the
performance caught he was given a
hand.
From the other side clips include

Winstpn Churchill reviewing an
American home guard unit in Eng-
land; King Haakori looking over
Norwegian sailors with the British
fleet; Princess Frederique visiting a
Greek military hospital; preparations
of Britain against; threatened all-out

Nazi, blitz; the fall of Bardia; Greece
mourning Premier Metaxas; Harry
Hopkins in London; Nazi prisoners

bf war; and excellent shots of action
in the Mediterranean with bombs
dropping close to a British ship.

In addition to lend-lease debate in
Washirigtori, local stuff embraces
arrival of Lord Halifax; delivery of

bags bf dimes at Washington in the
infantile paralysis Campaign;, that

$1,000,000 error in a check at Carver,
Mass.; snowstorrii in. the Sierras; dis-

play of items in . the Hearst art col-

lection that has been placed on sale;

probing of a plane crash and the

usual sports routinej plus -fashion

clips.
- Instead of the customary shorts,

house this week has March of Time's
'Labor and Defense—1941.' It gets

M. of T. once monthly, following the
;Music Hall with the series. - ••

In toto; a; generally Unexcitirig bill.

.. Char.

in a; seml-^ramatic. version, which
draws out the applause and calls up
an encore! on 'Remember/.: Harding
then brings on Emily Darrell to fill

the next-to-closirig spot with a bar-
rage bf laughs. ^Laugh, spectacle is

her .'toy bull *pup,- Annie, whose
antics in pink drawers with a pair
of yellow,^clumpy .shoes on her rear
paws .'set the; house to roaring. It's

great fun as .far as . Annie
.
is

:
,con-<

cerned and the house, took- it . the
same way.
DeMay and Martin - with - Sally

Moore, iri n ballroom dancing trav-
esty, wind up the regular acts. ;Their
knockabout comedy, while done with
skill; is .bhiy a titter compared to
the belly , laughs generated ' : by
Annie's guileless and willing clomp-
ing., .Show is finished- with' the girls

on for a brief modern kick-number.
Biz is Uip, With the W. C. Fields

pic the major lure-. .. .
Quin;

\,:7 TOWER, K,C. p[

Kansas City, Feb. -8,

DeMay, Moore and Martin, Emily
Darrell, The Three Cards, Lester
Harding, Harold Ahlstrom and Ken
West, Herb Six House Orch, House
Line (8); 'Bank Dick' <t/>. :

;

'In the Money/ as the bperiing rftur

;sical line number, gives an. idea
1

of

what the producers hoped for when,
this one was put together and tagged
'Prosperity Parade.' After sitting

thrdugh the<38 rniriutes the :ciistomer

doesn't, quite get' that, much of .an

impression,, but- the show is built'

along the standard liries here .and is

regulation, calibre...

The Card family, acrobatic turn

of two guys and gal, get the initial

spot to feature teeterboard work; all

of which centers around the various'

members twirling into a barrel...- It's

exacting \vork and carried off snap-
pily. Amateur niche of the. week is

Ailed by Ahlstrom and West iri a
harmonica duor two being nifty on
'Dark Eyes' arid 'Dinah' arid . cbuld

eosilv be macle into a: good, standard
act.' "Line -specialty is a fencing rou-

': tine.done to'.March, of the Operas'

I
and continues ; the trend . of these

gals' to crMitrioute.something cfxtra. •>

: Singing, m.c, Lester Harding turns'

his song-.«c)lin? baritone on 'Frenesi

Hearst Sale
^Continued from p»«e 3;

APOLLO, N. Y.

. /Blanche Callo'way Orch (12). Cats
and. Fiddle. . (4);: :Sporteo, Spic and
Span, Mary Lewis Dancers (18),

Richard Huey and. Blue Moaners
Quartet, Sammy. Theard, George
Wiltshire,

:

Vivian Harris; 'Who
Killed 'Aunt Maggie?' (Rep).

ond arid: . 10,000 the. third. Public !

viewing Monday saw 25,000

traipsingHp and down aisles . gasp-

ing at fabulous pride tags, bri strange

articles which even Hearst himself

probably,; couldn't -identify., ';':•
- ~.

Load of showmanship arid circus-

ing has been put into the sale. Slick

!

press-agency has filled the New York
dailies, the picture mags and .

the

Wire (services for more than a week
with thb'usatids. of .wbrds -arid loads

of art on the show; there's ' a' letter

writing contest for clubwomen on
'What I would most like to- have put

of the exhibit, arid ^why/' and it has

been lighted with thousands of dol-

lars- worth of baby spots and gela-

tines by Fe'dcr, whose tricky work
has emblazoned many a Broadway
show. ;•';'

. Sale is bejng held to furbish the

Hearst coffers with . cash derived

from the myriad objets d'art, trink'-

ets arid whatnot that have lain iri

warehouses ,lri the 'Bronx for years.

Hammer Galleries, N. Y:, was hand-
ed the assignment to peddle the,

stuff on commission. It. decided,

however, its layout wasn't big

enough and called on Gimbei's for

help. They split the commish.

$11,000,000 insnraace
.Total value bf the stuff now on

the floor can perhaps best be Judged
by the insurance—$11,000,000—split
among eight . companies. That's only

a small -portion, however, of what's

in the. five-story Bronx warehouse
which takes up an entire.block, arid

its: annex, Stuff alraady moved
downtown is said: hot even to have
made a dent. Sal* will b* on for

at least two ' months and as things

are sold they'll be replaced from
the warehouses.. Hearst, inciderit-

ally, has five, more similar ware-,

houses in Lbs Angeles.

How' Hammer placed -values on
objects which It Is obviously im-
possible to value Is apparently a

secret, too.' Amusing,: however, are

the department store prices. Not
$25,000, but $24,998 of $99,498.

Screwy stuff no end is on sale

most bf which Hearst himself has
never seen. He had agents all over

the world and merely ordered them
to buy . and ship to his warehouse
when he heard of . something he
wanted! Permanent staff of 30 cu-

rators has been at work for years

in the Bronx cataloging the trinkets,

which include 70 complete, medelval
rooms, into 504' categories.. Picture,

of each acquisition' was taken and
filed into loose-leaf volumes (there

are 300 of them) so the Sultan bf

San Simeon could finger through
whenever he had the desire for a

look-see at his possessions.

Spanish Monastery $30,000

; Whit the; crowd seems to consider,

the. wackiest chunk of .
something or

other is a Spanish' monastery (com-
plete) which carl be had for $50,000.

It cost the publisher .. at least 10:

times: that much because he had to

not only build the monks , who. were
living in it a replacement, but had
to Have special roads and a special

railroad. .Constructed to get, it to the

sea for shipment to America. It

arrived in; 14,000 carefully-numbered
crates which have ' reposed in the
Bronx Warehouse, ever since.

.. Other curfbs include a silver ring

in which mashed potatoes were sup-
posed to be placed U$379); a mayor's
mace of Boston, Lincdlrishire, Engi-

land ($1,693); Spanish dishes of the
15th century ($2,495 each ) ; set of .34

16th century plates $(127,450), plus
all sorts bf arm.br, .beds, ..chests,

clocks, /doors, molding, silver prria-.

ments, church, fixtures, stained glass,

firearms, paintings, autographs,- rare

books, plaques and. just, about every-
thing else iri the world for which :

nobody but. a -museum would have
any conceivable' use.

Flock of show business .names
;haye already been down to Gimbels.
to look thi.rig.s over and buy.' amorig
them Maurice Evans, Gertrude Law-
rence, Major Edward Bowes, Ganna
Wniska and' Raymond Massey.

. This is .a pretty, poor layout for the

Apollo,
; Headed by Blanche Cal-

loway's mediocre, band and the Cats
and Fiddle quartet, it runs approxi-
mately 80 minutes with-

little hap-
pening. Combination of Miss Cal-
loway .arid the. -Cats' jive four is

based on fact neither grpup is strong
eriough in name or draw to> go it.

alone.
;v .•':'.;;. '. '

.

';".,

Calloway combination : bf four sax,
three trumpet, one trombone arid

'

three rhythriv in v some placies is al-'
most; amateurish, dispelling - any:
thoughts that^ poor arrangements
could be responsible. . Writings are
badly Svbrked out; practically all: in
a sizzling veiri and ; played Under the
beat of a rhythm section that's any-
thing but steady.

. Miss. . Galloway's vocals are, like
the, band, loud and unappealing. She
switches gbwns during offstage trips,
in -the' vein of other femme leaders. :

Occasionally
. she: uses • her

.
brother

Cab's style of batoning, tbysing her-
self about in grooved terps; etc..

Cats arid Fiddle four are okay, but
hardly , ariything to excite. . Consist-
ing of three guitars of different types

'

and a bass: ; twanger, ' the four are
strbrig on rhythmic, instrumental
arrangements, but - reverse that im-
pression when they, begin adding
vocals. In harmony . or humming

,

backgrounds to the tall soloist, the
group fails..

'. Footwork of Spic and Span, tap
dup, is: okay.

. Two work well to-
gether. Their first try is weak .due
to n.s.g.: routining, but the second
is- neatly . executed. Pair ' .Work
around two chairs in the second,
winding

:
up -tapping from sitting

positions,-

Sporteb, a' lone comic working In
brie, is a skidder. His time onstage
is short, and rightly so. He con-
tributes nothing byt a string of
rhymed comments on topical events,
winding up in a rather blue vocal
version of 'Ma^ He's Making Eyes At
Me.' •

• .- .;;.
.

•

Richard Huey and the Blue Moan-
ers quartet are spotted in the open-
ing dance skit labeled the 'Sheep and
Goats : Club/ Work . consists of
spirituals. It's strictly Harlem in
purpose and impact. Mary Lewis
dancers are better . than the usual
house line, but still imprecise. Line
is composed of 12 girls and six boys.

Other comedy this Week is. negligi-
ble. Amounts to one short skit han-
dled by Sammy Theard and straights .

George Wiltshire and Vivian Harris.
It presents the usual so-so buildup to
a weak, blackout.
Biz poor.: Wood.

BROAD, COLUMBUS

Columbus, Feb. 2..

Ted Weems Orch (14) with Perry
ComOjr. Marilyn Thome, Elmo Tanner
and Red Ingle; Gene Sheldon with
Loretta Fischer; Mardoni,. Dennett
and Dae; Abram Ruvinski House
Orch; 'Maisie Was a Lady' (M-G).

For its first stage bill in nearly
18 months the Broad has made an ex-
cellent choice. Layout headed by
Ted Weems and Co. couldn't be more
to the liking of local theatregoers.
One of the finest band units to play

here in recent years, Weems prefers
to remain In the background while,
leading a highly entertaining 60
minutes.. Snappy, mirth-packed re-
vue garnered plenty of laughs and
applause at this catching/.

Local boy,. Gene Sheldon, master
of pantomime, is standout. In its

essence act (With Loretta Fischer)
Is same as ever, changes, such as
they may be, being almost negligi-
ble. And, as always, a solid/click.

Using a curtailed corribo, Weems
wisely sticks' mostly to the individual,
soloists: Baritone Perry Comb, long
a fave here, before his present asso-
ciation, sold- nicely: with, 'Trade
Winds,' 'Only Forever* and, 'Maybe.'
Whistler Elmo Tanner -is featured
in 'Ciri Bin Bin/ highspot of which
is a chorus In harmony with two
clarinets, and a : tricky version bf
'Glowworm/ worm- coming • to life

via .many varircblbred > flashlights.

Red ..Ingle clicks with, his ' old hill-

billy number, sto^s show with a 'y.env

triloqiiist'. turn, assisted offstage by
Tanner;

Marilyn Thorne, new vocalist,

keeps in the groove .with 'Ferryboat
Serenade.' 'Beat Me With a Boogie
Beat' and -'Five O'Clpck, Whistle.'.

Blonde looker (only 18) sells- deep-
thrbatedly atid with, a little more
stage poise v/ill,. be fighting Comb
for the closing spot.-, ;/.

• Dance team of Dennett arid Dae is;

a hbney. In addition to clever taps
they 'intersperse V. drumming rou-
tine, a ia Jack Powell. Mardoni pi.e-

,sci, is . three' magic tricks used, over
,'md. over here;, but •

njti'1-1 "nanages. to.

sell due to hi's.:handl
:

int!..

Biz excellent at show cau-ht:
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THIS WEEK (Jan. 31)

NEXT WEEK (Feb. 7)
Numerals In connection with bills below indicate opening day of

eFiqw,. whethe*1 ;full; or split week:

NEW YOttK fltl
' State (fl)

Johnny McGee Ore
Del Rlos
Eunice llealcy
Joan Merrill
Diamond . Bros'.

WASHINGTON
Capitol. *7) '•'.

Rhythm.' Rockets
YlVlan Fa ye:,-

Brown .& Ames-'
Karihznwa Tr.
Joe Howard.

Ifr/ia- Vbgeilee
16 Roxyetles.
.PROVIDENCE

-Metropolitan (-7-*)

John Scat Da Via O
Kl'dnodlers
Moke, ft Poke
'H'woort^Canines"'
3 Winter Six ".

: WASHINGTON '

Howard (7)

Brsklne Hawkins O
Mason, Burns & B-
Count J.erby. -.

.

''4 Step.: Bros
'•'

WORCKSTKR ..

; Plymouth (3-5) ;

John Scat. Da vis .'0

Barry Woq-«^
Don" ft RutH ie. Lane
H' wood Canines '

NEW YORK CITY
Paramount (5>

Glenn Miller Ore
Dean Murphy
Cass Daley
Lane ft Ward

CHICAGO
Chicago (7)

Cene Rrvpi Ore .-
.

Andrews Sis
Chuck . & Chuckles
Joey Rardln

MIAMI
Olympln (0-9)

Isabeile. Jewell
Lorraine & Rognan
Al Trahan
Harris. Claire & S
MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheuro (7)

ftufe : Davis •

'

Ben"Blue; Co
Kitty Carlisle

,

Tjith'rop Bros
Chrlstlanl Tr .

BOSTON
Keith (0-0)

Bill Bardo Ore
Masters' ft Rollins -

CINCINNATI '•

Shunert- (7)
Milt Brltton Co
Patricia Ellin
Mlnn.cvltrh Rascals
Tommy -Rafterty. .

Tito
Helen Pamiher

. (31)
Adrlann f- Charly -,

3 Pitchmen
Watson- 81a
Ada, f.eonai-d Ore

CLEVELAND .

Pnluce (7)
Folles Itergere-

. (31)
Cab /"'alloway Ore
Avis Andrews
Cook & "Brown • j
NIcaen & Aland

6 Cotton Club Boys
Mills Bros
1 DAYTON

. Colonial (7) ,

Ada Leonard Ore .

Flo Mayo .

Winnie May. '

.

Sylvia & Clemets
Steve Evans'

(31) .

James Evuna'Cb.-
Blanche Bradley Co
Buster -West. Co
Tluirston
BOCHKSTER
Palace (7)

Cab Calloway Ore-'
Avis Andrews
Oo.uli. ft Brown
Nles.en & Aland
6 Cotton Club Boys

HYRACl'SE
Strand (7-9)

Lout* Armstrong Or
B|g Time Crip
Tlmmle ft Freddie

KKW YORK CITY
Srrund (7)

Ray. Noble Ore''
Georgle Taps
Yvetle
J ft- J MrKenna

. (31)
Henry Busse Ore
Johnny Wood*

':. 3 Berry Bros
« Que'ntln Reynolds

Emerald Sis

PttlLADEf-.PHIA'
Earle (7)

'

i- Sammy Knye Ore
I Statler Twins
t Chris Cross

Nonchalant*
(3D

Streets of. Paris

PITTSBURGH
Stanley. (7 >

La CongafRev
La Compafrso Co

Cesar ft Roslta Co
Tito Coral
Ferdinand, the Bull
Del Cdrmm -& Vega
Ramon Ore •

-(31)
Larry Clh'.ton Ore
Wally Vernon
3 Arnolds
Condo." Bros

READING
Aster (7-8)

Les Brown Ore
WASHINGTON

Earl* (7)
Oae Foster Gls .

'

Ray A Trent 'l

Ben - Yost Co
Linda Moody.
Gil" Lamb Co

(30-6): .

Goe Foster Gls
Pansy Sanborn Co
Stapietona
Gene Archer

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (0)

Robe rt Shan ley
Paul Haakon
Henry Calvin
George Meyer

.

Loren Hollenbeck
Rockettea
Corps de Ballet
Erno Rapee Syinph

Roxr (»)
3 Smoothies
Bob DupOnt .

-

Jcannlo Brldeson
Fiiludy Tr
Marie Hollis
Paul Ash- Ore

Apollo (7)
Tail Manhattan"?

Windsor . (0)
Barry Jame'i Ore
Ginger Manners
Lynn, Boyce ft V
.al Bern! .

Nnucy -Mealy . .

tfUecnsboro (8-0)
Art Kali n Ore :'•

(Four to fill)
;

. Hlvleni (9)
Don ft Ruthle Lane
Frances Roman
Joe Cappl .Ore

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome (6)

Piinzaflre.U .-'

. . Hrate (0-11)
Del Raes .

'Al Linden
.

(6-») -.

Jfanahlnos
Kay. ft Blaine
.4 Fantthoa •

. Roral (7)
Earl Hlnes OrO.

.

Jerry Tappa '.:,-.

/ BBOOKIY.N
. iblatbiMh («>.

Bill : Robinson >

Johnny Long Ore
Pat Kenning; Co

. Javl;' AteCoy
i,'fcl rr:-ood l.tl'<ndei»

CAMDEN
Towers (7-0)

Singer's Midgets
HLIZABKTII

-Liberty (6-w)
Glenii & Jenkins
Ming Toy
3 Orontos
B ft I ghaw
Victor Maoy ft Nova

: KALI, RlVKR
Empire (4-C)

Bob Howard
TanU Ikao .

Ross Wyte Jr Co '•

Bob Henshaw Co
Helene Dennlsoh:-.'
Samuels Bros 'ft V

FJtKEPORT
Ffeeport (6,8)

;

Don & Ruthle Lone
Virginia Austin
Aft M Havel "

.-.•'

Naltto Tr
'

(One to fltl) . ;

HARTFOR0 :

• State (7-9.)
'''••

Major Bowes Co :

Blanche Calloway O
Buck ft. Bubbles .

':

NEWARK
Adania (7-9) '-.

Streets - of Paris.
. PATERSON
Majestic (7-10)

Leonard, Semottft S
Cordinl ft Tina

'

Levan 4 Boiled
Stuart ft . Taylor Co
6 Marvelettos
PlIILADKLrillA

Carmbp (7) .

Toy ft .Wing
Jlmniy Leedir
O ft B. Malson '

.

Weflson Bros
Cardovas .

'

'

Fny'n («)
Varlos ft Vida
Smith. Rogers v: R
D'o.ii A rres
Maxlne De.'hnn
TtnKv'. I

v nl'l':c <•(
'

NEW Y0EE CITY
- • Armuodo's .

Ge6: Morris Ore. . .

Pe.dr.ito-- Ore
Maria Spaiildlhg

itearlicomber .

Michael . Lorlng Ore
Sacaaas Ore
EUsa Valladarea

,

Carmen, Amaya.
I Mill BeriolotU'sV

don Sj'ivlo Orb. .

Aiigr.K- Crc' '.•

Jeanne ^NeXyell -

Barbara La Marr
Loretta

:
tane . .

Lynri & Marianne
Patsy La Rains V

Bill's Qaj W»
.

Charles Strickland
T/uIh Bate?
Fred Bishop
Spike. Harrison -

Harold W.lllard
ITarr'y .-Oorvnelly.
B'ernle'. Grauer. ..

. Cafe Bruno
Chick Raines Ore
Evelyn Laye '

Cafe Contlnfnial

'

V&BChn Datsko :

Kordstrom Sis '

Alex Makofka
Patricia Wing
Hado Hurd- •

Irene Stanley " ^

Cafe DOree
Tex' Gentry
Louise Carroll
Tommy Tosrano
Pat Dixon

Cafe Pierre

Gerry Morton Ore
Carol. Bruce

.

Cnfe Society
(Mldtowo)

Teddy Wilson Ore
Eddie South Ore.
Hazel Scott
Golden Gate .4

Amnions ft Johnson
:

- Cnfe Koclrtj
(VllUge)

Henry Allen 6ro
Meade Lux' Lewis
Art Tatum
Willie Bryant
S'ammy Pierson .

Sister' Tharpe "

Chnteao. Mqderae
'

Maurice Shaw Ore.
Gabriel . .

Bill Taylor
Dorothy Tanner
Rolln Smith
Carol Boyd
Ted. Lane.
AVLentz •

Tommy Baron
Clab ia

G Andrews. Ore
Peter Brent Ore
Hazel McNulty
Jack White
Maxlne Loomls
LJlyan Dell .

'

Pal Harrington
'

Frarikle Hyern.
Jerry Blanohard
Terry Lanky
Janet , Llnd

Club <taocbe

Don Miguel Oro
Currlto ft Coral
Marlta
Tamara Doriva

'

Kontana '

;-. Club.-Walklkl

Andy lona- Oro"
Na-Pu'a
Tultama .

.

.

' Copacubana
Nat Brandwynne Or
Juanlta Juarez. .

Frafil'v' Marti Ore
Fernando Alvarex
iBlvIra Rlos '. '

.

.-.

PatrJ'cla .Bowman

'

Sambo Sirens .

.

Cuban Cnatno'

Co'na'yf Iq ' Moreno
Don Casanova
Dlihaa ft Helen
Hffl .Cforre " . : .

Diamond, florseshoe

Noble Slssle Oro
Blanche ' Ring- ' '.

Gllda Gray
Eddie Leonard
Julian Kiting* ', .

Harland - Dixon .

J<rof Lambertl ' •
VVinl Shaw
Hortrip Spurr
Dave: Malleii -

.

Herman Hyde. '.; ''

Sally -Burrell

•

:

. El ..Cnlro .-.'•

Don Alberto Ore

'

Martlne7. & Antonlia
lioK'ta. Ooinez :

'
'

Pepe Hurtado
T.a Oltanlllai'
Mni-la Lnpea

.

t(6B. Azteoas.

I'Btn'ohS'-'.DoorV''.'

JoeMarsnla Ore'
Adele Olrard .

Bee Kulmus:
'

:

.

Frances' Carroll
Mnrjnn" Bddv .. .

*

Oa> »Vhlt««. Way .

R'-fl" F.'elda Ore ' ~

Fa list9 Ourbellp'Orc
Joan Bdwards ;

Harris; ft Shore :'

B<jb Shek
Carol King .

:

Geraldlne 4 Joe

Hotel Savoy-Plaaa
Hob Grant Oro
John. Buckmaster

Hotel .SheltoD k

Johnny" Johnson Or

I Hotel St. George
I (Brooklyn)
- Allen 'Kane Qrc- .

•

I lintel St. Mortis'

I Eddie : Varzos .Ore •

f
lJoa.u.vel -ft Tova
lion

.
Hootoh -

Lolo ft "Bobby;..

; Hotel -St. Hegls .

:

Hal Saunderii Oto r

Oua Martel 'Oro
Dorothy Lewis
Heaaley Twins. •

Hazel Franklin.
' Hotel Tnft .

Frnnl.Je Masters. Or
' Hotel .Waldorf-:

Astoria:'-
'

. . Kmplre Room
Le'lghton -Noble -Oro-
Mlscha' Borr Ore'. :'

RuHsell- S\yann ..

Yvette ..•

Ilurrtcune.';

RdUle .'Bush 'Ore
"'

Junnlta Rlos pro; ;

Uqido Vincent
Joan Merrill
Wnrlco ft Novellb '.

Winnie Hoyeler Gls

Ireland Restaurant
Bobby Norrls Ore
M.aniiel Ovando Ore
0 race Dryetdale

.

'

Cass Franklin :

Nola Day '

Marlon- Murray -

.

Marlon Joyce
' Mon Paris.

.

Heywood. Powers' Or
Dick . Wilson Oro
Eleaiibr French

-Monte Carlo -

:

Ted: Straeter Ore -

Freshmen. -.

.' Old Roumanian ':

Joe-La Porte Ore
Ethel Bennett -

Sadie -Hanks •'..
- ,..'

J*nla Pobedlnla -

Budd>' Walker
Chl'qulta- Venezla
E)l_ Spl vock. -

;
'Place Glegante

BrnoBt Fran* Ore ..

Berrilce Manning "

-.

Bfll Karrell ":•

'Joe Rayazo ..

Vincent de Costa .

Art TuberOnl .

Tlno DOnelll

•
",' Queen

. Marr
Joe Ellis --.Ore -.

LoulaevJ3rydeh
Jean'. Walte'ra'-
Rnbe>to -' Welch
Baron lUyldenkroa :

Lnu Williams
Helen Kay*
'•'

lKiniteiiO> (ihii -

,

Uacry . Wlnton . Ore
Gloria' Hope '

Julian . ft Marjorl
Jean' Murray'.

RnIribow Rooni -.
-

Bei) Cutler Ore.
Keith Clark
Capprlla ft Beatrice:
Roily' Rolls

Marlon Holmes
Collette ft Barry
Lew Hoffman -.-

Madley Qls

Blaekhawk .

Ted Flo: Rlto Orb
Earle Leslie
Grandfafr's Follies

Blaekntone Hotel
. (BaUnese ttou
jay .Cole Orb '

!

' Brevoort Hotel .

.
(Crystal, Ijtooni)' \

Mae King
3 Nlbllcs .

Bob Billings ;

'; Bronilniont
'

',

Karl ' V^ayhb '., V
Murie Young
Shirley LUckr

:

Connje Osier
Pat Snyder. ':

Doris Clayton
Herb .R'ldolphe Ore

Clies. Parse. ...

I.ou Breese Oro
Jane Frohrnan
Rufe Davis
Four Franks' •'

Juvelys
*

':.-'.

Evans" Gls •

.:. Club AtHbwm
Charlotte Van- pa»
Morion Moor*.

''

Harriet Norrls
Allen Coe ' .-•

Rernle. Adler :

'

rieuj- Hill...

'

Inez Oambol •

JOIfle Burton
.

'"».:
..

Paullette l,a Pierre
Dave Un«lk Ore

Booking *the nation's leading independent
vaudeville theatres

EDWARD
1619 BROADWAY ' /NEW YORE <£OL. 5-0930

Gloria Blake
Marlon Miller.

;

Jorge Negret*
.

Juanlta Rioa
'

Mlml Kellerman '

Coley Worth
Marcla Ray
Ann Pennington.
Betty Jane Smith

Or'nwl'b village inn

Anthony Tr-Jnl' Ore
Alleen Cook
Denise -

."'
,

Eleanor Knight
Bernlce Manning
Dorita
Grace Patterson --

Havaoa-Mujlrtd :

Frollan Maya Ore

.

Juanlto Sanabrla Oi
Arturo Cortex
Peplta ft Lucia
Rita Montaner
Manor ft Mlgnori
Roslta Ortega

Hickory Honse-

Lou Holden Ore
Hotel Algonqnla

Bela Blzony : •

'

Renato '

Lfnda Tjee '',.

Baldwin Bergerson
Oscar Andrea-'

.
. Hotel Aator

Dick Kuhn Ore
Sand* Williams Ore.

Hotel Belmont .

.-. Flasa. '.

Arthur - Ravel Ore
Joe Pafumy Ore
Mlahel Gorne.r Ore
Ow*n Gary
Lucille Johnson •

:

Moro. ft Chita
Belmont Balladeers
' Hotel Blltmbr*
Orrln Tucker Oro :

Bonnie Baker'.
"' -Hotel Bowiert

(Brooklyn) -

Eddie' Lane Ore
Hotel Bretoort .

Sam. Ray
Julius Monk
Eddl* MayeholT
Norbert Faconl
Elsie Houston

Hotel Edison
Mai Haltett Ore .

.Madeline Gray
Hotel Essex Boose
Joe Relchman Ore
Gloria Martin
Hotel Lexington

Lanl Mclntlre Ore
Aggie Auld
Napua '.-'

MomlKa.1
'

Maleo ShaW.
" HeAbl Lincoln

.

Tony Pastor Ore
Lincolnalrs '

Hotel. McAlptn
Isbam Jones Ore
Shirley Lloyd.

'

'Hotel New Yorker
WOody Herman 6rr
Muriel- Lane .

;ice. Ballet, ': '
.'?

Erna- Andersen
Adele. Inge

'

Mary Lee Bennett.
John Kinney '

Rpnnle. Roberts-
Jerry Farley
Grace May -

,.
:

.

Boots. .Young -

Hotel Park Centra i

(Cocoenat (iroVe)

Buddy Clarke: Ore
Jack Waldron .

JBarry, Prlrioe A C
'Pastlns ft. Fnnohon
3 Nightingales'
•Scat' Powell
Elenore Wood '-

Robertl - - Roberts'
Ton.l Traube-
Hotel PennsylranlH
Jimmy- Dorsey'Orc .

Helen O'Cohnell .

.

'

Bob Bb'erle'

Hotel Plaza
Dick Gasparre Ore
Chlqulto Pre

'

Raye ft Naldl
Jane Wlnton •

Hotel Roosevelt

-

fluy 'Lombardo 0'<'

Elaine Dowllng Gls
Garon & Beriet

Am Conga.;
"

Jiick Harris Ore '

Noro iMorales Ore ..

Candldo B'otelho
'

Betty ft F Roberts
Adele Nbrella -

Nino ft LenOra
C de Simorie Co
Daclta :•

'

.
IJa Martinique -..

Roy Fox Ore '

Kay-.Klmber'
'

Herbert Curbello Or'
..('a rlos Ramirez
Danny- Kaye :

Mali ft.Harl

Larue
Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph Smith 0".

Le Coq Rouge .

Harold Nagel Oro .

Oscar Day. Ore
Alicia Henderson .

Leon ft Eddie's

I.ou Martin ' Ore
Eddie Davis ; /

Teddy Rodriguez
Virginia Valley
Margo
Jean Mo'na
Charles Carrer
Dora - Maughan
-Tack Gleason
Patricia Joyce

; Kuban Ulen

Nora' Sheridan:

;

Palomo
Voija sianoff .

He rmo n
;

'Ch I ttIson-.'

Delta Uoys < .:

RnNNlan Kretchma
Nicolas Mattb'ey Or
Peter Kemiroft Ore
Olga IvaiioVa- '

.

'

Na.-llu i'ollakova
'Mai'UKla Sava
Adla Kuznetzoft -

Senla Kara'vae'rr
Michel Mlchon
Mlahl - ridanoff..-
Arjslak Arafelova

Stork Clnb
Sonny. Kendls Oro'. .

. Versailles '

Nicholas D'Amlco O
Pnnchlto Ore •

Liiba Mallna
Bill Robinson

Village Burn
Lyle Carlyle .Ore

'

Peter Kara; Ore
K ft M Nolan-
June. Bentley
Painiy Below

'

Joan Murray
Florla Vestoff
Sons of Purple Sage

Whirling Top
3 Tops
Ginger Wayne-

. Blltmore Howl
Jimmy ' Castle
Dorothy . Brandon
Burton .Twins
Everett West
3. Dee's
Chester Dolphin' ,

Chuck Foster Ore .

- Casa Mamma
Ivy Anderson '

Ford Jones
Mitchell Sis
Herbie Jefteries " .

Kokdmo
Duke Ellington Ore

I
Cocoanut ' (Jroy*

Gow'er & Jeanne
< 'algary Bros
Freddie Martin Ore

. Earl Carroll '

Jimmy Durante-
Buster Shaver
OllVe ft Geoige
n Debonalrs :

Beril Wallace
Mary. Petefbeck :

Helen O'Hara
'

Barbara O'.Drew '>
P.eyeB'' Rhumba Bd
St Clair ft Day
Rhumba Ore '..

Slate Bros
BUI Brady

. ,.

.Manny . Strand' ,Ore
.Florentine .Garden
NTG 7th Edition

'''

Fred Scott '

~

Marlon Wllklns
Kleanor Troy
Sugar. Celse "

;ltl.o Bros.. .

,

Charlie Foy's Club
•Cha'rHe-'Foy '.'.''-' •

Leonard Sue's.
George Beete ••

.'

.Wllma Novak :"'

Gay Moran '.'•-

Art Bernard Or*
v

-

Grace . Hayes '.Lodge

An I wa '-' Boys '
.

Jerry Itllliard .
-

Peter- Llnd' Hayes
Harry Carroll
Pat" Owyer . > :

Pauline Carroll
Grace Hayes .

Rebecca Hayes
House of Mnrpby -

Naomi Wheat

'

.

Beth Reynolds. ;

Frarikle Galls ghei
Gordon Bishop ':

.

Snnla Day •

Bob Murphy
* -

:
. 'If Cafe

.

Dave - Forrester Ore-.

LOS ANGELES
. Ln Conga

Pairl Neighbors -Ore
B.B'.B.
Dorothy. Dandridge
Ulltmoiettes,

'

Frank Cook
Red Knight
Phillip Lopez' Ore

Macembb Cafe

.

Dlnorah Kego
'

Humbertos Bd
Phil Ohm'an's Oro,

Pnltndlnm'
Glenn Gray Ore ;.

Paris Inn
Kenny Henri son
Dominic
Marg'rlte ft M'rtlo*>
Henry Monet
Helen Golden
Davey Jamison
Dorothy Heller
Helen Harrison
Ma'etts
Helen Miller
Chunk Henry .Ore

Pirates Ilea .

.Peg-les
: Happened

S.usa.n Miller. >

flhadraclt, Boys
Henry Grant--

. .

Susan Miller.
"-

Ciaby . La Fltte
Black. Andy -, ; '.

Tom- Oaroy '

.Charles' Stevens Or
'Eddie' Albany' -.

Srhehernzade Cafe

-

Vaseha Borowakl
Russian • Oypsj-jOrc-

'

[
Sereh Bens

Lilla klplkona
Huananl Mathews .

Ja ne A vela r
• Johtile; Bright VOri

. Somerset . Hone*'
•'Harry- Rlngland.
Elliott Carpenter
Lorraine' Elliot -.

Lou . Sal lee Ore'; .

.-.

'

.

' Suaone Inn - ;':

J.Uiih-'Florer
Juaneida Carter ''

Eddie ileal •

Pork, Chop •'-.'.

•'. ' ToiMty.'s

The Topsyettes {

ijevei'ly. ft' Revel
Pa iiJ . Locke
Ruaa Brown- . .

-.

Marvin. Dale Ore. '.

" Wilshlro Bowi
Oon ft- Beverly
Plfll Harris Ore

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotel'
(Pump Room)

Larry Adler
Virginia Hays

Jerry. Shelton ':
Ore

Blsmarek Hotel
(Walnnt Room)

Art . Kssspj Ore

Dorothy- Dale
Eddie Rolii Ore

Clob Minuet
Helene CarOT
Rita liay.

Alvlra- Morton
Etliel Brown
Fillmore Sherman
Art. Fischers Ore •

Pel Estee .
.

Colony 'Club '•

Sac8sa.s
tOic

Mo'ncbiia Oro'

Colpslmos
Edd ieWhite
Llidn -Warjo
Hazel Manjean Gls
Janice. Davenport
Jucl: Prince
F Quartell Oro

Club Pellaa
Billy Mitchell :

Cycloii* Alorgan
Billle Eckstein
De Alexander'
Chippie dill
6 Jitterbugs .

Rhythni Will).
Charles Isojh
Partelloi iju:.
Red :saiimters Oro

Congress Hotel
.
(Glass Hut'Rm)

Johnny l)ui,BB Qro
(PeHcoek-Rm) •

Joe Vffia :

Edgewater Reach
Hotel

(Beach Walk)
Richard Himber Ore
Dor Dnrhen. Gls
Herb Fodte

Fronke'e Casino
Harriet. Ehrllrk •'

.

Rocky Rllsworth
Blllle Webb
Ann Anderson
Dick'. Conrad .

Bob TJInsley Ore

Graemere Hotel
.
(Glass Hoase Brn)
Lew fltory Ore
Marie Lawle.r .

.

Nor<t Richardson

. HI HS)«

Willie Shore
Jerry Bergen

'

Doris RobblnS
Olnette Cnlte
Younger OIS- ' '.

Eddie Fens Ore

: iTanhoe
Florence Schubert
Jerry SheltOn Ore

-

4 Bards. •: .

Helen Sumner'
L'Alglon

Emll DeSalvtOre
Dorothy Johnson- ...

Arsene Sieger.
'

IsObei de Marco -

^Hotel La Salle .

(Bine Front
. Robin)

Kings iJesters -

Ruth Milam
Liberty Inn

Karon. Stephony
Marlon Crawford
Jane La' Vohne '

Danllee -

Jimmy O'Nell
Sunny Lovett '

'

Earl., Wiley: Ore ,

" Morrison note!
(HostOn Oyster

Honsei)
Manfred antthelf.
"

>
, 'New;.-Yorker ' :

Dolly :Kay> -
toy Sedley :.

Claire ft Hudson
D'Arbour & Rene
Patsy Reed
Hoyeler Gls
Arne Barn.ett Ore •

Al Milton Ore.

Old Heidelberg
lrma\ Cooper
Sally Sharratt
H*ld«lberg .Octette
Heidelberg Ens
JoLy Fianzl .{Vrio :

' Fronzel
. Ore'

Palmer lloune
(Empire Room) -

Eddie bucriin Ore
Eddy Howard
Bob Evans

"

Mkurlee ft . Cordoba
Perez Four
Abbott'. Dancers \.

Phil Dopley Ore
- Sherniun Hotel
" (Celtic Cafe) ,

Oerie. kci'wln Ore
JaroB Sis "•

(Panther Room) :

Gene Krupa ' Oro
Bob Zurke
Irene Daye
Chuck ft Chuckles
Callahan Sis .

Byton Gls
Carl Marx

Sliver Cloud
Ray ilarfell
Petrify Parker.'
Shlrlle Sherr

.
Vat Mar Bros
Lenore Chi.rag.oans:
Joe Gerken
Ralph Lynden Ore

'

Elinor . Daniels.
Hazel Zalti.i.

«io6 Llnb
Billy Carr
Margret Fabur Gls
Boots Burns
Irene- Kaye
Jerri Vapce''
Jackson ft Ne.dra
Betty Shayne
Carrie Flnnell
Barbara McDonald
'Rehee Andrle

.

Maxlne De Shon -

Virginia Jones.'
Millie Wayne
Cecil Von Dell
Margo
Jo Ann Carroll

'

Sol Lake. Ore
Tripoli 3

Todd's Thentre^Cafe
Gypsy Rose LeeW West * McGJnty
RQla Rila

'

A Robins .-

Todd Gls
Jack i^enny •

PHILADELPHIA
Club Bull

Alan Fielding Ore
Marc-ys .& Uunsett.'.
Caryl Gould •

Alfonse. Garcia
Juanlla

. Ben Franklin
Clyde, i.ucas. Oro

'

'.;

Lyn"T,i|cas'
Cql'stons -'

Benny, the Hnrn's-

Morty l.andls Ore
.Billy Maples'*
Fats

:

'At't<In.3<>n

Anita, (^handler
.

'. Curroll'a ,''

Charlie '-.Gaines' Ore
14 fnrrotlovllca
George Wagner, •'

Vera"- .Verne
Connie Phillips ,.:
Badje Lniig.' ~ -

Lucille' Rand • ;

Rarice ft . tlofdon
..;-.'••' Club lit. ,'; '.; •

3 Musilcril Strings
VeHta" Victoria
3 .Glamour Gls

'

Amy Organ :

Barbara Sron*.-

Cusuno's .'.

iiOu FerlnnO : ..

Kay Trgtter.-' '.

Lillian .Stewart .

Johiiny.Gllfoyle
John Liicya '

'.:•'•;

Harry -Smith
.

Ralph .<Saiincr'B Ore
Cadillac Taveirp

Henrique ft' Adr'nrie
Kdythe Mrown
Bopnle Stewart'.-.-"
T.ew ft Evelyn
Cadillac Sextet.
Harry DobDs Ore

'

.. Embassy: .-'

rteo Cllffoi:d.

Helen StandlSh ,

Ijos - Cucaracliaa-
Main Monlei-la —
Charlotte Laub'erton
Carlos- Reyes Ore :

Curl Weller Ore
Evergreen Casino

.

Alice St John
Nltsi'a ft- Ravel
Pat; t'liandlor •

Doris Elliott
Pat Shevlln Ore

1023 LoroHt
.

Bubbles Shelby
Elaine Bills
Emily. Saunders
Elaine Block -

Lorraine Rhode
'

Mickey De*
Keller. Sis

. Jv'ay' Loverly
Perry from Erie
-LltU* Ciiesar
George Sanson .'

Kings af Swing Or"
tiar 00'p Cnfe

Cccir Williams
Little Van Osborne
May Joy.
'Anri-.Frsher
Nak* .& Sake
Ch ick Will lama Ore

HenrlV
Darvls. ft Aflctie .

Lou Kama
Alice; Burrh

:
-..',

.
(H Walton. Roof);'

Vincent. illzzb ;
( ire

Leona Starr ..

Betty June. Cooper^
t'jrh'ds,. Glenn- •

Felicia
Glamour Gls
Helen Heatii
Bob Russell '•.'.

Nino. Nanl
•Vera Nlva : ,

I^oiila Morrison
Popplrio ft Carmeu
Carlos CampoB
Florence ft Alvarez
Michael Saridlna
Nell: Fontaine. Ore
Augusfo Sanabla Or
TH«i**! Philadelphia
(Philadelphia Bm)

Carlotta bat*
Fredrleo ft DanKIn
Dick Wharton Ore

:
Jam Session ;'

Joe Vifrecehlh ...

Mickey Houce -

Micky. Rogers
Dynamite Hooker
Billy. Kretchmer '.'

Teddyf Walters . .

HopklnN'Rathskeiler
trying Draalow'p' Or
Foenchpn ft Cumlllo I

Vera McQovem
Agnes Barry
Sunny Rae
Jeanple Van
Audrey Joyce '

-

Slngln' Sain

... Xatlpier Clob .

Ann Rush ,

' '
.

'

Mike Rlzto ore .-

.

Barbara Bradley
Joanne McFarland
Joanne Sheer . •

Frances Lenog

'... lido Venlee V

Harry. McKay .

Smiles ft. Smiles
Lillian. Fitzgerald
Cats ft the. Fiddle
Buddy Lewis
The Novelette G)s
Dan Verses Ore

..tittle Rathskeller
Sterdusters
Renee Villon
Sterling ft Ruble
De Lloyd McKay -

J»n Murray .

Victor' Hugo Or*;. <
'

- Monoa Inn
Jack Hltchliis'iin"
Edythe Sallade
Shandor ft Margo
Marcella Trio ,

'•

Tony Bddlhg '

.

Newell ft^Hutch sor.
Frank Cuneo Oro •-.

. Mayo's :

;

.'.'.

VIncen t ft Lane
.

Ous Johnson :

Joe Campo-

.

Mlnstrell Tavern
Dot, K*lng ft 4 Tones
Ed McGoidrlck, Sr
Sissy Lofttis
Margie' March •'

Bella Belmont

'

Ed McGoidiielc, jr
;

: Park-' Casino
Miss C'imm.lnfis
Edpla Shepherd

'

H .dumtnlngs .Ore .

Lynda'

Oprn Door Cafe
Dot Bollinger '

'

Helen Wilson
Cleo' Batr
Billy Mayes Ore

Octaves

.

Old: Covered Wagon
Walter 'Jeffrey.''.

•

Micky Famlmrit
. Palumbo.V '"-..''

« Shades of Rhythm
D ft R Marshall
Wade ft Wade
Terry .Shermi'n
Mona Stanford'
Billy Lee
Rrma Lynn..
Jim Wong Tr
Hitward Reynolds O

Red Hill Inn
(I'ennsaakeA. N. A.)

Staupy Swln^sters
'

Don ft Dorese •

Fnrnk Ponti
3 Peppers

-

Lou Boyle .

VI vl Austin .

Nllea. ft Joanne .

Neff Bros ft -Fischer
Florence Morton
Marie T.alill

Dee Rogers
Diane Collier
Sid Raymond .

Dolores

•Do Lamars
LRUs Van OsbOrne
69tb St, Rathskeller
Maasa Bobby Lee O
DorOth'y Johnson
Loretta Navarre
Louise Hamilton .

B.lly. '
';

'-

4 Black Spots •

Takayama
Karel ft Yvonne
Dorothy Johnson
Pets Hayes

- School Hoase Inn
Buck : Caltioun:
Jean O'Nell- '.

Lee, Paige -

Andy Russell .

Moyd ' Mann ','".

Lonnle Little .

Jlmmle Veitutl -Ore.'

Silver • I^ike Inn
Marilyn Mayne • *'

.

La. -Roche ft Rein* -

Colonel Reed- :

Alice Lucey ;>

Frank Hessel Ore
'

'

Rendeivbaa- -

. (Hotel Seaator)
'

t Blues
"'

Lee- Caqdell -'

Tbny - Lahe. Trie.
HuKO-Klahre :

'

Beaie: st Bpys
• .Stamp's'. ." :'.

George].Marchettt O.
Joyeltes- ,

•

Collegian' Trio -."

HbttlepWlnters.
Helen Barrle !
Helen' Jerrlco '.

Hazel -Calloway .
•

Swan Clab
Flash Lane
Rulson
Morgan A Bar!
Ton! Sarelll

'

1.01a Claire
Henry ..Patrick's;.Ore

.

Freddy '. Bcrna.rd.

itOtli Century
Ktlchael Pedlcln

'

.1 Loove Nuta . .

- -.

i Men of -Rhythni. -.

Venire Grille
.

Eddie Thomas.
Bert Lemlsch Ore .

Fay' Wray '

Warwlek Hater
Ray Morton Ore ;

Wcber't Hot llraa
• Camden

Jules Flacco-. Oro .

.t-'urran '-Bllgh
Slgrtor Carmlno"

.'

Put Sullivan
Jack Smith
Dave Peterson..

.

Syd -Golden ;

KathB'r Eldnrndlane
Mia Miles Ttio
Ca-.-Hons -

Gypsy Monya
> .wiiBon'e.

Art -Mathtics
.

I«onora JiicUson-
Jliirry While .

Jack - ft J Gordon
.

ICIee Ko
Sinclair ft Leroy
Joa. Hough-
Geo Baquet Oro

Yacht Club
ScareyGavIn
De-Marcosi
Dolly Bruce
Jea:« Rlre
Rddte Mathewe
Mary N.avls; .

CLEVELAND
. Alpine: Village

.Bernlce ft Parks -
;

Bob Copter : :•

Carl Mueller ; .

Otto Thurn Ore
Freddie's Cafe

Art Lackey Oro ,.

Al. flchenck
Roy Raysnr
Hal Simpson

Gourmet. Clob." ..

E Robinson Ore
Bill Loekman

Hotel AHerton
Karen Torejr ..

Louts Clna
Jack Mlko

. : Hotel Carter
Versatlilans

'

Bob Qpitz

Hotel Cleveland
Paul Pendarvls Ore
Margaret English :

Hotel Fenway Hall
Gene Erwin Ore .

Hotel Sterling
,

Jimmy' Van Osdell

Qulnteros
Lester Chafetx

Hotel . Hollende*
Sylvia Froos .

Paul Rosinl • ,
Georges ft JoAna
Sloan A- Dairy
Sorelll :

Sammy Watklns Or

Hotel Statler

Jose' Moraiid' Oro
Nllda
Antonio ft . Bleha

'

Catallna Rolon

- Jack A Eddie's

Rubertlno, Roberto''
Babe Sherman
Arlen* Rica Oro

V La Conga Club
Ramon Aria* -Ore

. Lindsay's Bar
Judy Preston
Pearl DeLuocS

Regal Club
Ducky Mai v In Oro'
Thlrty-Sevea Clnb
Pat . Dennis
Cunningham' Sis
Jean Delters
I Debs,:.

DETROIT
Book-Cadl|lar Hotel
' (Book Casino)

Fernandez' ft Tere'a
Bob- Neller
Dorothy Barton' •

"

Morris' King. '.

Eddie Le BSron Or
(Motor Bar)

'

Jay, Cos
.- Bowery .

DeSlnione Cb.hga Da
Mildred Rock . .

.'.-

Marlowe- ft King '

Harvey -Stone .

Don Arden 'Dane
Johnny King
Chns. Carlisle' .;;.

'

Benny; Resh. Ore
• 'Casanova'

'

'-

i-van Bankoff Co '.'

Mile Melalne ,

.Nlckolas &.;Sylvi ' :

:
;

.Madelon Baker: '-.'
.

-Glamor Gls :

^Lee' Walter Ore. .'

Corktown - Tavern
'

Hal-broriscn -;-:'',

Ellen . Kay*
6 V'esters :

Eddie Bra t ton Ore
Cole ft' Cbrte .-.

Neville, ft Day -,'.'

Ann-Lee
Don Andre pro .

Commodore
.

Jerry Bergen
Dick Worthlngton /Don ft Bet te Lyfihe.
M Kr.etlow Line .( (1 1

.

Vere Wlrlvllle Ore,

Hnnd'e.
i Old Timer* :.

Joey. Raye Trio

(Continued'

I^ndon -Chop House

'

Tonla- Vslentl
:

Ru by O'r.c '.-,.

.-'! Mbroe«*| .

:Carol Rotli : '

r, Sparkletle*
. .

.

Mel Snyder •
•

Will Henderson Ore
Nebwlo'e V

D.I loVSriiil

Carmen'
Cartos ft Chita
Guy. Ulbby..
Leonard Seel Ore' '.

-Northn'eM -

DuanOs
Jerry lAWtpn.. .

•

June Carmen
Dlan* -ft 'DeLys- .

Ray 'Carlln Oro.-'

.'..Palm Beacit

Bill Manoney .

Sltutta ft Kent '

Orlando-.
Mounts ./Drake .

-.'

Don Pablo Oro-

Haok's Redferd Inn
Mac

.
McGraw Ore

Clob; Royale
Lester' COI* .4 Deb's
Key • Ta> lor ,-

:

Maryen ft: Maurice'
O.epe Fields •

-

Louise Martell
Bernard Dane
Roy ;Tracy

'

panny. Demeiry Ore

. SakS Show Bar .

Jean -Blue
Floretla ft Boyette
Cor'bettA Lorraine
Harriet Cross

"

on t>age 62)
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PartnerSr Tefl RA. How to Behave
fr-

Frank Sullivan, former, newspaper
humorist who is among the mob of

21 that has. shares . of 'Arsenic and
Old Lace,' Fulton, N. Y„ felt that he
should Write pieces for. the papers

and landed an excellent yarn in the

N. Y. Times about the show on the

Sunday before It opened. Then
when the notices rated ,

'Arsenic' a

sure thing, Sullivan figured he had
completed his • bit . and since then
nothing by him has appeared.
. However, Dick Maney had been
appointed to publicize, the show, and
Sullivan, as one of the p.a.'s bosses,

decided that Maney should be ad-

vised as to his conduct. He there-

upon wrote Maney the . following

letter:
;;

.

.

My deor Maney, :

You will appreciate; I; know, that

in our new relation as master end
employe, it would not be seemly jor

me to. address you as 'Dick.' 1 en-

close a brief article tohtch 1 wish you
would insert in the Bayonne Courier

some time before the Fourth of July.

: I am sure that you and I are going

to get along simply finely in our
work on this theatrical production,

.'. and you- are not going to find me a

difficult boss. You just do your part

and you will find that Sullivan, the

workingman's friend, is . square
shooter. However, t would consider

myself a good dear less than frank
were I not to speak to you of certain

small, matters at this time.

Dick, I mean Maney, you are now
on my staff , and I know that I do not
need to remind you that that posi-

tion carries with it a certain respon-
sibility. Remember, you are not now
acting as just plain old Dick- Maney
-rryou are acting as Sullivan's Dick
Maney, and your actions will be
judged in that light, and while a cer-
tain geniality is in order and has my
approval, you must never forget
your dignity to the point of descend-
ing to. the frolicsome.

'"

An occasional drink? Quite all

right, but you must always ask your-
self,. 'Would Frank take this drink?'
before you take it. Be careful also

of your associates. Frankly, I would
avoid Bleecic'Si or to be more specific,

the society of the newspapermen
who hang out there, for the time
being. Newspapermen are, to be
sure, a happy, devil-may-care, reck-
less,

.
h'ere-today-and-gone-tomorrow,

easy-come-easy-go, spendthrift, jolly
and congenial set of chaps, and in
their place I like them, as I used to

be a newspaperman myself, but I
must say to you frankly that I do not.

think that it would enhance your,
and consequently, my social postflon
were you to be seen too often in the
company of such ink-stained
wretches as Richard Watts, Jr.,

Geoffrey Parsons or Ogden Reid.
Buy 'em a drink, once in a while,
and be affable, hut keep them at
their distance. I will write you fur-
ther instructions at some Xater date.

to Star

Harry Carey is slated, to be
starred in the dramatization of Max
Miller's novel, 'A Stranger Came to

Port,' although the producer is: not
definite. Story Is being, dramatized
by

.
Edward J. and M. A/Marr. Marr

attracted
. attention., by renacting- the;

tough 'Baby Face Martin' in 'Dead
End,' It is his first try at play-
wrighting.
Deal is being handled by Pat

Duggan,; with -production expected
early in the spring. Carey came
east" from Hollywood with, his. wife,
Olive, some weeks ago.

:

: They are

•fresiding in Great Neck.

Fever
?
Claims

Going to Arbitration

Rehearsal pay . claims of players.
;who appeared in .'Horse Fever,' a
short-lived comedy which played
the Mansfield, N. Y., earlier this
winter, are to be settled by arbitra-
tion. Show was presented by Alex
Yokel with the backing of the Shu-
berts and it is the latter who are
contesting the claims. Total amount
involved is said to be less than $500.

-. 'Fever' gave a number of paid
previews, .cast getting one-eighth of
a week's pay for each.' Since they
also rehearsed during the days of
preview performance, pay. for re-
hearsals was also payable. Yokel is

reported agreeing, that double work
made : the players' entitled to Regu-
lar rehearsal cpmpensatibn which is
$20 weekly. Shuberts, however, are
reported contending that the Equity
rule is.'oppressive.'
About two years ago : Herman

Shumlin brought up a similar point.
He argued that if actors, were paid
for previews an additional day of
rehearsal should

. be allowed for
each. Equity, assented and the rule
was inserted in the standard con-
tracts. .

Plan

To Ease Up Stringent

Child Labor Regulations

- Relieved of office detail he for-

merly handled for the Associated

Actors & Artistes of America, Frank
Gillmore is occupied with a num-
ber of matters expected to be bene-,

ficial to the profession. He is work-

ing on a plan to tour shows in South

America, . is interested in the co-

operative purchasing plan for actors,

while his . latest activity is directed

towards obtaining more liberal

legislation concerning kid actors. '.

. Gillmore appeared before Equity's

council last week and explained at

great length the difficulties of tour-

ing shows in which children appear.
He plans, a widespread effort to cor-

rect such conditions, going consid-

erably further than outlined in a ;

bill recently introduced at Albany
to standardize the regulations in the

state of New York.
In a goodly percentage of plays

youngsters are necessary in story

development and have been since

the days of Shakespeare. Up to now
state legislatures in . labor law re-

strictions have included stage chil-

dren in the general classification.

Most such laws are protective meas-
ures to prevent the use of child

labor. Realized now that there
should be exceptions in the case of

those used in on the stage. In some
states minors under the. age of 18

are prohibited from acting. While
the city of New. York will grant
permits for kid actors, there is

plenty of red tape connected with
their appearances. .

Plans, as made by Gillmore, seek
relaxation of the enforcement of the

stricter regulations when stage kids

are . used, if new legislation cannot
be obtained. As there are no cases

of hardship, for child players, that

objective is not believed to be diffi-

cult to obtain. Equity will shortly

move along the lines suggested, with

the support of other stage unions,

the managers, through the League
of New York Theatres, and the

Dramatists Guild.

Playwrights, McCHntic, Gil-

bert Miller, Abbott, Serlin

and Shumlin Named as
Participants— Boston,
Balto, PhiUy and Chicago
Houses in Negotiation

EXPANSION SEEN

MANAGERS, DRAMATISTS

TO EXTEND AGREEMENT

Huddles between committees rep-

resenting the Dramatists Guild and
the managerial board of the League
of New York Theatres point to the

extension of the minimum .
basic

agreement, which expires at the end

of this month. There will be some
changes, but none of a radical na-

ture. So far there has been no dis-

cussion on the managers' suggestion

that the sharing on picture rights

money revert to a. 50-50 basis, in-

stead of 60% going to the authors

as during the
;
past .five years. Pro-

ducers^ have evidently decided . not

to make that point an Issue.

Among the new rules which the

authors insist upbri is that managers

cannot produce any foreign, play un-

less- the author is a member or .joins

(Continued on page 62)

Announced that negotiations are
going on between a group of Broad?
way producers/ and Boston, Balti-
more, Philadelphia and- Chicago le-

git theatre owners pointing to the
formation of . a new independent,
booking outfit that would oppose the
United Booking office, operated
jointly by • the Shuberts .and Er-
langer interests. Several plans for a
new booking system were outlined
in the past several years, but were
riot fulfilled. However, it is known
that" a number of producers have
been at odds With the UBO over in-

dicated arbitrary methods.

New booking idea would be op-
erative in the cities named, but it is

contended that its activities could be
expanded, as the UBO only has a
monopoly in Washington and Pitts-

burgh.' Elsewhere road houses play
attractions independently booked and
other shows from the UBO. Claimed
that previous attempts at indie book-
ing failed because not being well
enough organized and sans proper
financing.

Several Broadway producing or-
ganizations have been named as par-
ticipating in the newest indie book-
ing move, but others who have been
at odds with the UBQ at various
times and who booked some stands
independently are expected to come
in on the plan. Those named are
the Playwrights Co., Guthrie Mc-
Clintic /(including; Katharine Cor-
nell), Gilbert Miller, George Abbott.
Oscar Serlin, Herman Shumlin and
Howard Lindsay and Russell Crpuse.

Theatres

Theatres lined up by those promul-
gating the new booking setup are

the Maryland/ Baltimore; Repertory,
Boston; Walnut, Phila., and one of

three Chicago . houses. The Balti-

more house has been independently
booked for around 10 years and. the

UBO has not been able to do any-
thing about it.

When the Shuberts and Erlanger's

decided to merge their booking de-

partments the. general plan , was to

book :not more than one show in a

week stand at the same time. By
eliminating opposition in the legit

field out of town it was thought that

such method would be for the bene-

fit of managers
.
generally. Those

who have visited the week stands,

however, say that local showmen are

not satisfied With the UBQ serv-

ice, paving the way for the indie

move. '.

. Number of showmen are especially

dissatisfied with the ticket situation

in Boston. This is not blameable on

the UBO, however. It Is charged

that the Shuberts control tickets

! through the Herrick agency in the
' Hub, though they deny it. Because
of the Herrick system," visiting show-
men have complained, that their

shows suffer at the bbxoffice'.

Booking monopoly has; been suc-

cessfully opposed- before, .. 'Abie's

Irish Rose' was independently booked,

Anne Nichols. ;
renting theatres ;in

rmany stands. Currently Serlin is do-
' ing the :same thing, playing . 'Life

With Father' at. the Empire, N. Y.,

and. having rented theatres in Chi-

cago VBjackstone), Boston (Reper-

tory) and Philly fWalnut); Boston
company opens in: the: latter spot

about March 15. - Chicago 'Father'

company celebrates completion of a

year's stay; with' a party Saturday

(15) next week.
'

to bunday dhows

Sabbath Matinees Also Gain Favor

Tniex's Bad Knee

Ernest Truex : is. ' appearing in
'George Washington Slept Here,'
Lyceum^N, Y., under difficulty. His
right knee, which he calls 'a nuckle;*

was dislocated for the second time
and he is wearing a steel brace.
; .Truex Originally Injured - the knee
when the play ,was in Boston, acci-

dent happening -when . he . fell from
a table oh the stage. Because of
treatment the Broadway opening
was set back and further delayed
When Berton Churchill suddenly
died.

:

•••
"' ''' -.'•'' ;

s

Coin Trouble in Philly,

But May Religbt There

'Rhapsody in Black,' produced by
Lew Leslie, which abruptly . stopped
at Erlanger's, Philadelphia, Jan. 25,

may relight there at .
the Shubert.

Latter house has been dark for some
time. Reported that the company
was stranded, but stated early this

week that the players returned to

New York last Saturday (1). :

There was no guarantee deposited

with Equity, Leslie having been told

that so long as his show remained in

Harlem such requirement would hot
be insisted upon. First that Equity
knew about 'Rhapsody' going out of

town was when it opened in Balti-

more recently. Before the colored

cast revue can
.
open In. New York,

Equity will probably insist on the
guaranteeing of salaries.
" Shutdown at Erlanger's after five

days was caused when William Gold-
man, leasee of the house, demanded
$1,300 which he claimed was due
from Leslie for money expended on
the show's behalf. Booking had
been for two weeks. House is hold-

ing the costumes, sets and lighting

equipment.
Backers of the Leslie show were

said to be Harry Schumer, N. Y.

transfer man, and Bert- Ettinger,

Brooklyn attorney. Schumer says

he did not put up cash, but did ar-

range for the rental of costumes and
lighting apparatus.

HEAT" SR0SAT. NIGHT

DESPITE CRITICS' PANS

Members of the company of 'Old

Acquaintance,' at the Morosco, N.Y.,

co-starring Jane .Cowl and Peggy
WoOdv refer to the show as 'Arsenic

and Old Acquaintance.'

'Crazy With the Heat' resumed at

the 44th Street, N. Y., last Thursday
(30) as announced, show being ad-

vertised $3.30 for a $4.40 musical,

scale having been dropped, from the

original price when the revue opened
and folded after seven performances.
Critics covered the show a second

time; because of the talent and mate-

rials, and changed routine under the

direction of Ed Sullivan, News col-

umnist, and associates, .but again

most notices repeated the origi-

nal thumbs down opinions.-

Exception was made by Burns
Mantle, "News reviewer. He gave.

'Heat' 'two stars' .'in his first notice,

j
indicative Of a flop.! Mantle's second

[

notice was of 'three star' rating,

meaning it is good. He may be right,

for 'Heat' played to standee attend-

ance Saturday (1) evening, - after a

fair matinee, and oh Sunday , night

(2) tickets back to the last two rows
were sqld.

'^Explained that when Kurt kasz-
ner produced the. show, a number of

players'; contracts called for featur-
ing, with several refusing to follow
certain people" or- skits. Because of

that; the routine, was faulty. /When
:

Sullivan and his coterie took over
new contracts., were Issued; .prin-

cipals taking, cuts and .no. provisions

being written into the contracts. Un-
derstood that the performance was
improved by suggestions from 'Nick

Holde, general manager of. 'Heat,'

whose
.
opinions, earlier Were not fol-

lowed.
,
In addition to Equity mak-

ing, concessions, the stagehands as-

I sented to using: five or six men less

I In the crew, musicians allowing the

Swing to Sundays is becoming
more prevalent along Broadway.
Managers are becoming . convinced
that there is: a clientele' for stage
performances that . cannot be had
during the week. That was one of
the points made, when the Sabbath
experiment was decided on. , Equity-
ites are more than gratified -at the
development though most standouts
still stick to the'Monday to Satur-

'

day schedule.
The idea of playing Sunday ma-

tinees is also spreading, more shows
going on in the afternoon and even-
ing, while Monday ! night . and Wed-
nesday matinees are bemg. scratched/
Longest stayer on the iist, , '.Tobacco
Road' (Forrest), was the first show,
to give Sunday afternoon perform-
ances.. Shows which have followed
are 'Cabin in the Sky' (Beck), 'Meet
the People' (Mansfield), 'Johnny
Belinda' (Longacre), and Tlight to
the West' (Guild)/ Latter show ex-
perimented for the first time last •

Sunday (2) and will continue eve-
ning performances then. Sunday (16)
next week, 'George Washington Slept
Here' (Lyceum ), which has been on
the Sunday night group,, will also'

play the matinee, and the following
Sabbath, 'The Man Who Came to
Dinner' (Music Box) will do like-

wise.

Draw of 'Cabin' oh its first Sun- ;

day matinee, when the show played
to standees, appears to have influ-

enced managers of other plays to
try the same schedule. ' Figuring
that stage plays are more in com-
petition with the picture houses
during the day than evening on
Sunday, ticket scale is . mostly
dropped to $2.20 for the matinees.
Moderate price admissions are'

clearly in demand, on Sundays and
that is the reason why musicals at
$4.40 top are hesitating about getting
aboard the band wagon.
Other. shoWs have held off th«

:

Sabbath on the ground- that the
shows playing then are mostly in-

betweeners, but some shows are
among the sturdy grossers and the
continuance of engagements are def-
initely credited with the . 'new
money' that is being attracted.

Broadway noW has 12 shows play-

ing on Sundays, strongest front yet
offered. Five are musicals, they be-
ing 'Hellzapoppin' (Winter Garden),.
'It Happens on Ice* (Center ), 'Cabin,*

'People' and 'Gtazy With the Heat,*

4/th Street, which fared well on the
first try and will add Sunday mati-
nees. .

There Was a distinct offish trend
In business last week; which made
the goodly Sunday takings, the more,
important. Saturday (1) matinee
was unusually strong all along the
line. Grosses were on the down side

for the week, but would have been
markedly, off but for the Sabbath
draw.

Charleston's B. O.
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 4.

: After many years without a legit

show, this city shows signs of be-
coming a highly profitable stand for
touring . companies. "Tobacco Road'
drew about $6,000 in two perform-
ances Jan. 24-25 at the Auditorium,
despite bad. weather. Road .edition

of , 'Hellzapoppin' is booked in Feb.
24^-25, and Tallulah Bankhead in

The Little Foxes' plays a bne-nlghl
March 10.

.

Harry Lashinsky Is booking the
3,500-seat Auditorium for the May-
fair Amus. Enterprise. }

:

'Cease Firing' 6it Coast
'

, Hollywood, Feb. 4.

Leon Connell is producing a three-

act stage drama, 'Cease Firing,': at

the Westwood Theatre Guild Play-
house, opening Feb. 7.

Play is authored by "Ptis -Wiles, of

the Columbia publicity staff, fchd

j

Marjorie Driscdll.

': orchestra to be . similarly curtailed.
!• Sullivan: lauded' the show in ;hii

News column last Friday (31) de-
spite the notices. Idea of relighting

the revue was praised along Broad-
way and in Equity ' circles, since it

means jobs for more than 100 peo-
ple.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

The story of .Noel Coward's rise to theatrical fame was detailed In a

two-part article by Charles B. Cochran in the Sunday Chronicle, London,

during December. The .manager- and Coward, whciii he; called 'Cocky,'

were associated oyer a pefiod of -nine years starting with 'On With the

Dance' in 1025 and' ending'-.with .'Coiwersatioh;. Piece' in ; 1934. • including

6uch of the author s works as (This Year of Grace/
;

'Bitter Sweet/. Pri'

vate Lives,' ''Cavalcade! /arid. 'Words and Music'

Second installment of the .yarn had an .additonal note, from/ Cochran,

who wrole;--l
Wilh'-"r.eferehce'-*to

;

the; first' 61 my two ' articles about Noel

Coward, 1 am considerably embarrassed as being described as/'tbeman
who made him.' X would' not dream of making such a claim. He was
endowed by God -With great gifts, -not-.the least of which is tremendous
peisevencuGC, and. he was . .bound' to arrive : at his. pre-eminent positiph

In the theatre whether he had . become associated with me or. hot.' .

'Words and Music/ written in entirety by Coward
]
and • more costly

than most Cochran revues'; V/as the first of his shows sponsored by
.
the

producer that was/ riot profitable;/ A Revival; of 'Hay Fever' was warmly
greeted, but it too lost money, making two. flops in."a ro\y. However,

after he tCluiM'o I from New York,' where he appeared . with^ the Lunts

in 'Design for y Living/-' Coward/ Wrote 'Conyersat.iori .Piece/ which, was

,

a hit. T.vjl .ended/ the ^CochraniCoward association^: author deciding to.
j

form a 'pKi-tn'orsKip- .'with' John C WilsOii: to .
produce his

.
own arid, other

people's plays.; Both itv England arid /New York. The Limts are
;
in; oh',

the Cown ml -Wilson projects^ V,'.'/./.
:

i \ \
'.[

:

-

Foldap of Palmerton's

Pprti Me., Stock Has

7

Jt is not unusual for Broadway managers to take extra space ads In

the dailies to reprint exerpts from critics' ireviews, but reproduction of

a notice in full is. rare. Headed .'A Variety Mugg; reviews 'Lady in the

Dark.' the.complete notice written by ^Hob'ert''j.'tarid'ry;.(LaTldywhic>;.ap.-

peared in last week's
:

:
issue '.(Jan. 26), was 'reprinted in. the Times' and

Herald-Tribune oh Monday: (3); space used being nine inches .deep. across

four columns. : :

'"':•' '•'

'
•/ .

'.7
'

" .' „•
,-•••.'..-

. Land went to town in cpyerihg 'Lady,' at the/ Alyin", as did most- re'- ,

viewers. Odd angle to the reproduction's heading was the absence of the

theatre's name and that of Gertrude Lawrence, who is starred in. the show,

though there is generous :m'entioh of her in the rtotice. ..Regular daily ad
of the show and house, however, appeared, in- the usual form, With Miss

Lawrence regularly credited, also the featured people.

There was no mention either in the extra space insertipn of the pro-

ducer, Sam Hv
Harris,

1

hpr- the authors, Mpss Hart, Kurt Weill and Ira

Gershwin. . Understood that the idea to rep.rmt.' Variety's rtotice .was

made by Hart; Harris readily assenting.. Former is visiting the latter at'

his new Palm Beach home. 'Stunt, which cost around $1,000, was a ges-

ture to Variety, which explains the exclusion of other credits. Hart figured

.that onjy a small percentage of laymen read Variety and he. wanted to

'prove that it isn't as hardt- boiled as it's -reputed to be. V.

Ed Sullivan, N Yv News- columnist; came into 'Crazy With the Heat/
revised edition, ; via Gracie Barrie and Betty Keen, songstress and dancer
in the original production; who argued that they thought the revue had
a chance with refurbishing. Respecting their judgment, the newspaper-
man' looked it over and figured that a Lpew's State-type of staging—the
vaudeville idea, as with his fcrmer units—might do the trick. He himself
accpunted for seme $3,500 cash additional, Dave Marx, the toyman, $1,500

more, and the difference up to $15,000 more working capital came from
the original producer, Kurt Kasznar,/ and. his family.' Latter lis supposed
to be over $130,000 in the bpx already on the show.

Diosa Cbstelle went into 'Crazy' the same day she .was to have ppened
at Lpew's' State, N. Y., but did so at much less, following Sullivan's get-

ting her out of the commitment with Sidney Piermpnt.. News* columnist
leaves for a fortnight in Miami, Feb. 22;

While stage performances in London are sporadic, shews are playing
the provinces with regularity.: Recently the D'Oyly Carte Opera Co,
played a fpur-week date in Glasgpw, with very good business drawn, the
Gilbert and SUllivan troupe follpwing that date with two weeks iri;

Blackpool. •'

While the D'Oyly Cartes would, be a natural pver here as previpusly,

the outfit apparently has no intention of coming over this season. Hazards
of an ocean trip is a probable reason. The G. & S< organization drew
capacity at the Martin Beck theatre, N. Y. Private advices, reaching here
are to the effect that the American' visits were due solely to Beck.

During an attack of grippe which caused the postponement of the 'Lady
in the Dark' premiere at the Altin, N. Y.', Gertrude Lawrence lost around
Bix pounds. Despite the fact that the star is on tne stage during most of

the performance, she regained several lost pounds last week.

Miss Lawrence, strictly adhered to medical advice and was forced to

^ decline any other- engagements, including benefit appearances. 'Lady' has
[^beeh drawing standee' attendance and, is apprpximately tied with 'Panama
HfHattie' in. leading Broadway b.o.'s.

Charles McCjrthy, a Boston ypungster who drove the ambulance donated
tp France through a benefit perfprmance pf 'Life With Father/ Empire,
N. Y., visited Empire's backstage last' week. He is leaving sppn tp dp
similar duty with the *Free French' troops in Africa, Originally . the
Father' ambulance -was to have been given tp Finland,' but the invasien
of that land Was over before . it could be delivered, , :

The players have arranged to supply - McCarthy with cigarettes and
eho'cpJate during his service in. Africa,

.

".'/.-' V

One day last week the wrong, telephpne -number pf the Longacre the:

atre. N, Y., where 'Johnny: Belinda' is playing'; was, printed in the show's
ad that 'appeared in the. Times, Number appearing was, that of a residence

where the phone/rang .50 often-that a complaint- was /made to the New
York Telephone Cp. -.- .-.

•

•:./
-.v./'. ;•;.-'

. ;•
'

It was quickly arranged that ail calls for /that number be switched tp

the theatre throughout the day. ''./;/ •

; . .

•

Portland, Me., Feb. 4.

Lpcal comment on Guy Palmer-

ton's winding up of his 37 weeks' of

legit stock in this city appears te

break down lnt<i two opposing seg-

ments. One group pfVex-fpllowers of

the. late enterprise hpld that the

manager was tep/ gentle with local

population who/ rewarded his stren-

uous effprts to provide t6wh with en-

tertainment of a cultural type by al-

lpwing hinj tp drop $15,000 without
any cphvincirig .'recipgh.itiph . of the1

contribution. , The ' Pther factipn

^maintains -.that ,the fernier occupant
of the Civic .was given every . pbSslr

ble break' by Pertland .citizens, and
that his departure isv directly atr

tributable to his -Pw.n; limitati.pns as

a showman.
; .

'

Latter' critlcs: point out. that man-r
ager's citation in a/N. Y. Tinifes' piece

of initial rtpse-diving/pf enterprise

with staging . Pf 'Outward. BPund' is

interesting chiefly because. : it was
spmething that, might easily have
aybided; an4 tiiat.-.as matter; ,pf/fact

niahajer
.
had - been warned /in '

adr.

Vance; (Empire fllmer; tried tP/shPW
pic y.ersiph of Suttpn Vane's super-

natural drama, at time of its, release,

but reaction of fundamentalist audi-

ence was so violent that it had tp be
yanked, a-fter^ twd , unreelings.)

PalmertPh, hbwever, they 'argue, iri-

sisted pn gping thrpugh with pro-

duction, y/ith results, that were rela-

tively mild, . considering- audiences

didn't tear up ; the fixtures.
;

- Another Stance

PalmertPn's-'p'iptlsans. aver,: 6n the

pther hand, that he c6ntinUally

spught advice pf leading citizens, and
that any examples pf pppr

.
judgment

must be laid to bum steers frpm this

quarter. . Arid that resident, film men
were npn-eppperative if net bbstruc-

tive. lppking upon thfe enterprise as

if ij. were a; bingp ..encampment in-

stead/ pf a civic-betterment project.

All' observers seem to agree, how-,

ever,, that Palmertpn's last-minute

attempt to recoup, by firing regular

company and importing troupe with
lyric trimmings was a majpr lapse

in showmanship. Ads in the dailies

gave impression that .first production
of hew setup was musical roadshow
'direct from New York/ 'Babes . iri.

Tpylahd/ production"^ in question,

hadn't been given "'-legit staging for

some years in N. Y., and locals who
realized this felt cheated in advance
and stayed away. Fpllpwing week
same cpmpany, revived 'two" Gilbert

and Sullivan operettas, this, time
with no extravagant billing and a
local am singing the soprano leads.

From, purported 'New York first

company' tp frank . semi-amateurism
was too dizzy a descent fpr riipst

ticket-buyers, arid their en jnasse ab-

sence dealt the already groggy, en-
terprise a horizontalizing tap on the

chin. /

Palmerton personally registered

strongly around here, and -his good-
grace exit Impressed everyone.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Bundles from ' Britain'— Al
Lewis, Max SiegaL

.'Brooklyn Blarrlt«'— M a r y
Louise Elkins, Clarence

.
Taylp'r.

'Five Alarm.:
. Wallk'—-Everett

•.Wile.

'My Sister Eileen' . (road)—
Max Gprddn.

'The Poc'tpr's Dilemma' (revlv-
aD-^-Katharine Cernell

Geo, Hale Sues JoSson

To Reopen 'Hats' This

Season, or 1^
• Saturday night (1), after the .final

perfbrriiarice' ef •Hpld' On tp Ypur
Hats/ ShUbert, N. Y., Al Jplspn was
served ;

''
.

' action started by
Geprgje • Hale,/

.
-producer of the

shpW. with the star.- Unless the. star
reopensI 'Hats' on Broadway or the
road this season Hale seeks damages
for $100,000, Plaintiff concedes that
the •prpductipn, . which, originated
with hirii, was .'^1 the - clear, arid
avers it/earned frPm $4,000. tp $6,Q00
weekly. .'•' '"

- / . ..^
:

- ;•''., -./"•

Early In January Jolson asked that
tthe 'Hats' cpfppratioh be dissolved
Ibr tax purppses.* Kale, through his
attorneys, Fitelsoh & Mayer, agreed
tp turn back his' stpek prily if Jpl-
son wbuid play, the shPw thrpugh
1941; or / ibng as it made money,
and if the star wpuld assume liabil-

ity fpr all possible operating losses.

Musical had then been dark one
yveek because Jolson contracted in-
cipient pneumonia,/but the star as-
sented to Hale's/ proposal, it is

claimed. Sudderily Jolson announced
the closing of the ihpw.

Hale has a 20y» ;;iriterest in 'Hats/
his investment being $15)000. He ln>
fers that unless ..the- sh6w : relights
and if JplsPri embarks pn: any other
activity during the year,- he: will at-
tempt

;
injunctive redress., Sale

argues that there are few musicals
on tour now,

,
but that next season

the . road Will be mpre competitive
Jor - th.at class . of

1

attraction. Jolson
plans road shpwing 'Hats' at that
time.

Name Concert Dates

(Feb. 5-12)

Among the
.
ypung producers entering Brpadway ranks : this/.seasPri, : is

Everett Wile, vino will /debut with .
'Five Alarin -Waltz/ by Lucille S."

Prumhs, / hbw author/ / Wile, said to- be. wealthy, was/- in on. the Coast
showing of /Our Tpwn/. Prigiriaily produced by Jed Harrist This' soaspn

he revived .'Here Today'; in Boston and Chicago. "•
: "v

Harris: was originaily 'mentioned as being interested: iri /Waltz/ hut/ Wile
Is apparently presenting the play on his own.

'No For An Answer/ by Marc Blitzstein, presented at Mecca Temple,

N. - Y., pri three successive- Sunday: evenings recently', grossed around

$8,500> Prbditctipn hut was. clpsb tb/ $12,000. Np scenery was used, nor

was an prchestra ehgaged, and/'most, of the; money, .expended was' for

labor and the actors, whp received small amounts, but 8^ were paid

for rehearsals. Described as an 'opera/ it is stilr a Broadway ppssibility,'.

Dprpthy JphnSbn, whp has been hpuse manager at the Civic Repe'rtbry

,

Bpstpn; during the run there of 'Life With Father/ has been apppirited

aecbrid agent by the Oscar Serlin organizatipn tp assist Philip Stevenspn

In the advance wprk in Philly, ShOw/is expected to. finish its sensatjpnal

run in. Boston : either Feb." 22 or Mkrch 1. . Miss Jphnspn is fprmerly
Bp9t6n -pc-.a; fbr-the Shtlberts. •

John Botes—Municipal auditprium,
Shrevepbrii La. (6); Auditprium,
Tyler, Texas (7X .' -.".''{

""-r

Jaicha Helfetz—with Cleveland
prchestra, Carnegie . hall, N. : Y.. (5);

Bushriell auditprium, Hartfprd,
Cbnri; (9); Schwab auditpriuiri. State
CpUege, Pa. (11), , .

/ ..'
.

'

. Josef. Hofmann—with N.. Y. Phil-
haririPnic, Carnegie hall, NV .Y.

(6-7). • / •//;;/:-.

'

:
'

/
/'.-..,

•

.
Jose Iiurbl •— Knoxville H. S..

kripxville, Tenh. (6).

Yehudi Menuhin — Town hall,

N;'Y.:.U2 )';;',: - ..
;'•-

, ;/
:

. L/liy Pbns-^-Memor'ial auditorium,
Raleigh, , N//.G (7); Auditorium, .Sa-

vannah (10).. /. •;: /./;-• :

. Pa€l Bobespn—Civic auditprium,
Pasadena, Cal. (5). .

'

; /
/' V.

Albert Spalding^with Philadel-
phia prchestra', Academy, bf Music,
Philadelphia (7.-8).

Rise Stevens—Carnegie Hall, N.:Y.

(i2). '
•
i

•/:;;'
''

Danny Melnlck mpved from the
Cprt, N.\Y.i tp the Fultpn : tp help
with .the ticket sale for ?Arsenic and
Old Lace/ -Latter house- has opened
a second ticket window..

. 'the Little Foxes,' currently in

the south on the way back east from
a cpasAp-cpast tour, may play a re-

turn engagement «n Broadway;

,

PARENT UNION'S NEW
LAW BURNS DESIGNERS

United.- Scenic- Artists unip'n. was
iri a turmpil. fbr several days, last

week after It was ahnpunced that an
amendment inimical tP designers
and studio operators had been made
tp the constitution of. the Brother-
hood of Painters, Decorators and
Paperhangers, parent union of the
scenic, group.. The amendment had
been/adopted at a meeting in Lafay-
ette, Ihd., where the brotherhood
headquarters. The designers pro-
tested, believing their right tP enter
into individual contracts wjth the-
atrical producers -would be taken
away arid participated in by scene
painters. Latter get $18 per day,
while designers receive $1,000 mini-
mum to devise a three-set play.

.
Fred Marshall, business agent for

the scenic union, stated that the
amendment was hot fully under-
stood, also that It cpuld not become
effective until clarified/

. He said
that

,
designers will continue to op-

erate under the by-laws, which pro- :

vide fpr designers making their
bwn arrarigenients

. with producers.
Scenic unipn, at a meeting in. its

New Yprk pffice Mpnday (3), vpted
tp wprk tp rescind' the- amendment;
which WPUld

:
: dp away with the re-

quirement, pf filing separate .'coh'--

tracts fpr the designing and paint-
ing pf ;sets. .

;

7 •/'

Scenic artists unipn is ; ah unusual
setup, in that studio pwriers,. der -

signers arid painters are- members
..on' the sairie footing. /There- ire

:

be-
/twee'n 25 and 30 studio pperators, 75
designers . rripst pit: whom dp . not ac-
tually .paint, -while the : tptal/ mem-'
bership; is around .3501 ~

Questioned, amendment was said-
to have been introduced by Edward
A,: Mprange, fbrmerly-. pf Gates &
Mbrange, at /pne. .'time

. active
/scenic studio. - Others say he oh-

.

jected to the ihipbrtange develpped'
by designers- iri recent years, "which
affected the business *pf older studio
operators/ spriie of /whom have gone
put pf business. Mprange' came Put .

fbr the painters, who he thinks,
shptild be credited in programs, be-
ing qupted to have said: 'It is a dis-
grace fPr a painter, to 'bear - the
stigma and humiliation of haying
spmebne direct the- composition of
his wprk/ meaning the designers.

Take Over Chi'

;
Chicage, Feb. 4. /

.
Shuberts are . slated to take-over

the' Great-Northern; which, has been
dark-

fer a. lPrig tfme.V Hbuse has nbt
been a recognized legit spot tot
.many years and has been used prin-
cipally by the Federal Theatre Proj-
ect. F6r the' Federal Theatre it

housed, the /brigihal 'Swing Mikadp/
It is lipw used for Monday concerts
by the Illinois Symphony for / the,
Music Project; •

/••••/•;•'•• './../ : '

"."-"'

Last big regular professional show
in the house .was 'The- New : Mbpri/;
mpre than 10 years age. Shuberts-.

are Understbpd considering the Jiouse"

for- its stock musicals.

. Shuberts, with the';.Great . North-

'

ern, would have the legit: .housing
situation in Chicago pretty well
sewed up. Of the seven available
legit houses in teivri new, the- Shu-
berts new have their fingers, in feur,

the; Grand, SelWyn, Harris/ Stude-
baker. Erlahger Is the United BpPk-
ing pffice hpuse and the .remaining
pne is the Blackstone, an indie npw
rented but until June by Oscar Ser-
lin for- 'Life With Father/ \

>'

: It is figured . that the real / reason
for the takepveri first pf the Stude-
baker and new pf the Great vNprthr.
ern, is .the. /§hubertr

s burnup ever
Serlin's passing up. any Shubeft deal
to operate solo in the Blackstone..

There -have been several repprts of

producers gping intp the Great
Nertheirri fpr independent' presenta-
tipn in Chicagp, and - these reports

may have influenced thj Shubert
inove 'to .'take control pf the house
after it had been on, the open rental

market these many years;
.

Bobby Crawford Denies

Tokel Boy' Closing

Embarrassed Chorines

Miami Beach, Jan. 26.

Editor, .Varifty:

. After the shock of Joe Penner'a
passing and a trip to California to

take care of the • funeral, I arrived

here Friday for a little rest and to~

work on a new play—only to get an
additional undeserved blow through
the reading ef the . enclosed unjust

and untme article in this week's
Varibtt. .:.

:

It seems tpugh eneugh tp Ipse

pal—tp have tp clpse a shew,, hbw-
ever, one Can and must take these

things ori the chin arid keep punch-
ing. Hewever, when pne is faced

with an Item In. print wltheut at

first given a chance te refute such
a falsehppd, then it becemes al-

most unbearable.

# The article is, to say the least,

unfair tb Ray Hendersen and my-
self, because firstly, we paid eur pb-
llgatlpns and besides: en the morn-
ing following Jpe's passing I ex-
plained te the entire cempahy, cur
regret in being ferced tp. clcse the
shew due tp an act pf-'God, etc.

I then called pne oi the girls (Mar-
Jprle Jphnspn) aside, tpld ; her to

.

check, with all the girls and ascer-

tain if any , of them needed any,

extra meney . to get back to New
Yerk, Miss Jphnspn' came tb see me
at the hetel about twp hbiirs later

and told me that only one girl need-
ed help and' r took care, of..her; -I

•

again at that time ash;ed Miss John-:
sbri if she was ppsitiye all pther girls

were provided fpr arid she answered,
yes. " '

:

"
" /

.

'.

Miss /jbhrtSon is a member of
Chprus Equity and .1 ask" that you
check with her on this? •"

;

, /- Remember, we
v
had taken /care of

ail bur oMfiggtjons- to' the cpmpany,
but bpth tfljiy Henderspn and 'myself
did take the prejcaution as.'PUtliried

'

abPye,. arid; did
v

in spite ef bur own.
:trpubles give, full -.thought; to the
problerns of. out girls. ...

• Your article makes . it appear as if

bur abtiohs. were' ;to the contrary,
'and that we- acted like a ceuple of

sheestring preducers and heels and

.

surely -after all "these ; years, . ypu
sheiild know ' us better than that.

a ." Bobby; Crawford:

7

The story; lii question, Which came
from Equity . sources, detailed . the
plight of some chorus girls due to

•Yokel BoyV sudden closing, bat

stated that the producers had fulfilled

their obligations.
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,000, Still Big
4r-

.Chicago, Feb. 4.

Loop was hurt slightly at the be-

ginning of the week by the season's

toughest snow storm, which tied up
traffic" and. made the

.
downtown

streets a happy place to scram. But

with clearing weather in midweek
the boxofttce perked sharply and all.

four shows finished smartly.
.

'Blossom Time' remains one of the

miracles of show business. Though
it's revived . more- .often than a pre-

• liminary stumble-bum,
;

the piece

continued to show remarkable re-

sistance to time. Came up again

with a bang-up boxoffice rating and

looks to stick around here for sev-

eral more weeks. With the click of

this show the ShubertS will probably
produce a string of these operettas,

in the Grand; more or less on a stock

basis.- . Figure , to follow with 'Stu-

dent Prince/
'

'DuBarry Was .a Lady'" dipped
somewhat during the first three days,

but also rang up capacity houses for

the remainder of the week and
finished with a money total only

slightly off the full mark: Lines
continue to haunt the boxoffice and
during some hours .

the . house has
been using two windows. However;
the .slight dip during the first days

: was looked upon a bit quizzically by
the-managemerit and just to play the

cards close they slapped a ..'last

. weeks' tag in the ad's. /.;..
%

Estimates.for''-last -Week
;

...

'Blossom Time/ Grand (2d week)
(1,200; $2.75). On first, full week
showed up with rousing $13,000. ^his
musical never fails to make the
grade here. .

. 'DuBarry Was a tidy/ Erlanger
(6th week) (1,300; $3.30). Off a- bit

early in the week, but whanged, back
to sellout /trade at the finish to bring
home brilliant. $23,000.

'Life with Father," Blackstone (49th

week) (1,200; $2.75). It was in Feb-
ruary, 1940, that this show first ar-
rived in town and' it's still here. Will
have big anniversary celebration
with Oscar Serlin in for the festivi-

ties. Serlin has house until June.
Still' getting real coin and last week's
takings around $14,000.

" 'Pins and Nee.Tles/ Studebaker
(7th week) (1,200; $1). With parties
is playing to near capacity and came
up with strong $8,000 last week,
which is powerful, pace in view of
the. straight dollar top.

LUNTS HAVE $30,000

ADVANCE SALE IN S.F.

Road Shows
(Feb. 5-13)

Si LEGITIMATE 59

San Francisco, Feb. 4.

Biggest advance sale in the his-
tory of the Curran is claimed for
the Lunt-Fohtanne There Shall Be
No. Night', opening an 11-day stand
Tuesday (11). With opening more
than a week oft, it's claimed reser-
vations have: passed the $30,000 mark
Show jumps here from Seattle and

will lay off a day for scenery-fresh
ening. etc., giving Frisco a Tuesday
curtain.
Phenominal click of 'Maid in the

Ozarks' at the Alcazar has this town
groggy. Despite' cut-rate passes,
which make $1.65 tickets go, for 55
cents, house grossed estimated $6,000
on first w.eek of nine performances.
Biz is so good they're easing up on
the part-paid ducats. The originally
planned two-month run is virtually
assured, if biz continues at this rate,
despite critics' pans.

Dinner' 15G in Cincy

Cincinnati, Feb. 4,

Junior 'Hellzapoppin,' with Billy
House and Eddie Garr, is racking up

. the burg's top road show gross of the
, season this week. In the 2,500-seat
... Taft auditorium at $3.30 high, it had
a $20,100 advance sale , on eve of
Sunday (2)- night opening, which was
a turnaway. -.- '\

:

••;'

• Last week, 'Man Who Came to
Dinner,' with Clifton Webb; , pulled
swell at approximately $15,000 in the
1,400-seat Coxr. Top was $2 ;75.

Bridgeport, Feb. 4.

: ; 'Man. Who Came to Dinner,' Alex-
finder Woollcbtt-starring troupe,
began

. new tour with one-nighter
Saturday (1 ) at municipally-operated
Klein Memorial: theatre. Perform-
ance, .first legit date of recently-
opened auditorium, "was sell-out,
gross bettering estimated $3,100 at
$3.30 top. ;

•Ladies in Retirement,* with Flora
Robson, skedded at- Bridgeport liSQO^
seater for Saturday (8) matinee and
night. Lunt-Fontahne '.There .Shall

.
Be No Night' comes in May .1 under
benefit auspices of Junior Guild.

Ballet Russe do; Monte Carlo—
Philharmonic auditorium,.' Los. An-
geles (5-8); Civic auditorium, Pasa-
dena (10); Philharmonic auditorium,
Los Angeles (11); Savoy, San Diego
(12) ; -Bridges .auditorium (Clare-
mont), Cal, (13); Philharmonic- au-
ditorium,. Los-Angeles (1445). -

•Blossom Time' (Everett Marshall)
—Grand, Chicago (5-15).

'Claudia* (Frances Starr, Donald
Cook)^-McCarter, Princeton (6-7).

' 'DuBarry / Wu '

a. lady' .(Bert
Lahr ^Erlanger, Chicago (5-15).

.
'Hellcapoppln' — Taft; Cincinnati

(5-8); Nixon, Pittsburgh (10-15).

'Ladles in Retirement' (Flora Robi-
son)-^-Court - Square, .. Springfield,
Mass. . (5); . Bushhell auditorium,
Hartford, Conn. (6); Albee, Provi-
dence (7); City auditorium, Bridge-,
pprtj Conn. (8).

•Life with Father' (Lillian iflish)-^

Blackstone, Chicago ' (5-15),; .

'Life with Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Repertory, Boston. (5-15).

Little Foxes' (Tallulah Bankhead)
—Auditorium, Beaumont', Texas (5);

Municipal auditpriiim. New Orleans
(6) ; City auditorium, Jackson,. Miss.

(7) ; Auditorium, Memphis (8); Rob-
inson auditorium, Little Rock, Ark.

:

(10); Temple, Birmingham (11-12);

Lenier auditorium, Montgomery, Ala.

(13) ; Erlanger, Atlanta (14-15).

Llttlefleld Ballet—A. & M. college,

Stillwater, Okla. (6); Auditorium,
Tulsa (7); U. of Oklahoma,, Norman,
Okla, (8) ; Auditorium, Oklahoma
City (10); College for Women, Den-
ton, Texas (11); A. & M. college.

College Station, Texas (12); Sim-
mons Abilene, Texas (14); Audi-
torium, Ft. Worth (15).

Male Animal' (Elliott Nugent)—
National Washington (5-8); Locust,
Philadelphia (10-15).

Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-

ton Webb)-^Erlanger, Atlanta (5-fl);

Bijou, Chattanooga (7); Bijou, Khox-
ville, Tenn.. (8); Ryman auditorium,

Nashville (10); Auditorium, Mem-
phis (11-12); Municipal auditorium,
Shrevepbrt, La. (13); Melba, Dallas

(14-15).

'Man Who Came to Dmner (Alex-
ander Woollcbtt)—Ford's, Baltimore
(5-15).

'Night Must Fall' (Florence Reed,
Douglass Montgomery)—Royal Alex-
andra, Toronto (5-8); His Majesty's,

Montreal (10-15).

Original Ballet Basse—His Ma-
jesty's, Montreal (5-8); Royal Alex-
andra, Toronto (10-15).

'Out of the Frying . Pan'—-Mary-
land, Baltimore (5-8).

'Philadelphia .Story* .(Katharine

Hepburn)—Colonial, Boston (5,"8);

Forrest/Philadelphia (10-15).

'Pins and Needles'—Studebaker,
Chicago (5-15). ;

•Popsy' .— Lyric, Allentowri, Pa;«

(5): Playhouse, Wilmington, Del.

(6-7). .

'Pygmalion' (Ruth - Chattertoh)

—

Sunshine, Albuquerque (5); Plaza,

El Paso (6); RiaHo, Tucson (7); Or-

pheum, Phoenix (8); Biltmore, Los

Angeles
1

(10-15).

.'Sim Sala Blm' (Dahte)—English,
Indianapolis (5-8); Hartmart, Co-

lumbus, O. (9-15).

'Talley Method' (Ina Claire, Philip

Merivale)—Shubert, New. .; .
Haven

(6-8). : •

'.'

. 'There Shall Be No Night' (Alfred

Lunt, .Foritanne)--Empres;s
:

, Van-

couver (5); Metropolitan,
1

- Seattle

(6-8); CUrran, San. Francisco (11-15);
' 'Time of: Tour Life' (Eddie Dow-
ling)—Locust, Philadelphia (5-8);

National, Washington (10-15).

"tobacco Road' (John Barton)—
N ixon, Pittsburgh (5-8)

;

' Paramount,

Dante Big $10,000 In

SL L; Holds 2d W'k

..
/.

' St, Louis, Feb'. 4.

After , three ' dark weeks, the
American theatre reopened., last
Week (27) with Dante and his Sim'
Sala .Bim show. B.o. activity was so
good the piece Was held over for a
second week, with; ah extra matinee
Sunday (?) being thrown in to ac-
commodate the ducat purchasers.

:

First week grossed- . an- estimated;
$10,000, big considering, the top of
$1.50. : Y\\

lady In Dark', $32,000 JiesMe

Also SRO, la.' Down to $25,000

•. Philadelphia, Feb, 4,v
Another quick closing, resulting in

the cancellation of one week of a
skedded fortnight's engagement, was
tallied when Fortune Gallo stated
that he was closing his Sah Carlo
.Opera Co. Saturday, night (1) at the
Forrest .instead of continuing this

week as.proposed. 'Too much opera
in the city right now for two weeks
of repertory to compete with/ was
his reason. .''

As opposed to this disappointment
there was plenty of jubilation at the
Locust last week, where 'The Time
of Vour Life- got over $15,000 in its

first' week. Fact that it was ah ATS
subscription show made showing all

the more praiseworthy. With For-
rest, and Erlanger both: dark, Saro-
yan prize-winner hasn't any cbmper
tish this week.

Estimates for Last Week
San. Carlo Opera—Forrest (one

week only) (1,800; $2.28). Decided
to call it. a stay here after Saturday,
night, thus cancellating second week.
Some pickup

,
after that announce-

ment was made, but gross was under
$8,000. 'Philadelphia-. Story' next
Monday (10) for thjfrd trip.

'Time of Your Life'—Locust (1st

week) (1,500; $2.50). Fine start for
this Saroyan comedy, which is on
ATS subscription. Beat $15,000, and
expects to go higher this week. 'Male
Animal' comes in next Monday (10).

TALLEY', $12,200,

OKAY IN BALTIMORE

.
.
Baltimore, Feb, 4.

Both legit houses are active again,

with the Alex . Woollcott troupe of

'Man Who Came to Dinner* in ..at

Ford's for a two-week stand, and
preem of 'Out of the Frying Pan' set

for tonight (Tu>s.) at the indie

booked Maryland. Latter is by
Francis Swann, localite, and is being
presented by William Deering. and
Alexander Kirkland, with ; Arthur
Hopkins billed as sitting in on direc-

tl

°Last week^ 'The talley Method,'
Playwrights' production of the new
Sam Behrman play with Ina Claire

and Philip Merrivale in the leads,

built to good week. When play opens

at the Miller, N. Y,, late" next week
it will be known, as 'The Mechanical
Heart.' .

'.-
,. ...

Estimates for Last Week
Columbia Opera Co., Maryland

(1,550; $1.67). Perennial repeater of

Arroand Baggerrossi corap a n y
chalked up" biggest week in years.

Presented 10 operas in eight days
and smartly utilized Michael Bart-,

lett, Adrianna Cassellotti (Snow
White), Ethel Barrymore Colt and

Estimates for Last; Week ;.'

. Key: C (CQmeiijj), D (Drama), R
(Revue),. M (Musical), F- (Farce),
O (Operetta).

'Arsenic - and 'Old Fate,': Tulton
(3d week ) (CD-938; $3.30). For some
reason business along the line sagged
at midweek/then surged back
strongly by. Saturday; but . sellout
pace of new laugh hit continues)
With takings around $17,000 level.

'Boys and Girls Together;' Broad-
hurst (18th week) (R-1,160; $4.40).
Ed Wynn revue, picked up somewhat
against, the trend, but is. still under
expectations; rated, around $18,000,

'Boudoir/ Golden (D-789; $3.30).
Presented by Jacques Chambrun;
written -by. Jacques Deval; one of
three arrivals this', week; opens
Thursday- (6)..

'Cabin In The Sky,'' Martin Beck
(15th week) '(M-1,214; $3.30). With
strong Sunday start .colored musical
improved, though not as much as ex-
pected;, around $14,000; last Sunday
(2) matinee again sold' out. •

•Craay With the Heat,'. 44th St. (1st
week) (R-1,325;-: $3.30).— Resumed
Thursday (30) with, scale, reduced;
press mostly -adverse for second time,
but strong weekend business indi-
cates revue has fairly good chance.

'Flight to the West,' Guild (5th
week) (D-956; $3.30). Eased off

,

somewhat, with takings around $7,-

500; said to better even break; played :

Sunday to better than usual attend-
ance.;' .• :„

'George Washington Slept: Here,'
Lyceum (15th week) (C-1,004; $3:30).
Making, grade as moderately success-
ful and slated to play into March;
will soon play two. performances
Sunday; approximately $9,000. - :• ,

'Hellsapoppln,' W 1 n t e r Garden
124th week) (R-1,671; $3.30); Con-
tinuing to command such good busi-
ness that plan for 'Crazy House' to

follow as been .deferred from spring
to later on; around $25,000.

'It Happens en Ice/ Center. (17th
week) (R-3,087; $2.75). Among the
top grossers on the list; though
capacity is * much higher, gross
around $32,000 is quite satisfactory
and means okay operating profit;

last week saw further improvement
by $2,000.
'Johnny Belinda,' Lonjeacre (20th

Week) (D-1,016; $3.30). Also ' making
operating . profit after cutting .down
overhead and date is indefinite; fated
over $6,500.
'Lady in the Dark,' Alvin C2d

week) (M-1,357; $4.40): Bettered
$32,000," which means standees in at-
tendance; that mark ties 'Panama.
Hattle* for list leadership and new
music play looks like a cinch.

'Liberty Jones,' Shubert (D-1,405;
$3.30). Presented by Theatre Guild;
written by Philip. Barry; there Is

also some incidental music; opens
tonight (5) after, drawing mixed
opinion Out of town.

'Life With Father/ Empire (64th
week) (C-1,005; $3.30). Eased off a
bit last week, but'with gross around
$18,000 pace was Virtual capacity
again.

.

'Louisiana Purchase/ . Imperial
(36th week) (C-1,450; $4.40). Also
eased off in recent weeks after mak-
ing great gross record; takings
around $25,000, which keeps It among
leaders; Victor Moore back in cast.

'Man Who Came to Dinner/ Music
Box (68th ;\yeek) (C-1,013; $3.30).
Strong SatuiSa-y,counted in holdover
laugh show saoring another winning
week; approximated $11,500, which
was under previous week.

, $3;30). Presented by. Jack KIrklandi
written by Louis D'Alton; opened
Tuesday (4) after

.
being delayed

through recasting. .

'The Corn la Green/ National (10th
week) (D-1,162; ($3.30). Season's;
straight drama click holding up and
English play looks set for balance
of season;, standees right along; tops
$20,000.
' 'The Cream In the. Well/; Booth
(D-712; $3.30). Final and 3d Week; ,

fated under $4,000; 'Claudia' slated
to follow in next week.
Tobacco Road/. FOrrest (372d

week) : (C-1,107; $1.10). Sunday:
mathiee and night credited with
keeping champ stayer in town; esti-
mated' over $4,000, which means
some profit for lowest scaled ; show
on list.' •:

• .

.Revlvala
; -'

.

Twelfth Night/ St. James (10th
Week) (Dil,526; $3.30). Fihal weeks
to be announced, with tour to fol-
low; has been easing off since holi-
days, after topping , straight show
clicks; around. $16,500 last week; •

•Charley's Aunt,' Cort (16th week)
(C-1,064; $3.30).' . Longest stayer,
among, revivals -this season . and
slated to play Into spring, period;
rated around $9,000, which means
fair profit. -\-:W Big $15,000 In

€nt 11G as Vautk Unit

Indianapolis, Feb. A. •

'Hellzapoppin,' at the English for -

three nights and matinee first-half of
last week was sold but several days
in advance of play date to ring up
estimated f15,000 at $3.30 top, which :

is the best record of the-season. ; .

When Olson and Johnson played
the: vaudfilm Lyric here three years
aeo just prior to taking the original
'Hellz' into New York to expand it

Into present form, the show, with a
picture, did $11,000 for the week at
40e. ton In 30 performances.

English is dark, this week, but re-
opens Monday (10) for. a full week
of Dante and his magic show.

'Hellz' $15.4»0O |n L'viUe
Louisville, Feb. 4.:

Billy House and Eddie Garr, In
'Hellzapoppin,' played Memorial.
Aud two days .(ZUl), with Saturday
matinee, to capacity biz, racking up
approxinjately $15,000 for the three
performances. ., Piece was the only
musical to hit the town so far, and
show was

.
excellently sold with

plenty of ; co-op ads in the papers
couple weeks in advance of the en-
gagement. Memorial Aud seats %-
400 and road shows seldom fill the
house to capacity.
Tallulah Bankhead in The Little

FVjxes' is the only touring show
booked for February. :

Lanny Ross to draw rosy $11,000. .

•the Talley Method/. Ford's ( 1.90i

$3.33). New Playwrights Co. effor n

with Ina Claire and Philip Merrivale

in leads, built nicely to satisfying

$12,200 for the week.

'Animai'Winds Up

In Hub With

'Meet the' people/ Mansfield (6th

• Boston, Feb. 4.

'Philadelphia Story' opened at the

Colonial./last /night (3)
;
with near

-r^io^n n rin'v "palace *c"antoh 6'
I sellout chalked

.
upifcr it in advance.

Toledo, p: (10-), .^a
.

ce
.'

V... f
Llf

:--.witn ; FatherA'Teontlnued strong
t-1 1 )i Capitol. .

Steubenville
.
Q; X12);

--^ W
gth week at , the .Civic Reper-'

Ritz. Clarksburg, :W. Va. (13); Fair-.,
t ^ Majestic; dark as a legit

rnont, Fairmont, .W, Va. (14); Mary- i house most; of the time, became, a
"

I competish factor in the theatre dis-

I trict last week with the opening of

'Fantasia.'. However, the legit situa-

tion here is quite barren, with, hard-

ly anything on the advance booking
sheets, . .

•','.'..'/:.. •'
• •

Estimates for Last Week
: 'Life with Father/ 'Civic Repertory
(18th wk) : (965; $2.75)., Still hot

stuff 'at .the b.o.,' garhering hefty

land, .
Cumberland, Md.. (15).

Theron Bamberger left last night

(Tuesday) for the Coast, where he'll

spend . . month vacationing and

lining up actors, for this summer at

the Bucks County playhouse; New
Hope, Pa. '.

.

/. Gladys Hurlbut, kuthor of 'To-

night We Dance' and the book of

'Higher and Higher,* working on' a
new comedy at her Woodstock, N.Y., : Scandanavian

home. •

I
(ID.

^ \ t * » — -,,w*r.tiv in The $14,700 last week. Expected to play
Rosalind Ivan, • currently

.Jh
f through current month before mov^

the National.
inR pn t0 pn|jlyCorn Is Green,' at

N. Y , will read Strindberg's one-

act 'The Stranger' at the American-:

reception .
Tuesday

week) (R-1,000; $3.30). Coast revue
iis; earning some operating profit, but
business still disappointing; after,

improving slipped backward; dipped
under $11,000.

'

.: 'Mr. and Mrs. North/ Belascb (3d
week) (C-1.000; $3.30). Perked up
encouragingly last week, when there
was offish trend;, rated around $9,500,
or about $2,300 over previous week.
'My Sister Eileen/ Biltmore (6th

week) (CD-991; $3.30). Chicago
company being readied; Greenwich

\

Village comedy getting excellent
;

business, with the takings at $16,00(1]
and better. • • . I

fOld Acquaintance/ Morosco (6th
j

week ) (C-939; $3.30). : Drawing sub-
stantial business and will probably ;

extend well into . the spring; rated ;

around $14,000;, with some . theatre
parties helping. .

'!

^Pal Joey/ Barrymore (6th week)
(M- 1,104; , $4,40). 'New musical
started like real hit and is drawing
capacity nightly;: somewhat under
that gait In afternoons; $22,000. I

'Panama Hattle/ 46th St. (14th !

week) (M-1,347; '$4.40); Leadership.
}

'

contested by 'Lady in the. Dark;' but 1

pace unaffected; gross tops $32,000;
with standees present.
'Separate 'Rooms/ Plymouth (45th

week); (C-1,107; $3.30). Both house

:

and show making Weekly profits and
business warrants continuance "in.tr

NOW APPEARINQ AT
EARL CARROLL'S THEATRE

HOLLYWOOD. CAL. .

Met-' LOU C1AVTON

'•COiBTABBlXO .

I N 'RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

' ON TODB
'

Mgt.i WM, KENT
1776 B'way. New York

The Male Animal/ Wilbur (2d wk)
,

(1 227; $2.75). . Enjoyed . good two- spring; approached $9,000 with, good

week . visit, winding up with very
[
Sunday start, • •

r

pleasing $14,000. \ Tanyard Street/ Little (D-530;

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830 :

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATI VJt

Pliyt . for 8t«w. ' Serpen «nd • flidl*

:

2$;Weit 4Stn Street, New Vtrk .-

Ill Weil' 7th Street. Lot AngelM
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WE WERE HERE FIRST
Clevc! nd, Jan.. 29.

Farce (ti three. aeta'
:

(f)vp scones'! .. Hy
Josebh Bryan ;<U aiiil Kjn.ls Fan': tHrericd

by Frederic -MoCdnu^ll- ai(d - -produced at

Play lfyjiso. Cleveland. Jim. 21*. .'AO: Set-

ting by .UujrllWi.ua paves. ..

What Finkieboffe and Monks did
for Virginia Military Academy in

'Brother Rat' Joseph Bryan 3d and
Finis Fsirr try to do for their Prince-
ton alma mater in' this hew farce
tried out by the Play, House /com-
munity group! Their ' satire on
campus life gets off .blithely, turns
somewhat fantastic at. the half-way
mark and ends up. as. a ; screwball
farce that . looks like one of the
Princeton Triangle Club's shindigs.

As straight comedy it resembles a
college-class play, but it has possi-

bilities as a' book '. for a\ musical
comedy.. :- -. \.7'- ?'

Despite its: cbrniness, 'We Were
Here First' has some amusingly brisk
dialog and bouncing, action in its

better moments. Although Bryan is

a magazine writer,; (formerly asso-.

ciate editor of Satevepost ), new cql-

labing on a circus film with Farr,
radio scripter of 'Mr; District Attor-
ney,' it's doubtful, if their first play
will ever reach'.. Broadway in its

present form. , Situations are so thin,
and nutty, dragging out that bid gag
about giving the country back to the.

Indians; that it "taxed even . local
Princetonians* sense - of humor on
first night. .

".--',. •,- .' v-7
A couple of college practical-

jokers, who: :are . daffier ' than the
cadets in 'Brother Rat,' start the non-
sense by cooking 'up cockeyed
movement to restore the American
Indians to their original .glory7 In-
spiration for the.idea is a Broadway
actress, voted the senior class favors
ite,' who claims she .is a descendant
of Pocahontas on a visit to fraternity
house with her ingenious manager.
When a football halfback, who is

part Cherokee, is wheedled into the

stunt, with the two being ballyhooed
tn college p,apei- as America's first

king and qiieen, it has nationwide
repercussions.

Campus .becomes id.oimpletely 'dis-

rupted -by: a ., steady stream - of en*
thusiastic .

clubwomen, Indians arid

assorted zanies. 'until tlVe. distracted
,

dean orders them' t'q -bail jt off or lose-

J their diplomas. The authors only
1 make-' the; exaggerated; action seem
[/episodic, weakening the laughs .with'
' heavy- splurges 'of hokum.. ;

Some
drastic pruning might help tighten
it Up. :•

• '

'';

Hokiest part
;

is the sudden eny.

,
trance, of a fanatical Nazi bund.----,

i
lea'de?, Avhose;,gunmen take over the

( collegiates' . network
:
:broadcast plug* :

I ging ah Indian mail-order, business,
( and force them to ;air. their fascist

! propaganda; This business is.so arti-:
' ficially

;
hiel6draniatic that it doesn't

fit. into the comedy. ;pattern. . Even
the arrival', of G-men doesh't restore
the yarn to a- farcical footirig. Fade-
away act is exceptionally talky, but
everything comes dut all. right, when
the actress'- manager virtually black-
mails the .'outraged dean in giving
the jokesters their diplomas.

.
Entire, action takes place' in a large

frat house room, whieh.-resembles a
Marx Bros, madhouse, -with ;40TOdd
Students in 'beer

:

' suits,' 'Indians •: and
bundsmen milling; around. • Daffiest
character is .a Hindu -professor . who
turns out to be an ex-barbecue cook.
Another is.an . Indian chief i.h full
regalia who brings in ; his tribe- of
redskins for' the 'final curtain.

While- straining at every gag, and
incident fojr laughs, play's done ex-v
uberantly "b$ the Play House,Vv/ith
several .

. engaging performances.
James Rafferty and Henderson Fqr-
sythe practically 'carry the sport as
the- two : incorrigible pranksters.
Betty Horriaday also. okay. ',

. Michael. Todd has bought the rights
to the script for professional pro-
duction as a play or musical coihedy.

Pulleri.

not have been amiss for the daugh-
ter-ih-law, one of the basic charac-

ters, to have been among the -others

in the family: to effect a truce with
the patriarch. As, is, there's just an
incidental dialQRism refevrihg to,her
^departure for California,' ostensibly

for, iust'. a visit. .
.'

.-.'•

In addition to Schwartz, among the

large cast there are. several others
who perform notably : well, namely
Lucy German, as the wife; Luba
Kadisbri, Muni Serebrbv,' Isidore

Casher, Mark Schweid. Anna Appel,
Misha German and: Samu.el Golden-:
burg. The latter and "Mrs: German
in particular give; finely etched per-
formances of the support players. •:

. ; ;. . M 7 :\ :
N<$dr :

Play on Broadway

Crazy With the Heat
(RESTAGEp OPENING) /

Revue In .-two acta, presented and staged .

by Kurt Kaszner. Stars Willie Howard and
Luella Gear. ' Sketches by Lew .

Brown,
Sam E. Vt'errls, Majc. : Llebmari. Arthur

.
Sheekman, Matt Brooks; music, and lyflos.

mostly 'by Irvln Graham; additional music'
by Rudl Revil;.'Yes. My Darling Daugh-.
ter," by' Jack 'Lawrence; musical arrange-,
mehts and orchestrations' by Jacques Dal-
lin; settings and lighting, Albert Johnson
ChoreoRrapliy; Catherine. . Llttlefleld. • With
aome ' dances .staged, by' Carl Randall; cos-;
fumes by Lester Polakdv and Maria. Hit-
mans; musical director. - Harold .Levey. . At
44th Street, N. Y.,©reopening Jan. 30, '41;

|3.30 top. - '•'-..,

Cast: Willie Howard, Luella Gear. Grncle
Barrie. JTip, To-p and Toe. Carlo's Ramirez.
Don Cummlngs, . Betty Kenn, Ted Gary,
Mary - Raye and Naldl'.' ' Dlosa Costello,
Matthew Smith; Victor Borge, Harold Gary.

mings do well v/ith what singing,
dancing and comedy material, re-
spectively. : that they have. At its
first opening, 'Heat's' score :was : en-
tirely BMI. Now, however, . Jack
Lawrence's *Yes,; My. Darling Daugh
ter,' an ASGAP tune, has been in
Jected for delivery

. by . the .cute Miss
Barrie.. .

It's said that $20,000 was sunk by
Sullivan and others into reopening
this show. It won't be recouped.

Scho.

Ed Sullivan, N. Y. News' columnist,
saw some saving graces in the origv
lnal flop version of this reviie and
stepped in as partial angel, restager
and . recaster for. a reopening. It

bowed again at the. 44th Street, after,
being closed for 12 days, but the al-
terations made by Sullivan were evi-
dently far from enough. While it is

not as bad at $3.30 as it was at $4.40,
•Crazy With the Heat' Is still an also-
ran aniong the current - Broadway
tune shows.
Mary Raye and Naldl; the. superb

ballroom team; Dlosa Costello,
Puerto Rican conga firebrand; Car-
los Ramirez, excellent South Amer-
ican tenor, and Tip, Tap and. Toe,
'. crackerjack colored challenge hoof-
ing trio from vaude, are the new ad-
ditions to the ^ast ~ Missing from the
original lineup are Richard Kollmar,
Marie Nash, Carl Randall and Luba
Rostova, which would indicate that
the current- talent lineup, is much
Costlier.. However, the Salary cuts
taken by some, especially Willie
Howard and Luella Gear, might have
balanced the budget,
Aside from great click regis

,tered by ' Raye :and : Naldi oiienihg-
night, a good hoofing session' by. the
colored trio and a fine impression
made by . Ramirez yvith- the encore
£ihging,;of 'Figaro* frpm The Barber
of Seville;*: there Is nothing in the
revue to raise It above its. original
low standard. A- couple .of new

.
0
sketches have 'heen provided How
ard and Mijjs Gear, but they • are no
better than the original material, if

not worse. .'Lonely Hearts/: for. in
stance, is strictly

.
burlesque double

entendre. -It was written by Matt.
• Brooks, 'Size 9%,' supplied by Lew
Brown, who helped Sullivan with
the revival, is very slow and not flat

terlng to Miss Gear.
. Some Of the other sketches are re-

tained, but. hardly- strengthened by
testaging: Ditto sbme of the. produc-
tion,routines, one df which was com-
pletely switched around to give Raye
and Naldi their first opportunity
closing the dull first half... Most of
the show&Jjetter meat is' in . the sec-
ond portion; the first being punchless
from Miss Gear's gabby, opening bit

with a trained >oose up to the ball-

room team's entrance.
. . As in the;

pri<r<noi version; Grade
Barrie, Ted Garry and Don Cuni->

WORLDS APART
Droma In two acta (eight scenes) by

Benjamin. ^eBBler; presented by the tld-
dlBU;Art Thentre (Maurice' Schwartz);
staged by Schwartz; stars .-Schwartz; , fea-
tures Samuel Goldenburg, Lucy German:
music, Sholom. . Siecunda; . settings, -: Alex
Chertav< opened at the Viddlsh Art the-
atre, N. Ti. Jan. 22. '41: $2.75 top.
Cast: Maurice Schwartz, Samuel Gold'eh-

burg, Lucy German, Luba Kadlson, Victor
Marcus, Judith. Abarbanell, Miinr Serebrov,
Louis. Hymun,, Isidore Casher, Mark
Schweid, Anna Appel, Anatol. Wlnogradoff,
.William Secunda, Leon- Gold, Morris Ble-
lawskl. Misha German, Mlscha- Flszohn.
Hannah Hollander, Lazar Freed, Pauline
Hoffman, Ben Zlon Schoenfeld, Meyer
Sherr, Goldle Lubrltzkl, Lizn Varon, Abra-
ham Teltelltauml . Sol. Krause, Morris Stein-
berg; Cella Iilpzln. Samuel Lehrer, Morris
Krohner, Ben Zlon Katz,

The boxoffice lethargy Into which
Maurice Schwartz's Yiddish Art
Theatre troupe has sunk of recent
seasons seems to have become over-,
come to a considerable extent by the
actor-manager's third production of
the season, 'Worlds Apart.' -A timely
drama with an underlying refugee
theme, arid spurred by Schwartz in
the lead role, 'Worlds Apart' is the
Yiddish Art's fitst definite click in
several seasons and should consider'
ably . reap back some of the losses
sustained by the Outfit's two early-
season b.o. flops..

'Worlds' Apart,' which has a sock
first, act and a second that tapers
.off, Is one of those 'sleepers,' with
an outlay that seemingly is : below,
the standards for Schwartz produc-
tions. But smash performances down
the line, with Schwartz setting the
pace, plus . rieat staging that offsets
much, of the cheapness that; the drab
settings suggest, indicate that it's the
top. Yiddish-language click on the
Second avenue boards this season.;
The timeliness, of the play's theme

Is • conspicuous by .the . rabbinical
character that Schwartz plays, a ref-
ugee come to America from a small
European town to encourage .heln
frbmi Jews for their Nazi-persecuted
brothers. That he learns in this
country of immigrant Jews': di.fficul
ties, not too dissimilar from those of
the people in his homeland, is one of
a pair of problems that he must face
in order to achieve his primary oh
jective,' - .

'

- Dovetailed with, this theme is the
dissidence'. the rabbi .

must face
within the. household of the son he
had not seen for 28. years, all of

which revolves around the priggish
daughter-in-law's objection to the
patriarch . and the changes he's

wrought in her home. It is hert that

.the play's writing falters.. It would

DUST TO EARTH
(YALE DRAMA DEPARTMENT) ';;

New Haven, Jan. 29.

. Yale drama department's raid-wih-
ter;major produ0tipn turns put to be
a serious piece of writing that holds
a fair amount of interest throughput;
its three acts; and piiie - scenes. Play;
authored by Shirley. Graham, is an
outcome of her. work in Connection,
with the Negro unit of the Federal
Theatre Project, wherein she served
as supervisor. Story has a mixed
white-colored background; localed in

coal, mines pf southern Itlinoisi^nd.
although a threatened strike is intror
duced into the proceedings', the labor
angle is merely .incidental to. a char-.
acter sketch of a burly Negro, whose
illegitimate ihixcd parentage has set

hiht on .the track .of what he ;cbnsid-r

ers revenge against his white, father,
' Plot is obvious for the most part,
due to an early illusion to the.' red
hair- of , the Negro (Brick) arid the
similar carrot top of the white
daughter (Leslie.

,
Claytpri) of the

white owner of the mine where' the
Negro works. Brick has corne north
from Alabama in search of. Leslie's
father, who has been abroad a num-
ber of years, in order "to square off

accounts for the shady circumstances
surrounding his birth. Brick figures
the big day is about to arrive when
he "hears "fliat Clayton is corning -to

Visit the mine, but the edge is taken
off things , when. Clayton shows up

,
with, his attractive daughter . in tow.
Girl is scheduled to take oyer the
mine wheri srie becomes of age short-
ly arid she is interested in provid-
ing better conditions for. the miners.
This attitude"eventually Weans Brick
from his plans for revenge, arid when
a mining district prostie threatens to
spill the pews that Brick and Leslie
are really half-brother and sister,

Brick strangles her.
In a. mine . Inspectipn. Leslie is

'later trapped underground in a gas-
filled chamber and Brick goes single-
handed to her rescue. He sends her
up the airshaft lift, but there isn't

room "for. him in the lift, so he is

left- behind. When. -he', hears his
father (Clayton) attempting to coma,
below- to help hirn. Brick strikes a
match and blows himself to bits,

thereby .removing the . stain Of his
own existence from -the Clayton
family. > .-;.,'

Production boasts .some fine set-
tings " by Patricia Montgoiriery. Orte
In particular is & standout, showing
the entrance to the mine, with a lift

traveling up . arid down through the
stage. Lighting by. William A. Davis
and costumes by George E. Nichols
rate mention. Staging by Constance
Welch keeps action rolling

:
effectlve-

ly-and maintains a quick pace, par-
ticularly in final scenes. Principal
roles, handled capably, are Brick,
Lawrence Dobkin; Leslie. Mary Jane
Chiles; Clayton/ Stephen: Bradley;
McKriight (mine official). Charles
Su^gsi Maybelle (the orostie). Kath-
leen Jbhnson; Cokie (Brick's buddy);
Paul Gilmbre. Numerous minor partSj
m a cast of 41, are competently
played.

.
.

Presentation offers an extensive
outlet for drama department talents,
involving everything from set con-
struction to Negro group singing,

'
- FM't Name Byllneri '-;; :

-

Pericharit
' of PM, New York tab

daily, fop adding name authors to its

payroll has seen the signing by the.

paper of- Ernest. Hemingway during

the past week. .Author, cm -his way,

to. China for material with V/hich. to

write a novel, will do some articles

for PM wliiler there. He's accom-

panied by hls.bride, Martha Gellhorn,

Collier's . staff
:

.
writer, who's on as-

signment iri- the Far East. .

•

James Thiirber'. and jBen : Hecht
have been comparatively, recent ad-
ditions to : the

:
staff, Thurber doing

a once-weekly column and Hecht a;

daily stint. As with Hecht . and
Thurber, Hemingway will have carte

blariche. on the type of stuff heMl do.

There's been considerable talk

among the literati about PM's
ability to Staff these /people, but ac-
tually they :re : working at minimums,
with the friendship.- of Ralph Iriger-

soll, PM's publisher and editor, for

Thurber, Hecht and Hemingway said

to be the main factor that they would
accept such jobs for what, to. them;
;is tantamount to/.'tpbacca "money.*

Under; the agreement With Irigcrr

soil;" Hemingway has given all re-

print rights td 'PM excepting those
for books, which he's :

. reserved for
himself. *

-;
.

'-'•.''
'•'

;
' New;Fllm Fan Mag

/ NeAv film fan mag is to be intrpi

duced by Deli Publishing
;
Coi, New

York, on Feb. 14. Tagged Hollywood
Who!s Who,, it

:;: contains
:

thumbriail
pictures arid biogs of about. 500 playr
ers. It also carries stories . on each
phase of production by Hollywood
names, Including . Sam

|
Goldwyn,

Frank .G,apra, Walt Disney and Will
Hays. :.j

'
'•'

. •:

'

Mag will be published semi-annu-
ally. It sells for 15c. It has ari in-
dex in the back arid includes players

in 19 categories. Each category is

forewbrded.with a by-liried piece by
a spokesman for the field.. For iht'

stance. Bill Boyd writes on western
stars; Lewis Stoiie . on

;

parents,

Jimmy Lunceford on colored actors

and Gene Tierney on hew faces.
;

'.'

-According to Dell prez. George; T.

Delacorte, Jr., Who's Who marks 'the

beginning of a vigorous effort to; pull

fan books but of the personality wor-
ship rut'

ra

ALCESTE
.Opera- In' .three .acts (Ave scene.i); music
by Christoph Willlbald Vori Cluck; libretto
(In French), by- Francois I^iuls 'Dn Roullet,
based on the Italian- by .Hanlerl d'e' Ca)za-
blgl, which In turn was based' bn the
Greek tragedy of. 'Alcestls' by Euripides;
conductor,- Eltord P*h(zza-; pantomime nnd
dances staged by; Boils Rpmnnoft; produce
lion staged by Herbert Graff; chorus
master, P'austo

. ClPvn: srenery and cos-:
tumes designed by ' Bichard Kyrhtarlk;
Admetiis. .;...'.';. . Bene, Malson
Alcestla. . . , ....... .'...;.;. Marjorle.-Lawrence
High Priest'.,'. ;

.

'...:. r.. . . . . . Leonard; Warren
Voice of Apollo and Herald.. "•

.

'
'

. . . < . . . . . .GeoiRe CehntiriVsky
Evaflder..;.,.........;..iA1eaHlo De Pnollp
A Womah. ... . . ; ......... . . .'. Mnrlta Ffirell

{Maxliie Stellman
Helen Ollieim .

Wilfred Mngelman
hoio dnnres oy Kutnanna BbrTr, Monnn

Montea, Grant. MouradblT, Joseph Levlnoff,
Maty. Smith, and Alexis Kosloff.

The first presentation in North
America of the ~ 165-year-old opera,
'Alceste/ by Christoph Gluck. took
place at the Metiopolitan Opera
House, N. Y., Jan. 24. The Opera

'••''. (Continued on page 63)

'Democracy* Book. Sues P. O. ,:

Viking Press, ,Inc.t filed, suit Mon-
day ... (3) against V Albert Goldman,
New York. City postmaster, seeking
a temporary injunction against.

Goldman's edict preventing the dis-

tribution . of the book 'Speak Up for
Qemocracy' through the rivails-from
being . carried out Book was pub-
lished in -November, 1940, and was
written by. Edward L. Bernays, the
publicist.

; On Nov. 16^1940, plaintiff tried to
send 80 copies through the mail and
was stopped because it was clairned
pages 100-103 contained advertising.
Plaintiff claims those pages contain
no advertising, and consist of an
appendix telling persons where they
may obtain reference and other ma-
terial to aid in morale work.
Although the suit is in N. Y. this

Issue has been brought up repeat-
edly in Washington at the main P. O.

:

-

'

; LITERATI OBITS . 'i\

John M. Anrienberg, circulation
manager of the Philadelphia In-
quirer^ died oi a heart ; attack at his

desk Monday (3), He ;bad ' beeri
convalescing* at his home, German-,
town/ Pa., from a similar .attack in
December: . Annenberg, who was no

'

relation to TA. L. Annenbergi ,'pub-
Usher .of the Inquirer; Would

; have
beeri 52

:
this, month. Native of New •

York, he -was . circulation mariager
of the Toledo (O.) Tirries, arid
worked on papers in the . west and
middlewest before coming to.the old
Philadelphia Press; . In .1920 he was
made circulation • manager . of the
Evening Ledger and at one time w.as^
ih' charge bit circulatibri^for the Cur-
tis-Martini chain. In 1936: he came
to the Inquirer;

. Robert H. Rohde, 5i, reporter/and
short 1 story- writer, died .of 'a heatt

:

attack Jan. 30: at his home in beer
Park, L.- I. A^^fiction .Writer fo)r the
past\seY.eral.'yea.rs,:.he only-last .'week
'resumed riewspaper work as a N. Y.
Journal-American staffman.

Willis Steell, 82, author, play-
wright arid veteran newspaperman
who retired nine years ago as Suri-r

day editor: of The Paris Herald, Eu-
ropean edition of the N. Y. Herald-;

Triburie, died in New York- Jan. 31
'fr.bm. cpmplicatioris arisirig. from -;a'

broken hip . which he suffered in. a
fall . at his home, .several' weeks ago.

Edward J. Gallagher, for 43 years
editor of the Lowell .(Mass.)

: 1 Sun,
died at his ;home at influenza''.Jan. .29;'

-after a week's illriessi He was; in his
eighties.

*'

'
-•

;

>..':''' '

.

'-• ''

,\3." Charles . Turner, 70, veteran
newspaperman who had been editor
of the Belmar (N:J.)' Coast Adver-~
tiser for the past three . years, died
Jan. 29 at his home in St. George,
S. I. - J; v'.-

'

_

Loots. Bauhan, 86, artist, illustra-

tor and former art editor of the Cosr
iriopolitan magazine, died of a heart
attack Jani 25 at his home' irt Jersey
City. .

.'-;-.. 7:,"
;

.'

.

Frank B. Stoneman, 83, for .30

years editor-in-chief of the Mlairii

Herald, ' died- Feb. 1 In a Miami hbs-.

pital, where he had been, a three-day
patient. '• ..-"''

Harry Goodspeed Ward, 65, Wash-
ington correspondent Of Interna-
tional

.
News Service . and. former

automobile editor for several Wash-
ington papers, died of/ pneumonia.
Feb. l in that city/

. \

. F. Pnrceil Angle, 56, publisher of
the Danville (Pa.) Morning News'
since 1924, died in that city ..Feb. . 2
after a brief Illness. , .

'

Madeloh Shlff, 48, for the past
two years secretary to columnist
Dorothy Thompson and who had pre-
viously served other Important liter-

ary figures iri a similar capacity, died
Jan. 31 in -a New York hospital! >

Gerald E.. (Pat) Rosa, 39^ former
sports' editor of the N. Y. Post and
one-time assistant .sports editor of the
N. Y. World-Telegram, died of coro-
nary thrombosis Feb. 2 at his home
in Butler, Ni J. Leaving the Post in

October, he had since done publicity
work. •

M»f Bankrnpt
Henry Dwight Cushlrig, doing

business as Behind the Headlines
Magazine Co., of 67 West 44th street,
N. Y., filed a voluntary petition of
bankruptcy in N. Y. federal court
Monday (3), listing assets of :$200
and liabilities of $23,145. The bank-
rupt has been in. business since July,
1940. -".•,-;...;.'" ..

:

'-' •'•-
"'

Among creditors are Doubleday,
Doran, $2,100; Tech Publications,
Inc., $1,624; C. Hi .Young Publishirig
Co., $2,216. Employees are owed
$1,273 and secure^; debts total $2,205

!

Marina Oheaviha - Injures Back
Martha Cheavins, author of 'Penny

Sereriade,,

; novel which Columbia
recently completed filming, seriously
injured* herself on a train returning
from the Coast, where . she had
worked: on the screenplay. She was
operated; bn in New York last week
(27). ;:;V//v

; ".;'
:

'

?
'

: ; 7

.

Miss Cheavins, wife of Hugh. J.
Schuck, of the New York News,- iri«

jured her spine when she fell out
of;a hammock

:
a year-and-a-half ' ago

and underwent an extremely deli-
cate . operation to restore her back.
Arranging a berth on the train she
hurt her spine again and had to have
the original operation repeated.

.

'7' CHATTER -
-.'

Ernest Hemingway in Hollywood
as guest of Gary Cooper. ,

Readers Digest, Spanish edition, at

10c (as against 25c iri U. S.), is a
quick big seller in- Cuba.

..

U. S. A. Comic Magazine Corp.
chartered to conduct a printing-
publishing business in New York,
Schreyer, Adelman' and. Morrison

opened a literary agency in Holly-
wood to haridle. stories, for radio and
screen.,

'

7Karen DeWolfs novel -' of Holly-
wood, 'Take the Laughter;' due.;for
February publication • by Bobbs-
Merrlll. - -

•"•'-•': •-"' '•'-..'
7

;

William :
^ Brent, iormer Htollywood;

souriicl man, sold two stories, . 'Okay
for Sound'.and 'Blties in Swingtlme,'-
to. Collier's. \

"'.'
,.

Robert -Faherty, of' the; Chicago
Daily News, having his new hovel ori.

the south, 'Big Old Sun,' published
by, Putnam's on March 7. ' 7

*

7

^
Anthpriy Buttitta, ' bf the Con-

stance
.
Hope publicity

.
office, - -has

completed his second novel,- 'Dixie
Doodle,' dealing with problems of
youth in current times.
One of the coming-alongest dailies

is the Miami: Beach Daily Tropics,
tab, whlch.has been getting['.mounting
attention frorii newsmen -visiting the
Florida, resort with successive win-
ters..'- .:;.-..;-; • ,'\

; Arlerio Wolf, formerly of .the

Charles Washburn publicity office

and Stage mag, has joined the staff

bf Smart, a new femihe mag. ..She

is the wife of
:
Frank Goodman, as-

sociate p.a. wiih Washburn.
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Broadway

Robert Young ', checked into the

city last week.
,

S R- Kent returned from Holly-

wood. Friday (31). ' '
. •..

.

^ Marc .
Connelly to the Coast on a

criDtirig assignment.. .
•

.

- .-

Lou Mentlick, film, trade newsman,

drafted on Monday (3) . .

Bill Rodgers^ M-G sales manager,

hack from Coast huddles.

Gene Buck will be honored at Lin-

coln's birthday gambol of the Limbs.
Fleming- Ward has replaced Cliff,

punstan in 'Pal Joey/, XBarrympre) '..

Burt Champion of UA back to his

desk after two weeks of hospitaliza-

Al Morgan, manager of the-44th

Street* hurt, his arm and has It in

'^Tom Connor's off on a two-week

tour of southern exchanges for

Metro, •
. ±

'

Hal Danson. Par advertising repre-

sentative, hobbling around after a
• week of flu.

.

.-•
. ./

: -'- •;''-.-•

Jerry Keyser, -Warner Bros, foreign

publicity chief, bedded by flu, -

:

• turned to work.- .

•'

-^/ •
.

.•/ • ,'-
' •

.

'

Eddie Dowden of Metro in Buffalo
•: on local engagements 'of his comV
oany's pictures. :

Mrs; Clifford G. (Alyce) Fischer
recuperating in Lakewood following

minor operation. . ......
. Twelfth annual banquet and ball of

the Warner Club set for March, 8 at

the Waldorf-Astoria^ ;
.

Sidney Phillips has moved his

office- at Metro to the 11th floor of

'Loew's State Building.

Joe Unger, Par's eastern division

sales manager,: threatening a; Miami
visit in a couple weeks. .

. Ginger Rogers took the Century
to the Coast last Saturday ( 1 ) after

> fait 'id-day visit to N. Y.
Ben Serkdwich, Capitol's publicity

chief in Miami, recuperating after *
two-week tussle with the flu.

Humphrey Doulens south for two
weeks as personal manager,, for Lily

Pons, who's on a concert trek... •-:'

Barbara Semple resigned as St.

Regis hotel publicist to marry,, sue
ceeded by Lucy Jane Hunter,
Bob Flaherty, indie film producer,

ipartied friends in the business last

week on arrival in. New York.
M. A. Spring, assistant to Arthur

Loew at Metro, leaves tomorrow
(Thurs.) for Tucson for a vacation.

. Dick Mealand, Paramount's east-

ern story editor, to Canada next
week for a quickie vacation on skis.

Wilma Freeman, in charge of

publicity-sales promotion for War-
ner Bros., at home . With a broken
foot. ".

.

An extra boxoffice. window has
been opened at the Fulton for the
advance sale of 'Arsenic, and Old
Lace." . ; .

"

Virginia Smith understudy for
Glenda Farrell of 'Separate Rooms,'
using the professional name of^Peg
Denriery. ' '

e~yr

Phil Reismah, RKO's foreign sales
chief, vacationing ". in Florida the
past week, due . back in N. Y. next
Saturday;' '.''
W. G. Van Schihus, who lost a. lot

of weight during his illness, has
gained it all back and how is in
perfect trim.

. Clark Brown, in charge of. Par's
' tax department, back to the mines
Monday (3) after being laid up for.

nearly, a Week.
Harry. Saks. Hechheimer, 'the la*

. ling jurist*' now 69, and currently in
Havana/ plans to make a 23-year old
his eighth wife. .

'

Julian ,T. Abeles, theatrical at
torney, has purchased , a Connecticut

.
estate in the Round Hills section of
North Greenwich.

.

Al Lewih, UA producer, lectures
on problems and techniques of mod
em films at Yale drama school to
day (Wednesday).
Moneyed Latin Americans boom

ing the local niteriei where formerly
they traveled to Europe. Cafes en
Joyed bull market. .

Senator Henry J. Walters,, of RKO
counsel, to Honolulu for a couple iof

months vacation after a business
topoff in San Francisco.
Now, that Bond Clothes has moved

Into the. Criterion site, they'll have
-to learn calling the Bond Bldg. by
its official Bethlehem Bldg. title.

• ••• John Wray, dancing instructor,'
debuts

, as, a solo artist at the WaU
dorf-Astoria's, Empire ' RbOm, Feb,

.
15; along with Adelaide Moffett. .''-.

John ; Dored, Paramount . News
cameraman, arrived in town Sunday
(2), coming from Turkey by way of
India, Singapore and the/ Pacific.

.

Al Jolson presented his auto to
• ..Martha.Jlaye,

. who .was featured in
.

Hold 7**i To Your . Hats,' -Which
closed at. the Shubert, Saturday (IK
Arthur Ungar (Variety), will stop

over .in N.Y. en route back to Holly
TjKiod . trom the Miami preem o,

:• Back street.' Be in town a week or
to. •• ..

Mpzelle Britton, who was ..

Separate Rooms' (Plymouth), is un
der doctor's care at Liberty; N Y,
She is married to Alan Dihehart
starring in 'Rooms.'
Jinx Falkenberg, who closed Sat

urday (1) m <Hold on tb Your Hats,w the Shubert; N. Y., planed Mon-
*

' fay (3) to the Coast, where she'll be

;
tested by 20th-Fox;'
.Martin Broones and wife (Char
tttte Greenwood) in and out of
town, back to the Coast via a Wash
wgton stopoff for the President':
Birthday Ball festivities.
Florence and Edgar Leslie,, the

ongwnter, celebrate their 25th' an

niversary and her birthday on the
same day this week. ASCAP matters
are stalling their holiday ' departure
John J. Canning; former Klaw &

Erlanger boxoffice man and later
deputy, state motion picture- commis-
sioner, back on his feet after lengthy
illness. He's now in insurance biz in
Brooklyn. , .."-v.-.'

Carletpn Ketchum. London news-
paperman , and personal friend of
jord ' Beaverbrook, in town to dis-
cuss matters . of a diplomatic nature
as well as. reprinting of a bbok he
wrote sometime ago. :

;
; /

Lana Turner,, accompanied by. her
mother, and . Tony Martin, - Metro
ilayers who attended the President's.
Jirthday ball last -week in Washing-
ton, oft to Hollywood Monday (3)
night ; after spending three

. days
doing Broadway- shows and cafes.
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. Local film companies dickering fo»
vera Lynn for filmusical.

bourne, into a pic house this year*
This will give.: him ;two acers in the
city. •:. "

.

Night clgbs;: are looking: for talent
to boost biz throughout the suin-
mer ..season; Scarcity of overseas'

Llandudno, where
doctor's care,

Harold: Hdran; of Time, to Chile
for a short stay. ';

John. Gunther, gathering material
for! a book, off to Paraguay.

Adolfo H. Fuerites, vet actor, given
big public celebration on 56th birth-
day. '.'••.•''••.-

Stuart' Dunlap, Metro head here,
down to Mar del Plata, seaside resort,
for a short stay,

Bob Wilder, who does 'On the Sun
Deck' for New York Sun, here on a.

round-continent tour.. : .
I

'Vilma Vidal joined cast of 'La Casa
de lbs Cuervos,'- being done '

at
Studios San Isidr o by Carlos
Bdrcosque. .

Spanish tenor Juan Garcia opened
at. the Avenida in .'La' Meiga,'' by
Jesus ; Guirdi, F. Romero and G.
Fernandez Shaw;
Actor Flbrencib Parravicini, . ill

some time at house in suburban San
;

Isidro, off. to the mountains in
Ascochihga, Cordoba.

Company of Leon Zarate extended
stay at Teatro Variedades because of
smash biz with 'Payucanb Zono,' by
Carlos R. de Paoli and Victor Elia. .

Company directed by Hugo Christr
ehsen off to location -for shots oft
Lumiton's /Aguila Blanca' ('.White
Eagle'). Film stars Francisco. Petrone;

Casa de Descanso (House of Rest),
for all branches. of entertainment in-
dustry, opened in.Thea; Province of
Cordoba; about fivef hours by train
from B. A. .':;*•

•

'

Character actress Camila Quiroga
signed by EFA for' new pic to be
directed by Zavalia, written by
Alejandro Gasona. and also featuring
Delia Garces and Pedro Lopez Lagar
t i?? Arias"Napoleon,' directed by
Luis Cesar. Amadori, being given big
advance buildup.. Will open simul-
taneously here arid in seaside -resort
Mardel Plata, first; time such a stunt
tried, here.
.^al completed to have Yehudi
Menuhin play the Colon on his tour
here in April. Being handled by
local impresario Bernardo Iriberri,
who had been angling for the Tiouse
sometime.

ue Serrano, writer, unable to
complete^ work oh Lumiton's 'Un
Bebe de Pans' ('A Baby from Paris')
because of illness. Work on film,
being directed, by Manuel Romero,
temporarily tied up.

'.'

Zuliy Moreno, Jose Ruzzo and
e.asimiro Ross signed, by EFA to
write specialties for 'En La Luz deUna Estrella .('In. the Light, of a

5
tar )» *° feature singing star Hugo

del Carnl. Enrique Santos DiscepolO
will direct.

. Herb Clark, No. 2. man in the N. Y.
Herald; Tribune bureau here, married
to Catherine Ann Ehrke, with
Harold K. Milks of AP as best man
and Walter B. Kerri Jr.. bureau hekd
also in attendance. Clark also does
weekly CBS short-waver, .

division

.Ames

in

Eddie Saunders, -Metro
head, in for local, o.o.

; Eddy, buchih, mulling a rspecial
concert at Orchestra Hall.

Judy. Elliott and Janet
readying' a sister dance act.

:: Harry Grebeh back at his agency
desk after a sojourn in Florida

vHarry/ Garfield's infant daughter
on/way to

;
Recovery after

^
pheumoriia,

Al Borde .to' Iowa to lamp the
brcfak-in of-'--his. new unit, 'Screw:

balls of 1941,' •
.

Guy . Robertson.' and :. Audrey
Christie, coming in with 'My Sister

Eileen,' setting' several radio shots

Leonard joy due. in this week to

set several recording dates for Dick
Todd and the Enric Madriguera orch

Jack- Irving, American: Guild - of

Variety ArtisU chief here, guested at

special wedding anniversary spread

at' the Shefmnn hotel. •

. Joe Glaser in town for the Lionel

Hampton opening arid for .confabs

With Jack Denny after a trip through

Seven southern and midwest keys,

Frank Kelton, Mills music profes-

sional chief, in on song business and

to visit wife,. Sally Sweet currently

warbling in the: Camellia House,

Drake hotel.

^arry Nesbitt (Nesbitt Bros.).; in! acU- means-plenty of work for the
" J

" " ' he. is under
, locals.

: Local. Red Cross officials anticipate
collecting around; $36,000 from radio
fans following the airing here of ,a
special program direct from Holly--
whod -via commercial hookup.

Another ; bid will be made ^by-
certain pic loops to the government
for permission to open- theatres on
Good Friday; Strong opposition to
move .itrili: come ^fi dm the -Theatrical
Employees' Assh,,.with the claim that
•employees are entitled to the : :shut-
d.own. :

"
.: :,

;

'40,000 Horsemen' (U) is smashing
all . records for a locally-produced
film. .Universal; in association .with
Hoyts and Charles Chauvel; recently
paid the government of New South
Wales $36,000 for its financial shake,
arid pic will now operate minus any
governmental say-so. . ..;

';•

Associated Talking. Pictures' next
Will Hay vehicle.will be tlnside In-
formation,' with Walter. Forde likely
to direct. '.

'I Sadler's Weils . Ballet, which had
evacuated to the, midlands;, return ing
to- towri to g|ve a. month's, season at
the New theatre; ' . '/. . :

.' -/

A;new: symphony -orchestra under
Sidney Beer formed to give Satur-
day afternoon concerts . at Savoy
theatre for six weeks. -

.Bookings . for- Francis Laidler's
pantomime. 'Aladdiri,'. at the Coli-.
ieurii /run into March. . Show plays
twice dailyt closing around 7 -p.m. :

;

BBC doing7

a 50-mihute. broadcast
of Manning Sherwin's compositions,
played, by. Geraldo /arid his band.
Called. 'Spotlight on a Tunesmith;' -

.

Joe/ Friedman; Columbia Pictures;
head in London, writing to Maxie
Thorpei his head of sales,, that; he ,iri-:

tends- returning to London shortly.

Oswald Stoll is trying to make deal
with, local film: distributors' to estabV
lish his Kingsway picture house -as
second pre-release spot in the . West
End.

Jack Doyie. filed petition- in bank-
ruptcy. Uriderstooa it was due to
pressure from the Comriiissibn of In-
come Tax, to which he is said to owe
$G,800. ;;;;; ,

. :;/.•

; Ray Koski, 53, wife; of Jack Koski,
d irector of...Medway 'Picture,theatre^,
died suddenly from meningitis, de-
ceased was mother-in-law;; of Monty
Bermam -.' ',

' .
.' ;;

Joe Loss band; bdoked at Green's
Playhouse ballroorii, Glasgow, for
five weeks, held over another two
weeks. Band averaging steady $8,000
per week. . '.

:

Savoy
;
and Berkeley hotels have

reduced their band aggregations;
Carroll Gibbons, at former, from 15
to seven, and Al Collins, at latter,
from 12 to five. • . ; .

.

E; H. Bbstock, the circus man who
died recently; left $250,000. One. Of
the heirs is his nephew, Gordon
Bostdck, some years ago a.vaudeville
agent in New York.
Ronald Squire and Elizabeth Allan

to co-star in new Edward Percy and
Reginald Denharii play, 'The Little.

Dog Laughed,' which starts pro^
vincial tour this, month.-
Maurice Elvey has lined up bank-

roll for his musical picture, Ulitz
Hotel.' with Manning Sherwin having
written the rnusic. Producer is ti-y^-

ing to prevail upon Sherwin to ap-
pear in picture. '.

' Warner Bros, holding tip produc
tion of its next picture,"whlch:was to
have been : 'Trilby,' due to John
Gielgud, wanted to play the Sverigali
role, not available. Company dicker-
ing with Anton Walbrook to take
Gielgud's place.

Miami

Australia
By Erie Gorrtck

Noel Coward made p.a. through
New Zealand.
Dave Martin set 'Susan and. God'

for Minerva, Sydney.
.

Jack Davey, the radioer, Winchel-
lihc for a Sydney daily. .

Film trade continues , smartly
throughout New Zealand. /

Williamson-Tait may bring . the
JSBs'.Ballet unit from/ U. S. ';'«''..

Gilbert-Sullivari . troupe playing
New Zealand for Williamson-Tait. -

Anita and Armand, U. S. dancers,
playing for Greater Union Theatres.

. Will .Mahoney doing a repeat sea-
son in.jperth for the new Waterman
lbob.
Talent quests continue to grow in

popularity here- both in radio and
pic houses.
Washup of Hoyts-Greater Union

merger very pleasing. to pic. indus-
try in general.- '.

Extracts . . from Milton Berle's

Variety column are being widely
quoted locally.
' 'Boom TowriV (M-G) will probably

be held, here for Lenten- release oyer
the Metro loop.

.
. : .

•'

'

Charles Munro, . m.d. of Hoyts. is

loOkseeing.more habe sites to further
extend pic.: loop. /

: Wallace Parnell, managing director,

of the Tiv.oli loop forced cancel U; S:

trip due to illness.

.

Pantos are. doing very good trade

in Sydney arid. Melbourne for Tivoli

land Williamson-Tait .

'Ramparts . We Watch' (RKO)
skidded badly in Sydney and was
•yahked after -two very slow weeks.
.-' Williamsori-Tait will ' spot Marie.

Ney in 'Private Lives'-; in Sydney for

a : run bid.
•

' Legiter did top
.
biz. in

Melbourne recently;

:Carl Brissoh bows irilo Sydney
this month with revue bid for Wil-

liamson-Tait. Melbourne: and New
Zealand funs follow.. /

Wifth's circtis finding, going easier

in the stix now that the long drought

has broken; Unit will go to Sydney
for the Lenten season.: .

-

. CarrolJ Binder, foreign- -editor, of-

Chicago Daily News, : and , W. Way-
mack. Des Moines Register, are look-

seeing into Australia's war effort.
;

Sir Ben Fuller going ahead with

plans to turji. his Princess, Mel-

Abe Lyman, took ai hdiise .for the
season.. His personal/ rep;' Harry
Weinstein, ditto. •

Carl Erbe, . tycoon of local pub-
licists, has: a sub-p.a.; spotted in al-
most every major jpirit...

Topflight newspaper bunch" in
towp, what .with the Universal press
junket for 'Back .. Street/, arid, the
season just' getting into . full stride,

Irving Lazar; MCA riitery booker,
to Cuba to -trek riew .talent, follow
irig

; holiday-biz stay - here; Jack
Lear and . Harry Moss, also MCA
"frbm N.- Y., here; strictly vacash.

Walter Wirichell's barber played
hirn a platinum-hued trick while he
fell asleep in the chair.: That bar-
ber is a character who clips
mustaches, etc., while customers
doze offr' .'-.-

Milton Berle again headlined the
YMHA annual show which Nick
Kenny, tadib columnist, emcees here,
despite, mild feud with Kenny last
year.:

.
It's latter's seventh stint for

the Y.

Mary Brian; guest starring for
Gant Gaither's legit, : in 'The

. First
Year," may duck her 'NO Time . for
Comedy' commitment (with Francis
Lederer,' already here) ..and try
Havana to break up aipersisteht oold
Mrs. Bror Dahlberg is Gaither's
angel. ••

, / .

Jack Robbins, music pub • and
'conga king'—he's a nut. on. Latin
music and himself a crack con-
garhumba hoofer—to Hayana to sur
vey. the Cuban situation 'for a month.
May try Mexico City thereafter.
Has been here a month.

.

Louie. (N. Y. Journal-American)
Sobol joined the Mrs. here this
weekend; the Nick Kennys back to
NewiYork. Hy Gardner, syndicated
columnist, also recently arrived, arid
Dick Fishell, WHN sportscaster, Just
back to New York. Winchell, of
course, stays all winter.
Much newspaper glee over reports

of big bliz in northern key cities, but
none the less Walgreen's chain full

page advertised sundry cold -nos-

trums, arid department stores; trail

efize, 'We have heaters and blankets;
don!t suffer as you did in last night's
chill;' Weather better however.

. Charlie Einfeld at home, with flu. .

Barbara O'Neil. back to work, after
flu. :/:-.\

'v>;
Darryl Zanuck vacationing in Suii

Valley. /

•

Russell Stapleton checked in at Al
Wager agency.

'

Milton Watt joined David O. Selz»
hick's publicity staff;

,

Martha Scott returned to wbrk :•

after a week's illness..

Jack Carson and bride planed east
;

on a belated honeymoon.
Leon : Schlesinger back after, two :

weeks' Broadway looksee. i ..

Frederick Stephani back at Metro
after two months illness.

Peter O'Crolty • on crutches after
wrestling: with a tame, bear;
Edgar Selwyn back at .his Metro ;

•

desk following a week's illness. -

Jackie. Cooper : ;r.eturned from. « .....

month's, vacation at. Palrri Springs.
. Rosemary Lane returned to film
work after eight weeks of touring.
Jack Conn and, Abe Schneider In

town for studib huddles at Columbia;.
Fibber McGee was elected : presl->

'

derit of. the.Encino Chamber of Com-
merce. ":

. V y.' .''

Bob; Kessrier, of Fox^West coarst
forces, left for Eort Benriing, Ga.r to
join the Army.

Eleanor Powell rehearsing dance
routines with a trained .poodle for
her: next picture.;

George Glass appointed western,
director of publicity, and advertising
for United Artists, r

Cecile Kramer upp.ed to chief of
Harry; Sherman's western story de-
partment at Paramount.
. Murray Stravers, southern Cali-
fornia inahager for- ASCAP, in hos-
pital after a.motor crash.

.
Dorothy Lamour caught a cold and

staged .
home while 'Caught in thr

Draft' was shot around her. - •

.

Bing Crosby arid two of his kids
join the rest of the family this week
for a. vacation in Sun -Valley.

.

Norman Kerry : back in Hollywood
after a term" contract • with the
French Foreign Legion in Africa.

Jeanette MacDonald goes to Pitts-
burgh Feb„23. to put. on -a concert; rev
cently canceled - because; of lllnessr

Gomrnander Arthur , Jarrett, . of
Royal Navy arid. Gaumont British
Theatres, . , huddling with Darryl.
Zanuck.

Francis T. • Hafley, manager of.

British production for 20th-Fox, oil

his way back to England after studio
huddles.

Crippled children profited more
than $5,000 as a result of Bing
Crosby's. golf tournament at Rahcho
Santa Fe.
James Dietrich, Orchestra -leader,

filed a -19,500 damage suit against
Clifton E. Barber, musician, as a r«-
siilt of an auto accident.

Mexico City

By , Douglas L; Grahame

Ethel Mackleen, the. comedienne,
ill here'.'

'

'

Vicente Miranda, owner; of El Pa-
tio nitery, around again after grippe

Winifred Christie, the concert
pianist, has established residence in
Mexico. .....

Matilde Palou, light comedy star
heading a stage road company after
pic work here.

Prudencia Grifell/'on a road toii'r

with her drarijatic company after a
highly successful; season here.;

Manuel Medei, the comic, recruit-
ing a compairiy which he expects to
b.bok into Latin theatres in .the U.S.

D.oriiirigb Soligr. the dramatic actor,

vacationing at Mazatlari, a Pacific
port resort,- after' a. successful , road
tour. ' .- .:

'. ..'-..
.

;

Julian Carrlllo, Inventor of 'Cord
13.' a musical, irinovation. featu'red at
the music festival in San Luis Potosi.

Miguel Monfemaybr,- this youngster,
who ' made ' a sensation as a film
comic, to Los Angeles, contracted by
tVank Fouce for nis:theatres.

Dolores' del Rlo's nix Of the- lead,
in a - revival, of 'Saiita' CSaintess'),
which was Mexico's first. talkerv a t-

tributed to: her signing with RKO.
Adi'iaria Lamar t the pic actress, is

soon to make her stage debut at the
Teatro Arbeu here in a drama, 'Marie
Antoinette,' story of the / ill-starred
French queen.

.

•

Caritinfiasi tramp eorriic, ends his
season, at the Fbilie Bergere Feb. 17,

rests, until March 7,. when he -begins
playing the lead in a bull fight bur-
lesque pic he .will, produce. .

Arcady Bpytler^ Russian pic actor-
director, has sold to a syndicate of

. Spanish political refugees his shorts
crind' cinema, Clnelartdia,. here, the
first of the kind to open in-Mexico.

By Les Eeea

Fay Dressel,' RKO branch man-
ager,, beat flu.

Swedish films ihto Lyceum, legit

roadshow house, on weekends.

M-G exchange to enter team in.

A;B.C, bowling tournament here.

J. W. McFarland and Joe Powers,
National Screen heads;, flu sufferers..

Daughter of Hy Chapman, Colum- .

bia branch manager, to wed March
22. .-

'

.

Allerf Usher, new Paramount dis-

trict manager; a visitor from Chlr
cago.
M-G staff tossed party for Verno

Smith, transferred to -Kansas City
as head booker.

Livingston Lanhing, Minnesota
theatre -manager,

.
confined to hotel

rooms by illness.

,

L. E. Goldhammer, RKO district

rnanager, visiting Omaha and Des
Moines exchanges. ,

; Bob Hazletori resigned froiri Harry.
Dickerman circuit to join M-G ac-
counting department. f-

Arch Zacnerl, veteran Universal,
salesman, in . Asbury hospital re-
cuperating from heart attack.

E. J. Weisfeldt, Mirinespta theatro.
managing director, up from Milwau-
kee for 'Screwballs of 1941' : opening.

. LOca'l Universal office climbed .to
seventh place nationally in Bill
Scully 'anniversary sales drive stand--,

ings. .:
.>': ,.,v /;••.

'. After 19 years with company, AHa
Johnson resigning from RKO office

staff to devote herself ' to domestic
duties. ,•

'

Gus Arnheim's otchestra. played
at local President's . .Birthday. BalL
Which drew 7,000 people to Audi-
torium. ' " ':":-..- /' ' -.

Abe Engler to start ^excavations .

March 1 for new 1,000-seat $100,000
theatre at Hopkins, local . suburb,
where he operates the Royal.

. Merle Potter, TimerTribune film
editor, flew to Miami ; for 'Back
Street' premiere and-thence will go
to Hollywood . for annual news-,
gathering, jaunt, v

'

SaJly Rand unit /disbanded , after
Minnesota theatre .engagement here,
Miss Rarid proceeding to fill- State* •

Lake, Chicago, arid, Miami, Fla.,

night club engagements alone. -
;

Ben Blue, Kitty Carlisle arid Rufe.
.Davis headlining ensuing week's Qr-
pheum bill. 'International Revue'
and Earl Carroll's 'Vanities* also un-
derlined for this month at Singer
house.
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OBITUARIES
1

.-.:. MARIE NARELLE
Marie Narelie, 67, concert singer

, and actress who last appeared' in the

London
. , musical success, 'Under

Your Hat,' which, starred Jack Hul-
bertand Gicely Courtheidge in 1937,

died Jan. 25 at - Chipping Norton*
near Oxford, England. •-.

An Australian by 'birth, Mine: Na-
relie made her debut in 1904 at the

St. Louis World's Fair; Gifted, with
a fine soprano voice, she specialized

in Irish songs and once toured with
John McCormack.
Twice-weti,Mme. Narelie used the.

name of her .first husband for pro-

fessional purpose's. He died, many
years ago when she scarcely had
started her career. Upon marrying
Harry A, : Currie, she. left the profes-,
sional concert- stage although she oc-
casionally sang- for charity. After
his ..death in '1934, she went abroad
and returned, to the theatre for the
Hulbert-Courtheidge musical.

Survivors are a son, Reginald Na-
relie; and. also two daughters by her
first marriage.

'

CHARLES H. JONES I

Charles Hi Jones, 66;
,
retired

vaude and circus performer who,
with his wife Ruth, trouped in an.
aerial act. known: as The Leoras and
later were featured as the Ruth
Howell Duo, died of a heart attack

Jani 8 at his home near Garrison,
Minn. For some time he had been
in failing health.

''.'"'

A native of Emporia, Kas., Jones
started his career as a highwire
worker . and balloon ascender at

fair's and amusement parks. After
his marriage to Ruth Willman in

1909 the pair teamed as The Lepras
and later established the Howell
Duo while touring the Pantages and
Orpheum circuits.

. Since 1930 Jones had lived in

Anoka, Minn., where he Was en-
gaged with his son, Don, in the oil

business; Also leaves widow and
two half-sisters. .. Burial at Brainerd,
Minn.

BILLY DE MONT
Billy De -Mont, 67, actor and vaude

performer who last appeared in the
late Joseph M. Gaites' production of
The Man Who Killed Lincoln' at

the Longacre, N.Y., a.year ago, died
Jan. 29 in New York.
Born in Louisville, Ky., as Williaro

De Mont Evans, he later took the
name of Billy De Mont for profes-
sional purposes. For .35 years he
worked in vaude, acted on the le-

gitimate stage and also wrote plays
and composed. He teamed with his
Wife, Lillyn as Brown and De- Mont,
an act known as the two Black Dia-
monds: More recently he had ap-
peared on several radio dramatic
sketches.

Also surviving are a. soft, daughter
iiid a sister.

CLARA B. PRICE
Clara B. Price, 85, Shakespearean

actress, died Feb. 1 in Santa Monica
hospital, Santa Monica, Calif., from
complications resulting from a
broken leg which she sustained In
a fall about three months ago.
Widow of an actor, Mark Price,

she was a native of Boston, where
6he played in stock for 10 years with
the Boston Theatre Company. Mrs.
Price; usually seen^in either Shakes-
pearean or romantic parts, later
joined Augustin Daly's company, and
for five years appeared with Robert
Mantell.

After cremation, the ashes will be
placed beside' the "grave of her hus-
band in Kensico Cemetery,.N. Y. He
died in 1917.

V JIMMY JONES
J. West Jones, 53,. known toi per-

formers and patrons of Steel Pier
Music Hall, Atlantic City, where he
conducted orch as Jimmy Jones, died

: suddenly of .heart attack Jan. 28 in

Philadelphia: For 16 : years, Jones
' directed the pier orchestra each sunv
rnery; and during winter season enr
gaged in' similar

.
capacity at Fay's

theatre, Philadelphia.

Jones played on old keith circuit

and was also a' composer. At one time
he was associated with J. Bart
McHugh in musical show produc-
tions. He -was the featured pianist

at Variety Club . dinner at Bellevue-
Stratford. hotel the night . before his

death.

Widow and. Son" survive./.

JOHN J. FARREN
John J. Farren, 60, former owner

of the Victoria theatre,
;
Rochester,

N. Y;, died Jan. 26 at his home in.

Rochester after two years* illness.

He was a native of New York, mov-
ing to Rochester 35 years ago to be*

come manager of the. Hippodrome
theatre, one -of earliest film houses
in the upstate city. A year . later he
became manager, and part owner of

the Victoria; operated as vaudfllm
house until his /- retirement inL 1929.

Three, years later : the .theatre was
razed.

Widow, Mary Dblan Farren, sur-
vives.

'

GRACE LYNN
Grace. Lynn, 57, actress and news-

paper contributor, died Jan. 29 after
a short illness at the Monteflore hos-
pital, Bronx, N.Y. A native of New
York, she was a graduate of Hunter
College. •

. .

Miss Lynn, who had a long and
varied career on the stage, at one
time acted as understudy to Henri-
etta Crossman, In recent years she
had done free-lance literary work,
writing chiefly on theatrical topics.

Surviving are two sisters and two
brothers. Funeral, services were
held in New York Friday (31) under
auspices of. the Actors' Fund,

HENRY S. KOPPIN .

'

Henry S. Koppin, 64, who built
and at various times operated 26 the-
atres, in Detroit, died suddenly, in
Toledo, O., when he suffered a stroke

Caldwell H. Brown, Jr.

1911—1936

while on a businarr trip- koppin
was . also the operator' for years of
the Ramona dance hall and amuse-
ment park at the entrance to Belle
Isle, -Mich: Leaves widow, three
sons, one of whom, Henry, manages
the Uptown theatre, Detroit^ and two
daughters.

VIOLET ESSEX
Violet Essex,

.
48, London musical

comedy star during the last war,
died Jan. 31 in Beverly Hills,

Calif. Privately she was the wife of
Charles Levlnson Tucker.
Miss Essex, who early in her

career sang at Covent Garden, went
on to assume the role of Margana
in the musical, 'Chu Chin Chow,'
Which ran in -London for more than
five years.

TRACY C. BERGERON
Tracy C.

.
Bergeron, 70, manager

and pianist of the old-time vaude
Harmony Four, died Jan, 23 in
Cleveland. He helped form the
quartet 50 years ago and toured it

through the continent and in Eng-
land for years.

Team, included Frank Barrett, now
in music business in London; Eddie
Hughes and Fred Brockman, all

Clevelanders. '-'.

WALTER J. GARYN
. Walter J. Garyn, '50; operating for
three .years as Garynteed Pictures,
Inc.,. independent film exchange at,

Dallas, Texas, and. .a veteran film

salesman, died
.
recently of heart

disease. Formerly ., was general
salesrhanager of National Screen]
Service. Native of St. Louis, he be?
gan with Fox Films, later Held M-G
executive sales job.

Widow and sister survive. :

'

State; Strand, Delia and Roxy, to fhe
Butterfleld chain.

He leaves widow and daughter.

STEFAN PECHA V-
: -'.''';

Stefan Pecha, 28, who had played
first oboe with the Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra for the past'. five

years, died Jan. 29 at his room in a
New York hotel.

'

'

:

:

\ :

Born . in Czechoslovakia, . Pecha
came to the .United States at the age
of 12 and received his early; musical
education at the Institute of Musical
Art, N. Y.

.. ARMAND KALIZ
.

'..' Armand Kaliz, 49, long a stage, ac-
tor and for the past 10 years a screen-

actor-writer^ died 'Feb. . 1 in Beverly
Hills, Cal., of a heart ailment '

Coming to- this country after the
World • War, -Kaliz appeared in many
Broadway plays and .for years was
an Orpheum headlirier. He acted in.

30 pictures arid later, turned to

writing.
:

: Widow survives. '-.

LESTER E. MATT .-'

Lester E. Matt, 61, one of the pio-

neer showmen of Flint (Mich.), died

of a heart, attack while returning

home fr.Om his winter camp at Mio,

Mich., ' Jan. 27. Only a: few weeks
ago he retired from business, selling

his four film houses In Flinty the

RALPH RICKENBACHER
, Ralph .

Rickeribacher, music con-
tractor ' on several Coast radio
shows, died Feb. I in Santo Monica,
cai. v
"•' Survived by widow arid' brother,

Paul Rickenbacher, radio exec with
J. Waiter Thompson agency in

Hollywood.
'

Father, 80, of Milton Silver, ad-
vertising and publicity director for

National Screen Service^ died of a
cerebral .hemorrhage Jan. 30 in

Flushing, L; I. Besides -his soft,

widow and four daughters also surv,

vive. Funeral services were held

Sunday (2) in Flushing. .

.. Aba W. Rlegelman, 55, salesman
for 20th-Fox in, southern Iowa for 14

years, died Jan. 27 at Iowa Lutheran
hospital, Des Moines, after a ;

- brief

illness; . Survived by a son, sister and
four brothers.

Mrs. Mary Frledland, /mother of

Bess. Schulter, member of a syndi-

cate operating several nabe Aimers
in St Louis, died last week. A
son, Al Friedlandi is an officer of

IATSE, Local No. 143.

Mariano Spazlano, about 70, father

of Joe Spaziano who leads 'orchestra

at Fay's Theatre, Providence, -
: died.

Sunday, Jari. 26', aftejr lorig illness.v

* MARRIAGES
Vera Engelsi to Ivan . Lebedeff, in

Enseriada, Mexico, Jan. 24. Bride's

an actress; he's, a film player, j

Lynne Roberts to William Engel-

bert. iii. Yuma, Ariz., Jan. 6..' Bride,

is contract player at 20th-Fox.

Mary Fletcher to Victor Thorleyv

in; New York, Feb, 4. Both are,

'legit prayers.- 4
Lillian Keil to Michael Cirillo, In

Detroit, Jan. 29.. Bride is-- beauty
contest winner; . with 'American
Beauties Oh Parade* vaude unit; he's

of Three Cirillos vaude act.

Thora Hoagland to Harold Eckert;

Jan. 29, in Columbus, O. He's drama
editor of The Ohio State-Journal,

Columbus.
Jacqueline Dalya to William Con-

selman, Jr.; in Las Vegas, Nev., Jan.

27. She's a. film player; he's a screen

writer. :

" Marjorie Lytell to James MacColl,

Jan. -30, Jn Newport, Ky. Bride is

former Wife of Philip Faversham,
son .of . William Faversham, stage

star; MacColl is legit player.

Osa Johnson to Clark H. Getts, in

New York, Feb. 3. Bride, was widow
of adventurer, Martin Johnson; he's

her manager.
Gertrude . Winer to Ira Kaplan, in

Detroit, Jan. 29. He is manager arid

part owner of Cinema theatre, De-
, troit; bride is radio actress..

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. John Herberg, son, in

Seattle, Jari. 24. Mother is Gene
Dennis,, the psychic; father is north-

west theatre owner.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perrine,

daughter, in Hollywood, Jan. 21.

Father is manager of Ruthrauff and
Ryan ad agency there.

_.Mr. and Mrs. John Melbourne, son,

Jan. 25, in Springfield, III. Father is.

a member of. the talent staff of

WCBS, Springfield. 111.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Green,
daughter, in New York. Father was
formerly in RKO Radio homeibffice

advertising dept., now. in liquor-busi-

ness- for himself.

Mr. and Mrs. Ned Scott, daughter,

in Hollywood, Jan. 26. Father is still

photographer for Globe Productions.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank, McLatchy,
son; : Jari, 16, in Salt Lake City.

Father is sales executive for ' KSL,
Sait Lake CUy.. '

; '

; Mr. and;Mrs.. Ralph W..Hardy,,sohi
in Salt Lake CitJV Jan. 18. Father
is sales executive for KSL.
Mr-: and Mrs. Wayne F. Richards,

daughter, in Salt Lake City, Jan. 30.

Father is .promotion .and publicity

head at KSL.
. Mrv and[ Mrs. Jack Daniels, son, in

]^ew-. York, last. week. Father's a
legit actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Barron Howard,
daughter, ; in Richmond; Va;, last

week. Father is business manager
of WRVA( Richiriond, .

;

.

[ Mr. and Mrs. Edd Henry, daugh-
ter, in Hollywood, Feb. 2. Mother is

fllni actress. Joyce Bryant; father is

an agent.

Plans Lynchburg House
.

; Lynchburg, Va., Feb: 4; .

Site, on High street, Portsmouth,
has been bought by William. S, Wild-
er for a $200^000 theatre! seating

1,200. Ground is to be broken soon.

'Wilder owns a string of Virginia

houses. '
' •

Bills Hext Week
{Continued from page 56;

Jay Jason '

.'

Pol Jlai* (Jla--

Pets VUra- Oro

. «atler Ilptel

B' Uftdrlguera pro
Patricia Olliho'r*
Encudero
Sarlta & Tito
Morale* ;

. Sav Diego V

;

Qeorgef Prcsnell. .

-

.

Al Alnxander Oro
pan Merryman .

Don- Francisco
Starr & Jlaxlno -

'

'" VenM'a
Bert- Nolan
Boyd Senter
Mafcla :hastlnff :

Betty Belvllle
Harry Collet Oro

>T1ilttifr Hotel :

_jOold Cap Room)
Tony Pattl

'. .Wonder' Bar
Sammy Olbert Orb

PITTSBUS6H
Anchorage

Hugh .Morton' Oro
Maynard Deane ..

' Arlington Lodge •

Phil Cavezza Ore .

Uachelors'-;C.lub-

Al:. Turner . Qrc .

France* McCoy
.

' Balconadea .

Joe y41lella Oro , .

° IUiy Grfen'a •

Olyde- Knight 6ro.'-
:
.

Janet XaeT -.

Herb. Roaher •'.

Boogie-WflOgle Clab
Boog Sherman
lzzy Nutz
Buddy Walsh

.

Nutsy. Fagan -

Harry Comorada.v'
Pocky .' M'Farland'

.

Tiny Miller
Bernle Crawford -

Club Petite.

Piccolo Pete Oro
Mary Krleg
Bernle- Lambert
Ted ' belmohlfo

'

Betty. Benz
'

Betty Be.egle
;.

Cork arid Bottle
Jack Davis

Eddie. Peyton's

BUI Campbell Orb
Caroline Moore .

Mabel Harrold
Marlon - Muller .

"

Eddie Peyton .-'

El Chlco .

Clra liuDA'S. Oro
Bsfre'llta Pena
Alziro Camargo , .

Chlnlta Marin
Charley Boy
Hotel Fort Pitt-..

Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Jessica Wheatley -

.
.

Harry Walton •

Irma Outhreil

Hotnl Henry
(Silver Orlll)

Billy Treacher Ore
Sandy Davidson '

Flo Parker ' :

.

Jean Wood's
;

.

; (Gny 90'«) . .

Dorothy Nesbltt '

Hotel ,7th Avenue
Bess Saunders .

Ida Iola . .

'Everett Haydn
'

Betty Donahoe
Shirley Heller
At Devln '.-.

Evergreen Garden*
Red Clarke Oro
Ebble Srhaub

.

Paula Harvey
,
Hotel Rlln

Olga Mundy Oro

Dale 8t Clair
Zelda. •

Hotel Boo«evelt
Ted Blake

'

Men About
.

.' Hotel Schealey
Billy Hinds Oro
Patty Dixon
Buzz Mayer ' .

- Hotel Win. Penn
'

<Chatterbok)

Baron Elliott . Ore .

(Continental Bar)
Frank Andrlnl i

Herry-Oo-Roand
Brad Hunt bro
Jeanle Regal
Billy Carmlchael
Huntsrqen

ly'e.w.- Penn- -,

Henry Blauth Ore..-.

'

•'

:-. Niion Cufo ..•'.

Al Marlsco Ore .

Bob Carter H--.'.
Lester & Irma Jean
Thompson,Bros/'
Norma Shea
Starlets-

.

Nat Hour*
bale Hark'nes* .'

Ray Neville
.

Pat McGowan
Joey Reynold*
Chiick Wilson':

. Oasl* ..'.'

Louie Pope Oro
Margie- Krabe'r

' .Orchard .'•

7lmmy' iQamble' Ore
Jay Lorlng ...

Chiick Miller

Pine*

Bill LeRoy Oro
Tony Rozance
Ray Englert

:

Yacht Clnb
Jack Walton Oro
Llto & Lee
Yachtsmen
Betty Nyln'nder
Harry Schilling
Bert Nagel Co - -

Tom Ball G Is

8Uy-Vu».
Mickey Ross Oro
Sky Pilots

Union Grill

Art Tagelio .

Frank Natale
Mllce Sandretto.

Villa Madrid
Etzl Covato Orb .

Mark Lane .

Stepln Fetchtt
Abdul Sender
3 Cran'dyls .

Dolores La Mont
Kay & Kay
Dewey Moon

MIAMI
Beachcomber

Xavler Cugat Ore
Mlguellto Valdez
Carlyle BlacUwell •

Chavez Oro'
Tropical Dane

Corrouael

Ina Ray Hutton Or
Velerb Sis Ore
Sammy Walsh
Harry Stevens
Nancy Hunt.
Patty Ortell
Stuart Foster
""' Club Ball

Tommy ; Nunez. Ojrc
Peggy Fears
Olivette & Murray -

Merle &' Gaylbr
Alfredo Seville
Ball-ett.es (12)

Club Require

Wo.rthy Hills pre
Hernandez Ore
Cross & Dunn
Terry Lawlor .

De Ang'elo & Porter
Howard Brboli*
EsqUlretteS (8)

Club Te Pee
Myles Bell Ore
Wanda Lee:
Armond 4 Juliana .

Colonial Inn' '.

Paul Whlteman Ore
Harry Riohmnn
Sophie Tucker.

"

Joe E Lewis
Chandra-Kaly Dane
Marianne :

;

Ann Sutherland
.

Armando Oro ''.-'

.Cuban; Cadno
Eva. Ortega
Harrle.tte Hen'nlng
Nnn Blakatone .

,

Tropic Beauties ..

:- Don . tanning's
Doris Sherrill ' •

Roberta Sherwood
''

Jlmmle Hodges.
Marie Lewis

El Chlco

Ralph 1

.Cook:
Marllyn-.Fo3.ter

:

' '

'

.

Glnrla liUcane
Lytell Dane •

live O'clock Club
Pancho Ore
La I'laya Dane

.

Hotel. Deihnsey- -

. Vanderbllt -.

(Pago Togo Room)
Bobby -Parks Ore
Vincent Bragal* Or
Terry Lawlor

,

Leon Sc Mac* <>
'

Carroll & Gormaii
Walter Donoliue
. Hotel Hollywood

-Beach
(Bamboo Room)

Eddie Oliver Ore
Milton Douglas -

.

Sara Ann McCabe
Hotel Miami
Blltmore -

(Ulralda Room)
M Bergere Qro'
Rodney McLennan
Columbus & Carroll
Marlssa.

Hotel Roney'Plaza
(Vlennene Room) .

Emery Deutsch Ore
Jaye Martin
Jean Travers -

Georges & Jalna! .

Victor Rodriguez .

. Hotel Shelborne
(Mayan' Boom) .

Phet. Brownagle OreK Miller Dane
Hoter Vfnallle*
(Gulf Boom)

Chaa Murray. Oro
Jeff's

'•

Jerfy Delmar "Oro .

Marty Bonn -.

Nancy Lee
.

Merle Burke - '

..

Mldgle Fellow*
Murphy Sis

' Jlmmle's
Budd Sawyer'* Ore
Ohio Kennedy.
Ravelle &. Jeanette
Billy: Young •

Rae Jayne
Wayne Sc Marltn

"

Dorothy Eden •:

Kitty Davis
Johnny Silver'
Billy . Vine . .

.Conga- .pa'iip \

-
. 'Latin Quarter

Joe Candullo Ore
Lollta Cordoba Ore
Emll Boreb
Grlsha & Brona ,

'

Henri Therrleh
Lela Moore
Frank Mazzone :

Yvonne. BoUvler
Clarissa

•
. Mayfair Club ' , .....

Matty's Rhythm Cb
Leonardo Ore •

Benny Dayl* ''

Nnt Club :

Tubby Rive*
Lew Mercur :

'

Musical Maniacs
' Paddock Club .

Leon' Prima Ore
'

Frante* Fayo'

Rogers & Morris
Ga'ye DiJton
Manhattanettes

. : Bhamba Casino
Alex Batkln Ore '

Fantasias Rhumb'*
Desl Arnaz
Martasa
Rbslta Rio* .

-

.Raul ft Eva Reyes

Royal Palm Club

Abe Lyman pro
'

Oscar .Rosa Pro':-
Paul Haakon
Jansley*-
Mllton Berle
Royal' Guards.
Alexis .Rotoy. .

• •

Rose Blaine

Singapore Sadie'*
Dixieland Bd
Johnny pineapple O
Bob Berry
Denliiv

.
BUpsy Blaxle'*

Babe Russfn Pre
Maxle Rosehbloont -

Joe Frisco '

Cully Richards
'

Sammy Lewi*
Patty Moore-.'--.
Carolyn Mai-sir
M Garrlston

:;.The Drurrt .,

.

Val Olman Ore
John

. Buckmast'e'r -

Stuart &. Lee
Diana- Courtney .

• • Villa Venice
Harry Rogers Oro
Moore & Revel

>Vlt'* End
Tony Car|ona Oro -.

Jbs'e Tomus. Prc
Lenny Kent
Kenlse
Rae Marsh -

Rita Renaud
Sharon I.ynne Dana

BOSTON
'Beach Comber

Nye Mayhew Oro :

Don .OstroW' Orc
12deu Twins
Copacabana Gls '

.'

George Escudeio
Dorn ft.Ybssez

Bllnstrub's

Karl. Itohde Oro '

Rex Grayson :

.'4-X'rleya

Bobby. Joyce & G
- Cana Mananli
Lou- Ca,rter Ore '

Lee. Steele ..

David Ballentlne
Mai-cla Rice

'

Club Mayfalr.

.

Ranriy Weeks Ore
Bernle Bennett Ore
Mills, King. & Ray
Cookie Faye.- .:,,..

Do Mcranvllles
1

Ypla Qall|
.

Ge'/rge Xlbby Rev •'

• Cocoanut Grove -.

Mickey -Alpert Ore
Don - Rico Ore '

.

Goodrich . Sc. Nelson
Paulens
Ethel Lynn
Allen Twins
George . Rand. Rev
Billy Paine
Nancy- Gny
(Melody Ixtnnge) .

RHa' Couglilfn :

Crawford House
Ray Collins. Ore.
Sally Keith

Ill-Hat
Pete Herman Ore
Hotel Bradford
(Circus Room)

Ruth Wallls

Hotel Brunswick
(Bermuda Terrace)
Ella Fitzgerald Ore
Babe Wallace
Hotel - Copier Plow
(Sheraton Room).

Stuart Frazler Ore -

Hotel Essex .

Lou Gordon Ore
Billy Kelly

Sheperd Sis
Mary MacMaster .'•

• Hotel Somerwt .'. -

. (Ballnese Room) .

Harry Marsha rd
'

Johnny Tunnbull
Lenny Welsh

Hotel Stutler
; (Terrace Room)

.

Vaughn Monroe Pro
Marilyn Duke.' "

Zlggy Talent..' -
'•.

Joe Carney
Bobby Nichols

Hofel Westminster
(Blue. Boom)

jimmy McHale Oro
Tropical Seren'd's O
Adrian P'Brlenv
Paul Regan

'

Harry -Drake Rev
Margie . Ford- •

Marlon & H.Lynn
I^tTn Quarter

Don Dudley Oro
Tony Bruno Ore \
Harry Spear

. .

Clymas
Koaloft Dane
Janet; Carroll.!
EVelyn Fahrriey
4 Sydneys' '

. ..

Radio Iterb Lewis
Steuben'*

(Vienna Room)
Lew - Conrad Ore . .

'

Prince & P Selaridla
.

Nora &. Jimmy- Bell-
Bobby Whallrig- Co
Doris Abbott

The Cave
.

Mark.. Gilbert Or.0
Jack Fisher
Tamara Doi-lva
Doris Abbott .

Carlos & Dorla
.'Mo T<k

Ernie Belt Oro
Ben Ford Rev
.-Tretnont Plaza '

Ben -Pullo. Ore
Versallle*

Geo MacVarlane Or -

Buster & B Burnell

.

Joe Kirk .

Chappell & Harmon
Johnny Andrews

Mgrs. Guild Pact
Continued from page 57

the. Guild. Latter states that re^-

quirement will not . embarrass the

producers, . nor work a - hardship - oh :

the alien writers. They .' point ' out

that when an American play is pre-

sented abroad the author is required
to join the writers guild in such
countries. .

"

Present agreement stipulates that
if a manager becomes bankrupt, his

rights to plays shall revert to the
author. . In a draft . of the revised
agreement, that provision was made
to read that the rights also revert in

the event of the manager's death.

Showmen . Immediately objected to,

that .insertion, on the grounds that it

was :ndt , equitable.'' . Guild leaders .

conceded the point and the word
'dies* will .be deleted.

.
They claimed

they were not aware that the death
inclusion, had crept into the clause.

Guild is seeking three. new regular
tions; regarding jrtusical .shows. . , One.
is that a copy of the complete score
shall be turned over to the authors'
association within six months of the-

opening date. Since the cost of or-

chestrations amounts to several thou-
sand dollars or more, the" managers
feel that they should be compensated
by . the' Guild, Authors regard that.

\

idea as .reasonable, but no fixed
amount has been decided upon.

Another provision calls ior the:

tablishment, of a minimum .
percent-

.

age for the. writers and ^composers
of musicals. Guild sets the mark at

2%. for composers,
: 2% for book

writers and 1% for lyricists. As 6% .

of the gross is the usual compensa-
tion- to sucft writers, 1% is ieftto.be
arranged for. .. Third rie.w rule- pro-
vides that if single numbers from a
musical are disposed of, a percentage
of the purchase money shall be di-

yided among all the show's writers.

,

Cole Porter mentioned to do the

score and lyrics for 'Not Tonight.

Josephine,' for which Bert Lahr ahd
Martha Raye are cast probabilities. .
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LEGAL NOTICE
OTICB OF SALE.—Supreme qourt of

'thVltftte of New York, County
,
oi

th
York-Henry C. Burnstlne. etc..N

' p0
p1,V^nnt 16 order of the Supreme

^irt County of. New. York, data* £«>-.-
CoUrV7^i04l the underelgned will re.
*ry

.f uave of the Court at apeclal .Term

i- of the Supreme Court; New Yiirk

?Sunty -«t the- County Court Houpe. «t
:

•'»«h ' nnd Centre Street*, Borough of

tt£n CltJ of New York, on the

? Yii* forenoon of that day. to. eell at

^^,Sd™»M »• the hlghe.t bidder
*' VT r.* offers are aubroltted •w or

KforV »ald date better, than the offer of

rkI GcUt heretofore .ubmltted .
to : the

He&lver-Vatll to .aid Wta Oel.t the

^tioiinK described property: . ,
.
\.

Al the rights . title and yiterfeet . jj)f

:«£rV^amorev as ; Receiver^ of Ptay>«n<J

ttSfiUnK Corporajrpn. appointed
:

bjr Inter

;

fn?utory -decree entered In the Office of:

of. New York jCounty on pot.o-

1040. In the above entitled, ac-.

'•'tlon 'ln *nd to the property- of Elayland

MoUllrtB Corporation - of every '.kind, ,,0-/

"me an<1 4wrlptlon and wheresoever

•KuMe Including , ft I ,th« real,; estate,

•more pnrtlcularly described, an followa: ,

.

••"••ATA -that certain, plot, Piece or parcel,

of lanil -together- with the buildings and
linprovemeilis. novt- located. thereon or

which --may hereafter be erected thereon.

"innate.:
lying »nd being at Bocka way

Bench Fifth Ward, Borough and County
frQuecnH. O'lfy. 'an.l. (Mate, of . New York,

. >obundrd »n<V iescrjl.ed.a«,follpwa; :

. "nEfn-NNING at the corner formed: by

the In teract ion of - the Southerly
;
siiie. of.

kocka'way- Beach Boulevard, fbnneily

known as C-entrin I .Boulevard with the

: tftsUitv.-.aide of Beach 98th Street...-for:

nierlv. known as Ward Avenue;
.
runnlnn

thence Easterly and along said Soutli-

•rly side of Boolcaway Beach Bnulevrmr,

» distance of 148.79. feet more or Jess

'to a point therein distant 62.2S feet.

\VeBtcrlv' from- the eo'rner-formea-hy-tll*.

Jnteisei'tlon of the'sald Southerly »rae of

RodtriwaV Beach Boulevard > with the

Westerly side : of ' Beach ' 97th £treet.

fofinerlv. '.known, n-n Tompson AveiiiU'.,

thence Southerly, .'and on a line parallel

With aa Id -.Westerly side of .
Beach. '97 Hi

Street, a distance of 118.50 feet: (h.e'ncn
"'''

Eristcrly nrirt on -a-'llna'at. right angles to
1

said Westerly side of "Beach •97t-lw,Stre?:f.
'

a dlst'anco of .
5'.', feet to the /Westerly

. aide thereof i tlience *Wt»t1verly and alon«

ON

•'..•'.''." '-. Detroit, Feb.. 4. .-

.. County: lairs ire ; coming into- lit

bright new era .was the concensus of
opinion here at trie annual conven-

:

tion of the; Michigan Association of
Fairs by such . varied seers, as .John
Reid/ owner of.the Hap'pyland Shows;'
William \J. -Carheroh,- of the' Ford
Motor Co.. and Frank Duffteid, of
the TheaflerPuffield Fireworks .Co.
Duffield, who discussed the World

Fairs, pointed out"- that there defi-
nitely is a strata of the public, ad-
dicted to attending fairs. Pointing
out. that the basis of all fairs lay in
the county fairs, he suggested that
they modernize to take advantage of
a prospective audience put Into: an
expqi.mqpd by\the' hatipnalfairs: . He
pointed out that industryT^eneral
Motors kicking in $12,000,000 for the
World's Fair, etc.—had wised up to
the advantages in this .form of adver^
tising,,.Was .putting shows on the road
and. that .the sffiall- fairs could expect
benefits fto'rn".i'ndustry;-'-'-.'.-:-''-'.'-' ;

''

This latter portion cued right • in

with some, statements, /added by;
Cameron

,

•: speaking
.. for ' Industry.

Saying; that the defense program
meant the termination of such things
as. the- New- York Auto Show, hehid Westerly Hide of Beach 07th Sli est. '

f
• A : . 4v * Tii

"
j "z

; r. disioflre of -.4.flc.r.a-.foct more: ;or ; i.?* f-P,o*nted...pUt. that industry could
': to -a -point In. the Northerly -line :ot' prop-

' trty'-nenulred -by- the. City of New Yni'lt-..

for Public' raTk, Purposes.' as acc/ulred- In
• this -Section, under Vesting bf'.May '.lf-.,

' '1938: thence Westerly and- along tinld

.- Northerly : llne.'or. property acquired. I»y

the City of New York, for Public. Park
purnpnes. n distance of 2no feet to t.hc

Easterly sldo of Beach 98th' Slrei't:
' thence 'Nor'tlierly and .' along -..aald-. Enst-
erly side of- Tieach' 98th. ..Street. 'W. dis-

tance of B80.01 foet .more . or' 'less lo t he
Southerly .side of B.bckaway;, lleooh.
Boulevard,- formerly known an Central

.

. Avenue, • the. point 'or place of beginning'.
•TOGETHEU with all

.
right; . title and

'

Interest of the mortgagor; of.' In nncV t"

. the lands, lying' In (ha bed of any >Ire»-t

-or avenue. .Upon- which said property
fronts, to the center llnea thereof." '.

and all buildings and - Improvements
erected, and situate thereon or. a'ppur-
ten'snt thereto, subject to any state, of
'nets an nccurhlc • survey ' would sliow
and. , subject..-' to- .easements, restrictive.

" covenants and agreements of- record. If .

any, to encroachments and , Projections
and to. any violations pending :br .which
may subsequently' be Imposed apalnst
the premises up to the dute of "Hale, by'
shy gbvernriientnl or.' m-unlclpni- authoi--'
Ity, nnd all other property and assets,

;

tangible nnd Intn.riglb'le to whleh the.'He'-'

reiver hns title tit the.. time of passing of
title, herein-, except cash -on hand or In
hank belonging' to the Receiver at the.

time of passing, of title hereunder,-, onil
spy recoveries.' which may be effected In

.
bpfinlf of Playland-. Holding Cornoratlon
In the ahoyn entitled action* The fol-
lowing. Is ii illnrrrhm of the real properly
to be sold

:

BEACH 08Tn STREET

still take advantage of; the county
fairs.; R'eid saw wider employment
than ..ever for the shows and con
.cessions/ : '•

'

"
' .'..-

ALCESTE

chorus and its master, Fausto tJleva,
for its work both. solo and in enr
semble, while the scenery arid cos-
tumes by Richard Rychtarik were
well within, .the scope of the tragedy
and pictorially as fine as anything
In recent years at the Met: The
same jjraiseicannot, be afforded Her-:
bert Graff, who failed to modernize
the staging and bring ,it within the
realm of possibility.
Much of the music resembled other

Cluck works, especially a part of
Act III, wheie the 'J'ai perdu Mon
Eundice* .from 'Orfeb' was lifted^
bodily and inserted. Adtiiallyi the
opera ends

; with - the- first, scene ., of
Act III- and: the: inclusion of- the last
scene dragged' the

: performance to.
an...interminable-"end. •. - " '•'../

; Bad weather cut ,the attendance -to
a minimum. .

••' - •.'. .'• ;

'

KNOCKS OUT BURMAN

BEACH n7Til^tRKET\

(Continued.from page 60) :

may how. be put to rest for another
165 years. It's that hackneyed, arid
uninteresting; .'.

The opera arid performance as
given ' Friday : contained some merit,
but the lack of a dramatic, punch Or
climax in these hectic times is suffi-
cient to render -Alceste' cdmpletely
ineffectual for modern audiences.

.

The opera deals with a dying king,
whose adoring wife, in order to save
him, agrees to sacrifice herself in his
stead if his life be. ispared. The gods
agree, but when . she descends to
Hades, her husband follows -and
challenges the gods to separate so
great a love: Apollo, taking pity on
the mortals, lets them,both return to
.earth.'-.'.

. 'Alceste' itself abounds In the
flowing classical melodies of the 18th
century, with scattered ;

. arias arid

great choruses throughout. The in-'

terludes between' these are so great,
howeiver." that the listener becomes
bored watching the proceedings,
mostly so when the classical dancing
by the; Met .ballet, which took up a

I major Dortiori,- was so poorly done,

j The ballet is an intrinsic' part of the
{score, but witnessing the whirling

i
dervishes that dance fairy-like failed

i to pfoduce the enthusiasm suggested
«n

;
by the book.
The- opera was planned as a ve-

hicle, for the first American appear

The flforenii'iUionfl'd property Is

aihusement piirk. kh'n'wn as "Tlock:i ways'
'Playland.". locnted .ut Beach 07th mid „ ^ w „. i ».„wl »v.„,. „„„^.„.

New Yo?k
lh *iT*ti *'

.

pocltaw* y neic, h
: l ance .of the great French dramatic

' The sale sbnii be upon tii'e foiiawing sop:rano, Germaihe". Lubin, Whose
tenns: i 'Alceste' is a tradition abroad. The

(a) No bid ahall be received unless ac- smger failing to Secure a passport,
companled by a deposit With the llecclver Aperitif prf tlin tranVfpr nf thA title
«f the sum of $5,ooo, in cash or ce. iin.-d

- necessitatea tne transrer .or tne-,uue
check. ; ,

role to the Australian soprano. Mar-
lb) The. ^successful bidder shall inake . jorie\.Lawrence. Careful study and

. »n additional.
\ deposit Immediately upon

the- closing of -the bidding, In lin amount
sufficient to. make • the total deposit by
snld .bidder at' least '20% of the iimouiu
of the successful bid.' - All other' deposits

• received by' the -Becelvcr shall he fotiili-

wltb .roLnrned to the- unsuccessful bidders
who shall, have made-such' deposits.,

(c). The balance shall* be. paid. In cash

obvious hard work marked Miss
Lawrence's efforts, but vocally arid

dramatically she. failed to go over.

Her,. most familiar aria, 'Divinites du
Styx,' ending Act One, was a disap-
pointment, for her vocal equipment
was insufficient, tor enable her to cope

6r certified check at fhe time, of the I with the. two-octave. range demanded
closing

. Kf the title to take place - thirty ! by the score. Top tones: were stri-

'•"'•'•fej
1";^? *}*?• °J vu^1

, "'^."Lvvt !
dent, especially- bn the high B flats,-

fcejv^
Mnnh'alt'tih; New York City. . ..

Offers ' may be submitted to. (he: Be-
.
eel.ver at the offices . of hla" attorneys
prior: to February 10th. 1941.
There has been deposited with', the Re

soprano's acting was forced -arid

stagey.;::
1

'.. • ,' :.

Rerie Maison brought an :autheritic

style to his part;; but much of the
celver ihe aforementioned offer of*BI*a ,

music lies too high,for him, and.con-
- • tinual forcing did not aid the ears

of the listeners, for ;the tenor's voice
by quality is not pleasant at best.

• fiie biiance :sheet'"or piaytand" HoTdlng j
His style ot dress, would have been.

• Corporation 'as of December.-,siat, 1940 1 more appropriate.
. to the dissolute

•nd; sAld' offen accoiin.tant'a report ari<1 '-Nfero than to a supposedly, young
.^r.^ ^eet.LWlU be available for- In-

gn<J .aj„ Uhmbdishly . sto.Utish

Gelst and a copy of the aiihual report of
the accountant for Playland Holding:.
Corporation, covering the fiscal year endr-
mg September 30th, 1940 -and a copy of

.

spectlon. by all. Interested Parlies at. J he.
". .'0

ft'
c.*'" of the rtecclVer's attorneys during.

: - a'l reasonahle hours of the day up. to the
;

time, of such sale:

n rea' Property of PInylBrid Holding
: ' B?

rp
,°rat,on ' *»"0- known • as' "Rock n wiry

s

-

one at that.

"Xeonard Warren, as the ..high

priest, bellowed his part, capably,

but he, too, unnecessarily forced his-
'» K uaimn , aiAO KnOWn-K* ."ROCKIlWffys . Jix_*l,( «^,.,ai-fi.l ,,n M nic'f iUa

.
Wayiftnoy. located at Beach -97th .arid sufficiently powerful voice, past the
98th streets, Rockawiiy /Beach* New' -. requirements of his part.

.
-The bal-

Tork, win be open for inspection by sit ' since : of the cast sang -adequately

***'?rt,w -' ,!^*T: <he J'°^
rs

"'.' l enough,, with, special emphasis to the
".0-0"< except Sunday, and t work

B
0£ ATessio 'De Paolis, whose;Holidays; :for—/•i—.'"' the ^period .commencing . • . . t . . u . uwith tne date of the publication or rbe I

Evander was a. nifty to the ear and
wat aAyertls^mirnt' of 'this ''M^.'wnd >ndr-'.'t.ne'°eyie'.

'••••

^i
,
,
h

.

rt.«y. : preceding the date of The orchestral portion of the score
' was not- quite' realized by- the '

musi-.
..-the sale. .. .Such Inspection may - be ' bad

»y nppllcntlon nt the offices of said: Cor-
. . ortadon. ig7 Beach. 07th Street, Bork-

b V
.1

j' .?eftch. New York, Telephone No-
:
flelle Harbor IM230. ~ '.

.

. Paled;. New York. January 17. 1941,
. HARRY ZAMORE. ;

'

' .-U'L1
' '.. '•• '

' Deceiver...
.
SEUGSBERO * T,EWIB. :

:

m»i attorneys (or Receiver, ....

Office *-P. . O. Address, 29 Broadway, . uit .

- Borough of- Manhattan, '.flty nf n>S..Ciass.
:

-
-.- .'.,.. -. v:'/.-

h New York! . ; <>>-i«.- v -.Much- praise must be given .the

ciaris. in the pit, despite energetic

batoning, by. Ettore;.Panlzza, whose
conducting was one of the standouts

of the production.- Everything that

could be secured frorn the dated
music was gained by the •: Italian,

whose work, ranks him at the top of

By JACK PULASKI. ;

:' Fact that-Red Burman of Baltimore

was able to stay until the fatal .fifth

rourid- with Joe Louis
: at l^adispn

Square Garden last Friday- (3i) cre-

ated a difference, of opinion among
the sporting gentry as to whether the

champion; is. slipping. Some insist

that, the great -BroWh Bprriber from

.

Detroit is, rio't'a.s lethal as he was, but

calmer observers say ,it isn't so.
"

'.

:

:

. .-liOUis' 13th defense: of . his title was
generally conceded, to be a. foregone
icoriclusion," .arid : all • the) , shouting,
seems rhbre' of ;

a' s.tearri-up than is.

logical^ ' It is true tbat Louiis .had a.

cut.on his right eyelid. He says that

.

Red's head did that; Burmah waded
in as directed, ; but that.he reaUy hurt
Louis was not evident

:
.-

; vDrily those cjosei to the ring really
saw the knockout punch—a right up-'
percut under the '

heart; Burmiiri
s'agjged . over the lowest • ring rope*
inert.' during and -after

.
the count

was cornpleted. The- cbarhp says it

was the hardest blbw he has : ever
delivered,, but forgot the evening
when he stowed away Max Schmel-.
ing in their second . encounter. The
kayo' blow - that felled. Burrnari

':

did
not travel more than six Inches,
which Is why many present didn't
see it land, especially those who
happened to be seated where they
could see only the Baltimorean's
back'.. ..' .'

. : Betting bdds
;
were 10 to 1 that Bur-

man would be licked,
, and . in the

lobby experts said /that Red had only
a 20 to 1 chance, . Little coin , was
wagered on the outcome. Most bets
were that Louis would .take care of
his opponent, by the fifth round.
Champ;; apparently sensed that the
chips were, down on-: that ^result,' for
he-went to work more, savagely than
in the earlier sessions. Red' was
counted out with 11 seconds more tp

go before the bell.

Armstrong: Honored

Attendance was quite good; but not
capacity, as when ;."-.Fri'tzje".- Zivic
stopped Henry Armstrong two' weeks
previously. The top Was $11.50 for
both title events-, the promoter. Mike
Jacobs, being finally; convinced that
higher, prices were not feasible.

Gross was nearly $63;000. Armstrong
was called to. the ring during the
evening and presented with a medal,
emblematic of the little colored lad's,

former prowess of holding the feath-

er, lightweight and • welterweight
titles at the same time. He has-no.
plans for further ring appearances.

Indicative of How fight fans have a
difference . of opinion, came in. the

third rourid; when Louis' body - was
beiit over, the second ropej his hands
touching the apron outside- Ihe ring..

Some who know fighters arid fights

thank that the champ, got that way
from' .a punch. Actually he . was
shoved, off balance' and; slipped in

Burmari|s sloppy corner. ..- Bprriber

has other matches which are .

;cg[rded

as champioriship contests, but are

rated pushovers. .

';'

The question of Louis' present fistic

power ,1s believed, to be. advance
i ballyhoo for bis match with . Billy

! Conn/next•'summer: AThere are some
J who:, figure that the • light-heavy-
• weight frorri Pittsburgh will Qutpbint

j
.Louis,' but others ..are .of the. opinion

I thiat n& fighter .in sight-Can. stand /off

! so;hard a iiitter.. unless- he'h'as. an. off

• night. Lpuis bit Burman around the

:
hc*ad, but, urtable.tp:drpp'Red,.decid-

| ed that the guy -had a "concrete iiorik;
:

. He changed his. attack tp . the body,
' and that; was :the- end of the con^

;
tender; who;^; .thinks.- he. did all right:

; for himself. Jack Dempsey has been.

|
grooming Burman for some tiitte. but

' he was: not in the man's ; corner, sit-

j
ting near by arid giving advice to

Red's handlers. '

:

Billy Soose and Ernie Vigh/head
Friday's (?) card, One .that loks okay

oiv piipcr. " '•: '/ :.'

. Badio'a Failure to Train
:

:
New York. :

Editor, Variety: •

. The recent controversy between
actors who want to crash, radio and
the radio thai keeps saying it wants
hew voices, - but won't have them
when it can get therri, has interested

me for .some , tirne now, since Jan.

8 to be exact, when Hobe Morrisoti
had a little piece on 'Radio .Monop-
oly' ' Variety.

. :
;.'-'''' •

:

: :
There. , .

two., ways, ne . pointed
out, of getting into radio, be a stage
or film success, or,, be^ related to a
sponsor.' : '.;': .'>';.-

. Then, pn Jan.. 15, Joseph Julian, V

{or,, spoke his. mine! on acting for ra-.
:

dio, which, we. gathered, serves only
to .fill up the time between soap . com-
mercials. .. And again on Jan. 22Vthe
agency directors arid 'Mothers 'coiiri^

tered |n VAkiET>Vwi.th^
enced talent, etc;, :etc;'

All apparently.; ni issed an; important
pbint I

rd like to make. , .-
'

. Radio, a step-child so far as the-

atre is cpnceVried, but the pampered
offspring of commercial advertising^
has never had a proving grourid for

talent. . Radio borrows from the- le-

gitimate stage, films, the night clubs,

the concert stage, vaudeville.- In fact,

it took oyer what remained of vaude-:

ville, bag arid baggage.
'

Radio' does not take the tirne to

develpp its own taleht. Time flies

airid; it is. .valuable, Spriie mariufacr
•turer. or somebody must pay for it;

And'.if sornebody payslfor the talent,

that uses
;
up that time,: the : Jalent

must have^already proved itself cap-
able: of drawing and' holding the. at-

tention ",Of ; vast numbers: of : people.-.
' So, a lot of young people .who pps-.

sibly . shbw every promise of being
radio assets, biat haven't proved it

because they haven't theu»chance and
probably won't/get it in nine cases

out.o.f 10, tell their stories to secre-

taries in advertising agencies or just

sit. admiring the decor modernC of
the agency-' office,

.

; The gbvernriient

can -have its red tape, but radio is

darned if it doesn't have Its "bottle-

neck.
The theatre - has always had its

own training grounds . for talent.

There was the road, stock, vauder
ville, community and little theatres,

and even Chautauqua. Films from
the very beginning developed its

own talerit. But .radio has got by
with borrowing its talent, until there

is every possibility that the. satura-

tion point will be reached. . Radio
has trained, no new comedians—thus
the number of good radio comedians
can be counted 6n the fingers of one
hand with a finger or so missing.; It

has brought forth no' great actor or
actress, created no outstanding dra-

i matic radio personality.

Time will coriiei and I have little

doubt of it, when every advertising,

will see the need of having, its own
repertory company, of taking an ac-

tive interest in the creation and the

development, of important radib. tal-

ent,
.

:
r

. Until then ail the nice, new, lovely,

fresh;, young, voices we' all-.'hear''far.

mbred about, .but never get. the

chance to listen to over the airlanes,

will just call out in the wilderness pf

metropolitan agencies' . outer saric-

•tums.

Alfred Dixonl.

intensely interested^either in the'

program or the .10 bucks, don't ask
me which—arid who -were really , irir

telligerit in thieir criticisms^ The dis--

trict served by KOAM, in case ypu
don't know, is a mining district lying
at the

. junctions of Kansas, Oklar
homa, Arkansas and Missouri. I still'

;'

haVe. -many - of these .letters in proof
;,

of the fact that this, real sneak: pre-
view took -place.'. -:; •'<'.'-

.":
.'.'.''.

However, I'd like- to make ' clear
that 1 don't think Carrbli CarfoH
knew anything about it, an<i

:

^reaily.

thought he had given birth p. a bi'arid
;

new idea. Carroll is still iny idea
of- a ,gobd radio WriterT^-arid cphiing
frpnfi another writer, that -i? . '-.com.- ,

piimeriti if you know anything about;

,

professional jealousy. But I also like .

to h^rig onto any credit .I might hay'e
coming. There is hp cash;- by the
way , because the idea: was riot copy-
righted. I might also, mention that
I've written to ;Mr. Reber of -J;"'.Vfafc

ter THompspri, just to keep the rec-

ord straight.
'.

:
Just thought , yb^i'd like to* know/

that's' all.- - ',•..: :/' :

; .;':'.

Cecil F> Holiiian; •

.

Russell Comer Productions:

.. Prosperity Note .

Editor, Variety:
.

;'

"'" '

Roanoke, Va.
Jearietfe MacDonald broke all; rec-

ords for .Rpanoke in a recital at the.
:

Roanoke Auditorium last Saturday
(Jan. 25). Under the sponsorship of
Robert C. (Bpb) Royer,: one of the
best known theatre managers in the
Soutb, SRO was at a premium, 3,296

entering the doors to hear .and cheer
the charrriing star.;. :.•.':;

. The: Defense Prbgfairri is pouring
millions of dollars into; this section of

the State, and the population is huri-

gj-y for Ypad attractions- and.' amuse-
rnenf of tie; high .order.

- Fee Balthis,.

.Treasurer.-

(Academy of Music.)

Put to Bout

CleVelarid.
.

Editor, Variety;
The WGAR staff is permitting it- :

self an elated smirk at; Variety fol-

lowing, the news that WGAR man^
ager John F. Patt.has beeri chosen
as one. of the 10 best-dressed .men.

of Cleveland.' WGAR has never
forgotten that Variety; bestowed en-
comiums .on Vernon Fribble of

WTAM for his sartorial splendor.
John Patt's choice by the Ohio Re-

tail Clothiers , and Furnishers. Assn.,

arid the. Men's Apparel Club of Ohio
serves to suggest that. Variety's edi-

tors will do better to stick to the,

editing of a fine publication, and let

qualified, judges make the proper se-

lections in the field of male elegance.

WGAR, its honor: satisfied by the
distinction bestowed on. its head niari.

forgives Variety, is willing to le.

bygones be bygones.
Maurice Condon.

(Condon is, if - there's any doubt,
1VGAll's press agenty^Ed.). \

Previous Radio 'Sneak Preview'
.

. Kansas City,

i Editor, Variety;.

j
Just' bought your issue of ;Tan..- 22,

: arid promptly took -issue w i
'.'• .state-

• ment- in the radio iectjbri i:i;. aiding
Uhe idea hatched'by .J; Walter .Thomp-
son -Writer. Carrbli Carroll that would

j

take a new radio .'show, '.out in the
! sticks' for a; sneak preview. ','.

j

'Way back last summer I dreamed

I

up. the -samfe m.ess of mental me-
' andering.'with the result that a Show
i
I had just written,, working title pf

'Torhmy .
Gale of .the.;Bbx-T Ranch,'

was sent to : Hollywood Where the

first three episodes and a ' preview
episode—one quarter-hour period
giving . flashes

;
:pf

;
scenes "from the

I

vvhbie storyT-were transcribed. These
^ were takeh -to radl6 . station . KOAM.
;
NBC . Outlet' in Pittsburg,; Kansas,

j
'where ' they 'were shown; in exactly
the same, rnanner .as a screen: sneak.

! preview>. In .other words, plenty of
: spot ..announcements about a. new
(program preview, but no hint as to

', type 1 of : either production; or . -audir

encer-just a fiat lanripuncerrierit pf the

|:pre.view; s Then the four quarter-

fhpur episbdes were run,, divided by
;

;ahn.buricements .offering small cash
! jjrizes ; for the; best letters: giving,
^ opinions, bri the prbgram. Ifoi even:

a word limit was; placed on the let-

ters, and n'o strfrigs were attached.

/ Strange' to relate, . although, the

show was. -- prifriarily ' designed for

jiivenileis, almo.tet alt of the. hundreds
of .letters were from adtilUs who wtfrc,

ASCAP Fight Aids Drama
New York.

Editor, Variety:
The present ASCAP difficulty is

resulting in quite a; boom for sup-
pliers of rlraniatie .transcription pro- :

grams. Several series of this, type,

having no muiip recorded on them
at all, are now being'readily sold to.

.stations, in all parts of
:
the country.

This 'is especially
,
triie .

' ; the" case
of the-.

i

s'm>ll.er.''.''s
i

jbiUpri's.;':'.whq.'.hav'e'.

limited Staffs'.avails checking,
music. '

,

'.'" : ...

. Charles Michelson,
Electrical Transcriptions;

taxi Dancers
Continued, from page 1;

j
rags. '; The 25 hostesses: are guaran-

;
teed a 50r50>split of the lQc per dance
fee by the management,
The: residents of Devil's : Elbow

(pop. : 15) trying to cash .in . on
their pppprtunity with sales of Ozark.
squveriirsV. etc., because of the $250,-

,000 weekly payroll, being dished, but
by- the gpvernrn'ent.

;
More, than .500

draftees .already are in camp and a

total of 34,00ft will round out "tlie

quota for this training spot.; Deviri
ElboW iS 163 miles from St. Lbuis; ;

And In Detroit .'. ;

- Detroit^ Fet>.v4. ;

Taxi dancing is springing. : up - in
the.-'.small: towns and cities adjacent
to army camps. Battle Creek has
just, installed its first; dime-a-darice.

biz is sometimes a nickel for sbl-

diers.. Providing ' lucrative takings

j

frorn' the recreation-seeking draftees'

.,atvnearby .Camp Custer.- •
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EARLE, PHILLY
The most enthusiastic crowds since the days when

Jive fans almost tore down the doors to hear Benny
Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, et al., are greeting the

brand of hotcha being dished out at the Earle this

week by Its zingy all-sepia show. From opening to

closing the house has been jammed by the devotees

of swing. And for the first time in a long spell there

has been a rash of trucking in the aisles by the

customers.
v

Chief reason the Joint is jumping is Erskine Haw-
kins crew, which has achieved an aura of class it

lacked during the days when it played at the Strand
- Ballroom here. The rise in the band's popularity on

the discs Is evidenced by the applause that greets

the introduction of numbers.

The cognoscenti seem to know just what to expect

in advance. The band's two vocalists, Jimmy Mitch-

ell and Ida James, got fine receptions when caught.

Mitchell does an okay baritone job on 'Whispering

Grass,' with Miss James' baby-voice vocalling net-

ting her two encores. Her chirping is cllcko in

'Argentina,' 'Something I Dreamed Last Night,' 'Let's .

Do If and 'I Hear a Rhapsody.'

Hawkins makes a good impression In fronting

band. He gives his boys plenty of 'room to shin*

without hogging the spot himself, a fault of many
bandleaders. Best of the aggregation's bag-of-tunes

Is its perpetual fave, 'Tuxedo Junction. Shal.

THE 20th CENTURY GABRIEL

ER/KINE H
THE CREATOR OF "TUXEBO JUNCTION"

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT GALE INC., 48 WEST 48th ST. N. Y
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Five-a-Day Rest Core

Fred Allen, in a recent letter, puts a new light on the tough radio

grind:

'Wish Poli or Pantages would come back and open up those circuits

for a couple of seasons. I am sure that if Benny, Hope and all of

us had a good rest doing four and five daily in vaudeville for a year

or so. we would all be better off. And people who listen to radios

would be better off, too.'

Show Business in Spain Decadent;

Uncensored Lowdown on Country

(The writer of the following, an
American who's lived in Madrid,
recently returned to the United
States. Since he plans to go back
to Spain his identity obviously

must remain undisclosed in the

light of his. disclosures and the

strict censorial setup in Spain.)

The picture industry in Spain is

terrible. This belies considerable
that has been written about the ex-
pansion of. the film field there—stuff
that has emerged under the search-
ing gaze of totalitarian censorship. It

applies, in fact, to all show biz in

Spain.

The chief, excuse for this situation

la attributed to lack of capital and
lack of equipment arid studios which
money only can make possible. They
have some studios that are' not bad
at aU, but even if you threw in all

the studios and equipment of Holly-
wood, Spanish picts would be just as
mediocre as they now are.

.
They lack film directors who know

anything about the biz. Look at
Italy. Next to Hollywood they have
the best studios and equipment in

(Continued on page 34)

FDR Birthday Fetes

Pushed Actors Around;

TA to Seek a New Deal

-Theatre Authority, fiforrt reports,
will demand from Keith Morgan,
national chairman of the President's
Infantile Paralysis Fund, a: new
deal for next year's Birthday. Balls
and benefit performances. Up to now,
TA has had to set deals with 'each
Individual keycity committee, result-
ing in chaotic organization, of actors'
gratis performances, and what TA
considers

. ah insufficient share of
the receipts for the actor charities.

Regardless of what deal TA sets,
actors are plenty burned up at what
they, consider was a 'pushing around'
given, them by politicians and Fund

(Continued on page 38)

BOOKING A SKY PHOT
Detroit, Feb. 11.

Republic Pictures' booker, Don I

Glennie, has resigned to go on the
road as manager for his wife.
She. is a w.k. evangelist hereabouts

.

under the name of Donna Dalrymple.

No Room for Doubt

..CoTe Porter's 'Let's Be Bud-
dies' tune out of 'Panama Hattie*

is clicking in England, with the

exception of a change in one line,

originally phrased 'Let's keep up
each other's morale.'

The British authorities take It

for granted everybody in the

Empire doesn't have, to be re-

minded about any morale-bol-

stering, hence that line's been
switched.

WILL HAYS' NEW

ALL SET

New flye-yea"r contract for .
Will

rjays is scheduled to be approved at

the next meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture producers & Distributors di-

rectorate. Directors' session may be

delayed until Hays returns from the

Coast. Before he left for Holly-

wood,. Hays intimated he would be

back in N. Y. before March 1 be-

cause he plans to start working on

his report to the annual meeting

soon after Feb. 20.

Pact Is reported as ready, having

been drawn several weeks ago, only

the inking now being needed.

Vic Oliver-Sarah Churchill

To Tour in Tennent Show
London, Feb. 11.'

H. M. Tennent, Ltd., has.readied a

show for the road, to carry, radio

comic Vic Oliver and his actress-wife,

Sarah Churchill, daughter of .
the

Prime Minister. Under title, 'Plays

and Music,' piece is a mixture of

Noel Coward's one-acters, readings

from Clemence Dane's episodes from

life of Queen Elizabeth, and fooling

by Oliver. Joyce Carey and Hugh
French are featured in support.

• Star pair have long been angling

for a suitable show to waft them to

a well-primed hinterland.

11 BASIC RULES

N. Y. Paramount'* Managing
Director First Showman to

Act On Necessity for Im-

proved Stage Deportment

-—Necessity Born of Mu-
sician Greenness to Ros-

trum Work and Younger

Talent's Inability to Break

in Properly

SPREAD SEEN

Greenness of musicians to stage

work, plus the fact that younger

talent today has no break-in time

on which to sandpaper the rough
edges, has become increasingly no-

ticeable to theatre operators and
managers. It has been admitted for

some time that stage showmanship
of recent times is of a very low
calibre in comparison to vaudeville

as it once was. First showman to

take action to remedy the situation

is "Robeit Weitman, managing di-

rector of the Paramount, New York.

Weitman, who with Harry Kal-

cheim, Paramount booker, instituted

the highly popular pit band policy,

which has. since been followed by
several other houses all over the

country, has set down some basic

rules of stage deportment which he
insists all musicians, acts and spe-

cialties must henceforth, follow when
(Continued on page 46)

Clifton Webb's Snub

To Press Is 'What's

Wrong With the Road'?

Birmingham; Feb. 11.

Clifton Webb's brushoff of report-

ers on his arrival here for two-day
showing last Week (3-4) of 'The Man
Who Came to Dinner' set off news-
paper fireworks.

According to prominently placed

stories iri the afternoon papers, Webb
refused 'ail press interviews, declar-

ing he wouldn't talk 'to Jesus Christ

himself,' and was roundly roasted by
the typewriter pounders as. well as

his local sponsors.

Francis Fnlkcnburgh. manager of

the Temple theatre, said 'Webb's atti-

tude is what is wrong with the road
shqvv business.'

Coin Machines Falling Off, Too; -

Feel Lack of New ASCAP Songs

Add : Public Apathy

Maestros in the class spots

. around New York have , noticed

one thing since the ASCAP-radio
imbroglio: that unless it's a chic

crowd directly after a premiere
of some new musical, the pa-
trons aren't requesting tunes.

At first this was quite a shock
to the leaders who, too fre-

. quently, are annoyed by over-
done yesteryear or current faves
—in which case the prop stal-

leroo, is 'We're just making a
new arrangement'—but latterly

they became reconciled to the
seeming public apathy in music
matters generally.

GEORGE JESSEL

LECTURES AT

HARVARD

By HARRY PAUL
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 11.

With three and one-half months
of primary grade schooling to his

credit, George Jessel, one of Amer-
ica's greatest wits, addressed Har-
vard College undergrads via their

private radio network oh 'How to

Become a Successful After-Dinner
Speaker and Toastmaster in One
Easy Lesson.'

. 'I consider this a great honor,'

jessel began, 'to appear here at

Harvard, where you have . heard
Eliot, Russell, Cabot. Lodge and Ann
Corip.*

Miss Corio was guest-speaker on
this station six weeks ago.

Jessel estimated he has spoken at

over 500 dinners, but felt that the

greatest toastmaster in thi? country

(Continued on page 38)

Banks a Comic Again
Hollywood. Feb. 11.

Monty. Banks, onetime film comic
who turned producer 13 years ago.

reverts to type for a part In 'Blood

and Sand' at 20th-Fox;
;

He has been identified with Brit-

ish production since he gave up
thesping. He is married, to Grade
Fields, the English star.

-

Jolson, in FlaM Orders

Suit Lamp From N. Y.

Al Jolson, who went to Palm
Beach last week just, after' 'Hold On
to Your Hats' closed on Broadway*,

was downed with a heavy cold after

arriving in. the southern resort. In-

clement weather has caused any
number of similar illnesses in Florida

this winter. Jolson ..phoned to- New
York; ordering a sun-ray .

lamp' be
sent to him..

Star contracted grippe, in New
York and: chest congestion, bordered
upon pneumonia. 'Hats' layed off

at the Shuber't, N. Y., for a week
while Jolson was being treated, then

resumed, when the star decided to

end the engagement, A suit started by
Georgie Hale, who had a 20% interest

jn^H^tSjMs^cjiduTG^^^^^^^^^

Record sales for coin machines and
retail distributers are beginning to

decline after six weeks of 'nothing,

new'. According to the distributors

who cater to machine operators, the
cause lies in the fact that since the*

Jan. 1 break of. radio and the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, no fresh material
strong enough to sell has been issued.

And that goes for Broadcast Music
Inc. melodies in particular.

Since Jan. 1 BMI's hottest tunes
have been 'Frenesi,' 'There. I Go,' 'I

Hear a Rhapsody' and 'I Give You
My Word'. At the moment there is not
one tune comparable to these .on the

BMi horizon—and the above named
have already been worn threadbare

by constant radio plugging. Result

is that/sales have shown evidences of

climbing aboard a toboggan. Ma-
chine operators making weekly visits

to. the distribution marts, are con-

fronted each week with, the same
tunes wrapped up in newer arrange-

ments cut by additional .bands, but

no new and fresh material except

perhaps a modem arrangement of a
standard favorite.

The record companies can't help

themselves. They have to confine

themselves almost exclusively to

BMI output in order to take advan-

tage of the radio plugging. By now
it's settled, beyond any possible doubt
how much constant air plugging re-

(Continued on page 38)

Nitery Op Moans $5

Per Brassiere Strip

Will Pot Him Out of Biz

Cleveland, Feb. 11.

Nitery owners who hire large con-

tingents of strippers, and expect

them to go the limit, were hit where
it hurts most by a new surprise

clause in American Guild of Variety

Artists contracts,

Jerry Hathaway, proprietor of

Regal Club, discovered it when he.

noticed a peeler keeping a firm grip

on her brassiere, all through her
number on opening night. After the.

show he stormed backstage to de-

mand how come she didn't remove
(Continued on page 4V)

"

Cohan's 40th Anni as Solo

Star on Lincoln's Birthday
. George M. Cohan's 40th anniver-

sary of his solo stardom in the

American theatre falls on Lincoln's

Birthday (today) as it was Feb.. 12,

1901, when he. made his bow at the

old Savoy theatre on 34th: street,

N. Y., in ,'the Governor's Son.* This

I
musical comedy was 100% written

I

by himself, words', music and libretto,

and he solo starred. Before that he
' was part of the Four Cohans.

Ethel Bariymore's 40th anniver-
sary was made a national observance

m m
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15 Best Sheet Music
(Week ending Feb. 8, 1.941)

» • • • • *, 41 • t •:*I Hear a Rhapsody.
Frenesi- ...v. .'..-:; . .. ... . . . .

..'..

It All domes Back to Me Now. . . .

You Walked By.....;

,

High on a" Windy Hill . . « i . . . ... /...

There'll Be Some Changes Made...
So You're the One, •>..,. .

.

tonight .(PerfldiaX . . ;.,:X. i
..'

. . .v..

May I .Never : Lb.ye AgainV.,., , .-. ... ^

Lefs Dream This One Out; . ;

1 Give You My Word... ; ..V;

,

•Last Time I' Saw Pari;..':. iW,
•God Bless America;
America I Love You;
There. 1 Go:., ..'

• • » * i

• • "i m

• • '• * «

......BMI
,..;/; Southern'
......BMI

, BMI
bmi

........Marks
BMI
Southern

........BMI
BMI ;

,-......'.BMi ;

.',.. . j,.:.Chappell,

. ..Berlin

. ... -r."..- Mills

BMI.

Only, song aelUis from the ASCAP catalog

Get Oot Sarong, Ddttie

. Hollywood,- Feb. 11.

Al Santell gets the director assign-

ment on 'Aloma of the South Seas,'

A. M. Botslord production at Para-
mount. ;

• ,:/•
. Dorothy :Lamou r and Jon Hall
team up rpmantically, with Lyhne
Overman and: Esther Fernandas ih
featured 'Spots. ..';,-/ '•.''.

'-

Miami, Feb,: 'll.../

It would require the services of a

crystal gazer to predict with .
any

authority whether current clamp-

down on gambling operations - here

will have, any noticeable effect on

bia» generally. Few of the local

operators are taking current • raids

very seriously.
.

Members of the local syndicate,

are optimistic over their chances to

continue operating, and opinltfn is

that .officials do not have any inten-

tion, of ordering a complete suspen-
sion of activity. Their confidence is

substantiated „by highly publicized
re-opehing of the gaming rooms in

the Royal Palm Friday /night
. (7);

JDuririg . the raid - early . last weiek . at

. this spot, constabulary- took such
care to avoid scratching: the ' tables
and equipment that it. was face-
tiously suggested that the sheriffs
office might profitably operate «

a

moving business on the side.-

Meanwhile; in adjoining Broward
county, enforcement officers ' have

CGbniiriued on, page' 38)

HARRIS, SHUMLIN INSURE

STARS AGAINST ILLNESS

inGertrude Lawrence, starring
•Lady in the Dark,'. Alyin, N. Y., is

being insured against illness' by Sam
H. Harris, show's producer. ;Sprae
details of the policy are still to be
worked out,, but the main provisions
are that the manager is to receive
$1,500 for. each performance she
misses because of ill health; Should
'Lady' be forced to close for that
reason,, then the insurance company
is to pay $100,000.

Herman Shumlin,
^
producer of

The Corn Is Green,' Rational, N:; Y.,

Is understood to have taken similar,

protective measures with respect to
Ethel Barrymore, starred in that
show. Both shows are playing to-

standing room at all performances.
Cost of the policies is made part of
the production expense.

Peter Holden to Shottfe

'Tween Divorced Parents

Nyack, Feb. 11.

Peter HoWen; child star at 'On
Borrowed • Time' in both its stage
and screen versions/ will, divide his
time between his. mother and father
by terms of an agreement reached
here yesterday (Mon.) after an un-
contested divorce hearing before Su-
preme Court . Justice. Gerald Nolan
at New City.

- '• :

.

.

'-.

'1Vith.';re^ect ;-'to>ihe\:''p'6sslbiie: fu-^

ture employment of the boy in films,,

radio ;or plays,- the agreement/an-
nounced by the parents provides
that any contracts need be sighed
only by the childls- : mother, except
that the mother is to sign no such
contract unless it is approved in
writing by the' father.

.
One-third of:

the income derived from such em-
ployment, it is provided, is to be
deposited in a trust fund of which

"both '.parents
.'

; are to be. trustees.

Peter
, and his brother will receive

this money when they- reach 21.
'

Parents of .the boy, whose real

name is Peter Holden Parkhurst,
are Mr. and Mrs. Winthrpp Park-
hurst. The agreement was made
part of the interlocutory decree of

divorce granted Parkhurst against

Just Showing Off

JVri early ' spring seems likely.
'

^ This .is the only explanation/the .

Variety staff
;
can offer for. a .

..story originating with one .of. its

reporters this past week which.
contained the word 'empyrean.':

• Blowing the dust off the office

dictionary, it: turn's out that it's a
word that's very rare, in ... fact .

; classical/ Only Dahte and John
Milton have been known to use

. it. And how Variety and in the

story about. b;o. being boff. on
B'way. /'

r Years ago another Variety /

mugg tried to slip - through
.

'pleonasm.' Sime wrote an edi-

vtorial about that phenomenon.

GEORGE MURPHY'S POP

AS CINEMATIC HERO

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Life story: of Mike--Murphyi. .track

coach at various times for Yale,
Pennsylvania and Olympic teams;

:
is

about to be .screened in a cavalcade
of .amateur athletics, based on rnate-

rial furnished by his son George.
Murphy ', featured player at Metro:
Pennsylvania U. is honoring the

Murphy name and fame at the dedi-
cation of its new Athletic Field Bldg. -

May 10.

an

Stirs FTP Revival Talk

Hollywood, Feb, 11.

Mrs. Hallie Flanagan, who headed
the Federal Theatre Project before it

was junked by Congress more than
a year ago, is spending a few days
here, having arrived last week from
the east.

Speculation over Mrs. Flanagan's
Visit has been aroused, as there has
been quite a little talk: hereabouts
over reviving the FTP for the pur-
pose of providing entertainment for
youths called for compulsory train-

ing, V •
'

Bob Leonard's 18th Year
. Hollywood, Febi 11.

Robert Z, Leonard starts his 18th
year on. the Metro lot with a new
producer-director contract. He draws
'Two Women' as his next assignment;.

. Choice for femlrie pair will . fall

among Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer,
Myrna Loy and Hedy Lamarr.

In the Glen of H'wood

Coin for Glenn Millet

-And Glen Gray's Bands

'•..,-,- Hollywood. Feb. 11.

; Glenn Miller arid Glen
.
Gray's

Casa Lomans will cut themselves a

slice .of picture . /coin 'being passed
around to: name bands;' Miller checks
in at . 20th-Fox Feb. 24 for !the
Great American : Broadcast' and ,the

Casa Lomans are set for 'Show Busi-
ness' at Columbia and' a short at

Warners.
Miller's crew will do a few one-

nighters after the- picture is finished

so asv to be available . for retakes or
added . scenes. Gray is . currently at

the Palladium dancery. .

-'.

HENRY ARMSTRONG

AS A BANDLEADER

. There are two plans for the forma-
tion of an orchestra tinder the direc-
tion: Of boxer Henry Armstrong, who.
recently revealed he would give up
the ring to become a bandleader.
One, which might, be tried under the
direction of Joe Glaser, manager of

Louis Armstrong, Andy Kirk, et
J

al'.,

is to put the battler' in front of. an
organized band and send him out on
a week or two of bookings to 'test the
reaction;

.

. Second would plant him in front of

a band tailored for him alone and
lay out .an extensive route. First

idea is to determine whether Arm-
strong as a leader would be good for

only one swing around a, circuit. as.

a

:Cohtinued on~$a'ge 18)

mm
By Actress Over Burns

Suit of Erin O'Brien-Moore against
Jack. Lyons, -in whose cafe she was
critically burned. after, the premiere
of -The American Way,*: Center, N.Y.,

Jan. 21, 1939, terminated for the time
being when the jury could hot agree
last week. It* was testified that

Lyons, seated at Miss Moore's table,

discarded a burning, match which
ignited the actress' evening gown.
He admitted being at the table, but
denied negligence, alleging the blaze
.started under the table/ /

Justice Peter J. Scnmuck. sitting

in N. Y. supreme court, dismissed the
jury after it had deliberated but two
and one-half hours. Jury, disagreed
as to the cause of the fire and did
not reach the matter of damages.
Understood that eight on the jury
favored Miss Moore, four dissenting.

In New York *10 out of 12 may arrive
at a verdict in. a civil suit.

No date for a new trial has . been
set,, but it will probably be heard
next rrionth. - :'V

SAILINGS
Feb. 14 (San Francisco, to Hono-

lulu) Beii Fish (Matsonia).
'

Feb. 8 (New York to Rio de
Janeiro) '

lyir. and . Mrs/ Clifford
V
C/

Fischer, Sol :
Shapiro (Brazil)

.

'. Feb. 8 " (Los . Angeles to Honolulu)
S. Charles Einfeld

.
(Lurline)

Marvin in L. A. —r- While Golumhiit Seeks

Arpund Screen Guild's Verbotem

/••/' Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Dick Marviri, radio director of the

William - Esly agency, has come . on

from New York either to wind up
or washup the deal'

: with Louella
Parsons, film:' gossip columnist, for
Lifebuoy, Marvin has expressed him-
self as confident of

;
consummating,

the oontract, providing Miss Parsons
is successful in squaring herself with
the Screen Actors Guild, which has
ruled against the proposed Lifebuoy
setnn. Th» Q*1H chared that the

program would serve to depress the
salaries . of guest stars > since they
would; be- compensated fractionally
by the studios instead of the' sponsor
meeting their full price. .

Understood that the columnist .will
go to. the mat with the studios if

they; don't
:

stick w}th her : on the
Lifebuoy proposition while they con-
tinue to supply talent gratis : to the
Kate Smith-General Foods program..
Her particular target would be Para-
mount which is working out a five-

pictiire deal with the Smith show.

» »»>
i THE BERLE-ING : POBVf \

By Milton Berle
t »» ! f I ««« »> * t < M f i

Miami Beach, Feb. il.

The weather here this past week has been lovely. It was so warm the
other day that you could go out Without an overcoat.

.

My mother is .the/belie of the beach; It .isn't everybody that has a mink
bathing suit. !

. > . '-'.'i

A practical Florida manufacturer, who wasn't going to let the weather
hurt; his business, is making a com.binatibn suntah oil, furniture polish and
pancake syrup. ';.- '.

.'

Art Cnilders renewed Abe Lyman's contract at the Royal Palms, but
there was a clause in the contract which said that Childeirs didn't have to
smoke any of Lyman's cigars. .

Joe E. Lewis has a one-track mind—Hialeah. ;
:

.
,-A restaurant near the/Raleigh hotel has a sign: 'Not; responsible for lost

articles or indigestion.'

.

Definition of a Florida bathing suit: Two bandannas arid a p/ayer. :

Broadway Dept.
They finally located my. uncle, who has been missing for two weeks. He

was in the lobby of the Fulton theatre trying to buy tickets for 'Arsenic
and Old Lace,' - '

•

"'
. -v'.; ."./]/.

Ethel Barrymore celebrated her 40th anniversary In the theatre. (I've,

got jokes older than that.)
,

\ The hight clubs in. New'York are so quiet that George White/is^^ ^oing ali-

bis fighting at: his own place. ::
• .:

'•'' ' ' '••/'• '•:

i A recent new play on Broadway closed after three'performances, because
of bad language—by the critics.

.
Fiist time in four years I will miss the. N. Y. Press Photographers Ball

at the Astor. and only a Florida job could keep me away. However, some,
of my ihateriai will be: there in the forth of other comedians. /

; Broadway Rose is now ' a photographer's model. , She was signed' as the.

'Before' in a .'Before and 'After Using Our Shaipppo' adv
Hollywoodiana -

.; Hear that Ben Bernie is getting absent-minded. .He Went to a theatre
the other day and put his toupee under the seat;/;.

The weather: was so' cold one day in Hollywood that when soniebbdy gave
Billy Gilbert a hot foot it turned into; an. icicle'.

;

.

" Bing Crosby now supplies his jockeys
:
with flashlights so his horses can.

come in after dark.
, .

' \\ : ' .'.'. ...• ::'

Cesar Romero writes that the safest way for a pedestrian to cross Holly-
wood Blvd., js by airplane. ' • ',..-•-

.

A certain producer brags about the fact..that he came to this country
without a. dime in his pocket—and now he owes more than $50,000.' : :

• Sbmebbdy is spreading a false rumor that the California weather ° fore-

casters are going to hold a convention in Florida this year. .

Musip Dept.
Do you think BMI songs will bring back Mustache Cups?
With the song lads talking letters like MPPA, PMMA/ASCAP, BMI and

SESAC, you can't tell whether they're speaking about the music business or
Government projects. •.;'...

Bernie Poilack wanted to know the least expensive way to gb to. Florida.

Another song publisher's lad toid him: 'You're so skinny that if you walk
into the train sideways the conductor will hever know you're there.'

,

Radio Dept.
Toscanini is leaving NBC \6 direct the New;'York Philharmoriic and the

Metropolitan opera. What's he got against BMI^' - . . .

Jerry Colonna calls himself 'the perpetual quiz program.' Every time
he meets people the first question they ask is: 'Is your mustache true or
false?*

:

V. ./''-/V .
-:-.

;
-. .:'

.

' A bandleader friend of mine went to the doctor, complaining that he had
horrible nightmares; Every night, he said,.he dreamed of Jeannie with the
light brown hair. -r.-; ' '.^

'./.'•. ;i- • -

"

.
Hangnail .Descriptions

. Deanna biirbiri: Vaughn to be Loved. Edgar Bergen: The Lumber King.
Phil Harris: .Benny sent me. John Barrymore: An ad for black; coffee.

W. C. Fields; A spot light with legs. Walter Winchell: Uncle Sam's No. 1
Vigilante. '

;

Observation Dept.
I've been doing so much traveling in the last few months that I've been,

elected ah honorary gypsy. .. . . .

Went to the races yesterday." When I got there I: felt like a'rnillion. When
I left I felt like 2c.

.

;'.,':

Eavesdropped at Mother Kelly's: 'She's so fat she outnumbers herself two
to one.' '.„'.'.". '. -

'

Eavesdropped at. Club Bali: 'They're celebrating their tin anniversary-
five years of eating out of cans.'

. A society girl I know has been thrown out of so many night clubs that

she's hired an adagio dancer to stand outside arid catch her. .

.Other people get a run for their money when they,bet on a horse; The
best I get is a walk.

Whatever Became of—^7 ?? ?
Myers, and Hanford Ruiz and Bonita
Mabel and Dora Ford Bert Errol
Burns and Frabito Sterling Saxophone Four

Afterpiece.
Got the surprise of my life—rmet a guy down here that didn't build a

new hotel on Miami Beach!

;

Danny Kaye's Discs
Comedian Danny Kaye has been

signed by Columbia Records for one
year to record songs and comedy se-

quences in his repertoire/ He begins
recording his stuff this week. It will
be released the 50c Colurnbia
label. . .

' ';

•'
.Kaye is currently' doubling from a-

spot in the. Broadway hit -Lady in
the Dark' to the floor show ..at the
La Martinique: He may record some
Of the songs from 'Lady.'

. L A. to N Y.
Milton Ager. -

. .

Ben Bernie.
.

George Burroughs.
Lee Cooley.
Howard. Dietz.

;
Arthur de Stefano.
Monroe Greenthal.
Tom Harrington.
Jack Hively. ^

W. Ray Johnston.
. Guy Kibbee.
Harry Link.

Holiis-Moyse.
Oscar Oldkriow,
Steve Pallos;

Joe Perry.

Jack Runybn.

:

Johnny Rine.
Louis Ruthstein.
Donald Saxon.
C. W, Smith.
Eleanor Smith.
Harry Ward. ,

Cohan, Buck Will Be

Un-Masqned in H'

:
Hollywood, Feb. 11. ,

' George M. Cohan and Gene Buck
will be guests of honor at a testi-

rilonial dinner at the Masquers club

Feb. 23.. A similar show was thrown
fb,r Cohan the last time ;he was In

Hollywood, five years ago:
;

William; Collier,^ Sr.,'.-will- be, toast-'

master and Edward Earle has charge:
Of arrangements.- , ;.

N. V. to L. A.
Jane Broder/
Janis Carter. -

-

!
Kyle Crichtpn. .

:

.

Lynn Farnol.
Michael Fessier.

Glbnn Ford. . :

':

Jack Forrester.
A 1 Goldsmith..
yiceh.te Gomez. -'.

Lelahd Hayward.:

-
...

Jean Hershblt. !

' Mrs. Boris Karloff.

Wolfe Kaufman.,
Dorothy Kay.

:

James Mulvey.
Ona Munson.

.
Herman Shumlin. •

Arthur Ungaf

.

John C. Wilson.
Herbert J. Yates.
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With ASCAF publishing houses holding back tunes, until the radio

Situation rights itself, end the recording companies reaping an extra;

heavy harvest; the. music trade sees a good chance for. fllmusicals to

assert themselves. That is, if the theory works out that the public

wiil become hungry for neW musical divertissement.

As it is, the "diskers are holding back a bit in waxing Broadway

production tunes, but they're issuing quite a few film songs, current

and old; ditto remakes of standards like 'Tea for Two,' etc. X
The trade wonders what will happen when the supply starts to

wear thin, although It's expected that the present Washington huddles'

with ASCAP will hasten an amelioration of the situation.
; ;

,

*eslie Henson Started Pro-

vincial ..Trend in Manches-
ter With 'Crusoe* Panto-

mime, Theatres Elsewhere

Following S liit~ Setup

Mulled for London

Revive Tales of His Last Encounter

. Reporls. that Leopold Stokowskl

will be one of the name .guest con-

ductors with',th> N. Y. Philharmonic-

Symphony orchestra for its
.
ceriten^

Sry celebration next : season have

caused
:

lively speculation In concert

circles;- Accepted belief has been

that Stoki. couldn't return to direct

the Philharmonic because of the ill-

feeling resulting from hit last ap-<;

pearahce . with . the group some years

ago. :

'

: Bitter quarrel between the .conduc-

tor and
: musicians was minor,;

though intense, scandal : In musical

: circles at •'that .time;-,- There w6re
various stinging accusations by both
sides, and it

' Was
:

openly predicted

that if Stoki ever attempted to return

to the: Philharmonic the men of the

orchestra would 'chase him off the

podium.' Claiming that he was abu-
sive and unjust, the musicians . were
reported to have Warned the man-
agement that.

:' they would never
again play for the blonde maestro.

:

.-. Stoki, on the other hand, Said
privately at 'the time that he found
the Philharmonic members urire-

(Continued on page 38)

Selziuck Wants To

Do Pic on England

In the War Today

Although set to go Into production
shortly on 'Jane Eyre,' David 6.
Selzhick is apparently determined to
do a film

,
on England in the war in

. the near future. He has been regis-
tering numerous titles with this slant
for the past four months. .

Latest are 'There'll Always Be an
England' and 'War Eagles.' He had
previously laid claim . to 'Beaches of
Dunkirk' and several variations. He
has also staked out 'Aaron Burr.'
20th-Fox is apparently likewise in

terested in the Dunkirk theme. It
has asked priority on 'A Yank at

: Dunkirk' as well as 'A Yank jn the
RAF.' LoeW-Lewin are : holding
Royal Air, Force,' while Walter
Wanger has 'Royal Air Force Squad-
ron.' Wanger, incidentally has also
responded to the urge of rhurnba-
land, roping off 'Jimmy Angel's Ad-
ventures in Lafiri America' and 'Pari
American Clipper.'

...
On the war 'theme* Paramount

holds the
, title 'Bomb Sight' and 'His

. Number's. Up';. Warner Bros.;, 'Bomb
Shelter'; RKO, 'Parachute; Invasion';
Columbia* .'Submarine Zone' and
"Running the Blockade.'

FLOCK OF UNIVERSAL

PRODUCERS ON B'WAY

;..'.- Flock of Universal production em
ployes poured into New. York over
the weekend for a gander at the
legiters, .talks with home offlee execs
.and vacations.

They inciU(je Milton Feld, - exec
producer; George . . Marshall, free-
lance director, who's set to handle
tne meg on a couple of U films;
Frank ShaW, assistant, director;
Bruce Manning, producer and Writer,
and Felix Jackson, writer; Last two
came to. New York from Miami,
where ..they attended the 'Back

f
treej/ preem; Others came in from

the Coast;
"

That Ole Debbil Pnim

Detroit, Feb. 11.

America is jungle at heart
when it comes to music, accord-

ing to Ruth St. Denis, the inter-

pretative dancer, in a talk here.

'America is. under What I call

the Tyranny of ;,the Drum,' the

dancer said. 'America iff rhyth-

mic but riot musical.'

The Broadway Association is lay

ing plans to put teeth into a cam
paigri, on . which discussions were

hejd last summer but nothing . done/

to brush up the Timfes Square area

in New York for the benefit of all

business, including theatres, .which

operate in the . section.

Robert K. Christenberry, president

of the Broadway Association, and

managing director of the Hotel

Astor, is taking the initiative in a

determined move to 'clean up Broad-

way,' and during the past week
started huddles with business men,

theatre managers and others whose

cooperation is sought.

Deputy Commissioner of Police

Francis J. Kear has been designated

as the downtown contact on the pro-

posed drive to rid -the Gay White
*•"'

(Continued on page 38)

Lois Andrews Scrams

Boston; Drop Charges

Against Versailles Chib

Boston, Feb. 11

... state 'and municipal authorities

dropped charges against the .Ver-

sailles Club when they , learned that

Lois- Andrews (Mrs. George Jes;

sel) had left for parts unknown
Nitery faced.possible charges fot em-

plbyirig a minor as -an entertainer In

a place serving liquor.

Miss Andrews'.engagement termi-

nated suddenly Jan. .30 When an in-

vestigation into her age was. pre-

cipitated, by complaints allegedly

from bluenose organizations. . . .

George Jessel was held over three

extra days at the Mayfair Club after

breaking • attendance and cash rec-

ords: made earlier this season by

Sophie Tucker. . j .

Like the Qid Days at U

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Reminiscent of the old days is the

roster of names oh the Universal lot.

In the femme contingent are Mar-

lene Dietrich, Irene Dunne, Loretta

Young, Joan Blondell. and Kay Fran

cis. •

'';• -"' '-.
:

'

Brian Aherne, Robert Montgom
ery, Roland Young, Dick Powell and

Edward Arnold make up the male

cluster. ;

Met Opera s 10th Week Grossed 113G,

Net Loss $1,000; Tuminia's Click

CURTAIN AT 10:30 A.M.

London, Janv ;

i7. .

;

Morning business for stageshows

is another queer development of the

wartime road, where patronage is

surprising managers. . Palace theatre,.

Manchester, Innovated the a.m. start,

comedian Leslie Hehson ringing up

his 'Robinson Crusoe', pantomime' at

10:30. Hehson' reports b.o. results as.

astonishing. .

' ' ' •

Other provincial houses, are fol-

lowing this morning . trade lure.

Leeds, Sheffield and Nottingham all

indicating .pleasurable, take. Grand
theatre," Leeds, is consequently

abandoning three, night shows.
. Henson has' indicated he's

:
mulling

the idea for London WhenboWing
his: 'Up ah.d\ 'Doing'. .'.musical'- next
month. Contacted . bh - the '.' .-trend;

London managers see it as okay for

hinterland but unlikely to fit blase

metropolis trade .'.-..

As to its b.o.. boost, opinion Is

longer daylight hours^ahead with
summer will be all that are nec-

essary to take care of the West End.

Winter has taken ^a good deal of the

edge off the air''blitz and, there's

improvement seen, over nightmare
conditions of September last. Hope
Is not confined to show business.

Previewing Spaghetti

Many Showmen, literati

In United Americans/

New Politico Group

Surprising proportion of the spon-

sors of ^United Americans,' new
national non-partisan movement re-

cently organized -to support the for-

eign policies of: President Roosevelt,

even at. the cost of war, stem from
pictures, legit, the publishing biz and
kindred fields.

Group, as founded by Orvlll S.

McPherson, publisher of the Kansas
City Journal, approve of all-out aid

to Great Britain as a matter of na-

tional defense arid: guarantee the

President and. Congress 100% sup-

port in .the event of an Ariherican

entry, into the war-
Listed among the sponsors of the

new organization, which is inde-

pendent of the 'Committee to Defend
America by Aiding: the. Allies.! are

s\ich vatied . personalities as William

Green, president of the- American
Federation of Labor; Maxwell An-
derson, the playwright;.Douglas Fair-,

banks, ; Jr.
;

' Leo Carrillo, Tullulah

Bankhead. : Margalo Gillmore, Victor

Moore, OLouis Bromfteld, Lyman
Beecher StbWe, A. J. Balabari, Car-

veth Wellsi Rex Stout, John Farrar

and Manchester Boddy, publisher of

the Los Angeles News. .

;

N.Y.U. BREVETS JOHN

CR0MWEU/SDIRECT10N

' John Cromwell has been named
first recipient of an award by New
York University for 'Exceptional 'and

Consistent High Quality of Directo-

rial Craftsmanship..': He's getting a

silver cup, which is currently en

route to Hollywood; according to Dr.

Frederic. Mv Thrasher, . head of the

NYU 'film course.- .... \ .

:

' Among. Cromwell's directorial suc-

cesses named were 'Of Human Bond-

age,' -Ja'lna,' 'Alijiers,' 'Abe Lincoln

in Illinois' and The Prisoner of

I Zenda.'

Buitorii's, If Y„ newest eating-

shop in Times Square, opens.

:

Thursday (13) night. It's a place

where, for 25c as much -spaghetti

arid coffee as one can consume
: Will be offered; But that doesn't-

go ;for the preview -in the after-

noon, where, a champagne party.

.

will be held for guests and the
press. " '

Spot is located next to the Pal-

ace theatre, operated, by a firm;

specializing In. American-made
spaghetti.

.

4

Lining—up-bandi-and-soecial at-

tractions far In advance, as protec-

tion .against opposition, bookers, the

Paramount, N. Y., is set pri orchestras

arid various - lead supporting person-

alities through to July>4. - Theatre

also . takes protection in numerous
instances for a radius of 30 miles, in

some cases preventing dates ahead of

the Par, , others behind, up to six

months. ''-.''
.

A total of 11 bands has been,

booke'd,
.
.but the films with which

they, play are not made up for more
than two- or three ap- a time; House
never has guaranteed any band the

filrii that .will play With it.

Starting with Ella Fitzgerald's

band, directed, by -Babe Wallace,

which opens at the N. Y. Par Wed-
nesday. (19), others set are Tony
Pastor, Benny Goodman, Charlie

Barnet, Gene Krupa, Mitchell Ayres;

Vaughn Monroe,' Will Bradley,

Xavier Cugat, Leo Brown, Tommy
Dorsey. " Acts already on the books
include Ben Blue, Ella Logan, An-
drews Sisters, Jack Leonard, the

Ink.Spots, Red Skelton, Keriny Baker,

Jane Fromari and Danny Kaye. In

the case of both bands and acts,

many have played the house before.

Vaude Team preaches

Good Taste' at Cal. Gov.'s

Dinner; Pubfic Rebuke

Sacramento, Feb. 11.

Resolution panning couple of Holly-

wood vaudeville entertainers for]

'breach of good- taste' at the recent
j

dinner tossed by Gov. Culbert 'Qlso.n .1.

her*e, has been unanimously adopted ,

By the lower house. Official; action

was taken following' introduction of
|

the resolutiori
:
by . Assemblyman. Paul ,

A. Richie of San Diego, and ex-
[

pressed the Assembly's . disapprovai
j

of
:

'raw' lines -Introduced- by two ;bf

the entertainers brought here for the

affair.
:

-\ '/.;
\

... Assembly's action in reprimanding .

the Hollywood pair was taken 'as a
|

pubiic duty.'' The resolutipri, Unique,
j

in legislative circles, follows: . . , ; ).

.'Whereas, a breach of good - taste

occurred in connection with the en-

'

tertainment- feature . of the . Gbv-v
ernor's recent dinner, in Sacramento
at -which members of the Assembly

j

were among the honored guests; and

; 'Whereas, members of: the As>

,

sembly are fully aware that this re- >

gretable becurrerice,; precipitated ,
by I

professional entertainers, did not have

the sanction of the Governor;:>pw,
therefore be It

• 'Resolved by the Assembly, That it

herewith records, as: a public -duty, i

its. displeasure' of such violation of

good taste; and be it further
'

. 'Resolved, that the Assembly .
ex-

press, its syrnpathy to the Governor
;

in what we must feel was a situation

distasteful to him.* ...

The Metropolitan Opera Co. of
N. Y. plbsed .its 10th week of the \

season .Monday (10). with a net loss
-

;

of approximately $1,000, arid a total

;

gross . of $113,000 including a Tues-
day sellout performance of 'Tristan

Uhd Isolde' in Philadelphia. This
Was one of the Met's better weeks,,
being topped by only . two btheri.

during the season,
-'

As usual; one perforhiahce spoiled '

the week, this being 'Alceste,' Mon-
day (10), with a gross of $8,000, or
a loss of $4,500. . The Met has taken
a beating with the Gluck opera hav- .

ing dropped close, to $18,000 bh three/
performances,
Monday (3), 'OteUp'-drew a $14,-

000 house with a profit of $2,000^ the
.

name di'aws of Rethberg, Martirielll

and ITibbett packing *em iri.

Tuesday (4) in Philly the -house.',

was sold but for the . Flagsted-Mel- .

chior 'Tristah,' with a . gross of $15,-

000. .-' .." : '...:

Wednesday (5), 'Nozzi di Figaro,'

drew about $10,000, a loss of $2,000.

Thursday. (6), 'Tannhauser,' failed",

to draw even with Flagsted and Mel-
chior and grossed $11,000, with a
loss of $2,000. Vox pop seems to

recognize the fact that the Nor-

(Coritinued on page 38)

CONNIE NICKERS0N

NEARLY RECOVERED

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Connie Niekerson, actress-wife of

film actor Eddie Bracken,, is nearly
recovered from injuries received Jn
an automobile accident last Novem-
ber; She is rio\y able to sit up in

bed and occasionally stand for short
intervals.- Doctors expect to let her
begin Walking again Within a /week
or two.

Actress suffered a fractured pelvis

and other injuries When, the car in

which she and Bracken were driving
was; forced off the road. Bracken
had just finished a picture arid they
were on their way east. They hope
to visit New York when Bracken
completes his current film, 'Caught in

the Draft,' with Bob Hope, at Par-
amount.
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De Sylva s Yen to Continue as Pix

Figured in His Par Deal

B. G* (Buddy) de Sylva, whose
appointment as production head ; at

Paramount came as a surprise to

both Broadway and Hollywood Jast

week, will- devote his entire time to

his:new chort,. it is;. understood.-. Al*
though his hew', contract is said to

allow; him timet to return to Broad-
way to. prepare further musicals
whenever he chooses, Jt . is reported

he 'will producei several fllms onVhis
own as well ias- supervise all picture-

making On the lot, which will permit,
him little free time, ; ' '''•.''

De Sylva, ever since making 'Bach-:

elor Mother' for RKO, is known to

have had a. hankering to continue pic

work. In between the RKO job and
his current chore on Par's •Caught in

the Draff,' he had returned to Broad-
way to produce musicals, 'Da Barry
Was a Lady,' 'Louisiana Purchase*
and 'Panama Hattie' being three hits

in a row. .
,

,

:

Henry Ginsberg, Par studio head,

was aware, of DeSylva's film yen and
induced the, producer to accept a

deal for a. limited number of pictures

over a three-year period. .
When

. DeSylVa came ,into the -fold, Y. Frank
Freeman, v.p. in charge of produc-
tion, became enthused over his pic-

ture-making ideas :and, inasmuch as.

he."; had several Broadway shows
which Hollywood had not yet ie-

quired; felt it would be a smart thing
to cement relations by planning to

make him top exec if William Le-
Baron decided to abdicate.

. .

LeBaron Indifferent

LeBaron, who holds the title of
managing director of production, has
Wanted to resign for several;, years.

He has been indifferent every time
his option has come up, and the com-
pany has virtually foisted . renewals
/on him.

.

'His contract, which he was
willing to. forget, is up in April, when
he steps out. It calls for $3,000 week-
ly, but the producer is independent-
ly wealthy and prefers to follow his

own desires. '

LeBaron has long wanted to hold
the throttle on. his own- production
unit, making a couple of pictures a

. year, preferably musicals. It's likely

that he'll go to Metro under an indie

arrangement, as offers from .. that

plant, about a month ago have, been
followed by lengthy negotiations.

About 1.8 months ago there was. a
plan for him to head a group of in-

dependents working out a release at
' United Artists, but the deal 'blow up.

Starting with the old Hearst Cos-
mopolitan outfit, LeBaron later took
'over Par's Long Island production.
From there he went to FBO and then
assumed charge of RKQ's plant.

U. CORP.'S FINE

mm net

Universal Corp., parent company
of Universal Pictures and other
subsidiaries, mailed its security
holders this week a statement show-
ing , consolidated net profit of ' $2,-

232,805, after all charges including
income taxes and dividend require-
ments on the outstanding first pre-
ferred stock . of ;

. Universal Pictures
Co., Inc., for the 'fiscal year ended
last Nov. 2. This' compares with a
net. consolidated profit of $999,110
in the preceding year or an increase
of 123%; .

••

Universal Corp. net Is; $157,967
less than that shown by Universal
Pictures,' the principal and operating
subsid, which, two -weeks ago, re-
ported $2,390,772. Providing for
divvy requirements on the out-
standing first preferred iriake up a
large portion of this difference. Uni-
versal Corp, statement :showed that
deficit carried. in its profit and loss

statement had been reduced from
$2,802,103 as of Oct. 28, 1939, to
$553,039 on Nov. 2 last year.

LeBaron and Mayer

Talking M-G Contract

. v Hollywood, Feb. 11,
;

. .Negotiations are continuing
; at

Metro : between: L. B; Mayer and
William LeBaron on a deal for the

recent Paramount executive pro-
ducer to head his own production
unit, \>':;]

;

.

-

;

LeBaron has a similar arrange-
ment under consideration at Par-
amount. :

WB Execs Defer Trip

Trek to Coast, of Warner Bros,
home office, executives headed by

1 Grad. Sears, Sam Schneider and Mort
Blumenstbck, - originally scheduled
for early this month; has been post-
poned until March 8.

.
• New ;York .Warner officials will

huddle on product for remainder, of
1940-41 season, and go over details

concerned with "distribution of top
pictures!

;

,',' Trial of the Department of . Jusv
tice's antiTtrust suit against Colum-
bia, United Artists and Universal,
Which the Government .confidently

expected to get under way in the
spring^ Will probably, not be reached
before fall. Recent, delays have put
off till • Feb. 17 applications by the
three companies to ehher dismiss the:

complaint or to strike those portions
of it which refer to .the five pro-
ducer-exhibitors.

.
Following a decision on these

points the^ defendants . are - expected
to' submit many interrogatories. The
Government will

;
probably be forced

to. amend ,its complaint somewhat on
the; first plea; .and: before it finishes

providing Interrogatories, and the
defendants have filed answers in

which renewals for dismissals are
expected to be made, the summer is

expected to be over.
Examinations before trial are also

expected to be included as well. The
Government then will be lucky to
have its case finished and awaiting
a decision by January, 1942.

'*

LeROY LOSES A POINT

IN AGENT'S 25G SUIT

Mervyn LeRoy lost a plea for sum-
mary Judgment dismissing a $25,000
suit against him by Leonard Gold-
stein, agent, when Justice Aaron J.

Levy 'in. N. Y. supreme court ruled
the suit had triable Issues (5). Action
claims failure to live Up to an agree-
ment. •.

Plaintiff was . agent for Kenny
Baker whom he also sued for non-
payment of commissions.: He claimed
LeRoy persuaded Goldstein to drop
the action for $1,000, promising the
agent adequate compensation for
Baker's contract. The .action Was dis-
continued, but LeRoy failed to pay.
The producer claims, as a defense,
that Goldstein had ho agent's license
when the agreement with Baker was
made, and • Is suing Goldstein for
$500 on a note endorsed by. himself
which Goldstein defaulted on. v..

Leonard Goldstein is also /a west-
ern film producer, known as Leonard
G: Leonard. His brother is Bob
Goldstein, now In

-

the New York
radio biz.

Exhib's Wife Buried

$60,000 in Cash

Lost It; Two Indicted

... .. Atlantic City, Feb. 11.

!
Mrs. Edward Skyrm's charges tha I

$60,000 disappeared from a; spot
where she buried it two years ago,
resulted, in arrest and grand jury in-
dictment of Charles Oberle, Jr., and
bis .:wife.^pfi'-'-rriday',.(7^--*t-: Somers
Point. Mrs. Skyrm, whose husband
owns Seaside theatre, Somers Point,
said she buried the money under the
steps of a house where she lived
at the tinie and when she .looked for
it later it. Was. gone. .She. said the
$60,000 was all in bills of $500, $100
and $50 denominations, , and she
buried it for safekeeping.' :

Threje; months ago. Skyrm. started
suit against his Wife in Chancery.
Court for an accounting of $80,000.
In his complaint, he charged she de-
serted him on Jan. 21, 1939, while
they were in Florida and returned
to Somers Point, taking $80,000 from
a place where he hid his savings.
Mrs. Skyrm filed answer that she
took only $20,000 of it, and buried
the remainder under the steps;

, ; Prosecutor. H. R. Coulomb, of At-
lantic County, said the case had been
under investigation by his office and

'

by ' private -detectives for two years.

PAR MULLS S2-ING

"WINGS' AT AST0R, N.Y.

;
Feeling that it deserves special

handling, Paramount will reach a de-
cision in probably 10 days as to
whether 'I Wanted Wings' will be
roadshown or in just what manner it

•will be exhibited, together with the
sales policy "to apply. .

Inquiries; meantime, ! have been
made concerning the"* Astor, N. Y.,
which will be. available following the
current run of 'Dictator.' The Chap-
lin picture is not expected to remain
much longer, with result if Par de-
cides on $2-ing 'Wings' it may go in
there early this' spring. Twice-daily
runs, in other cities, including JLos
Angeles, may also figure.

Determination of policy for-'Wings,'
which is off the 1940nil release
schedule, has been held up due to
the fact that Par executives have
not seen it in' its finished state. It
was previously viewed without a
sound track and in 14,000 feet prior
to cutting.

Wings* is reported to have cost
around $1,200,000.

Nick Schenck Voted New 5-Year

Contract as Prez of Loew s, Inc.

Cabin Ready to Leave

Lisbon for 20th in U.S.

Jean .Gabin,—French player , best
known - in America for his Work in

'Grand Illusion' and 'Pepe Le Moko,'
is expected to leave Lisbon in a cou-
ple of weeks for N. Y. to report for
work at 20th-Fox studios;

. Cabin recently
:
signatured a ternv

pact with 20th-Fox. He may not
Work in pictures for several hionths
because the studio will want to
polish up his. English.

1

Of Welles'

a

Hollywood, Feb. .11.

"'. Hal Wilson, Who jollied Paramount
recently as an associate producer in

Sol C. Siegel's unit, has been named
assistant to B. G. de Sylva, newly
appointed executive producer who
fucceeded William LeBaron,

Studio also signed Monte Bell,

long-time silent director, as a pro-
ducer, .: •. -^ '.'.. .

er, WangerV Talks
- San Francisco, Feb. 11. .

Louis B. Mayer Is skedded to be
principal speaker at the annual
Shrine St, Patrick's Day luncheon in
Civic Auditorium March 15, Affair
is one of Frisco's biggest yearly
events. '

.

Others oh the • program will . in-
clude Walter.Wanger. :

WARBURG'S DEBATE

Banker (Also Film Exec) Opposes
Compulsory Arbitration

.' Whether or not the Government
should require that business and
labor take their disputes to arbitra-
tion when projects involving na-
tional defense figures, is to be de-
bated Friday (14) in New York with
Paul Felix Warburg to argueagainst
such eompuisdry arbitration:
Warburg, of J. S. Bache & Co.,

stock brokerage firm, is chairman of
the administrative committee having
jurisdiction of the film industry un-
der the consent decree. Rep. E. Jj;
Cox of. Georgia, member of , the
House Rules Committee, . will debate
Warburg on . his;, stand. Approxi-
mately 100 representatives of indus-
try, labor and . national defense
agencies W1U attend.

ainmg
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. Tale will be toid by the end of the
current week on the future of Orson
Welles' 'Citizen Kane,' it. is expected.
Although the film is set for release
around Feb. *27, no theatre, has yet
been set for the first date. . Trouble
ahoy is the forecast if RKO does not
announce before Friday (14) after-

noon an opening for; the film which
William Randolph Hearst is said to
allege'too closely parallels his life.

Although it • appears likely that
Kane* will be released, danger is.

said to lay- in a : rift that
.
has de-

veloped within the board of: direc-
tors over the

.
film. Prex George J:

Schaefer, backed by one group, has
been adamant, that Welles' initial

celluloid entry be released, while
another

.
clique is definitely against

it. It can be safely said that the
wrangling in high places was power-
ful' and furious prior to Schaefer's
departure by plane for the Coast oh
Monday (10) night. ;

Welles, in the meantime, has re-
peated privately that he, will take
legal steps should there be a holdup
oh the film, as he is a part-owner- of
it. He made it on a deal giving^ him
25% of the gross after ' production
costs are taken out. Whether or not
he'd actually go to court is some-
thing, however, that would probably
hinge entirely oh

. Schaefer's wishes,
as rhe RKO prez and Welles are
close friends.

There has been, some talk of the
picture going out on a roadshow
basis in the early dates, which the
Welles side feels would be highly:
desirable. Release chart issued yes-
terday, (Tuesday); in fact, advised
branches not to take 'Kane* dates
because pic may be- roadshown, al-
though more may be back of the
admonition. Other schemes are also
afoot for. pre-festing the picture
before letting it go into ; general re-
lease. Tests : apparently wouldn't
only be of the film's drawing power
or to determine policy, but to test
what Hearst will do.
National magazine ads are due to

break on 'Kane' around Feb. 20, so
it becomes imperative that the film
be released shortly after that time.
Picture has already, obtained much
good word of mouth from those who
have seen it and RKO is looking
forWard to strong b:6. if the head-
aches don't grow tob big.

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., was voted a five-year

contract with the company begin;
ning Jan. ' 1 next, kt a meeting 0f
company stockholders held yester.

day (Tuesday) In lieu o! the usual
annual session which Was deferred

from last December. Scherick's cur.

rent pact runs until Dec. 31, 1941;

New contract calls for $2,500 weekly
salary, including expense allowance,

except for expenses while traveling,

plus 2&% of ' combined annual net

profits after normal deductions,such

as payment of $2 annually on . tha

corhrtron, taxes, interest payments,

etc. .Also given option to buy -48,.

492 shares of comrhon during period

of contract at $40 each.

Yesterday's meeting also reelected
the present board of, directors com-
prising George ;

'>N. Armsby, David
Bernstein, Leopold Friedman, John
•R. Hazel, Al Lichtman, Charles C,
Moskpwitz, William A. Parker,' J.

Robert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Joseph R. Vogel, David Warfleld
and Henry Rogers Winthrop.

A. Hirschman, only':, stockholder
present to. raise an objection to the
Schenck long-term pact !in view of
the present trying times and world
uncertainty,' recalled this mild, pro-
test when several other sharehold-
ers vigorously defended Schenck'i
strong management. Director Ru-
bin; a company vice-president, ex^ •

plained the corporation had been
through one depression and 'kept the
flag flying for Loew

:
stockholders.'

He also cited that the company still

is leader of the whole industry.
Rubin said he had worked alongside
Schenck for 25 years and personally
was familiar with his capabilities as
a Loew executive.

.
Foreign Market Analysis

Bernstein explained that the cor-
poration depended on foreign distri-

bution for about one-fbiirth of its

revenue, but said it was impossible,
to break down the percentage as to"

the continent and South America
when asked

. . by Harry Schultz,. a

stockholder. Bernstein also reported
that he knew of no films , which had
been shelved on questioning Jby
Schultz. He also indicated that the
company had about $3,000,000 tied
up in Great Britain because of mbn-.
etary freezing as; of last Jan. 2.

Director Rubin said that amortiza-
tion tables had been shifted so that

j

presently more burden is carried by
'

' domestic market, with only 25% al-

located to the foreign field. He ex-
plained that the $2,000,000 contingen-
cy fund,: written off in the last fiscal

year's earnings statement, was set up
to cover possible losses in the foreign
market. He stated that the increased
amortization was being well absorbed

1 by the domestic field.

: . Milwaukee Ban-' ,, -.

- Milwaukee, Feb. 11; •

William Randolph Hearst's ire over
the. impending RKO-Orson Welles
production 'Citizen Kane' has been
made manifest here, as elseWhere, by
the publisher's local, sheet, The Sen-
tinel, banning all RKO publicity, re-
gardless of when or what it concerns
When /Kitty, Foyle' was brought into
the Warner theatre for its first down-
town run it was; thought; the bars
might, be let down for at : least a
perfunctory review, or possibly an
adverse one, but not; a line was per-
mitted to- appear^::
In the newspaper's general gossip

cblumns from Hollywood Columnists
Sll reference to RKO is carefully
deleted. >-

Lyric, Indpls., Sale

May Hasten Olson's

Yen for Retirement

'Miss Pinky? for Smith
Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Warners assigned Noel Smith to
direct 'The Return of Miss Pinker-
tpn.'

Screen play is being written by
Anthony Coldew/iy;

:

Indianapolis, Feb. 11.

: Announcement Was made Thurs-

day (6) of the sale of a major por-

tion of the Lyric - Theatre. Bldg., «;

three-story structure housing the

vaudfilm Lyric here, v House is:
.now

operated by Charles M. Olson though,

he . owns none 1; of > the property.

Whether or not Olson will continue

to operate is a question. He has had-

a yen, to retire for a good many years

but stuck to the. job. because of his

friendship
. for

,
George Fish who

helped him get into the theatre busl-

;

hesspr'iginally.

Several years ago, Olson went to

Caiifo'rriia ; to- live..- The house was

leased .to Fred Dblle of' Louisville,

Ky.,' now cb-operator of the Indiana

arid Circle theatres' here. Business

languished, and the house was in the

red so often that the property owners

prevailed on ,Olson to come back to

take. it. over, for them, working on a

percentage arrahgemen t.

, During the past six and a half

years, the. Lyric has played 52 .weeks

of stage shows a year, being closed

only once, in 1939; during a stage-

hands' strike. The house has been

making money and built up a neat

cash reserve during the fat years.

During 1940, the. bbxoffice. slumped

somewha^but rtpt disastrously. . ..
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Twentieth Century-Fox will make

44 pictures for the 1941^42 season,

Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the

board, disclosed lh New York this

week. Total budget will be $20,000,-

000. same? as for the current year, for

'which 52 pictures were promised.

. However, said Schenck, only 48 will
'

be delivered. : ,
'..

.

Darryl F. Zanuck, as ih the past,

W>11 be in- charge of the entire pro-
:

''

duction operation, the company chief

declared, and will personally pro-

duce the 24 top-budget pictures.

Schenck said 20th-Fox has virtually

Its entire slate of production, for next

season set and will be ready with the

first block of Ave iii ; July;

.. Two films a year that 20th expects

to'getJrom^ihe'.William Hawks-Ron-
ald Colman-Irene Dunne unit will be

sold separately, . Schenck
5

said,
.
and:

will, be in addition to the 44 sched-

uled. Schenck declared the deal with

the unit had not been closed, but it

was virtually certain it would be on
a basis by which 20th paid production,

costs and split evenly the net profits.

He : declared Fox would welcome
other such^arrangements with top-

flight units but none, is now in
.
pros-

pect. • ..

With the studio well ahead of
schedule on the current season's out-

put in its effort to get an early start

on pictures to be sold under the con-
lent decree:, Schenck said he expect-
ed that the second group of five will

be ready in August. . However, he
made clear, there is full intention of
selling pictures: singly or In groups
of twos or. threes frequently during
the year; rather than going to. ex-
tremes to rush five at a time Into
preparedness.
Schenck has been in New York for

almost the past two weeks in connec-
tion with the Government suit

against him on Income tax charges.
Set to come before the Federal court
Monday flO), trial was' held over
Until next Monday (17) because the
Judge was hearing draft evasion
cases.

Readily admitting that 1940 was no
banner year for his company, citing
disappointment in the grosses of
'Brighnm Young,' 'Hudson's. Bay' and
'Chad Hanna,' among others, Schenck
looks forward with optimism to the
coming season:

'Didn't Have a Good Year'
'We didn't have , a good year,' he

asserted, 'but we know better, than
to blame it on anyone else but our-
selves. Next year's going to be dif-
ferent, however, because we -have re-
organized—not reorganized the per-
sonnel or mechanics of our produc-
tion—but our Ideas. We went through
most .of the current season still work-
ing with ideas of the foreign market
in our mind. In 1941-42 there's going
to be complete, concentration on the
u. Si market. We're going to. have,
only pictures that will appeal, to
100% of America's potential audlr

.
ehce.'

_
. .

;

•..

; 'Epic* type film is 'finished at Fox,'
Schenck declared. Only when stories
contain characters strong enough In
their own way to carry: the film will
histor i cals or •biographies be attempt*

• ed- Emphasis, Instead, will be oh
lighter-veined things, such as 'Char-
leys Aunt.' legit'er Just purchased,
for $110,000 . \v

..;'

••• Endorses 'Conseht»

4
Consent, decree plan of selling pier

tures after, they have been trade-
shown may be one. of the best things
that has happened to the

:

industry/
fcehenck declared. It will probably
.result in better grosses, he- figures,1

because' there will be fewer adjust- 1
,

jnents to make with exhibs after
tney.ve played a picture; ; They'll
know what they have in advance
«nd Win have no justification for
asking for rebates.

.
You Usually get less for your plc-

W?» fban you expect/ Schenck ex-
plained, 'because when you have a
good one no exhibitor ever comes
around and offers to pay an increased
percentage. Yet> when he has a bad
one, he wants an adjustment.'

Best-Seller Trailerizes

Goodrich Into HVood
Marcus Goodrich, whose adventure

novel, 'Delilah,' published last week,
has become, an immediate best seller,

not. only will probably sell his book
to films, but has been handed a stu-
dio job since its publication.

. Goodrich has been added to David
O. . Selznlck'a writing -staff. Studio
story departments have shown con-
siderable interest in' the inovel, which
is being peddled by the Myron Selz-

hick .agency, .

Acting on a protest from Broadcast

Music, inc., the Comerford chain last

week took exception to a story in

Variety's Jan. 29 issue concerning

arrangements the circuit had sup-

posedly made to capitalize on the

ASCAP-radio war by routing mu-
sical acts which would emphasize

their use of songs not heard on the

air. .

While Jt J. O'Leary, in charge of

operation of the Comerford theatres,

discussed the matter with Ed Kuy-

kendall, president of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners . of America,

when he was In New York Friday

(7), it is not officially any concern of

the MPTOA except that as an exhib

organization it has long opposed the

ASCAP tax levied oh film theatres.

The Comerford chain is a member of

the MPTOA but there the connection

ends so far as the present contro-

versy, over any policies of the circuit

are concerned. MPTOA never ad-

vised any of its members as to how
they shall run their theatres.

O'Leary became concerned on re-,

ceipt of protest from BMI. , Latter

organization wanted to know why
the theatre owners were discriminat-

ing' against BMI. O'Leary discaimed

to Variety Saturday (8); any connec-

tion with a 'Hit Parade': idea which;

the Joe Feinberg Agency, vaude
bookers for the Comerford chain had
qdvised ASCAP publishers it wasd<?r

veloping for Comerford.' The agency

in . a letter dated ..
Jan. 20 asked

ASCAP; publishers to give- the Idea

their- support and stated that Lou
Handman had been designated to do

the contacting of the publishers,
'

;;

- The complaint made by the broad-

caster-coritrolled : BMI .
recalls ah

argument advanced for years by
radio's spokesmen that ASCAP bas

discriminated against, broadcasting

by progressively raising its rates and
permitting theatre licensees to pay a.

progressively-lower rate.

'Songwriters on Parade'

With All-ASCAP Tunes

The- ASCAP-radlp battle will get

its first- prominent spotting on the

stage of- a theatre Friday ( 14),- when.

'SorigWriters on Parade' (5) play, a

full-week for RKO. in, Daytori;.Bill-

ing will emphasize, that the song-

writers will Play end sing ASCAP
compositions that cannot now be

heard on the networks. Only two
stations in Toledo are NBC and CBS-
controlled. '.

'• •,•:*/;>

Songwriters in theI act, agerited by
the William Morris office, are

Charles Tobias, J. Fred Coots, Peter:

DeRpse, Jean Schwartz and .Jack

Lawrence. They are pencilled in

for Loew's State, N. Y,, March 6,

with the; same billing to apply.
:

UA Affiliate Will Finance
'Junior' Money to Its Pro-

ducers, But Banks Will Be
Relied bn for First

(Major) Financing .

STOCK ON MARKET

With the probable departure .of

Samuel Gpldwyri from United Art-
iste, the company: is - preparing to,

launch, oh an entirely new financial

policy , in its relationship to the in-

dependent "producers who release

through it. It will completely re-

verse the stand It has taken almost
consistently since it was founded ih

1919 and empark oh a program of

aiding in the production financing, of

its btood. '/ '/ /' • •.

Company Itself will hot participate.

In the money advancing, : but will

take part in the setting up of

an independent financing company
Which, will lend 'Junior' or second-
ary money to the indies releasing

through UA. Stock in the hew com-
pany wlil

r
be sold-on the open hiar-

;

ket, according to present nebulous
plans; It will probably; be capital-,

ized to the tune of $2,500,000 or bet-

ter, some estimates going as. high
as $5,000,000. .

How UA will participate in the
hew company ' hasn't yet been deV
termined, as it Is all still • pretty
much in the talk ' stage. ' UA may
invest directly in the financial unit

or UA stockholders may invest in it

outside of the distributing company's
own corporate setup. These details^

are how being discussed With p'ro-

ducers on the Coast by a committee
of three: Murray Silverstone,' UA
chieftain; Charles Schwartz. UA
counsel; and Herbert Maass, repre-
sentative of Mary Pickford on the
UA board.

At least part of the coin back of
the new financing organization may
be put up by Alexander , and Mare
Berglas, German financial wizards
now in Hollywood. Berglas brothers
are said, last November, to' have
Offered Silverstone sufficient coin to

insure output of 18 to 20 pictures for

1941-42. They wanted to set up a.

unit in which UA would advance
50% of the capital and own a half

interest. This plan, or a variation

of it, is believed back of the pres-

ent proposal.

Change of Policy .

Although owners of the distribu-

tion company have always felt that it

would be advantageous to stick to its

prime function and lay off financ-

ing producers,, operating heads of

the company are now convinced that

it is necessary : to 'help the pro-

ducers weather the storm,' as- one
exec of UA put it yesterday .

(Tues-

day ); Drastic steps must be taken.

It is felt, to keep UA .in a position

assuring itself, of class product.

Number of. producers are not takim?

top. many. Jains' to . hide. the . fact

that they can't go oh unless given
financial aid. UA ' must adopt a

change of policy, it is said, if it wants
product.. Loss of foreign markets and
disappointing, domestic grosses on
some recent films have hurt the. pro-
ducers.;; ;

New
.
unit's part In financing pro-

ducers, it was emphasized, will not
be 'first money.', for which / banks,
will still be depended upon, but the

'second' rnphey.. Producer .having

the latter,; which will, include a com-
pletion guarantee, has little trouble

in getting bank financing of . the i e-

.mainder^.. ,Policy will be. to steer! the.

financing setup wide of footing .en-

tire
.
production bill—it won't Have

enough moneys in the first place—
so that there is no- danger of Its ber

coming a producing unit. '.:',':

UA once before set up a similar

financing agency. Cinema Arts.

Finance Corp,, when Joseph M,
Schenck was ^president.; about 15

years ago. It : went on
.
the rPcks,

present UA execs say, because, it

failed to stick to its original inten-

tion- and gradually became a pro-

sBow-

s a

But It Will Probably Go Through

Caught Short

•Hollywood, Feb. 11; '

;

'Rbokie. on Parade,' slated tp
start this week at Republic, w&s
postponed to Feb. 24 because of
lack of hew style army Uniforms.
Costume houses have plenty of
the 1917 outfits but haven't
caught up with the new war. •

Currently Paramount is using

:

most of the available new . unlr
forms ih; 'Caught in. the Draft.'

Hollywood, Feb. 11. •

.Understand 20th-FoX home office

has sent put a strong-letter to all dis-

trict execs to view all pictures here-
after before bookings are made.
Order was due to the terrific busi-

ness done by a, sleeper from England,
Night Train;' which went out cold
to subsequents without first runs and
meagre publicity,

NOT 'COINCIDENTAL';

WB SETTLES SHAW SUIT

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Frank Shaw's $1,000,000 libel suit

against Warner Bros, has been set-

tled out of court, with terms undis-
closed.

Former L, A. mayor, charged The
Men Who . Dared' tod closely

paralleled his activities in office to

be 'purely coincidental.'

Brit Players in Warner

Pix for Anglo Markets
-ir-

Hollywood. Feb. 11.

New production plan at Warners,

to fill the void caused by the war, is

to cast two or three British name
players in its forthcoming pictures to

strengthen the studio's trade through-
out the British Empire,
Idea Is to feature English name

players like Errpl. Flynn, Donald
Crisp, Ida Lupino and others so that

there are at. least a few pictures in

the season's program with a British

accent. ' :'

20th-Fox Topping Its ;

Tinter Output With 7
' Hollywood, Feb. 11;

iOth.-Fox - is releasing" seven Tech-,

nicplor pictures this; year instead of

six,' as priginally- announced.;
'Miami', is the added starter,- which

makes one more than the studio has
evier. made in one. yeari .

ducing unit., They aim to avoid
duplicating .the. error.. Outsiders as

well as UA owners participated in

financing of Cinema, the heaviest,

stockholder 'being Paramount, which
put \ $2,000,000- into the . venture to

guarantee delivery, of product to

their : rapidly" expanding Publix
group of theatres;

Closest UA has ptherwise come in

financing its producers is
:

the case

of Walter ; Wanger. It owns a 50'v>

lnterest in Wanger's company, hav-

ing put up half the original capital.

Wanger was on his own after that,

I
however,

'financing.

obtaining production

.. Samuel Goldwyn arid United Ar-
tists are paying peek-a-boo. Whether
the prpducer-pwner is still a pro-'

ducer-owner or a free agent able to

exercise his wont . to skip to thegar-
ner. Bros.: fold is wrapped in doubt.

Situation, however, as informed

sources see it, Is that Goldwyn's de-

parture; is Highly likely : but isn't yet

:

beyond the last barricade. It ap>

.

pears that an agreement was. reached

between Gpldywhj United Artista

chief Murray Silverstpne; UA coun- '.

sel .Charles'. Schwartz arid at. least

,

part of this 'Ownership, but; didn't

quite make the last hurdle. Alex-

ander Korda is said to stand in the

way of consummation of the deal

worked out by operating . heads of

'

the company with Goldwyn. Their

plan is understood to call for Goldr

wyri handing his stock,' representing

a one-fifth interest, back to the other
,

four owners.for $300,000 in cash. He
would then be free to close a pro-
ducing deal with another distributor.

Both daily and trade press were
led into; believing .the deal had been

.

closed last week when Goldwyn is-

sued a statement 'jointly
;
prepared'

by his . own and UA attorneys. The
'jointly, prepared' was true; but the

statement wasn't jointly released. It

was prepared for future use^-when
the deal had been closed—and UA

.

execs were considerably burned at

Goldwyn jumping the -gun by mak-
ing it public. .

Kerda Balked

As it turned out they were right,

for a snag developed. Korda Is said.

tCL.have refused to sign the agree-

ment unless a fixed valuation wai
placed on his stock. Korda, It is re-,

ported, has some idea of demanding
that the company also buy up his

stock if the price is high enough.

Otherwise refusing to go along, with

liie Goldwyn deal. . There's much
,

mystery about this aspect, too, how-
ever, although Korda .: does definitely

appear, to be the stumbling block.

Silverstone and Schwartz are now
ih Palm Springs, having gone there

.

Friday (7) following the strain

of concluding the Goldwyn details.

James Mulvey, Goldwyn y.p. and
Western rep, and two attorneys from

the office of George Z. Medalie,

Goldwyn attorney, flew out to the

Coast Thursday (6) night when it

appeared everything was hotsy.

Stock to Whom?
What's going to become of the

.

stock if Goldwyn does leave UA
has become; another popular industry

guessing game. Silverstone himself,

Walter Wanger, David O. Selznick

and the . Frank Capra-Robert Riskin

unit are a few of the names men-
tioned, as buying 'it.. Best-informed

•source's; believe that Silvrerstorie. has ....

an ace jh his. shoe and wjH probably

put put a tdpnotch producer •

,

whom to bestow the stock to restore

.-'to the .company the prestige depart-

ing with Goldwyn. Selznick
y.

Capra-Riskin mi«?ht well be the men
oh this basis. They could -acquire,

the stock just as Korda did, hand-
ing over no cash for it, but paying'

but 6f .the|r earnings.

That Goldwyn will go over to WB
..If he gets his .freedom, seems to be
one of the clearest things In the.

Whole muddled .situatiohV , There are
,

several background reasons for
'

thinking this:

Reasons

.1. When Goldwyn tried to with-

draw 'The Westerner' frpin UA re-

lease last "spring, he handed it over

to WB. ;

v
,.-

2. There has been considerable

cooperation between WB' and. Gold-,

wyn in
.
tra'dins stars. WB cur-

rently has Goldwyn's Gary . Cooper
for; 'Sergeant Yorke,' while WB'i
Bettei Davis is promised for Gold-
wyn's 'Little Foxes.'

:

3. Gpldwyri and Harry and Jack
Warner are close personal friends.
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Studio Contracts

A turbulent first year of arbitra-

tion under the consent, decre is re-

ported looked for by both the Amer-
ican Arbitration Association and dis-

tributors, with anything but smooth

going visualized because of the .conv.

plicated clearance structure as .now.

existing;
' plus .a .

probable flock of

complaints; that will arise oyer a'

miscellany of other matters.'; It is

regarded: as likely, moreover, ihat

many exhibitors; will file complaints

over trivialities whichj. however,,

will require a lot of time to. handle.

Unfounded : allegations are also". -,

pected to figure.

'

:
:

.

<

. While the second year of arbitra-

tion may be exceedingly quiet and

the third, as far as the trial period

of the decree goes, will find com-
plaints in a possible state of scarcity,

it is beUeved thfe -ihitiai 12-month
period over the 1941-42 product sea-

son might overtax the arbiter sys-

tem that has been set up.

Clearance :

'-.-.

This will be due, it is predicted,

principally because of the clearance

problem and the virtual certainty

that in every exhibiting; situation

and: in overlapping situations de-

mands will be made for changes in

clearance.' .What complicates and
extends the problem v is -that when
one exhib makes a complaint on
clearance, another exhib is auto-

matically- affected. _i' As many. a

half dozen other exhibs or theatres

might be involved. . This conceiv

ably will cause a cycle of complaints
on clearance;

When an exhib flies a complaint

on clearance,, any other parties af-

fected by the. clearance or by any
change that might be made under
arbitration, are to be notified. As
Intervening parties, if they desire,

that may sit in at the hearings.

However, some of these intervening

parties may themselves have com
plaints on clearance and that , will

mean atoll additional hearings with
a new set of intervening exhibs fig-

uring.
But when the; whole/ clearance

problem has been cleared in each
particular situation : or zone, ' the
necessity for going oyer that again

the second year of the decree ii

greatly lessened. Clearance com'
plaints will, always arise, however,
since each year, in the. selling of

pictures any troubles under it in

negotiating deals are subject to ar

bitratipn if the exhib feels the dis-

trib is making unfair demands. Or
wants changes in protection.

• With only one complaint so far

filed in Washington, though arbitra-

tion offices were opened Feb.

around 40
;
inquiries have been re<

ceived. Most of these are from ex
hibitors who feel they have a dis

pute on their hands and want to ar

bitrate but first are anxious to know
exactly what steps to take. The
AAA in such cases is forwarding
copies of the consent decree itself

and the various forms . the exhib
must sign.

'-, Need No Lawyers
In New York the only, inquiry re

ceived came from . an exhib who
wanted to know if he would need
a lawyer. He was advised, he
wouldn't, that a simple statement of

facts in his' case was all that was re-

quired and that no 'whereases', had
to be. worried about Any exhib
may be represented by an attorney
in making out the papers or at the

hearing held but the AAA is stress-

,

ing the lack of .necessity for this

expense, in an effort to keep the cost

of arbitration down to the point

where the - smallest exhib will feel

free to avail himself of arbitration.

New York AAA to Handle

B'klyn Also ; 60 Arbitrators
It has been decided that one AAA

board in New York, headed by
Charles Wall and with,hearing,rooms
in HadUo City, would handle Brook-,

lyn as well. At first a separate
• board was proposed for Brooklyn.

As a result of only one tribunal for

JT.; Y., Brooklyn and the 'surround-

ing territory served by New York-

Brooklyn exchanges/ a total of 60

arbitrators will be appointed to hear

• cases; '

The full panel for New York will

be set by. next Tuesday (18), it is

expected. .' Acceptances "are now
being obtained ftom names proposed

in New York as well . as elsewhere

but before they are made final and

certificates issued, all must be. ap-

proved by Paul Felix Warburg,

chairman of the film administrative

committee in the AAA. By next

Tuesday (18) it is expected that a

minimum ot 10 for all other local

boards.: will be ready for announce-
ment and service;

:
AAA. isn't " being

hurried since complaints aren't com-
ing in.

•

For the official organ of the AAA,
published ^periodically, and in its

next- issue out Monday , (17) to . be

entirely devoted
:
to .

arbitration and
thie film industry under it, Austin C.

Keough will present the,' distributor

side while Abram F< lltyers, general

counsel of Allied States Assn., dis-

cusses the decree from the exhibitor

viewpoint. Keough, general coun-

sel for^Paramount, was. very active

in all the negotiations leading to
:

the :

settlement of the Government anti-

trust case against that_£ompany and
four others,

'

ilrst Case Under Decree

Brought by Baltd Exhib
Baltimore, Feb.> 11.

First plea forArbitration iinder the

decree was filed in Washington last

week by J. Purdpn Wright, atty, rep-

resenting;. Thomas D; Goldberg; pres.

Walbrook Amus, Co.,
:

against 20th

Century-Fox and Warners. . Involved
is the question of cieacance and pro-
tection granted by these companies
to Forest Park Theatre Co., and the
Frank H. Durkee chain of local

nabes.
:

•
, .. .

.

Durkee, who operates the Forest,

Ambassador . and Gwynn theatres,

located some two miles from Gold-
berg's Walbrook, has a seven-day
clearance over the latter with Fox
and Warner. Metro and Paramount,
however, do not. recognize this pro-
tection. Goldberg is appealing on
this basis and is also pointing to op
position npn-Durkee Pimlico and
Avalon theatres, located ,a mile and
a half away from the 'Durkee houses
in the opposite direction, as free

from similar' clearance and. protec

tlon; Ambassador, occasionally, but
quite rarely, plays M-G product day
and-date with the Walbrook.

Goldberg's attorney, Wright, is the
counsellor for the Maryland Public

Service Commission. Frank H. Dur
kee, who heads the chain of 19 local

nabes, is reported currently In Flor-

ida. Case is first plea for arbitra-

tion since the code went into effect

Feb. 1.

Hollywood, .Feb. 11.

Darryl Hickman drew player;

contract at Metro.
Columbia picked up Harry Segall'6

writer option. :
'

'

Metro pacted Eddie Parks, D. H.

McKenney, Philip Menroli and Louis

Preyiati, all. of the music department.

William Ludwig inked writer ticket

at Metro.
Wiard B. Ihhen ; and Edward J.

Snyder sighed by 20th-Fox as canv

eramen.
"'

Charles Friedman .
drew one-year

renewal as an associate producer at

20th-Fox.
Fred Finklehbff handed * new con-

tract at Metro.

FLEISCHER'S 1UR. BUG'

GOES INTO

Odium's (Atlas) Acquisition of 138,578

ights SEC ReportDull

After more than a year of pre-

paratory work actual production be-

gan Thursday (6) at. the Max
Fleischer (Paramount) studios, on its

new feature-length cartoon, :, 'Mr.

Bug Goes to Town.' Neither fantasy

nor fable, , the story of the fight for

life of a.community of insects living

45 minutes from .Broadway, sur-
rounded entirely .by, the eehient-and-

steel world created by the menace
they fear most—the human race—is
the plot. •

' ,'

Based on the 'first original story

ever written. • for a feature-length

cartoon, 'Mr. Bug Goes to Town' will

be produced entirely at Fleischer

studio in Maine and will require ihe

labor of 700 artists 10 months to

complete.

Dave Fleischer declares that in his

opinion the scope of the animated
cartoon is . unlimited. There is ab-
solutely no reason why the animated
cartoon cannot tell a solidly drama-
tic story of today just as well, as

any other medium of the motion pic-

ture field,' he said, 'the time has
come to move from the era of 'nov-

elty' to a mature basis in the in?

dustry. The story is what is im-
portant. Naturally." in our feature

we'll retain droll whimsy whenever
a situation calls for It, but we won't
strive for cuteness unless the scripts

Indicate such treatment.'

Music is by Hoagy Carmichael,
lyrics by Frank Loesser. , Gwenn
Williams -and Kenny Gardner will

do the vocals:

cy. ikeeps

London Office Open

Hollywood, Wtb. 11.

London office Is being kept open
by Myron Selznick despite condi-

tions abroad, .
it la . announced by

Harry .. Ham, who headed branch
there and who has Just arrived In

Hollywood. During his absence Lon-
don .agency will be ; hx charge of

David Henley. :

•

Keeping offices going is justified,

Ham states, due to "continued picture

production which Nazi, air raids and
other war obstacles have failed to

halt. Ham states, that the English
film field, is still proving a good, pro-
vider of writing -and acting talent,

both for production in that country
and for Hollywood.

DISNEY'S MONTH NET,

$140,000; 3 MORE DUE

- Hollywood, Feb. 11.

i Net pVojit of |14p,000, without
:.
de^

ducting income taxes, was an-
nounced by Walt.Disney Productions
for the first four months of the pres-
ent fiscal year. Officers for the com-
ing year are Walt Disney, president;

Roy O. Disney, executive vice presi'

dent; Gunther R. Leasing, vice presi

dent; George E. Morris, secretary-
treasurer, . and Oliver B. Johnston,
assistant .secretary-treasurer. .

'

Program calls for the release of
three more features, Thie Reluctant
Dragon,' 'Dumbo, the Flying Ele
phant' and 'Bambl' during the cur
rent calendar year.

Mpls. Not Beefing—Yet!
Minneapolis, Feb. 11. :

Although Independent exhibitors

in this' territory have been squawk-
ing for the past several years about
'unfair* zoning and protection and
although twd local exhibitors, the
Middle States Corp., operating the
4,000-se.at Minnesota theatre, and
Bennle Berger, owner of. the loop
sure-seater Esquire, have announced
their intentions to fight for major
screen product through arbitration,

nobody hereabouts seems in a hurry
to make : an Issue of alleged griev-
ances.

The arbitration office under the
consent decree has been opened a
full week and Sheldon M. Ostrott, in

charge, says nary, a complaint has
been filed with him;

Loell Lolling In Detroit
Milwaukee, Feb. 11.

"

John L. Loell, of Detroit, who has
been appointed head of the

:Milwau-
kee, tribuhal of the mbtipn picture
arbitration system set up by the re-

cent consent ., decree, has opened
offices here, but the first dispute has
yet to come up.

• However, he is being invited to
appear before the Independent The-
atre Owners Protective

:
Association

of . Wisconsin and Upper Michigan to
explain the procedure to be followed
and as soon as its members are
wised up, they say there probably
will be plenty for the arbiter to go
to work oh.

. No Complaints On Coast .

. Los Angeles, Feb, 11.

First, week of American Arbitra-
tion Association readiness to receive
complaints under the recently setup
Government consent decree was
marked, by a complete zero as far as
official squawks are concerned. Not
a single case has been filed for ar-

bitration and outlook is that South-
ern California theatre operators will

(Continued on page 16)

Selznick's 'Jane Eyre'

Assigned to Stevenson

Hollywood, Feb. it

Robert Stevenson, British director,

gets the pilot assignment on the
David O. Selznick production, 'Jane
Eyre.'

Selznick haa Stevenson under one-
fllm-a-year contract and RKO haa «
claim on the rest' of his services.

OK FOR SMORGASBORD

King of Sweden Approves Paul
O'Brien for UA-Svensk Snbsld

Paul O'Brien, of the law firm of

O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, was
notified last week that the King of

Sweden has approved him as a direc

tor of United Artists' Swedish sub'

aid, United Artists Aktiebolag.

King's okay is needed on all direc-

tors of Swedish companies, it was
discovered after O'Brien's name was
submitted. Considerable red. tape
was required, working through con
sulates, before, approval was given.

HATHAWAY'S WAHGER PIC
Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Henry Hathaway has been signed

by Walter Wanger to direct Barre
Lydon'a 'Sundown.' .

Yarn was serialized In the Satur-
day Evening Post.

N.Y. Judge

In Dismissing

An important ruling , by Justice

Peter Schmuck in N. Y. supreme
court.on the .plagiarism claim of Ste-
phen . Tamas, Hungarian author,
against 20th Century-Fox, . over
'Stowaway,' establishes that Ameri-
can courts are inclined to follow for-

eign court ruling on copyright cases.

In other. : words, although this has
been a highly disputable point in

similar actions, previously, whether
involving literary, scenario or song
infringement- claims, : the 'Schmuck
ruling is inclined to 'res adjudicate,'
nleaning-that if the Budapest Royal
Court ruled against its own citizen,

Tamas, why should the U. S. courts
rule differently?

.'

:

;

' /

Tamas, now in America, set forth
that his. 'Stowaway'

:
script was or-

dered by John Mock, former British
literati rep for. 20th-Fox in London,
when he visited Budapest. Tamas'
yarn was copyrighted in Yugoslavia,
where it was published in book form
following its first magazine seriali-

zation in Hungary, Titles were the
same, situations allegedly ditto. Sam-
uel G. Engel is the accredited author
of the Shirley Temple starrer as
made by 20th in Hollywood.

.

Tamas set ' forth the story was
ordered by Mock 'for a Temple sub-
ject, but he lost in both the lower

court and the Royal Hungarian
Court of Appeals.

. It so happened
that Julian T. Abeies, who success
fully defended 20th-Fox on this copy-
right issue, knew that Rustem Van
bery was in America, lecturing on
law. under Rockefeller

. -Institute

auspices. He's an ex-judge of the
Royal Budapest Court of Appeals
and a Regent of Hungary, and he
Was a witness: for 20th in the evi
dence that no similarities existed;
that there was no plagiarism, etc.

Ah important point that comes out
in Justice Schmuck's opiniph, one
that will bother many a foreign
author, composer,, dramatist and his
producer, publisher and attorneys;
is that 'simultaneous publication' in
America is necessary for any for
eign copyright.- Otherwise it's to. be
considered as being in the public
domain,

. It's" no secret that U. S.
publishers- and copyright owners
rush copies to England and Europe
these days to get 'simultaneous' copy
right abroad, for the. reason that
otherwise their works might be ruled
outside the pale of common law pro
tectibn. court also ruled the only
similarity between the picture and
the story were the titles, of each, and
their appropriateness as a medium
for Shirley Temple.

Washmgton, Feb. .11.

Purchase of 138,578 shares .of

RKO $1 par common stock by Floyd
Odium's Atlas Corp. made the

first major splash in film stock
transactions recorded for 1941.

In its monthly summary of stock
transactions, 'covering December ac*
tivities,- the- Securities & Exchange
Commission revealed today, that At-
las Corp.—tor -20, days, barring Sun- ;

days and Christmas Day—steadily in-

creased its holdings, starting Deb. 7.

Daily purchases ranged from 1,300

Shares on Dec, 9 to 19,900 shares on
Dec. 30, during the 20-day spending
spree, bringing this company's : total

holdings to 732,896. by the ertd of

1940. ', :'

Other transactions in RKO $1 par

.

common, included sale "of 600 shares
by Frederick L. Ehrman, New York
director, on Dec. 5, and dumping of

2,000 shares of the same by L. Law-
.

rence Green, another Manhattan di-

rector, pn Dec. 31. Score for hold-
ings at the end of the year showed
Ehrman with 200 shares and Green .

holding • 2,250. ;
Atlas was listed as

holding 327,812. warrants for com-
mon, in addition to its large slug of.

actual stock. •

Contrasted with RKO transactions

Was the rush to get. rid of Keith Al-

bee Orpheum—the sister company's
papers. Some 9,000 shares of Albee

Orpheum 7% cumulative converted
.

preferred stock, held in trust for the

children of Michael J.
.
Meehah, was

disposed of, leaving 17,004 shares on

Dec 31. Malcolm Kingsberg, New
York officer and director of the com-

pany, reduced his. holdings to 490

shares by dropping 10 shares during

the month, but picked up 10 shares

of 7% cumulative preferred voting

trust certificates to replace them.

Other film transactions which made
December an active month in this

type of securities included purchase

of 100 shares of Loew's. . Inc..jcom-

mbn (no par value) by Al LichTman,

New York officer and director, and
purchase of four shares $25 par com-
mon stock in Loew's Boston Theatres

by the parent company. Lichtman
retained the 100 shares at

.
the end

of the month /while Loew's, Inc., was
In possession of 117,787 shares Of the

Boston subsid.-

A sellout in Trans .Lux Corp. $1

par common Was: effected bv Robert.

L. Gordon, who dropped 500 shares,

while 200 shares of the same was ac-

ouired by Walter Siemers, Jamaica,

N. Y., bringing Siemers* holdings to

1.200 .<;h?res. Purchase of 1.000 shares

20th Century-Fox Film no nar value

common stock by prexy Sidney R.

Kent wound up the parade, leaving

Kent with 3,180 shares with which to

start the New Year.

G. 6. SHAW'S SCRFM

ORIGINAL FOR PASCAL

George Bernard Shaw, who a few

years .ago wouldn't even look at a

film, is now writing an original story

for the screen, according to Gabriel

Pascal, who has ah exclusive ar-

rangement for production of Shaw

flimsy

He refuses to reveal' the nature of

the original except that it is located

'near Panama.' ;

'

K.O. Hw Spy* Uy Suit

Katherine • Moog's libel , action

against Warner Bros. Pictures; Inc„

was tossed out after trial by a N. Y.

federal court Jury in less than three

minutes - of deliberation on Monday
(10). Suit had sought damages of

$75,000 and claimed 'Confessions of •

Nazy Spy' misrepresented her.

Plaintiff had charged that the part

played by Lya Lys in the film was

meant to represent her. Case was

tried for three days before Judge

Matthew T. Abruzzo.

Filibuster the Footage

; Hpllywpod, Feb. 11.

S. Sylvan Simon gets the director

chore on 'Washington Melodrama,

slated to start, this week at Metro

under Edgar Selwyn's production

guidance.

Story, by L. Du Rocher Macpher-

son, is being screenplayed by Marion

Parsonnet
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Paramoiint's purchase of 'Lady in

the Dark' on Monday (10) completed

a week that made history In quantity

©f coin passed over by Hollywood

for Broadway legiters. Sold at

.'

$285,000, record figure for a play,

It marked the third high-priced legit

property to go to Hollywood in

seven days. Others were 'Arsenic

and Old Lace,' for which Warner

Bros, paid $175,000 plus a percentage,

''and 'Pal Joey,' which Columbia took

for $75,000 plus a percentage/

•Lady in the Dark' buy was the

first this season by a company, which
owns a ehurilt of the legit produc'-.

.tion. Par holds a brterthird interest

in the Gertrude , Lawrence starrer,

which, works out under; Dramatist

Guild rules to rebate, to- it approxi-

mately $21,500 of the $285,000 it has

agreed to pay. It's actual cost to the

company will be - reduced, too, of

course, by its weekly income from
the operating profit.

: Contract contains no mention of

the earliest date on which Par can
release the picture version of 'Lady,'

but the company's, not counting on it

sooner than two years, from now. It

figures the show, will run at least

that long on Broadway and the road
and, inasmuch as it owns a piece, it

will naturally hot be anxious to cut
the legiter short by releasing the
.film. .

Manner in Which Par's:percentage
of screen rights works out under
Guild rules is that 'management' gets

• 40% of coin from sale of rights; Of
this, 'money' gets 25% (usually 20%,

. but inasmuch as the other money,
Moss Hart and Sam . Harris, are also
In- on the writer and Manager shares,
Pat got a better, break). And Par
put. up approximately one-third of
the coin, so it gets , approximately
One-third of the 25%, actually 7.5%.
Seyen-and-one-half p ere e n t of
$285,000 is $21,375/

Record »*glt price previously was
the $255,000 paid by RKO for 'Room
Service,' with $250,000 the same stu-
dio's Max Gordon-Harry Goetz unit
paid for 'American Way' the runner-

.
up. Par also recently, set a record
high oh the purchase of a novel,
Ernest Hemingway's 'For Whom the
Bell Tolls.' for which it handed over
$100,000. but will hit $150,000 on a
aiding percentage deal on the gross
book sales.

Sliding Deal for 'Pal Joey' ^
Col's deal on 'Pal Joey' calls for

the. services of George Abbott, the
producer, and John O'Hara, the au-
thor. Abbott will repeat his role
on the film version, while O'Hara
will work on the adaptation. Last
season Abbott similarly sold- his 'Too
Manv Girls' to RKO and ' produced
iMpr the studio during the summer.
Hes in Florida now and is not ex-
pected to begin work on the film be-
fore late spring.

Total amount involved in the .'Joey'.

£"*J
S understood to be /aroundH0

- °f which -approximately:

ZL°T7
was » down payment,: the

-..rest- to_ be handed over out of the
nims; income. 'Joey' originated as
f .?

er,es of articles in the form of
letters in The New Yorker' mag;
later becoming O'Hara's first try at
Playwnghting, Richard Rodgers and
£w>nz Hart did the^ music. Vivienne
aegal, Gene Kelly and June Havoc
are featured. It's in its eighth week
at the Barrymore theatre.;

ft,

W
?,
rner '

s deail on 'Arsenic' called

I
5

'000
'
bulk of which is to- be

nl,
wh6n; Aim goes into production,

Pius 15% of net profit when gross
exceeds $1,250,000. At least a two-
year wait is anticipated on this, Just'
as with Lady,' before production can

i£,.i
S
*
rted: 'Arsenic' stars Boris

•^arjoff, was written by Joseph Kes-
"irmg and is now in its Afth week
at the Pulton. It was produced bywK Lindsay and Russe] Crouse.
wi;n 21 backers who have by now
oecotne the subject of considerable
woadway- humor.

Dembow Back at Desk

.
Sairi Dembow, Jr., paramount the-

atre" department executive who suf-

fered a broken leg early lh Decent-
ber when a taxi struck him in New
•York, returned to his desk Monday
(10). He is in charge of horn* office

contacting on operating and film
buying... matters - for Par partners In
the northern tier of states.

.
Leonard

.
Goldenson, with , Whom

Dembow made numerous trips Into
the territory last year, left Thursday
(6) for Jacksonville and Miami. ;

UNION B'CASTS

DetroitiFeb.il.

Statistics culled from Variety are
hitting the air here and the United
Detroit Theatres (Paramount) as
Ray Carroll, head of the Building
Employees local, carries his fight for

a union contract into homes.

He has been going on the air from
6:55 to 7 p.m. over WMBC using the
Variety statistics to bolster his con-
tention that, the picketing of houses
of U.D. in downtown Detroit Is cut-

ting down business. One night last

week he told the story of 'Phila-

delphia Story,' citing the figures in

New -York, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia
and Chicago as compared to the
grosses of the picture at the United
Artists here to show the public was
laying off from attendance. He quoted.

Detroit as being about half of what
it. should be.

.. Carroll also is tossing plenty of

other figures out, citing profits of

the chain in Detroit and the salaries'

of its officials as contrasted as the

union's request for
. a 48-hour week,

$5-a-day for the theatre maintain-
ance men. While the union has
pulled no men out of the houses it

has pickets patrolling in front of the

Michigan, United Artists, Palms-
State and U.D. nabes as well as the

Adams in the downtown sector, leav-

ing' only the Fox clear.

Premise for his present campaign
is the' fact that Detroit has grown
into a strong union town with the

weighty automobile unions—now big

enough to swing around the local

elections—and if he can sketch out

the loWly wage of the maintenance
men and impress listeners that others

aren't passing the pickets even if no
strike has been called he can whittle

down biz plenty;'

'GONE' ALSO GOES FOR

$1,000 IN STICKUP

Sharon, Pa., Feb. 11.

•Gone With the. Wind,' playing at

the Columbia also refers to $1,000 in

receipts which, bandits took last

week; Two armed bandits
:
toted off

.the cash box at". 8:30 jp».m;; after hold-

ing up an usher who was carrying It

from the boxoffice to the office of Pat

Nataro, manager.

The holdup was staged, so fast that

several persons, including Nataro

and Joseph Fordham, district rep-

resentative of Warner Bros., who
were walking in the lobby toward

the usher, had no opportunity to nab
the bandits.

$400 Stolen
' Uhrichsville, 6., Feb. 11;

Yeggs cracked a safe in the office

of the State last , week and obtained

weekend receipts totaling between

$400 and $500, manager Alves Veach
told police.

Release of Frozen Money
Creates Allocation, Prob-

lem—Columbia U. Prof

Called In As Arbiter

METRO'S STANCE

For the first known time, the pic-

ture business this week is resorting

to. arbitration before an .outside ar-

biter in deciding -allocation of the

$12,900,000 .
expected •*• from , Great

Britain in the year ending next Oct,

31. Previously the eight major com-

panies have been able to arrive at

a split on . such bulked coin from

countries having a frozen, money

policy through discussion and action

within the Motion Picture. Producers

& Distribution Assn.

. Sole arbiter designated is Milton

Handler,, a Columbia University pro-

fessor and attorney. Arbitration

hearings, began this Week and a de-

cision, which is to -be final, is ex-

pected by the; end of this month.

Metro is credited with - being/ the

chief objector to allocating the Brit-

ish coin, according to percentages

employed in the past 12-month pe-

riod-ending last Oct. 31, but other

large majors feel that a splitup. ac-

cording to the amount of money
available for remittance is more
equitable than that based on a pre-

vious three-year, average. .

Metro and all signators of frozen

coin pact, finished last Dec. 27, are

completely satisfied With the agree-

ment as far as the British govern-

ment goes. Present arbitration is to

decide on how the removable $12,-.

000,000 is to be allocated among the

eight majors. Temporary percent-

ages were put in effect covering' the

first i3 weeks but it is; understood

that the arbitrated allocation agree-

ment will apply from then on.

'

$4,837,500 in 13 Weeks

During the first 13 weeks, which

ended early this, month, American

major distributors Were allowed $4,-

837,500 out of the British Isles. Coin

from operations in November and

December already has been received

in U. S., but "division, according to

temporary percentage, will not, be,

made until the conclusion of the first

13 weeks starting last Nov. 1, agree-

ment with the British government

being that 37%% of full year's total

is rermttable in this period, A like

amount is remitable. in. the second 13

weeks, with remaining 25% left for

shipment to . U. S. in the last six

months of the agreement which ends

next Oct. 31. .•-•.'•"

Main contention of the larger

companies in pleas before the ar-

biter are : expected to be briefly:

'We. worked hard during : the past

year and we aire entitled to get put

our share of this coin.' During the

operation of. the first frozen coin

pact with Britain, each company had
certain bank drafts, bank, loans arid

forward contracts, and Were willing

to go along. .
Metro is most voluble

now in -protesting, against, any in-,

volved percentage method as being |

unscientific. ...
.

As- with other' larger 'companies;' it

is' understood, .that Metro figures its

percentage of the.; total should be

predicated on volume of business

done (hence - the amount available

for remittance) during operation of

the pact.; Also ;
that if the same

method used in the first, year coin

agreement is :
ernployed, ': the larger

companies, having big volume . of cur-

rent business would have large

blocks of money frozen- in Great
Britain ' while smaller companies

might, conceivably have minor
amounts or no

:

money, frozen in Eng-
land. '

.

'If earned' .clause in contract is

expected to figure prominently in ar-

bitration proceeding's.

1941 First Quarter WiD Be Strong

All in Day's Work

- Hollywood, Feb.' 11.

- Mahomet came to the moun-
tain because he couldn't move H,
but the boys at Warners not only
move it but put it on a . turning
table for 16 shots. The moun-
tain is required in 'Sergeant
York,' with various shades of
day and night lighting.

:

' .
John Hughes/

. art director^
has evolved a revolving table,

35 feet in. diameter, which turns
the mountain to meet the diverg-
ing lighting effects. Construc-
tion job required a, crew of 75
workmen In . three shifts for 10
days, .

'. ;/

ZANE GREY TO

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

All remakes of Zane Grey proper-
ties which it owns are being pre-
pared by 20th-Fox following recep-
tion of the novelist's 'Western Union.'
Among makeovers Will be .'Last of

Duanes,' which was done four times
as a silent, and 'Riders of Purple
Sage,' a three-timer,

LUBITSCH DUE EAST

FOR 'FEELING' PREEM

Ernst Lubitsch, who just wound
up work on That Uncertain Feel-

ing,' is expected east in about, four

weeks to search for a story for bis

next film. He'll also remain for the
preem of 'Feeling.' It is set for the
Radio City. •'.- Music - Hall around
March 27.

Producer hopes, to get his next
production, before - the cameras by
July 1. His partner In a United
Artists release, Sol Lesser, is work-
ing on the script of 'Strange Victory,'

which he expects to get into
,
produc-

tion around March. 1. It will be re-

leased on the current season's slate.

... Lou Hyman, exec, assistant to Les-
ser-Lubitsch, : arrived in New York
last week with the print of 'Feeling.'

Morosco's Ex Charges

Urat' Lifted by 20th

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.

Helen Mitchell LaWsort, former
wife of Oliver Morosco, - stage pro-

ducer,' filed a ' damage suit against

20th-Fox, Jane Withers, Sol W«rtzel

and- others; charging that the plot of
the

;
stage play, 'The Brat,' Was used

without her consent. .-

Complaint states that 20th-Fox
used the theme and dialog . of 'The
Brat' for the picture, ?The Girl From
Avenue A.' Action asserts that 20th-

Fox will receive approximately $250,-

000. for distribution ' of the picture,

and asks an accounting arid an- in-

junction to prevent .further, exhibi-
tions. :': ';:>

In spite of the bad weather and «...

lot . of flu', throughout: the!, country,

January grosses have showed good
improvement ' average and,

With defense as an encouraging fac-
tor, it is predicted that the first

quarter of 1941 (January, February,
March) will be away ahead of the
same three months last year; Among
other things, pointed to are businees
Indices which indicate a strong up-*
ward trend.

While operators report that Janu-
ary receipts were.on the Incline, with
boxoffice showing ; better strength
generally, In money figures a com-
parison with January. 1940. is dif-

>

ficult because 'Gone With the Wind''
was getting wide circulation at that
time test year. However,: picture oh
general release started getting, into
various scattered" first-run dates for-

ward the; end of the past month.
•

. The first week o£ January was ex-
cellent, it Is claimed,- while the.
second, was off. a bit. .Third and
fourth were successively strong,
however, and with the. quality of

.

product coming, it is believed both
.

February arid W[arch will far out-
distance any month during 1940; also
topping this January. Big improve-
ment for creation of, a much better
national average is looked for, es-
pecially in industrial areas. .

, :
Both holiday weeks (Christmas- ;

New Year's) were substantially bet-
ter than a year ago, and for the four
weeks from Dec. 15. 1940 to Jan. 15,

embracing both of the holidays, the
take was well over the correspond-
ing period 12 months prior. . This is

also hailed as a healthy indication.

East's Brutal Weather
New York and other, eastern areas

are among those that have been hard
hit by bad snowstorms and rain. In
some parts of . the country ,a dif-

ference isn't created because they
are always -affected by snow. cold,

,

etc:, such as the. northwest but this

year the midwest, for instace, set
new records on tough weather. Ad-
ditionally, Widespread cases of flu,

pneumonia and other illnesses have
held down a January take that would
have been even more inspiring. The
Friday <7) all-day cloudburst in New
York hit the blo.'s brutally, opera-
tors report.

Claim in some showmen quarters
that industry. is. actually better now
than in 1929 would seem to be borne
out by the business index of the N Y.
Times which slipped beloW'ari esti-

mated normal on biz activity in 1940

through Which the plunge started -in

1930: after the crash, but since Sep-
tember last has steadily climbed.

Based on steel output, cotton mill

activity, . carloadings, lumber pro-
duction, automobile activity, etc., the
N.Y. Times index shows that busi-

ness has actually passed (he .
high of

1929.-:
:

: Unemployment is also down, the
latest available . figures indicating

that no more than around 5,000,000

are noW off payrolls. -During 1940

statistics show that placement Of

workers, including in public,empipyr-

fnent, gained 9%.

.

FAVOR HOLLYWOOD FOR

= Fessier's 3-Ply Trek
Michael Fessier, screen Writer,

who has been east for. some time,

left New York for the Coast last

week to confab on sale of one of his

story properties, huddle on a pos-
sible studio job and to help prepare
for the opening of a play he has
written. .;

Play ' is The Three in the Forest;*,

which. Eddie. Dowling will produce
It will preem either in Los Angeles
or San Francisco .: in about eight

weeks.

Hollywood^ is favored as the site

of a convention of the -Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America
soriie'.time' this spring ;.or early sum-

;

mer but no plans Were set when Ed
Kuydendall, president, was in New
York Friday (7). MPTOA prez left •

early Saturday morning (8) for Co-,
himbus, Miss.; from which point he'
will probably contact association di-

rectors on the matter. —
.

MPTOA is anxious to hold a :.n'a«

tiorial powwow this year to discuss

.

the new system of buying that will

prevail on the '941 -42 product and
to mastermind Ather matters of a
EeneraK nature. There was no con-
vention lost year.
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Spotting 'A' Film at 9-9:30 PI. Seems

.u.uin.i.-w.j.

A superficial study, of the policy of

potting No. 1 features oh duals; dt 6
br 9:30 at night for the final showing
would indicate that theatres

.
ar> tak-

ing a step; in. the right direction;, but

results at the boxoffice are vague at

this early date except, so far . as a

couple of RKO operations are con-

cerned, and in .'New Jersey where-

Warners have around 30 houses in

the policy. , Meantime, on all; sides

favorable . comments are • being re-

ceived from patrons who..; ft is {added,

by operators, will have to be edu-

cated to the new policy before any
definite check, can .be obtained:

.

• A 1 few scattered RKO, theatres

have been testing the switch on
scheduling of duals for a sufficient

number of weeks to indicate that in-

creased revenue is resulting, to-

gether with development of.
; good

will, especially among the single-

feature fans.. It would appear on
cursory study of the situation that

business is up between 8 and 9, but
less from there ph than it was'prer,

viously.
; However, the total atten-

dance from 6 pirn; to closing, has in-

creased through a Heavier business

up to 9 as a counteractant of the dip

from thereon.

Jersey Experiment

Warners, which may extend the 9:

p.m. policy further, installed it some-
time ago in the Oranges in New Jer-

sey, where it operates nine houses
in duals. Don Jacbcks, zone man-
ager in the territory, who was re-

sponsible for initiating jthe, change, in

scheduling subsequently has spread
It around 30 houses. In a few spots

where tried It has been found im-
practical, largely In downtown busi-

ness, districts. Policy of main pic-

tures at 9 or 9:30 seems to be work-
ing out best, with increased, revenue,
reported, in the suburban areas.

Experience of Warners is that night

business has gone up' in volume. :"

Warners is testing another policy

in two New Jersey, towns, East
Orange and Mpntclair, where the
secondary feature has been replaced
by approximately- an hour of news-
reels. It is working out satisfactorily.

In the two houses under experiment
and this policy may be extended.
Loew's adopted the 9 o'clock main*

feature showings in 31 houses last

Thursday (6). Thus the first week
of the policy will not finish until to-

night (Wed:) but in probably three
weeksi C. C. Moskowitz, executive
Loew operator, believes the circuit

will have a fairly good line on the
situation. By that time Loew's may
move the same policy Into additional
Greater New York houses and also
Into theatres out-of-town . where
double bills are played.
Contending that basically the 9

o'clock plan Is a sound policy, Mos-
kowitz adds for the benefit of the
single-feature devotees, 'Why make
It difficult for people to see a popu-
lar entertainment?'- He also noted
the Importance to educate the public
to the new policy.

RKO has found, so far, that certain
patrons come to', their theatres al-

ready in the 9 p.m. policy as late] as
10 expecting, to see the top feature,
not knowing that the time has been
moved down. They have not gone
in In such cases but comment most
often has been favorable as regards
the change in policy, such patrons
adding they'll come next time at 9
o'clock. •

• .;'

'

;: 33 RKO Houses : '
•

Originally taking the Initiative In

New York in revising evening sched-
ules: that, top features on twin
bills would, go on at.-fl or 9:30, the
RKO circuit ..today (Wed,), moves
numerous additional houses into the
policy for a total of 33 in the Great-
er-. N. Y. area.

The theatres are divided into two ;

groups^ • One will throw the No. 1

picture pri at 9 ^.m. sharp, whileHhe
scheduling for the others ; will be at

, 9:30, With the secpnd feature in each
case to close up the house. Jh ad-
dition to New York and Brooklyn

.

houses,' five on Long Island and two
In Westchester are affected,;

.' RKO originally" singled out the

86th St.,' N, - Y., as an experimental

,

station lh which' to test the value

of the. best film at the more con-

venient evening hours, results In

business here encouraging the spread

of the policy. ;

Understood that as far back as

1936 one of RKO's leading division.

.Charles McDonald, recommended
putting on; the ! No. 1 features at 9

o'clock. Circuit did hot act on ' it

at that time but all along McDon-
ald has strongly favored the policy.

It is believed that top features at

better hours will become standard

throughout the country, although in.

many situations theatres do not keep
open as late as in N, Y.. and thu$.

people are/ but. before midnight even
if sitting through two films. Plan,

however, is being studied by chains

and exhibs over wide ' areas, it is

understood, with a possible view to

increasing;- revenue through further

encouragement of the single feature

fans: .• .
:

": V--'. .'

.

.'.'

Coast's Been Doing It For

Years With Good Results

. Los Angeles; Feb; 11.

Screening the A feature ' around 9

o'clock at night, the,.normal peak
hour in many theatres, is nothing

new in this area. Plan has . been

Worked 'more or less for past several

years to. excellent results. . ,.

Frequerit tagging V of prints here
between two and three houses often

results in the A picture being shown
at one or two houses first in the

evening, :but the other house, benefits,

and gets the outstanding film to wind
up its first ,show bt "the evening.
In houses where the B picture or-

dinarily is screened first, it is rarely

ever necessary to run it in full the
second time as. theatres are mostly
emptied long before the final picture

of the evenng is totally run off.

In the local first runs, where shows
are continuous, time of A. feature at

the night showings depends largely

on the schedule. Attempt is made to

run the A or 'draw*
. feature so that

it bits the night peak crowd, but this

schedule is not always possible.

Experience hereabouts is that nor-
mal: peak hour is around 8 o'clock,

with , bulk of patronage in by 9.

There are, of course, exceptions to

this, as in the case of giveaway nights
when houses usually are packed as
early as 7:30. Also on Saturday
nights when owl shows are given in

mb'st of the city houses, with a late

draw for these performances. .

In Chicago the Main Idea

-Is to Plug the Giveaways
Chicago, Feb. 11.

. Chicago exhibitors have taken cog-
nizance of but have not placed too
much individual importance upon
the experiments of eastern circuits

regarding the spotting of . the top
feature on a dual bill at the 'better*

hour at 9-9:30 p. m. That is due pri-

marily to the fact that the local ex-
hibitors are too: interested in giving
away money; dishes, china, stockings,

books to pay . any attention to their

pictures.

They feel that it may work but all

right in the east when the key thea-
tres are giving genuine advertising
space to tell their patrons about the
lime spotting, but that in .Chicago
this space is more valuable to tell

about the special free gifts.

.
After all, contend the general ex-

hibitors, as Balaban & Katz goes so
goes the town, and B&K at this time
is leading the procession with- detail

advertising on their giveaways at
each nabe theatre and are not stress-

ing any particular time performance
for the pictures. When and .if any
one picture is pointed up by B&K for

special mention, the other theatres
will follow suit.

Other exhibitors feel that to state

that their top picture starts at such-
and-such a time would only : empha-
size the demerits of the second fea-
ture, and would stress too much the
disparity of quality between the: two
pictures, and this disparity is some-
thing they want always to Ignore.

'"

.

9-9:30 Sited for# Pic

Not As Easy As It Sounds
St. Louis, Feb. 11.

Clarence. Kaimahn,; head of the
Kainiann string, of North ' St. Louis
nabes, observes that the mechanics
of the business prevent the skedding
of the A feature, of a dual bill, at

the same hour every night. 'St.

Louis is a two-feature town,' Kai-
mann said, 'and with the features
running for .varying lengths of time
it would be. Impossible to advertise

Withers' 27lh Kc Initials

New Contract WHb 20th

! Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Jane' Withers drew a new seven-

year contract at; 20th-Fox, effective

next December, when her current

pact .expires, Moppet lias made 26

pictures since the -signed her first

ticket in 1934. '. ^/
Currently, working In 'Her First

Beau,' at Columbia, actress is slated

to return to the. home lot In 'Coast

to Coast,' a musical.

Benefit Shows

For Greek War

Setting up numerous : cornmittees,

the amusement industry division of

tlie Greek War Relief Assn, of which
Adolph Zukbr Is chairman, plans a

drive in the theatres of the country

the final week of March The plan
is to enroll all the exhibitors of the

nation for collection of donations in

the lobbies much in the same manner
as the March of Dimes campaign was
handled.

A series of midnight shows for the

benefit, of the Greek War Relief are

also On the agenda, with regular

shows;to be given in some cases and
special pictures booked in others. At
these midnight shows stage attrac-

tions may also be arranged for.

Another objective is a -Night of.

Stars type of show in four or five

large cities, including New York,
where it will probably he . the Madi-
son Sq. Garden, if plans carry. :

.

: The country is beiriglplitJnto 12

divisions; with a' chairman for each
representing exhibition and distri-

bution; Under these in each of the

31 exchange . centers co-hairman will

serve for both the •' exhibiting and
selling branches. There will be two
co-chairmen In most cases, but three

in some.

managers and ' a veteran showman I a ..certain hour for their showing;

from the old vaudeville days. Another thing that must be taken

into consideration is 'the class of our.

patrons. -."

,

, 'Some leave the dishes unwashed
in order to get to the first show at

7 o'clock. The shows generally run

two hours and this enables the early

customers to get home in time to

wash the dishes and get to bed early.

Then we have those whojwork down-
town and can't get

.
home, have their

evening meal and get to the theatre

in time for the first show. These

patrons . take their time, .reach .the

theatre between 8:30 and 9 o'clock

and take their time about getting

home. It is not y/hai we would like

but what .we are compelled to dp that

makes -the situation so uncertain If

all feature pictures were of the same
length we might be able to work but

a plan whereby the A picture could

be shown at a certain time. Until

that, happy medium is reached we
just 'can't do it.'

Fred • Wehrenberg, prez of the

MPTOA of Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, . and owner of a

string of nabes In. South St. Louis

and St. Louis County, said his houses
have ' been following a policy of

showing the A feature twice and the

I B talent once each evening. 'We
! have found from experience that the
' larger percentage of our customers
want to see only the No. 1 pic. They
come to our box offices, inquire

when the A pic Is scheduled to be
shown and either wait in the lobby
-or" go away and come back, as it be-
gins. By screening the A -picture

between 9 and 9:30 p.m. we have
found that the b.o. take Is better.

'When, the A feature is-bf consid-
erably greater length than the av-
erage we move up Our opening time;
advertise the fact and the customers
are hot disappointed.'

Louis. Ansell, of the Ansell Bros,
circuit, another indie chain, said the
current policy is to show the A fea-
ture at 7 .p.m.- and again around 10

p.m. He said he is acquainted with
the move to arrange the . pic sked
so as to show the A feature, around
9 p.m. : and that policy Is being
•studied. 'If the first run houses •• ar-
range such a sked' Ansell said, 'we
probably will fall in 'line. But we
are handicapped by the varying
lencth of some of the features that
make it impossible to run a big
feature at the' Same hour for each
program. If we were to arrange such
a. schedule' at present our shows
would run Into overtime and with
the wage scale union labor is get-
ting ,lt would hot be profitable. We
want to accommodate, our patrbns
and If there is a strohe demand for
the A feature *howln" between 9
and. 9:30 o m. w*» nrohobly will ac-
cflmrnnrtate'the'demnnd.'

His Own; Exc

•'"

Schlnes' New Setup
Rochester, N Y, Feb. 11.

Shift in Schine policy eliminates
city manager and puts each house
manager on his own under super-
vision of Frank Boucher, zone man-
ager, In accompanying shakeup for-

mer city manager Bud Silverman
becomes manager of the Madison,
and Harry, Stern comes from Ken-
tucky as manager of the; Riviera, re-
placing Louis Levitch, transferred to
the Granada,, Buffalo.;
Sol Shafer, long a power in th|-

Schine Rochester organization and
lately manager of the Liberty, has
gone to Florida for three months'
vacation. Pop. Geer moves from
Lockport to replace. Manager Clay-
ton Cornell, State, •. transferred to ;

Tupper Lake with Alden Allen,; as-
sistant, Monroe, taking charge of the
State. Manager Hy Gordon, Cameo,
goes to Amsterdam, and Ben Cole-
man, moves in from Tupper Lake.
Bob Meagher, - advertising assistant,

and Marguerite Trickey, city man-
ager's secretary, Join Seymour Dlst.
Corp. Schines operate 12 theatres in
Rochester area.
George Cameron,manager Schine's

Strand, Seneca Falls, shifted to Para-
mount; Glens Falls, and Bradley
Bodehstein, Andrews, Salamanca, re-

Village of Clifton Springs is withV.
out film entertainment for first time
in several years with closing of Pal-
ace theatre in litigation over sound
equipment. . : Manager Nickolas Raf-
fay said, his attorney advised shut-
tering until settlement of dispute
with RCA. He said equipment was
installed under weekly payment conr
tract and a number of payments
were missed by former lessee. Pres-
ent management seeks adjustment of
amount claimed due.

J,Rick' Ricketson Reelected
; Denver, Feb. 11.

Frank' H. (Rick) Ricketson, Jr.,

president and general manager of
Fox Intermountain Theatres, was re-
elected president of the Rocky
Mountain Screen Club. Other offi-

cers named include Joe H. Ashby,
Robert- Hill, vice-presidents; Henry
A. Friedel, treasurer; Ross Bluck,
secretary; and Albert J. Gould, Jr.,

counsel. Directors include these of-,

fleer's and William Agren, A. P.
Archer, Buzz Brlggs, Duke Dunbar,
Jack Langan, Jap Morgan. Dr. John
Zarit and R. J: Garland. The execu-
tive committee includes Ricketson,
Ashby, Hill,- Friedel, Bluck, R. J;

Mornsoh and Mickey Gross.
John. H. Bock, 33, booker for

Gibralter Theatres, died at a Denver
hospital following influenza and com-
plications.

.

Arthur Bratton now operating the
Ovid theatre, Ovid, Colo., having
leased same from the former man-
ager, H. H. Homer.
The consent decree, arbitration

and war relief were the principal
topics under discussion at a special
meeting of the directors of the Gib-
ralter Enterprises, held at their Den-
ver ' headquarters. Attending were
C. R. Gilmour, E. J; Schulte, W. H.
Ostenberg, E. John Greer, E. W.
Ward, T. F. Murphy and. Everett
Cole.
Over 1,000 candy bars, valued at

$30, was the loot when the Santa Fe
theatre here "was broken into.

Fox Intermountain Theatres are
spending $20,000 on the Rialto at
Walsenburg, Colo, doing a new front,
hew seats and a general working
over.

Russell In Louisville
Louisville, Feb. 11.

Gene Russell, formerly with the
Paramount and Princess in Nashville,
has assumed his new post as assist-
ant manager at the Mary Anderson,
Libson house on Fourth avenue-
Will act as aid to Clifford Buechel,
who looks after the Libson interests
locally.

.

.'...; ,'

Lonr Adds Trio
Freeport, Texas, Feb. 11.

The Port. Ora and Freeport thea-
tres owned and operated here by
M. N. Busse and : the Carl Milentz
interests,: have sold the houses to.
the. J, G. Long circuit.

' Jaek Keegan Set
.

•

,. Detroit,. Feb. 11. ;

For many years with Warners and
most

;
recently district .manager of

Warner theatres in Milwaukee. Jack
Keegan will become head of ' film
buying for United Detrbit Theatres
chain here starting^Feb. .14. He was
assigned to the post by Earl J. Hud-
son, head of U.D.

Stokes' 13 Hoiises
Corpus Christi, Texas, Feb. 11,

..Sam Stokes, formerly.manager : of
three McAlester (Okla.) . houses,
takes over managerial duties here
of - a chain of 13 houses in and about
the city with headquarters In this
city.

_ Fellerman Beads Big U Club
Harry Fellerman, a salesman, was

elected prez of the Big U Club, or-
gahization of Universal exchange
employee^ in New York, on Saturday
(8). Others chosen were Fred Mayer,
accessories p->""~>"vr. v.p.; James

Davidson, bookkeeper, treasurer!
Rose Youngfleld,

. a secretary; secre.
tary; and Tom Goff, assistant boo£
keeper, sergeant^at-arms.
They will be Inducted intb office

at a party at the exchange oh Friday
(14) evening.

v'
: '

. MoBrlde io Boston
.. Providence; Feb. 11

Ed McBride, manager of Loew's
State, transferring to similar post n
State, Boston, Wednesday (12). . Jack
Simons, manager _of Loew's. Hart-
ford, taking over McBride'* 'post
here.

. . Leigh's Sobine Spot
/.Syracuse, Feb.. Hi ;;

Stockton Leigh, of New York, new
manager of

;
RKO-Schine Keith's,

Formerly with Walter Reade and
Warner houses In: New Jersey.

Ri. ROWLAND'S UA KEY

COVERAGE WITH 'BISHOP

Tour of Virtually; till United Art-'.

Ists exchanges is being made by
Richard . A. Rowland, producer of

'Cheers for Miss Bishop;' which UA
is distributing. He's appearing at

press screenings of the film- and
Otherwise aiding UA exploiters In

.

gaining publicity space for the pie*

ture.

Rowland started Jan.,27 and will

wind up the tour Feb. 17 in New
Orleans, after which he'll return to

the Coast. He'll skip only Denver
and Salt : Lake City exchanges. '.

20th's Tobacco Road' Gag

Fihi Buyerses

Theatre operators and buyer's who
deal with 20th-Fox have been. In-

vited to try to guess the number of

persons who will attend Tobacco
Road' on its opening day at the

Roxy, N. Y.,.Thursday (20). The man •

coming closest to actual attendance
clocked on that day will receive i
21-jewel watch.
As a guide for the guessers, 20th

Is furnishing attendance figures,

chalked Up on opening days by vari-

ous pictures that have played the
N Y. Roxy.
Buyers-operators are going for the :

gag, sending in their estimates ©f
what 'Tobacco' will do, in terms of
patronage, on the first day.

20th Names Gabe Yorke

Western Div. Exploiteer
Gabe Yorke was named western di-

vision promotion manager for 20th-

Fox this week by Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, ad-publicity director. York*
will headquarter in Los Angeles to

supervise promotion work in collab-

oration with exhibitors showing 20th-

Fox product He's presently on .ft

visit in N.Y. .

Yorke was publicity chief for Fox-
West Coast theatres and after that

ad manager for Fox Film Corp. He
left in 1935 and subsequently became
Paramount adrpublicity director on
the Coast-, fh 1937 h-> went with the

Hays organization oh the Coast as

head of the .
Advertising Advisory

council.

. Hollywood, Feb. 11. ^

Gladys George arid Barton Mac*

Lane get the top spots in 'Hit the

Road,' scheduled to roll Feb. 17 at

Universal with Joe May diriecting.

Story deals with the St. Valentine's

Day mass gangster slaying Chi-

cago.
;
'\.

Plan 'Eve* Blowout
Paramount .'"

is framing a huge

'Garden of Eve' premiere :
cocktail

.

party' in New York for
.

'Laely Eve •

to be held In the next few week*.

Feature is set for release early to

March.
Astoria, L, I., studios, or a com-

parably large auditorium .with 3.000

or more capacity, is being mulled by

the publicity forces
1

for the shindig.

: Clark's Par Creeper
Hollywood. Feb. 11.

Paramount signed Colbert Clark as

*ti associate producer,': with 'Among

VnT' ps his first assl.coment.

^:'"t".-p.' featuring Albert Dekker,

is based on a horror tale.
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Chicago, Feb. 11.

Snow and sleet over the week-end

clipped the wings of the box-pffices

aomewhat, but those houses with suf-

ficiently strong .
product ^plowed

through successfully despite the drag

of the weather. . .

Again stage attractions came to the

fore to lift up the front gate. -There
jL a decided leaning towards stage

nower in recent weeks, land it ap-

pears that theatres will continue to

Uek top stage support instead \pf

lapping on a film with a prayer.

At the Chicago, the Andrews Sis-

ters are piping the shekels to a nappy
tune along with the Gene Krupa or-

chestra and 'Four. Mothers,' the three

:items proving too tough a competi-

tion lor snow and cow; Despite the

weather this house is riding to, a

brilliant week. And across the street

in the State-Lake, the stage is again

the savior of the boxoflice life. New
unit, 'Screwballs of 1041' is getting

No. 1 billing and is slugging its way to

one of the biggest money ,sessions this

house has
,

garnered in a long, long

time. Had 'em standing in line in

face of a blinding snowstorm.
.

Elsewhere the best notes are being
struck by the holdovers; 'Kitty Foyle*

Is the money-maker of the season and
is winging its way brilliantly in the

Palace on its sixth week, while ..at

the United Artists 'Philadelphia' con-

tinues in its third week with strong

wicket action.

Apollo has been taken over by Dis-
ney for 'Fantasia' which opens a two-
a-day rim on Feb. 18,

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1;200: 35-55-65-75)

—•Son Cristo' (UA) (2d and final

week). Slouching to mild $4,000 for:

last seven, days, with house' going
dark this week for a short lay-off for
mechanical adjustments, prior to
Opening of 'Fantasia* -(RKO) next

, week. Disney has taken house on
option until 1943. : Last week, 'Cristo'

took so-so $5,900.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—

Tour Mothers' (WB) and stage show
with Andrews Sisters and .Gene
Krupa. Trio is big' favorite in this
town, and adding plenty of lustre at
thtgate. Krupa band just finished
long

:
stay in the Hotel Sherman.

Combination is strong and headed for
nifty $45,000. Last week, Thing
Called Love* . (Col) and Gertrude Nie-
ten. headlining, tagged okay $33,100.
Gurlek (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

-Thing Called Love* (Col). Moved
here from the Chicago and going, to
all right. $4,500. Last week, 'Second
Chorus' (Par) second loop session
managed fair $3,800.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 28-44)—

Hit Parade' (Rep) and 'Down Miami
Way* unit on stage. Strictly up to
the picture, and the deal indicates
pay-out of $14,000, good enough.
Last week, •Red Hair' (WB), satis-

.factory $14,40(L
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—

TCitty Foyle* . (RKO) and 'Saint Palm
Springs' (RKO) (6th week). Has had
rousing money stay. Probably finish-
ing .this week with $11,000, after
coming up with hotcha $12,200 last
week. 'Buck Privates' (U) is due
to for a short stay prior to 'Back
Street' (U). .

«?*?£fvett (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)- 'Flight Command' (M-G) (2d
wk). Managed fine $14,400 last week,
out comment is weak and film is sag-
ging currently to $9,500.
Slate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—

South^Suez' (WB) and 'ScrewballsM 1941' unit on stage. Strictly on
we stage attraction the wicket whirlsM a dizzy T>ace this, week, Whizzing
to snappy $22,000, which means turn-
away business. Last week Sally
«and and Jackie Heller combined to
nirnlah boxoffice power to 'Escape

SHl (
,
Col> for healthy $17,900.

?«W Artist. (B&K-M-G)( 1.700;
5-55-66-75) 'Philadelphia' .(M-.G)jw ,wk). Picture has the femrnes

I?3 ?"J?i ,or * Peek at the screen
and holding to flrie $12,000 currently
»Uowing briUiarit $17,300 last week.

WDPLS. ICE HURTING

", FAIR $6,500

till •

'"'

Indianapolis, Feb. 11.

i.. * li steady In the downtown belt

S$5i
week

- with coih being distrib-
utee on worth of marquee strength.

.SSffJ' disappointment is 'Back
Btreet.'

: dualled with *Mme. La
,f«nga ait the Indiana, which is be-WW expectations.. The weather man's

w» a
^
ft

i!?
u"iing. though; as he fakes

°f the blame, for countryside is
covered i^ith. snow and roads are
«ngerous to travel because of ice. -

*iZ$?Ka .
is healthy lor the secondweek of 'Gone With.the Wind,' with

Element looking forward to awwd Week Unless a last-minute re-

nESLZ& l
£i Clrcle Js Puny dualling

invisible Woman* clayed over 'No.
go. Nanette' in the display ads.
•wric has been jgiven a transfusion

of cash ; with 'Honeymoon for Three'
on the screen and 'Stars Over Holly-
wood' on stage, helped by- Simorie
Simon and- Dorothea Kent: .

•

Estimates for This .Week
- Circle (KatzrDolle) (2,600; 25-30-
40)—'Invisible Woman' (U) and
'Nanette' (RKO)., Weak $5,600:
Last week, 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and
fRemedy Riches' (RKO) (2d wk),
okay $5,800. . : -,

.

-'' v:

Indiana (Katz-Dolle). (3,100; 25-30-

40)—'Back Street' (U) and 'La Zonga'
(U). Disappointing $6,500, but in the
black. . Last week, 'Mr; and ' Mrs.
Smith' (RKO) arid 'Saint . Palm
Springs' (RKO) , very gbbd $9,200.

:

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 40-55)-^
iGone* (M-G-) (2d wk). . Still blow-
ing., strong at $12,000, with possible

third week in sight Last week,
sbcko $16,000, hampered only by
lack of turnover occasioned by length
of picture.
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—

'Honeymoon . for Three' (WB) and
'Stars . Over Hollywood* on stage:

Okay $9,000. Last week, 'Meet
Missus'' (Rep.); and Gray Gordon orch
on stage, just over the line at $8,200.

; $17,000,

IN 2D

Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.

Biz still booming, and chiefly with
h.o/s.-at that.. Only a couple of sit-

uations have new pix and they're

holding their own, but not in the
same league With the: smash click-

eroos which are hanging around for

runs.
'

•Philadelphia Story' Is still crock-

ing 'eni in second week at Perin, and
moves Friday (14) to another spot,

either Warner or Ritz, for continua-;

tion of downtown engagement while
•Gone With the Wind* in fourth week
at Warner, .looks set to go at least

one more- and possibly two. This
Thing Called Love* is winding up
month's stay at Senator, to excellent

biz, and combo of 'Son of Monte
Cristo* and 'La Conga Reyue' is do-
ing well at Stanley. Only Fulton,

with 'Land of Liberty'- and 'Keeping
Company,' arid Ritz, with 'Convoy*
and 'Let's Make Music.' are off

Estimates for This, Week'
Fulton (Shea) (1.750; 25-40)—

'Keeping Company' (M-G) and 'Land
Liberty'. (M-G). DeMille's historical

compilation ' got the top, billing and
every effort was made to build it into

something big, but public isn't buy-
ing. Doubtful if ceiling Will be more
than $2,900. Last week 'East River*

(WB), about a grand better than

th
penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Phila. Story': (M-G) (2d wk).
Big h.o. trade for Hepburn hit and
should be good for at least addi-

tional fortnight at either Warner or
Ritz. Has to move, from here to

make way for 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO)
on Friday (14). On h.b.; should top

$17,000, great, on top of $24,500 open-
ing session. .

Rite (WB) (800; 25-40)—'Make
Music' (RKO) and 'Convoy' (RKO;).

Papers .went to town on British

propaganda picture, but again a case

of the cash customers refusing to

buy. Won't do $2,000, way under
pay dirt. Last week Texas Rangers'

(Par) and 'Earl Carroll's' (Par), sur-

prised at $2,500, best a first-run twin-,

ner has . done at this spot since
.
it

ceased .functioning as a .
subsequent

playdate.
Senator (1,700; 25-35-50)—'Called

Love* (Col) (4th wk). One of the

surprise clicks of the season. , Wind-
ing up month's run to around $4,600,

swell, and jam of product only rea-

son it's, coming out. 'Western Union'
(20th) -opens tomorrow (12), Last

w6ek, 'Love- got around $6,500, with
four-week engagement totaling great

$28 500 '

Stanley (WB) (3,600; . 25-40-60)—
'Monte Cristo' (UA ) and 'La Conga
Revue/ No names in stage show,
but management, figured town was
about ripe for a corigarumba show
and it was right. At $17,000, house
should, show a - slight profit in view
of the low-cost stage show. Last
"week, 'Four Mothers' (WB) and
Larry: Clinton's ' band, disappointing

at $16,000.
"•

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-55)—
'Gone' (M-G). (4th wk). Second, at

this spot following two at the Perm.
Has plenty: of stuff left and should
move up around the $6,000 figure.

Last week it Was. almost $11,000.

May stick here, but if it doesn't,

goes to 'the Ritz; whereupon .'.Phila

Stor- ' will move to Warner, Other-
wise Hepburn will go to the Ritz. . .

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change) ;

Week of Feb; 13

Astor—'Great Dictator* (UA)
(18th wk),

; . Broadway—Fantasia '(Disney)
(14th wk).

.
Capitol—'Gone With the Wind'

(M-G) (4th wk). '

. .

.Criterion — 'Maisie Was

.

Lady' (M-G). .
•

••'

; (Reviewed in Variety Jan. 15)

Globe— 'Night: Train' (20th)
(8th wk). '-:-':•

/:

'

Music Hall—This Thing Called
Love* (Col).
(Reviewed in Vabiety Dec. 25)

'

Paramount—'Virginia* (Par)
;

' (3d wk). .
: " .•

Rlalto^-'The Devil Commands'
(Col). ;. . ;

.
.

Rivoli—'Back Street' (U) (11);
.(Reviewed in Current Issue); ..

-. Roxy—'Western Union1
(20th)

(2d wk). • .

.

State—'Buck Privates' (U ).
•

(Reviewed in Variety Feb. 5)

Strand—'Honeymoon for Three'
(WB) (2d wk). {

"

Week of Feb. 20

. Astor—'Great Dictator* (UA)
= (19th wk). .

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(15th .wk).
•' Capitol—'Go West' (M-G).

:. Criterion— 'The . Mad . Doctor*
:

(Par).
Globe— 'Night Train' (20th)

.

(9th wk).

.

Music Hall—This Thing.Called' .

Love' (Col) (2d wk).
• Paramount—You're' the One'
(Par) (19).

(Reviewed in

'

Vabibty Feb. 6)

.
Rlalto—*R6ad Show' (UA).
(Reviewed in Current issue)

Blvoll—'Back Street' (U) (2d

>wk). " '

Roxy—Tobacco Road' (20th).

Strand— 'Strawberry Blonde'

(WB) (21).

ONCY SO-SO

Cincinnati. Feb. 11.

General results show a gain of

several notches over last, week, yet
not enough to make exhibs smile.

Cold was • a b.o. setback Saturday
(8). Last "week the pic parlors felt

the sting of 'Hellzapoppin,' which
set a local legit record at the Taft
auditorium.
Cincy locale of 'Back Street* is

giving the. picture steam, and it is

racking up a big figure for the Air
bee. 'High Sierra' is the No. 2 tug-

ger this week,, but returns are h.s.n.

for the Palace. Grand is doing fair

with 'Four- Mothers,' While Tall,

Dark, Handsome' is sad for Keith's.

Milt Britton's band is perking the
combo Shubert to an okay mark.
House has .'Play Girl' on the screen.

Estimates for This Week
,

Albee (RKO) (3.300^ 33-40-50)—
'Back Street' (U). Film's Cincy lo-

cale rated extra art and type space
by dailies, and aroused added
amount of public chatter. Big $14,-

000. Last week, 'Mr. and Mrs.
Smith' (RKO), good $12,000. . .

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
'Mr: and Mrs. Smith* (RKO). Move-
over from Albee for second week.
Slow $4,000. Same last week On
'Arizona* (Col). (2d run).
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—

'Girls 21*. (Col) and 'Friendly Neigh-
bors- (Rep), split with 'Behind News'
(Rep) arid %lack Parrot' (WB).
Average $2,100. Ditto last week for

'Swimming Hole' (Mono), and 'Ror
mance Rio Grande' (20th), divided
with 'Doorned Caravan' (Par) and
'Barnyard Follies' (Rep).
Grand (RKO) (1.430; 33-40-50)—

'Four Mothers' (WB.). Fair $4,500.

Same last week with 'Honeymoon
Three' - (WB). •

f

Keith's (Libsoh) (1.500; 33-40-50)
—Tall, Dark' (20th ). Very

.
bad

$2,000. Last week. 'Second Chorus'
(Par) (2d run), poor $3,000. .

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—
'Honeymoon Three' (WB). Trans-
ferred .from Grand for second Week.
DU11 $2,500. Last week, Thing
Called Love' (Col). Allright $3,000
for third week on main line. .

. Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
'Sierra* (WB). N.s.h. $8,500; Last
week, 'Victory' (Par), six.. days,

;

$4',500, lowest here for a long tirrie.

Shubert (RKO) (2,150;. 33-44-60)—
'Play .Girl' (RKO) and vaude topped
by Milt Britton's band. Okay $11,500:

Last, week, 'Henry' (Par) and variety
layout headlined ..by Ada Leonard
orchestra, fairly gopd . $10,500. , ,

Wood on 'Kings Row*
Hollywood. Feb. 11.

Sam Wood draws the directing job

::n 'King's R6w>' at Warners. ;':

Casey Robinson is whipping up the

screenplay.

Fast $45,000, But 'Arizona'

(Best Exploitation: Boxy)
A- mixed, fiefd holds the Broadway

scene
. this week, . with a couple new'

pictures . '.finding the going tough.
These are 'Honeymoon For Three,*
at the Strand, and - 'Arizona,' Mu?ic
Hall's one-weeker, both of, which are
on \cfutches. Standout/Is 'Western
Union.' which has been backed up by
a good publicity-advertising-exploi-
tatiori campaigri; ....
. 'W. U.' is- making the wires sing"at.
the Roxy for a^strohg $45,000 or bet-
ter and goes for a second week; By
contrast, 'Arizona' will be lucky to
hit . $70,000. 'Honeymoon* has the
Ray Noble band with it at the Strand.
In for two weeks, it will get only
around $28,000. 'Arizona' : is being
replaced tomorrow (Thurs.) by This
Thing Called Love.'
While the weekend was ' generally

very good/the better pictures receiv-
ing a lot Of support, the rainstorm on
Friday. (7) was a brutal blow to all
b.o.s. Business On Monday (10) also
was sub-normal. A lot of flu, pneu-
monia and other things that are
keeping people at home also, figures.
No doubt the Churchill speech on
Sunday kept others away from the
theatres,: Lincoln's birthday today
(Wed.) should help make up for that,
dent.:
Socking through like a Joe Louis

Is. the Paramount show of 'Virginia*
and Glenn Miller. Finishing the sec-
ond week last night (Tues;) at a
powerful $46,000, it goes a third
stanza; . The first seven days was
$60,000, high in the grossing em-
pyrean.

'Gone,' now in its third week at the
Capitol, will add another $38,000 or
so to the $103,000 it has already taken
away from the towhfolk. Stays an-
other week. Picture: has not yet been
dated for any of the other Loew
houses in .the Greater New York re-
gion.

'Flight Command,' on second-run
at the State, - with a Vaude table
d'hote including Johnny McGee,
Eunice Healy, Joan Merrill and the
Diamond Bros^ is doing very well,
«bout $24,500. House gets a first-

fun, 'Buck Privates' (U), tomorrow
(Thurs.). .

Rivoli .opened"Back Street' last
night (Tues.) after four* weeks of
'Kitty Foyle,' which panned but
rather profitably, final week being
$15,000.

Eftimatea for Tnis Week
Astor (1,012; 75-85-$1.10-$1.65-$2,20)

^.'Dictator'-„(UA) (18th week). Last
week (17th), $14,500, good: Likely to
depart soon, with Par possibly' tak-
ing house for 'I Wanted Wings,' for
which roadshow plans are being dis-
cussed.
Broadway (1,895; 55-75-$1.10-$1.65-

$2.20) — 'Fantasia* (Disney) (14th
week). With two extra weekend
shows added and price for kids cut
in half, business last week (13th)
took a turn' Upward to $24,000, ex-
cellent.

Capitol (4,520; 40-55-85-$1.10-$1.25)
—'Gone' (M-G) (3d week). Coming
down the scale but at $38,000 this

week (3) still very. good. Last week
was $47,000. Starts the fourth stanza
tomorrow (Thurs.).

Criterion (1,662; 28-44-55-65) —
'Maisie Was Lady' (M-G) opens t6r

day (Wed.) after a light week of
'Life With Henry^ (Par), only $5(500.
Behind that, 'Land of Liberty* (M-G),
$6,000, very disappointing.
Globe (1,180; 28-35-55-85)—'Night

.Train* (20th ) (7th Week) . Steaming
to good $7,500 and continues the run,
with an eighth and possibly final

week starting Saturday (15X The
sixth •hebdomadal stint was $8,000. .

Palace (1,700; 20-35-55) — 'Sigh
Sierra' (WB) (2d run) arid 'Father's
Son' (WB) (1st run). This dual opens
today (Wed:); a day ahead of sched-
ule. Tall, Dark* (20th) (2d run) and
'Four Mothers* (WB) (2d run), one
six days, mild $7,000. In ahead. 'Hud-
son's Bay* (20th) (2d run) and' 'Play
Girl'

: (RKO) (1st run ), $7,000, same: .

•' Paramount (3,664; 35-55-85-99)—
'Virginia' (Par) and Glenn Miller
(3d-final..week).

.
Begins final rubber

today after hitting a little slam at

$46,000 on the second arid big slam-,
eroo at $60,000 the first deal of the
cards.: Already plenty of profit is in

for both distributor and theatre.
Radio City Music Hall (5,960; 44-

55-85-99-$1.65)—'Arizona*
;
(Cbl) and

stage show. Kicking Up no dust and
probably riot over $70,000, a slow
gallbp. Last week, sixth for 'Phila-
delohia Story/ $85,000, Verv big.

.

;

Elalto (750; 28-44-55 )—'Face Be-
hind Mask' (Col).. Doing pretty
good, $7,000. Last week, 'Saint in.

Palm Springs* (RKO). $7,200.
Rivoli (2,092; 35-55-75-99)—'Back

Street' (RKO).' Opened last night'
(Tues.), following a four weeks' eh--

gagement of 'Kitty Foyle,' final ses-
sion, being $15,000, the third near to
$20,000. Though nbt a smash here,
'Kitty' made good money;
Roxy (5.835; 35 - 55 - 65 - 75 - 85)—

'Western Union' (20th) arid stage
show. . This picture will- 'get .a" roust-
ing- $45,000 or, thereabouts. Holds
over. Last. week, second for "tall.

Dark' (20th), $44,000, which, added

to. $52,500. the first : week, meant
riches.

State (3,400; 28-44-55-75-90-$1.10)—
•Flight. Command* (M-G ) (2d . run)
and vaude, including Johnny McGee,
Eunice Healy. Joan Merrill arid Dia-
mond Bros. Brisk going here/ prob*
ably around $24,500. Last Week.
'Comrade X* : (M-G) (2d ruh) and
Jini Barton, Kitty Carlisle, Dixit
Dunbar, over $28,000, big.

'

Strand (2,767; 35-55-75-85-99)—
'Honeymoon for Three' (WB) and
Ray Noble. -In the* running just for
exercise, only about $28,000 seen.
Last week, second: for 'High Sierra
(WB) . and Henry Busse, $31,000,
good.. Current show is booked in
for two weeks, r. .

"-,

MCK ST.' LOOKS

. Kansas City, Feb. 11.
Good films are available lh every

flrst-run .this week. 'Back Street' Is

making a favorable impression in
day and date bookings at the Uptown
arid Esquire. SUllavan-Boyer team
is ringing ub. the best Week of the
new year in these spots and la a
holdover possibility. 'Honeymoon
for Three,' at Newman, is giving the
house an average week.
•Gone WithThe Wind' kept up its

strength., at the Midland and was
booked for a third weeTc at the 1 1th
hour. Looks like about 60%. of the
second week, . still a nice figure. Or-
pheum likewise has a third week
holdover, . second such extended run
engagement in a row, in 'Santa Fe
Trail,' which is satisfactory but not
quite the calibre of the third week of
its predecessor^ 'Kittv Foyle.' .

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and . Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
'Back Street' (U), Opened Thursday,
(6). -Doing better .than anything of
recent date here and probable hold-
over. Combo $8,700 very nice. Last
week, 'Buck Privates' (U), mild $5,-
300.
; Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 25-40-56)
—'Gone* (M-G) (3d wlr). Held at last
minute for third week's ruh. Looks
to come in around $10,000, very good
after previous weeks of $20,000 and
$15,000. 'The Philadelphia Story'
opens Friday *("14).

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-
28-44) — 'Honeymoon for Three'
(WB). Light comedy getting fair
$6,000. Last week, 'Victory' (Par),
so-so $5,200.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500. 10-28-44)

—'Santa Fe Trail* (WB) and 'Could-
n't Say No' (WB) (3d wk). Nice
$5,300 follows good weeks of $9,500
and $6,800.
-vxower (Joffee) (2.110; 10-30)—
•Romance Rio Grande' (20th) and
Clyde McCov orch on stage. Sailing
along to $8,700, good. Last week,
'Bank Dick* (U) and vaude, $6,900,
fair.

-

'Sierra,' 20G, Xommand/

$15,000, Top Brooklyn

Brboklyri, Feb! 11;

Fabian Paramount, with 'High Si-
erra* arid 'Night at Earl Carroll's.'
and Loew's >; Metropolitan." with;

1

'Flight.
.
Command'

:
and

. 'Haunted.
Honeymoon.' are. leading downtown
deluxers this stanza; Second week
of 'Second Chorus* and: Texas Rang-
ers Ride Again' also okay.

- . Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—

'Kitty Foyle* (RKO) arid 'Saint Palm
Springs' (RKO). Opened yesterday
(Mon.); Last week, 'Dark and
Handsome' (20th) and 'Make Music*
(RKO),: five days, mild $12,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4,039; 25-35-50)—

Texas Rangers' tPar) and 'Second
Chorus* (par) (2d wk.). Neat $14,-
000. Last week, strong $22,000.
.. Met (Loew's) (3,618. 25?35-50)—
'F li g h:t C o mm and* (M-G) . and
'Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G ). Sat-

.

isfactory $15,000. Last week;. 'Cbm-j
rade. X* (M-G) and 'Hullabaloo'
(M-G) (2d wk,). good. $17,000.
Paramount (Fabiari) (4,126; 25-35-

50)—'High Sierra' (WB) and 'Earl
Carroll's' (Par). Nifty $20,000. Last
week, 'Four Mothers'. (WB ) and 'San
Francisco Docks' (U), good $18 000.

Strand fWB) (2.870; 25-35-40)—
•Ellery; Queer' (Col) and 'Caught in

Act' (PRC). Nice $5,000, Last week,
'Bowery Boy* (Rep) and .'Street

Cairo' (U). mild $4,000.
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Frisco Badly Battered; 'Sierra" Fair

San Francisco, Feb. 11. ..

More rain, sell-outs for legit at-

tractions, a roller ;derby ,. a new flu

sesh, and the opening of the Golden
Gate Turf' club across the. bay took

their bite this week. , Letter's dent

was relatively minor, ill-fated track,

opening to record lows and winding
up its first week with an involuntary

petition of bankruptcy.
General screen lineup appears to

be laeking in magnetism .this- week
imd includes several holdovers. News-
reel taking extra space to plug 'Aftef

Mein. Kampf— ?' while in the nabes,

the Princess has broken into ,,the;

dailies with ads on 'Blitzkrieg .
in

the West.'
.

.

'

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F:WC) (5,000;. 35-40-50)—

•Sierra' (WB) and *Ride, Kelly',

(20th)> Only a fair $15,000 in pros-

pect here. Last (2d ) week of 'Phila-

delphia* (M-G) and 'Jennie* (20th)

finished nicely at $14,000.. '

:,

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

55)—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and vaude
(3d wk). Record stay of the Ginger
Rogers opus will get $10,000 oh the

third frame. Last \ (2d) week,,; top:

notch $14,500.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-40-50)

•Vigilantes'^ (U) ahd. 'Invisible ^Wo-
man' (U). Not too strong. Doesn't

look like more than $9,000. Last
<4th-flnal). week of 'Thing Called
Love' (COl) and 'Ellery Queen* (Col)

bowed :

out nicely - at $6,000.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40-

50)— Come Live' (M-G) and 'Mad
Doctor* (Par). Just average $12*000

for;this duo. Last week, 'Tall, Dark':

(20th) and 'Keeping Company' (M-
G) didn't catch oh here, fading at.

$9,000. .

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-4Q-
50)—'Maisie Lady* (M-G) and 'Night
Train' (20th) (moveover).' Average
$5,000. Last week, same for second
moveover . week of 'Comrade X'
(M-G) and 'Romance Rio. Grande!
(20th).
United Artists' (Cohen) (1,200;. 35-

40t50)—'Long Voyage* (UA) (2d wk).
Very disappointing $5,500. .

First
week, $8,500, under evpectations.
WarAeld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-40-.50)

--'Philadelphia' (M-G) and 'Jennie'

(20th) (moveover). Shifted here
from Fox for a third, week, and may
pick up $9,000, adeauate. Last„week,
•Maisie Lady' (M-G) and 'Night
Train' (20th). mild $11»000.

H.0.S FLOOD SEATTLE;

10VE* FINE $7,000

Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(3.039; 30-40-56)—"Mr. . and: Mrs.
Smith' (RKO) and 'Little Men'
(RKO). Very good $6,300. .

Last

week, '.Hudson's Bay*. (20th) and
'Saint Palm Springs' (RKO) (2d wk),
$4,700, good.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 16-32)

—'Chad Hanna' (20th) and 'Night

Tropics' (U) (2d run). Okay $2,100..

Last week, 'Bank Dick' (U) and 'Four

Mothers' (WB) (2d run), $1,800. slow,

Winter Garden (Sterling) (400; 16-

30)—'Bitter Sweet' (M-G) and
'YounT-People' (20th) (2d run); Big
$2,500. Last week, 'Third Finger*

<M-G> and 'City Conquest' (WB) (2d
run), $2,300, big.

$10,000 in

'Gone H.

book, and downtown department

stores w ith

:

;
posters, . etc. Several

hundred bumper strips and conven-

tional co-op newspaper ads rounded

out the effort. ' .''.-' ••'

Estimates for This Week ^
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 28-39-50)-

'Kitty '.Foyle' (RKO) and. 'Saint

Palm Springs' (RKO ) (6th wk,).

Picked up after one day shutdown
for legit show"Friday (7),, and hold--

ing knockout $5,500 pace. .Cornered

swell $5,800 in fifin stanza,
.

:

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-40-

55)—'Gone' (M-G).. Shifted from
Loew's for third downtown week In

return engagement. Giving house

hefty $5,000. Last week, .'Sierra'

(WB) and 'Black Parrot' (WB) (2d

run), good $3,200.'

Fay's (Ipdie) (2.000; 25-35)—
•Golden Hoofs' (20th) and 'Deep

River Boys- heading vaude. Paced
at solid $6,000. Last week, Wyom-
ing Wildcat' (Rep) and trio of. Pow-
ers Singing Models heading stage

show,:good $6;000. 1 v .

''. .,:„

'

Majestle (Fay) (2.20,0; 28-39-50)—

'Western Union* .(20th) arid 'M6e.t.

Chump.' (U). Getting hefty play for

nifty $12,000. Last week, 'Honey-

moon Three' (WB) and 'Romance
Rio Grande* (20th). . nice $7,500.. . .

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-40-50)^-

'Son Cristo* {UA) and 'Phantom Sub-
marine' (Col). Good $11,000. Last

week. 'Gone* (M-G) (2d wk.), swell

$12,100.
Strand (Indie) <2,000; 28-40-50)—

'Henry* <Par) and 'Doomed Caravan*
. (Par). Steady grosser pacing to

good $6,500. Last' week, 'You're the

One* (Par ) and 'Behind News' (Rep),
good $6,700.. - v '

Seattle, Feb: 1L
Town is flooded with holdovers this

week. This is true of 'Kittle Foyle'
at Fifth, 'Philadelphia Story', at M.B..
•Hudson's Bay' at the Blue Mouse,
and 'High Sierra' at Orpheum.
New product includes 'Mr. and-

Mrs. Smith' at the Paramount, and
"This Thing Called Love' at the
Liberty.
Defense spending is beginning to

manifest itself at the b.o. Around
10,000 men are now employed at
Boeing's. This figure will rise to
18,000 in the near future. Bremer-
ton, the navy town across the: Sound,
has an all-time high of 15,000 work-
ers, and shipping yards are tooling
up to employ a like number of men
In a few months. So the burg looks
to have some free coin around, ere
long; and amusements should get
their share.

. Estimates for This Week
Bine Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

' (850; 30-40-50)—'Hudson Bay' (20th)
and . 'Saint Palm Springs' (RKO).
Moved over, from Paramount for
third week and heading for very
good $2.900. . Last week, 'Victory*
(Par) and -Up.in Air' (Mono), $1,800,
•low. •

. .

•;

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900; 16-32)—'Go West' (M-G) and
•Long Voyage* (UA) (2d run). Good
$3,300. in store. Last week 'Tin Pan
Alley* < 20th ) arid 'South Suez* (WB)
(2d run), big $3,703.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2.349; 30-40-50) — 'Kitty Foyle'
(RKO) and 'Tall, Dark' (20th) (2d
wk). Sliding at $4,100, but still, fair.

Last week, same films, $8,300, big.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
—Thing Called Love' (Col). -Cam-:
paten helping, arid looks to land bir
$7,000. Last week, 'Escape Glory*
(Col) and .'Blondie Trouble* (Col),

alow" $3,700.
••

. Music ' Box (Hamrick-Evergreen )

<B50: 30-40-50)—'Philadelphia Story'
(M-G) arid 'Shayne Detective' (20th)

(4th wk). Another great $3,100,

meaning a fifth try. Last .week $3,900
great. •

'.

Orpheum (Hdmrick - Evergreen)'
(2.600: 30-40-50)—-'Sierra* (WB) and
•Where Get Girl' (U) (2d wk). Paced
at good $4,000.

films. $7,400. big.

V; Louisville, Feb. 11.

.

(Best Exploitation: Rialto)
Grosses at a couple downtown

houses are fairly strong, while the
balance are pacing for. about average
returns. 'Gone with the

:
Wind 'in

second week at 'Loew's State held up
well over the week-end, but . pace is

slackening on latter half of the stan-
za, and the film will probably wind
iip its engagement next Thursday
(13). 'Back Street* at the Rialto is

the town's bright spot, exploitation
and plenty of newspaper spaceWhelp-
ing tremendously to mark up a grat-
ifying figure;

.

Boyd Martin, local critic, -. who at?
tended the premier of 'Back Street'
in Miami, cooperated, by giving the
pic several articles, and exploitation
rep sperit several ,days in town, put-
ting on a campaign which was note-
worthy lot its effectiveness. One
stunt consisted of photographs of
local boys and girls showing how
they would act but a fioyer-Sullavan
scene from the pic. Meantime, a six-
column spread in the Times with act
showed how various 1 lovers from
youth to old age would pose for the
osculatin scene! Entire, campaign
was well handled.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)

(1,400; 15-30-40)—'Kitty Foyle*
(RKO) and 'Saint Palm Springs'
(RKO). Doing fair biz after move-
over from Rialto. Makes the third
downtown week, and cream of b.o
has already been skimmed. At that,
looks like medium $1,800. Last week.
•Bagdad' (UA) and "Ellery Queen*
(Col), registered fine $2,400.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 15-25)

—'Arise LoVe* (Par) and 'Melpdy
Ranch' . (Rep). Pointing to about
average take, probably fair $1,400
Last week, 'Letter* .(WBi; and 'Earl
Carroll's* (Par), split with 'South
Suez' (WB) and 'Blondie Cupid
(Col), showed strength at fine. $1,700
Loew's -State (Loew's) (3,200; 33-

50)—'Gone' (M-G) (2d wk). Gives
evidence of slackening and will wind
up. with.around $10,000, pretty good.
Last week, splendid $20,000, although
even more than that was anticipated,
based on getaway biz.
Mary Anderson (LibsOn) (1.000;

15-30-40) — 'Flight Destiny* (WB).
Adequate $3,400 indicated. Last
week. 'Sierra' (WB) (2d wk), fine
$3,800. s . . . V

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400: 15-
30-40)—'Back Street* (U). and 'Ma-
dame La Zonga' (U). Live^wiie ex-
ploiteer on the • job to give 'Back
Street' a swell, boost. Fact that pic
had opening here- while Boyd Mar-
tin; local critic, :fed' stories from, the
Miami premiere, gave biz ah impe-
tus. Well-worked-out exploitation
stuff also helped to sell the Boyer-
Sullavan opus in great style. Looks
to cop swell $10,000. Last week, Vic-
tory': (Par) and 'Henry* (Par), satis-
factory $7,500. . ; ;

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15-
30-40)—'Make Music*. (RKO j and
'Little Men' (RKO): Medium $2,800.

Last week, 'Tall, Dark' (20th) and
'Girl News' (20th), okay $3,200.

'SIERRA,' 14G, 'STREET/

$11,000, BIG IN BALT0

Baltimore, Feb. 11.

Biz remains good here. 'Back
Street,' off to a' .big opening at Keith's

is continuing strong - and pointing

to nice, take; Also good is 'High
Sierra,' at the Stanley. Hipp, com-
bining Benny Maroff's 'Funzaflre^ re?

vue and 'Convoy,* is getting fair re-

turns.' :

Plenty of action oh weekends a
big boost all around.

Estimates' for This Week'
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 25-40-

55)—'Gone* (M-G) (3d wk). Holding
up very nicely for possible $11,000,

after chalking up big $41,400 for pre-
vious brace.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2205;

15-28-39-44-55-66) — 'Convoy' (Col)

plus Meroff's 'Funzaflre* unit. Looks
like fair $13,000. Last week, second
of 'Thing Called Love* (Col) tied to

new stage portion of Major Bowes
anniversary unit, added strong $14,-.

200 to previous opening round, of

bU $16,300.
Keith's (Sohaiiberger) (2,406; 15-

28-33-39-44)—'Back Street' tU). - In

to big fanfare and headed fbr good
$11,000, Probable h.o. Last week,
'Buck' Privates' (U), got fair $5,700.

New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35-
44)—'Maisie Was Lady* (M-G) (2d

wk). Stretching out to accommodate
opening of 'Western Union' (20th)

Thursday (13). Should reach total of

$7,900 for run, good figure for
limited. capacity here.

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 15-28-39-44
55)—'Hifh Sierra' (WB). Paced for
big $14,01)0. Last week, second of

'Santa Fe' (WB), added good $11,200
to extra solid initial sesh at $17,300

THILLY' HUGE

Portland, Ore,, Feb.. 11,

Strong product giving new life to

mOVie-goers in this burg. - Two best

openers this week are -'Philadelphia

Story' at the Broadway and 'Kitty

ffoyle'.at the big Paramount. .
. Both

pix are in line to hold. ;

:

.

•Come Live With Me' is a strong,

n.b. at: the. Mayfair.. .

: Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000;. 35-40r

50)-^-'Philadelphia' (M-G). In line

for immense. $14,000, ^hd .
will hold.

Last Week. :. 'Santa Fe' (WB) and
'Couldn't Say No' (WB) closed-, a :

second week to nice $5,600. .

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.-

500; 35r40-50)—'Conie: Live' (M-G)
and 'Maisie Lady' (M-G). M.o; from
the UA for a second week, getting

good $4,000. Last week, 'Bagdad'

(UA) and 'Captalri Caution* (UA),
an average $2,800 pn fourth, session.

Orpheiim '
(Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(1,800; 35-40-50 )—'Tall, Dark' (20th)

and 'Night Train* (20th) with vaude.
Okay $5,500. Last week, 'Four
Mothers' (WB) arid! 'Charter Pilot*

(20th) with vaude, satisfactory

$6,000.
Paramount. (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 35^40-50 ) 'Kitty .
Toyle*

(RKO) and Toq Many Girls' (RKO).
Well received after good pre-bally,

and great' $9,000 in store. Will prob-
ably hold. Last week, 'Thihg Called
Love' (Col) and 'Angels Broadway'
(Col) closed a third stanza for good
$4,500.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000;

35-40-50 )--'Back Street* (U). Looks
like better than average $5,700. Last
;10 days, 'Come Live* (M-G) and
'Maisie, Lady* (M-G) made a high
$8,000 and jnoved to the Mayfair.

HACK St OKAY

¥.0/ TOPS PROV., 12G;

'HENRY' STEADY $6,500

Providence, Fefb; 11.

(Best Exploitation: Majestic) '.

.
Grosses fairly steady all around

with 'Westerri Union' ..at Majestic
taking - top honors. . 'Son of Monte
Gristd' at Loew's also good, while

Last week, same
i

'Kitty Foyle' at RKO Albee this

week equals 'Snow White's' -holdover

Palomar (Sterling) (1,*350: 20-50)—
]
rccord. of six -weeks/ and still prov-

'Aunt. Maggie' (Rep) and -'Great Mr. i inff strong.
^ :... ;..

Nobodv' (WB). olus vaude. Good 1 Majestic went to town on 'Western

$5,500.' Last week. 'Ridina Rainbow* 1 Union.* ; Campaign was high-spotted

(Reo) and 'Remedy- P {ches' (RKO).lby sehdirig of 1.000 fifty-word tele-.

nlus staee show. $5,800^ big. I grams boosting pic, and sewing Up

'CM'-Hanasbme' Nice

$9,000 in So-So Denver

Denver, Feb. 11,

'Mr. and Mrs. Smith.' dualled with
'Let's Make Music' at Orpheum, is

town's best b.o. bet currently. 'Chad
Hahha' with. 'Tall, Dark and Hand-
some' close second at Denver.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Hudson's Bay' (20th ). after week at
Denver. Good $4,500. Last week,;
'Four Mothers' (WB), after week at
Denver,- and 'Here Comes Navy*
(WB), day and date with Broadway,,
good $4,000.

Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 25-35-40)—'Phila- Story*. (M-G). .after two
weeks at Orpheum, Good $3,000.
Last week, 'Kitty - Foyle' (RKO),
second .week, after week at Orpheum,
and 'Here Comes Navy' (WB), fair;

$2,500. .

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-
: 40 )— 'Hard-Boiled Canary' (Par).
Very poor $2,500. Last wcek< 'Vlc-^

tory' (Par), poor $3,800.
Denver (Fox) (2*525; 25-35-40)—

'Chad Hanna' (20th) and 'Dark and
Handsome' (20th). Nice $9,000. Last
week, - 'Hudson's Bay* (20th) and
'Michael Shane' (20th);' good $10,000.

. Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)
^-'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO) and
'Make Music' (RKO ). Good - $10,000;
Last week, . 'Philadelphia Story'
(M-G), second week, good $8,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 25-40)—
'Honeymoon Three' (WB) and 'Black
Parrott* (WB). . Good $5,000. Last
week, ' 'Escape •

,
Glory' .(Col ) and

'Murder New York* (20th), good
$4,500.

^

• Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Four
Mothers' (WB). after- week at each
the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Lucky
Devils' (U) ( Good $2,000. Last week.
'Arizona' (Col;),, after week- at each
Denver and Abtklfn. and 'Outsider'
(Alliance), good. $2,200.

Detroit, Feb. 41. ;

(Best Exploitation: Fox)
Having come up with . plentiful

hew bills last week, Detroit is back
to its normal strong use of hold-
overs. Only the Fox and Michigan,
of the five downtown houses,
brought in fresh pix this week, with
biz here running good.

: Michigan and Fox . will make It

close this week, the former using
•Kitty Foyle' and The .Saint in Palm
Springs' as a close contender to the
Fox's Use of 'Back Street,' which
goes as a solo at night but for matl-
oiees is coupled with 'Youth Will Be
Served.'
United Artists carries into a fifth

and final week 'Philadelphia Story'
and 'Maisie Was a Lady' and clears

them to bring in 'Gone,' which had
its first run. in the same " house.
Oddly enough, it shared the first

run here with the Wilson theatre
which also comes back into the pic-

ture scene next week with 'Fan-
tasia.'-

'

That •best* this week was no cinch
with exploitation crews here having
a field day. Foxi however, draws
the nod since it made plentiful
newspaper plants, ran off a radio
contest on 'Would you prefer an
alliance with man you loved
deeply or marriage with a man you
merely admired/, used additional: air
shots and store tie-ups, and clinched
matters with plentiful attention on
its single-featuring of 'Back Street*

in this town of double features. It

is also conducting a fan poll on
single and double features', in. con-
junction with the showing.. Michi-
gan was a good contender , with a
contest to find a double for' Ginger
Rogers and: by putting shorthand
letters/for translation (also on 'Kitty
Foyle') in all business colleges and
the .nutnerous highschool, shorthand,
classes'.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 30-40-55)

—'Thing Called Love' (Col) and
'Night Train* (20th). This pair
moved over after a fair week at the.
Fox. ^TNice $6,500, Last week, 'Ih^
Visible Woman' (U) and 'Romance
Rio Grande' (20th), strong $7,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000;. 30-40-

55)—'Back Street' (U) and 'Youth
Served' (20th). These run as a pair
for the first three shows daily, but
for the night' two .'Back Street' goes
alone with selected shorts. Okay
$19,000 indicated. Last week. 'Thing
Called Love' (Col) arid 'Night Train'
(20th) dull $16,500 with weather hot
helping,
. Michipan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)—'Kitty Foyle* (RKO) and
'Saint Palrh Springs' (RKO), Doing
all right arid $18,000 indicated. Last
week; 'Sort Cristo* (UA) and 'Folles
Bergere,' with a boosted pfice mid-
night show on Saturday, big $29,000.
Vailms-Rtate (United Detroit) (3.-

000; 30-40-55)-H'Her« Comes Navy'

'Santa Fe' Big

Minneapolis, Feb. 11;

Another clash of- stage shows has
the Orpheum and .Minnesota at each
other's throats again; With -a strong
straight- film, .'Santa Fe Trail,' tha
State, too, is trying hard to climb
on the driver's seat and will grab
off a large slice of available trade.
Orpheum's zippy stage array,-

topped by Kitty Carlisle, Ben Blue
and Rufe Davis, has powerful screen
support in 'Flight Command:' This
gives the Singer nOuse a

.
big edge.

'

over, the independent Minnesota
which parades forth 'Anita Louise
and Jackie Heller as vaude namej,

but which suffers the handicap of
•Bowery Boy' on the .film portion. .

Results are emphasizing again that
town. Just can't adequately support
such a wealth of entertainirierit

it recently: has been having, it ap-
pears that too many buyers can't -

afford more than . one show; a week
and, often, if many attend one in a
week' their finances compel them to
lay off entirely the succeeding seven
days. Thus with the Andrews. Sis-
ters, in person and 'Philadelphia
Story' alone draining the commun-
ity exchequer to«the tune of approx-
imately $25*000 last week all current,
attractions suffer.

• The box-office picture also is tint-

ed by the fact . that ..'Philadelphia
Story' continues for a. third

, week
and is still, hitting a fast pace. And
Earl Carroll's 'Vanities,' jumping air
the way from the West Coast, arid

the Merry Macs come into the Or-
pheum and Minnesota, respectively,

Friday (14) for a continuation of . tha
stage, show warfare,
r Cold weather over -the week-end
was no-; help to the box-Office.

.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—

•Romance Rio Grande' (20th) and
'Saint Palm Springs' (RKO) . .In for
five days and headed for okay $1,-

200. 'Youth Served* (20th) and 'Sari

Francisco Docks' (U), also dual first-

runs, open Thursday (13). Last
week, 'Night Tropics' (U) arid 'Black
Parrott*. (WB), dual first-runs, good
$2,100 in seven days. ,,'

Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 28-

39-44) --^Philadelphia' (M-G) (3d
wk. ). A box-office knockout in this
town. Still clicking and pointed
toward big $5,000 ori top of $17,100
in Initial fortnight at State.' Last
week, 'Son Cristo' (UA), light $3,400.

Esquire (Berger) (300; 15-20)--
•Flnd Out' (RKO) (re-issue). House
having plenty of product difficulty.

Looks like mild $600/ Last week,
'College Swing' (Par), good $900.

Gopher (Par-Singer) (996: 28)-^
•Escape Glory' . (Col ). Headed for
pretty good $3,000. Last week, 'Bank
Dick* (U), $2,600, fair.

Minnesota (Middle States) (4,000;
28-39)—^'Bowery Boy' (Rep) and stage,

show, including Anita Louise arid

Jackie Heller. Screen portion is a
drawback in this instance. More-
over, murderous Orpheum : opposi-
tion also a throat-cutter Mild • $3,-

500 looks tops. Last week, 'Melody
Ranch*' (Rep) and 'Screwballs of
1941* on stage, $6,000, brutal^ .

Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2.800: 28-
44-55)—'Flight Command' ., (M-G)
and Kitty Carliite, Ben Blue and
Rufe Davis oh stage. Susanna Foster
and Dolly . Loehr added for today
(Tues.) and Wednesday. Big enter-,

tainment value at house scale. Good
$12,000 in :: prospect, but far below
what show merits. Last week. 'Sec-
ond Chorus' (Par) and Andrews Sis-
ters and Joe Venuti .on stage,: mainly
responsible for very big but still. in-

sufficient $17|500.
, - State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28-39-
44)—'Santa Fe* (WB). Praised by
critics and customers. Should reach
big $8,500. Ilast week, •Philadelphia'
(M-G) (2d wk.). fine $7,000 after

very big $10,100 first week. . .

Uptown (Par) (1,200: .28-39)—
•Love Neighbor' (Par). . First neigh-
borhood showing. Good $2,500 irt-.

dicated. Last week, 'Letter* (WB),
first habe showing, satisfactory $2,-

300. . .

World - (Par-Singer-Steffes) 350;

28.-39-44-55 fe'Long Voyage' (UA).;
3

Well-spotted in: this carriage trade

house, but initial returns disappoint-

ing. May build ' to . satisfactory $V
000. Last week, 'Lilac Domihb' (Se-

lect), three days, and 'Grapes Wrath
(20th ) (reissue ), fpur days, bad $800.

Hollywood. Feb. 11.

Columbia has signed Irwin Shaw
to screenplay 'Mr. Twilight.':

Yarn, . backgrounded • again the

'•O, S;
;
Supreme Court, is on Everett

Riskin's production slate.

(WB) (re-issue) arid 'South Suez*

(WB) (2d wk.). Good $7,000 com-
ing on top of choice $10,000 for first

week ^

United '. Artists ', (United Detroit)

(2.000; 30-40-65) — 'Philadelphia

(M-G) and 'Maisie* (M-G) (5th wk;).

Keeps strength with $6,000, after

$8,000 last week.
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'THING' 8G, MONTREAL
'Howards' $6,090 — 'Hudson's Bay'

H. O. Okay v.

(Best Exploitation: Karlton)

Philadelphia, Feb.. 11.

. Holdovers are. still holding the

Dotlight in midtpwn Philly. this

wsraha- they're still coining plenty.

The Aldine was darkened entirely

ill last week while being readied,

with special sound .equipment Jot
the opening of 'Fantasia.' ^The Dis-

nev-Stoky musical unveils for a spe-

cial press preview tonight (Tuesv).

Tomorrow the house has been

bought out by the Junior^League.

Regular showings begin Thursday.

Satinee at $1.15 and $1.71 tabs. .

Hottest of the newcomers is the

combo of 'Six Lesson* from Madame
La Zoriga* and Sammy Kaye band at

the Earle. 'LitUe Meo^ at the Karl-

ton is getting the benefit of big-time

promotion, but Mailing to rack up
anv heavy grosses/ Karlton stunt,

fafeered by Al Zimbalist, Warner
exploiteer.Kconsists^pra man dressed

sTerdinahd. the Bull, picketing the

house protesting against 'unfair com-
petition' of Elsie, the Borden Cow.
Elsie has also picked her favorites

to be cast away on desert island

with. . . • .. . ^ • ;
. .

Estimates for This Week .

Arcadia (Sablosfcy) (600; 35-45-571

—'Love Neighbor' (Par) (2d run)
(2d wk). Getting satisfactory. $3,800.

Last week. Benny-Allen laugh-get-

. ter got $4,000.
'

' Boyd (WB) (2.560: 35-45-57-68)—
•Philadelphia Story' (M-G) (4th wk).
Still pl«nty of good, running time left

in this one. -Despite competish of

Hepburn
'*"

'Philly Story* at the le-

5iter Forrest, the film will get fine

15,000. . Last week's 'gate for round
three was hefty $25,000.

Earle (WB) (2,350; 35-45-57-68)—
Lazonga' (U), and . Sammy Kaye
brchy Raves from crix on stage show
packing house reaching for- big

$27,500. Last week, 'Keeping Com-
pany' (M-G) and /Streets of Paris'

on stage, okay $21,900.

Fox (WB), (2.423; 35-45-57-68) —
•High Sierra' (WB) (2d wk). Hold-
ing own on h.o. with $12,800. Opener
good for high $18,500.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-45-57-68)

—•Little. Men' (RKO). Conversion
of this house into first-runner due; to

deluxer tieup isn't helping much.
Despite good ballyhoo, 'Men getting
mediocre $3,700. Last week's first-

run of 'Lady Red Hair' (WB) just a
•hade better with $3,850.

Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-45-57-68)

—'Hudson's Bay* (20th) (2d run).
N.s.h. $4:200. Last week. 'Kitty
Foyle' (RKO), super $5,000 for third
week of second-run showing.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-45-57-68)

—'Gone' (M-G) (3d wk). Looks like
carbon of last year with bullish
$19,800 this trip. Gate, for second
*anto lush $27,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 85-45-57)—
Trlsco Docks' (U). Topping, house
par with okay $4,700. Last week,
Tall, Dark' (20th), sock $5,800 tor
•econd chukker.

.

'GONE', $8,000, "SMITH',

3|G, LINCOLN NIFTIES

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 11.

•Gone with the Wind' is blowing
bulk of the amusement coin into the
Stuart till this week, heading the

1

house for a money mark it hasn't
nit in more than a year. 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith* is doing well at the
Varsity, in spite of being just across
the street from 'Gone.'

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(780; 10-15)—'Wildcat of Tucson'
(Col) ahd .'. Two Thoroughbreds'
(RKO). split with fRollin' Home to
Texas*; (Mono) and 'Millionaires viri
Prison' (RKO). So-so $800. Last
Week, 'Secret Valley* (20th) and
•Gaucho Serenade* (Rep), split with
{Fargo Kid* (RKO) and 'Flying
Deuces' (RKO). same.

Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) ,(1,503;
1^5-40) — "Dark and Handsome*
(20th). Competish around town
hurt and on five days only $1,000,
Poor. Last week, Philadelphia
Story (M-G), above expectations
With $5,100. \

*,%brasl'a <J- H. Cooper-Par)
Jlv

2
5? ; 10-20-25 >-^'Maiiie: Was Lady'

JJ*-G) and 'Satt Francisco Docks'
•» ' Maizie'

: accountable ' for good
$2.100.. Last week, 'Slightly Tempt-
5S,« (

U) and 'Here Conies Navy'
(WB), nice enough $2,200.

,ASJnart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;
10-25-40-55)—'Gone' TM-G ); Looks
{i?e terrific $8,000. House is doing
three-a-day, and that's a bag of
money with so few turnovers and at
these prices. Last week, 'Honey-
moon Three' (WB) ,. average $3,500.

in .
(Noble-Federer) (1,100;

10-20-25)-'Virginia City* (WB) and
•o,^tom Sub" (Col). Heading for

hWi-r^y^ L*31 week, 'Face Be-
huid Mask' (Col) and 'Bowery Boy'
JuStf'

split with with 'Black Parrot'
and 'Meet Missus' (Rep); fair

»<5}f?
,ty

. (Noble-Federer) (1,100; 10-
25-40)—'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO).
going fine. $3,800. Last week, 'For^
g^Corrfespondehf <UA), good

Estimated Total Gross
.',' This Week., ........ ,$1,573,900

(Based on 24 cities, 168 thea-
tre*; cnte/lv. : first runs,'.' inctuding
N. Y.) ^ -

Total ; Gross Same Week
Last Tear ; ; . . . ... . . ,v.$2459,900

.
(Based on 25.cities, 175 theatres)

and
with
four
and

Montreal, Feb. 11.

. No stand-out currently. 'Hudson's
Bay' repeat pacing for . nice money,
and 'Thing Called Love' pointing to
very good $8,000, in front of the
pack. Capitol has 'Howards of Vir-
ginia' with $6,000 in sight. Balance
around average. ',

Estimates, for.'This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

Thing Called. Love' (Col). Good
week-end bjz : pushing toward likely
$8,000. Last week, 'Nanette' .(RKO),
$6,000, alright. ,

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
•Howards Virginia' (Col), and
'Blondie Cupid', (Col). Nice $6,000
in sight.. Last week, 'Victory' (Par)
and 'Henry' (Par), fair $5,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—

•Hudson's Bay' (M-G) (2d wk.).
Good $6,000 ahead after $8,500 last
week.'.-.

Princess (CT) (2,300;. 25-34-50)—
'Hullabaloo' (M-G) and 'Kildare's
Crisis' (M-G). Sighting average
$4,000. Last week, 'Little Men*
(RKO) arid 'Make Music* (RKO),
$2,800, n*.g.
Orpheum <Ind) W.100; 25-40-50)—

'Vigilantes' JU) and 'Sandy Man'
(U). Pacing for fair $3,000. Last
week, 'Night Tropics' (U) and 'Meet
Wildcat* (U), $2,700, good enough.
<Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; V25-50 )—"L'Homme de Niger.'
Average $1,500. Last week, third re-
peat 'L'Emigrante' off at $800.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
25-34)—'Je t'attendrai' and 'Bois
Sacre.' Probably $6,000. good. Last
week, . 'Marseilles Mes Amours' and
•Derriere La Facade,' excellent
$7,000.

Boston, Feb. 11.

'Kitty Foyle' continued into a sixth
week at the Keith Memorial last
Thursday

. (6) arid the weekend tirade
pointed . to a . seventh stanza. Over-
flow from 'Gone With the Wind;'
playing' the Orpheum upstreet. ac-.

counted for some of the holdover
strength of 'Kitty,* but there" was
plenty of evidence that it's a. spiffy
grosser on its own. ;•/

'Wind' wound up third week at the
Orph, ..still going strong, but M-G
released it to the riabe. stands be-
cause of hinterland , squawks that the
film would ;

be milked in the Hub
with more playing. 'Fantasia' is bull-
ish in its third frame at the Ma-
jestic ($1.65 top) and looks like a
two-months* run in prospect,
'Western Union' at the Met, arid

'You're the One', at the Par and Fen-
way, are both on the strong side.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-33-44-55)

.—'Remedy Riches' ".' (RKO) and
'Caught in Act* (Prod) with Bill
Bardo band onstage,, four days; and
'Arnly Girl* (Rep) (re-issue) and
'Blondie Cupid* (Col) (2<j run), three
days. Heading for okay $7,500; Last
week, 'Aunt Maggie' (Rep

)

•Alorig Rio Grande* (RKO)
Fenton Bros, band onstage,
days: 'Grapes Wrath' (20th)
'Stanley Livingstone' (20th) (both rer
issues ), one. day; and 'Forgotten Girls'

(Rep) and 'Melody. Ranch' .(Rep),
two days, added up to pleasing
$8,000.

, Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 28r39-44-55)
—'You're the One' (Par): and 'Lone
Wolf Date* (Col). Rather staunch,
around $6,000. Last week,. 'Honey-
moon Three* .'' (WB) and 'Behind
News' (Rep), so-so $4,200.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.907; 28-

39-44-55)—'Kitty Foyle* (RKO) and
'.Saint Palm Springs' (RKO) (6th
wk). Aiming at zippy $12,000 for
six days. Fifth week of same combo,
$15,200, big.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,014; 75-$1.10-

$1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney) (3d wk).
Showing practically no let-down in

pace/ with prosnect of hefty $14,500.

Second week tallied $15,400, solid:

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367: 28-39-
44-55)—'Western Uniort' (20th) and
'Black Parrot* (WB), At $20,000

gait, big. Last week, 'Sierra' (WB)
and 'Father's Son' (WB), $14,000.

Orpheom (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44-

55)—Thing Called Love' (Col) and
'Nobody's Children' (Col), Opened
strong and . looks like dandy $18,000.

Last week, 'Gone* (M-G), socked in

$22,700 for third week.
Paramount (MikP) (1,797; 28^39-

44^55WY6u're the One' (Par) and
'Lone Wolf Date' (Col). Around
$7,500, good. Last week, 'Honey-
moon Three' (WB) and 'Behind
News' (Rep) $5,500, seedy.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538: 28-39-44-50)
— Go West' (M-G) and 'Chad Hanna*
(20th) (both 2d run). Indicating

$5,000, good. Last week.. 'Second
Chorus* (Par) (3d run) and. 'Bagdad'

(UA) (2d run), $4,500.

State (Loew) (3.600: 28-39-44r55)—
Thing Called LOye' (Col) and 'No-
body's Children' (Col). Staunch
$14,500. Last week. 'Flight Com-
mand' .(M-G) and : 'Keeping Com-
pany* (M-G )i $18,500. socko.

The Big Splash Again
Hollywood, Feb. 1 1. , '"fneavy [p'ovret. But there's ^eri^ough

Johnny We.ismUller, sitting up in

•his jungle tree, . is figuring ;. on being

a fisji agaihi splashing about in
;

a

series : of eight two-reel swimming
pictures.

.

Deal is being dickered with Sports,

Inc., producers of 16 mm' shorts.

, Otis Barton, . who; with Dr. Wil-

liam. Beebe, designed , and
.
con-

structed this 'bathysphere' to facile

tate shooting under wrater pictures/

has started production on a'- new
feature, "Under the Pacific/

Producer financing himself; and is

presently shooting at the Hawaiian
Islands.

1

-
:

^igHantfeVThree^

8y2G, Omaha^ Light
Omaha, Feb. 11.

Grosses dipped this week for sev-
eral reasons. Wind and cold sent
the mercury tumbling close to zero
on Thursday and Friday, opening
days, while another damp blanket
for the theatres came out of the east
in. the person of Sonja Henie and her
ice show at the Coliseum.: Result is

that Orpheum with. Trail of
.
Vigi-

lantes' .and 'Honeymoon for Three'
will do. around $8,500 .which is noth-
ing to crow about in this house.
Thief of Bagdad' and 'Little Bit

of Heaveh' at the Omaha will just
about reach the $7,800 mark or per-
haps $8,000. which also is just below
fair.

. The Brandeis has This Thing
Called Love* and 'Escape Glory* and
will get around $3,200 for the second
week.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30-

40)—"Vigilantes* (U) arid 'Honey-
moon Three' (M-G). Will be lucky
to get $8,500, light. Last ' week,
•Hudson's Bay' (20th) and 'Earl Car-
roll's' (Par), fair $9,000. .

Omaha (Tristates) (2.000; 10-30,40)
—'Bagdad* (UA) and 'Bit of Heaven*
(U) . Around $7,800 or slightly over.
Last week, 'Philadelphia' (M-G),
single-featured, pretty good $9,000.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10-

25-35-40)—'Thing Called Love* (Col)
and 'Escape Glory* (Col) (2d wk.).
Fair. $3,200. Last week, good $6,000.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)'-
Tin Pan Alley* (20th) and 'Bitter-
sweet' (M-G), split with 'Our.Town'
and 'Slightly Tempted' (U). . Good
$800. Last week, 'Northwest Mount-
ed' (Par), single-featured, split with
'Blondie Cupid' (Col), . 'Melody
Ranch' (Rep), and 'Dulcy' (M-G),
fair $700.

'

Town (Goldberg) (1.500; 10-20-25)
—'Fugitive . Prison Camp' (Col).
'Girl Avenue A* (20th) and 'Won't
Talk» (Col), split with 'Riding
Avenger' (Cap), 'Zero Hour' (Rep),
and 'Murder Santa Fe' (Rep), 'Name
Only' (RKO). Good $900. Last
week, 'Wyoming Wildcat* (Rep),

L. A. Grosses Flabby; Disney 2d

Spook Dual

Estimated Total Gross
This"Week. . . . ; . ; . ; ;$379,000

(Based on 13 theatres)
Total

.
Gr.oss Same Week .

, Last Year . , . . : $4«5,700
; (Based on 13 theatres)

Buffalo, Feb. .11..
•

The current canto, is actively,
demonstrating-

,
that. .

. there's still

plenty ..potent; pesos in; the. private
exchequers of the local film fans—
and practically all of the manage-
ments are busily engaged in point-
ing up the past fortnight's lessons on
how they can he had. Hanging out
ace cinema lure is the answer and
not even the stormy misbehavior .of
Ole Man Winter'!has been- ahie to
clip, the . prevailing: high' altitude'
numerals;.

. 'So Ends the Night.' dualed, is

running up healthy digits at the
Buffalo. 'Gone', is still grabbing
laurejs in fourth week of its

phenomenal run at the Lakes. 'Mr.
arid Mrs.' Smith;' in a twinner at
20th Century, will see rieat coiri,

while
. 'Philadelphia .Story,' in a

unique holdover second-run session
at the Hipp, is displaying extraord-
inary stamina.

Estimates for This Week .

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—'So
Ends Night' (UA) and 'Maisie. Lady'
(M-G). Looks to nab good $11,000.
Last week, -'Four Mothers' (WB)
and Phil Spitalny orch, nifty $16,800.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 35-55)

-r'Gorie' (M=&) (4th wk). Indus-
try's wonder child will round . out
month With tall take of over $10,000.
Last Week, stout $14,000.
Hipp (Shea ) (2.100; 30-45 )—'Phila-

delphia Story' (M-G) arid 'Wild Man
Borneo* (M-G) (2d ruh-2d wk).
Plenty of zing left Looks, like
strong .$8,000. Last week,, fancy
$9 800.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)
—TraU . Vigilantes' (U). and 'Mime.
LaZonga' (U). Outlook for nice
$7,000. Last week, 'Invisible Woman'
(U) and 'Margie' (U), good $7,500.
20th Century (Dipsori) (3,000; 30-

40)—'Smith' (RKO) and 'Saint Palm
Springs* (RKO)v Probably snug
$8,500. Last week. . 'One Crowded
Night' (RKO ) and Vincent Lopez
on stage (3 days), split with 'Make
Music' (RKO) and -'Lil Abner'
(RKO). mild $7,000.

'Honolulu' (M-G). 'Lone Wolf Date'
(Col), split three ways with. 'Law
Rides' (Cap), 'Earl Chicago' (U). arid
'Leopard Men' (Select), 'Fifth Ave.'
(RKO), fair $800.
Avenue-Milltary-Dundee (Gold-

berg) (950; 300; 600; 25)—Tin Pan
Alley' (20th) and 'Bittersweet'
(M-G), split with 'Our Town* (UA).
'Slightly Tempted' (U). Good $1,100.

Last week, 'Northwest -Mounted'
(Par), single-featured, split with
'Man. Married' (20th). ^Blondie
Cupid* (Col), 'Dulcy' (M-G), fair

$1,000.

'
$21,000, Oeve.

Comedies Getting the B.Q. Breaks— - Smith' and

Thilly^ Each $13,000

.
Cleveland, Feb. 11.

Curious situation created by ' all

four key hbuses playing sophisticated
comedies, ' with each one displaying
Heavy power. But there's; enough
gravy to give everybody a big spoon'
ful. /

'Foiies Bergere of 1941' is adding
plenty of b;o, spice to RKO Palace's

bill, seasoned by Tall, Da^k, HahaV
some' to make ' hottest dish of this

sesh. • 'Philadelphia Stpry' doing
smartly at next door State with $13,-

000 on tap.

Hipp's 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' also

doing surprisingly good biz, proving
that Grotto's circus in civic auditor-

ium is no competish this, seriiester.

Two holdovers* 'Gone' . on fourth
round at Stillman, and This Thing"
Called Love' on third at Allen, hit-

ting top-shelf figures.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—

'Thing Called Love* (Cot). Shiftoyer
pointing to amazingly fine $6,000 oh

third lap. after, a sizzling $8;200 on
second. ; .

-

: Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
—'Mr. and Mrs: Smith'. (RKO). Pos-
sible $13,000 plus, -excellent enough
for a h.o. Last week, (Sierra* (WB)
okay at $11,200.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55-

66)—Tall, Dark* (20th> with 'Foiies

Bergere' unit on stage. Celluloid side
of this combo holding up its end
nicely, with legrshow yanking : in
week-end standees. In line for sjveet

$21,000 if cold spell snap's. Last week,
.'Escape Glory' (Col) with Cab Callo-
way orchestra arid Mills Bros., $19,-

800.
State (Loew's) (3.450; 30-35-42-55)

—'Philadelphia* (M-G ). Very worth-
while . $13,000 on, tap. Last week,
'Bagdad' .(UA), a real surprise, $13,-

900. :

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-
55)—'Gone' (M-G). Still copping
$6,000 fOr fourth week, after reaping
$9,800 on third arid $23,900 on pre-

vious stanza at State.

"Los Angeles, Feb. 11.:

(Best Exploitation: Paramount).
Grosses, are on the downgrade cur?

rently, with only two of an even
dozen first-runs '. in. the five-figure
category, 'Fantasia' is coming up
with a terrific second week, leading,
with $15,500/ which is around $1;500
better than regulai biz of the first

session. Paramount, with, a horror
.

show on screen (dual),. plus a stage

.

show, is garnering a very big .figure
at over $17,000. V

"

Tall, Dark, Handsome' is taking a
nosedive at .the State and Chinese,
and with latter house limited to .six-
day week, due to being closed all

-

day Saturday for Greek^ War Re-
lief benefit at night, opus will be
lucky if it hits a: combined $13,000
on the stanza. •

'Road Show' ODeried mildly at the
Warners day-daters,. while "Thing
Called Love/ with new supporting
features, will do . excellent $16,000 oh .

:

second stanza at RKO and. Pantages.

Paramount dug up a few out of the
bag for exploitation of its horror
show and profited. 'One of the stunts
Was hayirig a gal garbed in; a. gorilla
costume dragging another Fahchori-

1

ette, garbed in a niehtgdwn, through
.

the streets, and into, department
stores by the hair. Other Farichon-
ettes wor« skeleton outfits', and pa-
raded the downtown streets. House
made a deal with the .News to rev
plate front page of the paper arid de-
voted eritire space to the- 'mail runs
amok' idea.

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 55-

83-$1.10-$1.65) — 'Fantasia' (Disney)
(2d wk). Jumped somewhat on reg-
ular biz.over first week,- and should:
grind out big $15,500. Last week, in- :

eluding $5.0OO annexed at preem,
wound up with $17,300.

Chinese (Graumsin-F-WC) (2.034;
30-44-55-75.)--'TalI. Dark' : (20th) and
'Keeping Company' (M-G). Run
limited to six days, due to benefit
<8 ).

'. Very weak $5,200. Last week,
'Live With Me' (M-G) and 'Liberty'
(M-G), about $8,500.

Downtown (WB). (1.800; 30-44-55)— Road Show' (UA) and 'Behind
News' (Rep). Lukewarm $6,200.
Last week, 'Sierra* (WB) and
•Couldn't Say No' (WB) (2d wk),
good $7,100.

-

Foar Star (UArF-WC) (900; 30-44-
55)—'Cheers Bishop' (UA) (4th wk).
Public just not sufficiently interested
and.$2,400 best in sight. Third week
ended with fair $3,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756- 30-44-55)
—'Road Show' (UA) and 'Behind
News' (Rep). Opening very in-
auspicious; garnering around $5,800.
Last week, holdover of 'Sierra* (WB)
and 'Couldn't Sa7 No* (WB), okay
$6,100.

Orpheum (B'way) (2^00; 30-44-55-
75)—Third Floor' (RKO) and 'First

Romance' (Mono), plus stage show.
House back to normal with probable
$8,100 in sight after terrific $20,000.

(Continued on page 16)

•VIRGINIA' A NATURAL

IN MEMPHIS, $7,500

Memphis, Feb. 11.

With both . Loew's houses .still' on
the h.o. list, week's only newcomers
are in for a flourishing stanza. Para-
mount's 'Virginia' is good at the New
Maico. 'Strawberry Blond' shows
abundant pull at the Warner.

'Gone, with the Wind' is sagging In

its third. Loew's State week,
:
but still

getting fair share of shekels. Repeat
week -for • 'Philadelphia Story* at

,

Loew's Palace is fair.

' Estimates for. This Week
.Loew's State (Loew) (2.600; 25-4Q^

55)—'Gone' (M-G) (3d wk) . Looks
like $3,500. Last , week, $8,200, big.

Warner (Warner) (2.306;10t33-44>
.

—'Strawberry Blond* (WB). Cagney-
-Sheridan combine : going strong to
$7,000; Last week, 'Give Wings' (U),
$3,500, not bad Under circumstances.

New Malco (Lightman) (2,800;. 10-
33-44)—'Virginia' (Par); Picture's
natural Southern appeal plus b.o.

names and critical raves, spurring it

to $7,500. . Last week, . . 'Invisible

Woman* (U) (5 days), $2,700, weak-
ish. :•';'.:>'./:'

Lbew's Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-

33-44)—'Phila Story* (M-G ) (2d wk)

.

Probable $3,500. Last week, $9,000,
great. .

' ':.
' Strand (Lightman) (i.000; 10-22-

33)—'Arkansas Judge' (Rep), three
days; 'Where Get. Girl' (U), two
days, arid 'In Old Colorado' (Par),
two days. So-60 week may wind up
with $1,600. Last week, Thlrig
Called Love' (Col), three days;

j 'Pharitom Submarine' (Col), two

;

days; 'Devil Commands' (Col), .two

I days; $1,700. about as axaertaA.
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Showdown on Chaplin's Film

•TAmreTrr whumw ornea
• M. Martin's Fl*e«, Trafalgar Square

entma; Mow Appears

Ban on 'Dictator Will Be
:

4r

Buenos Aires, Feb. 1L
Ban on the local showing of. .

Charles Chaplin's 'Great Dictator'

In Buenos Aires Is expected to b«

lilted In a few days. This Is a

.result of public, demonstrations

and other exhibitions of. feeling

by the people here against .
the

nix imposed at the demand of the

German and Italian ambassadors.

There wasl. also a debate In

Congress on the issue, which is

understood to have been instru-

mental In causing the ban to be

lilted,'" ;\-:
: '-r-...y

Picture, which was being

shown In . Parana, a town in Ar-

gentina outside of the Buenos

Aires district, was halted on Fri-

day (7) pending further official

reviewing. -

Despite official nixing by the Ar-

gentine . government arid continued

protests by the totalitarian powers,

Charles Chaplin's 'Great Dictator;'

now showing in this country, indi-

cates it's becoming more and more

important as an international inci-

dent •'•..-
.

•'•• Chief question is whether or not

the original Buenos Aires bah ex-

tends to all parts of the country and

if the national government has the

power to tell individual municipali-

ties what to. do. Argentina, which

has no national censorship and a

guarantee of free speech similar to

that of the U. S„ .has: never before

been faced with such' a problem.

Newspapers here carry long dis-

cussipns about the legal issues, in-

volved,' and the strong attitude. . of

the mayor, of Parana, . the small

northern city where the pic is being

shown, indicates this may be. a once-

and-for-all showdown.

Originally, the pic was approved
by . Dr. Carlos Alberto Puerreyddn,
mayor of B. A., and then banned
after the Italian ambassador called

oh Minister of Foreign Affairs Julio

A. Roca, who passed it on to Min-

ister of. the Interior Miguel Culaci

ati. Despite avowed pro-Ally sym-

pathies of both and of Puerreyddn,
they felt their hands tied and finally

Puerreydon issued a decree prohibi-

ting showings In B. A.

In the past, whenever films have
been , banned ;

in B. A., which is a.

federal district like the District of

Columbia, no exhib outside would
take a chance on showings. What
happened in this case was that the

Rosenbach interests, owners of the

Rex arid Select theatres in Parana
' apparently sounded out local opin
Ion and asked if they could have
chance at the film. The mostly at
flrmativS answer resulted in the
Parana double opening.

Tokyo, Jan. 11,

The three-hour program for mo-

tion picts in Japan has been cut to

30 minutes by a revision of the. mo-

tion picture law; .

Films designated by the govern-

ment, and culture films of a length

of over 750 Ket, obtain 30-minute

extensions.

Slash Jap Pic Programs

Seeps Into U. S.

London jn Wartime

' London, Jan. 17.

Oscar Rabin and band in big b^tz

In Yorkshire town and left their

theatre dressing room, five minutes

before it was hit by bomb. But Ra
r

bin managed to escape from theatre

with minor cuts to his face, while

a member of his orchestra suffered

greater injuries, necessitating his- be-

ing detained in the Ideal hospital

for several days.

Southern Ireland's , bah ; on .
the

showing of The Great Dictator' has

resulted in the folks going up to

Belfast to the pic.;

Mexican Pk Producers, Union Boss

Associated Talking Pictures, con-

trolling Ealing Studios production

outfit, list a net profit of $104,000

foe year ended June 30; Gross-was
$227,100.

' Going into 'Once a Crook* are

Bernard Lee; Frank Pettingell; Kath-
leen Harrison, Frank Forsyth, Ray-
mond Huntley, in addition to prin-

cipals Gordon Harker and Sydney
Howard. Herbert Mason directs this

second on the list for 20th.

Detroit, Feb. 11.

It's only a trickle but a little more
Canadian money has started to show
up on this side of the border. Pic-

ture houses in the downtown area,

which had lost. 90% of the once good

flow of Canadian cdiri from Windsor

and other .border cities, report that

the pickup has run to 50% of the old

business on good.shows.
Reason for the new spurt of busi-

ness lies in two factors. The Can-,

adian. Government, which " had
slapped down hard on the taking of

money put of the Dominion, recently

lightened up its rulings to permit
visitors here to bring across $5.

However, they must declare • how
much they're taking and if they're

caught with more, they are being
socked heavy fines, prison, sentences

also threatened.
It;s the severity of the rules which

has brought on the additional reac-

tion. The Canadians in the Windsor
sector-are burned plenty by the limit

oh their American spending—oh the

q.t. they are saying . 'It's as bad. as
GermanyV-and when they get the
chance are expressing : their disap
proval of the stringent law by tak-
ing $5, coming to Detroit and spend
ing to the last nickel. Most of the
money has to go to amusements since

the bah . is on most products they
would purchase to take home.
That $5 for shows, niteries and

drinks, also is an expression of their
disapproval of the entensive ban on
'American luxuries' which cut them
off from many , amusement devices
such . as radios, musical instruments,
records and record players to name
only a few things;

LYNCH PRO-NAZI SON

OF ROLF, NORSE STAR

. Bernard Lee and Carla Lehmann
added to cast of .'Once a Crook,'

20th's quota Job from Shepherd's.

Bush studios. Former obtained spe-

cial leave from army to complete the

ifole' in.a rush seven days; Cyril Cus-
sak, from Abbey theatre, was con-

tracted fdr support

mex an TAXES

EASED TO AID

SHOW BIZ

Mexico City, Feb. 11.

New vaude-revue theatre, Teatro

Balalaika, has been opened down-
town by Lupe Rives Cacho, come-
dienne, who is still going strong

after 30. years of trouping.

La Cacho has in her; company
some of the biggest Mexican variety

and radio stars. Her theatre brings

to five the ; number, of front line . re-

vue-vaude houses now. active here.

1 Spot, Mex City;

at

'Excessive' Pay ofTheatre

Workers, Equaling That0(

Army Officers, Assailed

Mexico City, Feb. 11.

Campaign against what it styles

•the unjustly high . wages. . forced

upon cinema operators here by the;

militarized brigades of Vicente Lom-
bardo Tpledano (Mexico's Tfabor

czar, boss of the Confederation of

Mexican Workers)' has been started

in the form of public arinduncements

by the National Party .for Adminis-

trative Purification; new political

organization.

Lombardo Toledanp's workers*

who ; are on the; exhibitors' payrolls,

get daily stipends that compare

favorably with those of high Mexi-

can army, officers, the Party asserts!

It reports a few of these compara-

tive wages:

Porters, $9.50 (daily . pay of an

army first captain is . $8.50 (Mex) ;

doorman, $14 (same pay as an army
It. col ); boxoffice help, $19.50 (Mex)
(brigadier general, $22), and projec-

tionists, $29.50 (general of division,

highest rating In the Mexican army,

|32 (Mex).

• Stockholm, Feb. 11.

Sven Erik Rolf, son Of the Scandi-
navian rev,ue actor-manager, known
in Hollywood as Ernst Rolf, was.
killed by an angry mob of patriotic

Norwegians at Drammen, as he was
attempting to make a pro-Quisling
speech according to word received
here. Young Rolf appeared as singer

in Norwegian and Swedish revues
but was best known as a Quislihgist

and Nazi.
•

•\ Rolf reportedly challenged a crowd
of Norwegian patriots at a . politico

meeting Lynching was . threatened
and Rolf begged . for mercy but
promise to abandon the ..Quisling

group : came ; tod late, and: he. was
killed by the mob.

William Carroll's juker
Havana,; Feb. 11.

William Carroll, :• who, :: with
:

his

brother Jacob, was with. UFA in ;

Germany, for years, has Cirietone.

musical
.
juker,

.
.for -'• this

1

iter.ritb'ry.

Carroll with Ihis. wife are on the

Polish quota and can enter the U.. S.

as immigrants this year. They've,

been here two years.

He may, however, continue head-
quartering here in view of the grow-
ing vogue of the jukers which are

now spotted in big and small spots,

more than ever before..

Mexico City, Feb. 11.

Agreeing with shpwfolk and the

National Sydncate of the Amusement
Industry (nee Mexican: Theatrical

Federation) that Mexico must have a

theatre because a portion of the pub-

lic wants it and many persons de-

pend upon the stage for a living, the

federal and municipal, governments

have come to the aid of thespians.
'

Theatre, impresarios here, most of

them operators of revue and vaude-

ville houses,, have convinced the mu-
nicipal government that if the tax

boost for them, 7%' to 14% on gross,

which was to have , gone into effect

Feb; 1, were enforced, they would

be forced, out of business. Javier

Rojo Gomez, mayor of this city,

ordered that these levies be suspend-

ed and that the theatres continue to

pay the 1940 tax scale.

In' letting the stagemeri off; Mayor
Rojo Gomez asserted that he and his

government are eager to cooperate
with what President Mauel Avila
Camacho is doing to keep the theatre

going in Mexico. The president, after

listening to the pleas of representa-

tive thespians and theatre impre-
sarios that show business is a 'must'

for Mexico becaVse of its great.cul-

tural aid, appointed a 'technical cul-

tural council. for theatrical entertain-

ments:' This council has jurisdiction

over ail theatrical diversions in the
Federal District, including Mexico
City. ,";;. -,\ .;

Council is ' headed by Guilierjinb

Hernaridez, noted boxing prompter,
who is now chief of the civic amuse-
ments department, and is composed
of leading folk ,Who arc players . or
are experts in theatre lore. Organ-
ization is to function until next Jan.
31;.'arid" is' developing -an ambitiPus
program for- federal and:, municipal
aid. to stimulate the theatre in all its

branches. ..

:': v-'' ;

Mexico City, Feb. 1L

•Gone With the Wind' (M-G)

scored a smash, here, .but an uneven

click, in its first, week of novelty

presentation, simultaneously ' at the

deluxe Alameda and Iris.: The pub-

lic Is going for this pic in a way
bigger, seemingly, than for any pic,

though ballyhoo and; publicity are

rather lim ited. Cricks were agog,

but not to a great deal of space..

'Gone': is blowing along pretty

much oil the strength of the months
of publicity it has had from exhibi-

tions in the U. S:, news that has
blanketed Mexico.' . So it is no
trouble at all for the exhibitors.

,

'Gone' did much more -than* was
expected, of it during its first week
at the Alameda, setting up the ex-
ceptional gross of $75,000 (Mex)
($15,000 U: S), $20,000 (Mex) more
than any pic has. ever done in seven
days in Mexico. Though no exact
figures are available -

.
regarding

'Gone's* first week at the Iris, the in*

take at that cinema was much less

than at the Alameda. There is scant
information as to the reasons for this

uneven biz. 'Gone' rates at both
cinemas are $2.50 (Mex) (50c U. S.)

afternoons and $3 (Mex) (60c U. S.)

nights and holidays. Two pesos

—

about . 40c—is very high for a pic

here. Film's charges will not be
varied during the. entire run at both
cinemas.

'Spring Parade' <U) doing big b.o.

in Mexico City.

"All This and Heaven, Too' (WB)
is on its way to establishing a record
run at one stand in Mexico City.

Pic is now in its fifth week at the
Cine Rex, the longest time any pic
has played a single cinema there.

Mexico City, Feb. 11.

Pic production has resumed after,

a. shutdown of 10 weeks with the

ending of the conflict between the
makers arid Enrique Solis, boss of
sectipn 2 (producers) of the national
pic- workers union. The. producers
quit; when they accused Solis in a
series of open letters of running the
industry for his own profit arid of
discriminating against; an American
sound engineer for his own man on
a Mexican pic. The union hit back
»at the producers in more Open letters

and stoutly championed Soils.'

Producers and labor got together
after a parley here that, lasted for 12 .

hours. Pact was penned : for the
union by Soils and some other offi-

cials and for the producers by Fer-
nando De Funetas, Jesus Grovas and
Bernando Urbie Montasido Oca.

.

agreement has been, officially re- .

corded;by the Federal Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration.

Nevertheless, : Alfonso Sanchez
Tello, tyhose objection to Solis' re-

jection of A. Kroger, the American
soundman, caused the break between
the producers and the:, union,' in

dropping out of the producers' asso-

ciation, declared that, net; is through
with pix- in Mexico forever because
labor wrangles give him a big head-
ache. Sanchez Tello was brie of the

most important Mexican pic pro-

ducers. '•

The peace; pact stipulates that Solis

pretty much' keeps his hands oft the

sound phase of the biz and provides

for organizing the 12 sound engi-

neers and their aides in Mexico into

two groups of six members each, one
to use RCA ' apparatus exclusively,

and the other to work entirely with
'independent' or other kinds ;

of

equipment: Producers .are: to em-:,

ploy both groups of technicians bri a
rotation system* But the makers are
allowed to have full say as to which
engineers and aides they want for

any. particular pic.

Producers and labprites wrote, into

the pact a clause which pledges them
to 'enthusiastically work for greater

arid better production of
:

Mexican
pictures, because they are excellent

propaganda; not only, for the indus-

try, but for the country in general.'

When this agreement was sighed.'

Solis immediately ordered the nixing
of the strike he had ordered against

Jesus Grovas, ex-Par exec here, be-

cause this producer couldn't see the

boss demand that he put on four
extra workers and pay them each ,

what he considered to be the sky-
high wage of $25 (Mex) daily ($5

U.S.). >.
.

'

;' AUSTRALIAN FILM

BUSINESS STRONG

French film, 'Arlette and Her
Papas,' must: be strictly for adults,

Mexico City, civic fathers have or-

dered, ;
-

:

"

in N.Y.

To Set GB Prod.

Sydney, Jan. 20.

> Despite wartime, trade throughout

this zone with UV S. and other prod-

uct is terrific.

rTop takes include 'Dictator' (UA),

.'40,000. HorsemenV (U>, 'Spring. Pa-
fade' . (U), 'Northwest Passage*

(M-G), 'Thief of. Bagdad' (UA).
'Knew What They Wanted' (RKO);
'Pride arid .Prejudice' (M-G).

'

'Blue Bird' (20th) is very strong
on mats, and repeat of 'Snow White'
(RKO). likewise.

Isidore Ostrer, chairman of the

Gaumont-British, Ltd~ arrived in

New York this Week from London by
Clipper plane on bi2 trip arid brief

vacation.

Ostrer likely Will set deals here
for distribution of his company's
product, including one in Australia.
Plans being in U. S. about a month.

Melbourne Booming
• Melbourne, Jan. 20.

. Trade strong here with 'Irene*

(RKO), !Sea Hawk' (WB), 'New
Moon' (M-G). 'Andy Hardy Meets

' Debutante' (M-G), 'Dulcy* (M-G),
'Convoy' (ATP), 'Four Sons" (20th),
'Tom Brown's Schooldays' (RKO).

N. Z. Okay
;

:

-

;

Auckiandi N; Z., jan; 20,

Territory' is highlighted with
'.Northwest Passage' (M-G), 'Spring
Parade' (U), 'Convoy' (ATP), 'Night
Train'. (M-G )j .'Foreign Correspond-
ent' .(UA), 'Lucky Partners' (RKO).

Producer, 20, Star, 15,

Arouse Wide Interest

In Si. on $10,000 Pic

.
Buepos Aires, Feb. 11. .

Full-length feature, produced and

directed by a 20-year-old arid star-

ring a leading lady, five years

younger, has just been completed In

Chile arid is arousing wide interest

throughout South America! .

Pic is 'Amariecer de Esperanza'

.

('Dawn of Hope*) and " the work

of Miguel Frank, son of a Wealthy
'

Chilean family. . It cost 400,000

Chilean pesos,' which, though it only

translates into, about $10,000 U. S.,

is a lot of coin over there. Singing

heroine, Maria .Eugenia Guzman,
currently here, is daughter of Con-
suelo de Guzman, singer who has

given concert tours in ' U;; S.; Europe
arid,-the Orient arid made over 300

diWs
: for ;

Columbia. Mother, iiow

teaching at Instiuto de : Belles' Artes

de .Chile in Santiago.
. ; ;

. . r

Frank is planning -another to be
started in April arid featuring same
stars, including German .Castro.

Qliveira, Ruben Dario Guevar and
Rogel Retes> :. 'Amanecer' will be

distributed throughout S. A., by Leo
Film, handlers of the .French.

'Baker's Wife' on this continent. ;
:

Chile, which once held lead in

S. A. film production, now does, lit-

tle pixmaking, most efforts being

special jobs ground PUt when some-

one puts up enough cash;
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MEMPHIS, WARNER
[HARTFORD, STRAND • READING.

ASvW • SPRINGFIELD, MASS., CAPITOL

LOS a\\eLES, HOLLYWOOD & DOWNTOWN
PROVIDENAe. MAJESTIC •' PHILADELPHIA. FOX

LOUISVILLE,\VrY ANDERSON • LANCASTER, GRAND • SANTA BARBARA.

GRANADA • CAWCAN. COLONIAL • WORCESTER, WARNER • HARTFORD, REGAL

NEW HAVEN, ROGER SHERMAN • SAN BERNARDINO. FOX • NEW BEDFORD. STATE • NEW
LONDON, GARDE • WATERBURY, STATE • BRIDGEPORT. WARNER • NEW BRITAIN. EMBASSY

LINCOLN. VARSITY • ALBANY. STRAND • CINCINNATI, PALACE • ST. PETERSBURG, PLAYHOUSE

UTICA, STANLEY • ORLANDO. VOGUE • NASSAU, SAVOY • COLUMBUS, PRINCESS • HOUSTON.

METROPOLITAN • AUSTIN. STATE NEW YORK CITY, STRAND • BATH, OPERA HOUSE • BUTTE.

MONTANA • WILMINGTON. WARNER • MILWAUKEE. WARNER • ATLANTIC CITY. STANLEY*CANTON.

OHIO • WASHINGTON. EARLE • MAHONEY. ELKS • E. STROUDSBURG. GRAND • FREDERICK. RAMONA

ALBUQUERQUE. KIMO • WASHINGTON. AMBASSADOR • DAYTON. VICTORY • LITTLE ROCK. CAPITOL

ELLENVILLE. NORBURY • BALTIMORE, STANLEY • NORWICH, PALACE•JOHNSTOWN, STATE* BRISTOL.

CAMEO • WILLIAMSPORT, RJALTO • NASSAU. NASSAU • RUSSELLVILLE. RITZ • BOULDER. BOULDER

FALMOUTH. ELIZABETH • LANSFORD. PALACE • NASHUA. STATE • GREELEY. CHIEF • CONCORD.

CAPITOL • WATERVILLE. HAINES • HELENA. PARAMOUNT • MAUSTON. GAIL • ODESSA. LYRIC

ANSQNIA. CAPITOL • ABERDEEN. WARNER • MeCANNEY, GRAND • ST. JOHNSBURY, STAR

SANDUSKY. OHIO • SO. NORWALK, PALACE • NASSAU. CINEMA • MANCHESTER. STATE

ITHACA, STATE • QUANAH, PALACE • NEW ORLEANS. ORPHEUM • PORTLAND. ME*

STATE • COLO. SPRINGS. CHIEF* BRIDGETON.MAYFAIR* RACINE. VENETIAN • TROY,

TROY • ARKADELPHIA. ROYAL • PUEBLO. CHIEF • GUTHRIE. MELBA • HENRYETTA.

BLAINE • SHEBOYGAN. SHEBOYGAN • CHJCKASHA. RITZ TUPELO, LYRIC

PHOENIX, RIALTp • MARSHALLTOWN, CAPITOL • GALVESTON. STATE

HENDERSON. KENTUCKY LIVERMORE VULLS, DREAMLAND

CLEVELAND. HIPPODROME • WAUSAU. GRaW HAVANA,

LAWFORD • NORWAY. REX • GRAND JUNCVbN, MESA

HOT SPRINGS. PARAMOUNT • CLOVIS. LYgVm

CONWAY. CONWAY • COBLESVILLE. PARK

TUSCALOOSA, BAMA • LUBBOCK, ;

PALACE • WARRENSBURG.

FAIRYLAND*DANBURY.

PALACE

BOOKED IN AHEAD OF EVERYTHING
-EVERYWHERE THIS WEEK!

JAMES -OLIVIA

with u m%mj[ iiwB dnd

ALAN HALE * JACK CARSON * GEORGE TOBIAS

Screen Play by Julius J. and Philip G, Epstein • From a play by James Hagan

Directed by RAOUL WALSH
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BACKSTREET
.Hollywood, Feb. 5.

:

Universal' release . of liruce Manning pro-
iuctlon; associate producer,' Frank Shaw.
Stars Vharlcs Boyer, -Margaret Sullavun.
Directed hy Robert Stevenson. Screenplay
by Bruce- .Manning rind Felix Jackson, based
on novel' l>y.- Fannie -Hum; camera', Wil-
liam Daniels; editor. Ted Kent.;- director.-

Seward Webb, Previewed In s'l.iidio v Pro-':

. jectlon .Doom Feb. A, Ml. Running timer
89 .»UN'S.
Walter ' Sn'scl, .;;-.'. \ . iCharles.-BoJ'er
ItTTy Smith.; . ; Margaret Suflav'nn.
Curt Stnnion. ....;.; Klchurd c'arls'on

Ed Porter. . ................. Frank:' MoHugh

.

Rlclmrcl sa^el.. ; .i.. ..;.». Tlnv Holt.
Harry Nllos. . . . ;; . ... ; ... . ; , , . ..iFr.ink.- Jcnks
Mrs.. Smith.. ... . ...... . . . . .Esther Dole
Felix barreir. , .',; .

.'.-.
.vv. .Snmui'l S. ' Hinds

Freda Smith... ......i.... ...'.Peggy, Siunri
Elizabeth Siixel... . «,v,.; . . Nell. O'ltoy
Mrs, inillng. . . .... . v. . . : . . .•.'«:'Klttyi' O'S'eir
t'oilnne Suxnl,-. . ; , . .a .'

:

. . . . -Nella • Walker
Mrs. Miller.. . ,;

„'. ...... . .t'ecU' OunrilnKliiim
Mrs. Adams.' vMarJo'rle (.Jute^o'n-

Miss. Evans. ..... . . . . ... ; ; . ,Dulc' Winter

Second picturization .. of Fannie
Hurst's novel—first turned out in

1932- with John Boles and- Irene
DUnne under direction of John .Stahl

—retains .ail of . the tear-jchviiig

qualities; of the; author's, original
work. : -it's a'-' tophotch attraction; for
the women, and with marquee.names
of Margaret Sullavan and Charles'.

Boyer for lighting,, will Drove' a
strong and highly v profitable ;'b;0.

magnet. .' .-:'•

\

Universal has provided a class A
production background oh which to

weave a straightforward and logical

drama of a woman's- love and devor
tion for one .man over

, a span..' of
years—arid her coriiplete willingness
to remain in the: shadowy, alleys Of
his life. : Generating strong, sym-
pathy for the plight of i a' wojnan uri^

able to erijOy the - security . of mar-
riage, picture carries- hefty dramatic
punch. ' '.-•'.•'.•

'New version of Back Street' varies,

but slightly from the original/ There,
are a few spots where the present
Hays code requires toning down of
relations '. between man and mistress
as presented in the - Stahl version;
but the story still retains its full

dramatic intensity,
Margaret Sullavan js the girl who,

at the. turn of the century, provides
innocent diversion . for the visiting
drummers on their; stopovers in Cin-
cinnati. Meeting young banker
Charles Boyer, pair engage in a sin-
cere romance which shatters when
she fails to" meet him at the river
boat departure, where he had made
preparations for a surprise marriage.
Pair meet again in New York five
years later, and their love affair is

intimately resumed without, benefit
of clergy, due to his marriage bonds/
For a quarter of a century," Miss Sul-
lavan is content to remain in. the
background of Boyer's life, happy to
counsel and encourage him to great,
success.. The tragic, ending, , .with
Boyer suffering a stroke while, on a
European financial mission, is' re-r

tained. •
. 'a".;.

Miss Sullavan delivers a .strong
and sympathetic characterization . as
the most willing victim of love and
devotion. Boyer provides a deft arid
restrained portrayal . of the ': man
willing to share his time and affect
tioris between wife and mistress*.
Richard Carlson is seen briefly to
advantage as the boyhood sweetheart
who rises to become an automotive
tycoon and just inisses marrying the
firl. Frank ;McHugh, Tim Holt,
rank Jenks, Esther Dale and

Samuel S. Hinds . provide competent
support.

Picture is first producer effort of
Bruce Manning, ace writer on the
Universal lot for several years. He
doubled with Felix Jackson in pro-
viding an excellent script of. Fannie
Hurst's novel. Robert - Stevenson
piloted at a leisurely pace,, highlight-
ing the contrasts and dramatic tone
of the story without recourse to the-
atrical dramatics, arid delivers an
effective job. Photography by Wil-
liam Daniels is of high standard.

Walt.

since Miss Shearer tearfully told on
the witness, stand of a life of shame
in the big city, a new. generation
of theatre-goers has grown to box-.'

office age. They will; judge the film
for what it is,

1 without embarrass-
ment of plot comparisons. > -

It Is ; obvious that the story; re-
visions are the result of the stringent
provisions , of ;~the. production code
of higher morals and less human
drama. . In the VeiUer' play- -Mary
took the ; witness stand in her own
defense of the charge Of murdering
her .lover and told, how; she .

will-

ingly; had gone the easiest way' in

order to pay for the education of
her brotherin a western law college;
That the youth had "injected himself
into: the trial as his sister's counsel
heightened the, drama.; In the new
Version Miss. Day is as driven show,,
with ,a,' stenographic

v
.past, and RobV

ert Young is .just one of the bright
young attorneys on. the corporation's

j
legal staff who is in love with the

i boss's secretary. It is. all logical;
and works out to the . sariie happy
ending of Mary's acquittal: .But it

isn't.. Very rnOvirig;' ' '.
.

'

Miss .Day, best rernembered .frorii

'Foreign Correspondent,' "has a very
engaging ' screen , njanrier ; and the
ability . .to' °'handl£.-'rQmah'ticVscenes°
Convincingly: ', These passages - and
her' good looks make her; 'contribu-
tion; very: satisfactory.' . Young also
is wholly convincing arid an able
trial strategist, and if so much of the
strength of ..his role had riot been
deleted by. the anonymous adapters,;
his playing might have shown favor-
ably with : the inipressiv'e

: . perform'-,
ance given - in. -the -stage, version by
the late.. Rex -Cherryman. -.-

. Standout in support is . MarjOrie
Mairi,

.
playing' a cop-hating land-

lady,, whose . testimony at the trial
and ah earlier enactment of her dis-
covery ; of the murdered man .

are
hilariously, funny. Tqm Conway
plays the : misunderstood husband,;
later the corpus 'delicti; Frieda Ines-
cbrt is, the unfaithful wife, arid. John
Litel is the heavy, who betrays him-
self as the real murderer - when he
instinctively reveals himself , to be
left-handed, . It haying been proved
that only a southpaw could inflict

the mortal knife stabi

Film is mounted with . care and
taste; arid the production is technic-
ally first .class. Norman Z. McLebd
directed

, and succeeded [ in keeping
the action well, paced.' George Fol-
sey's photography is. excellent/ and
his courtroom scenes dramatically

,

reproduced.
Picture succeeds in its Main pur-

pose of projecting: Miss Day into
wider . fields. FUn.

. Trial of Mary Dugan
Metro-Gold wyn-Moyer release, of Edwin

-Knop( production. Features,. Lanilne buy
and Robert. YoungY- Directed by - Norman
Z. McLeort. Based, .on iilny by: Uayftrd
Volller; cameni,- Cieorge-'-Folseyi ' editor.
George Boeinler.-

. Prevrewed ' In I'rojeollo'n
Boom, N. Y., Feb. 10, '41. Running time:
87 MINS. -.

'' '-
• . ...

,''

Mary Dugan, .................. .Laratne h»,v.
Jlmmle Ulalie. .....'.... .-Robert ' Young
Edgar AVayne. 4 v..i .-. .Tom'- Conway
Gertrude -AVa.vne. I ....',f.; .. rleda lneHcurl
Wr. .West, . . ;;«.........'...:.;. .-. John' I;ltel
Agatha. Hall. ............. Maraha Hunt
Mm.: Collins.... ;..;...;.'.V.'.MarJorle' 'Main
Galwey. , . .v. . t ;-. 1 .

.

:. . Henry O'N'elll
MISa Matthews ... Sara': Hadeh
John

' Masters;. . . .v. . . ... .Francis i.'lerlot

Miniature Reviews

'fcack Street' (Univ). Margaret
Sullavan and • Charles :Boyer .

starred in remake. Strong tri- ,

angle drama will hit hefty grosses,

•The Trial' of Mary Dugan'
(M-G). : Remake : ,of stirring

melodrama, good for. first . run
duals. ';'•".'

. .'.
'."

;
,

: 'Honeymoon -For Three' (WB). -

.•Ann SheTidan: and George' Brent .

. starred in romantic farce, com- ;

edy that's on the light, side,

'

:

\. 'Road Show' (Hal Rpach-UA):
Ineffectual coriiedyl for secondary . -

;

duals.. .'-..'•."
. .

.•;'; ;
;

;;.v ."
'';

'Scatiergood . Balries' (RKO). .

• First of stories su'ccessfui enough
;

to warrant: new' family - series.

Guy kihbee scores, in title^rcle!'; .

•Ride Kelly Ride' (?0th):
' Pooriy concocted facetrack: pier

ture: never geU away; Filler for

. secoridfiry, duals:-

>Meet the. Chnmp' (U); Hugh
"

: HeVbert .; in iarniliar antics. will>
get by:

; as comedy ,diial support
. in ': the family .houses;', );..

'Face Behind the Mask' (Col).

Peter Lbrre in a distasteful hor-
ror story with limited possibili-

• ties.' :•;'..; .•'• ..'
-

-

•'

.
Targo Kid' (RKO). Not up to

..•.first Tim Holt .westerner, butl
.

still bke for the kids,'

'Petticoat P ol I t i c s' (Rep).
; Weak . Corhedy dealing with ..

crooked politics, another In the -.

r -

Higgins Tamiiy series; - y ;.

;
'Caaght - In ,

the. Act' (PRC).
.*

Henry. Armetta lost in star role' •

of minor dtialer, strong enough
only for subsequents. '

•

'Wildcat of Tnesoh' (Col), Not
one .of Bill Elliott's best., hoss
operas.

Honeymoon for: Three ';'

'. Warner Bro'e. . production and .
• release.'.

Star's Ann. .Sheridan and George Brent; fea-
tures . Charlie. Ruggles. Osa Mnssen, jane
Wyman. William T. Orr, tee Patrick, Wal-
ter Gatlett. • Directed -, by Lloyd. Bacon.
Frorn play of name name by Alan Scott
and George Halght; adaptation,: E«rt' Bald-
win,' Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein; edU
tor, Rudl Fehr; photography, Ernie Haller.
At Strand, N.Y.i week Feb. 7, '41. Run-
ning tlnie, 63 SHJiS.
Anne Rogers. .Ann Sheridan
Kenneth Blxby..... ....... . ...Ge«rge Brent
Harvey . Wilson. . ........ : . .Charlie - Rugqles
Julie Wilson , . Osa Masseh
Elizabeth. Cloc'hessy . .'.'..>. i. i . Jane Wyroan
Arthur WeRtlake......:..:..W|ll|am T. Orr
Mrs. Pettljotin. .'. . . . .i , . . Lee . Patrick
Walter ,. . . w.

.
'.-'.

. . . . . . . . Walter Catlett

gratiating accent .Who appeared in
only orie picture before. That- was
for Paramount; Will probably .'toe

heard irom a lot. . /». '.

In addition to Rtiggles, who digs
out some laughs, supporting players
include William T. Orr as an ambi-
tious lawyer, Jane Wyman, Lee
Patrick and Walter Catlett Last-
mentioned is very funny as a waiter
in the one sequence in which- he ap-
pears.

. Char.

This new flliri version of' Bayard
Veiller's,-exciting courtroom melo-

.
drariia might better be titled; 'The
Re-trial of Mary Dugan.' Most of
the , evidence is new, many of the
characters have, changed.' their .' tes-
timony and Metro has shifted the
proceedings, tinder a > changei of
venue, from, the criminal' division of
the N.Y.

.
Supreme Court to a tribr

una! in Los Angeles. . The ; screen
transcript presents the very person-
able. Lararne . Day, as Mary; in the
studio's plan to extend her popular
followirig. It is the same- role in
which Norma Shearer, in 1929, was
transported from silent- to sound

.

pictures.. With Robert Young, as
the youthful attorney for the de-
fense (he hio Joriger is the heroine's
brother, but her sweetheart); arid a
supporting cast of effective -players,
the picture is something less than
outstanding, although of sufficient
entertainment quality" to fit into . the
groove of first run. dua;ls. .

.

, In .the 12 years which have elapsed.

: A light farce comedy which fails

to be more than moderately enter-

taining, 'Honeymoon For;

' Three' is._a.

doubtful entry for the more impor-

tant first-run houses; It doesn't look
like it cost a great deal,- thus with
whatever pull the Ann Sheridan-
George Brent names may have, it

has a chance to make sortie money
for its producer.

Somewhat on the .wacky side,
script is based oh a . play , by Alan
Scott . and George Haight that was
produced eight years, ago! It con-
cerns a novelist.who comes to Cleve-
land on a lecture tour and runs into
an old college flame who since has
settled down with a henpecked type
of husband in' the person of Charlie
Ruggles. Iri complicating the situa-
tion, the novelist carries his own
•secretary with .him; ..." She's Ann
Sheridan. ... In additiori ' to. being
George Brent's loyal secretary arid
fiance, she is

;
around him. so-much in

his hotel suite
. that "she might also'

be regarded as filling a valet
y
s shoes.

In preparing the .treatment, the
three Writers assigned to do: it have
decided to take;, nothing serious,
however, and with that slant plarited
anything is forgiven in the effort,
also by 'director Lloyd Bacons in get-
ting laughs out of the ; action. Oc-
casionally situations, develop for bet-
ter than average fun, including .that,

scene in the restaurant, hut on the
whole the picture is quite thin. .'

, Title seems to have no connectiori
with the plot but it riiay help at-
tract on marquees, together with ad
copy, or -exploitation built around it
as an, iriterest-inciterv :

Long tagged as the oomph, girl by
the. Warner publicity forces, Miss
Sheridan, has plenty of s.a. but as a
secretary

, who has a job on her
hands ih Brent she plays it in a
subdued, fashion. Brent, is. himself^
seldom varying Oh performance; and
does, well.

;

Ari exciting personality is the
lovesick Osa, .Massen,. who chases
Brent all over the lot witkv total dis-
regard for \-hcii own hubby.

, She's
a. Danish .lass with a slight but in-

ROAD SHOW
(WITH SONGS)

•
: Hollywood, Feb. 6;

United Artists' release of Hoi Roach pro-
duction, directed by Roach ;. Associate . pro-
ducers,' Gordon. Douglas and Hal Roach, Jr.
Features A.dolphe Mep'Jou, Carole Landls,
John Hubbard. Screenplay by. Arnold Bei-
ge rd. Harry Langdon. MIckcll Novak,
based on novel by Eric Hatch; camera,
Norbert Brodlne; photographic eftects, Roy
Seawrlght; 'editor, Bert Jordan; asst. direc-
tor. Bernard Barr; songs, Hoagy Car-
mlchaeh Previewed at Warners Hollywood,
Feb. 5, >41. Running time, 85 MINS. .

Col. Carleton Carraway. .. .Adolphe Menjou
Penguin Moore. . . . . .

.'.
. . . .Carole.' Landla

Drogo. Gnlries.,.i...;....':-r;~.,.John, Hubbard
Harry Whitman.. ...... Charles Butterworth
Jinx. . .•; i.i Ratsy "Kelly
Indian. ..',George E.- Stbne
Prlsc.llla... , .'.Margaret Roach
Helen- Newton.,.;.-. ..Polly Ann Young
E6V Newton ..... i . Edward Norrls
Alice. .': .Marjorle .Woodworth
Mrs. New ton. . . Florenro Bntes
Willie. „';..-. ...Willie Rest
The' Charioteers. .. ;.....:;..'... ; Themselves
Dr. Thorndyke.. '..,.;..; .Paul .Stanton
Stanhope. ; . ... i. ............. .'Ten Stnnhope
Mierlff . . . . . . .Clarence . Wilson
State Ttooper .Lane Chandler
Drunk. . . : ; , . . ; .... .Jack Norton

This One .starts out with prornise
of some, good solid laughs, but
quickly hits a detour into ancient
film technique. Picture will rriildly
satisfy as supporting fixture for sec^
ondary and family dualers.

.
Hal Roach retains all of the old-

fashioned ideas of comedy technique
in his .direction and, as ;.a ' result,
picture is a disjointed hodge-podge
of situations^aimlng at comedy peaks
but seldom achievirig that aim.
Many oldies, including ari over-foot-
age chase and the loose lion vs.
scared colored hostler episode, are
dragged in without much atteiript to
refurbish the formula; '

. .
Story .is a synthetic and extended

tale of a rich playboy and the girl
owner of . a motorized . carnival.
John Hubbard is the ,young milliori-
aire, who is tossed into a private
mental institutiori; :'. He, meets' half-
cracked Adolphe Menjou there, and
the,.duo escape to .flnd refuge ih the
carnival menage. Girl meets boy,
and there's ' series of triinor at-
tempts at; comedy to, string things
along for sufficient footage and run-
ning time.

Menjou constantly prods proceed-;
ings with zany and nutty lines arid
situations -while Patsy Kelly, George
E. Stone, Charles

; Butterwoi'th arid
y/illie Best provide a .few Comedy,
moments in their constant attempts
to overcoriieithe antiquated material
and/direction, '";

Picture,
. incorporates three new

songs by Hoagy Carrnichael. Th*
Charioteers, colored • quartet, • harV
monlze theni to good effect, while
Carole Landis delivers 'I Should
Have Known: You Years Ago;' best-
of thfe Ca'rmiphael numbers. Walt

Scattergood Baines
: RKO: release of Jerruild T. -Brandt ' pro-
(liiotlon,' - Feirtures C,\\y Klbbee, Carol
Hughes, John Arvher, Fruncls Trout, J3mma
Dunn, Le% -White. Directed by Christy
.Ckbnilhe, Screenplay by Michael. L. Slmr
mons, Edward T. Lowe, bused- on Clarence
iludlngton Kellahd's 'Scattergood Baines1

stories; edited by . Henry Bennan; camera,
Jack Mackenzie; inuslc. Constahtin Baka-
lelhlkbft; -asslsfhnt <lir«ctbr, ',Jdhn' Buret).
Previewed In- Prbjceflon- lloom,- N.- T., Feb.,

10; .'41, Running time; 60 MISS.
Scattergood -Baines. .... . . .. .'. .Guy Klbboe
Helen Parker. .;;..:...> ....V. .Carol Hvghea
Johnny' Bones. . /.. .'

. . ..; John Archor
l'llny Pickett . . . .'. . Francis Trout
Ml rn ridy Balnea; ;';:..:. .Emma - Dunn
Kd" Potts.-. ; .:. . . . i . . .Lee (Tosses). White
C|ara, Potts. ; . . . .. ....... . . . . . Kern, F.mmett
Cwihe. ...

.

'. . .

.

'. i

.

'.'. , ; . . .-. Edward'. Earle
McKeKrlck, .•». . . ; . Bradley Page
Keith. . .-. .,. ; . .; . .'; . ;. . . ... .Joseph Grehan

' 'Scattergood, Bairies'> looks : like a
highly profitable hew series for RKO
judging . by . this initial production,

Picture cariiies more potential box
office, than any recent No. i in these

family Or homespun groups. ; It fblr

lows;1

:the
.

fl,ctiorial ''dow^ri-easterri'

character Clarence Budington Kell-

and .created' closely enough to make
his readers happy. Of chief exhibitor
interest is. that this flrst vehicle car-
ries the.

.
appeal' to whet- interest iri

subsequent subjects. Geared for size-

able grosses, -with most business
coming out of subsequents where
it will fit, as first-rate upper-bracket
picture or strong secondary on twin
combos. ; .'•.- •

.
..'.... . .

'"
....

Ready-made audience of thousands
is assured the . exhib because -.the'

Scattergood Baines yarns have been
running for": years- in/the American
Magazine; and lately have developed
a following on the radio. ,

. Film takes Baines; the wanderer,
and dumps him down in Coldriver, a
New England one-horse village. That
erids hi« wanderings,* story from then
on concerning" the rise of. Baines as
the 'sage of Coldriver' and leading
community figure. While he pros-
pel's and regards his Own branchlirie
railroad as his own child, Scatter-
good still; retains the Confidence of
his neighbors; From. this, basic yarn,
director. Christy Cabanne has con-
cocted a" bomespun : meller that sus-
tains, remarkable interest. Enough

:of: Baines* homey observations have
been retained to carry, punch.
Kibbee, in the title role, portrays

a loveable, ; clear-thiriking small-,
town merchant. Characterization is

ideally suited to him,: with his per-
formance ..warranting star billing.
Jerrold T, .Brandt's first production,
he has provided it with essential,
values and has exercised zealous
care in picking the cast. Best sup-
porting character is Carol Hughes,
as the pretty schoolniarm who dis-
guises her beauty with , spectacles
and awry headdress to hold her
job.

.
v.:,. :-.'.-.•

Emma Dunn, cast as Baines'. wife,
also furnishes a top-flight thespia,n
chore while Lee . (Lasses) White;
Baines' colored assistant, has perhaps
his crack comedy role in" pictures;,

John Archer suffices as the stalwart
lawyer and ,6ther half ; of the love
affair with, the schoolteacher while
Francis TrOut makes an eccentric,
but loyal, Wise-crackirig train con-
ductor. Support, nearly all village
characters neatly picked, - includes
Fern Emmett, Edward Earle, Joseph
Crehan and Bradley Page.. .

. Scripting of Michael L; Simmons
and Edward T. Lowe is a. Workman-
like contribution, with . Henry Ber-
ihan's editing" and Jack Mackenzie's
photography keeping pace. Wear.

RIDE KELLY RIDE
Hollywood, Feb. 8.

20th Century-Fox release of Sol M. Wurt-
7.el production. Features Eugene Pallette,
Marvin Stephens. Rita Qulglcy, Mary
Healy. Directed - by - .Norman FosUr^*'
Screenplay by wnilam Conselman, Jr., and
Irving Cummlngs, Jr,

: based on story by
Peter; B. Kyne; ctimeru, Vligll . Miller;
editor. Iau\s Loeffler. . Previewed lh atiidlo
Projection Room: Fch: 7; "Ml. Running
time: 89 MINS.
Duke.. . . . ... ;. , . Eugene: Pallette.

£?,
rn 9?b Kel,}'

• •••'••••••"• -Marvin Stephens
Ellen Martin,.... i,....;...RIta Qulgley
En lertalner .Mary Jiealy
Daii rhomas. . . . . , . . . ... v , . . . ; Richard Lane
Bob Martin. ; Charles- X). Brown
Knuckles.. .. . . ;;. .... . . ...

.
^.Chick Chandler

Martin... ...'.Dorothy. .Peterson
Tuffy Graves...-..; ;..L«e Murray
Skeczlkj 0'Day........,.„.Frankle Burke
Louis Becker. ;..cy Kendall
Steward. .... . ... . .

. Hainlltpn MacFadaeh
Kallnskl . . . . .

.

; H'olter 'Speck! O'Donnell.
sandy. ..,

,

..... ... .-.:, Ernie Adams
a,- -.-

-
-

f
Edwin.Stanley

Stewards. . . . ; . . ..... . ,; ;..-, J EdWnrd Keane .

'

t Edward -Earle.

Dragging in most of the. old ' and :

familiar bromides utilized on horse-
racing pictures,, this one. makes no
attempts to run oh new story tracks.
Looks; like.

-
little attention, has been

given to either , story Or direction,
resulting m a selling- plater offering
that will depend on secondary filler
bookings where unimportant support
•is required. - ;

•-.

...
Stor^tugs and strains with artifi-

cial ahd obvious situations. Young-
cowboy, Marvin Stephens; is plucked v

•S,\r
ânch by hprse trainer' Eugene

.

Pallette and owner Richard ; Lane.
Kid goes through: trairiirig for jockey
carfer, gets bumped by a vet rider,
and comes back .;t.o frustrate the
gamblers by winning a fixed race.

Picture continually -carries the
over-dramatized tang of the mellers
of the gaslight 10-20-30 circuit, arid

:

displays, amateurishness in ' both
writing and

. directing. Cast strug-
gles, along in the heavy going with-
outbeing able to save, ground. 'Ride
Kelly Ride' is a left-at-the-barrier
entry.

. Walt. -.'

MEET THE CHUMP
, HollyWobd, Feb. 7.

Cnlversa) release of Ken Xloldsinltl) pro.
"auction, . Stars Hugh . Herbert. Directed
by. Edward Cllne. . Screenplay by AI»S'-
GqUUcb; original by Hal Hudson iiivd ouS
Garrett; camera, Elwood Hredell; editor
Milton Oarruth. Previewed In Rtudid l'ro-
Jectlon Room Feb. 6, Ml.- Running; -timet

Hueli MansHeld . , . ... . .... ., .-Hugh Herbert
John Mansfield. ............. .Lewis Howard
Madge Kellly. ................ Jounno Kelly
Mla's Burke,:.. ...;........,. ....Anne Xucel
Gloria Mitchell,. Kaihryii Adame
.Stinky Fink.-. i . . . . ; . . . ... ; Shemp- Howard
aiugs .

.-. ....'.....,..... . . ... . nu-liMi-il Lnne
Revello.. '

'

_ . ,
Ahdreiv T6mbee

Juniper. . . , , ... .Robert ('aviinnugh
Dr, Htephonowsky.,

r ('hai:ioH Halton
Clininp... .'.; ..,.. .......i-. .-,;.MH'rtln Sp^llrnan

':

Muldoon.. . ,,. . . . . . .. . . .Kd Ohrg'an ;

' 'Meet the Chump', has been set un-
to display

. the jittery, antics . and-
:

dialog eccentricities of Hugh Her-; I

bert. It's a lightweight programmer
for.: the supporting duals, and will

'

get a goodly share of : laughs with
elemental and zariy aifitics fot audi-
ences that; require broad exposition
of comedy. . .-,

,

.
Yarn is a synthetic framework to

conveniently parade a series of mad-
cap antics, that inject both burlesque
and slapstick technique into tlie pro-
ceeding?. Herbert, is ,a sccewball in-
vestment arid trust fund manager— j
for. ho apparent reasdn. . He embarks
on a campaign to preverit .his nephew -

frorii acquiring a . fortune on the)
boy's 25th birthday. There's a short-
age, in accounts, and Herbert simu-
lates insanity to get tossed into, a
sanitarium. There's a wild series' of
mixups in the crazy house, and a
switch to conflict with an overdrawn •

band of gangsters for a rough-house
routine, before everything is set
back in normal order. .

:

Herbert carries the. major assign-
ment of dishing out the elemental

'

Comedy routines, with : director Ed-
ward. Cline pumping:: in many' old

.

and new gags and situations that
will go over, with audiences for
whom the picture is aimed.; Wott.

Face Behind the Mask
Columbia;, relet**' of ..Wallace. ,M< l)o'nald

;

.

production. Stars Peter Lorre : (calu'rei
Evelyn Keyes, Don Beddoe, George ,E.
Stone. Directed by. Robert. Florey. Screen-

'

play by Allen Vincent, and Paul Jarrlcd :

from story by Arthur. LeviiiKon, bssed oh
radio- play, by Thomaa JBdwiird O-l'onhell;
enmern, Franz A. Planer; editor, Oharlee ;

Nelson. . At tlie' Rlelto, N. - Y., starting
Feb. 0, 1041; Running; .time: 8tt MINS.
Jnnos Szaby..,-. ;......-.. Peter Lorre "

Helen Williams, ... ; Evt-lyn Keye*
Jim 0'Hara....;.....,,.,......Litin Beddoe ;

Dinky'.. -...'.........-. -.Gciiive E. Rton*>
Watts.;. .....'.'v...,.,.. . . ..Ichn TyrrelJ
Harry. . .-. .-.;.;, .'...-,'.,;, . .....Slim Icy •' Browri
Benson . . . .'. . . ... . . .... ;, ....,:.. r

.a) Heymour
Jeff. ..... .•..,.,...*...»,..,.... . . .James Seuy
Johnson ......... . . . . . ........ W;i rren Aehe
Chief O'Brien. ......... ..'......Charles Wilson
Terry Flnnegan............. .George TilcKajr

Columbia bills this as a 'horror*
picture. • It's, that in spades. It's not
so much likely. to scare audiences as
make Jthem a little sick,, bolweeii
Peter Lorre in- a nauseating rubber,
mask and- the ferrime lead as a blind
girl. Production,, acting and story, .

paradoxically, are all of a fairly high;-
order, but it's all too unpleasant.
Cheapie grind houses with patron^

age predominantly male would ordi*
narily be the best outlet, except that
audiences of -this type will probably
prefer a story with speedier action
and a bit less psychological study.

-

Yarn Has .-Lorre an immigrant whose. •

face is badly burned in a rooming
house fire. Seared flesh is bad
enough to look- at, but it is. not
helped much by putting Lone in a
rubber mask that's almost equally ,

likely to cause intestinal flip-flops
among the more squearriish trade;
Picturing a pretty girl, as blind Is

another aspect not destined to cause
coin to flow into a boxoffice. Arid
her death at the finale, as well as

"

Lorre's, just about tops things. In
between, the. player's arrival _in
America and his demise in a desert
he becomes a master criminal be-
cause his face prevents his getting a
job. Story Unfolds at deliberate pace
under Robert Florey's direction to
emphasize that a sincerely honest
man is forced by unfortunate' cir-
cumstances to turn to crime. -

v

^
Lorre; handles his role ably; hur-

W,ng- with minimum pain .the. bits of

:

stiUed dialog too frequently handed :

him by. screenwriters -Allen Vincent
fhd Paul Jarrico.

. Evelyn Keyes, as
the blind

. girl who is the Ohly one
tie. can :flnd;to

.accept his love, does
a good job. in a role that could easily

•'

be hammed up. Bad miscasting is .

George E, Stone as a good-hearted
burglar. He just doesn't Ting. true..
Don Beddoe is okay, as a police lieu-
tenant who befriends Lorre. HcTb;

FARGO KID
'- : (ONE -SONG).' .- '-v..

• RKb-hiidfo release of Bert Gliioy prbduc- .

;

Uon.
. S(ars Tim Holt; ifeattneV My -Jflilt- -.

ley, Ejnmett Lynn, Jane Diunlnio'iid- DI- -.

reeled, by Edward IClIly; acrceiiplay.. .Morton
Grant and Arthur >V. Jones; *tnry, VV.. C. >

.

i*w«?:mu«lc,--Pa»iI Sawtell; ciiWra; Harry ,
Wild; editor, ..Frederick ' Knudtwm. .'. Re-
v ewed Colonial, Lincoln, Neb., dual. Run- •

nlng time.; 64 MINS;

.

:P?rgo. Kid ,T lin Holt
Johnny. . .v. . . ;-.;,,.;.... . /.

.

; ., nay Whitley
v\ hopper. . ;..',;,...-.;. .'.-.-.

; .,. ftmmel
t

' I.ynn
Jennie.:. . . ..

,
-. ..;'..,. ... . . jsric Ijr.ummbild.

Kane. .'...,.. .... . ; . . .... iCynis \V,. Kendall

\

UumIi; .'. ............ i. . , . , .Ktnlr- Adii.ins . ;

Malipry,.;
... ... . . . . . paiil Fir :

\vintcr3.,.. r ...v....,. r ........>-i ( iii scardbn
fjner-lft-: ............... ;> /.., , G-icnn .Strange
Sarah , ...;..,.;'. .'.„..-:. jfary -McLUW»

(

Tim Holt makes a great mistake in
Fargo Kid;' as far as storv weight
goes, because he' stuffs $5,000 in the

Continued on page 18)
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Hollywood, Feb. 11.

United Artists is setting the pace

among the 1940 nominees for the

award by the • Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences, five of "the

companyls features being up for

the Oscar among the 10 films nomi-

nated.
Official, nominations for the 13th

annual awards of: the Academy have
been announced by -Walter Winger,
president with'sdme 23 Oscars' to be

awarded at the annual dinner at the

Biltmore Bowl; Feb.' 27. Ballots will-

be mailed to about 12,000 members of

the film business. Thursday (13).

Nominations for Oscar awards for

acting were, made by Class A mem-
bers of the : Screen Actors Guild.

For directors choices were made by

those qualifying for senior member-
ship in the Screen Directors Guild.

Likewise, writing nominations came
from active members in the Soreen

Writers Guild.

Films

Outstanding feature picture nomi-

nations -are 'All This, and Heaven
Too,' Warners; 'Foreign Correspon-

dent,' Wanger-UA; 'Grapes of

Wrath,?. 20th-Fox; 'Great Dictator,'

Chaplin-UA; 'Kitty Fpyle,' RKO; 'The

Letter.' Warners; 'Long: .
Voyage

Home,' ArgosyrWangerrUA; 'Our

Town,' Lesser-UA; 'Philadelphia

Story,' Metro; 'Rebecca,' Selznick^Iri-

ternational, UA.
For best performance by actor;

Charles Chaplin in 'Great Dictator';

Henry Fonda in 'Grapes of Wrath';

Raymond Massey in 'Abe Lincoln in

Illinois,' Max Gordon Plays & Pic-.

tures-RKQ; Laurence Olivier in 'Re-

becca'; James Stewart in 'Phila-

delphia Story.'

For best performances by actress:

Bette Davis in "The Letter'; Joan
Fontaine in 'Rebecca'; Katharine

Hepburn in
.
'Philadelphia Story';

Ginger Rogers in 'Kitty Foyle';

Martha. Scott in 'Our Town.'

Best Actor Performance

For. best performance of supporting

actor: Albert Basserrnan in 'Foreign

Correspondent'; Walter Brennan in

The Westerner,' Goldwyn-UA; Wil-

liam Gargan in They Knew. What
They Wanted,* RKO; Jack Oakie in

'Great Dictator'; James Stephenson

In- 'The Letter.'

For best performance of supporting

actress: Judith Anderson in 'Re-

becca'; Jane- Darwell in 'Grapes of.

Wrath'; Ruth Hussey in 'Philadelphia

Story'; BarbaraCNeil in 'All This,

and Heaven Too'; Marjorie Rambeau
In 'Primrose Path,' RKO.
For best directing: J6hn Ford on

'Grapes of Wrath'; Sam Wood, 'Kitty

Foyle'; William Wyler, 'The Letter';

George Cukor, 'Philadelphia Story,;

Alfred Hitchcock, 'Rebecca'.

For best original motion picture

tory: Benjamin Glazer-John S.

Toldy, original for 'Arise My Love,'

Paramount; Walter Reisch, 'Comrade
X,' Metro; Dore Schary-HUgo But-

ler, 'Edison the Man,' Metr6; Bella

Spewack-Samuel Spewack and Leo
McCarey, 'My Favorite Wife,' RKO;
Stuart N. Lake, "The Westerner'.

Best written screenplay: Nunnally
Johnson, 'Grapes of Wrath'; Dalton
Trumbo, 'Kitty Foyle'; Dudley Nich-
ols, 'Long Voyage Home'; Donald
Ogden Stewart, 'Philadelphia Story';

Robert Sherwood and Joan Harrison
for 'Rebecca*.

Original*

For best original screenplay,

writer must also have been sole 'au-

thor or authors of the original; Ben
Hecht, 'Angels Oyer Broadway,' Co-
lumbia; John Huston, Heinz Herald,

Norman Burnside, 'Dr. Ehrlich's

Magic- Bullet,' , Warners; Charles
Bennett, Joan Harrison, 'Foreign

Correspondent'; Charles Chaplin,

'Great Dictator'; Preston Sturges,

The Great McGinty,' Paramount. :

Best achievements in art direction
(black-and-white films): 'Arise, My
Love'; Arizona,' Columbia; 'Boys
From Syracuse,' Mayfair-Universal;
4Dark Command,' Republic; 'Foreign.

Correspondent'; 'Lillian : Russell,'

20th-Fox; 'My Favorite Wife'; 'My
Sqn, My Son!', Small-UA; 'Our
Toyrn ' 'Pride and Prejudice,' Metro;
•Rebecca,' 'Sea Hawk,* Warners;,

The Westerner*.
:

Best achievements in art direction

(color films): 'Bitter Sweet,'' Metro;
•Down Argentine Way,' 2Qth-Fox;

Thief of Bagdad,' Korda^UA; 'North

West Mounted Police,' Paramount.
Best achievements in sound re-

cording: 'Behind the News,' Repub-
lic; 'Captain Caution,' Roach-UA;
•Grapes of Wrath'; 'Howards of Vir-

ginia,' Frank Lloyd production;

•Kitty Foyle'; 'North West Mounted
Police'; 'Our Town'; 'Sea Hawk,'
Warners;. 'Spring Parade,' Universal;

'Pastor Hair Row; N, Y,

Theatre's Police Detail

Nyack, N. Y„ Feb. 11.

After a disturbance at the close of

Sunday (9) afternoon's performance

of 'Pastor Hall,' anti-Nazi film,, the

Central, Pearl River' (N. Y.) nabe,

asked and; received police protec-

tion for the remainder of the run.

At the close of the picture de-

Juke box £?A
ngSb% Piling Nazis ^trampling on the

in Superior Court by Sol Freedman peaceful life of a Germar village

against Frank P; Orsatti and Samuel
j and the equally quiet existence Of

Sax, involving 'Phono-Vision,' a new
I the village pastor, a couple dashed

PICTURES

Artists Paces Nominations

For Academy Awards With 5 Pix

Vision

type of projector.

Freedman charges that he iiitro-
|

duced" the projector to the defend-

ants and Was hired at $200 a week
for five' years, but was dropped off

the payroll after two weeks,
.

Minneapolis, Feb.. 11.

A Northwest. Allied committee is

trying to induce the Milwaukee
group operating the 4,000-seat Min-
nesota theatre, to quit 'upsetting the

local applecart' by retaining its 28c

matinee admission scale for. its vaud-
film shows to 6 p.m.

tinder art unwritten agreement
which has been strictly' adhered to

by all circuits and individual, the-

atre owners alike, the change here

out and approached an attendant.

The man denounced the film and .the

theatre management for icontributing

to a 'distorted impression of Ger-

many and Hitler's men.'

While his wife sobbed and. others

in the lobby stared, the man shouted

that if the theatre tried to show the

picture again he would return .with

friends and egg the screen. . His
Voice could be heard plainly inside

the. theatre, where the matinee per-

formance was continuing.

Cops were called and placed on
duty by Chief Fred Kennedy of the

Orangetpwn police. At least three

policemen were noted in the house
last night. Manager Irving Sher-
man was not; at the house at the

time of the incident.

John C. Fremont Kin

Presses Criminal Libel

Action on "Kit Carson'

Criminal libel action brought
against Paul Murphy; manager ; of

Loew's Ziegfeld, N. Y., to stop show-
from the afternoon to night prices ing of 'Kit Carson' , was held over

has occurred^ at 5 p.m. When the; last week until March 10.' Magis-

Mid-West Corp. entered the local
j
trate in whose court the suit was

field by reopening the Minnesota it brought declared it was the wrong
immediately . instituted the 6 p.m.

j

place for such action and advised

price change time. It also tossed a that an injunction be sought in civil

monkey wrench into the- machinery
here by inaugurating a 39c top for

stage shows plus films. Previously

court.

Case was brought by John C. Fre-
mont, grandson of Genl. John C.

the independents had waged a sue- i Fremont, who claims his grand-
cessful fight for a 55c minimum I father was

.
painted as a potential

stage show top.

If the Minnesota theatre persists

in its present stand, Northwest Al-
lied leaders say, the entire theatre

admission structure may be broken
down and a price -war started.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 11)

on preceding seven days, with 'Bow-
ery Boy' (Rep) on screen and 'Vani-
ties'- onstage.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—

'Thing Called Love' (C6JL) (2d wk)
and 'Meet Chump' (U). Doing, nicely

on holdover, and should hit good
$8,300. First week, neat $11,200.

Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55-
75)—'Mad Doctor' (Par) and 'Monster
and Girl' (Par) plus stage show.
Horror-spook show headed for big
$17,000. Last week, 'Victory' (Par)
(2d wk) and 'You're the One' (Par),
with -radio show on stage, topped
$13,000 as predicted..

RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—
Thing Called Love' (Col) (2d wk)
and 'San Francisco Docks' (U ). Hold-
over good at $8,100. First seven, days
of 'Love' brought excellent $11,000.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2,404; 30-44-

55-75)—Tall, Dark' (20th) and 'Keep-
ing Company' (M-G). Will be lucky
to hit weak $8,200, not profitable.

Last week, 'Live With Me* (M-G)
and 'Liberty* (M-G), weak $9,600.

United Artists . (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)—'Live With Me' (M-G) and
'Liberty' (M-G). Slow on moveover
and poor $2,300 indicated. Last week,
'Flight Command' (M-G) and 'Shayne
Defective* (20th), fair $3,300.

Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-55)

—'Live With Me' (M,G) and 'Lib-
erty* (M-G) dual. . Should hit fair

$4,300 oh the stanza. , Last week,
'Flight Command' (M-G) and 'Shayne
Detective* (20th); fair $4,800.

bigamist- Picture- was produced by
Edward Small for United Artists

distribution.

Although
.
the magistrate claimed

he did not have jurisdiction, at the
insistence of Fremont's counsel,

Frank Aronow, he agreed to go into

the question- again at the future
date. Murphy's and .Small's inter-

ests were represented by O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery.
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Paramount Annual Earnings, 193540
(Note*)

1935 $3,153,167

1936 • • • • • •••••••?»•••••• 3,889,020

1937 »»**••••*••••*••• • • • t • • • • * • '• • • • a « 6,045,103

1938 'f 0 • • »•••'! "»• • «.* • • * » • • • p * • • » • •. ».•'•;•• 2,533,279

1939 • *'••••»•••••* •' • • » • • k. : r • » • >> * .2,737,533

(1939 by Quarters)

•First-. i.,

.

Second Third Fourth
Quarter Quarter Quarter

. Quarter
$622,000 $530,000 $333,000

. $1,252,533

1940 $7,617,000

First Second Third. Fourth
Quarter Quarter Quarter; •. Quarter
$890,000 $1,155,000 $1,726,000 $2,807,000

Note—(^—Reorganization plan became, effective , July : 1, 1935. In
previous five, years company operated , under different setup or

. was
• run under 77-B, hence comparisons with operations in those years do
not reflect equitable financial picture. •

's Esti

For 1940 Vi

Par's 20c On Common

.. Paramount directors last Friday
(7) declared a dividend of '20c per
share on its common stock, making
the largest single ' common cash
divvy declaration this early ih the
year since the present stock was
issued in 1935. Directors also, de-
clared, the regular 15c dividend on
the second preferred and $1-50 on
the first preferred, covering the first

quarter of 1941.

All; three distributions will be
made April 1, but to common stock-
holders on record, March' - 14, and
preferred shareholders on record,

March 11.

FIRST WB DIWY

IN YEARS TIPS

COIN UPBEAT

Complaints
^SSContinued from page 6===

mark time, until new selling season

.gets under way before airing their

grievances.

AAA offices have been opened
here, with Walter H. Elliott in charge
as secretary. Panel of arbitrators is

being lined up, but so far there have
been no calls for their services.

'Strike Up the Band,' Metro; 'Too

Many Husbands,' Columbia.;
Nominations previously had. been

made- for bests in camera work, color

cinematography, music, scoring,

song, film editing and three awards
ih short features.: Special awards
will be decided by the Awards Com-
mittee and the Academy Board of

Governors.
Scientific and . technical, achieve-

ment in film producing will be .
re-

warded by the .academy at the din-

ner through Darryl F. Zahuck, chair-

man of the Research, Council, Chair-
men of the committees handling
awards are Sidney Solow, labora-

tory; John Arnold, lighting; Keith
Glennan, ' photography; Mitchell

Leisen, production equiprnent; E. H.

Hansen, sound; Tarciot. Edouart,

special effects.

Won't Talk, Eh?
Cleveland, Feb. 11.

All's, quiet on the Cleveland front

as far as the local branch of the

A.A.A. is concerned. Not one brief

or demand for arbitration has been
filed with it since Luke H. Lyman
was appointed manager of tribunal
here. Formerly was law clerk for

Judge Florence E. Allen of the U.S;

circuit court of appeals.

Only: thing that a Variety mugger
learned on first: visit to Lyman's
office is that A.A.A. reps, like army
generals in front-line trenches, are
not allowed to talk without permis-
sion from headquarters,

Giving out news tips or informa-
tion aboilt cases is strictly taboo,

warned Lyman, whose favorite re-

mark is, 'You'll have to ask C. V.
Whitney (prez of the association)

about that.' Also hinted he wouldn't
be allowed to discuss any complaints
by . exhibitors until they had gone
through official channels- and had
been formerly announced; His Cleve-
land baliwick, he did say, stops at the
Delaware county line, with the Cin-
cinnati tribunal handling the lower
half of Ohio.

No Beefs Yet Ih Phllly

Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

Although Philly has been the hot
bed of controversy • between indie
exhibs and the major distribs, there
have been no, complaints filed as yet
with the arbitration board set up
under the consent decree. .

William Elliott, in charge of local

arbitration office, said several law
yers have called to receive informa-
tion about setup but there are no
cases pending as yet.

Fact that Warner Bros, paid its

first dividend on the preferred in

nearly nine years with the 96y<ic

declaration 10 days ago focuses atten-

tion on the vastly improved financial

position of the corporation. Debt
service (interest charges) are re-
garded in financial circles as being
fairly well caught up so that a divvy
on the preferred can be afforded.

First quarter profits for the fiscal

year ending last November, recently
issued, showed them to be running
about twice as high as the same
quarter a year ago. Warners' earned
surplus rose nearly $3,000,000, as re-
ported at the end of the fiscal year,
Aug. 31, 1940, from $1,612,046* on
Aug. 26, 1939, Because only 99,617
shares are listed as outstanding, less
than $97,000 will be paid on the
96>4c distribution.

'Student' Cut-Rate

Admissions of 20c

Subject to 3c Tax

Minneapolis, Feb. It,
Despite Northwest Allied protests,

the.U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue
has ruled that exhibitors in this ter-
ritory must' collect a 3c admission
tax on 20c student admissions.
Many of the theatres in the sec-

tion lower their ;28c adult admissions
to 20c for students and other young
people from 12 to 20 years of age.
They .have found it profitable to 'split
the difference' or. at least, bridge the.
gap between children's dime admis-
sions for kiddie's under 12 and the
adult scale.' •.' -

• Internal Revenue Dept. holds that
the, 'Student'- admissions are reduced
adult admissions and, therefore; are
taxable, in the same, amount as the
regular or adult tickets. However,
a number of exceptions to the. "re-
duced admissions' tax are listed, in-
cluding bona-fide employees of the
management, municipal officers on
official business, a child',under the
age of 12 and those,, other persons
whose admission to the place is re-
quired for. the performance" of some
duty. Another exemption applies to
a 20c section of seats where the ac-
commodations are not the same as
or. similar to those of 28c, providing
the 20c section is available: to adults,
too.

Paramount showed virtually

double its 1939 earnings in an esti-

mate of earnings for the
; past year

-

issued after the board of directors*

meeting last Friday (7). Company,
estimated earnings (for 53 weeks
ended last Jan. 4) at $7,617,000 as

compared with $3,874,000 for the.

year ending Dec. 30, 1939. This is

equal to $2.63 per common share as

against $1.08 in 1939 and actually

within a few cents of Wall Street

estimates last month.
The estimate included $974,000,

share of undistributed earnings of

partially owned non-consolidated
subsidiaries, and $98,000 profit on
purchase of debentures as compared
with $1,117,000 share of undistrib-

uted earnings -of same type of sub-
sids. in the previous year.
Paramount estimated earnings

for the fourth quarter (ended Jan.

4 this year) totaled $2,807,000, or
$1,777,0C^ ahead of comparable quar-
ter of 1939 when the company re-

ported $1,030,000. This is equal to

$1.02 per common share against 29c
in; 1939. The final quarter for 1940
did not include $381,000, represent-
ing the total dividends received by
Par and its consolidated subsids from
non-conSolidated subsidiaries in ex-
cess of Paramount's direct and indi-
rect net interest as a stockholder in
the combined earnings for the quar-
ter, It was explained that this ex-
cess represents, a' partial distribu-
tion of share of earnings in previous
quarter. In the 1939 .final quarter
the company, likewise did not in-

clude $245,000 under the same con-
ditions.

Company reported that it had ac-
quired 10,482 shares of first pre-
ferred and 22,600 : shares of second
preferred, 11,400 shares of the latter
being acquired hi- the fourth quar-
ter. Par. acquired 2,500 shares of
first preferred ih this final quarter.
The total amount of shares were
acquired at a discount of about
$203,500, whiqh amount has been
credited to a special capital surplus
account.
Paramount, also . showed that

$925,000 principal amount of its

3V4% debentures had been acquired
at a discount of approximately
$98,000. •

Corporation reported 134,189
shares of first preferred outstanding
on Jan, 4 this year and 532,470 shares
of second preferred outstanding on
the same date. There were 2,465,927
shares of common outstanding on
Jan. 4 this year.

25G Claim Vs. Con. Film

Suit by Travelcade Film Corp.,
producer of travelogues against Con-
solidated Film, Industries, Inc. for

$25,000- damages was revealed yester-
day: (Tues;) in N. Y. supreme court,

when an application was riiade to

exaniine Con officers before trial.

Action alleges breach of contract.

Plaintiff on Aug. 22 delivered six

negatives to Consolidated to make 15

prints of each at $.0357 per foot. De-
livery was expected in six days. It

is claimed Consblidated procrastiT

nated for two months and then de-

clared it could not do the work. The
travelogs had lost .their timeliness by
this time and were not marketable,
plaintiff claims, in asking damages.

LANA tTIENEE IN 'J & H.'

• Hollywood, Feb. 11.

Laria Turner has been set by

Metro for femme lead opposite Spen-

cer Tracy in 'DK Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde.'
Ingrid Bergman plays second

femme spot in the picture.
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Phttadelphia, Feb. 11.

William Goldman, bead.of a large

Indie chain in Eastern Pennsylvania;

area; yesterday (Mon.) took up the

cudgel against the impending "bot-

tleneck' of product in the Philly

.

area caused by rash of holdovers in

first-run houses and the opening of

'Fantasia' -at first-run Aldine, tying

up this house for a/long time.

Goldman sent letters
: to all ex-

change heads protesting the condi-?

tions, which he said would cause

'slow strangulation' for every subse-

quent run indie exhib in. the area.

Distribs, said Goldman,, would also

6uffer as the Warner company,
which controls all

[
first run houses

here, 'must give preference to one
or two - preferred distributors.'

.

Goldman: is' making a bid for first-

run product beginning next buying
season for the Erlanger, midtown
house which he recently leased. The
letters, mimeographed copies of

which were sent to indie exhibs, de-

clared ; that with the 'super-A'
. first

runners (Bpyd, Stanley and Aldine )<

tied up with long runs, A pictures

are forced into the Earle and Stan-
ton—usual spots for Class B product.
Goldman offered his Erlanger for-

•n immediate, run for first-run prod-

uct ; and further '. offered to waive the

usual 28 days' protection so that the
product would go immediately 'into

the acute subsequent run theatres'

as. a solution to the "bottleneck

emergency.'
'if Warners should refuse to re-

lease their contracts- for these pic-

tures,' Goldman said, 'they should
likewise make the same gesture and
waive their protection and permit
these pictures to go into subsequent
runs.'

"

Goldman lists product which he
said was being 'bottlenecked,' and
for which he is willing to negotiate
for first run showing, ais: '..

. UA's 'Cheers for Miss Bishop,' 'So

"Ends the Night*; Universal's 'Back
Street,' 'Buck Privates,' 'Streets 6f :

Cairo' arid 'Meet the Chump'; Para-:

mount's 'Victory,' 'Life With Henry*
and 'Virginia'; RKO's 'Convoy,'

'Saint in Palm Springs,' 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith,' 'Let's Make Music' and
'Playgirl';. Columbia's 'Pevil Com-
mands' and Thing Called Love';

Fox's ' 'Romance of Rio. Grainde,'

'Michael Shayne, Detective,' 'Girl in

the News,' . . 'Golderi Hoofs' \ and
'Western Union' and. Metro's 'Flight

Command,' 'Wild Man of Borneo'
and 'Come Live With Me.' \

This letter came to W: G. Van Schmus at Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.,

dated Nov. 25, 1940, but just arrived from . Germany:
I am General Manager, Theatre Royal, Dublin, Ireland, and am a

military prisoner, of war in Germany. My name and address is on the
back of this letter. As communication with Ireland is slow and dif-

ficult, I would very much appreciate your kindness in sending my
name and address to your trade papers for publication if possible, as :

I was No. 1 theatre playing American artists and -have a large .circle of

friends in the profession who might like to send me a letter. I would
also be pleased if you could Include me on your mailing list for one.

of your programs each week. I am anxious to keep in touch with
American artists and anything you can do for me will not be forgotten.

I was wounded and taken prisoner in France in the last days the
British Force was there. It was bad luck as I was due to return to

Dublin to my business but could not get a boat. Southern Ireland
(Eire) remains neutral and business is good there but communication
Is very difficult. If you can also pass my name to the American Red ,

Cross for some small food and clothing parcels, the cost of same will

be well covered in the future.

J regret troubling you but grateful thanks in anticipation,

Yours truly,

, LT. COLONEL J. McGRATH,
Gefangennennummer 1135, Lager-Bezlchnung Oflag VTI C/H, Germany. .

W. J. Merrill, v.p.-treasurer of RKO Corp., elected « vice president of
RKO Pictures, main subsidiary over production.

RKO-Radio Pictures will have a new trademark. Flasher effect gives
way- to streamlined towers with cloud effects and special, music, .Present
trademark Is 12 years' old.

Sam .Goldwyn and Bob Hope ran off 'Whoopee' the other day and de-
cided that the old Eddie Cantor musical la not for 1941 remake standards.

Instead, Hope's fllmusical committment to Goldwyn will be an, original
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COPELAN TO OPERATE

OWN THEATRES IN FLA.

: ; Atlantic City, Feb. 11.

. Herbert L. Copelan, general man-
ager for the Warner Bros. Atlantic

City and Pleasantville theatres for

past eight years, resigned Thursday
(6) from WB, and will leave this

month for Florida, where he. will op-
erate his own chain of theatres.

.

Copelan has been known as the

youngest zone manager in the coun-
try. He entered employ of WB 12

years ago in publicity department.
From there became assistant director

and then director of Vitaphone
shorts' and later general manager of

the Winter Garden and N. Y. Strand
and Hollywood theatres.

Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 11.

Organization of Tent No. 24 of the
.Variety • Club of America has been
effected at Charlotte with officers of
the unit announced. H H. Everett
elected

:
chief barker; Ben Rosen-

weld, J, H. Vickers, assistant chief

barkers; John A. Bachman, property
master, and H. F. Kincey, dough
guy. Directorate is F. H. Bed-
dingfleld, R. J. Ingram, T. A. Little,

James Pritchard, John Holston, and
Bert Adams.* . .

: Charter night dinner at Hotel
Charlotte, March 10. Construction
of quarters for the tent now In
progress on the second floor of hotel.

N.Y. CHAIN STORE TAX

WOULD HIT THEATRES

Albany, Feb. 11, .

Assemblyman Louis Bennett, of
Bronx, N. Y., re-introduced the bill

taxing chain stores today. Theatres
are included in the definition of
what constitutes a- store.

Annual tax ranges from $50 for
each unit in excess of two up to
$1,000 each in excess of 25 units.

Children
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'FATHER'S SON'
John IJtel, Frieda Inescort

Phelps' *BU1 of BJgbis'

Senator Phelps Phelps has intro-

duced a bill in the N. Y. state senate
which would discourage insidious or-
ganizations from attacking minority
groups and tend to make the preach-
ing of political gospels seeking , to
destroy the Bill of Sights extremely
difficult. Measure has* been intro-
duced as an- amendment to the penal
law and provides a fine of not more
than $1,000 and/or a jail sentence of
not more than two years.

Bill also provides means, whereby
any person damaged by such acts can
seek damages via civil action.

Phelps* proposal states specifically
that, 'inciting, advocating or pro-
moting means of denying any person
the rights and privileges conferred
by the constitution' shall apply to
persons Who do this by means of
writing, printing or by speech. And
that this shall constitute a misde-
meanor.

The Shut That Failed

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Oren Hagland, assistant director,

and three extras, Verne Richards,
Bob Stanley and Milton Weiss, were
injured when a' car driven by Ya-
kima Cahutt, stunt man, went out of
control during the filming of 'Af-
fectionately Yours' at Warners. -

Wheels of the car locked when
Canutt swerved to avoid hitting Ed
Parker, Ralph Bellamy's double.

Film Reviews
-Continued from page M;

Armstrong
;Continued from page 2s

novelty, or .whether his knowledge
of bands and ' music is sufficiently

strong. Idea of building a band for
him, of course, is based 'oh the : as-
sumption that he would be a .real
bandleader, not a : novelty. Eddie
Mead, his ring manager, will refain
his handler.

Jesse
:
Owens, . colored Olympic

winner who retired from running,
was another outstanding athlete to
take a fling at bandleading during
the last ' couple of years. His baton-
ing, however, was strictly along nov-
elty lines, and was shortlived.

FARGO KID

barrel of his gun to hide it arid can't

use the weapon all through the pic.

He does resort to fists, to get the cel-

luloidrama over the bumps, but the
muzzling of his firearm ' is bad, even
though it is a good hiding place,

The framework of the story is

built from his meeting, a pro gun-
man on the desert, outwitting him,
getting his horse and with the ani-

mal the gunman's badge by which
he is to be identified upon arrival at

his destination. Holt finds he's be-
ing hired for 50s to lead down an
old man (Paul Scardon), who is

prospecting close to a vein of gold
and doesn't know it. Meantime, the
real creator of holster havoc arrives

on the scene, shows the Holt play up
to the outlaws, at the same time
leaving also vulnerable to the sheriff.

Utah's Escalahte mountains furnish
the scenic background and give a
lot to the film pictorially. Direction
could be a little more interesting.

Ray Whitley, who is a good'
singer for this brand of entertain-
ment, is wasted; He should either
be in for his voice and guitar, or it's

misleading to the customers. He
gets so little tunefulness into 'Fargo
Kid,' he's almost overlooked. .

Paul
Fix is the menace, and does okay.
Emmett Lynn gains a. comedy point,

and Jane Drummond, the girl, has
no heavy duty.
. This isn't as good las the first In
the Tim Holt series, and this is the
second. .

" -. Art.

PETTICOAT POLITICS
' Republic release' of Robert North produc-
tion. Directed by Erie C. Kenton. Screen-
play, Ewart Adamaori and Taylor Cavern
camera, ' Jack lfarta; . editor, Edward. Mann

;

nraale director, Cy Feuer. Previewed In
Projection Room, N. T., Feb.- 6, '41. Run-
ning time: 67 MINS.
Joe Higglna.... .............. .Roscoe Kama
Lit Higgins. ;..,......v.... .-.Ruth Donnelly
Grandpa. .Spencer Charters
Sldney_Hlgglna....; George ICrneat

.Lois RansonBetty Biggins
Widow JOnea.
SlaU 0*Dell...
Alfred: Wllcoz
Don Wilcox. .-.

Guy Markwell
Tilly;.........
Henry Trotter.
l*Tcwt • • * * «

Mayor WlUIanu.......^
Brytnta •••••••••••a^««'
POOB POISe eee

.Polly Moran
.....Paul Hunt
. .Pierre Watkln
......Alan Ladd
...Horry Wooda.
.. Claire CarletOn
.......Jeff Corey
. .Charlea Monro 1

..George Mender

..Emmett' Vpgan
........The Dog

What has been a fairly entertain-
ing family-type series of films seems,
on the basis of this latest Higgins
Family comedy, to have become im-
mersed In a wealth of silly detail
that has seen better days.

This time Joe Higgins runs for
mayor. You know Joe Higgins. The
little guy who's always getting in-
volved in one situation or another,
and all due to the better halfs hair-
brained ideas. When all Joe wants
to do is to be left alone, to go duck
shooting when he wants to and gen-
erally live comfortably on his an-
nuity. But there's Lil. Joe just
can't sit around the . house and do
nothing—the insurance agent told
her that men don't live long after
they retire—and so Lil Higgins de-
cides that Joe must find something
to occupy him. Like run for mayor,
for Instance/

Roscoe Karns plays Joe Higgins,
who's backed by the women's 're-
form ticket led by Polly Moran and
Ruth Donnelly (Lil Higgins), and
the resulting complications that
arise when a crooked , gang backing
the Incumbent mayor contribute
only mild laughs, •

Karns, Ruth Donnelly, Polly Moran
and Spencer Charters totter along
with the film, though the main diffi-
culty is in the story itself.

Strictly for the rural trade, •Petti-
coat . Polities'—and Mayor Joe Hig-
gins—will be lucky .to avoid im-
peachment Haifa.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT
Producera- Releasing Corp. release of T.

H. Richmond production. Stara Henry
Armetta; features Iris Meredith, Robert
Baldwin: Directed by Jean Tarborough.
Original story, Robert Cpsgrlff; acreenplay,
Al Martin; camera. Mack Stengler.: At
Strand, Brooklyn,, week Feb. e. "41. dual.
Running time, 00 HINS.
like .:, , .Henry Armetta
Lucy ....;..•....;.,....,.... k . flr4a Meredith
Jim. . . , . . ,'..,. .Robert Baldwin
Brandon . .................. . .Charlea Miller
Mary.. ......... ....;,,....,-.',inee ' Palange
Henderson.. .... ; , , , , ... . , , ; . .pick. Terry
Davis. . , . ...,,..,.>.,'.,,,',.,,•,.. . . ."Joey Ray'
Pay . . .v..'...,... .'.•, . ; . , ; . , Mazlhe Leslie
Sergeant Riley..,.. ;..William NeWell

This is an instance where the ex-
hibitor probably would not believe
it unless he had seen it in his own
theatre. Picture is a diluted gang-
ster nightmare, leaning almost en-
tirely on Henry Armetta's dialect
and mannerisms for audience inter-
est—and not -even having the sav-
ing grace of spirited action. It's
strictly for lower half on minor sub-
sequent-run dualers.
Henry Armetta, a construction

foreman promoted to salesman, be-
comes involved with a .'protective
association' preying oh construction
companies,

' rows with his .wife, is
innocently, jailed, drags his boss into
the mess and finally helps capture
the crooks. That basically is Robert
Cosgriff's original which Al^Martin

did not
.

Improve In scripting for
the screen.
•: Yarn requires 60 minutes to unfold,
with perhaps half the time devoted
to Armetta's mugging, gesticulating
and. dialect. Where 10 minutes of
the spaghettl-vintaged comedian on
stage or screen goes . over okay, the
comic as the .principal character in
an hour's feature becomes annoy,
ing. . . .;'.

Production lacks strong
. direction

or production values and is awk-
wardly played. There is more open*
ing and slamming of doors than in
the average half-hour radio prp.
gram. Acting technique often con-
sists of posing before the camera and
blatantly reeling, off the dialog.

Armetta wrestles bravely with im-
possible situations . and even more
impossible lines. Of the support,
Maxlne Leslie, a Los Angeles co-ed,
is best, indicating -some promise for
films. Wear.

Craddock

Upped in U Sales Org.;

Chi Meet Sets Program

Chicago, Feb. 11.

After, announcing 47 features, plus
14 westerns and outdpprers for 1941-
42 season, Unlversal's three-day sales'

convention here wound up yesterday
(Monday) with William A- Scully,
general sales manager, announcing a
batch of promotions and staff addi-
tions'."

Chief of these additions were as-
sistants named for the two division
managers, Jack Bannan was appoint-
ed assistant to F. J. A. McCarthy,
eastern division manager, and Gor-
don C. Craddock was named aide to

William J. Heineman, western di-

vision chief, both to be at the home
office. Craddock moves, up from
branch manager at Indianapolis, be-
ing replaced .by H, H. Hull. W. M,
Richardson was appointed . branch
manager at Atlanta, while James
Frew was selected manager for the
New Orleans exchange. Scully also
introduced Harold Dudoff, India
manager, who traveled 30 days from
Bombay to attend, and L- L. Foeldes,
tT rep from Central. Europe.

Cliff Work, studio head, announced
that Universal stages currently re-
semble an all-star production with
Marlene Dietrich, Irene Dunne, Joan
Blondell, Loretta Young and Kay
Francis all working on current
product.

BuSinex already enjoyed by 'Buck
Privates' was responsible for Milton
Feld's prediction that the Abbott-
Costeilo team would build into a big
comedy combintion on the screen.
John Joseph, Universal publicity-

ad chief, explaining the premiere of
'Back Street' in Miami last week,
said that U is developing a rep with
dailies and the public for consistent-
ly entertaining pictures. Nate Blum-
berg and J. Cheever Cowdin wound
up the afternoon sessions with pep
talks. Banquet concluded the three-
day session.

Announced program, which in ad-
dition to features and westerns in-

cludes 60 reels of shorts, the news-
reel and one two-reel feature, re-

vealed that among stars assigned to

pictures are Abbott and Costello,

Mischa Auer, Charles Boyer, Virginia

Bruce, Carol Bruce, Marlene Diet-

rich, Deanna Durbin, W. C. Fields,

Dead End Kids, Hugh Herbert,

Charles Laughton, Carole Lombard,
George Raft, Andy Devine, Gloria

Jean, Basil Rathbone, Margaret Sul-

lavan, Loretta Young, Frarichot Tone
and the Andrews Sisters.

,

Dates for regional' sales' meetings,

have just been set McCarthy meets
with his men at Cleveland, Feb. 15;.

Philadelphia, Feb. 16, and New Or-
leans,

.
Feb. 18. Heineman begins

with Chicago group, Feb. 12; Kan-
sas City, Feb. 17; Salt Lake City,

Feb. 10 (including Denver group)
and San Francisco, Feb, 21.,

Rev. Peale Technically

Advising WB on 4Heaverf

Rev. Norman Vincent Peale, pas-

tor of the Marble Collegiate Church,

N. Y., goes to Hollywood as a repre-

sentative of the Protestant faith to'

act. as advisor in the filming of 'One

Foot in Heaven' (WB) on invitation

of Jack L. Warner. . /
• Rev. Peare was selected as the

clergyman to do the job by a group

of leading Protestant pastors from

various parts of the country who
met for the purpose pf making the

decision in Washington Monday (10).

Warner invitation was sent to Dr.

Daniel A. Poling of Philadelphia,

editor of the Christian Herald.
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I CANNOT TELL A LIE!
Ml

Fm-goi

"ANDY HARDY'S
PRIVATE SECRETARY

(and /usf perfecf for Wash/ngfon's Birthday booking!)

with Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford, SaraHaden,

Ian Hunter and Kathryn Grayson • Screen Play by Jane Murfin and Harry

Ruskin • Directed by George B. Seitz • A Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer Picture
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CBS Pays $1819.500 Income Tax and

The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem made $1,400,000 more last year

than it did in 1939, but the net con-

•olidated profit for 1940 was less be-

cause of the much heavier taxes it

had to pay to the- Federal govern-

ment CBS in its preliminary finan-

cial report issued to stockholders last

week estimated the net earnings for

1940 as $4,806,000, whereas in 1939

these net earnings ' were $5,001,500.

With taxes . included Columbia's

gross, profit for
,
1940 . figures $7,-

436,000. In 1939 this: gross take was
$6,128,657. The network's gross time

billings in '40 were $41,025,549,

while the gross overturn for 1939

was $34,539,665.

Net earnings for 1940 as estimated

In the report is. equal to $2.80 per

share as compared with $2.91, per

share for the previous year. In 1939

Columbia's Federal taxes amounted,

to $1,127,157. For 1940 it's paying

$1,819,500 for Federal income taxes

and $810,500 for Federal excess

profits taxes:/, the difference in fax

payments for the two years reprer

sents approximately;- $1;500.000.
'

Following is the arithmetical setup

for the two years:
1940 •

Cons. Net Earnings; .... . ..$4,806,000

Income Taxes;...v, .1,819,500

Excess Profit Taxes. . 810,500

INS, OUTS AT NBC

Schenek In N. Y. from Chlcago^-

. Sweetser, MacGregor, Dodge Out

In the reshuffle of NBC's produc-

tion department, last week three men
departed and two were added to the.

staff.' The newcomers :were Charles

Schenek, formerly, a production man
with NBC in .Chicago, arid Anton
Leader, who comes from Roger White
Productions, Inc. The exitees were
Norman /Sweetser, Sherman Mac-
Gregor and Frank Dodge.

Another department move made
the. Vappiointirient of Joseph S. Bell

and.' George -Maynard, -.staff produc-.

tion irieri,. as assistants to Wilfred S,

Roberts, eastern production mana-
ger. Bell will supervise dramatic

programs and Maynard musical

shows. '"•' '','
.

*
'•

,

Gross Earnings ;....*..»•; .$7,436,000

1939 ...

Cons. Net Earnings ,;•'. .... « , $5,001 ,50ft

Income Taxes. . , . ..... .... 1,127,157

Gross Earnings. . . .. .$6,128,657

Columbia Broadcasting. System,

directors last week declared the

initial dividend payable for 1941

with the declaration . of a 45c divvy

on present Class A and Class B
shares. Dividend is payable March 7

to stockholders on-

record at close of

business, Feb. 21.

CBS paid $2 on both class of

hares last year, with many distribu-

tions of 45c, plus extras, late in the

year.

LECTURE ARMY MEN

ON PUBLIC RELATIONS

Philadelphia, Feb. 11. .

Members of the WIP staff will

give lectures on the principles of

Sublic relations to officers of the

Ith Division, Pennsylvania National
Guard, now undergoing preliminary
studies at the Valley Forge Military
Academy, near here, prior to going
Into actiye training at Indiantown
Gap,. Pa.,: later this month. .

'-.

Among the lecturers will be Major
Edward A. Davies, WIP vice-presi-
dent, a pioneer in the organization of
public relation systems for the Army.
Other staffers to give talks will be
Murray Arnold, program director; Ed
Wallis, newly appointed publicity
head; Clif Harris, technical super-
visor; Eddie Mayer, WIP. news edi-
tor, and William Robinson/ director
of the WIP recording labs.

did Dutch Cleanser's

'Bachelor's ChOdren' To

Red;FormerlyHBSf CBS

.
Chicago, Feb. 11.

.

'Bachelor's Children' show, which

has been on Mutual, arid now on Co-

lumbia, for Old Dutch. Cleanser,

shifts to NBC-Red on March 24.

Set through the Blackett-Sample-

Hummert agency, show will gallop

Monday-through-Friday at 9:15 a.ih.

CST over 35 .outlets.

.

Old Dutch Is a product of . the

Cudahy Packing Co. ..

SEEDS AGENCY ADDS

EDWARDS, AUSTIN

.
Chicago, Feb. 11.

Russell Seeds agency last week
hired Fred Edwards to be radio time
buyer and Calvin Austin to be a

new business contact. Edwards Is

from Fort . Worth and Austin from
Blackett-SamplerHummert.
Heretofore only "Seeds agency's

head man, Freeman Keyes, has con-

centrated on new accounts.

Wendell Adams' CBS Job
Wendell Adams has been put in

charge of CBS' popular sustaining
programs.
He was on the network's produc-

tion staff,, and before that.he was
in the musical department.

Ralph Miller Succeeds

Chapman as WKY Exec
Oklahoma City,. Feb. 11. •

..' Ralph Miller, formerly advertising

manager of the Farmer-Stockman,
has become the new commercial
manager of WKY. He relieves Rob-
ert Chapman, who returns to the na-
tional "advertising department of the

Oklahoman and Times.
Miller has been in New York for

the past year as manager of the
Basic Newspaper Group, Inc.

Miami-Seattle Jump

Chicago, Feb. . 11.

After six weeks in Miami, the Lew
Valentine 'Dr. I. Q.' quiz show for

candy scrams north for a six-jweek

riin for the stage of the Orpheum in

Seattle.

Shift takes place as of Feb. 24.

Set through the Grant agency here
which handles the Mars account

iVic DaltortY KMTR, Ben McGlashenV KGFJ Draw
Frown From Talent Union

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.

Two Indie stations, Vic Dalton's

KMTR and Ben McGlashen's KGFJ,
have been declared 'unfair'', by
American Federation of Radio Art-
ists. National board has approved
decision of the local chapter and
members of AFRA, Screen Actors
Guild, Actors Equity and other affile

lates of Associated Actors and Art-

istes of America have been advised

that their, acceptance of . work with
either station will jeopardize their

standing.

KMTR is charged with firing an-

nouncers because of their union ties

and refusal to negotiate for an AFRA
shop agreement. KGFJ has refused
to sign an AFRA agreement, accord-
ing to officials of the Federation.

.

;
First offshoot of the taboo was the

cancellation of a broadcast over

KMTR tonight (Tues.) by David O.

Selznick of lobby ceremonies at

opening of 'Rebecca' at the Hawaii

theatre. . Stars of . the picture and

other celebs were to have been inter-

viewed as a KMTR feature.

onsors
One of the byplays in radio which both

intrigue arid amuse observing advertising

men is the game of chess which goes oh
among big users of daytime network pe-

riods. The pawns in this game are prp-

giams and the object of the shuffling of a:

dramatic serial from one spot to another is

to /whittle doWn the pulling power, or rating,

of a competitor's show.
. A notable devotee of this game is. a soap
manufacturer. . Thi s company . will . notice

that a competitor's has moved up among the

leading daytime serials' as far as ratings are

concerned.. The chess-minded manufacturer
will then scan the' ratings of his own shows.
His next move is to pick out one of the top-

'

pertf and spot it opposite the competitor's
high-rating serial. Not infrequently there

is attached to the shifted program a' product

which is in direct competition with the prod-

uct advertised on the other
; manufacturer's

high-rating serial.

It is also not uncommon for the chess-

minded sponsor to take . a chance of sacri-

ficing the rating of his own show so long as

he is able to knock the competitor's serial

Off its popularity pinnacle. To a certain de-
gree it's the: dog-eat-dog philosophy applied
to radio, and general reaction of these ad-
vertising men is that its nothing to get dis-

turbed about. Business is quite accustomed
to it. -V; • - ^ '

^'-.

One manufacturer makes a fast move one
day and gets himself an . edge, but the com-
petitor bides his time and when the op.por-

.

titnity avails itself he likewise has no qualms
about striking quickly arid as devastatingly,
if need be.

15-YEAR-OLD SINGER

BACK FROM NBC, CHI

St. Louis, Feb. 11.

Betty Barrett» .
15ryear old singer

from KWK who has been network-
ing froiri Chicago, is back at KWK
with two programs daily. Discovered
by Bert Igou three years ago girl

became a big fave locally and was
grabbed six" months later by NBC.
She now. warbles with Al Sarli's

orchestra every a.m. at 10:45 o'clock

and again in the p.ra. with the KWK.
studio orch. '•'.

;

U.S. Agency (Toledo)

Men Join Kastor in Chi;

Accounts to Follow?

Chicago, Feb. 11.

Kastor agency here has added a
flock of execs from the U. S. Adver-
Using agency of Toledo, Seven key
men move over and there is re-
ported in this wholesale shift a pos-
sibility that a couple of the top ac-

counts may also shift.

Three top U. S. agency execs mov-
ing from Toledo to Chi are president
Harold Merillat, exec v.p. John
Toigo, who was chief bf copy and
production, arid George Piper, v.p.

for marketing and media. Others
shifting are T. O.. Gibbs, 'Arthur
Gerkin, Ralph Salor arid Hazel
Kelly.

.

Another Kastor agency acquisition
is Weston Hill, coming from a long
sojourn with Ruthruff & Ryan and
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency.

Toledo, O.. Feb. 11.

The U. S. Advertising Corp. said no
accounts were, going to 'the Kastor
agency with the . mierf and that the
company here was continuing opera-
tions as in the past.

22-Year-Old Announcer
Dies of Heart Attack

Buffalo, Feb. 11,

Feeling a heart seizure coming on,
Announcer Herbert (Reed) Barden
of WGR-WKBW pulled his car to the
curb of a. downtown street Wednes-
day, night (5), where, police, notified
by passersby, found him dead at the
wheel. He was 22.

Barden left a local newspaper job
In 1938 to join announcing staff bf
WEBR, going to WBNY before joinr
ing WGR-WKBW.
Besides .radio, Barden also was a

member of the Roadside Players,
stock- group. ; He Is survived by his
parents and a sister.

Renew Glenn Miller

; Glerin Miller is being renewed by
Chesterfield for. another yearj

, De-
• tails of the new contract have been
completed and signatures will be ex-
changed shortly, even though the
present contract doesn't expire until
the .end of March. "...

Miller's salary for the three week-
ly programs, plus rebroadcasts, Is
given as $4,850.

KDYLV 250-Seater
Salt Lake City.Feb. 11,

New radio, center for KDYL, Salt
Lake's NBC red outlet, begins con-
struction in 60 days, or as soon as the
Weather permits.
Building will cost $125,000, and

will be a three-story reinforced con-
crete structure, including a 250 ca-
pacity theatre;

in

Detroit, Cincinnati, Portland; St. Louis Huddles-
Break Off Relations With Three in Miami

RADIO BONERS

?5 Prises Draws Lots of Evidence
. Jokes Mistaken

.

. . . Milwaukee, Feb. 11.
,

The Milwaukee Journal and W-TMJ
started something last September
when they began offering a $5 prize
weekly to the listener sending, in the
best radio boner that could be car-
tooned for its Sunday amusement
section. Edgar A. Thompson, radio
editor, asserts that between 500 and
600 letters now come in every week,
which means there, are an awful lot

of boners pulled (from any station),

even though there are some dupli-
cates in the responses and- ari occa-
sional dimwit mistakes a radio
comic's gag for a boner.

Priest Warns of 'Dangers'

Of Radio Propaganda By

Emotional Newscasters

.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 11.

Rev. William M. Slavin, member
of the Catholic Central High School
faculty and commentator for several
years on the Catholic Laymen's
Radio Guild's Sunday' afternoon
program over WABY, told members
of the Parent-Teacher Association

of Sand Lake and Poestenkill 4
I

consider the radio more dangerous
than the newspapers in the broad-
casting of propaganda.' Father Savin,
who has severely air-criticized 'radio

commentators/ explained to the PTA
that he thought 'radio broadcasters
are more apt to be emotional and
to rely less on facts than newspaper
correspondents.'.

Father Slavin, in a recent broad-
cast, blasted radio commentators for
criticizing Col. Charles A. Lindbergh
on the alleged ground the famous
filer, testifying before a Congres-
sional committee, was inexperienced
in foreign affairs. Father Slavin, de-
clared sarcastically, these same com-
mentators felt qualified to discuss
international matters, economics,
politics, theology and 'anything else
that comes into their head.'

' American Federation of Radio Ar-'
tists has new contracts and renewals
in various degrees of L negotiations
with a number of stations in dif-

ferent parts of the .country. Among
the outlets with which pacts have
just been, sighed are WWJ (new)
and WXYZ (renewal); both in De-
troit, and WLW (renewal), Cincin-
nati. New contract has been ac-

cepted by KWK, St. Louis, and will

be signed as soon as Robert T. Con-
vey, the .station's' general ' manager,
returns from Washington. Renewal
pact with KSD, St. Louis, is said to

be in the 'last stages' of negotiation.
Huddles regarding contracts are

currently being carried on with
KGW and KEX, Portland, Ore., and
with WKR.C, Cincinnati:

.
Negotia-

tions have just been brdken off with
three Miami stations, WIOD, WMAQ
and' WKAT. James Porter, one of
the unldn's two national organizers,

left the Florida resort last week and,
after a short visit to the national
headquarters In New York, returned
to his regular office in Detroit. He
will remain there indefinitely. Hy-
man . Faine, the other national or-
ganizer, Is currently in St Louis,
but will leave soon for his regular
headquarters in Cincinnati. ;•

' Detroit Convention
Several of the AFRA locals have

named their representatives to the
comriiittee which is drawing up four
constitutional amendments, to be
submitted to the national converitipn :

Aug. 14-17, in Detroit. Four, sug-
gested changes would -

effect the
union's internal structure and, since
they were of a complicated nature
arid not immediately necessary, were
turned oVer to a special committee
for clarification. Everett Clark is

chairman of the group, whose mem-
bers so far include Alex McKee,
Kenneth Roberts and John Brown,
bf New York; Virginia' Payne, Phil
Lord (riot writer-producer Phillips

H. Lord) and Dan Sutter of Chicago,
Gwen DeLany of Detroit, and Dell
Gibbs of Dallas.

New York local will henceforth
hold its, regular membership meet-
ing quarterly Instead of monthly, as
before. Idea Is that with few press-
ing issues currently before. the lqcal,

better, attendance will result If the
sessions are held less frequently.

Case of Announcers at WIOD Before NLRB in N. 0.

~-AFRA Brings Up Novel Conapensation Claim

Unique point Is being raised by the
American Federation of Radio Art-
ists In a. National Labor Relations
Board complaint being filed tjjiis

morning (Wednesday) against sta-
tion WIOD, Miariii. Case is being
brought before the board in New
Orlearis, which has Jurisdiction over
Florida labor cases.

Issue involves two announcers, Bill
Pennell and John Simpson, whom
the station, AFRA alleges, fired be-
cause of union activities. Union is

demanding their, reinstatement with
pay for all, the intervening time. In
addition AFRA. is. -raising a novel
issue in asking that the men be also
paid the regular fees for commercial

programs from which they were
dropped.

.
Explained by 'the union

that their employinent on the spon-.

sored, shows was dependent oh their

being members of the station's reg-

ular announcing staff.

Henry Jaffe, attorney, for AFRA,
Is handling the union's . case. -. James
Porter, : national organizer,, has been,

discussing the cases and the "matter

of a regular AFRA contract with the

station. AFRA has also been dick-

ering with the two other* Miami out-

lets, WQAM and WKAT, but con-

fabs with all three have since' been

broken off and Porter has returned,

to .His regular headquarters in De-

troit.'-

'
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Students' Daft Ideas of ASCAP-BMI

:-.--.' :

> '

.:
Detroit, Feb. .11.

V That BMI-ASCAP row now has reached the classrooms arid evidence
uncovered pictures a great public fog, Here are a few of the answers

to a question presented to 200 Intermediate School pupils by Lorraine

A. Wachner, a graduate student in radio broadcasting, as a- project con- ,

dUcted under the supervision of Wa^he yhiversity.

Asked 'What do ASCAP and Blill mean to ybu7\ the pupils answered:

1. They are colleges in the South,

2. It menus that orchestras can't play tohat they toant to. over the

radio. '..' ,'.:
.

• 3. ASCAP and BMI- have gone on a strike. Whoever strikes the

longest wins and the other has to pay him a copyright.

4. BMI stands for the Boston Medical Institute. .

'

] }

:
, 5. ASCAP. is d ;fcind of code language which is used instead of Eng-

lish while the war is on. They use it on the radio. •
••'. i"_.

v
6. BMI has taken' most of the popular records away, from ASCAP

and won't lei them have them back unless they pay a lot of money.
7. They are two companies who had a dispute. BMI won, so ASCAP

• can't play their music.

8. BMI—I don't know. ASCAP is:a kind of soap you use when you
get eczema. --' '/;.;,. ; ''-. '••'•.'

9. ' They arecodes that are.used during wars. They are using them
. over short-wave radio stations right now;

(Only about one-tenth the answers showed a 'semi-clear' idea of what
it was all about, Garnet R. Garrison, director ofHhe university's radio
department, said after the survey. ) . ,

'

;

:

GUATEMALA IS
'PRESS-RADIO SEPARATION'

Guatemala City, Jan. 30.

Radloifusora Nacional has. received

an offer from H. V. Akerberg,. a vicer

president of the Columbia Broad-
casting System, who was recently in

Guatemala, and may decide to ac-

cept. Guatemala radio men con-
sidered proposed terms reasonable
with the exception of the clauses

binding Radioifusora to Columbia ex-
clusively. This . was : unacceptable
and was immediately crossed out, ap-
parently without Objection from
Akerberg.

The president of Guatemala .is

studying the Columbia document fur-
ther.

. Belle Baker's Son a Writer

New Haven, Feb; 11.

Herbert Abrahams, son of Belle
Baker, the vaude headliner makes
his radio debut Feb. 24 authoring
'Rubaiyat of Homer Kahn;' to be
presented by Yale drama depart-
ment's Listeners theatre on WICC
and Colonial net.

Theme of Ernst Talk at Civil Liber-
ties New York Meeting Today

The American . Civil Liberties
Union is devoting today (Wednesday

)

to a luncheon ' and meeting at the
Hotel Commodore, . New York.
Scheduled to speak . on censorship
and. allied matters are these radio
representatives: Joseph Miller of

N- 'A. B. Telford Taylor and James
Fly of FCC, LundsfOrd Yarnell of
NBC. Mathew Gordon and Raymond
Gram Swing.

Quincy Howe will preside over the
censorship panel discussion. Morris
Ernst will discuss "The Separation of

Radio and Press' In probably the
day's; most significant address.;

COURTNEY'S DEPARTURE

ENDS WMCA'S OWLING

WMCA, New York, dropped all-

night operation following last Fri-

day's (7) Owl program; Instead of

24-hour operation, which had been
in effect for couple months, the out-

let will return, to a 1:15 a.m; shut-

down..

Station, advances no reason for the
change other than the fact that Alan
Courtney, who had m.c.d the

1

shows,
has left to become night program
manager at WOV. New York.

Amateur Programs Are. Specifically Guarded From
Force of Proposed Child Labor Statute

'.'•>. Albany, Feb.
.
11;

The five-page Ehrlich - Hampton
bill proposing a uniform law through-
out New York State oh the employ-
metn in show business of children
Under 16, new carries this exception
" to radio:, "The provisions of sub-
division on B of this section (pro-

:;hibltlng. employment as an acrobat,,
rider, singer, • dancer; , musician,
trouper, etc, whether or not ah ad-
mission fee is charged and whether
or hot the .child or any other person.
Is to be compensated for the use of
such child therein 'Shall not apply
to the participation or employment,
us* or exhibition of any child.,.;*
for not longer than one hour a week
in any amateur radio programs in
cases where persons broadcasting do

ir
om the principal broadcasting:

studio of a regularly licensed broad-
casting company during hours, when
attendance upon instruction is not
required by the education law/ The
phrase .'amateur' Is no further de-

ax
In ,act

' tne whole matter of
radio has never been touched or
clarified,

; under, present laws relat-
ln* to employment Of kids, it is

: understood.

..
The prohibitions generally of sub-

division B may be waived by per-;
mission of local boards of education,
school districts; etc., applications for

such consent to be made at least 72

hours before the proposed perform-
ance. Applications shall specify the
true and stage name of - the child; the
place and date, of its birth, names
.and residences of parents or guard-
ians, i the nature,, time duration and
number of performances for which
permission is sought and the place

and. character of the proposed ex-

hibition.' Also 'a true and accurate
statement' detailing 'the entire part

to be taken and each and every act

and thing to be done and performed
by such child.' The applications

must be, acted ; upon 'forthwith' and
'in ho event be delayed in excess of

forty-eight hours after the receipt

thereof.'
.

,

:

.

*.

MODESS FOR RADIO?

Young * Rublcanv Trying to Beat
. Kotex Verboten of 10 Years

.

• Young ic Rubicam Is peeking to

get Modess on. the air. Kotex failed

for 10 years all effo> ts to use .radio

advertising. .

•

Agency is figuring on a test cam-
paign, but meanwhile It has submit-
ted for approval to stations some
copy it has worked up on the prod-

uct.
'

Tells Department of justice

It Cannot Hope to Survive

If Stripped Down to Mere
Police Organization

FAIR OUTLOOK

Only ' significant change in the
negotiations between the U. S. De-
partment of Justice and ASCAP for

a consent decree during the past
week is that both sides have soft-

ened up somewhat Both factions

have made concessions, but the whole
deal can still blow up and the next
day or two will tell whether peace
with radio is in the immediate offing

or whether, the ' controversy, is

dOomed; for a stand Of. many month's

in the Wisconsin courts. In any
event the ASCAP board agreed: at an
all-day session Monday (10 ) that the
decree-; now under discussion

.
gives

the organization, a much better break,

toward continued existence than the
one the Goverment offered the So-
ciety last December;

The Government and the ASCAP
board have . pretty well reached an
agreement on all points but one, and
it is

.
according ' to the disposition

which the Government makes of this

point that the entire outlook of the
Society pends. On this particular

point, paragraph one of the depart-
ment's proposed decree, devolves,

contend the ASCAP directors, the
future existence of their organiza-
tion. If the paragraph in question

is revised to the point- where ASCAP.
can go on operating as a licensing

pool as well as a policing setup, the
consent decree will be signatured
and filed with the Federal court in

Milwaukee by the end of next week,
If the Government's legalites stand
pat oh. this provisi.oh, the outlook,

ASCAP boardmen agree, Is .
flght,

and more flght.

The provision in the consent .decree

which now looms as the crux be-
tween peace and war is as follows:

Defendant is enjoined from,
acquiring or asserting any ex-
clusive right in any musical

:

composition as agent, trustee or
otherwise . on behalf of any.

copyright owner or other owner
of the performing right, or pur-
suant, to any understanding or
agreement with such owner to

. pay for such right a share, of or .

an amount measured by the re-

ceipts or revenues of ASCAP.
To consent to the above provision.

ASCAP directors hold. Would be
tantamount to suicide for the
Society. The-Society under this para-
graph is not only barred from deal-
ing in performing rights pools but
is prevented from basing its royalty
allocations on the Society's gross col-

lections. In other v words; ASCAP
could only, continue as a policing or-

ganization providing enough copy-
right owners agreed to pay it a per-
centage of the . royalties they col-

lected. .

Other Clauses

As for the other provisions In the
proposed consent decree ASCAP has
either agreed' to each One :. indi-

vidually or succeeded in getting

some of the stiff phrasing, revised. It

has .agreed to . exercise 'dis-

crimination In prices Or terms her
tween licensees: similarly; situated,

subject to differentials based Upon
applicable business factors.' .

; ASCAP has . also agreed to license

its music on any one of three bases,

per. piec6, per.' program or. In bulk,

but, where ! it holds It has gained a

decided advantage oyer the proposed
decree . of last .December is that the

•present decree, applies the fee at the

source, , so that ASCAP can collect

directly from the networks. ASCAP;
has never favored at heart .any plan

but -the .bulk arrangement, but: it

harbors the hope, that what it may
lose. '

.
bulk payments from indi-

vidual stations will . be more than
overcome by the coin that will most
likely be ASCAP's when it is able to

(Continued on page 26)

Takes Pre-Benny Slot as Music Lore
Fold*—Mills Buys 'Lone Ranger'

r WiP TO MUTUAL

leoV, Tie-up Ends WFIL's Phlladel-
phULlnk

Philadelphia,JFeb. 11.

Beginning March 1, WIP will be
the., exclusive Philly outlet for the
Mutual Broadcasting System, it is

revealed by Benedict- Gimbeli. Jr.;

WIP prexy. He signed a. contract
last week with W. E. MacFarlane,
MBS president, in Chicago.

-Granting WIP sole franchise for
Mutual; programs here . marked .the
end of a year's feud between the net-
work and WFIL, which at one time
was Philly's only MBS affiliate:

WFIL is also outlet for NBC-Blue
and Is key" station for the Quaker
Network,.:

''

Consequently the station had been,
in hot water with Mutual due to its

inability to carry many of the net*
work's programs here '.• because of
commitments to the other hookups.
Last fall MBS began feeding some of
its programs through WIP, with the.

number gradually Increasing early
this year..-

'

The cpOIness between WFIL and
Mutual was accentuated two weeks
ago when the station failed to Invite
any Of the network's officials to the
Poor Richard advertising club's ban-
quet, while Inviting virtually all of
NBC's bigwigs.
WFIL will continue to carry Mu-

tual programs whose contracts have
not expired. When they Cave re-
newed they will be shifted to WIP;

Windy Hogan, F.Krueger
On WHOM AU-Nitc Show
Using Windy Hogan and Frank

Krueger, WHOM this week started
an all-night program; scheduled to
go on air. at mldnjght and continue
until

' 7 a. m. Hogan rated as the sta-
tion's- new ad-lib find, has replaced
George McCoy, who now :' does his
Broadway street interviews over
WEAF. •

Early morning stint Will feature
records, with recorded music includ-
ing ASCAP and BMI tunes. Hogan
continues his 11:15 p.m. show. -

. G. W. Johnstone, radio director of
Democratic National Committee, to
Florida.

General Mills
, folds its. 'Beat the

Band' quiz with Ted Weems band on
the NBC-red Feb, 23 and the follow,
ing Sunday (2) Mars candy Will take
oyer .the pre-Benny spot (6:30-7 pjn,) i

for a variety program headed by
Jackie, Heller and Ted Fio-Rito's or-
chestra. There will be also guests
and an m.c The hookup will con-
sist of 28 stations. '-.'.

The Weems show,, which plugs th*
cereal, kix, is a quiz which requires

""

the band's personnel to demonstrate
a wide acquaintance with pop musi- .

cal lore. Weems will have completed
a year's run for the account. Gen- .

eral Mills has meanwhile contracted
for . 'The Lone Ranger* on . Mutual
and will underwrite

: a .- hookup of
around 40 stations for the ' western
starting, in May. The allied produc
will be Kix.

Mrs. maker of the 6'Henry bar
also has the 'Dr. I. Q." quiz. Gran°
is the agency oh the latter and tht
hew show;, -

ON AIR

Click has Joined the list of maga-
zines using radio. It's buying spot
announcements. Making availability

inquiries in behalf of a mag is tha
Raymond Spectpr agency. The ob-
ject in this case is chain break an-
nouncement, but with Spector offi-

cially declining to disclose the nam*
oT the mag for the time being.

Other current radio users among
the mags are Liberty, Look and Fri-
day.

Mrs. FDA. on Hrldre' ,

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt makes
another appearance on WMCA; New
York's 'Friendship Bridge' program
Feb. 19. -

Show airs locally, but it's main
purpose is for shortwave transmis-
sion to England via WRUL. Boston.

Society's Propaganda Series Ends After Third Pro-

gram—'Benefit* Characteristics Made It Tough

.
Billy Rose and Oscar Hammersteln,

2d, gave their ultimatums to ASCAP
Monday morning. (10) that they'd

have, to bow put of the 'ASCAP. on
Parade' radio shows, as producer and
scripter respectively, because it was
evolving into .a full-time job, and :

that afternoon the ASCAP board de-
cided to drop . the entire series.

Only three of a projected 13-iime se-

quence had been given.

Rose found that it was a last-

minute proposition; that while - the

pro-ASCAP radiocasts were in the
nature Of 'for the common cause,' it

still resolved itself down to a 'bene.-,

fit,' meaning that the free-talent stars

had to' v be humored , ahd coddled.

Lone exception was AT Jolson, who
starred oh the second show, and was
actually sore that he hadn't been; in-

; vited to be on- the debut program^
' Bad Set-)Up

Being ' a 'benefit,' it became -a

catqh.-as-.catch-can proposition, . arid

:Rose . had Tittle assistance in . lining

up names. Result was that all day
Saturday, was the actual whipping-lt-
into-shape, working right up until

the 8 p.m., start for the hour's show,
before an invited audience at WMCA
which, with WOV, ,WNEW and

I WHN. in New York, picked it lip

'oh a hookup, along with a couple

of other indie .stations in Philadel-
phia, Washington and Baltimore.:
Thereafter the show . went out gratis

to some 117 indie Outlets on platters.

For the New York live broadcasts,
ASCAP had insisted on paying' for
the time, despite the generous array
of . free name talent td the stations^,

and a • deal was set for 50% of .the
'

card rates, Only the Robert Rus-
sell Bennett orchestra of 24 and
Robert Shaw's chpir of 18. were paid;'

and It was this last-minute throw-
together of the show Which didn't
reflect as favorably as it might on
the orchestral and ypeal:- arrange-
ments. '

;

'
'','

•;

Rose is planning to put a new Dia-
mond Horseshoe (nitery) show into,

rehearsal in three weeks, and Ham-
merstein

, has a >Broadway Operetta

commitment with Sigmund Romberg^
which forced him to quit .scripting.

'ASCAP on Parade.' .

Some choose to see in the
. So- ;

ciety's decision hot to substitute- a
heW producer and.scriptei- as a. clue,

to an - early accord with both the
Government,;, .via the consent de-

cree, and with the .broadcasters

a .hew licensing basis. However, it

doesn't necessarily follow that the
D. of J. consent " decree would in-

fluence a hasty pact with the net-

work broadcasters. r
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For Attendance in Home Town

PhilsideJphiaVFeb.il.;

The Inter-State Baseball. League

meeting here last Thurs. i6) voted

to ban the broadcast of major league

games from ,
stations in . the .

eight

cities whose teams ihakey up 'the

Inter-State League. Officials of the

league blamed the .
airing of big

league games for loss of patronage

that has .
brought serious financial

difficulties to many of its teams.'

The bah—if upheld by Judge Kene-

. saw Mountain < .
Landis—will be a

blow to the;:statiohs involved as the

baseball account was a lucrative one

during the slack summer season.

Cities in the league are Wilmington,

•Allentown;! Harrisbur,g, . Reading,

York;.LahcaSter, Trenton and Hagersr

town, Md.j .-':

Arthur H. Ehlers, executive vice-

president, said he was confident that

the league's action would be upheld

Naylor Rogers Out As

WOV Shakeup Goes On;

: Personnel changes at WOV, New
York, which had the station In a tut-,

moil last week, are continuing. Arde
Bulova, who suddenly took over; ac-

tive' management of the outlet,

dropped two more executives and a

number of minor employees this

week; Other, changes may follow.

Naylor Rogers, Tecehtly brought

from the. Coast to: be general man-
ager, left' at the end 'of the week.
Hyia Kiczales, who was. manager of

the. station before, it. was moved to

its new location and who became
Rogers' assistant, has bean given a

Ke«p« 'Em Awake
'"

;- Atlanta, Feb. 11.

J. Leonard! Reinsch, manager
of WSB in Atlanta, claims the

new announcers' bonus system

recently put into use here: is

'the best method yet devised to
'

Insure systematic and conscien-

tious work by the men who face

the microphones.' . . ,

:

. .

'.' ;

The amount of each week's-

bonus for announcers Is deter-

mined by amount of station bust-

. ness for the week. . Spielers who
make serious bobbles, are docked

half or all of the honUs, depend-

ing on the nature of the mistake.

t.y Landis under organized baseball's month's leave and reportedly sailed

territorial rights,' which forbids any

team to operate within ten miles of.

the outskirts of another city in or-

ganized ball.

; 'We're doing this principally be-

cause the fans in bur . cities tune in

on major league game broadcasts and

quit coming to see their home teams

play,' Ehlers said.

.

Ehlers said Landis icould forbid the

Athletics and the Phillies to allow

their games to be broadcast, in. the

ight cities in "his league. (Games
were broadcast last year under spon-

sorship of the .
Atlantic Refining,

General Foods and Socony Gasoline).

It would be. impossible, he said,- toi

forbid fans in those cities to tune in

on games broadcast direct from.

Philly. - ;

:

..However, pumping of games to

local stations or rebroa'dcast of re-

cordings of the games, would be
strictly vefboten. Virtually all of

the teams in the . Inter-State : are

owned Or controlled by big league

OUtfitS. . .

': •„ .

Have Flanagan

Monday (10) oh a West Indies cruise,

Harold' A: Lafbunt, general man-
ager of all Bulova stations, Is cur-

rently in nominal charge of WOV,
with Arthur Simon, manager of

WPEN, Bulova's Philadelphia outlet,

brought in as temporary assistant.

However, Bulova is said to Be re-

taining active control.
'

Reportedly a new general manager
and new sales manager are to be

hired, but there is no indication who
or when. Bulova, who Brought Ed-
die Davis and his orchestra from La
Rue's .

restaurant, N. Y;, as house

band, replacing Jack Meakin, is un-

derstood putting in still another crew
at the end of this week. Meanwhile,,

the station continues with a program
of. recorded dance music from 6 p.m.

to. midnight nightly. Alan Courtney,
previously handling -an, early morn-
ing recorded show over,WMCA. New
York, does the nightly , six-hour stint

on WOV, besides holding the title of

night program manager.
Station's daytime schedule, cur-

rently booked with Italian language
commercials, may be drastically

shuffled. Five-minute news programs

in* English will be aired every hour
on the hour, with Dave Casern shift-

ed from publicity to news.
.

Sales meeting was held Friday (7),

but no rate schedule was set. It had
been previously stated that the . sta-

tion would establish a new- rate,card

and 'stick to it' Bulova Is "Onder-

stood to be. planning to shift the

program policy to an all-English one.

M M M M M M M M M » • >»> >»• M M M > > » MMMM »

Cincinnati, Feb. 11.

Addition of five outlets this week
makes 105 stations, in 27 states, that

•re carrying weekly half-hour pro-

grams sponsored by father Flana-

gan's Boys Home in Boys Town,
Neb. They originate Sunday aft-

ernoons on WLW. Series started

Oct. 6, last. Recordings are made in

the Crosley studios under super-

vision of. Harold Carr, WLW produc-

tion chief.

John Amrein plays , the role of

Father Flanagan in episodes drama
tizing cases of homeless and aban-
doned boys coming under the lat-

ter's 'care. Others In the cast, all

from the .
Crosley. talent staff, are

Lon Clark, Ray Shannon, Mina-
belle Abbott, Frances Weil, Chris-

tine Klein, Mary Louise Laiitz, Joe
Harding, Bob Kappas, Tommy Kane,
Wells; Ginn arid Billy Martin. Script-

ing is done by Van Woodward, who
accomDanied Carr on several trips to

Boys Town to absorb atmosphere.

Horace Hagedorn Quits

H.W. Wilson Rep Firm
Horace Hagedorn, New York man-

ager for the H. W; Wilson rep firm,

is resigning as of April 1. He has

been with Wilson since 1937, pre-

viously having had a firm of his own
In 1936-37, and before that acting as

representative for. the Virginia

Broadcasting System. Hagedorn is

also originator of the Broadcasters

Bull Session, a weekly get-together

of colleagues in the N. Y. end of the

biz.

No replacement as. yet announced
by H- W. Wilson, nor has the

resignee Indicated his new connec-
tion.

':

:
Washington, Feb. 11.

Long wrangle over assignment of

the 1500 kc frequency between three

Brooklyn stations was
."'''

Virtually-

settled Wednesday in, :favor of

WWRL, . Long. Island Broadcasting

Co. In a proposed ,decision , the Fed-
eral Communications Commission ad-

vocated three dismissals with preju-

dice ; and two denials on five appli-

cations involved in the case, plus a

grant of WWRL's plea for. use of the

hours formerly allocated to WMBQ
and those presently used by WCNW.
Final adoption of. the tentative de-

cision will end a long siege of hair-

pulling between the Brooklynites.

No evidence has been offered by
the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.

(WMBQ, Brooklyn) in. support of : Its

request for a renewal of license,

Commish found in recommending
dismissal With prejudice. Similar
treatment was proposed on the appli-

cation of Lillian E. Kiefer, Brooklyn,

for WMBQ's facilities, since no evi-

dence was forthcoming from, appli-

cant. Denial of a second application

for WMBQ's facilities—filed by Paul
J. Gollhofer—was recommended be-

cause applicant has 'failed to sua
tain the. burden of proof that he is

qualified to construct and operate a
broadcast station;. and in.view of the

manner in which he (Gollhofer), as

president of the Metropolitan Broad-
casting Corporation, operated station

WMBQ .

Spanking was delivered to Arthur
Faske, licensee of WCNW, for opera-
tion of the station in Violation of

Commish rules and failure to sustain

the burden of proof that continued
operation of the station would be in.

the public interest. Faske's request

for hours of operation formerly al-

lotted to WMBQ and WWRL's pres-

ent operating hours should be dis-

missed: with prejudice regulators

agreed.

.
-. Confirmation of the proposed de-
cision will give WWRL the operating
hours of WMBQ and WCNW, plus a
renewal of license.

WMCA Asks Dismissal

Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co.,

Inc. (WMCA), asked the N. Y. su-'

preme court yesterday (Tuesday) to
dismiss

. a $100,000 suit . against it

brought by the Broadcast Producers
of N. Y. Reasons advanced for the
dismissal are lack of prosecution..

Plaintiff claims to .have, created, a

radio program called 'Makers of

Men' and submitted: it to WMCA. It

is claimied the defendant appropriat-

ed it for itself arid ruined a deal

•plantiff had with Emergency Shelter,

Inc., for the program's sponsorship.

Divorces Eric Hbwletf
Detroit, Feb. 1L

Charging that he refused to give

up 'a strarige woman' thus, blocking

a reconciliation between them, Eric

S. Hewlett, dramatic director for

Station WJR here, was. divorced by

his wife, Anna.

WFlL's F-M Adjunct

Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

.WFIL has been granted permis-

sion by FCC to build an F-M station

to; broadcast on
.
45,300 kilocycles.

Construction is expected to be oomir

pleted within. 90 days and the station

scheduled to take the air
.
May .1.

. Studios, control room arid offices

of the F-M station will- be built on
the 18th floor of edifice which houses

the present, WFIL studios.

Nermah Reed Off WBAB
• : Atlantic City, Feb. 11.:

Norman Reed, manager of Atlantic

City's WBAB, since it began more
than year ago, resigned Friday (7 ),

to'".' become pr.ograrh manager . for

.
WWDC, Washington, Dii. C. John L.

McClay, staff announcer, was upped
to succed Reed as manager of WBAB.
only newspapers-owned: radio station

in New Jersey. . . -V
.''

Before heading WBAB. Reed was
general ,manager of. old WPG, city-

owned station here for many years.

,
In. . Washirtgton, "he will \Vdtk under

• Edwin M. Spence, who preceded him
'-as manager of WPG. Spence was for

RUGGLES ON
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fiV NEW: YORK CITY . J^Y :

-

:' Raymond Paige, due . back today from Florida, flew to Havana for "a ..

meeting of composers and conductors . . . .Stan Lomax, WOR sports com- •

mentator, making a series of 300 short transcriptions for locaVcoinmerclai

airing. . . .rJeW York's rnuriicipaliy*owned station, .WNYC, is! currently- air-V :

lng two weekly dramatic shows based on democratic themes. One, is

'Created Equal,' a 60-minute stanza about great leaders of liberal thought,

spotted at
;

5: p. m. Sundays. Other is about' 'The Bill of Rights' arid is .

a

30-miriute program scheduled at 1:30 p. m. Saturdays, Both started last'

weekend, .'.
. ^Created Equal,' to: run 26 weeks* will have, scripts by Warren

Pack, Howard Cook, Robert Ross and Edward Goldberger, with Mitchell
Grayson directing.

.
'Bill of Rights,' heard on Columbia's 'Pursuit of Hap-

piness' program last season; is scripted iarid .directed by. Graysbri.
.

•

,

;

Alois Havrilla doing still another news series over WOR five nights- a

week 'Pageant of Art' moved Up from late afternoon to replace 'Wings
Over America' aV 12:30 p. m. Sundays; over NBC, "i> .Alma, Kjtcheirs. 'Pin

Money Party' 'moves from Monday morning, to Thursday afternoori on the
same hop'kup; . . .WOR is trying a series of Ave -aind '10-minute novelty
shows Saturdays! between 8:15 and 8:50 a. m. . i . .Joe Marsala guests on
WNYC tomorrow (Thursday) afternoon. . . .'Ghost Town,' the Richard
Rodgers ballet score, will be played over WNYC toriior-ro^ evening.

'Can You T6p This?' with Joe Laurie, Jr.; Harry Hershfleld arid Senator
.

Ford, moves from 9:30 to B p. m. Monday nights arid extends to the .Mutiial-

network starting next Week ( 17). .. .Eddie Davis' orchestra, from LaRtie's
restaurant, N. Y„ doing an audition week as house band at WOV. . .

.

'Gasoline Alley,' based on the comic strip, starts a flve-a-week ride over ;

. WEAF-NBC : next- Monday (17), after two buildup spots this week. . . .

JCane Carnpbell is scripting it .... Muriel Angelus, : legit and Aim' actress-
singer, and Emiria Otero, Cubaii vocalist, each doing twicerweekly series .

on WEAF-NBC. '

.

Isabel Manning Hewson doing new Monday-Friday series 'Morning
Market Basket' bri WEAF locally. .. .'Weekend Whimsy,' variety show with ';.

Dick Dmsores barid, Loulie Jean;; Kenny G'ardirier and Doug Browning,
newcomer Saturday mornings on WEAF-NBC. . . .Dorothy Thompson now
sponsored by Savarm' Coffee Sunday nights over WOR....'Guy Hedlurid .

Players, dramatic stanza originating at WTTC, Hartford,-, starts March 1

on WEAF-NBC. . . .Stella Unger begins a Hollywood news series Feb. 22
in the Saturday afterrioon spot on NBC red, replacing 'Calling All Stamps'
. . . .Edith Meiser due back from the Coast, in about a month. .

Procter & Gamble boosted the outlay 10% for Sandra Michael's- 'Against
the Storm' serial, so John E.. Glbbs, . the package-producer of the show,
passed along a similar hike to the. cast. . . .Stand By, the AFRA magazine,
carried its; own symposium on Joe Julian's Vartety article about radio
acting. . ; . Jessica Tandy, Raymond Edward Johnson and Burford, Hampden
noons. .. .Jessica Tandy, Raymond Edward "Johnson and Burford Hampden

.

to play the leads in. 'Of Human Bondage,' next Wheatena Playhouse drama.

. Paul Hernried forme« Vienna arid London legit and flim actor, cur-
rently in, 'Flight, to the West,' at the Guild theatre, also in the cast of

'Kate Hopkins' and will do ;
- a new part being written into 'Against the

Storm'. . . .That interminable silence in the middle of last week's Ethel
Barrymore anniversary program resulted when an NBC engineer on the
Coast pushed the wrong button. . . .it affected only the eastern portion of
the hookup. . . .incidentally, those present at the broadcast confirmed the
apparent fact that. Miss.Barrymore was crying at the beginning and end of

her thank-you, speech. . . .listeriers also; noticed that the actress addressed
her brothers as 'Lipnello' and 'Jakel'

'Information, Please' will bring back Oscar Levant, now making a pic-

ture on the Coast, for Feb. 21 broadcast. Sir Willmott Lewis, chief
American correspondent of London Times, '.and' Jan Struther (on several
times before ) guested last week, Clifton. Fadiman clicked . a howl when
he remarked, after John Kieran had answered a difficult three-part ques-
tion on mythoibgy: 'I don't think the Quiz Kids could have done.. any',

better.'.... .Boake Carter had his sister, .Sheila, as guest on Mutual to tell

of work of the Boy Scouts in England since the start of the war. She
spoke of their activities up;to the time she left Britain last fall and of

:

what she had learnedv via letters,..since. . . .Al Shean substituted for How-
ard Lindsay on transcribed interview with Wilfred 'Funk, lexicographer
and author, in 'Life With Fambiis Fathers,' radio series, plugging 'Life

With Father' stage hit. Deems Taylor pinch hit for Lindsay on another
platter.

Edward J. Content, WOR assistant chief engineer, representing the sta-
tion at the Broadcast Engineering conference next week at Colufnbus... ..

Richard James, network serial actor, chatting about plays, books and
current topics between records on WQXR's, daily 'Breakfast Symphony*
;,..Rhys Williams,- native Welchirian currently in 'The Corn Is Green,'
at the National, N. Y„ will do an all-Welch program March 1 over WOR
to celebrate St. David's Day, the Welch national holiday. . . .Jack Eigen,
Broadway and 'Hollywood spieler for WMCA, has authored a stage comedy,
'Radio Commentator' . : . . Clayton Collyer and Neill O'Malley, new an-
nouncers on WOR's 'Battle of the Boroughs'. ... .Barbara Barton did a one-
time commercial job on .the Lowell Thomas show. r

Circuit Judge Adolph F. Marsch- 1 many years; secretary of National

ner ordered him to pay $200. monthly Association of Broadcasters and

for the support of the couple's, two ;; holds like post in. National Indepehd-

daughtersL -
l ent Broadcasters.

.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.

;
Beer accounts, verboten on the

networks, will put a radio head on
their lager via a transcription, series-

framed by Van Fleming. Half-hour
variety show headed by Charles
Ruggles is being peddled nationally
only to breweries, due to the nature
of the setup. Acme peer has : bought
the series for the Coast.
On the.

: talent side ' with Ruggles
are Benny Rubin, Betty Jane ;Rhodes,
vocalist; Dave Rose's, orchestra arid

Bill Brandt's 'Singing Waiters.'. Flem-
ing also handles the Mutual co-op'er,
.'I Want a Divorce.' V

on

Chicago, Feb. 11.

Axtbn-Fisher tobacco (Spud cig-
arets) has lined up5an 'idea' dra-
matic series to start' on a Mutual
hookup in March. Precise nature of.

the show isn't known, but it's re-'

ported to be a twice-weekly 30-miru
ute stanza with' guest names.

Principal matter remaining unset-
tled is the selection of. stations to
carry the series. Weiss & Geller is

jthe agency.

IN CHICAGO
Herb Butterfleld and Stanley Waxman with the 'Bachelor's Children'

cast . , . .Margery Mayer back on the 'Hymns of All Churches' show ... . .

.

Harlan Ware on his feet, after a flu siege; .. .John Chalbeck arid John
Hodjak added to the 'Story of Bud Barton' and Sharon Lee Siriith is with
Bob Becker's program . . . .Paul Engle of 'Always the Land' guesting on

-

Ethel Reid Winser's interview show. over WJJD... .Eddie Chase on WIND :

with new evening platter program tagged 'Off the Record'. . . .'Night
Watch' four-hour pbst-midhight show, celebrates its fifth, anniversary on
WIND this week. • . {V-'.' ...

Recent 10th anniversary at University of Chicago Roundtable program
over NBC brought back to the mike the three professors who participated
in .first broadcast. They were T.. V. Smith, Percy Boynton and W. ,E.

Garrison. Trio reviewed and interpreted, the decade during .which Round-
table has been a Sunday network feature.

Burridge Butler, WLS chief, to Phoenix, Ari2., where he operates KOY
. . . .Percy Faith arid Louise King back from'Toronto. where ihey appeared
on special CBC War Bond show.. . . .Frank Dane directing the Radio The-
atre stage production of "The Back SeatS-. . .Pat Dunlap added tb cast of

'Woman m -White,' Pat Murphy to 'Scattergood Baines'. . . . Jules Herbu-
veaux, NBC program chief here, to Texas to handle NBC talk by Maury
Maverick, San Antonio mayor. . . Bill Ray, press head for tfBC iri midwest,
chirihed; the Des Moines Ad. Club last week. . . .Gilbert Kemp joins NBC.
engineering corps, replacing Fred Shidel who i6 a conscriptee. . . .Sid
Strdtz here over weekend...vhe still spends lot of time here;

IN SAN FRANCISCO
KSFO's Paul Leake, engineer, has been ordered to Fort Lewis. Wash.,

for. duty . . .he's a second looy in the signal corps . . .KFRC Is sending Mel
Venter to L. A., where he. will board. Americals largest liner, the America,
frbrri which he'll; originate several broadcasts as the ship makes her maided
Frisco voyage. .,: Sydney Beatle,' local Socialite, becorhes first Frisco deb
to sing via a TC hookup through winning auditions with Leo Reisman,
whose ork airs via NBC from the Palace hotel . . . 'Man in Street' shows are

still clicking here to the extent that Ernie Smith has started a new one on

KYA, .flve-a-week at noontime , , . Joe Dearing, Call-Bulletin -fWh ard Ram*
editor, how has a quarter-hour slot on KGO. . .Rbllei Derby in Civic Audi-
torium getting daily ether shots via KPO.
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BIG STATIONS ARE NERVOUS

OF AIR THE

Washington* Feb. 11.

More trouble looms for Brush-

Moore rJewspapers In their attempt

to acquire ; full - control of WPAY,
Portsmouth, O. Federal Communi-
cations Commission' has ordered a

hearing oh its license renewal appli-

cation and is still undecided about

permitting . the corporate deal by
which the publishing firm would buy
out the interest of the Joint owner,

v Last spring,' in a move generally

construed 'as a test of .newspaper
". ownership, the Commish. by a split

vote ordered testimony to be taken

whether public interest would be
served by the deal: Final action still

has not been taken on this request

for Commish consent.

The renewal papers were held up
because of undisclosed allegations

that , Section 310B (requiring Com-?

mish consent for ..transfers) has been,

violated and the B-M people have
: been in actual control of the plant all

along. Evidence to this effect is said

to have been dug up by members of

the legal staff digging into the record

and analyzing exhibits submitted in

support of the purchase plea:

Move to.make the hearing double-,

barreled was opposed by Commis-
sioners Norman S. Case and T. A. M.

. Craven on the ground there is no
heed for giving WPAY a black eye
when the transfer already is pending
and a denial of permission to go
through with the transaction would
open the way for punitive action in

case there, is anything wrong.

[ ]
Realistic observers see. in. the current-

ASCAP-radio tangle just the beginning of sev-
eral years of: turmoil for broadcasting. -Those
who have discussed the consent decree propo-
sition, with the U. S. Department of Justice
have come away from the department with
the impression that it was anxious to get, the
music issue out' of the way so that it could
proceed with other matters affecting the
broadcasting industry.

FoHowmg. are some of the* moves that these
observers foresee the department possibly
embarking upon during 194.1 :

:

v

1. Action against NBC and Columbia in
connection with the, monopoly inquiry con-
ducted by the Federal Communications- Com-

.

mission. The department will seek to force
these networks to revise their affiliated station
contracts, using the- same legal mechanics as
applied

. in the case of the , performing rights
case. ;

; ''"
• /

:

2. Action against newspaper-owned stations
on the grbtinds .that they constitute a mo-
hopoly- of the news in many, of their areas.
This is expected to bring on the most bitter

and implacable fight of them all since the news-
papers throughout the country will rally to the
rescue on the ground that the issue primarily

concerns freedom of the press. The adminis-
tration is known to. strongly favor this/item, of
attack. '

'..I:-:-:'

3. Action .against multiple station owner-
ship. This will prove the most ticklish of all

targets that the department has . singled out as
it will riot be so easy, to make conviileirig: anti-
monopoly fodder. • While - the, \ department,
might be able to make one sort of case against
-network-contrdliedjoutlcts; it-Will, /observers
predict, have to engage in some mighty mental
heaving' to convince other legal minds that
the*central

. ownership of ,;a few small stations
in a particular, region constitutes a threat to
free arid open competition. •

-

4. Action against the networks (NBC, CBS)
on the control of outside business, such as
transcription and phonograph record manufac-
turing, artist bureaus., etc., based on data as
developed by the FCC's morippply hearings.

The aspect about this expected furore from
the Department of Justice which seems mpst
to intrigue the outlook of these observers is

the effect it will have on the commercial end
of broadcasting itself. Government by con-
sen it decree, they point but. is still something
new for American business and it's hard to tell

how it will work out, if it happens, for the
brpadcasting industry.

'Breakfast at Sardi's'

Chicago, Feb, 11.

Sherman K. Ellis agency here has
purchased participation on the
'Breakfast at Sardi's* show on
KFWB, Los Angeles. This show is

operated, by Ray Morgan of the
Coast office of Goodkind, Jolce &
Morgan agency.

Deal was set through the local

office of Goodkind, Joice & Morgan.

Junior League Radio

On Discs for Schools

. Salt Lake City, Feb. 11.

Up and Down the Scale, series of
15 min. dramatizations of great mu-
sician's lives, which was aired over
KSL through tieup with Junior
League now is' being ; made into

transcriptions. These records are to

be made available for use In schools.

Louise Hill Howe directs.

Renew Bartlett Show

, Chicago, Feb. 11.

•Celebrity Circle' shows on WBBM.
the Columbia outlet here, has been
renewed for. another 13-week gallop
by Dutch Mill Candy, Tommy
Bartlett, WBBM staff gabber, inter-
views names of . radio, stage and
screen on the program..

Set. through the Goodkind, Joice &
Morgan agency.

"

At Ed Craig's Suggestion a,

Beginning Is Made at Ex-
plaining, the Place and
Usefulness of Class IA

..Broadcasters:

WttbH SCARED 'EM

Washington, Feb, 11.

y Growing hostility on the part of
several Fed e r a I Communications
Commission members toward clear
channels, with repeated threats, that
exclusive occupancy of desirable rib?
boris by a ; single transmitter > after ;

dark will end shortly, has resulted
in. formation of a new trade group of
Class IA plants independently owned.
Lobby will tackle the educational
job of explaining to listeners -the

value of the wattage giants as a

.

backfire against some animosity in •

Congress and the FCC reform ele-

ment.
New Clear Channel. Broadcasting

Service, opening offices here, is in-

spired by Ed Craig of WSM,. Nash-
ville." Front man will be Victor
Sholis, former political reporter for
Chicago Times and more recently
brain-truster and ghost-writer for
Harry Hopkins when he was Secre-
tary of Commerce.
Without altering the present In-,

formal association under which most
of the cleat channel plants have
pooled their resources and have been
represented . at various Commish

(Continued on page 24)

.V-

Thanks to the Scripps-Howard

newspapers and the Radio Editors

of America for having chosen

as the outstanding singing

discovery of 1940

P. S.—May I submit thirteen-Year-old

Olive Major as a candidate for 1941?
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Inside Stuff-Radio

With, baseball out for the coming summer the CBS managed and oper-

ated stations propose to fill the sustaining gaps with dramatic serials.

The salesmen for these outlets will -be equipped with an argument, that

while evening shows fall off in rating during the summer the daytime

serials either maintain a steady leve}- or go up in popularity.

Studies of five leading daytime serials by the Co-operative Analysis of

Broadcasting, as contained in the 1939-40 Variety Directory, show that the

quintet's summer rating went up in 1936, but that the story was the other

way during the summers of '37, '38 and '39. Fact, however, that the

analysis was limited to five shows in the daytime schedule might not be

considered a conclusive index.

Nervous Stations
;
Continued from page 23;

It is reported' in Congressional circles that Donald Flamm is- slated to

be called before a House investigating committee for a quiz on the cir-

cumstance surrounding his sale
:
bf ,WMCA, N. Yv, to, Edward Noble. He

will be asked, it is said, to explain how. he came to close the deal, two days

after the expiration of the time limit set by the Federal Communcations
Commission for the consummation of the sale. Also to confirm or deny
the rumor that a Washington lawyer had called on him and told him that

a former high Government official was set ; to get his station, and that he
(Flamm) had six hours in which to decide whether he wanted to make a

sale. , . .

Unusual situation of one gasoline program following another prevailed

on the eastern end of the NBC-blue last Saturday (8) as the result, of the

exceptionally long run of.'.the Metropolitan Opera broadcast, which Texaco

is underwriting. The opera, 'Tristan and Isolde,' ran until after six p.m.

The Esso News fills the 6-6:05 spot regularly, and so there was no alter-

native but to put on Esso immediately after the Texaco program.

Conrad Rice, announcer for WEMP, Milwaukee, and Norman Carlisle,

former continuity chief of WTCN of Minneapolis, who is now writing for

the slicks, have, collaborated on a book called 'Your Career in Radio'. It

is a full-sized volume based upon practical experience, rather than upon
theory, is being published by the E. P. Dutton Co.,. off 'the presses this

month.

Leo Burnet agency in Chicago is understood In the open market for an
executive to haiidte all radio operations for the outfit. Has had several

feelers out and even angling for a couple of top radio men with other

agencies. Has been talking particularly with Harlow Roberts who re-

cently left the Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency in Chi as radio chief.

The February and May issues of the Journal of Educational Sociology
(New York University) are given oyer- to discussions of radio under
special guest editorship, of Gilbert Seldea of CBS. Pieces by Neville

Miller, John W. Studebaker, James R. Angell, C. A. Siepmann, Mortimer
Adler, Lyman Bryson, George V. Denny.

Fxank Morgan, on the Maxwell House program, is slipping In plugs for
Angostura Bitters. Last week, for second time, he made a sly. reference
to that product, which is owned by the Wupperman family, Wupperman
being Morgan's right name.

NBC-Chicago Daily Times campaign in the President's Birthday Ball
drive netted $16,538.40. Radio-newspaper team operated a gimme booth
on the corner of State and Randolph streets in the loop for 15 days "and

,
put on a running 24-hour-a-day show to entice shekels from the passers-by.

New power bid being made by WWSW, Pittsburgh, is for 5,000 watts
on the 940 channel. The report of the move had given the sought-after
power as 50,000 watts.

THEIR FAME

IS YOUR FORTUNE
Hollywood intriguesAmerica! Stella linger,

who knows the stars intimately, tells all

about them in "Hollywood Headliners"

fascinating NBC Recorded Program

Hollywood stars are news

.

. . of absorbing interest

In "Hollywood Headliners," Stella Unger "Your

Hollywood Newsgirl" turns this interest to your

profit. She not only reveals the details of
.
their

lives . .
;.- but has proved the sales formula behind

this show in previous programs for big advertisers.

Her program, "Hollywood Headliners," offers

you a remarkable value . . . a full year's schedule of

3 programs a week . . . 156 programs a year . . . at

unbelievably low cost. It's a 5-minute. program

with special movie-set atmosphere and musical

theme; with recorded music added; it becomes a

15-minute show.

"Hollywood Headliners" is now being sponsored

in various cities. Many leading markets are still

available for local and spot advertisers.

Your local radio station can arrange

an audition . . . or write

dio-Recording Division
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

A Radio Corporation, of America Berviet

RCA Building, Radio City, New York
IftrcbandiM Mart, Chicago Trans-Lux Bldg., Washington, D. Cv Sunset & Vine, Hollywood

hearings by Louis G. Caldwell, the

new office will concentrate on the

public relations phase, not going into

technical and legal ramifications of

the controversy. Appeals particularly

will be made for backing of the

rural audience, who depend to

overwhelming degree on secondary

signals from remote 50 kw .outlets.

Sholis will launch campaign to point

out what they would lose in the

event either Congress legislates

against exclusive occupancy or the

Commish decides to sacrifice the IA
rating as a means of countering as-

serted monopoly. ...'

. The ' Crux

'Since 81.7% of the United States, is

solely dependent, upon clear channel
broadcasts for radio reception at

night,.- the importance'of this type of

station is obvious,'- Craig remarked
in announcing the crusade. 'With-

out these stations,, all the residents

of this tremendous portion of our

country would, be living in a radio

blackout.'

Danger signals have excited the

clear channelites for the last year or

more, especially since the FCC be-

gan yelping that these, 'vested in-:

terests' are anti-social, and result in

undue 'concentration' of economic,
social, and political power. The
alarms became serious the past few
months with the Commission's move
to let WHDH, Boston, squat perma-
nently on the fi30 Jcc strip reserved
now for night use of KOA,. Denver,
arid declining to allow either CBS
or NBC, or the other 50 kw plants

to participate in the hearing. De-
spite strong arguments, majority felt

added service in the Bay State sec-

tor was more valuable than pro-
tection of the signal from the moun-
tain area.

Internationalism

Final arrangement for enforcement
of the North American Regional.

Broadcasting Agreement, which ear-

marked 25 ribbons for exclusive

night use in this .country, has in>

creased uneasiness, rather than re-
assured the operators of IA plants.

Until the pact goes into effect next
month, the argument Is that the

United States should not break down
its ribbons because of the likelihood

that other signatories then would
move in on the select frequencies.

Once the reshuffling has taken place,

it will be a horse of another color—
and this is the horse the Craig crowd
wants to keep corralled.

There . has * been spasmodic talk

about duplication on all strips now
assigned to. transmitters on one of the
coasts, keeping only a handful of

clear channels for use by stations in

the hinterland where admittedly eco-

nomic considerations limit the num
ber of outlets which can serve the
rural listeners. Suggestions that this

will be done have become more
numerous in recent weeks, while un
certainty about the Individual who
will be named to fill the job va-

cated by Col. Thad H. Brown makes
the clear channelites more jittery. If

the new regulator is one of those
ampant sympathizers with New Deal
philosophies, the outlook will be ex
tremely black, inasmuch as there al-

ready Is unmistakable sentiment
within the Commish in favor of tak-
ii*g away the 'privileges.'

In starting his drive, Craig harped
on the international politics angle,

He warned that the United States
may lose its priority and would open
the door for other nations to grab
the ribbdiis if the. IA classification is

abandoned. Such action 'would mean
that many American radio listeners

would be denied the chance to hear
broadcasts at night,' Craig com-
mented, explaining the purpose of
the group is to 'acquaint the millions
of American radio listeners with the
stake Jhey have in preservation of
clear channel broadcasting.'

'

Trade gossip about disintegration
of the old clear-channel group, which
generally has .played along , with NBC
and CBS at past engineering hear
in'gs, seems unfounded.

. .The Craig
move, it was emphasized, is not to

be construed r.s any move to supplant
the old informal alliance, or any
slap at Caldwell, who has been spe-
cial Mutual counsel at the chain
monopoly hearings. On Commission
matters, and whenever any technical
problem arises in-, connection with
any FCC proceedings, the common
interests will be presented in

single ^bundle, • with Caldwell direct-

ing the legal work.

WCBI, Columbus, Miss., has news
room studio newly built in the Com-
mercial Dispatch building. Houston
Cox is news and sports editor.

Sheldon Stark has renewed his

contract as staff writer at WXYZ,
Detroit. He does scripting on: 'Green,

Hornet/ 'Lone Ranger* and** 'Ned
Jordan' programs.

Scott. Helt, chief engineer of WIS,
Columbia, S.. C, has been named
chairman of the engineering com-
mittee of the fourth district of the

National Association of Broadcasters.

Arthur J. Casey, producer of 'The'

Land We' Live In' series for KMOX,
St, Louis, is seriously ill in St, An-
thony's Hospitals Rollie Williams is

pinch hitting. .

Georgia Davidson, in charge of
women's affairs at WKBN, Youngs-
town, has returned -to the staff: after

several weeks in the hospital, where
she underwent an operation..

KSTP, Minneapolis, staff members
down with the flu are Ray C. Jenkins,
Else Ryberg, Roselle Schomer, and
Charles E. Smith.

Joseph Jf. Harty,- formerly an
executive with WOR and WMCA,

Y., is now executive secretary of
the: Medical Service Administration
of New Jersey.

Arthur Simon, general manager of
WPEN, Philly, and his wife, Sybil
Warner, special events- announcer at
the outlet, returned from a two
weeks trip to Cuba.

Kent-Johnson is making 50 one
minute announcement transcriptions
for Esso, with Andy LoveVnew vO
cal group, Three Cats and. a Canary
providing the music and Uncle Jim
Harkins doing the m;c. Deal waB
made through the Marschalk & Pratt
agency.

HERE AND THERE

Ed Relmers, WBEN, Buffalo,
spieler, picked to . narrate City of
Buffalo promotional film.

Harold E. Fellows, manager of
WEEI, Boston, elected chairman of
the Massachusetts State Broadcasters
Committee, to succeed John Holman,

Jerry Sill, CBS station relations,
back to New York after tour of Dixie
CBS layouts, including WSPA, Spar-
tanburg; WBT, CBS-owned at Char-
lotte; WWNC, Asheville, N. C, and
others.

Robert Daru Files With

FCC Charges That BMI

Uses "Vicious Practices'

Petition for an Investigation of all

U. S. radio stations not using ASCAP
music was filed with the Federal
Communications (Commission last

Thursday (6), by Robert Daru, coun-
sel for 13 ASCAP and non-ASCAP
songsmitjis, They claim that the sta-
tions have breached their obligation
of public service' by not presenting
music which the public wants and
thus are .

in line for revocation of
their licenses.

Petition is only the opening shot
in a barrage against the broadcast-
ers which Daru promises. He indi-
cated Monday

7
<lb) that within the

next few weeks he will file papers
with ah additional federal commis-
sion and lawsuits

. in two different
courts to force officers of the Na-
tional Association . of Broadcasters
and BMI to testify. Daru maintains

,

that by 'signing the recent consent
decree, BMI already has convicted
itself of coercing band leaders, forc-
ing BMI stock on small stations and
using Vicious practices against tho
public interest.'

'"-

The 13 songwriters who signed the
petition were Ernie Burnett, Nelson
Cogane, Paul Cunningham. Al Lewis,
Frank Madden, Allan Flynn, Ira
Schuster, Vincent Rose, Larry Stock,
Jean Schwartz, Stanley Adams and
Guy Woods; Madden is the only
non-ASCAPer.
Daru was counsel for the Senate

Committee on Crimes and Rackets
about half a dozen years ago and was
draftsman of the federal criminal
laws which include . the so-called

Lindbergh" Kidnapping act.

BMTs Hawaiian Cache

James Stevenson, WJR Detroit
newscaster, was sworn in as a major
assigned to the U. S. Judge Advocate
General's department.

.
John E. Regan, police secretary,

began 14th year as police newscaster
Monday (10) over WEBR, Buffalo.
Believed nation's oldest such bulletin
period.

. Broadcast Music, Inc., has obtained
the rights to ' over 100 Hawaiian
numbers through a deal with Golden
Gate Publications, a subsidiary of

Peer International Corp.

Catalog includes 'It Happened on
the Beach . of Waikiki,' 'My Hula
Hula Girl': and 'Sweet Hawaiian
Maid.'

WBEN Transmitter Move
Buffalo, Feb. 11.

FCC okay was granted WBEN last

week to move Its auxiliary trans-

•

mitter from Martinsville, N. Y., to;
site of new main transmitter on
Grand Island.

New plant, to cost $80,000, goes
into operation about April 1.

"Oh, I self through the air with the greatest of

ease . . , just hitch this Winged Plug to your eon*

tract. 1'H switch a lot of buying ears your Way.

take the Word of my 138 current sponsors - -I

make Cincinnati's tales curves tall I

"

WSAI CINCINNATI'S
OWN STATION

HEPREStN'EO Br INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES
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MBS BUILDS OWN SERIALS
DL

Daytime Competition in Se-

rial Field to Be Organized

Into an Hour Across the

Board ' Originating at

WOR, WOL,WGR,WKRC

FRUIT OF MEETING

WSfiN New All Ways

.Birmingham, Feb. 11.

An Increase in the power of

WSGN from 250 watts to one kilo-

watt; (1,000 watts), has been author-

ized by the Federal Communications

Commission. Okay arrived on eve

of WSGN's removal to new ll-room

Studios at the Dixie-Carlton 1 hotel.

WSGN carries both the NBC-Blue
and the Mutual networks.

The FCC also authorized the sta-

tion, owned and operated by The
Birmingham News-Age Herald, to

change its frequency from 1310 to

610 kilocycles and to move its trans-

mitter site to the state fair grounds
here.

Mutual, which has always re-

garded the daytime commercial busi-

ness on NBC red (WEAF) and CBS
longingly, will launch a lineup of

its own serials Feb. 24. Four 15-

minute stanzas will be spotted in a

solid hour block as a starter. They'll

originate at different affiliate sta-

tions. If they click and draw spon-

sorship, as is hoped, more will be

added. All will air Mondays through

Saturdays.
Plan stems from the recent New

York meeting of the program heads

of the various leading affiliates,

which went on record as favoring

more dramatic shows and more lo-

cally-produced stanzas, particularly

daytimers. At the beginning the pro-

gram will be spotted in the 1-2 p.h.

period, so they won't Interfere with

the Brooklyn Dodger baseball broad-

casts which are expected to return

to the WOR slate when the season

opens.
Shows, in scheduled order, will be

•We Are Always Young,' produced at

WOR; 'Edith Adams' Future,' from
WKRC, Cincinnati; 'Helen Holden—
Government Girl,' from.WOL, Wash
ington, and an untitled one from

WGR> Buffalo. Any stations unable

to air the program at the regular

. time will do so late via transcription

ARMOUR SHOW

ON CBS FEB. 24

Chicago, Feb
4

11.

Armour & Co. is going on the Co
lumbia chain on a three-a-week

schedule for Treet starting Feb. 24

This will replace and cancel the

present spot disc series for the same
meat product.

Will run on Monday-Wednesday-
Friday at 11 a.m. for 15 mjnutes and
will continue the same talent set-up

as is now on the platters. This takes

In Buddy Clark as special vocalist,

the Frank Kettering orchestra and
Johnny Duffy at the organ.
Armour also has set a 30-minute

Saturday night program for Luxor,

This will have Wayne King orches
tra and Buddy Clark as vocalist and
will continue in ^ie 7:30-8 p.m. slot

All billings handled through the

Lord & Thomas agency here.

Armour's Cheese Songi

San Antonio, Feb. 11.

New series on Texas State Net
work is a quartet under sponsorship
of Armour in behalf of Cloverblopm
Butter and Cheese.
Program offers a five-pound as

ortment of Cloverbloom cheese in a

•pun aluminum salad bowl to the
listener sending in a letter contain'

ing the name of a song which is asso
ciated with ah Important event in

the life of the listener.

Broadcasts are announced by Mar
.
shall Pope and were placed on the
web by Lord & Thomas.

Weed Reps KVOD
KVOD, NBC Blue outlet in Den

ver, has named Weed It Co', as
station rep.

Petry previously handled the sta
tlon.

Betty Eckcrsall, daughter of the
late Walter Eckersall, has sports pro
gram designed particularly for worn
en, over WXYZ, Detroit. It marks
•the first invasion here of sports

commentating by a woman.

WEATHER BALMY, TOO

WMCA, N. Y., Molls Edited Versions
of Columbus Circle Soapboxers

Columbus Circle, New York, soap

box shouters may be transmitting

their 'messages' into living rooms this

spring if plans of WMCA, N. Y., ma-
terialize. Station is figuring on pick-

ing up speeches, but hasn't yet de-

cided how it will be done. One way
in mind is to record talks v?a mobile
unit, then edit but unsuitable por-
tions. Another is to find an announcer
clever enough to spar with the spiel-

ers and shoot it but live.

How it will be done or whether it

will be done at all awaits balmy
weather.

Toledo, O.—George Pickard* of WSPD, recently received a letter with

$2 enclosed from a woman listener who said she had decided he had an
honest voice. She couldn't come, to Toledo, so she asked Pickard to apply

the $2 to her account in a local store. '._

Minneapolis.—As a gesture of goodwill toward the entire state, Manager
Earl Gammons of WCCO has invited 400 Minnesota mayors, and. their

wives to the annual WCCO cocktail party at the Hotel Lowryj

Des Moines—There's conjecturing around KSO-KRNT, Des Moines,

about, what the couple
,
meant by their song- request celebrating, their

41st wedding anniversary. They asked for the tune, 'It Makes No Differ?

ence. Now.'
'

WLW ADVERTISED ITEMS GO ON
GROCERS' "MUST STOCK" LIST
The effectiveness of WLW is proven by the consistent movement into the

hands of the consuming trade of the products advertised over this Station*

Because of constant turnover, our customers, as well \

as ourselves, enjoy a splendid volume on these items

and place them on our "Must Stock" list.

Charles J. Arrlghi

Merchandising Manager

W. D. CREASEY'S SONS
Distributers for

REGAL and BURKE STORES

Cincinnati, Ohio

MfMSINTATIVIS, N.w York- Tpo^«nWl«aB lroadco,»l„, * T.l.vl.lo. Corp. Chleoflo — WLW, 230 N. Michigan Avmho. U, Fra.ol.co- lnf.r„oHo*ol Radio Salot.
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THOSE NOT READY FOR MARCH 29

Gentlemen's Agreement With Mexico Protect* WLW,
WGN, KMOX, WOAI—Look* Like Final Curtain

for Doc Brinkley

• Washington, Feb. 11.

Change-over pf all northern hemi-

Chere broadcasting stations involved

the Havana Treaty is. set for

March 29 as scheduled.. .Regardless

of fears about - inadequate supply of

new crystals, the .Federal Communi-
cations Commission last, week Tati-

•fled the reshuffle by technical men
from signatory nations and laid down
a devil-take-the-hindmost policy. .

Slowpokes will get no sympathy

from the tJ, S. regulators, who are.

satisfied "with the second; successive,

gentleman's agreement by which this

country and Mexico assure extra-,

treaty protection, for transmitters on

four ribbons. The Commish, noti-

fying all licensees of their
;
future

resting places; warned that any plant

unable to make the ,
shift at the time

set must quit operation until the ob-

stacles are removed.
Final ironing out process resulted

in out-of-order moves for eight more
American plants. "Otherwise, - ex-

cept for a plant here arid there which

will be temporarily assigned to an

Irregular channel pending revision of

the domestic allocation (among these

are KFAB.> Lincoln, and WAPI,
Birmingham) , all of the changes out-

lined last September stand.

End of Brinkley?

Silencing of the border stations,

called for in a sideline- agreement
supplementing the pact negotiated in

1937, is slated; The Mexicans Went
through with promises to limit use of

their facilities to genuine citizens,

ousting American ex-patriates such

as Doctors John R. Brinkley (who
recently took the bankruptcy route)

and Norman Baker. Spraying of the

American audience by their XERA
and XENT will end officially—and,

Washington authorities trust, finally

—when the reallocation takes place.

The U. S.-Mexico parley wound up
amicably, although the outlook at the

start was not encouraging because a

second 'gentleman's agreement' had
been , negotiated, through the State

Department, unknown to the FCC.
In the end, tke huddlers came to

terms, under which the U. S. Will put
no station within 6S0 miles of the

border on four of Mexico's clear

channels (730 kc. 800, 900, and 1570)

(tnd they do the same for us (700,

720, 1120, and 1200). Which means
WLW. Cincinnati;* WGN. Chicago;

KMOX, St. Louis, and WOAI, San
Antonio, no longer have anything to

fear. The protection; under this plan

is for two years, but general expec-

tation is that it will be more or less

permanent, with everybody bound to

be happy ohce the plunge is taken.

ShiftlllKS

The out-of-seq'uence shifts, necessi-

tated by technical difficulties, will

move WOAI from 1190 to 1200;

WCAU. Philadelphia,' from 1170 to:

1210; WEST, Eastdn, Pa., from 1200

to 1400; WHOM. Jersey City, from
1450 to 1480; WBAB, Atlantic City,

from 1200 to 1400; WQXR, New York
City, . from 1550 to 1560; WCNW,.
Brooklyn; from- 1500 to 1600;- and
WWRL, Long Island, from 1500 to

1600.. . < V, v
: ;:>' :

;'

'Notification: to licensees empha-
sized that no final action on pendr

ing renewal applications will be
taken before March 1 and any
squawker must file his

.
objections—

with a request for another berth-
by Feb. 18. The Commish pointed out

that adequate notice was given last

September, implying .that slight sym-
pathy can be expected by any opera-
tor who demurs, it this, late date.

Any licensee who does not send in

objections by the deadline will be
considered as consenting.

To help the operators make the

change, the Commish voiced a hope
that equipment people will do their

utmost to supply the needed crystals.

In urging every affected station

owner to place his order immedi-
ately, the regulators suggested the

manufacturers give priority to sta-

tions with directional antennas and,

until the rush period is over, hold
each customer to two crystals.

All stations receive blanket author-

ization, to try out their equipment on
the hew frequencies before March 29,

although excessive playing around
may .draw reprimands. The Com-
mish said that most plants ought to

complete the adjustments in a few
hours, although two or more test

periods may be necessary in case tff

high power plants and stations with
fancy radiating .systems.

Any transmitter which for any
reason cannot go to its new assign'

ment at 3 a.m. EST March 29 must

notify the Commission and go- off the

air until the changes in equipment

are made. In case of stations
,
with

directional antennas, power must be
reduced If it is not' possible, to pro-

vide the requirec/ protection for other

outlets. :.' •',. ... -; ''

\

The Commish warned that the

orders should not be treated as one-

year renewal of all licenses. In

cases where complaints- have been
filed or investigations are in progress,

the Commission will adhere to its es-

tablished procedure; The same with

outstanding construction permits,

which must be modified in ac-

cordance with the new distribution

scheme. '

'

21 Stove In Wisconsin

Milwaukee, Feb. 11.

Only two Wisconsin stations—

WTMJ in Milwaukee and WMAM in

Marinette--will retain their present

wave lengths after Marchi 29 when
reallocations made by the Federal
Communications commission go into

effect.
;

Frequencies of all 21 other stations

in the Badger state will be upped
from 10 to 30 kilocycles.

B.B.

Van's Market in Ventura is typical of Van's Markets

throughout Southern California. Ralph Rule is typical

of the men on the sales front in alt Van's . Markets;

"We asked him a question:

"If you were picking a radio station to advertise .a.'

grocery product in Southern California, which station

would you choose?'.'
'

Mr. Rule's answer, is typical; too, He names KNX.

Men on the sales front all

liver'Southern California

know die pulling power of

KNX-^recognixe it because

•very day they're face to face

. with consumers who re-act

rightmm?whenKNX adver-

tisers invite them to buy.

KNX
LOS ANGELES

50,000 WATTS
COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR ALL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

9um*j**d Optratidkytkt Cthmhis Bnsdcsttmi Sytttm • RtpmthltJ by RADIO SAiJ^

RENEW IN DEL

Detroit, Feb. 11.

AH the sponsors of the Detroit

Tiger baseball games have renewed
on the dotted line, H. Allen Camp-
bell, general manager of WXYZ, has
announced. The renewals for the

coming season cover both WXYZ
and stations of the Michigan Radio
Network.
For. the .third consecutive year,

Socony Vacuum Oil and General
Mills will share and alternate on the
broadcast of the Tiger games both
at home and on the road, over the
network. Socony; has sponsored the
game since 1935. . Harry Heilmann,
former Tiger starj again will do the
play-by-play as he has for the last

five years.

In addition to this, Heilmann will

give the baseball season an early

send-off in a sponsored series for

Altes Brewing Co. of Detroit. He
goes to the Tiger training camp at

Lakeland. Fla., to make transcrip-

tions on the field, of player inter-

views, chatter on rookies and other

hews which will be flown to Detroit

for airings on Monday, Wednesday
and Fridays. Series for the brewing
company is sel to start over the state

network March 3 and run through
April 14.

This being one of the hottest base-
ball cities in the country,, there's

plenty of additional baseball spon-
sorship. The brewing company also

will sponsor again The Fan in the
Street,' an interview program of

sports palaver which starts with the
first game and goes over the network
all week days, but only oyer WXYZ
on three days. Beside that one, .the

Automobile Club of Michigan has re-

newed its sponsorship of baseball
scores and the resume of the game.

Wednesday, February 12, 1941

Complaining as a Specialty

Washington, Feb. 11.

Chronic complainers, who seem to have nothing better to do than

register squawks about radio programs with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, reached a new high recently.

Topping the letters, wires and telegrams which pour in to the Gov-
ernment agency every time a knob-twiddler becomes peeved at his

?local station^ a request was received for a 'form on which the objector

could more conveniently list his grouses against the industry.'

Han Kari
-Continued from page .21;

get directly; at the many millions

taken in by the networks;

Section three of the original decree

has been considerably rewritten Dut

the terminology has yet to be

polished. This section' deals With the

different methods of payment to

apply between sustaining and com-
mercial programs.and involving their

alternative bases.

OK—With Alacrity

Section four is the one that got
ASCAFs quickest assent. It states

that 'in so far as network broadcasts

are concerned, ASCAP need not

issue separate licenses to separate

stations, but shall issue a license to

the entire network fixing a single

licensing fee.'

ASCAP also, nodded, after some
paraphrasing, in the case of Section

five," which makes it mandatory for

ASCAP to include a performing
license as well as a manufacturing
license in the case of a transcription.

The new version of this sectipn: limits

such double licensing to commercial
discs.

Under Section six ASCAP is barred
from refusing 'to offer a license at

prices to be fixed by it for the use of

individual compositions or catalogues

which shall be requested by the

prospective licensee.' ASCAP has

also approved Section seven which
eliminated its past practice of re

stricfing certain works in its

repertoire.

Poletti's Huddles

In Washington, D. C.
Immediately after the close of

Monday's meeting of the ASCAP
board Charles Poletti, ASCAP's spe-

cial counsel in the negotiations with
the department, left for Washington
to confer on the latest concessions

and to see what could be done about
the revamping of the main para-

graph in dispute. ASCAP's .general

counsel, Louis Frohlich and Herman
Finkelsteih, were ready yesterday
(Tuesday) to join Poletti in Wash-
ington as spoil as he had phoned
them to come on.

ASCAP board spent Friday and
Saturday of last week In confer-

ences with the Federal counsel as-

signed to the case and it was the
writers and publishers who did prac-
tically all - the talking, with their

counsel confining themselves mostly
to just standing by. ASCAP direc-

tors, generally admit that in any
event their organization is due for

a drastic reorganization both finan-

cially and as to official setup. The

KSCJ, SIOUX CITY,

YIELDS 4 TO ARMY

Sioux City, la., Feb. 1 1

.

Two' more members of the staff of

KSCJ, local NBC outlet, went into

military service this week, making
four who have left the station for a'

year's training. Latest pair 'were
the chief engineer, Capt. S. C. Dier,

of the Headquarters Battery, 2d Bat-
talion, 185th Field Artillery, and Cor-
poral John Agostine, an operator,

who goes Into the same unit. Alyin
Smith will serve as chief engineer
during Dier's absence.
Other KSCJ employees previously

called were Chief- Petty Officer Clif-.

ford E. Lien, now at the Great Lakes
training station; and Jack Gray, how

.

at the 7th Corps Area headquarters.
Ft. Omaha. Capt. Dier's unit will be
stationed at a local armory . for a
few days before leaving for Camp
Claiborne, La.

.. Benedict at Free : tc Peters .

'

:
Chicago, Feb. 11.

Ed Benedict has been added to

the Chicago office of Free & Peters
rep firm.

For past two years Benedict has
been manager of Media department
of the local McCann-Erickson agency,
and was previously with Erwin,
Wasey and : Benton & Bowles ,

agency. ' ".

impression is also fast gaining
ground in that section of the pub-
lishing industry affiliated with
ASCAP in that the decree as now
constituted accords huge advantages
to the larger publishers and that

.

under its terms it's going to, be
tougher sledding than ever for the
smaller publishing houses. To the
firm with the big backlog the edge
will be wider than ever, while the
crumbs, falling to the pubs with but
new pop tunes will be smaller than
in the past.

Midst the consent-or-not-to-con-
sent palaver that's currently going
on so intensively, the ASCAP strate-

gists are now wondering if it might
not be wiser to effect a deal with
the broadcasters before any 'under-
standing' is reached with the Dept.
of 'Justice. Otherwise, as the 'con-
sent' is now written,. ASCAP would
stand little chance to make any ad-
vantageous- contractual deals with
the major networks.

It's no secret among the radio in-

terests that the proposed. ASCAP
decree, if not radically modified,
would leave the Society in a very
disadvantageous trading position.

WSYR's Draft Policy

. . Syracuse, Feb. 11.

Local station WSYR, which Is

operated by several World War vet-
erans, is 'giving- any of its employees
Who are drafted for military training
a salary equal to their army pay. It

also is guaranteeing- their same jobs
for them when they return from the
service. It's the first time a private
industry thus matches tJncle Sam
with a supplementary $30 monthly
check.
Those called so far include Arnold

Schoen, Elliott Gove and Ed Jones,
with several others •.' apparently due
to go in a short time.

:
Mickey Burnett's News Beat

'•''.;• ; Cleveland, Feb. 11.

Nickey Burnett becomes first local

radio leg-man, carrying a reporter's
card, in covering the town's : news
beat for . WHK six days weekly at
1:45 p.m.

Burnett making daily rounds of
city hall, central police station, hos-
pitals, etc., with newspaper reporters
for his 'one-man newspaper.'

KMBC of Kansas City

is pleased to announce the

appointment of

A.* S; , Inc

as

KMBC Talent Representatives

In the New York and

, Hollywood Areas .

FEB. 1, 1941; ARTHUR B. CHURCH, PRESIDENT
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Salt Lake City.—A. E. Reardon

takes over as manager of the Salt

Lake Office, Intermountain "Net-

work. He replaces L. A. Giffoid

who has shifted to KVFD, Fort

Dodge, la.

.' Provo, Utah.—KOVO adds Jirrimy

Lawrence to production staff.'George

Killian, same station, moved from
production to sales department.

San Antonio.—Newcomer to the

continuity department of WOAI is

Peggy Alston. Engineering staff

added Pet Gosch from Houston.

First draftee on radio row is John
Furgeson, of sales staff of WOAI.
Reports to Dodd. Field Feb. 14.

St. Louis.—Three local advertising

agencies have added new execs to

staffs. Ken Bennett formerly of the
Will C. Grant agency, Chicago,
joined Ruthrauff & Ryan as radio

producer on 'In St. Louis This Week'
for Hyde Park Breweries. Edward
D. Parso has joined Clifford - F.

Broeder agency. \ Formerly with

KMOX and KSD. Wilton C. Haff,
with

i
Anfenger agency si radio di-

rector. ;

Dallas.—Jerry Dickey formerly
with KABG, San .Antonio and with
KFDM "Beaumont, has Joined the
announcing staff of WFAA-KGKO.

Nashville.—Irving Waugh Joined
the.; staff of station WLAC as Esso
Reporter, Feb. 1; He's from WBDJ,
Roanoke; Va., where he also voiced
Esso newscasts.

. Montreal.—Ormond Marlon, head
of the Transradio News bureau
located at Canadian Marconi station
CFCF has Joined Royal Canadian
Navy. Successbr is' Othello C. Duck-
ctt, who moves over from Seattle,
Wash. ••

Ed Ctiowna, radio exec In Toronto
office of All-Canada Radio Facilities,
has joined the Canadian Active Serv-
ice Force.

"

Bill Mnssey, formerly with British
Broadcasting Corp. Is at KANS.

Buffalo.—William M. Fblger . has
left to join spieling, staff at KFBC,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Washington.—Two newcomers to

the announcing staff of WRC-WMAL
took up their duties at NBC's Wash-
ington studios.

Irwin Elliott, formerly of WMEX,
Boston,., and Steven Douglas, pro-
gram .director :of WKPT, Kingsport,
Tenn., are the new arrivals^

Spokane.—Harold Bratsbierg, -

NBC, and Seth Richards, Jr., ex-;Spo-
kane Chamber of Commerce, have
taken over writing-production, and
special features,, respectively, at Sta-
tion KPFY, Spokane.

Internationa] Rotary Program

WRUL, Boston, at Outlet—Pickup in Chi, Mex. CHy,

.
Havana—Carpenter of WHK Thought It Up

'America Speaks,' half-hour sus-

taining series Sunday afternoons,

starts airing Feb. 23. over Mutual and
oh international . short-wave via

WRUL, Boston, in a tieup with the

International
.

'Rotary Clubs.

.

:
Initial program will be produced

from Chicago and will relate .itrie. his-

tory of the Rotary movement, v Sec-
ond stanza will be split between Chi-
cauo and Mexico City. Third will

be from Havana, and several tub?
sequent ones will be short-waved
from South America and rebroadcast
in the U. S. Mutual hopes the series
will draw a huge audience via th«
5,000-odd Rotary Clubs, with . «
claimed membership of 210,000 in 76
countries, .'

;

Series is the brainchild of H. R.
.Carpenter, president of WHK, Cleve-
land, and a Rotary bigwig.

Abraham
LINCOLN

taid to the citizen who
wanted him to endorse

A MOUSETRAP

"For the sort of people

who want this sort of

tiling, this is the sort of

thing that sort, of

people will want."

Paraphrasing Mr, Lincoln,

ice might say

For the sort of people

who want the sort of

shows that attract lis-

teners of all sorts,

WSPD is the sort of

— medium they'll want .to-.,

use in this sort of

thrivingmarket.

Saskatoon, Sask.—Lyn Hoskins,
transmitter operator of CFQC, Sask-
atoon, has left fbr,Tbronto where he
has been, called by the Royal Cana-
dlan Air Force.

Windsor—Raymond Laforet, for
several years.Inter-office secretary at
CKLW, Windsor, has left th« station
for active service with the Canadian
'Army.

. He Is now a member of the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signallers.
Arnold Stinson, staff announcer at

CKLW, Windsor-Detroit la on a
month'i leaye from the station to do
army training at nearby Chatham,
Ont..

Cincinnati—Warren Champlln, an-
nouncer, formerly with KXOK, St.

Louis, hai been added to th« WKRC
staff.

St. Louis—Richard E. Sharp, radio
director for the Anfenger Advertis-
ing Agency, St. Louis, has resigned to

join KMOX In a copy" service ca-

pacity. He is returning to his former
stint.

Lynchburg—Russell Dollar, for-

merly b£ WAIR, Wlnstom-Salem, to

WDBJ, Roanoke, Va., as announcer,
succeeding Irving Waugh.
Waugh, with WDBJ a year, "- Join-

ing WLAC, Nashville.

Seattle—KIRO added three to staff

preparatory to a step-up In power
later this year. Norman Runions,

who has been program director and
chief announcer on. KVI, Tacoma,
is now behind the mike at an an-
nouncer; Al Amundsen, who former-
ly did continuity for WMBH, Joplin,

! Mo., and was cOpy chief at KUJ,
Walla Walla, has been added to the

production and continuity staff and
Bill Moshier steps up to publicity

director.

Dallas.—Orville Mills joins the en-

gineering staff of station WFAA.
From KOMA, Oklahoma City.

Weslaco, Texas.—Bill Egerton has

been appointed chief engineer of

KRGV . taking over the duties of

Neal McNaughton who has gone to

Porto Rico where he will be em-
ployed at the FCC Monitor station.

Egertpn is also chief engineer of

station KTSA in San Antonio, both

|
stations being members of the Ted
Taylor . group. Louis Hartwig of

j

KRGV will be engineer in charge of

I operations. . .

Roland Schweer .formerly of the

j
announcing staff of station KPRC;
Houston, has joined KRpV. •

Cleveland.—Jack Thomas, former

WFAA. Dallas mikeman, Joins staff

of WHK as announcer.

New Haven.— Francis Maloney,

New Haven news, editor of WICC,
succeeding late John H. Reilly, Jr.

I
. . Hartford.—Jerry ' PiyenV out of

;
WGBI, :Scrantohi Pa,, joined WDRC
as announces ;

WSPD

Saskatoon, Sask. — Lyn Hosklris.

CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask., transmitter

operator, has joined the Royal Ca-

nadian Air Force at Toronto.

Portland, Ore.—Ralph Rogers has

been made- chief announcer for

KGWrKEX. "

Reglna', Sask.—New addition to

the CJRM, Reglna, staff Is Ann
Draayer.

Wichita, Kas.—Bill Young will be

new sports editor, and announcer at

KANS replacing Clarence Games
who goes to WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

It's today's hottest radio buy!

i. one-Third thi Cost «f •ny n«w Y»rk net-

work station. 2. The Nation's Biggest Market. (The

50-mile metropolitan trading area.) 3. Twice the Audi-

ence of any other New York independent station.

(Hooper-Holmes and other impartial surveys.) 4. Radio's

Outstanding Programs. ("Make Believe Ballroom"wfch

Martin Block, "Milkman's Matinee" with Stan Shaw. And

many others ) 8. Local Advertisers know WNEW
moves most goods- fastest. S, More Commercial Time n

bought onWNEW than any station in New York.
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Taken by 171 But

States Not on Society List

ASCAP reported last week that 11

more commercial stations have sig-

natured! five-year licenses with it,

making the total of stations holding

such licenses 171. There are also. 40
non-commercial stations with ASCAP
licenses. The iewly licensed outlets

are KFNF, Shenandoah, la.; WJBW,
New Orleans; WFPG, Atlantic City;

KTRI, Sioux City; WITH, Baltimore;
WMSD, Muscle Shoals, La.; WTAL,
Tallahassee, WGTC, Greenville,. N.
C; . KFJI, ' Klamath Falls, Ore.;

WMBS, Unioritowri, Pa., and KVIC,
Victoria, Tex. -.

:>

v
•'•.•/.

ASCAP also stated that 112 sta-

tions are now carrying the 'ASCAP
on Parade' series. .'

The following is the latest avail-
able list of ASCAP licensees. Those
marked with an asterisk are educa-
tional stations: (paying no tee), auto-
matically okayed since they do not
operate for profit:

Alabama
"WMSD, Muscle Shoals.
WMOB, Mobile. .

•WJRD, Tuscnloose.

.

WHMA, Annlston.
Arizona

KPHO, Phoenix. .

KWJB, Globei..

.
Arkansas •'

KGHI. Little Rock.
KWPC, Hot Springs:

California

.

KFVD. Los Anketea.
KPWBp Hollywood.
KIEV, Glendnle.
KLS. Oakland.
KRKD, Los Angeles.
KTRB, Modesto.
KXO, El Gehtfo.
•KQDM, Stockton.
•KFSG, Los Angeles.
KPPC, Pasadena. •

Colorado .":

KQlW, Alamosa.
KIDW, Lamar.
KOKO. La Junta;

:

•KPOF, Denver..
WINX, Washington, D. O,

Florida
/WTAL, Tallahass*. -

WDBO, Orlando.

'

WJAX, Jacksonville.
WTSP, St. Petersburg.

,

Georgia
WBLJ, Dalton.
WGAU, Athens.
"WMOG, Brunswlsk. -

''WftOA, Rome.
WMQA, Moultrie.
•WaOV,.Valdosta.
WMJM, Cordell.

Dllnola
"WCAZ, Cartbage.
"WCBD, Chicago, .

"WCFL, Chicago.
WCRW, Chicago.
WEBQ, Harrleburg.
WEDC, Chicago.
WQBS, Chicago.
WSBC, Chicago.
•WILL, Urbana
•WMBI, Chicago.

Indiana
WAOV, Vliicennes.'
WJOB, Hammond.
•WTRC, Elkhart.
WIND, Gary.
•WBAA, West Lafayett*.

'.Iowa
.KTRT,: Slolix City. : -

KlrNI'V Slionnriilonh/
. ?Kl<XH). Udone.
•WOI. Ames,
:«Aysi;l>-lpwa'

.

,•:
'

;. y
' ''Kansas

'

' *KFKU] Lawrence.
•KSAC, Manhattan. -

/'• Kentucky
WHOP, Honklnsvllle. , V
WPAD, Paducah. ; ••

W05U; Owensboro:
/ Louisiana

, New Orleans.. .

Maryland
: WITH, Baltimore.'
WBOC, Salisbury: .

WFMD. Frederick.
Massachusetts

.

WCOP, Boston.
WESX, Salem.
WHDH. Boston.

••

' WMEX, Boston.
"

WORL, . Boston.
Michigan:

WCAR, Pontlac.
:
WEXL, Royal Oak: /
WJIIK, Detroit, /'.

..

WMBC. Detroit,
WSAM, Saginaw.
WIBM, Jackson.
•WKAR, Ea6t Lansing.
•WMPC. Lapeer.

Minnesota
KGDE, Fergus Falls. . .

WMIN; St. Paul. .: .

•WCAL,. Northileld.
•WLB, St. Paul.

Mississippi
WCOC/ Meridian. .
WJPR. Greenville.
WQPC, Vicksburg. ,

.' Missouri
. KFVS,'. Cape Girardeau.
; KITE. Kansas City.
KWOC. Poplar Bluff.
WMBH. Joplln. -

KWTO. Springfield.
.

•KFUO. Kansas City...

Nebraska
XGFW, Kearney..

.

KHAS. -Hastings.:
KORN. Fremont.
...' Ne,w Hampshire

' WHEB, Portsmouth.
" New ersey

"

WFPGi Atlantic City.
WFPG, Atlantic City.

. WAAT, Jersey City.
WBRB, Red Bank.

. WCAM, Camden.'.
WCAP,' Asbury

'

WHBI. Newark.
WHOM, Jersey City.
WAWZ, Zarepath.

-New'Mexico
KLAH, Carlsbad.

.. 'New York
WATN. "Watertown.
WBNY, Buffalo.
WBNX, Bronx.

lWCNW. Brooklyn.
WGNY, Newburgh.

; WHAZ, Troy.
WHLD, Niagara Falls.
WNEW, New York.
WOLF, Syracuse. -

WOV,' New York!
WWRL, Woodside, L. I.

WKNY, Kingston.
WHS, New York. ,
•WBBR; Brooklyn.
•WCAD, Canton.
•WNYC, New York.
•WSVS, Buffalo.

North Carolina
WGTC, Greenville.
WAIR. Winston-Salem.
WCNC, Elizabeth City.

WGIUt, Goldsboro.
WMFli, High Point;.
WBKD, Rocky Mount.

Ohio
W.OSU, Columbus.

'

.Oklahoma
KOCY, Oklahoma City.
KAMA, Elk City.. .

•\VN AD, Norman.

Oregon
KHND, Bend.
KLBM, Lu Grand;
KWJJ, 'Portland."
.KXL, Portland.;
•KDl'S, l'orlliind. - .' .'

•KOAC. CorVBllls. ;
.

'..
.

KFJI, Klumntli Fulls.-

Pennsylvania
.

W'CBA-WSAN S Allentown.
WIAAS, Itilladelphla. v.

AVI BG, Glenslde.
WPIC, Sharoh. .

WTEL, Philadelphia.
'

W1VSW, Pittsburgh. •
•

WQAN, Scranton, '•

•WSAJ, ,Grove City.
WMHS, Unlpntown.

; Porto Rico .

WKAQ, San Junn. .

WNEL, San Juan. -

'.'

WPAB, Ponce.
.

WPRA, Mayaquez.. ;

. South Carolina
.

, Sumter.
South Dakota

KWAT. Watertown. '

•KFPY, Broo!<lncs. '

:

•KL'SD. Vermillion.
•WCAT, Rapid City.

'• Tennesseo '

,.

"W'HUB, Cookevlllc.
WDEF, Chattanooga. .

'

'

;
' Texa*

v

KABC, San Antonio.
KBST. Big! Spring.
KCMC, Texnrkana.
KFJZ. Fort Worth.
KGKL; Pnn Arigelo,

KIL'.NV Pecos..
KLUF, Galveston.
KMAC, Sdn Antonio.
KNEL. Brady. -

KNOW) Austin.
KPLT, Paris. .'

KRBC, Abllerie..

KRLH,. Midland.
KRRV,. Sherman. .

KTEM, Temple.
KVWC, Vernon.
KXOX, Sweetwater.
WACO; Waco.
KFPL, . Dublin.
KRBA, Lufkln.

' KRIC, Beaumont.

.

Texas State Network, .Fori Worth.
•WTAW; College Station.
WDAH, El Paso.
KVIC Victoria;

.

Vermont
WDEV. Wuterbuiy. .

r\

WQDM, St; Albans.
Virginia.

. WCHV, Charlottesville;
WFVA, Fredericksburg.
WLPM; Suffolk.
•WBBL, Richmond.

Washington
•KTW. Seattle. .

•KWSC, Pullman.
West Virginia

WBRW, Welch.
WBTH, Williamson.
WLOU, Logan.

Wisconsin:
WDSM, Superior;
WIBU. Poynette.
WMAM, Marinette.
WOMT, Manitowoc.
"WSAU, Wausau.
KFITZ,. Fond Du Lao.
WEMP. Milwaukee.
WHA; Madison.
•WLBL,- Stevens Point.

Allan H. Miller, assistant general
manager of WTOL, Toledo, has sold
a short story of a travelling tent
show ;and Its people, entitled The
Blpw-i)own,' to the Saturday Eve
ning Post.

TypEN a "hot" car is speeding away," every second counts. The highway
patrol must have Reliable information AT
ONCE. In spot radio, too, speed is often

essential—speed with accuracy. When you
heed data on any John Blair markets, we
see that you get it right now— with
accent on the RIGHT as well as the NOW.

JOHNBL A I R & C Q M PANY
National Representatives of Radio Sttttions :

CHICAGO NEW YORK DETROIT
920 If. Michigan Ave. 841 Madison Av«. New Center Itldg>

•Opvrtor 0«0» MCrtmy Hill 9-60M Madison 78*9

ST, I.OUIS :. LOS ANGKI.E9 B\S FRANCISCO
84BPaulBrownBMg. Ch. of Comm. Bldf. 608 Rumi Bldg.

'

Chestnut BASS Prospect 30M Douglus SIM -

LEAVE BMI

Jerry Vpgel, whose catalog is rich in old tunes, is concentrating on
the 'Gay '90s* circuit of niteries in New York and elsewhere, to keep
himself busy until the ASCAP-radio situation rights itself.

Besides Bill Hardy's Gay '90s, there is the Ring Cafe (near Madison
Square Qarden),. which has John Steel

:

and Margie Coates; Jimmy
Dwyer's Sawdust Trail, next to the Hotel-Claridge, is also In the mauve
decade groove; Billy Bose's Diamond Horseshoe ditto; and still.another

,

spot is Gallagher's steak house, how.' going for oldtime song shows. ...

MardB firas Sani Music

New Orleans/ Feb. 11..

The . Mardi Gras parades will, be

broadcast this year but hot one note

of music will come over the loud-

speaker; The reason for the elimina-

tion of the musical" interludes is the

fight between ASCAP and BMI. Most
of the music which the bands play
in the. colorful night pageants is

Ascap.
;

WWL states that Its broadcast of
the ; parades will originate; from . a
soundproof booth in Canal street arid

WSMB pointed out that the Sugar
Bowl game was broadcast without
difficulty by the simple expedient of
tuning out the. band concerts, and ex-
pects to do that on Mardi Gras.

None Of the national chains have,
yet . decided to send the parade out
over the networks for fear of violat-

ing the ASCAP order, local outlets

said. The Association of Commerce,
however, is still working on the idea
of interesting one of the networks
to put on a national broadcast.

$100,000?

Sydney M. Kaye, BMI v.p; and
counsel, denied Monday (10) the re-
port current in the trade that he had
asked to be relieved of his BMI con-
nections so that he could; go back to
the practice -of law. . Kaye stated
that .he had said something about his'

working hard,
. but . added that he

wasn't trying to get out of the job.

Report had it that he had 'told his
superiors in the law firm of Rosen-
berg, Goldmark St Colin, CBS gen-
eral counsel, that the BMI assign-
ment was taking up all his time and
that he was not . a ' music publisher
but a

.
lawyer and he would like to

get back to his profession.

Participation of Charles Polettl,

Lieutenant Governor of New York
State, in the consent decree, discus*

sions will probably cost the Ameri-

.

can Societjr; of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, a fee of $100,000.

Poletti came back into the parleys
with the U. S. Department of Justice

last week at the direct request of

,

the department itself. \ ASCAP was.
told that if it wanted to negotiate
a deal its interests would best be
served- if Poletti was"retained to pick
up where he had left off several:

weeks before..

ASCAP board of directors got/ it is

reported, one .of, its: biggest, shocks
of the . entire squabble with

. the'

broadcasters; when the society re-
ceived the first of the month Poletti's

biH for services. It was quoted as
being $50,000/ This

; bill and the
circumstances' that led up to it was
in large measure responsible for the
sudden appointment of a new ways
and means committee. Latter group
was invested with complete author-
ity, over future expenditures, par-
ticularly as affecting legal assign-
ments.

Dick Mack on Vallee

: Hollywood, Feb. . 11.

Dick Mack has been named writer
and producer of the

. Rudy Vallee
Sealtest show to succeed Ed Gardner
who goes East after next- week's
broadcast to produce and do the
'Archie' character for Schick's
'Duffy's Tavern.'
Mack for years was Edgar Bergen's

scripter.

Clearance Tor Hillbillies

Nashville, Feb. 11. »

Kay Brescia, wife of WSM con-
ductor Pietro Brescia, proved a
great aid to hillbillies and station
Officials of WSM after the. radio-
ASCAP break. In order to get clear-,
arice for hillbilly numbers, Miss
Brescia transcribed down the music
as the performers played their
pieces.

This was necessary as many of the
hillbilly tunes were never written
down, arid due In part also to the
fact that many of the performers do
not know how to read music.

Radio Guide Calls ASCAP

Fight Unwon, Broadc'ters

'A LittleSmug These Days'

. Movie-Radio Guide in Its Febi 8
issue reported, on the results of a
poll which it took among readers on
the statement. 'I. think music on net-
work programs since Jan. 1 is better,

warse. or about the same.* The vot-
ing was as follows:

Worse ... . 72,3%
Better ....... ;v. 15.2%
About the same. . . . . .. 12.2%

The text with the poll results com-
ment, 'When three out of every four \

radio listeners say that the music
they bear today is worse than it was,
they will not >ng support such mur
sic. Broadcasters are a little smug
these

. days over having put ASCAP
in its place: Our figures show that
the battle is 'not over. Broadcasters
must rlo either of two things. They
must

,
get together with ASCAP or

they must improve the quality of
their BMI music. The American lis-

tener demands and deserves the best.'

Roy. Acuff, leader of Smoky Moun-
tain Boys, hillbilly band on WSM's
Nashville Grand Ole Opry, back on
show after two-week absence, during
Which time doctors took up option on
his appendix;

Non-Cop Background
Milwaukee.Feb.il.

When Nancy Grey, femme com-
mentator, of WTMJ, visited Los An-
geles recently with her portable re-
cording outfit she interviewed Jimmy
Manps at the.Cocoanut Grove on his
contacts with Hollywood celebs.
While they chatted, Freddy Martin's

'

band . was playing .unnoticed in the
background and when the disc was,
shipped back to Milwaukee, and put
on a turntable the suspicion was ex>-

pressed. that an ASCAP melody had
inadvertently been trapped.

All the studio, musical experts :

were called
. in and the pla tter run

over and oyer again; in fact, it was .

about worn out befpre it was defl- :

hitely determined there was no
copyright infringement and the panr-
cake got the official O.K.

5000
WATTS
DAY wNIGHT

YOUR BEST NATIONAL SPOT BUY

A NEW APPROACH TO THE NEW YORK MARKET
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Ethel, John and Lionel Barrymor*
anticipated last week^uv a heart-

warming observance by radio of

Miss Barrymore's 40th anniversary

as a stage star. The two-way con-

servations between JM- sister in

New York and the: brothers, whom,
she called Liohello and Jake, in

Hollywood had -historic as well as

histrionic interest John enlivened

the event with some freestyle pos-

turing and recollections of childhood

incidents that suggested that, young

or old, the Barrymores were always
Interesting mortals. But the broad-

bast was essentially Ethel's. Ethel,

with a hot completely hidden sob in

her throat, signed off at the end with

her classic line, That's all there is-r-

. there isn't any more.' . v
Alexander .

Woollcott's knack- for

the well-chosen phrase helped the

program. Helen Hayes, sounded sin-

cere and Arthur Hopkins a gruff,

old field marshal of the legit, army*
On the whole the event was choked

with kindliness and good feeling, ad-
. "miration for the remarkable .

woman
now enjoying another hit in The
Corn Is Green/ It* was the sort of

sentimental visit that doesn't occur

often in life, or on the radio. It was
' very nlce^ '

•Radio Gossip. Club*, (of Chicago)
extracted considerable breeze and
news interest from the Eddie and
Fannie Kavanaugh interview^of
Nan Rae and '.'.Mau^n Davis during

turn's appearance at the Balabari &
Katz Chicago theatre. Miss Davis

took over alone for eight minutes

after partner, scrammed to makeup
for the next show.. She detailed her
theatrical :

career; amusingly* begin
ning 'after the war—not the Civil

War.' •
•.

."

Doubtful -that' the question "is

so and so Jewish'? should be an
swered over the .. ir . by the
Kavanaughs. This has occurred at

least twice recently; It introduces

an odd slant, carries: the unpleasant
suggestion that the answer colors the

attitude of the ' party putting the
question.

Ethel Barrymore C*»lt,-'after laugh
Jngly detailing on 'We, the People'
her many-sided show career (in-

cluding everything but burlesque)
and telling- of her famous relatives,

with one or. two quips at 'Uncle
John's* 'eccentricities) , sang a num>
ber from Puccini's 'La Boheme.'
The young Woman, who said she had
recently made her grand opera debut

. with the Columbia Company in Bal
timore and intended to stick to this

field,, displayed a trained voice.

However, the selection offered did
not seem to be one which would give
a . real line, Via loudspeaker at least,

on Miss Colt's operatic possibilities.

The script made her, perhaps inten-
tionally, sound rather .

ingenuish.
. Speaking voice was pleasant, Dic-

tion at times sounded a bit cloudy.
"-.'A big night on the air for the No. U
theatrical family. Miss Colt's appear-
ance was ballyhooed as the first for
a Barrymore in grand opera on the
radio.

Gulf-Screen Guild stu mb 1 e d
through one of its flimsiest programs
Sunday (9) night with a pitifully

feeble adaptation of S. N.. Behrmah's
legit and screen piece; 'No Time for
Comedy.' Norma Shearer, Walter
Abel, Mary Astor and Hattie Mc-
Daniel played four of the five parts,

the fifth being unbilled. Whole score
of Behrman's . play, is his exposition
of the civilized, comic point of view
in a rising tide of violent barbarism.
But this radio version stressed the
obvious plot framework : on which
Behrman hung h'ls suave theme and,
by skeletonizing the yarn, turned it

into a tawdry little romantic triangle
without characterization or logical
motivation. EVen in its sketchy
form, moreover, the piece was so

. bverlortg that the actors- had to rush
through every speech Without paus-
ing for pace or expression. It was
probably a' new low for a supposedly
prestige series. '

1

CLOVERBLOOM QUARTET*
With Marshall Pop*
SO Mtn,—Regional,
ARMOUR & CO.
Friday, 12:30 p.m.
KABC-TSN, San -Antonio

(Lord & Thomas)
Originating at Fort Worth, this

Texas State regional show in praise
of Armour's Cloverbloom Butter and
Cheese is a pleasing quarter hour of
harmonizing by a staff quartet who
are given the billing of Cloverbloom
Quartet. Group indulges in old-time
barbershop style.

Coming at the noon ..hour; and
aimed at the old 'folks, program
should prove a plausible investment,

Listeners are invited to submit a
song title which is identified with an
important event in their life. On
each program winning letter is read
as well as the song sung by the quar-
tet. Award to listeners whose, letter
is used is a five-pound assortment of
the Cloverbloom cheeses in a spun
aluminum salad bowl.

TSN is licensed by both ASCAP
and BMI, so the idea is convenient.
Commercials are in good taste and

are ably handled by Marshall Pope.
". Andy. ..

'TOOTH AND NAIL'
With Louis Wolfe
30 Mins.

.

Sustaining .;-

Sunday, 11:30 a.m.
WINS, New York .-'•

Already doing 'Kid Wizards' over
WHN, New York, Tuesday nights,

Louis Wolfe has how started another
juve series 1 Sunday..mornings over
WINS, New York'. Called 'Tooth and
Nail,' offers roundtable discussion

about topics of day .
by groups of

moppets. Three questions are con-
sidered on each show, with three

different youngsters - tangling over
each . topic. Prizes of five, three or
one comic strip books 'are awarded
according to studio applause; With
certain reservations, it's an intriguing

idea and makes a -llstenable novelty
show.

Since urchins can hardly -be ex-,

pected to offer anything particularly

wise or profound on public issues,

the program is best when it gets

away from attempts at grownup Jogic

and the teen-age opponents begin
their treble wrangling.- interrupting
each other and telling each other off.

For that reason, the moppets, are
more diverting than the older boys

—

and, incidentally, they come just as
close to : being logicali* Program is

now arranged, to bring the youngsters
on first, which is a mistake, as the

.

older pries are an anticlimax;

Subjects for argument are properly
controversial,': but should, be varied
more on each show; For instance,

two. of the topics recently were
•Should the U. S. Enter the War?'
apd 'Is the U. S. Safe if Germany
Wilis the War?),- -while the: third

was 'Should Film Theatres Show
Single or Double. Features?' First

two evoked parallel controversies
and might as well have been the
same question., Kids sound "as if they
had been carefully prepared for their

first spiel, only getting steamed up in

the ad-lib. rebuttal periods. .

Just as he does on his 'Kid Wizards'
series, Wolfe is too patronizing to-

ward, the youngsters. ;The listeners

nyght get more out of the show if

he'd. do a straight., giving practically

no reaction whatever to the argu-

ments, but merely- keeping things

moving and moderately orderly. Ap-
parently nine different contestants

are used on each show, with par-

ticipants chosen from mail applicar

tions. .
Hobe.

BENNY GOODMAN' MUSIC
With Helen Forrest
SO Mlns.
OLD GOLD
Monday, 7:30 p.m.
WJZ, New York

(J. Walter Thompron)
,

Well, uh-pin thesebid ears and
;
let them flap in the breeze if it

ain't the old giddyyap of gut?
bucket come back to coddle the
cats.

"

If the- above . paragraph sounds

.

slightly 6yer4written,' slightly self-,

conscious, slightly strangulating, it's

not any more that way than the
words put into the mouths of Benny
Goodman, Helen Forrest, the Old
Gold announcer and; more or less;,

the guester xylophonist, Red Norvo.
Such neo-Crosby dialog may seem'

bright and saucy to the young and
easily diverted. To others it will,

be :a greater strain than it must, be
upon, the author, unless he, too, is a
kid. But. probably Old Gold is aim-/
ing at the young and easily diverted-
rather than . the loose sockets and
short nervous . circuits. : known . as
middle-aged folks.

Goodman . remains what' Is known
as a solid sender. His aggressive
rhythm, his hard-driving beat are
too familiar to require further de-
scription. It is the intention of this

Monday night half hour to bring in

some Instrumental soloist each week,
Red Norvo this show, Teddy Wilson
next- week, and so on. In the
several specialties,, combinations,
changes of volume and the vocal in-

terpolations by. Miss Forrest, the
whole program constitutes! a demon-
stration of modern jazz, as flagellated

.

by such amazing, energizing, touch-
down-scoring gents as Benny Good-
man. . •

' '
• • _ •

. Benny Goodman jazz is the best.

It has authority. It's hot enough to

fry ' hamburger. Being all rhythm
arid practically no melody, it detours'

around ASCAP, safe from infringe-
ment because no judge could isolate

the. theme. '

In stepping from Camels to Old
Gold the sizzler and his group do
the unusual.' It's an unusual show
all the way. But maybie the talk is.

a trifle too , unusual? •
. Lond.

*Musio of today,' recorded flv.e-

mlnute series at 8:15 a.m. Mondays
. through Saturdays locally on WABC,

. New York, has started its fourth, sea-
ion. . Sponsorship is "split three days
each by Olson rugs and the Ed Wyhn

legit .revue, 'Boys and Girls ^To-

gether,' at the Broadhurst, N. Y,.

Various nam6 bands are used on the

discs. Each stanza includes opening

and ; closing commercials and one

tune. Blurbs hog attention, of. course,

as the single musical number offers

insufficient scope for/registering a
mood or impression. .

Considering

that fact, the commercial copy is

reasonably succinct.:.

By Woodbury's Leave
Salt Lake City, Feb. 11.

Ed Stoker spells off By Woodbury

as musical director of KDYL
;
as

Woodbury leaves for a three .months

vacation. .'. ...'

'•' Wife and two children will accom-

pany Woodbury on a tour of the

Eastern cities.. .
.•

A LOT OF
WBNS SPOTS SOLO
OF POTATO CHIPS

KUEHMAMN'S

7 TOhiS

• THAT'S A LOT OF CHIPS BUT

HOU GET A LOT Of RESULTS

mm
CEMTRAL OritO'S ONLY
CBS OUTLET

ASK ANY BLAlR MAM Off US

DON KERR
15 MIns.—Locai
T-Th-S, 5:15 p.m.
WBT, Charlotte

It's a far cry from Lindy's on
Broadway ' to Charlotte, N. C„ but
here is an old son of Broadway, Don
Kerr, tossing off Informal film news
that is probably reminiscent of his
appearances in New York as boss
man of the Harlem Amateur . Hour
nights oVer WMCA. Sustainer is ex-
Eertly handled by Kerr' who writes
is own stuff * and delivers news of

pix stars . jn a 'they're; all pals of.

mine' manner that.sOunds convincing
to this Bible Belt area. Program
caught opened with Kerr introducing
guest, WBT songster Dave Lane,
prior to his leaving for Hollywood
for a guest appearance on the Al
Pearce show. "

'•

.'

Next Kerr went to work on Katie
Hepburn, who. happened to be play-
ing a one-nighter of 'Philadelphia
Story* here and had refused to^ be
interviewed by, of all people, . him'
Kerr,, or by 'any members of the
beastly, press/ Skilled in. the art of
panning, Kerr barbecued. Hepburn
for five merciless minutes. He then
reviewed current films. Just.

•THE LOST FLYER'
Dramatlo
30 Minutes—Local
Thursday 10:30 •

. :
.-

"

WSB, Atlanta,
Bob Pollock's production wasn't up

to Elmo Ellis' scripting on this ses-
sion of . WSB's 'Pan Americana.'
George Hamrick's musical super-,
vision was neat if leaning towards
the cut and dried. jSegues! ,were
adroit .with soundman

. doing nice
work throughout. :

-.'..''.,

The Lost Flyer' enacted the life

of Paul Redfern, the flyer who left

Brunswick, Georgia in 1927 to. dis-.

appear in the South American
jungle. The play told some of the
rumors : which later emanated from
.the Jungles concerning the 'White
god.' Several searching parties were
organized but hone ever found RecP"
fern.-;'/ Jim.

'INVISIBLE THEATRE OF THS
ADt'

With Amy Sedell, Richard Qolne,
Jackson Beck, Sybil Bowan, Fay
Baker, Foster William*, Hank Sy|-
vera .

30 Mlns.
Sustaining
Sunday, 4:30 p.m.
WINS, New York.

New. dramatic sustainer is perhaps
the most, ambitious yet attempted by
Hearst's WINS, New York. Idea ik

to use name leads and regular AFRA
casts In 'the kind of plays not ordin-

arily heard on the air.' Troupe doing
the series- is called Allied /Actors of
Radio and is announced to include

actors, writers and technicians who
have banded together to do . some* .

thing different. IrVing Stro'use and
Robert Cotten were billed as director
and producer of Sunday's (9) initial

stanza; ' Robert Green's; The Crystal
Ball.' Tamara Geva had been bally*
hooed for the lead, but was;. 'too ill'

to appear, so Amy Sedelt substituted,
it was annonuced, on 'only one hour'* ;

;

notice.' .
.

Despite the Introductory blurb;
'Crystal Ball' was not .anything par*
ticularly 'out of the ordinary.! Merely :

a pulp-mag brand of crime . yarn
\Vith a not-too-clear supernatural-,
surprise ending. Only thing particu-
larly mentionable was the presence
In the cast of Sybil Bowari. vaude-
ville mimic, apparently making her
dramatic radio debut as a chattery
crystal-gazer patron. It was an ac-
ceptable performance of a orie-

dimensional part, Jackson.Beck gave
a cleanly-defined portrayal Of a con-
vict, but Miss Sedell and Richard .:.

Quine failed to register in the .only
other sizab'e roles. Foster Williams
read the pretentious announcements

-

and Hanl^ Sylvern composed, and
played the passable organ bridges.

Production was simple, but ade-
quate. Not a bad show for a small '

indie station. ' Hobe. •

CEDRIC FOSTER
Commentator
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 2:30 p;m.
WOR-Mutual, New York

Cedric Foster, who's been on the
air -in various capacities, for several

years, has lately been commenting
on the news Monday-through-Friday,
afternoon, over WOR-Mutual, origi-

nating at WTHT,. Hartford, of which
he's the station manager. He's now
added another stanza' Sunday after-

noons, starting recently.
- With a clear,, straight-away de-

livery, Foster has art agreeable mike
style and his comments are easily-

followed. - His views offer nothing
startling or especially illuminating.

He does little analysis arid no pre-

diction. It's\ more or less what any
casual reader would -get from the

dailies. Hobe.

In The Army Now

Tommy Smith Enlists

Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

•Tommy Smith, program director

of WPEN, leaves at end of the week
to enlist with the 103 Engineers of

the Pennsylvania National Guard as

a buck private! :

Smith, whose ' draft number was

about' up, said he decided to. choose

his own service before Uncle Sam
pulled him in.

KOCY's Draftees

Oklahoma City, Feb. 11,

Four members of the staff of sta-

tion KOCY here have recently en-

tered the service. They Include Leon
Betz, a salesman; Mahion Hickman,

continuity writer and a Teserve offi-

cers; Russell: Black and. Joe London,

announcers/ Betz -nd Hickman were

called for a' year's training.

Black is an air corps student -pilot

at Randolph" Bleld and London -is

in the. air corps ground service.

WCCd Staffers Leave
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.

The govemmerifs defense program

Is making inroads ;
on the WCCO

staff here. On Feb. 10 .
Lyman.

Swendson of the engineering staff

leaves to report for active duty with

the Army Signal Corps at .Wright

Field, Dayton, O, George Culbert-

son, a WCCO- transmitter; engineer,.

.

'reports for: physical, examination,
i

next
!

week-, preparatory to being:

summoned for active duty urider pin-

reserve officers' commission.

Fred Gropper With Troops

;
Fred .Gropper, of the Compton

agency production staff, drafted for.

military training: He also-, handled

publicity for the agency and;, his

final release, dated' yesterday .(Tues-

day) started, with the statement 'by

the tinie you receive this; I will be

in the army.'

; His assistant, Isabel Olmstead, is

subbing until further, notice...

ve

* STRAND THEATRE
Nevr York

.

arid HELD OVER

* CAMEL HOUR
NB(V7:30 P.M.

Thursdays .
•

* EMPIRE ROOM
Waldorf-Astoria

and HELD OVER
•;,'/-'."

; * •;'••

. Bluebird Records
;',.* '

: "'^

Exclusive Management
NBC
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Gem Razor Buys WMCA Boxing

Gem Razor will pick up sponsor-

ship of fight programs which WMCA,
New York, has been carrying- sus-

taining from ;the Bronx Coliseum,

Commercial broadcasts start Feb. 18.

jimmy Powers and Joe O'Brien will

handle the spiels. Programs ait

each Tuesday ?:.:45-l0.30 p:m. Period

is fixed to do main bout only, but

In event feature Is short following

battles will be described.

Understood one of the reasons
' which decided Gerh to buy "program
Is that Mike Jacobs, N. Y, fight pro-

moter recently took over the Coli-;

seum, which mdicated:ari improve-

ment in the quality of the bouts.

WHN; Madison Long: Island Per-

sonal. Loan Co;,' through -Klinger.

Advertising, one*hour :,
program 6n

Sunday, 'Buck Mason and His Bar-0
Ranch,' and several 10 arid]153minute

daily programs,; 52-weeit ? contract;

Federal .
Accident Insurance Co.,

through Huber Hoge & Sons, flve-

mihute periods several times weekly

•

52-week, contract; Majestic Arts, Inc.

(fireplaces, . ahdirtihs, etc.)
; ; station-,

break announcements, 13-week con-

tract; American: Ice- Co, (Knicker-

bocker Laundry Division), through

Buchanan ...fc
; Co., flverrtiinute pro-

grams, 13 -week contract; . Penick &
Ford, Ltd. (My-T-Fine • Desserts)

,

through; BSD & O, station-break an-
nouncements; 13-week contract.

WINS: Carter Products, Inc. (Lit-

tle Liver Pills), through Street k
Finney; 312 one-minute announce-
ments over a period of 52 weeks;
Madison Long Island Personal Loan
Co., through Klinger. Advertising, 21

one-minute announcements weekly;

13-week contract:

WMCA: Postal Telegraph, direct,

nine announcements; Roxy/
Theatre,

through Kayfbh-Spierb, nine an-

nouncements; Horn & Hardart Co.,

through Clements Company, six 15-

minute programs weekly, 'The Morn-
ing Herald.' . 13-week contract; Vick
Chemicaf Co., through Morse Inter-

national, extending WMCA's contract

for three : additional announcements
weekly; Music Box-Lyceum The-
atres, through Kaytoh-Spiero, five

anouncements; Kemp & Lane, Inc.

(Orangeine Headache Powders),:
through F. A. Hughes Co., announce-
ments.

WNEW- United Riadio & Television
Institute, direct, 10-minute program

;

five times weekly 'Music Hall,' qUar-
ter-hour program, twice ..weekly;

Parker Biros. (Game Dig), through
Clements Co., 35 announcements
weekly,- 13-week contract; Howe
Trade School, through T. J. Bumford
Agency, quarter-hour program, 'Meet
the Sun,' three times weekly; 13-

week contract; Princess Pat, through
Frank R. Steel Associates, 10 quar-
ter-hours, 11 ten-minute periods, six

five-minute .periods, David Lowe and
transcriptions, .13 - week contract;

Roxy Theatre and/or 20th Century-
Fox Film Corp., through Kayton-
Spiero Co., nine announcements.
WOR: S. A. Schonbrunn & - Co.;

Inc. (Savarin Coffee), through M. H.
Hackett, Inc., quarterThour weekly
program, 'Dorothy Thompson,' eight-

week contract; Vick Chemical Co.,

- through Morse International, five

station - break announcements per
week, 10-week contract; Kerr Chick-

a eries, through N,* W. Ayer & Son,

f one-minute announcements, 'Farm-
" er's Digest,' three times weekly for
• two weeks; Stephen F. Whitman &
Son (Candy), through Ward Whee-
lock, 35-word station breaks, . three
times weekly, 52-week contract;

Parker Bros. (Dig), through Clements

DETROIT MOUNTS

Uniform • Gains Continue—Barbasol,
.
Kreinl on WWJ .

'

.

Detroit, Feb. 11.

Improvement here, which has been
continuing steady, took another

healthy move upward . last week in

all categories, with all stations re-

porting better weeks still impendirig.:

Moat marked advance again last

week was in the national spot group,

which came up nearly two percent
following a week which saw a four
percent rise. The stations here are

all Tunning well 'ahead of compar-
able weeks, in other, years, with 1941

looming as ;one,of the best in these

parts. ••
':':': \ "' ' '

WWJ:.Ty Tysori:Sport'si Review, 10

minutes, six. times weekly, 52 weeks',

for Barbasol :and Krerril, . through
Erwih. Wasey; Oddities in the News,'

five minutes, six times weekly, 13

weeks, for Harry Suflerln Clothes,

through Simon Michelson Co.

DES MOINES BRISK

All Units on Upbeat—Local Qatas
.;;' 5,2%.

Des Moines, Feb. 11.

All units showed action her* dur-

ing the past week, with local biz

making the best showing.

|
Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1

Feb.- 8 Compared to Feb. 1

Network Local National Total

Units Units Spot Unltt Units

9,476 11,911 4,421 25,908

9,395 11.834 4.335 25,564

+0.9% +0.7% .+2%, +1.3%
(Included: CKLW, WJBK, WJR, WMBC,

WWJ. WXYZ)

Hyde Park Sods Using

KMOX's Laux on KXOK;

Drops Six-Station Web

. St. Louis, Feb. 11.

Through a deal made by Oscar
Zahner, head of the local Ruthrauff
& Ryan agency, with Merle J: Jones,

gen. mgr. of KMOX, local CBS out-

let, France Laux, KMOX baseball
spieler, will air local major league
baseball, for the Hyde Park Brew-
eries, an R&R account, over KXOK,
the $JBC (Blue) outlet in St. Louis.

Deal was completed last week after

it had been -announced previously
that KMOX was one of three CBS
stations that was dropping baseball
for the forthcoming season. '

Laux will do a 'before and after

the game' stint' for- General Mills
and, additionally, will continue with
his usual sports roundup every p^n.
for his parent station. He, also, will
continue as the chief gabber at
KMOX.

It will be. the 12th consecutive
year , that Laux. will handle local

baseball. He will be teamed with
Charles •Gabby' Street, one of the
best baseball' analysists In the mid-:

west, and Cy Casper of KXOK.
Because KXOK recently obtained

an increase in its power ' to 5,000

watts on 630 kc. the Hyde Park
Breweries will drop the six-station

web in Missouri and Illinois that
carried all of its broadcasts Cday and
night) last season.

.
;

" Baltimore, Feb. 11.

Little change reported here except

for slight rise in network count. .

WFBR: Dr, Pepper, through Ben-
ton & Bowles, tied up half-hour

midweek show of "Dr; Pepper Pa-
rade'; Chrysler (DeSotp), through
J. Stirling Getchell, 14 announce-
ments; John Morrell & Co. (Er2 Cut
Hams), . through Henri, Hurst & Mc-
Donald,, participations and spots, six

times a week; Penick & Ford (My-T-
Fine Desserts), through BBD&O. Ave
one-minute announcements a week.

WCAO: George Washington To-
bacco, through Win: Esty, six spots

a week.

WBAL: Vick's; through Morse In-

ternational,' 30 spots;' Josselyn Can-
diesi via Leon Golhick Agency, 27

spots;. Meadowgold Ice . Cream, also

via Golnick, 20 spots.

Co., 30-word announcements, T5d
Fitzgerald' and 'Here's Morgans,, one
week. .

I .
...... Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

165 10,364 8,874 19,403
165 10,427 8.797 19,389

'- ^-4.6% +0.8%

*Np charge.
(Included: WHN, WMCA. WNBW,

WQXR)

Network Local National .
Total

Units Units Spot Units Units

.... 8,038 - 2,684 . 2,976 ,.- 13.698

7,899 2,551 2;924 . . 13,374

+ 1.8% +5.2% .+ 1.8% +2.4%.
(Included;; KRNT, KSO./WHO)

DeSOTO CARS ON

Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1

Network Local National Total

Units Units . Spot Units Units

9,035 4,350 1,574 14,959

8,746 4,535 1,558 14,839

+3.3% —4:i% . +1% ; +o.8%
(Included; WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,

WFBR)

DON'T MISS
PALMOUVE'S

BESS JOHNSQN
By Adelaide Marston

; Dedicated to the women of America.
The story of a woman who must
choose between love and the career

of ising other women's*, chijdren.

WABC-CBS-4:30-4:45 RM* EST
78 Stations Coast-to-Coast :

Direction WARD WHEELOCK CO.

Management ED WOLF. RKO BUILDING. New York

_ Chicago, Feb. 11.

Peter Fox Brewing Co., which has

been successful, in this territory

through a spread of radio plugging,

has expanded to take over the Michi-

gan Brewing Co., of Grand Rapids,

and plans a drive into the Michigan
and Ohio territory.

With the acquisition of this prop-

erty Fox DeLuxe is readying an im-

mediate radio campaign in Michi-

gan and is now setting a deal,

through its agency, Schwimmer_&
Scott, for a ride on the Michigan
Network and WXYZ, Detroit.

Hillbilly Participation

Originates , in a Barn
Louisville, Feb. 11.

New radio hillbilly show has been
readied by John Lair, pilot

,
of the

Renfro Valley Barn^ Dance, to air

over Mutual, and is slated to get

under way this week. Show will

occupy a 15-minute slot five times a

week,, and will be a participation

commercial.

Shindig will originate at Renfro
Valley, Kentucky, . and will be pro-

duced in a barn at that location

Renfro Valley Barn Dance has long
been a standard fhiilbilly show at

WLW, and the troupe - has in the
past played many theatre and fair

dates. : WGRC Vlll, air the hillbilly

frolic locally and feed the show to
the Mutual web. V

Snow in San Antonio Means Biz

Tally It Good Golden Gloves

; Bout* Ir Sponsored

klRO'S 50,600

New Setup In Three Months—Seattle
' Units Weak

:

; :. Seattle, Feb. . ll.

KIRO, already in possession of au-

thority to. step up its : power from
i-,000 - to 10,000 watts, has received

added bounty via on FCC grant to

operate on 50,000. . Since no action

was undertaken following the pre-

vious grant, current construction on
hew

,
transmitting facilities will up

the station directly from 1,000 .
to

50,000 watts. According to • H. J.

Quilliam, manager, the new setup
will be ready for operation in three
mbnthSi. /

Feb. 8 Compared; to Feb. 1
:

NetWork Local National Total
Units Units ; Spot Units Units

6,355 10.667 692 17,714

6,330 10,043 . 692 17,665

+0.4% +0.2% «... +0.3%

•No charge.
(Included: KIRO, KOI*, KRSC)

Denver Nati Spot

Tdy 13|; Pahnolive

To KOA for 1 Yr.

Denver," Feb. 11.
.

KF£L signed up the Rainbow
Dance Hail for three quarter-hours

weekly for. a year and the Chez
Paree cafe for 11 months ph daily

announcements .and three, half-hours

a week.

KFEL: Rainbow Ballroom, three

15-minutes weekly, one year; Wil-

lard Tablet Co., through First United

Broadcasters, six five-minutes, week-

ly, indefinite; Chez. Paree cafe, daily

announcement and three half-hours

weekly, 11 months; Kilpatrick Bak-

ing Co. added a fourth quarter-hour

to their* three a
.
week; Waltham

Fountain Pen, through United Ad-
vertising Services, 312 five-minutes

to run for one year; Pacific Ayiation
Training School, four announce-
ments; Lydia Pinkham, through
Erwin, Wasey, eight announcements
a week, four, months; Marine Elec-
trolysis Eliminator, one announce-
ment daily,; one month; Broadway
Department Store and Paramount
Boot Shop, through Ted Levy agency,
one announcement daily one month.

KLZ: H. H. Frumess Jewelry Co.,
through Robertson agency, two time
signals each night, one year; Wash-
ington State Apples, through J. Wal-
ter Thompson, 30, one-minute an-
nouncements:

. Nob Hill Coffee,
through McCann-Erickson, 200 chain
breaks; Miller Super Markets, two
spots; Capitol Rubber & Tire Co.,

through Raymond Keane, 13 an-
nouncements; Hllex Co., through Mc-
Cord agency, 42 announcements;
Anaconda Sales Co., through McCord
agency, 30 announcements; Leeman
Auto Co.< through Bodkin agency, 11
announcements.

.

|
Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1

|

Network Local National , Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
8,160 4,249 • 1,658 14,067
8,370 4,232 1.467 14,069

—2.5% +0.4% +13% ' V.
• No change.

(Included:- KFEIj, KIjZ; KOA, KVOD)

Clarence Talbot, KOIN-KALE,
Portland, Ore., staff writer flew to
Spokahe recently to have ' emer--
gency operation performed by his
father* . a surgeon in that city.

San Antonio, Feb. 11.

This city saw the second snowfall
in 10 years last week in an unprece-
dented cold wave which has swept
the south. -. Vick Chemical Co., in
behalf of their cold remedies, have
given a five-week renewal

. to their
flve^minute newscast period aired
through , station KTSA

: here. . Deal
was. set through Morse International

Local units took a sharp; upward,
swing with over four and a half
hotirs of boxing- from the Golden
Gloves tournament aired through

.

KABC. /and. several hours of Texas ;

Open Golf tournament aired through
KTSA. .

Several hew programs debuted
through—the Texas State Network
adding to the network totals. Biz
at all stations is more than holding
its own. .

' *; ;."
:'.

'

John Considine, geneul sales

manager of General Drug, was in

the city the past week and Was a
guest of KTSA who handle the
Rexall account.

- kONO: Turkish Village;, new. lo-

cal night spot, three spot announce-
ments per day; Helene Rubensteih
Cosmetics, four 100-word announce-
ments concerning sale at Joske Brosi
store; 'Calpini, an additibnal 14 an-
nouncements for the next two weeks.

WOAI: - .Colgate - Palmojive - Peet
(Palmolive Soap ), through. Ward
Wheelock, five announcements per
w^ek for 52 weeks; Campbell: Cereal
Co. for Malto-Meal, through . H. W.
Kastor & Son, five announcements
per week; . Beech-Nut Packing Co*
for' Beechies, through Newell-
Emmett, 14 Chain break transcribed
announcements per week; William
Cameron & Co., • through Tracy-
Locke-Dawson, three one-minute
announcements per week; W. • K.
Kellogg Co., through Kenyoh &.Eck-
hardt, 10 one-minute announcements
per week; Sheaffer Pen Co., through
Russel M. Seeds, four announcements
per week. • - - :

.
KABC: Golden Gloves Boxing

Tournament co-sponsored by San
Antonio Buick Co... Martin .Wright
Electric Co., and San Antonio
Seven-Up Co.; Miliers Money Pro-
gram, through Allan . & Reynolds,
two additional quarter-hours, pro->

gram now airing Monday through
EYiday; Texas Exposition Shows,
five spot announcements daily; *Ydur:
Mutual Friend' for Mutual Fire In-
surance Co., half-hour Moh., Wedi,
Ind FrL, through Texas State Net-
Work.

Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1 .

|

Network
Units

6..251

6,016.

+3.9%
(Included

WOAI)

Local
Units

8,437

7,987

+5.6% ;

National
Spot Units

1.391

1.341

+3.7%

Total
Units

16,079

15,344

+4.8%
KABC. K.MAC, KONO,' JCTSA,

WEHP USING 24-SHEETS

AGAINST RIVAL WTMJ

Milwaukee, Feb. 1L
WEMP, which since its. affiliation

with the NBC Blue, network has

been unable to buy display space in

The Journal, owner of WTMJ, the

NBC Red outlet, has now gone . In

!

for a billboard advertising campaign

to lure listeners of other stations to

its own programs. For a starter the
indie station without a direct news-
paper connection has contracted for

some 20 24-sheet .. stands spotted in

strategic locations about the town.

Execs assert that the NBC hookup
and the use of ASCAP music oh the
station's own time has given it some-
thing its competitors lack, greatly
increasing its listening

; audiencei ,

Rap-in-Wax Goes On
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.

KSTP just rolled itself up, a rec-.

ord' 'with Rap-in-Wax, the rolled
wax paper, when the company
signed up to go into the fifth year
of participation . the station's

Household Forum, conducted by Bee
Baxter. .

:
Contract was re-signed after 220

weeks of the firm's participation.

EVERETT GEORGE ONE
CREATOR, AUTHOR AND PRODUCER OF X

ARMOUR'S "YOUR TREAT"
QcKxst-to-CcKut^^ Transcription Series ;

18 years' oxporience ag radio station and advertisino agency eKecu-
.tivo creating and producing, successful commercial programs.
"Her Honor, the Mayor"—timely, new serial NOW AVAILABLE.

64 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111. Webster 7225
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In 44 Yr. onK
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.

} Differential in last . week's sum-

. mary ..over the previous week ap-

proximates' the width of gnat's

whisker. On the total there was a

diff of 21 minutes ot sold time—but
on the slough side. Local biz-slipped

badly, affecting the whole picture. :

KNX noted a bright speck in the
leaden sky, in renewals of two pet

. accounts, which use'theV CBS outlet

exclusively. Day and Night Water
Heater Co. extended its . weekly
schedule of time signals for the
fourth year. With 60% of its budget
earmarked for: radio; Hixsori-O'Don-
nell agency reports 550% increase in

southern California sale in the four
; years it has given the time of day to

.. KNX listeners;
'

'.; Another; quarterly pickup is that
of State. Architects Assn, which is in

:

Its fourth semester of 'What, No
Arehitect?' : Program rides the Sun-
day forenoon time and for its weekly
expenditure of $125 per week is

claimed to have accounted for $1,-

.500,000. worth of biz for. the home
• designers over a stretch of 39 weeks.

- KNX: Ford Dealers, : 12 time sig-

nals! through McCann-Erickson; Old
English Wax, 78 participations in
Fletcher Wiley combination. ••

-- KHJ: Neighbors of Woodcraft, 26
half-hour periods, through Mac Wil-
kins & Cole; Armand Co., 78 an-,

nouricemehts, through Russei 'M>
Seeds; U, S. Playing Card Co., 156
announcements, through J. Walter
Thompson; Mission. Water Heater
Co., 65 participations in Norma
Young and Eddie Albright periods,,

through Robert Dennis;. Wheat
Alone, 18 participations in Norma
Young's "Happy Homes,' through

' C. H. Mayne.
KFI: Sontag drug chain, 26 half-

hour periods of Ted Cook's 'One Man
Mass Meeting,' through Robert
Smith; Antrol,. 26 participations in

Art Baker's 'Notebook,' through J.

Walter Thompson; Ford Dealers, 19

announcements, through McCann-
Erickson.

T

KECA: Todd Clothes, 12 quarter-
hour broadcasts of 'Dear Uncle; Sam*'
through N. j. Newman; Southern

'. Furniture. 13 quarter-hour broad-
casts of 'A Layman's Views of the
News,' through Alvin Wilder; Sbhtag
drug, 65 quarter-hour newscasts, •

through Robert Smith; Ford Dealers
Advertising Fund, 14 orie-minute
transcriptions* through McCann-

: Erlckson. "' ' -' ..." '
-

;

. -,
•'

.

| Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1
|

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

13,181 8,775 1,416 '23,372

13,127 . 8,872 . 1,394 23,393

+0:4% —1.1%. +1.6%

: * No change.
' {Included:, KfiCA; KRI. KKWB, KHJ.

G. E. Sellihg via WGY
Electric Blanket
Schenectady, Feb. 11.

General Electric has quarter-hour
late Monday night - on its WGY to

. Plug its electrically-heated blanket.
Move is considered significant by ob-
servers in presaging a possible policy
of using .other open time to advertise
GE products via company-owned sta*
tion. Heretofore, local advertising
by GE on WGY has been institu-

tional only.
: .
Electrically-heated blan-

ket has not previously been heavily
merchandised, although potentialities

are considered great.
Vic Campbell is

: emceeing pro;.,

grams. It cuts to a quarter hour the
station's only regular sustaining au-
dience participation show, 'Gordie
Randall Entertainers.' Randall heads
the house ? band. The. 'House of
Magic' exhibition is still used as a
drawing card. ^

Early With Drug:s

Bpstoh, Feb. 11.

.

. Consolidated Drug Trade Products,
Inc., Chicago, established a precedent
in New England by sponsoring the
first full hour broadcast starting at
5 a.m. over WEEI, aimed to. catch
early-risers

. and especially the one
and one-half million farmers in this
radius. .

Transcribed hill-billy music is

used throughout. , The program is

divided, into 15-minute sections ad
verUsing Zymole Trokeya, Kolor
Bak, Yeastfoam and Peruna. " .

;

IS SOLE

GAINER IN CHI

.
Campus News Boond-Up of Texas

colleges and universities, is being
aired on, alternate Thursdays on the
Texas State Network. Originates
from KPLT, Paris, Texas, under di-
rection of Hiram Goad, a student at
the East Texas State Teachers Col-
lege.

. Chicago, Feb. 11.
Business pn local radio is riding

along at a steady pace, with..the best
indications for added activity^ re-
vealed in the national spot billings:

And in these billings again news
stands put as the number One choice
for program material by national
spot buyers. . With the. world crisis as
it is, the adyertisers are convinced
that news Will bring the maximum
amount

. of listening attention per
dollar spent for programming. .

.

Figures for January by the NBC
stations here show another increase
for" both WMAQ and WENR, the.

former jumping 21% above the cor-
respohding month of 1940 and the
latter upping 32%.
WMAQ: Manhattan Soap Co., for

Sweetheart Soap; expansion of pres-
ent flve-minute news shots across
the board itq full 15-minute periods,
through Franklin Bruck; American'
Chicle Co., 15-minute sports news
period six days weekly, through
Badger, Browning & Hersey; Beau-
mont Laboratories, 15-minute news
period twice weekly, through H. W.
Kastor; W. F. McLaughlin Co. re-
newed; 10-minute period six days
weekly-through Sherman K. Ellis.,

.
WGN; Bristol-Myers, for Minit

Rub, renewed 15-minute news period
three times weekly, through Young
& Rubicam; American Chicle Co., 15-

mihute recorded music period three
times weekly, through Badger,
Browning & Hersey.
..''. WIND: Axtdn-Fisher Tobacco Co.,

30-minute period Ave days weekly,
in 'Sports Edition,' through Weiss &
Geller; Congress. Cigar Co., 30-min-
ute baseball game re-creations

through entire baseball season,

through Marschalk & Pratt; Walton
Motors, 30-minute period daily on
Edd^ie - Cnase's : 'Off ^' the Record,'
through Morris & Davidson.

. WBBM: Colgate -Palmoliye - Peet,

time signal .
announcements each

Sunday, through N. W. Ayer; Reid
Murdoch Co., 38 announcements
weekly, through Rogers & Smith.

;

|

Feb. 8 Compared to Feb. 1
|

Network . Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units

9,845 6,255 11,309 27,409

.9,915 6.287 11,260 27.462

—0.7% —0.5% +0.4% —0.2%
(Included.- W'DPM. AVENU, WGN. WIND.

:
WJJD, WLS. WMAQ) .

HEALEY ON 3 STATIONS

lias Sponsors .on WGY, WTRY and
\ WTIC, Hartford

Schenectady, Feb. il. .

;Jihi Heal.ey has started a series of

quarter-hour Sunday afternoon com?
mentaries on WTIC, Hartford, for

Save-the-Baby ; (croup-cough reme-
dy). These are in addition to the

Albanian's thrice-weekly programs
for same sponsor WTRY, Troy.

Leightqn & Nelson is. the agency.

Healey also has. been broadcasting

a 30-minute 'Review of the Week* for

Knox Gelatin over WGY, Schenec-

tady, on Saturday night.

Leighton & Nelson the agency for

this one, too., .

-

Time Buyer Jack Laemerr
Thinks Something Should

(And C an) Be Done
) About ' Semi-Annual Gon
.fusion Due to Lack of Uni-

formityon Daylight Saving

ASKS COMMENT

•

'>' Chicago, Feb. 11.

Editor, Variety: .'
l

'.',';/

I. would like tci outline
.
through

Variety • very briefly a plan for the

solution, or at least an improvement,

of the present practice, in the radio

Industry, of the: time change situa<

tion. Reactions from your readers
will be welcomed,

' As you know,., twice a year the
majority of the stations in the coun
try have to adjust and realign their

program schedules. I have been
told by numerous station men that
it is necessary for them to devote
almost the ; entire months of Sep-
tember and April, simply to take
care of this problem.

.
Because of this, we are trying to

get under way a plan by which ra-

dio would observe standard time.

This perhaps Will not be a cure-all,

but we believe it will do much to

facilitate the practice . as we now
know it.

If radio were, to observe standard
time, cities; observing daylight time
would have, network programs
broadcast one hour later than during
the standard time period. This
would really create only two prob-
lems. First, 10 p.m. New York orig-

inations would be on at 11 o'clock.

Secondly, 5 o'clock .New York orig-

inations would be on at; 6 o'clock.

Of course the only cities in which
these factors would create a prob-
lem are in those cities in the Eastern
Time zone observing daylight . sav-

ing time. .

With regard to the programs Orig-

inating at 11 o'clock during day-
light saving time, this would not be
quite as bad as it sounds; for ac-

tually I believe listening habits are
later in the summer. But primarily

the disadvantage of this later hour
is offset by the saving which would
accrue to .the advertisers because
their programs would be originating

at 11 o'clock.

With regard to the 5 o'clock orig-

inations In these cities, the only'prob-

lem would be in rate adjustment as

the night rate would apply to this

time when it is moved up to: 6
o'clock. This would call for the co-

operation of the networks and star

tiohs, as most likely a transitional

rate would be required. As far as

the stations are concerned, there

would not be loss of income with
regard to this problem, because an
additional hour would become
available for commercial sponsor-

ship. ;.

'

The present practice has been in

effect for years and nothing has
been done to remedy it. Now we
are. trying to get under way the plan
briefly outlined above. It is going
to call . for action and epoperation
by all concerned.

.
Therefore, we

would greatly appreciate it ': if you
could use all the means at your dis-

posal to promote this plan in the
radio industry and with . the ad-
vertiser. ..Thanks so .much for your
cooperation. •

•"

A ^ Lord St Thomas,
:

By Jack W. LdemmeT,
: . . Radip Time Buyer.

Garbled Reptfit

New - Britain, Conn., :Feb. il.

:

WNBC .' spot
.
buyer, Meister

Realty Co., complained to station
sales department . it was getting
too much for money.
Sponsor said contract was for

125 words and that should be
maximum.. Threatened 'cut down
•my plug or cancel my contract.*

Ralph Klein, head of WNBC
continuity, posted rule limiting
all 30-word blurbs to 95 words.

PACKARD IN

Crown Cola Buys Spots

Though B.B;D;: & O.'is the agency
on the account^ Crown \Cola (Nehi)
has been buying* spot time through
its Baltimore district manager. Lat-
ter's particular quarry , has been flve-

minute news periods!

His bookings so far have been in

Pennsylvania, Maryland and the Dis-

trict of Columbia.

Packard is making one of its peri-

odical spot announcement splashes.
It's for a . week, starting Saturday
(15). The /.campaign calls for 14
nightrtime transcribed blurbs . on
Class A stations and seven night-
time and 14 daytime airings on Class
B outlets.

The business may go to' as many
&$ 100 stations. Young & Rubicam
is the -agency.

KNX Sbowcaser Taken By

Hadnat for Trial ^in

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

'Hollywood Showcase,*' KNX sus-
tainer, has been taken by Benton 8c

Bowles for Richard Hudnut's Marvel-
pus Cosmetics. Half hour show airs

pVer Cplumbia's Pacific, network be-
ginning In March on a 13-week trial

spin;

Program exhibits the talents of
semi-pros and advanced amateurs.

Fire Insurance Company
Sponsors 'State* News

. Austin, Tex., Feb. 11.

The Mutual Fire Insurance is pre-
senting three half hour broadcasts
per week, through the Texas State
Network with station KNOW orig-

inating the series.

Gives news from the state depart-
ments, which are located here.

PROPOSE BOOZE BAN

Radio Ads Called 'Distressing and
Pernicious'

.

: Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

The Pennsylvania Antl - Saloon
League announced . it would seek
passage of . a law at the present ses-

sion of the Legislature to ban the
advertising of- beer and wines over
the radip. • F. Scott McBride, State

superintendent of the League, said

that advertising of alcoholic . bev-
erages ever the air 'was most dis-

tressing and pernicious.'

Another aim of the league was to

ban road houses within five miles

of army cantonments.

Armour in 4 Towns

Chicago, Feb. 11.

Armour will use plugs in four
added tpwns, Atlanta, Utica; Wopster.
Ohio and Wilkes Barre.
Purchases through the Lprd &

Thomas agency here, with the sched-
ules to run six ;weeks.

Phillips' 3rd Renewal
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.

.-'.Phiilips Petroleum. Co. of Bartles-

ville, , Okla., has
.
signed up for an-

other 52 weeks of KSTP's nightly

'Tomorrow's Headlines Tonight' show-
It will be the company's third suc-

cessive year of newscastihg sponsor-
ship on the station. •

'

Program has Brooks
.
Henderson

and Halsey Hall
:
airing news and

sports, respectively, and runs six

nights, 10 tP 10;15 o'clock.

San Francisco, Feb. 11.

KFRC snagged another 52-week
quarter-hour series this week. Show
is 'Hero of the Week* to be aired
Sundays for Wellman, Peck & Co,
(foods), starting Feb. 23. Theodore
Segall agencied. : Also signed up
Pacific States Oil Co. for 156 three-
a-week quarters via Continental Ad-
vertising, L. A., for the stripper,
'Black Flame of the Amazon.'
Monday (10), KFRC. also pushed

back its opening- to 6 a.m., giving ah
extra half-hour leeway to the par-
ticipation 'Rise and Shine' show han-
dled by Vic Paulson.

: KSFO has'exparided Galen Drake's
Housewives; League? by 30 minutes
to a total of 90 minutes, already 100
percent sold. Show Is now scattered
over four, periods, two of 15 and two
of 30 minutes, due to. fact station,

hasn't got enough available time i

one piece.

KROW has sold 'Learning to See,'
weekly quarter commented by Philip
Van Slyck, to Drs.

:
Reinke and Nich-

ols, optometrists.
• KFRC: Pacific States- Oil Go.,
through . Continental Advertising,
L. A.,- 156 quarter-hours, three weekr.
ly, 'Black Flame of the . Amazon';
F ederal Outfitting (department
store), through Allied Advertising,
365 100-WPrd spots; Armand Co.
(shave cream), through Russei M.
Seeds, Chicago, 78 spots; Wellman,
Peck & Co. (foods), through Theo-
dore Segall, 52 weekly quarter-hours,
'Hero of the Wf?ek'; Calgo Dog & Cat
Food, through Segall; 52 weekly-^
quarter-hours, 'Pet Exchange' (re-

newal); U. S. Playing Card Co.,

through J. Walter Thompson; 156
one-mihute spots. .

.

,

|
Feb. 9 Compared 1 to Feb. 1

|

Network Local National Total
Units Units Spot Units Units
10,806 3,588 1,945 16,339

1O;SO0 3,541 2,037 16,384
• +1.3% —4.5% —0.3%

•No change.
anctuded: KFKC. KGO. KJB9. KPO,

CHICLE'S SPLIT SHIFT

WITH NBC ON COAST

Hollywood, Feb. 11.

American Chicle Co. has con-
cluded an unique arrangement with
NBC for three-time weekly broad-
cast of 'Drama Behind the News'
series over the coast blue network.
Shoving off Feb. 17, quarter hour
narration by Franklin Bingham rides

as a sustainer for one week and
thereafter goes commercial three
nights a week. • NBC continues pro-
gram as a <sustainer on Thursday
nights. !

[ Show Is similar to that being aired
regionally In other parts of the coun-
try, with all programs using the same
script. '!

:

.'

Schwimmer & Sc ott
r Disposes of. Commitment

.

Chicago, Feb, 11.

. Schwimmer & Scott
;
agency, which

went out on the limb and purchased
a: full block of 60 minutes each night
oh the ..Ralph Atlass station; WIND,
last week disposed of the second half

for sponsorship; ". : Two advertisers

splitting up the hour of recordings
and chatter will be the Hudson Deal-,
ers of Cook County and the Hirsch
Clothing Co. ; } "

'

Harold isbell has been signatured
by the .Schwimmer & Scott outfit to

m.c. the show, which will be tagged
'Music Box;' Program: rides each day
at 6 p.m. .:

" •

.

'; "'" '

Drake Cake w
Drake Cake has popped ;up in the^

spot niarket. with a
, call fbr chain-

break announcements. It's offering
to buy the between network show
blurbs in wholesale lots, anywhere
from 200 to 300 of them at the rate
of two to five a day.

Young- & Rubicam Is the agency.
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'Don't Think Government Understands Our Prob-

lems/ He Says in Buffalo

Buffalo, Feb. 11.

Gloomy picture of 'ASCAP's/pres-

tnt and future was painted here Sat-

urday 18) by irvhig.'Bertin;;\highv

ranking member,
.
during a visit to

local Boy . Scouts to whom lie gave

$5,006 of 'God Bless America' royals,

ties. Describing the bdttohVdropping

out of sheet music . .
sales,.. .Tin . Pan

Alley firms laying off staffs and the

•drastic' terms; Of the .proposed De-
partment of Justice consent decree,.

Berlin stated 'All in all, the picture

is not a pretty, one. I'm frank to

confess the boys, in New York are

pretty blue about it.'

Although not a member of

ASCAP's board, Berlin was 'vigorous
-

in stating 'we're hot going to accept,

ah agreement- that: wilL put; us out of

business. I don't /thing the govern-

ment understands our problems.'

'BMI can accept a consent decree,

as drastic as the government wants

to make it in the hope of setting a"

precedent for us,' asserted the tune-

writer. 'Their, only interest is get-

ting; music as cheaply as possible.

If it wasn't for the government we'd
have a good chance of winning our
fight.'

:

Commenting on BMI's output,

Berlin stated -they have some pretty

swell . songs,' naming There I Go'

for 'as professional a song as has
been written In a long .time.'

'But their average, is hot good.

Even pros (Skn't ttirn out songs that

fast, like frankfurters.-

Berlin said he was certain the long-

er the music war rah, the more good
It would do ASGAPV 'Not much mail
Is being written, but people are miss-
ing our music. It's a subtle thing-
people just are, turning their .radios

off.'

Out-Colossaled

;
David Broeknian : is one Coast

maestro who has found New
York to his liking. He says;

'Here I lay off with 60 men
: while in Hollywood I lay oft

with only 16 men.'

'Sunrise' an IitYdlyed

Case of Copyrightitis;

Mutual Is Antiseptic

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Mutual refused to take a chance
with the airing of 'Sunrise Serenade'
•n the Greek Relief broadcast Sat-
urday night (8) and cut off Connie
Boswell as she started on the tune,
substituting a recording from the
studio. WOR; Newark, which moni-
tored the show, explained to listen-

era that ' the number hadn't been
cleared.; NBC had cleared the song
through its local organization and
consequently broadcast the number.

Miss Boswell had used her own
lyrics for the number, as the writer

. of the words of 'Sunrise' is an
ASCAP member.

ROT FOX and ORGH ,(11)

Featuring .Kay Kimber
.

La Martinique, N. Y.
Roy Fox, like lack Harris, is

among the American maestros re-

patriated from London smart club,

successes that lasted : a . decade or

more:. Back- In' the States ' he's had
to reorganize his .own 'combo. Spot-
ted in the. swarik LaMartinique, he
gives out a nice brand of dansapa-
tion with a unit that's, strong on
reeds and strings, including

r
but one

trumpet among the setup of- four
saxes, harp, piano, string bass,

drums and violin (two of the reeds,

however, double into fiddle). .Kay-
Kimber; who's been in pictures and
Broadway ..musicals, last in "Two for.

the Show;' is vocally featured but
was absent on the night caught.

Fox himself is a good figure at

the helm, now confining himself to

batoning where formerly he was 'the

whispering, corrietist' at the old.Ava-
lon Club, during the speakeasy era
In New York. - He had just come
east with Earl Burtnetfs band, both
having formerly worked as kids for
thelate-Art Hickman In Frisco. . As
Whispering cometist' with Marion
Harris, Fox

:

drifted to London when
that comedienne was booked abroad,
where he ultimately organized his

own band. Incidentally Miss Harris
is still- soniewheres in. or. around
London, having married Len Urry,
Roy Fox's ex-manager. ... Abel.

VAUGHN MONROE ORCHESTRA
With : Marilyn Duke, Joe Connie,.
Zlggy Talent

Hotel Statler, Boston
.

' In ten months, Vaughn Monroe
has really come ahead. He's 9th
rung in Martin Block's band popu-
larity poll, and .doing nicely on Blue-
bird's records, fan mail and crowds
whereyer the band has played..

Originally Vaughn was. .vocalist

with . Larry Funk, but last three
years has led small unit for Jack
Marshard organization, until he as-
sembled present crew. His assets in-

clude gentlemanly appearance, youth,
musicianship, ability to handle band
and also cater to patron's pleasure.
Has vibrant baritone, voice okay in
both ballad or rhythm numbers.
Often he steps back Into brass sec-
tion to. capably handle a trumpet.

He subdues his band during din-
ner sessions, and adds more lift later
in evening: but Is cautious to study
the clientele. Intermingles rhumbas
and tangos with fox trots skillfully,

for this room caters to a 90-50
crowd of old people and youngsters,

{Unusual for this -hotel to see peo-
ple crowd around handstand to
watch the proceedings," for Vaughn
employs change of pace with Ziggy
Talent for novelties and Joe Con
nie in boogie-woogie.

' Vaughn recently added attractive
Marilyn Duke to sing and. she.pleases
with good phrasing, quality and de
licate shadings. Between sets, she

Billy Rose Sez 'ASCAP

Should Pali in Belt';

Confident of Victory

I'm "only one of ,^the rank-ahd-flle

songwriters in ASCAP,' says. Billy

Rose, i

-'biit as'IVe said before I con-

sider it my higgest stake in life, be-

cause the Society is too close to the

welfare of "every songwriter, wheth-
er he's sirice- become a pro&^ a

Hollywood scenario writer, or a ty-

coon :ln other fields, as have some-
of us. J :

'Hence/ say I; 'I'd just as lief see

ASCAP trim its sails and decide : to],

live on a $2,500,600i/'-a' year income,-

for the next year or two, instead of

1 16,000,000, to which, we have geared
ourselves with progressively success-

ful years, and let's give the networks
rear fight. Let's see if they can'

get ilbhg without di|r music; wheth-
er their advisers will be happy to

continue doing so.

'It's nothing for songwriters to

pinch, their belts and be a bit hungry

;

Maybe dieting won't hurt some Of

the . sitter-arounders : in Lindy's;

certainly we should all be used to

that in view. Of Our past experiences.

'But it's one thing for actors to

fight Albee or the Shuberts, and- an-

other, -for
. us songwriters and pub-

lishers ' to fight : the big ' electrics.

They're too powerful.. They've had
a strong lobby in Washington for

years;/, we've , been caught sleeping.

But in a year or so we can and
should certainly catch up with ,theni-.

'However, that's just what I think.

What the board and its paid officers

do is something else again. Maybe
the consent decree is . the wisest ex-
pediency 1 now for a quick settlement
of the issues. They'll decide that-—
they, their lawyers and Thurmah
Arnold, I guess.'

Anticipated Headache
Some»such difficulty on this-nuste. alsp.,sjngs. .tp..h.er 'qSKft/Piano, accom

ber had been anticipated in music
circles > since the outbreak of the
ASCAP-radio war. Jewel Music
Co., publisher of 'Sunrise,' is a mem-
ber of the Society of European
Stage Authors and Composers and
all the networks are licensed by this

organization. ASCAP has declined
to give any official pronouncement
on what action it would take in the
Case of divided performing rights
such as this one, but the impression
that has prevailed among music in-
dustry lawyers is that both SESAC
and ASCAP had the right to/license
a song where the publisher-writer
control was split between the two
societies.

Music Notes

Dmitri Tiomkln completed / his

scoring job on. 'Meet John Doe': at
Warners.

'

'

Jimmy Van . Heusen goes back to

Hollyw-o'od . tomorrow " (Thursday) to

begin work oh . a new batch, of tunes

with Johnny Burke. •

.

. Louis Alter' . ditty, 'Dolores.'

defied for 'Las' Vegas. Nights* at

Paramount, has been recorded by
Bing Crosby for Decca and Tommy
Dorsey for Victor. .

Franz Waxman started pre-record-

Jng on his musical scoring for 'Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Htyde'. at Metrb. \

Herbert Stoiharfc currently wind-

ing up the score Of Metro's 'Boys of

Men's Town,' goes to work on a sim-

ilar job for 'Blossoms in the Dust'

paniment.

The band consists of four rhythm,
four saxes, three trumpets, and two
trombones; ensemble work outstand
ing plus solos by Andy -Bagney on
clarinet, 16-year-old Bobby Nichols
on trumpet and . Frank Levine on
sax;

, Above all. yaughn insists that the
melody always be distinguishable,
and is. working , for melodic band;
but can also tear roof off when oc-
casion demands as well as play din
ner sessions.

It is noteworthy that teamwork
prevails, at all times and men doh'
fight to outshine one another. Ar
rangements mostly- by Johnny Wat
son,. ex-Jan -.Savitt; and others by
Al Datz.arid Art Dedrick^all done
with ;good taste end /to show the
band up well as a unit. Paul.

GRIFF WILLIAMS ORCH. (13)
Stevens Hotel, Chicago

.

This started out to be a nitery re
view, but that isn't necessary since
the entire show and reason for the
Continental Room is the Griff Will
jams orch. This Continental Room
of the world's largest hotel used to
have a floor show' with girls and acts,

but recently has decided to leave
everything to the Williamsi orchestra

'. This was based upon the fact that
the Williams , orchestra, alone of a
long list of orchestras, has been able
to make- a real winner out of -this

quiet and dignified room; For the
people who like quiet and. charming
music/music With a leaning towards
lilt . and , melody, the Continental
Room is a haven.

This, band has three brass, three
reed, three violins and two pianos
besides the bass and drums. It's

pretty unusual to find even one fiddle

in a pop band these days, but here
are three of them and they give a
certain charm of 'tone that makes the

JOURNAL'S LATEST RAP

Thinks ASCAP Efforts to

Sponsors Is 'Unethical'

Win

Milwaukee, Feb. 11:

That the pro-BMI Journal, owner
of WTMJ and the FM station

W9XAO, is overlooking no oppor-

tunity to . assail the opposition, is

illustrated in its following editorial:

ASCAP Tries Dollar Pressure .

About as glaring an attempt to

use unethical 'pressure' as we have
seen in a long time is announced
by the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, the
organization for the control of

copyright music which is now in

a . -battle with- the radio stations

oyer fees and also with the depart-
ment of justice over methods. .-'.'•

ASCAP announces that it has
sent ah open letter, signed by 250
musical and educational leaders,

to 3,000 radio sponsors asking them
to use 'their influence' in settling

the radio-ASCAP dispute.

What ASCAP means of course
is' that- it wants the sponsors to
turn the heat on the broadcasters
so that they will submit to
ASCAP's demands. . The sponsors
are the .advertisers who support
Tadio. So this is an . effort to Whip
radio into line by controlling[ its

advertising..

If the ordinary business of the
nation tried to control /radio or
the press in the same, wayj what
a . howl there would be. And it

would surely come from
; a good

;
many of these same /'musical and
educational leaders' who find no
qualms in helping ASCAP in Its

attempt to torpedo the freedom of
radio, through agitation for "ad*

"vertising pressure; /, ./ :'

Williams- orchestra distinctive and
pleasant on the ears. :

:

Group plays a great dinner hour,
yet later for supper proves it can
swing, cut with rhythm - for more
concentrated hoofing.
.'/'Williams/, plays a lush piano be?
sides directing and does a good job
of handling the general proceedings.
Two vocalists in -the orchestra . are
Bob King and Charles Gaylord and
they handle . themselves capably.
Williams has just organized, a. vocal
quartet in the orchestra and it ap-
pears that it. will develop into a high
spot in the band's bag of tricks.

-'-". Gold.

' BMI alliance with Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey and Larry Clinton

on subsid music publishing affiliates is a broad: scale extension, of a w.kV
Tin Pah Alley 'angle.' All have done the same for ASCAP publisher-

members in the past, I.e. slipped one or another certain pet tunes. Goodr
man gave the new Bregman-Vocco-Conh setup a fast start with 'And the

Angels Sing' by Ziggy Elman; a member of Goodman's band. Horace Heidt

had much to do with many a BVC tune. Larry Clinton Was contracted

to Robbins Music Corp, as a composer, etc.
;

.

:"

Some Of the biggest jukebox, hits, such as. 'Beer
;
Barrel Polka;', 'Ferry-

boat. Serenade,' 'Woodpecker Song' and Others, cahie directly off the - wax,
'discovered' by bandmen and. 'made' mechanically. : '•'•

.
,.-'/ '-.'.;

Another auto crash involving/a bandleader temporarily ,' stopped Bernie
Cummins two weeks ago outside. Dallas/ Texas. Oh his way from Sari.

'

Francisco to a date at the Baker hotel, Cumrrtins got to the outskirts of
Dallas, skidded and turned turtle three times in his own carl He opened
at the hotel with a brace supporting a dislocated vertebrae.

In the car with him were Walter Cummihs, his brother and vocalist with
the band arid Jeri Sullivan, .femme vocalist. Neither was hurt badly
enough to require much medical attention. Ray Kinney replaces Cummins
at the Baker Friday (14>.

Harry Engel has effected a tieup with Ernst Lubitsch for/mutual ex>-
ploitations of the Broadcast Music nuhvber, 'That- Uncertain. Feeling,'
which is also the titie of the Lubitsch film for United 1 Artists'- release.
Tune by Jack Owens will be recorded for distribution to radio stations
and in reciprocation the picture's press sheet and other advertising will
make mention Of the song. Sheet music cover carries . art ; of film's, stars.
Arrangement, assures 'Feeling' heavy plugs on network: stations. /

An°ther unexpected jukebox hit may. be 'My. Next. Romance,' turie by

.

Ruth Lowe, her second,, oh top of. 'I'll Never Smile Again* (Ralph Freed's
lyric) which, while released last fall, has been slowly gaining momentum.
Coin, machines report it as. an unusually strong nickel-snatcher on the
strength Of Tony Martin's Decca waxing; Mercer-Morris .published^ it. .

There Will Always Be an England* has already sold over 35,000 . sheet
music copies in this country. The call for this tune, published by Dash-
Connelly, has been steady, almost totally without the stimulation of radio
plugs. . •; \ : . .•

; ;

.
;

.

'

'•

In Canada the sale of ; this song, has reached the 150,bb6-copy mark:
Gordon Thompson has the sales ,agency for the Dominion.

Two ASCAP interpolations, 'Yes,; My Darling Daughter' (Jack Law-
rence), featured by Grade Barrie, and Cole Porter's 'Begin the Beguine,'
danced to by Maiy Raye and Naldi, have crept into the revised 'Crazy
With the Heat,* Broadway musical at the 44th St. theatre. Otherwise the.
basic score is 100% BMI.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Frehesi (8) (Southern ). . . .......

I: I Hear
.
Rhapsody ( 5 )

:. (BMI ).

(Records below are grabbing most nicfcels this week in jukeboxes

throughout the country, as reported .by operators to Variety.
. Names

o/ more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of

popularity, whose recordings are being played. . Figures and names in

parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the

listings and respective publishers.)

Artie Shaw. . .;. : , , . ..Victor
Woody Herman

.

. . .Decca
Benny Goodman. . .Columbia

Jimmy : Dorsey
.

". . .Decca
Charlie Barnet. . . . .Bluebird
Al Donahue . .Okeh
Dinah Shore. . . , . . .Bluebird

. f Kate Smith ..... i . .Columbia
Last Time I Saw Paris (4) (Chappell). . \ Leo Reisman. ....... . .Victor

[Russ Morgan . .. ... . . .Decca

Dinah Shore. . . . . . .Bluebird

Yesy Darling- Daughter- <5) (Feist). . . .. fSySgV^/^ct
Andrews Sisters. , , . . .Decca

Glenn Miller . . .Bluebird
Sammy Kaye. .... . . ...Victor

Kate Smith .... . . i .Columbia
Bing Crosby. . . ... . . ..Decca
Jack Leonard. .. .., ... .Okeh

' Sammy
. Kaye , . .Victor

Guy Lombardo. . . .. . .Decca
pick Jurgens. . . ... .. .. Okeh
Kate Smith . ;. . ... .Columbia
Bihg .Crosby ......... .pecca :

(Alkavelin..... Okeh
Eddy puchih......Columbia
Jack Leonard: . . . . .. , .Okeh

( .Tomniy Dorsey. ... ..;.,Victdr :

\ Artie Shaw,// ... .... , .Victor

Hal Kemp. . . ... . ... ..Victor

.

SoVou're;the;One/(4;);(BMi),;.;/.,.,^^

Dlckv Robertson,". . .Decca-

' Tommy Tucker , . .Okeh
Eddy Duchih .

.

. . . ;Columbia

[ Wayne King. . ... Victor

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordtnflfS are directly below; the flirst 10 in popiddrity,' put •

growing in demand;on the coin machines^.

Nightingale Sang (8) (S-B).....

B. . Santa Fe Trail (4) (Harms). .

* Stardust (4) <Milis).

10.
.
You Walk By , (2) (BMI). . . . . .:«

.

One I Love (Forster ) .

,

(Tommy Dorsey. ... . . .Victor
"

'
{Ella Fitzgerald..,.. ..Decca

('Sammy Kaye; ; .
..'.

. . .Victor-

Glenn Miller, .Bluebird
Jimmy Dorsey. . ..Decca

Hello Ma, .I Done It Again (Bobbins).
Bea Wain.

-

. :=.--. ,.v. ../Victor
Ella Fitzgerald . , . .. . . .Decca
Mitchell Ayres. ... .Bluebird

Five O'Clock Whistle (Advance). ........ . . | 2}?
nn WU*T -y>- -Bluebird

..........
^ Ella p;1tjgeray peqea

Salud Dijiero Y Amor (Marks)...,......,, Vaughn Mohroe. ...Bluebird
Anvil Chorus (BMI). .....ii..... Glenn Miller ..^.../Bluebird
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.'. By ABEL GREEN
. The : Lambs' Lincoln's

.
Birthday

Gambol to ;
Gene Buck ' Sunday

(9), with, some 700 turning out, at

$7 50 and $10 i : head, an over-

capacity attendance, set a number
of precedents for that organization.

For one thing it's 'the first time aiiy

'collie'^-as the honorte is called—

played a return engagement, this

being Buck's second gambol:

In line with th ASCAP president's

present scrap with the broadcasters,

it also saw colored songsmiths and
professionals within the confines of

the club, jn itself another prece-

dent, as Was the extensive press cov-

erage, -including photographers:' :

The battle between GeW arid

•Jeanie** was the kidding theme of

the Gambol, but Buck topped the

evening with a nostaglic resume of

.how the spirit Of; the club is an in-

tegral part of the spirit of Broad-
way^ A great tribute; was paid: the

late Bob: Hague, industrialist, whose
generosity kept the club alive for a

Very troublous decade following the

1929 Wall Street debacle.
'

The laughs weren't many, and
(Continued on page 34)

Peer to Mexico

Hollywood, F,eb. 11. .

Hollywood offices have . been
opened by- Ralph; Peer, head of
Southern Music and Peer Interna-
tional,.; with Nate

;
Fryer Installed *s

manager. ..

.

Peer has left for Mexico to ac-
quire new tunes for his Broadcast
Music catalog.

David Bernstein, Loew-Metro of-

ficer, and prez of the Robbins-Feist-

Miller Music subsidiaries, is doing a

burnup at ASCAP's refusal to per-

mit Abe 01manfs attendance at

board sessions in the absence of

. Jack Robbins, currently in . Cuba.
Board takes the attitutle Olman is

not .a board member.
«... Metrb-Robbins' attitude is that the

present consent parleys vitally con-,

cern them and their three major
links, but that they aren't privileged
to know, what's going on within the
board room.

TOMMY WHITTAKER

NOW WITH STARR

Par, N.Y., Prevents Date

At F i e s ta Danceteria

For Benny Goodman

' Paramount theatre, New York, in-

voked its 30-mile-six month protec-

tion clause last : week and ' cancelled

a date for the Benny Goodman band
at the Fiesta Danceteria, N'.Y*. It was
supposed to

;
have "been played past

Sunday (0), but because Paramount
has Goodman booked for a shot at
the Par sometime in April the date
was pulled out ;Fiesta had its ad-
vertising ready for display when the
nix was put on.

Par's protection • clause; extends to
both before and after a stand at the
theatre, "but it's rarely invoked to

prevent a band playing within 30-

miles of New York after a date at
the house. In this case it was figured

the band's appearance at the Fiesta,

which is only half a block from the

theatre, would hurt inasmuch as

Goodman's new band, hasn't yet
played on Broadway.

SID LORRAINE LEAVES

DREYFUS FOR BMI PUB

'Tommy* Whittaker, who super-
vised the assignment of remote band
wires at NBC for years, is now sec-

retary to Herman Starr, head of the
Warner Bros, music combine of
Harms, Witmark, Remick.
She began Monday (10).

SUES GORDON, REVEL

Robert Wyatt Sees His 'Bassinet' In

, Their. 'This May Be the -.' Night'

Mack Gordon, Harry Revel, ; 20th
Century-Fox Film Co. and Leo Feist
Publishing Co. have been served in
a plagiarism suit brought by Robert
Brooker. Wyatt.:

'•

.' Wyatt claims that the tune, 'This
May Be the Night,' written by Gor-
don and Revel for 20th's film, 'My
Lucky Star/ and published' by

;
Feist,

infringes on his 'In, a Bassinet.'
Former was published in 1937; latter
In 1935.

"' \-

•

Buff Turnout So-So

Despite lure of 30 .local outfits an-
nual 'Parade, of Bands' benefit of
Buffalo musicians', union snared only
3,665 turnstile-passers Tuesday (4).
Shindig opened : Memorial Aud

doors at 7 p.m. and carried on until
following 6 a.m., -with bands, alter-
nating in 20-miriute stretches. All
hiter.ies sent their crews, with
em-cees donated by radio stations.
Union, heads said the amount,

gained for musicians' 6icjc ' fund
would not be known . for several
weeks.

Sid Lorraine's shift to Southern
Music, as general manager of Ralph
Peer's firm (BMI),. after having
been at Crawford Music, is part of

the general retrenchment that is

seemingly panicking the . ASCAP
music business. With the Washing-
ton huddles pointing to a possible

consent decree, and thus- put mat-
ters on a more even keel,, the panic

is abating, a bit, but it's no .secret

that the rank-and-file publishers

and songwriters: are plenty worried.

So is ASCAP, as an organization.

The new Ways and Means; commit-
tee, which has become very domi-
nant in the Society's financial struc-

ture, has ordained a cutting of

overhead where possible.

The. music jobbers, who are the

sparkplug of the business, have
added to the economic worry by re-

porting they'll have to create a
moratorium since they're not selling

any music—BMI or otherwise.

With new
:

song publishing at a

standstill, for fear of wasting good
material, a number of the major
Music firms ruled two-week vaca-

tions (with pay) for their profes-

sional staffs how, rather than in, the

summer, when it Is hoped every-
body will be .pitching in to make-up
for the stalemated period. It's hoped
that another month will see a better

picture of Tin Pan Alley matters, so

many of the music men are going to

take their worrying into the Florida

or ski-couritry belt.

Meantime Max Dreyfus pulled in

his^ horns completely on his Craw-
ford Music and T. B. Harms sub-,

sidiary setups, thus releasing. Lor-
raine, for the Southern job. But
Louis Bernstein, head • of Shapiro-

Bernstein, decided to return to

Flbrida on a second winter- vacation,

and Jonie Taps, his general profes-

sional manager, is also going on a

holiday along With his staff, as are

some of the other major firms' per-

sonnel.

Shapiro, Bernstein jSs. Co, has ac-

quired . the copyright renewal :6ii

'12th Street Rag,' by Euday L. Bow-
man. Renewal becomes effective

next January. Jenkins Music Co.

is the tune's current publisher.

Whole Music Jobbing Pic-

ture Completely Altered—
Drastic Measures Neces-
sary, W h ol es a 1 era Tell

Publishers First BMI
; ) .Crop Harvested, Next One

Uncertain

TOBOGGANING

- Even the sales;oh BMI sheet music
took a big tumble last week. Overi
turn -on the current product of

ASCAP {publishers;, was negligible.

The music jobbers had been figuring

that the bottom would fall put. of the

current pop business around Feb.. 15.

but, as it happened, they were -a

week off in their 'prediction; The
bottom fell out a week sooner.

.As the jobbers see the immediate

outlook. of BMI sheet music business;

the BMI current crop of hits has

already run its course and there

doesn't seem to be anything among
the newer tunes that indicates strong

possibilities. One of the jobbers last

week said that he would wait an-
other week or. two before moving to
cut down his operating overhead
drastically.

ASCAP's Own Plans

Another jobber urged that the
ASCAP publishers change their pres-
ent tack and go after the exploita-

tion of new tunes aggressively by
making transcriptions and paying
for their, airing on stations with
ASCAP licenses. Such undertaking,
he said, would have to be on a col-

lective basis.; The transcriptions
would contain straight advertising
matter, such, as urging listeners to

buy copies; of *he tunes heard at
their local dealers, and the discs, each
running five minutes, could be so
spotted on a station's schedule as to

give the participating publishers an.

equal break on the plugs, in both
performance and sales patter.

The ASCAP faction of the music
business, stated this jobber, is faced
with a serious emergency, and this

condition demands a radical, change
in exploitation methods? For years
some of the more enterprising pub-,
lishers have talked about using radio

as a means of actually merchandis-
ing sheet music,, but they have never
been able to arouse the industry into
collective action in that direction.

The present situation, argues this

jobber, provides an expedient as well

as necessary entrance into such an
experiment.

for Rosenberg

Boston, Feb. 11.

'Catching the 802 Local' is the title

of an instrumental number written
by' Johnny Messner,. Paul (Professor
Koleslaw) Kuhlthau, and Jack Dia-
mant, dedicated, to.prexy Jack Rosen-
berg of . the ' New York musicians
union, . ' .

:

BMI is publishing it; . .

Union Resists Reduction

Of Summer Symphony

From 9a

Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

Cancellation of the Robin Hood
Dell summer . concerts is being

threatened by a dispute between the
Dell management and . Local 77,

American Federation of Musicians,
over the number of men. to be used
in the orchestra. C. David Hocker,
manager of Robin Hood Dell. Con-
certs, Inc.,

:

said the management
wants to reduce the size of the band
from 90 to 80 in order to cut down
on the deficit usually- incurred dur-
ing the summer season in the al
frjesco concerts in Fairmont Park.
Said -Hocker: 'The change in the

size of the orchestra was one of the
several economies conceived by 'the

Dell management to bring this year's

deficit within the $22,000 maximum
that can be raised to cover ij. (The
Dell conducts a campaign among
music lovers to raise dough to ait
down ihe yearly deficit).

Last summer bad Weather necessi-
tated the curtailment of the season
and the Dell incurred a loss of $10,-

000. The reduction in size of the or-
chestra 'would save about $5,000,

Hocker said. The Dell band usually
has. about 70 men from the Philadel-
phia Orchestra with the rest made
up of members of. other symphonic
groups. The musicians get a mini-
mum of $60 a week. .

At a meeting Friday between Dell
officials and officers of Local 77. the
Dell's proposal to reduce the orchesr
tra was. rejected. Another meeting
is skedded next week.

NameBands Once Monthly
At Fairmont's Armory

.
Fairmont, W; Va. Feb. 11.,

.

Sol Burka and Henry Merryman,
Jr., of Clarksburg, have leased the
Fairmont Armory and ^will make im-
provements before opening with
Benny .Goodman's orchestra Feb. 20-

They plan to offer name bands once
a month.
Burke formerly managed the Blue

Ridge theatre here—vaudeville.

Bandleaders Working Out Copyright System to Keep

'Gomg Until >eace*

More, name band leaders, have
organized their own copyright res-

ervoirs .'.so :'-. that their ;: compositions

can .be played oh the air without the

necessity of ' assigning the rights to

Broadcast Music, Inc. By establish-

ing .their!' own catalogs the leaders

are able to get all the profits from"

numbers they develop; and, as may
happen in the case of several ' of

them,: they will be' in a position to

assign such copyrights to the cata-

logs they have already affiliated with

ASCAP, after peace has been made
between the latter organization and

:

the networks.

In retaining, the copyright and all

rights deriving from it the leaders

figure they will be' able to collect

all royalties collectible from phono-
graph records, sheet music and stock

arrangements and transcriptions. As

for perfbrming rights they can still

get 2c per performance from BMI.
Under the BMI performing payoff lc

goes to the publisher and another lc

to the writers.

The band: leaders arid i their cata-

logs • which are not . affiliated with
ASCAP follow: '

• -.. \ y V. :

Guy Lombardo, London .Music Co.

Tommy Dorsey, Embassy Music Co.
Glenn Miller, Mutual Music So-

ciety,;.

.Sammy Kaye, Republic Music Co.
Benny Goodman, Regent Music Co.

. Larry Clinton and Jimrnie Lunce-

j
ford have made deal with BMI which

' grants all exploitation privileges to

! BMI, Lombardo and Dorsey also

have publishing firms which are af-

filiated with ASCAP. Dorsey's is

the Sun Music Co., and Lornbardp's,
• Olman .Music Corp.

ironical sidelight on 'the current

ASCAP-radio war' is the fact that

the piracy , of BMI songs is being

policed by a staff which is wholly
subsidized .by- ASCAP

.
publishers.

This refers to the investigating bu-
reau in the Music Publishers Pre-
tective Association which is devoted
to stamping out the bootleg song-
sheet, evil. These: songsheets cur-
rently contain almost as many BMI
tunes as -ASCAP song's.; ..."

Arthur Hoffman, head '.' of ' the
MPPA's Investigating service, last

week was Instrumental in causing the
arrest of Phil Resnikoff, described as
the leading distributor of contraband
songsheets in the Times Square, area,
and in confiscating several thousand
of these sheets. Resnikoff, who is a
second offender, admitted, according
to the Federal authorities, that his
peddlers sold dyer 1;000 songsheets a
week around Times Square. The last
time he. was arrested Resnikoff got
tf .

jail.sentence of 30 days. He is now
out on $500 bail.

UNION

Chicago, Feb. 11,

Indicating the growing importance
of the golf club as a nite spot Is the
new ruling by the Chicago Federa-
tion of Musicians making single en-
gagements at golf and country clubs
Class A engagements.
This ruling goes into effect on

April 15, and all such dates booked
must be in accordance with the
price-list, hours- and other conditions
governing Class A dates.

British Relief Concert

In Frank Daifey Cafe

With Tom Dorsey Orch

.. The British War Relief Society,

Frank Dailey and Tommy Dorsey's

orchestra are cooperating (Jn a three

hour band concert to be played Sun-

day (16). at bailey's MeadoWbrook,

.

Cedar Grove, N. J. Proceeds will

go to purchase either an ambulance

or canteen (field kitchen), deiijend-

.

ing on how much cash is . taken in.
j

Admission of a $1 has been. set.

With large dance floor covered with
seats it's possible to cram 3,000-

3,500. into MeadoWbrook.

: All leaders; singers and outstand-
ing instrumentalists in. the New York
area are expected to show up. Con-
cert is being exploited in northern
New Jersey by the BRS itself which

;

has an ambulance circulating

through that territory advertisinf

the date. WjOR, New York, will

broadcast locally.

New Anti-ASCAP BiH

Mihneapbiis, -Febi li>. -
.

Aimed, at ASCAP, a bill has been

introduced into the Minnesota state

legislature ..prohibiting copyright

owners from combining in any irian-

ner to issue licenses for the public

p'erformances for profit of their

compositions.

The bill, also would tax gross re-

ceipts of all sales arid require regis-

tration', of performance rights and
schedule of - license prices, with the
secretary of state. •

'

Fred Strom, Northwest Allied ex-
ecutive secretary, says the measure
will have the support of his inde-
pendent exhibitor's' prganizatioh.
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Bill Bardo (Maryland theatre, Cumberland, -Md., Feb. 3-4). Bardo hit

fair 1,389 admissions at
.
prices graduating 15c-35c mats and evenings to

ring up $373 gross, ' >•',

Bob Chester: /(Mechanics Hall,.' Worcester, Mass., Feb.- 6). Chester piled

up neat $780 with 1,230 admissions at 65c.

Tommy Dorsey (Syracuse U.
;
Feb. 3). • Dorsey sold out Senior hop with

attendance of 1,160 campus caperers, grossing $2,750.

Eddy Dunsmoor- (Peony Terrace, Omaha, Feb. .
8-9). . Dunsmoor did

fancy 600 pouples despite competition, of Sonja Henie . ice revue/ Two
days gave him gross of near $600 at 45c plus . tax.

.

Sammy Kaye (Ritz B.,. Bridgeport, Gbrin.; Feb; 3). Kaye hit fair 1,282

here. at 88c. " : :..'[;}': '.:.','• -.'*.

. John Klrby-Maxine Sulilvan (Trianon
.
B;,, Cleveland, Feb. 9). Kirby's

6epia. swingsters. and: rhythm -singer Sullivan: did so well, on their, first

' visit here Feb. % drawing 2,300 customer's at '75c top, that manager Charlie.

Horvath brought them back (9).. They grabbed .another 1,900 at. same
prices second time around. :

Ted Lewis (Municipal Aud., Kansas City, Feb. 4). Lewis and floor

show played /here
v
to approximately 8.000 people about ,5,000 of ;wn

.
om

dug up 75c apiece. Rest were in on Oakleys . handed out by K. C. Apparel
Assoc. Gross of $4,000 considered good.

Jimmie Lunceford .(Dixieland, Lexington, Ky., Feb. 5). At 90c top
Luriceford packed in app?oximately 500 for i colored, hop;

Johnny McGee-Teddy Powell (Union Club, Hoboken, N; j.^ Jart. 31).

McGee and : PpWell alternated on stand and together culled ' little over
500 hoppers at church affair which got gross of around $950. Poor.

Ozzie Nelson-Johnny Messner (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, Mass.,. Feb,
7). In twin danceries, Nelspn.and Messner pulled good $1,192 with 1;986.

patrons at 55c ladies, 65c gents.- Rainstorm hurt! Messner played. Raymbr
alone three, days. (4-6) . and :got fine $1,653 with 2,755 stub; holders at same
prices." Coupled to local -George Harris band Saturday (5) Messner rang
up. neat $L422 with 2,370 dancers; same prices.

Spain's Decadent Show Biz
^Continued from page lj

the. world, yet the batting average Is

pretty thin. '-.
'.'

.;.

.
Spain doesn't pos^^Ka single film

director . .• of .
irtteriSHonal

;
stature.

Cutting is very ragged. Photography
on the Whole is average. : Some of

the scenarios are fairly good, but the
results are pathetic..

Spain possesms . a score of actors

that are quite good, but
.
plenty . of,

potential, actors will never get far

because the . directors, don't know
how to bring out their talent. Since
there are no Frank Capras here, all

this budding
.
promise goes to naught.

In my last week there I saw three
Spanish picts, and all three were bad,
very bad; One was amateurish; the
other so improbable and so badly cut
that it was a complete Waste, while
the third, a musical reviie, was a re-

minder of Hollywood's first attempts
In. this directipn;

1

:

Quota Cheaters

Of course, another reason for the
low state of affairs in this industry
are the producers themselves. Many
produce and export films simply to
enable them to get Importing licenses

for Yankee films. Consequently they
do the job as cheaply and as quickly
as they can. They write the films,

off as total lpsses and make tip the
difference within the first week that
the Yank pic is released. They more
•foan clear costs in the provinces and
even show a profit by showing it in

provincial showcases in L a,t i n -

America.
Spain is still talking about 'captur-

ing' the South American market.
How' in the world they expect, to do
this on their present turnout is sim-
ply beyond comprehension. Argen-
tina, and Mexico produce superior
quality films. Films of both coun-
tries have been shown in Madrid in

recent months, and both countries

and Hl^ ORCHESTRA
:: FEATURING

Doing the Vocal*

•• *
.

WEEK FEB. 14

ORIENTA L, CH ICAGO

WEEK FEB. 21 >

MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS

DECCA RECORDS V
EXCLUSIVELY

Personal Management '

JOE 0USER- Ine.
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

Circle 7-0862

may rightfully claim that itheir . pix
.butdrew'Spanish films iri-MSdnd.

Same Old
.
Nazi Pressure

The Germans ^beginning to

pressure the Spanish producers. As
in. Italy, -now in Spain. They want
all the Jews out. This is very amus-
ing, since there are few. Jews in the
industry. . It appears that Ulargui
Films has a cutter of Jewish blood.

The Germans have been hounding
Ulargtf to get rid of him. The lat-

ter is fighting to keep its cutter/since

he has been with the firm many
years and. is about' the best in Spain.

The Germans will probably win Put,

because 'cultural and artistic rela-

tions'- between the two totalitarian

countries must be maintained. Also
Ulargui's films will be banned in

Germany, although I can't under-
stand why any German would want
to see a,-Spanish ,

film.

The theatre is pretty dull. The
plays usually run from two to four

weeks and then go on the road with
the same company. '. Unlike the

French theatre where the same group
of actors are not seen in succeeding
plays, here in Madrid you will see

the same companies season in and
season out. You can very well un-
derstand the drawbacks of this sys-

tem. The main, actor, who usually

runs the company, is .usually.,the only
one. with talent. Sometimes the lead-

ing lady is his girl friend, and she
may or may not be so hot. » The rest

are just fill-in. The staging Is bad
and not much money invested.

Subject matter for plays and picts

are held down pretty much. There
is the influence of the Catholic
church which is tremendous and
then, like all the totalitarian coun-
tries, Spain has been hit by a wave
of puritanism. As in Italy, Germany
and now France, since her defeat,

there must be nothing to shock pub-
lic morals. Everything must be lily-:

pure so that the eight-year.-pld can
take it In without a whimper, Wher-
eyer you see a demogogic' campaign
in full swing you can rest assured
that, the theatre cinema, night, life

and magazines are pretty: dull. -

Vaudeville and Night Life .-.

Vaudeville, revues and light mu-
sic are

.
about, zero;: The night clubs

are not ' outstanding but help to fill

in
. a dull evening. The talent in

Spain is mostly directed; towards
dancing and ^singing of the An-
dalusian variety. It's all pretty much
along the same lines but sometimes
is first rate and worth exporting to

the ' big theatres in the States. I

think that there is some ^worthwhile,
acting, dancing and singing talent for
Broadway, -or fbr the. Spanish pro-
ductions of Hollywood. . ..

;
.

Curfew Gripes
The Spanish . people have been

ripping abbut the new closing, hours,
At 1 a.m. all the hot Spotsi "bars arid

cafes . must shutter. Cinemas and
theatres shutter at midnight; : Food
shouldn't be; served in restaurants
after 2:30 p.m. (lunch) and 9:30 p.m.
(dinner). The most gripping comes
from theatre and cinema owners who
complain that they have been losing

money, ever since the new law went
into effect. Although many, fines

have been handed out to 'restaurants,

you can get food at any hour as long

as you are known, and many times

even if you are not known;.
.

Food —

The people in Spain are miserable..

The food problem is- becoming very

precarious. Bread, rationing L> worse

than ever; The people are divided

into . three categories: the monied
class get three ounces per person per

day; the middle class, four ounces;

and the. working class . 'six ounces.

It's ' black, hard- bread, that you
wouldn't -look at in the States.

', ' Olive oil is: unobtainable in Spain,

the country which produces more
than any other. Coffee and sugar are

severely ratiPned, . the . first mixed
with barley so 1 that'..U;'.Xa'Stes'-:,Wprse'.

than castor oil. .''. .....
Eggs can be , had again, but only few
of them. 1 Many things can be bought

from food bootleggers, called ''strap.-.-

erlos' but the prices you have to

pay are quite fancy. Eggs, 14 pesetas

a ' dozen or; .'. $1.32. A threeTpound

bread cost a friend 6t mine
. 10

pesetas, or, 80c; ,- Meat is of poof

quality. ''•'.-•:
' •

,
;' -

;

$1.25 for a Martini
', Cigaretsrare raUphed to two pack-

ages a week for men only, stt that a

iarge
;

! bootlegging . biz flourishes.

Planters brand—the nearest-approach

to. American cigarets-A-cbst about 65c

for them. Chesterfields or Liickies

about $1 a package. Whiskey comes
to about

. $1 a shot, and between $.10^:

and $12 a bottle. Gin Comes to the'

same price per bottle arid a* Martini

cocktail to about $1.25. These '.dririk-v

irig .prices are not bootleg but. legiti-

! mate bar prices.
.

;''

Transportation facilities are pretty

bad. Due- to . storms we were with*-

out heat in the last, week in Madrid,
• Trains 'were blocked arid coal was
lacking-- in Madrid. Eyen without
storms, there was always a shortage

of coal, .wheat and other things. ' The
wrecks of late have increased, some
attributing them to sabotage. :

.

The situation in the provinces Is

eyeri worse. There appears ; to have
been soriie rioting in Asturias and
other spots in Spain. It's impossible
to have a decent meal outside of the
capital.

The rule in Madrid generally Is,

that if you have money you can get
anything. Tourists or travelers com
ing through Madrid for one or two
days might go away, arid xinder
staridably so, with the impression
that . things are'' not so- bad. They
have money arid can eat in the best
restaurants where rationing is not
so severe* They can get meat when
they shouldn't get it, any number
of dishes when,they ought to get one,
all the bread they care to eat. Beg
gars are kept away' from the Hotel
Ritz.

Pushover for the Nails?
Yet the poverty Is appalling and

the begging on the increase*. Some
say that If the Germans went in the
people wouldn't resist sirice the pres-
ent government hasn't made good on
any of Its proriiises; - Talking em-
pire is all right when you. are well-
fed, but it's another business when
you are starving, .

.!.'

Probabilities of . the Geririaris go-
ing In seem to be considerably re-
duced In' -recent weeks./ A small
army would be Ineffectual and a
large one would starve unless It

brought in Its own food.. Whether
they went lri or not may be decided
by matters occurring outside of
Spain.

.
Italy's showing In North

Africa may have some effect on Ger
many's decision to go into Spain.

Lambs' Salute
S Continued front p&gt 32=

chiefly kidding-on-the-square, but
the rrierits of the components were
above par. George . M. Cohan re-
vived an excerpt from his 'Song and
Dance

:
Man,' .appearing therein.

Buck's own sketch. The Unknown
Soldier,' from a yesteryear Gambol,
was revived. 'Somewhere in Lon-
don,' by John Bavbld arid Hugh
Camerori, capably staged by John
Hayderi, was in line with the ros-
trum .presence of Quentin' Reynolds.
He,, along with ex-Governor Hoffr
rrian, Jimniy Walker, Irving Berlin,
prexy Fred Waring, Roy Howard,
Eugene Meyer, Joe Tumulty, Igor
Sikorsky;. William Caxton, Sigmund
.Romberg and Harry .Hershfield: were
on tbje dais. . Buck introduced Berlin
els 'America's greatest living songr
writer.' ;/ .

.'•; " " •

• Bobby Clark's classic burlesque
on The Shooting of Dan McGrew'
Was- another

. comedy highlight« : arid
a prophetic meeting in heaven of
ASCAP and NBC, as part of 'Who
Has Stolen My; S6rigs?

,:

sketch,
finaled. John McManus and Arnold
Johnson maestrped the evening;

.' Little Jack Little band docs fpur-
weeks at the Edgewater Beach hotel,
Chicago, beginning Feb. 21. -

Bands at the Boxoffice
(preUnttd h$rtwith, a$ '«. weekly tabulation, U the estimated cover

charge btuinMi being done, bv name bands in various New York' hotels.

Dinner buslnew (7-10 P.M.) not rated.' Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge.

;
Larger amount designate* weekend <uid

holiday price.)
'

• Covert T4UI .

Week* Pait Covers

-

Bud v '• '"••I.. •'' .., ;•-..,'-. . 'Played. 'ph l)nie

OrrlnTucker . .... Biltmore (300; $1-$1 .50 ). .......... . . 5 675 3;150
Leightbn l^oble/i Waldorf^ (375} $1-$1.50). 4 1,175 5.000
Lani Mclntire* ... Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50).. , . .> . , . . . 4
Guy Lombardd. . . Roosevelt (500; $1-$1.50) . . . . ; . , . ,.16
vVpody , Herman*.. Mew Yorker (400; 75c-$l:50).; ..... . 7
Jimmy Dorsey... .Pehnsylyania (500; 75c-$l.50 )....... S
Tony Pastor. ..... .Lincoln (225; 75c-$1.50) . ......... ...19

1,225

11,150

1,325

2,025

600

5,823

23,850

12,756

6,750

8,350

* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band Is the
major draw.

:

: '

....
. .

.

'
'

,

;

-v

Blae Barron did orie-nighter for

Will. Wittlg in the Pla-Mor, Kansas
City. Wittig has signed Jlmriiie

Lunceford for a date March 19 and
Jan Savitt for a Feb. 18 om-nlghter.

Four Esqalrea last week replaced
Don Decker band at the Cave,
Omaha.

. Oiiie Nelson; preparing to leave.

New York to play Raymor Ballroom,
Boston, (7) and Fort Devens, Ayer,
Mass., for Lucky Strike «it Parade'
pickup. (8), was informed that his

trombonist. Gebfg« Strackbein, was
being drafted into' army, necessitat-

ing replacement with Ray Heath, ex-
Teddy PowelL

Jaek. Valentine band plays Greek
war relief ball tomorrow (12) in Ho-
tel Statler, Buffalo.

Tommy Flyaa prch has moved,
back into Chez Ami, Buffalo, with
Billy Fitzgerald band taking ever his
DellWbod Ballroom stand.

Tone Carnevale. haa formed new
combo which opena Feb. 18- In Park
Lane, Buffalo.

Vincent Lopes booked Feb. Jl and
Johnny Long Feb. 28 in Hotel Statler,

Buffalo, on? one-nighters, ;

•

Johnny Lone drummer, Wally
Gordon, called for draft. HU place
temporarily taken, by Hal Bermari.
Long is playing his first theatre date
this week at the Flatbush theatre;

Brooklyn...

: Benny Carter band holds over at

Nick's, New York, untU March 1.

WW Bradley and Ray McKinley,
sans their band, will be with Alec
Templeton on the iatter'a Alka-
Seltzer show Feb. .28.

Bob Crosby orchestra Into Pan-
ther Room (College inn). of the Ho-
tel Sherman on April S for a six-

week stay. Last In Chi at the Black-
hawk.

.

Tommy
:
Dorsey plays the Hipp,

Balto, week of March T on a con-
tract that la now a year old. He's in

on a guarantee against 50% of the
gross from the first dollar.

.

' Sy Mannea, formerly, with Harms
Music, to now personal manager of
the Charlie Spivak band.

Ben Bernle'a first booking , la the
east sine* returning from Victor
Hugo's, Los Angeles, will be at the
RKO-Bpiton theatre, Feb;' 20-88.

Alvino B«y band signed to Blue-
bird records for. one year: Four
sides recently released were test
records. Raj, Incidentally, gets a
shot at the Fitch Bandwagon radio
show Feb.. 87. .'>;

Panl BpeeM no longer personal
managing t&e Rust: Morgan bandy :

Ted Alabaster taking over road
manager Job with Bob Chester. He
formerly handled same chores with
Buddy Rogera.

Ted Lewis set to start four weeks
Feb. 18 at Bal tabarln, tan. Fran-
cisco. :

; '- .'.-..-. ' .' y :-,: .' ;..- -

BUI ChalUe/ arranger, now work-
ing with Bobby Byrne. Dean Kin-
cald writing

: arrangeriients for
Mitchell Ayres. . ....

Larry Clinton has recorded his
new theme, 'Isn't It Time to Love'
for Bluebird.

Ruby. Newman .-. returns tb . the
Rainbow

. Room, New York City,
about April 1.

: Charles Baum, Feb. 22, Aiid, Bowlr
irig Green, Ohio.

.Count Basle, Feb. 23, County ,Cen-
ter, White Plains, N. Y.;^ 25; Lincblit

Coipririade,
;
Washington, D. C.; ,26,.

Coliseum 'B.,:' Cleveland; March' 21,

Club Rouge, Baton Rouge, La.; 22,

Blue Moon Club, Bunkie, La.; April
1-6, Tunetown .B;,:St.; Louis, Mo,

Henry Busse,- MarCh 17, Highland
Park Casinb, 0uiricy, III.; 19; Vene-
tiari theatre, Racine, Wis.; 20-21,

Capitol theatre, Madison,
.
Wis,; 22,'

Bay theatre. Green Bay, Wis.; 23,

Paramount theatre; Hammond, 111.' ' •

Duke Ellington; Feb. 23-24, Sweet's
B'„- Oakland, Cal.; 28, Napa Pavilion,

"Napa, Cal.;- March. 1; Sweet's B^.
Sacramento. .

-.-.,'".,

Will Bradleyi March 18, Mitton
Hall, Philadelphia.^ -.

:

. Earl Hines, Feb. 16* Sayoy B.,

New York; 18, Metropolitan theatre,

Mprgantown, ,W. Va.; 19, Basle thea-
tre; Washington, Pa.; April 7, Tria-
non B., Cleveland; 18, week, Apollo
theatre, New. York.. .'.

Leonard KellerV Feb. 22, Eagle B.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Enoch Light, Feb. 16, Lucas thea-

tre, Savannah, Ga.; ' March 1, East-
man School of Music, Rochester,
N. Y.

Little Jack Little, Feb. 21, four
weeks,- Edgewater Beach hotel, Chi-
cago.

Teddy Wilson, Feb..21, lndef,, Am-
bassador hotel,. Chicago.

*

Jimmie Lunceford, Feb. 28, Royal
Palm Garden, Gadsen, Ala.; March
2, Harvest Club, Beaumont, Tex.; 3,

Cotton Club, Port Arthur, Tex.; 4,

Cooper Club, 'Henderson', Tex.; 5,

Murphy's Club, Alexandria, La.; 6,

Pilgrim Aud., Houston, Tex.; «7,

of Texas, Austin; 8, Women's Fed-
erated Bldg., Austin; 10, Library
Aud., San Antonio; 11, Cotton. Club,
Austin; 12, Lakeside Park, Wichita
Falls, Tex

; 13, Aud., Joplln, Mo.; 14,

Castle B... St. Louis; 15, Pla-Mor B.,

Kansas City; .17, Aud., Kansas . City;

'

20, Eagles. Hall, Minneapolis; 21,

Paris! B., Milwaukee; 22, Savoy B.,

Chicago; .24, Lincoln Colonnade,
Washington, . D. C; 25, Strand B„
Baltimore. •

Ray Kinney, March 14, Lyric thea-
thealre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Ralph Barlow, Feb. 13, four weeks,

Madura's Danceland, Whiting; Ind.
Bill Bardo, Feb. 14-15, Totem Pole.

B., Auburndale, Miss.
Eddie Delange Feb. 15, Elmlra

College, Elmira, N. Y.; 22, Mary-
mount Ballrobrii, Gary, Ind.
Johnny Long, Feb. 21, Hotel Phila-

delphia, Philadelphia; 22, Stambow
Aud., Youngstown, 0.| 25, Temple
U„ Philadelphia;. 28, Empire B.. A1-
lentown, Pa..
: Johnny McGee, Feb. 14, Massa-
chusetts State C, Amherst; 15, Pal-
ape theatre, Stamford, Conn.; 21-2*,
Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale,
Mass; :

. • :. . .
•' -

;

Joe VenutI, Feb. 2l, week, River-
side theatre, Milwaukee.
Dol Brlssette, Feb. 12, British War

Belief. Ball/ Town HalL Warren,
Mass.; 19, party/ Hotel Bancroft,
Worcester, Mass.; 21, party, Norwood
Junior High School, Norwood, Mass;
Johnny Messner, Feb. 12-16, five

days, Edgewpod Club, Albany, N. Y.;
17. Scrantori;. Pa.;: Allentown, Pa.; 21,
UniyerBity . of yerriiprit/ Burlington.
Vt;; 22, '.Syracuse hotel, Syracuse,
N.

.
Y.. four weeks; March 25, Hotel

McAlpin, Indefinite engagement, v
BUI Bardo, Feb. 18-22,; five days;

Raymor Ballroorn, Boston.

Humorous Lyrics Wanted
For top intimate nite club di •

euse In Cole Porter, or Nod
:
Coward style. Box 139, Variety,

154 W. .46th St., New York.
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Standard Contract Farm For

rj i hi

Band booking business will be op-

erating:soon under a standard form

of contract devised by the American

Federation of Musicians. The form
:

was adopted by the international's

executive board at its meeting in

Miami and copies 01 it will be dis-

tributed among band bookers in . a.

few weeks. It will be the first time

that the dance band business has

used a contract form prepared by a

union. Local 802, New York, sought

to introduce such a form early last

year, but it withdrew the forms it,

had sent out to bookers a week later,

apparently at •the : suggestion of the

. interriatioriaL

Appeal from the charges which

-Abe tyman. brought against Billy

Rose last summer was turned over

by the executive board to James Pe-

trillo, AFM prez, • with request

that h^ try to adjust, it himself. Dis-

pute was oyer a run-of-the-show

agreement
:

which Lyman had the

Barbary Coast concession at the N.

Y. World's Fair! Local 802 ruled in

the bandman's favor, awarding him
around $10,000.

Board also voted to donate' a fully

equipped ambulance to Britain and

to send to the American Artists As-
sociation of London a fund with

which to buy an ambulance .trailer.

TOMMY DORSEY TO NEV.

FOR IAS VEGAS' PREEM

HIDES NEW MAN

Al Donahue Ships: Sax Man to South

America for Protection

Contingent upon the fulfillment, of

tentative plans to give 'Las Vegas
Nights' a special world premiere at

Las Vegas, Nev., late in March, ar-

rangements, have been made with
Tommy' Dorsey . by Paramount under
which he would fly put to play for

the preem.
: Dorsey, now at. the Meadowbrook

.
Country club, Cedar Grove, . N. J„
is. willing to fly his band out, using
two

.

planes, 'and has so informed
William LeBaron at the Par studio

from which all negotiations and pre-
miere plans have emanated.; Under-
stood that. Par would pay all ex-
penses, Dorsey otherwise appearing
for free. He.!and his band are in
the film.

Red Norvo Breaks Up
After Canadian Trip

Red Nbrvp has broken up his lat-

est band and may reorganize at a
later date with a combo still smaller
than the 10-piece group he had been
leading. Latter outfit was about a
year or so 'old and was formed after
the leader's split with Mildred
Bailey. Latest breakup came after
the band returned from a week of
concert dates through Nova Scotia. .

Meantime Norvp may play with
Benny Goodman's new band. He
was on Goodman's first broadcast for
Old Gold Monday (10).

. His xylo-
. phone tapping could take the place
of Lionel Hampton's, who left Good-
man to build a band, of his own.

John Leopold and Irvin Talbot
started work on the musical scoring
of Harry Sherman's western, . 'Bor-
der Vigilantes,' at Paramount.

Major baseball teams ' sometimes

hide promising talent from opposi-

tion clubs by. placing it temporarily

with ' minor
.
league affiliates. It

seems competition for outstanding

musicians calls for the same proce-

dure by some leaders who are wary
of the 'raiding' .tendencies of ' others;

Anyway while rebuilding his band
Al Donahue auditioned what he con-

sidered a find among tenor sax men.

Not
..
being ' ready to; put the new

band into. ' rehearsal: and to 'be sure
ho brie would be able to tamper with
the player, Donahue-gave him a job
in a band 6n a 39-day crUiseboat
to South ;America, which got back
into New York the day the reformed
Donahue bunch started rehearsing.
Player is Pres Hudson, and he's now
under contract, Donahue services
cruise boats - with bands. :

Donahue's new outfit retains only
tWo of its former men and is set to
unveil at

:

. Frank Dailey's Meadow-
brook, Cedar. .Grove, N. J., Feb. 18.

Two remaining are Jack Donahue,
sax, leader's brother, and " Mickey
Iannoe, 'trombone. New men ! are
Bill Haley, piano; Jimmy Felton,
drums; Tony Carlson, bass, brother
of Frankie Carlson; Woody Herman,
drummer; Bart Barsolona, Don
Cajvanaugh, trombones; Al Anthony,
Danny Ippolito, saxes; Tucky Mar-
cantonio; Hank Meddelena, Pete
Costellano, trumpets,

LARGE CLAIM AGAINST

DECCA RECORDING CO.

They Don't PLay Maybe

Miami, Feb. 11.

Murray Baker, general prof,
mgr. for Robbins Music, making
the rounds of the local niteries,

fell into a crummy strip-tease
trap; of which there are many
hereabouts, where the 'band'

comprised three : beat-up ;mii-
' Bikers. Baker solicited them for

plugs, and was floored when the
maestro' of the No StyleTrio re*:

totted: ;/.';' ".-../.':
<•'

.

'Sorry, but we don't play
stocks.'

•

Thief; in Runaway Car,

Crashes Into Dancers

. Ollie Shepard, known as Ollie
Sheppard, filed suit Friday. (7) in
N. Y. supreme court against Decca
Records, Inc., Jack Kapp, J. Mayo
Williams, State Street Music Pub-
lishing Co., Chicago Music Co., and
Record Artists Music Co., seeking
damages for alleged conspiracy and
breach of contract. Kapp and Wil-
liams are officers of Decca, and the
other defendants are subsidiaries.

Williams, who is colored, is em-
ployed by Decca to gather talent,

and, according to plaintiff, 'does so

by misrepresentation with the apr
proval of Decca.' Plaintiff claims he
sighed a contract with. Decca,
through Williams, in 'November,
1937, and was to receive 25% of the

sale price of records and sheet music,

arid was told that a minimum of rec-

ords would be released yearly. He
claims he made 50 songs with his

band and Decca sold over 500,000

records at 35c^each, but he has hot
been paid anything in the

.
way of

royalties or outright commission, and
Decca has no means of selling or ex-
ploiting sheet music. An accounting
of profits, court approval to break-

ing the contract and damages are

sought

Ran Wilde replacing Arturo and
Caballeros at Paxton hotel; Omaha.

. _T.wo young girls were killed and
two .- youths injured early Sunday
(9) morning when they' were hit by
a stolen car being driven by a New-
ark, N..J., thief past Frank Dailey's

Meadowbrook, Cedar. Grove, N. J.

Four were in party ! of 10, leaving
the spot and crossing Route 23\ to

get into parked cars. Speeding car

was being chased by a cop and after

hitting, the four crashed . into a
parked auto. Its- driverjescaped, but.

was- nabbed later when he returned
to . the scene of the. accident in a
taxicab;

"

'., -
;

' ;

In order to keep crowd of dan-
cers

1 who were at Meadowbrook
that night, inside and away from
the accident and bodies, Tommy
Dorsey's band remained on the
bandstand and kept playing until

3:30 a. m. Two boys were taken to

a nearby hospital. With, the girls;

they were from . New York :
city.

Asleep at the Wheel

Jimmy Van Heusen, songwriter,

and Juggy Gayles, contact man for

Berlin Music, woke up with a bang

in Manlius, N. Y.,
r

early Saturday (8)

morning to find that Gayles had

driven. Van Heusen's car Into a mar-
ble statue in the

.
village square.

Neither was hurt, but the car was
badly damaged.
Pair were on their way to Syra-

cuse, Van Heusen's home.

Wayne King's Hotel Spot
Chicago, Feb. 11.

Wayne King orchestra will double

from ether to nitery starting March
27 when the band goes into the Ma-
rine Room of the Edgewater Beach
hotel. .

King orchestra, just finishing up
on Columbia for Colgate's, shifts In

two weeks to sponsorship by Ar-
mour's Luxor product over Columbia
on Saturdays at 7:30 p.m.

LUNA'S NAME BANDS
John N„ Greenhut, razorblade for-

tune heir and quondam talent agent,

will take oyer management of the
Luna Park Ballroom, Coney Island,

this season..

Ballroom, largest of its kind in the

east will be' completely redecorated,

opening Easter Sunday, April 13,

with a name band policy. . It will

open officially for the season on
Decoration Day weekend.

ifditer Gives

Kyser Record $8$5.80 as His Share

ARTIE SHAW'S RECORDS

Seta Deal for Continuance With
VlcTor on 50c Labels

In New York for five weeks of
broadcasting .with the ; Burns' tujd
AllenrHormel radio show, first- air-
ing of/Which was done Monday ( 10 ),

Artie Shaw signed a new recording
contract with Victor Records." New'
contract is for t.wp years and takes
effect when his old one expires in
the near. -future^ . It . calls for prac-
tically the same terms.

;

Shaw's old contract, written while
his stuff -was being released . on the
35c Bluebird label, whereas he's
now on the 50c Victor, called for a
guarantee of $1,000 a side for 50
sides a year, against a royalty of
8% of the gross from . sales. . New
one is the;; same -except for the al-
ready .'mentioned difference in. the
guarantee. When, Shaw was Cutting
for Bluebird his band was : the jump
crew he. walked out/ on. He now
uses 22 or 23. men, including a: string
section: :

'

'

.
.. ...^

.
'

'.
'.

,." Shaw goes, back,to the! Coast after
he finishes the five ir shots with
B & A. He is. already working on
the music for a new

.
picture for

which contracts have not yet been
signed.. It's not to be made for
Paramount, for whom he was cast
in the current .'Second Chorus!'

1

Leader will not play- With the Na-
tional - Symphony Orchestra at
Washington, D. C, ,a date whicH had
been scheduled for March 23. it was
cancelled

: because of his return to
the Coast.

Men who came east: with Shaw to
form the nucleus of the band he is

using on the radio commercial are:
Billy Butterfieid, trumpet; Les Rob-*
inson, alto sax; ..Nick Fatool, drums;
Johnny Guarnieri, piano; Ray Cpn-
niff, trombone, and Jack Jenney,
trombone. Jerry Jerome and Clar-
ence Daffey, saxes, also came in
with him, but were coming to New
York anyway. They may or may not
return west with him.

.

.
Beside the theatre dates Shaw

cancelled in the east he had one
ohe-nighter scheduled. It was played
last night (Tuesday) at Garden City,
L. I., by Benny Goodman's new out-
fit. . .;,

•

Chicago, Feb. il.

Kay Kyser, returning to town
after a long . absence, played th*
northside William Karzas Aragon
ballroom last week, and cracked all
records for a pne*hight stand in this
mammoth room. Drew 10,005 paid
customers. Prices were $1.25 fgr.meh
and 99c for women. •

Aiding and abetting was Dick Jur-
gens and his orchestra, current, in th*.
Aragon. ' .',

;

•:

GLASER CONTINUES AS

LES BROWN'S MANAGER

Les Brown's band stays under the
personal management of Joe Glaser.
Talk last week between Glaser and
Tom Rockwell, head of General
Amusement Corp. ended all ideas
of any Interested parties from the
Rockwell side of the fence buying
Brown's contract. However, the
band may later return to.GAC for
BookingSi

For the present Glaser will con-
tinue to book it, He has placed it

for a term at Mike Todd's new thea-
tre-cafe In Chicago. Band opens
either Feb.. 21 or 28,

Duke Ellington's next Victor re-
lease will use a tune composed by
his son. Mercer. It's a ballad titled,

'The Girl in My Dream Tries to Look
Like Ypu.'

Kay Kyser played a one-nighter la
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 31 which paid
hinv perhaps th* highest net salary

ever paid a band for a single nightY
work in the history of the band biz.

Kyser's end of an evening's work
at the Louisville Armory amounted
to $8,065.80. He was in on a $2,500

guarantee against 60% of the gate,

letter .amounted tp $13,443. V.

Date was a . dual , . however;
promoted by the Louisville Courier
Journal. Band played for a show
which drew

.
7,672 customers at $1 a

head, then after the, '.chairs'
1

weria
cleared away admissions were sold
to a dance, Hop drew .5,410 at $1.
Another 361 "people paid' an extra
.buck, once Inside, for the privilege
of sitting at tables. :

Kyser is how on the Coast. prepar-
ing to start work Oh his third RKO
film.

TEDDY JOYCE, 36, DIES

OF SPINAL AILMENT

London, Feb. 11,

Teddy Joyce, 36, Canadian band-
leader who came here from Holly-

wood eight years ago, collapsed In a
Glasgow hotel Feb. 6 and died early

Monday (10) frpm spinal fever. H*
was one of .the earlier American
emcees to click here. His real nam*
was Edmund John Cuthbertson.

Joyce, Canadian-born, was trained,
as a concert violonist but was forced
to quit when an auto accident In-
jured two fingers. So he became a
dancer and, after performing in th*
U. S. went to England where he be-
came one of the highest-paid Jazz
band maestroes..

Wm. Moriris Staffs

Travels Flu-Affected
Ed Fishman isn't going to the Coast

for the William Morris Agency for
another 10 days or so, stalled par-
tially, by a mild attack of flu and
also the indisposition of Willard
Alexander, in charge of bands in
New York. Latter is currently holi-
daying in Miami, and when Alex*
ander returns Fishman shifts to the
Coast.

Another William Morrisite con-
valescing in Florida is Donald Hyde,
son of Johnny? v.p. of the Morris
agency, who just got over a bad cas*
of lobar pneumonia.
Abe Lastfogel, general manager of

William Morris, Inc. will remain
east another month.

WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THAT

IS NOW ASSOCIATED WITH US IN THE CAPACITY OF GENERAL PROFESSIONAL MANAGER

1619 BROADWAY New York City
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Night Club Reviews

RA1NROW ROOM N Y i
a cinch for important grooving inRAinpuyy ISUyW, 11. I. American cafes. His pianologistic
comedy, is of unusual pattern.

Keith Clark, Cappella & Beatrice,
Roily Rolls; Ben Cutler Orch (12)

featuring Virginia Hays, Dr. Sydney
Ross; $2.50 minimum dinner i $1 and
$2 cover {Saturday) after'10 p.m.

This is one of the best lineups yet

Which managing director John Roy
and his aide. Ed Seay, have lined up

for the topflight Rockefeller nitery.

Whether : by intent or accident, it's

almost a 100% Frenchy-lype, or so-

called 'continental' divertissement;

with the exception of former Yale

halfback Ben Cutler, itiaestrbing . his

band on another return, and his

plahist-yocalist, -Virginia Hays, a

personable brunet who does piono-
j CHARLEY FOY'S, L. A.

logs in between vocalizing with the

, Ben Cutler's band, as with his reV.

cent predecessors, breaks .up into a
sub unit for. the Latin terps, thus
making • it , a , two-in-one combo,
Virginia Hays* vocals of the. pops are
augmented by her entr' act- specialty
at the Steinway, fancy arrangements
of symphohized syncopation and un-
adufterated symph. Dr. Sydney Ross
Who can give cards and spades (no
pun) to many an qn-the-floor card
manipulator continues : with his un-
usual divertissement at tables. With
showmanship and an arresting cafe
floor personality he'd click in the
middle of the floor as well as he does
in the intimate closeup work with
the customers, although he's more
effective at close range. Abel.

band
. Otherwise Keith Clark, despite his

Anglo-Saxon name, is of French vin-

tage, a very facile legerdemain
specialist whose prestidigitation is

snowmanly blended with deft com-
edy touches. For' instances, his shift-

ing kerchief routine, a colorful
assortment of cloths, is parred by
constantly switching his bow-tie
colors, . done unobtrusively and with
.proper 'surprise' touches. His ciga-
ret-pack and card tricks are also out
of the ordinary. Only thing routine
is his opener, with the Cardihi-like
business of ' marathon lighted ciga-
rets, but here, too, Clark does it with
distinction.^

Featured dance pair, Cappella and
Beatrice, are above par ballroomolo-
gists both having been around for
some time. She's well built with
loads of s.a. but the lithe Cap-
pella handles her with consum-
mate ease, even in those Mary Raye
and Naldi-like fulcrum lifts and
holds. One whirling routine is a par-
ticular highlight. Their choice of
musical backgrounds adds consider-
ably to their effectivenessi The waltz
opener permits for the quasi-adagio
posturings but it's in the 'Dark Eyes'
sequence that they really sock. Then
they hark back to a : Vernon and
Irene Castles routine of 25 years ago
(announced), and the finale is a
Spanish-shawl double. Withal, a class
couple for the classiest of nitery
boites.

Roily 'Rolls (New Acts), likewise
of 'international' vintage, hailing
from France, but handling, his
Anglais small talk in good style, is

Los Angeles, Feb. 7.

Charley Foy, :Bobby Evans, Wilma
Novak, George Beatty, George Riley,
Leonard Seuus Orch (4) Minimum,
$1.50.

On his own after a long siege in

the . operation of the Grace. Hayes.

Lodge with'his ex-frau, Charlie Foy
has set up shop a piece down the
boulevard in the . Valley sector, 10.

minutes drive from HollyWood. In
less than three months he has made
the spot the gayest grotto on the
north side of town! ThefLodge trade
is gradually filtering his way and the
rivalry is as intense, as "the doings
are rowdy. Valley is heavily ten-
anted by the film and radio mob and
that makes for a convenient spot to
while away an evening when the
home fires die down.
What made the Lodge is putting

oyer Foy's suoper club; impromptu
Derforniances by the drop-ins,, which
includes plenty of names; any night
in the week. Of a Friday night af-
ter the Legion fights the room is a
seething mass around midnight,
every, one of its 160 chairs filled with
spenders—and acts. : Over at a table
near an oben fireplace sit Foy, Phil
Berle and a few other Foys casing
the layout. In no time at all they've
spotted enough acts to gladden the
heart of an

.
Orpheum booker. And

it's no. trouble at all to get. them up
on the stage for a turn.

Over at a side table in a blazing
sports jacket sits Lou Alter. How
about doing his new tune, 'Dolores'?

Bert Wheeler, who has been on,

would gladly, lend voice tovthe lyrics.

In no time at , all Alter Is ' at the
piano and a brand new song Is given
its first public .performance. With-
out.as much as a Wait the droppers-
in file past the tables and bound onto
the stage, just about big enough for
a single with the band on. Leila

Hyams accompanies her own vocals
on the piano; Stanley Fields, film

heavy, spins a few yarns; Cliff. Ed-
wards strums a uke and pipes a
coupla numbers: Roscoe Ates stutters,

through a monolpg; •. John Ritt, a
tenor, with 'a- new Metro contract,

booms a pair of faves; Bill Burt gives,

out with a tap routine that's faster

than most seen around here; Judy
Garland begs, off after one number,
and George Riley pours out gags
slightly oh the blue side but a natural
for this clientele. He wowed 'em
with 'I'm back, in Hollywood to make
my first picture. . .for FBI.' Gags are
mostly . pro-tinctured, and that
makes them pat with the. mob.

.

But the show, is not all on the
free side, abundant and expert as it

is,. Foy gives out with art imitation
of his dad (Eddie) singing a song
out, of "the come of his mouth , and.
flipping a cane in the dandy style

of that day; George Beatty, tears off

a few. tunes with nitery-flavored
lyrics and does a . pantomime of ; a
sailor with the shakes that's a gem
of characterization; Bobby Evans is

a sepia stepper, -who talks more than
he dances, which should be the other
way around, . and Wilma Novak
torches and writhes with a torrid
flourish. Leonard Seuss, a young
man with a horn, who has- been 1

around since he was a shaver,, 'has
developed a virtuosity with the
trumpet that, is comparable to the
hot lick experts. He does a specialty
that runs from a hot blast to a zephyr-
pus coo. When Eddie, Jr., isn't tiedt
uo at- the studip^-or in vaude, as he
is this jveek—he's also bri deck for a
bit of Foyiana.

.Unlike most Valley grottos, Foy's
layout gives out with choice vittles,

tariffed up to $2.50. Spot gets a
strong early dinner play. Heavily
in its favor is Word getting around
that it gets top call with the actors
and band leaders. Where the flash-
lights nob that's -

;

..where spenders
flock. It's an old Hollywood custom,
hobnobbing with the great. Helm.

Colony, Palm Beach

nocturnal rendezvous, the Colony, haa
unrolled the plush carpet. It's the

same old Colony as always: It has
dignity without appearing too stiffly

formal, which is to say it's very
Palm Beachy. Even the busboyg are
the same, unless perhaps their , a?s

are a shade broader. As in previous
years it's the very night spot for the
elite who cawn't stand the thought
of bending elbows with the bourgoli
in 'that awful ghastly Miami.'

Other than the perennial Ernie'

Hoist :
combo, ; socialite songstress

Lois Elliman is the solo attraction.

A charming and gifted lass she has
managed to overcome the somewhat
.dubious billing of a society canary,
and heeds no blue book rating to
enhance her nifty songalogs. Her
warm, rich timbred v o c a 1 i tin g
adapts itself well to either, the ap-
proved chanteuse intime manner, or
plain gutbucket, and her .keyboard
improvisations are calculated to
show her talented pipes off to best
advantage.. When caught opening
nite (5) the customers—every last
one of them—liked her. They must
have—they called her back so many
times she did a song for practically
everyone in the joint:

This is one of Hoist's favorite
bailiwicks, and it's very noticeable.
The smaller room is much better
adapted . to his sprightly style, and
his combo sounds zingier and looks
more at home than it did under the
tropical foliage ^n the Miami Beach-
comber. Hoist, too, seems to have
revived from the lethargy which
overtook him in Miami. He breaks
the: sets up with plenty of Latin
flavor, but customers' tastes here
are generally keynoted by. Gersh-
win, Kern and Cole Porter tunes. .

Leslie.
'

Palm Beach, Feb. 8.

Lois Eliiman, Ernie Hoist Orch
(12); $2 minimum.

.

Confirming the fact that the sea*
son may how be considered as hav-
ing "arrived in Palm Beach, the Gold
Coast's swankiest non-membership

New Acts In Cafes

N. Y. Nitery Followap

Waldorf-Astoria's Empire Room
has a good lineup featuring Leightbn •

Noble's band, with Russell Swann,
magico, and Yvette, songstress, as
soloists. It makes for excellent var-
iety, and novelty. The blonde Yvette,
with her Frertchy-style songs, has
been around in cafes and via' NBC
buildup (also doubling currently into
the Broadway Strand) and judicious-

.

ly mixes up her repertoire such as
'Berkeley Square,' 'Frenesi' (in Span-
ish), a French chanson d'amour and
Last Time I Saw Paris.' Swann's
magico routine is. a sort of one-man
'Hellzapdppin,' utilizing a Chinese
lad as a comedy stooge, and empha-
sizing, the laugh portion along with
his , legitimate mystification.

Leighton Noble, who inherited the
late Orville Knapp's band, has : a
smooth 11-piece band comprising .

four reeds, three brass (Murray Bond
missing through a draft board call),

.

piano, string bass, drums and Chick
Floyd, who Is Noble's partner on the
Novachord. Eddie Metcalfe, sax, also
does the vocals, and with Floyd , and
Noble comprise a; trio for further
vocal harmonics. Noble also doubles
on piano, thus giving the lineup two
pianos, plus Novachord," on some of
the arrangements. Mischa Borr
comes over for the supper dansants
to do the cpngarhumba chores but,.

tot dinner sessions, Noble mixes up

,

his straight bouncepation . with be- ';

oasional Latin terp tunes/: Biz has
been good and Noble is spotted in-
def. . ,

"TVURING THB dark raw winter months when work is

XJ.. twice as hard . artd which physical resistance is at its

lowest, we wouldn't dare| go without our daily Hanovia
sunbaths," say the DeMarcos..

You see, a few minutes a day under the healthful tonic rays
of a Hanovia Borne Sun Lamp give your body the "lift"

'

needs after long, late hours of tiring entertainment. They
help build up your vital energy and pep .> . are a big help in
restoring your normal healthy appearance, too. :

But just any sun lamp won't do all this, so insist, on the
. best—Hanovia! It's the only lamp that bririgsyou all 12 effective

baridstof ultraviolet ; v. substantially more healthful rays

•

than any other make.

Follow the DeMarcos' advice! Get a Hanovia Home Sun
Lamp. You'll be amazed at the wonders it will do for you.

3. ffanatla'i /amout
; quarts

.
mercury; are

tube assures superior
... performance; pro*

• ' • duces more beneficial

... ultra-violet, .

4«. Hanovia lamps havea .

LONGER EFFECTIVE
LIFE.

5. Hanovia Alpine Sun
-'.

. Lamps areECONOM-
.'• JCAL to 'operate*

Wrfte^ept,V-3
for free book

.

let,"Ybur Place
In The Sun."

PrkM from

I
$59.M F.O.I.

Convenient
- budget

.

term If

HANOVIA HOME SUN LAMP

GENE AUSTIN .

With Whlppoorwllls (4) and Doris
;• Sherrill :

'

Don Lannlng's, Miami Beach
Gene Austin, standard pn

. disks,

•radio and with ample stage and
screen background, i is still wham
ming 'em in the 1941 manner as he
did when his top selling 'My Blue
Heaven* was the rage on Victor rec-
ords- in the post-World War I era^
Here,; in this Miami Beach bistro,
Austin is giving out very much in the
groove With his own unique style of
modern vocalizing. Oh top of that,
in place of his former standard
Candy and Coco team, he has _
quartet ,of 'teen-age boys known as
The Whippoorwills (two guitars,
string bass and mandolin) who really
can send With their string music.
There's also a young songstress in

the act, Doris Sherrill, alternating
with Austin . who presides at the
ivories throughout, either accom-
panying her, himself or sitting in
with the instrumentalists, for their,
sweet-swing specialties. Latter also
double as the dance music giver-
outers. Withal a very versatile combo.
Miss Sherrill can scat with the best
of 'em.

Don Lanning's is an intime bistro,
more or less a neighborhood spot,
run by a former actor, Mrs. Lanning,
yclept Roberta : Sherwood, also
pitches in with her own vocal
specialties, both clicking on the ros-
trum as well as they seemingly are
registering as cafe proprietors.

Austin's repertoire of 'Blue Hour,'
'Sleepy Time Gal,' the inevitable
•Blue Heaven,' 'Take 'Em to the
Door, There Aint No More Blues,'
standards basically, are* done in the
song stylist's unique delivery. Lan-
ning is an equally facile songpicker,
doing Marion^ Harris' 'More Than
You Know' (Younians), and 'Great
Day,' another: Youmans excerpt, a la
Bprdohi, both so announced.
Without Lanning, of course, but

with his quartet and Miss Sherrill,
Austin; has a nifty setup that can
go into any cafe or theatre and more
than hold its own.

. Abel.

ROLLY ROLLS
Comedian at Piano
10 Mlns.

Rainbow Room, N. Y.
Roily Rolls is French funster

whose pianology is paradoxically of
concert platform worth, comparable
to Alec Templeton's skill at the
Steinway. But since comedy pays
faster dividends than forthright vir-

tuosity, seemingly he, like Temple-
ton,

. is stressing the comic aspects.

Thus, amidst his straight piano
work he..:'beats Brahms -Sight .to the
bar,' With.comedy variations, such as
a breakaway 'piano, utilizing a
couple of the hammers for comedy
business. He also performs on what
is announced as the smallest con
certiha .in the world, getting lots of
genuine melody out of it; as a
specialty away from the piano. He
has a great sense of comedy values,
doing near-sighted musical prof, at
the pianoforte, ^wherein maestro Ben
Cutler is an effective aide with the
proper musical cues. ,;

Rolls Is said to have just arrived
via South American bookings. He's
of a calibre that, can play anywhere,
and makes a sturdy interlude for any
cafe show; also OK for musical stage
production or in presentation houses.

AbeU

Daniiy Kaye . at LaMartinique,
marking a return, should be made a
partner by Dario, boniface Of this '

class bistro. He has put the Martini-
que back into the big league as a
money grosser after a post-Xmas
slump. In a measure, despite Kaye's
unusual click in the Gertrude Law-
rence show, 'Lady in the park,' the
comedian owes a debt to Dario. Lat-
ter first showcased this funster when

.

he was in 'Strawhat Revue,' and it

was in LaMartinique that Moss Hart,
Max Gordon, George S. Kiaufman and
the others s^w Kaye to advantage,
resulting in the legit spotting. Comic,
in turn, is frank in his obligation to
boniface Dario and also to Sylvia
Fine, his pianiste, in private life

Mrs. Kaye. Latter's special material
is of wow calibre and if this is a
consistent . brand of her lyricizihg
Miss Fine (or Mrs. Kaye) is. a cinch
for prominence in the theatre as a
scripter. Her satirical WOrdage and
Kaye's excellent interpretation
thereof make for a perfect blend. He
oublicly salutes her before the final
encore, usually in the spot, fpllowing
'A Modern Fairy Tale.' In addition,.
Kaye's' own JJoelcowardish takeoffs,
the mad Russian conga, 'Stanislav-

.

sky' and the rest place him among
the foremost cafe and variety spec-
ialtv'nerformers.: Unusual, of course,
in his fast climb to big league stature,

ail within the span of one season oh
Broadway.
Rest of the show comprises an

equally solid hors d'ouvre contribu-
tion in the form of Mati and Hari
with their comedy dance routine,
notably the. circus repertoire. They
too are facile and seasoned troupers.
Roy Fox's orchestra (Band Reviews)
and Herbert Corbello's crack Latin
cre~w round out a strong lineup in
this $2.50-$3.50 minimum cover spot
-^-and worth it.

Mary Raye and Naldi are at. their
top form in the Hotel Plaza's Per-

:

sian Room, worthy successors in style
and calibre to The DeMarcos when
they, with Eddy Duchin, made for
a surefire Darlay that kept Paul, at
the door, cheerful. Dancers, who are
also doubling into 'Crazy with the.
Heat,' Broadwav revue, are amazing
with their adagio-gymnastic holds in
smooth routine and sequence,
whether it's their opening 'Moonlight
Sonata' waltz, a smooth tango,- a fast
paso doble or the surefire 'Sylvia,'
with disk-recorded recitative accom^
pahiment. They set a pace in that
sort of thing when first introducing,
the idea at the. Rainbow Room two
seasons ago, and have now extended
it further.

Dick Gasparre's band, expert as
eyer, and in the groove for a class
room like the Plaza's Persian Room,
holds over with his tiptop tunester-
ing, aided by Chiquitb's rhumbaists
for the cocktail dansants. Jane Win-
ton", with her soRgstering in the 'so-
ciety' idiom, lacks distinction

Abel.

I
BEST BUY IN i

i

i

RateR from. $1.R0 single and $2.(10

double. Speclnl weekly rotei to
the' profession.'

Every roam has' combination tub and
Shower. Roaunablt-prleed r«»tiurant and
toiktall bar.- Completely rehabilitated
throughout. Convanltnt :

to all booking
offleei and downtown district. • St

HOTEL WOLVERINE I
. Frank Walker, Manager-

s

55 S: Ejizabeth St., Detroit

(Same management as Hotel
Chicagoan, Chicqgo)

See Hanovia Lamps at department, electric and medical stores and our showrooms.

1

Chemical

& Mfg. Co.

Newark. N. J.
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Placet Her Faith

Settlement of a dispute over the

dissolution of the death benefit fund

of the American Federation of Acr

tors was made Thursday (6) in the

N Y supreme court, when. Justice

Bernard L. Shientag.approved a plan

for the appointment of three trustees

who will serve Without compensa-

tion and will pay off as members die.

The trustees are Senator Robert. L.

Wagner; Joseph Padway and Sidney

E. Cohn, with approximately $17,000

left to be distributed to members in

good standing as of July 14, 1939, as

.
they die.

•'•
-

'• V. •

. AFA was organized in 1934 and

until its charter was revoked by the

Associated Actors & Artistes of

: America had accummulated $17;000

to be paid at the rate of $300 per

death to members in good standing.

The fund was administered by trus-

tees Frank E. Lynch, Rudy Vallee,

Sophie Tucker arid Gus Van. After

the charter revocation'It! was decided

to dissolve the fund and apportion

the money among 10,800 members to

whom ballots were sent. Of these,

682 returned their vote .with 673 ap-

proving this dissolution. • -
.

•

'•'-..•

However, Alan Corelli,- chairman

of the Theatre Authority, Inc., fpught

the issue through the courts, claim-

ing that neither Ralph Whitehead,

executive secretary of the AFA, nor

Frank Lynch should handle the dis-

solution of the fund. •

S. F. AGVA Votes Strike

If Agents Fail to IJye

Up to Pay Minimums

San. Francisco, Feb. 11.

The local executive board of the

American Guild:' Variety, Artists has

been voted full • power tp. call' a

strike against agents, if necessary

to enforce the union's new contract.

The decision was reached at a mem-
bership meeting also . attended by
John O'Cohnellj secretary of . the

Frisco. Labor Council, and Anthony
Noriega, of the California Theatrical

Federation..
Principal point at issue is AGVA's

Insistance that minimums be met,

minus usual agency deductions. This,

has brought bitter opposition from
some of the agents. Only concession

made by AGVA is scaling of. club

dates from $12.50 back to the orig-

inal $10, but with the.: proviso that

this fee be! net to the artist. The
union also passed a resolution agree-
ing not to act in the capacity of an
agent so long as 'one fair agent' re-

mains in business.

Minneapolis, Feb, 11.

.

. In a publicity tieup In . con>
junction with her recent appear-,

ance at"the Minneapolis theatre.

Sally Rand addressed the Min-
neapolis Police- Federation, ad-
vising the cops on how to per-
form their duties.

Subject was, *How Police Best
Can Supplement Work of Heaven

! In protecting the Working Girl.'

DANCER CLAIMS AGENT

WAS MUCH TOO SOCIAL

Ciggie Girl, 17, Causes

Conviction ofDet Nitery

Op; $2 for Concession

Detroit, Feb. 11.

After taking only' one look at girl-

ish Hetty ^ Ann • Ludwlg, Judge
George T. Murphy hire found
Sammy Sofferin guilty of employ-
ing a minor in his downtown', cab-,

aret, the Wonder Bar. Sofferin had
contended that, the girl had told him
she : Was 21, but the' Judge decided
the police were, right : in maintain-
ing she was 17.

The case also brought to light that

on the payment of $2 a week to Sof-

ferin Miss Ludwig had the cigaret

concession and was entitled -to sell

smokes- for . whatever the traffic

would bear. Sofferin tried to ease
the penalty on himself by pointing
out that the girl previously had been
employed by Lester Gruber in his

London Chop House, another down-
town : nitery, but the edge went off

that .when it was disclosed that

Gruber. had fired the. girl, when she
failed to produce a birth record.

It* was Sofferih's latest brush with
the law, which less than' a year ago
shut his Powatan Club after a light-

fingered bank cashier named the
spot as One in which he had dropped
thousands of dollars gambling, arid

also on charges that drinks were
sold after the 2 a.m. closing law. The
new offense also Will result in Sof-
ferin's being held up on a state

charge, as well .as the city ordinance,
for the .employment of a minor.
Charges will also be preferred be-
fore the Liquor Commission. He will

be sentenced in the city court Fri-

day (14). .

2 MORE BLUENOSES

GET JAIL SENTENCES

Sally Keith, dancer, filed an un
usual and unique answer in the
N. Y. supreme court Friday (7) to

a $12,600 breach of contract suit,

filed aga'inst her by Jack Parr, her
former agent, „ Answer claims that
under the. contract . Parr was to se-

:

cure
. her theatrical engagements but

failed to get an ehiployment agency
license; that he refused toyallow her
to accept engagements more than 25
miles from N. ' Y., that he accom-
panied her .on all social calls; that
he cancelled repeat engagements in
Detroit and Chicago; and that he
assumed a dominating attitude after
signing a managerial contract.
Miss Keith does admit that Pan-

was instrumental ifl exploiting her
talents arijd establishing! her career,
but claims his. subsequent, acts
breached the; deal, /'Parr signed a
five-year contract with, her on April;
1, 1940, and since then she has

.
earned $8>000,, giving him $1,200 due
on a. 15% commission'. He claims he
/advanced her $5,4(30 on personal
loans and wants $6,000 for the
breach.

.

Corbett Conscripted .

Detroit, Feb. 11.

Wally Corbett, of ' the dance team
of Corbett arid .Lorraine, current at
Saks Show Bar, goes into the U. &
army following the act's date here:
Miss Lorraine will dp a solo act

while her partner is doing his year's
hitch for Uncle Sam.

.
Minneapolis, Feb* 11.

D. R. Winchester and Bruce Pogue,
two former investigators for the Rev.

H. J. Saltau, head of the Law En-
forcement league, which has clamped
the lid down here, were sentenced

in district court to one year in the
state reformatory for perjury.

Ppgue's . sentence • was stayed, how-
ever, and he was placed on probation
for a-year.

The Rev. Saltau himself was re-

cently found guilty by. a district

court jury of perjury in connection
with his activities and is under sen-

tence of one year in prison. His
commitment was stayed for 40 days
to permit appeal.

Several other Law Enforcement
league investigators have been in-<

volved in extortion charges;

FIRED AS AGVA

SUCCESSOR TO BE NAMED

';

;
Chicago, Feb. 11.

:

. Set ter the stage of the Balaban &
Katz Chicago week following the
Phil Spitalny orch, which. Opens Fri-

day (14), are Jane Froman and- the:

Matty Malneck orch. . Earl .
Carroll's

'Vanities* unit comes in Feb. 28. ..

Across the. street/ the State-Lake
has set. Harry Howard's 'Interna-

tional Casino' unit for Feb. 21 and
the

. Ray Herbeck orch: for Feb. 28. •

;

Action Taken by Joint Meeting of Union'* National

. Board and Executive Committee-rrQfficial Had
Been Focal Point in Row

Paul Savoy Expands

Western Vaude Time

. jLps Angeles, .Feb._ 11.

Paul Savoy/ of
.
Cpast-to-Coast

agency,- here from Salt Lake City to

sew up the Earl Carroll 'Vanities'

for five-day booking, en route- east,

announced acquisition of . approxi-

mately four weeks of vaude play-

ing time in .the Salt . Lake , region.

Towns include Salt Lake.,: -Logan and
Ogden jh Utah, arid Bpcatello, Twin
Falls, Idaho.' Falls and .. Pinney in

Idaho.' ;
-" '•

,

.'."-•'

' In addition. Savoy Is: able to offer-

turns about 10 weeks of
.
night club"

spots ih the area,
.
plus four weeks of

playing, time in and around Denver.
'Vanities'; opened (8) at the Lake
theatre in Salt Lake City. .

15t Bargain
" Minneapolis',. Feb. 'til'-'

Gayety, forriier home of burlesque
here and now a 10c subsequent-run
double feature house, is using vaude-
ville three nights a week/ with' ad-,

mission boosted to 15c on these oc-

casions. For 15c patrons see five

vaudeville acts, locally booked, two
features and. numerous shorts. Four
union stage hands, arid ; .five. union
musicians receive $9 a piece per
night. -

, Two other downtown houses,

Minnesota and Orpheum, also are

using stage shows regularly now.

Charlotte, "N. C. Feb. 11.

I Vaudeville is enjoying its best sea-

son in six years on the Wilby-
Kincey circuit, . which -.covers 150

theatres in southeastern states, ac-

cording to T. D. Kemp, Jr., booker.

At . present 25 units, averaging
around 25 persons to the unit, .are

playing dates on the circuit, which
extends' frohv West Virginia to.

Florida. Keirip now is offering i0

weeks of solid booking, sometimes
augmented by additional booking in

Florida on the Sparks circuit.

A number of theatres , on the cir-

cuit have extended;, vaude engage-
ments. The National theatre In

Richmond goes' to ' a full week of

vaudeville on Feb. 20, while the

Granby, Norfolk, hypped by sailor

patronage, . goes to a full week
March 1. The Broadway, Charlotte,

upped its policy to showing units

every Friday and Saturday instead'

of on alternate weeks beginning last

week.
Units now playing in the territory

include Joe Karston's 'Studio Scan-

dals,; DeWolfe & Paige's 'Midnight
in Miami,; Nick Boila's: 'Bring on
the, Girls'; June Carr's 'Parisian

Creations'; Ed Gardiner's .'Sensations

of 1941*; Nick Boila's 'Tropical Fol-

lies'; Harry Clark's 'Red Hot arid

Lovely'; Anton .
Scibilia's • 'Follies

Caprice'; Clyde -\ Jordan's 'Crazy

Shbw of 1941'; Frarik Taylor's, 'Re-

view Glorified'; George McCall's

'Hollywood Revue'; Matty Rosen's

'Oomph in Swingtime* with Fifl

D'Orsay arid . Lee Dixon, and Bobby
Morris' 'American Jamboreei1 Bands
now playing in the territory include

Little Jack Little, Will Bradley and
Jack Teagarden. Bands booked for

the near future are Enoch Light,

Charlie Barnet and Don Bestor.

Cover Up the Booze,

Boys, Somebody May

Want to Buy a Drink

St. Louis, Feb. 11.

. Missouri taverns- must shroud the

liquor from the sight of- potential

customers during the hours in which
its sale is prohibited; according to an
edict issued last week by C. R. Noel,

State. Liquor Supervisor.

•The; idea,' said Chief Clerk Wal-
lace I. Bowers from his Jefferson

City office; 'is that there. will not be
the likelihood of-illegal sales if in-

toxicants cannot be
:
seen; by persons

who r.eihain in places of business be-
yond the legal closing.'.

Vino's Copping?

Minneapolis, Feb. 11. ,

.
Local theatregoers./: -who,; at-

tend both the Orpheum .and Min--.'

nesota theatres these days are

wondering if the same material

writers are supplying identical

stuff for. more than one perform-
er, or whether^ there's just some

:
dirty work at the crossroads..

\

< The ' 'fun and ariny' gag is

being pulled at.two theatres cur-

rently. BehHBlue uses it -at the :

; Orpheum ; and .Sid . Toiriack and
the Reis brothers at. the Mirine-

.

sota. Last week at the Orpheum
the Three Stooges used the one
about

.
being a gossip iri a hos-

; pital. Currently, Blue
\
spills- it

~

at the same showhouse;

Gerrits Files $50,000

Suit Vs. Ler Parker

For Act Infringement

Lew Parker has been served in a

$50,000 damage suit begun against

him in New. York supreme .court,

by Paul Gerrits,.; charging Parker
With infringing on material Gerrits

owns arid used in the show 'All in

Fun.' Papers were * served, on
Parker, Wednesday (5). At the
same time the comedian was notified

of a hearing set for Feb. 17 on an
application . for an . injunction to re-

strain him from further; use of the
material. Gerrits' counsel is Gold-
farb, Mirenburg & Vallpn.

Loew's State theatre, New York,
where. Parker played arid used the
disputed lines last week, was not
mentioned in the suit at all.

Gerrits claims that Parker lifted

and used almost bodily a sketch,

'Neurosis,' he did in 'All in Fun,'
which-., was written by Virginia
Faulkner. ' After' the show closed.

Gerrits bought the rights to the ma
terial from Miss Faulkner.

'

VAUDE OUT OF FOX,

ST. L, 14 WKS.

. St. Louis, Feb. 11.

..yaudfilm.''p6i.ie'y.,.at'.: the Fox, Fan-
chpri &

:
Marco's 5,000-sekter in mid^

toWn, has been ' dropped after 14

weeks and. Clyde Brown,' manager,
said unavailability of . Shows sought
is the reason. Glenn Miller's band
is skedded for a one-week stand

starting March 29, but no ahno.unce-

meht has been made, whether, any
other band or. stage units, will follow.

Biz was usually good on Friday,

Saturday and- Sunday when the

combo policy was in force, but . it

dropped off during the rest of the
week.

SET UP INTACT SHOWS

FOR HOTELS, NTTERIES

Art & Bob Weeiris, talent agency
in Chicago, has begun building unit

shows, complete . . from band to

dancing line, for hotel . room's : and
nitery floors. Two units have thus
far been put together, the first one
currently rehearsing for a Friday
(14) opening of a four-week stretch

at the. Nicollet hotel, Minneapolis. It

consist of Billy Baer's band, Lathrop
Bros, and Virginia Lee, Rica Marr

tine, Latin singer-dancer; Allan Car-
ney, iiriitator,. and Thelma Marland,
rhythm singer;

Second lineup, also in rehearsal,

is to go into the Lookout House,
Cincinnati, Feb. 16. It's made up of

Henry Senne's bai^d, Mayfair Man-
nequins (eight showgirls), ' Three
Freshrtien, comedy trio; Jack and
Jill Warner, dance duo, and Guy
Churneyl rii.c. arid singer.

Hoyt ! Haddock was . dismissed
Monday (10) as national executive
secretary of the American Guild of
Variety Artists. Action was taken
by a jpint meeting of .AGVA's na-
tional board and : the recently set
up executive committee;
, . No successor had been chosen up
to yesterday afternoon (Tuesday),,,

but it's probable that one- will be
named! before the. week is put. • -

Haddock, a hon-actor brought into

AGVA more than, a .year, ago from
outside labor, unions, notably the 7
National . Maritime Union, telegra-

.

phers arid, oil workers,..has beisn the
focal point of an AGVA storrii for
many months. Criticism was .first,

levelled at him because of his lack of

knowledge of the' show business, (2)

because AGVA was put in an .un-
favorable light when Congressman .

William P. Lambertsori '. (Kansas)
named Haddock in the Congressional
Record as a Communist, (3) because
he consistently sided with the 'radi-

cal' faction in AGVA's N. Y. local,

(4) because he ordered AGVA's De- .

troit representative, Lee Golden, to
have AGVA members walk: out in af?

sympathy strike with the porters'
union at the Michigan, theatre there
New Year's. Eve.; Latter was done
without the knowledge or . okay of
AGVA's board or officers. Dewey
Barto, president of AGVA, re-
scinded Haddock's order before * •
walkout.
Haddock put himself in a more un-

.

favorable light, the past few-weeks ,

when he tried to discredit Barto,
who, though working in 'Hellzapbp-
pin', has been giving AGVA virtually
all of his spare time. Barto was
chiefly responsible in almost entirely
eliminating the 'radical' element
from official and paid positions with
AGVA, and also in getting the
first vaude-nitery union closedshop
agreement with . N. Y. vaudfllm the-
atres. .-

While not so stated officially, it

was evident a couple of weeks ago
that an attempt was made to fore-
stall Haddock's dismissal. A meet*'
ing of midwest local executive secre-
taries was set for Toledo, and which
Haddock attended. It was there pro-
posed that Haddock be. given a Vote,
of confidence' and passed, but Why
this was asked at a purely business
meeting has hot been made clear.

Haddock was i brought into the .

AGVA setup, after three executive
secretaries, Maida Reade, Dorothy
Bryant and Jean Muir, lasted brief

tenures of office. Henry Jaffe, at-

torney for the Americari Federation
of Actors arid the American Guild of
Musical Artists, recommended him,
ori the basis of reports he had re-

ceived from outsiders familiar with
union affairs. Jaffe resigned as

AGVA's counsel last week because
the press of work for AFRA and
AGMA did not allow him

. time to

handle the multiple routine matters
of AGVA.

Police Raid Pfailly Nitery

For Sunday Booze Sales

. Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

The opening gun in a campaign by

police to end Sabbath sale of liquor

came early last Sunday ^9) with, a

raid',6h the^ Rendezvous, nitery In the

midtown Hotel Senator. Four cop-

pers crashed the place at 5 a.m. and

one of them announced
,
oyer the

mike that 'the joint is pinched.' .

Patrons were allowed to leave, but
the cops arrested Irviri Wolif, opera-
tor of the" spot; members of a three-

piece ensemble; .the . Four Blues, ..a

vocal; quartpt; a cigarette girl and
nine bartenders arid ' waiters. •

Up to now virtually all raids for

Sabbath liquor sales in nitferies haye
been made by agents of the State

Liquor Control Board, which has ac-

cused local police of winking at 'vio-

lations.

SALE OF ATLANTIC CITY

STEEL Pe IS COLD

. Philadelphia, Feb. 11.

. A deal, that, would have meant .

switch ;
in operators of the Steel- Pier,

Atlantic .City, has < gone cold.; Lead-,
irig' bidders for -the. pier were Ben'
Rubin and George Hamid, as part-
ners. Hamid the past few years has
operated the Million -Dollar Pier at

Atlantic City in competition to Steel
Pier. Operator of Steel Pier is

Gedrge Cravatt, one of Atlantic

City's , biggest realty holders.

. Gravatt has operated the; Steel
Pier : for /many years, . with 'Eddie
Sherman booking' the bands and tal-

ent' for the many ;amusemerit niches
of the huge enterprise.

Bruz Fletcher Suicides

.
.

.Hollywood,. Feb. 11.

Stoughton J. CBruz') Fletcher, 35,-

nitery entertainer, suicided by mpiir
pxide gas in his garage pn Feb. 8 at
Tarzana, near Hollywood
Friends say Fletcher was despond-

ent over inability: to find work, Al-
though for a. time he was quite
click, at the Club Bali here.
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Equity Gets Supervision of Army

iows; Private Organization

Stokowski
^Continued from page 3;

Equity has been, designated, to su-

pervise the presentation of profes-

sional shows in the arrny's training

camps by the Associated Actors 8c

Artistes of America. So far Wash-
ington has not given the subject of

entertaining trainees serious con-
sideration, primary activity being to

get the men to the camps, but it is

indicated that the entertainment ac-

tivities will operate through the
army's morale department. '

.,

There is, however, a civilian or-

ganization known as the Friends. of

the New York Soldiers .and- Sailors,

headed by Thomas J. Watson, which
has entertainment for trainees as its

objective: It is hoped to raise $1,000,-

000 for' that purpose, principally

through membership subscription.

At a meeting of the Friends held at

the Plaza hotel, N.Y., Thursday (6),

which drew 600 persons, plans were
outlined. Most of the assemblage
were socialites, put a number of

representative showmen were on
hand and.spoke'.

Brock Pemberton introduced the

theatre people, among them Bert Ly-
tell.. president of. Equity, who stated

that the experience during, the first

World War was that men in camps
distinctly preferred professional

shows and - that amateur
.

per-
formances participated in by the
soldiers was secondary. Lytell fig-

ures that one-set shows - could be
toured through the camps success-

fully for. an admission of 25c; as
there would be no theatre overhead.

, It will be necessary to erect build-
ings with stage equipment for such
performances and the Friends may
direct most of its efforts in that di-

rection- When plans are further de-
veloped, it is likely that Equity will

make special regulations as to mini-
. mum pay: Professional camp shows
would greatly , help the . unemploy-
ment problem in the actor unions,

It is believed.

Other Speakers

Among those who also addressed
the gathering of Friends were Irving

Berlin and Ole Olsen. Lieut. Gen-
eral Hugh A. Drum explained that
trainees from New York are scat-

tered in camps all over the map and
that therefore the Friends' activities

should not be confined to any specific

territory: Also introduced were
Mayor La Guardia, Rear Admiral
Clark- H. Woodward, Major Gen.
William Oftman, representing Gov-
ernor Lehman, and Lawrence Tib-
bett, who led the meeting' in singing
The Star Spangled Banner' at the
finale.

James J. Blaine, a banker, heads
the financial .committee. ' There were
several committees named, but it is

likely they will be merged for ef-
ficiency. Committee people., are
Antoinette Perry, Mrs. Winthrop
Ames Pemberton, Mrs. Junius Mor-

gan, Mrs. Lawrence Tibbe tt, Em ily:

Holt is the

'

: general representative

for the Four A's. .
while Equity's

committee is mnde- up of Maida
Read.e and John Lorenz.
General, idea of the professionals

:
in the civilian organization is that

While pictures and radio; will be fac-

tors in the camps, stage performers

should be' paramount. . Buildings ex-

pected to be built will be used , as

clubs for the trainees in addition to

providing facilities for performances.
Drive for' funds will include a but-

ton campaign for small contributions.

Cooperation of existing welfare or-

ganizations, -. such as. the Y.M.C.A,
Knights of Cbiumbits and the Jewish
Welfare, will be sought.

SaranacLake

)

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Feb. 11.

.

7 Max Smallens, who has . ozohed
here for a long

.
time, . got the 'gp-

hqme' okay.
.

Margie Regan, Jimmy Johnston's

ex-secretkry, is flashing a mess of

real good reports.

Monroe Coleman, who is still abed
after that serious operation, has just

been told by his medico that he ;will

soon be up and working in the san's

lab.

Harry (Stuart and) Martin ' is a
successful pneumo-tho'rax patient.

Dr. Wariner Woodruff is eyeing him
for that pneumolysis operation in the

near future. ,,-'
. >

.

Iris Gabrielle left the Colony for

New York, then to Hollywood, where
she is penciled in for a picture as-

signment. Made the grade in one
year.

For 15 years Alice Carman has
been fighting operations, etc., jand

a cheerful missive might pack a big-

ger wallop than, a medico's pilL She.

is at the Will Rogers hospital.

Robert H. Cosgrove, who was
with the 'Merry Wives of Windsor,'
featuring Mrs. William Faversham,
and whose father clowned for Bar-
nura & Bailey for years, is now
progressing at the- Will Rogers.
Jack Altree, Jimmy Plunkett, Sey

more Grill, Oscar Price, Milton
Weeks, Eddie Dowd, Frank Gather-
ing,. Eddie Vogt, Francis Roth, Mar-
tha Gill and Carl Kern are improv-
ing and taking up vocational train-

ing, which is another, feather in Dr.
George Wilson's hat.

• Peggy McCarthy has shown won-
derful comeback towards good
health; ditto Hazel Smith. •

From- Hamilton, Scotland, comes
greetings from Harry Leyton.
Paul Clark, clown roller-skater,

here for checkup and then railroad-
ed back to: Rutland Heights, Mass.,
for an ozoning siege at the' Vet's
hospital.

Write to those Who are 111.

sponsiv'e to his directions and sullen

to his personally. He added he had

no desire; td appear with the organi-

zation again. Relations between the

Philharmonic and Stoki's Philadel-

phia orchestra had previously been

friendly, but thereafter they were

more or less distant. ; -Arturo. Tpsca^

nini, at that time'-:regu^.a'r;--Eh.ilhar-:'

mohic conductor, had made a few

guest appearances with the Philadel-

phia orchestra, but discontinued the

visits. Arthur Judsbn, general man-
ager of both' orchestras, continued

both connections for some time, but

was finally forced to resign the

Philadelphia post under oblique pres-

sure froni . Stokowski. Hfc continues

as business head of the Philharmonic.

A Charm Boy
Those who know Stokowski believe

that when he returns to the Phil-

harmonic next season he will be able

to win over any of the men who still

retain .animosity
.
from - the old

squabble. : He has an enormously
persuasive personality when he cares
to exert it. Also, his prestige, as a
result of film appearances and his

spectacularly successful. U. S. and
foreign : tours^ gives him much
greater authority than when he last

appeared with the Philharmonic;

•.Among musicians, almost all top-
notch conductors are regarded

. as
martinets. The. attitude of the men
of . the orchestras frequently varies
from bitter hatred to virtual wor-
ship. When he was full-time con-
ductor of the Philadelphia orchestra,
Stoki was. disliked and feared by his.

men, but even those ^who disliked
him most respected his musical tal-
ent. It was uniVersally>aid that the
orchestra played for him as it did for
no other conductor.

Toscanini. also a conductor of ex-
plosive temperament, is nevertheless
generally liked and respected by his
men. Koussevitzky, one of the few
leading conductors who is not a'

martinet, has a unique relationship
with his orchestra men. He is re-
ported to be patient and generally
kindly during rehearsals, although
like Toscanini and Stokowski he is a
demon for perfection. The men not
only respect him—they adore him.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG.
160 WEST 46* ST. NEW YORK

Met Op's Loss
—Contained from, pace 3^=

wegian soprano's Elizabeth is not one
of her best roles. •

Friday afternoon (7), the season's
drily 'Das Rheingold,' drew hear ca-
pacity with a gross of $14,500 and a
profit of $2,000.
Friday evening (7), the season's

first; 'L'Amore Dei Tre Re,' with
Grace Moore taking over the role of
Flora, and Italo Montemezzi, the
composer conducting, drew- a house
of about $11,000; a loss of $1,500.
Saturday afternoon (8), "Tristan

Und Isolde' with the tireless Flagsted
and Melchior sold out completely at
$15,500; a profit of $3,500.
Saturday evening (8), •Rigoletto'

with Jussi Bjoerling making h.is last
appearance of the season, Tibbett in
the title role, and Josephine Tuminia,
California coloratura, making her de-
but, sold out at a $4 top grossing
$10,000, and the house was forced to
turn away several hundred would-
be standees. Net profit about $1,000.
The soprano exhibited about the

best voice of any coloraturas to make
their debut after Lily Pons, even
though the voice itself was small.
Her technique was excellent, and the
sustained 'E' at the conclusion of
"Caro Nome' won her an .ovation.
.Built along the same lines as Miss
Pons, the

. 25-year-qld Califorriian
should fill, a much needed gap in the
company's roster.

J, H. LOB IN
Of ME RAL MAN AO El

SIDNEY H. PIERM0NT
BOOKING MANAOfl

Coin Machines
;Continued from page 1;

acts on the record sale of a particu-
lar melody. During January best
selling Columbia and Okeh labels
were except for one or two ASCAP
songs, made up entirely of. BMI
numbers. Company made more and
more BMI grooved records as a re-
sult. ': ;. .

;

Victor's best selling lists were just
the opposite. On their Victor and
Bluebird labels 'Frenesi* was the
only BMI click in evidence. But
Victor soon changed its stance when
it found sales skidding—that record
buyers wanted the tunes that were
being heard on the air. As a result
Victor Is reported to have leaned so
far toward BMI It recently refused,
to allow One of its top bands to re-
cord an ASCAP number. And that
band can normally record practically
what it pleases.

Ralph Maurice's 3 Hos.

In Jail on U.S. Tax Beef

Newark. Feb. 11. .

Maurice Abraham,
:
alias Ralph

Maurice,' operator of the, Ross-Fen-,

tori Farm's, . New. Jersey rbadhouse,
was sentenced : to

:

three months in

prison and fined $2,000 on Friday.

(7) by Federal Judge Thomas Glyn
Walker in the. Newark federal

coust.. Abraham had pleaded guilty

to charges of evasion of income tax
returns for .the years 1 938-39. ;

Actually the Government, charge
had been based oh the fact that the
corporation books had been . de-'

stroyed and scattered for those
years and not available to the Treas-
ury department. • Abraham; howeyer,
had failed to file returns for those
years. •

'
"..-;''

B'way Cleanup
s^=(Uontlnft.e4 troot pate "*

±mmm

Way of undesirable .

." characters,

honky-tonks, etc! Christenberry js

being assured* of 100% - cooperation
by theatre managers not only on the
drive itself to clear Broadway of
wrong characters but also in pretty-

ing up the 6treet

One of the objectives Is to get all

theatres to eliminate flags, bunting,
yalances/ and the like which suggest
a Coney Island atmosphere. Another
is to try to induce realty owners to

exercise greater caution in the mak-
ing of leases and a compaign to get
cheaper

.
bars, cafeteries. fruitrjuice

stands/ etc., to veer away from
circusy 'house fronts' where possible.

;ConUnued from pate I;

is the former New York mayor,
Jimmy Walker.

When called upon to rave about
a person whom he has never met.

until that evening, Jessel revealed
his stock, opening remarks: "This is

an evening to be remembered, and
a memory to conjure with.

'People think I've, known the guest

of honor for years and yet I don't

know what I'm saying,' Jessel con-
tinued. 'It just sounds impressive
and leaves everyone happy, so what's
the difference?

'Everybody should read Kenneth
Roberts' latest book. 'Oliver Wis-
well,' if one wants to obtain plenty
of subject matter to discuss. Then
again, one can explain to a for-

eigner who has read the book, that
contrary to what Roberts wrote, our
herpes were not villains; that Wash"
ington was not a snob or Hancock
a bum.'

.

Jessel remarked that history was
repeating itself in his own life in

commenting on the barring of his

wife from appearing at a Boston
night club because she was only 16.

Some 30 years ago he was barred
from the old B. F. Keith's theatre,

Boston, while appearing in Gus Ed-,
ward's Song Revue, because he was
only 11 years old, despite the fact

that he wore long pants to shield
his youth. >

When he admitted never having
seen a football game, the Harvard
boys promptly Invited Jessel to the
opener next September!

Miami
;C6ntinued from page 2;

TA's New Deal
55 Continued from page I55

shutout the slot machines. Reason
for the sudden quietus on this front
is reported in authoritative quarters
as the result of a top operator imply-
ing that he was well .connected with
a Wcieritly elected state official. .The
rumor that this operator was getting
machines placed by guaranteeing
protection reached capital ears and
the machines were promptly stilled.

Chairman Alex Balfe, representing
the State Racing Commission, also en-
tered the picture this week by order-
ing all hand books closed during the
remainder of the racing season. This
is in deference to the local tracks
whose handle this year has been
consistently . under last season; This
is a standard routine every Febru-
ary, and receives ; just about that
much attention.

Only : issue receiving serious atten-
tion from both police and operators
are series of stickups during phe past
week. On two occasions leg men
running cash from locally owned
spots. :have been relieved of . their
burden, and number of robberies and
holdups are reported daily.

Only One Nltery Foldup

To date, only one nitery has folded,

although it has been rumored that
a number..are on the verge. Closing
of. Singapore Sadie's was a foregone
conclusion from the start, and cre-

ated no surprise. Other establish-

ments are reporting a sizable in-

crease in attendance this week and
are jubilant Over' the prospect of re-

couping- some of their losses. Al-
though the Beachcomber, Royal
Palm, Latin Quarter and Colonial
Inn have "been Immediate clicks,

heavy operating nuts have kept most
of them in the red. Latin Quarter
and the Beachcomber are the only
two that have anywhere near broken
even. Neither of these spots have a
casino.

Hotels Glum, Bui Hopeful

On the hotel front, managers are
glum over the number of . vacant
rooms) and rates are being drasti-

cally re-shuffled in the hope, of
snaring many who ordinary would
seek a less costly address. With 41
new hostelries in action, there is

ample reason to complain, but
rumors that any of the major hotels
have shuttered are entirely false.

Oddly . enough many operators feel

that there is still a chance to score,

and are working diligently to help
counteract impression that' town is.

full and rates are high.
Local opinion is that with good

weather and. word getting around
that rates are down and accommoda-
tions plentiful, this locality may yet'
salvage some of the wreck of the
1941 season.

officials in Washington at the Presi-
dent's charity affairs recently. Some
of the performers . who made as
many as 17 personal appearances at
various events, claim they were hot
invited to the White House luncheon
or„ other affairs; also that some of
those connected; with the Fund
treated them as though they were
servants rather than actors, and
ordered them around as such.
One performer familiar with what

happened stated that many of the
actors, were .'especially burned up by
the abuse hurled at Deanria Durbin
from Baltimore, where, unauthor-
ized, the young star had been billed
to appear at the Fifth Regiment
Armory Ball. Miss Durbin, who had
already made 14 appearances In
Washington,

. complied ; with her
mother's advice not to chance a hur-
ried plane or auto trip to Balto with'
the result that Baltimore burned up.

Benny Shawker, drummer with
Alvino Rey, shifting to Charlie
Spivak's new band at Glen Island
Casino, New York. Rey is at Rustic
Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Spi-
vak is" also taking on a new singer,
Kitty McLane. ••.'"

•Revenge' Balds
Acting on a warrant obtained by

J. Fritz Gordon, attorney;' for Sam
'Gameboy' Miller, operator of the
raided gambling concession at Slap-
sie Maxie's, sheriffs deputies early
Wednesday (5) raided the swank
Royal Palm and Esquire Club m
downtown Miami, arresting eight al-
leged operators and confiscating $19,-
500 and all equipment in the gaming
rooms. Around 1,500 persons were
in the Royal Palm, but were not held
for questioning.
Immediately folloy/L.£ the raids,

orders were issued by Joseph Conr
dermann, chief deputy sheriff from
the State Racing Commission, for the
shutting down of the lucrative bingo
games, which have been flourishing
all over town. Spot most affected by
this move is

;
the Terrace Club, where

as many as ' 3,500 persons . have been
gathering nightly, and the slot ma-
chine play is so heavy a mechanic is

kept on contsant duty.
Fact that Miller and his partner,

.

Percy Hunter, are not members of
the so-called local syndicate operat-
ing Miami's organized gambling; and
that their attorney secured the war-
rants which forced the raids on the
Royal Palm and Esquire, both of
which are 'syndicate-controlled,' led
to the report of some quarters that
boys had adopted an - 'if our spots
don't run your spots don't run
either* attitude.

This was vigorously denied by
Hunter and Gordon. ,

,

NOTICE TO GOOD ACTS
FOR THE BEST AND MOST
WORK ON THE PACIFIC

COAST
WRITE or WIRE

JOE DANIELS
404 Orpheum Bldfl*.

SEATTLE, WASH.
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THIS WEEK (Feb. 7)

. NEXT WEEK (Feb. 14)

Numeral* In eonnection . with bills below Indicate opining day oil

•how, whether full or split weak '

SBW YORK CITS
State OS) ,.

I.qyalV Stallions "/

jiril .r^. Roy
Belle Baker
WAlter Pore Want

llerble k"nye Orb
Vera! Pern
•" WASHINGTON

Capitol (14)
Funzaflre :•.

Paramount

NKXV YOKK CITY
•'.'. Paramount (IS)..-;

Glenn Miller Oi>o

V,T)ean Murphy . .

Cass Daley.
Ernie & Ward

BUFFALO .

Buffalo (14)

Cab Calloway Oro

Mills. Bros . .

CHICAGO.-
Chicago (14)

Phil' .Spltaliiy Ore-.'
S^Bte Lake (14)

Jack Pomeroy Rev '

MINNEAPOLIS
Orplieom (14)

Earl Carroll Co

RKO

BOSTON
Keith (18-16)

T & B Wonder. •

;

' -Frank ' Paris • .-

Khloodlers ,

Herman. Tlrriberg
Judy:- Kelly
S Arnolds '.-

CINCINNATI
Shubert (14)

Folles Bargere. .

'(7)

Milt Brltton Co
Patricia Bills .

Mlnevltch Rascals
Tommy ' Rafferty

"Tito. ..-
-

Helen - Pammer
Cleveland .

. Palace <14)
. Andrews Sis'.. _

: Joe Venutl- Oro
Riith.lo.'Bornes
"West ft Page .

Jtufe Davis
(7)

Folles Bergere -

.DAYTON7
'. '

'.' Colonial (14)
6 t'onestrellys

'•'

Allen ft Kent. •

.

Ginger Manners :

Fred Sanbbrne ';. -

(J)Ada Leonard Qro
Flo Mnyb. .

Winnie May
Sylvia & Clements
Steve Evans

ROCHESTER
Temple (14) .

Streets of Paris- -

(7) ;
Cab Calloway Orc-
A vis Andrews '

Nleseh ft Aland
Cook * Brown
C Cotton Club Boys
SCHENECTADY

.Proctor!!* (U5 only)
Maifor Bowes "U :

SVRACCSE
Htntnd (14-16)

-Major.' Bowes. U .

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (14)

ltay Noble On)
Georgle - Taps
Yvette

'

J ft. J- McKenna.
Philadelphia

Eorle. (14)
John 'Scut' Davis O
3 Diamond Bros
Sue' Hyan
Jounny Downs :

(7)
Sammy Ivaye Oro
ii Statlers

" Chris Cross

'

Nonchalant*
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (14)

' La Conga Rev.

La. Cnmparso Co
Cesar ft KosltaCo
THo 'Coral
For'dlnand, the Bull
Del Carmen ft Vega
Ramon's Caballeros

WASHINGTON ;

Kurle (14)

Calgary Bros .

'

3" Pitchmen
'One Foster .Gls

Lopcr ft Darratt
."„

. (7) •

Que . Foster Gls
Ray. & Trent
Ben- Yost Co.

'

Linda Moody
Oil Lamb Co .

ent

NKW YORK CITY
Music Hall (13) :

:' Le
.
Juyelys

.
Corps de Ballet
Rot-kettcs
Erno'Kapce Symph
Henry Calvin .

Apollo (14)
Lfes Hlle Oro
Hob Love
.8 Choool&teers

..'. Hen Howry
.. Julia Gardner
May Joy .

Dewey Brown
'

Freddy Robinson
George Wllshlre

Riviera (16)
Rolfe Ore

'

. 'Helen Kane--
.
..Rounavllle ft Dbl'res
Glenn & Jenkins
.Harry R'ee>o . .

: . Windsor (13) .

Bill Robinson
Johnny Long Oro

, Pat Hennlng Co
v.". Jack.-McCoy

4, H' wood Blondes
'

Baltimore :

Hippodrome (18)
.;

'
t raday Ddno

: Dorn Bi os. ft
; Mary

.
Truth- or Confluence

: . State (16-19)
,.T-uby Ji Harris

. . . (13-JS)
:Tommjr Bell .

|-eveic & HahdmWn
.
I-lashllte Revels:

' BROOKLYN •

'

Flotbasli (13)
ob.by..Dyrnc Ore-'

Orator Mifrphy
t'lJace. Prysdale

• >'. rry Adler •

;Garr6n:. & Berinetl
... '.'•' .''.CASipBN''- ';-'

•

• TomorH (14-10)
Toy & Wlhg; .

.

' Wssson- Bros
« Mnt'BliallS'

;.
flobby Plltltus Co

'

o .Cardovas.

MMZABKTH
.

Liberty (13-16)
Hlck<«y Bros & A H -i

Vol Kddy '

. .

.
Phil Fnrrell 4
Toyo: Co •

Keaton 4 Arrhlleld

FALL RIVER
Empire (11-18)

Bill Bardo Ore
Johnny . Downs
Paul N'olap Co

.
FREKPORT

*ree|M)rt (12-18)
Helen Kune
Glenn & Jenkins
Nelson & Marsh"
Ko.v, Lee it Kent
4. Comets

HARTFORD
. Shite (12)

Marcus flhovtr
'

Masters & Rollins'
NEWARK .

Adnms (14-16) ..

Sammy KnS-e- Oro
Chris Crbss
3. Nonuhalants
Statler Twins

l'ATKRHON
Kliilestlc (18-20)

Cnisby. SIS
'

Gaston :

,
.''

Slrltt .*.
' Kriy

• (14-17)
Tan Americana U.
- .1*11 1LA llMLPrtlA
Cnrnmri (18-20)"

Ferdinand
G' Moi'vplettcg '•

(Two to All)
.

U4-17)
3 ....

Novelle; Bros .

i*adl(»' Aros
LaVei'e .ft Ware
Los': nnnchipt'os

'

"

ifny's (13) •.;

Del .Rlos .

'.
.

AhIiIpV .& Clayton-
Annclte r.!'osa

Sddle White •

Bleanor Sliei ldnn
1 fi

! Ttovypttes '

PITMAN, .N. ,Vr

-. B'ivny. (15 - only)
T.nby ft Harris...
o re'KOTx ft .ltaym
Glolio Tl-nttcrs.
"'• rROVIOF,STK

'- MetrOiMtlllnn'
'

^ : (14-16)
ttac & :WRterfalN
Louis Prima Ore
A 1 Heinle

> Hoyco :&;AThnya :'.-.

Mon«'l(>tif Piilll

WORCKSTKlt
Vlymimtli (10-

1

Major Bowes U..

NEW YOftK CITY
.

:Arii)an(lo's. •
:

Geo •MoiTis'-Orb. .

Pcdrlt'o. Ore • .

^' :

';

Marie Spauld)nr .

'

•

Itrnt'llcomber

Mlo liael 1-orlng Ore
Sacasa^'Ore .'.

Blsa Va.lladfiree...'
Cannon Amnya

.

nili IVrrtnlnttrs

Don 'S< iv'i'o Oro,'
•

'

A.ugt i',
' Ciip '• .'':'.

Barbara La Mhrr. ..

Lyhti ft. ^larlanrie
Hlvlra Carlos :

'

Christine Curtis .

Frederlua

Hill's Gay ed's

Charles
. Strickland

'

.ulu :' Utitcs
Fred : Bishop .

:
.

Sjillic Harrison- . ^ .

riarold AVIUarU "
'

Harry"- Dootielly-.
-'

Hertile 1 G rimer.

<'uf« Brnho :'

Chick ltalnes Qro
(iyn.ra. 'vray ;;.

Anno- -Forrest
Tlueesoino.

Cnfe Continental '.

Vasrh'a '.ba'tsko-,
Nqrdsti'o.ii) Sis. .". •>

Alex .MaUofkd
Patricia - Wing- '.

Ilad'o llurd -,
;

Irene Slanley' ." ' -

«'afe D'Oree
T.cJt U en try

'

l^o'ulse Carroll:
Toifiiny: 'i'oscan*
Pat. Dixon

Cafe Pierre

Gerry M orton Oro
Delia L'lnd

Cute Society:
(Mldtmvn) , ..

Teddy. Wilson Oro
1'Mdle South Ore
IUzpI Seott."
Gnldoh Gate 4"

.

Ajnfnons & Johnson.'

Crife .Society.
'

(VlllaKe)

Henry Allen .Oro '..

Meade. Lvix Lewis
Art Tntinn
W fit I e Bryant
Suiini.iy 1'ieiBon
Mae i)lKges

Cbalcan Moderns
Maurice Shaw - Oro

'

'

(iabriel .

Bill Taylor
Dorothy Tanner- .

"'

Ilolln Smith
Carol Hoyd-
Ted Lime
A I Lents!. •

Tommy Baron

Club 18

0 Andrews Ore -.

Peter . Ilrent Orb
Hazel .NtcNulty
Jack White
Max ine Loom Is

Lllyan Dell
Pal Harrington
Frank' la "flyers .'

Jerry' Blariehard:
Terry F.aRky

"

Jhiiet Llnd

t'liilj. nauetio -.

Dop AlWue.l. Oro.
Cnrt'lto & Coral .

'Marlta .

Kontnna.

( lub Walklkl

Audv lona Oro
Nn-I'ua •.

Tullnin
' Cffpncnbana '.

Nat' Brand wynne Or
Judnlta Junr'ez.
Frank. Marti OrO
Kernanclo Alvarejj
ISlvlru Kins'

'

Patricia BoWman
Sain liu Sirens

.

Cuban ;CiVilnb' .-

.ChnsWlo Mor.eho :

Don - I'^isanova
Dlmhs ft Helen
Effl Dorre •

Diamond Honwishoo

'Noiile.'' Sls'sle. Ore'...

Illhiiche l:ing v

Gil.iii Gr:iy
Ki'lille r;ponsrd :

.

Jullnir Kltrnge.-
Hnrlnnd ..Dlxn

I'i'of l.ii.'nlbe.rtl

Wnil Slimy. .

•Morton S'mirr . .

Dave M alien
lli'iiinaiv II}-<fe'-.

ISaHy Uti'-rcl)- •'

,

; ;

;

Bl" CTlK-O ,.'

pon ,Attierio Orr
Mnrll(ic •/-' ft-. A;i I fih i I'd

l.oiria' .'ij.onie.it' '.

l'cfiio llui:(a<|0 ...

I,a Gltenllla , .

Mai'ln '
Lope*-,-..

.
Los . Anteriis

"

i'rtnifliin Door '-..

.

Joe Mars'aia' Ore
Adcle (.iirard ..

T'lcc'.' Kalnius •
. .

Frances: t 'a'rroll -
-

Marli'V Edd-y
1 iiirothy; Itoss '.

"' Cny. Wlille ttiiV
;

Sliei). Ficlils Ore:
J6an Bdwiii-ds
Mla'rrls ft. Sl.ior,e-

'Hob Shea

;

Carol ICIng '
./"

llnnilillne ft' Joe
Gloria' Mliike .! .

1

Mai-Inn ,\Ul.ler

'.ioi'ge '.VwKrete '

Juanlta "ftlo* •

Mlml' ICeilerrhan
'

Coley .Worth . .

"

Marcla '.Ray !

Ahn Pennington
Betty.

;
Jane- Smith.

Or'nwl'h Village'-In'n

'Anthony Trlni Orb.
Alleeh Cook '•

Denlse '"

Eleanor Knight' -

Ous' Martel Oro.
Dorothy Lewis
Heasley Twins
.Hazel Franklin

Hotel Taft
"Fran!, la .Masters Or

Hotel Wnldorf-
. Astoria'.

Empire' Room . ;

Lelghton Noble.'Orc-
Mlscba' Borr Oro
Adelaide MofTett :

John ;Wray.
.

'-.

Hurricane V
Eddie .ll'lsli Oro. '

Juan. Costa Oro '.'

Homo -Vincent '

Joan' Merrill .

Enrico ft . Novello
.Winnie Hoyele'r Gls.-

Iceland RestHUrunt
Bobby Nrirrls. Ore" :.

'

Mnn'ueJ Ovaiido' Ore
Paul Duke '.

Lainazar ft'. Garvah.
Iolene O'Nell •'

'
'.

'Bobby.-: Ahearn ••

Phil Seed '
'.; „ ;

,

'^a Tonga\

:
.'.

Jack '-Harris. Or.o-.

Noro. 'Morales. Ore'
'

Adele -Norella.'-
:'

D'a'cUa, .
-;•>

Tfiwii'.ft Knott-
Conchlta'.i. Worth..
Tereslta ft Kerrhito

Old 1 Roumanian -

Joe La porte Oro
Ethel' Bennett
Sadie' Banks
Jenia Pobedlnla
Buddy Wnlker . .

Chlqulta Venezla -

Ell Splvack

Place Rlegante

Ernest Franz Orb
lViM-nlce Manning -:

Hill Farrell
Jo*. Ifa'vazo ..

Vincent d'e' -Costa:-
•Ar» Tubertlnl •

'.

Tlno ponelli

.•
'••. Qiieeij'-'. Mary :'

Joe '. Etlls Oro ..'
•

l<oulse Uryd,en'
JCon. .Walters-.' ...

Roberta Welch .-:;

Baron Gyldenkrpn'

:

Lpji Williams '

Helen Kay '

Knlnliow Grill \ .

Bai-ry .Winton

.

i!lor(a Hope :

.

Julian ..ft-''Mnrjo'rl •.

Jean' Murray ', V

RiUnbow. Room '':.-

Ben Cu'Mer- Orb.
ICclth Clark .-''

'Cappella ft Beatrice
liolly Rolls :.

Rubiin nieo '

.

Nora. '.Sheridan ,'
.

9 NIbllcs
Bob Billings •

" Brondmont .'

Karl Wayne .'•;'-.

Marie Young .."
Shirley Lucky .

Connie Oster
.

Pat Snyder
iJorla .'Clay ten
'Herb'-.U'idolphs'.Orb'

Chez . Pure* '

Loll Breese Oro
Jaiie Frohman. ;

Hui'e Davis
Four' Franks ..-'

Jiivelys' •

Evans. Gls '

.

.-'

. Clob ' Alabnm '

-

.

Charlotte Van 'Dae
Marlon - Moore • •

•

Harriot .Norrls .

Alien. Coe - .

:

Bcrnle Adler
.

Hetty Hill .

-';:.''•;-

Inez Gambol
Effle-Burtori J'.'"-

Paul le tie La Pierre,
pave riii^li" Ore

'

Tl.0r'6th.v'. Dale'
E>l.iire. Roth Orb .

.Club .Minuet.

Ilelene Carol .
..

Rita Hay •-'--.• '

'

'AlvlraMOrtori.
Ethel Brown
.Fillmore' Shet man -

'.
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Bernlce Manning r

Dorlta • :.--

Grace Potte.rso'n .

Frank- McCbVm.lclc-'

Havana-Madrid
Frbllan Maya Ore
Juanlto Sanabrla Oi
Arturo Corteit -

Peplta -ft Luclav ..

Carlo's. Valades ...

Manor ft Mlgnon ;

Roslta Ortega .

Hickory House
Lou' Holden Oro-

Hotel ' Algonquin

Bela Blzony
Renato'
Linda Lee ,

Baldwin .
Borgcrson '•

Oscar Andree ,

Doodles'.Weaver
.'.Hotel Aslbr

'.'•'

Dick- Kiohn Ore ..

Sande Williams Ore.

Hotel Belmont
Plaza ,..'-.

Arthur Ravel Oro
J'oe- Pnfuiny Ore
Mlshel . Corner Ore -'

Gwen Gary,
'

Lucille Johnson . ..

Moro ft Chita ' .

Belmont Bn'Ua.dcers

Hotel Blltmore

Orrln Tucker Or.o
'

:

Bonnie Baker -

.

Hotel Itossert
(Brooklyn)

Eddie Lane Oro
Hotel BreToort "

Snm Ray :

Julius- Monk
Eddie Mayeholt.
Norbert Faoohl

'

Elsln Houston '.

Hotel Edison

Mai Hallett Orb
Madeline Gray

.

Hotel Esses House
Joe Relehman Ore..
Glorla.-Mar'tlri' .

'

. Hotel Islington

Lanl Mclntlre Ore
Aggie Auld
N'apua •.'.'.•

Mornt Kal \
Maleo Shaw

Hotel Lincoln

Tony Pastor. Ore
Llpcolnalrs

Hotel McAipIn
Tshnm Jones. Ore ;

Shirley" Lloyd
'

Hotel New Yorker .

Woody Herman Ore
Muriel Lane
Ice Ballot'

. Ernd.Andereen
Adele.-lnge

'

Mary. T*ee /Bennett

'

'John Kinney
'

Ronnlo Roberts
•terry Farley- .

.

Grace M
:
hy

Boots, foung
Hotel Park Central
(Coroanut Orove)

BtiddV Clarke ' Ore
Jack Wnldroii,.
Harry. .Prince ft- C
Pa st I n a ft Fanclion
'3 -Nlffhtrn gale's'

'

'Scat! P6\i- ell '. '..

Kienore Wood"
nohertl Ro'hert's
Ton I Tra'ube

'

' Hotel Pennsylvania

Jimmy 'jjorscy Ore
.

Helen O'Connell
Bob, E.bcrle / .

Ilotet Pinza.

Dick Gasparre. Ore.
i'hlqull.0 Ore
Hayoft Nahll . ;.

Jane: WJntpn "
••.;

'

' Hotel Ronse-Telt
Guy Lonibardo. Ore

Hotel Savoyji'lazo

'Bob Gr.an't -Ore ':

john . Buckinasler .

Hotel Siielron
Johnny johnnon Oi

Hotel 8t. George.
.
(Ilnioklyn)

Dave Martin Ore-.

Deo Will linns- ...

.

Tank Porter.,

Hotel St. Morlta

Eildle Varzos Ore .

Bcauvel ft Tova ,

TVon. H'ooton '."

Lolo ft Bobby
Hotel St. Regis

Hal Saunders Ore

' •Miir.tioHMue •

.

Roy .Fox Ore. '
••'

Kay.' Klmber ':

Herbert Curbello Or
Danny Knye;
Motl ft .Harl .

' Larue
Eddie Davie -Ore.'.-'

Joseph Snllth . Ore
.

L«: Cbq ROuge
Hareiil .'Nagel. Oro' :•

OsOar Day. Ore
.

Alicia Henderson -

Leon A Eddie's

Lou .- Martin "Orb
Eddie Davis

;

I'eddy Rodrlgues' •

Virginia Valley
Dora Maiighan .

Patricia j.Joyc'e •:

Jackie. Miles

.

H' woqd -Canines :

Nllda .

Cly'mas - ,'

Byrnes' ft S.waneph

Mbn Paris '

Hevw.ood Powers Or
Dick- Wllson'Orc ..

Eleanor French

Monte Carlo
:

'

Ted Strae'er Ore -
:

Ethel ^Voters .

Piilbrnp '. ' '
.

Ve'ca Snnoif '

.

Herman ChMtllson .

.Deitd B.oys

Kusslao Kretchma
Nicolas : Motthey Or
Peter Nemlroft Ore
Olira Ivanova '-.

Xastla ' I'ollakpya-
'

Marii'sla Sava..
AdlH Kuzrietzdlt
i^enla Karavaeff
.Mleliel. Mlchon
Mlshl. L'zdanoff ":

Arlslak ArafeloVB
•

:
Stork' Chib .

.

Sonny Kendls Ore '.

. .VersalHes' . ; :

Nicholas D'Anilco.-O
PAnchlto Ore
Dixie Dunbar .."

;MHtoh-'.:Wntsoh;

VlllHge. Barb:-

Chnrlo it. bupree"'
iVari: Hea.ly. -

'.Marian. Varnay '-

Peter Kara Oro
:

Juno BenUey
Papiiy: ncloiiy

.Ton rt -Murray
Sons of Purple -Sage

Whirling Top
•3 Tops
.Ginger. Wayne- .

LOS ANGELES
niltmore. Bowl

Jlniiny • Castle >.'

Dorothy Hrandon
Burton Twins
Everett Wes.t
3 Dee's
Chester Dolphin
Chuck Foster 'Oro •

. Cnan ' Monona .

Ivy .'Anderson
Ford Jones
Mitchell. Sis .

llerble Jeffcr.'es

Duke Ellington Ore

. "Cocoonnt -Grove

Billy Rayes
Bud Tiugiies ft Pals
Freddie MHrtln Ore :

Earl Carroll

'Jimmy. Dura'me
Blister Shaver
tMlve ft' GcotKS
6..I)ebonalrs
Beryl Wallace

.

Mary ['eterbecfc
'

itelen .O'tlaru
Burbara O'DreW

.

Reyes' lihumba- Bd'
St Clair ft. Day
Rhiimba Ore
Slate Bros
Bill Drady
Sldpny . Nirsnd Ore-

.
Florentine fVnrden

NTG 7th, Edition
Fi-cd Scott
"Marlon Wllklns
F.lehnor Troy

'

Sugar; Gelne.
'KM Bros
Charlie FoJ 's < lul>

f'hiirile' i'"oy .

.'
•

•I>iiiiard >>.ucs .: .,•
•

:Geor(fc Heete ..

Wliiiia. Novak, ,.

ciaj'- Mo ran'.'

Art- Bernard Ore

Grace Haves. Lodge

'Nc'w.elli illiase .

.Vja'ry llealy
'•

I'lill Mo.ol-e

IL-irry Carroll
Neville .'Fliieslih '

.

l'l-lrirosMM.!;')!!':

I'clc'r Ltni.r iHiiyes-O .

.G.riii''e" "l.l'itycj"

.

: Ftrli.erca
.
Il.tj!ce '.'

.
llopste nf Muri»li.T

N'flb'iiii AVh'-at '

,H>tli ..lieyiioVIS
1" ra n k i e • ' I a 1 1 » (; tir i

' ,.'

'Gorilon. Bishop'; '•

fionin DnyV : -•'-,.

Klmoi-e- White ; .

-Boh. Murphy"- -

•If Cafe! '
'

:

.Dorothy ". nnilri'lgf1 '.

Dave Forrester Ore
.;

.
I41 Conga

Pont Neighbors Ore
BHtnitiTettes
Frank Cook- .

Bed Knight
Phillip .Lopez- Ore..';

' Macambo Cafe. : -

Dlnorah. Hego-.'?

Hnmbertos Hd .

Phil (jhman's Oro .

Palliidlum
Glenn Gray. Ore; .

Paris Ion • .

KennV Heoryson
Doinlnlc •>

Marg'rlte ft M'rtl.r.er.

Henry Monet
Helen Gold>n
Davey -Jamison
Dorothy Heller.
Helen Harrison. •

Mntetts
,Helen-.- Miller
Chuck

:
Henry Or*

Pirates Hen
Pegleg . Happene*
s*i|»ari Miller '

Wiilly. nnni;
Henry Grant .

f?af»y I.a. Fltte
Black: Andy.
Tom Gs ray

V

Eddla Albany
Nick Cochran Ore- -

Scheherazade . Cafe
Vascha Borowshl- >.

Gavrlln:
llusslnn Gypsy Ore

.

.'

-

: -.Seven Sens'

(Jlla Klplkpna -

I'uu.hapl ' M ii lliewe
. :

la lie A ve.liir--

. Joh.n fe.-H rj.g'ht Or.

'

Somerdet . lloose
'

Hri rry : Rlnjfliind" ;-

: li I ; Io t i
.'

..Cnrpe n \ e t-

Lorralne'KUIof ',.

f;ou s'allee Ore

.

Swunne '

ilu'iVnv FloreV.

'

..Ttinnpldii. I'nrter. :
•' K'l'llo Kent .;

',
.,

Pork ' Chop- . ..
.

.
.

|

- Tiipsy's" .'':""

•-The Topsiyel te» .
•" '

: He ve'rly "ft .Jlf-vV).

j-finil .'. I.ncke "'
...

I Russ ,B«!'oiyn '

\

if

o

-,,
'vj n 'Dole Ore,;'

:: Wllsl\lre; ilowi'.':

'I'n i Its "M'h'vtcrsVl -

Vhl.l Harris. Ore, -

CHICAGO
Anilinswidor ILilel

t
ItlnckhliWk

(Pump.. Room)
l.nrry : Adler- '-

''

VI rgl nia-' Hays
'

Jerry ShelKi ;'' Ore

BlHmareU Hotel'
; (Walnpl Room)
Art ' Ka*s«'-.1 Ore

.

Miirloii- Hbliiies
.

<:<ilfe'f.te ft '. Harry
Lew linffman -.-'

Uadley Gls .'.

Ted . Flo Hllo .Orc^
I 'F.i'irlc l.eflie

'

,'tiriiuirfai'r's Funic

Art Fischers Ore
Del -Estes ;;

Colony Cliib ' V

Sacasns Ore. .

Monchlti Oro
.'

. Coloslmos'

Eddie .White V..
"

Mjbn Warjo
Hazel-' Manjean Gls'
Janice Davenport-'
Jack Prince..'.:
F Quartell .Ore.

Clob Delias
.

Billy Mitchell -

.Cyclone Morgan '

B'll.le Eckstein .'.•- -

De -Alexander-
Chippie Hill
6

- Jitterbugs

.

Rhythm WUHe ;"

Charles Isoih
'

ParleHp. Gls :

"'.'. '
•

Red . Snpnders Oro
Congress Hotel .-'

(Oliiss Hilt Km)
Johnny Banes Oro

(Penrock Rni)
Joe". Vera- '

.

Edgewafer Iteacb
• Hotel ;

(Beueh Walk)
Richard. Hlmber Ore

;

Dor Dorben Gls'

Herb Foote
' Franke's Casino .

;
.

Harriet Ehrllck
Rocky. Ellsworth

"

Ulllle Webb
Ann Anderson
Dli-k Conrad •

Bo b' Tl nsley. . Ore .
. .-.

Graeinere Hotel -

(Glass House Rm)
Lew Story Ore
Marts Lawlen.':
NOrd-.RIchhnlsort.

Ill Hat
Willie Shore

Jerry Bergen .

Dorlfr Holiblns ' =

(ilnclte Calle
Vounire'r' Gls.
Eddie Fens Grfl

\
' Ivhnlioe

Florence Schubert
'

Jerry
.
Slii-lton Ore

4 Hards, . .
'

Ilelcii
:
Sui))iier '.

L'Alglo

Cmll DcSiKt Orb
Dorothy JoHnson '

Ars'eije .siegel'-..-" ;•

Isabel-., de- Mftrco ;.';

. Hotel lia Suite
(Blue Front Room)
Kings' Jesters-
,Ruth,'.'Ml.l«in ; .

.

.
Liberty Inn '

[

Knron.'ijtophnriy-
Marlon Craw ford. '.

June . La . Voiine, '

.

ijahllee.- .'•'"..

•Jlihniy-.O'.Ncii :.
•

Siinliy.. I.ovetl
'•'

Karl
:
Wiley Or.o ,,;.' .

.Morrison : Hotel '..-

.. (BoHton 'Oyster'.:

.

,,:-'-;'H«UHe.)'
:

''

Manfred ; Gotihclf '

Sew Yorker .'-••

D6|ly ICay " -
:

.
'--".

Hoy - Sertley';.. ' ; '.-

riairu ft.'' Hudson .-
.

1>=.\i-hoii'r ft' Rene '•''

j'fll.sy Ite.ed'' ;.' ,
'

.

Movie ler> Gls- '

'..'A run Bnrnett Orb: ,
V AI Milton, Oro;;

}
' Old lleideiherg

;

(rma .'Cooper ', ' •
';

Sally Slmrratt
. He!J< I berg Octet te
i Heldelherg E.ns

.

|Jol-y ^ra'nzl <!rb

'

i
.Franz*).' Ore, .>.•:

Pnlmerllohse v

.

. (Kmplre R<M)m)
Eddie .Durhln'.Ore. •

Eddy Howard-. ..'..-

i.lbb -.Evans; ;

Miiiirlce- ft .Cordoba
Perez Four ."':'

A hhott D'aiicerb.'
' :

Phil Dooley Ore •"•'

. Sliermitn Motel
'

.(Celtlo Cufe)
;

Gene ' Ki.rw.ln Ore '.

JtiniH Sis * ' >•••••

(Panther Ktiohi) '-

Gepe...Krupo Ore,
.

HAb :;J5urke .'
. ;

'

Irene Day'e .

' •
.

Chuck & Chuckles ,

('allalu.n S,l.e ' .

Bs'toh Gls
Cnrl Marx /.

Silver Clliud
RAy .Martell

.

lVsfny.l'arker
Shlrlle Sherr
Vul MiTr. Bros
Lcnore

.
Chlcagoans".

Joe. Gorkciv
Ralph 'Lynden. Orb .

'Elinor Daniels
Hazel Zaliis

.

*;600 Club."

Billy rarr "

Margrct Fii.ber Gls.
.

Boots Burns
Irene- .Kaye.

.

Jerri Vance •'

Jackson ft Nedra
Hetty Slinyne
("arrle 'Flnnell. .

Harba-ra McDonald."
Jleriee /V'ndrle •

Maxine Do Rhon
Virginia, Clones-

'

Millie Wayne
Cecil Von Dell
Margo
Jo : Ann. Carroll.

,

Sol Lake: Oro
Tripoli 3 ; '

.

Todd's Tlieritre-Cbfe
Cvpsy . Hose Iie'e. '

:

W West ft McGlnly
Itolii' ' Hola

'

A Robin's-'

T.>dd G)s
Jack ' Denny Ore. •

Audrey -Joyce
SlnglnVSain-

..Latimer Club.

Ahn: Rtish
'

.Mike RIzzq Oro -

Barbara- Bradley -.

.1 on una MeFarland -

Joanne Sheer •.

Frances Leaot •

Lido Veiilea -

•Harry -McKay:'
Kdlth' Brown ;'

.

.SinU'es ft Smiles .

Llllhin Fitzgerald'
Cats ft the Flddle '-

The Novelette Gls.
Dan; V'ersee Ore

- Little Rathskeller.

Baby Rose Maria
Mhahon ft Meln
rtenee Villon .

Do. Lloyd. McKay;
J ah- Murray
Vlctbr -Hugo

..

'-.v»Ma'nou
:
-*In'n .

:

-

Jack Mltchl'iison. :

Kdythe Sallade
Miirlo ft. De Vail .

Jennie Dale .

.Vewoll: ft '. Hutch'sor. -

:

Frank Cuned- Oro'
'.

:,;-,' Mn.y/o'e.v:
'-'

Cypey -Mona.
Betty Mprle •

Leo ..Cui'Haj.- '
•

' "/:

i !'uk. Johnson ,
.-

Joe . ( 'nmpo .:

-Mln.otrrli Tn'vern '

,'

Dot, King ft 4. Tone's
Ed .McGoldrlck, Sr '

S!.-sy l.oftiis ' .'

Margie. Marcli' . /
B'plln'-BelniontL" '."

Ed McGoldrlck, Jr •

Park Casino '.

;Mib» trimmings
Edifle Shepherd
Jf Cnmmlngs Oro
Lynda

.

.'-./

.
Open Door Cafe .

Billy Bailey
.

I'nul •'KAne'.'

Allen Wobd'
.Hilly. Hughes :

Joyettcs"..
Madeline Sheridan .

Rita, Robert! '
.'. :/

'

.4 :. Octaves -

Old Covered Wagon
Waiter.JefTrcy..

. ,

Micky Fnmllant' .

-. Paiumbo'e
W-tide ft Wade: :

"

Ohio. Mullery '..".

Ka'thleen May ; ... .

Tony Bradley-
Coektnll Gls -

Howard Reynolds O.

Red Hill Inn :

(Pennsapken, N. J.)

Slappy Stvlngsters
Don ft' Dorese

1

Fr.ink Pontl ;
'- :

'.-

3 Peppers '

Lou Boyle "

V|v|. Austin' V. ,'

NlleS .ft. Joanne
'

Ne'ff Bros ft Fischer
Florence Morton '

Marie Latell ' •

Dee Rogers'
Din he ' Collier
S)d Raymond .

Dolores.
De.Lnmars..'
Little Van Osborne

PHILADELPHIA
Club Hail '

.
Carlos lleyce Oro

Ulnckstone Hotel

. (Bnllnese Rni. i

Jay' Cole Ore

llrvvoort Hotel
(Crystal: Room)

I Mae"kinii-:' -.

Aliiri Fielding Ore
Bull-lovelies-

.

Alan Gale
Andrea r ,

Marcya -ft Ounsett.
Caryl Gould-.
Alfonse Garc
Juanlta-

Hen Franklin

Clyde -Lucias Ore .

Lyn : Lucas
Jill 'Bard
Colstons :

Benny, the Hum's
Morty. Lniidls Ore '.

Hilly Maples
Fats Alklhsoa'. .

'.

Anita Chandler

• Carroll's
.

Cnrirllo Games Ore.
14' Car.rolliivlles

'

jeaii -Remington
Jean Dean .:,

Wllliur : Itance .:.

Harry, I.o Van
Jackie Jilabely •

E:i<lle'.f-npg- -
<

Lucille Hand
Ranee ft Gordon :

.

v
' ;

' '..Club';

3. Mtiajeal St '"Inks'.
-

.
i Havilef Hiill

I,Margie, ft. linse '

. .

' : Vi-stU:.'ViCloria
"'.''

I'-lt'oHc" Venutl
..

| Aniy .Organ .

! 3,(:i:i :
mour

: G'-'.

; i Amy (M-gjin '
'

;
|
lljjr.bara.' Sio'nii• v

'-l.o'ii l-'erlapo ;:
:-: .'••'.

• i\'fty..-Trotter. '.;•

• lien NlesKcn
i.ee Nli'liols '

: ~
'

Kay Hiilird •"

llpiry. Hroi'ih?

Kalpli.! Sapper's Olr'

.' cndiiiBc •

;

Da'rlojie'' Joii.es ' ' ••

A-ia^ Sterling
•Ll0>.«l ' Mnnh .-"

: .

•'

lyoii'-ft Kyi-'iyri.

I Kil> the .Hrown .

'
•

.

' .

TionrTf! Stc-wnrt
Cnillllac Pex'tet
Harry- pobbs Orb-

'

Kmhussy -..

('IfO ^iifford :

j
Los'. Ciicanichas

,

. Mala-: Monterla
iBthel lib rry' rti Coll
! charlotte Lantb'ion
' Eilznl.«li.Klder)».'
'Jackie ,Salter

Cnrt Weller Ore

Evergreen, Casino:.

Alice ft John '..-:'

Nltza ft llavtl.

Warren I'hlllpps
Jiorls ISUIott •

Pat Shei'lin Oro .,.

132k- Ix>eu»t :

Bubbles Shelby
lOUHno Ellis.

10m I ty Saunders
Hlal.ne' Block
Lorraine Rhode,
Mickey Dee

'

Keller Sis
Say Loverly .

Perry from -EVle .

Little 'Caesar
Goof-go. Sanson :

Kings at Swing Ore.

<iuy Oil's Cafe
Cecil Williams - .

Little Van Ociborne.
M.uy Joy :.

'Ann.-.F(»,.her •

Nsko ft' .Sake .

'Ihick Will lams Ore
'-Henri's, ' '

"nnrvis .ft Arle.tte
Ijou .Kiir.nM

Alico .'Biin-h; .

:

' Walton Roof) <:

•VlheeiM* ni'/.zo orb"
•Li'ona" Stai'r. -

•"-

.1 J'e t ! y J a i)t:
.".'Cooper

f'yiidavtile.hii . ..

i-'Cllciii; . :
•'

"
.

.

• Ilnnvitir .Gls-; ' ;

lleloi)' Ilea Hi
'

nob ruiM<iioi•:..'' '.

N'lrto .Vjtiij.-- '.. '

.

Vera Nlva
.

-,
' ..

I.niiis ".Mori-lson
:l>i-pp'.lrio ft i:'iirin'en.-

( l.-irlo". CaMipos '

.M'Hlapl Siiiid.'i'pa' ;•

N> U. l-'ii ri.t a I n e' tire
:

Augusio .Sarin bla: Or
Hotel Phljivdelplila
(I'lillndelpliln Kin)

Pnrlolja .Dale
Fr-edrfeii".&- Dahldn
pick \V hartfip- .'pre '

•'

'.'

.: jam Session ' .-

.-'MliiKisy --Hinisi"-"

Mlcliy Itiigi-rs ,'•'

-Dynamite Honker
IJilly fCrcKhinor
!i'ed<iy Walters
HopkinH'Rathskeiler

Irving' Braslow's Of
Foeric h on ft ( 'a n i l I J'-

:

V.e'ra M"G6vern
Agnes Harry-

: Sunny 'Kn'e -:

I Jearln'leVun

60th St. Rathskeller
Massii Bobby Lee O
Dorothy Johnson '

EvOh. Francis :.'".
Peggy . Martin
KiirlEvon', ;

,

4 Black Spots
Kar'el ft Yvonne .

Pete Hayes .

School House Inn
Buck Calliouh •

Jean OI Nell-..

Leo Pnlg'e ' ; .
' :'

Artdy HusHe.il. .

Llcyd; Mann .

Lbnnle- Little
Jlrnmle' venutl Ore
; Silver •' Lake Inn '

..

Ed.wnr(}
:

' ft Argeia .

Colonel Reed - ^
Alice Lucey -

-.

•

Frank'. Heseel
.
Orb .:

...RendezVmts', •

'-'

(Hotel Senntor)
'4 -Bluest.

:
-

Iiee '.Cnndelt .
-

.

•.':

Tony -Lane'. Trie \.

Hupo-Klahre .
.-' ..'-:

Stamp's ; / •

George
. Marcbettl" ©.'.

-Ann -'.Howard
Staifiti's. .Trio-.. '

'

Johnny'-'Welsh'
3 Ghlmo'ur.Gls .'

.'-.

.Chliriultk.'

.Dottle Winter* .

•Helen Bari-le' '.,'

Helen. Jerrlc'o .

' ••

.'Sivo'ii Cliib' -.;

Jack ;& Judy ,- . V
Poiin-. Hay-mend .

Margy. Drurntnoncl
•Hiilpon .'."'

Morgan * Bsrl
Henry. Pnlrlck's Ore
Freddy Bernard .'.

.

> 20th- Centnry
.

Ml.cliaei'.Pe.diclh ;

'

3 • Loose 'r}ut.s

4: Men. oj" Rhythm .

.: ite'nlee Grille

Eddie Thomas '
..;

Bert :Lem!sch Ore .

'

FA.V AVray .,. .

; Warwlek- Hotel :.

' Ray .
:Mortoh . Oro ;."'.'

Weber's llof Hrsn
Camden

Jules .Flarco Ore '.'.

Curfan
;

. Bllgb '''.

6 Gray's .-:..

Jack Herbert ft'-B .

Slgnor Carmlnb -'.-,

'

Pat Sullivan .
'.,..' •'-.'

Jack; Smith ... ','
..;

Dave 'Peterson
Syd Golden '

Raths'r Eldoradlano '

Mia Mfles Trio. ••

Cnrltohs '

Gypsy Monya .

-
: Wilson's

Art Mathucs'

'

Marian Drew. -
.

Xoretta- ft Navarro V
Kiee Ko :

Sinclair ft

Job .Hoiigh '
I,

Geo Baguet' Oro-

: .Yacht Clob
Searcy Gavin ... •

De Mn reos '
.

'

Drilly. Bruce'
Jen :r Rice' :

Eddie : Mathews'
Mary. Navls

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village

Jean Fadeh '

Novak Sis'. .

Bob <:opfer ;

Carl
.
Mueller . .

Ottb '.Thurn. Oro '.

El DomiKi
'

Bob. Manners Oro
Itlt'a' ilaGrosse
Stan Gilbert :

.

'

Don Payne
Sammy Llpman
Antoinettes ,'.

Gourmet -Club '

E- Robinson Oro . ;.

Gny1etOaylord -,

Frndily Hclkcl ..

. Hotel Allerton :

johnny. Cowglll .'.

.'.; Hotel Carter

THIx.ton Hiirenger
A hi bassadors pre

Hotel Cleveland
Evt-rett iloaglond ;6
.Ma rgiirct' English'

Hotel Fenway Hall

Caballeros Ore
Aurora Garcia,

Hotel Sterling.

.Jimmy van Osdel)

Qulnteros
.

Lester Ch a fetz ..

Hotel Honenden
Crawford '& Caskey'
Walton ft O'Rourke
Joey 'Nash .

'

Sloan ft Gary •.'

Sorelll
Sammy Watklns Or

Hotel Statler.

Jose Morand Orb
Ross lean ft Seville
Virginia Ramps) '

Jack «V .Eddie's

Rubertino," Roberts A
Babe Sherman: '- fl

Arlene Rice Oro :

'-1* Conga Clob
*

Ramon Arias Ore

: Lln'dsay'e Bar
.

Rosn Murphy
Xlna, Mae Carlisle
Pearl DeLucca

Regal Club
Ducky Malvln.'Ore

. Tltlrty-Seven Clob
Pat' Dennis
Cunningham Bis
Jean Deltera
1 Debs

DETROIT
Book -Cedilla* Hotel

. (Hook Casino)

Fernandez ft Te'rs'a
nob Ncller -V

I nrogene ' - . .

'

'

Morris King
Eddie Le Baron Or
•.'

V (Motor Bar)
Jsy .'Cos. :

Bowery '.,

rieSlioo'ne Conga Da
Pepltb :' \ /;
Mitchell A Rayburn
SnnTa' ,'

•' '

Mildred Rock •

'

.
.Marhi.wV ft' King

;

llaivvey Stone "

LUin Ardeh Dano .-

Joliiiny .-King. -.
.

i.Mins. CarllMle
.i'<-tii\y Resh Orb.

Morocco'

Carol. Roth
t Sparkletles
Mel Snyder ,

Will Henderson Ore
.'"'''

NeWo'o's ' ':.'

Dl Giovanni •

Carmen
Carlos ft Chita
Guy (»lbby .

Leonard ..Seel ': .

': North ttooo tnn. -

'

riljahoir. ' .•

Jerry La'iv.loo'

June .Carmen
Diane ft DcLy .

Hay Cnr.Mh Ore
Olde. Wnyne Club

'

Charies f 'iisfello Oro.
M>:t>ll Sis-

;
' Pulm" Iteacja.-

'

.B(ll Ma Honey ;

'

-Jtainoh- ft: pelores"
cy : l.«elihur •

' V
Orlando,-:

-

-
,

.Monnie Drake
Pon Pablo Pro- ..-

Iluck'i Redford.. Inn
;
Mac ''.NIisG raw Oro; •

_ CIUl> Royals
Jack 'Marshall -

.

Alice tiuwii': .

:Slia,vne X- Armslfng
Jl'woiid Co- Eds •

LoiiIko Mdrtell
.Bernard. Dana.
Roy -Trpey.v-
Michael I'alge Oro
"Saks Show Bar
Jean Blue''.

». < „». .. Floret la & Boyette
London Chop House : Prvan , .. juhlM & x
Toiila Vnlentt j Tiinya TAinara .

Ru by Orb J Jay Jo son
:

(Continued on page 48)

Tiisiinova,-

CanzijiiV ft Ma ' \
fCamerohs -. V-

Fi'iihk Wolf
;j

.\inilelon - ll;il(.er
;

, . .

j Wititer :Orc" '
-

' '.•.

.!'. Cofktowo Tavern

I flTfi'l rirojisch -

! Kill n Kaye '
; ;'

li VcsterR.
Kdil teUiatton Ore.
Cole 4 ' Corto '.'

,.\>i lili- 'ft.
. Day-, .

• Ati.»i' .-Lee'- i

Doh'Andi-

lliiud's

•,VP id 'Timers
j.oe> Ita je. Trio
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Jolinnv McGee Orch with Hdrri-

week oiTthe ^gffi.^e^FisSnjrJ. Pftr(orm'atice-;/-dp«h^ng • 'day;

bination prolog-epilog to .form a
;

\'3U \ . -
; .

sandwich for a slice of Moulin i . -,.
.

Rouge, a sprinkling of provincial I

. France and a glimpse of the Champs'

'

.
Elysees.

'

'

-'

Poignant is the word for the song..

As a springboard 16r a Music Hall

the 'Blue Rhythm Fantasy nymber,

based on jungle drum-banging.

Femme. vocalist,with the band is

Irene Day who doesn't distinguish

herself
Chuck and Chuckles are typical

Indigo hoofers and clowners. They

have an easy manner of moving from

one bit to another, and do well. Joey

Rardin is a pint-sized performer Who
imitates auto horhs and does a dra-

matic impression of James Cagney,

whom he. resembles: in miniature.

Rardin has a good manner ph the

-vW-;ffitet'c^ shades the effectiveness stage and indicates a. stage presence

Some- of their material, however, is > of accompanying, turns.whiqh depend -which is /forceful ..and
—

off-c.olbr and .'needs blue-penciling. !
°h; accurate; m^a^aikeF

ou
£
d'^'

A handful of people at the first :
Act most injure? by McG^e s rhythm

St^r Dus.' and . a French love song
ail'ord. fine opportunity for • the disr

..
' .--•; .- '. • ' plnv Qf her.musical talent,.

The Lost Twite I Saw Pons/ by i

The bbisteroushess of Sjd TomaCk. m .

Leon Leomdoff, with .Paul Haakon, and the two Iteis Bros., which fol-
j SOn Sisters (3), Alan Gerard; Del

Robert - Shan ley, '

-

: George Meyer,' lows, provides a needed . contrast .
to

;
:Rios - {9y .Eunice Healey.Joan Met-

Loren JfbllenbecJc, Henry Ca tt-in, -'the preening..offering and makes a Diamond Bros. (2), 'Flight.Com~
Rockettes, Choral E^ro^^ boys. mand' (M-G).
row' (Col), reviewed, in -Variety. -i provide the show ? only fun and, ...

\
"•

;
-.^eir. la^it:: 1

:.. mugging and knock-Jv^.L,. „, .-. tL . .^ u„„ „ ^uj
e ot tne music «ai,s. severest^i^^^^^^\^:B^^ week, has 4 ^

critics

this
scrooge-hearted

. viper . can' remain
unmoved in the presence of the emo-
tional suggestions of the

.
Ksrn-

Hammersteiri song. .The . Last Time
I 'Saw Paris,' which is projected this

,

ROXY, N. Y.

Friday setting is the dancing of Eunice Hea-;

Rees. ley; singer Joan Merrill's trilling

doesn't suffer as much.
, McGee; is

;
still avoiding a definite

style;. His muted, sweet trumpeting
should bellwether all his- arrange-
ments; yet he « persists in making
mediocre reaches .for: such sizzlers

.- Marie Hollis, Bobby . DuPont> , . w _ _ , , ,

Jeanne. Brideion. The Smoothies (3).
|
^ Beat: Me Daddy' and "On^. o Clock

With material Rardirt; coiild^ be a

quality entertainment item. .Gold.

FIJ^BIJSH, B'KlVn

Jphnny Long. Orch (13), H. L.

Shockey, Bob Houston, Helen Young.
Bill Robinson, Pdt Hennino & Co.

(2), Hollywood Blondes (4), Jack

and be glad to accept stager Loon
Leonidoff on his own terms- Strains
of 'La Marsellaise' haven't lost .any'. This is a mildly diverting stage

of their heart-tug because of, what shpvv. Contains, no dead spots, but
happened last Julie. So perhaps at: the: same , time it lacks a single

even Mr. Scrooge is: a pushover this
i

punchy: act. Norjs ;it;improved hy
week. Who can hold but: oh Paris? -v the staging, which isn t adapted to

What may be more significant is'•: -the retirements of the various

that with The Last Time I Saw j
turns. For no apparent reason, all

[ stuff built around his horn should
be his forte. Band gives- the im-
pression that it's groping, in the.

dark for something to yy-hich it can

This is the : initial theatre engage-
ment: for Johnny Long's band, and
the way the crowd here . went for

his outfit indicates , there will . be
plenty , of additional such dates/ His

ballast, than some. other outfits, now
have. McGee himself has /improved
considerably as a m.c.. but he still

Paris' shut off the air by the mu^ic 'the acts are presented on a full ,
* far short of being, at ease when

war the sonmlueeine asoects of the ! stage and in several cases that, tends ,
not Paying. . -j ..

U^c^v^^on^-^iSr^ W;dwiirf ,tHem.. :.Even when the Gae .Harrison, Sisters, part; of the band,

scored -^Poo '^to^reflu^tiv^have 1 Foster Girls and/or the chorus, boys i
are weak.- Their: harm.onmng lacks

made eooTm^^ film I

™ used to background the opening ;.an arranger's touch and. the blend

hou^ divertfSnfcf ThL
PL ?. -Of. closing of one of the turns the !. of voices is unsatisfying; and monot-

e»eciX^Som& S^ii^i^^ it^ !
^ains could be closed to,give the.l onous. especially in one of

:
the two

Ins therMu«!iV Hall tA recall that in t
while the ensemble is offstage. . .... ,i Five

- Guys Named Moe. v^an. -Ger-

1937 theSkertl^ Went to Parts' to
Marie Hollis (New Acts ) ;

is the ard. does much better with 'Dream1937 the Kockettes. went .to_Pans to
first on lhg bill doing, her . cbntor-- 1 Valley.' and 'Nightingale San*- in
tioris in. front Of the. line of chorus • Berkeley1 Sauare ?

-

ballyhoo on. top ^f color. bf;music, ^ balfnc-
ot a itorv^nidtu?* in "lVrl« *rid '.eK-ni . |ii

gfi^
aiTh^^tvSSStS^*^ • 12g« ,

-.diff«!?«nt
.
and' far above

all the other acts, except the Falu: ; the level of stunts used by the averr

hoof themselves a Grand . Prix. So
there is a little/polite Van Schmus

of a story-pictui'e in lyrics arid chan
deliers and of poignancy. These in
volved^en^rfcs^may^^ ^translated as an enthusiastic reaction stage .- Latter turn, incidentally, is \ smooth^ nnrl Jn^i n„

rather; weU presented, using a car- iVZ?!^™?^}***1

.

_ Two fellows

fc
The.-:«n^.an te, struttedy- by the

. nival setting and a colorful rftititie v^&U^& ^l - Houston tees off with 'A Nightingale
ballet, the Rockettes^ parade down

:
a . by the Gae Foster Girls and the i

1^n1

ce*l,I
t?
smi th

,

ree high- us^ng the-; Sang. '.in -.Berkeley Sduare' and was

tie its kite; Leaders horn is a better rg^tg^f^8^5 top honors with

' Long is a southpaw violinist, a

former collegian from Duke, and
brings a gob of the college zest along
with him. Serves okay, too, as m.c;

for whole show. . Confines most: of
his efforts tb ear-pleasing sweet tem-
pos but swings out oh one selection,

'One O'clock Jump.' He features
only H. L. Shockey among the band
instrumentalists, latter - doing slick

trumpeting of
;

'Ida.'

'

Qf his singers, . Helen
,
Young is

spotlighted, with Bob Houston a
close.second in importance. Femme
has been with crew for some, time
and possesses a smooth, distinct style
of delivery which clicks neatly on
rhythm tunes. Her best contribu-^ ?ZZy

nana
J ! tions are «Moon Glow* and 'Don't Let

a
J?^;4.v .H^v,i : It Get You Down,' latter with clever
on difftcult.bal- issisfance fr>om orchestral glee dub.

fabulous staircase fading, off into | boys to 'Londonderry Air' and 'Bells , , , . . . . .., L ,

Infinity, the choral ensemble parades of Si. Mary's,' Girls use a no^
|

ftander, second boy doing a hand
oh in provincial costum.es (at- flret

:

stunt with "St. Mary's.' also, playing stf™ *E9ra.
h

.

e
.
r hips

glimpse they look a bit German^-a j one chorus . of -, the tune with hand-
bit confusing!) But the

i whole thing bells of various tones. '
'

'

'

Jeanne Brideson makes an impos-

girl on the shoulders of the uBder- ! f^^^5^1^^^ a
Sia

wa
|

ctan^«r »Mnj hov « j_ , i?^
ce0

- }° vCncores; I Hear a
Rhapsody! and "May I Never Love

makes sense,
.
being , held together , by

the sOng.
Paul Haakon has a minor oppor-

tunity but, as usual, his skill as a
dancer stands outl There are several
good voices heard solo. Land.

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

Minneapolis. Feb. 8.

Rollie Altrheyer, House Orch (15),
Jackie Heller, Cbtuola and MeVba.
Bob Bromley, Anita Louise, Sid
Tomack and Rets Bros. (3) ;: 'Botoery
Boif (Rep);

ing entrance from stage rear and
then, plays two concert selections on
the violin, using a microphone. First
is a trifle long, hut both contain bits
of showy fihgermg and fiddling. The
Smoothies (New Acts) do three live-
ly numbers in their harmonizing
style familiar via radio.. Bob Du-
Pbnt offers his- standard comedy
juggling act.

Entire show suffered because of
the slim attendance at the dinner
show caught opening night Thurs-
day (6), .

.
Hobe,

EARLE, PHILLY
This is

. a nifty presentation, with
five first-rate acts working in front ' Philadelphia, Feb 8.
of the house band. For names there Sammy- Kaye Orch with Tommy
are Anita Louise and Jackie Heller, i Ryan, jimmy Brown, Arthur Wright,
both, of- whom contribute much to Chris Cross, Statler Twins, Kadets
the layout Music, song, dancing and

,
(3). Nonchalants (3); 'Six Lessons

comedy blend agreeably and the re-
! from Madame Lazonga' (U)

sultant entertainment . concoction
stands forth as another big buv for
28c. to 6 p.m. and 3»c. thereafter

Sammy Kaye's novel, stunt, 'So

h«» 4UA „:%au - - ——a—: You Want to Lead a Band,' is bring.--

S Ŵ
*««~ ?v

b
V
c
*£
an ?a

!
s this.up here • mg in the customers in droves, and

mystifies, but the fact remains it's I the results are hilarious.

f°!Hg*
s^ 'fctf"5*!?*' of course, that,

| Especially rib-tickling is the im-
except in isolated cases, the screen

j
promptu interviewing of the amateur

fare almost alone counts at : loci]
boxoffices. In this instance the pic-
ture happens to be on the debit b.b.
tide and empty seats. are the. conse-
quence, despite the diverting 60 min-
utes of/stage performance.

Rollie Altmeyer, house organist,
contributes a medley of pop numbers
for a starter and then, after a film
short, the stage show gets going with

baton-wavers. At show caught the
would-be maestros included a plumb-
ing supply salesman with an accent;,
.a .'pants; presser; a girl secretary and
a girl who worked in a toilet-tissue
factory.

;

.
The bandsmen add to the fun by

assiduously following the eccentric
batoneering of the amateurs with
weird results. Contestants are given

Heller, as emcee, taking charge. Neat a recording of the labors and win
ftaging and .lighting mark the suf- ners are eligible for the finals in the
flcie^ntlv fast _and smooth:, presenter i contest to be waged at the closing
tion. The nicely uniformed house show Thursday night,
orchestra is effectively grouped on a

j
Kaye's crew also ' features a well-

platform flanked by steps on each - rounded show on. its own, , with
siae ^and the backdrop, suggesting ^ olenty of novel innovations; includ-
venetian blinds, adds to the visual ing backdrops : for different-type5^ !!

v
' ^.""</.. '": '

. nymbers and trick lighting effects.
Heller keeps thmgs lively with his Opener for the band is 'Ain't We

gags, stones and introductions and; ! Got Fun', with vocals by the Kadets.
as usual, sings energetically when it . Torrmy Ryan, tenor fave of; the
comes, time for him to do his turn, jukebox, trade, is clicko with 'Pretty
Fanuliar^^here because of Hotel 1 Baby' and 'Ferryboat Serenade' oh

Miss Healey's tapping is fresh from
Al Jolson's darkened 'Hold On to
Your Hats.' She had. too mtich
trouble, at this catching, with ac-
companiments to be as effective as
she should have been, but got off
nicely enough regardless. Back-
ground is much too loud to follow
her heel and toe work. However,
that's. hot

:
entirely the fault of " the

band, Mikes set uo in front of the
group are open. Dancer does two
smooth and smartly routined bits,
one she used in Jolson's show.
Few of the femme singers now

breaking through have as bright a
future as Miss Merrill. An Al Sie-
gel orotege, working, with his accom-
paniment the last time, she played
this house. Miss Merrill is doing this
date alone. Customers didn't want,
to let her throaty pipes rest a minute
..at : this show, going for four tunes
hook, line and sinker. She handles
each in clear voice packed with an-
neal. She hits difficult and sustained
notes with no trouble. 'Just . One of
Those Things.' her opener, is a waste
of time from a musical standpoint,
'How Did He Look.' 'It Must Be the
Latin in Me' and 'Summertime' fol-
low.- - -

'•

Diamond Bros, wind up the 65*min-
ute show in a burst of whacky walr
lopine of each other. Trying to enu-
merate what ey do is* almost as
difficult as trying to follow some of
it Things haopen fast when they're
on- and almost all of. it is surefire in
laugh. content. Trio finish off in fast,
unison terps. Fitje ttifn. Wood:

Plenty of coin in the. register this
Week with a healthy trio of money-
magnets inside the house. And
probably the best of lot. according
to the applauseimeter. is the An-

»t- „ A . . - — "j—j- » t.»JW<» k ^^..aUC w.. drews Sisters' trio.
. Received an

Nicollet Minnesota . Terrace engage^] his first appearance. He returns ovation on their. entrance and then

CHICAGO, CHI

Chicago. Feb. 8.

Gene Krupa Orch. (16>.; with
Irene Day, Joey Rardin. Chuck and
Chuckles, Andrews-Sisters (3) : 'Four
Mothers' (WB).

ments, the attractive ballroom dance
team- of Consola and Melba lends
plenty of class to the proceedings
from the outset Featuring fast
whirls, they deliver on the hoof.

midway in show for three 1 more
numbers, all well liked, 'Nightingale
in Berkley Square,' 'Beguine' airid

'My Buddy.* Other vocalist is Jimmy
Brpwn, Who baritones 'Five O'Clock

went on to tie up the proceedings
with. sock session of vocal
rhythmics. \'

: .

With - their flicker rep. rapidly
.. .

building them even above the high
There is novelty in Bob. Bromley's J Whistle' and .'Beat Me Daddy,' also mark of ;their radio and .recording

marionet act. A phonograph record,
]
well, received. ~. . j

status, this .threesome is a boxoffice
perfectly synchronized with the !

. Chris Cross's iventrilbquism act. l and . entertainment nitural.
.
They

marionets' movements, provides the - aided, by a couple of expressive
background. If the device were less woodehheads and trick lighting* goes
Obvious:and the record riot scratched ' over neatly. Act got plenty of palm-
the act would click even better. -For . thumping and Cross had trouble'
a- finisher Bromley has a clpwn per- bowing

: off when .caught,
form pn a trapeze high in the air, i

s Also rating tops with the pew-
Sulleys being used to manipulate the i holders, are the Nonchalants—three
gure. It's different and consider- j knockabout acrobats who combine-

ably entertaining. . .their stunts/ with . rapid-fire patter
Heller, who: appeared at another.- that's, really funny,

theatre here recently, doesi his. cus-.i The Statler Twins, blonde- eyefuls,
tomary tip-top' vocal salesmanship

J
are standard hoofers. They do a

Job with -such numbers as The Last - fair tap. and front the band in a
'ime I Saw Paris' and 'So You're the.i conga number, which also features
One/ Medleys, comprising portions tricks-lighted: maratas. Arthur Wright

walloped 'em here. and
. deservedly

so, for . there is no . trio anywhere
comparable with these . girls; . They
have a tonsil .flavor that is outstand-
ing and unique; and a method of sell-

ing a song that- must satisfy all types
' of audiences. ''.

Kfupa and his orchestra moved In .

here; after a long session in the base- J share the African clips,
merit of the Sherman house;. so., their I Rest of, the reels are humdrum,
presence here doesn't rate as any ! with the ' President's Birthday ball
local novelty. .They come up. how- 1 (Fox) outstanding

, among them,
ever, with a mghly. pleasing musical i President Roosevelt, of course, con-,
routine. Krupa 's band is well-, tributes his usual thank-you speech

of pop^ hits, land solidly.

The beauty of Miss ^Louise might. Paris.'

does okay, vocaling !Last Time I; Saw.

be enough for many. .Her harp
music is pleasant and her ''~rm ard
sraciousnBss completely captivate.

Intriguing arrangements of 'Ffeo'esi, i (.Saturday afternoon).

Kaye handles the show and the
t".ateuif conductor stUnt. : handily.

TTouse,wr ; capacity-filled at catching-_
.

; Shol;*..

Again.' Lad has the. pipes.
Long smartly curtails his ace

violin tint to Tobr . Butterfly,' a
cleanup. Band goes over neatly on
•Shanty in Old Shanty Town,' in-
cluding arrangements to show how
other name bands would .play it An
old novelty with the outfit, but slick.
Robinson is popular as ever. He

softshoes Tea for Two* and 'I'm Tak-
ing My Time', at outset. Still has the
conception of, how he would dance
40 years from now, and finally has
to' beg off.

Pat Henning, with Betty Raye as a
comely stooge, garners maximum re-
turns with his screwball comedy-
dancing turn. Still uses the guitar
for an abrupt solo but it is the un-
expectedness of gags and swift pace
which makes the act jell so well.
Hollywood Blondes ; (New Acts)

put over the deuce spot with the fast
roller skating. . Latter are not to be
confused with a yesteryear song and
dance

, turn of the same name. Jack
McCoy, pantomimic, has not changed
his original pattern, since caught in
New York recently. His imitations of
a high school freshman at his first
dance, then a year later, followed by
the college freshman's first date,
scored heavily, -'

. Wear.

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS)

That man Willkie. If ever there
was anything indicative of a political
builderTU'N'% »i'r. . that factor is empha-
sized, on this week's bill at the Em-
bassy, where the defeated Republi-
can nominee for the presidency is on
view in various phases of activity
during his looksee in London. Sel-
dom has a defeated presidential can-
didate remained so' prominently in
the spotlight. Would this be an
omen, perhaps, for 1944? And on a
Democratic ticket? The almost-
complete accord manifested by
Willkie with the policies of the New
Deal would suggest such a turn.
Considerable material is devoted

to Willkie. There's the Hoosier in
an. - underground shelter talking to
the occupants; a helmet on his head;
Willkie .tossing darts and drinking in
a London pub; Willkie and. Churchill,
Willkie and Bevin, etc., all suggest-
ing in no uncertain*terms, as have
the; recent news headlines relevant
to his activities, : the appeal that
Willkie is possibly, making for mass
public, recognition on two continents.
All timely, -and the result achieves
the desired effect..

Next in . the order of importance
are the reels showing the smashing
victories registered. by the British in
Africa

:
against the Italians, with the

thousands of Italian prisoners as
testimony to the powerhouse land
attack of ifie British. Par and Metro

founded, solid, on the brass and. full

in body. Leader is developing, per-
sonally as a showman^ handling him-
self and the: orchestra with a heat
flair. At. the drums Krupa is not
only showrit»nly but a -•'renre work-
man, and particularly scores with

for the nation's contributions to the
infantile paralysis campaign; .

An interesting March of Timer,
'Uncle Sam—The Non-Belligerent,' Is
a timely link to the straight news
reportage of the

. international situa-
tion, Naka.

STRAND, N. Y.

Ray:- Noble Orch ith Larry
Stewart ana Lynn, Lee . and Loir
Yvette, George Tapps, Joe and Jane
McKenna; Honej/moon for Three'
(WB) , reviewed in current issue . of
Variety.

-Ray Noble's band,>«hich.'has some-
thing pf the class tCT&ch that grooves
it for better hotels, and cafes,, forms a
solid foundation for this week's stage
show, talent oh which; in. additipn to
Noble's own people, includes. Yvette,
Joe and Jane McKenna and George
Tapps. There's a lot of substantial
entertainment on the show, but it

rjuris a bit too long. 73 minutes. An
even hour . should be sufficient.

Noble was. lately at the . Palmer

'

House, Chicago, for a lengthy
spell. On. the dignified side and
conducting without fanfare, he's in a
cutaway while his 15 men, . none of
whom gels unwieldy.; are in tuxes.
Band thus is considerable of a switch
from most others, but it can get
hot. and Vloudish just; the. same.
Especially at the end does it give
out on the brass, perhaps ,a little tPp,'

much;: '

Finishing stint, ah arrangement of -

'Hand Me. Down -My. Walking . Cane/,
plus a sessibii on Noble compbsi-

.

tiPris, with the .
bandleader at the

piano, could be cut a few minutes.
It embraces various bits, including a
vocal by three lads from the orchesr
tra; others feature sections of the
band iristrumentally, Lynn, Lee and
Lou in additional vocaling and still

more voicergiving by Larry Stewart.

.

The Ljrnn-Lee-Lou harmony trio of
girls and Stewart are carried by the
band.; '•

.

'

;

;

;

--' :

Latter, two turns • are' on early.
Threesome follows the opening band
number of 'Frenesi,' singing -Five.

O'Clock Whistle,' with a trombonist
from the orchestra downstage with
them as a factory worker; Stewart
opens on a pop that could be. better
done but bis 'Down Argentina Way'
represents a vast improvement; he
could do more after that; but show is
long anyway.

. A very, diverting interlude bring?
out Lynn, Lee and Lou as Japanese
singing a number from The Mikado,'
followed by three members of tho
band travestying it vocally. In ad-
dition to a hot swing number preced-
ing this. Noble has a very socky ar-
rangement of George Gershwin
numbers in which various cogs of
his band are featured.
Tapps is on ahead of Yvette, click-

ing big. His routines include a
swank novelty softshoe tap: a native
Spanish dance (excellent), a comical
interpretation of an old-fashioned
vaude dancer and a fancy rhumba,.
The vivacious Yvette, a

.
blonde

with a refreshing style, is doubling
from the Empire Room of the Wal-
dorf-Astoria and also is on the
Gamel cigaret airer. She opens with,
a number that is part English and
part . French. Follow-up is 'Last
Time I Saw Paris', and . that is also
well sold except, for the diction. A
bit in French is thrown into the tune.
'Just Like Love' is on the hotter
blues side while for a closer a song
from 'Strawberry Blonde' (WB),
next picture for the house, acts part-
ly as a trailer for that pic, but cutely
done by Yvette;

. The McKennas land strongly with
their, wacky comedy, falls, clowning;
etc. A terrific laugh -getter. Joe
McKenna's drunk is a pip while the
comedy adagio closing is also ex-
tremely funny.
Harry Gourfain has given the show

nice staging. Lighting' for the sesh
that features Noble songs is espe-
cially good.

Biz good on night caught (Friday).
Char.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas' City, Feb. . 8.
Clyde McCoy . Orch with Bennett

Sisters (3) and Dick Lee; Sammy
Campbell, Charlene Williams, Lester
Harding,. House Line; 'Romance of
the Rio Grande' (20th).

In ah appearance . here about a
year ago the McCoy organization
was a definite success, and this re-
peat is likewise well received. The
show is ' neatly and compactly der

.

livered in 40 minutes, with no per-
former allowed to wear himself out
and the audience carried from one
good entertainment bit swiftly to the
next.':- ;.

-
. ..

Since the. 30c;, top admission limit
prohibits the booming grosses neces-
sary for the very top. bands, . the
McCoy name

. means considerable
here, as his type of good, but not, ex-
tremely expensive,, entertaining is a-
natural under, this policy. , . The
leader is confining .his Work strictly
to theatre dates until the ASCAP-
BMI feud is armisticed, and conse-
quently his program is largely old
faves and tunes with whose rep
McCoy is generally associated; - ; .

The opener is a torrid Tear It
Down,* with Chet Lanz givihg
specialty "work On -his .sax, 'and. thfe

follow-up is 'Mme La Zonga,' the
Bennett trio at tlie mike and back
for an encore on 'Rhumboogie.'; It's
a fast and rhythmic start, and- the
line- keeps the pace,, though not the
rhythm; in neat costumes gliding "tP

The Skaters' Waltz;' Sammy Camp-
bell, a single,, standard act-, puts his

* (Continued on page. 41) .

;
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TAN MANHATTAN
All colored rovu* .pro^ucrt by IrVlA C.

wilier Mu«lo, Eubl« Bl«k«; lyrlci, Andy

IS ...
At th? Apollo, ti> X, week or Feb,

.

7
cli«V Flourhoy 'Miller; Nina Ma. McKln-

n*y Sally Ooodlhr, John VigaJ. Avon Long,

Evelyn Key*". Winnie Johnson. Alma Hub-
bnrdr Crelehton Thompson^vSUmb© Jenkins.

Louli Douglae. .
Walter: Moaeby,. Vocal

Chorus (10), Chorus (12 «lrl», six boys),

Showgirls (0). . .;

'

;

'

Tan Manhattan' is nifty eritertairi-

meht, but not definite enough
to its aim. Gerie'rallyi it j:broes Olos-

:

est to resembling a Broadway revue
• pf the 'Blackbirds' variety, but ob-

viously Isn't strb/ig enough in its

present forni lor such a future,. On
the other 'hand, it's too expensive

and hot angled right for the. Apollo

lh Harlem, its present home, or the

Howard, Washington, where it play-

ed a 10-day opening engagement. It

heeds much -speeding and more blate

ancy lor the standard Negro vaude
audience. Which; leaves its future

..vague;-.
- Eubie Blake has provided, ah ex-

cellent score, . with a number: of

equally good lyrics by Andy Razaf.

Blake will be remembered for his

tunes lor 'Shuffle Along,' yesteryear

Broadway musical for. which Noble
Sissle provided lyrics ('Wild About
Harry,' etc.). Another echo of 'Shuf-

fle. Along' is. comic FlOurnby Miller.

Jn the cast of 'Tan '.Manhattan.' .
Mil-

ler was in the 1933 revival of 'Shuf-

fle', and also the click 1921 .orig-

inal, Razaf is" the co-author of,

•Honeysuckle Rose,': among other'
' tunes.'- • : :

;
'

•;• Major shortcoming In the way of

making the revue a serious entry,

for Broadway consideration is the

lack of • comedy. ; All the, skits ex-

cept a rhyme-pattered courtroom
. scene—-which, is 'pip;—fall flat.

Even Millers fine ability as a comic.
. (John Vigal straights) can't over-
come complete lack - of /material..

Production is also shoddy in the way
of timing and routining to cover the
stage waits; but needs only minor
doctoring. Some of, the costurnes
need the' same; while the sets, as a
whole, : are good. . Some showman

' might find in the revue . a strong
: jumping-bff place for a hit with a
modest investment. As pared at the
Apollo, show runs 90 minutes, but
as originally planned, played two
and a half hours.
Stirring finale: tops the presenta-

tion, a tune with a race angle ahent
the Army's failure to call an equal
proportion: of Negro draftees, to.

white and its segregation of them in

special regiments. It's labeled 'We
Are Americans, Too' and ranks {in

its way with 'God Bless America.'
Walter Moseby sings it a bit too
strenuously. .

>;

Other standouts, aside from the
courtroom number (reminiscent of

. Gilbert and . Sullivan's 'Trial by
Jury') in which Vigal, Nina Mae Mc-
Kinley and Louis Douglas are princi-
pals, are Sally Gooding's warbling
and Slimbo Jenkins' terping. Miss
McKinney, who is starred,, gets too
much tear , in her voice in a nice
time; 'Say .Hello to the^ Folks Back
Home,' and gets overly dramatic in

a bad encore, 'Nickel for a Dime.' •

High standard of femme beauty^
in chorus, showgirls and some of the
principals is another asset, and is

reminiscent iof some of the . lookers
who used to populate the shows at

' the Cotton Club. N. Y. Tops among
the pretties is Winnie. Johnson, who
dances to the singing of Avon Long.
Line routines have the usual .aban-
don and lack of precision of colored
shows but click on the enthusiasm.
Half-dozen chorus boys are topnotch.
terpers, incidentally; Vocal chorus
gets only minor opportunity to work
but Is strong; Other vocalizing is

handled
,
by . . Alma Hubbard and

Creighton Thompson. Evelyn Keyes
does a single tap number with pleas-
ing ease. -

:"" "

Blake batons in the pit. Herb. .-.'

Oomph In Swingtime
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. C.)

Charlotte, N. Feb. 7.

. :. Pt/l D'Orsay, Lee . Dixon , Williams
Bros, and Marie Bitrteil, Jack Horner,
Ann Dupont and band (10) ; Chatter
Pilot (20th).

;

'Oomph In Swingtime* is sold
chiefly on the strength of the names
of Flfl D'Orsay and Lee Dixon, and
both give good accounts of them-
selves.

Minus line, show opens with' Jack.
.Horner's marionet act, in which he
proves himself a deft stririg-puller
in a standard puppet act; He is fol-
lowed by the Ritz brotherish Wil-
liams Bros, in a drunk turn with , a
manikin, Marie Bartell. The three
give a demonstration of sblid comic
adagio that registers strong. Miss

.
Bartell takes an awful manhandling
from .' her partners as they get
warmed up. and toss, her around
plenty, but she seems to enjoy it. .

Ann Dupont takes over, at this
juncture and puts band through
three numbers heavy on swing. . She
turns in a hot clarinet on 'I've Got
Rhythm' and' thfe band gets in plenty"
of solid licks oh 'Beat .Me Daddy,*
and 'Cherokee,'
;.- Dixon, who emcees, comes on here

for a song and dance, and gives the
audience a nifty exhibition of big-
league tapping. He's unusually agile
and nimble for a big fellow and gives
Out. with" some tricky tapping on two
numbers, although this audience
would have liked more. He handles,
show nicely, and his easy-going man-
ner registers high. ,;

Miss D'Orsay- is on for -about 20
minutes and ably' demonstrates that
she has lost: none of her showman-
ship. Her best bit is her touchy ren-
dition of 'My Man,' but the audience
went strongest for her hot mama
routine. After a buildup through a
couple of songs in the come-hither
manner, Miss D'Orsay panicked, this
house by going down into the audi-
ence and kissing '. an elderly : codger.'
One young man, thinking she was
heading for him, got up and fled

(stooge?). "."'
-'.-vv

:

"- -

• She also sings 'Oh Johnny,' 'Hold
Tight,' and 'Flat Foot Flbogie' in her
inimitable French style, arid then
winds up with a Scotch medley in a
would-.be Scotch br.0gue. Her French
is best. Miss DXDrsay goes strong on
innuendo and thigh-displaying and
the crowd ate it up; - She ' dominates
the stage from the moment she walks
on it with her zest and vivacity and
had the crowd eating out of her
hand. .

Biz good on show caught -' Just.

Stars Over Hollywood
(LYRIC, INDPLS.)

Indidnapolis/Feb. 7..

Simone Simon, Eddie Foy, Jr.;

Dorothea.: Kent,' Shirley 'Dearie,. Rioy.

Rogers, Mercef . Brothers,. Melody
Men; Zerby and Wiere, Jack Henry;
Glamour Girls (lb) ; 'Honeymoon for
Three' (WB).

Playing its .first date, .'Stars. Oyer
Hollywood' . has Simone '•Simon,- Ed-

die Foy arid Dorothea Kent, from

the film capital
1

to lend proof to the

label, and with them a company of
added acts and line of 10 girls who
work through the bill presented in

revue style.

As-usual with such shows, Holly-
wood names are. the berries on the
shortcake, with Miss Simon appear-
ing only in one spot to sing in native -

French " accent three ditties, 'Isn't

That Just Like Love,' 'Last Time I

Saw Paris' arid 'Latins Know How.'
Most of the femme work is turned
over, to Shirley Deane, who. sings,

dances, arid helps out in the skits.

.

Eddie Foy, Jr., appears in two
spots, near the opening with Shirley
Deane in a takeoff on Nelson/Eddy
and Jeanette MacDonald, followed
by a solo eccentric dance. Later, he
comes back to. give ari impression of

his father doing his well known
song, 'He Goes To Church On Sun-
day,' following with a Foy, Sr. imi-

tation.

Foy is well-equipped to handle
the. comedy, but that job is given
over to Roy Rogers (not the

.
cow-

boy film star of the same name).
Rogers is not much of a comedian
when out of his eleriient, which is

aero tumbling, but he gets, laughs
out of eating flowers, parts of his

shirt and goldfish. He is assisted

in his skits by . Miss Kent, who does
nothing else in the way of entertain-
ment. Her best bit is a baby scene
with Rogers in infant attire when
they discuss rriaternity matters; a
little blue for family audiences.

Show opens with, a 'Hollywood
premiere,' ensemble singing special

lyrics written for 'Stars Over Hol-
lywood.' Line then goes into dance.
Followed by Zerby arid Wiere in a
ballroom-specialty. Mercer Brothers
then do a burlesque of tango, with
one of. the boys in femme. attire.

Line' appears later in Spanish cos-

tumes to-do its routines with vocal
accompaniment by. Melody Men, a

male quartet. Mercer Brothers fol-

low with taps. Miss Dearie and the
Meroers join' forces down in bill

with trio unison dancing, while, the
Melbdy Men sing 'I'm On the Shelf,'

followed by line number, A singer

gets tt spot of his own way. from
the Melody Men quartet later to do
Thine Alone,' arid . is then joined on
i park bench by Miss Dearie for

some comedy bits including Rogers
arid Foy. .v.

Guest this week from WFBM
Talent Parade' is Jack Henry, who
does okay by 'You Walk By.' At
show caught he had his' own gang
in the audience and won a terrific

salvo before he even, started,; and
almost stopped the show when, he
finished, Has nice pipes and with,

a little , polishing would be valuable

as vocalist for a pop orchestra.

Show closes with Mardi Gras, en-

tire company being on . stage, for

curtain. Zerby arid Wiere do a bal-

let nu'mber which is liked, with girl

wearing a handful of beads, for ^cosr

tume. After line finishes,, principals

walk on for hand. .'. ."
:

Show is nicely, costumed, with all

scenes colorful; Running time of 60

inihutes moves swiftly, but show
Will- need- a little more rehearsal *md
routining before getting into the.-

Melody Men were off key several

times at show- caught. Line had
trouble keeping together. And Foy
should be given more material, for

comedy was the lacking ingredient

at the break-in. Troupe had only
a few days' rehearsal before opening I

so it's reasonable to assume that 1

these faults will be corrected as time
ticks on.

Biz good at fourth- show Friday
(7), opening day, with lower floor
and upper deck almost full.

' Kiley.

TROPICAL FOLLIES
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

Atlanta, Feb. 7;
Vllaih* Malloy, Carmencita, The

Four Clovers, Jimea and. Co., Violet;
Carlson, Roy Cook, Don Gdlvin
House: Orch, 'Sari Francisco' Docks'
(V). ;

: i

V Tropical' Foilies' is the .title of this
unit, but aside from the costumes and
inusic for. the production nurnbers
the banana .boat atmosphere isn't

Carried Out..
: . ,

Unit opens with a line of fresh-
looking, Handsome ;gals (8) handling
a kindergarten rhumba routine with
lots of energy and vivacity. Doesn't
click,; nor does any. of the produc-
tion numbers although costumes are
changed fOr each appearance and are
good to look at.. The routines are all

simple and too. long. There really
isn't

;
any reason for the line, at all;

except to prove, .that there are .that'

many damsels in the show, arid to kill

time for prop changes.

Ullaine Malloy works hard to wake
up the audience with her high tra-
peze and ..ring stint but, doesn't make
it. Notwithstanding the meagre re-
ception, the gal is okay and her' stuff
darigerous; Qlos s the act with 100
revolutions on the high trapeze. Bar;
is across her back arid, through her
linked elbows. One roll of the drum
with a crash of cymbals as she com-,
pletes the 100th turn might add to
her. flnale. As is, she spins around in

dead silence arid it gets monotonous.

: . The line reappears, while Carmen-
cita dances. Does - conga fast and.
gracefully, possesses

.
plenty, of sa-

voir faire, is easy to look at arid her
routine is tricky. Audience warmed
slightly.'

Something, was haywire with: the
next act, The Four Glovers. Audi-
ence sensed it; There were only two,
arid while they put on a dandy little

two-man sriringboard show with as
much comedy as bigger acts of this
nature handle, something was lack-
ing, "the two Clovers worked hard,
however, and the audience was ap-
preciative. Gumshoe work, later lo-

cated the missing sparkplug. One
of the Clovers missed on timing a
week ago and broke his .leg. The
other, feeling responsible, is said to
have suffered breakdown. Remaining
two have patched up what they could
arid are carrying on the act. They'll
make it';;

Don Galvin, who emcees and fronts
the orch,; sings, cracks wise and plays
guitar creditably. . .

Doesn't go over,
orobably because the unit hitched
to his guitar is amplified too high.
Noise was deafening, drowning but
entire band. Production' number
next for a jitterbug stint.

Jimea and Co. (2) is one of the
slickest manipulators to appear in

these parts. In top hat, tails, etc,

nary a word all during the act, he
starts ":'th some topflight card man-
ipulation, then goes irito cigaret rour

tine, etc. The 'and -co.' is a good
looking feriiine aide.

.

L

Girls (8) come back with a fiesta

routine which is floppo. Violet Carl-

son lives up to her advance notices

as a comedieririe. A veteran of

many vears, she's a mite, does her
impression of grand opera in good
voice^ halting at end of each meas-
ure to wise crack or hit sour offkey.

Also burlesques * standard dances.

Goes over.
.

Roy Cook appears late in Miss
Carlson's act as her dancing partner,

stooging for the diihinutive fire-

cracker in being- generally 'mauled'

by her..

Biz just medium on night caught
(7 ), but then Friday is a bugaboo for

managers in every Atlanta .
house.

Running tirrie of the unit, 53 minutes.
. Jim.

.

^Continued from page 4US

TOWER, K. C.

dusky. .frame through some fast
terps centered, about a onc-foot-on-a
chair, stunt.

. Then it's, back to the orch for some
welcome ' ballad baritoning by Dick
Lee on . Trade. Winds,' .'You Walked
By' and 'Million Dreams . Ago,' all

done acceptably. Bennetts return to
contribute a riiilitary tap that hits
the mood of the day. An aid to. the.
bill this Week is Charlene Williams,
tiriy amateur-night 'winner, . siriging
arid terping- a novelty, ;Sadie, Haw-',
kins Day;'-, appropriate, for a four or
fiveryear old. Lester Harding's: solid
bit Is a medley trio- from: The
Student PrinceV an^ :

.his baritbrie is

in usual good form". . Line swings a
highland fling to 'Loch LomOnd' and
Bob Nelson at the piano is. featured
in 'Little Rock Getaway' following.

Closing moriients are deyoted to
McCoy's specialties^ beginning- with
'Bugles in the Sky,' in which the:

" whole .coinpariy backs the - leader;
and ,the ; expected ;, ?Sugar. Blues'
trumpeting draws an encore. For
this McCOy goes to imitating Henry
Busse's . 'When Day Is Done' to his
own disadvantage rather than giving back
the customers another of his own
w.ell-knowri arrangements, such as . 'I

Want My Mom.' A brief conga is

done by the Bennetts with, band-
member partners as the. .finale.

"Biz was.up from'the opening show
and house will see one of its out-
standing weeks of the year, ;

'' Quin.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

tions of Miss Rollins. Masters, solo,
gets off ' fairly' entertaining hoofing:
\vhich is aimed to impersonate Kar-
l'off, Chariey, a machine' and a jockey,
riding into a finish. By the time this
CiUO appear the customers are £0 huni-
gry for Variety thSt they take every-
thing they've got arid asfeiior more.
Impression of Mrs. Roosevelt by Misi
Rollins is thei encbre.

.
:.

Bardo's band is hot, solid: arid spir-
ited, giving the impression that the),

boys are going/places.. Barclo hirn-
$elf provides a satisfactory -frbnt

:

for
the outfit with his; announcements;
and his fiddle soloing -'.furnishes • ;.

change of babe now and then. .

.
• Orchi -goes in: for quite a bit of
comedy, Handled "mainly" ;by the

.

vocal quartet, and the ace offering in
this department is its 'WPA.'; Lightly:
ribbing- the shOvel-loaning 's t, quar-
tet do a neat ;job of it and 'demon-
strate their ability to skate over thin'
ice without Offending. Fairly-funny <

is a screwy, military comedy skit
featuring Marvin Handy. .

.
Orey :

Pesa, . guitarist)
.

. is featured
soloist doing ..'Nobody 's. Baby' and-
'Freriesi,' With the help of the three
trumpet players he; also sings 'Baby'
and 'Frenesi.' The trumneters also

him On the ditty for

Minneapolis, Feb. 8.

.. House Ofcfc (14),. Tom Martin,
Oiristiarii Troupe. (6), Lathrop Bros.-
and Lee (3), Rube.. Davis, Kitty
Carlisle, Ben Blue arid - Co. (4);
'Flight Command' (M-G).

S5 Per Strip
^Continued from page 1

5

Back by Robert Taylor in 'Flight
Command' on the screen, a hefty at-
traction in its own right this five-act
presentation represents another Or-
pheum excursion into entertainment
generosity;
Several names and an abundance

of genuine supporting topnotch
talent should keep the turnstiles
swinging, with .Kitty Carlisle, Ben
Blue and Rufe Davis, setting the
name pace along with Taylor on the
screen. .

,-'

;. As Blue and Davis cavort merrily,
comedy has a couple of big innings,
but there's sufficient diversity, too.;

A flash setting has. been provided. for
the house orchestra working on the
stage where a movable band platk

forrii is used effectively. Tom Mar-
tin suavely m.c.s as well as being
a skillful sleight-of-hander.

. Show gets off to a,fast and thrill-

ing start with the Christian! troupe,
five men and a woman, whose dar-
ing acrobatics, tumbling, cartwheels
and somersaults, keep the customers
in constant excitement.

.

. Lathrop Bros, and Lee, two men
and a girl, present a natty appear-
ance and please with, their precision
and individual taps. After a ' con-
siderable absence, Davis; is back with
his rube comedy and singing. His
imitations of various sounds, done
with comedy effects, and. his whist-
ling and clowning pay off in laugh
dividends. ' He finishes strongly with
an impression of Donald Duck sing-
ing 'Hold Tight.'
Stunning Kitty Carlisle holds the

customers enthralled with her strik-

ing brunet looks as well as her. stir-

ring vocalizing. She puts dramatic
fire into There'll Always Be An
England' to make It thrilling. A
medley of waltz tunes and 'At the
Balalaika' also are done with spirit,

showing off her splendid voice to

advantage. 'My Wild Irish Rose' is

an encore clincher.
As usual, Blue's . eccentric danc-

ing and . idiotic expressions are
riotous. But he wastes Valuable
time

:
with a comedy skit involving a

dancehall hbstess. This ..not only
i isn't fiiriny, but much Of- the business

j and many of the lines aren't suitable

! for. the family trade. The same goes
for some Of his gags arid stories;

He's too good a comic to need off-
color material. A girl and two men
act as foils for him and the girl and.
one of the men Join him

. in^his*
familiar, very funny but-lesqtli;;

minuet '
'. Reet,

''

'Toot That Trumpet' and this

specialty becomes a standout in the
show' when the boys give out brief
impressions of B.ii s s e , . . McCoy.
Beiderbeck and the . triple-.tonguing
Heidt : trumpet section.
Esther Todd, vocalist sells 'Mexi-

can Magic' with a showmanly touch
that sustains interest early /in the
bill, then- appears later for a medley -

of old pops including. 'Don't Know.
Why. I. Love You.' 'Got Me Cryln'
Again! and 'I Love You.': :

Band gets a swell start with a nifty
arrangement of -Blue Skies,' played
fust and hot, but the ace offering is a
rhedley of excerpts from George
Gershwin's. 'Porgy arid Bess' with
vocal and instrumental features! As
a glee, club the bandsmen deliver a
humming-singing version of 'Sylvia*
that's fair. Jesse Vance, billed as a
'noted: Irish tenor;' does 'Did Your
Mother Come from Ireland.* Ap-
parently many vaude and band acts,
think that Boston is nuts about Irish
songs. Boston likes good singing and
it takes a whale of a good singer .to

make 'em listen lorig to. any Irish
number. Vance is not - that type.

Fox.

New Acts in Theatres

HOLLYWOOD BLONDES <4)
Roller Skaters
6 Mlns.
Flatbnsh, Brooklyn
Novelty of this act Is that the four

skaters are all blondes and lookers,
yet doing all the accepted tricks.

Quartet work on a small mat, with
most of stunts done in pairs. Only
time this routine changes is when a
third girl balances herself between
two revolving skaters.
Feat of one girl hanging by one

skate from the neck of the whirling
skater, and another pair doing a
swing close to the floor, climaxes
the turn. Foursome are neatly
garbed in abbreviated white outfits.

Adequate for: opening spots.
Wear.

KEITH'S BOSTON
-' Boston, Feb. 8;

Bill Bardo Orch (13) roith. Orey
Pesa, Maxim Handy, Esther Todd;
Masters and ftdllins; 'Remedy ior
Riches' (RKO) and 'Caught in the
Act' (Prod). .-"•

MARIE JIOLLIS
Contortloatst
7 Mlns.; FuU
Roxy, N. Y.

,

Pretty much the usual tangle of
arms, legs and body is provided by
this cOntortlop-acro dancer. Marit
Holljs, blonde arid wearing a brick-,

red getup, . does her stuff as the
house chorus boys stand in a line

across the stage. Lads also do a
rhild tap bit before and after her
human knots.
Besides the customary leg split as

•she stands on her hands or elbowB.
Miss Hollls finales with a string of
fast turnovers, gradually moving
backward across the stage as she
does it Okay. Hobe.

FALUDT3 (7)
Aotebata -.-

1* MIbb.; Fall
BfJiyt ' N« Y«-

. '.The JTaludys, six men and a
(lRkter for decoration ), do
familiar stunts Of balance-pyramid
big. teeter board gymnastics, etc.,

with only one hovel trick, which
they save for the: flnale. It involves

a blindfolded member of the; troupe
being somersaulted from a teeter-

board to a four-high catch.
Possibly the act is composed of

veterans from Other sirnilar. turns.

Anyway,- it • appears . to • have been
around for softie time. Hobe. :

gal
the

the lace obstacles as per the Usual

custom. •: .. '•
-

.
•

Gal answered by pulling out her

$35^a-week AGVA > contract', which,

manager hadn't read closely enough

when signing it, and pointing out

this new clause: 'For taking off bras-:

siere, dancer must/ receiver $5 extra,'

"This will practically bust up my
business,' moaned Hathaway tb re-

porters.;'

New type of Strip

New Orleans, Feb. 11. .

"The .

- newest' .'strip. ..act' : in the

French •' 0>iarter- . here^ Is '

.a burly Ban(I sn0ws have,- been, seen here
police captain;; who: isV,giv.mg.-"tte:.'i'rite'rm1ttently'.-.-ithis.: season and Bill

nitery operators sorhething to. wbrry- Bardo's offering' shapes1 up as better

abbu't^he Is strippirig their places [than average. Even sov the 'whole'

of . all suggestive .
pictures. •

;
.

affair, might Carry more punch if the

Captain James Cripps, hardboiled ! O'Chestra s session '-were 'condensed,! :ing mixed, trio, Jet ^hy
t
with"; three

iuTulv, uVh'A >omiSand<.the- third and three, instead of
.
one, vaude: acts numbers here. Their .style stresses

vice-buster y-ho cornma^
, booked for support. In ,-th*, present I. rhythm, emphasizing certain

'

beats
precinct, issued instructions to all or

lineup Masters and Rollins provide . in each line^and getting a moderate
his men Saturday <8) to remove the only actual vaudeville, coming on 'amount - of bounce into --'.their stuff,

photographs of '.what the customer
, late for their funny hokum' skit • Fair : reception at ,

dinner, show
may expect to find On the . inside.' ' / focusing upon the gruesome cantor- T>ur? '1riv ''S) nipht.. ]' '•".

SMOOTHIES (3)
Songs .--.'

8 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.

Known to radio, currently being
regulars on the 'Burns and; Allen
program, the Smoothies, haimoniz-
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•Life with Father/ probably the

Chicago company,: is booked to open

at the Cass, .
Detroit, June 2 and ia

expected to remain there , through

the . summer. Booking was arranged

by Oscar Serlin, show's producer,

who is among the Independent Show-

men who favor, the formation of a

new booking exchange' which would
oppose the Eriangef-Shubert United
Booking Office. Stated the UBO did

not figure in. the Detroit arrange-

ment, although the Cass has
:
been

supplied by attractions from that

source exclusively for years, . ..

Serlin Has been battling the UBO;
as shown when he leased the Black-,

stone. Chicago, Where. 'Father' jcele-

brates a year's run there.- Saturday

(15). and soon afterwards rented the;

Repertory in Boston, declining the

terms offered by UBO. More re-

cently he leased the Walnut, Phila-

delphia, . soon to house the Boston

company. Original company is still

playing the Empire, N. Y., and is.

likely to stay through next summer.

Understood that Serlin offered

•Father' for UBO road bookings next

season. Reported, however, that the

booking outfit demanded 2% of the

company share 'and in exchange

would give the show the UBO's top

terms. Percentage of the company
share was regarded as a penalty be-

cause Serlin leased' houses . in Chir

cago. the Hub and Philly instead, of

allowing UBO to handle the show
on sharing terms with its theatres.

Claimed the UBO thereby tried to

obtain duplicate booking fees, as the

custom is for the theatre to pay 5%
of its share.

Telegraphic offer of booking is said

to have been received by Serlin

from a dozen theatres usually booked

by UBO. There are -a flock of houses

in various stands operated by pic-

ture interests ready to berth 'Father,'

in the event that local managers
string along only with UBO, which is

unlikely. '

'

'

""There is no indicated split be-

tween UBO and the Cass. Thea-

tre management .
evidently booked

'Father? to assure operation during,

the summer, when few road shows
are available and Detroit will be
'hot* for shows, the city's plants run-

ning day and night filling war de-

fense orders.

Shows in Rehearsal

•They Walls Alone' ^ Ben
Boyar. ':

.

'Brooklyn BlarrlU'—Mary L.

Elkins, Clarence Taylor.

'The, Doctor's Dilemma' (re-

vival)—Katharine Cornell.

.

. 'Five Alarm Wait*—Everett
Wile.

""
'

(Feb. 12-19)

Jascha Helfeti—With Chicago

Symphony, Orchestra hall, Chicago

(13-14);, Cyrus Northrop aud, Minne-
apolis (15). .

Jose Iturbl—Rajah theatre, Read-
ing, Pa. (18). • .

Yehudl Menahln—Town hall, N. Y.

(12).
:

Rise Stevens—Carnegie hall, N. Y.

(12). . ..VV..- :

RAZING HITIESS N. Y.

LEG1TER FOR STORES

The Waldorf, former New York
legit theatre that never had a hit,

will be razed and stores will be

built on the site on 50th street be-

tween Broadway arid; Sixth avenue.

House was one. of the first improve-:

ments on the south side of the block,

long before- Radio City was started.

Waldorf- was
.
among the legiters

when there were around 60 theatres

lighted in the Times Square zone. It

berthed several music shows, in-

cluding 'The Talk of the Town' and;

'Take} the Air,' .latter show-, being

produced by. Gene Buck; House was
operated by Harry Oshrin, an at-

torney, • for :
several years. - He is

"interested in 'Tobacco. Road.'

Property was bought by, W; A.'

O'Brien, of the Rural New Yorker, a

magazine. Purchase price announced
was $400,000 and was said to be an
all-cash deal. As the block is an
approach to Radio City. any. number
of stores have been built there dur-

ing the. past several years. ;•' .

Virginia Campbell suffered an at-

tack of ptomaine poisoning last

Wednesday (5), but managed to get

through her performance that night,

in 'Cream in the Well,' at the Booth.
N.Y.'. ..V."/"-

A program note on the 44th St. theatre billing reads: 'Win, Lose or
Draw—the stars^and the cast of 'Crazy With the Heat' wish to express
their heartfelt appreciation to Ed Sullivan, who has made 'all of this pos-
sible. Ed in turn expresses his gratitude to the Stagehands Union, Local
802, Musicians Union, Actors Union, Lew Brown and Boris Said for their

wonderful gener6sity.'

The players all curtsy Grade Barrie and Betty Ke/an, whose friendship
with the N. Y. News' columnist interested him via additional bankrolling
and his own production assistance. Whether. Sullivan thinks he can do.

for 'Crazy' what Winchell did for 'Hellzapoppin,' none disputes his sin-

cerity, even unto putting up his own money. Lew Brown came in to help
on restaging and Sammy (Puck and) White is also pitching in on fixing

up the dance routines.

Plays on Broadway

LIBERTY JONES
Drama with music In three act* presented

at ihe Shubert.N. T.. Feb. 8. by The
Theatre Guild; written by Philip Barry;

John Ileal and Nanoy Coleman featured;

Incidental score by Paul Bowles; staued by
John Houseman; production under, super-

vision -of Theresa Helburn • and Lawrence
LiihRiier; scenery and costumes . designed

by rtaoul .'Pene- Du Dols; dances '.by Lew-
Christehsen ; $3.80 lop.
Llborty Jones,.
Liberty's Uncle..
Liberty's Aunt...
Tom.'.'smith.'.'. ....

.nick' Brown..
Harry,Roblrison..
Nurse Cotton. . ...

Nurse Maggie.,". ...

Reporters........

Dancers. .........

Shirts.

l'o'Ur'emen..

Singers.

The Seven

for the niost part that, only near the.

close does the author's message sift

through. .

While the cast Is fairly large there
are but eight real speaking parts.
Playing, her first leading role, save
for summer theatre appearances,
Nancy Coleman stands out as Lib-
erty. She is. on, stage for most of the.
play, giving, a somewhat ethereal
performance. Being a virtual new-
comer, the play should establish her
on Broadway.
John Beal, as the airman, is fea-

tured along withVMiss. Coleman. His
playing is that of a manly, confident
little fellow. Tom Elwell is his chief
aide,, almost his other self. The
characters, are so closely related at
times that in the wedding scene,
when Liberty becomes a - bride, . it

seems that she's marrying both, v

William Lynn" and Martha -Hodge,
as Liberty's uncle and. ' aunt, are

w"{linm'^d^^^^

Nancy. Coleman
; . .. . ...... William Lynn
. i

.
'.-. .... .Martha Hoclfro

. . . . . . . ... ... . . John Beal

....... . . .'. i-...Tqni' Ewell
Howard Freeman
Katlierlne Soulrt»

....... -.. Ivy. Scott
{ Don Glenn
\ Crahn.h- Denton

5 Lew :
Ohrlstenseh

' 1 Ellse .Hblmnri-.
{Victor ThoHoy

.

Louis Polan
Richard. Sanders
' Nornian Lloyd
Murray O'Neill

The Eleven' F.r.len

\Vllllom - Cnstle
Roy '-Johnston
-Eva Burton
Ruth Cvllibs

Alyre: Clii-rter

Lew Chrjstcnsen
Joseph Anthony
Vincent Gardner
Craig Mitchell
William. Onstle
Roy Johnston
Jack' 'Parson's-

Ellse Relmah
Bedelln Falls -.

I'nryl Smith
Honora: Ha'nyood
Ellen Morgan

:

Helen Kramer
1 Barbara. Brown . ..

Cnnsln'prc Dowllng
Eva llui'loh ..

Ruth Gllibs •

•

Alyce Carter

clined to pleasure. Katherine Squire;
renders a wedding-cake song more
clearly than the other numbers
given. Titles o.r , the' songs by
Paul Bowles are not programmed.
Settings and costumes by Raoul Pene
Du Bois make the play pleasant for
the eye, but can hardly overcome
the elementary allegory. . Ibee.

Grace Moore's appearance at the Met opera Friday (7) in 'The Love of
Three Kings' CL'Amore Dei Tre Re') was the fulfillment of virtually a.

life-long ambition. Composer, Italo Montemezzi, first heard her sing when
she appeared in the 'Music Box Revue' in 1923 and he thought her voice
too fine for musical comedy. Miss Moore replied that she had no intention
of remaining on Broadway, that she had been studying for opera since a

young girl and that she planned to sing his 'Three Kings' at the Met some
day. ,

'

Since then Miss Moore and Montemezzi have been friends. He coached
the star for her first audition, at the Met when she sang ari aria from his

first opera,.'Giovanni Gallurese,' also for the part of Fiora in -Three Kings'.

He conducted the orchestra for the performance.

AGMA Changes Office

American Guild of Musical Artists

Is moving March 15 out of the offices

it is now sharing with, the New York
branch of Screen Actors Guild and
Theatre Authority on Fifth avenue.

The three organizations took joint

offices about a year ago, and many at

that time thought it might be a move
towards "one big union.'

AGMA is moving into the same
building as the American Federation

of Radio Actors at 2 W. 45th street.

In moving out of the Fifth avenue
building. AGMA leaves the SAG

|t branch and TA With a high rent: and
H office overhead. It's probable that

H these two organizations will now
seek smaller quarters, either together

or apart, as is convenient

Possibly as a stunt, the Green Room Club, defunct for some time, has
been 'revived,' quartered in the dressing room of Charles Withers at the
Winter Garden, N. Y., where he is appearing in 'Hellzapoppin.' Withers
has the title of 'prompter' and Sharon Stephens is 'copyist'. S. Jay Kauf-
man, who was a leading spirit for years at the club, is said to be interested
in the idea of re-establishing the organization.

Club was organized in 1902 by William A. Brady, plus a group from
the Actors' Order of Friendship. Out of the latter association grew
most of the present day actor unions. A reunion luncheon is proposed by
some of the Green Room Club's older members.

Although she was given no billing, 16-year-old Margie Knapp last week
took over two of the four big tunes regularly handled by Jane Pickens in

Ed Wynne's 'Boys and Girls Together.' Miss Pickens was ill and her sister

Patti was advertised as subbing for her. A native of Louisiana, Miss
Knapp was with the St. Louis Musical Opera all last summer.

'Liberty Jones' is the costliest and
most, ambitious production. by, the
Theatre Guild this season, a high-
brow drama that's difficult to un-
derstand except around the edges.
That it will win back the investment
is questionable.

Latest, work by Philip Barry is on
the fantastic side. Its characters are
symbolip, author seeming . to - prefer
that type of playwrightirig, though
he has. been much more successful
with comedy, as, for instance, his
'The Philadelphia Story.' Barry in-

dicates that . the play is : concerned
with the turmoil in Europa and that
America is oh the verge of being
involved. ;

"

Liberty Jones is a sick girl, typl-.

fying America which without free-
dom would perish from the earth.
The medicine given her is ineffective
and it is inferred that the nurse is

.under the thumb of three menaces,
evidently symbolic of the Axis dic-
tators. '•

:

. Four doctors of medicine, law, let-

ters and divinity are unable to cure
Liberty. Her wealthy uncle secures
the famous Tom Smith, indicated to
be a naval commander and a won-
der airman, and her old Irish nurse.
From then on Liberty starts to re-
cover. Tom, representative . of
America's spirit, is the tonic she
needs, while nurse Maggie's common,
sense is the sedative. Tom makes a
miracle flight, returning With

POPSY
Comedy In : three acta: preBe'nied! at (lie.

Pluyhouse, . N.
.
Y.. Feb. ID. 'Jl, by Theo.-

dore ' Hninniersteln . and .. lJenls Du-Kor, In
usHucl.it Ion with HuKh 'SUelly ; .

written
. by~

Frederick '. Herondeen-;. \i Shean- featured:
stii(red ; bv Itowlaml G.. Edvrnrdlt; eettlnj .

by-

Tom 'Adrian. Cracrafl; S3.iH). Wp;
Xnncy;.
Mortimer....
Prof, Henry TIbhs.

.

Mary Tlbb's. . .... .....

Jane .Tlbbs. , . ;'.-. . . '. v.. . .

Jed Prout
Bob Hatch ...

Dr. Thoiiin a Lorctt ..;.'.

Florence ' Tlbbs' jjciiHon

Maile Beiiaon . .........
Henry Benson.....:-...
Ruth Tibhs Brown.....
Messenger .......
Tltadrieus T;.

Dr,' Jioc. ....
William - rown. ......

.

i Kva Condon
... .'...ftaymoiid i:ape
;.. .... Al flhe»n

..Edith. Kiiiff

. . Natniie ThnmpHon
.

.

. . . . . . . John' Adlilr
... . Herl.ie'rt Evers .

...-.Robert HuiTlscm
Sylvia "Field

..Joyce. Van. Bnnon
Liicliland Cantphi-ll

. . ; : . . . Nancy :Ev:ins.

.. . . . . .Judson Piatt
.

..... ..Percy Helton

....... .John McTCea
.'.Robert-.'Ailed

. Last week Bert Lytell tried out a sun lamp but over-played H and was
unable to use makeup for several days. Said he was lobsterized alright,
but too much so.

He is featured in Gertrude Lawrence's starrer^ 'Lady in the Dark,* Alvln,
N. Y. .

agreement to give away a portion of
Liberty's park.- That indicates he
favors appeasement, but when the
menaces demand all the ground Tom
takes another course, and with his

|

bride makes another swift journey«
over a . mythical bridge that spans
the sky. There is mention of a
bridge that can be crossed before it

is reached—something for audiences
to guess about.
As the play unfolds the introduc-

tion of music becomes more pro-
nounced, but few of the lyrics are
clearly delivered; save a number late
in the show soloed by the nurse.
Dancing is interpolated by groups
that form a sort of ensemble. The
action is in a penthouse, bordering
on what could be Central Park, ana
in the park itself. Some scenes are
beautiful and skillfully lighted for
effect, but the play itself , is so vague

Script has be^n around for years,
mostly 'under the title of 'Home, •

Sweet Home.' and was tried out in

summer stock several seasons back.
That's about as far as it should have
gone, for it's a mediocrity and its

chances to stick on Broadway are
very slim.
Better-known managers were art-

ful in passing up the hew play, if it

ever reached: them. It remained for.

two-well liked and ambitious fellows
like Teddy Harrimerstein and Denis
Du-For to present 'Popsy,' Hugh
Skelly being associated. Author
Frederick. Herehdeen has rooters,

too, but, being a reputedly rich Chir
cagoan, the play's indicated misfire
should not. hurt him as much as the.

others.
: One setter is a small town comedy,
a homely thing with too much fam-
ily routine, too repetitious and with.

, „ ,
a minimum of laughter. While not

an i
exactly a museum piece, it seems
dated.

Story has to do with Henry Tibbs,
mathematics professor resident in

Madison, Wis.; his wife and their
three daughters. Youngest girl, Jane,
is about to wed the town's most at-

tractive youth. Since the other girls

are married and live elsewhere, old
Tibbs is free to fulfill a life-long
hope—going to an island in Hawaii
and Writing the book he has been
talking about so long.
But Jane breaks off her engage-

ment, or thinks she does. Florence
comes from . California with two
spoiled, kids, complaining she has
walked out on her mate, and Ruth
arrives from Detroit, also having
fancied husband trouble. Latter'

s

problem is that she hasn't been able
to have a baby in five years of mar-
riage. Hubby doesn't particularly

(Continued on page 44).

MOI-YO MILLER

DANTE
S C E S S
"Talk of Pittsburgh, is still about;; the biz that Dante rolled up in his

week at Nixon theatre: Figure first reported last week was underesti-
mated, magic show rolling up $10,300 at $1.65 top Instead of $8,500 orig-
inally quoted. For final four performances there-, wasn't a single ticket
available and more than 500' standees saw the show during that time.
Frantic efforts were made to holdover Dante at Nixon when Dennis King
musical, which was to have followed, was cancelled out, but previous
bookuigs couldn't be switched. As a result, Harry Brown, Nixon theatre
manager, is trying to get UBO to send magician /back for a return en-
gagement later in season." —Varietv, Jan. 22, 1^41.

SIM BIM
Impresario ROMBOUT VAN REEMSDYKE. 134 W. 58th St.. New York DANTE
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After a December - January spurt

New York legit production activity,

has slowed down; Three; hew plays

came in last .week and four are.

carded. to open this week on Broad-

way, but that about winds lip the

February .
entries, :-.though there's

still another two weeks to go. March'

possibilities are much more evident,

but the definite debut* are lew and
that also applies for .the early spring

period.
Showmen anticipate a lively sum-

mer, for the theatre and a number
of .

producers are ' hunting likely

scripts: They figure- that although

there is no World's Pair to draw
/visitors to the metropolis, it will

again be a mecca for oiit-of-town-

ers, because it will be another vaca-

tion period when Europe is shut off

and people, going, on South .Ameri-

can cruises must embark from the

port of New York. The Fair was
npt really helpful to Broadway, ex-
cept at certain times, either of the
two years during, which it opferated.

.
More importantly during the com-

ing summer is the expected flow of

a percentage, of the enormous de-
fense expenditures; ; Much of that

money has not. yet begun to circu-

late except in industrial districts.

While. America is swinging .Into its

: all-out stride • of defense prepara-
tions, the general idea is that those
participating will

.
take certain

amount: of time for recreation. Up-
swing of spending by craftsmen to

local , merchants will • probably be
the factor in the materialization of:

increased theatre attendance.

Cooling: Plants

. ; Broadway is properly equipped to

counter : the summer
. heat. Virtually

: all leading legit theatres have cool-
ing systems. Because of that and
the fact that New York is regarded
as the' top summer resort, there is

no longer a deadline for production.
Formerly better known

.
managers

washed up their presentation sched-
ules before spring. '• Prospect, for
summer musicals is hazy, bettering
the chances of the current hits of
that type to hold over through the
heated period.

Business wavered last week, espe-

.
cially on Thursday and Friday (7).
On the latter day. . a . near-record
downpour lasting well into the eve-

.
ning dented takings in most houses.
Drop in the evening's gross was as
high as $800 from that of the_ pre-
vious Friday!- Saturday saw a the-
atre rush, which has featured the
winter period.
Last week's openings were on the

- debit side. First, to arrive, Tanyard
Street;' Little, was socked by the
critics but continues. 'Liberty Jones,'
Shubert, drew some praise, but. the
notices indicated its chances are not
so hot. 'Boudoir,' Golden, was uni-
formly panned.
Advance reports, on this week's

incomers are more favorablei They
are 'Claudia,' Booth; 'Popsy,' Play-
house; 'Out of the- Frying Pan/
Windsor, and The Mechnical Heart,'
Miller. Latter was played out of
town as 'The Talley Method.'

WYNN CUTTING HOYS'

SCALE TO $3.30 TOP

Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Girls 'To-
gether,' Broadhurst, N. Y., will lower
its top price from $4:40 to. $3.30 start-
ing Feb. 24.

.
Reduction would, have

started next week, but a number of
tickets at the present scale were sold
up to Feb. 22. "Boys' is the second
4.40-er v.- to drop , the top recently.
'Crazy With the Heat' sliced to $3.30
after it laid off for revision. '_

It's possible that the Wynn revue
Will move to a Broadway house with
larger- balcony capacity than' the
Broadhurst. . Comic : is " desirous of
playing well into the spring, so that
no. road stands will be used up be-
fore next season. Wynn is satisfied
if the show, can break even for the
balance, of the stay in New York.
"Boys' .can gross .around $22;500 if

drawing capacity at $3.30. Underr

stood the show earned back most of
the production cost during the period
;When it was selling out.

Heart' Again Off

The. Mechanical. Heart,' renamed
from The Talley Method,' will not
open at the Miller, N. Y., Saturday
(15) as announced. Playwrights will
send the S. N. Behrman play out of
town next week and it is now dated
to open on Broadway Feb* 24. Show
stars Ina Claire and" Philip Merivale.

Play's: arrival Vat- the Miller has
been postponed several times, prin-
cipally because of cast changes and
some script 'revisions.. After a pre^
view In New York Monday (10), it
was decided that further polishing
was advisable and. the premiere was
set back again.

'

Maxwell Anderson's 'Elizabeth the
Queen' has been recorded as a Talk-
ing Book for the blind, by Mady
Christians, Wesley Addy, . Whitford
Kane and a Broadway cast. Record- .

ing was done by the American Foun- ;

dation for the Blind. I

Angels (Un) Ltd.

Probably no hit show every pro-

duced has provided so many outside

laughs—almost in competition with

the - performance—than 'Arsenic ^and

Old Lace,' Fulton, N. Y. ' Most of

the humor comes from certain people
within the mob who have hunks of

the Howard Lindsey-Russel (Buck)
Crouse production.

:

Aided, and. abetted by Crouse,
Frank Sullivan, a 5% backer,
is chief steamer-Upper of the ex-
traneous giggles. After a lapse of

three weeks he planted a second
comic story in Sunday's (9) N. Y.
Times, complaining that those who
have pieces of 'Arsenic' hadii't yet
shared in the profits. He said he had
seen bales of green stuff in the box-
office and opines Hhat ain't, hay'.

Sullivan's . squawk, however, was
wasted, for last week the backers
received, virtually half the amounts
they invested. That's a record for

those who buy in on plays. :

The bunch call : themselves the
Elderberry Holding and Backers
Assn., with a subtitle of The Lindsay,
Crouse Mutual Admiration Society,

were muttering about not being de-

clared in on the kale, according to

Sullivan. He started rubbering to

see if any of the others had received

any kickback arid .so visited Clare
Boothe, one of the 21 with pieces:

'There she was sitting in the cold

ballroom of her Waldorf Towers
apartment, huddled in a couple hun-
dred strands of pearls, down to her
last fourteen million bucks, and not

a word from Crouse and Lindsay,

Ltd.'

Sullivan In The Bed
Sullivan hot only claims he didn't

get any 'Arsenic' coin, but is $127 in

the red, explained by the fact that

when, he heard the show was a wow
he bought a great many drinks on
his own initiative. Another com-
plaint- is that he hadn't seen the show
yet, because they didn't give him
opening night tickets.

Crouse hid away in an out of town
hotel for several days rest and upon
reflection decided it was time to

worry Dick Maney, the alleged press

agent for the show. He telegraphed:

'Immediately
.
explain why 'Arsenic

and" Old Lace' was hot mentioned in

Hitler's speech upon pain of instant

dismissal'. Maney, who can also

juggle words,! replied, but doesn't re-

member what he wrote.

Among, friends who expressed their

pleasure over the play's click was
Alexander Woollcbtt, who howeyer,-

thought he ought to be declared in on,

the show. He explained that he once

wrote a book with the word 'and' '.in

it. The producers answered that the

declaririg-in season was- closed"'' just;

before his letter arrived;. Woollc.ott

is : trouping again in .'The Man .
Who

Came To Dinner.'

Crouse was ordered abed to rest

by his doctor, after going on the

ASCAP broadcast last Saturday ;($).

Just a little matter of nerves, he

said. Also cb-authbr of 'Life With
Father,' with Howard Lindsay, he

hoped to be present at the . celebra-

tion of a year's run by 'Father' in

Chicago next Saturday (15).

He also intends looking for an in-

dependent, theatre in
;
Chicago for

'Arsenic,' if a road company is de-

cided on.

Serenades for Few

Pennies in L A.

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.

Series, of pop operettas, priced from
15c

;

at matinees to 60c top at night,

Is planned by Arthur Spitz, former
European producer, who : has leased

the. Mason Opera House.

Matinee top would be two bits;

SEE EXTENSION

amst N. Y.

' Continues

- Growing use of Sundays- for legit;

performances, may be ., extended
through summer and possibly into
next season. That is up to Equity,
which; by withdrawing the double
pay requirement, made It , practical

to play on the Sabbath. Showmen
say Sundays should be important
during summer, which is expected to
see strong theatre, attendance be-
cause' of the .'. usual visitor influx.

They add it would be a novelty for
such patrons' to be able to attend on
the Sabbath. \ .

*
.

More shows ..: are adding -. Sunday
matinees in addition to evening per-
formances and by Feb. 23 at least

eight shows will be on that basis;

Tobacco Road' (Forrest) and 'Cabin
in the Sky' (Beck)

:
have been on the

two-show Sunday schedule, others
carded being 'It Happens on: Ice'.

(Center) , ''Meet : the People' (Mans-
field) , 'The Man Who Came to Din-
ner' (Music Box) , Tanyard Street-

(Little) and 'George . Washington
SleptvHere' (Lyceum), . 'Flight to

the West' , (Guild) dropped the af-

ternoon showy but resumes then as

well as evening. • .
.

Through the League of New York
Theatres^, questionnaires have beert

sent to managers who have been ex-
perimenting with Sunday ' per-

formances^ Only a few responses

have been received, but it is .in-

dicated that the experiment is

favored.
Growing number of Sunday

matinees developed a minor box-
office problem. Agreement with the

ticket men's union calls for opening
the bio.s at noon, but the managers
have asked the treasurers , to report

at 10 a.m. Principal reason is to

answer telephone inquires about the

Sabbath performances. " As replace-

ment ticket sellers are used on .Sun-:

days, the' earlier start will probably

go into effect, ..

:When Jack Kirkland sailed for
Guatemala Saturday (8) he thought
'Tanyard Street,' which he presented
at the

. Little, N. Y.i earlier ; ln. the
week, would stop that evening and
the closing was announced. . Notices
were thumbs down and the Irish
play looked . hopeless. . However,
Saturday's business perked up . to
surfh an extent that Mrs. Kirkland,
who Is Haila Stoddard professionally,
and who remained V in : New York,
stated the closing was . a mistake and
ordered it continued. As Kirkland
left his checkbook behind that was
quickly arranged.
There was no performance Monday

(10), it. being explained that Tan-
yard* would play Sunday perform-
ances and the layoff was required by
Equity for shows playing on the
Sabbath.

HEAT BREAKS EVEN ON

10G TAKE IN 1ST WEEK

First full week's gross of 'Crazy

With the Heat,' after it relighted at

the 44th Street, N. Y., was around

$10,000, which was said to be around

an . even break. Revue resumed at

$3.30 top, being re-routined and new
specialty turns being added to the

cast following a layoff of a week
and : a half. It originally opened
at $4.40 top, was panned and taken

off. Ed Sullivan, columnist on the

N. Y. News,' and a group, took oyer

the job of recasting and restagihg

the show.

Cooperation of the stage, unions
figured in

;

reducing' the operating

nut; .
Stagehands and musicians!

dropped some men from the crew
and pit Equity okayed a salary

cut for principals for a two-week
period, but a new arrangement has

been made whereby the cuts- will

be rescinded on a - sliding , scale "ac-

cording tp the takings. If the gross

reaches $15,000 players .will get a

25% increase , over the slice figure.

Same percentage at the $1.6,000,

$17,000 and $18,000 levels, so that if

the takings vreach the latter figure

full salary '.would apply.. ;•

A first night incident on the re-

sumption .steamed up Sullivan; Vic-

tor ; Borge, Danish comedy pianist,

who- was added to the cast, refused

to follow instructions; He had been
ordered to cut his' routine to four

minutes, following ', a preview show-,

ing; Instead, Borge stayed on more
than; nine minutes.. Whafcj .Sullivan

said to Borge .was not quoted, but
the actor has not been seen around
the show since.

Show management had .given
Equity ;.' $100 for Borge's initiation,

fee.. When .he disappeared Equity
was asked to refund the money and
void Berge's application for mem-
bership. Equity sent back the

money.

While the managers and the Dra-
matists Guild (authors) are seem-
ingly in agreement over revisions to
the basic minimum agreement, which
expires March 1, a difference of
opinion cropped up last week over
the new stipulation oh alien drama-
tist?.. The provision in question Is

the requirement that British and
other foreign authors must join the,

Guild before producers can present
their works over here.

.

Managers say that rule is tanta-
mount to a closed shop, but the auth-
ors are adamant on the point and
countered with the opinion that the
term is obsolete in this era of organ-
ization. So far the changes In the
pact have been considered only by
committees from both sides and must
go before the general membership of
each before acceptance. Believed
that the Guild members will back up
their leaders. .

'

Rule in the present agreement pro-
vides that a producer may do one
play of foreign origin each year, but,

if producing two or more, .the author
must join the Guild.. Conceded, that

the disputed provision Is not per-,

tinent at this time and same goes for

the near future, for the market for

foreign plays has virtually disap-
peared because of the war. Produc-
tion In England Is practically nil and
little is known about new plays if

any in continental Europe. Even if

the. war ends soon, nothing could be
expected from Europe in the line of
plays for a year thereafter.

However, as the contract Is for a

five-year term, as was the original,

some managers object to the new
clause on general principles as ah
encroachment by the Guild. Few
American producers are more than
casually interested in foreign scripts,

but some specialize in such '. plays,

notably Gilbert Milier.

The percentage of English plays

which click on Broadway is notori-

ously small. . Exception currently is

'The', Corn, is Green,' National. It

was presented in London two . years

before it appeared here. An English

melodrama, . They ... Walk. Alone,'

started rehearsals this week.

Tondeleyo Too Hot For

LJt Get Cooler and Fines

. Los Angeles, Feb. 11. .

Patricia Saunders" and J. Harvey
Johnson, principals in 'White Cargo'
at Beaux Arts Theatre here, and
producer; William D. Swanson were
found- guilty and handj^d, stiff jaitt

in court on charges of presenting in-

decent performance. All have ap-
pealed sentences.

'

.
Swanson was -given 180 days In

jail and $500 fine, with 50 days more
if he fails to . pay off. Tondeleyo'
and Johnson were assessed $250 fine

or 50 days in jail.

New- York ticket brokers have re-
newed their fight against the en-
forcement pf the new state law plac-
ing a maximum premium ct 75c on
all tickets and the hew action may
be heard In March. When the orig-
inal

. suit was .withdrawn recently
after the agency people met with
court reverses, it was stated that
fresh proceedings would be started.
Paul Moss,. New. York City license
commissioner, arid Lewis J. Valen-
tine; police commissioner, afl again
named as defendants by William A;
Hyman, counsel for the ticket people.
Brokers seek to enjoin them from*

enforcing the law on the ground that
it, is . 'unreasonable,' Whereas inVthe!.
first action It was contended the',

statute was 'confiscatory.' Original
action named six brokers as com-
plainants, while the present proceed-
ing names £1, the suit being 'for
themselves and oh ' behalf : of all

others similarly
. situated* Ticket

men: complain that the statute. ;is

illegal because it's in violation of the .

14th amendment to the Constitution,
which denies confiscation of prop-
erty- and property rights, without due
process of law.
Further

. argued that a U. S. Su-
preme Court decision, in 1922 de-
clared the fixing of ticket prices as
unconstitutional as in the first action. .

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Sidney
Bernstein, in his recent ruling, indi-
cated that the attitude of the highest
tribunal at the time would be re-
versed if called upon to consider the
case now.

'

.'. Stress Sporting Events
Cases cited by Charles Weinstein,

assistant corporation- counsel, to
show> the. changing trend :in high
court decisions have been partially,
used as a basis for the new coin-
plaint on the part of ticket brokers,
one reason why the first suit was
withdrawn. Latter move was de-
cided on while an application before
Justice Ferdinand Pecora to amend
the original complaint was pending.
In reversing decision he indicated he
would decline to allow the changes.
In the new complaint the matter

of limiting the premiums on tickets
for sporting events, particularly prize
fights, is stressed. Claimed that -

while tickets for legitimate shows
are returnable and therefore not a
loss risk, it is necessary for brokers
to buy fight tickets, outright. They
are not returnable. As such tickets
cost as high as $27.50, the chances of
loss on unsold tickets are such that
it might force the agencies out of
business.

..' There are some 47 agencies, most
of them operating under the code
which also places a premium ceiling

at 75c over the boxoffice price! They
make no complaint about the code
at this. time, but hope to be able to
sell tickets for sporting events at
prices that would assure profit and
protect them from going into the
red. Fact that the state law takes
in all amusements and entertain-

ments, while the code is restricted to
the legit, Is the basic reason why the
brokers are in court. They will pos-
sibly risk taking the case to Wash-
ington, regardless of the contentions
that more recent decisions point to a
..change in the Supreme Court's at-
titude in regard 'to price-fixing.

Among the arguments presented
by the brokers is that they only han-
dle the top-price tickets; that the
purchase of same is a .

luxury ; that
they only sell a small percentage : of
the total number of tickets bought;
that the state statute is illegal be-
cause it • applies only tip the

.
city of

New York; that the law was passed
without application by city authori-
ties or its council and Ms therefore
not proper legislation. Further con-
tended that Mayor La Guardia of
New York

.
vetoed a bill passed ;by

the council last year on the grounds
that it was probably unconstitution-
al. Mayor, however, is. reputed to
have Urged that the -new law be rig-

idly enforced.

Commissioner Moss Is known to
have recently ' acted on complaints
that sidewalk ticket speculators were
operating..: He stated that at least

one arrest had been, made and that

he has a corps of inspectors observ-
ing violation of rules he laid down.
Those rules. have been objected toby
the brokers, who. declare that .there

are no evils in the ticket business

; that call for the drastic penalties.

Joseph McCarthy arrested for side-

walk speculation pleaded guilty and
was fined $25. -
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Annenberg Tribute .by Patterson
Unusual tribute was paid last

week, editorially, in the N. Y. Daily

News by Capt, Joseph M. Patterson,-

Its publisher, to Max Annenberg, un
til his recent illness the paper's: cir

culatiqn director. :. The editorial dol

umn of the News pn the day follow-;

ing Ahnenberg's death was headed
with a ^Memp

; :
to Max /Arthenberg,'

and it read:
. • -

"

'Goodbye. I. am., going to ini'ss

you a lot. For many years you
have been- my best .friend, out-

side members .of . my
:
'family';-.

:

Hope to be seeing you some. day.*:.

Annenberg, 66, for 30 * years as

sociated with the Chicago ; Tribune
and the N.;Yi"'-b>iiy- /News/.a'sv

'

:.dii!e.e

tor ft circulation for ; those news-,

papers, died. Feb. , 7 at his winter

home in Phoenix, ^riz.,. after a five-

month illness. . A brother of M. L
Annenberg, publisher , of: the Phila-

delphia Inquirer, .he started his • ea

reer with the 'Chicago Tribune in

1893 and nine years later became cir-

culation manager of the Hearst chain

and Cosmopolitan magazine, . He re-

turned to the Tribune in 1910 and
remained with • the organization un-
til his death. Also surviving are his

widow, Etta, arid three children, Mrs.
Sylva Leichner, .prominent golfer;

Ivan Anrienberg, present director of

circulation for The 'News, and -an-

other daughter, Mrs/ Mlndell Gross,

. In Memory of Odd Mclntyre.
Charles B. Driscoil, vrho does

•New York Day by Day,' via Mc-
Naught syndicate, salutes an old
friend tomorrow (13) as follows, id
lead off his column: /.

Three years ago, at midnight
on Feb. 13,. Oscar Odd Mclntyre,
most beloved and most widely
read writer in all history, fell

'

asleep. As his friend, and editor
for 13 years, his biographer, and
his unworthy successor in the
carrying oh of this column, .it is

my custom to set this day aside .

In his memory... .

Column goes on to tell of. Mc-
Intyre's seemingly tireless efforts ex-
pended in turning out his daily

column, for which , 'nobody can. be
paid well enough for that kind of

service, for that kind of life and
devotion.'

Bell's Dot Thompson
Bell Syndicate has contracted Dor-

othy Thompson, the . .
columnist's

atint to start March 17 in more than'

135 dailies, weeklies and semi-week-

,

lies, following the expiration on
March 15 of her pact with the New
York Herald-Tribune Syndicate. Dis-
agreement in policy with Ogden Reld,
the Herald-rTrib's . publisher, which
came to a head last fall when Reid
held out Miss Thompson's column to.

support President Roosevelt's third-
term nomination, motivated her re-
fusal to continue the pact.

Miss Thompson ,made her debut as
a newspaper columnist on March 15,

1936. in the N. Y. Herald Tribune
and subsequently that daily's syndi-
cate sold her column to more than

. 115 publications.
Miss Thompson will, stack up

against her present employer in New
York. Bell selling her in Gotham to

k the Post.

did: a"takeoff on the habitual use of

the first person by PM'; ;

by-liners,

singling out, in; particular, Ralph
Ingersoll and . pseudohymously re-

ferring to him as 'Ralph DolJatwatch'

arid, the .papier as 'PS.'
:
PM, followed

up Smith's yarn by reprinUng it ver-

batim. .

''.: <•..'-

Smith, incidentally, has idohe simi

lar burlesques on Ed Sulliva.ii, Nick
Kenny, Lou'ella .

Parsons, , Lucius

Beebe, -etc., all as part , of a special

series of features for the
.
Vyorld-

Telly's. Saturday/ amusement: section.

Jim Conzeljman's Column
"Jim Coiizelman, quondam actor,

songwriter and. newspaperman; .; but

mostly /coach : of . the pro Chicago

Cardinals . football team, has been

signatured to do a : thre.c-a-\ye«k.

sports • column for King Features.

Joe .Conriolly set/the deal.. ; \ ..
>

.;

• Cpnzelman, who returns to the St.

Louis municipal opera next summer,
to . play in 'Too Many Girls.' is also

under lecture management of W.
Colston Leigh.

. Quenjln Reynolds' Diary

Qiientin Reynolds • got a second

book contract quite by accident -when

he ad libbed conversationally -witii

Bennett
:

Cerf,' : pre? of Random
House, who observed,. 'It's too bad
you didn't keep a diary.' Reynolds
said he did-, however, . and his 'A

Londoner's..'.Diary'' was thus set via

Random House. /'.

'The Wounded- Don't
;
Cry/ the

Collier's war correspondent's' first

volume, went via Dut'ton bit an
agent's commitment previously made.

Consldlne Slnu for 5 Years
Five-yfear contract of Bob Cbn-

sldine, sports columnist on the Mir-
ror, : N. Y., has been renewed -for a
similar period. When he joined- the;

Hearst outfit Consldine signed with
the American And when that daily

was merged with the Journal, -scribe

switched to the Mirror.
New contract is with King Fea-

tures, syndicating arm of the Hearst
publications. Recently, . the Mirror's-

Sports editor, Dan Parker, was given
a new term contract.

arid formerly '.- connected with the

Curtis and Crowell Publishing com-
panies, ' died Feb, 8 at hia liome in

Augusta, Me.
Marguerite Carse, '; 65, pioneer

newspaperwoman of the midwest,
who for years covered news arid con-
ducted a column, for the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, died Feb, 7 in a hos-

pital near, West Cornwall, Coring
.

./CHATTER''
'

Merle Potter looking .over.- the Hol-
lywood .s$vidioa;-4or-.the^

,

°Miririeapo1is',

Tribune. '."'..•.'..-!"'.'.- '; ' '"
'"-./. '; '-'.-''.

l)aVid Wells in Hollywood to in-,

terview
'..
picture " perso.naiities .- for

London ,News Chronicle;";- .;

Pierre Lazareff, "former, editor of

the Paris Sqir, writing a- history of
|.

that' paper
;

fbr
;
Random House;

Ed/:' Anthony v
1
'**?.'-'-'

1^0^^'^''' niag
aboard boat for California oh a
vacation. -. \.. :.

:'
./. /'•:•

".. Hollywboid "/Features- Syndicate
servicing 1 George Fisher-s' .'Holly-

wbod ' Whispers' to.. 62 . papers. '
-

,

- .Steve Laird; former Time : ma|(
man in Washington,: nbw stationed,
in Berlin, and; getting stuff through
regularly.: /.

.''.--.
-. .

'."

. New York .Financial ' Wrtters/pick
their new officers at an annual meet-*
in.; tomorrow night (Thursday) at
the Lexington, hotel,. N. Y.
Pauline Corley^ literary editor of

the Miami
. .
News; authored 'The

World and Richard;' novel, which
Btririett Cerf WiU, publish shortly.
Jerome Ellison,, Reader's

. Digest
staff -associate, leaving . for Coast by
auto to. work on new novel. Random
House to

.
publish his /'The Dam' in-

spring. '

Edward Van Every, N. Y. Sun
sports

. Writer, . on; leave of absence
for a month in Hollywood as research
counsellor for his -.story;- .'Coney Is-'

land,' at 20th-Fox.

) Gavvrean Mag Off Till Fall
Tab. pictorial mag which Emile

Gauvreau was set to edit for Hilir
man Publications this spring, has
been pushed off until, fall, it was
said at the Hillman office this week.
Former editor of the New York
Mirror was declared at his country
home "working on the format of the
new magazine.'

Gauvreati's / autbbiog, "My Last
Million Readers,' wili be published
shortly. He is also, working on an-
other book.

PM-Roy Howard 'Feud?' ,.

;.-•;'

The 'feud' that has arisen - between
the N.

.
Y. !World-Telegram and PM,

new N. . Y; tab.
;
daiiy,; is something

that stems from th£ fictional fancies
of the PM bunch, . according .."to

newspapermen in the know-
PM, of course, with its New Deal

attitude is diametrically at odd with
the policy of Roy Howard- and his

Scripps-Howard papers, of which
the World-Telly is . the New York
cutlet, and PM editorially has

1

em-
phasized that point in no uncertain
terms. Howfever,. the World-Telly's
repeated kidding attitude toward
PM. particularly, the yarn written a

week or so ago by . H. Allen Smith,

staff feature writer,- is indicative, of:

nothing more than Smith's usual

whimsical burlesques on anybody or
anything, of which he's done a num-
ber in the past. ,

^Smiihtlh ihe. aforementiened-^arn,

LITERATI OBITS
Georfe R. Rogmn, 56, assistant city

editor of the Los Angeles Herald and
Express, who had been an active

newspaperman for 41 years, died of

a heart attack Feb. 3. in Lbs Angeles.
Frederick P. Perkins, 43, veteran

newspaper man who had been - a

staffman for several New England
newspapers and more! recently a
feature Writer/for The Boston Eve-
ning American, died Feb. 6 in a Bos-
ton hospital shortly after' a heart at-

tack. ' v .

Georfce R. Rogan, 56, assistant city'

editor of Los Angeles Herald and
Express and former producer of film

shorts, died Feb. 4 in/Los Angeles
following a heart attack. Starting as
an office boy on the old New York
World, Rogan , moved to the New
York American in 1911 and shifted to
California 17 years ago to become a
picture maker. Later,he resumed his
newspaper career and has been with
the Herald and Express for the past
five years.; Surviving are his widow,
two daughters and a son. ;

Jacob Shapiro, 50, southwestern
representative of the Jewish Morn-
ing Journal, N. Y., who. maintained
offices in St. Louis, died last week in

San; Antonio of influenza. Widow
and two children survive.
John D. McAdams, 65, joini owh-

er- j\rid business manager of the Al-
ton, 111., Evening. Telegraph, died in
a St Augustine,/ Fla., hospital from
injuries - suffered in an auto crash.
Widow, two daughters, four sisters

arid a brother survive. :

Floyd Rich, publisher, of the Car-
thage (N. Y.) Republican Tribune
and bhe-time business manager- of
the Watertown (N. Y.) Standard and
Hudson Valley (N- Y:). Star, died; at
a Watertown hospital Feb. 6 after
an operation. . ';./

;
•• :~.

George E. Walsh, 75, retired; news-
j >ermah, and magazine writer, died
FeK 7 in a •BrpnXi N. Y.. hospital

fr.6m ' injuries he sustained . in . a fall

at his home in City Island the same
day. :

. /
; ' ,/';'

.

." ''.."-

Lady. Russell, 74i" who; under .the,

pseudonym of Elizabeth, wrote the.

best-selling novels, 'Mr. Skeffirigtbn'

and 'Enchanted April' died Feb. 9

in Charleston, S, C, ,from influenza,

Charles /E« MUll.e>i" 75, former, ad-
vertising manager of the old To-
ledo- (O.) Bee, and for the last .20

years head of his own advertising
business, the Miller Agency Co., To-
ledo, died Feb. 2 in that city of a
heart..attack. Widow and two daugh-
ters survive. '.

• Fired F. Fitch,. 64, magazine- writer

on B'way

tration. Zamah Cunningham and
Aideen O'Connor are unable to
bring static parts to -life; while Hale
Norcross seems, unnecessarily anemife
as *a priest and Art Smith struggles
vainly in an unsuited role, ;

Besides playing the central part,
Shields staged the piece and was
apparently, baffled by the.play's con*
flict. of moods. Setting by -Mercedes
seems atmospheric, but'; has : a stock
appearance. Play's . opening was
postponed several times because of
casualties to : the cast arid . various,
other mishaps. It- rnay. have been
jinxed from the start. '. Hobe. :

BQUDOIR
• -Drsi'nin \n tt)ro> arts . (fiiyr/ soc'n^a) . by
JiH-iliii'H Dovnl-. . ^S'lHKod by the nuthiir, -tvHh
aptlliiffa by . Ku.vmonil Sowy. ' J'rc.spiHed by
.turundaChnmbrun, rit (Joldon, Ni' Y.v Feb.
7.-'41; «3.:fO top ($4.-10 bpenlOK),
TJorlii VVIIIIiinis.

('i)ri\ Ambi'i-slit»l) i ; .
.'.

VmIvpp ;+;.>;.:(;£..
l'lillllps......
Pbnpbe Ariissubcr.' . . . .

.

Fl Iip.I • Plin uriiin . , i' , .
.'

.

.Khrlcii ' .rullli'i-l . . ^. ,

Kilp.-tr Mnsanl>e,r. ; .
.'

/.

.

(5.ny lord. ... i . ,

dMniie...;

.June .Ponnor
.'Ht;li'fi TAvelvetreoa'
. , . .'.niohnnl

.
IrV'lnK

,'.*:ui-tl8. rionk.Hey

. , JiiMClihlno Slanton
, . .Joi-rtldlnn Dvorak

. .) ipnr'y
: limndun.

.Tn.vlor HoJrtieS:
,i. .Sinnlo-iCiHwiii-hv
. . . . ... .Rise: Arent

^Continued from page 42 - ssssm

POP3Y
care, but she doesn't think it fair to

him and wants him to be free.
. With- a^ house full of girlsi- the

Slabs of the old boy and his wife,

lary, look to be thoroughly shot.

But toward the end everything turns
out to be .all right. Ruth has a
fainting spell and the doctor Verifies

her delicate condition, so a mes-
sage brings her William flying to
her side, prematurely loaded with

'

toys. After making . and unmaking
her mind, more times.. than neces-
sary, . Jane - arid her Bob rush , to a
parson and get hitched: Then Flor-
ence receives word that her man
has landed a much better job and
they are to go to South America for
a

.
trip. The professor : and Mary . de-

cide to scratch Hawaii and go in-

stead to Niagara Falls,
Al Shean, as the prof, is featured.

He seems skittish for a man of 60
who. looks older. He tries a change
of pace and uses familiar manner-
isms, but the part does not contain
the humor that was expected. Edith
King, as his wife, gives a good per-
formance. Among the daughters,
Nancy Evans, as Ruth,, appears best.
Sylvia Field has a fair part as the
daughter with the kids, while Nata-
lie Thompson is the changeable Jane.
Others are just so-so, but that rnay
be traced to- the play rather than
the players. Ibee.

TANYARD STREET
Drama. In thrt« acts (four acenen) by

Louis D'Alton, Directed by Arthqr
Shields; settliiR by Mercedes. Presented
by; Jnck Klrkland; at Little, N. : X., Feb.

.. This Jaccjues Deval drama, the
author's first attempt in English,; pro-
vided one ofthose open i tip-night eirn-

barrassments/the Broadway theatre
must occasionally endure. Yarn
about the intrigues and eventual dis-
aster of an. 1080 cbcotte may not be
the season'js "absoIu,te nadir., but it's

bad enough. In fact, it's terrible. /
• Writing is . all perfectly grammati-
calv but such painfully: stilted hokum
that; first-nighters, soon got. the gig-,
gles and presently laughed the piece
almOst off the stage. That was bru-
tal on the innocent actors* but a fair
enough estimate of the show.

. Deval, - who wrote the original
French' versions of 'Tovarich,'" 'Her
Cardboard Lover' arid other Broad-
way plays, directed this one. himself.
Helen Twelvetrees. making her
Broadway debut as the lead, is a
looker, hut"hef- playing Js rigidly ex^
pressionlcss. Taylor Holmes is. sin-
cere as the. elderly admirer. Else
Argal. the author's wife, is direct and'
believable in a supporting lead;
Staats, Cotsworth manages to retain
his dignity in one of the most absurd
parts in memory; Henry Brandon
has little to db'but smile amiably, as
a rakish swain who turns out to be.
a homicidal maniac. Raymond So-
vey's single setting is elegant.

'•
-.. . Hobe.

going to get a second company arid
that ' all of the dear children in-
volved are going to be in the cast

; There are lots of good situations
and a liberal sprinkling of laughs
plus some sympathy for the hopes
of the juves who are trying so hard.
Main trouble is that the stbry . is not
•sufficiently sustained in its present
writing and a large, portion of th9
proceedings smacks of sophombric
wit. The characters of the producer
and the irate parent are badly writ-
ten and hard to believe. A bit of
romance is nicely handled, but there
is too much rushing around and clut-
tering up of the stage.

• Cast is. on the nice side. Florence
MacMichael, only survivor - of the
.summertime- .tryout, shows consider-1

able promise as the dumb dame who'
helps thrpw a monkeywrench into
the works. She has a natural knack
for laughs and :should find, ample op-
portunities for her very evident tal-
ent. Also cute Is Barbara Bel Geddes
as the youngest and dizziest of the'
ernbryoriic ; pliayers. .. Daughter of
Norman Bel Geddes, this is her stage
bow. 'Mabel Paigiei as a bemused
;and • slightly puzzled, landlady, also
makes her role count. ; Alexander.
Kirkland's direction passes muster
and the setting: by Cirker and Rob-
bins is quite, adequate.. Arthur Hop-
kins has been pitching iH here on
shaping the comedy.
Francis Swanh has come close

with this one and shows considerable
promise. Regardless of the. Broad-r
way:: outcome,. 'Out - of. the Frying'
Pan' has picture possibilities.. It has
much to recornmend it in that direc-
tion, and properly worked over rnay
even accomplish some success as a
play.; / . Burin.

*L'Aihore del Trie
>6pera in thj-pe aols: hiiiflc by Halo iron- .

temezzl; llliretto li>- f«iin Benelll; iionOuc-
tor, UhIo ' Monteip'ezzl ; staire.--.director, .He-
sire Pefrei-e; clioi-us' innstei-, Kausto Clevu.
Arc-h|h;nldo,.
Mnnfredd. . .....
AvJto .

Plamlnlo. . . ....... .

.

A Youth. ... . ......

,

Floru . . ; . . t

A Mnld. .>..........,
A' young- Womn h . .

.

An Old Wonin'n . . ...

.

•A Shepherd's Voice.

,KZ\0 PIiijW.
.-.Rlphnrd ponelll

,-. . IChnrle.s Knllimin
...Abesalix De Vnolla
. . . . .Nloholns Massiie'
. . . . . . . . Grace. Mdme

. , . .Lucille Browning;
. Mailne Stellman

........Anna Kitskus
........ Keno Mablllt

Phy Out of Town

4, *41
; $.1.30.- top.

Mosey Furlong,...
Mrs. Furlqntf . . . . .

,

Nanno Deasy.
Hossy MoMorna...
Hugh McMnma,. .,

Davey Deasy.-. ....
Father' Coiin.
Kevin McMorna..;

. . . . . .nBiry. FltzRerald
. ..Zamah CunnlnKham
. . . .'. .Aldeen/O'Connor
........... . . /, . .MnrBO
........ ..Lloyd QourIi
• •*• •^• :

« r>- . . ... Art Stnlth
. . . . .'. . . .Hale'.. NororoBs
../.....Arthur Shield*

: Jack Kirklarid.f whose theatrical
ventures since his fabulously profit-
able Tobacco Road' have invariably
been- unsuccessful, apparently -has
another failure , - in this comedy-
drama from Dublin's Abbey Theatre/
Like all Kirkland • presentations, .it

is a well-intentioned production, but
its script weaknesses make it a dub-
ious, boxoffice prospect and a/negli-
gible bet for pictures. :

.

All-important . JJaw in . .'Tanyard-
Street' is that as a miracle play -its

effectiveness '.depends on > its dra-
riiatic /scenes-r^-yet- the/ comedy pas^
sages, which are really extraneous,
are

.
the only ones . that hold, atten-

tion. Thus, .Barry Fitzgerald, as a
ludicrous- hypochondriac, gets steady^
laughs, but as soon as he's off . the
stage arid the vital theme of the
play is resumed the audience begins
its telltale coughing.
While Fitzgerald; is an infectious

buffoon, the! other' actors are unequal
tb Louis D'Alton s stubborn; script.
Arthur Shields seems :uneasy as the

/crippled Spanish Civil War veteran
' who is cured by: faith; Margo ap-
pears 111-at-ease and almost, muted
as his. distraught wife. L lo y d
Gough's - headlong. , attack gives at
least partial conviction to the part
of the wounded, man's brother,
whose love for his sister-in-law
merely, adds, to his embittered .frus-

Out Of The Frying Pan
.
Baltimore, Feb. 4..

' Comody-ln three acts bjr j<'rancia Swunn;
produced by William Deerlng and Aleir
under Klrkland; staRed by Klrkland: Bel-
ting. Ctiksr and- .ilohblhs. At the Mary-,
land theatre, Baltimore, Feb. -4, '41. S2.S2
top: ' : -' '-•

...... i WIIllani W. Terry
.Mabel Paige

.

. .... . Airrod .Drakr.-
..... Florence MacMichael-
,
;'.

. . .;'., Nancy-. Douglass

George Bo.dell.:.'.'

Mrs. Garnet....
Xonimiv .Reese..
Muilal Foster...
Kate Ault',

Mftipe Benson.
Tony Dennlso ...

Dottle Cobui-n. ..

Mr, Cohur'n. . . .

.

Mr, Kenny. .....
Mac. .'.

. . ........
Joe.. ...........

.Louise Snyder
. . . . . .RMInyyn Myora
.Barbara llel Geddes
.',.'.'.

. . Henry Antrim
.

.'

. . , lieyn'olds Evans
.Arthur Holland

...-.George Mathews

. This new play 'oy Francis Swann,
youngest member of the local family

.

which operates the nearby, strawhat
Hilltop theatre, was given a summer
tryout there this past season arid at-
tracted; considerable Broadway at-
tention. Now being sponsored by
Alexander Klrkland and William
peering on a more ambitious course
and given considerable, rewriting and
shifting, it remains as before, a
pleasant enough comedy, but still

not strong enough to make the grade,
on its proposed

.
Broadway, effort.

[It opened last night (Tuesday) on
Broadway.]
' There is at least one saving grace
to 'Out of the Frying Pan,' and that
is the refreshing presence of a bright
arid promising group, of = stage-struclr
youngsters acting and being . enacted
in the story at hand. Wrapped
around the efforts of an evenly dir
vided Sextet of boys and girls who'
have banded together in the strictly
Platonic tenancy of an apartment
where the .expenses of living can be
held down, . the ensuing twists and
complications ^. lend' .themselves''.to
sorne diverting theatre.
Besides the pecuniary advantages

of living under the Same roof, there
is another possibility of attracting a
bard-to-make

. Broadway producer
who lives in the flat below. It '.was-
his apartment before success in the
way of a current Broadway smash
shone upon himyand his superstition
prevails upon him to stay on. The
kids, upstairs have carefully /re-
hearsed their own version of his hit,
and through . conveniently, located
radiator openings in the floor watch
for the opportune moment, when
they can pounce on the great man
and force him into an audition.

. A visit by . a durnbdora girl friend
of one of the. aspiring thespians and
the sudden barging in of her papa
from Boston tie matters rinto a pretty
pickle, plus, the unlooked-for en-

.

trance of. the producer hirnself 'bent.'
on the loan of a spot of flour. The
audition accomplished Under diffi-
culties and when. the . Intruding
father turns: out to be the head play
censor from Beantown bent on turn-
ing loose a tirade on the hit in-
volved, it's a cinch that Boston is

The first .presentation of the sea-
son of 'L'Amore .Dei Tre Re' .of Italo
Moritemezzi took place Friday 17)
at. the Metropolitan Opera, house,
with New.York society and the "curi-
ous jamming the doors to see Grace
Moore assume the role of the hero-
ine Fiora, and the debut as a con-'
ductor of Montemezzi, the composer.
Why the soprano, desired to sing the.
somewhat thankless role of Fiora is

somewhat of a mystery, for it hardly
compares with the fat parts of Miriil

:

in 'Bbheme,' or the title, role in 'Lbu-
ise,' and does not contain , a single
aria, in which" the star may exhibit
her voice on a grandiose scale.

.
Miss

. Moore was vocally well up
tb her task: Her voice has improved
yearly until today she ranks at the
top of the country's lyric sopranos,
and nowhere does she exhibit her
talents quite so well as in the mag-
nificent 'second act duet 'Oh Fiora,
Fiora, sono Avito,' with Kullmah.
The singer, however, was badly di-
rected in her acting of the part, es-
pecially in act two. There was a
love tackle at one part that produced
a squirming audience.

Despite, the fact that she. is a lyric
soprano, her final dramatic duet with
Pinza before being strangled with
the five B flats, 'Allora quellb ch'io
b'acio,' indicates that as her voice
matures, the heavier roles will also
be hers.
Best vocalism and acting of the

evening was ' provided by Pinza,
whose Archibaldo ranks as one of
the bass' greatest characterizations..
His aria 'O Ricbrda; il pensiero mlo
stanotte' stopped the . show Jh the
first act, while his portrayal of the
character' of the

. blind King was a,

swell dish of.melodrama and pathos.

.

Richard Bonelli sang well lri his
two arias, 'Fiora, 'Fiora piccolo fliore,'

and 'Fanciulla :tu non puoi mulla
doriarrhi,' but .the baritone refused ;

.to

force . his voice, .arid at times -was
srnothered: -by the orchestra. His
acting was no more than, adequate, ,

operatic gestures interfering some-

.

what with the visual presentation,.
. The voice b*f Charles Kullmah car-
ried well over the footlights, and the

*

tenor, did a veoman iob in the duet
With Miss ; Moore: His-lastVact aria
'Fiora, Fiora ;E Silenzlo' 'was well

;

delivered. .His
. ahsurd- costuming In/

act -two and his successful rivalry
(in love), of the/more robUst/Boh-
elli was : part- of the showmanship
absurdities of the performance.
The chorus and secondary roles

were oapably' filled, but the :s.tar of:
the performance ^was undoubtedly
the 67,-yearrold - conductor-composer,
whose reading of his own ' score
brought out every nuance of the rich
harmonic background, and held the
audience spellbound with tlje ma-
jestic sweep of his baton. Not since
She- days of Toscanini has this score,
the most vital of the 20th century
Italian operas, received such a per- .

formance at the -Met. It . is to he
hoped that the management - will take
advantage of . its / opportunity arid
give Montemezzi other operas .to

conduct besides his own. Smith. :
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;

. Alt four shows in' the loop last

week continued to do .very well, even

'Blossom TiriiejV.which will have at

least a flve-week run in the Grand

to excellent business; $huberts>re

planning to follow on Feb. 24 with

'Student Prince,' but these plans may
;

be. revised if 'Blossom' continues to.

thrive.

Next week marks the first anniver^

TBary of 'Life With Father* in the

loop /an^^-*:big''vfceiebra'tipft
,

,will be

held in commemoration. Oscar Sen-

liii is figuring that the show will be
here until June and has the Black*

stone until that time. V

Smash trade for 'DuBarry Was a

Lady' keeps that show here despite

the continued; 'last weeks' warning
in the ads. Also at virtual capacity

is 'Pins and Needles,' which, at $1

top, draws a steady patronage that

will keep that show in town until

spring.

In the offing is 'Sister Eileen* for

the Harris oh Feb. 17 with. Guy Rob-
ertson and Audfey^Christie. 'Louisi-

ana Purchase' is scheduled to try in

the mammoth Auditorium next
month. ;:'

•' ';

Estimates for .'Last Week-.' .":

'Blossom Time,' Grand (3d week)
(1,200; $2.75). Best mark for this r.e 7

vival in several appearances in Chi-

cago; again clicking off . a bright

412,500.
'.

•DuBarry Was a Lady,** . Erianger
(7th week) (1,300; $3.30). -Rolling

along to sellouts despite the $3.30

tariff and the absence of any big

conventions in town at^this time.

Great again at nearly $23,000. -: -

;

-'Life With Father,* Blackstorie

(50th week > ( 1,200; $2.75 );. First an-.;

riiversary Hear and the show con-
tinues to evidence boxoffice' stamina.

Smart publicity and promotion
throughout has meant much in hold-.

Jng up the pace. Brilliant at $14,50.0.

•Pins and Needles,' Studebaker
(8th week). (UOO; $1). Party trade
holding down the money a bit, but

to .the. doors at practically every per-
formance. Big $8,100.

'TOBACCOi' $ldi600;

GREAT IN PITT REPEAT

Pittsburgh, Feb. 11...

The fabulous: Tobacco Road' is'

jtill writing theatrical history in

Pittsburgh. It came, back to the
Nixon last week for. the 'steentK
time at $1.65 top and tore the town
apart again, doing a spectacular
$19,000 in nine performances: Man-
agement was forced to insert an
extra matinee Friday (7).

Nobody ever thought 'Road' would
ever top its $17,500 of last year, but
then nobody ever knows what the
saga of Jeeter Lester is going to do
aroutid these parts. It opened to
SRO and stayed that way through-
out the week. . They . were, begging
for tickets and a speculator could
have made himself a fortune. Show's
certain to come back again this year.

'; 'Hellzapoppin' is current for two
weeks;.

Dante 8G in St too

Lunfo Get Big $13,000

In Four Seattle Shows

Seattle, Feb. 11.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn F.oritarine, in

There Shall Be No Night,' last week
hung up best legit gross record in
three years. .

.

Metropolitan, . seating 1 ,500, had
.
standing-room sales, bringing take to
estimated $13,000 ip three night and
one matinee, performances. Top
was.$3.4$; /

".'

By drawing $9,000 In ..Victoria arid

$3,000 in Vancouver, the Luhts
grossed $25,000 last week.

its' 5G in 2 1-Ni

.
•

' Bridgeport,' Feb. 11.

' •Ladies. ,.ih ' Retirement;' English
meller which Theatre Guild took
over from Gilbert Miller, ended tour
Saturday (8) at municipally-operat-
ed Klein Memorial Auditorium. Biz
Was fair at estimated $1,800 for mati-
nee and night at $2.20 top.
Flora Robson, star of play for 46

weeks, left immediately for Holly-
wood to play in Metro's 'The Year-
ling,' with Spencer Tracy. Isobel
Elsom, also in 'Ladies,' was Metro-
tested Monday (10).

.MM* In Prov. 1-NH.er
•

. Providence, Feb. li.
Tidies in . Retirement' cornered

estimated swell $3^000 in one-night
stand at RKO Albee, 2,200-seater.
Friday (7), despite season's heaviest
ram storm.
Scale ranged frOn} 50c to $3..

WOOLLCOTT'S DINNER'

FINE $1730 IN BALT0

Baltimore, Feb. 11.

. .'.It's: a second -week here, for.'Man
Who Came To Dinner,' with Alex-
ander -Woblloott, at Ford's, arid biz

has been fine from the teeoff. Slated

to follow at same house is Time of
Your Life,' Feb; 17, and Tobacco
Road,' Feb. 24. DoWling play will
provide : : third of current ATS .subr
scriptiori season of six plays.
Both legit houses here -Were again

open last week. All the action, how-
ever, was: for 'Dinner,' with pre-
BroadWay effort of 'Out of the Fry-
ing Pan,' at the indie booked Mary-
land; floundering at the b;©; .

Estimates for Last Week
'Man Who Came, to Dinner,' Ford's

(1 ,900; $2.78h First of two-week stay
clicked oft. merry $17,200, with in-

terest from nearby rural centers
helping swell the take.

:
Woollcott

getting plenty space in the dailies. -

'Oat of the Frying Pan,' Maryland
(1,550; $122). Debut of comedy by
localite was helped opening night by
benefits, but: fell way off thereafter,

winding up with less than $3,000 tot

the week.

Current Road Shows
: , (Feb. 12-22)

'-'

Ballet Russe de Monte .
Carlo-

Savoy, San Diego (12); Bridges aud.

Claremont, Calif. (13 ); Philharmonic

aud, Los Angeles (14-15); H. S. aud,

Phoenix (17); Temple of Music, Tuc-

son- (18); Liberty hall, El. Paso (19);

Fair Park aud. Dallas. (20)* . Music i

hail, Houston (21-22), -

9 -\

'Blossom Time' (Everett Marshall j

4Grand, Chicago (12-22);

'Doctor's Dilemma' (Katharine

Cornell, Raymond Massey)—Cass,"
"Detroit (17-22).

• 'DuBarry Was a Lady' (Bert Lahr)
—Erianger, Chicago (12-22).

'Hellzapoppin'—Nixon, Pittsburgh

(12-22).
'

'Life with Father' (Lillian Gish)—
Blackstone, Chicago : ( 12-22 ).

'Life With Father! (Dorothy GLsh)

—Repertory, Boston (12-22);
;

•.'•'.•

'Little Foxes' (Tallulah Bankhead).

—Tempky Birmingham (12); Lanier,

ajud, Montgomery, Ala. (13); Er-

ianger, 'Atlanta (14-15); Bijou, Chat-

tanooga (17); Rymari aud, Nashville

(18); Coliseum, Evansville, Ind. (19);

Memorial aud, Louisville (20); Bijou,

Knoxville (21); Plaza, Ashville, Ni C
(22).

Llttlefield Ballet—A. & M college,

College Station, Texas, (1.2);. Sm>
mons U., Abilene, -Texas (14); Aud,

Ft. Worth (15); Fair Park .aud. Dal-

las (16); Aud. MemDhis (18); Aud,

Vicksburg, Miss. (19); Lanier aud,

Montgomery, Ala. (20).

•Male Animal' (Elliott Nugent)—
Locust, Philadelphia (12-22).

•Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-

ton Webb)—Aud, Memphis (12);,

Municipal aud. Shreveport. La. (13);

Melba, Dallas (14-15); Waco hall.

Waco, Texas (17); Texas, San An-
tonio (18); Music hall, Houston,

Texas (19-20); Paramount. Austin

(21): Majestic. Ft. Worth (22):

'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Alex-

ander Woollcott)—Ford's, Baltimore
(12-15): Community. Hershey, Pa,

(17): Playhouse; Wilmington. Del.

(18-19): Lyric, Richmond (20-22).

'My Sister Eileen'—Erianger, Buf-

falo (12-15); Harris, Chicago,(17-22).

'NI.eht Most Fall' (Florence Reed,

Douglass Montgomery)—His- MajV
city's. Montreal (12-15); Savoy. Ham-
ilton. Ont. (17-19); Erianger; Buffalo

720-22). I

Original Ballet Russe—Royal Alex-

'

andra, Toronto (12-15 ); Court Square.

'

Springfield, Mass.. (17); Opera house,

Boston (18-22).

'Philadelphia Story' (Katharine

Hepburn) — Forrest, '. Philadelphia

(i2ri5). ,'. .:;, ;.;.; ,v
*

- 'Pins and Nedles'± Studebaker,

Chicago (12-22).

'Pygmalion' (Ruth Chatterton)—

.

Biltmore, Los Angeles (12-15); Russ,

San Diego (17); Municipal aud. Long
.Beach, Cal.. (18); Lobero, Santa' Bar-:

bafa (19); Civic, Pasadena (20):

White. Fresno (21 ); Memorial: aud,

Sacramento (22). .-.
:

.'!-

San Carlo . Opera—Aycoek aud.
|

Greensboro, N. C. (12); Winthrop
college, Rock. Hill; S: C.,.<13); Aud.,'

Augusta. Ga. (14); Municipal aud.
'

Macon. Ga. (17 ); State Teachers col-

;

lege,: Tallahassee,, Fla. (18-19); City i

• St Louis, Feb. 11.
Dante and his /Sim Sala Bim*

magic show closed a two-week stand
at the American theatre r Saturday
(8) in a two-day blizzard that froze
b.o. activity. . Piece , copped ah esti-
mated $8,000' for 10 performances.
First week grossed approximately.
$10,000. The house .was scaled to
$li50. House was dark for' three,
weeks before Dante's visit and again
is dark currently:
Playgoers of St. Louis, Inc., has

largest mem!j»rship in history of the
organization, but manager Paul Beis-
man has been, unable to get shows.
No shows are scheduled now until
March 18, when 'There . Shall : Be No
Night' comes in.

B'way B.O. Brightest on Weekends;

',000

, Cincinnati, Feb. 11.

, An
;
all-time top for Cincy at $3.30

scale was made : by 'Hellzappopin'
last week in the 2,500-seat Taft audi-
torium, After deductions for fed-
eral and. state taxes the gross on
nine performances was approxi-
mately $36,000. Show did a shade
better than $9,000 on -the. matinee
and night performance. Saturday (8);
both turriaways;

.

Wham pull was close to the local
record by George White's 'Scandals'
in 1928 at $4.40 top, which fetched
$39,000.
Burg is taking a legit breather

until Feb."' .27, . when Katharine Cor-
nell comes into the 1,400-seat Cox
for three days in 'Doctor's Dilemma'
at $3.30 top.

TRULY STORY' LEGIT

VS. FILM IN PHILLY

. . Philadelphia, Feb. 11. .

There is plenty
:
of interest and

curiosity ..here this week concerning
biz of The Philadelphia Story'
(stage), in for third time and cur-
rently in opposition to the film- ver-
sion, now in its fourth very big
week at. the Boyd.
Judging by advance sale and

opening night's attendance, stage
version has no cause for worry.

: Only legit competitor this week is

The Male Animal,' which opened a
two-week run at the /Locust last

night (Monday). Locust has been
having a much more successful legit
season, than in 1939-40. Last week,
The Time of Your Life' grossed
estimated $17,500 for its second and
final week there. Guild-Eddie Dow-
ling show beat $15,000 . in its first

stanza...

'Clandia,' 5G, TaUey,'

$4,000, Split, N.H. Wk.

New Haven, Feb. 11.

. Shubert split last, week with
'Claudia,' in for four performances
(3r5). and 'The Talley Method' add-
ing three on the weekend (7-8).

; .'Claudia' drew nice press and
favorable word-ofTmouth to garner
an approximate $5,000 at $2,75 top;

good..- 'Talley' fared okay at ah esti-

mated $4,000. ditto top, but failed to

create any enthusiasm here. Orig-
inally skedded to open Thursday (6),

that night's performance was can-
celled due to ptomaine illness of

Iha Claire.

'Foxes' 24G in Nighters
Memphis, Feb: il.

. Talliilah Bankhead's 'Little Foxes'
snagged:; approximately . $5,30.0 - in

single day's {wo performances at

Ellis Auditorium Saturday (8) after-

noon and night. > ...

Gross is exceedingly good, pretty

high to /capacity, especially . in View
of Bankhead's last visit here with
show so bad it never reached Broad-
way ('I. Am Different').
• 'Foxes' grossed $24,000 .

in
.
one

nighters. last. week.

aud, Jackson; Miss, (.21 );' Municipal

aud, Shreveport, La. (22).

: 'Sim Safa Blm' (Dante)-—Hartman,
Columbus. O. (12-15); Hanna, Cleve-

land (16-22>;'
.

There Shall Be No Nlpht' (Alfred

Lunt, Lynni Fohtannej-^-Currart; Sah
Franciscb 1 12-22).

.

'Time of Your Life* (Eddie Dowl-
ing)—National. Washingtbrt (12-15);

Ford's, Baltimore (17-22). ,

'Tobacco Road' (John Battph).—

•

Capitol; Steuben ville, O. (12); Ritz,

Clarksburg, W. Va. (13); Fairmont,

Fairmont, W ; Va. (14); Maryland.
Cumberland. Md. (15); National,

Washington (17-22).

, Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D (Draina), R

(Revue), M (Musical), F (Farce),
O (Operetta).

: 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton' (4th
week) (CD-938; $3.30). Ticket iale
extends into late May; line at the
boxoffice - throughout • the : day. for.

new laugh hit, which approximates
$17,000 with standees, r^-

-

'Boys -and Girls Together,' Broad-
hurst (19th week) (R-1.160; : $4.40 ).

After next week, scale will .be low-
ered to $3.30 top; business off Thurs-r
day and Friday last Week all along
line; revue around $17,000.

'Boudoir,' Golden (1st week) (D-
789; $3.30). Opened Friday (7);
panned heavily by critics; chahejes
doubtful. . , . '-. :;: V:-'

'Cabin In the Sky/ Martiii Beck
(16th week) (M-1,214; $3.30). Sat-
urday night and. Sunday matinee ca-
pacity, but affected oh other days
like the field; bit under $12,000 last
week; will play into; next month.
'Clandia/ Booth (CD-712; $3.30).

Presented by John Golden; written
by, Rose Frakert; out-of-town reports
favorable; opens tonight (12).

'Crazy With the: Heat,' 44th'. St.

(2d week) (R-1,325; $3.30); First full

week of resumed engagement tak-
ings approximated $10,000; can just
about get by at that level,1 but im^
provement anticipated.

.
•Flight to the West,' Guild (6th

week) ..(D-956; $3.30). Has not im-
proved as expected, despite favorable
comment; serious drama on the Nazi
subject around $5,000.

'Ge6rge Washington Slept Here,'
Lyceum (16th week ) (C- 1 ,004; $3.30 ).

Eased off mostly because of Thurs-
day, and Friday (7); steady down-
Dour on latter day hurt;, around
$8,000: will nlay matinee and night
next Sunday.
'Hellzapoppin,' - Winter 1 Garden

(125th week) (Ril,671; .$3.30); Busi^
ness still very strong; takings are re-
markable for this stage of long run;
around $25,000. arid may stick into a
third summer.

"It Happens 00* Ice,' Center (18th
week) (R-3,08r; ^2.75). Usually off
during the Week, but excellent week-
end attendance holds gross up: little

off last week; clqse to $32,000 level.
'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre (21st

week). (D-1,016; $3.30). Like most
Others, attendance was somewhat
down last week; around $6,000 esti-

mated; makes some money at that
figure. .

•Lady In the Dark/ Alvin (3d
week) (M-U57: $4.40). Newest sen-
sation on Broadway; standees in all

times and the gross better than $32,-

000.
•

'Liberty Jones/ Shubert (1st week)
(D-1,405; $3,30). Opened last Thurs<
day (6); reviews distinctly mixed;
better line on chances -

this week.
'Life With Father/ Empire (65th

week) (C-1,005; $3.30). This laugh
show making a. fortune with fine

grosses here, Chicago and Boston;
slight variance in takings; $18,000,

which easily tops the other two com-
panies. .

.

'Louisiana Purchase/ Imperial
(37th week) (C-1,450; $4.40); Very
little affected last week, although
pace has been under' the levels of
earlier months; was under-quoted:
$27,000; only. two three shows higher.
'Man Who Came to Dinner/ Mu-

sic Box (69th week) (C-1,013; $3.30).

Was slightly under previous week
and, while riot up with leaders, as
last season, is still turning weekly

;

profit; nearly. $11,000.'

'Meet the People/ Mansfield (7th ;

week) : (R-l,000; $3.30). Theatre .

parties helped somewhat last' week; ;

Coast revue eased off. to, around
$10,000; claimed to / better even
break at that figure.

. 'Mr. and Mrs, North/ Bel asco: (4th

week) (C-1.000; ; $3.30). Had it not
been: for heavy fain Friday gross
would have topped $10,000: takings
approached that, figure: satisfactory.

•My Sister Eileen/ Biltmore (7th

week) (CD-991; $3 30). No question
about this one having landed; quoted
at better than $16,500: .second com-
pariv on the way. to Chicago. ":

'Old Acquaintance/ Morosco (7th
week) (C-939; $3:30). -Hurt more
than the others byXFriday's storm:
approximated $11,000. but expected
to rebound to . better ,

money, ;

•Out of . the Frying .. Pan/ Windsor
(C-873: $3.30).' Presented by Alex-
ander Kirkland and William Rogers
Deerlng; written by Francis Sawn;
openea yesterday (Tuesdav).

•pal Joey/ Barrymore (7th week)
(M-1,104;; $4,40). .One of the musical

_

Clicks, that should be among the !

summer, stayers; matinees somewhat :

off. but evenings se1 ' out; $2? 000.-

•Panama Hattle.' 46th St. (15th
week) /M-1,347: $4.40!). Not pffecter'.

by newer arrivals and cbhtiriu.es to

play to standees all performances for—
gross of more than $3*?.d00..

•Popsy," Playhouse fr>865: $3.30),

Presented by : Ted. Hammersteih, .

T)<?riJs :
Pnfox and JT.'Y'b

.

RVc'Ty-; .writ-

teri by Ffedefick Herendeen
; opened

Monday; severely panned.
. 'Separate Rooms/ Plymouth (46th
week). (C-1,107;. $3.30). Well but in
front; although the grosses are mod-
erate,

.
operating expense is ditto;

again approached $9,000.

.

'Tanyard Street)' Little' (1st week)
(D^O; $3.30X Was panned and a'ri- f

nounced to close Saturday (8); plan
changed and ; relighted last night
(Tuesday ) after good - Saturday
night; abpUt $3i000. in seven time*.

'The Corn Is Green/ National (Uth
week) (D-1,162; $3:30). Standees in

,
all performances • for; , imported
drama, which was first straight play
hit of season; $20,000.
'The Mechanical Heart;' Milier
The . Mechanical Heart/. il^iWef.

Again postponed;, first called 'The
Talley Method'; due Feb: 24. :

•Tobacco Road/ Forrest (373d
week) C-1,107; $1.10). Sundays ap-
pear to be keeping long stayer on
the list; rated around $4,000 arid a
sriiall profit registered^

Revivals
Twelfth Night/

; St. James (11th
week) (D-1,526; $4.40); Going on
tour . after another , three' Weeks;

s

started very big, but has been eas?
ing off lately; around $16,000.

•Charley's Annt,' Cort (17th week)
(C-1,064; $3.30). 'Expected to stick
into spring period;, unusual for re-
vival to play that long; somewhat
off lately, but okay; rated over $8,000
last week".

Boston, Feb. 11.
•Life With Father* began its 20th:

week. Monday
t
with two more to go

and is still enjoying a healthy trade.
Katharine Hepburn jammed the
Colonial every- performance last
week with' her. singlerweek return
engagement in /Philadelphia Story/
According to indications, it's going
to be very quiet around here for the
next month, unless some unexpected
bookings turn up.

Estimates for Last Week
'Philadelphia. Story/ Colonial (one

week) (1,643; $3.3Q)^SRO all week
and could have held over. Theatre
Guild subscribers' cut rate prevented
new record, but tally of $27,000 is
smasho for any show in this house.'

•Life With Father/ Civic Repertory
(19th week) (965; $2.75 ^-'Last Two
Weeks' sign is out. and the final rush
indicates, a glorious finish for this
show, which has been the: talk of the
season here. Took $14,500 for 19th
stanza.

Ballet 236 in Montreal

Montreal, Feb. 11.

Ballet Russe, in six nights and two
matinees at His Majesty's, got away
last week (3) with gala performance
attended by Governor-General and
Princess Alice.
Standees first two nights arid big

biz balance of week grossed approxi-
mately $23,000.

NOW APPEARING AT
EARL CARROLL'S THEATM

. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

Hat.t pbv CVAVTON

CO-STABBINO
I N RECORD BREAKING

"HELLZ-A-P0PPIN"
ON TOUR

M9t.: WM. KENT
1776 B'way. New York
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OBITUARIES
. ARTHUR A. PENN

Arthur A". Penn, 65r, comic-opera
composer who scored his, greatest

success in the pop field with

•Smiiin' Through; which he wrote
In 1919, died: Feb. 6. at his hdmer in

New London, .Conn., after a long

illness. The. title of his song was
later as a title for a Jane Cowl-Jane

. Murflri play and two films, ;.- - :

Periri,' who wrote more than 30

operettas, .was -born in London and
Came to the United States in 1903.

A descendant. . of William v Penn,
founder bf./Penhsylyaniai'''he';-.had;

served as drjama and . music critic for

several provincial English dailies

before turning to sorigwriting.
.''''

Penn's tdnes failed to appeal to

the American public. After an
unsuccessful, publishing: ' venture

in San Francisco,- he. later became a

piano salesman.' anil at one time was
. a press agent 'for, the' old Essanay.
studios.. 'Smiiin' Through* resulted

from a prosaic ride on the Long
Island Railroad. Inspired by an ad-

vertising placard, Penn wrote the

words and; music in 20 minutes on.

the back of an envelope. ;

Among; his operettas: were •Ydko:"

hama Maid,' a musical' which- fouiid

much favor with amateur
.
producers;

The China Shop,' 'Rose of the Dan-
ube,' 'Your Royal Highness,' 'Cap-

tain Crossbories' and. The ' Lass of

Limerick Town*. He also wrote two
pop songs, 'Carissima' and 'Sunrise

and You, which he considered mufch
better compositions .. than -Smiiin'

Through' tholigh they never won
any degree of popularity.

Surviving is his widow, Eleanor.

Funeral services were held: in New
York and cremation followed at the
Fresh Pond. - Crematory; Queens^
N. Y.

'

,
fldential secretary besides acting as

his general manager, Baron did not

retire as a performer as it was hjs.

custom, to :
have .a smiall part in the

various Wynn shows.
: . ..His. widow, Mildred, survives, .

(Crlmmins and Gore) she toured the

vaudeville houses of the United
States and Europe from 1878 to 1912,

She entered pictures with Pathe In

New Jersey in 1912 and moved to

Hol lywood in 1917.

Surviving are her husband; Alex-
ander MV.LyOh, and a. son.

(BANJO) PATERSON i

.(Banjo) Patersoh, 76

ARTHUR B
.'. Arthur 'B,

author,' -lyricist and former Austral-

ian war : correspondent^ .died Feb; ;5 :

in Sydney, Australia; Though; he was :

bbrn
'

;ArtHur';>Pate
;

.rspni''tne'..'son'-.'.of. a

"

sheep rancher, he assumed the name.

'

of Banjo from a; race horse, he had
once owned. '.';..'• ''""'.

...

The : writer, of many popular Au-
stralian ballads,. Paterson was also

j
considered ah- authority on songs;': of

the Australian Bush and at one time
edited an anthology ;of

. such; music:
Besides covering, the 'major wars of

the past 50 years for several. Austral
iah newspapers, he ; was a- novelist
a.rid a- prolific writer of verse.

HOPE NEWCOMBE
Mrs..John ;M; Thomas, 38, who was

Hope Newcombe professionally, died,

in New. York Jan. 29 of. a heart 'at-'

tack..-;.-' - v'.\'..-:'- •-.

.-"

Miss Newcomhe was formerly as-;

sociated with the North Shore
^
Play-

ers; Marblehead,; Mass.,. managed the
County Playhouse, • Westport.^ Corin:.

for Lawrence
. Langrier, was In the

office of Theresa Helburn when the
latter had a play^reading bureau and
was registrar of the Dramatic Work-,
shop of the NeW School for- Social
Research, N. Y., at the time of her
death. - -.-\.-.-'

ANDREW G. HETTESHEIMER
Andrew G. Hettesheimer^73, active

In theatrical business in Cincinnati

since 1880 and a pioneer in the mo-
tion picture field/ died Feb. 5 in a

Cincy hospital four days after, suf-

fering a heart attack at "his home.
For the past five years he managed
the Norwood theatre in Norwood,

. suburb.

'

At the age of 12 Hetteshelmer was
a bpxoffice helper at Hehck'S the-i

atre, Cincy, and later moved: up to

treasurer, . Next - he: became treasV
urer of Pike's Opera House, also of

"Keith's during its early years of two-
a-day . vaude* He was

:

treasurer

of the Cincy Baseball club for a few
seasons and managed the Orpheum,
hilltop theatre ; that started with
vaiide and went into pictures. In
1918 he Joined Ike Libson as super-
visor of the latter's downtown string

of dine"mas. : ';; :

..

Hettesheimer "Was a
.
y.p. of, the

Ohio Motion ; Picture Theatre Asso-
ciation, filled the same office for the
Greater Cincinnati Independent Ex-
hibitors, and was on the Cincy • ex-
amining board of projectionists-

Survived by widow, two sons, Wil-
liam G., of Philadelphia Inquirer, arid

Bfdward C, and two married daugh-
ters.

GEORGE C. WILLINGS
.
George C. Willings, 52. retired

publisher arid Florida radio execu-
tive, died at Pensacola, Fla... Feb. .8,

following a heart attack, two weeks
before'. Born in Liverpool, -England,
Willings received his A. B, degree at
the College of Preceptors In England
in 1906. Was successively railroad,
traffic manager for the Gulf, Florida
and Alabama Railroad, publisher of-

the:
.
Pensacola News Journal and

executive y.p. of the Perry Newsr
papers and radio interests in Florida.

LOUIS HABTMANN
Louis Hartmann, 64, one of the

theatre's foremost lighting techni-
cians, who for 30 years • had been
chief electrician for David Belasco
and more recently was . chief assist

ant to Harry Braun, director of
sound . operation and maintenance at

the Radio City Music Hall, NI Y..

died of a cerebral hemorrhage Feb,
0 at the Roosevelt hospital, N . Y. He
collapsed .the night before while on
his way home from work.
Hartmann's wealth of experience

went back, to the gaslight era, when
he began, as a prop boy. In 1890 at
the old Hammerstein Harlem Opera
House,, N. ,Y. Joining Belasco In 1901,

he remained with the producer until

his death some 10 years ago. Much
of his lighting discoveries and
techniqiie were incorporated in his

book, ; Theatre •Lighting,', published
shortly before Belasco's death.

/ He leaves his widow and a.brother;
Funeral services were held in New,
York yesterday (Tuesday). :.

ALBERT G. BARON
Albert. G. Baron, 50; general stage

manager for Ed Wynn and who had
been: a- close associate of the star for

the past dozen years, died Feb. 9 at

his hotel in midtown New ' York.
Since stricken with a heart attack

two weeks ago he was unable to

work with Wynn's latest musical,

•Boys and Girls Together.'

Before joining Wynn Baron had
been with late Florenz Ziegfeld and
had appeared In a number of musi-
cal comedies, including 'The Desert

Song. - Though he was Wynn's con-

.-, WALES WINTER ;/
Wales Winter*

. 78, founder and
president of the Wales Wiriter Dra-
matic agency who retired, four years
ago, died Feb. 8 in Glen Cove, L. "I.

Ill for a month, he had been a resi-
dent of nearby Manhasset. ..

A graduate of the American Acad-
emy of Dramatic Arts; N. Y., Winter
started his career as . an: actor, but'
after three years, of trouping formed
his agency, long a familiar institu-
tion to Broadway. '•_ ;

Surviving are his widow, Mabel; a
daughter, Mrs. ;Lois' Beach, . and a
sister.; -.'«•':-..

GEORGE C. PALMER
George C. Palmer, 6.5, owner and

manager of the Palmer Opera House,

Cuba,' N. Y„ died at his
;
home in^

that village Feb. 5 after a long ill-

ness. His. Opera house was a road

show stand for many years. In .ad-'

ditiOrt to 'hts theat/lcal activities he
wasi iindertnkbr -, and .furniture

dealer: 'arid served as village post-

master; ' • '
.

Widow survives. ;
•

'"""».

HARRY BUSH
.Harry (SenatorV Bush, 56; veteran

sorigplugger , . d ied
;

Feb. 1 in , .North

Hollywood. The riickfiariie.of .'Sena-

tor' was' hung on h irii years
.
ago by

Beri: Berni . :

,-'.

For 30 years Bush"was professional

contact ior music houses: from New
.Y6rk';t-o^^GaHifprriia;.-''.His'-last Job was
with-Jack Bobbins in. San Francisco.

DAVID W. BANKS
David. W.^ Banks, president of . the

Theodore .Pre'sser-';-C"p;;'''-rnusIc
v
;-pilb'--.

lishers. Philadelphia, died last 'Tues-

day (4) in Woburn, Mass.
. Banks had - been, .-associated

.
with-,

the Pressef Co;, since 1922 ....arid^ was
named president in 1937. He was" a

mernber of the board of directors of

the. Presser Music Foundation. Philly.

:--.

:

. ANNA G. MURRAY
:
Anna G, Murray,

:

48, ... former
Broadway actress, died :Fleb. 6 ;at At-
lantic City hospital after year's -111-

nesSi . .

Mrs. Murray, who went : to, A.C
from New York five years ago, was
actively identified with the Catholic
Actors' Guild.

. RAMONA KEOGAN
Ramona. Kebgan, actress who

toured in the road cPmpany of 'Rose
Marie' and once appeared with Ty-
rone Power, Sr„ died Feb. 6 in Min-
neapolis of leukemia. . . .

Leaves a brother, George Kepgan,
basketball coach for Notre Darne
University.

. E. B. PICKARD
• E. B. Pickard, sales manager of

.WPJD, Petersburg, • Va., died of a
heart attack Feb. 1 in Petersburg^
He was stricken while at a' doctor's

office for examination.
He was a brother of 'Dad' Pickard,

of the Pickard^ Family, radio troupe.

ART KRAFT
Art Kraft, 44, blind pianist and

well-known performer on Buffalo
airwaves a decade ago, died Feb. 6
at a heart attack in his Buffalo home.

Kraft lost his sight shortly after
birth, but became an accoinplished
pianist who transcribed music into
Braille, although he himself played
by ear. He started on old WMAK,
went later to WEBR and WGR. Be-
fore his death he played on munlcl-
pally-owried WSVS..
Surviving are his stepmbther, step-

brother and stepsister.

KATHARINE LARGE
Katharine Davidson, professionally

Katharine Large, veteran legit ac-
tress; died Feb. 5 at the home of a
.riiece, Mrs. Frank Winters, in New-
ark, O..

: .
Miss Large ". started her career at

17, married Charles Large, violinist,
who died, arid'.later; she

;
wed. W. H.

Davidsohi ah actor, who died 1909.
Deceased retired In 1907. She played
leading roles in such plays as 'Un-
der the Gas Lights,' 'Marble Heart,'
'Lady Audley's Catch' arid as Aunt
Ophelia in. 'Uncle Torii's Cabin.' ..

JOHN M. .MURRAY
John M. Murray, 55,- one of the

original meriibers of the Dumbells,
Canadian

. World > War-time troupe,
died at St. Jos'eph's hospital, London,
Ontario, last . week, after being
stricken with a heart attack at his
London home. Murray, for several
years

, had /worked -for a - London
lithographing firm. He had been ill

for some time..

Deceased captained In the last

war with the Canadian armji
"

. ROSA GORE
Mrs; .Minnie ' Lyon, 74, stage and

screen actress known professionally
as Rosa Gore, died: Feb,- 4 in: Holly-
wood. Teamed with her husband

TEDDY JOYCE
Teddy Joyce, 36, Canadian-born

bandleader, who achieved' his great-
est prominence . in England, died in

Glasgow Monday (10).

: Further details in music section.

.

HERBERT (REED) BARDEN
Herbert (Reed) Barden, announcer

at WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, died of a
heart attack Feb: 5 in Buffalo.

Further detailsan radio section;

Philip: W. Mellck, 56; projectionist

in Albany theatres since 1907 and an
organizer of Local 324, died

, at his
home in Albany, after several
months' illness. Widow, three
brothers and a sister survive.

George (Doc) Oberhelman, 70, vet-
eran Cincinnati stagehand, died- Feb.
7; at his home. Three sisters and a
brother survive. :

-

Nellie Lawanda,; 84, wldoW of
Hugh Lawanda, strong man. for many
years in circuses of P. ; T. Barnum,
died in Detroit Feb. 4 of pneumonia.

: . Father, 86, of Robert : Young, film
actor, died in Los Angeles, Feb. 11.

MARRIAGES
Rita Thompson to Dick Hamilton,

In Ensenada, Mexico, Feb. 7. Both
are. in .the- makeup department at
20th-Fox.

:

:

r .
.. '..

'

;. Naricy .Fpgwell: to. Leonard Finch,
Feb. 7, in Los Angeles. He's on CBS
publicity staff In Hollywood.
, Dorothy Andrea to Earl C. Sitar,
in HoHywodd, Feb. 81; She's a screen
player; he's a sound nian for Edward
Small.
;Olga Alexander to James Gbw In

Beverly Hills, Calf . Feb. 8. Bride is

secretary tp Hal Wallis at Warners;
he's a scenarist.

BIRTHS
Mr. arid Mrs. David Hacker,

daughter, In Hollywood, Feb. 5.

Parents are stage arid screen players,
• Mr. arid. Mrs. William P- Malohey,
daughter, Feb. 4, in New York. He's
press agent for Kate Smith.

;Contlniied from page 3»;

PeaH JlaRley Uli
Pet* Vlora Oro

v Statler notp\

r>e«l Arnna'

'

Ktxu.Hto Curbelo Ore
(Slorla Hart
.OVtaiulo
Grayce Graham-

.. San bl«so ;

;Georg» TreBnell -'::'-

Al Aloz'andar. .Ore
Dan Alerfynvan

Don Franclsi'o ,

Starr "&
. >rex'iii*

.. - Verne's

Bart Nolan :

Uo>;d Sent«r
Toy. Tat SIht '.

Patty Jordan
'

Harry Col lei

. U-tilttler Hotel
'(Gold t'up Hooiu)
Tbny,;P.oU.I

.' M'oncler n»r,
Sannny Dlberi Ore

prrrsBUKGH
Antfibrage ..

Hugh Morton Ore
Xlaynard. Doane

... Arllnston Lodge -

Plill' Gavetza Ore
- . Itachelore' Clob '.

Al .Turner .Ore.- ,

.Kraiices McCoy .

halconadee
Joe Vlliella Oro

Bill Oreen'a ,.

Clyde Knight Oro
Janet Lee'-
Herb Roah'er .

'

Booffle-Vvoogle Club
llbog Slitrman -

Izzy Nutz
Buddy WalHh
Xutsy Fiican .-

'

Harry Convorada
Packy - M'Farlahd '

Tiny Miller
Iteri'ile Crawford-.

Club Petite

Piccolo' -Pete. Oro'
Mary Krleg.
nprhle; Lambert V
Ted Delmonlco . «
notty Benz '

:

Betty' Beegle ' -

Cork and Bottle
Jack Davis ,

K<ldle Peyton's .

Bill Campbell Ore
Caroline Moore
Mabel HairoJd
Marlb'n Mtiller -

Bddle. Peyton.

El C'blcb : :'

Clro nimac Oro
Kstrellta Pena. .

Alzlro' Camai go
'

Chlnlta Mario
Charley Boy

llotrl Fort Pitt

Kon.- Bailey 6ri
Johnny Mitchell
Jessica 'Wheatley
Hirry Walton
Irma Guthroll

Hotel Henry .

.

. (Silver GrHl)
Billy Treacher Ore--
Handy Davidson'
Flo Parker •

Jean Woods -

(Gny M's)
Dorothy Nesbltt
liotel ' 7th Avenoe

.Bees- Saunders
'

Ida Iola
Everett Haydn

.'

-Betty D6na hoe
Shirley Heller.
Al . Devln

:

.

Evergreen Gardens
Red Clarke Oro
Ebblo Schaiib
Paula Harvey'

.

': -Hotel Ella
Olga Mundy Ore

Dale St Clair
Zelda

-.' Hotel RooNevflt

Ted Blalc '-.

Men ' About

Hotel Scltenley V
Billy ilindw Ore :

Patty; DUoV.
Buzz Mayer : .

Hotel' Win. Penn
:. (ChHtterltoi) -

Baron ' Elliott. Ore;
- (Cohtliientiil .linr)

Frank..yAndrlit.l- 4 ;.

' Merry-Go-R(iuii
'

Brad .Hunt Ore
Jeanle ReKal
Billy .Ca'rink'hiiel
Huntsinen

'.•. Kew Peiui;

Henry ninutli Oic •

Al Mri Imi-o <brc-- .

Bob' Carter .

;

Lnater & .Iriim .lenn
Thompson. Hi-ps.
Norma Shea
Starlets

.

Nut HouNe •

Dale llarkness
'

Ray Neville v
Pat' McCihwnn
Joey. .Rpyiu'ililM -

Chuck Wllsoii. :
.

Oasis;
Louie Pope Oi'o .

-.

Margie Kiobcr .

-

Or^hnrd
Jimmy Gain ble Ore.
Jay. Lbrlng.'

,'

Chuck Miller

•; rines'

Bill LeRoy Ore
Tony RozaiK-e
Kay Engleri

./ Taoht rinb
Jack Walton Oit'c. .

•Lite. A Lee
Tachtamen
Betty. Nylnmler ..

Harry Sciilllin
Bert Nagvol Co
Tom Ball Oils

Sky-T lie

Mickey. Ross Ore
Sky Pilots

Union: Grill.'

Art Tagello
Frank Naiule :

Mike Sandrelto
- VUla Madrid
ffltzl .Covato Ore •

Mark Ijane
Stepln 'Fetcljlt
Abdul Sendvr .

3 Crandyis-
Dolores. T.a Mont
Kay & Kay
Dewey Moon

MIAMI
Beachcomber

Xavler Cugat Ore -

Mlguellto Valdez .

Carlyle- Blackwell -

Chavez Oro
Tropical Dano

Carrousel
'

Ina Ray Hiitton Or
Velero Sis Oro
Sammy Walsh

'

Harry Stevens -

Nancy Hunt
Patty -Ortell
Stuart Foster

Club BaU
Tommy Nunes Ore
Peggy Fears
Olivette & Murray
Merle & Gaylor
Alfredo Seville
Ball-ettes (12) :

Club Esquire
.

Worthy Hills Ore
Hernandez Orb

'

Croee 6c Dunn
Tbrry' Lawlor •

De Angelo 4 Porter
Howard -Brooks
Bsqulrettes (8)

;
Club Te Pee

Myles Bell Oro
Wanda Lee t

Armohd :

&. Juliana, -

Colonial Inn

-

Paul Whlteman Ore
Harry Rlchinan :'

•

Sophie Tucket '

Joe E ; Lewis.
Chandra-Kaly -Dane
.Marianne
Ann. Suth'eriand
Armando: Ore

'

. Cuban Casino
Eva Ortega
Harrlette Hennlng
Nan Bldkstone .

Tropic
' Beauties';. _

Don Lannlng's
.

Doris Sherrlli . ..

Roberta Sherwood
Jlmmle Hodges
Marie Lewis '

;.;
.- Ei chico

Rainh - Cook

'

Marilyn Foster.
Gloria Lucane -

Lytell Dane
Five O'clock Cliib

Panrho :OrC
r.a I'laya Dano

.

. Ilot el Dempsey-
. Vnnderbllt

(Pago. Pago Room)
Bobby - Parks Oro
Vlpcent Bragale Or.'
Terry- Liiwlor-
Leon & Mace

Carroll ft
.
Gor.ma.n

Walter Donoliue
Hotel Uollyn'ood

. Beneli ;

-

. .(Bamboo Huoin)
Eddie. Oliver Ore
Milton Douglas
Sara Ann McC.ibe

.

Hotel' Miami
. Blltmorp

(Glraldu Riioni)

M Bergere Ore
Rodney Mcljennnn
Columbus & Carroll
Marlssa
Hotel- Roriey-Plura
(Viennese Room)

Emery Deutsch Ore
Jaye Martin
Jean Travel's
G.eorgis> & Jalna •

Victor' Rodrlkiigz.
;

.
Hotel Slielberue
(Mayan Room) -

Chet Brownagle Ore
K Miller Dane .

Hotel Versailles:
(Oulf Rooip) .-

Chas. Murray Oro" -;

"Jeff's ' '
'

Jerry Delmnr Ore
Marty Bohh
Nancy Lee.
Merle Burke .-

Mldgle Fallows
Murphy Sis . .

JlmmlrV
Budd Sawyer's Ore'
Chic Kennedy
Ravelle & Jeanette
Billy Young :

.

Rae Jayne .

'

Wayne ft Mhrlln
Dorothy Eden •

Kitty Davis ..'

Johnny Silver Ore
Billy Vine
Conga Dane
• Latin Quarter
Joe Caridullo Ore
L'ollta- Cordoba: Ore
Emit Boreo
Grlsha & Bron
Henri Theirrlch
Iiela Moore
Frank Mazzbne
Tvohn,*' Bouvier '

Clarissa

Mayfalr Club
.Matty's nhytiiin' f

b

Leonardo Ore
Benny Davis .

Not Club' '.

Tubby Ri ves .

l^ew Mercur
Musical Mnnlars

;
Paddork Cliiii

Leon .Prima Ore-
'

Frances Fay

•

Rogers ft Morris
(Jaye Dixon '

'

.

Manhattanettea
; ;

Rliumba: Cahloo\
Alex BalkiiV Ore ;

Fantasias . .Rhumb's
J>esl Arnaz '

MarisHa'
Roiilta Rlos-. •

Raul' ft Rv . Reyes

Royal Palm Club

Abe L'ym'on Ore'
.

Oscar Riikk Orb :

Paul Haakon .

.Tansleys .
-

Milton Berle .

Royal Guurds
Alexia Itotov ,

'

UoHtt nialne -. t

Singapore Sadie's
1

pixleland Bd
Johnny Pineapple. O"
Bob - Berry .

Denlst

Slapsy Muxle's
Babe Rusuln Oi ;

o.
Maxle RoNenlilooiu
Joe. Frisco ;

Ciilly Ricjiards
Sai.mriy Le'tt'ls''.

'Patty Moore
Carolyn Marsn
M Gurrletoii ;'

...:

The Drum,
•Val Olman Ore-
John Buekinaaier
Stuart 'ft Lee
Diana Cour'lney

; Villa Venice
Harry Roger.'t Oio .

'

Moore & Revel
'

.
Wife Kjid

Tony Cai'lona.
Jose Totnan Ore

'

Lenny Kent
Uciilse
Rae Marsh-
Rita Renaud .

Sharon l.ynno Dane

Rules for Actors
Continued from page 1;

playing his houses. It is noticeable
that Weitman is especially .trying, td
eliminate the devilrmay-care man-
ner of the ballroom-trained musi-
cian and will also make;them wear
makeup. :

.

'.;;•--•.
•

' Posted in AH Rooms . :

.' The Emily' Post lexicon oh; gpod
behavior, b'y actors will,be posted in

all dressing rbbms_' backstage at the'

N. Y. Paramount; and probably all

other Par stage show houses over the
country\follows:

1. ' Neatness of dress must be
'adhered to, except by such per-
formers who work in misfits or

:tramp costumes. Faces must be
clean-shaven. Linens must be.
clean and shoes' shined before
the musicians or performer ap-
pears before the audience.

.
2. All persons appearing on the

stage must wear makeup. This
rule includes musicians and their
leader. A makeup expert will
be available opening day? of each
engagement to the musicians, to
whom makeup apparently is for-
eign. All musicians* specialties

and acts must be fully ready for
performances at least 30 minutes
before each scheduled show-time.

3. This is a family theatre,
hence all material must be in
accordance. No double entendre
or outjright smut is permissible.

No Mugging -

4. No performer, musician or.

leader shall talk or mugg while
another performer is working. In
plainer language, nothing must
be done by anybody on the stage
that would tend to distract

; the-
•

audience frprh the performer
then, holding, the spotlight. This .

.
most certainly applies to musi-
cians and their leader talking-

"" amongst themselves; or laughig
at some private joke; or cleaning
and handling their Instruments;
•or. tuning. up; or mopping their

; brows and blowing their noses.
Arid don't, chew gum . while on
the stage.

5. One of the. flagrant offenses
of performers is the milking of
applause, bows and subsequently .

encores. There are a number, of
tricks by which this is done.
Don't use any of them when
playing "the Paramount. Do yout
act, take your

.
applause, but do

not
.
hold up the show. .

^
t. ;((. Don't make snide remarjej .

."'abbiit the audiencei.or.any perr'
son or persons in it .

:

7. Don't talk back to the audi-
ence, or cater to any particular
element in it. .

6Y If you are not prepared toi
-

•play or sing all the numbers
;
asked, dqi not ask .an audience to •

request their favorite tunes. Bet- •

ter. yet, dp not make any such -

offers at the Paramount. That •'

-

:

eliminates the .major reason for
audiences, especially at the early

• Sho.ws, getting unruly.
• 9. Regardless of your outside
troubles, never appear as! though
you are: doing the audience a fa- >

:

-,' vor by • perforriiing. The audi-
knows you're being paid,

so make it appear as though they
,
are doing you -the favor by . lis-

tening to you.
10. If the audience doesn't re-

spond to your prchestra.number,
song or act, don't make your dis-

appointment obvious.
• 11. While the audience is not

• always right..give"•'them the: ben^-

eflt of doubt. You'll fund they
Will Jlke you better for it.

Teddy Wilson small combo has
been set for its first date outside >

New York. It goes into the Pump
Room, Ambassador hotel. Chicago,
Feb. 21. V
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-Broadway

Ben Bernie back on Broadway.

Neil Agnew at home battling the

fl%6b Milford is back With Chicago

J^nv bf 'My Sister Eileen.'
CO
Sa
P
r1o

X
to Mtemi Beach for a rest;

ditto Ted Saucier of the, Waldorf.

Jean Dalrymple had ptomaine^ at-

tack but quickly snapped out or it.

Tack Forrester to the Coast to line

utihis new film production company,
P
The Bennett Cerfs to Nassau on a

holSay- this weekend. .
Taking a.cot-.

ta
Manie (buck) ' Sacks back froiri a

Columbia recordmg .
session in Chi-

c
°|mi Baker to take a return en-

gagement vacation in Nassau, next

W
Betty Levey, stenog . at Equity,

fell down stairs there and lacerated

^Lou^Shurr bacK to" Hollywood

next week; - Agent has been east

..some months. '..
. v .„ -j, . .

'.

.

Hal Roach : due in New York in

about two weeks with a. print of

'Topper Returns,'. ;
. .

: .
.

.•'..••

. Robert Young left- Sunday night

'(9) for Coast, soon to
;
go into . Lady

Be Good' for Metro. • " '
...

'-.:
-

..-

Milton Blackstone, the adman, to

Miami Beach ,to d.o. Beachcomber
. and Grossinger accounts.

.

Al Wilkie, vacationing in Miami,

hit a $251 horse at Hialeah. He had

the nag. across the boards :-,." r
.

Dorothy Kay and baby to. Frisco,

, her home town, sans her husband,
: Ted Friend of the Mirror,

Steve Pallbs,
: Alexander . Korda's

eastern rep, due back in. New" York
from the Coast this. week.

t .

: Jim McGoverh, of Par's account-

ing forces, has had. to give up bowl-

ing because of a frisky knee.

Hays office lost Eric Stone and
Clinton .' Allen, steno-clerks, to: the

207th Anti-Aircraft regiment.
Gloria Swahsoh's niece is half of

Byrnes arid Swanson, dancers, open-

ing at Leon & Eddie's Feb. 14.

Stanton : Griffis . left yesterday
(tues. ) for Florida, and Barney
Balaban goes there Friday (14).

Irving -Lazar, MCA -nitery booker,
couldn't make the Havana hopover
from Miami; back in N, Y. now.
Dennis Morgan, Warners singer-

actor, to debut as a concert, artist,

Being booked by WGN Concerts.
Leland Hayward planed., back to

the Coast Monday (10) after five-

day visit east op routine agency biz.

Carmen Amaya, flamenco dancer
•at the Beachcomber, renewed by
Monte Proser to a. new 10-week con
tract.

'

Fred Warihg, for a spell last week,
. wore a miniature placard explaining

h'is crutches . as resulting 'from a ski

accident. •.

. Elsie Houstbii closes Saturday ( 13

)

at the Brevoort, N. Y., goes to Mexico
City for an engagement and then to

South America.
.

Jack . (and Bob) Heasley, of the
figure-skating team at St. Regis
hotel, hospitalized in St. Vincent's
with appendectomy.
, . Local 306, operators, holding en-
tertainment-dance tonight (Wed.)
for the benefit of its sick fund at the
Manhattan , Center.

.

Pah-American Press Club, Inc.

has been chartered as a non-profit
membership corporation. Leo Pfef
fer filing attorney.

. Leslie Whelan. 20th-Fox; foreign
publicity boss, back at his. desk after
nearly a month spent at the studio

. going over new oroduct.
M. L. Van Slyke, formerly in the

picture business and also a p.a. at
the World's Fair, is handling the
Hearst art sale at Gimbel's.
New Baroque, too close to the

Stork Club on. East 53d, continues as
straight restaurant until its cabaret
license is straightened out.
Barbara Semple former _p.a. at

Hotel St. Regis, wed to Fre^d J. Tann-
witt, new head of Associated Press
bureau in Grand Rapids, Mich.

J. J„ Speer. Paramount auditor, is

;
in the hospital suffering from burns
which .he received in a fire which

. destroyed his house, in the Bronx;
.
.Ona Muhson, east several weeks

to appear opposite Edward G. Rob-
inson in radio's 'Big .Town* serial,
leaves for Hollywood tomorrow (13,).

The - Batista excitement in Cuba
almost caused Jack Bobbins to defer
bis month's congarhumba inspection
trip there, but he made it none the:
less; '•:••:••"-

Glenn Ford, east several weeks for
.

- tieups on 'So Ends Our- Night.' in
which he appears, returned to Coast
Monday. (10) for Columbia assign-
ment. •"

••

• • Hortense Mclnerney, wife' of Jack
Mclnerney of the Paramount, who

. has been In Miami recuperating from
a heart condition, returned Satur-

,
day (8). '-. --',..'•-. '..:-.- ...-'.

Sol Shapiro of the William Morris
'

agency accompanied Clifford .C.
. Fischer to, Rip de Janeiro oh their
South American exploratory o.o.- of
theatres.

:

;.'.

The. ;Lambs vgifted . young Robert
Shaw; with a wrists-watch : in appre-
elation for his intensive rehearsal

;
efforts.-: with the recently - formed

• glee club.

,
Sam l2zeks, attorney who figured

importantly .in the Par bankruptcym representing the receivers, is now
on the Federal prosecuting staff, in

: New York.

• Danny Kaye making an album of
.Lady in the Dark' tunes (Ira Gersh-

• win-Kurt Weill) for Columbia'.
Comedian continues doubling into

La Martinique for eight weeks..
Next. Sunday (16) sees first of six

Sunday swing concerts at Le Ruban
Bleu, inducted by. boniface Herbert
Jacoby, with Mildred Bailey, .Teddy
Wilson and Clarence Profit Trio. .

F. L. Harley, 20th-Fox managing
director in Great Britain, presently
on a visit to U. S., has gone to Palm
Beach for a vacation after looking at
new films at the Hollywood studios.
Guy Kibbee, who arrived in New

York, Monday (10) , left after one-
day stay for Monrpelier, Vt., where
he'll pia, with, preem of.'- 'Scatter-
good Baine's,'- in .which he's starred.
Harry Piker's Chateau is the ;idea

of an intime boite that Monte Proser
may bankroll next season with Roy
Fox or Jack Harris' bands, both as
w.k. in London as was Pilcer in
Paris. '..-..•

":

RKO-Radio Pictures publicityrad-
exploitation department moves the
end of this week from its present
quarters in the RKQ BTdg to the 10th
floor, Theatre pub-advertising stays
bri the, 12th floor. ; .

The Boris Karloffs have taken an
apartment in New York, so Mrs. Kar-
lpff goes to the Coast- this week to
bring.sbme of their possessions east.

She hopes to return by motor. .He's
in 'Arsenic and Old Lace.*; .

Francisco Ibarra who tutored the
CBS shortwave watchers on Spanish
pronunciation and grammar, and
also taught Spanish to CBS y.p. Law-
rence Lowmah and his wife, is doing
the same.fpr the. Bennett. Cerfs and
others. ' '•.

'

Thd Clifford :C. Fischers ;had. to

buy the second steward's cabin oh
the SJ5.. Brazil due to the.Cruise-tOr
Rio-Carnival on this past weekend
sailing being 100% capacity. •• Show-
man going .down 'to. b.o.. theatres
preparatory to his ,'Folies Bergeres'
tour starting' in May, ..

St Louis
By Sam JC. Hurst

Johnny Perkins in St. John's hos*
pital for physical checkup. '

Carl Ravazza band back at the
Chase Club for the third, time in past
12 months. :

Pete Flench, local Burton Holmes,
readying for a trip to Dutch Guiana
for material. '

Burton Holmes begins annual ser-

ies, in opera' house of Municipal Au-
ditorium Monday (24).

One performance of Littlefleld Bal
let last week filled opera house in

Municipal Auditorium.
Anne Gwynne, native, Clicking in

Hollywood. Has a part- in 'Nice

Girl.' in which. Deanna Durbin .is

starred. '"
-

Leo Lederer has lead in 'By The
Rivers,' a. full length-technicolor

talker being made here by Larry
Lederberg.
With $101,000 of the $135,000 St.

Louis symph orch maintenance fund
reached, execs will prolong drive in

effort to obtain the full amount.

.
Joseph Szigeti, Hungarian violinist,

will be guest artist with the St.

Louis Symph orch (14-15). It will

be his first personal here since 1926

Rapid work by firemen prevented

the Mikado, a west end nabe of the

St. Louis Amus. Co., from catching

fire when adjoining buildings burned
last. week. • •

''<

."

. Steve Cady, who shuttered
.
his

midtown nitery after a tiff with the

law, vacationing in Miami- '•• Hasn't

determined if he'll reopen when he
returns- here.
George Tyson, general manager of

the 'Ice-Escapades of 194V was on
the advertising staff for the Skouras
Bros, when they flourished here
about 10 years ago, .

.

. Paul Robeson wiM recital in the

opera house of the Municipal audi

torium Feb. 17 under , the direction

of Entertainment, Inc., a; new con-

cert-booking agency.
Frank J. Langley. operator of a

South St. Louis nitery, indicted, for

selling liquor without, a state license.

Maximum penalty is five years \:in

the stir and a $1,000 fine. .

-

First venture of Entertainment
Inc.' headed by. Paul Beismah, man-
ager of the American theatre, is the

personal of "Paul Robeson in opera

hOuse of Municipal Auditorium next

Week.
'

'

.'Love From A-' Stranger' will be
produced at the Little theatre by
Gordon Carter, starting Monday iYl).

Cast includes Harry Gibbs, Elsie

Yehlihg.. Russell Yaeger, Mathilde

Leimkuehler, Jean Drewett^ Gordon
Ashley, Dale .

Douglas and Eileen

Murphy.
. .

:•"

Paris

Cycling banned In Paris on Sun-
days. \. .-: -.

Nabe house Noctambules unshut-
tered.- -

^

Paris Bourse will not be closed on
Saturdays.

Special permit .now required to
live- in Vichy'-. '

•

.'

Pic . actor Pierre Brasseur. enter-
taining over radio. :

Metro :(subway) only means of
transportation in Paris.

.
R. . L. Stevenson's 'Treasure Is-

land' a best-seller in Paris. .'•

NeWsreels how shown in Paris
showcases in semi-obscurity.

Paris traffic .violators now obliged
to pay 15-franc fines on spot, . ..

Alfred Cortot and Jacques Thi-
baud concerted at Vichy Casino.
Jany Holt starring in George Ber-

nard Shaw's; 'St. Joan' at the Ave-
nue. .

.

:

.Telegraphic services reestablished ;

between occupied France and Ger-
many. .';• :''•'-. ;'.

Leonce Calvy ' named ; head Of
radio by Vichy government to suc-
ceed Hubert Deyillez i . .

Ffariz Leh^r directed- own "pperet-.

ta, 'Le Pays du SoUrire,' at the Gaite
Lyrique theatre, Paris.

'La Revue Universelle,' well-known
French .

publication, reappearing
after .suspension in June: ^;

•

German picts showing at the Nor-
mandie, Marbeuf, Lord Byrori, Coli-
s,ee, Moulin Rouge and. Triomphe in
Paris.

.

.'Leo'cadia' ' at • Michodiere, with
Yvonne' Prihtemp's, Pierre .Fresrtay
and Victor, Boucher, still going
strong.'

Football match between occupied
and nonoccupied zone teams slated
for Pare des Princes in Paris on
March, 5. . ;

'.

'

Pierre Labriolle, writer, historian,
Latinist, member of the French Inr
stitute and professor at: the - Sor-
bonne, is dead.
New ABC revue in' Paris by Jean

Boyer. and Michel. Duran, with. Edith.
Piaflf, Mauricet, Suzanne Dantes and
Robert Arnoux; "

,

Henny Lartigue, of Ciro's, now dir

recting. Theatre Avenue and is soon
to open a variety house on the
Champs Elysees.

. Pierre Mille, 87, died in Paris. Was
novelist,: dramatist, newspaperman
and president of the Academy of
Colonial Science,
French press .mistakingly carried

death of novelist Marc Ch'adbourne.
Death, . however, came to another
novelist, Felix Chadbourne.
• New German paper, Pariser Zeit-

ung, started publication in Paris for
Germans living in France, to sub-
stitute foir De'utesche .Zeitung - jn
Frankreich.
Actress COrinne Luehaire robbed

in Paris of furs and jewelry she left

in car. She says total loss was 4Q0,-

000 francs (about $8;000).
• Jean de Pierrefeti, author and
fra'mer of the 'war communiques'
between 1914-1918, died at Roanne:
recently at the age of 62,

Saint Granier heads new show at
Theatre Michel entitled 'Revue de
Rip' with Mireille Pierry, .Suzanne
Dehelly, Monique Rolland and Guy
Riviere in cast.

Jacques Copeau preemed own
play, 'La Niiit des Rois' ('Epiphany'),
at Comedie Francaise, which he's
directing. Was a hit at Vieux Co-
lombiers years ago.
'Revue Rob,' which is a French

version of Reader's Digest, made re-

appearance in Vichy. Founder Pierre
Paillard fell on the field Of honor
on May l9i but his staff carrying on.

Roger Capgras presenting 'Les
Baladins' ('The Buffoons'), with
Pierre Blanchard; Jacqueline Fran-
cel, Pasquali, Marcel Vallee at the
Marigny. Music is by Konstantinoff

;

Two Paris revivals, 'Mori Gosse de
Pere,' by Leopold Marchand, at the
Daunou, and operetta : 'Mousquet-
aires Au Couvent' at Heri Varna's
MogadOr, with tenor Andre Bauge
in- main rolei

from Rome, where she made Ave
films. .

.

; ; Julien Duvivier's 'La Fih .du Jour'
and 4La Charrette Fantorne,' showing
in Lisbon, received favorable press
comment.
German scenario writer Joseph

Busch back from Berlin, where he
prepared, two scenarios for Spanish
productions. '• -T-rv
German radio, announcement

picked up here said . that 24,000 refu-
gees had. left Lisbon fpr -North
America during 1940,

: .

Ugo Bianchii . Italian cameraman
and Luce (film, company) representa-
tive in Spain, may do a series of

.
doc-

umeritary pix while here. .

Famed- -French boys' iqhoir; Chan-
teurs de Croix de Bois, now touring
Spain, gave wildly applauded recital
at

:the' National theatre in Madrid/.

Spanish pictures, 'Florista' de. la:
Reina' ('Queen's Florist') and 'Rap-
teme .Usted' (*Ybu Kidnap') preemed
at the Callao and Rialto,.respectively.

•French
: pic, > 'Mayerling,' with

Charles Boyer and. Danielle Dar-
rieux, now showing at Palacio de la
Musica \in Madrid; w.i'th suicide-angle
cut'ou.V '>'

.
,' :'-;

Augiisto. Garcia Vinolas, , chief of
cinema : at the- Mi njstry . of the ' /In-
terior,- off to LisbOri; He is also direcr
tor of the new Spanish cinema week-
ly, Primero Piano.
German pic director Geza vori Bol-

.v&ry to initiate career in Spain with
a musical comedy for yiargui. Films.
Russian • megger Turjansky also to
work for sanie firm.'; '

.

Ambassador Alexander Weddell
gaive eocktaii piart'y in honor of. Lyle ;

Wilson, Washington bureau chief for
UP; ' with. American, British 'and
Spanish pressmen invited.

' 'Captains • Courageous' /jjnOfflciaJl.ly

rated as best foreign " pic in Spain
for 1940,- while. 'Sib Uovedad en el

Alcazar' . rated best Spanish pic
: of

year,- although made in; Italy, with
major roles, taken by non-Spaniards.
Blanca de Silos, new stage find, to

appear in 'Orgullo de Albacete'
('Pride of Albacete'), with Juan de
Orduna. Joseph Busch piloting, and
it goes on lot this month. Soriano,
who did French pix 'Bandera' and
'Vieille d'Armes,' is the producer. .

French director Jean Choux' first

pic in Spain for Ulargui will be a
Spanish operetta, 'La Bella Galatea,'
with Juan Pena, who spent five

years in Hollywood, coming back fOr
civil war, and Miguel Ligero. Hope
to get a French actress "for main
femme role.

Hans Ro'the is in Spain. Recalled,
he worked with Max. Reinhardt and
translated 22 Shakespearean plays in

Germarij modern 1 version, eventually
resulting in his downfall, Joseph
Goebbels banning his translations.
Presently working on several new
plays, planning to produce them, and
eventually hopes to get to the States.

Olvidk. Pelaz of .: Ovieda, only 14
but with a first-rate voice, is to make
film debut in 'Fiesta de Primayiera'
('Spring Feast'), with music by Al-
varez Garcia. Senorita Pelaz is

looked upon as the Spanish Deanna
Durbin. - She made, public debut in

radio broadcast to United States over
station EAQ on Jan. 13 and did re
peat' on 20th.

Holywood

Australia
By Erie Gorrick

• By John Qulnh

Ink . Spots . will make a one-night

stand in the many auditorium, arena

on their tour across country.

Beh Kalmanson, Warner sales

exec. • making -a short stop, in town
While eriroute -from Palm Springs: to

"N.. Y.. .

:

v
Barney JOfTee of the Tower, set-

ting date for Matty Malneck and

band and angling with Ted Lewis
for date in late spring.

Monroe Rubinger; Warner zone, ex-

ploiteer.' in confabbing with Jerry

Zigmond at the Newrnan. -ort - cant-;

paigri for 'Flight from.Destiny.'
Hamid-Morton indoor circus set

for police relief shojv jn the muny

By Joseph D. Rayotto

Jose":Torres, Fox; cutter j left Ma-
drid for Hollywood,.

Documentary 'Seminarip' . being
turned- in Barcelona.

Maurice English, . Chicago Trib cor-

respondent,; left Madrid for good.

.

Jean Choux, Victor Torjariski and
Gez Bovary signed_ to ;db Spanish
pix.

. .

.-. • ',:
.' '.•-'.' •••

.' New chiefJbt the '.-Madrid', Theatri-

cal Syndicate is actor Fernando Ferr

rib.hdez'.de Cordoba.
:

Franco . and A
family sa.\v private

showing of 'Snow White,* which has

finally been sold in Spain. >•

Exteriors for RKO's .Spanish pror

duction, 'EI Crucero Baleares'

t'Crulper.Balcares), finished;
familiarly

Some nabe exhibs may try singles

this year.

Gladys Moncrieff will make loop
runarounds for Hoyts.

: Paramount building new offices in

Sydney right next door to 20th-Fox.

Possibility of the' government fur-

ther increasing tax on raw film

stock. ,

'Forty Thousand Horsemen' (U)
copped $16,000 opening week in

Sydney.
Rebla, British Juggler, has been

booked -by Hoyts for a loop, r.Un^

arOiind. ." : ;:'

Noel Coward made New Zealand
toiir last, month prior to returning to

the U. S.
Le.vante, magifeiari, doing okay on

twp-a-day in Melbourne fOrWilliam-
son-Tait."». ,

'^ '.:

Will Mahoney. c6ntefnblating an-
other solo tOur In New Zealand late

this month. "
.

.''
- .

Harold Bowden; general manager
of Williamsoh-Tait* has composed a
patriotic song, 'We Shall. Prevail/

-

Pic bid; by Sir Ben Fuller at St..

James, Melbourne/ is panning * out

okay with Metro and Par;product.
Department of Information im-

porting more British propaganda pix
for free showings by local exhibs.-

'Convoy' (ATP) continues to boom
for Greater Union in Melbourne, It's

the . only, war pic ,'to take .high : b,6.

•honors.' ', -' - <•' .;

- Brightest legit hit here continues

to 'be 'Design for .Living.'' still draw-
ing extrernely well for Dave Martin

'.at Minerva; Sy'dheyi .; *
'•

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon may
be .approached by local producer to

rriakc a - pic here during TivoU enf

Luis Alberni filed suit for divorce. .

Joan Perry out -for a week with
flu. .

.;' /''<
;

David O. Selznick to Palm Springs
for a week.

Ray Bolger at . home nursing
abscessed tooth.. '...'.''

. \/[\
-George. Tobias, limping after fall

from' :hi$-
;
horse,, ''v.. ,'.-^-.v'

Wiiliain Cagney under observation
for appendicitis. .. .

Ganna Walska, the operaT-smger,
: Vacationing here, ..

•
. Herbert .

J.: Yates here from New
York for a month.
-Robert - Stack .to Mexico for »

•

month's vacation.
Lewis -Stone off for a. long cruise

in Mexican waters. . ..;
'.

'

Jack Randall and. Louise: .Stanley, -.

both; film players, divorced.
Dean Jagger ordered to lay off fOr

six weeks because of sinus. .

"Philip Reed returned . to. Holly-
wood after three years in legit. :

-" Lou. Weber and-; Ifwin
:
Kaufman

formed an agency partnership!
DarryLZanuck won a silver- trophy

for ski funning at- SUn Valley,
• Geoi'ge Smith, appointed west'erh dU .

visional .sales 'chief for Paramount..
Tim Holt fractured .a bone in his

left foPt doing a riding stunt on lo-

cation.
James R. Grainger arrived' from

New York for midwinter huddles at' .-

Republic. ;
"

:

Smiley Biirnette on' a stage tour
covering New Maxico,' Colorado and .

Wyoming. • .

•' Queenie Smith named; dance direc-
.

:tor for .Neil McGuire Productions, ..

•slottie :outflt,
. \

• Erf01 Flynn couldn't get Clipper
reservations and is returning from
Honolulu by boat. ..

Abe Montague, general sales chief
for Columbia, ; arrived for studio
conferences with Jack Conn,
Dan Ullman resigned from Terry 1

DeLapp's publicity staff to join para-
mount's production department.
V Clark"Blythe tb San Francisco. to
take charge : of Fox West Coast
rentals in northern California.

.

Ann Pendleton, film actress in-
.

jured on roller, coaster, settled her
$11,600 damage suit Out of court. -

Fay Helm, film actress, and Jack
W. Hardy, lawyer, announced their
intention to wed within two weeks.
Henry King flew in from New

York in his own plane to direct a
flying story; 'A Yank in the R. A. T'
Elmore White, former partner of

Bob Murphy in vaude, resumes .the .

partnership, this time in a • chop
house.
Dean Jerome Olson, the governor's .

sOn ' ahd assistant director at : 20th-:

Fox, ordered to report for military
service. :

Louis B. Mayer repeats as guest
orator of the Shrine St. Patrick's
Day civic,luncheon in San Francisco,
March 15. -

.

Henry Herbel, western district

sales Chief for Warners, building a
ranch house on 21-acre tract near.

Chatswdrth.
Dale Armstrong, now assistant to

Russell Birdwell, succeeding; Geofge
Glass, named Coast

.
publicist for

United Artists.
Annual 'Gambol of Stars/ to be

presented by Screen Actors Guild,
and American Federation of Radio
Artists, is slated for March 17 in

Cocoanut Grove.
Maria Jeritza was, released from

obligation to pay $1,600 in legal fees

to Maximilian Friedman, refugee
attorney, from Vienna, who claimed
payment, for legal services in ;1936.

Rio De Janeiro
By Timothy John Mahoney

Maddelena Sotto leaving Lisbon
shortly to reside in :

Rio,
. Cinemactor Antonio Villaf sailing

to Brazil from Lisbon '.to. work in

films here.-

Metro ; cameraman Norman Alley
now in Rio for the purpose of film-

ing backgrounds.
Dave -Lewis, 1 Metro manager for

Brazil, arrived back here from a.,

trip to Sao Paulo and other, cities.

Alan Noye has resigned as mana-
ger of Columbia Pictures . for Brazil.

He left Feb. 1 for the United States.

. Grace and Urano; dancing ' team,
eh route to Argentina, but will; stop
in RiO ori , their way ; back to the.

States'. .-.': •
' ,;• ;.'

Only those over 21 will be per-
mitted In casinos during carnival . : .

at the same time alcoholic beverages
will not be sold to persons under 18.

Mrs. Maria T. - Vargas and two
sons- arpived rln : Rio recently. She
is the Wife of Pedro Vargas, Mexi-
can tenof, now starred at. ^he Urea.
..Casino...: '

• -

' ".'.- .•;•:.

. Pedro Gefrhino and Samuel Pier-
porit, Sao PaUlo and manager for
Brazil,' respectively,, left last week
•for Panama, where they are attend?

ing the Paramount, convention.
Sol Wurtzel. executive producer

of 20th Century-Fox,, arrived from
Sao Paulo, accompanied by scenario
writer Lester Zifffen; They are
making ;a tour of- Latin America, . .

Film producer Raul • Roulieri, who
also played in ".American pictures;

i will fefilrh 'Azas Do Brasil* (Wings

Jose: Garcia; 'more
known as 'Maera' and considered one I ^agement next June, .

bf Spain's greatest matadors, is dead.
| U. S. distribs have decided to corw-

Three-act comedy succeeded COn- : tinue nix on pix previews to .
news-

chita Pique'r at Alcazafi featuring > paper, boys and gals.. All product ........ ... . ,-. .

Aurora Redorio and Valeriano Leon, mast be- caught on regular theatre of Brazil'), the copies of which were

John Lloyd, Madrid. AP bureau: playing?., .

-
.

. . . ;. •

. „ ' '.completely destroyed a few months

chief, to be succeeded by Harry . Exhibs are still pressuring U. S. . ago in a fire \vhich gutted the Cine-
' - - - • -• - •••*-' "=-•- "-- -— '— -,! - -»•">!'.« Minister of "war Gaspai

Rngueira. di-

Aeronautic!
1".
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This is the last page in this issue

OF PfiklETY BUT THE FIRST PAGE IN

IMPORTANCE IN HERALDING ONE OF

THE GREAT PICTURES OF THE YEAR!

-A*

"Brilliant production of Remarque novel has beauty, pathos and comedy and

•. should score heavily." ' " —Film Daily

A magnificent production

"A most auspicious beginning for the Loew-Lewin

A poignant and moving picture."

producing combination.

—Motion Picture Daily

should, win favor at the box-office.

—Hollywood Reporter

One of the best motion pictures I have ever seen!"

—Harry Crocker, Los Angeles Examiner

"Deeply impressive, beautifully acted and excellently directed

and produced." —Dorothy Manners, International News Service

"In the forefront of 1941's contenders for top motion pic-

ture honors. Audiences will thrill to the exciting story.

—Jay Emanuel Publications

"Truly distinctive . , . a corking set of performances

by ah outstanding cast." —National Box Office Digest

Excellent . . .you should see it."—Liberty Magazine

So Ends Our Night* made producers hold

their breath with suspense. It has maturity,

pace and variety." —Time Magazine

David L Loew * Albert Lewin>e$wt

MARGARET

brd • Anna Sten and Erich vo
by JOHN CROMWELL • Screen play by Talbot

the novel, "Flotsam/' by Erich Maria Rema

sed thru UNITED ART

SfJSfi""
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U.S. Film Stars the Best G

ncans

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Film star shuttle service between
Hollywood and South America, at

least partially at the expense of the

United States \ government, is in

prospect starting this spring. It will

be the result of a survey by ttie Nel-
. ion Rockefeller committee to cement

goodwill between the continents.

Rockefeller group sent a question-

naire to Latin American editors and
public relations experts recently. It

asked: 'What's, the best thing w* .can
dp to promote good will?' Replies

same back almost unanimously: 'Send

us U.S. 'film stars.' Players most in

,
demand, the committee learned
through further questioning,, were
men, not women.
Sub-body has accordingly been

. set up to work under main Rocke-
feller group in promoting tours of

the stars south of the border. Lab-
eled, The. Committee on Visits to

South America, it consists of Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman; Edward Ar-
nold, Kenneth Thomson and Ben-
jamin Thau. •

One tour has so far been definitely

arranged,- another is semi-certain
and .a flock of others are being
talked. In the sure class, according

(Continued on page 21)

U. S. Strippers Gotta Lam

When Latin Fenror Gets

Too Hot in Mexico City

Mexico City, Feb. 18.

Latin temperament, known for its

fervor, asserted itself at an Amer-
ican burlesque show in the Mexican
hinterland a few days ago when the
•trippers were forced by over-
enthusiastic patrons to flee to theirV dressing rooms arid, barricade them-
selves until the cops arrived. Ex-
citement occurred at a midnight
jhpw of Barger*s Chicago Burlesque

"'. Co. at. the Teatro Obrero (Workers'
theatre ) in Saltillo, capital of the
thriving central state: of Coahuila.
where the American troupe had been
booked after a' long engagement in
Mexico City.

;
A stripping act, at around 2 a.m.,-

tet off the heat, with most of the men
^ the audience swarming onto the
•tage. Theatre attaches and male
members of the troupe tried to.flght

;-. (Continued on page 54) .

Singing Doctor

Mexico City, Feb. 18.

Dr. Alfonso Ortfc TiradeHoeal •

surgeon and radio . tenor, used
show business methods, recently

to perform a delicate leg opera-
tion. Singer-surgeon kept his

patient distracted while, he op-

erated, with phonograph records

of the doc's songs.

Patient was Margaret Door-
mann, a U. S. citizen.

MATINEE LEGIT

RESUMES IN

London, Jan. 24.

London !s contempt for the Nazi
blitzkrieg has received its show
business emphasis of late in the

legitimate theatre's return, for mat-
inees only,, to the West End after

its; darkened footlights, these many
months. It's an indication of the e'ny

tire spirit as manifested by the Eng-
lish people.

Heretofore, ever since the Nazis

unleashed their smashing, attack last

spring, the West End has had little

legit, and what little it has had was
short-lived or curfewed due to the

defense precautions, against bomb-
ings. As a result, the provincial

theatres, with the London stars

(Continued on page 41) ;

CLARE BOOTHE MAY

DEBUT AS ACTRESS

Roosevelt Billed

Jukebox Film?

. :
Milwaukee, Feb, 18.

. JSP** See-"- Hear! Jimmy Roosc
ve" s new movie machine!'
That's the gist of the exploitation

«.X
C
? «e jukebox Alms being turned

«T «y Globe Productions, headed bywe President's son, with the billing
«ating nothing about the shows,
cnange days or prices.: It's all Jimmy
Roosevelt. '.

Clare Boothe may play the lead in

'The Yohimbe. Tree,' which she au-

thored in collaboration with Alexan-

der King, editor of Stage mag (just

folding).
:

It would be her profes-

sional acting debut; although as a

girl she appeared in minor roles in

plays at Clare Tree Major's dramatic

school while she .was a. student there.

Femme lead in 'Yohimbe* is long

and difficult; ;but -she is said to be

anxious to play it.

'Yohimbe' is slated to be. put. into

rehearsal soon by Carly Wharton
and Martin . Gabei.. Direction isn't

set, but Robert Sinclair and Gabel

are possibilities. Play ,
is a drama,

and deals with the complications that

result from the rediscovery of a drug

derived from the Yohimbe tree. Ray-
mond Massey and George Coulouris

are mentioned for the cast.

Miss Boothe, who "authored 'The

Women,' 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye"
arid. 'Margin for Error,' is the wife

of Henry R, Luce, publisher of Time,

Life and Fortune.

ASCAP R eta in s Control

Oyer Collection and Dis-

bursement— Clause ' One
Modified— Non-Exclusive

Performance Rights Called

Similar to 1914-1921 Ar-

rangement

BMI CANT* RAID

. The American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers has
made, its peace with the U. S. De-
partment of Justice. The next move
toward peace in the radio-music

war must come from the broad-

casters themselves. The ASCAP
board met all day yesterday (Tues-

day) to act on the amended con-

sent decree which Charles ; Po-
letti, special ASCAP counsel and
N. Y.'s lieut. governor, brought back
with him from Washington over the

weekend. Final approval by the

board is expected today (Wed.).

It will take from a week to 10

days for the decree to become an
official document. The Government
must first go through with the busi-

ness of filing an actual suit against

ASCAP and then 'pbtaining a court

order approving the decree. This

(Continued on page 37)

EARL CARROLL THROUGH

WITH B'WAY 'FOREVER'

Minneapolis, Feb. 18.

Here with his 'Vanities,' which

jumped directly from Los Angeles to"

Minneapolis on a special train, Earl

Carroll declared he's through with

Broadway 'forever' and will devote

himself henceforth exclusively to his

theatre club in Hollywood, except for

sending two units a year on tour to

play the V vaudftlm houses. And
there'll be ho 'expansipn'-rthe thing

that has ruined more producers than

anything else, he asserts.

The old
.
white stem isn't what it

used to be and; besides,,; living, in

California is so much, more pleasant

than in New . York, Carroll pbints

put; He (didn't really enjoy life or

know what real living is until, he
established his permanent home on

the west codst. says, the producer,

now as much of; a booster for Cali-

lorh'ia as
;
any; of the" most enthusiastic

native sons;
'

ORE AT THE B.0,

:
• Oklahoma City, Feb. 18.

Four Oklahoma City theatres, the

Plaza, -Ritz, Warner.'-arid.' Circle ac-

cepted' iron and steel in five or more,

pound lots admission Satur-

day (15).
. .

'
'

'

Trucks were stationed at the show
houses to take the iron for shipment
to Great Britain.

urns

To 'Philadelphia Story' in Philly

ASCAP Fined $24,000

Washington. Feb. 18.

As part of the ASCAP settle-

ment with the Government, the

Society was fined $5,000, and
each : director-member repre-

senting a music firm another
$1,000 each. There are 10 such
firms thus represented by board
reps, bringing the fine to an-
other $19,000, op $24,000 in . all.

This is separate arid apart from
the consent-decree terms work-
ed out by Lieut. Gov. Charles
Poletti, special counsel for

ASCAP.
Fines are under a ruling

which states that ASCAP 'con-

cedes nothing or denies nothing'

as to the Government charges,

ft's an established legal form of

pleading. [BMI wasn't fined on
its own consent decree.]

CHARGE REMOS'

MIDGETS CHIZ

R.R. FARES

Passenger representatives and
ticket agents of the Alton R. R. of

the Baltimore & Ohio railroad have
in the past week received a warn-
ing from W. G. Brown, head of the
passenger traffic department,, re-

garding an atterhpt by a vaudeville

act to defraud, allegedly, the. r.r. of

its rightful fares. The. report from
Brown follows: .

'For your information we are
quoting below information received
regarding transportation being ob-
tained under false pretenses:

'There is a theatrical vaudeville

act that has been in the habit of ob-
taining railroad transportation with-

(Continued on page 51)

SONG FOR SHORT GUYS

WITH TALL SWEETIES

Frankest commercial song tieup Is

Jack Mills' publication of 'Now You
Can Be Taller Than .Her,' from the
slogan . of Adler Shoes' 'height-lift-

ing' products.

The Adler chain paid, nothing for

the song hookup but ordered 1,000

copies of the tune from Mills.

Maurice Costello's SO Tears
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Half a century of show business
was rewarded by a silver loving cup
bestowed on Maurice Cdstello by 100

extras on the 'Model 'Wife' set at

Universal.

Costello, once a star, Is now an
extra.

.'-"'

.
Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

Katharine Hepburn, . winding up
her coast-to-coast tour in 'The
Philadelphia Story' at the Forrest
theatre here .Saturday (15) night,
gave the audience at the final per-
formance an unexpected extra show.
In a tearful curtain speech, she told
how the Philip Barry play had^pro-
vided her' a comeback, when 'most
people considered me a has-been,'
and said the long run in the comedy
had been, the happiest time of her
life.

"

. Concluding her remarks, the ac-
tress said she never wanted the cur-
tain to be lowered on the comedy,
so she turned toward the wings and
instructed the stage manager and
stagehands to leave the curtain up.
Then, facing the audience again, she
added, 'I just don't want to think
that the curtain ever fell on our
play, and I know you won't mind if

we just leave, it this way.'
As the spectators applauded, she

continued, 'Ever since we opened
I've had my eye on some of the
things in this show. I hope the The-
atre Guild -won't object if I take
them now.' She'then walked across

the stage, picked up a large blue
yase and a pair of andirons and, still

crying slightly, walked offstage/ As
many in the audience remained to

watch the stagehands begin carry-

ing out the furniture and taking

down the sets, several hundred Penn
students, present in a body, sang
'Auld Lang Syne.'

It had been evident even before
the curtain rose on the first act that

the final performance would be a
memorable one. Saturday marked

.

the end of the fraternity rushing
season at U. of Pennsylvania and,

true, to tradition, many old and

(Continued on page 55)

Foresee Future ASCAP

Directors Men of Zukor,

Schenck, Warner type

In line with the Department of
Justice's consent decree's taboo on
the self-perpetuating board, with
which proviso, incidentally, most
members are now in accord, there is

a movement afoot to see to .It that

ASCAP board members henceforth
be men of stature. In view of the
.film interests, fpr example, repre-
sented in ASCAP, there's no reason;
why a Nick Schenck, a Harry War:

ner Or ar. Adolph Zukpr Isn't on the
board. , . . .

.-' '. ,-

The Society's 1940 takings of
;$7,300,000 is certainly big business,

important enough to- warrant their

attention. Metro, Warners and Para-
mount important -components
through their music publishing sub-
sidiaries. "'

-.,

: Among, the songwriters, the So-
ciety has made frequent use of the
prestige presence of songsmiths such
as Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Cole

(Continued on page 55V
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Feb. 15, 1941)

I Hear a Rhapsody .-. . ..//;V.:;/ ... .

There'll Be Some Changes Made'/. . . w . ....

.

High on a Windy. Hill...'.. ;..'-..'

Frenesi -
.
'.< ; v.-.-, .'../. . . ,

'.

.

.

.... /. . . . ... /.

It All Comes Back ;to Me/Now.
, U. V . .... ... .

You Walked By;;.:. .
.-.'...

.•'.'

ToilightViPerfldia) .;./. . i../;
'.

'.;
'.»' . ••

1 Give . You. My Word . .... i , .'/.
. .,/.....' . ....

:

'..

Let's Dream This One |Out .,.'. .'/.\ . ... . /..v.
;'..'•'.;./•

May I Never Love Again./."./'. .........

America .1 Love Yon; , . ; . .'/.

.

''Xuniber'.i-O'vL'ullaby.e^^Lahe'. ..-./:_; .....

God Bless America . .,...>../. :•. ... . /.

.

Yes, My. Darling .Daughter ..
v. •'..

•/.
.'.' .

. .. . . ; .. . . ..... .

.

•Down Argentina Way ('Down Argentine -Way').

,

)¥****

i • •' • • p

»> t. • 4 • • •

l-.'f.'l • • • «

(*-«-»•'»

,«..BMI
.. ..Marks
.. ?

.BMI.
. .Southern

....BMI

....BMI

....Southern:
•../.BMI'
....BMI
. . . .BMI •

."..Mills.

..v.B.Ml'.

..'/> Berlin
'

. . . . Feist . •

/....Miller
:'

;

Filmusical.

Hearst Opens Blast on RKO-Schaefer

William Randolph' Hearst; got his

first real opportunity last;week since

his burn, at RKO to show how he
feels about the company—and stuck
the knife In deep/ Both the studio

and George J. Schaefer, its president,

were lambasted mercilessly on front

pages of Hearst papers from coast to

coast. The news peg' was a -remote
suit against Schaefer and : RKO that'

even the trade papers relegated to

Inside pages.

Meantime, Orson;
:
Welles' 'Citizen

Kane,' which it is said Hearst al-

leges too. closely resembles his own
life and is the cause of the pub-
lisher's ire at RKO, is getting close

to Its release date and still: no en-
gagements have been set for it. RKO
maintains that the possibility, the film

will be roadshown is delaying the
opening, but it is known that lawyers
have been busy and there's dissen-

sion within : the company oni the

course to be taken. Hearst has al-

legedly demanded that the film be
shelved.

Suit that caused the fireworks in

the Heart dailies ended with a $7,000

decision against RKO, won by Joseph
N. Ermolieff in Los Angeles court.

Ermolieff is a Europen producer who
(Continued on page 18)

'

MRS: EMLYN WILLIAMS

REMAINING IN U.S.

Mrs. Mollie Williams, wife of. play-
wright-actor Emlyn Williams, is re-

maining in the U. S. Indefinitely

with their two children. She had
planned to return to England . after

arranging with Herman Shumlin for

the production of her husband's The
Corn Is Green,' at the National, N. Y.
But Williams, currently touring the
English provinces in his new play,

•He Was Born Gay,' persuaded her to

stay In the U. S., at least until after

the expected Nazi invasion attempt
this spring.

She and the. children are making
their home at Robert Montgomery's
estate at Brewster, N. Y.

Sam Scribner 111

: Sam Scribner, former showman/
has been in the Lawrence hospital,

Bronxvilie,. N. Y., for the past week.
Veteran; who is 83, was reported ill

with grippe, but the hospital de-

clined to . verify the ailment;

He is; treasurer
.
of. the Actors

Fund, where it was stated his con-

dition Is favorable, and chairman of

Theatre Authority.

FDR Birthday Ball

Spokesman Denies

Actors Tushed Around'

Washington, Feb. 13.

Editor Variety:
Because Hollywood stars have

contributed so generously to the
success of the Washington Birthday
Ball Celebrations, and because
others who are eager, to come in the
future may get the wrong impres-
sion, may I challenge Variety's page
one story of Feb. .12, to the effect

that the guests contributed by the
motion picture industry were
Jpushed around,' or given unhospit-
able treatment.
Contrary to the vague charge of

Mr.. Alan Corelli, that those who.
made many personnal appearances
were denied White House luncheon
Invitations, and the opportunity to
participate in other-^activities, the
facts are that all stars were included,
in every official event on the pro-
gram, and this included, of ' course,
presence at Mrs. Rooseelt's lunch-
eon in the afternoon, and at the

(Continued . on page 55

)

New Orleans All Set

For Record Mardi Gras

New Orleans, Feb. 18.

- Hotel reservations are at a premium
as thousands of visitors from all over
America have started converging on
this historic city id take part ; in

what shapes up as being the biggest
and best Mardi Gras ever held here.

The city has already primped up for

the big day, next Tuesday- (25), and
is now making her annual salaam to

Jupiter Fluvius, asking him to lay
off.

Transportation, officials here say
the present season—despite the draft

Jitters-—will set a record.
.
Many, /spe-

cial trains, chartered buses and
planes will bring thousands to sample
New Orleans' recipe for forgetting

' care. ' '_;''."'...

The city's seasqn of seasons, that

makes it . a place apart from other
American cities, has of course been
In progress since early January, but
the main dish is still to be served.

A new street pageant will make
Its bow this year, the Krewe

. of

Venus,
(
a woman's organization,

marking the firstJime in Mardi Gras
history of 114. years that a women's
group has turned out with a street

parade. Group will parade Sunday
afternoon) Feb. 23.

Jackie Gleason, M.C.,

To Make Film for WB
Jackie Gleason, via agent Harry

Bestry, and Jack . Warner finally

came to terms on money, etc., and
the nitery m.c, who closed last week
at Leon & Eddie's, N.

;
Y., reports for

a WB picture in May. • He's first

stopping off at the Royal. Detroit
club, breaking the jump west that
way. '

"
'.

... /..
'

Warner saw Gleason some months
ago when he was at Jack White's
Club 18, before the L&E engagement,
and wanted him for . a fllrruisical, but
the money question was the major
hurdle. •;

.

FUSSY WOOLiCOTT

Advertises, for Fhllly Apt:, but Own-
ers Most Scram . Town

. Philadelphia, Feb/18. •

Alexander Woollcott, who opens
here .in the lead of 'Man Who Came
to Dinner* on- March 10, last week
advertised in the Evening Bulletin
for an apartment for the three weeks
the shbw plays liefee/ 'The ad. read:
'Wanted—A .

Philadelphia family
living in art apartment or house with
at least four bedrooms, 'who, for a
reasonable financial consideration,
will be willing to depart . for 'Ber-
muda or somewhere on March 9th
and stay away for three weeks, sub-
letting their, quartets, staff and all.

The prospective tenant guarantees to
be house'broken. : All answers should
be addressed to A. Woollcott, Bul-
letin J-334.'

Woollcott is a native of Philadel-
phia. His niece, Joan Woollcott, is

a reporter on the Bulletin;

jt«v.« «.*.• »
s'v *« ; *.*.v

RUBINOFF
AND. HIS VIOLIN ,

on Peraonal Appeaj-ance Touv
until May 1 5th. Dates in 125 cities.
.''..'

. Manngonient:

.

.PHIL RUBINOFF
Paramoiint BUIp. New York.Citj>

Music to Suit

-»»» » »»»»» '»» >»»»»«
THE BERLE-ING

:
POI]\T|

' By Milton Berle
» » t t f» t < 4 » MHi > > it [

Hollywood, Feb. 18^

Recording of three musical num-
bers to .be' incorporated in Walt Dis-
ney's 'Fantasia' after the initial road-
showings of the cartoon opus are
well, under way, has been started

here by Leopold Stokowski. \ Num-
bers will be switched and varied,

under present, plan, to provide eve-
nings of light concerts or more dra-
matic compositions to suit all. types
Of music lovers, and Incidentally to

bring repeat customers to the box-,
office. -

Selections to hit the sound tracks
under the Stokowski baton are
'Peter and the. Wolf/ by Proko-
fiev; 'Flight of the Bumble Bee,' by
RimskyTKbrsakov, and 'Swan of

Tuonela,' by Sibelius.

Stokowski has completed music
and animation is about two-thirds
through on 'Clair de Lune/ by De-
bussy, which is also planned for

insertion in the original picture.

BRITISH WAR RELIEF

BENEFIT IN N. Y. SRO

Indicated that the 'Carnival for
Britain,' benefit show at the Music
Hall, Radio City, Friday (21) at mid-
night, will be over capacity. Over
the Weekend the theatre advised the
American Theatre Wing of . the Brit-
ish War Relief that no. more tickets

were on hand except front locations,

priced at $10.

Later it was stated that no tick-
ets! at any price were available and
the committee was in a quandary
about accommodating well-knowns
who' wished to attend the name bill,

which will include a London, frew
York and Hollywood broadcast
Trailers at the 5.960-seat Music Hall
and other theatres were eliminated

BIBERMAN'S ADOPTION
.

Madison, Wis., Feb. 18.

. Prof. Hans T. Sondergaard of this
city has announced the adoption of
a six-week old daughter by his
actress-daughter, Gale : Sondergaard,
and her playwright-director-hus-
band, Herbert Biberman, of Holly-
wood.
Miss Sondergaard' and her husband

visited Madison during January and
selected the' child from a midwest
foundling home: / /

'

j L A. to N. Y.
Wendy Barrie .•'

'•'./

\ Jack. Cohh •',

Peter Cushing /
- Lynn Farnol
Gene: Fowler.. Y .

.••'

:
TTiil Fowler.
Miriam Hopkins :

;

:
Walter Hustorii; .'

: Oscar Levant,
'. VIncente Minelli.

Jack Moss. :

Abe Schneider /

Nicholas M. Schenck. .

Robert C. Sherwood
Herbert Stbthart
Rocco Vocco .

Miami- Beach, Feb. 18.

I Wouldn't say . It's been cold here BUT—when T had breakfast by th» :

Roney pool the other afternoon they placed a smudge-pot on the table to
keep the orange juice froni freezing. '...:'•

The weather hasn't affected swimming; however. Ail you db. is wear «
ski outfit under your bathing suit arid you're..perfectly epmfbrtabie. / -

;

Business has been so good at the Royal Palri) that 'Aift.Childer's.'Js.'.

sidering the installation of .oil heaters at each tableV

"At Hialeah the othfer day I. was mixed up in a very affectionate race,

The horse hugged the rail, the jockey had his hands around the' horse's

neck and I kissed .my money goodbye. ••'/. .

Met a girl at the Beachcomber whajnakes* her living as a prpitossional

busy-body. She's a rhumba dancer.

.

Bought a new suit but had to stop wearing it. Too many people cam*
up to me to place bets. .'

. /. ';,..
'•' / /

'''..', Broadway Dept.

'Boudoir' was proclaimed by the critics as
.

'the worst ;play of the sea-

jsprt,' -and then lost the title when 'Popsy' opened two; nights later. ••''-.'/

;
John Garfield and .Paul Muni are both slated to do Broadway

. . pjays;
again, and with Boris Karloff. in 'Arsenic and. Old."Lace/ who's left .to do'

the killings in Warner Bros, pictures. '...'

;

. Miami Flash; Rbmo .Vincent .has been booked into a ilbc^l cafe. Authpri- •

ties are praying for low tide.

The appointment of Buddy DcSylva to the executive producer's post -at

Paramount is probably a plot oh the part of Broadway producers. They
had to get him. out of town so somebody else could produce a successful

musical.

. Vinton Freedley's secretary has an adding machine tattpped on his chest.

All day.long he keeps saying, 'Brother, you can count on rhe.' :

\

Hollywoodlaha
'

'.' '..
;• :

One of Crosby's horses finished ;in the money the other day: and the: first
;

thing Birig did was to wire Ripley..:

: Got a name for those cowboy Vpictures .the quickie: studios' turn out in a
week. Oughta call them 'thud and blunder' .films;

.

. Can't seem ; to get out pi my ,'Tall, - Dark and Handsome' -gangster char-
acterization. Ev'eiy time. I go Into a post office, I look to see if there's a
poster with a reward offered for. me, •• . '• .,'.-

The $285,0Q0 paid for the. screen right? to 'Lady in the Dark' is a new
' high. If it keeps up, the producer ;of a successful Broadway play in the.

.future will just buy a/film studio to match/ •.

One Hollywood studio - decided to make no more anti-Nazi pictures.

Probably couldn't get a Berlin theatre fbt/the premiere.
Olsen and Johnson will make 'Hellz.appppin' for Universal. When the

picture is released, theatres will need screens all:over the, house-^-else.how

;

will they show, people running up and down the aisles? .
.

Musle Dept.
Dp you think BMI songs will bring back Bicycle Cops?
Abe Lyroari threatened to fire one of his musicians the other day. The

musiker kept biting therhand that leads him.
'Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair' accomplished something that ;

other song di^. 'Jeahie' is ; in the joke files of every comedian in the
country.

'

Radio Dept.
Burns arid Allen are now in New York where , they are visiting, their-

parents, Block and Sully. /
John Barryniore always sounds, as if he has an awful don't-give-a-

hangover for his Thursday night radio bouts with Rudy Vallee.
Some day I'm going to buy radio time to ask Professor. Quiz, Dr; I. Q.

and Bob Hawk a few questions.

o Hangnail Descriptions
Greta Garbo: The lady who. lived in a shoe

;
F. D. Roosevelt: Only for-

ever, Lucille Ball: A Desi dame. Bette Davis: Cry Baby Cry. . Bob Hope:
Odds-on- favorite. Katherine Hepburn:.Revenge with talent.

Observation Dept.
Chorus girls at a Miami night spot do a strip dance with tiny airplanes.

The customers are there to see them take off nightly.^
Since Hitler, France has stopped the export of all raw materials—except

postcards, of course.

A fellow here considers, himself successful because he borrows more,
money, in a week than most people make in a- year.
Had to buy a dozen new shirts. Judgihg ; by my oid ones, I

rd say that the
Japanese have been bombing my Chinese laundrymani
Eavesdropped at The Paddock, 'He repeats everything he says—and eats.'

Eavesdropped a.t The Carrousel, 'Next time you have your suit cleaned
and pressed, send your mind With it.'.

Eavesdropped, at Club Ha! Ha!, 'Are you in love with me or rhy pur-
chasing power?'

It's hot true that Mrs. Bing Crosby sent a .wire to the stork saying: 'Why
• don't you come down and "she me sometime?.'

Whatever Became of—? ? .? 7
Burns. & Jose William Seabury & Co.
Bill .& Betty. Brandell J. Rosamond Johnson
Snow, Black & Cole Frohman & Garry

Afterpiece
Farnous Hollywood last lines: 'Who wants to make money like thatf.

Look at the income tax you have, to pay.'

N. Y. to L. A.
Howard Benedict
Gene Buck
R. H. Burnside -

George M. Cohan
Jack Donahue; .

Milton Feld; :•.

John Fear^iley.

Ed Fishmah
Matty Fox
Billy Grady'..

Felix Jackson.
John Josephs
Dan Kelley.

;

Al Lewin. . '..:,_ .;
•

David LoeW.
.

Bruce Manning.;;
'

George. Marshall;
Joan Merrill;

Cole Porter.
.

Robert Siskin.
Jahe Seymour. .

Frank Shaw.
[

Arthur !Ungar /

SAILINGS
Feb. 20 (Los Angeles to New

York), Bill Boyd, Grace Bradley
(America). •

Feb. 13 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),
Mickey Rooney, Les Paterson (Mat-
sonia). •

Rise Stevens Conspicuous

At Carnegie Hall Event

Emceed by Jimmy Walker

: The. three-ply benefit concert at

Carnegie Hall, N. Y„ last, week,
emceed by Jimmy Walker and
batoned by . Viennese composers-con-

.

ductors. Robert , Stplz
:
('Two Hearts'

ih
.
Three-Quarter Time'), Oscar

Stfaus ('Chocolate Soldier') and
Emmerich ICalma'ri ('Sari/ 'Maritza'),

Was also: in the nature of a film

preview ..for Rise Stevens. She's

slated to. sirig; opposite.. Nelson Eddy
/,'.;/; (Continued on page 51);

Henie to Coast After Ice

Show's $76,000 in Omaha
. / Omaha, Feb! 18.

Sonja Henie closed a seven-night

showing of her ice frolic Thursday
night (13) at the. Coliseum to a grand

total of , $76,000 or approximately
what she did a year ago.

"Following the :date here'; Miss,

Henie left for the Coast to dp 'Sun

Valley,' 20lh-Fox .fllm, and the rest

of the ice show cast scattered.
.
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Walter s Met Debut

The Metropolitan .Opera Co. closed

the ,11th week oi its season Monday

<17) with a take of $104,500 for nine

operas including the company's 'first

jaunt to Hartford, and had a net

loss of. $3,500 for its pains. Feature

of the week was the revivai of Bee-

thoven's > 'Fidelio,' Bruno Walter

making his debut, as Met conductor

and. Kirsten Flagstad as the spear-

head °f the 'performance, with a

packed house of $15,500 paving the

way.

The Wagnerian soprano was not at

her best in the opera, being unable

to cope . completely'.'-'with the ca-

denzas in her music. Walter' stole

the show with his conducting, re-

ceiving greatest ovation. The Met
orchestra Was not quite up to par,

but- this was probably due to the

strain of trying to make the even-

ing a. complete gala occasion.

Grosses were as follows:

Monday (10), . 'Alceste' was re-i

peated with a gross of $3,500 and a

loss of $4,000.

Tuesday (11)» 'Louise* in Hartford

sold out at $15,000 with Grace Moore
the draw. •

\.
':.-'

Wednesday (12), 'Boheme' dropped
$4,000 on an $8,000 gross.

Thursday (13), 'Marion;, also

(Continued on page 55)

(alto Woman Who Went To

'Dinner' Would Rather Be

Legit-Staryed 15 More Yrs.

Appearance ,iof ..Alexander Wooll-
cott in 'The Man Who Came to Din-
ner* in Baltimore recently- attracted a
woman to the theatre who had not
attended a show for 15 years. Ac-
cording to a letter she wrote to the
editor of a local paper, she may not
see a show for another 15 years, hav-
ing been shocked at the performance
Which drew clean-up attendance.
The complaining customer reached

away back in mentioning plays of
Other generations.
'What has happened to the theatri-

cal taste of this; nation? I remem-
ber in my younger days such inspir-
ing plays as 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,'
•Little Nell,' 'The Villain Still Pur-
sued Her,' The Fallen Saved' and
other equally high-grade shows,', she
stated. 'Why can't we have the finer
things of the mid-Victorian period
returned to us?' she added.
The plays mentioned were all

melodramas of the ten, twent' and
thlrf era.

SET DESIGNER DROWNS
fli FLOODED GUTTER

Hollywood, Feb. 18..
:

John Gilbert, 40, studio set de-
signer, drowned Sunday, in a HoJjjV--

wood street gutter. Some streejs

have been considerably flooded due
to heavy rains and. lack of drainage:
Police believe Gilbert struck head

on
.
curb as he stumbled and died

from drowning while unconscious.

e-Tkeat Welcome

For George MarshaD

. Director George Marshall, who
Was in New York last Week for a
wort business visit, got a three-ply
greeting in the east.- Universal, Co-
lumbia and United Artists each had
a 8!ad hand and its publicity men
out to.meet him.
He had just wound up work on

James Roosevelt's (UA) 'Pot O'
Geld,' is set to do 'Texas' for Colum-
bia next and .later in the year will
me8 'HellzapopphV for Universal.

'Heli

abS While east were mostly on

Marshall left New York Fri-
day (14).

Quite Doggie

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Dogs are actors, too, and there-
fore entitled to the equivalent of

Academy-Oscars. • So ruled the
.

Tailwaggers, who will make
their own awards night of Feb*
23 at Charlie Foy's supper club
in the'Valley. •

'

'Boscars' will go to pooches in

.three divisions: ' best acting job;

of the year for male, and fe-

male, and to hound showing the
most promise.
' Award will be a bronze fire

hydrant.

'

Geo.: Hale Argues Jolson

Is Hafe, Hearty and Not

Too 111 to Play in Show

Application Will be made in N. Y..

Supreme Court Within 10 days to ex-
amine Al JOlson before, trial in con-
nection with' a $100,000 suit by
George Hale, co-producer of 'Hold On
to Your Hats* Plaintiff claims Jol-

son walked out on the show claiming
illness, but films taken of the actor

in Florida at the race tracks and
night clubs show him to be OK,
plaintiff claims.' .

Hale has a 20% Interest in the

show, which Was earning $4,000. to

$6,000 weekly when Jolson closed it

on Jan. 31. According to the con-

tract, Jolson was to be available for

the entire 1941 season, including a

road tour. Fitelson & Mayers are

handling the action for Hale.

Pact Break by Rosalind

Russell to Arbitration

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Move by Rosalind Russell to can-

cel her contract with Myron Selznick

& Co., Inc., has been submitted to an
arbitration board for decision. The
actress is asking to be relieved of

her contractual obligations With the

agency on the ground that she has

not been properly represented.

The board has. held one hearing, at

which time each side was given an
opportunity to outline Its position.

Taking of . testimony, will be started

this week.

Snake in Nitery
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Emma, the only king snake ever to

get screen credit, is being packed
off for an air trip, to New York,

where a party will be tossed for it

Thursday (20) at. Monte Proser's

Copacabana nitery.

. Gag is a promotion for Preston

Sturges' 'Lady Eve,' being . released

by Paramount;:

'Out of the Frying Pan' Has
Six Newcomers— Dorothy
McGuire, Nancy Coleman,

Danny Kaye Score.

MORE ON WAY

Upsurge of young talent on Broad-
way is an interesting development
this season, especially in the mid-
winter arrivals in Which a numr
ber of players in their teens haye :

attracted attention.
:
They are for the

most part identified as among those

kid . aspirants who gather : at Times
Square drugstore counters in be-
tween making, the .rounds of pro-
ducers' officea,

-Among the recent arrivals; cast

of 'Out of the Frying Pan,! which
opened at the Windsor last week, has
more of the embryos than any of the
others, there being no less than six

virtual newcomers to Broadway legit.

The; 'Pan'! kids are Florence Mc-
Michael, Barbara Bel Geddes
(daughter of. the designer), Nancy
Douglas, Alfred Drake, Louise Sny-

Continued on page 18)

COMING UP

Negotiations for a new contract
between Jack. Benny and General
Foods through the Young & Rubi-
cam agency are due to come, up
within the next few weeks. The
comic's present contract, which calls

for $i7,500 a weeki is for 35 weeks
and expires June 1.

Benny has been talking about re-

tiring from radio for a year and de-

voting himself exclusively to pic-

tures, but he hasn't said anything to

his agents, A. & S. Lyons, about not

taking Up the matter of renewal with
his client.'

Dull an M-G Producer

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Metro upped Orvilfe Dull to a proj

ducer berth after 10 years of asso-

ciation with John W. Considine, Jr.

First assignment is as co-producer
with Robert Z. Leonard in 'Two
Women.'

'Arsenic-Old Lace Paying Off In

The! producers' of 'Arsenic and Old
Lace' Which is packing 'em in at the.

Fulton, New York, not only aren't

wondering why they allowed 21 in-

dividuals to buy pieces of the shOw,

but are patently glad about ; the

whole arrangement. They are pay-
ing off cheerfully and at: the same
time giving their 'backers' chuckles.

When they remitted checks for ap-
proximately half the coin each' in-

vested, the following note was en-

closed:. •
•

Angel, Dear:
••'

Surprise.' Surprise.' .'''.;.

We unit all. be up to our Ar-..

.senic in money.
Sincerely,

Howard Lindsay & RusseVCrouse.

It is not unusual on BroadWay for

backers to. wait for long periods to

get their, money back even for

flourishing attractions. There is the

matter of sinking funds and other
angles to hold back repayment.
Seems, therefore, that. the. 'Arsenic'

deal is somewhat unique arid ex-
traordinary. Show is only * hr Its

sixth week with indications' of run-
ning upward of a year.. From the

very, start the backers were informed
of the financial strength of the show
as shown by the following note' sent

tq them.
Dear Angel:
Enclosed you will find our first

statement. • /
.

'

'.We. think ft is a charming
document and. we hope that

others more charming will jol-
.' low. ':

11 there is anything' in this

about which you wish to com-'
plain we shall ' be glad to hear

from you. Just address us in

care of the Dead Letter Office,

: Washington, D. C '.''

y

The Perfect Alibi?

v Detroit, Feb. 18.

. As:, long as - automobile horns
: play >patriotic tuhes> motorists
evidently won't get into, trouble

.

these days for excessive tooting.

Ernest J. Gedeon, 23, landed in
front of Traffic Judge George T.
Murphy on a charge of being a
nuisance because, of blasting,
away on his car horn,
v He not only got off,

;

but the
traffic copi drew criticism for his .

lack bf patriotism 'after Gedeon
explained that- his horn plays
'Yankee Doodle.'

'•

Not Heard on Ford; CBS

Release Too Sweeping

Detroit, Feb. 18.

Widely ball y hoo e d , Mickey

Rooney's " three-movement symphony
suite, 'Melodante,' failed to hit the

airways as scheduled over the Ford

Evening Hour when the Columbia

Broadcasting Co. officials and the
young * composer failed to jell on
terms for the release, Detroit Sym-
phony was set to let go with two of

the three movements Sunday (9),

but, after two weeks of wrangling
between Rooney's attorneys ahd the
network officials, the music finally

Was ruled out. On the program,
Announcer Ronald Gamble only exr
plained that the final arrangements
could not be. made for its produc-
tion, leaving the. public bewildered,

Here it was denied that either the
ASCAP-BMI row or possible plagiar-

ism suits had anything to do with
the cancellation. Ben Potts,, assistant

producer of the show,: said that it

Was just that an. agreement couldn't

be reached by which Rooney would,
sign the long, complicated releases

which all composers of unpublished
works must sign with radio chains.

From Hollywood the word came
that the attorneys didn't like the

looks of the long document sub-
mitted. ..'Why should Rooney obli-

gate himself by. any kind of con-
tract when he was giving them his

symphony free?' was their question.

NO CHEESE DUCATS

FOR STARS FROM WIS.

Milwaukee, Feb. 18.

It's O.K. with the Wisconsin board
of. agriculture if GOy." Julius (the

Just) Heil wahts to plug the state's

dairy industry by sending a sample
of different- kinds of cheese each
month to the governors of the other

47 states, but when it conies to add-
ing stars of stage, screen and radio

to- the free list—that's out!

. Policy .of nixing the /edible gifts

to artists was announced by Ralph
E. Ammon, director of the Dept. of

Agriculture, after a huddle that fol-

lowed the' governor's declaration he
would send a nice Swiss, Lohghorn,
Limburger or other brand of Wis-
consin cheese to Nelson Eddy
monthly.
Heil met Eddy recently on a train

returning from Washington, D. C,
and appointed the singer a colonel

on his .personal staff, a group that

also; includes Spencer Tracy. ...

Par's Foreign Find

- Hollywood, Feb. 18.

. Eva Gabor, Hungarian actress,

makes her screen debut at Para-
mount as the femme lead opposite

Richard Arlen in 'Forced Landing,!

an aviation story,

.
William H. Pine . artf William

Thomas are - producing the picture

independently for release by Par.

By JOE SCHOENFELD
.
An : attempt by .. reputed Com-

munists to grab control- of an Ameri-
can Guild, of Variety Artists memr
bership meeting Monday (17) .

at" the
Hotel Abbey, New York, failed when
Professor Majii president of the De--
trpit local, swung the tide the other
way' with a plea for unity. How-
ever, before the .long, session was
over, and after more, than half of
the [Original attendance of 125 had
left, HOyt S. Haddock, who was dis-

missed last week as national secre-
tary,, was given the opportunity to-

read the report he made last Thurs-
day (13) before the Associated 1 Ac-
tors and Artistes of America.

Earlier in the day, Haddock had.
approached Gerald. Griffin,; nOW ad-
ministrative head pro tern of AGVA,
and asked permission to deliver-his

report at the meeting. Griffin

stated that the meeting's agenda had
been set; but if Haddock would sub-
mit the report and, if it Was found
to be the same delivered before the
Four A's, permission . would be
granted. This Haddock refused, but
stated that the report would be read
at that afternoon's meeting, regard-

. (Continued on page 43)

OLIVER MOROSCO SAID

TO BE IN NEED Di L A.

: Oliver Morosco; 65, onetime Broad-
way producer, is reported destitute
in Los • Angeles and suffering from
stomach ulcers. He is;given regular
allowances by the Motion Picture
Relief Fund and the Actors Fund.
Showman had' offices in. the

Morosco, N; Y., for years. He pro-
duced a number of high grossing
attractions. "The Bird of Paradise'
among them. 'Abie's- Irish Rose'., was
originally presented by him on the
Coast, but the, hit reverted to Anne
Nichols, its author, and he was not
interested in the New York or road
showings of 'Abie.'
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Places of amusement in 'the.^nitcd

States, operated '-coinm^cfaJly-

profit have increased substantially

in number a^ 'diversity.: withm :

the

past' five years, and ..the report.of

1939; issued , today ,
by, the .

Bureau, of

the Census, estimates public-annual

SJeSres of nearly >l,000i00Q.0Qp,

This amounts .approximately to. .$30

per family..;-

According to the Census survey,

covering 1939. there were 44,917 such

places' of amusement,, which was an

Increase of 22.2% :
over , the 36,745

establishments .

operated in, 1935.. The

increase
' * receipts, was 43.4%---.

$998,079,000 compared with $696,012,-

000'five years earlier.

Motion picture theatres, including

'those :with shows and vaudeville, get

more, than two-thirds of the dollar

pent by the public for commercial-

ized amusement. During the five-

year period, motion-picture theatres

Increased in number from 12,024 to

15,1 i5 and- increased .their boxoffice

collections from $508,196,000 to."$67.3.-

045.000.

Pix receipts amounted to ap'proxi

mately $20 per family, or a little

more than $5 per person including

Infants and aged. At an average

admission of 25c, it would permit

every person of theatrergoing age to

visit a cinema every other week;

The average intake of each of the

15,115 theatres per year Was $44,528

The survey showed one picture thea-

tre for each 2,306 families, or ap-

{iroximattfly one for each 8,700 popu-

ation. .

'
:

[
-

.
.Bowling's Big Increase

Bowling* alleys and billiards and

pool halls; showed a still greater in-

crease both in number and volume
of business. These establishments

Increased in five years from 12,412

to 17,644, and increased their revenue

irom $43,271,000 to $87,450,000

Baseball showed 276 establishments

•rid receipts of $24,940,000.

Horse and dog race tracks de-

creased in number from 64 to 56, but,

Increased their revenue from $32,-

466,000 to $43,507,000.

Legitimate theatres, and opera and
theatrical productions increased in

number from 158 to 231, and in-

creased their revenue from $19,630,-

000 to $32,461,000.

Amusement parks and amusement
devices decreased in number from
803 to 245, but increased their rev-

enue from $8,982,000 to $10,123,000.

Riding academies Increased from 645

to 840 and increased their revenue
from $2,448,000 to $2,875,000, Swim-
ming pools decreased in number—698
to 668-r-but increased their revenue
from $1,938,000 to $2,815,000.

College . Sports Excluded

The Census Bureau emphasized
that its survey included only com-?
mercial enterprises operated for

profit and excluded enterprises con-
ducted by educational institutions;

religious, charitable, or fraternal
agencies; governmental Or civic

bodies, and non-profit organizations.

Thus all college sports Were ex-
cluded. Gambling places, golf and
other private clubs, charter-boat fish-

ing, and. pleasure resorts engaged in

providing, food and lodging were, not
Included. Legitimate theatres, athletic

fields, and arenas were included only
If engaged in the promotion of
amusement enterprises. Night clubs
•were not included in the amusement
survey, but .were included in the
Census of Retail Trade and classified

as eating places..

Professional football receipts are
not. shown separately, but . fire in-

cluded in 'other amusements.' Thea-
tres, fields, and arenas which are cus-.

tomarily rented to stock companies,;
or prompters

:
of theatrical produc-

tions, or athletic events are not in-
cluded; however, such stock; com-
panies, theatrical productions, and
athletic .events

.
are classified i as

ainuserhent enterprises and are cov-
ered by the Census.

:

*

The 44,917 commercial amusement
establishments employed an average
of 223,729 persons throughout the
year, of which 169,268 were full-time

:
arid 54,461 part-time employees./ The
purvey showed 33,971 proprietors de-
votihg. the major, portion of their

tune to the business. The total pay-

roll, exclusive of proprietors' conv-

perisatipn, was $225,481,000, of-which
$205,211^000 went to full-time em-
ployees, and $20,270)000 to part-time
employees.

THE MCE-BOX' GAME

Synthetic Bliz for Array-Navy Grid
Tussle at Par

To Quiz Miss Twehetrees

Helen Twelvetrees will, be ex-

amined before trial Feb. 25 in
:

New
York federal court, according to a

notice of examination filed by RKO
Pictures in , that court Thursday
(13). The actress is suing the com-
pany -for $100,000 damages, claiming

libel. '•.;...'
"

Miss Twelvetrees. claims that

RKO's 'I'm Still Alive' is based on
her life with her . former husband,

Jack Woody, a Hollywood, stuntman.
She "also seeks an injunction and
accounting of profits. ..

On Friday (14) RKO filed a general

denial to the action and asked for a

Metro's 'Gone Cues Hat Co. to Ask

For Bigger Slice of Brit $12,900,

.
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Frozen football goes into action; in.
[

dismissal of the suit,

Paramount'^. 'Little Miss Muffett,' In

the form of an. Army-Navy grid con-

test, played in a synthetic .blizzard.

Granulated ice, sprayed through a

blower, gets screen credit as snow:

.
Gridiron scenes will be played: in

a. gigantic icebox owned by the Con-

sumers Ice Go.,: the coldest place in

Southern California. Players leav-

ing the game will be thawed out in

an intermediate chamber to. prevent

pneumonia.
Two other features left at the post

at Par yesterday (Mon.) at the same
time as 'Miss Muffett,' Starters are

Pioneer. Women* arid 'Hold Back the

Dawn.' ,

Former directed by William A.

Weliman and 'Dawn' by Mitchell

Leisen. . 'fliuffett' is megged by Rob-

ert Siodmak.

Jniversal Contingent

Back to Hollywood
Virtually the entire Universal

studio contingent which had been in

New York- recently, returned to the

Coast over the weekend,
.
Only one

remaining east was Matty Fox, who
trains- homewai'd next Wednesday
(26). ... -;'

Dan Kelly, casting director, .who.

carrie to Manhattan for a three-day
visit . following the company's Chi-

cago' sales conclave, left New York
on Saturday (15). Writer Felix Jack-

son, producer-writer Bruce Manning,
and assistant director Frank Shaw,
who had been to the 'Back Street'

opening in Miami, left New York
Friday (14). ; V-".;

John- Joseph, company's pub-ad
head, who had come east more than

a month ago. to arrange the 'Back
Street' preem, pulled out for the
studio on Saturday (15).

After 23 Years at Par,

K M. Botsford Leaves

Go^ as Lelkron Quits

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

. A. M. Botsford severed a 23-year

connection with Parariiount by. re

signing his: post as executive as-

sistant to William LeBaron. He
joined Famous; Flayers-Lasky in 1917

as publicity writer, later becoming
| terested

advertising manager. Transferring to

the studio from the home office, he
was successively aide . to Emanuel
Cohen and Henry Berzbrun, lot

heads, and an associate producer at

the studio before taking the Le
Baron post. LeBaron moved out of

Paramount last, week, vacating his

berth of executive producer in favor

of B. G. DeSylva

Success of 'Lady In the: park' has

whipped up interest at Paramount
which owns a one-third chunk of the

musicalegiter, in following, up with

an Investment in another. Company
has Jon the fire now another script

which is being rewritten by the au-

thor; along lines, laid out .
by

Par. If it works put satisfactorily it

will be produced before the end of

the current season; if further revi

sions are necessary it .will be held

over until September,
Par execs refuse to discuss what

the new script is until they have
it in satisfactory form, except to say

it is a definite film possibility. Studio

will probably take a piece of it equal

to what it holds on 'Lady.' It will

riot be produced, however, by Sam
H. "Harris, who did the latter

One of the things that ;h'as Par in

in going ahead on legit

backing is the fact that, .as it figures

it, the investment in the Gertrude
Lawrence starrer will bring the cost

of film rights,' which it purchased last

week, down from the $285,000 nomi
nally paid to between $200,000 and
$225,000. . That fact made it possible

to outbid Warner Bros., which of

fered $275 ;000. Howard Hughes later

offered $300,000, but the Par deal was
Also departing Paramount is Jack already, informally at least, sealed

Moss, associate producer, who joins

Walter Wanger as production exec

litive. Sam Frey, assistant to Bots
ford, moves, over to the legal de-

partment under. Jacob Karp.

AFTER 4 M0S. FRENCH

ACTRESS GETS BREAK

Par, as an investor, got approxi
mately $20,000 back from the sale

of the screen rights, bringing the
qost down to $265,000. With • 20%
interest in the operating profit, df

'Lady,' it anticipates about $60,000

return from this source in the nexi;

two years. That's figuring a total of

$300,000 profit, tremendous but con
sidered .highly /possible at the pace
the show is currently hitting,

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Michele Morgan, French, film ac-

tress, makes her Hollywood debut at

RKO in 'Joan of Paris,' a yarn of

present-day France, written by Jac-

ques Thiery and Georges Kessels.

Mile. Morgan has. been in Holly-
wood four months polishing up her
English.

Catchem Fast

. Hollywood,. Feb. 18.

Martin, ft^opney is first to cash in'-

on the human interest yarn of the

Kansas collie, flown
.
to. his major

at Camp Ord,- near Monterey,. Cal.,

after pooch had lost 15 pounds, arid

gone . on a • self-iirippsed
.
hunger

strike following his master's call to
the colors. '••'.•.-.•'.'•"••'...

Mooney has turned out 'Laddie's

Loyalty,' which Jed Buell will pro-
duce, starting March 4, for Producers
Releasing Corp. William Beaudine
will direct

Spewacks' $60,000 To
Adapt Molnar Play

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Next Charles Laughton starrer at

RKO will be Ferenc Molriar's The
Play's the Thing/ just acquired as

Robert Sisk production. Bella and
Sam SpeWack have been signatured
by studio to work on the script for

reported $60,000.

Spewacks are due from New York
latter part of the week to start their

chore, with Laughton reporting . as

soon as he completes 'Almost an An
gel' at Universal.

A Soldier He Will Be

,

".-;'• Hollywood, Feb. 18.

George Sherman, Republic pro
ducer, has. been, summoned in the
draft and expects to be called to
duty /shortly .

(Sol, Shore, writer' on the same. 16t
t

has already left for training at Fort
McArthur.
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Abbott to Direct,

Not Prdoce, Pic

For RKO, Before CoL

Peal is virtually set, it. }s under-
stood, for George Abbotrto- direct a
forthcoming Ginger Rogers picture

at RKO. - Confab's between the legit

producer . and RKO prez George J.

Schaefer before both left New .York
last week, are reported to have re-

sulted in an understanding, although
no papers were signed.

Vehicle for Miss Rogers has riot

been definitely selected, but. it would
follow. 'Tom, Dick and Harry;' in

which she is currently working. Ab-
bott, under present plans, would di

rect, but not produce. Last summer
he. both produced and directed the
filrn version of his Broadway, musi-
cal. Too Many Girls,' for RKO. He
is also under contract to Columbia
to produce and direct 'Pal Joey,' his

current musical hit -which that stu
dio recently bought.
Abbott is vacationing .in Florida

and will probably head for the Coast
in April if the RKO deal Is consum
rriated. Col is talking about doing
'Par Joey' in late spring or • early
summer, but' the producer's New
York office is less optimistic, figuring

the legiter will run longer than that

and Abbott won't want to halt it

until it's pretty, well milked dry.

Arbitration proceedings' before
Milton Handler, Columbia Uriiver- .

sity- professor and attorney, to de«

:

termine how $12,900,000 British reve-

hue due American major cornpanics

will be allocated, among the eight

companies 'ate continuing with no
early decision anticipated. This, is .

the moriey the ' British government
is permitting U. S. major distribu«-

tprs to remit to this country in the
12-month period ending next j6c- .

tobe'r. .''';/

-

: '.
.

,-••..-'

Ali companies huddled. simultane«

ously with Handler up. until last Fri-

day' (14) when the i
general summary

of the situation had been presented,

the; arbitrator.;. From now on it will

be. a; matter for each distributor, to

set-forth his. individual case. . ;

Crux of whole situation centers

on 'Gone With the Wind,' with; the .'

hefty grosses piled up by this pic-

ture on the British Isles providing

Metro with its incentive to demand
an allocation of . coin as per the \o\-.

ume of current business: Because
the picture had enjoyed, the bulk of

its larger, key playdates Sri period
last year before Oct. 28, it natviraily

would get 'the lion's share of the
money remitted to U. S.

Present arbitration will set sped- .

fled percentages per company, the
final decision being retroactive to

Oct. 28 last year. . Thus far disjLrU

bution coin from Great Britain has
been received in V: S. by thp major
companies cpvering nearly the first

three months of: the frozen-coin pact
which began • late last October.
This money is being split up ac-

cording to temporary percentages
agreed on last December, with the
arbitrated percentages applied . to the
entire $12,900,000 as soon asi a satis-

factory agreement
. has been reached.

ED DMYTRYK DRAWS

DIRECTOR PACT AT COL

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Edward Dmytryk was signed to a
four-picture directing deal at Co
lumbia,
• Recently Pmytryk graduated to
the director ranks after experience
as a film cutter and dialog director,

Lonergan Moppet Gets

Another Sis Role, in Pix

Hollywood, Feb. 18
Lenore Lonergan,

. 12* Who has
been playing

. Katharine' Hepburn*s
sister in the stage, version of 'Phila
delphia Story,' has been signed by
RKO for the part of Ginger Rogers'
sister in Tom,- pick arid Harry. 1

; ,

This, will be first screen role for
moppet, who will quit 'Story' rpac'

company. She Is daughter of the
late LesterJLonergan, Irish charac
ter actor. -: •.;""'

Cpnitt Up Smilin
9

Hollywood, Feb^ 18
Victor . Saville, With two pictures

currently in work, is pushing prepa
rations on his third, 'Smiliri' Through
for an early March start at Metro.;
' Before the cameras are 'A Woman
Facet arid 'Dr. : Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Clark's Nursery Rhymer
Hollywood, Feb. 18,

Sol C. Siegel named Colbert Clark
associate producer on 'Little

. Miss
Muffet,' first of four pictures to be
started by . the Siegel unit at Para
mount in the next two weeks.
Other three are 'The Night of Jan

16/ ^Buy Me That Town' and 'Henry
arid Dizzy/

PLENTY OF GIANTS BUT

NO ACTORS, SAYS METRO

Metro's, talent department found a
flood of gjants—but no actors—on its

doorstep. Monday (17) morning in
response to tips to New. York col-

uhins that it would interview appli-
cants for; the parts of: the. six 'For-
rester, brothers! in the' forthcoining
fllmization of The Yearling/ Result
was that all the prospects were;
turned down for lack of experience
and Metro will start on another tack
in its search.

Specification in Marjorie Kinnan
Rawling's novel, from which the pic-
ture is taken, is that the boys be six

feet, six inches tall, hut Metro is

compromising on a minimum of six

feet, four inches.

Week of Rain Drives

Film Troupes Indoors

Hollywood, Feb.- 18.

Heavy rains, which drenched
Southern California for week,-

drove aU'producing compariies work-
ing on outdoor sequences to the ar-

tificial light of the sound stages,

where the players and technicians

were not forced to wear rubbers.

Warners was iheaviest. hit, four, of

that company's troupes being forced

to flee the. proverbial natural sun-
shine. Taking shelter from the rai

were The Bride Came C. 0. D.'

'Sergearit York,' 'Highway West', and.

The Gentle People.'

Marilyn Hare's $75 Wk.
But Yet Make a Pic

1 Hollywood, Feb. 18.

-

^Revealed in the court approval of

ker minor contract for another year

that Marilyn Hare drew $75 weekly,

at Republic without appearing be-

,

fore the camera. .

She's the daughter of late Ernie

(Jones arid) Hare,. of radio's 'Happi-

ness Boys.'

METBO'S TEXAN HEE0INE
.

I.-
. .

- Austin, Tex.; Feb; 18, ,

'Blossoms in the Dust;' based on

the life of Edna Gladney, founder of

the Children's ifome and Aid
.

So-

ciety here, and written by Ralph
)

Wheelfight, has been placed in pro-

duction at the Metro studios in Hol-

lywood.
Starring roles will be played by

Greer 1 Garson arid Walter Pidgeori.
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'Blocks-of-5' Selling After All

Complete termination of the Dept.

- of Justice's anti-trust suit against

• Columbia, United Artists and Uni-

versal apparently Is hot far off.;

• Louis Frohlich. attorney for Colum-

; bia, told Judge Henry Warren God-

dard in N. Y. federal court oh Mon-

day (17), at the conclusion of a two-

;'• hour session, that Columbia 'Is slow-
•'

ly beihg forced into selling In blocks

'.

0t flve against its •will,' and probably

*wiil sooh have to adopt that policy.'

:

If Columbia accepts blocks of five,
:

there seems little doubt but that

; Universal will follow suit. United

Artists has never sold in complete

blocks. . This would cover the main

feature of the new government com-

. plaint, and that would probably set-

tle the action..

The Columbia's .
attorney conces-

sion came at the. end of a dry and
uninteresting two hours of. argu-

ment before Judge Goddard, with

the 'little ,
three' seeking a dismissal

of the government's amended com-
plaint against them. This was de-

nied by the court, Judge Goddard
declaring, 'I am convinced there are.

Issues here. for trial.'
:

Frohlich then asked for 30 days to

answer the government complaint

declaring that, on Friday, he would
have to argue his motion for a dis-

missal of the Crescent suit in Nash-
ville. The court compromised on-

• SO days.

At the outset of the hearings
Frohlich declared that he would just

submit a brief as he had already
presented all his arguments as to

Why . the action should be dismissed
to the court at a previous occasion.

At that time Frohlich had contested

the right of the government to file

an amended complaint, but this bad
been denied to him. Judge Goddard
turned to the Columbia attorney and
asked him if he expected the court
to reverse its former ruling. Frohlich
replied directly and to the point,

•Frankly, no.'

. Benjamin Pepper, representing
United Artists and Universal, then
took up the cudgels for his clients.

He pointed out his application had
not been denied previously, and he

• would, make some hew points, Pep-
per then declared that the first com-
plaint had sought to break up a
Sherman anti-trust monopoly by
forcing the five producer exhibitors
to divest themselves of theatres.

.
He remarked that Paul Williams,

U. S. prosecutor at that stage, had
declared that he felt that Columbia,
UA and Universal should be on the

• government's side of the fence. Un
der the decree as it now stands, di
vorcement Is discarded, "and an ille

gal combination is formed with gov
eminent approval, it was stated.
Blocks-of-flye puts the 'little three*
on the outside, as: they how become
the victims Of the new distribution
system. .. 'T.oday. our. pictures .are in
demand because of a shortage of
product, and we can demand that the
Jhajor. film company and Its theatres
take 100% of pur product. ' Under
the other system we will be ruined,'
declared Pepper. Judge Goddard
Interrupted at this point to ask if

what. Pepper wanted was the court's
• consent to sell, to unwilling exhibit-
ors. 100% of his product, -'.that is
the government's argument, hot

•

:

yours," remarked the court. -'You
;

are asking me to foster an illegality
on unwilling exhibitors.' .

liner's Probation

.-. v -'•; Los Angeles, . Feb. 18.

P^ M. Hdrkheimer, former inde-
pendent screen producer and one-
time president of Balboa Films, drew
« suspended sentence with a fiver
year probation period in the U, S.
Circuit • Court.

...»
H

^.
was convicted 1 on a charge of

extortion. '

ROAD CO. ANGELS

Metro and : Paramount's . Staffers
'.. Also Backing '. B'way Legits

'

Metro.! and Paramount, each of

which la backing a Broadway -play,

each also has a member of its New
York staff Independently interested

in' a legiter.

William Peering, of Metro talent

deparlmen t, is
.
co-producer of 'Out

of the Frying Pan/ which opened last

week, while John Byram, head of
Par's play department; Is one of the
21 backers of 'Arsenic and Old Lace.'

er

To Take a Walk

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Mark Hellinger . to reconsider his

action In tendering his resignation as

an associate producer last night

(Monday), after a long series of dis-

agreements with executive producer

Hal B. Wallis. It is understood that

Hellinger couldn't see eye to eye
with Wallis on story selections and.

preferred to bow out rather than

continue with the conflict of Ideas.

Hellinger had turned out six pic-

tures in the last • 18 months. : His.

current pact . has more than a year

to go.

RICHARDS MEETS PAR

TOPPERS IN MIAMI

E. V. Richards of New Orleans,

head of the Saenger circuit and

member of the Paramount board of

directors, has arrived In Miami on

his yacht to take part in discussions

being held- there with high Par h.o.

executtves'on matters concerning the

company, policy, planning ahead, etc;

Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis,

Austin C. Keough and Leonard Gold-

enson, all in Miami, are taking part

in the conferences.

10 U Officers Protest

I Pre-Trial Examination

Ten officers and directors of Uni-

versal Pictures Co., Inc., filed an ap-

peal to the appellate division of the

N. Y. supreme courjt Friday (14),

from order of Justice Charles B.

McLaughlin last month, ordering

their examination before trial. Suit

is being brought by Samuel I. Pbsen,

a director.

Posen charges waste and misman-
agement, a loss of over $2,000,000.

seeks ah accounting from directors,

and a dismissal of those .responsible:

On Feb. 24 Posen will bring an ap-

plication, to examine Willard McKay,
formerly an officer and

:

: general

counsel of Universal, before trial;

Mayo at Korda Helm
. . Hollywood, Feb. 18.

',

Walter Mayo moves in March 1 as

production manager for Alexander.

,

Korda Films,, taking the- place of

Ray Klune, who shifts back to -
work

for David O; Selzriick.

• Mayo was assistant director on. the

Korda production; 'Lady Hamilton.*

Even Now, Before the 1941-

42 Selling; Season Starts,

: Distributors Don't Want to

Incur Needless Headaches
From Arbitration Com-
plaints

SALES MANUALS

_ On orders from home offices, ex-
changes are now exercising extreme:
caution in their- dealings with; -

hlbitor accounts in order to mini-
mize the chance of complaints and
avoid wherever possible the neces-

sity, as well, as expense, of arbitra-

tion proceedings. Branch managers,
salesmen, bookers and others are al-

ready bending backward so far as

pressuring exhibitors, forcing shorts

and .
indulging in other practices

which might cause trouble under the

consent decree. •

-

Although the new method of sell-

ing, in blocks of no more than five

features at a time (excepting west-
erns and foreigns), will riot begin
until negotiations open on the. 1941-

42 product some time this surhmer,

the distributing companies are at-

tempting to . guard against any
trouble prior to then. Under the
decree, arbitration went . into effect

Feb. 1 and, also under It, . any vio-

lation? that come up now may be
brought up for hearing and decision,

plus fines against offending dlstribs

if, in the opinion of the arbitrators!

such penalties should be levied.

When selling under the consent

begins In June or July, even greater

care will be taken to avert any deal-

ings in
-

relations with ' exhibs that

iriay provide ah opening for . com-.
plaints that the decree is being vio-

lated. With only a handful of cases

already filed against various dis-

tributors who are party to the

decree, the bulk Is expected to come
this summer when deals for '41-42

pictures are being negotiated, to-

gether with demands for change, in

clearance, etc.

Keep Legal Costs Down
Among other things and aside from

an honest effort that is being made
to live up to the letter of the. decree,

the distribs are anxious to keep legal

expenses down. Too many arbitra-

(Continued on page 55)

FRANK FREEMAN AGAIN

HEADS PRODUCER ASS'N

SCHENCK TRIAL MARCH 3

Points In His Favor on Income Tax
AlloWances

"

:

;

Trial of .Joseph/ Mi Schenck,
chairman: of the. board of 20th-Fox,
and Joseph H, Moskbwitz, .eastern

talent scout for the - company^ for
alleged income tax errors was post-
poned to March 3 in N.Y. federal
court • Monday : (17) by Judge Alfred
C. Cpxe. Inability of the. Goverrir
merit to secure a judge to hear the
case, and the probability of having
to, drop arid revise some of the
charges against the film executives,

due to recent Treasury Department
decisions affecting the mariner in-

come is computed, necessitated the
delay.

'

; The case will . be tried by Matthew
Correa, newly appointed U. S. attor-

ney for : the Southern district of

N.Y., who replaces John T, Cahillv

resigned. Both defendants maintain
the Government Is in error In bring-

ing the. charges, and; state that the

entire case hinges on an Interpreta-

tion of deductions allowed under the

law.

Charge of RKO

Studios in H'wood

•
. Hollywood, Feb.. 18..

George J. Schaefer today issued

statement he will take • complete

charge of RKO-Radio studios and

stay on the Coast for an Indefinite

period. He made no mention of the

reported shakeup in high places or

new alignment of producers.

Schaefer stated that J. J. Nolan

will continue as his assistant.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

= Y. Frank Freeman has been re-

elected president of the >. Producers
Association. ; Others voted another
term were E. J. Mannix, first vice-

president^ Cliff Work,: second v.p.;

Fred Beetsoh, executive y.p. .

Date for resumption of. negotia-

tions with the Screen Actors Guild
on - situation . regarding extras was
set. for March 20. \- Producers also

approved a wage increase of 50c an
hour for studio, scenic artists.

Will Hays spoke briefly at meet-
ing on foreign conditions and ef-

fects of war,on the picture industry.

Blumenthal With DeSyhra

Hollywood, Feb. 18..

B. G. beSiyVa, newly .riamed exec
producer/at Paramount, - has added
Richard Blumenthal to .his staff of

associ.nte pro'ducers.

Blumenthal was formerly assistant

to Arthur Hornblow, Jr. r

Aylesworth's Cue
Inside info on George J. Schaef-

er's action, in taking charge of

RKO's studios in Hollywood and an-
nouncing his intention of staying On
the Coast most of the time is linked

with a- cue dropped by M. H. A'yles-

worth several months ago. He tipped

the Coast news boys that Ned Depi-
net might take over the studios, but
it now appears that he only was
trying to sell the idea to the RKO
directorate..

'

When the ;.stbry broke, Schaefer
immediately went before the board
of directors and voiced his Objec-

tions to' any change. Result was
that Depinet is staying in his pres-

ent executive spots in sales. Now
seems likely that he might have
beeri; shifted to - production if' the

story . had hot broken. :
'.»>

HAYS H. Q Di LONDON

DESTROYED BY NAZIS

Continued resistance of Alexander

Korda to the . deal worked out by
United Artists with Samuel Goldwyn >

Is stalling - the producer's departure

from the company.; Korda. is re-

ported demanding -that if Goldwyn'«

20% Interest In UA Is bought up for

$300,000, the company hand over to

him without further payments the

one-fifth, share of UA stock he has

been buying frorn
.
profits,

Inasmuch as any action in buying

out Goldwyn must* be^unanimously:
approved by the other four stock-
hpldefsi - Korda's attitude may hold
Up the. deal indefinitely; Meantime;
however, myriad of details involved
in Goldwyn's departure is being
worked out by attorneys. both
sides. Stickler in these parleys is.

said to be allocation of profits be-
tween; active ..and non-active mem-
bers of the organization.

...

.
Serving' as ' UA pivot man . in the

,

negotiations Is understood to be
Herbert Maass, Mary Pickford's rep
on the board of directors, while
Goldwyn's side Is being protected by
James Mulvey, v.p. and eastern rep
of the producer, and a couple of at-
torneys from the office of George Z.
Medalie in New York.'

Harry Muller, UA treasurer, went
out to the Coast last week also to
take part In the negotiations.' He'll

handle the figure work inv61ved in
making the corporate divvy; Among
hundreds of problems faced in com-
pleting the deal are who is to. pay
certain taxes, who owns reissue,

rights and for how lorjg, who gets
residual coin:still coming in on Gold-
wyn films, and many other, such
points.

EARLE HAMM0NS BACK

INTO PIX PRODUCTION

Plans for his starting on produc-
tion of a 'pretentious' film for ma>of
release will • be formulated in iwC
weeks, Earle W. Hammons, former
head of Educational and Grand Na-
tional, said Monday (17). Release
has already been arranged, he de-
clared.

Hammons stated treatment is now
being prepared and *rhay be ready
at the end of the current week. He
refused any further details of 'the

production at this time. It will be
made oh the Coast.

. CoL. Execs East
;

' Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Jack- Cohn and Abe • Schneider
train out of here tonight (Tuesday)
for their..New York headquarters;
• Columbia- execs 'have, been at the

studio"; fnr..-the past two weeks on

product confa'bs. •
'

Offices of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors- Assn. and
many of the association's British rec-

ords in London were destroyed by a

fire which gutted the building: ,over
the . weekend. Understood that the

blaze was started by Nazi iricend.ia':-y

bombs but - few -details were con-

tained in the cable received" by Ma-
jor,' Frederick Herron, Hays office

foreign 1

.."chief,! from F. W. AUport,
who represents the MPPDA in Great
Britain. . .•

" '

The Hays office in London has al-

ready reestablished, itself in ticw

quarters.. Allport has .been in Lpn-.

don ever since before the war began,,

.aside from an occasional trip for

1 private huddles in.New York.

Studes Get Their Film

^Knowledge From Experts

f...\
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

, Film Industry, long un-academic,
has gone collegiate. Four lecturers
from the istudlos . are conducting
courses.,for University* of QgiUioTnia
(Los Angeles) Cinematic Department
and others are making! guest ap-
pearances;'-

! . William . Keighley . Is entering his

second semester as Instructor of, fu-

i-ture directors. . Alfred Hitchcock is

lecturing on technique in melodrama.
Boris Morros has a course on music
in pictures, and Fred Metzler, 20th-

Fox studio treasurer, Is explaining
• fihe financial .problems of fllm-mak-
i.vg. '.-.r

U Signs Abbott-Costello

For i Year; Now on 3d Pic
: LV.iyersars option on Abbott and

1 v(Atcllo: .is-, reported to have been
lifted last week for one year's, serv-

ice it- the studio.

Comedy pair, are now winding, up
j
work ih their- third film for U. : It's

;
-•Oh'.jCharlie,' on which camera work
.will finish today (Wednesday). First

j
two were 'Nir.lit in the Tropics' and.

I 'Buck Privates.' : '
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ON '40 -'41 PIX DEALS IS

Indies, If Buying Non-Consent Distribs' Product, May
Prove Balky on Majors' Rental Demand

log of Qther Pix an Asset in Making

, An unprecedented amount of bar-

gaining between exhibitors, partic-

ularly independents,
.
and, the major

distribs looms' this summer the. way
the 1941^42 selling season is shaping

up. Fact that many exhibs will

have forearmed themselves by con-

tracting for pictures from one or

two distributors', operating • outside

tne' :Federal consent decree, .is. ex-

pected: to bring about this situation.

The five major companies operat-

ing under 'the-'consent decree are

expected^6 go .into: the selling
1

sea;

son confronted by innumerable ejt-.

hibifors who previously have set

themselves with sufficient product

tq withstand too heavy pressure
;

;irbm^^la'rger:di's^rib6
:

..'/,Iit
,

s now 1

eS-

'

tiniated that many independent ex-

hibitors will]- have; made .deals ; with
at least one non-decree .operas

distribution: company before the

five . majors are :
able to offer \ any

.

deals whatever; These non-decree
distribs are United Artists; Colum-
bia, Universal,' Republic and Mono-
gram plus lesser indies. With near-:.

. ly all five going ahead with .early

selling plans, it is a natural likeli-

hood the indie ' exhibitor will

fortify himself with product when
attractive, deals can be made. In
addition,, many exhibs will . have
some 10 to 15 features, not of the
strongest sort, possibly held' oyer
from the previous season.
With some 40 feature pictures thus

assured, the average exhibitor may
be able to dicker for worthwhile
deals from majors working under
the consent decree setup. And such
average exhib is likely to balk at
accepting 10 features if and when
that number is offered in two blocks
as some distributors hope to do early
this summer. ." Exhibitor's demand
for only five features is likely to be
answered by the distributors claim
that a better percentage deal prob-
ably can be. worked out if the batch
of 10 is accepted.

Beat Down %?
Such bargaining fits in with the

exhibitors' line of argument that he
can use 10, but not under any 40%
deal as originally offered. Such de-
velopment would give the distrib an
opportunity to lower the percentage
to 35 or 30 If the exhib will take all

10 pictures.

Decree rules forbid the distribu-

tor from arbitrarily offering a low-
er percentage deal for more pic-

tures than in a minimum lineup.

Hence the decree would not coun-
tenance' the distrib selling 10 fea-
tures for 30% and demanding 40%
if the exhibitor account wanted only
five films. By asking 40% originally
for 10 films the distributor will be
enabled to duck this onus because
the exhib taking only- five has the
original percentage of 40% levied on
him. The reduction to 30% hence
figures as a bargaining point with-
out violating the decree wording, it

. is claimed.
Presently it looks as though few

majors, will be selling more than
10 features in two groups at the out-
set. Also it seems evident that the
average exhibitor will not be eager
to accept original terms offered if he
.has fortified: himself with product
from; nori-decree distribs. Net re-
sult is liable to be that the exhib,
who is protected on product for a'

couple of months, will be in a poSir

tion to take his time signaturing for
product.
This situation is 'one that is being

studied closely by . consent-decree
~~majors to Ascertain just how serious
such

. a stalemate on buying terms
might develop. It is a setup which
is likely to speed up production for
the i941-42 season, by the five
senting majors so they will be in a
position to actually get out selling
in opposition to the five non-consent
distributors at an early date.

:

Defer Q's Corporate

Revamp^IhiW;"-Woifi4-

Conditions Improve

Universal directors held their

regular monthly, meeting. Monday
(17), with only routine : business

transacted. Following this session, it

appeared that any further steps ; on
;sifnpjifying the company's corporate

setup via bringing in ' additional first,

preferred, shares probably will await
the annual stockholder's meeting,
March 15, at Wilmington, Del.

Besides Unsettled world market
cqnditiqns,.'differerice in views among
representatives of larger holdings of

U securities thus far have deferred
final formulation of a plan ..for re'^

tiring 10,739. shares, of first preferred
still outstanding. This might con-
ceivably be ironed out at the stock-

holders' session, but . probably will

have to be worked out in advance by
the board. Company will elect 13 di-

rectors at the coming meeting, with
only one new director likely, ' this

being Somebody to take the place
left vacant by William Freiday's
resignation.

In the meantime, Universal is go-
ing ahead and exercising sinking
fund provisions of the company
charter which permit ; the retirement
of 1,500 shares annually. • However,
it. is understood , that if U earnings
should take an unusually strong
spurt, this annual retirement might
be boosted above 1,500. ..';

Company has retired 7,261 shares
of this preferred since Jan. 1, 1940,

with 1,500 in accordance with . sink-
ing fund provisions for the '40 cal-

endar year and' 1,170 shares in . an-
ticipation of 1941 sinking fund pay-
ments. Remaining 4,591 shares were
purchased Via the December tender
plan;

'". Calling in all first preferred shares,
when done, would leave only the old
common and certificates for the new
common shares still

•' outstanding.
Although it would take about seven
years to bring in remaining out-
standing first preferred to the Uni-
versal treasury, it is reported that
company officials are hoping some
means can be devised to accelerate
retirement of this stock.

^tter Get €01^ Wliile

: Rains Keep It Green
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

'How Greea Was My Valley;' post-

poned for a time, is slated to start

in June*at iOth-Fox. . Ida Lupiho,

tentatively cast for one of the top

role:, will' be ''available at that time.
/'

. Westivood lot bought the. story 1or

$50,000 and invested another $100/ :

000 for outdoor sets near Malibu
Beach. Young; British actor, Roddy
McDpwalli. has been kept under con-;

tract for months to ride out the cast-

ing difficulties.

To Help Detroit

Discount

. Hollywood, Feb. 18.*

Jules Brulafour, . distributor of

Eastman Kodak raw stock, will start

giving 3% discount to buyers of film

stock/ negative and prints, effective

Feb. 20. .

This represents a saving to film

producers estimated at $75,000 an-
nually.'

WB READYING STAGE,

BOOK BUYS FOR PROD.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Warners is readying a number of
Broadway stage plays and literary
best-sellers for early production.
'The Gentle People* has already
started and studio will put 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' and 'Old Acquain-
tance' in work shortly.

.

Other plays now preparing at the
Burbarik studo are 'The Man Who
Came to Dinner,* 'George. Washing-
ton Slept Here' -arid 'The Male Ani-
mal.* .. Best-sellers owned by com-
pany- include 'King's Row,' by: Henry
Bellarhann; 'One Foot in

;
Heaven',

by Hartzell Sperice; 'Captain Horatio
Hornblower,' by C. S. Forester; 'The
Constant Nymph,' by Margaret Ken-
nedy; 'Quietly My Captain Waits,' by
Evelyn Eaton; 'Out of Gas,' by
Charles NordhOff and. James.Norman
Hall; 'Mr. Skefflngton,' by Eliza-
beth; 'Danger Signal' and The House
on the Hill,* ', latter by Somerset
Maugham. '\

Detroit*, Feb. 18.

.'>This;,'i6wh'' probably will go into

its new picture : zoning plan when
the new five-unit ." contracts come
into existence.

'...'.'•••'•

Plan, which is the brainchild of

Frank J. Downey,,::Metro manager
here, would provide an equitable

'flowing out* of . pictures. Agreement
among all the exhibitors will work it

out and the present indications are
that with the big outfits in the fore
on the plan, both Cooperative Thea-
tres of Michigan, and the United De-
troit chain, the smaller operators' are
mote than willing to go along.
' With the bulk of the seasonal con-
tracts for the present product out of
the way, it is providing an opportun-
ity to whip up the new plan which it

is believed can be launched with the
new five-picture contracts.

The general idea of the
.
plan is

that Detroit whacks up readily into

East and West Side zones; All second
run houses oh one side of town
would take the same product for a
certain run while houses on the
other side of town Would be showing
the same unity with a different bill.

The following week pictures would
cross the line with the East Side tak
ing over West Side product of the
previous week and reverse,' All
houses, of the same run would be
equalized in the same manner, com-
parable theatres all down the line

on each side of town having the
same product and using the switch-
over tactics on a natural geographic
basis.

.
..

.

-'•'

Belief is that it. would wipe out
spottiness of . bills, unfair angling
and permit a much better balancing
up of film bills to the benefit of all

concerned.

Dieirich to Warners

Hollywood, Feb, 18.

Marlehe Dietrich moves to the

Warner lot for the: first time id co-

star with George Rift and Hum-
phrey Bqgart in .'Hard to Get,' >yhich

formerly had title of 'Handle With.

Care.' .

• ... •

'

Raoul Walsh will direct, Mark Hel-

linger drawing the. associate pror

ducer assignment pro tern.

ARBITRATION PANELS

IN 27 KEYS SET UP

Arbitration panels s for 27 key
cities/

.
comprising some 300, men ' of.

wide experience along these lines,

were announced this week by the
American Arbitration Association
for the film industry. This action
meant that every exchange area in

U. S. had its minimum panel re-
quirement of 1.0 .men and was. able
to proceed with any case arising in
the film business since the consent
decree Was. signatured last year.
Panels of arbitrators were set for

Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Charlotte,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dal-
las; Denver, Detroit, Kansas ' City;

Los Angeles, Memphis, Milwaukee.
Minneapolis, Pes' Moines, New Or-
leans, ''....Oklahoma/ .City; Omaha*
Philadelphia, /Salt Lake City,, Port-
land, Pittsburgh, .' St; Louis, San
Francisco, Washington and New
York. '

•'•
' ' .•. •./

-:*,'

Largest single panel was that of
the . New York City area: with the
AAA picking 45 men to handle cases
in N. Y. and Brooklyn as well as
surrounding territory. .'.

Thus far
.
the - arbitration offices

have ," received
.
exactly four, com-

plaints from exhibitors unless a
squawk from Cleveland is judged,
as legally coming within the scope
of the AAA just now. Cleveland
exhib's complaint has been referred
to the. legal department because it

concerns a theatre which will riot

be completed until March 15.

.

Consent to K.O. Previews?

'. Sneal#previews may be prohibited under one Interpretation of th»
consent decree. Guinea pig experimenti are forbidden by a cUum

: Which provides that no picture may be shown for profit before
screened at a formal trade' exhibition.
• Studio attorneys are preparing a protest against tha strict blterprt*

: tation of the rule. They contend that a .sneak, although realising |
small profit, Is a necessary part of production.

Trust Suit; Esquire,

- Hollywood, Feb. 18. >.

Burgess Meredith replaced Spen-
cer Tracy, who is ill, as narrator for

'The Forgotten Village,':* the John
Steinbeck story produced In Mexico
by Herbert Kline, who Is now hos-
pitalized with appendicitis. Lewis
Milestone is pinch-hitting for Kline
during the recording.

Walter Wartger, Metro arid . 20th-

Fox are reported interested in -re-

leasing the. picture.

Wanger Lands FDR

As Speaker, via Radio,

At Academy Banquet

.
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

* Officers of the Academy of Motion
Pitcure . Arts and Sciences, . headed
by Prexy Walter WanSer, are tak-
ing bows, for' having landed the
President of the United States to ad-,

dress the awards banquet, night of
Feb. 27, with all networks carrying
the talk.

It marks the first time that a Presi-
dent has spoken directly to the mo-
tion picture industry. The nearest
previous occasion was when Charles
Curtis, , then vice-president, was a
guest at the annual awards banquet.

It developed that Wanger, on. his
recent, trip to Washington, extended
a personal invitation to President
Roosevelt to' attend the banquet, and
failing in this the Academy prejty
was successful In: getting the Presi-
dent's promise that he would address
the industry via the radio while the
banquet is in. progress.

Arrangements have already been
made for loudspeakers outside the
Biltmore hotel, ; where the banquet
will be held, so that thousands un-
able to crash the hotel where the
festivities are taking place will be
enabled to hear, the talk.

Bob Hope has been named emcee
at the awards banquet, with reser-
vations rapidly ' approaching the
1,000 limit.

; Farciot Edouart has been named
chairman of a. committee to select
the one production to receive the
Academy award for special effects.

. Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fontanne,
here with 'There Shall Be No Night,'
will hand out statuettes to the best
actor and actress at the Academy
awards dinner. Quehtin Reynolds
ditto in the writers' division. .

Old Meighan Pic for Hope

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

. Bob Hope's new starrer at Para-
mount is 'Back Home and Broke,' a
modernized version of the old George
Ade yarn . filmed a generation ago
with Thomas Meighan.
.^Picture follows 'Nothing But the

'

"Truth/ in which Hope appears with
Paulette Goddard.

>:
- Hollywood, Feb. 18.

.

Anne Barrett drew a stock player
contract at Columbia.
Universal lifted Jeanne Kelly's

player option.
'

Metro renewed Harold Ross
. as

Cameraman.
] Julia Bishop drew, acting ticket. i*t

Warners; .'

Republic hoisted. Marilyn Hare's
player option.

,. Warners handed Faye Emerson a
contract.

;..
Edward Brian- signed to 'ride .in

four Range Busters for Monogram
release-

'

•

- Eddie Cronjager drew new cam-
eraman ticket at 20th-Fox.

Minneapolis, Feb. 18,

: -Instead of resorting to arbitration,
the Middle States Corp. of Milwau*
kee, operating the 4,000-jeat Minns,
sota here with a - vaudfllm policy
may wage a fight in the courts be!
cause of. iriability

: to obtain TnaJo#
screen product for the house.' •

'

Joe Rosenberg, Chicago attorney
has been retained by the corporal
tion, which- also has the Riverside,
Milwaukee,, and he Was; here laft
week to make a . 'survey' of the local

'

situation to determine what course
to pursue. A :

damage suit : against
the film companies and the Minne*
sbta Amus. Co. (Par)'- Mort H.
Singer pool, which has practically'

air of the major product sewed up,
in the loop here, is under cqnsidera*
tion, it became known.
Rosenberg and his concern also

were retained by: the Benz ; Bros; pf
St. Paul, who operated' the houss
for. the owners with a similar vaud-
fllm policy during an unsuccessful
25-week period. The Benzes claimed,
too, . that their failure was due to

major film ' distributors* . refusal to

service the' house, and. they threat-

ened a conspiracy damage suit. How-
ever, • when Minnesota Amus. mads;

a deal for their .Palace in, the loop
here the matter was dropped.
' E. J. Weisfeldt, Minnesota man-
aging director, charges that much
major product, which his house
.should have, is being used up. by
Par-Singer in the 15-25c 900-seat
Aster, where there are usually two!

changes a week or one every five

days. However, the Aster is the.

only Minneapolis loop first-run thea-
tre which doubles features and its

policy- has-been in. effect for a- num-
ber of years. •

Esqufre's- Beef
The Esquire, loop sure-seater

owned by Benriie Berger, . indebehd-
ent circuit operator, goes dark this

week indefinitely because of ihabil-

ity;. to obtain satisfactory screen
product.: Berger says he's going be-

fore the arbitration board in a fight

for pictures.

Berger recently took back the .

house from Irving Gillman who had
bought it from him. Gillman also

closed It because of product! diffl-.

culties.

LACROSSE'S $1,476,900

SUIT VS. PAR RESUMES

Madison, Wis., Feb. 18.

XaCrosse Theatre Co.'s $1,476,900

antitrust suit against Paramount arid

others is again' up in; Federal :
court

here, trial having been resumed yes-

terday (Monday) before Judge Pat-

rick T.\ Stone after having been' re-,

cessed since last Nov. 6 when plain-

tjfFs cqurisel, Robert A. Hess, of Mil-

waukee, suffered a collapse.
',

'.

He is.

now fully recovered.
..'•'"Gqurt- proceedings are starting all

.

over again,: practically from scratch,

with a new jury, being : selected^ a

restatement of the case for its bene-

fit from counsel on 'both sides, and

new instructions -from the judge.

The often delayed case is now ex-

pected to
; be fought out to its cdh-

,

elusion, with trial occupying several

weeks. .

-
' ';

'

Eddie Ruben, defendant, arid

president of Wellworth Theatres of

Wisconsin; organized
.

allegedly .
by

paramount to Build the new Holly-

.

Wood theatre in LaCr6.sse,..who had

just started to tell his story when

the case was previously before the

court,,is the first Witness to be called

in the new trial.

Ruben is alleged to have entered

LaCrosse as a representative of Paf

in a 'freezeouf attempt to purchase

LaCross Theatres holdings at an in-

adequate price, Tailing in this, it '?

charged that the Hollywood was

built arid the plaintiff thereafter de-,

prived of the product to which »;

had heretofore had exclusive rights

in the town.
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To Enhance Their Value for

Transformation::of newsreels, from

present setup of 10 to 12 items per

Issue handed exhibitors twice weekly,

Into a news service selling national

arid local, news, events on a short

feature rental basis'/looms for. the

1941-42 season. Consent decree pro-

visions may hurry its actual arrival

of an extensive scale. Whether news-

reels in current pattern and twice-a-

week will continue, Once the' news

iervice idea catches';on v Js .receiving

consideration already by newsreel

executives and shorts sales managers.

Basically the new newsreel cover-

is^ idea is for sweeping treatment

, of any outstanding hews event,

whether of national import or merely

vital for one particular locality. This

would include nationally known grid

games,, big' pro football contests,

major' e'oriflagrations, disasters, on -a

nationwide story such as the presi-

dent's inauguration. Two and three

reels would be devoted to such cov-

erage, with the subjects usually sold

on short feature terms.

This is something; many newsreel

editors hove advocated for years but

only recently have been able to get

any place in convincing top execu-

tives. Newsreel chiefs- long have

urged getting away from set pattern

employed today while advancing the

Idea that something must be' done to

obtain additional money for their

. subjects.;

.

Recent tests of the news service

plan.are said to have convinced some
salesmen that therete real gold in the

newsreel hills' if accorded full cov-

erage in oiie subject. Whether the

consent decree has.^ariy material

effect or not (many, in the Industry

feel it will .have), the old era of

using the newsreel as a 'slug' or a

giveaway to accompany feature

product appears on the way out.

Grid Gaines Big B.Q.

Two football,games last season are

now credited with being eye-openers
on possibilities of this news servic-

ing! First was the Boston College-

Georgetown game in Boston. Fact
that the contest proved a sensational

gridiron battle decided by one point

enabled two newsreel outfits to make
terrific boxofflce of their full foot-

age. One company put out a .
40-

minufe subject while another' de-
voted 45 minutes to the game. The
newsreels did this as a. service to

exhibitors but were convinced that
It would not happen again on the
usual newsreel . rentals. :

Second affair was the Boston Col-
lege triumph over Tennessee in the
Sugar. Bowl game. At least one
newsreel made three reels of this

contest and; sold it on short features
terms to Mulliris tc Pinanskl and
several other rrietropolitan circuits

torching Boston and adjoining terri-

tory; One newsreel is reputed to

have grossed $10,000 on this' bowl
garne t with cops needed to hold back
crowds at the South Boston station

newsreel
, theatres"and: several other

houses. .

lt!s hp - trade secret 'trjat several
\ne\\fs reels how are laying; plans for
additional news service shorts of this

'sort.
. .One is preparing to cash in

one several outstanding spring festi-

vals, which in the past have been,
bandied in 500 feet, with the. exhlbi-

.t.P.r'5:. :

getting-'';the'.^fllm' merely as' a
Mryice.. .Initially, the reels are con-
templating such shorts only for sure-,
fire events in localized areas, where
•admittedly top - money will be $8,000
to $10,000.

'

Sales Resistance
SaTes resistance,

. naturally, is ex-
pected from exhibitors' because it Is

something new and will cost money.
However, the .ability of. such shorts
to supplant a second feature on a
dual bill as a boxofflce draw is. fig-
ured the sales angle.,; Prelim esti-
mates are that curiosity regarding
on-the-sppt news will prove a box-
office, magnet.,

besides outstanding national - and
world news - events, top football-

:
games, unusual baseball and hockey
matches, prizefights, annual- grid
t»owl contests and similar athletic
Stones would come within the scope
01 '"is hews service. '•

U Sells Away Again in LA.

.

'• Los Angeles, Feb. 18.

Universal has again sold away
from its regular Los Angeles first-

run accounts, \Pantages arid/. RKO-
Hiilstreet, arid has closed with the
Paramount, Los Angeles, for first-

run of 'Buck. Privates,' star-tirig (27).

Company has, sold away from the.

Pantages-RKO several tirries; during
the 1940-41 season, being prompted
to do so by piling up of product for

the
;
regular accounts which play

RKO first-run and a selection of Co-
lumbia pictures. U opens Its 'Back
Street' at'the Pari and RKO (28) tor
possible two-week run. -

. .

'

'

OF MUSICALS

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Music grows more and more pre-

dominant on the 20th-Fox lot, with
three tuners in work and a dozen
more in preparation. Currently in

the sound tracks are "The Great
American Broadcast,', 'Sun

.
Valley'

and 'Miami/

In the offing areThe Band Played
On,' 'Song arid Dance Man/ !RIse

and Shine,' 'Panama . Blues.' 'A
Straight Left,'. 'Pearl Harbor Pearl,'

'Songs of the Islands,* 'Man Alive.*

'I Won't Dance,' 'Stand Up and
Cheer;' 'Coast to Coast', and . 'Dance
Team.'

2 CLAIM DR. EHRUCh"

FILM IDEA, SUING WB

Alvin R. Harnes, physician, and
Howard 'A. Gray, film research man;
filed/suit Friday (14) in N.Y. fed-

eral court against Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc.. seeking $75,000 damages
for the alleged plagiarism of their

idea in 'Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet.'

Plaintiffs claim that they worked
6n the possibility of a screen story

of Dr. Ehrlich's research work on
venerea] diseases in 1936, and sub-

mitted it to the film company which

.

offered to pay if the story was used.

The film, starring Edward G. Rob-
inson, was based on their Idea, plain-

tiffs assert. The* suit was originally

filed in N Y. supreme court, and then

shifted to the federal, because of

diversity of citizenship.

Greek Drive in Theatres

Starting on March 25
Radio City Music Hail is the! first

theatre to have pledged itself to col-

lect funds in the lobby during the

week of. March 25 for the Greek
War Relief .'campaign beirig carried

out under' the chairmanship of

Adolph Zukor. Hope of Zukor is to

enroll every ' theatre in. the. country

during the final' week of March in

the ~ industry -rwide drive to raise

money for the Greeks.

. Film houses ;
' are

.
being" placed on

.'a! direct quota baSis by the various

'division: managers, throughout the

country. John H. Harris is chairman

of the exhibitor branch and Grad
Seais chairman of the distributing

division. Sain Goldwyri heads the

producer unit.

Another GF for Universal

Hollywood, Feb. 18. ;\

; General Filrri Co.,-headed by Law-
rence Fox, closed a. deal to produce

another picture for Universal, fol-

lowing completion of 'The. Man Who
Lost Hiinself/ which wound up last

week urider direction of Edward
Ludwig.

Fox is mulling Universal story

properties for his next production. .

Proposed Minnesota Law, If

It; Goes Through, Would

:
Kayo U. S. Blocks-of-Five

Enactment in That State

20% cancellation;

Minneapolis, Feb; 18.

.

Taking the lead in a move to

knock the props from under the con-
sent decree's plan of selling: in

groups of- five, Northwest Allied -on

Monday ~
(17) engineered the intro-

duction into the Minnesota state leg-

islature of a proposed law which
would compel distributors to sell

their: entire season's product to ex-
hibitors in brie block,

1

the sanie as at I

present.. •

;|

If the measure, is enacted, distribu^

tors also would be required to give
|

exhibitors a .
mininiurh of 20%-. can-';

cellation privilege and the forcing of i

shorts, serials,, newsreejs. foreigns, I.

trailers, westerns and reissues' would,

be made illegal. .

The. bill provides, as. a penalty- for

violation and conviction, a maximum
fine of $1,000, a year in state prison,

or both/
At the same time, the independent

exhibitors' organization issued a

statement that the bill will be vigor-

ously pressed for passage during the

current legislation session, arid the

'Wholehearted support and indorse-:

ment* for the measure is requested of

every theatre owner. Organization

leaders do not anticipate any opposi-

tion from the film companies.
Out-of-Town Situations

The statement declares.that North-

west Allied is 'firm and unalterable'

in its opinion that Out-Kjf-town situ-

ations, many of which are hundreds

of miles from the Minneapolis , ex-

change center, as well as Twin City

subseqUerit-run exhibitors, 'will be

infinitely better off buying an entire

season's output with a cancellation

privilege of 20%, and with no forcing

of shorts, than in atternpting to oper-

ate under the consent decree's terms.'

Before having the bill introduced,

it also was explained, there was 'a

thorough canvass of the question of

constitutionality involving the -com-

merce and due process clauses of the,

ConstitUtiop:'

The bill's preamble charges that

producer-distributors impose 'arbi-

trary terms and,conditions' and that,

in this connection, the independent
exhibitor in Minnesota 'has been

compelled as a condition precedent

to licensing feature pictures also to.

license short subjects, nowsreelSi

trailers, serials, reissues, foreign and

western pictures far in excess of his

needs or requirements.'

It's also charged In the preamble

that Minnesota independent exhibit-

ors have been 'unable to cancel fea-

ture motion pictures Injurious, and
damaging to his business' and 'to

play pictures undesirable and harm-
ful to the public'

'Block Booking Best'

The preamble also declares . 'the

.long-established : - trade practice .of

licensing feature motion pictures for

a full season, is essential to the best

interests of -the -. producer-distribu-

tors,..exhibitors and. the:
public.' But

it's claimed that the aforementioned
producer - distributors' con ditions

'have! subjected independent exhibit-

ors, to unfair disadyantafiesi-preventJ

ing hirri from responding to the com-
munity ;

arid local • publ ic infl uene'es.

and preferences with respect to the

selection of desirable feature motion
picture films and are inimical to pub-

lic welfare nrtd against public policy.'

In the bill the term 'season,' as ap-

plies tqi an entire season's output of

films,' is defined as 'a period of, 12'

months, as may be selected by the

producer-distributor, provided, how-
ever,., that, there shall no lapse of

time between the termination of one
season and the start of the next.' •'..'

Relative, to cancellation, it is speci-

fied as follows: 'Such cancellation

shall be made proportionately among
the several price brackets, if there

be such price brackets in the license

agreement. Any number of cancel-

;. , Hollywood, Feb. 18;

'Lady Be Good;' remake of the
Broadway musical, rolled yesterday
(Mon.) at Metro urider directiori . of
Norman 'McLeod,. with Eleanor Pow-
ell • in the outstanding/ dance num-
ber, 'Fascinating Rhythm.'

,
Recording of - the musical, numbers

started last week -under supervision
of Roger Edens. and Georgie Stoll.

'Lady' Gets the Berrya
Berry! Bros;, Negro terp. pair, were

inked ' by . -.Metro: last week ..and.

shipped to the Coast on Sunday (16).

They 'll appear in a - remake' of the
musical, 'Lady Be. Good,' •

..

Pair was last seen on. Broadway
at the Paramount about six weeks
ago and have worked frequently at
the Apollo, Harlem.

TO DROP 2,000

MORE EXTRAS

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Understood that all extras who
Worked less than 20 days last year
will: be dropped from the list. Elim-
ination of 2i000. more extras is be-
lieved under consideration in order
to set up a preferential list of 4,500
day workers.

.
Producers and Screen Actors Guild

Standirig Committee -has already
sheared from the rolls all those who
worked less than 10 days, during the
past year, but the cut was not suf-

ficient to provide regular work for
those who depend on the industry
for a livelihood.

FLYNN ARRIVES FOR

'DIVE BOMBER' AT WB

. Hollywood, Feb. 18.

* Eirol Flyrin, who couldn't get air

reservations from Honolulu, arrives

by steamer tomorrow (Wed. ) to start

work in a flying picture, .'Dive

Bomber,' at Warners.

Michael Curtlz Is directing the
film, with backgrounds shot at the
Naval air training station at Pensa-
cola ,Fla. .

lalions to which an exhibitor is en-
titled may be rnade from the. lowest
price' bracket at the exhibitor's op-
tion.

:
The right to cancellation shall

riot
r

be effective unless the. exhibitor
exercises su'ch right by giving .notice

thereof to. the distributor -within 15

days after being notified 'of the pic-,

turfs availability. The right to can-
cellation may be waived by an ex-
hibitor before- or after the making of

a/license agreement, but such' waiver
shall be i. -.writing,'

' As to penalties; for violation,, it Is:

stiplated. that 'in the case of a cor-'

pqratip'n, the;, violation of '[ this' act

shall be deemed ;to be' also that of

the- individual directors, officers or

agents of such corporation who have
assisted '

fijuch violation, .
: who

have authorized, ordcred dr done the

acts or omissions '.c.ohstitu.tirig
.
in.

whole of in part siich. 'violation,, and
upon conviction, thereof arty siich dU

'

rectors, officers or: 'agents' shall be
punished by. fine or imprisonment, or
'both,'-, as provided in this section,'

It is declared in. the bill that any
provision 'Of .any license . (film con--

tract) .which is 'contrary to any pro-
visions of this act is hereby declared
against public policy and .void.' Fur-
thermore, the ' bill ' asserts,', 'if

. any
provision of .tbis act is dciciared Un-
constitutional .pr the applicability

thereof to any person . or circum-
stances Is held invalid, the Validity

of the remainder of the act and the

applicability of such provision to

other persons arid circumstances

shall . not be affected thereby.'

;:'•:';•; Detroit, Feb. 18.

Ready to' open In two weeks arid
almost

. completely equipped, the
Carmen - theatre , here has -been
blacked out py a Circuit Court irii

Junction; Under the. terms of the
court order the expensive new nabe
can't go into pperatiori for another
tour years because it was built , too

:

near the house of. an ex-partner. .

The action grew but of. the splitr-up

of - Joseph Stoia , and Joseph : Mis-
kiriis as partner's... .When they Went
separate ways they , made an agree-
ment on Feb. 16,. 1940, that Miskinis,
who retained the Alden, was not to
operate a theatre within four miles
of the two. hoiises which' Stoia kept;
the Midway, arid Circle, for a period
of five years.

.: Ever since the Carmen has started
up: there has been litigation. First
it was contended Miskinis was the
backer , working through relatives;'
However, at the recent hearing
Stoia 's attorney took a new tack in
which it was contended that Mis-
kinis, still had an interest in the new
theatre despite the lack of proof of
direct ownership.

The court held that last year
When Miskinis, after the first litiga-
tion, withdrew from the "Carmen
project he ; started construction of
two pther houses and made unusual
advances to Philip Gorelick and Ben
Marshall, the builders, who con-
tinued the construction of the Car-
men. .The court decided: that these

,

advances were just another way for
Miskinis to put money into the Car-
men.

It ruled that the Carmen can't be
used until five years from the date
of the original agreement, or until
Feb. 16, 1945,

'QUALITY' PIX POLICY

DISPLACED BY SEXER

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 18.

E. M. Loew's Embassy ended 'films

of proven merit' policy last week
after seven-weeks try

. at . 10-I5c,

switching Sunday to sex film*

'Secrets of a Model,' at 20c top.

House's prtvloUs policies made tough
going for quality pictures.

Twd groups are angling for the
Embassy ' with! plans to return to
stage shows, provided City Fathers,
who closed out dirty burlesque a
year ago, will grant a license. Pro-
posed shows would be 'musical :

comedy' with burlesque flavor. Out-
fit operating burlesque now in
Bridgeport and Waterbury, Conn.,
reported to .haye. an option contin-
gent on obtaining a license. Counter-
project would be locally bankrolled. •

Cooper, Bracken Out

Of ^Aldrich' Series

.
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

, Jimmy Lydori replaces .'. Jack!
Cooper In future 'Henry Aldrich'
pictures at Paramount. At same
time EddI ie .Bracken, yvho portrayed
Dizzy in the first two films of the
series, will be replaced by Charley
Smith.. ;. v

.

...'Henry arid Dizzy' is title for the
next .Aldricrr which Sol C- Siegel
produces. .

.
"

.
-

..

Brandt Scatters fines'

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

'Scattergood Baines,' produced by
Jerry Brandt for RKO release, is

about to .continue as a series through,
an arrangement between Brandt and
the author, Clarence .Budington Kel-.
land. Deal calls, for three films *
year.

.

••.

Guy Kibbee, Emma Dunn, Willie

Best arid . Francis Trout are slated to
play In all the pictures, with changes
in the romantic leads.
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While still too early to tell whether

business will be increased" to any
extent under the plan of showing
main features at 0 or.

'9:30 p.m., il ls,

believed the policy will prove suf-

ficiently valuable on many counts as

an innovation to cause its acceptance

throughout the . entire : industry In

about six months, Already it is un-
der wide study throughout the coun-
try,; while, also exhibs are watching
and checking on the results in New
York and other spots where tried.

While expected td be generally
adopted, it is felt that for some
houses there is little, if anything; to

gain by rescheduling the shows,
notably for certain theatres in down-;
town sections 1 or for houses that do
not grind later .than 11 or so any-
way. Also; such as in downtown
N. Y. where transportation is no
problem and very often a transient
trade means considerable, the time
the No. 1 feature goes on doesn't

mean so much. Again/, it . is found
in some .cities, that business people
will come in around 10 o'clock unr
dier the old policy to catch the main
film before going .home. , In areas;

: where patronage is drawn from fair

distances by car, operators believe

the rescheduling to throw the top
feature on at around 9 is more de-
sirable, however.

Loew's is in the second week with
No. 1 features at 9 p.m. in 31 metro-
politan New York . houses, while
RKO last week m0ved : the policy, to

numerous additional operations for

a total of 33. In both companies it

is noted that, audience reaction is

favorable but until comparisons on
business . and pictures over a period
of weeks can be checked, it cannot
be said what the difference in eve-
ning grosses will : be. Neither of

these circuits will "move the policy

to additional theatres, Including in

out-of-town situations, until a more
reliable study of results can be ob-
tained in N. Y.

Large independent circuits in the
Greater N. Y. area are preparing to

fall in line, including such leading
double-billing chains as Brandt
Bros., Skouras,. Cocalis and Century
circuit.

Brandts is taking the initiative in

K Y. with experiments with the 9
pjn. policy in the Town and Alden,

N. Y., and at the Sutteri Brooklyn.
If working out satisfactorily, Brandts
will convert all of its double-billers

into the same policy.

"

Warners, which is placing the top

feature on screens in the New Jersey
territory at 9 or 9:30 o'clock, is re-

ported planning it for the Ohio area

where duals are used. WB has been
. spotting the No. 1 film at the more
convenient evening hours fOr some-
time now in N. J. Its large Phila-

delphia circuit remains single-bill.

. Detroit's Answer
Detroit, Feb. 18.

SolutionN of the twin-bill evil lies

In giving the bargain-hunting mat-
inee fans what they want and the

evening crowds : their preference

rather than in time-juggling, of fea-

tures, is the conclusion of the . Fox.

theatre here which will continue its

policy of double features for mat-
inees and soloing: its top feature at

night. .
. , .

Experiment here brought- out

many significant facts including the

answer to why .
polls showed that

picturegbers voted for single fea-

tures but ifaiied to" support such a

policy, y
Consensus of the vote at- the 5,000-

seat, downtown house here was 4%
to oneAn .favorof'.the single feature.

However, when those figures were
broken down' It developed that the

evening crowds were overwhelming-
ly for single bills by vote of 10

to one, while the afternoon trade
favored the double bill.- It was proof
that there are two. distinct, idrms; of

theatregoers,.\ with - the . daytime
crowd taking • all they can get for

their money. , while- the evening
crowds want something good and
not too much of it.

Although; the Fox was using 'Back
Street,' a strong femme picture for

the. experimental run, the test

showed that male attendance 'was

boosted '".

. heavily, , Where males
dumped their wives off at double-
bills and then went bowling,

.
with,

the single feature they evidently, de-

cided they could stick it out for one
picture, even a woman's picture, arid!

still have time to . make an .evening

of it.
•'•

..

.
; This latter thing, the evening out

turned out to be much more of a

major factor than was expected.

Manager David Idzal, through In-

terviews, letters, compliments on
the single feature, discovered a wide
section Of the public burned about

having to sit: in a. theatre until mid-
bight: When ^ they ; went out for an
evening . the males reported 1 they

liked to catch good picture, and
then head, for a ;

night olub, : beer

garden, bowling alley,
'

all sorts of

places to round outr- the- evening.
:

.

Oddly enough, with a western,

'Western Union' as the top picture,

and 'Bloridie Goes Latin' as the sec-

ond "feature, the Fox is catching, ad-

ditional support for its scheme .in.

the second week. Whii^e a,-western

would not normally be a good mat-
inee draw because of the preferences

of women, the other picture . adds
compensation and this is more than
balanced up by the soloing of the

western at night when the men pour
out.' Matinees held up and "the real

strength came, nights.

Saturday's business with 'Western
Union' was $600 better thah .with
'Arizona,' $800 better than 'Hudson
Bay,' $200 above f'Zbrb' and $900

above 'Brigham Young'.

. Idzal indicated that the - policy;

proven with both .a strong femnie
picture and now with . a male pic-

ture, would continue . except on the

weeks when , both, pictures
: . -were

weak or there was a good, second
feature like 'Night Train,', . which
only lacked names; which would be
slipped in to .give the fans a bo-
nanza bill now and then.' 'The pub-
lic will take two good ones when
they won't take one good and a bad
one,' he explained. ' '';

Reason Enough

Miami, Feb. 18.

Universal is' reputed to hav»
pent $36,000 on the Miami Beach'

premiere of 'Back Street,', a pic

whose only connection with that

city occurs somewhere in • reel

five when one of. stars observes:.

. 1 wish we were in Miami right

now.'

PAR'S SPECIAL BALLY

DRIVE FOR IADY EVE'

; Increasing the campaign budget to

over average,: Paramount plans spe-

cial treatment for .'Lady Eye;' . but "is

not seeking dates, at increased ad-
missions, it is stated, r

Picture , opens at the Paramount,
N. Y., Feb;' 20 and then, goes into 10

selected keys March 14 with special

campaigns laid out and field, exploit

teers assigned : to. get on: top. of 'the

engagements. The following week
(March 21) it goes into 20 additional

cities, all of them also to be covered
by Par exploitation men.

.

Seattle's Idea .

.

Seattle, Feb. 18.

Playing to No. 1 . picture of a dual
at the 'better hour- is winning con-
verts hereabouts, but nothing much
has yet been done about it.

Frank H, Newman, president of
Hamrick-Evergreen. circuits, has an
idea all his own and it Is about to be
tried at least in Spokane and smaller
towns about the state. Except Fri-

days and Saturdays, his idea is to

end the shows by 11 p.m., this being
a 'time saving' idea these defense
and work days. It calls for the No. 1

pix starting at 9:10-9:20
. p.m. and

winding up the show so folks can
go home early. In fact, the idea may
be tried in Seattle, too. Spokane is

also in the experimental stage.

Al Rosenberg,, theatre mgr. for
Evergreen, favors 9 or 9:30 p.m. start

for the No. 1, and in his jurisdiction

are Spokane, Wenatchee, Olympia
and the medium-sized towns about
the state. "Double feature lovers can
come early and see both; the single
tons can go leisurely after, dinner
and get home early-—by 11 p.m. or
shortly thereafter,' he summarizes it

In Tacoma the folks are not so
choosey and they like to see both
pictures, reports Fred Gamble, man
ager of the Lakewood theatre. /

DEL CHAIN EXPANDING

MICKEY MOUSE PARTIES

letter' Ad One of Best

In 1940, Says Starch

\ Ad by
. W^her Bros; for :Bette :

Davis, in The Letter! tates as. one of.

the top pieces of copy and art for

the year 1940 ih a report by. Daniel
Starch, advertising research outfit.

Starch makes regular studies for ad-
vertising agencies on effectiveness of
their insertions.

Particular ad cited by Starch ap-
peared in the 'December Cosmopoli-
tan mag and pictured . Miss Davis
against a bamboo screen, it contained
only 52 words of copy, including the
signature.

Par's Special Shorts

Exploiter Under Morgan
Manny Reiner has been

,
appointed

to the Paramount short subject de-
partment to take charge of public-
ity, a post created as result of the
consent decree and the added neces-
sity for giyihg shorts special atten-
tion. He started Monday (17) under
Oscar Morgan, who was recently in-

stalled as sales manager over shorts
and newsreel.

Par had not had a shorts sales head
for about 10 years.

Morgan also appointed Monroe R;
Goodman, for several years associ-

ated with him.in Paramount's south-
ern division, as his assistant in the
short features department. Goodr
man has been with Par for 11 years/
much of it spent at the home office.

WEEKS' R0DE0 T1EUP

'Arizona' Filming lit Tucson. Daring
Festivities

..
Detroit, Feb. 18.

Having tossed a nifty birthday
party for Mickey. M.ouse-^to attend-
ant overflow crowds of small fry-
United Detroit . TheaiSres is repeating
in its nabes with . birtHclay. party
for Donald Duck. The' gag; threat-

ens to go
1

right .on into Pluto the Pup,
etc, .

'
' '/ ..

The stunt is featured for Saturday
matinees. Basing the shows on the
fact that an .'anniversary' ;has roiled

around—Mickey Mouse has been on
the screen for seven years—the the-

atres load up ' the bill with Mickey,
shorts. :Theh they set up a birthday
cake in the lobby and an autograph
Ibook which the youngsters sign and
which is sent to Mickey Mouse.

Adnnral OK's Film

. - « .

.
.

Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

A special screening of 'Flight

Command,' which opens tomorrow
(Wed.) at the Stanley, was held last

week before the brass hats at the
Philly Navy Yard. : /.

Testimonial plugging the film was
obtained front; Admiral "A, E. Watson,
commandant of the yard; .

George Weeks will take advantage
of* the rodeo in Tucson, Arjz., start-

ing Friday (21), to film one of the
'Range Buster' western series he
makes for Monogram release and
grab a flock of publicity for; his
troupe. Weeks is moving . a crew to
Tucson and will shoot the film in
full view o: the. thousands of visitors

who pour into the town for the fes-

tivities. 'Range Busters' themselves,
Ray Corrigan, John King and Max
Terhune, will also be grand marshals
of the rodeo parade.. ;.

Film, will be 'Tumbledown Ranch
in Arizona' and is based on official

rodeo song of the University of Ari-
zona. R will include the 50 voices
of the University glee club.

Corrlgan's Personals

; . Charlotte, N.C.Feb. 18.

Ray • (Crash)
.
Corrigan and •• his

troupe, touring
;
Carolina theatres ' in

connection with their pictures. '

.

Radib; Quiz as B O. Hypo

As a means of hypoing business

Tuesday nights, RKO is putting on
a quiz broadcast that night at 9 p.m.

for 30 minutes from the stage Via

WWRL, Woodside, L. I, The sta-

tion puts on the quiz; getting people

in the. audience to participate;
,

.

Following experiment with the

quiz broadcast several weeks now,
Loew's is reported desirous of try-
ing a similar stunt at. its Valencia,
Jamaica, L. I, hot far away.

: Boston, Feb. 18.

With the promotion of Edward
McBride,. manager of Loew's State;
Providence, to Loew's State, Boston,
succeeding Fred Greenway, who has
been transferred from Loew's norths
eastern division to the Loew Poli
division in Connecticut, Jack Simons
of Loew's Poll, Hartford, has been
promoted to manager of Loew's
State, Providence. .Lou Cohen, man-
ager of the Palace, Hartford, moves
up to Simons' place.
Other promotions in Loew's north-

eastern division include: .James Tib-

.

betts, from treasurer of Loew's ; Or-
pheum, Boston, to asst.. manager of
Loew's State, Boston, replacing Ed-
mund Howard, resigned; Emil Wer-
etelnyk, former assistant treasurer,
promoted to Tibbetts* job at .the
Orpheum; and Tom . Foley;, chief of
services at the State, Boston, suc-
ceeds Weretelnyk; Fred Lynn be-
comes chief of services at Loew's
State, Boston.
Joe Ehrlich, formerly manager jot

the Gayety, Boston, is now handling
publicity and exploitation for 'Fan-
tasia' here at the Majestic.

Ehrlich .. succeeds Jack Goldstein,
who handled the smash opening
campaign and who now goes to De-
troit :and then to Washington for
Walt Disney productions. .

Drive Realties $60,000

Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

: Frank L, McNiamee,- exrRKO ex-
change manager and director of the
recent Infantile Paralysis campaign,
reported that the drive., netted $60,-
000, topping an all-time record and
more than doubling the amount
raised in 1940. .

'"

A. J, Vahni, in charge of. out-of-
town theatres . for the: Stanley-War-
ner circuit, how. making his head-
quarters again in the home office.

Other changes: Jack Mulhall, in
charge of the. Reading, Chester, Wil-
mington district; Mort Levine, Lan-
caster-York-Hanover district. .. The
following were \ chosen city .mana-
gers: Joe Murdock, Camden; Joe
Bergen, Chester; Ray O'Connell,
Lancaster; LbU Black, Wilmington,
and Paul Harvey, York.

.

Ted Minsky now out-of-town
booker -at Vitagraph exchange. .';

Latest to Join the colors along film
row are Joe Forman, Warners; Al
Holmstock, UA, and Naurice Rosen;
son of Sam Rosen,' Monogram ex-
change boss.

Cecil Felt, who was guest of honor
at a 'farewell party' that fizzled be-
cause he was turned down by the
draft board; gave a 'reciprocal party'
to members of the Showmen's .Club
Thursday night
'Wilmer B. Huffman, replaces J.

Lester Stallman as manager of S-W
theatres in Reading. Stallman- . will
manage the Astor In that town,
which switches from S-W operation
to that of Harry J. Schad. ; Warners
will operate the State, Reading, as
flrsWun house.

Benefit show «t Fay's on Sunday
to raise fund; for widow of Jimmy
Jones,, bandleader at the house, who
died two weeks ago.
Industry tosses a testimonial to

Paramount's Earle . Sweigert and
Ulrik Smith at Hotel Warwick Feb.
21 in honor of their recent promo-
tions. :- "

Showmen Clubbers honored their
past president at dinner last night
(Mon.) at the Vine street clubhouse.
Arcadia getting refurbishing.

Keating to Seattle

Seattle, Feb. 18.
William Keating, recently with

Public in Minneapolis, is more new
blood brought into this burg by
Sterling chain. He's new mgr. at
Roosevelt, succeeding Mat Nighton;
who becomes city manager at the
Dallas. Oregon, for the two John
Danz (Sterling) houses.
Joe Rosenfield, recently . made

operations :mgr ; for Sterling, former-
ly was with Public in Twin Cities;
and more recently with Evergreen
as city, mgr.. in . Spokane. .;

StebbW Gift

• •
' Detroit, Feb. 18.

In memory of his son, Richard,
Walter R. ' Stebblns, owner of the
Film Exchange building here, donat-
ed two new projectors: to the Detroit
Variety Club,. The equipment .. will
be used to extend the plentiful free
shows which the club is providing
here in the numertius orphanages,
old folks' homes and hospitals,

:

.
-. Frankel'a Main Line Chore

'

• Pittsburgh, Feb. 18.
1 Milton Frankel, asst. booker in WB
exchange, upped to • sales post by
branch manager Harry Seed.He'll take
oyer. Main Lirie territory,' which has
been without j representative since
D, FV. (Dinty) Moore was elevated to
the office managership some months
ago. Joe Van GrillI, from advertising
department, promoted to Frankel's
booker's berth/;
Woodies theatre in Apollo, Pa.,

purchased last fall from H. R: Wood
by Joseph. Cipriany, has been ac-
quired under term lease by Louis
Ponsetta, who also operates the
Strand in Apollo. Ponsetta assumed

operation of the Woodies last week'
and intends to run both spots. Woo?
vet exhib, retired from the busineS -

following the sale of his house. ^
.

William E. Kane, son of the lat«
John B. (Pop) Kane, has taken over
the operation of .his father's Nemo
in; Pitcairn. The younger Kane a
school teacher, has been out of tni
exhibition field. fbr several years al.
though he had formerly, assisted' tha
elder Kane, who did suddenly of
heart attack early last month: Roxv
in Natrona is being operated by Mri
Anna Neaman,/ widow of Samuel
Neaman, who- died several weeks
ago. She's being assisted by a broth.

'

er-in-law, Lou Padolf, one-time fita
salesman. •;

-

Crown Film Co., indie exchanet
managed by Max ShulgoW, formerly
with RKO and FN* has just secured
the local franchise for distributing
Select Pictures. Select, according to.
Shulgold, has.announced 16 films for
this season, first of which will b«
Leon Janhey In 'Adolescence.'

The long-rumored new nabe )n
Crafton Heights will be a certain^
within the next few months.. Ac.
cording to reliable Film Row sources,
construction on a 400-seat spot wlu
get under way shortly, with Charles
Philbrook backing the. project. He's
the former Sheraden exhibitor;
John Currie, whij joined National

Theatre Supply here five years ago,
has returned to local branch as tem-
porary manager< and will- remain
here until the ailing E. B. Morton ii

able to . return to active duty. Phy-
sicians have ordered Morton to take
long rest. A. F. Baldwin, of NTS's
home offlcei has gone back to New
Yorkv following Currie's assignment
here. :

.
• ..:.'

Briefles: Bob. Fiiikel, son of South-
side exhib, has switched from Mono,
gram to the RKO lot in Hollywood.
An actor and graduate . of Carnegie
Tech drama school, he's learning the
pix

. piz from ground tip ; . . . E. • W.:
Smith resigned his managerial berth
with Mervis Bros, circuit. Ditto I. L.
Butler with Sam Gould theatres. ..

Alvin Seiler closed his Film Row
theatre supply , house and now oper-
ating again from his original -head-
quarters in Greensburg, Pa. , . .C. J;

Latta, assistant zone manager for WB
here, vacationing in Hollywood with,
wife and daughter.

:

•

Yorke, Supper's Swing
Gabe Yorke 'and': Bill Kupper left

Sunday (16) for the Coast to make a
tour of far-western exchanges for
20th-Fox. Kupper is western sales
manager! Yorke, who has been in
New York, a week, has just been
placed in charge of promotion-ex*
ploitation for 20th on the Coast

W. & V. Reopen One
Reading, Pa., Feb. 18^

; The former Arcadia, reconstructed
by Wilmer & Vincent, opened last

week as the Ritz. Following this

move the Warner State here closed
down last week to undergo similar
rebuilding. Otis B. Kyger manag-
ing the new Ritz. Police is first-run
pictures:

Kitty Foyle' Bally
RKO has appropriated $650 to be

paid as prizes to winners of a 'Kitty
Foyle- contest which is open to any-
one who thinks they look like Ginger
Rogers; The 19 RKO houses putting

.

on the stunt are asking hopefuls to

submit photographs of themselves to

the managers. A number of girls in

each theatre will be chosen, to appear-
on the stage when the audience will

decide Who's most like Miss Rogers.

West, Ex-Screeno
.

George B. West, Monogram fran--

chise holder who moved to the Coast
several months ago, has disposed. of
his interests as eastern distributor of:

Screeno to Dave and Jack Dietz,

latter known in the fight (iTm field.

Mono franchises in which West is in-

terested are those in St. Louis, Cin-

.

cinnatl and . Kansas City; •

Levlnc's Cleve. Operation

Marty Levine, associated with the

Brandt circuit : in New York, has

taken over the Lake, Cleveland, from
Warner Bros, as an operation of ; his

own. • Brandts do" not figure in con-

nection with the Lake in. any. manner
hut Lev jne; remain with the chain.

..In Cleveland .last :
week. Levine

took possession of the Lake ana

opened his aegis Friday (14) with

•The Virgin Bride.' -

Lumpkin's Berth.
1

Brownwood, Texas. Feb; 18.
-

Thurman Lumpkin' named .
assist-

ant manager of the Camp Bowie the-

atre here. He comes from the Palace,

Fort Worth. '
.

Rebuilding House ; .

;

Villa Rica. Ga., Feb. 18.
'

Villa Rica theatre, destroyed py

fire several weeks ago, is being re-

built.
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V-Spitahy Top Chi $40,000;

'Frisco -Armstrong $16,000, Yaude

Helps 'Rangers to 16G, 'Sierra OK

Chicago; Feb. 18;

Two bands and a couple of pic-

tures provide the box-office excite-

ment of the current week around theW PW1 Spitalny and his all-girl

otchestra . are doing plenty ^for .the

Chicago wicket along; with the film

Virginia/ while the T.OU Armstrong3 and colored unit is Recounting

Jor all of the good trade in the Ori-

'"other' picture 'which is garnering

Wintipv is 'High Sierra,' off to a bang-

w stiirt in the Roosevelt following

a considerable ad spread. ~.

Otherwise the loop is in- a be-.-

tween-pictures situation. ^. Palace is

trvine for one week with a combi-

Sn of 'Buck Privates' and ;Play

Girl' Much was expected of the

comedy, but evidently. Abbott and

Costello as a comedy team are not

well enough known in these parts

yet However, the word-of-mouth

on the piece is great, and the pic-

ture figures to build to a good money,

item in the subsequent run spots.

Apollo is currently closed for re-

modeling and arrangement for the

opening of 'Fantasia* tomorrow
(Wednesday Disney organization

has the; house on a four-week deal.

Estimates ror This Week
Apollo (Disney) (1,200: $1.10-$1.65)

—'Fantasia* (Disney). Cartoon mu-
sical opens tomorrow (Wednesday).

Has .had tremendous ad campaign.

Disney outfit operating house, and

Pl
e
t

hlcauo (B&K) (4.000: 35^55-75)—
: 'Virginia' (Par) and Phil ;Spitalny-

ell-girl band on stage. Spitalny ag-
gregation drawing the bulk of the

customers, and the wicket is . wag-
ging to. : nifty $40,000. Last week
with the holiday. 'Four Mothers'

(WB) Plus Andrews Sisters and the

Gene Krupa band bit stage, was a

walloper at $46,200. •

Garrlck (B&K) (900: 35-55-65-75)
—'LibertV (M-G); Cavalcade film;

looking for $4,500. so-so. mark. Last

week. "Thing Called Love* (Col),

came ut) with okay $4,500;

Oriental (Jones) (3.200: 28^44)—
•San Francisco Docks' (RKO) and
Lou Armstrong orchestra unit on
stage. Oh Armstrong's following,

headln" for happy $16,000. .
Last

week. 'Hit 'Parade' (Rep) and 'Down
Miami Way' unit got good- $15,300.

Th's is last' week of Jones, Linick

k Schaefer operation of. the ho»se,

with Michael Todd going in this Fri-

day (21) as managing director.

Patar* (RKO) (2.500; 33-44-66)—
•Buck :Privites* (U) and 'Play Gjrl*

(U). In for single' week. Disan-
pointing $10,000. 'Back Street' (U)
due in this week as top-biller of

double feature. Last week. 'Kitty
Foyle' (HKO) and 'Saint Palm
Springs'; (HKOV completed five great
weeks to $10,200.

Roowelt (B&K) (l.sOOr- 35-55*65-
75)—'S-erra* (WB). Plenty of ad
backing on this one. Looks for. a
bang-un $14,000 on initial wilts.

Last week. 'Flight Command' (M-G)
finished second session to mild $7,900.

State-T-.-ke (B&K) (2.700: 28-<M)—
•Rangers Ride' (Par) and 'Sta^c Over
Hollywood' unit on stage. Simone
Simon headlining on show, and ac-
counting tnr best box-pffwv* ^et on'

the list. Heading to *16.000. fair
enough. . Last week. 'South Suez'
'(WB). and 'Screwballs' unit snagged
ripoin* $21,200. .

United Artists (BfrK-M-G) (1.700:
35-«>5vM-75) — 'Philadelohia'. (M-G)
(4th wk.V Starting to sag and ready
to leave, but has had a beautiful stay
of it. taking indicated $8,000 f^r cur-
rent sesyion after good $10,500 last
week.

. .

•

'Smith' Each

ID

.

'•-' :

- Memphis, Feb, 18. :

i.. Back Street' Is having it out with
•Mr. and Mrs. Smith* on Main Street
this week/ with indications that both
will get nice coin.
- Montgomery-Lombard comedy was
Just slightly in- front of the 'Street'
over

: the weekend,' but Sujlavan-
goyer remake is building rapidly,
Former is at Loew's State, latter the
New Malco. \ ..'.••.

v Estimates for This Week
mvZV"'* State (Loew) (2.600: 10-

ff-H.
)—'Smiths' (RKO ); Rave no-

tices and word-of-mouth aiding nat-
ural .pull of unusual star combina-
tion for. mighty nice $7,000. Last

Gone' (M-G ). third- week.
$•5 300, okay.. -

JX?.
rKr (Warner) (2.300; 10-33-44)

"-Flight Destiny' (WB). No mar-
names, to help, this one will be

luckyjo garner $3,000 on strength

2ng campaign. '

. Last week,

good
W
h
erry Blond' <WB), $5,500.

TwSY ^aIc
.° <LlRhtman) (2,800; 10-

r^J- Back Street*, (U). Matinee
:

-mJ*,kf' *ls. one clockingmebbe $7,000, plenty good, LasT

week. "Virginia* (Par), nine-day run,
$8,500, swell.
; Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,200: 10-
33-44)—Trial Mary Dugan* (M-G).
High pressure promotion on Greek
benefit opening a fiopperdo balance
of week; Doubtful that can exceed
$2,600. Last week, 'Philadelphia
Story' (M-G), second week, $3,600,
fine. .- »

,

Strand (LlghtmanV (1,000; 10-22-33)
—Tin Pan Alley* . (20th) (2d run)
and 'Long Voyage Home* (UA) (2d
run), split. Ought to wangle fair-
ish $1,600. Last week, 'Arkansas
Judge' (Rep), three days; 'Where
Get Girl' (TJ), two . days; arid .'In Old
Colorado' (Par), -two days; $1,500,
slightly off.

... .'>..;

^mKiln !

Louisville, Feb. 18.
•Mr. and Mrs; Smith' at the Rialto

is making the best showing cuxv
rently, on a normal week. Pair of
re-issues at the Strand are packing
plenty of b o. punch, while new pix
at, Loew's State are shaping up at
fair.

• 'Strawberry Blonde' at the- Mary
Anderson is well on. the okay aide.
Moveover. of 'Back Street' to .the
Brown is continuing to bring okay
biz.' Estimates, for This Week '•

Brown (Loew*s-Fburth Avenue)
(1,400: 15-30-40)—'Back Street* (U>
and 'La Zonga* (U). Holding up
rather nicely after moveover from
Rialto, and pacing for alright $1,600.
Last week, 'Kitty. Foyle* (RKO) and
'Saint Palm Springs' (RKO), satis-
factory $1,800. .

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-20)
—'Vigilantes'.. (U) and 'Find Our
(RKO). Pacing for average re-
turns, probably $1,500. Last week,
•Arise Love' (Par) and 'Melody
Ranch* (Rep), medium $1,400. :

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,200; 15-
30.-40)—'Son Cristo*. (UA) and 'Es-
cape Glory' -.'•'.(C6I). *•' Appealing
strongly to family trade, and should
manage good enough $7,000. Last
week, 'Gone'. (M-G) (2d Wk.),
wound up its return engagement to
satisfactory $10,000.

. Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15r30-40) — 'Strawberry Blonde'
(WB). Looks to be copping some
pretty good attention, and should
click for excellent $5,000. Last
week, 'Flight Destiny* (WB), me-
dium $3,300.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400;
15-30-40)—'Mr. and Mrs. Smith'
(RKO) and 'Play Girl* (RKO).
Pacing the town for pleasing re-
turns. Looks to round up fine $9,-

000. Last week, 'Back Street* (U)
and 'La. Zonga* (U), with swell ex-
ploitation, copped splendid $10,000,
and moveover.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400;
15-30-40)—'Scarface* (UA) and 'Sky
Devils' (UA) (re-issues). Oldies
look to grab some real coin. Should
have no trouble copping fine $4,000.
Last week, 'Make MusicT (RKO). and
'Little Men' (RKO), managed me-
dium $2,800.

'Gome Live* $8,500,

Omaha Very Mild
.. ;

:'•':' Omaha, Feb. 18.

'Come Live with' Me,' coupled with
'Dispatch from Reuters,' is topping
the town in a very ordinary week,
With a likely -gross of no better than
$8,500. Orpheum. is garnering a light

$8,000 with 'Victory.: Brandeis will
•do best proportionate gross with $8,-

000 for 'Santa Fe Trail' and 'Let's

Make Music,' and it looks, like a sec-
ond week. /:.''. .:

• Estimates for This Week
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000: 10-30-40)

—'Come Live' (M-G) and .'Reuters'

(WB); :

: Fair $8,500. Last week,
•Bagdad' (UA ) and .'Bit of Heaven*
(U); around $7,300, very light for. this
house. ' -,. • " \:

Bfandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500! 10-

25-35-40) — 'Santa Fe* (WR) and
'Make -Music' (RKO). Good enough
$6;000 and probable holdover. Last
week. Thing Called Love' (Col) and
'Escape Glory' (Col) (2d wk), fair

$3,400. ;•
Orpheum (Trjstates) (3,000: 10-30-

40)—'Victory'. (Par) and 'Bank Dick'
(U). . Light $8,000. Last weefe 'Vigi-

lantes' (U) and 'Honeymoon Three'
(WB). got a very light $8,400.

State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
'Westerner' (UA) and 'Nanette*
(RKO), split with; 'Petticoat .Politics

1

(Rep), -Argentine Nights' . (U) 'and
;Kildare*s Crisis* (M-G). Fair $800.

Last week, 'Tin Pan Alley' (20th) and

FSril Runs on Broadway
iSubjtct to Chang*)

Week of Feb. 10
Aaioi-V'Great Dictator* (UA)

(19th wki). i,

. Broadway—'F antasia' (Dil-
ney) (15th wk.), .

Capitol—'Go West* (M^G). .

•

.' (Jtewiewed in Vabieiy, Dec. 18)'

• Criterion—'Maisie Was a Lady"
'•

(M-G (2d wk.).
Globe—'Night Train' (20th)

(9th wk.).
Mmlo Hall—'Mr. and Mri.

Smith' (RKO).
:

(Reviewed in VAwarr, Jan. 22)

PaJaee—'Six Lessons- frbm :

[. Madame LaZonga' (U) (18).

Paramount—"You're the One' .

(Par) (19).

: (Reviewed in Vahmiy, Feb. S)

. Blalto—'Road ..Show* (UA)
(18). :; -v.-. ;•• .

(Reviewed in VABirtY, Feb. 12). •

R4VoIf—'Back Street' (U ) (2d
wk.). '

:

: . Rbxy—Tobacco Road* ; (20th).
.. strand— 'Strawberry / Blonde'
(WB>(21).

(Reviewed in .Current Issue).

Week of Feb. 27 :

Astbr—'Great Dictator' (UA)
(20th wk ).

Broadway—'F antasia' (DIs-
new) (16th wk.).
Capitol—'Come Live With

Me' (M-G). •

(Reviewed in VAtavrXi Jan. 22)

. Criterion—'Mad Doctor' (Par).

Globe—'Night Train* (20th)

(loth wk.). ;

Mnsle Hall—'SO . Ends Our -

Night* (UA).
(Reviewed in Vahifty, Jan. 29)

Paramdnnt—'You're the One*
(Par) (2d wk.).

:

;BUlto—'Road Show' (UA)
(2d wk ).

; ' :? :

:

- .

Blvoll—'Back Street* (U) (3d
wt, ); / '

^
Boxy—Tobiicco Road' (20th)

(2d wk.).
'

Strand— 'Strawberry Blonde'
(WB) (2d wk.).

are.' mm,
D. C. SNAPPY

Washington, Feb. 18.

Only two new bills this week, at
town's two vaiide spots. Newcomers
are 'Arizona,' at the Earle,' which is

beatlhg 'Son of Monte Cristo,' at the
Capitol, by a slight margin.

. Second week of 'Philadelphia
Story* at Palace is leading town.
'Back Street,' in third week at
Keith's, is second strongest h.o.

'Gone,' which played three weeks' of
first

,
pop-priced engagement at Pal-

ace; is rolling through second week
at same scale at Columbia, Loew's
second run hall.

Estimates for. This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)— Son Cristo* (UA) and vaude. Rid-

ing on .popularity of its predecessors
for passable $15,000. Last week,
'Road. Show,' (UA), miserable $11,500.

Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 40-55)—
'Gone' (M-G) (2d wk). Second week
at second run house and fifth week
of pop-priced run holding for house
average, $4,500. . Last week, good
$5,500.

Earle (WB ) a216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Arizona' (Col) and vaude. Solid
$16,500. Last week, Thing Called
Love* (Col), strong $18,500..

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
'Back Street*. (U) (3d wk). Holding
for strong $9,500. . Last: week, wal-
loping $17,000.

Met (WB) (1.600; 28-44)—'Virginia'
(Par) (2d run). . Back downtown
after nice week at Earle, and will hit

;hefty $7,500. Last week, ^Victbi'y'

(Par), big $6,500. '.

' Palace (Loew) . (2.242; 39-55)-^

•Philadelphia!, (M-G) I2d . wk). : H.o.
leading town , with big $17,500. Last
week, sock $23,000. ; ,

'Bittersweet* (M-G) split with 'Our
Town' (UA) and 'Slightly Tempted*
(U), good $900. ..:

• Town . (Goldberg) (900: 10-20-25)^
'Men Texas'. (Par), 'Congo Maisie*

(M-G) ^ and 'Yesterday's Heroes'.
(20t-fi), triple, split . with 'Colorado,

Sunset' (Rep), 'Tell No Tales' (M-G).
and, 'Northwest Mounted' (Par), sin-

gle-featured, fair $900, . Last week,
'Fugitive Prison Camp'. (Col), 'Girl

Ave. A* (20th) and 'Won't Talk'

(Col), triple, split with 'Riding Avenr
ger' (Cap), 'Zero Hour' (Rep) and
'Murder Sante Fe' (Rep); 'Name
Only' (RKO). lively $90Q:

Avenue - Military - Dundee . (Gold-
berg) (950: 300: 600; 25 )—'Nanette'
(RKO), 'Kildare's Crisis' (M-G) and
'Mummy's Hand' (U), split with 'Pet-

ticoat Politics' (Rep). 'Argentine
Nights' (U) and 'Slightly Tempted'
(U). Fair $1,000/ Last week. Tin
Pan Alley* (20th) and 'Bittersweet*

(M-G)i'split With 'Our Town' (UA),
'Slightly ^empted' (U), strong $1,200.

tils to Bolster B way;

'ThingW Love Okay mOOO;

(Best Exploltailon: Rlvoll)

Plenty- of holdovers on Broadway
this week, and new. entries are cut-
ting no great swath. Net result is

mild, business in toto with Lincoln
birthday holiday . (12) helping only
a few spots. Strongest of newcomers
is 'Back Street* at the Rivoli where
i$ is set for a long fun:- Picture was
vastly

.
helped by , a slick advance

campaign by the theatre, - plus the
special job by Universal.
:" 'this Thing Called Love' is doing
only routine .business at the Music
Hall, and. goes out after one week,
for 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith*: tomorrow.
(Thursday); It will be lucky to get
$80,000. • / '

'

:

"'Western Unioii neld up nicely to
$32,000 in second week at the Roxy,
but rhakes .way: for. 'Tobacco Road'
tdniorfbw; Film adaptation of

;
rec-

brd-run stage play 'will, operate
around the clock the first two days.
Plan is to keep grinding from 8 a.m.,
Thursday, until 1. a.m.,\Saturday, an
uninterrupted total of. 41 hours.
Turnover for Thursday-Friday is; ex-
pected to be 15 shows.

Surprise of street is the phenom-
enon of the State .easily topping the
Strand,

. the latter being in its sec-'

ond week. 'Buck Privates,' showing
first run, and vaudeville including
Belle Baker, Hal LeRoy and Herbie
Kay's orchestra, likely will, hit a
solid $2.7,000 in contrast to less than
$20;0Q0 Which is all 'Honeymoon for
Three' got in its second stint at the
Strand.
Paramount brings .• Jh "You're the

One,' aided by a stage show, for one
week after grabbing a neat $38,000
in its third week of 'Virginia,' wind-
ing up last night. .

'Gone* finished off its fourth and:
final week at the : Capitol with $38,-

000, virtually the sanie as in the
third : stretch. 'Maisie', is proving a
strong entry at the Criterion and
holds a second week.

•Night Train;* at the Globe, is the
surprise of the small grossers, get-
ting $7,500 for its eighth week, about
the same as the seventh, and sticks
around a ninth.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 75-85-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20

)

—'Dictator' (UA) (19th week). Last
week (18th), $15,000, reasonable
profit, after good $14,500 in previous
week.

Broadway (1,895; 55-75-$1.10-$i.85-
$2.20) — 'Fantasia' (Disney) (15th
-week). . With extra weekend per-:

formances and slash in prices for
youhgsters, last week (14th) man-
aged to hold to strong $25,000,
Around $24,000 in previous stanza;
an improvement over recent weeks.

Capitol (4,520; 40-55-85-$1.10-$1.25)
—'Gone' (M-G) (4th week). Final
week (4) likely will hit $3.8,000,

same as previous week. 'Go West'
(M-G) conies in tomorrow (thiirs.).

Criterion (1,865; 28-44-55^65)—
•Maisie Was Lady' (M-G). Galloping
to hefty $11,500, best in weeks here,
and' stays: second starting today
(Wednesday), Previous week, 'Life
with Henry' (Par), light $5,500.

Globe (1,180; . 28-35-55-85)—'Night
Train' (20th) (8th week). Traveling
along at $7,500 clip, about same as
previous week. Goes a ninth,week.
Seventh speedy week was $7,800. .

Palace (1,700; 20-35-55) — TCitty
Foyle' (RKO) (2d ran) and *La
Zonga' (U). (1st run). This combo
opened yesterday (Tues.), and is set
for 9 days. 'High Sierra* (WB) (2d
run) and 'Father's Son* (WB) (1st
run), meek $5,500 in six days. Tall,
Dark* (20th) (2d run) and 'Four
Mothers' (WB) (2d run), in ahead,
fair $7,000 in six.

*

Paramount (3,664; 35r55-85-99)—
•You're the One' (Par) plus Ella
Fitzgerald. . band and Bob Howard.
Opens today for single week. 'Vir-
ginia' (Par) and Glenn. Miller. band;;
stage show, nifty $38,000 third, final-

week, and $144,000 for three weeks,
plenty profit.. -.;>' :.' .':'

; Radio City Music Hall (5,960; 44-
55-85-99-$1.65)^-Thing iCalled Love'
(Col) and stage show.: Okay $80,000
iri: sight, but makes, way for 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith' (RKO) tomorrow
(Thurs.). Last week, 'Arizona' (Col),
fair $76,000.
Rialto (750:, 28r44-55)—'Road Show*

. (UA ) opened yesterday (Tues.). Last
week. 'Devil Commands' (Col), poor
$4,200 in six days. Ahead of that,
'Face Behind Mask' (Col), good
$7,000. . \ . :

.
Rivoli C2.092; 35-55-75-99)—'Back

Street' (U).. Racked up sterling $35/-
000 in opening stanza, aided by Tiles-
day night preenv Holding up well
and in for indefinite = stay. Final-
week of: 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO); its

fourth, okay $15,000.
ROxy. C5.835: 35-55-65.75-85)—'West-

ern Union* , (20th) and stage show,
OK $32.000Jn offing for second week,
satisfactory profit, after $50,000 in

first week; Tobacco Road' (20th)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) morning at

8 o'clock; .

'

State (3,400: 28-44-55-75-90-$! 10)
"^'Burk PrivstpsV. f-U.)':'lst i-run) and

vaude, headed by Belle Baker, Hal
LeRoy; Herbie Kay band. AU-round
strong show getting $K7i000, plenty
of wampum. - Last wMk, . "Flight
Command' (M-G) arid Johnny Mc-
Gee, Eunice Healy,. Diamond* Bros.
brisk $24,000. . V-T

,
Strand (2,767; 35755-75-85-98)—

'Honeymoon, for Three' (WR) and
Ray? Noble; : Less than $20,000, slim
pickings even tor second week. First
lap, - only $28,000, also disappointing.
'Strawberry Blonde' (WB) arid Ray-
mond Scott band starts Friday.

RD: - CALLOWAY

Buffalo, Feb.- 18.
: Blizzards are buffeting the box of*
flees, during the present semester
after having knpeked the peaks off

.

last week's figures. . Markers are
showing declining tendencies with
the final returns depending mostly
on weather breaks.
'Road Show' and a fine Calloway

stage show at the Buffalo are mov-
irig along nicely . in the upper
reaches/ with 'Back Street' spinning
the ticket rolls at the Lafayette.

-Estimates for Thla Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500: . 35-55)—

'Road Show* (UA) and Cab Callo-
way on stage. Strong stage show
will boost : tally to nearly $17,000.
very big. Last, week; 'So Ends Night*
(UA) arid 'Maisie Lady' (M-G),
whittled by weather to only fair
$9,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
—'Son Crista' (UA ) and 'Blackout*
(UA).- Appears good, enough at
around $7,500. Last week, 'Gone'
(MrG) (4th wk.). took dip on final

stint , to passable $7,500.
:

.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'So
Erids Night' (UA) arid 'Maisie Lady*
(M-G) (2d run)'.'- Slow, going. Around
$5,000. Last week, 'Philadelphia'
(M-G ) and 'Wild Man Borneo*
(M-G) (2d run) (2d .

wk.), over
$6,(KM), not bad/

Lafayette (Hayman) (3^00; 30-40)
—'Back Street' (U) and 'Meet
Chump' (U). Will trap a very pretty .

$11,000. Last week. 'Vigilantes' (U)
and 'LaZonga' (U), okay $6,700.

20th Century (Dipson) (3.000; 30-
40)—'South Suez' (WB) and 'Remedy
Riches' (RKO). . Scraping bottom.
Under $4,000. . Last week. 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith' (RKO) arid 'Saint Palm
SDrings' (RKO), pretty showing at

$9,500, but prior commitments pre-
vented holdover session. ;

THILLY' 13G, MONTREAL

'Chad'-'ProBle* $6,500—Thlnj* H. O.
. Okay $«,m

Montreal, Feb. 18i

Current grosses will be. over-
shadowed by. 'Philadelphia Story,'
playing to turn-away bfz at Loew's
ana sighting for a smash $13,000.

Thing Called Love" repeats and i9

getting a good play with probable -

$6,000 ahead. 'Chad Harina' at Capi-
tol also in the money with nice $6,-
500.-/'

/Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700: 25-45-55)—

Thing Called Love' (Col) (2d wk.);
Good $6,000 after fine $8,500 last

Week/
'

Capitol (CT) (2.700; 25-45-55)^-
•Chad Hanna' (20th ) and . 'Great
Profile' (20th). Sighting nice $6,500.
Last Week, 'Howards Virginia' (Col)
and 'Blondie Cupid' (Col), fair $5,-
200.

Loew's . (CT) (2.800; 30r40-60)—
•Philadelphia' (MtG). Liable to hit.

near-record figures at $13,000. Last.
Week, .'Hudson's Bay' . (M-G) (2d
wk.), fair $6,000.

Princess (Ct) (2.300; 25-34-50)—
'East River' (WB) and 'Always
Bride* (WB). No better than $3,000
ih : sight. : . Last week, 'Hullabaloo'
(M-G) arid 'Kildare's Crisis' (M-G),
weak $3,200. ,

Orpheum (Ind) (LlOO; 25-40-50)—
'Bank Dick' (U) arid 'Give-Us Wings*;
(U). Poor $2,200. . Last week;
'Vigilantes' (U) and^ 'Sandy Man*
(U), weak $2,000.- ^

: Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
(600; : 25-50 )—'L'Homtne de Niger'
(2d wk.). Good $1,200 after very
nice $1,700 last. week. \

St. ' Denis ( Francc-FiJIm) : (2,300;

.

25^34)—Tourbillon de Paris' arid
'Roi des Gangsters/ Good $5,000.
Last, week 'J* t'A'tendrai' and 'Boia
-Scr-. c'-a/rd: fiV'W).- .•
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'Giad'-Vanities, Strong 15G, Mpls.;

^ITiin^^
• -.Minneapolis, Feb. 18.

'With Earl Garroll's 'VanUies' on
the-

:
stage arid 'Chad Hanna'. as its

. screen partner;' the Orpheum : still is

Betting the bbxpfflce pace and out-
distancing the test of the .pack by a
considerable distance here. Runner-'
up Is 'This- Thing Called/Love,' State's
straight fllhi attraction. Below, zero
weather .plus show and sleet, hurt-
ing business ..In last few days of
week. -.-

;
Fighting the OrphCuni, but in what,

looks like- a. losing stage show battle,
the Minnesota again . has first-rate

vaude entertainment topped by the
Merry Manes'.

' But it doesn't match
the tough opposition, and as a result
this de luxer is again in • the dol-"

•'drums;'- ';
'/.: ':.

. . .

Holdovers aire 'Long Voyage Home'
and 'Santa Fe Trail/ . 'Another trail,

Trail of the Vigilante/ looks like ah
also-ran^' \ . .

'
...

Clyde McCoy and .Louis Armstrong;
battle it out at the Orpheum and
Minnesota, respectively, starting Fri-
day (21), In another round of the
stage show, setup.

Etlmates for this Week
Aster (Par-Singer), (900;; 15-28)—

'San Francisco Docks' . (U) and
•Youth Served' (20th), dual flrst-runs.

Satisfactory $1,000 indicated lor five

days. 'Lucky Devils' (U) and 'Where
Get Girl/ also dual flrst-runs, open
Tuesday (18). Last week,' Romance
Fio :Grande' (20th), and 'Saint Palm
Springs' (RKQ ), nice $1,200 In five:

days. ••'

Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 28-39-
44)—'Santa Fe* / (20th) (2d .wk).
Moved here from State. Looks like

satisfactory $4^000. Last week; 'Phil-

adelphia' (M-G) (3d wk)* $4,100, fine

after $17,100 initial fortnight.

Gopher (Par-Singer) (996; 28)—
•Vigilantes' (U). Very- well-liked

. picture and heading toward pretty
good $3,000. Last week, 'Escape
Glory' (Col), $2,800 in six .days, satis^

factory.
Minnesota (Middle States) (4,000;

28-39)—'Drums Desert' (Mono) and
vaude, Including Merry Macs. Entire
how going over nicely, but turnstiles

aren't clicking. Will have to stretch,

hard to reach unprofitable $4,500.

Last week; 'Bowery .Boy* ("Rep ) and
Anita Louise and Jackie Heller head-
lining vaude, $5,000, light.

Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 28-

44.55)—'Chad Hanria' (20th) and Earl
Carroll's 'Vanities' on stage. Strongly
fortified both on stage and screen.

Should build to big $15,000, which
•till Would be well . under deserts.

Last week, 'Flight Command' (M-G)
and Kitty Carlisle, Ben Blue and
Bute Davis topping vaude, $11,500,

good, but much less than attraction's

quality merited. .'..''•

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28-39-44)

—'Thing Called Love' (Col). Plenty
of praise for this one; appearsheaded
for big $9,000. Last week, .'Santa

Fe' (WB), $8,500, good.
Uptown (Par) (1.200; 28-39)— Com-

rade X' (M-G). First neighborhood:
showing. Reaching for good $2,700.

Last Week, 'Love Neighbor' (M-G),
first nabe showing, okay $2,400.

/World (Par-Singer-Steffes) (350;

t8-39-44-5B) — 'Long Voyage' (UA)
(3d wk). Announced as last week.
Looks like okay $1,500. Last week,
$2,000, all right.

'GONE' WHAM $20,000,

DENVER; «M.' $12,500

Denver, Feb. 18.

'Gone with the Wind* is packing
the Orpheum four times daily for a
walloping $20,000, and, of course,

holds over. In the first flve days the
film played to 9,000 more : patrons
than during its previous showing
here. Major problem of the" theatre
staff, is to clear the house and re-

seat it between showings of the film,

most of ; the customers trying to jam
in at; the very beginning of the pic.

.'Virginia' . likewise, packing ..the

Denham, which is counting oh ' a
beautiful $12,500, more than twice
Its normal gross. This one also
holds for a second try. :

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40) —

•Chad Hanna' (20th) and .:TaU...Dark*
(20th), after a; week at. the . Den-
ver. Fair $3,500. Last , week, 'Hud-
son's Bay' (20th). after a week, at
the Denver, nice $4,500.
Broadway (Fox ) (1,040; 25-35-40)

—'Mr. and Mrs- Smith' (RKO) and
•Make Music' (RKO), after a week
at • the Orpheum. ..Around $2,800,
okay. Last week," 'Philadelphia'
(M-G ),

". after: two weeks at the Orr
pheum, good $3,000.

.: Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-
40)—'Virginia* (Par); Ringing up a
beautiful $12,500 and holding. Last
week, 'Hard-Boiled Canary' (Par),
very poor $2;500. '.'..-.

Denver (Fox) (2.525; .25-35-40) —
•Back Street' (U) and 'Meet Chump?
(U). Good. $10,500. Last week,
•Chad Hanna* (20th) and 'Tall* Dark'
20th). good $9,000. . .

Orpheum (RKO) . (2,600; 25-40-50)
—'Gone' (M-G). Smasho $20,000.
T.oct ivppV- 'Mr., nnd Mrs, Smith'

(RKO) and 'Make Music' .
(RKO),-

nice $10,000,
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 25-40)—

'Buck Privates' XU) and: 'Father's

Son' (WB); Will :rnake out between
$5,000 -and $6,000. Last week,
'Honeymoon Three' (WB) and 'Black.

Parrot' (WB), good $5,000. .

Rlalto (Fox) (878; 25-40 )-r'Hud-
son's Bay' (20th), after a week at

each the Denver and Aladdin, and
'Pride Bowery* "(Mono); Fair $2(000.

Last weeki. 'Four. Mothers'. (WB),
after -a week at each, the: Denver
arid Aladdin; and 'Lucky Devils'

(U), good $2,000.

Detroit, Feb. 18.

Plenty of biz is making its way
downtown this week with : the five.

Detroit houses standing to whack up;
in the vicinity of $70,000 for the
week. Two of. the holies, Michigan
and Fox, have come up with fresh:

bills; The United- Artists, which, will
be way .

up there, has the return of

'Gone' and both the Palms-State arid

Adams. haVe' hold-overs which, were
still building When- 'moved.'
Fox, which has gone to a policy

of single features at night, is show-
ing early strength With . 'Western
Union* which for. the matinee trade
is coupled With .'Blondie Goes Latin.'

Only;' challenge to its leadership is;

'Gone/ getting a heavy play at the
United Artists. Latter opens' at 8
a.mi and has moved up the time for.

the price raises.

.

Michigan looks like it : Will only
do comparatively fair with its team-,
ing of 'High. Sierra* and- 'No, No,
Nanette/ However, both of the
switch-over houses, Adams Which
took over -'Back Street' . from the
Fox, and Palms-State ..' with " 'Kitty
Foyle' from the. Michigan, are in. for
big weeks on the continuation runs.
Wilson came back into the scene

here today (18) when it started off.:

'Fantasia* at a premiere taken over,

by the Detroit Symphony Society at

$5 a head. It starts its regular, run
on Wednesday with the

t
week-day

matinees at 75c and $1:10, and week-
end matinees and nights at $1.10 and
$1.65.

-
Estimates for This Week

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
—'Back Street' (U) and 'Ride, Kelly'
(20th) . Former picture moved after

good .Week at Fox arid, coupled With
a new entry for a choice $7,000.

Last week, 'Thing. Called Love* (Col)
and. 'Night Train'. (20th ), bill moved
intact from Fox, fair $5,500;

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30^40
55)—'Western Union* (20th) and
'Blondie Latin* (Col); House con
tiriues with its policy of soloing its

chief picture nights, arid looks for a
hefty $21,000. Last week, 'Back
Street' (U) and "Youth Served'
(20th). $18,000, okay.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;

30-40-55)—'Sierra' (WB) and 'Nari-

ette' (RKO). Moving toWard so-so
$16,500. Last Week, 'Kitty Foyle*
(RJCO) and 'Saint Palm Springs'
(RKO), good $17,500.
Palms-State (United-Detroit) (3,-

000; 30-40-55)—'Kitty Foyle* (RKO)
and 'Phantom Chinatown' (Mono).
Former picture moved from Michi-
gan While doing nicely, and expecta-
tions are -choice $9,000. Last' week,
•Here Comes Navy' (WB) (re-issue)

and 'South Suez' (WB) (2d wk.).
good $7;000 .on top of big $10,000 for
first week.

'

United 'Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 40c to 4 p;'ni;;..55c evenings;
40c to noon Sundays)—'Gone' (M-G).
House which had the earlier fun is

seeing great $18.000, . Doors open at
8 a,m; . Last week. 'Philadelphia'
(M-G) and .'Maisie* (M-G) (5th wk.)
Wound: up strong run with $6,000. ":.

Moreover from Paramount antici-

pates fair $2,400. Last week. 'Hud-
son's Bay' (20th) and 'Palm Springs'
(RKO), . dual, : second : week, good
$2,700. ,

;:'

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900; 16-32)—'Thief Bagdad' (UA)-
and 'Trail -of Vigilantes' (U) (2d
run); Expect $3,100, - fairly, good.
Last week, 'Go West* (MrG) and
'Long Vbyage' (UA), (2d run) $3;200.

Fifth A^enue ;(Hamn'ck-Evergreen)
(2,349; 30-40-50)^-'Live. with Me*:

(M-G) and . 'Land Lfberty' (MrG)
(2d wk). Disappointing $3,500/ Last
week, $4,200.- •'•

•"

Liberty U-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
Thing: Called Love' . (Col) (2d wk).
Looking for $6,000, great, and h.o.s..

Last week. $8,100, big. ...

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 30-40-50)—'Philadelphia Story':

IM-G) and 'Private Defective' (20th)
(5th wk); Paced for: $3,000, good.
Last week, swell $3,600. .

'

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,600; 30-40-50)— 'Buck . .Privates'
(U) and 'Black Parrot* (WB). Com-
edy; getting great $7,700.' Last week,
'High Sierra" (WB) . (2d wk), good
$4,300.

'-

Palomar (Sterling): (1.350; 20-50)
'Destiny' :: (WB) plus .Vaude.. Ah.-,

tlcipate big $6,000. Last week, 'Great
Mr. Nobody' (WB) and 'Who Killed
Aunt Maggie'

.
(Pep), dual, plus

vaude; $4,800, moderate.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(3.039; 26-40-58)—'Gone* (M-G ). First
return showing here. Kiddie, adm'ish
26c matinees only. Getting magnifi-
cent $16,500. . Last' week . (30-40-50),
Mr. and Mrs. Smith'

1 (RKO ) and
'Little Men*; (RKO), dual; big $6,100.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30.-40-50)— High Sierra' (WB). Reaching'for

big $3,500. Last week (16-32), 'Chad
Hanna' (20th) and 'One Night in
Tropics' (U), $2,000; fair.

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 18-
30)—'No Time Comedy' (WB) and,
'Here Comes Navy' (WB) (2d run).
Expected $1.900, . fair. Last week,
'Bitter Sweet' (M-G) arid 'Young
People* (26th) (2d run), $2,100, okay*

Frisco Rainy, But

And'Smith-

*Niglif

in

at,

'. •

:

• Seattle, Feb. 18.

•Gone With the.Wind/ back for its

first pop-priced run here, is great this
Week \ at Paramount,, with . prices
slightly ' tilted.. Top is 58c, when it

might just as well have been 65c,
which 'Boom Town' (M-G ) got "with
ease.

'Gone/ together with 'Buck PrU
vates': at Orpheum ;a'rid. 'This Thing/
at Liberty, are hogging most of the
coin.

Estimates for This Week
Bluse Mouse (Hsimrick-Evergreen)

(650: 30.-40-50)—'Mr.; arid Mrs; Smith'
(RKO) nnrl 'Little. Men' (RKO).

' Sweet 13G,

'Privates' $9,000

On Kg BaHy;Proy.

Providence, Feb. 18.

(Best. Exploitation: RKO Albee)

Better-than-average pic fare keep-

ing main stem on bright side of the

ledger. 'Buck Privates* at RKO Al-

bee and 'So Ends Our Night' at

Loew's State are getting nice grosses.

'Gone With the Wind* dropping off

in fourth downtown week at Carl-

ton. 'Western Union* a Majestic

holdover;

.

RKO Albee went to town two
Weeks' before opening, of 'Buck
Privates.' Attention-getters included

sneak preview to which were Invited

the entire 6th Corps of the United
States Army. Boys._cajgie_ down in

convoy of 10 trucks, accompanied by
officers of the State Selective. Service
Board; Preview Was keyed . -with a
15-minute broadcast from the theatre
lobby over station WPBO. Officers,
mothers of draftees, and state and
city officials were interviewed. Buck
private was also planted in a down-
town market window peeling pota-
toes. Ten pairs of tickets were of-
fered to ' the 10 persons guessing
closest the. number of potatoes he
would peel through the day:

Estimates for This Week
Albe* (RKO) (2.200; 28-39-50)—

'Buck Privates' (U) and 'Invisible
Woman' (U). Doing hangup biz and
leaded for banner $9,000. Last week,
'Kitty Foyle* (RKO) and 'Saint Palm
Springs' (RKO) (6th wk), nifty
$5,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-40-
55)—'Gone' (M-G) (4th downtown
wk). Has about exhausted possibili-
ties. Present stanza heading .for
okay $3,000.

Fay' (Indie) (2.000;. 25-35)—'Ride,
Kelly'. (20th) and vaude. Heading
house toward swell

: $7,200. . Last
week. 'Golden Hoofs' (20th). and Deep
River Boys heading stage show, good
$6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 28-39-50)—
'Western Union' .(20th) arid 'Meet
Chump' (U) (2d .wk). Enjoying
steady trade, for nice $6,000 after
nifty $10,000. in opening week.

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-40-50)—
'Ends Our Night' (UA) and 'Maisie
Lady'. (M-G). Promising hice,$13;000.
Last week; 'Son Cristo' : (UA). and
'Phantom Submarine' (Col ), good
$12,000.: :

: : Strand (Indje) (2,000; 28-40-50)—
'Mad Doctor' (Par) and 'Barnyard
Follies' (Par(. Sb-so $5,000 expected.
Last; V week, 'Henry' (Par): and
'Doomed Caravan* (Bar), good $6,500.

'SENATE PAGE BOYS' STARTS
HollyWood^- Feb. 18;

'Senate Page Boys,' in preparation
for almost- a year j went Into produc-
tion

.
for • Columbia release,

. with
Charles R. Rogers producing; Alfred
E Green diT'ectlng.

.. .

.

Cast consists, of 60 speaking parts;

headed by Herbert Marshall arid
Virginia Bruce;;

:

*SIERRA' 2iC, LINCOLN;

'INVISIBLE' NICE $2^00

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 18.

'.Gpri'e' h-6..; is doing better ; ori its

second week; than :most films do on
their first at the Stuart, the 14 days
running to nearly $12,000, ^ of Which;
a third is due to the second stanza.

K 'Invisible Woman' is leading the
Nebraska int& fair money i . 'High
Sierra' is doing better than expected
and 'Buck Privates' worse;

v.. Estimates for This Week v
^Colonial (Monroe - Noble-Federer

)

(750; 10-15)— 'Thundering Frontier'
(Col) and 'Curtain Call' (RKO), split

with 'Isle : of Destiny.'. (Col) and
'Trailing Double Trouble' (RKO).
Fair $800, Last week, 'Wildcat. Tuc-;
son'; (Col) and 'Two Th6robreds*
(&KO), split with 'Rollin* Home'
(Mbhd) and 'Millionaires .' Prison'
(RKO), ditto.

Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) . (1,503;
10-25-40)— 'Buck Privates' (U).
Around $2,500, hot good. Last week;
'Tall, Dark' (20th ), got a mere $1,000
in five daysi '.very

, poor.- ..:
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) .' <1>-

236; 10-20-25)—'Invisible Woman*
(U) and 'Ride, Kelly': (20th). 'Wom-
an' is making the date plenty Worth
while, at these", prices, $2,200; Last
week, .'Maizie Lady' (M-O) and 'San
Francisco Dock's' (U), good $2,100.

Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.884;
10-25-40-55)—JGone' (M-G) (2d wk)

.

Getting $3,700, well worth the hold.
First week, $8,000, super.

Variety (Noble-Federer) (1.100; 10-
20-25)—'Devil Commands'' (Col) and
'Phantom Chinatown' (Mono), split

With 'Make Music' (RKO) and
'Crooked Road' (Rep). Fair $1,800.

Last 'Week, 'Virginia City' (WB) and
'Phantom Sub' (Col), okay $2,100.
Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1.100; 10-

25-40)—'Sierra' (WB). Surprising
strength, probably' due to the lack of
heft elsewhere. Getting near $2,500,

not bad. Last Week, 'Mr. & Mrs.
Smith' (RKO), did $3,800 In eight
days, nice.

,

Tliilly' CBck 18G,

'Smith

Okay Kans. City

Kansas City, Feb. 18.

.
Larga numbers' ar« In store for the.

Midland And the Orpheum this week
at 'Philadelphia Story* and 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith' register as the respective

draws. Leadership la decided by ca-

pacity with the Midland having the
advantage, but the smaller Orpheum
is dqinjj about all that can .be ex-
pectea of it, and is set to hold over
its program. At this house the
'Smith' film is only the third different
film of 1941, as 'Kitty Foyle* and
'Santa .Fe Trail* both held three-
week runs, and 'Smith' Is in good
position to follow suit.

'Back Street' is a. holdover in the
Fox-Midwest first runners. Esquire
and Uptown; but is riot following the
pace it : set in its first week. It

moves out after six days, and 'West-
ern UDipn* begins Wednesday.
Weather has been more than fa-

vorable over weekend.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire and Uptown (Fox-Midwest)
(820 and 2.043: 10-28-44)—'Back
Street'. (U) (2d wk). Six days only,
and . $4,500 acceptable, but not up to
expectations, first week was fine
$8,500; :.

Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)
—'Philadelphia'' (M-G) arid' 'Maisie
Lady* (M-G). 'Hepburn film given
a seiidoff by Jack: Mbffit^ local crick,
and living up to notices. At $18,000,
a big week, even for .this big house,
and doubtlessly holds. Last week,
'Gone* . (M-G) (3d wk), Wound up
with neat $10,000. at scale of 55-40-
25c. . .

•

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-
28-44)—'Flight Destiny* (WB). Light
$5,000. Last week, 'Honeymoon
Three* (WB) got good play to $6,300.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

—'Mr. arid Mrs. Smith' : (RKO) and
'Blafck Parrot' (WB). Brought in on
Wednesday and giving okay account
of itself. At $9,200-.looks to be third
extended-run film in here this year.
Last week; 'Sartte Fe' (WB) and
'Couldn't Say No' (WB) (3d Wk)
finally slacked: off to $4,600 in six
days, but still, good. .

: Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—
'Make Music' (RKO) and .vaude.
Strong enough to get $8,800, good.
Last week, 'Rotnance Rio Grande*^
(20th) .

With Clyde. McCoy band on
stage,' rolled along to very good
$8,500. one of '.^c 1- 'lerSveeks.' .

,

. San Francisco, Fe)£ 18.

;• In spite : of continued
.

' rai ns, tlu to
pictures are

;

doing top'biz this week
on the main stem. Surrounding
country Is half under water. Bisnies
bringing In the win, with, all three
funning neck and .neck, are .'Gone
With' the Wind,' returning tp, the)"

Warfield theatre at : , pop
. pHces;

'Western Union/; a natural lor the
big Fox,, "arid 'Mr. arid Mrs; 'Sniith/

coupled with Salici's Puppets on th'

stage at the Gate. ';,;;

.

Only other newcomer at the first
runs is 'Son of Monte Cristp' nt the
United Artists..

Estimates ior This Week
.Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—
'Western Union* (20th) arjd 'You're
the One' (Par). Will.' give a good
account of itself at around $20,000.
Technicolor treatment getting the
play over the cast. Last week, 'Hi >'h
Sierra' (WB) and 'Ride, Kelly'
(20th), wound up with $16,800.
Golden Gate. (RKO) (2,850; 34-44-

55)^-'Mr. and. Mrs. -Smith' (RKO)

'

arid. vaiide. 'Smiths' h.as good stage
support in 'Salici Puppets,' brie of
the big hits of the 1940 Golden Gate
International Exposition.: . Manager
George- Boles beaming

. at the pros-
pects of $20,000 iri the till. Last
week (3d), 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO)
ended strong at $10,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-40-30)

--'Vigilantes' (U) arid 'Invisible
Woman'

' (UX (2d wk).. Anticipated
$7,000. justifies the holdover. Last
Week around $10,000. .

Paramount (F-WG) (2,470; 35-40-
50)—'Come Live' (M-G) and 'Mad
Doctor' (Par)i (2d wk). Second
stanza rolling along nicely: to around
$9,000. Last week did a couple of
grand better than originally tabbed.
$14,000. '

.

St. Francis (F-WC)' (1,475; 35-40-
50)—'High Sierra' (WB) and 'Ride,
Kelly' (20th) (mbveover). Will. do.
the customary $5,000 on the switch
of this combo from the Fox; Last
week,. 'Maisie Lady' (MrG) arid
'Night ' Train* (20th) (movcover),
$5,500. ,

'

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200: 35-
40-50)—'Son Cristb' (UA). Not so
forte at $8,500. Last week (2d),
•Long Voyage' (UA) drifted, ending
with $5,000; .

Warfield. (F-WC ) (2,680; 40-55)—
'Gone' (M-G). Opened with smash
biz. Line at the b.o. for first show-
ing at 'pop* prices was almost.a block
long. Length of film Will hold take
down to around $20,000. Last week,
'Philadelphia' (M-G) and 'Jennie1

(20th) (moveover) was sweet at
$9,000.. Pair played three ..-Weeks irt

all, two at the Fox and one at the
Warfield.

fW ¥17,000 In

Bako; Edwards Ups

'Play Gh-I' to 1216

Baltimore, Feb. 18.
Solid pace all around here. Big

news of the week is 'Philadelphia
Story' at Loew's Century, town-
leader from the tee-off.
Extra-strong daytime business is

adding to nocturnal trade and help-
ing toward continued big takings of
preceding three weeks of 'Gone
With the Wind.' Also, getting some
healthy action is 'Play Girl/ lean-
ing entirely on p.a. of Ralph Ed-
wards and his "Truth or Conse-
quences' from radio. Rest of town
all right.

'Night Train/ In the sure-seater
Little, started a twelfth .week with
no signs of a let-up.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 13-

28T44 )^'Philadelphia' (M-G). . Hitr
ting a resounding pace to lead the:
town with a igreat $17.000. Last week,
third of 'Gone' (M-G), added a
steady. $12,200 to previous aggregate
of $41,6000. :

:

' -
: . •

'

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-28-39-44-55-66)—'Play Girl* (Col).
Leaning entirely on stage portion of
Ralph Edwards and 'Truth or Cbnse-.
quence' from radio to. whack out
consistent $12,500. Last, week 'Cbrir
voy' (RKO), plus Meroff's 'Furiza-
flre* unit, held mild gait to $10.900;. .

Keith's (Schanberger ) (2,406; 15-

28-33-39-44)—'Back Street'. (U) t?d ,

wk ). Holding up very nicely to In-

dicated $8,000, after grabbing off a
healthy $11,300 on .the opening round.

.

New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35-
44)—'Westerri Union' (20th). Satis-

fying $6,500 in this house of limited

capacity. Last week,; second of

'Maisie Lady' (M-G) added mild $3.-

800 to reach total of $8,600 for the

run, not at all bad.
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 15-28:39-44-

55)—'Flight Hestiny* ,(WB). . Trying
hard with carefully««plarined selling

campaigri, and possibly reach ins $9.-

000. Last- week 'Sierra' (WB)
opened strong on week-end, but

dropped off some . during . rest of

week with $10,900 the final flcure.
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oon-

$19,800, Disney W/fi, Hung' 18G

Philadelphia, Feb. 18,.

,Fahtasla
,

If haying, a happy bap-

tism at thft! Aldine . thii sesh after its

successful opening last Wednesday

(12), in which the house was bought

tip by the Junior League. With the

Disney opus setting the pace, all
:

of

the other •heavy-hitting product is

reporting snappy; biz In the deluxer

Sector; ;

'. ~ V '-

'
" Among the newcomers that are in.

the groove are Thing Called Love'
at the Fox and 'Convoy' at the' Stan-
ton. Still showing brilliant: coin-
snagging .ability is 'Philadelphia
Story,' subsequent-running at the
Karlton, and fourth-sesh of 'Gone.'
'Honeymoon for Three' and Johnny
Davis' band combo at Earle . also
chalking up satisfactory bit.

.

Only ,weakie in the lot is 'Victory,'

at the Boyd. ';•-..•

Estimates for This Week ;
.

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 8fl-$1.14-$1.71

)

—'Fantasia' (Disney). House, has
been leased by Disney, and playing
at a two-a-day reserved seat policy..

: Mixed notices making fans curious,
and setting a heat $18^500 figure for
opening, sesh. Last week house was
dark, for installation of Fantasound
equipment.

. Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57-
68)—'Rebecca' (UA^ (revival )V Jam-
up. of product in first runs due to
rash of holdovers forced playing of
this one. • Netting an okay $3,200.
Last week, 'Love Neighbor' (Par)
(2d run), $3,800, -
Boyd (WB) (2.560; 35-46-57-68)—

;
•Victory' (Par). : Poor $11,200. Being
pilled after one week. /Cheers for
Miss Bishop* preems Thursday (20).
Last week, 'Philadelphia'. (M-G)
grabbed a hefty $15,000 for its fourth
week, despite competish of Hepburn
legiter playing here.
Earle (WB) (2,350; 35-46-57-68)—

•Honeymoon Three' (WB) plus John-
ny Davis orchestra on stage. Head-
ing for a satisfactory $19,800. Not in
same class .however, with the. zingy
$28,500 posted by 'La Zonga' (U) and
Sammy Kaye outfit last canto.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—

Thing Called Love* (Col). Fine $18.-
000. Last week,. 'Sierra' (WB)
grabbed profitable $13,400 for, hold-
over:
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46.-57-68)

^-'Philadelphia' (M-G) (2d run).
Moved out of Boyd after four weeks
to ease product bottleneck. '

Still
riding. high with $7,300, believed to
be a house record here. Last week,
first run of 'Little Men' (BKO) set
up a mediocre $3,800.

Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)—
'Sierra' (WB) (2d run). . Just missing
par. with $4,000. Last week, second
run of 'Hudson's Bay' (20th) likewise
disappointing $3,600.

Stanley (WB) (2.916; 35-46-57-68)
—'Gone' (M-G) (4th wk).. Could
have run indefinitely, but was caus-
ing film pile-up. Rackei up fine
$16,700 this trip, after super $21,500
for third sesh. 'Flight Command'
(M-G) bows tomorrow (Wed.)

.

Stanton (WB) (1.457; 35-46-57)—
•Convoy* (RKO). War theme arous-
ing interest.. Looks like bright $5.-
800. Last week, 'Frisco Docks' (U),
better $6,000.

THILtY' 2D 8G, PORT.;

'HONEYMOON' OK $5,300

Portland, Ore., Feb. 18.
Most houses holding strong prod-

uct, with 'Philadelphia Story', lead-
ing the. field at the Broadway. 'Kitty
Foyle'. putting up a fair h.o. at the
Paramount.

'Honeymoon for; Three' at the Or-
pheum and

: 'Strawberry Blonde' at
the UA sharing honors as the only
new openers.

:
Estimates for. This Week

w^0^w*y <Parker )'

(2.000; .
35-40-W ^'Philadelphia' (M-G). - Single-

oilled and going over for a second
week to

-

great $8,000. :

' First Week a
bonanza, $12,000.

-AJ
I
^y.,a,r (Parker -Evergreen) (1,-

W0; 35-40-50)—'Back Street' (U) and
La Zonga' (U). Moved, from the
U

.
A l0* a second week, and : doing

n
'S
e $3,000: Last week, 'Come Live'

(M-G) and 'Mais/e Lady' (M-G),
good $2,900. • '

/ -\:
'

W°ij?neUm (Hamrick - Evergreen)
}&r£? ; 35-40-50)—'Honeymoon Three'
i
wB> and 'Little Men' (RKO)', okay

$5,300. • Last week, 'Tall, Dark' (20th)
and Night Train* (20th), with vauae,

500
d 8 better than average $5,-

/.»£*
ramoun* . (Hamriqlk-Evergreen)

35-40.-50 )—' 'Kitty Foyle'
;

,
and 'Too Many Girls' (RKO):

(2d wk). Fair $4.700.' but hot up to
expecta tions. First week clicked for
strong $8,500.

in^^f Art,sts (Parker) (1.000; 35-
40-50Wstrawberry Blonde' (WB)
and East River* (WB). Big $5,000.
f«t week, 'Back Street' (U) single-
billed to fair $3,8Q0 and moved to the
Mayfair.- .•

Estimated Total GroM
•• .W#ek ;v> . :f1,694,700

(Based on 25 cities, 173 thea>
tres, crUe/ty'''first tuna, triciuditig

N. Y.)
Total Cross Sam* Week
last Tear , . . • . . . . ./.fz,M4,409

(Based on 25 cities, 178 theatres)

:•: Boston. Feb. 18.

•Hudson's Bay' is the standout
here,, .with possible holdover In view
for it at the MemoriaL Thing Called
Love' is being held for five extra
days at the Orpheum and State after

fancy figures last week. .'

'Fantasia' Continues to hold up to

near-capacity in its fourth week.
New. promotional gag Is to sell a
block of about 500 seats to part-
mouth students and run 'em down oh
a special excursion train March 1st;:

Up north- the railroads are cooperat-
ing by taking 'Fantasia' reservations,

along with rail reservations. 'Phone
orders have already been placed
from more than iob,miles from Bos-
ton.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-33-44-55)—'Dead Man's Shoes' (Mono) and

'Ridifi Rainbow' (Rep), with stage
show, four days; and 'Arizona' (Col)
.and 'Angels Broadway' (Col) (both
2d run), three days. Heading for
fair $8,500. Last week, 'Remedy
Riches' (RKO) and 'Caught in Act'
(Prod) with Bill. Bardo band -on
stage. foUr days; and 'Army Girl'
(Rep) (re-issue) and 'BlondieI.Cupid'
(Col) (2d run), three days, $7,300.

Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 28-39-44-
55)—'Mad Doctor' (Par) and 'Jennie'
(20th). Getting fair attention to-
ward $4,500. Last week 'You're the
One' (Par) and 'Lone Wolf Date*
(CoD. okay $5,000.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.907; 28-
39-44-55)—'Hudson's Bay' (20th) and
'Invisible Woman' (U). Grabbing
off hefty coin at $20,000 gait and
holds. Last week. 'Kitty Foyle'
(RKO) and 'Saint Palm Springs'
(RKO) (6th wk), six days, took
dandy $12,000.

.

Majestic (Shubert) (1.014; 75-$1.10-
$1.65)-r-'Fantasia* (Disney) (.4th. wk.).
Shows no slackening of power. Aim-
ing, at socko $14,000. Third week,
very big $14,400.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44-

55)—'Thing Called Love* (Col) and
'Nobody's Children' (Col), holdover
for five days. Will take about $12,-

000, okay. Last week, same combo
turned in nifty

.
$18,700. 'Philadel-

phia Story' opens here Thursday
(20).
Paramount (M&P (1,797; 28-39-44-

55)^'Mad Doctor' (Par) and 'Jennie'

(20th). Running to so-so $6,500,

Last week. 'You're the One' (Par)
and 'Lone Wolf. Date' (Col), $7,000. •

Scollay (M&P) (2,538:28-39-44-50)
'Victory' (Par) and "'Henry' (Par)
(both 2d run). Skidding to $3,500.

Last week 'Go West' (M-G) " and
'Chad Hanna* (20th) (both 2d run),

$4,500, okay.
State (Loew) (3,800: 28-39-44-55)

—'Thing Called Love* (Col) and 'No-

body's Children' (Col). About $9.00,0

in five days, satisfactory. Last week;
same duo tallied big $14,900.

EDDIE FOY, JR., COMIC

TOPS IN REP'S HOOKIES'

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

.

Joseph ; Sahtley
' starts directing

'Rookies .
;'r:para.^V-ftfter';'flriishihg

'Sis Hopkins'; at Republic.

Eddie Toy, Jr., has ' the comedy
lead.;..

;:
'

'PHILLY- 23G, B'KLYN

'Virginia* $17,000. — 'Kitty'
Strong; $16,000

H.O,

.
Brooklyn^ Feb. 18.

Booming box office for 'Philadel-

phia Story* and 'Gallant Sons' at

Loew's Metropolitan this session.

Trailing is RKO Albee with 'Kitty

Foyle' aflil 'Saint " Palni Springs,'*

second week, .Fabian • Paramouht's
second week of

;
'High SierraV and

'Night at Eart Carroll's' will result

in satisfactory figure. . .

'.

; Estimates for This ''Week
Albee (RKO) (3.274; 25-35-50) —

'Kitty Foyle* (RKO) and 'Saint Palm
Springs' (RKO) (2d wk). Headed
for good $16,000. Last week, . nifty
$19,000. . . .

•;.:,.:/: . ;;

Fox (Fabian) (4,039; 25-35-50) —
'Virginia' (Par) and 'Blackout' (UA).
Okay $17,000. Last week, Texas
Rangers' (Par) and 'Second Chorus'
(Par ) (2d wk ), satisfactory $14,000. .

. Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50) —
•Philadelphia* (M-G) ; and 'Gallant
Sons* (M-G). Mopping up • with
-splendid.- $23,000. Last week; ^Flight
Command* (M-G) and 'Haunted
Honeymoon' (M-G), good $15,000. .

Paramount (Fabian.) (4,126; 25^35-
50)—'Sierra' (WB) and ^Earl Car-
roll's' (Par) (2d wk). Pleasant
$15,000. Last week, strong $20,000.
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40) —

'Phantom Submarine' : (Col) and
'Married Adventure' . (Col). Hefty
$5,000. ' Last week, 'Ellery Queen'
(Col), and 'Caught In Act' (PRO*
good $5,000. .

,000,

Indianapolis, Feb! 18.

'Philadelphia Story' at Loew's,
dualled with 'Gallant Sons,' is the
big /noise in town this week, leading
other houses in the downtown . sec-
tor by a good four lengths. Heavy
turnout has the pic headed for a def-
inite holdover. Second money goes
to the. Indiana . where 'Western
Union' and 'Golden Hoofs* are roll-

ing up strong; night and week-end
biz, with matinees off.

Circle languishes dualling 'You're
the

.
One' and...'Little Men.' Lyric

is being helped by 'Tall, ' Dark, and
Handsome' on screen, but stage show
is light.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30-

40)—'You're the One' (RKO) and
'Little Men' (RKO). Poor $5,200.
Last week, .'Invisible Woman (U)
and 'Nanette' (RKO), puny $5,400;
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.100; 25-30-

40)—'Western Union' (20th) and
'Golden Hoofs' (20th): Good $9,000.

Last week. 'Back Street* (ip and
'La Zonga' (U), picked' up after

weak opening to finish with okay
$8 200
Loew's (Loew's) (2.400; 25-30-40)—

'Philadelphia* (M-G) and 'Gallant
Sons' (Col): Big $12,000. Last week,
'Gone' (M-G) in second week at 40c-
55c. very good $12,000.
Lyric (Lyric) (1.900; 25-30-40)—

'Tall. Dark' (20th) and vaude; Not-
so-good $6,500. Last week, 'Honey-
moon Three' (WB) and 'Stars Over
Hollywood' on stage, okay $9,000.

LA. Spotty; *Va/-B6l» Crosby

,000, 'Smiths $27,500, W
Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . . . ! , .$338,700

. (Based on ,13 theatres)

Total' Gross Same Week
Last Year,..;., . . . ,$379^00

(Based on 13 theatres)

W PACING OK

,000

. Gipcinnati. Feb. 1'8..

Grosses are bulging a trifle over,
last week. Mild weather was a
booster in first half.

'

Ace coinet currently is 'Western
Union' with a good Albee. figure.
Palace, has an: alrightly in 'Come
Live; With : Me,' and the Grand is

doing okay on 'Land of Liberty.' ".

Combo ShUbert's showing is so-so
for Tugboat Annie Sails Again' and
the 'Folies Bergere* . revue.

Estimates for This Week
Albee: (RKO) (3,300; .33-40-50)—

'Western Union* (20th). Good $12,-
000? Last week, 'Back Street' (U),
perked in last half to hit a big $15,-

Capltol (RKO) . (2,000; 33-40-50)—
'Back Street' (U).. Transferred from
Albee for second week. Dandy $5,-

500. Last week, 'Mr, and - Mrs:
Smith' (RKO) (2d run), fair $4,500,
Family (RKO) (1,000: 15-28)—

'Li'l Abner' (RKO) and 'Murder
New York' (20th), split with 'Devil's
Pipeline' (U) and 'Lone Rider*
Und). Normal $2,100. Same last

week for 'Girls 21' (Col) and
'Friendly Neighbors' (Rep), divided
with 'Behind News' (Rep) and
Black Parrot* (WB).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

'Liberty* (M-G). Blurbed with
notices in schools. Okay $4,000.

Last week, 'Four Mothers' (WB) (

fair $4,000. .'•

Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 33-40-50)—'Sierra' (WB), Moveover, from
Palace for second week. Dull $3.-

500 . Last week, 'Tall, Dark' (20th),
pitiful $2,500..
Lyric (RKO) (1,400;. 33-40-50)—

'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO). Third
week on front line. Fair $3,500.
Last week, 'Honeymoon /Three'
(WB) (2d run), sorry $2,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—

'Come Live* (M-G). Alright $10,-

000. Last week. 'Sieira' .(WB), dis-

appointing $9,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)

^'Tugboat Annie' (WB) and 'Folies
Bergere' revue. Nice notices on
stage show.. -Pulling $14,000, which
is above theatre's average,' yet no
shakes due to revue's heavy coat.

Last week> 'Play Girl* (RKO) and
Milt -Britton's band heading vaude,
hotsy $14,000.

'WU'

W $18500, Pitt. Forte

$8,700 'Back St.* Swell SG on Femme
Support^ 'Smith' AVcak

. Pittsburgh, : Feb. 18.

(Best
;
Exploitation: Fulton)..

Neither rain, sleet,,storm, etc,, can
keep the dairies' "away from the down-
town wickets this week, '. There are.

couple of .typical, femme pix

''J';. Back to Scenarizing
Hollywood, Feb: 18.

Frances Marlon, after almost a

year of absence from .film writing,

sighed to convert the novel, 'Strange

Victory,* Into .a screenplay to be

produced by Sol Lesser. .

Sinbe.her last picture job, she has

been working on . a- novel for pub-

lication by Harpers.: 'V.

arbyhd ih 'Kitty Foyle*. at Penn and
'Back Street* at Fulton and they're,

top biz, blizzards and snow notwith-
standing.. •'Street' sticks for sure, arid

•Kitty' may; if not it'll move to War-
ner for the h.o.

Hoss opr'y bugs also " have one up
their : alley in 'Western Union- at

-Senator, and- it's; running up: another
sock gross for this spot, which looks
for at least three .weeks out of the
deluxe western. .Only real disap-.

pointment of the session, is 'Mf. arid

Mrs. Smith'- at the '.Stanley, which
;cr-ix'.: thumbed;- down .and,, public, -is

: (2d wk), great $16,5*0.0,

'dittoing. In fact, third week of 'Phil-

adelphia Story' at Warner, following
fortnight: at Pcnn, Is topping

"

'Gone' -still going strOng. too,, on
move-over to Ritz for its fifth week
downtown.
Lot of tie-ups for Fulton's: 'Back

Street'' with stores, book-shops, etc.,..

added to reams -of free copy on
Miami junket, resulted in biggest
opening day " more than three
years, They ..were lined ; up for a

1 block at getaWay. /

- Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea/ (1,750; 25-40)—

'Back Street' (U), Started to peter,

out over weekend, result of so-so
notices and ditto Wofd-of-moUth, but
will still knock off better than $8,000,

great here. Holds- over, with, house
eoirig dark Feb. 25 for a week to per-
mit installation of equipment; for'

'Fantasia,' Which opens March 5.

Last week, 'Keeping Company* (M-G)
and 'Liberty,' poor $2,600.

Penb :
(Loew'S-UA) :(3,300; 25-35-

50),—'Kitty Foyle* .(RKO).\ Fine $18,-

500, with outside chance of hitting

above that. Product, jam only thing
that- will': hold, this one from a sec-
ond found' here. In event it doesn't
stick, Warner gets 'Kitty' for: the
h o. Last week^'Philadelphia* (M-G

)

: Lbs Angeles, Peb'. 18s

Another one of those, spotty, weeks,
.with softie .of-the .first ruris hi tting oh
high arid others riot faring so well.
Steady'. downpour: through Saturday
arid SUhday helped- some .houses
while hurting others! Paramount is

again in front with top individual'
gross, much of -which mUst be cred-
ited to .presence of Bob Crosby qrcH :

oh stage. At the Orpheum, where
George Jessel arid.Lb is Andrews are :

topping the stage unit, biz is around
$1 1 ,000, . riot too forte.

- • "Fantasia* contiriues on road-show
policy at the Carthay Circle, where
third week will be only slightly be-,
hind second stanza. 'Western Union'
is bringing State: arid Chinese :fair
returns, while 'Mr. and - Mrs; Sm ith*

is heading the RKO arid Pant'ages to
lucrative results. •

.: .

"

Estimates for This Week "":

Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 55-
83-$l,10-$1.65)— 'Fantasia* (Disney)
(3d wk).. Headed for another swedt
$14,000 after second . stanza just hit
$15,000. :• -;. .•• ;

Chinese (Gfauxnan-F-WC) (2.034;
30-44-55-75 )-r-'Western Union' (20th)
and 'Ride, Kelly' (20th). Opened
strong but eased off , so best, in sight
around $9,200. Last week, 'Tall,

Dark' (20th) and 'Company'. (M-G),

:

weak $5,500 ori six days. (House dark :

Saturday because of Greek war re-
lief benefit that night:)

'

Downtown (WB) (1,800: 30-44-55)
—'Strawberry -Blonde' .(WB) arid
'Father's : SonV (WB); ' Good

: $8,900.
and holds. Last week,. 'Road Show'
(UA). and 'Behind News' (Rep), poor.
$5,900.
Four Star (UA-F-WCX900; 30-44-

55)—'Cheers Bishop' (UA) (5thnflnal
wk). Poor $1,400 on six-day closing
sesh; Folfrth stanza about $2,500.
'Wind' opens (19) fbr pop-priced run,

.

day-datirig with United Artists.

.

;

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100; 30-44)—'Re-
becca' (UA) (revival) and. 'Chal-
lenge' (FA). Heading for nice $2,800 ,

arid holding. . Last week, classical
music films.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756: 30-44-55)
—'Strawberry Blonde' -(WB) arid

'Father's. Son' (WB) . Good $8,400
and a h.o. Last week, 'Road Show'
(UA) and 'Behind News' (Rep), weak
$5,400.

. Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)— Street Memories' (20thVand stage
show headed by George .Jessel and
Lois Andrews. Weak $11,000. Last
week, "Third Floor' (RKO) and 'First

Rbmarice' (Mono), satisfactory $7,800.

Pantages (Pan ) (2,812; 30-44-55 )—
'Mr, and Mrs. Smith' (RKO) and
'Lone Wolf Date' (Col). "Very good .

$15,000, meriting a second try. Run-
ning considerably ahead of the RKO,
the day-dater. Las{ week, 'Thing

.

Called Love' (Col) (2d wk) and
'Meet Chump* (U), very food $8,700.;

Paramount (Par) (3,59o; 30-44-55-
75)—'Virginia* (Par) and Bob Cros-
by orchestra oh stage. Combination
of screen arid stage heading house
for neat $18,000. Will get a second
week." Last week, 'Mad Doctor*
(Par) ahd. 'Monster.. Girl'. (Par) with
spook show, very excellent $17,000.

RKO (RKO) , (2,872; 30-44-55)—
'Mr. and Mrs. Smith* (RKO) and
'Lone Wolf Date' (Col). Big $12,500.

Holds. Last week, Thing Called
Love* (Col) (2d wk) and,'San Fran-
cisco Docks' (U). very good $8,800.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2,404: 30-44.
55.75 )_•Western Union* (20th) and
'Ride, Kelly* (20th). Will probably
wind up with satisfactory $13,000.

•

Last week, 'Tall, l^irk' (20th) and
.'Company' (M-G), dismal $8,200.

United Artiste (UA-F-WC) f2,100:

36-44-55)-^'Tall; Dark' (20th) (move,
over) and 'Girl News' (20th). Add.
lng hew second feature failed' to
help, and very poor $1,300 in sight.

Last week. 'Come Live' (M-G) and
'Liberty* (M-G), poor $2,200.

Wllshlre (F-WC)C2,296; 30-44-55)
—Tall, Dark' (20th) and. 'Girl News'
(20th). Very bad $3,200. Last week,
'Come : Liver (M-G) arid 'Liberty.

(M-G), topped $4,500.
;

Rltz (WB) (800; 40-55)—'Gone' (5th

T-PWn"
a
ic

1C

Vnn0VnT'\T4^k> downtown; Winding, up here
at Penn, is topping itrj-^

fler fortriight, first at Penn and
then Warner. Should be close to

$3,000, excellent. Last week, 'Make
Music' (RKO) and 'Convoy* (RKO),
but of running at $1,700.

Senator. (Harris) (1,700; 25-35-50)——'Western Union* (20th). Palling
off somewhat after four great : get-

awav days, but not enough, to stop.

$8/700 at least. That's very good

and makes a h.o. certain. Last week,
ITh'ing Called Love' (Col) <4th wk),
fine at $4,500, making around $30,000
for the run;

. Stanley (WB) (3.600: 25-35-50)-.
'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO ). Pooy
biz can be attributed to two things,

:t3icture.itself,- which, got bad notices,
and . fact that house is too well es-
tablished as. a. vaude spot,to get by
on anything less. Will be lucky t6
snare /$9,300, which is bad here.
Last week. 'Son Cristo' (UA) and La
Conga Revue, fine $17,000.

. Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)—
'Philadelphia' (MrG), . Here after
two. weeks at Penn, and going great
guns. Grabbed around a grand
opening day without any advance
publicity at all, and did a land-office
biz. over weekend. Should better
$9,000, a whopping flgUre here. Last
week, 'Gone' (M-G). (4th wk), all-

right; at $5,800.
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WHEN

ANOTHER!

Here's looking at you, Joe ! w JQcl
Down the hatch, Ben!; ^f^Jif
Ah .. h • • . hi

Urn . . m. . ml (Two of the same* please*)

How's tricks?

That's easy . . I've got M-G-M!

Lucky you, Joe!

Don't I know it, Ben!

They're pretty HOT right now.

Never better, I'm doing okay.

What are you playing Washington's Birthday?

I've got "Andy Hardy's Private Secretary."

I suppose they claim it's the best Hardy yet!

They generally do—arid they generally are!

I hear this "Trial ofMary Dugan" is something!

They say it's a sleeper. I'll screen it and see.

(Have another, Joe?

Don't mind if I do, Ben!)

It's amazing how that M-G-M crowd keep it up.

Well, that's an old story.

But when you think of just the past few weeks-
Yes, its been a merry-go-round since Christmas!

"Comrade X" and "Flight Command/' for instance?

^Philadelphia Stor^'^

How does the Spring stuff look, Joe?

On paper March and April look terrific!

And they'll probably look colossal on the screen!

Wally Beery's "Bad Man" for instance, to start.

And "Ziegfeld Girl"—I hear it's the last word!

The reports say it's better than "Great Ziegfeld"!

(Fill 'em up please !

Happy days !)

Who's in it, Joe?

Jimmy Stewart, Garland, Lamarr, Lana Turner.

Oh boy!

And just about SO^others! And the songs are great!

I'll bet it's an eyeful!

Sure, and just when you think they can't top it

—

You mean a bigger show?

I think "Men of Boys Town" will top 'em ail!

Tracy and Rodney again?

Exactly! Reliable sources tell .me it's sensational!

Gosh, y' gotta hand it to that outfit!

Greatest in the history of show business I

And Friendly!

You said it!

(One more, Ben?

Okay Joe, nightcap.)
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Buenos Aires, Feb. 18.

. Working quietly, agents for Madrid

producing outfits have been sizing up
Spilth American film markets with

« view toward placing; picture's

frankly designed to propagandize the

'new order* 61 General Francisco
' Franco and his Falangist (Fascist)

Party. ; .

•.•''•-

While nothing definite has been

aet so far> s*eps are part of a wide-

spread propaganda drive by Madrid
designed to emphasize the theme
that 'blood is thicker than Pan-

.'
Americanism' and that 'Spain, the

Mother Country, represents the, true

iriend of Latin-America.'
: Keeping to that thesis, Falangists

—

of whom Madrid claims there are

more in South. America than in

. Spairi^have been hitting at trie-

Yanks, insisting that'.'the'!
'

V: S, has .

•imperialist aims' on this continent

While Spain has..nothing but.a desire

for 'intelligence and love.' Same: Idea

is to be stressed in pix, according to

exhibs who have been approached-

by agents. Films are to emphasize

'that Spain and the New World are

'spiritually and culturally related':

arid that the close , ties With Latlri-

;;America are 'based mere than
language; but- 6n .religion, and;

a

common literature; art and. heritage,'

Eyeing Market for Some Time .

Been known, for some time that

Spain has been eyeing the Latin

market, especially positions formerly

held: ' by Germany - and Italy. .-.And
there's no doubt in the minds of 6b-

servers that Hitler's pressure boys

have been at least; partially behind

the push. Because there is a simi-

larity' of interests between Spain and
Spanish-speaking countries of South
America, it's figured that Franco's

. propaganda.; . performers . can get

across ;'in ways arid places closed to

the Nazis and Fascists..

Constantly repeated in the pro-

Franco press is the idea that Uncle
Sam and his- 'propaganda factory in

Hollywood' are out to do Latin-

America no good and the Yanquis

don't really understand the Latin

point of view, but are merely inter-

ested in cash. Although amount of

Spanish product that's been shipped

here is small, claim is that between
60 arid 60 pix will be ground out in

Barcelona and Madrid during the

coming season , and this will give a

steady flow of features, most of them
•suitable' for Latin America's 85,000,-

0OQ population. .

Aside- from the propaganda value,

which diplomatic observers feel is

probably less Franco's idea than that

of his Axis big brothers,. Spain is

known to want the Latin market—
or as much as she can get—to help

pay for her production. Home
population is about

.
23,000,000 and

hope is that if sufficient market can
be set here profits should be good.

Exhibs. who've expressed fears the

Spanish product would hardly be
worth the trouble of showing have
been told that Madrid realizes audi-

ences here are accustomed to a high-

type Hollywood Job arid that Spain
expects to turn out something just

as good, if riot better, both from a
production and story point of view.-

Besides, they add, it will be real

Spanish, not sub-titles.

Think Drive Will Flop
Many here, however, think the

drive will flop even before it gets

started, pointing out that Franco's
recent propaganda attempts in other,

directions have laid an egg, One
such was a drive against establish-

ment
. of U; S. military and air bases

in S. A. Uruguay got so sore at this

that she had her minister tell Madrid
in effect, to keep her nose out. •..,*•

Another recent gag was the forma-
tion of the Hispanidad Council,
which roped a number of prominent

. Latins into lending their names until

. they found out. what was what and
who was behind it. Other groups,
like .the recently . revived Institute

Amtticano, work on the principle, of
winning converts by buttering them

; up with degrees, . titles, junketing
trips, etc.

'

12 THEATRES BOMBED

Switch ot Natl Attack to North
England Result* in Damage

London, Jan. 24. .;•

. RecenCswitch: of , air attacks to. the

North Country resulted in damage
to a dozen: houses, alone in the Man-
chester arid Salford area; It has now
been disclosed, by authorities.' In

the majority of cases reopening has
been v effected - after repairs. The
Radnor cinema was completely de-

molished, While the Gaiety came out

with a. wrecked . screen and equip-

ment :

'./ '''V:'
'

,-

ElseWhere in the North; Emery cir-

cuit still has five houses closed; the
Moorhouse chain lost the Victory in
Blackley and has another closed
through flooding. ' The Emery con-
cern suffered damage to six other
houses in addition to those closed. .

.
Annual report of South Midlands

branch of . Cinematograph Exhibs
Assn. : indicates its area suffered very
little.

In London Studios

• London, Jan. 24.

: RKO inked Percy Parsons
. to a

character role in 'Dangerous Moon-
light,' npW at Denham. . Director
Leslie Fenton. Is. shooting all footage
first of stars. Sally Gray and Anton
Walbrookt before putting, in call for.

others. This routining is causing
comment here. Kenneth Kent and
Derrick de Marney added to cast.

U. S. FUTURE IN

Lawrence^
Ludwig 'Landy' Lawrence, Metro's

European managing: director, arrived
in

.
New York Monday (17 ) night

from Lisbon and more than two
..months spent in. central Europe
liquidating Metro holdings in coun-
tries where Germany banned their
operations.

"

Originally 'scheduled :to arrive
about 10 days ago by Clipper plane,
Lawrence, finally came by boat. It
was delayed several days,-

Expansion of American film com-,
panies. in Brazil Is largely depend*
tent on a growth in population cou-
pled with new theatre building and
improvements, according . to J. G.
Bavetta, 20th-Fox manager for Bra-
zil, who is presently in New York
for home office confabs. He indi-

cated that not too -much, could, be
expected as compared with recent
years, because, as he explained, 20th-

Fox has been operating in the coun-
try for about 25 years; hence, he
pointed out, it's not; like going into

a . new market or a situation that

can be vastly improved overnight.

Bavetta cited figures showing that

there are. only 1,200 to 1,300 picture

theatres in ..Brazil, or approximately
the same number as In the metro-
politan' area covered by the N. Y.'

Film Board of. Trade, to further
illustrate his point that, too much
can't be expected from such a lim-

ited matket, Bavetta said the top

admission is around 30c and extends

on down to 2c.

Brazil presently is and has been
for some years on a quota basis as

to dollar allowances permitted out

of the country each week, film com-
panies having the same arrange-

ment as American, oil companies on
money remittances,- the idea being,

of course, to protect its dollar ex-

change. Temporary ban on remit-

tances which lasted for about a

month recently is being lifted next

week.:
Bavetta plans returning to Rio

shortly.
;

ABP May Finance

Mycroft Indie Films

- London, Jan.- 24.

The resignation of Walter Mycrpft

from Associated British Picture

Corp. as director of production has

not affected his friendly relations

with the company. . He is at . pres-

ent in negotiation, to continue mak-
ing pictures for release by ABP, and
there Will probably be an arranger

.ment whereby Mycrpft will be part-

ly financed by ABP in his future;

films.

John Corfleld will also be Inter-

estedin the venture, but-whether; the

Cbrfleid films will be distributee!

through AMP. in addition to the My-
croft -productions; has not yet been

determined.;;:' There is . a possibility

of a new independent producing

''company 'being formed to handle the

Corfleld output, in addition to a

tieup with one . of the - independent

production organizations, in the

u. s;

First pic Mycroft Is. doing as an

indie is 'My Wife's Family,' Ameri-
can farce that Fred Duprey original-

ly brought over.

: Avlaton Pictures, new Indie out-
fit under George King and John
Stafford, has filed title of . 'First of
the Few* for its yarn around in-
ventor .of the'Spitflre plane. Henry
C. James scripted. . Pic . will likely,

be held up till March," awaiting floor:

space. > ;.
.

• British National 'wound up Jah
work on 'Love On the. Dole/ from
the Walter Greenwood stage play.

Redaction in Finn

Filiii Imflorts Boosts

Locally-Made Prod.

;/'::•••>..
.

''. Washington, Feb. 18.

Post-war troubles of Finland do
not apply' to the Finnish motion pic-
ture industry, the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce has re-
vealed..' '.:•','•.'

t .

;

Reduction of imports of foreign
films into Finland because of ab-
normal conditions in- that couritry

has. 'proved a boon' to domestic pro-
ducers, it was stated. Approximately
30 Finnish feature films should be re-

leased during the present exhibition
year Instead of the normal average
of about 20, It Is estimated, and ex-,

ports of Finnish films* particularly

to Sweden, are expected to increase.

Finns living. In the U. S. and- Canada
also are said to 'now display greater
interest in the national product.'
Although prospects for doriiestic

production look brighter, only, about
150; features—or half the normal
total—are expected to be shown in

Finnish theatres during the current
exhibition year. American pix 'con-

tinue to maintain their outstanding
lead' in Finland, the Commerce De-
partment was informed, accounting
for nearly 50% of the .87 features
shown in the - first nine

- months of
1940; . German films represented 17%
of the total of features shown in that
time arid domestic, features 16%.
Gross receipts of the 400 theatres

operating
.

in Finland .,' in
' 1939

amounted to $3,200,000, of which
$2,400,000 represented income from
imported films)

Trend of the Times
London, Jan. 24.

Trend of the times is^well reprer
sented in metamorphosis undergone
by Cambridge theatre, one of West
End's few modern legit houses. .

Bostock-controlled theatre sees Its

stage occupied by boxing ring
Monday afternoon.

Of Latin-American Product Would

Be Boost to Gi

; HICKS' SAD NEWS
Back from Panama; Learns

•' Mpther-Iri-Law'i Death
.of

>' John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramourit's
foreign sales chief, had barely landed
in N.- Y. with his wife, from attend-
ing the first. 100% Latin-American"
sales meeting In Panama, when he
was informed of the death, that morn-
ing (/aturday) -

of his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Fred C. Phipps, in Sedalio, Mo.
He and Mrs. Hicks immediately left

for Sedalia. Hicks plans returning
to N. Y. today (Wednesday). ..

Hicks, briefly recounted about the

press in Ancon . and Cristobal de-

scribed the convention as 'the finest

example of goodwill building by an
American commercial organization
in the history of Latin-American
trade relations.' Par representatives

from 21 Latin-American republics
attended. . .

•.•'.__•.'
7'

: ./','.

HYAMS LINES UP

Paramount .sales '•.' session - before.

boarding his train for the' west. The Jjrep.r.esenta'tives ;'}n.: the Latin Ameri-

Acquisltion of Latin-American -flint

productions for distribution..through-
put the Spanish-speaking - countries,
arid elsewhere when

. warranted,:
"

being mulled by U. S. distributors as
a new way to further Latin-Anieri-

.

can biz. Several riiajors already have
commitments to handle top Latin-
American' pictures, others nave deals
in work and "still others are seriously
considering picking up such produc-
tions. " ;

'

;

/v
'" • :

..
••'.:

A number of companies are said
to favor this action, which;, of course,
would also" be . means of deveiop-
irig the gbpd-rieighbor policy, rather
than v,ia too. many films; With Spanish
locales arid :.themes. Reason is', that
they have been tipped off. by •' their

London; Jan. 24.

Stalled by air-raids from using his

Gaumont State House here,; Phil:

Hyams has taken to llriing up local

halls with which to carry but his

vaude policy. First In the deal- is

Watford, outer London town, where
the. local emporium has been leased

on rental by Hyams for alternate
weeks. Deal carries options till De-
cember next and allows for altera?

tidns to existing stage structure.

Operator doesn't indicate whether
his plan is actually countrywide' in

its development, but -he's known to

have opened negotiations for other
spots. Watford deal is a likely

checkup to see how It goes...

Rumor links this Hyams setup
with a purchasing of road, rights to

'Hi Gang,' Bebe DanielsTBen Lyon
radio hour. Show holds top air . rat-

ing'.

Celller Succeeds Wontner
/ London, Jan, 24.

At British Equity Council, Frank
Cellier was elected treasurer to . re-

place retiring Arthur Wontner.
Latter has held sway over the

books 'since inception of Equity here.

London In Warth

. London, Jan. 24.

Engagement announced of David
Hprne, actor, to Ann Farrer, non-
professional

Despite : hopeful reports of a run
until Easter, 'Aladdin' closes at the

Coliseum Feb. 8.

.
- New ballet season opens at the

Little theatre. Feb. U. ..Show, to be
staged, by the Ballet Group, runs

daily at lunchtime for an hour, with

extra later pertormarices pn . Thurs-
days and Saturdays.

' •Spellbound,' Pyramid Films' first

venture,' whicji ran into censorial

trouble, < played two weeks at the

London Paviliprii Business War-
ranted another week, but had' to be
pulled due to previous commitment
by United Artists, which ; controls

house, to show British Lipn Filiris'
JYou Will Remember/ starring Rob^
er't -Morley.

.--First time in history of the Palace,

Blackpool, that it . abandoned . its

vaudeville, policy to. show a picture.

'The Dictator' booked there; for four
weeks;..:.

'

- Gerald Freeman, managing direc-.

tor of Anglo-American -Films,
.

goes

back to America in April.

David Nlven insists that, any pic-

ture he appears in for an English
film, company, should be directed by
Leslie Fenton.

'Hi Gang,' the radio feature star-,

rlrig Bebe Daniels, Vic Oliver, and
Beri Lyon, goes into, production for

Gainsborough Films in June. Mean-
while, Vic Oliver starts on fi\m In

March for newly-formed John Cor-
fleld Film Corp.

- .Loo Jackson on strict: diet.

28 pounds In Vfortnlght.

•ias. that: tod ' often Latin-Ariiericari*.
theiried vehicles made by U. S. com-
panies carry sequences or angles ob-
noxious:- to native audiences and
seldom build the goodwill sought.

Argentine Pix Liked In Cuba
.
Argentine pictures - are well - liked

in
. Cuba. With . Buenos Aires stars

known arid appreciated by Cuban au-
diences; Popularity of these films is

reported to have reached the point
where 'they actually furnish some
competition for American product.

.

Average Latin-American producer
today does npt -have the necessary
setup :to distribute outside the cbun- .

try of origin. . What outside- distri-

bution his product gets is obtained,
via state fighters. This has not
proved too satisfactory, Consequent-
ly he would rather make a deal
with an American distributor, even
if given lower terms, because of the
advantages that go with organized
distribution^ - -

This alignment naturally is going
to bring additional high-grade fea-
tures from, the Latin Americas. Ap-
preciation of this trend was realized
by Clemente Lococo a year ago
when

;
he bought a tremendupus

ariiount of equipment which he took
back to Argentine for studio opera-
tions. Now he is set to turn out at
least 16 features, with product
geared fpr the entire Latin-American
market. His company/ known as

EFA, has Richard Harlan, formerly
assistant director for Paramount, aa
one of five, directors'. \

Par Mulls Deals
' Paramount has been considering
deals, for this Latin-American prod-'
uct for : some time. United Artists,

which has Latin-America Co. (Ha-
vana) product contracted for dis-

tribution in Cuba and the Latin-
Americas, is in the market for other
South American films, if worthy : of
widespread distribution. . 20th-Fox
has no intention of making such dis-

trib deals.

Warrier Bros, is not committed thut
far on! picking up' , such Spanish-
made films, even on a limited scale,

but may definitely set a policy on
this when Robert Schless, foreign
manager, returns from his present -

trip through Central and. South
America. Metro has not picked up
any product for distribution but Is

always, open to make pacts for any
worthwhile material.

RKO recently has favored any plan
whereby relations with Latin-Ameri-
can nations could be improved. Com-
pany already has a deal for produc-
tion in Spain. Columbia lias : an-
nounced no plans on such a distribu-

tion riiove. :

Universal has picked , up . Latin-
American productions for

.
Spanish

market distribution, and ' con-
stantly on the lookout for additional,

films when they show possibilities.

Lost

: Bert Feldman has recovered from
shingles^, which

.
has left him with

weak eyesight.

Johnny Green, England's pPcket
Crosby, getting his 100th Broadcast,

with British. • Broadcasting;
. ,
Corp..

celebrating the occasion by giving

him four minutes on bis own.

The Marquis of Queehsberry off to

America shortly to do series of 1

2

broadcasts.. .'••"?•

MUSIC PACT STATUS QUO

Deal . Willi British Exhibs Only
Slightly Altered ' .'run Previous One

Charles. B. Cochran dickering with
Vic Oliver to star him in new re-

vue. Opening in August.

Equity- -has called a special general

meeting for Feb. 18 to pass on new
rule increasing chorus representation

on council from two to six mem-
bers; .

' London, Jan. 24..

New pact covering music'fees for
cinemas, between Performing Rights
Society and; Cinematograph, Ex-
hibitor. Assn., is only'.. slightly al-

tered from existing agreement and
not in any way affects basic scale of
fees. .

•

;PRS took the thunder out of 'ex-

isting clamor .for a reduction by
pointing to society's statement made
When slgnatMririg previous, pact, and
indicating a sizable tilt would be In
line for them next time. By agree-
ing to forego pressing - this, society
edged exhibitor grpup into a nec-
essary dropping of all talk of cuts.

At phe time hinted reduction was in
neighborhood Pf 30%, based On war-
time conditions.:
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Restaurant Biz to Increase Revenue

St., Louis, Feb. 18.

Execs of the local Variety Club

are mulling a proposal to enter the

restaurant .business as a means of

Increasing the club's revenues and,
:

if the. tentative plan crystallzes; the

eatery will be opened on Grand
Blvd. in the heart of the midtown
amusement sector. The tentative

plan calls for the reopening of . the

shuttered Hollywood in the Missouri

Theatre Bidg. The owner of the

building is expected to put up $15,-

000, with the Variety. Club advanc-

ing a like sum which is expected to

be enough to launch the enterprise.

V The Variety Club's ' portion of

the dough will be donated by some
of the :

bigger fexhibs with the un-

derstanding they will be reimbursed

if the undertaking proves profitable.

The club is novir located in the base-

ment of the Roosevelt Hotel in the

west end and. will be moved to the

building with a mezzanine being

utilized for offices, lounge, etc. A
committee headed by Harry C. Ar-

thur, Jr.,- chief barker, and Lou Ao-
aell of the Ansell .

Bros, circuit \6f

theatres, is . acquainting members
with the idea. ;

7-',--\' -/

Texas Variety's Pledre .

Dallas, Feb. 18. ; ,'

' More •than $1,000 worth of equip-

ment for a. free eye clinic in ; Dallas

was promised by the Variety Club of

Texas at a special meeeting of the

board and the entire, membership
last week.
" Equipment is for the Eye Conser-
vation; department of the Freeman
Memorial Clinic for Underprivileged

Children. Staff and- officials of the

Clinic appeared before the member?
ship to explain the need for the in-:

struments requested. '"'-.':'

Pittsburgh Election

Pittsburgh; Feb. 18.

With promotion of Burtus Bishop,

Jr.;" td a district managership for.

Metro in Kansas City, A. Mike Sha-

piro, local indie circuit owner, has

been elected, assistant chief barker

of Vafiety Club's Tent No. 1 here.

That was the post to which Bishop

had ; been nanied at last election.

Brian McDonald steps up into Sha-

piro's former office, that of second

asst.. chief barker, and Art Morrqne
was picked for the vacancy on the

board "made by McDonald's eleva-

tion. .

."

John :'" H. Harris, national chief

barker of Variety Clubs, announced
that national convention, which had
been scheduled for Atlantic. City in

.April, had been postponed until

middle of May instead.

Variety's Keegan Salute

Milwaukee, Feb. 18.

Jack Keegan, with Warner Bros,

here for many years, who was shifted

from his post as Wisconsin district

manager in December to the man-
agement of the WB Venetian theatre
in Racine, Wis., being succeeded lo-

cally by Marcel Brazee, who came
from the house Keegan went to,

was feted by the Variety club here
this past week prior to leaving for
Detroit to assume a new job.as zone
manager and film buyer this week
with United Detroit Theatres (Para-
mount). Keegan's farewell to .. Mil-
waukee was the

.
largest event of its

kind Variety club ever held for a de-
parting member, and he was pre-
sented with a solid silver tea service.

"Ecstasy' Suit Settles

U.S. Rights for 5 Years

Ownership of 'Ecstasy' changed
hands Thursday (13) when Justice

.
Aaron Steuer in N.Y. supreme court,
handing down a ruling from the
bench after a one-day trial, gave the
rights to the Hedy Lemarr starrer
to Michael Wyngate^ Inc;, and-. Max
Weingarten.

: Plaintiffs ; were suing
Eureka Productions, Inc.|; and Sam-
uel Cummins, claiming that the de-
fendants' rights to the picture ran but
in October, 1939, -

Plaintiffs bought the next five--
year right? from Elekta Productions
of Czechoslovakia/ but the defend-
ants refused to turn over the prints.
The court's' ruling -issued an injunc-
tion against further distribution by
the defendants, ordered all prints to
be turned over to the plaintiffs, who
are

: also given an accounting of pro-
fits and damages against Eureka.

.

Fltelson 8t Mayers represented the
plaintiffs.

SPG WANTS TO BARGAIN

FOR N. Y. PIX PRAISERS

Hearings were 'resumed Monday
(17) before, the National Labor Re-
lations Board in the effort of the
New York

,
unit ,of the Screen' Pub-

licists Guild to. have, itself declared
bargaining agent for all homeoffice
press; .exploitation and advertising
department employees. Testimony
is expected to wind up this week,
following a postponement from last

Week because, of illness of trial ex-
aminer Dan Baker.
Employees for whom' the Guild

seeks to bargain have been divided
into various categories according to
their work; When; It is determined
either by agreement by the
NLRB decision which employees
are legitimate members, an election

will be held by the. Labor Board to
determine if the SPG holds a ma-
jority, v/-* '.

. 'V

{ Suggestion by Hyman Glickstein,

SPG counsel, that producers . con-
sent to immediate elections in seven
categories has been turned down by
the company lawyers. These groups
were advertising copywriters; '-ex-

ploitation men, pressbook editors

and, writers^ publicity writers and
planters, and production men.

Guild's . right to represent artists,

both salaried and 'piecework, and
foreign publicity men was contested

by. all companies. It was claimed
that the foreign publicity is handled
by a different ' department entirely,

and therefore these workers 'should
not belong to the same union as the
domestic publicity men.

'

] Much of the testimony that has
been taken was by various press de-
partment employees, who • explained
their work so that the NLRB office

in Washington can give a decision

on whether or not they are eligible.

Current hearings apply to all

majors but Metro and Warner Bros.,

which were '. granted separate :
hear-,

ings. Latter are expected to start

within a couple days of the pres-

ent testimony-taking. Illness of ex-

aminer Dan Baker has held up' the;

proceedings. "y. -.

MAXIMUM FOR

. Metro yesterday (Tuesday) pur-

chased 'M. M. Pulham, Esq.,' novel

by John P. Marquand, which is to

be published tomorrow (Thursday).

Deal was on a sliding scale basis,

depending on book sales. Studio

made a base payment of about $12,-

500; with an arrangement for. a cer-

tain sum to be paid for each group
of 2,000 or 2,500 copies sold by book
wholesalers until a maximum of $50,-

000 is reached.
'Pulham' is the Book>of-the-Month

Club selection for March, but these

copies will not' count in the Metro
payoff.. Number of Book-of-the
Month sales vary,. but around 110,000

are anticipated for 'Pulham.* It was
serialized in

.
McCall's magazine as

'Gone Tomorrow.' ,-.

Other Story Buys.
. . Hollywood, Feb; 18;

.

Al Martin sold 'Murder by Proxy'
to Sam Katzman for production at
Monogram. "- " v

'Sing a Song. of Suicide,' detective
novel, has been annexed by Par-
amount .from . James. R.

,
Langha,

singer; who authored. '
.- .

'South of Manama' has been sold by
Sidney Sheldon and Ben Roberts' to

Producers Releasing Corp.
. Warners bought Mary Roberts
Rlnehart's story, 'The Dog in the
Orchard,- for a short subject. •;

Bet Youl! Scare Now
-**•'•

ilollywood, Feb. 18,

Spooky films become .spookier

through the use of a new lacquer-like

substance, developed ' at . California.

Institute of Technology and tried out

satisfactorily at 20th-Fox.

Used as a coating for camera lenses,

the hew substance, still unnamed,
cuts out reflected light rays and adds :

an eerie glow to mystery pictures. I

B'klyn Indie Fights

306 Boothmen's Move

. Action or liOcal 306, AFL projec-
tionists union, against Julius Wolff,

operator • of the . Livonia theatre,

Brooklyn, is being, heard by the N.
Y. State Labor Board in N' Y. on
the complaint that the . union's pro-
jectionists were thrown out and Em-
pire State operators installed in their

place. .
"', .•' .-« ."

;'
\

Exhibitor Wolff is being represent-
ed by attorney Lbuii Nizer before
the labor board. ' Nizer claims that

the union called out the projectiohr
ists. on a .Saturday noon without
giving notice, that this constituted

quitting rather than ', . a legitimate

strike, and that .Wolff under the cir-

cumstances' was. forced to hire Em-
pire's projection men. He contended
that Wolff did not refuse to nego-
tiate; but that the 306 Local did and
tried to blackjack him into signing
for.

:
ah increase which he couldn't

afford to pay:
.- It was •' pointed put during '. the
hearings by Nizer- that

: Wolff.' his

wife and son; all wOrk.ih the theatre
Which is a last-run operation and
that $11L weekly is paid the projec-
tionists. '

.

-.-' ',-

Local 306 always has claimed jur-

isdiction over theatres in - Greater
New York- and long has contested

Empire . State's . desire to gain a foot-

hold in the city.

AND AFM TO

INTERVENE IN

;. Chicago, Feb. 18.

George E. Browne, of the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, and JanieS C Petrillo, of

the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, are due for a special visit

to Detroit next week to intervene
in the present fight of', the local

Building Service
.
Workers Union

against the United Detroit Theatres:

Frank • Martell, of the Wayne
County Labor Body, has appealed
direct to William . Green, of the

American Federation of Labor, for

support in this fight against the cir-

cuit. Ray - Carroll, secretary-treas-

urer of the Janitors' Union, has
been on the air regularly with a

direct plea to the showgoers of De-
troit to stay away from the United
Detroit theatres. Janitors Union is

asking' for an eight-hour day,, six-

day week and a minimum wage
scale of $5 per day.

Fly Through the Air
'

; . Hollywood,, Feb. .18. • -

Leslie Goodwins, recovering from
a long siege of flu, is slated to direct

'

^Parachute battalion,
1
a Howard Ben-

edict production for RKO. .'
-

ii

' Illness, compelled Goodwins to'-.re-.:.

sigh the directorship of RKO.'s 'They
Met in Argentine.' ;:•..;'

Kayo AO Speculative Scriptn

National Issue?

.

Detroit, Feb. IS.

- Picketing of United Detroit The-
atres and other houses, here by the
Building Employees local threatens

to grow into a national issue. While
no strike has been formally de-

clared, the case will be one of those

to be reviewed by the American
Federation of Labor Council at its

winter meeting in Miami, president

William Green has announced.
Since Christmas time, although

the union has called out no em-
ployees, . members of the Building
Employees have been picketing the

Michigan, United Artists; and ' Palms-
State, downtown houses of U. D. as

well as some of the /chain's * habes,

and also took on Balaban's Adams.
Recently ;

Ray Carroll, head- of the

union^. took his light to the radio

using Variety^ b.o. figures as proof
that the picketing -was cutting down
business and urging Detrbiters to

lay off- patronage' until the : union
got a 48-hour, $5-a-day contract for

the janitors. ;7 '
;*

. The Detroit delegation which will

present the case to the national

body is headed by Frank X. Martel,

Detroit Federation president; \

:

' Hollywood, Feb. 18.

;
Demands for abolition of all spec-

ulative writing in the ; film industry
have been, dirafted by the - Screen
Writers Guild and: will be submit-
ted to the Prbducers this week.- The
SWG negotiating committee will in-.

Sist' that, all 'spec* deals; must go,
whether actually written or oral. .

This move will have an important
bearing, on future studio story- con-
ferences, which the' Writers 'cohtehd
1s causing most' of their present
grief, unemployment, etc; The SWG
says that scores of complaints have
been received in recent months, in
which it; is claimed the companies
evaded the present 'spec* contract
clause by 'oral work.' -The' Guilders
contend four or five writers are often
called into a conference, handed a
book, and asked to come back with
some ideas of what they think of it.

It is. claimed the-, writers may
spend two or three days reading the
book, and anywhere from two, days
to a week preparing an. idea; only to
have another writer assigned to the
screenplay., They point out that the'

four or five original writers receive
nothing for their .efforts, ^although
they may have passed up. opportuni-
ties for other work la the belief they ,

were going to'be handed this assign-
ment. - V .'

•--
':.'

; - SWQ Want New Deal
' •"'••"'

The SWG hat requested an imme-
diate meeting with tthe Producers to
talk, over a hew basic, agreement to
supplant the present six-month pact
which expires in ApriL At the same
time, the writers made it plain they
will insist upon, a contract this time
that will afford real protection for
scriveners, and that 'Under-..'no cir-

cumstances' will they renew the
present skeleton contract Abolition
of flat deals, or else a high. mini-.

,N.Y, NIXES

FORW
Plans to produce a special stage

show trailer at the Roxy,. N. Y.> plug-
ging That Night in Rib' (20th-Fox)
were shelved this week after the
theatre management previewed the
first of the three tailor-made film
trailers produced at the 20th studios.
Original Idea was to have Jack Part-
ington produce a live show trailer

advertising 'Rio.'. To minimize cost
to the Roxy, 20th-Fox shipped some
$10,000 worth of costumes to New
York. Stage trailer, with condensed,
thumb-nail hint of production num-
bers from film,, was to be presented
along with. 'Tobacco Road,' which
opens Feb. 20.

• Roxy execs, however, found that
studio film job covered the grounds
thoroughly, and when considering
also that additional stage stuff, de-
voted to the same subject, would
tend to slow the tempo, it abandoned
the live, trailer proposal. Far as can
be ascertained, last time a live str.-r

trailer was presented at Roxy was
in connection with 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band.' . ;

'

. The film trailers were ' reportedly
turned out at 20th-Fox prt suggestion
of Herman Wobber, as a substitute
for the lack of radio, exploitation " be-
cause of the ASCAP schism. . ,\

• Wayne's Dixie .Brogue .

Hollywood, Feb; 18.

John Wayne acquires a soft south-

ern accent as'male lead opposite Ona I

MunsOn in 'Lady From .New Or-

:

leans' at Republic. .'
.

I

Picture starts' next Monday (24)1

with Bernard Vorhaus as producer- ,

directori '-
' I

DUAL B'WAY PREEM FOR

'JOHN DOE' AT RIV, 51 ST.

A dual world premiere will be

held at a pop-run policy for 'Meet
|

John Doe' on Broadway early next

month when the Rivbll and 51st St.

theatres bow the-. Frank Capra-

Robert Riskln <WB) • production.

;

Barbara Stanwyck and Gary Cooper

are ;
starred. : Date hasn't been set.

Date at the Rivoll will have;uppecl.

prices, the scale to. be the same at

both, theatres, and film will have -

continuous showings, at both houses

following"'the evening debut,

,
Engagements in key cities, in the

'

U'.-S; and Canada will be launched
following the New York openings. '

mum, and minimum salaries, also
will be included ' the new de*
rnahds. ;

.' ..
:\"['-'

.
The SWG negotiating committee 1«

composed of prexy Sheridan Gibney,.
Mary -C. ^ McGall,' Jr., ' Sidney Buch-
nian, Dore Schary, Ralph Block,.
Dwight' Taylor and John. Howard .

Lawsoh. The Producers will ap-
:

point their negotiating :. committee
this week. It>is probable, that -Sev-

eral company attorneys will . be in-r

.

eluded, sirtce they handled- most of

.

the', negotiations, with the. writers

.

when, the ..present contract was
inked.. '

: '..
'•

\-Y • \
:~" '....''-'

Following the disclosure that earn-
ings of. extra's nosedived to. an all-r

time low in January^ the Screen Ac« ..

tors Guild announced they would
press for immediate • action on their
demands for improved wages and
conditions for atmosphere players, as
well as day players and freelance
actors. There were only 12,105 job
placements In January, calling for

an aggregate payment of $132,636.90.

This., was $35,000 Under January^:

1940, and nearly $100,000 under Jah^ ••

uary, 1939:.
'

* Extraa Face Crisis:

The [ extra situation has become so
serious that . Howard R. Philbrick,
general manager of Central Casting
Corp., released figures to show; that
70% of ^extra casting is being done
directly" by the studios. Warners is

the only studio that is refusing to.

make any direct requests' for extras,

with Universal making requests only
ih certain instances.: Philbrick.
pointed out that with Central han-
dling only 30% of the calls, there
were few Jobs to distribute among
the 6,500 players clamoring for work.
Waiter Pidgeon has been appoint-

ed an ° alternate member of the
Screen Actors Guild board of direc-
tors to serve during the absence of
Gloria Stuart. Florence Nash, who
had been subbing for Nash, resigned.

All extras working out of Central
Casting Corp. have now been typed
as- to appearance, age, clothes, etc.

This means that cails are no longer
based on wage scales, but upon, the
individual extra. In the past extras
were merely assigned telephone
numbers according to the wage
bracket in which they

.
.were ac-

customed to working, those In the
$5.50 bracket never being given an
opportunity to qualify for better
paying jobs..

Directors' Demands Up
The Producer-Screen Directors

Guild Conciliation Committee will
meet Wednesday <26) to discuss de-
mands of the SDG for a 90% Guild
Shop, minimum salaries for directors

.

on small budget pictures, pay for

cutting time, etc. If this committee
is unable to agree, the demands go
to arbitration for final settlement.

The Producers have reached an
agreement with five studio unions
calling for the payment of workers
within 48 hours after they are dis-

missed without being given a call

back for the next day. The worker
will have the right to specify

whether the check should be mailed
directly to him or to hi3 union head-
quarters.

It also was agreed that the; worker
must; be notified at the end of each
shift whether he is being dismissed
or whether he. is to return the next
day. If such notice is not given the
worker has the right to assume he
has . a. call back and upon reporting
is entitled to a minimum three-hour
call. The : crafts affected by the
agreement . are. . studio,

.
plasterers,

carpenters, electricians, teamsters
and utility workers. -

The. deal was, set at a conference
between Pat Casey, Fred Pelton and,
Orville Fouse, representing the Pro-
ducers, and Frank Carothers, Al
Smith, L. C. Helm, Joseph Touhy,
Ralph Clare; Al . Speede, William
Castle, Ben Martinez and' E. W, : Par-

'

sons, sitting, in for the Unionists.

. Virtually all. of the studio locals

of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, have'
submitted ' demands calling for a
minimum six-hour work call, and
improved; wages and conditions. It

is generally, understood, . however,
that even the locals themselves do
not expect to make any headway
without the assistance of 'George E. .

Browne, prexy, and the general ex-
,

ecutive board of the IATSE. Several

'

of them have already appealed to

the International for assistance, but
it Is understood, the' IATSE is de-
tprmined to. give the Coast locals all

the autonomy they want before -

stepping into the picture.
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Strawberry Blonde
Hollywood, Feb. 13.

Warner Dins.
.

i-iiluiisn of WMlum lVk-
-•p.v production; Stars Jumps .Cagney, OIK lii'i fui^j., J*f^T~i., n^,,;^ r»
So" H->viiiun.i; fwiiur«H niu Hhywoii)., :

introduction, in David p.

>ian Hale, j<vrk ' I'nrRon. Ueprge ToM;iK. i 'Intermezzo' last year;
..guidance-, of .Gregory Ratoff, -Miss

fair ever-all audience interest, that
will' get it by without complaint.

Ingrid Bergman, makes her first

screen appearance since American
. Selznick's

last year; Under able
Directed by Knout Walsh.

.
Screenplay iiy

.;, jnudahce . of -Gregory
Julius J. and I'lilllp .<3. Epstein, . trbm play.

. ttiralV;w'
,

4iln,, a
;

nersunsh/e and
by James Hniiiin; dining, director,, iiiipu ,

Bergman turns in a .persuasive anq
dimming*: camera'.. James .Wong. Huwc.; .' sympathetic • performance ttiat:inai-
•ditor. wiiiinm iioim*s.i ass't «iirector.

; Ru>*..'cates' 'she' coiild hit substantial .b.o.
Suundors.- 1'ii-vlow-e.l at studio, Fe'b,-12, ...,tin»-w1tri more freaucfit a«-'sieri-
•41. • KunnltiR' i-Shio, «8 -M1KS* •:

lal
!
n
J? Y('

m JrWJBiw.. assign...

81 (iiimvs. ;:...>.;..>......james-CuKiiev nients.: Warner Baxter does well-as
Amy l.inov. ; . . . . . .onviirde 'HoviHa.nii- the head of the. household,, steeped

XW» Vriv"'
- • • : " " lt*^"w ,

;V! in-good bid' American tradition that
Old Man Uilinc.--. ........ v.. ..•.:.;.AIan-.H.al« : w„„ „«t^ti.i.ii
Hugo HarmMcV..,.;..:..,. i vi;iJack Carson, family bonds are Un
Nicholas- ]>Mn:i.il.'is.

,

Mrs.- AlUlcuhfy. .. <

.

Jlniold..
Harold's Oii!-fi.i« ,-

i-l

Big J»e.
Josephine
Toby..

z/Jhok Carson iamiiy ponas are unoreaicable.
.

".
". ..George tobiuo V Members of the supporting cast are

;;,.;-..ti.na.. o'Comioi;
! competently - .slotted . lor their- :re-

"i&Z^wfttitS' -tP&tto* assignments.
:
Fay :Wray. is

n.dward McXn'mnni '.excellent in-brief appearances, during
••.'•

'-'-S-
-tW™ J'yn *' , itie early episodes, as the mother of

.Herbert Heywoo,j'
; the-householdj-while Susan Hayward

Warners dips into the Gay ^inetieV s^
period with this second film version ^ ^ving^ wife, of ;spn

+
Johnny Downs,,

of James Hagari's play, 'One Sunday Helen. Westley injects minor: comedy
Afternoon.' Paramount turned" but •

•'?s
T
a

. <™!W'0W»«dl> . . .

the original picture back , in 1933 V '"., Picture is dmded intp^^wp.. secr

with Gary Cooper starred. Lacking ! tions, First details the 1907 period,

action in many spots, and failing to with young. Miss Bergman arriving,

maintain a consistent gait 1 overall, \ from abroad, to assume charge of the

picture's major interest is the Ameri- ; four young boys as. governess. She
cana display of- -'manners" and ciis- ' soon,becomes one of the family, but
toms 'ot the partieular .period, "Star'<Vsudd~en

:

death, of the wife js followed
ring combo '-..- of . James .Cagney and'-, by family's, financial collapse , and.
Olivia de HrwJUand.-iis:-- sufficient'.. necessity of the girl returhihg.'ljome:
marquee dressing, howeverj to carry r Ten years, later Baxter recoups his
It through the regular, runs for nom-

, fortunes, reacquires the old home,
inally profitable, biz. ' and sends for Miss Bergman to re-

This entry of the Hagah . play turn. With the boys grown to near-
switches the locals from a small manKood, and all enlisting in various
town to New. Yo.rkr . otherwise -it branches of the service, she is pitted
sticks close to the original.

' Cagncy :

.n.«aihst : the" attempts.-of unscrUnuloUs
Is still an aissei-tive fist-wielder, al- %j<:s'.Hay.w"ard to disrupt the family
ways ready to do battle,, but comes.

,

'h'apbifless'-'.throujdi' ^free lovemaking
off second best in evei-y^instence un- witli' her Husband's brother. : Miss-
til one free-for-all- at the finish. -In Bergman; to protect Baxter and his
attempting to. carry through two

; son£ apparehtly sacrifices her - own
ma3or premises-Cagney s ahtiapa-. n0^r j£ the ,attempt. But the re-

inlH^rhfm
3?^^^^ ^ve of the governess and

Miss be Havilland. to overcome his .

things, happily. :
WA«.

memories of the flirtatious heart-
j

....^.i a rwm-iir
breaker of their pre-marriage days—

,BLONDE INSPIRATION
story is hot tod clearly pointed. As
a result, minor incidents of the
period are injected in numerous in-
stances to bridge the gaps.

Story is . told in retrospect. Cag-
ney is a struggling dentist with few
patients,.: .when an emergency call

comes to pull a molar of his worst
enemy, and he figures to give the lat-
ter a good, dose of gas. While Wait-
ing for the patient's arrival, yarn
goes back 10 years, when Cagney
was enamored , of the neighborhood's
'strawberry blonde;' as were all the
other boys who hung around the
barber shop. Jilted, he conveniently
marries the loving arid understand-
ing nurse. Miss de Havilland, but
through the years carries a hate for
the man who victimized ': him and

MiDiatare Reviews

'Strawberry Blonde' (WB). Re-
make of 'One.Sunday Afternoon,'

starring Cagney and . Olivia de
Haviila.nd, OK fbr regular runs.

'Adam Had Four. Sons': (Col).

'

-Ingrid Bergman and ' Warner
. Baxter in moderately entertain-

ing drama. Nominal b;o. ^
'Blonde Inspiration' . (M-G).

.

Feeble - comedy ,

:

about pulpr
'

writers..-. '

'
.

'-
'

.'

'
',

•-W^dfe -^Goes' Latin' (Col).

. Set to niusic,- laitest . Bumstead
,

-adventure gives the .series new
life. - Holds better b;6." promise.-

'Golden Hoofs' (20th), Jane
'. Withers races trotting, horses iii

good- programmer, that will click

with her following'. : v . .

1

'Father's Spn' (WB). Strictly

third-rate. Top' players are John :

Litel and Frieda Inescort. ..

:

- 'Phantom -Submarliie' (Col) No.
. marquee -names, .but has exploita-

tion ..possibilities. .Story is- light ,

and' the i-performance likewise;.

V

•Devil Commands' (Col). Not
:a--cliancie.:' •'.-:'-'-. V. -'':.: >' '.-;:' .'

' ''Spring: Meeting' (Pathe-Brit-

ish). Sturdy comedy that should
do okay on U. S. dtials.

...

.
'Compliments of glister Flow'

(French )."
, . Pre-war ; . French-

farce^meiler which sh<jw§ ,possi»

.

Abilities. . -- - v
'' ;

::;;

"

'The Farmer's Wife' (Pathei
British). . Lightweight,^ modestly
budgeted comedy with'little box-:

'

office strength:

- Metro release of B. P. Tlneman' produce
tlon..~FeBtures John Staelton, VlrKrnra'. Qrey,.

Albert Dekker, Charles Butter-worth.. Don-
nld Meek. Reginald Owen. Directed by.

fltiaby Berkeley. Screenplay. Marlon l»atv-

sonnet; adapted from play by : John .Cecil,

Holm': camera, Sidney" Wagner and . Oliver

;

T. '.Marsh; timslc.. Bronlslnu Kaper; edl- :

tor, Gene' Sugglero. Previewed In Projec
lion Booin," N> 1-i Feb. 14, '41. Running
Ijme, 71 SONS.-
Jonathan Brlggs. . . . ; Johin Shelton
Margie Blake. .... ..... ; . Virginia Grey
Phil Hendricks'.-...-.; . ..Albert Dekker
niltsv" Copway....;. Charles Blittenyorth

John Cecil Holm's Tour Cents a

|
s»tole"Ns first gi'rY.~"But he "again .Word,' which had been kicking

'DUFty' King./..,.
Reginald.. ........
Victoria...........
Reglna..
AVanda. . .. ........
C. V. Hutehlns...

.Donald Meek
.Reginald Owen
..Alma Kruger
...Rita Qulgley
'.-Vni-lon- Mnrtln
..George Leissey

meets the girl' of his memories, finds
her a nagging nuisance, and figures
his enemy has had sufficient punish-
ment through the years. It s then
that he realizes . he has the perfect
wife.
Cagney and Miss de Havilland

Srovide tppriotch performances that
o much to keep up Interest in the

proceedings. Rita Hayworth is an
eyeful as the title character, while
George Tobias . is . effective as the.
Greek barber and pal of Cagney.
Jack Carson is excellent as the polit-
ically ambitious antagonist of the
dentist. Alan Hale displays rowdy
comedy as Cagney's worthless father.
Raoul Walsh gets the utmost of the
•tory material provided. Wo.lt

around the Broadway play marts for

several years without achieving a

production, has found a transition to

the screen in the Metro 'Blonde In-
spiration.' The pattern that Holm
originally tried with his Three Men
on a Horse/ a George Abbott collab-
orative effort, is still partially . evi-

dent in 'Blonde Inspiration,' an at
times hysterically shrieking satire on
the pulp-publishing biz. However,
this Marlon Parsonnet adaptation has
no Abbott associated with it. And,
unfortunately, the result; shows it,

It's. a. minor B.
' Attempt, to hypo the film's box-

office lure with a sex-appealing title

like 'Blonde Inspiration' is one of.

Metro's anomalies as far as this film
is concerned. There apparently isn't

a . blonde inspiration around, or at
least as far as the immediate cast
credits would Indicate, though the

Columbia release of Robert Sherwooilt press book On the picture has plat-
product on; nsr<.K.-late producer, Gordon- S. i *JkiJlj ur-ZtJL -s/r.-i.;- ^^i.Urt
Grimth. Stars Ingrid Bergman. Warner . ?

nu
,

m"tress
*P

Marion Martin Who
Baxter. Direfted by Gregory nntoff. i-isrtt. even featured, and has only a
Bcreenplay by William Huribut and Michiiei bit part at that—decorating its pages

ib-v
B'an^fort; from hovel _by CharieS Bonner;

| in several CUTVacioUs pOSes, with ap-E^tamera, Pevcrell Mrtiiey; editor, Fra-ncis
l nrobriate caDtions that would suc-krtD, Lyon; asst. director, Norman W. Dem- .
P.rPPriaxe captions xnax wouia sug-

i Ing. Previewed In studio projection room,
)Feb. 14, '41. Running time. 108 M1NS.
Emlllo Galls tin

"

Adam Stoddni-il

.Susan Hay'ward
.;..;..S'ay iWfii'v

Adam Had Four Sons
Hollywood, Feb. 15.

BLONDIE GOES LATIN
*

;

- (WITH SONGS)
Columbia^ release of Robert Sparks pro-

duVtl'oh. . . .Stare -Penny' -Singleton, 'Arthur
Tjake,

'

'Larry Sltnma; features ' Ruth Terry',
Tito Gulzar, Jonathan Ha]e. Directed by
Frank. R. Strayer. Screenplay, Richard
Floiirnoy, Karen DeWolf;: story, Qlilnn
Martin: camera,. Henry. Frenllch :

; Editor,
Gene Havllck; Songs, . Chct Forrest, ' Bob'
Wright.: 'Reviewed' In Projection Room,
Lincoln, Neb, Running time.- 70 MINS,
Blpndle.-
Dagwood.-.'. . .

..'.,

Baby Dumpling.
Lovey Kelson.'.'.
Don. ..

.

Dithers,'., i.......
Alvln-, .........

.

Mallmun. ......

.

Little Girl......
Trent. .. . .......
Captain ....
Driver; . ; .'...-

.-. .Penny Singleton
Arthur Lake

. . . . ..Larry Slmms
.....Ruth> Terry

: . . . ;TitO. Qtllzar
.'.Jonathan Hale

I. Danny Muinmert
......Irving Bacon
. . . . .Janet Burston
. i ..... Klrby" Grant
.......Joseph King
.......Eddie AcuM

gest her prominent place in the film

. Muster-passing fiction, of course,
.ingrid Bergman doesn't have to he within the realm
wamer^ Baxter

; pf possibility-rthere'sThree Men on
a Horse* for Example—but this yarn
of a .fictioneer of western pulpers,

.Richard Dewing .' who actually does a 35,000-word
•" 30}

™"?J>g"l
n *', hovel' overnight, and his entangle-

l^lffiei'S 1^:^: ^ *6estring publish^
.

I

and editor just doesn t have enough
.Billy Rny; funny situations.

't'feft' 1 An additionally pbbr selling factor

BoSy Waiber" l Js the lack of marquee power in the
-.-

j

cast, -though the players- generally
... .Helen westioy, disport themselves well. Heading the
. .i'.June Lockhart sextet of featured performers are'

-.7•G^rberV'EmeW '» SheltrJn and Virginia Grey he
Rente Rta no the pulpster with .visions of better

....Clarence Mupe things to write, and she the pub-
.

:" .-—-— . ' l lisher's sec. They're the romantic
This Is a film version, of ^Charles ' interest, tiahdling the assignments

Bonner's, novel, 'Legacy,', which .de-
1
neatly, < though it's Shelton .who 1m-

tails the decade history of a typical' presses particularly, of the entire cast.

American -family kept intact by the ! One .of the gags satirizing pulp-
father through the panic of 1907 and writers with a -tendency toward for-

the World War^' The unanimous niula is' the 'writer's friendi' a spiri-'

loyalties of the group,- through pros- ning wheel device that determines

Hester
Molly

' Older Boys—
Jack .... .. .... .,

.

David ;....,....',

Chris
Phillip ....:.....
-Younger Boys—

Jack .ww.
David ............
Chris •'....

'

4

Phillip ............

Counln Phlllpiin.
Vancis i-. . .

Otto
Dr. I.nne. ...... . V;

Photograplirr . . . .i

Sam- I .

.

parity and; vioissitudes, are: broadly
etched throughout the unreeling to

plots for stories, and it produces one
o| the, film's niftier. laughs. Another

'result in moderately satisfactory -en- **:.i?
'
tne'\

j
takeoff.^ ot i. supposedly

tertainmenjt. Marquee voltege of
[

v » rilfi wr"^
i
who

. ^,s
-
h»mse"

Warner Baxter and1 Ingrid: Bergman J.'DuMy^

-
Ktag/ .though he's

.
actually,

will- .tarry the picture through the '

n0
£S,

r*ffi«lar' rirhs for nkav biz : , i habitually . inebriated Donald. Meek.^S^,!fto;
i.'fli. flrct Albert Dekker and Charles' Butter-..S fnirVhPr worth are the publisher and editor,

t^ 9̂A2tt^^tt^Shf hI-A
respectively, and they indicate merit

wood (not the playwright) who had ^ gr£ater than their material. Reg-
inald Owen, as Sheltoh's uncle and
would-be benefactor, and Meek, . do
as well as can bH expected, while
Miss Martin confines herself to „a
dumb-dbra role as the gal friend of
Butterworth with scarcely a . half-
dozen words to say in the comedy.
'The 'comedy' appellation : is

a yen for pictures after a stretch in

radio announcing. . He acquired film

rights .to: the Bonner novel, and
landed a deal with Columbia on the
strength of holding the story prop-
erty. ; His first production venture
displays several rough edges and

-lightly-pointed sequences that could,

have been polished up, but carries a J Metro's. Naha.

No film series sticks closer to a

given format than- the Blondies, and
the first five minutes of each of them
is so much alike the customers can
only place faith in the management
of a theatre that he isn't handing
them an oldie. Nevertheless,
'Blondie Goes Latin' manages to be
better than the others 'by a small
margin—reveh with the repetitions.
Saving the film -from mediocrity

is the music, able work from Bob
Wright ..and Chet Forrest, with ar-
rangements penned by Leo Arnaud
There are three Latin tunes,
'Querida,' 'Brazilian Cotillion' and
'Solteiro E Melhor,' ' and- three
straights, 'You. Don't Play : a Drum
(You Beat It),' 'Hate Music Lessons'
land 'You Can't Cry On My Shoulder.'

Relief provided by the music from
the continual domestic differences of
the Bumsteads, makes that portion^
even though present in 'Latin,' much
less tiresome and monotonous, The
Vocals are by Penny Singleton, Tito
Guizar and Ruth Terry. Penny also
acquits 'herself admirably in dance
numbers ranging from tap to conga,
nosalgic of the days when she hoofed
on Broadway as Dorothy McNulty.
Surprise is the handling of Ruth

Terry, who is physically an eye-
opener, ' aside from her ability . in
singing and

.
dancing. It's probably

in deference to family audiences who
tramp to the b.o. for the Blondies,
but she is definitely hot oh revela-
tion status, at which she shines.. It's

one of those parts, too, wherein she's
being suspected by Miss Singleton
of having boudoir designs oh her jit-

tery husband.
.
Scripters start .to send the Bum-

steads and their boss to South Amer-
ica for a vacation, but Dagwood
(Arthur Lake). Is sent off the boat
at the last minute to close a deal at
home: He doesn't, go, but disguises,
himself , as a drummer in the ship's
orch; To keep aWay from Blondie,
he hides out m Ruth Terry's state-
room. :. Blondie makes -a- pitch for
Latin-piped Guizar, and the wires

' get crossed Up.in great shape befor^
a finale irons it put. .

•'"

Decision of producer Robert Sparks

:

'to put a ' Blondie to music
, was a

smart, move to . save : the series and
. give.it-hew impetus.. Frank Strayert
direction suggests: he's not put of his
element with music to worry with,
and he turns, in a -commendable job.
All . technical : departments par.
'Blondie Goes.Latin! is worth pres-

sure and ,will live up to expectation

-

of 'patrons. . '..,•.. 4rt.:.

GOLDEN HOOFS
; Hollywood, Feb. .14.

50th Century-Fox release of- Walter Mo-
vosco,-Hnlph Dietrich production. Stars

Jano Withers; features Charles (Buddy)
Rogers. Directed by'Lynn Shores. ^Screen-

play .by Ben .Grauman-Kohn; original.- by
Rnv Chitnalnr. and Thomas Logan: camera,
Lu'clen Andrlot; editor. Jtimes R. -.He He,

J'reVlefrod In studio- projci-tloh rooni Feb.
1'3.

\
'-11

. Running tlnjc, fl8 MINS.
Jane- Drake. . . ... . . ... . k\ . : Jane: Withers'.

Dean Mac Ardie.,;.'Cluirl«'S (Buddy) nogers
CVfrriella Hunt.v. . . .... . .Katharine A-lffrldge

Dr. Timothy Dnik'e--. I*.-;..; . .George Jrvin.g.

JTorthy •Wll liersponn.
Booth...
Mose. .'. . . .....

Owen;-. .
.'.-. ....

Cnlvln Hnrmojii *

'.Buddy Popper
Cliff OlarH

,..Phllllr>; Hurllck
!'.'

. : v.ShcIln Ryan
.Howard .'Rlckniun

The raising and training of trotting

horses for the grand circuit provides

a fresh racing . background for this

Jane Withers starrer. Picture is ;a

solid .programmer for the Withers

following in: the family house's, and
will be easily acceptable by audiences

that are not too particular in an
byersupply 'of hokum injected for

general entertainment- purposes.

Jane Withers is the youngster who
has a' knack of

,
training /ttptters: in

upper New York state; Buddy Rogers

arrives to turn the old .farm; into a

training track for racehorses, : dis-

carding the stable of trotters. Jane
is successful in' her, campaign to con-
vert Rogers: to riding the sulkies; ;and
suffers the -pangs of puppy .'love with
the millionaire youth, There's a. cli-

mactic trotting race and a switcherob
in which Jane's: horse fails to win.
But everything comes out all right
when Rogers turns over his winnings
tor -a community hospital Jane's
grandfather is concerned about.

.
Story, although following familiar

pattern in situations and general de-
velopment, highlights, the fresh back-
ground of trotters and pacers which
have : higherto been overlooked by
the. Santa Anita-conscious . writers
and producers. Horse lovers will get
a boot out of the rhythmic strides of
the equines in the various .face-, se-
qUences. :

Charles (Buddy) Rogers returns. to
films after a long absence, and de-
livers an above par and personable
performance ' as the bemoustached
young millionaire, bent on making
money out of the racing enterprise.
Young Miss Withers dominates things
with her usually competent perform-,
ance. A colored youngster, Phillip
Hurlick, is neatly spotted for kid
antics and ably carries his prominent
assignment for display of solid com-
edy. George Irving is the kindly old;

medic and grandfather, and others in
support include Katharine Aldridge,
Bu.ddy Pepper and Cliff Clark. Di-
rection by Lynn Shores is okay.

- Wolf. -.

FATHER'S SON
Warner' Bros, production arid release.'

Features John Lltel, Frieda Ines'cot-t, Billy
Dawson, Christian - Rub, Phillip- Hurllc.
Directed by D. Ross I^ederman. .' Rased on
story by Booth Tarkington:- adaptation',-
Fred Nlblo, Jr.; editor, Frank . Magee;
camera, Allen G. Slcgler. ' At Palace, N. .T.,

dual, week Feb..' 12, '41. Running time:
07 MINS. -

-

Will Exhlbs Prefer >Em?: .-;

'Blonde' blossofns forth in title$

. of. thtee pictures reviewed on.

thii page. Films are 'Strawberry
Blonde' (WB) , 'Blonde Inspira-
tion (M-G) and 'Blondie Goes
Latin'- {Col). -. • >

William Rrnory.',
Ruth Emory. . , .

.

Bill Emory.. . .-.

.

Luhk Nelson
Delia......
Vestibule. .......
Junior Stewart :V:
Berries Sweeney

.

Danny. .. .

Mrs. Ste«-;nl.-.

.

Tel.. ..............

Gus. . ; ; ...........

Mrs;

........John Lltel
...'.Frieda Inescoft
... . .Billy 'Duwson

Christian: Rub
...'. .Bernl.ce Pilot
....Phillip "Hurlfe

, . . .Sammy McKlm.
. . . , . . '.'Sonny Bupp
. ...3cotty Beckett
.. . .:. . .Myra Marsh
.......John Dllson
.... .'George Lloyd
....... . . . .Inez Gay

Tather's Son' is perhaps a new
high .in the waste of time; it's 57

minutes : that seems . double that.

More trimming than apparently has
already been done by editor Frank
Magee would have taken, it out of

thie feature class.

The consent decree should dis-

courage ; such poor .stories (with
apologies to Booth Tarkihgton's emi-
nence as a writer) and also such
banal adaptations, the haphazard di-
rection of D. Ross Lederman and
casting which means" nothing at the
boxofricel

. It is difficult to conceive' that . a
Tarkington story, as pictured in this
exhibit, could be so bad. . As lifeless
as. a hibernating •' bear, ' the- plot
proves as thin as Canadian pea soup,
and the performances. : of John Litel
and. Frieda Inescort, in. the principal
rolesV.'are anything but inspired.
•They play man and wife, the

parents of a 'mischievous but seem-
ingly /well-meaning kid,

:

who is ulti-
mately, responsible, for a break in
the household. The. unusUal twist is

that he gets a conscience finally^ andy
through a kidnaping ruse engineered
by^ himself ' and a .fish-dealer frieridi
effects a reconciliation," The boy Is

Billy- Dawson.. He'll never menace
Mickey Rooney's position In films.
Christian Rub. the old .. fisherman
who takes a liking - to the lad and
vice versa, ably : etches the Swede
character he plays. •

Action ; is in a small town and
built around a family of the middle
class, father being ah attorney who
takes

,
things very seriously, while

the wife is inclined
. to. be mote

lenient, with: their son. A very thin
layer of comedy of the homespun
variety has been laid on the story, :

Cher.

Phantom Submarine
Columbia release, of Ralph Colin lu-oiluq.

tTon. Features Antta Louise, Hruce ikn.
nett, Oscar O'Shea, Pedro Ds Ciinlobti: Di-
rected by- Lionel Banks.- Story, Aug'uKtiia
Mufr; .'screenplay,. Joseph Krumgnld : cam-
era; Barney McGDU sound, Geoi-gc Cooiier;
editor, William- Lyon. ^ -Reviewed at 'Vn<
riety, Lincoln, Neo,, dual.- Running time.
60 MINN.

'

Madeleine-. . .

.

Sliiolulr........
Vulsar,:. . , .:...:

DreuXi..... ..

Jerome..
MlWg.. ,;>.,...

Second' il;ile.

ISnglheer

,

.......Anita T.oiils*.
. . /..^iHruco Kennett
, .:,ypc;ir' li'Shca
.....v:-. .John. Tyrell

'

;. eflro De Cordoba
.

.- . V|cl oi- Wong
;

. .Ch'ur.lps McMurphy ;

. .
. , .. ...Harry Strang

Takes cast and scripters a long
time .to' get to the, title in this' film,

which can be exploited oh short
dates, by sensation i*outineSi into fair:

money. It has a. good peg on which
to: hang the campaign, what With
Axis under-sea warfare now. in full
swing .and getting headline mention,

Actually, 'Phantoni Submarine^'' is
very dull. ' It's about : a trip on a
salvage ship to . small Caribbean
island, : off which is" supposed to. be
a sunken hulk containing, a fortune
in gold. A sobbie (Anita Louise) is

commissioned incog .away from, her
paper by the U. S« Navy to find Out .

about a mysterious sub which is said
to be cruising those waters on. a mis-
sion agaiiist the Panamai canal.

. Most
of' the fobtage deals with the rowing-:
of Miss Louise, who stows away, and
Bruce Bennett (nee Herman Brix),
who is the diver on the salvage crew.
He, when on the ocean floor near
the w-indup of the picture,.does three
things—(1) finds the gold, (2) finds
the sub's; mission has been to lay
mines, and (3 ) proves his diving suit.

once refused by. the navy, can stand
all the pressure that tests, put on it.

- Miss Louise is. rehash ol the r

favorite film version of sobbie, about
as safe a bet, with a secret mission,
'jtrbm all. appearances, as a child with
a hammer and percussion cap. DiaV
log she's given is hone too . com-
mendable, either. . Bennett's histri-

onics aren't much, but there's, so lit-'

tie action his ' part, is mostly lost
motion. The -nice work is done 1 by
Oscar, O'Shea, the ship's captain, and
vet Pedro -De Cordoba, who is the
correlating factor in the anti-Ameri-
can .mine-laying plot . It's a breeze
for them both. -

Safest way to handle this film in

the duals—and that's where it's des-
tined to go—is to use it for the ex-
ploitation side, and couple with a
good, bUt hard-to-sell flick. Under
such conditions, the bally of 'Phan-
:tom Sub' will provide the b.o. draft,,

and the other pic, the entertainment.
Art.

The Devil Commands
Columbia release *f Wallace MaoDonald

production: Stars- Boris KarlorT; feature*
Richard Fluke, Amanda. Duff, Anne Revere
and Ralph Penney,- -Directed' by -Edward
Dmytryk. Story, William Sloane; adapta-
tion, Robert' D. Andrews and Milton i3un«-
burg; editor, AJ Clarks camera. Allen <J.

Slegler. At Rlaltb. N; T.. week Feb, 18,
•11. Running .time: 65 MINS,
Dr. Julian j'Vln lr . . .-. . . . . . . Boris Karibff
Dr. Richard Siiyles .....Rlchnrd Flske
Anne Blair. ... . ...AmMnda_ Duff
Mrs.- Walters. . . . ..

Karl..;.....
Mrs. Marcy..... ..

Seth 'Marcy
Sheriff WIUIb.-.
Helen Blair.

Anne "Severn
......Ralph Penney-
.....Dorothy Adams
.". .Walter Baldwin
Kenneth MacDnnald

.Shirley WaTde

Exhibitors will have a word for
'Devil Commands,' but it can't be
used in. polite society. Starring
Boris Karloff, it's something that re-

.

quired just nerve to produce. To
put the film on the release schedule
amounts to extreme: bravery.
Story is credited to William

Sloane, while the adaptation was
done by . Robert D. Andrews and

.

Milton, Gunzburg. As a starter that
was ba'd .enough, but Jn the direction:
of Edward Dmytryk, the production

'

of Wallace MacDonald and the tech-,
nicar work, nothing has been added
to quicken pace.
The secondary first-run' Rialto Is

billing the star as Boris 'Arsenic*
Karloff.. He's some kind of poison
without doubt, but in New York
that 'arsenic- gag may

.
help since

Karloff is in the hit show, 'Arsenic
and . Old Lace.'
Plot of his latest picture revolves

around the efforts, of . a scientist to
communicate with the dead through
a bralnwaye . machine. .

Experiments
result in a couple of deaths. Karloff
is. supported .by .Anne Revere, his
partner in the experiments; Amanda
Duff, as. his daughter; Richard Fiske,
her b.f., and Ralph Penney* a lab
helper, whose mind has become afr .

fected by one of Karloff's bfain-
recording gadgets. In spots Miss
Duff speaks offscreen In explaining
the action.. She and other, members'
of the supporting cast -show, little

ability. Char.

SPRING MEETING
(BRITISHrMADE) -^

'

:

:

:

-" ''':"
'.' : ':': '. London, Jan. .24.

. Paths. Pictures release of Walter Myroft
production.. Features Nova Pllbeam. Basil
Sydney, Henry Edwards. Dlreoted by Wal- ;

ter Mycfbft. . Adapted from stage- ploy -by
M. J. Farrell and John-Perry; 'camera, Wal--
tar Harvey, At Cambridge, ' London, -Jan.
2S. Running time, 83 MINS.
Tiny Fox-Collier.

.

Tony Fox-Collier, .

James.,.,..
Joan Furze.....;.
Baby Furze...
Johnny. ...,..•..'.,-,.

Aunt BIJou. ..v. .. .

S|r Richard Furs*
Michael Byrne...-.

.,En(d - Stamp-Taylor
Michael: Wilding

'i.. Basil Syilriey-

;•....,!3arah • Churchill.
. . . .Mova,', Pllbeam
.......-.i.'.w. «:: Fay
.Margaretr Rutherrord

i Henry. Ed.wanls
.....Hugh McDe.rmoU

As with the original, ciriemagoers
will find much to delight them in.

this celluloid- version of the pranky
.
Continued on puge 18)
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IT'S M-O-D-E-R-N ! a big

story change for Errol Flynn

but no change in quality!

It's the Sea Hawk as a

modern Hawkshaw-a great

romance

new box-office

number from

^JSWDA- MARSHALL
ffiftPH BELLAMY ALAN HALE

tEE PATRICK • ALLEN JENKINS • LUCILE WATSON

Directed by LLOYD BACON
Screen Play by Lester Cole and John Wexley

From the Play by Lazlo Fodor, Bernard Merivale and Jeffrey Dell •

-y
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety presents
a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing com-
panies for the current quarterly period. Date of review's as given in

Variety and the running time of prints are included.;

COPYRIGHT, 1040, BI VARIETY, INC. . AI.L RIGHTS : RESERVED
Key to Type Abbreviations: M—^Melodrama? C—Coniedy; CD—Comedy
Drama; W—Western; D—Drama;:RD—Romantic Crania; M U-^-Musicai:
Figures herewith indicates date of Variety's review and running time:

WEEK OF RELEASE—12/27/40

Arizona (Col). 11/20
The Wildcat of Tucson (Col) t/19.
Keeping Company (M-G) 1/4
Rolling Home to Texas (Mono)
Love Thy Neighbor (Par) 12/25
Morth.West Mounted Police (Par) 10/23
Kitty Foyle (RKO) 12/18
Bowery Boy (Rep) 1/4
Chad Hanna (20th) 12 '18 -

'

The Invisible Woman (U) . 1/4
Thief of Bagdad (UA) 10/18
Santa re Trail (WB) . 12/18
North West Mounted Police (Par) 10/23

WD 125 J. Arthur-W. HoldenW 3» B. Elllott-E. Young
C n a. Rutherford-J. Shelton
W b3 t. Hitter
C 81 J. Benny-M. Martin

. D 125 G. Cooper-M. Carroll ;,:

D 86 G. ' bgers-D. Morgan
D U D. O'Keefe-L. Campbell
D 86 H. Fonda-L. Darnell
M 7U J. Barrymore-J. Howard
D 105 C. Veldt-J. Duprez
W 110 E. Flynn-O. de Havllland

•M 12* G.Cooper-M.Carroll

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/3/41

Love (Col) 12/25
(M-G) . 12/18v .... •

t/a

This Thing Called
Flight Command
Trail of the Silver Spurs (Mono)
Second Chorus (Par) : 12/4
Convoy (RKO) 6/2*
Hudson's Bay (20th) 12/25
Lucky Devils (U)
Where Did You Get That Girl? (U)
Son of Monte Crlato (UA) 12/4
Four Mothers (WB) 1/15

' C 92 R. RusseUVM. Douglas
W 113 R. Taylor-It. HUssey
W 5* R,.Corrl'gan-M. Terhuno
MV 84 F. Astalre-P. GoddardM M c Brook-J. Campbell ..'•.

D M p. Muni-G. Tlerney
M R. Arlen-A. Devlne
C 64 h. Parrlsh-E. Qulllan
D 102 L. Hayward-J. Bennett

. P Lane Slsters-C. Rains

WEEK OF RELEASE—rl/M/41

Pinto Kid (Co)) 2/5 W bS
Malsle Was a Lady (M-G) 1/15 C 7«
Doomed Caravan (Par) 1/8 W «u:

Wyoming Wildcat (Rep) . W
Little Men (RKO) 12/4 D . 84

M. Shayne, Private Detective (20th) 12/25 D It
San Francisco Docks (U) 1/4. D 65
Boss of Bullion City (U) W
Case of the Black Parrot (WB) 1/15 M 60

C. Starrett-L. C.urrle
' A. Sothern-L. Ayres
W. Boyd-R. Hayden
D. Barry-J. Duncan
K. Francis-J. Oakle
L, Nolan-M. Weaver
B. Meredlth-I. Hervey
J. Brown-F. Knight
W. Lundigan-M- Wrixon

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/17/41

The Face Behind the Mask (Col) 2/12 D 6J*

Philadelphia Story (M-G) .11/27 . D 111

You're Out of Luck (Mono) D 82
Victory (Par) 12/18 D 77
Let's Make Music (RKO) 12/12 MU 82
Robinhood of the Pecos fRep) 1/15 W 39
Romance of the Rio Grande (20th) 1/4 W 73
Six Lessons from Madame LaZonga (U) C
Honeymoon for Three (WB) 2/12 C 7»

P. Lorre-E. Keyes
K. HepburnrC. Grant
Ft Darro
F. Marca-B. Field
B. Crosby-E. Risdon
R. Rogers-M. Reynolds
C. Remero-P. Moilson
L. Velez-H. Parrlsh

.

G. Brent-J. Wyman

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/24/41

Land of Liberty (M-G) 1/15
The WUd Man of Borneo (M-G)
Life With Henry (Par) 1/22
The Saint in Palm Springs (RKO)
Road Show (UA) 2/12
Tall, bark and Handsome (20th)
Rldln' on a Rainbow (Rep) 1/29
High Sierra (WB) 1/22

D 98 All-Star Cast
CD F. Morgan-B. Burke
C 80 3. Cooper-L. Ernst

1/8 D t» G. Sanders-W. Barrle
C 85 C. Landis-A. Menjon

1/22 M 77 c. R6mero-M. Berle .

W 79 G. Autry-S. Burnett
D 100 h. Bogart-I. Luplno

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/31/41

1/22Come Live with Me (M-G)
Kid's Last Ride (Mono)
Mr. and Mrs. Smith (RKO)
Arkansas Judge (Rep)
Petticoat Politics (Rep) 2/12
Girl in the News (20th) 1/4
Buck Privates (U) 2/5
Father's Son (WB)' 2/19

1/22

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/7/41

The Devil Commands (Col) 2/19 M 63
Blonde Inspiration (M-G) 2/19 D 71
Ridin' the Cherokee Trail (Mono) W*
You're the One (Par) 2/5 C 79
Along the Rio Grande (RKO) 1/29 W 66
Ride, Kelly, Ride (20th) 2/12 C 59
Back Street (U) 2/12 D 89
Flight From Destiny (WB) 1/4 D 73

B. Karloff-A. Duff
J. Shelton-V. Grey
T. Ritter-B. Miles -

O. Tncker-B. Baker
T. Holt-B. Rhodes
E. Pallette-R. Qnlgley
C. Boyer-M. Sullavan
T. MiteheU-J. Lynn

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/14/41

Across the Sierras (Col) W
Trial of Mary Dugan (M-G) 2/12 1> «
The Mad Doctor (Par) D
Play Girl (RKO) 12/18 RD 7«
Phantom Cowboy (Rep) W
Golden Hoof* (20th) D «8
Prairie Pioneers .(Rep) W
Meet the Chump . (U) 2/12 C 59
So Ends. Our Night (UA) 1/29 D 12»
Kisses for Breakfast (WB) C

B. Elllott-L. Walters
R. Young-L. Day
J. Howard-E. Drew
K. Francis-J. Ellison
D. Barry-V. Carroll
J. Withers-C. Rogers
B. Steele-B. Livingston
H. Herbert-A. Nagel '

F. March-M. Sullavan
D. Morgan-S. Ross

WEEK OF RELEASE—2/21/41
' Adam Had Four Sons (Col). 2/19 D
Meet Boston Blackie (Col) D
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary (M-G) C
Virginia (Par) 1/15 RD
Scattergood Baines (RKO) 2/12 C
Western Union (20th) 2/5 I>
Nice Girl (U) C
Strawberry Blonde (WB) 2/19 CD

108

1V7
1 69
93

98

W. Baxter-L Bergman
C. Morris-R. Hudson
M. Rooney-L. Stone.
M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
G. Kibbee-E. Durin
R. Young-R. Scott
D. Durbin-F. Tone
O. DeHavilland-J. Cagney

WEEK OF BEL£ASE~-2/2S/4i

Blondie Goes Latin (Col) 2/19
Outlaws of the Panhandle (Col)
Free.; and. Easy (M-G)
In Old Colorado (Par)

.

C'tfzen Kane (RKO)
A Man Betrayed (Rep)
ScoUand Yard (20th) .

'

Dark Streets of Cairo (U)
Shadows on the Stairs (WB)

12/4

C
W
cw
D
D
:dM
M

70

59

P. Singleton-A. Lake
C. Starrett-F. Robinson
R. Cummings-R. Husse'
W. Boyd-R. Hayden
O. Welles-J. Gotten
J. Wayhe-F. Dee
N. Kelly-H. WUcoxon
S. Gurie-R. Byrd
F.' Inescort-H. Angel

WEEK OF RELEASE^-3/7/41

Lone Wolf Takes a Chance (Col) M
Rage in Heaven (M-G) D
Flying 'Wild (Mono) D
The Hard-Boiled Canary (Par) D
Great Train Robbery (Rep) W
Tobacco Road (20tb) . D
Mr. Dynamite (U) . D

W. William-J. Storey
R. Montgomery-L Bergman
L. Gorc*y-Br Jordan ;

A. Jones-S. Foster
B. Steele-C. Carleton
G. Tierney-C. Grapewln
L.Nolan-L Hervey

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/14/41

Penny Serenade (Col) D
The Bad Man (M-G) W
Sign of the Wolf (Mono) D
A Girl, a Guy and a Gob (RKO) C
Back in the Saddle (Rep) W
Murder Among Friends (20th) M.
Model Wife (U) . CD
Here Comes Happiness (WB) D

I. Dunne-C. Grant .

W. Beery-L. Barrymbre
-G. Bradley-M. Whalen
G. Murphy-L. BaU
G. Autry-S. Burnette
M. Weaver-D. Dumbrille
J. Blondell-D. Powell
E. Norrls-M. Coles

WEEK OF RELEASE—3/21/41

EUery 'Queen's Penthouse Mystery (Col) M
Ziegreld Girl (M-G) MU
Thn Lady Eve. (Par) . P
FootUght Fever (RKO) C
Dead Men Tell (20th) . M
Double Date (V) C
The Sea Wolf (WB) P

R. Bellamy-M; Lindsay .

J. Garland-J.Stewart .

H. Fonda-B, Stanwyck-
A. Mowbray-D. McBrlde
S. TolerrS. Ryan
P. Moran-U. Merkei
E. Roblnson-I. Luplno

C 86 J. Stewart-H. Lamarr
W - R. Corrlgan-J. King
C 90 c. Lombard-R. Montgomery
C 72 Weaver Bros. A Erviry ^^r-
C 87 r. Karns-R. Donnelly
D 77 M. Lockwood-E. Wittlams
C. *i Andrews Sls-Abbott-Costelle
D 37 j. Lltel-F. Inescort

Hearst Blasts RKO
s=Contlnued from, page

sued Schaefer and RKO for breach

of a producing contract entered into

in July, : 1939; It called for him to.

produce for RKO his play, 'I

Solemnly Swear/' Schaefer was
eliminated from the action by ,»lhe

court. It was tried before U. S. Dis-

trict Judge J, F. T. O'Connor,

17 Hearst Dallies

Virtually every one of the 17

Hearst . dailies from California to

New York played Up,.the. suit with

major headlines and columns of

space. In most of them, under ordi-

nary circumstances, it wouldn't have
rated a mention. In each case, heav-
ily emphasized was the name of

George. J. Schaefer as a co-defend-

ant. •:
' .

:

In:. Milwaukee, for instance,

Hearst's Sentinel put . the story bri.

page one with a display, head read-

ing: 'Charges That RKO Broke
Contract.' . ^t6ry:

:
°laid'\:gr£at..-' :'str.es's.

upon Ermolieffs importance frid

fame as a producer and gives his

allegation (he sued for $1,042,000)

much space. Yarn, in early edition

of the Los Angeles (Hearst) Herald-
Examiner carried a seven-colurrin

head.

:
Tactics; in New York, were slightly

different. Hearst, in order to. have
pressure put on RKO to ditch 'Kane/
is said to have threatened to . ex-
coriate the entire film industry. A
taste, of what he meant was given;
in Sunday'^ N. Y. Mirror. Film critic

Lee Mortimer, on what are under-
stood on good authority to have been
instructions from the top, devoted his

whole column to lambasting Holly-
wood. The Ermolieff case was the
hook on which the column hung.

In N. T.

Head on Mortimer's pillar was,
'Hollywood Runaround. Lashed in

Verdict Against RKO.* Writer then
gave

.
two cases (without "names;

places or dates), one of an agent,
one of a "pretty girl,* who went to

Hollywood and didn't get what they
expected because they got the 'Hol-
lywood Runaround.' Meaning of the
latter term Was not explained.

Finally, Mortimer got around to
the RKO case, citing it as 'some of
the practices that illustrate the Hol-
lywood Runaround.' Paragraph of
the plea of ErmoliefTs attorney was
quoted in which he claimed his client

was taken advantage of 'by a great
corporation' because he didn't under-
stand the English language.

Official word from San Simeon to
Hearst editors on handling of RKO,
aside from the Ermolieff case, is that
all of iV picilires—except TCaiie^'
arc to be reviewed and given pub-
licity as usual Complete ban on any
mention of RKO or on reviewing its

films lasted only ens week.

$40,000 in National Ads
While RKO delays in making a

decision on its next move, it endan-
gers $40,000 in national magazine ad-
vertising; Copy is set to break with-
in the next 10 days, having been
placed weeks ago to coincide with
Kane's' national release date, Feb. 28.

Should the film be held up, the ad-
vertising becomes valueless.
/Coming up are full pages in Look.
Feb 25; Time, Feb. 27; Newsweek,
Feb. 27; Collier's, Feb. 28; Life, Feb.
28; and Saturday Evening Post,
March 5.

:
Curious angle that has cropped up

is whether Hearst's anger Is directed
at RKO or Welles. .. Matter becomes
important to the 'boy' producer be-
cause he is.'readying a legit show for
Broadway to open, the week of March
17. ' -

..
';

All New York papers carried press
notices sent out by Welles' p.a.. Herb
Drake, on the show except Hearst's
Mirror .and • Journal - American.
Drake's queries on Monday. (17) elic-
ited the response that' as far >s

:

drama
- departments knew there Was

no ban on Welles personally, and the
only reason for the omission was that
other dailies had carried mention of
'Native Son' earlier in the week.
Unlike the situation with. RKO;
Drake will control the placing of ad-
vertising on 'Son,' and 'no mentions-
no advertising' wiH be his policy, it

is understood.
Meantime, Welles will, continue

holding rehearsals on 'Son' in the
daytime and working on plans for his
second film

' .in the evenings. It is

slated for the cameras April 1, pro-
ducer flying to the Coast as soqn. as
he gets.his play- on. Richard Baer,
biz manager of his unit, came east
last - week for confabs, and Perry
Ferguson; his art director, is ex-
pected in this week. Gregg Toland,
Welles' cameraman, has gone to
Mexico on a combined vacation-loca-
tion exploratory trip. Most of the
films,

:
as yet untitled, will be. shot in

or around Mexico City. Welles and
Dolores Del Rio are the only mem-
ber* of the cast so far named.

Film Reviews
^Continued from page 16-

SPRING MEETING

stage play. Sparkling dialog and
characterizations have been retained
in- a vehicle, rich . in humorous, catchy
drama of surefire value With care-
ful pruning, ; it should have no
trouble doing trade beyond the home
markets. 'Spring Meeting! appeals
as a. good investment to hold up the
second half of bills in the U S.

1

Comparison is natural in yie'w of
play's rather solid British acclaim
and its fairly good Broadway. show-
,ihg. Uncredited writers have turned
iii a commendable script to Walter
Mycroft, producer-director of 'Spring
Meeting/ There's perhaps too much,
hokum in added scenes and pro-
ducer's definite emphasis of . the
comedy, leaving drama side to be
caught at. will. But overall- the
action 'is at a steady gait and in nice
atmosphere.

There'll be few to tiavil with .Basil
Sydney's handling of the cagey but-;
ler, James, major-domo and guiding,
spirit in this family of Irish gentility.
Sydney never misses possibilities
role affords and marks up a per-
formance of no uncertain merit.
Paired with the testy maiden aunt
Bijou, whose deep yen is a flutter on
the. geegees—played delightfully by
Margaret

.
Rutherford—these :

; two
provide more than a. goodly share of
picture's droll moments. Henry Ed-
wards is always comfortable as • the
nickel-pinching Sir Richard.

In this tale of the financially dis-
tressed, foxy English madatne, who
wishes to. tie her son, Toni, to the
knight's marriageable elder daugh*
ter, there's a wealth of arresting
moments.

.
Enid Stamp-Taylor is an

alluring madame; Michael Wilding
successfully plays down role of Ton!
to mesh with the. sprite mannerisms
of Nova Pilbeam, younger daughter
whose unexpected : capture of him
nearly throws awry mama's schemes.
Sarah

. Churchill, daughter of the
Prime Minister, leans to stiffness and
is not particularly warm as the mar-
riageable Joan. Hugh McDermott
is a sound-working juve, suitably
solid as the groom, Byrne.

Compliments of Mr. Flow
(FRENCH-MADE)

Hoffberg relense of Vondas production.
Featurea Fernnnd Qravet. Louis Jouvet;
Ed wlge Feulllere. Directed by Robert
Slodmak. Story by Henri Jennson from
novel by Gaston Leroux; musical direction.
Michel - Levlne; camera, Gavenu, Bachelet
and Thomae. At Fllmarte. N. T., atart-
Ing Feb. 18, '41. Hunnln* time. 8ft M1NS.
Antonln Rose .Fernand Gravet
Lady Helena Scarlett..,.. .EdwUre FeulUero
purln (Mr. Flow)...... L0U la JouvetM«W .v..- Tsjundo Makl
Merlow. . . Vladimir SokololT

(In French; with English Titles')

:,.;.
c

.

ontaining the usual quota of flaws
found in pre-war vintage French
productions, 'Compliments of Mr.
Flow' nevertheless relates an exciting
Parisian

. 'Mr. Raffles' yarn which.
grips*a*uditors after the initial dull
footage. Picture compares favorably
with recent imports "from France,
Its boxoffice possibilities likely
will

. be" helped by the presence
of Fernand Gravet (because of work
in U. & Alms) and Louis Jouvet in
lead roles. Edwige Feuillere, origi-
nally of Comedie-Francaise, is a sur-
prise entry as the lovable, fascinat-
ing .heroine and much sought mis-
tress of the ^story.
Picture originally was released as

'Mr. Flow,' and only recently had
English titles added to it in N. Y.,
with evident pruning of several more
daring episodes. Production is typi-
cal French bedroom farce, with the
-Raffles' tossed in as a motivation.
It's one that might

. readily, become
boring with the expected trite trans-
lation, into Americanese. Also it
speaks much for Robert Siodmak's
direction that, so talkative a plot
should move with such directness
and so little lost motion..
Gentleman safe-cracker fable here

depicts the slick criminal operating
throughout most of film while in jail,
with his accomplices carrying on for
him. These,schemers nearly trap the
penniless lawyer, only being thwart-
ed when the mistress of the mysteri-
ous Mr. Flow (also known as Durin);
falls in love with the attorney and
tosses former allegiances to the
breezes. Some of the mystery ele-
ments are neVer logically explained,
but this detracts little from the prin-
cipal climax and ultimate victory of
the

. youthful barrister in court and
with his romance.
Gravet turns in an ingratiating

performance as the attorney. Even
so; his histrionics are topped by the
veteran Louis Jouvet, cast as the
mysterious. 'Mr. Flow.' Miss Feuillere,
as the crbbk's mistress, married to
Lord. Scarlett, to get his riches, looks
like a possibility for U. S. films.
Tsjundo Makl, a Japanese who.

speaks French, in the role of valet
spy, and Vladimir Sokoloff, as one of
Flow's

'
stooges, head the support.

Sokoloff has' appeared in American
pix, notably, of late, 'Comrade X.'
Flaws include several badly lighted

scenes, feeble acting by part of sup-
porting characters and poor sets
which are partly offset by elaborate
ones. Photography Is uneven, rang-
ing from original lens work to slop-
py, haphazard camera coverage.

Wear.

' Lightweight fare, : this modestly
budgeted feature from Pathe is un-
likely to make much /sti r at the box-
office; Eden Philpotts*

.
comedy has

retained too much of its stage attire,

receiving little decisive action to
give it screen momentum and is held
down throughout by an ultra talky
script;.

Comedy of the west countrymen
unfolds around matrimonial bent of
Samuel . Sweetland, self-satisfied
gentleman farmer who runs into a
mess of trouble while enroute to
selecting his lucky bride-to-be. He
tries his proposing on three of the
mesdames before deciding it is the
faithful , housekeeper - who merits,
above all, his constant affection..

Stitched into this setup is some
homeland :

comedy from Wilfrid
Lawson as the farm laborer gifted
with extreme wisdom in all matters
from pigs to liquor and women. He
does very well by the rather weak
material. Same goes for Basil Syd-
ney as Sweetland.

Picture has been well supplied
with competent players who do all

that's possible to help it along. Nora
Swinburne is daintily demure as the
housekeeper Araminta; Betty War-
ren, Viola Lyel and Enid Stamp-
Taylor all turn in good performances
as the* three who were dropped on
the matrimonial route. It's a
woman's picture. Some romance is

injected via bits of Michael Wilding
and Patricia Roc, mainly pulled in
when adult proceedings show signs
of . dragging, which' they frequent-
ly do.
Camera \ot Frieze Green has

achieved some nice effects in land-
scape and exteriors.

THE FARMER'S WIFE
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Jan. 24.
Pathe Pictures production and -

'wleave.
Stars Bn.Hll Sydney,' WUirld I.hwsoii. Di-
rected by Norman Lee and Lesllu Arllss.
Aduptatlon trora Eden Philpotts' Htn^e piuy
by. Norman Lee, Leslie Arils*. J. E. Vtunter;
camera, Claude Frleae-Grecne, At i.'iini-

bridge, London. Runnlnr time, 7H MINS.
Samuel .Sweetland .

.

eiiurdlc.4 Ash. .,

.

Pfld-onell.
Sibley....:.....;.
Rrcliftrd «'onli'or.

.

George Snierdim.
Aramlritd.'. . . .

;

TjouIhi AVIndealt
Th.lriin Tapper.
Tom Uurncy ......

Henry ,1'oukor.. .

;

Valiant Dunnybrlgg; .

.

P. Cv. Ch,ive............
Susie. . .-.

.

Sergeant. . . . ..........

.

.Ba,«ll Syithoy
..Wilfrid l.aws<in.
. ,. .Hunty 1'nyne

.. . .il'.iiti-K'lit l too
.Mlchup). Wilding
.Kennelh (lili'ilih

,;Nnra Swinburne
...Ilelly Waircn

. . -.Ylo'.a Lyel
. . . I'Jdwaril. Rigby

.A. BrOlnlcy 'bnvpi)|i(irt

..James lliivrourt
,jta ik Daly

.. , .Daviha CiMlg

...JJrpmy Goil'den

New Faces
-Continued from pace 3;

der and Sellwyn Myers. Play drew
mixed notices, but picked up late in

the week, indicating it . has a fair

chance. -„„_

The dream of another young ac-

tress was fulfilled last—week when
Dorothy McGuire appeared in the,

leading part of 'Claudia,' Booth,
which easily drew top notices in re-

cent weeks and is touted a success.

She' understudied in 'Our ;¥0wn*
about two year's ago -and took over
during the latter part of the engage-
ment, also being a principal last sea-

son in the short-lived 'Medicine
Show.'

Just previously another youngster
appeared in a principal assignment,
Nancy Coleman being well rewarded
by reviewers for her playing in 'Lib-

erty. Jones,' Shubert. That play drew
doubtful notices. 'Lady in the Dark,'
too, has players of the younger
school, Danny Kaye in particular.

It's, his major click on the main stem,
although he attracted attention in
night clubs, and. summer theatres.

Also in 'Lady' is MacDonald Carey,
who previously wa^i in radio arid

stock.
.

-
..

'

First of the kids to land this sea-
son is Thelma Schnee, In 'The Corn
Is Green,' National. Adele Long-
mire, in 'Old Acquaintance,' Mo-
rosco, is a rising young actress.

Though she was known In Holly-
wood, Jo Ann Sayers, in 'My Sis-
ter Eileen,' is playing her first major
stage assignment. '. "Sroungster's in
"The-Mechanical Heart,' due at the
Biiller next week, are Dean Han-ens
arid Claire Niesen, latter having been
In 'Cue -for Passion,' which was
yanked pronto. In 'Charley's Aunt'

.

there is Katherine Wiman, young
daughter of DwIghJ Deere Wiman.
Regardless of whether .'Frying

Pan'-, makes the grade on Broadway,
play should eventually reap a for-

tune. As it calls for a cast of young
players, it fibres: tb be in heavy de-
mand for .summer stock, amateur
presentations and college showings.

HIM 'SWAMP WATER'
. - Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Dudley Nichols has been assigned
by 20th-Fo.v to write the screenplay,
of 'Swamp Water.'
Yarn by Vereen Bell ran 'in the

Satevepost
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AMERICA'S BOXOFFICES WILL CHEER
the new, charmingly "misbehaving''

na

III

HI
Hi'

n ''-.ST'

HI

w
v--a',~ DURBIN

7/7

with her grandest cast

WALTER BRENNAN
ROBERT STACK

ROBERT BENCHLEY
HELEN BRODERICE

Ann Gillis

Anne Gwynne
Elisabeth Risdon

Nana Bryant

Scratn Play by Richard Connvll

and Gladys Lehman

Baiad on th. play "Nic* Girl"

by. Phyllis Dugann*

RELEASE
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Milwaukee, Feb. 18;
.

Soundies have their own problems,

but their biggest immediate worry Is

lack of product, patrons demanding
more frecjuent .changes " of shows

than producers are able to give
them. With 100 Panoram: outfits

spotted
.

'
: choice locations 'about

, Milwaukee and 200 more spattered

over Wisconsi .shows, .are' now be-.

Jng changed once a week arid click-

ing beyond expectations, according
to Vic> Mahhardt/ Inc., ihe state dis^

txibutor.
. .

'.

However, all the spots having Pan-
prams have a large tegular clientele

and after a cbupleldays most of the
patrons who go for the soundies
have seen the; ;shpws,. ahd wait impa-

,
tiehtiy; for change day

.
.to:, .qonje

around the following week. The new
class of exnibs now wants produc-
tion stepped up so they can have
changes two or three times a week
and thus get a much bigger' take, .

.
.

Glpbe -Productions; Inc: James
Roosevelt president, jias promised all

possible cooperation and the hope
they will be able to provide changes
at least twice - a week , in ;the hear
future. Most of the. exhibs, showing
Juke pictures are tavern; arid nltery

ops . and have their own brand :.of

showmanship. While some advertise

the soundies in the newspapers,
others simple plaster across their,

windows announcing:

. Leonard'* Amblsli

Arthur Leonard, of Ciriemasters,
outfit makmg briefies for the Roose-
velt-Mills film jukeboxes, left for the
Coast Sunday <16> to confab on a

deal to make a feature for major re-

lease. . It will possibly be shot in

Florida. ;'

Leonard will ' also huddle with
Gordon Mills, head of the coin ma-
chine company, on further shorts.

CinemasteTs, in which Leonard is

partnered with Dick Hyland, :

cently completed, three reels, com-
prising 24 subjects.'

Legislation Ideas

Detroit, Feb. 18.

Advised that 'nickel movie ma-
chines will soon appear in Detroit by
the thousands;* the Common Council
here ordered' Nathaniel H. Goldstick,
assistant corporation counsel, . to
draft a city ordinance . regulating
them. Previously the council had
made a ruling that all films used in

the juke machines would have to

pass through the same police censor'
ship which governs the regular
movies here.

Thomas McGuire, representing the
Co-operative Theatres of Michigan,
told the Council that about 10,000

of the machines would be installed
In Detroit within the next two years.

To License Minn. Jokers

Minneapolis, Feb. 18.

.
Under provisions of a bill intro-

duced In the state legislature slot
machines would be legalized in Min
nesota.

A- license fee of at least $25. an
Dually is provided.

EDUCATIONAl'S TRUSTEE

SCORES ON APPEAL

The Circuit Court of Appeals In
N.Y.;

.
unanimously affirmed a de-

cision of Federal Judge . Edward A.
Conger and ruled that James A.
Davidson Is

;
rightfully trustee ' in

bankruptcy of Educational Pictures,
Inc. .-; Application to remove David-
son and appoint Sidney Abrams had
been brought

.
by Harry. G. From-

feerg, trustee of Grand National Pic-,

tures, Inc.

. Fromberg claimed that referee
John E. Joyce, and later Judge
Conger, had erred "In disallowing a
claim by' Grand National; against
Educational for $966,745* in ruling
that • the claim was an unliquidated
one, and as such not permissable to

vote it for the trustee. Had GN
been able to vote the claim it would
have, been able to elect Davidson.
Fromberg had claimed that -David-;

son's former associations with Ed-
ward Alperson,. former official of

GN, would prevent Davidson from
rendering . fair opinions, but Judge
Conger and referee Joyce overruled
this. The Circuit court took Judge
Conger's; opinion as its own, not

bothering to rewrite any part of it.

Claims Robeson's Suit

Is Xommunist Plot'

: v ;\ .
$an Francisco, Feb..18.

.

.; Answer filed to Paul Robeson's

race discrimination suit against Yah-

essi's, i>ior;th. Beach.- eatery, charges

the . whole thing is ; 'Gommuhist

-plot;' Attorney Walter McGovern's

answer ;'. in ;
behalf

; of!'• Vanessi's was

careful not to classify Robeson "him-

self as; a communist, but claimed that

the eight other plaintiffs are mem-
bers 'of a secret poltical organization

known as the' Communist . party of

the United States/ . : J ';'

, The : disturbance, over, which Robe-
son and' the others 'are suing for $22,-

500 is described as an effort 'to .create

an antagonism and animosities be-
tween members of white and Negro
races.' vV'W ' • •

•'

.

Cummings Quits

.^^JDinaha, Feb. 18.

Evert R. Cummings, manager Tri-

states Theatre Corp. here for -the

past 12 years, has resigned to. head a

small chain of houses he recently ac-

quired on the West Coast. Cum-
mings' " resignation, officially an-
nounced by G. Ralph Branton,. Des
Moines, general manager of Tri-
Stales, becomes effective Saturday
(22).

Joseph- Kinsky,.; head of Eastern
Iowa district of Tri-states for past
seven years, headquartering- in
Davenport, succeeds Cummings in
Omaha.

'

Cummings,:

association with A. H.
Blank of Tri-States dates back to
1926. When Blank pooled his. houses
with ParamountrPublix in 1928,
Cummings took the Nebraska terri-
tory. He also managed road-shows
at one time. Cummings personally
arranged two of Omaha's biggest
premieres, 'Boys Town' and 'Union
Pacific' .

Kinsky, who replaces Cummings,
was with the Fox Midwest Circuit in
Chicago prior to joining Tri-States.

Todd HoW a Theatre

Op; Takes (her Oriental,

Chicago, From X L4S.

Chicago, Feb. 18.

Michael Todd Is now a theatre

operator, 'taking over the' Oriental

here, following the exit of Jones,

Linick & Schaefer, who nave failed

to meet their rental payments. :

Property owners have been string-

ing along with J. L A. S. for some
time, feeling that they should be
:given full opportunity to recoup any
losses J. L. tt. S. may have taken .in

operating the house. But this week
J. -L, &. S. steps out and Todd goes
intb. the spot a* of Friday (21 ). Todd
continues operating his. highly sucr
cessful cabaret here. ':•

Todd will, operate the Oriental on'
a deal set with Harold Costello, of
the Iroquois Management Corp., and
Robert O. Farrell, attorney and rep-
resentative of the estate controlling
the Oriental theatre property. Pol-
icy for the : time being will . be. pic-,

tures and stage shows at 28c and 44c,
but Todd is planning several inno-
vations shortly, among them a •crazy-
show.'-

At. present the house is. running
subsequent run films, but will switch
to first-runs as soon as possible and
feasible, particularly if the new mo?-
tion picture Industry decree breaks
down the block booking wall suffi-
ciently to permit open bidding on
small groups of pictures.

House will be booked by Eddie
Sherman . in New York. Billy Dia-
mond had' been, buying the shows In

Chi for J. L. & S. .

Back in the Mob

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Rug cutters, once rated as

specialty dancers or stunters In

the film • industry, have become
so numerous that they have
ceased to be a class apart. To-
day the jitterbug J is merely a
dress extra.

Warners casually hired 73 of

them for 'Miss
1

Wheelwright.
Discovers. America.'

Because • of. sporadic; violations of

the .' Sunday ;,
opening /law -- New

York; various picture houses in the

downtown N. Yi (Times Square) sec-

tion are faced with the threat of

ministerial - factions which previously
sought action - through- other chan-
nels but now are'said to be planning
to go direct to Mayor F. H« LaGuar-
dia with their complaint.
Representatives of the church, are

known to • have been checking the
downtown film/ houses on Sundays
right along,

.
They also have been

keeping an eye on neighborhoods but
understood that, nowhere butSide of
the Times Sq. area are theatres vio-

lating -the law. ••

Regulations call for fines; .loss of
license or 6th er. penalties where; the-
atres are found guilty of opening on
Sunday before 12 o'clock noon. Fear
among showmen who do- hot violate
tlfe law is that if others continue to

ignore warnings, the Sunday open-
ing may be put back to 2 p.m. as
it was about 20 years ago.

.

Pointed out also, in connection, with
the evolution of operating policies of
recent years, is that most theatres
give midnight shows on Saturdays
and thus are playing into the early
Sunday hours. Strict letter of the
law is that they must not give shows
until 12 noon.

Sunday Pix Voted

In by 12 Ballots
Pittsburgh,. Feb. 18.

Sunday films in nearby Greens-
burg won by 12 votes . in a recount
completed over the weekend before
Judge J. Hilary Keenaii. The issue

was previously lost at the regular
November election by 57 votes in the
official count. During the recount,

the court ruled out 139 ballots due
to improper markings. These infrac-

tions included voters writing 'yes'

or 'no' instead of the prescribed XV
mark; erasures; markings, in ink,

and failure to tear off ballot number.
The final tally showed 3/616 in

favor of Sunday shows and' 3,604

against

Dr. Forney In. Again
. Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

Dr. William B.- Forney, secretary

of the Lord's Day Alliance, militant
blue nose outfit; began another .drive

to - tighten up .the Blue Laws with
several bills to be presented at pres-
ent session of Legislature.

. Dr. Forney said he had the back-
ing of rural legislators for an amend-
ment to the Sunday film law to pro-
hibit children under 15 to attend Sab-
bath showings unless accompanied by
their parents or an adult.

Another bill, would raise fines of
Sunday Blue Law violators from $4
to maximums of $100.

's' $

Cave' as Film Title

'Fingal's Cave' has been registered

as a picture label by the David
LoeWrAlbert Lewin producing unit
releasing through United Artists.

Unusual-title derives from the name
of a famed cave in Northern Scot-
land. There was £ long lyric, poem
written about it and Mendelssohn
used it as basis fipr a musical , com-
position.

Loew and Lewin, who are now in

New. York awaiting the opening of
their 'So Ends Our Night,' also re-

cently staked put a -claim to: The.
History of Tom Jones, a Foundling,'
novel written many years .ago; Title

had' previously . been registered by
Edward Small in January,. 1940, by
Walt Disney in February, 1940, and
by Principal Productions in March,
1940. .The producers return to Hol-
lywood this week.

US. Aimy Has Added 50 to Its 85

ams

Hakim Soes Over U. S.

toUakerV life'

Raphael Hakim, owner •" of . the

rights to. the picture, !The Baker's

Wife* filed suit in N. Y. federal

court yesterday (Tues.) seeking ' an

injunction, accounting of profits; and

damages against The .Bakers Wjfe,

Inc., claiming the defendant, which,

was granted exclusive U. S. distri-

bution rights to the picture, has

breached its contract. Plaintiff at-

tempted, to terminate the contract
Feb;: 1, but theVd^fendant has -

fused to agree to the termination.
'

Plaintiff was to receive ' 50%. of

the receipts, after•'deductions, for' ex-
penses -arid was to receive a weekly
accounting. Among the numerous
charges are that extra prints were
ordered and charged to plaintiff

without permission, the weekly ac-

counting was not forthcoming, and
that the defendant set up deal
with the Atlas . Theatres, Inc., op-
erators, of the World tfieatfe (N. Y.)
to terminate the run of the picture

without consulting the plaintiff. :

. Minneapolis, Feb. . IB.

Local branch managers dispute the

contention of . Northwest Allied that

exhibitors in the territory are en-

titled to an immediate downward
adjustment in film rentals because of

an alleged shift of population away
from this territory into other sec-

tions, thus affecting theatre patron-
age adversely. The shift, it's claimed,
is due to the fact that industrial

centers in the east and south are at-

tracting northwest workers seeking
employment and that the Govern-
ment defense program is taking away
National .Guardsmen and conscripts;

Fred Strom, Northwest Allied
executive secretary, up against a
stone wall, charges that the film com-
panies are 'evading the issue.' On
the other hand, Ben Blotcky and W.
H. Workman, Paramount and Metro
branch managers, respectively, deny
there is any 'problem.* They have
refused flatly to recognize any need
of contract revisions generally or
any new condition affecting the ter-
ritory as a whole. However, they
say that where it can be shown in
specific instances that hardships have
been created the cases will be con-
sidered individually.

JOE PHHJPS0N INTO

PAR DISTRIBUTION

v On his return from New Orleans
in two or three weeks, Joe Philip-
son is slated, to join the distribution
department of Paramount in an ex-
ecutive capacity at /the home office.
He left for

. the
. South yesterday'

(Tues.), accompanied by. Mrs. Philip-
son.

. .

"
, .v ..-,-'

Philipsoh was to have hooked to
the. Par sales departrnent In Janu-
ary but has been delayed in rhak-
ing the move through clearing up
various matters for the J. H. Copper-
Par circuit of theatres for which
he has been in charge of .film buy-
ing and accounting for many years.
Leon SavelL formerly With Kin-

cey-Wilby in Atlanta, shifts to Lin-
coln on accounting for. •. Cooper,
while J. H. Cooper himself in fu-
ture will supervise all buying. Sa-
vell is now at the Par h.o.

:

.

; Mix Cohen Stricken
;Max Cohen, Ne\v. York inde-

pendent distributor and head of
N. Y, State Allied, was brought back
from Florida Monday (17) ,suffering
•from, serious heart ailment, and con-
fined to his. home. -

Cohen had, gone to Miami to re-
cuperate from a. heart' attack, but
hu cqhidtion became worse.

Army's . high-speed building pro,
gram has added almost 50 film the-
atres since the beginning of this year
to the 85 which had been operated
before national defense measures be-
came effective. Except for a couple
liOOO-seaters at large posts, theatres
are almost all built on the same pat-
tern with a capacity of about 350.
Erection '- pit a recreation building at
each camp takes precedence over all

other construction^

;
Biggest neW theatre is a 1,038-

seater at Fort Dix,; N. J., whiph was
unveiled" early . this month.. - It re-

places a large tent that was cold and
unsatisfactory for fllm shows: An
identical mate is near the, finish line

at the same camp and will be substi-

tuted for the 'St.---.-'George'.Club,.-''-

World War leftover which was lift.;

pressed . into temporary use;

Other recent openings were a; 350-

capacity: house at Fort Ontario, Os-
wego, .N. Y., where the Negro regi-

ment from Harlem is headquartered;
a 150-seat auditorium - in a Vbuilding.

at the • Quartermasters' School,

Schuylkill- Arsenal,. Philridelphia;

350-seater at Westpyer Field,
:

Chico-
pee Falls,

:
Mass.; and another 350-

seater at Camp Upton! Yaphank, L. I.

Ilefenie Booms Port,

. Portland, Me.
t
Feb. 18.

Defense boom promised for this

area by. recent start in construction

at nearby South Portland of shipr

building plant with contracts to

build upward of 60 additions to .U. S.

and British merchants fleets was re-

flected last week in announcements
of new. theatre construction. .

Leon P. Gorman, Portland habe
operator, is razing his three-year-

bid Cape theatre at. South Portland,

replacing with a 1,000-seater which
will occupy adjoining lot. Present

house, which seats 400, considered

.too small for expected increases in

traffic. New theatre will continue
policy of subsequent runs. .

-

R. E. Snyder Theatrical Enter-

prises, operators of Strand and Em-
pire here, rushing new suburban
first-run house to completion, a 500-

seater to be dubbed the Cinema.
Latter wilj feature two unreelings

daily, policy borrowed from, a suc-

cessful rural . fHmers in district.

:

DAYLIGHT BATTLE

Milwaukee and Mpls. Fight Moves
For Time Revamp

. Milwaukee. Feb.- 18..

Theatre ops, with the backing of

the ;.; state's agricultural' interests,

have, won the first round in their

flgbt to prevent the re-establishment

of daylight saying in Wisconsin. The

state senate committee on local and

state government has recommended
that the Murray bill, to legalize day-

light saving under local option, be

killed.

Further fight is . expected on the

floor before the proposed legislation

is finally disposed of.

Fight Minn. Dayllte
.. : Minneapolis, Feb. 18.

Northwest Allied, independent ex-

hibitors* organization, will oppose a

bill introduced in-the state legisla-.

ture providing for daylight saving In

the state's three largest cities, Min-

neapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, dur-

ing the summer months. It's claimed

that the proposal would injure thea-

tre business.

Montreal, Feb. 18.

Another effort to change the law

of this province, banning minors un-

der 16 from
; attending motion pic-

ture theatres, is: again under way
but this time sponsored by organi--

zations other than the theatres con-

cerned; which gives it better

chance of success. :

'

: Marcel Francci secretary of the

Provincial - Federation of Labor, last

week organized a delegation to meet

Premier Adelard Godbout, of Que*

bee Province, and- his cabinet »t

Quebec City.

.

The' law, banning minors under 16.

from picture. shows even, if accom-

panied by parents or guardians, has

been in force here since the burning

of the Laurler-Palace theatre with

loss of 70 Jives, mostly children, in

January, 1929. Of late years there

has been some modification; of the

ban in the case of patriotic »no

fairy tale pix.
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U. S. Pix Stars' Goodwill
^Continued from page 1;

Hollingshead and Hugh McCollum
Art Direction—Cedrio Gibbons,

chairman; Richard Day, William
Cameron Menzies and Jack Otterson,

Story. Materlal-^-SherMan -Gibhey,"
chairman; Kenneth MacKenna, Mil-
ton Krittis arid Kenneth McGowah.

Brownwood, Texas* Feb. 18.

Phil It. Isley Is rapidly construct-
ing new houses throughout the state.

Several months ago he opened his
hew : Plaza here, last week construc-
tion got under way for another house
here. In Mineral Wells he has started
construction of a' l.ODO-seater. On
Feb. 6 he opened the Bobby Walker
in Abilene, named after .his grand-
son.'" ',.

'.'

~

Paris, Texas, Bids*. Boomlet
'"'

Paris; Texas,. Feb. .18;

,| A mild- theatre' building boom is-

on here .with tw& new ' houses ex*
pected to open here within the next
two weeks. One will be owned and
operated by W. F. Shorlhose, local •

business man • who is remodeling a
store building -here. - Interstate has:

started work on its fourth theatre

here. .

" *

-

'

'

to the committee, is a trip by Alice chairman; Jack Chertok, Gordon:

Faye to Brazil for the preem of 'The. —Ui-J -ij tT --1-

Road to Rio.' Contemplated by

Paramount is a long p.a. tour by.

Dorothy Lamour and possibly a se-

ries pf lectures by Cecil B. DeMille.

Insure Stars' Safety

Latinos are so nuts about - .Holly-

wood personalities they actually en-,

danger them—a point on which all

\V,S.' majors wanted assurance be-

fore agreeing to send anyone south.

The Various'.;'. governments, have

promised more than adequate police

protection to prevent repetition of

past visits when clothes were actu-

ally torn - off players by admiring

latin Americans.
Meantime, John Hay (Jock) Whit-

ney's Motion Picture. Division of the

Rockefeller organization has ;' been

active on other ingles. One of the

most important, things it claims to

have accomplished was convincing
• 20th-'F6x to

:
spend $40,000 in re-

shooting scenes on 'Down Argentine

Way' for . the ' South 'American mar-

ket. Film created a furor down
there, particularly In Argentina, on

claims that ;
it inaccurately presented

Latin Americans. '.,.* .;'•'

. . In ^is re^td, .
Whitney's, group

feels it has accomplished another

beil-rihger in getting a man assigned

to Joe Breen's division of the-Hays

office in Hollywood.. His duty Is to

cooperate with the producers to in-

sure authenticity in films involving

Central and South America and to

advise on language 'and historical

problems. ,
Whitney has., also • con-

vinced larger studios to appoint ,exr

pertS of their own to concentrate oh.

Latin American production aspects^

: More South American Plx

Number ;of films oh South Ameri-

can subjects are how in production

under the .
watchdog eyes of these

experts.
' With assurance that there

will be nothing the central ,
and

southern hemisphefites can squawk
about, Whitney's group - is anxiously

waiting to gauge reception, and re-

sults of these films. They ' Include

Metro's 'Life of Simon Bolivar,' with

Robert Taylor; two 20th-Fox pro-

ductions, 'Road to Rio,* with Alice

Faye and Carmen Miranda, and

'Blood and Sand,' with
.
Tyrone

Power; RKO's 'They Met in Argen-

tina,', which will introduce a real

Argentine star,- Alberto Vila; and

Paramount's 'Rurales,' a Mexican
•tory on which it. is scripting. .

Another plan ,oh which the Whit-

ney group is working, but on which
little actual progress has been made,

Is to ship studio crews to

South America to film features

about the territory right on the na
live locale. Special committee has

been formed to investigate the pos-

sibilities.

Newsreels Also

Increased newsreel coverage of

South American subjects and of.

tJ. S. subjects, which will appeal, to

S. A. is another of Whitney's aims.

This is probably one of the most ad-

vanced angles of the entire good
will plan. Metro's News of the Day
has already shipped Norman Alley

. south oh a scouting tour to line up
possible *newsreel correspondents
and subjects. Paramount is prepar-
ing to do the same thing, while

Pathe now has a crew in Rio pre
paring- to film the annual pre-lenten

carnival. Under discussion also is a

pooling arrangement for coverage of

6.. A. by the five newsreels. ..

Pathe, spurred by the Whitney

R &R.-Unlted's Trio

. Corpus Christl, Texas, Feb. 18.

; Robb & Rowley-United circuit con-
structing three new houses here to

be added to the list of eight they
already operate here. House will

range from an 'A' house to a nabe
arid one for colored patrons., Boom
is .due to the Government establish-

ing a naval base in this port town.
Bruce Collins is resident partner of

the Corpus Christi Theatres, Inc.

Last week, Sam Stokes took over
the duties as city manager, of the
group's holdings, relieving Collins

who will devote his time to the R.&R.
real estate holdings.

PAR'S FAST SHORTS

3 Benchleys In 8 Days and Quiz Kids
Jn 24 Hours .

New record for speedy production
was established - by Paramount's
short feature producing division in
the east on both ihe Quiz Kids and
Robert : Benchley pictures, ; Three.
Benchley shorts were finished within
eight days,: this ' rounding - out . the'

full schedule for the 1940-41 season*
By using four cameras Par was

able to complete the Quiz Kids short
within 24 hours.. Fact .that the
youngsters were accustomed to

microphones because of their.- .-radio

program' eliminated. • any.
;
,'ilufTs

r

necessitating ' retakes. Understood
that sufficient material '.was photo-
graphed: to incorporate Into) a second.'.

film if the picture; company wants to
release another short.

itt BBB Appeals to Theatre

Owners to Drop Banfco, Etc.

Starr 'Out of Danger'

Herman'Starr,' New, Jersey, district . j-

manager for. SkburSs^ circuit; is 'out

of danger, - it.was said at Murray Hill

Sanatorium, N. Y., Monday (17) fol-

lowing an emergency operation last

Thursday. .
-

' '

.-.' Starr suffered a ruptured appendix
following his return home from, his

New
:
York office oh

'
Thursday and

hovered in a critical condition for

almost 48 hours. He's hot, to be con-
fused with the Warner Bros.' v p.

$15,000 theatre Fire
Lyons, Ga„ Feb;. 18.

, Loss estimated at $15,000 ensued
when fire broke but Friday- (15) in

Pal theatre, town's onliest arid spread
to Plaza hotel - arid cafe and 'damaged
Lyons print shop. Blaze threatened
whole town ' until fire debarment
from hearby

:
Vidalia showed up . to

help local smokeaters bring flames
under control.

E0Z OPPOSITE GABLE
' ' Hollywood, Feb. 18. ..

Rosalind Russell steps Into lead
opposite Clark Gable in The Uni-
form' Vat'.Metro, She replaces Hedy
Lamarr, reported having several ses-

sions with her . dentist.

This will be Miss Russell's first

M-G picture since 'The Women,' al-

though she is under contract there.

'•'-

Pittsburgh, Feb. 18.

. ^ ,The. •BeUer'-- Business ';--'BuVea'u of.

Pittsburgh,' last -week - asked theatre
owners of Allegheny County to 'take

•the pledge* and: voluntarily: abandon,
Bank Night. In a'', letter mailed to'.

every exhibitor, in the district,; G.
'Hi-' Dennisbn, manager

;
bf the BBB,

stated ' that ; Pittsburgh : is now the-

only major city in the state in which
the giveaway, type of theatre promo-
tion still: prevails, despite the fact
that the Pennsylvania Superior
Court has already ruled that Bank
Night is a lottery and therefore ille-

gal, - :•;
'.• '•

.

; ••'

'U^nfbrUmatelyv Den'riison' wrote to

the 132 theatre, owners, 'the cbn-
tinued operation of tins! lottery has
had the effect of eridouraging 'wide-'

spread promotion;'.of other types bjt

commercial lotteries,,including- bingo
arid similar forms of gambling/ and
then added, 'many law-abiding busi-
ness men, theatre operators and re-
tailers have, therefore, been -placed
at competitive disadvantage by
those .who resort to illegal .devices

to attrabt patronage and trade.'
;

The letter concluded that 'another
inevitable by-product of , this condi-.

tion. is . that " the: substitution
. of

'chance' \for ' 'rne.r it' : in 'modern, mer-
chandising has encouraged lbwer
standards of mcrchanUise and serv-
ice. These things '.contrary;: to
the best interests of . the ' buying
public' .'- •'-.-

. V
Dennison pointed out that the U.S,

Postoffice Dept.; :in a fraud order
issued in 1938, declared Bank Night
to be a lottery. The order was issued
in Denver against Affiliated -Enter-

prises, Inc., originators of the plan.
Last year, he said, the State Superior
Court also declared; Bank Night a
lottery. The case was appealed to

the State supreme court,' .which re-

jected it. It had been taken to the
higher court from nearby Beaver
County, where prosecutions were
brought against the system.

'

While ' other major cities the
theatre giveaways have since been
dropped, they have continued 'un-

abated in the Pittsburgh sector^ and
the BBB stated the letters were sent,

to county exhibitors as an appeal to
their sense of fair play and also 'in

the belief that those theatres now
operating lotteries will not -desire to
violate the : Pennsylvania Lottery:
Law.'

*

Major company foreign departments have been informed that under the

new agreement with Great Britain, no frozen coin held in the British Isles

can be used for theatre investments without receiving the approval of the

British government. Under the old frozen-coin pact, no such approval

was necessary for theatre Investments, although none was made in the

period ending last Oct. 31.

Consensus of opinion among foreign officials lh N. Y. in touch with the

British situation is that such , theatre investments, however, are unlikely

just now by American film companies: U. S. companies never have been
interested in theatre properties excepting in the largest key cities, and
these have been targets for heaviest Nazi bombings recently.

Job of eastern story editor for 20th-Fox, which has been eyed wishfully

from' many quarters since the death of Franklyri. Uriderwood several

months ago,, remains unfilled. . Joseph M. Schenck, 20th .
board chairman,

declared last week that the company has so far been unable to find the

-man it wants for the job.

Schenck reiterated the statement made shortly after Underwood's death

by Joe Moskowitz, eastern studio rep, that the company will wait as long

as necessary to fill the story editorship, to insure getting exactly the type

person desired.

Victor Matu
in the Dark,

group, ,1s also making , a series, of I when, his ' pact and options expire

sports shorts in Latin America. First
"

one will, be released by RKO late

• this, month. Called 'Caballero Col;
lege,' it is backgrounded against the
.Chilean Cavalry School in Santiago
and features trick riding by native
army • officers; Crew iis . now-..

'

itui'e, wha- has the lead opposite Gertrude Lawrence in 'Lady

/ Brbadway leglter, will'be forced 'to leave the show June 1

r_ct and options expire. .

'.,-::
- "-'*.-

Player is under contract to Hal Roach, who anticipates requiring his

service, for pictures following the 'Lady' engagement, his New York office,

declared. .

'
:

.
•

Buejios
. Aires making : the ; second

shbrt iri the series.
,

; Executive film committee working
. urider. Whitney, is

.
headed by Y,

Frank Freeman of^ Paramount, presi-
dent -of the Association of Motion
Picture producers. Others in 'this

Special hew background score- for' 'Dbwri Argeritihe Way' made • up en-

tirely of Argentine music, is being worked but. by 20th-Fbx,- following

|
numerous squawks from Latin America over that picture. Manuel Pena
Rodriques, film critic on La Nac'io'n, currently iri Hollywood* believes pic-

ture will riot be shown in the Argentine, as the use of comedy types to

represent Argentine, natives will offend national dignity. ,

Paramount figures to withhold production On 'For Whom- the Bell Tolls'

at least' xihtil 1942. by which time studio hopes the 1,000.000 saTes mark

^ --vww „„„„ ^ {
will have been reached by -the Hemingway novel. Mofe than 5C0 kQ.QP

group arb fidwa^ been- sold, with figure mounting by several thousand

kin, Frank; Capra, Sheridan Gibney,
Samuel

. dpldwyn, , Louis B.
.

Mayer,
George Schaefer, David 6. -Selznick,
Walter Wanger, :: Cliff Work and
Harry M. Warner. '.-•-

Subrcommittees are:i
:

-South American Film Facilities-
Sam Briskin, -.chairman;, E; J. Mannix,
Sol Wurtzel, Majpr. Nathan Leyin-
sori, Keith Glennan, Sol Lesser, J. D.
McDonough and William Koenig. ; .

.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences: Walter Wahger, chair-
rnar»> Frank Capra, Major Nathan
Levinson; James Stewart and Robert
Riskiii;

Short Subjects—Gunther Lessing,

every week.

Would Kill Church Blnjo

Detroit, Feb. 18.

It looks as if—legally—Detroit's
picture houses would have nothing

to fear in the future, from. ,church
bingo. The judiciary .opmmittee oi
the lower house of the State Legis*
lature has taken action to kill th« :

bill which would legalize such gamef
for churches and lodges. ;

:

: Howevbr; that's just the picture bri

the surface.
,
First, ' the theatre . had

hopes the legalizing of bingo by the
State. ' would include

; tliem. They
•weren't cut in. when the present biU
was proposed. Now,, with the Legis-,

lature refusing ..to OK the. chiirch
bingo, you would, figure they would
be .happy. .

-;'••. .-/''
'

'

:

' They- aren't. ::.' " ''.•].';
.

\. For in . turning' down - the bill, the
judiciary, cohiniitlee . li.inled they
were wilting to let such; matters.' ba

.

handled;, by . lociil
.
control. Arid in.'

Detroit, most
. of the. sinte!s .JJilgcr

cities/that means, legal pr hot, plenty
of church bingo. Here the competi-
tion has-' been terrific, with soma
churches tossing off prizes of $500 or

more a .night arid sometimes putting

on two bingo pni'tics a week; with no
trouble with- the ."'lbcai control.' In,

fact, nabes up jag^inst; that kind of

competition, have- -used, slbugh oft

bills when the .neighborhood church'
bingo parties were .playing to'. S.R.O.

.
Ky, Frowns on Banko

Louisville, Feb. 18.

Assistant .Attorney General . Jesse .

K.: Lewis Wednesday (12) brought
iritb the- open again the qiiesjtioh of

bank night, bingb, and other similar

money-raising projects, iri a letter"to.

a member
;
of the State Legislature.

Lewis declared that - 'bank night,

bingo arid other similar schemes are
violative of the law of Kentucky/:
and that 'it was the statutory duty
of local law enforcement officers to

cause the proper criminal proceed-

ings to be. made against persons op-
erating bank nights or Jjihgb.'

Chief _pf Police E. -P. Callahan pit

Louisville Thursday (13) refused to

discuss whether he will enforce the

law against bingb games in . the city.

Roy Murphy, secretary of the Safety
Department, said the only bingos op-
erating in Louisville are for chari- •

table purposes, principally, by
churches and other institutions which
have been using them as revenue
raisers for years. The policy of per-
mitting old, established institutions

to run bingos was adopted here about
five years ago. Bank nights are held
by neighborhood theatres in the city.

The policy of tolerance agairist these

also was adopted about the same
time.

'
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Preview policy, In Hollywood of ; major studios
.
remains confusing to;

daily,
:
tradepaper and magazine reviewers.- Press departments set previews

two or three weeks in advance, .'get. the - ganderers all set to attend, then

liave to cancel them- at the last njomeht as final, dubbing, editing or- other

work is not completed iri time.' :

RKO waiited to borrow - Olivia de H'aviUand from Warners arid the

Burbank lot said yes in return for Ginger Rogers in one. picture. Metro's

request for^Miss de Havilland; .was met with a demand fpr the loan of

James. Stewart and Myrna Loy for one film,/: No deal to date.

: Warners has decided to tack a novel finale onto 'Strawberry Blonde,'

already, previewed on both coasts. New ending is to be a. cpmbination

exit march and community ting. Pictura ' will be nationally released

Feb. 22.

GINGER ROGERS

KITTY
';;¥^aYtE;; v;

;::

.', and. -. .- ..'
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'
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Sticks to No-Paid AdmishRule,

Regulation of New York Local 802

of the ;
American Federation of Mu-

sicians created •> - thoroughly mixed
lip comedy, of errors last week when
Bobby Byrne's band figured on do-

ing- its Friday flight Raleigh radio

commercial from the .stage; of- the

Flatbush theatre, Brooklyn, where
'it'slpiaying. An 802 rule forbids any:

commercial from v originating at a

point where an admission is charged-.

Apparently everyone concerned for-,

got, or didn't know of,, the. rule
i
until

a day or two. before the broadcast.

Situation wound up, via various iriis-

cue$, .in the airing almost not oc-

curring at all.; '/ •••
' >

Brandt Theatres, operators oi the

Flatbush, had advertised the broad-

cast widely and with General Amuse-
ment Corp., Byrne's/ bookers, and

. B.B.D.&O., the Raleigh agency, fought

until the last minute to get 802*s

sanction, without, success. Near riot

ensued at the .
theatre Friday (14)

when the advertised broadcast was

not forthcoming and also because

Byrne had to' skip.one show, in order

to get to NBC's studios in New York

and back. Brandt docked, the hand's

salary $500 for refund and;' because

the •- house • got only one audience in-

stead 6f two: People coming in for-

the regular 8 p.m. show stayed over

to catCh
;
. the last. V Normally they

would have cleared . out arid another

audiehce/seated: Byrne will, lose the

, $500 next week, too, at the Windsor

theatre, Bronx, but saves $250 each ,

week for line, charges he would have

had to pay. The Windsor is also a.

Brandt house.

From NBC's angle the muddle re-

sulted in a hurry up call to friends,

relatives, etc., of everyone concerned

to make up a studio audience! Net

had figured the broadcast for the the-

atre and hadn't bothered to print

tickets or make provision for: studio

watchers.

More Troublei

Still another topper occurred when
the band reached the. studio. It had

a police squad escorting its bus from
Brooklyn to N. Y. It arrived safely

arid temporarily dismissed the. bus-
then got. into the studio to find that

the music for the broadcast had been

left in the' car. Hurry-up call to

cops to pick up the vehicle, and bring

it back was .
fruitless, but in the

meantime the jalopy's, driver had
spotted the music. He brought it

back three minutes before the show
was to go oh the air, NBC had a

pianist' all set to .
substitute for

Byrne.

Then after the show was Over the

cops "called to say they had heard:

the broadcast; so the music must have
been found. They had been unable

to pick up the bus—practically a

house on wheels—in New York's

\ Blow moving traffic,

y. As if .that . wasn't enough, Larry

fy Clinton, who did a broadcast for

\ Sensation piggies from the Flatbush

a year or so ago, will be called be-

fore 802 to explain why. In trying

to get an okay for Byrne the union

was told Clinton had done a broad-
cast from the: same theatre. Now
he's in the soup tor apparently un-
knowingly violating the rule.

,
< '

; Philadelphia. Feb: 18.

... Fire ' yesterday (Monday),
wrecked the private . office of

Leon Levy; president of WCAU.
Can Of turpentine used by paint-

ers to redecorate the suite ex-

ploided and burst, into flames.

Levy's suite was a total sham-
bles. - : :

: •' ''
•.'.

".•

' The Doc left for Florida on;

Saturday and the staff' wanted to

surprise him with;; a' refurbished

office on his return.

Johnson & Johnson

Saturday Prospect

Johnson & joihnson may buy a

Saturday morning
.
quarter-hour

period on CBS. . Young *. Rubicam

is handling the .details.

Appropriations sdlSwI for a show

costing around $700 a week.

Into Unsanctioned Benefit

By Detroit AFRAftes

Detroit, Feb. 11,

Checking. repOrts that AFRA
members , here had worked, gratis

and without permission at the Presi-

dent's Birthday Ball, Max Halperin,

general . western representative of

Theatre Authority,: was in Detroit

last Week; conducting an investig^-.

tion. He also was making arrange-

ments to: appoint a Detroit repre-

sentative. :

Following the check here, under-
standing was that he would file

charges with the New York AFRA
against the . performers who had
failed to gety permission for the free

work before the extensive party

given in the Hotel Book-Cadillac.

Mutual will alter its regular pro-

gram schedule, beginning next week,

to • air a neujs shot every hour on

the hour, either as a flve-minute

summary or as jhe of the network's

regular commentator programs. Only
exceptions will be at 1 and 4 p.m.

Network has a group of serials slated

to start at the former spot and the

program summary is heard in the

latter. Five-minute news shots will

se moved forward to 12.55 and 3:55

in those instances.

New policy is another outgrowth
of the recent meeting, of program
directors of the various affiliates;.

FRANCES SWING WRITING

WKRC SERIAL FOR MBS

PLANTER SETTLES WOV

ACTION OUT OF COURT

Suit of Adrian James. Flanter,

former adviser on sales promotion
for WOV, New York, was discon

tinued and settled put of the N. Y.

supreme court' Thursday (13), Suit

sought damages of $4,159 from WOV
Flanter. was - employed Jan. 15,

1940; to Dec. 31; 1940, at a salary of

$4,284, plus 15% Of the gross on any
accounts brought in without the aid

of . an advertising agency, and 7Vi'%
of those' brought in with an agency
He was discharged in April. Dur-

ing the period he brought in $1,648

in accounts, he claimed.

Peter Mndle (girl) who has been
on KOIN Consumer News .program
for past; six years taking extended
vacation In east studying merchan-
dising methods. KOIN is in Port-
land, Ore.

Army Showmanship

, Buffalo,. Feb. 18%
During recruiting

.
spiel in

WKBW's 'Stuff and Nonsense*

show! last week young mart

jumped up from studio audi-

ence and volunteered.

it was almost the McCoy.
Youth tried to: enlist the day be-

fore but marine officers held

him over for the stunt, which

drew plenty of attention oVer the

air.
''

•

'•••' /:"

R. Vojnow m New

Fred Dod^e in Philip

Job Ward Wheelock

Behrman, Tcrre Haute,

Boss of WISH, Indpls

Terre Haute, Ind., Feb. 18

William W, Behrman, vice-preS'

ident and general manager of Radio
Station WBOW, has resigned to ac

cept the managership of the new
radio station, WISH, at Indianapolis

Expected rto start operations about
May 1, 1941.

WISH will operate with
. 5,000.

watts on 1280 kilocycles. Behrman
will move to Indianapolis about
April 1, and will complete the per-

sonnel of WISH at that time.

Behrman came to Terre Haute
from Evansvile, where he started, at

WGBF in 1929. R. E. Bailsman, of

WRAL, Raleigh, ;N;
. C'., has recenly

been appointed commercial manager
by Behrman. •

Fdr the. present there will be no
successor to Behrman at WBOW.

Cincinnati, Feb. 18,

First dramatic serial, to be o'rigi-;.

hated by WKRC for. feeding to the
Mutual web will start Feb. 24, Mon-
days through Saturdays from 1:15 to

1:30 p.m., EST; It is a domestic opus
titled 'Edith Adams' Future,' au-
thored by Frances Swing,, a. new-
comer on the Times-Star station.

Production will be by Brad Simp-
son, WKRC program chief. Cast in-

cludes Delia Ortpn, Joe Harding,
Dolores Doll; Mary Louise Lantz and
Jimmie Scribner.

,

WKRC has. also arranged to' origi-

nate two college symphonic concerts,

to be played by the Cincinnati Syrrir

phOny Orchestra, under, direction of

Eugene Goossens, for coast-to-coast

outletting by Mutual. First of the
pair is to 'be broadcast tonight (18)

from 9 to 10 p.m., EST, on the net-

work,, with a full two-hour stretch

on. the Cincy station. Second con-
cert is scheduled for March 11;

1 .iese concerts are the outgrowth of
work done by cored and high school
committees within the . junior
women's department of the women's
committee for the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra. Syd Cormell, an-
louhcer and producer at WKRC, will

be the commentator.

A hew local series of weekly half-

hour programs on WKRC; Commenc-
ing. Wednesday (19) night, drama-
tizes careers of colorful leaders, past
and. present, in the U, S. Army,
which is cooperating

, in the airings.

Starter is on Robert E. Lee.

WOL'S Mutual Serial

Washington, Feb. 18.

-, "Helen Holden—Government Girl,*

six-weekly daytime : serial being
produced by WOL for the Mutual
network, has the following- cast:

Nancy Ordway (tentative lead),
Robert Pollard, Nell Fleming,' Larry
Geraghty and Rudulph Watson.
Show is produced by ,the Furness-

Beattie office.

Richard Voynow, formerly in the

CBS program service department,
has - joined the Ward Wheelock
agency as eastern radio production
head, headquartering in New York,-

Programs he will
.
supervise are

'Campbell Playhouse,' .',Martha Web-,
ster' arid *Hilltop House.' Wheelock
has been seeking someone for the

assignment for some time.

Diana Bourbon, who handles day-
time shows in the east, returned to

duty last week. 'after; being absent

several weeks due to illness. George
Zachary .directs .'Playhouse,' the

agency's sole
,
nighttime program in

the east.
.

Fred Dodge, last with WFIL,
Philadelphia;, sis series exec, joins

Wheelock's Philadelphia office on
radio liaison.

HAYNES SUCCEEDS

ANGLIN AT COHPTON

Stores Haynes, a program: super-

visor fof Compton, has succeeded
Mary Louise Anglin as supervisor of

new programs and script editor of

the same agency. Miss Anglin, no
relation to actress Margaret Anglin,

resigned last week to accept a similar

assignment with another . agency,

She declined to identify the firm un-

til her return from a three-week
vacation trip by motor through
Florida. " -

"

Other changes at Compton last

week included three additions and a

shift in the radio department. Join

ing the office as program assistants

are George Brengel, formerly . assist

ant program manager at WSOC,
Charlotte, and Jack Houseknecht,
formerly of the NBC sound effects

department. Jack Cole, a -
.
copy:-

writer, becomes copy supervisor and
Janet Watson, formerly with Lennen
& Mitchell, joins the agency as a
copywriter. .

Screen Guild Ruling Kills Proposition—B.B.D.& O.
Solicits Lever Account Following Fiasco

William Esty agency has given up
all hope of working out a comprom-
ise on the , Screen Guild Actor's

stand against the proposed Louella

Parsons program and it i&: scouting

the New". York, field for another

show. Agency had contracted for

the Friday 10-10:30 p,m. spot on
CBS. ,'•

.

•••.•*'•.'

Budget that Lever ' Bros, had set

lor this particular Lifebuoy program
is $4,000. It . is reported that, the

B.B.D.&O. agency has meanwhile
made a pitch for the Lifebuoy ac-

count, submitting ;some programs
from which the account might
choose. B.B.D.&0. is

.
already, in on

the Lever Bros, advertising outlay'

through its handling of Silver Dust

'truth' Quiz to Par, L.A.
':. Ralph . Edwards' Truth^or Conse-
quences' .quiz show: for Ivory Soap
will do March 8 show from the.Para-
mount theatre, Los Angele^. .

Quiz is current at the.Hipp theatre,

Baltimore. '.'.

CHANGE BERNIE QUIZ

Slight Variation in Program Formula
for Bromo Seltter

"'
\!
' '.'"

Ruthrauff .& Ryan is considering
an overhaul of the ; Ben Bernie
show's •routine. The present plan is

for more comedy and 'the stepping
up of the quiz angle so that partici-

pants will, have their potential win-
nings tripled with ' every

,
correct an-

swer. ..':

- The difference between this show
and others Of 'its money-mounting
description is - that with - BrOmp
Seltzer the participant will be paid
off regardless of the point where .he
flunks. The Bromb kitty will start

Off with a dime...-

Yaiigbn DeLeath's Divorce

Vaughn DeLeath Is going ' out to

Rehp at the end of this month to; es-.

tablish a residence preliminary to

getting a divorce.

; While, there .she may do some
singing on KOH.

WMC's New Staifios

Memphis, Feb. 18

WMC moved into its new studios
in the Goodwyn Institute with
luncheon of 300 Memphis business
men and visiting.radio executives, at
the Peabody hotel, and a 60-minute
dedicatory broadcast carried oyer a
network of southern stations.

'

New studios are air-conditioned
sound-proofed throughout and in-
clude the large Goodwyn auditorium
for visual audience broadcasts.

A 10-year:

.
mother-and-^aughter

partnership in a radio serial was/
fcritjed last week by the death , of the'

daughter, Donna Damerel, who. Was.

Marge of 'Myrt and Marge.' . She
died Feb. 15 at the Englewood (N. J.)

hospital after giving birth to a ;soh,

r. third child and by her third hus-

band, Peter j. Fick, prominent as. a
swirnmer. The actress waS 28. The
child is wi?U. "'''' '

The team of 'Myrt and Marge' was.;,

iprovised in Chicago during 1931 -.

and . sold cold^ direct to. Phillip
. K.

;

Wrigley. . With one 'hiatus it has-,,

been steadily sponsored ever, since..
'

The mother-partner, Myrtle Vail

.

was Mrs. George Damerel and,

like, her . deceased husband, was a

veteran trouper, largely in vaude-

ville, although starting originally

with a. road company of ,'The Merry.

Widow/ : The; family- was in .'retires

ment* (Vaudeville being, what it was)
when the mother got the inspiration

that she, too, could launch a radio

serial. •

•

The connection with Wrigley lasted

from 1931 to 1936. It made the team
nationally famous.. They, made a

picture for Universal,: did extensive

persohals at a salary that' made
vaudeville look less -nostalgic, al-

though they never .were in; the top

radio coin brackets. Last summer
the pair tackled,, not too seriously,

a Week with a Yonkers summer dra-

matic stock in 'Yes, My Darling

Daughter.'' After 1937 the; turn was
sponsored, by Colgate-Palmolive-

Peet.
''.

As originally; written by .Myrtle

Vail, the veteran of show business;

the serial was the tale of n kindly

hard-boiled trouper, Myrt, who made
it her business to protect the.in-

.

npcence of the newppmer to back-

stage, Marge. It was sentimental and
hokey,-. a ciricature on reality, but

the public liked it. Perhaps the one
literary creation- of Myrtle Vail in

those days that stood out was, ,

pansy stooge, probably the first homo
to be described on the air.

With the sudden loss of one of its

chief characters the program this

week-lapsed Into a chaotic condition.

Due to prostration MyrtTe ,; Vail

planned to remain off the show until

today (Wednesday).; The script was:

rewritten , to take care of the missing
actresses. Continuance of the part of

Marge is uncertain at . present as

Myrt (Now Mrs. Eddie" Lambert)
states there cm be no substitute for

Marge.
Besides her husband and mother,

the acttess leaves two sons, by pre-

vious Chicago marriages, and .

brother, George Damerel, Jr.. an or-

chestra leader. Funeral services
were held Monday (17) in New York.

Vallee Into Coast Spots

But Not for Sealtest

Hollywood, Feb: 18.

Two NBC network programs, pre-
viously not heard along the Coast,

have fcfeen extended to the' thtee Pa-
cific states. Rudy Vallee's turn for

Sealtest takes full Coast coverage,
with: National Dairies inserting the
plugs for Kraft cheese. J. Walter
Thompson agency cuts in for the

15% of the added, time, with McKee
& Albright handling the Sealtest biz.

Sealtest is not marketed here.

. Other program to come West is

Bab-O's -.daytime serial,; 'David
Harum.' . ...

Cecil Carmlchael, publicity direc-

tor of WLW, Cincy, addresses Radio
Executives Club's luncheon meeting
in New York, March 12.

& Rubicam Meets Rebuff at CBS and NBC-
Copy Issue on Beer Involved

Mutual's Monday,
. 8. to 8:30 p.m.,

period has been, reserved by Young
Be Rubicam for a program to be un-
derwritten by- KSglined (American
Can Co.). . The Indications; afe that

it will he a script, shpw. . Series

would start In early April. .

Agency had- gone first to ColumV
bia but found that the network's
policy on beer accounts or anything
connected with the

;

' beverage was
discouraging. Next approach was to

the NBC-blue and' the answer there
was1 that it would have to see what

copy Kegllned proposed to u*e be-

fore, it could accept or turn down
the business; .

"
.

.

J^gr/aia^bn Mars Show
'

• Ih last week's issue of Varietv it

was erroneously stated, in connec-

tion with, a story that Mars candy

will sponsor a new show over NBC-
red with Ted Fio-Rito and .

Jackie

Heller and that this candy company
markets a bar known as O Henry.

O'Henry is not a Mars product. . ::
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Defending radio against its increasingly numerous and in-

creasingly articulate enemies will tax the ingenuity of the
broadcasting industry as' time goes on. That fact is. better
recognized now than belatedly two or three years into the fu>

ture. Just last week a powerful United States senator, one
who is entitled to respect as an opponent or as a critic, raised

an unpleasant suggestion of radio news bias. In the same week
the Allied Printing Trades' Council, an avowed foe of broadcast-
ing, let loose with the most 'telling (in a propaganda sense) of

its several anti^radio blasts. It happened also to be the week
in which the president of another) union, tli* hiusiciahs; stated
certain expectations that place, radio in the middle between two
rival unions,: the other- side being, the artists' Guilds. ;"

Power begets enemies. Radio has great power. Not only the
printing trades resent its prosperity. Not only senators speak
out. Nor will the Department of Justice always be a con-

.
yenierit helpmeet to broadcasting in grappling . -with its prob-
iemSw.^jrhe. future: will demand plenty of planning, plenty of
judgment and friends.

\

The friends will have to be better quality than hired echoes
ga-ga. with glee that, a 10-ton truck can run down a- garden
hedge. ; -'*;V "' '*"'—

'

*

'True or False* and ^Informa-

tion, Please* Exceptions to

Downward Trend of Ques-
tipn-and-Answer Programs
in Latest Report of Co-

. operative Analysi* of

;;
Broadcasting

ft

on ams

nsor

RATINGS WOBBLE

:
The back-to-1920 argument of the printing trades council

may be siHy. ' But the complacency of some broadcasters at
this moment is also silly.

;
Easy victories over- badly-informed

single opponents do not provide grounds for-, prc-supposing that
well-informed opponents, in combinations, won't be more for-
midable later on. A great, deal of close, study of radio status
quo, with an espionage eye out for weak spots, is going on these
days. -;

'

Some broadcasters may, as they have in the past, rap the
journal that sounds the note of warning. They can rush to press
with a smugly-worded tut-tut. Or they can realize what is evi-
dent that the first 20 years, were the easiest, the next five years
the toughest.

LEONARD NASON IS

BACK IN U. S. ARMY

Maj. Leonard Nason, military an-
alyst for WOR-Mutual, has been re-
called for. active service and left last
week for Ft. Benning, Ga., where he
Is serving with a mechanized unit.

.

Paul Schubert, the network's naval
authority, is also taking on the niili-

.
tary assignment for the present.

Fibber McGee on Lux

Lux Radio Theatre continues its
policy of : alternating high-rating
mike comedians with film stars by
booking Fibber McGee and Molly for
Its broadcast of next . Monday (24).
The script will be the picture ver-

sion of 'The Whole Town's Talk-
ing.'

'

Joe Engel, baseball-magnate owner
of WDEF, Chattanooga, staged bar-
becue broadcast Friday (14). Threw
whole works into show, airing fry-
ta8;pan sounds and usual barbecue
°u.ting noises direct from studio*

TOWN HALL'S CONTRACT

NBC Keeps Forum—Denny Off For
Six-Week Swing

Town Hall of the Air.program has

been extended on NBC under a new
contract with options, for five years.

George Denny signed before leaving
for a six week road tour with' the
forum opening at Birmingham this

Thursday and hopping to Pacific
coast from there. Sid Strotz signed
for NBC.

- Terms not revealed but Town Hail
program is believed to receive a $50,-

000 annual subsidy from NBC.

Benny From Palm Springs
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

Jack Benny, who at times has had
the urge to broadcast from Honolulu,
Sun Valley, Idaho, and other way
points, has been granted permission
by the agency and sponsor to do one
Jello show from Palm Springs next
Sunday (23).

Program will corns from Plaza
theatre, with seating capacity for 800

and 500 of the chairs taken by
cadets from nearby March Field.

Air Conditioning Training Corp. Counter-Claims Fiz-

dale Promise to Deliver Philcb Staffmen as Students

Suit by Tom" Fizdale; Inc., radio
*ee lance press agentry, againstAir
Conditioning Training"Corp; for '

$9l',-

:«00 was set for a jury trial in the
N. Y. federal court Thursday (13) by
Judge John C. Knox. Action charges
Jfeach of contract. A counterclaim
"as

.

been filed • against Fizdale for
$9,500.

•

Fizdale asserts^fe slgHid .an agree-
'•*"?' or

-

tw° years with Air Cohdi-S^1

;
March 12, . 1940, to pub-

uctze the training school of Air Con*Sln«' " is claimed that $76,500
*° be Paid for the publicity and

^3 500 waS due- under another agree-men ?lvmg
. Fizdale $10 for ea h

P"PU secured for Air Conditioning

training Corp. Of the total $8;50&

has been paid.
'

Defense claims that at the signing

of the contract Fizdale claimed to be
a representative for Philcb Radio ft

Television Corp. arid would be able

ten sliift the men on this company at.

the rate of 1,200. yearly to . the de-

fendant's training schopl. It was also

stated that
:

if the . enrollment Was
not substantially larger than the pre-

vious year the deal would be can-

celled and the $8,500 advance re-r

turned. Lastly, it
" is claimed Fiz-.

dale failed , to secure the best pub-
licity or devote its best efforts to-

ward publicizing the defendant. Air

Conditioning deals in refrigeration

equipment, also and has used local

radio advertising extensively.

Even. thoufih Vthe'.-latest Cd-bpera-
tive Analysis of Broadcasting report
(period ending Feb. 11 ) shows a - rise
of. two-tenths jbf a. point .for evening,
programs, the tabulations disclose a
continued wane of popularity in
quiz programs. Only

. two quiz
shows, True or False' and 'Informa-
tion, Please,' chalked up a substan-
tial tilt, while 'Truth and Conse-
quence' also went up but by a mere
tenth of - a point; AH others quizzers
fell off in rating, or remained static.

As for the musical shows The Hit
Parade' recovered a point arid all

the straight music stanzas, on . the
NBC-red Sunday night followed the
upward trerid of the preceding com-
edy shows. On the other hand Guy
Lpmbardo slipped off, as did 'Voice
of Firestone,' Glenn Miller, Fred
Waring, Telephone

.
Hour,' Ray

Block, 'Contented Hour,- Cities Serv-
ice* Xavi'er Cugat, Kay Kyser and
Ben Bernie. The musicals «that went
up; including 'Parade,' were 'Fitch
Bandwagon,' 'Saturday Night Ser-
enade,' Cqca Cola, 'Album of Fa-
miliar Music,' 'Beat the Band.' 'Man-
hattan Merry-go-Round,' 'Hour of
Charm' arid 'Hidden Stars.*

'.'.

. Ups and Downs '-'.:

Following is how the quiz shows
fared on this latest report:

Truth or Consequences'—iip.

'Information, Please—up.
True or False'—up.
•Battle of Sexes'—even.
Take It or Leave If—down.

. 'Dr. I. Q.'—down.
-. 'Quiz Kids'—reven.

:

*Ask-It-Basket'—down.
'Uncle Jim's Bee'—down.
'Professor. Qujz'—down.

; 'Double or Nothing*—down.

Kyser's and Berriie's programs
might be also classified as quiz

show, and these, as noted above, are

also down.
Because of the unknown quantity

of the. music war with its prohibi-

tions upon ASCAP selections the

recent C.A.B. reports (which are. of

course, copyrighted and • may not be
published, as such) have been
studied and watched with especial

interest during January and Febru-
ary. Unusual conditions have pro?

duced unusual reports, ratings while

not conclusive have, been wobbly
and the curve behavior • for this

time of year is distinctly riot aver-

age. " "'

Against the argument that the

withdrawal of ASCAP music has in-

jured radio, broadcasters have; been

saying that the redoubled—because
necessary — . efforts of production

staffers have actually, in some cases,

injected new pep arid life into music

shows that had been in a rut.
-

Chicago, Feb.. 18..

U. S. Gypsum Co. will spot a flock

of announcements throughout the

territory in the interests
_

of its Texo-

lite Paint subsidiary. All announce-
ments are being disked.

.
:

;

through the Buchen-agency

.

Al Godwin,: sports annouhper. for

WWL, New Orleans, was slightly' in-

jured last week in. a train wreck n6ar

Athens, La.

SEEK PALL MALL SHOW
Kutherauff Sc Ryan Combs The Pro-
;.- gram Possibilities For Account '

: Ruthrauff ft Ryan is looking around
for : a show that might be 1

submitted
to the American tobacco Co. for Pall
Mall's re-entry on the air.

R ft R got the cig account several
weeks ago ;frpm Young ;& Rubicam,
but on ATC's invitation.

When the Wayne King program
goes on for Luxor (CBS) the mail-
drawing device , won't be letters

about romantic episodes associated

with songs but love letters sup-
posedly dug up from their trunks by
femme contestants for the diamond-
ring giveaways. .'

. Lord ft . Thomas, agency oh the
Luxor account, anticipates the lim-
ited use that might be made of the
song angle so long as ASCAP music
remained taboo from the networks.

DEAN HUDSON RETURNS

TO PEANUT ACCOUNT

Boston, Feb. 18.

Dean Hudson returns to Lance
Toastchee Tirne, broadcasting from
WMAL, Washington and 35 NBC sta-

tions, starting March 3, 7:45 a.m. for

15 ininutes, Mon., Tues., Wed., with
breakfast club Idea for six months..

Product Is peanut butter, cracker.

Set via Nachriian-Rhodes Agency,
Charlotte, NI C.:

'

Band will play college parties

throughout South on weekends dur-
ing broadcasting schedule.

Makes First Hudd/e
Boston, Ftp. 18.

• After being graduated from secre-
tarial school a few months ago, Ber-
nice Scott was engaged for routine
office work at WEEI. She studied
voice culture In her spare time.

One of the station's executives
heard about her. A mike test fol-

lowed and she has been engaged to

play a dramatic role for a 39-disc

series.

Recent
. slide-off of program

ratirigs have, created a wide open
market tot new prpgrariis among
many major •advertising agencies.
The agency men are rushing to Te- :

pair the ravages before the accounts
theiriselves start bringing the pres.-

-

sUre or other agenciesi start making
the proverbial pitch for the busi-
ness.

The scramble for available pro-
gram; material . is contrary to the
status of previous years. By the
middle of February, the

.
agencies

considered their shows, pretty well
jelled for trie heavy listening sea-
son, arid about the only thing they
would begin giving thought -to •

summer replacements. ...

One .agency where; the call for
new programs rates as exceptionally
heavy for this time of year is Young
ft Rubicam;. Program ;agen'ts have ,

been advised by Y ft R that it can
use as many as. five shows. Recent
C.A.B. reports have been particu-
larly harsh on Y ft R programs.

CHANGE 'EASY ACES'

TIME ON PACIFIC

•Easjr^ Aces' and 'Mr. Keen' will be
cleared simultaneously on air NBC-
blue stations taking . the serials

coast-to-coast starting March 11.

The westcoast outlet had been tak-
ing the programs off on wax and
broadcasting them at a later hour,
but that involved paying an addi-
tional fee for actors.

The change in westcoast schedules
for these two scripterS also solves a
dileriVma for NBC. 'Easy. Aces/
which plugs Anaciri, now follows in

that area ariother headache account,
Bromo Seltzer, via the Ben Berni
show..

Perry Bill Up Again

Albany, Feb. 18.

Senator Charles Perry has again
introduced his bill making it a petty

larceny for any one to sell, lease or
license any recording of a broadcast,

obtairied without the. written consent
of the performer, sponsor or station

owner. Political, educational, re-

ligious arid civic broadcasts are ex-
cepted. Records may be seized with-
out warrant.
Somewhat similar bill was passed

by the State seriate at the last year's

term but it died in. Assembly com-
mittee. The bill at the time was
strongly supported by the National
Association of Performing . Artists

and the musicians union.

Columbia'* 'Width' of Listening Rather Than
tensity; Thesis Works Out in Post Cards >

lit-

CBS last week gave some of its

more important accounts and agen-
cies a preview of its- new network
coverage maps, the result of a survey
iri whieh"'.Jt\' used. \tHe'..retur-n''.'ppstai'

card method. .The network chose for

its standard of determining coverage/

the number of times per week that

the responding listener tuned in a

station. If two out of three families

stated that they listened to a station

at least once a.'-.week'.-that'put' tht

county concerned in • the station's

primary area, but if only.: one out of .

nthree-famHtcs-lent-an^eaFT-to-the-sta—

tion the county was considered as

having' but secondary coverage..
.

The network in working up this

new coverage survey sent out 1,000

postcards to every 100,000 radio

homes... The return was .82.1%. ..The.

qf Ties sought to find out what sta-

tions the recipients had listened to

during the last five months and
which of these had they' listened to

at least Price a. week during the past
three weeks (a) during the daytirne,

(b). in the evening; -

the . new CBS methods concerns
itself with the , width Of : listening

and hoi with the amount, or iriten-/

sity, of listening. NBC some time,

ago announced that it had made a;

new. coverage survey and the riet-

wprk . disclosed '
last, week that - it

:

would soon come: out: with 'new;

method of., coverage determination
-as based on . this survey. ,

'.

In determining coverage by the
number of postalcards returned CBS
used the following formula: '

Percentage. ".' Area '.

67 to 100% ' Primary
33 to 67% Secondary
10 to 33% Occasional
Below 10% None
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SCHWERIN SURVEY TIMELY IN LIGHT

OF ISOLATIONIST'S NEWSCAST ISSUE

Research Reveals Disbelief in Nazi News, Distaste for
| Self-interest Alone Is

Nazi Victbries-^-If Public Is Being Kidded Into

Pro-British Position fHey Appare^fy Want to Be

By EDGAR A. GRVNWALD
. When he demanded copies of. talks

made by network, newscasters,
.
iso-

lationist Senator Burton K. Wheeler

last week raised, by. inference;, the

question: 'Is the American public, be-
ing kidded' about the war?' By a
coincidence a recent research survey
of Horace' Schwerin of the

.
Spector

Advertising agency made in coopera-
tion with WOR-, New . York, '. thrbWs
strong light- upon this very theme;
This survey ''traced, scientifically; an
unmistakable American tendericy to

disbeieve German news, believe Brit-

ish news, shudder at Axis successes

and enthuse '.'over .British victories.-

It might not too ;extreme to draw
from the findings, the conclusion that

If America 'is being kidded into "a

pro-British position they like being
kidded. •

•-.'•••

" .. \
,.'

It is, of course, ho ,
discovery that

news is popular as; to radio program
classification. The Schwerin survey,

does, however, make some ' provoca-
tive analyses.. It brings out the point

that 'it is an' undoubted, mistake in

broadcast showmanship ever ; to de-

lay the European : war news. No
sports ; or domestic hews item pre-

sumably can, at this time in; history,

capture the audience's attention so

surely arid hold it so tightly as get-

ting righj into the war stuff. :This

consideration, . already known . to

most broadcasters is especially per-
tinent for the sponsors of hews pro-

grams as a clue to the first 'must*

of maximum audience interest;

The impact of war news on the
radio listener's attention—as well as
the latter|s distinct sympathy toward
the welfare of England and Greece—
were demonstrated by the original-

minded researcher (Schwerin) who
recently

;

proved, that a program
should be a related scries of stimuli

awakening a continuous pattern' in

the listener's mind. He ' has since
focused his attention on what hap-
pens when a newscast dins into the
eardrums of the U. S. listener..

.

WOR's Guinea Pigs

Abetted by WOR, -which supplied
him with the human guinea pigs and
the facilities for his experiments,
Schwerin's staff has taken about 1,-

000 subjects and measured their in-

terest in news of all kinds. . Three
Important findings have resulted

from these tests '
'

.;

(1 ) News about the war commands
the most avid Interest among lis-

teners. The interest in war doings,

regardless of which side of the At-
lantic, Is on a uniformly high level

(see, accompanying chart).

(2) The U. S. listener shows a

s
sharp learting toward the cause of

iA England and her allies. He is more
Interested in hews favorable to these

y nations than in hews favorable to
the Axis, and he apparently attaches
more belief to English news sources
than 'to Axis news sources.

(3) . In order to command the
maximum 1istener-attention, news-
casts must follow a certain pattern,

which is somewhat akin to theposi
tion of news in the daily,press. The
best news items must; come at the
start of the program if the listener's

-attention is to be maintained, When
this pattern is violated; listener-In-

terest comes down to. a lower level.

Two subsidiary flndings of Schwer-
in are worth mentioning: (a) women
listen to the news more than men' do
(except very early in the morning or
very late at night), no doubt, for
the simple reason, that they have
better access to radio sets, but men
generally have, more interest in

news than the women' and (b) adult
men and women are more interested
fri war news 1 than young, people.
Young women favor news of hearth-
and-hpme above all else,, while young
men dilletanteishly scatter their in-

terest all over the lot. The dividing
line between •young' and 'old' is in

the middle twenties.

.Older People

The implications of the foregoing
findings (and. those tabulated in the
chart) are;, self-evident ' for radio
sponsors. ..; It follows from the index
numbers that : at the present time
war raises news-attention, and; that

currently the, most avid audience is

among older people. This - should
jvevide a suitables answer; tp the,-qft,n

heard, complaint that. the 1

air .is too

full of war. news.
Aside- from these implications-hav-

ing to do, with sponsors, researchers

see in Schwerin's work- sonic angles

of great importance'id the U. S. .Gov-

ernment vis-a-vis the' war.f. : These
angles confirm the ' .'commdri-serise.

suspicion that the. listener is far

more sympathetic to' England than to.

.the. Axis,-: arid that because of this

predisposition^—or mental pattern

—

:

he' could perhaps . be^propagandized';
or 'kidded' withm certain limits.-;For
instance, Schwerin has found that

when the news is favorable to Eng-
land or Greece, it rates an index of

112; but when it is favorable to the

Axis;. the index sinks, to 1021 .Similar-,

ly, when the. news is issued : from
English . sources, the interest-index,

again, is 112; and when the. source
of the news; is the Axis, the index
once more sinks' r to .102. In- short,-

the listener's partinsariship somewhat
predisposes his listening^interest. A
prograip - composed of nothing but
DNB news, from Berlin .would soon
be a flop! English government hand-
outs would probably fare much bet-

ter." -..

:; '>"'.'-'; -'

'. Again in line with' the .listener's

apparent mental 'Gestalt'.
;
pattern

is his pre-conceived idea of /what
sequence the various news items:

should follow. For one thing, the
listener wants to hear war news first

of all on the newscast. If he is dis-

appointed, and the war news comes
in second or third place, his Inter-

est in it falters. Similarly, domestic
miscellany—chit-chat about smaller
events throughout the nation—fares
best of all in last place. It thus
seems that the listener has a definite

sense of news-ranking, arid stub-

bornly insists that the news be fed
to hirii in accordance with his own
ideas. Schwerin does not say how
the listener originally acquired this

pattern, but whatever the reason, it

shows up plainly in the figures. Here
they are, indicating the listener's, in-

terest according to news placement
(numbers are index figures):

'War News
Presented on flrat portion of program. 100
Presented .second portion...... .-. ST
Presented last portion..,.. 73

.' Foreign Miscellany
Presented. on first portion of program. 100
Presented second portion 74
Presented ' last portion..............;..,. B8

. Election News
Presented on llrst- portion oC program. 100
Presented second portion...'.....'....... 120
Presented lost portion................. 81

U. S. and the War ..

Presented on first portion of- program 100
Presented second portion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . lltfl

Presented last portion. ................ ' 88
Domestic Miscellany

Presented on first portion ' of program 100
Presented second, portion 104
Presented last portion. 114'

.
Simultaneously Schwerin. has also

completed studies on the types and
position of commercial messages in

newscasts, but many of these; are
identified with Individual sponsors
and thus cannot, be stated here, Suf-
fice it to say that a definite connec-
tion between the individual commer-
cials on any one program has been
noted. A good- opening commercial,
for. Instance, raises listener-interest

in the second, third, and all subse-
quent commercials on that program.
And vice versa, a bad opener pres-
ages a bad .finish. The full implica-
tion . of these findings needs addi-
tional

.
elaboration, but the^ import-

ance ;is immense.-.; '.;.'••.;:;.'.;.
;

. As in, earlier, experiments,: the
Spector research chief, again used
the Stanton-Lazarsfeld analyser,

:

a
machine which records listener reac-
tions on graph paper without inter-
ruptirig the . program. For all pur-
poses at hand, .the. WQR sample of

1.00Q proved to be ;plentjr large. The
same findings, as- 'a matter of fact;

could hay.e. been /obtained, with a
riiuch. smaller batch, of guinea pigs.

For the mathematically-minded
reader, it should be added that: the
index numbers used' here as docu-
mentation; well-nigh defy explana-
tion. Since markings on graph paper
are extremely: difficult to tabulate,
Schwerin is using a .rating' system
deyised by Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld of
Columbia University to get his base
material. But notwithstanding, ' the
complexity of this- process, all, in-

dices may be read. as comm.on index
numbers—i.e., percentage compari-
sons, it should also be noted that
these findings apply solely to news-
casts; and '.not to,news comment.- -

; t

Guarantee of Unbiased

Comment. Sez RosenBaum

Philadelphia, Feb.; 18.
".'

; Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL prexy

and chairman of the board of Inde-

penderit Radio Network Affiliates', last

\yeek took issue Vvith statement, made
by Senator; Burton K. Wheeler, Mon-
tana Democrat, that radio devoted
niore time to supporters of the lend-
lease, bill than to its-critics-, ^aid
Rosenbaum: ' '• .-"\ ..':'.

'Senator Wheeler Is quoted as
stating that he'questioned whether'
vthe. affiliated stations,h>ve .peen as
'careful as the network originating

stations to give equal time to both
sides of every public question, par-
ticularly

. the lend-lease bill and
.Ariierican neutrality.

'Speaking: for.the' affiliates, I am
positive that Senator • Wheeler is

not -correctly informedi. There is

no class of business men in this ..

country more, aware of public :

service obligation than the owners
arid operators of:'. the network- :

affiliated stations. We are. at. all

times eager to bring to bur listen-
;

ers views on both sides of contro- ••

versial questions: '..-;
.. - }'

'Apart from the legal require?
ment, it makes for Vital : and

. thought-provoking programs that
increases bur - listening audiences,
something every station desires,

'We have no editorial policies.

We do not color the.news. It may ...

be that there is an' overwhelming
current of public opinion

:
running

one way or another, but we do not
create it. Each listener draws his
own opinions.

'It would be a calamity for,

American freedom if it were oth-
erwise. . We want to preserve free-
dom in radio from unwarranted
censorship or coercion. If Senator
Wheeler believes that individual
stations have knowingly departed
from this standard, our group
(IRNA) will be the first to see to

it that It be maintained.'

WELL HEARD

George Hamilton Combs, Jr., news
commentator on WHN, New York
made one of the most outspoken
broadcast replies ; to Senator . Wheel-
er's demand, for copies of newscasters
remarks concerning the lend-lease
bill. Following is verbatim as de-
livered by Combs last Thursday (13 ):

. 'Today, Senator Burton K.
Wheeler, isolationist leader, charged
that sponsored news commentators
on the radio chains have been quite
one-sided on the question, of the
Lease-Lend: Bill. Furthermore, he
said that there have been complaints
of propaganda by newspapers, by
many columnists and by the motion
picture industry, arid that -these
complaints had become so numerous
that official

,
notice must be taken of

them. -It so happens that Senator.
Wheeler is : also chairman of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Vcbm?
mittee which haridles radio legisla-
tion. Therefore it was with; what I

might
' say ' Unusual, interest that cer-

:
tain radio stations today received
letters asking for copies of the scripts
of all sponsored news coniriiehtators
for- the' last year.- •;

:~'- ; ':-

'The Senator says, and I quote:—
"If we are to preserve .democracy iri':

the; United States, it is absolutely
necessary that on fundamental issues,

such; as granting dictatorial powers
td the President, and the question,of
peace or war, the people should be
(fully, arid impartially ..advised. The
only

! way that- Hitler, ;6r Stalin or:
Mussolini :

,are- 'able to keep their
people in - subjection is because of.

controlled press, radio, and motion
pictures.1" <

.
'

;

.'It is obvious that there is no gov-
ernment control df press, radio, or
motion pictures. In fact, during the
present debate on foreign policy, the
radid has been wide open- io the- iso-

Listener-Ihterest in Radio
News by Categories

(Nofe-: The amount of listener-interest ctih be judged by the v\ann<>r in
whichr. categories are raiike&i as . well as by the indeii; numbers

parentheses.)

I. WAR NEWS (68). ..

II. U. S. AND THE WAR (68)

III. ELECTION NEWS (64).;,....
.'

IV. : DOMESTIC MISCELLANY (58)

V. FOREIGN MISCELLANY (56) ...

a. Adult Men (123 )

b. . Young' Men (105) •

c. Adult Women ( 101)

.
d. Young Women .(1Q0)

a. -Adult' Men (lie).

b. Adult Women (100)
c. Young Men (98 )

d. Yourig Women (95)

a. Young Women (112)
b. Adult Women < 107 ):

c. Young Men. (100) .
.'.

d. Adult Men (72).
;

a. -YoUng iMeri (i:0C)

b. Young Women '

c 1 0.3 )

c. Adult Women . (97 )
';-

d. Adult Men (65)

a. Adult Men. (93)

b. CYoiing Women (90)

c. Adult Women (88)

d. Yoilng Men (81)

on

Wheeler See» Bias and Improper Editorializing oh

Lend^Lease Matter

lationists. The spokesmen for Sen-
ator Wheeler's cause have been
numerous arid articulate. Colonel
Lindbergh has spoken several times,

and -Mr. Verne Marshall has been
heard. Senator Wheeler, himself, has
addressed the nation on many occa-
sions, and I believe In one instance,

twice in one day, on national hook-
ups. There has been obviously no
stifling of free expression; likewise
no scintilla of evidence is available

that the radio industry desires any.

suppression of divergent points of
view. However, all of this raises an
Issue of which every - conscientious
and informed commentator has been'
keenly aware. It is true that If one
school of economic, social or political

thought were able to purchase a
preponderance of radio- time and the
services of radio commentators, it

would enjoy a tremendous
.
advan-

tage in the presentation of its point
of view. The impact of regularly
scheduled broadcasts is very much
greater than that of the sporadically
placed broadcasts of other speakers,
except those of national celebrity.

On the other hand, the radio . has
been kept singularly free of this con-
tamination. At the present time,
there are about as many liberals as
there are 1 coriservatives among the
radio commentators. Furthermore,
it is exceedingly doubtful that any
sponsor ever tried to dictate to a
commentator as to what: he should
say or what economic or other
policies he Ehould enunciate.

•Every thoughtful student of the
problem will recognize that a
monopoly of the public ear would
be almost as dangerous as a monop-
oly of the public eye> such as might
be represented by a press which
expressed only one: philosophy or
school of thought. As a matter of
fact, it is my opirilon-^-and take It for
what it's worth—that the radio has.
been a liberalizing influence in
American public thought. :

'Certainly nothing could be Worse
than the .employment of radio by
the government: as a means of prop-
agating or. disseminating, either a
political or social philosophyr but at
the: present time we are certainly
not confronted by any such situation.

;
'. The ;

:
danger imfelicit Iri- Senator

Wheeler's remarks is that the. radio
will be muzzled. If. newspapers;
columnists, the motion picture, and'
radio are not permitted

. to . enjoy

'

TOmplete tamunity .from censorship,
then freedom of speech is wholly
extinguished. Your own radio: com-
mentator has never:made any secret
of his belief that dictatorship is bad
and democracy is good. I cannot be-
lieve it to be against public

:
policy or',

against the law to denounce dictator-
ship arid to praise derinocracy, . to
champion freedom, and to" excoriate
tyranny, to pl^ad , for. the defense of
the democratic countries, and to cas-?

tigate the forces which would destroy
our liberty and bur freedom.
• 'If this be treason, make the most
of it/' -

-

"

Cal Tlnney, newspaper columnist
and humorist,1

switches His newscast
from WCAU to WFIL, Philly, begin-
ning next week. WFIL may pump
the^ shdw to Its Quaker. Network. . . ,

a 0 -.» ?

Washington; Feb; 18,

: Isolationist yowls—as the 'lend-,

lease' bill hears its final show-down
—last week vyere. concentrated on
radio as a prime factor in so-called

war-like propaganda. Broadside -at-

tack was made on the national net-

works—with Mutual singled out as

the worst offender—by Senator- Bur-
ton K. Wheeler, principal foe of the
administration's aid-to-Britain pro-
gram. Radio news commentators on
the big chains have been 'quite one--
sided,' according to the chairman of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee.^
Wheeler, whose committee haridles

radio legislation, charged that MBS.
commentators had been 'riot only ed-
itorializing, but in many instances
propagandizing', when the war issue

was discussed. In a letter to Fred
Weber he requested 'a copy of the
script of your .commentators during
the past " year,' declaring that
squawks about propaganda had 'be*
come so numerous that official

tice must be taken- of them.' .

Wheeler requested webs to 'fur-
nish me with a list of the commen-
tators, together With the names of
their sponsors, and if the sponsor Is

a corporation, to ' give me the. name .

of the president of the company, and
the members sof the Board of Direc-
tors.' The Montana senator pointed
to .the recent Federal Communica-
tion's . Commission reprimand to .the.

Boston ' station, WAAB, of John
Shepard, 3rd, for 'editorializing' the
hews via the airwaves.
While granting that the. originat-

ing station of the chain might have
given 'equal time to . individual
speakers on the more important is-

sues,' Wheeler questioned whether
affiliate stations had done so and
charged that sponsored commenta-
tors on the webs had been .'quite

one-sided on the great issue that la

pending before the country at the
present time, namely, the lend-lease
bill, and the question of bur own
neutrality.'

.

Washington, Feb. 18,

The Allied Printing Trades Coun-

cil last Week issued from Miami an-

other of its.' several blasts, against

the' radio ' Industry, charging TSdio
advertising cost the jobs of 25,000

printers arid that radio made 'ab-

normal profits on a nominal cash
investment ....:.'•..

A bill is expected to;be Introduced
in Congress soon embodying its tax-'

the-broadcasters principle.

Jack Voh Tllzer out of NBC pro-

grams sales division. . .
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A report to advertisers in the

to

to

spent anywhere
apiece with us

to the trade.

saw

are to announce

As of today, the 1940-41 Variety

Radio Directory is in the hands

-of sponsors who bought $79,402,471

in network time alone during 1940.

Similarly, agencies spending $84,-

811,402 in network time alone dur-

ing 1940 now have one or more

copies.

* * * The foregoing si

believe, are self-evident i

the Variety

as an

^ m the trails

1941-42 volume in

facts, we
of

s impor-

now.

154 West 46th Street, New York

Price: $5 per copy
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PETRILLO MOVES FOR SHOWDOWN WITH

WEBS AND AGMA ON
Possibility of Actors Union Being Involved—Strotz,

Woods, Lowman, Seebach Given Notice of March

Deadline—Watch Spalding Case

A jurisdictional war between the

actors' and musicians' unions
.
may

break but. -within the next couple of

weeks. Spark that could .set off such

hostilities would be the enforcement

of an ultimatum served on the four

major networks last Friday (14) by
James C. Petrillo, president of the

American Federation of Musicians.

The demand, which revives Petril-

lo's bid to exercise jurisdiction over

all instrumental soloists as well as
rank-and-file musicians, is the same
one the AFM prez was forced to hold
in abeyance last summer because of
court action by the American Guild
of Musical Artists, But with the apv
pellate division's denial .of AGMA's
injunction claim and dismissal of its

complaint tor, court trial, Petrillo's

way is again open to proceed against
the name instrumentalists;

In . his ultimatum to the network
reps, the AFM head, stated that, on
and after March 1 all soloists and.
virtuosi appearing oh the air must
hold AFM cards. Although

, he did
not say so in so many words, his ob-
vious implication was that AFM.mem-
bers. would be forbidden to play with
any instrumentalists not. holding
such cards; To hear his dictum,
Petrillo served summary notice . on
Mark Woods and Sidney Strotz, NBC
vice-presidents; Lawrence Lowman,
CBS v.p.,. and Julius Seebach, Jr.,

v.p. and program manager of WOR.
Four execs were told to be at the
AFM chief's office at a specified
hour. When they arrived, Petrillo
and Jack Rosenberg, president of the
AFM's New York local 802, outlined
the ultimatum, asked if there were
any questions and, after a few brief
queries and answers, ended the ses-
sion. He indicated at the time that
he has no interest in concert vocal-
ists, the first time he

.
has given any

such hint. '
.

AGMA Calls. Meeting
AGMA leaders, informed of the

situation over the weekend, -called a
board meeting yesterday (Tuesday),
but with Lawrence Tibbett, presi-
dent, out of town and Henry. Jaffe,

attorney; unable to be present, no
definite plans were drawn up. Most
of the top concert names have said
in the past that they are determined
not to be forced into the AFM. How-
ever, the attitude of Albert Spalding,
one of AGMA's founders and one of
those likely to be first effected by the
situation, is unknown. ' As

.
perma-

nent mc. and soloist of the Coca-
Cola program Sunday afternoons, he
would immediately come under Pet-
rillo's ruling. . p

'

It might be possible (provided the
sponsor permitted it ) for Spalding to

avoid being put into the niiddlie by
voluntarily giving up his soloist, as-?

signment on the show, simply (acting

as m^c. However^ his companions in

AGMA would undoubtedly bring
pressure on him' to make an issue of
the matter. The violinist could hot
be reached for, comment yesterday,
so his attitude on the question re-
mains unknown.— .,

,
,

Possible Trduble .

Even if the matter isn't brought to
a head with Spalding's first sched-
uled appearance on the air after the
Petrillo deadline,, it would probably
reach a crisis soon afterward. Such
concert names as Jascha Heifetz,.
Jose Iturbi and others are booked for
appearances on the Ford hour, the
N.Y. Philharmonic-Symphony broad-
casts, the Phila. 'orchestra broad-
casts and other programs. Since
such; engagements come

.
under: the

jurisdiction of . AGMA's. affiliate; the
American Federation of Radio- Ar-
tists, a wholesale jurisdictional bat-
tle may possibly ensue.

AFRA officials were reluctant to
speculate yesterday on what action
the union might take in case Pet-
rillo's ultimatum shduld result In
loss of employment by their mem-
bers.

AGMA STILL FIGHTING

AFM; APPEAL IN N. Y.

The American Guild of Musical.
Artists, Inc., filed an appear yester-
day. (Tues.) to the Court of Appeals
in'-Albany, the highest tribunal in
the state, from a decision of the Ap-
pellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme
Court on Jan. 24, denying its; plea
for an injunction, and dismissing its

suit against James C. Petrillo and
the American Federation of Musi-
cians. This is the last appeal that
AGMA may take, as attorneys feel
that no appeal, can be taken to the
U. S. Supreme Court in Washington.

AGMA seeks a restraining order
preventing PetriHo from carrying
out an edict of Aug. 8 in which he
threatened to call out his members
on strike if the AGMA instrumental-
ists did not resign and join the AFM.

the BASIC

"The bett yardstick measuring »w .

worth as radio gtatioo repr^senta- -

tlvea Is the' steady progress In the ^
national field of every station wis -

represent. •

"Daring 1939 we showed an aver-,

age Increase of 17% over 1938.

"During 1940 onr Increase was -

42% over . 1939." > !

'K';tJ

-
' MW¥MUC • MtStOFT . .

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

WBTA, BATAVIA, STARTS

Under President-Treasurer-Manager
Gamble—Rest of Staff Is Set

RADIO MEN HAIL PUBLISHER

Its. a Bit of a Precedent In. Philadel-

phia History <

Batavia, N. Y;, Feb. 18,

New 250-watter, WBTA, bowed in

Thursday (6) in Batavia to take up
the slack between signals put out by
Buffalo and •Rochester broadcasters.
Heading latest outlet hereabouts are
E. R. Gamble, president-treasurer
who manages; Edward P. Atwater,
vice-president and Joseph M. Ryan,
secretary.

Outfit has remodeled two-story
building into" modern RCA-equipped
studios, setting up . antenna one mile
south of this -city: of 18,000 popula-
tion. Operating 16 hours a day on
1,500 k.c. ; •

.

Robert E. Newstead named com-
jnexfiial manager and R. Carleton
Smith, chief engineer. •• Others in-
clude BpssWeller,. program director;
William Winn, chief ; announcer;
Clarence L. Bull, news editor and
Winifred Legge, office manager.
Planning dedication for March

with Senator Jim Mead as speaker.

Detroit, Feb. IS.

Forgotten between floods,, storms
and disasters; the Country's- hams
(amateur shortwavers) are coming
in for more attention these days, as
Uncle Sam marshalls them into even
a. closer-knit organization to tighten
the. nation's defenses.. Plenty of ac-
tivity is going on here with the hams
since, this is one of the key indus-
trial centers. More than 600 operate
in Detroit and hay£ been getting
special training in how to work out
in case of the failure of other com-
munication "systems. Under super-
vision of FCC dozens of clubs here
participated in a 24-hour test of
handling traffic to all parts of the
U. S.

To educate the public to the work
those hams, whom most, folks re-
member

.
as annoyances on iheir

earlier radios; do, Fox theatre here
has put in a lobby display emphasiz-
ing amateurs' functions in assisting
Red Cross,, police and possibly mili-
tary bodies in crucial times.

• Chicago, Feb. 18.

~SlTfvey of daily newspapers using
radio news columns showed a con-
siderable increase over last year, ac-
cording to info compiled by Bill Ray,
NBC press, chief, in Chicago, This
suryey took in all dailies coast-to-
coast and considered only those pa-
pers using actual radio news col-

umns and ignored those merely using
schedules and listing.

Classified were Sunday!papers only,
daily only and daily and Sunday.
Survey showed that 53 Sunday pi-

pers added radio, columns in 1940, 53
daily

.
papers added '. radio columns

and ' 21 daily-and-Sunday sheets
switched to radio news. Those pa-
pers, in each classification which con-
tinued status quo with radio hews
columns during 1940 were 28 in the
first classification, 134 in the second
and 85 in the third.

In all three classifications 81 papers
dropped radio columns during 1940.
Those dropping radio columns were
12 Sunday sheets, 50 dailies and
19 daily - and - Sunday newspapers.
Which means that radio gained 46
papers to its side during the year.

BIG RADIO SHOW FOR
BRIT. CHILDREN FUND

A score of radio artists are rehears-
ing this morning (19) in the new
CBS studio building for a benefit to
be held Friday (21) night in the
Plainfleld, N. J., high school audi
torium.
Harry Hershfield will emcee the

show, featuring Ezra Stone, The Mar-
tins of the Fred Allen program,
Mary Eastman, Don ('The Crazy
Russian'). Tanhen, Arthur Elmer,
Gilbert Mack, King Sisters, Ann
;Brown (the original Bess of 'Porgy
and Bess'), Billy Green, Nita Carol,
Leonard Liebling,

,
songwriters J

Russel Robinson and Jerry "Living-
stone, and others..

Mark Warnow's orchestra, con-
ducted by Kal Kirby, will furnish
the music, and Richard B. Gilbert
will produce and direct.

Proceeds of the show, 'a unique
airless: broadcast,' will go to the Save
the British Children Federation.

WWLYMardi Gras Deeds
New Orleans, Feb. 18.

. WWL will broadcast a word pic
ture .of the Krewe of Hermes ball
in Municipal auditorium Wednesday
(19); Other Mardi Gras high spots
will be broadcast, including an on-
the-spot broadcast of the Parade of
King Rex. .

Station will inaugurate series en-
titled 'The 60 Men Who Make New
Orleans* in co-operation with Asso-
ciation of Commerce on Jan. 29. First
salute goes to realtors of city. Dif-
ferent group will be honored each
week* in series. .'

. |

Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

Carlton Cresswell, new publisher

of the Evening Ledger, was guest

at a luncheon tossed in his honor by
execs of Philly radio stations, headed
by ,

Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL
prexy, at the Ritz Carlton last

Thursday (13).

It is believed to be the first time in

Philly history that the radio industry

has so honored a member of the so-

called rival profession.

James R. Curtis Has
Yen for FM Station

Longview, Tex., Feb; 18.

James R. Curtis, of KFRO, Long-
view, has been attending the fourth
Annual Broadcast Engineering Con-
ference at Columbus, Ohio. Now
visiting Washington and New York,
before, returning to Texas. , —»«..

.

He plans erection of a FM station
in Texas.

Shepards Draft Promise

Boston, Feb. 18.

John Shepard, 3d ( is arranging to
hold open the jobs of any of his
Yankee and Colonial Network em-
ployees who may be drafted into
military service under the. Selective
Service and

. Training Act. As yet
none have been drafted.

Should the occasion -arise, any
regular employee will be restored
to the position he held at the time
of his leaving the company to enter
military service or to a position 6'

like seniority, status and pay.

PACT WITH

Contracts for staff, dramatic and-
continuity writers at NBC and CBS
were finally signed .this week by
representatives of the networks and
the Radio' Writers' Guild. ' Three-
year pacts had been negotiated for
some, weeks, but the actual signing

was delayed pending approval by
lawyers for the various parties. ..

Deals call for Guild* shop, 10%
salary increases for. all. Writers now
earning less than $400 a month and
a complicated set of regulations cov-
erirtg the sharing of different classi-
fications of rights to -written ma-
terial.. .There are: believed to be
slight differences in ' the Guild con-
tracts With NBC and CBS, but the
general terms are said to be about
the same.

Under the two deals; radio rights
to material turned .out by the staff
writers on the company's time be-
long to the companies. But if such
material- is sold elsewhere for' sus-
taining broadcast the writer and the
company share the proceeds 50-50.
if it is sold for commercial broad-
cast the . split is 90-10 in favor of
the writer. If a writer's continued
series is soid for sponsorship the
writer (except for minor deals) is to
be paid by the sponsoring company,,
with the network getting com-;
mission on the amount.
,; On radio material turned put by
the writer on his own time (but
which/may not. be in direct compe-
tition with his writings for his regu-
lar employer) there are various spec-
ifications. . Income - from book and
dramatic . rights is divided 90-10 in
favor of the author. Income lrom
film rights is to be split 75-25, and
for merchandising rights (toys, nov-
elties and so oh) the sharing ar-
rangement is to be 50-50.-' In all

such instances the employing com-

.

pany has authority to set disposal
deals, but after that time the writer
may handle his own sales.

• Contracts do hot stipulate any sal-

ary minimums, but the Guild may
open the question of .such minimums
after two years. According to strict

application, the pact with NBC cov-
ers staff dramatic and continuity
writers in New York; while that
with CBS relates to such writers
at WABC.
Additional . deal' for staff news writ-

ers at GBS-'-has been negotiated and
is how in , the hands of attorneys.
Agreement for new writers at NBC
must await .' the

:
Guild's organizing

of them. : Guild intends to seek con-
tracts for free-lance sustaining writ-.

.

ers after that. Negotiations with the,

American Assn. of 1 Advertising
Agencies, for a code of fair prac-
tice for commercial free-lancers or
recommended contracts with the
individual agencies, are said to be
Proceeding satisfactorily.

Harry 'Pappy* Cheshire, maestro of

•CMOX, St. Louis, hillbilly galaxy,

lack at his,stint after an absence of

"Ive weeks due to throat infection,

lakes another picture for Republic

:n June.

>ffl

FN
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MUSICIAN TIFF
Joe McGillvra Out of Canada

But Continues as U. S. Rep for Li*t—Horace Stovin

Takes Over in the Dominion

jos . M. McGillvra and Horace

Stovin, Canadian station rep, have

pooled interests in Canada, with

McGillvra bowing out as active head

of his Offices in Montreal and To-

ronto, this arrangement applies

only to McGillvra's representation

of Canadian stations in the
:
Do-

minioh/ McGillvra ;
:
continues as

U; S/ rep for stations involved.;

.

Under amalgamation Stovin will

now handle the McGillvra stations in

Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver and

Maritinres .in addition to outlets he

already has in Winnipeg and Bran-

don. Offices will be maintained in.

Toronto arid Montreal and ho staff

• letouts are contemplated.
1

There has been considerable dis-

cussion {.in Canadian broadcasting

circles ..; for some time past about

bleak future for Dominion station

reps, since field has become over-

crowded : :iir past year.
;
McGillvra-

Stovin combb relieves' McGillvra of.,

situation which was not very profit-

able. It also places Canadian repre-

sentation in hands of native.

Stovin, formerly station, relations

manager for the : Canadian ;
Broad-;

casting
1

Corp., resigned from the

Government organization last year.

Narvo's Toronto Show
Montreal, Feb. 18.

English version . of 'Narvo* color

game for Murphy Paints, scheduled

for production in Toronto by Cock-

fleld-Brbwri Agency.
. Murphy Paints had been using

French programs only Until this sea-

ton.

BIGfc

VOX POP IN MEXICO CITY

Norelga a Former Announcer—
Prada Once with, KNX, Los Angeles

Mexico City, Feb. 18:

Penn Tobacco's Vox Pop broad-

cast from here last, week was an
event of considerable local excite-

ment. Party from the Ruthrauff &
Ryan agency in New York included

Nate Tufts, Wallace Butterworth and

Parks Johnson. They received many
special courtesies ; including the use

of a reception r.oom at the Minis'.%y

of Foreign Relations. They
:
fourid a

sympathetic personality ' Alonso

'Sordo Noreiga who, before, he be-'

came chief of. the government's in-

formation department was a radio

announcer.
Anglo-American colony was espe-

cially interested. Athong those ap^

pearing for interviews over the air

were two Mexican 'film stars, Pedro

Armendariz and Andrea Palma who
speak' English. Fred Perry, the Eng-

lish "tennis player, was also a par-

ticipant as was Carlos Riverpl Prada,

program director of XEQ. Prada is

a Mexican who has worked
.
for

American advertising agencies and

with Station KNX in Los Angeles.

BBC RADIO PROGRAMS

FILMED BY GAINSBORO

10 KILLS OFF

Argentine- Musicians Union
Strikes Against Radio Bel-

grano, Claiming St a t i o n
Violates Saturday Night

Promise— Also Demands
Recognition and Reinstate-

ment

ASK MEDIATION

^ sy

Here's J. Boltan Nutt,

oiir chief engineer. A
very quiet, dignified gen-

tleman ... can't near him
over two blocks. Ex-

sailor, very proficient-

in profanity. Weakness

:

strawberry shortcake.

? MAGIC CIBCLF.
Mort people mike mor»
Droducts,'

. earn m o r e
w«ge«, inj gel, mire for
th«lr..croni in \VBIO'»
ittglc Circle of .fifty
mllea, (Imu any . other
Ilka

. irei. In tin louth-
.
Hit.

. Cciumbla. Broadciitlnr

Syitem affiliate.

WBIC
CREEN-TBORO. N.C.
CEO.P HOLLIKJC3EPV CO. NAT SEP

London, : Jan. 17.

.

Gainsboro's purchase of film rights

to 'Hi Gang' marks second air musi-

cal to go celluloid in last 12 months-
radio's . 'Band Wagon' marking up

nice provincial grosses for the same

production outfit: 'Hi Gang' will roll

under guidance of Edward Black at

Shepherds Bush studios, with Marcel

Varnel directing. Comedy team of

Moore Marriott and Graham Moffatt,

Galnsboro -stand-bys, . will be added

to. radio cast of Ben Lyon, Bebe

Daniels and Vic Oliver.

Latter trio might be said to have

looked upon their radio work as an

investment, since all fees from the

airing were turned over to war

charities. Show has recently been

signatured by BBC to a further six

I

weeks, giving it a 48-week run.

'Government Hour' No Hit

With Mexico Stations

Mexico City, Feb. 18;

Radiomen are much concerned about

the measure Congressman Luis

Ordorica Cerda has introduced at the

I special session of congress, now
sitting, which would compel every

air station in this country to give the

federal government an hour daily

for official service. This would be

news and other information released

by the government's press depart-

ment, sandwiched between propa-

ganda talks and the rendering of

tourist attracting Mexican music and

folklore spiels.

The Congressman thinks this time

donation will be a . grand thing.

The air men do not like the proposi-

tion and have said .

Buenos Aires, Feb. 18.

.

Federal aid .
is being sought to

settle, a strike against ' Radio • Bel 1

graho (LR3), one of Argentina's two.,

largest stations, called by the Asocia-

ciori General de
:
Musicds de la Ar-

gentina. Dispute, involving scores of

musicians, is the first of its. kind in

S. A. arid has already .resulted in a

dozen arrests. /

,'. Asociaciori .claims Jaime ' Yankelev
yich, owner/Of Belgrano, refused to

follow: contract agreeing : not. .to.

transmit dance programs after mid-
night Saturday night.. Musicians in-

sist such programs deprive them of

many dance jobs. Belgrano is the
only station to carry such broadcasts,
most transmitters shutting down at

midnight.

. Yankelevich insists he has legal

right to play until 2 a.m. and says
high Argentine officials have said

music should be encouraged. Cites

fact that several high ranking mem-
bers of the Asociacion; including
Francisco Canaro, Francisco Lomutb
and Roberto Zerrirro; have already
re-signed contracts.

• Union has asked Dr, Horacio Riv-
arola, Director General of Posts and
Telegraphs, under whose department
radio falls, to intervene; Fact that

after-midnight issue is only one of

(Continued on page 30)

ay to

By Foreigners Is Disturbing

CRIME STORIES PAY

XEW Has Police Official : Under
Colgate Sponsorship

- Mexico City, Feb. 18. ,

.Colgate is sponsoring a 145-minute
dramatization every Tuesday night
of true crime cases from Mexico's
court records. Series on XEW is

called 'Crime Doesn't Pay' and re-

counts this country's most notorious
deeds of violence, principally mur-
ders, perpetrators of which were all

caught and made to suffer. ;

Major . A; Alvaro Basail, com-
mander of the police department's
fleet of American style radio patrol

cars, is the narrator. He is getting

as much fan mail as do some of the
sex appeal air performers.

FROM MEXICO

.
Mexico City,. Feb. 18. :

Jack Starr-Hunt is scheduled to

start a series of weekly broadcasts
from here for the Mutual network.
He will receive $50 for 10 minutes
every Tuesday, starting next week.

Starr-Hunt has been in Mexico
City 20 years. He represents about
20 publications, many of therii Amer-
ican.

Programs will go over land lines

out of XEQ.

Raymond Gram Swing holding

down a page in Sunday Express here

as commentator on U. S. political

scene;

Montevideo, Uruguay; Feb. 18.

Complete revision of Federal law
covering . Uruguayan radio is cur-
rently being discussed by Congress
as one means of checking tha in-

creasing growth of . Axis-flavored
broadcasting here. Proposed plan-
held likely to be passed at present
sessions—would give the Govern-
ment, hitherto one of the most lib-

eral of all South American countries .

—rigid control. Also probably freeze
the number of stations to the pres-
ent total of 37 standard and 24 short
wavers.
"Unlike radio across the River

Plate in nearby Argentina! many sta-

tions here have been outspoken in
their attitude on overseas and local

politics and this very liberality has
created a danger in the minds of
many legislators. It is known that
Germans, Italians and British, ia
about that order, have had a finger

in some station operations. Such
ownership is under cover, however,
.Uruguayan companies

.
being the

fronts. One effect of the measures
now under discussion would be to

closely probe" true ownership.
Uruguayan Government, which, is

strongly anti-totalitarian and pro-
U.S., owns a number of stations,

while newspaper interests, sometimes
politically backed, and small entities

and private groups own others.

New One in Mexico City

Mexico City, Feb. 18.

Active radio stations here will be
increased in number to 32 with the
inauguration Feb. 20 of XEMC, op-
erating on 1590 kilocycles. Ramon
Ferreiro, a pioneer in radio in

Mexico who has worked in the U.: S*
is the station's manager.
XEMC reports good advance book-

ing of commercials.

XEBT Is Fire Victim

Mexico City, Feb. 18.

Fire caused by an electric current

short circuit has put out of commis-

I

sion XEBT, the short wave accom-

panies of local radio station XEB,
owned and operated by the Bueno

Tono Cigarette Co. The blaze at the

I

station at Huipulco, a. local suburb,

injured two employees arid required

two hours to control, .
.

Reconditioning of the station is. be-

ing rushed; This is the first radio

|
station fire here of importance in sev-

eral years. .

Jack Hylion guesting on 'Hi Gang'

for Bebe Daniels uncovered a tenor

voice and an operatic yen. Did an

aria from 'Pagliacci* to show what

he takes as birdseed.

23
O

OMORE
persons will listen to WKY

today, tomorrow, or any

Oklahoma City than

to ^1 THREE other

in

statiorxs com

WKY
OKLAHOMA CITY

-./!. H ! A:!:'., il,
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SONG HITS OF THE YEAR INI

ere are 1941 's great musical thrills

from those hit-smiths . Mack Gordon
and Harry "Warren! Youll be hearing
them in the gayest and most glamorous
musical 2Oth Century•Fox ever made !

CHICA, BOOM, CHIC
1

by Carmen Miranda, Alice Faye and Don Ameche!
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Inside Stuff—Radio

• Aversion of research men to get Into the technics of their craft is being

^roken by Sam GUI lh a new series of promotion pieces. Gill has worked
tip condensations of. intricate statistical formulas,; and is sending them out

to the/trade as an aid in day-to-day figure reading. First item in the series

Is a graph whereby significant differences In two samples of varying size

Can be calculated. For instance, if a sample of iOO . produces a: rating of

60%, and a .sample of 40b pF0duce».^;Tktihg''Ot':j!5%,
;
-'the graph will show

lyhether not .'this-' 'difference is noteworthy. Similar formulas, .graphs

and discussions wilt, be presented in £pUbw-ups to the brigitiaL

For the first time in eight years Procter & Gamble had the responses to

the seed offer on 'Ma Perkins' 6ent direct to. the company instead of to

the stations on the serial's : hookups. Account had used these returns to

check for itself on each station's, coverage, county by county, but it. ap-

parently, now figures that the coverage patterns are generally pretty well

get. ' In the past the offer .ran; for 10 days.
- This time it was limited to

three days. .•
.

.'•'.;..:•.-•' V ." ' '..•

Ted Malone, while on his western "literary pilgrimage to the homes of

great authors' for NBQ, Will do a series of iectures in schools, colleges and
; sureseat theatres. While in Hollywood he will see what can be done about
making a series of film shorts in which poetry would receive, as he terms
it, a* 'special 'treatment- similar to that given to music by Walt Disney in

'Fantasia'. • • . :

.•'''""'-'.
:'-

'

Confusion stalks! .WNEW-announcer Johfr-tawrehce. His full name is

J. L: Folsom but this was confused in the south with Jack Fulton, network
singer, so John dropped the Folsom. Now listeners think he's the song-
writing Jack Lawrence who penned 'Yes, My Darling Daughter.'

ON CODE

Joseph L. Miller, director of labor
relations for the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters- was one of the
speakers last Wednesday. (12) at the
Commodore Hotel, N. Y., during the
luncheon-symposium of the Ameri-
can-Civil. Liberties ; Union. At an
event- notable : for lawyer ; Morris-
.Ernst's charge- that newspapers and
stations should be divorced, the
N.A.B. spokesman injected the issue

.
.of labor union attitude toward the
N.A.B. code. Miller said in part:

.

'When : we finished writing the
NAB Code of Program Standards
down in Atlantic City two years ago,

.. we were pretty sure that we could
count on an unqualified endorsement
from organized labor.

'Father Coughlm might not like
It. Judge Rutherford might hot like
It. Some parents might think We
should have set up more rigorous
standards for children's programs.
But organized labor should .be with
us, 100%. .

'What had we done?

•We had said that broadcasting sta-

tions were obligated to carry labor
programs when they served the pub-
lic interest. Time should hot be sold
for such programs. All parties to any
controversy raised in a labor pro-
gram, should be afforded an equal
opportunity before the microphone.

'In other words, when a national
labor issue of importance arose, a
nation-wide network was obligated
to

,
give the justified amount of net-

work time for discussion from all

viewpoints.

& 'When a labor issue of local im-
Kportance arose, a local station was
V. obligated to give the justified amount
V CfSits time for discussion r from all

viewpoints.

:

Time should not be sold for this

discussion because the employer or-

To

On

nnen

29 Switchover

'; Philadelphia, Feb, 18.
'

Philly stations have teamed up to

get the public ready for the shuffling
of wave lengths come March 29. At
a meeting last -week reps of six local

stations chipped in to a fund to make
up an educational film, to be shown
to radio repair men explaining the
big shuffle and methods In fixing

push-button .. sets. Speaker . at the
meeting was Arthur Stringer, public
relations rep for the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters, -

Attending the session were 'Arnold
Nygreh, WFIL; Charlejs Burtis,

WPEN; Clifford Harris, WIP; Milton
Laughlin, WHAT; Alex Dannen-
baum, Jr., WDAS; and"Joseph Con-
nolly, WCAU. Every Philly station

except WIP and WFIL are affected

by the wave-length changeover. -

This week the stations which will

change began experimenting on their

new wave lengths during the early

hours of the morning after their reg-

ular signoffs. Stations to switch are

WPEN from 920 to 950; WIBG, 970

to 990; KYW, 1020 to 1060; WCAU,
1170 to 1210* WHAT-WTEL (share

time ), 1310 to 1340; and WDAS, 1370

to 1400.

dinarily could out-buy the union,

and thus weight the argument , in his

favor. That wouldn't be fair play.
'

'It turned out that, lab&r wasn't
with us 100%. A few who conceive
of radio as a common carrier, like a
railroad, have accused us of the most
outrageous censorship, because we
refuse . to sell a seat before the
microphone to anyone who can pay
the fare. As Chairman Fly pointed
out after luncheon today, denial of
requests for time—free or paid for

—isn't, censorship. 'It Is the. neces-
sary exercise of discretion by the
broadcaster. It is, in fact, physics,,

engineering and common sense.' You
can add a car to a railroad train, but
you can't add an hour to the day.

'A great majority of labor leaders,

. however, have given the co'de their

enthusiastic support.'

.

0RVILLE RENNIE RESIGNS

Ex-Theatre Men Out of KHAS. In
"/.Dispute '

'

Hastings, Neb., Feb. 18.

Orville . Rennie, formerly of Tri-

Stales Theatres here, who left Alms
to . take over, the reins of very new
KHAS, when it was completed last

fall, resigned effective this week (22)

Rennle's financial arrangement with
the link was for a guarantee and a
cut at the commissions, but' there
was an argument over the commis
sions which . brought the resignation

to a head. ...
•

'.- .

•'

. He hasn't set a new deal yet.

Chicago, Feb. 18.

Three stations will carry play-by-
play baseball in Chicago this season.
They are WGN, WJJD; and WCFL.
After more than 10 years, with base-
ball, WBBM, the Columbia outlet,

will drop it. This is . due to the
pressure of Columbia network com-
mercials .. which demand

. afternoon
outlets in Chicago.

'

Three baseball stations met with
baseball reps last week to iron . out.
the royalties set-up, with the sta-
tions agreeing to make up much of
the money formerly, paid by WBBM.
WGN, the Chicago Tribune station,

is assuming an additional payment of
$13,000 tb the two, ball clubs, while
WJJD and WCFL will boost their
payments an: additional $6,000 apiece,
WGN will continue its baseball un-

der sponsorship of Old Gold ciga-
rets, WCFL, will continue with Tex-
aco, -while WJJD continues with
Walgreeri's, which will sublet time
.to

1 a number of individual products.

COLONIAL SELLS 104

BASEBALL INTERVIEWS

Boston, Feb. 18.

Colonial web has Community Op-
ticians for 104 -quarter-hour baseball
fan interviews over WAAB, Boston;
WSAR, Fall River, and WFEA, Man-
chester, N.H., starting April 15.

Program titled 'Baseball fans in-
terviewed with Jerry O'Leary' will
be heard at 2:45 p.m. when Boston
Sox or Bees have home games. "

.

CommonwealthAdvertising agency,
Boston, handles account.

» M » » M > » M»» > »» MtMl t tlMii im

M H » » » M »» * » > « H: > *»»+.

Your personal appearance in : Toronto last

Friday was a tremendous success and an im-

portant contribution. Thanks for coming.

Canadian War Finance Radio Committee.

Belgrano Tiff
^Continued from page 27=

many sore spots is illustrated by
Asociacibn demands which include:

Reformation of the eight orches-
tras fired by Belgrano.
Recognition of A.G.M.A. as bor-

gainihg agent.
Agreement not to reduce salaries

or include extra jobs in work.
Six day week and no double audi-

tions on one day.

. No program to last more than
three hours {long dance programs
with alternate bands are ' popular
here)

.

No non-union orchestras to be per-
mitted to accompany singers with-
out payment of fee.
While strike has been marked by

many simllarites to U. S. labor dis-

putes, there is no picketing here.
Strikers have used extensive pub-
licity methods, however, and plas-
tered thousands of posters and' hand-
bills around town. :.

Tamiry'More Commercial

Chicago, Feb. 18.

NBC here has decided to change
the ; title on- the 'Story of Bud Bar-
ton' kid strip show.: New tag will
be The Barton Family/ which is fig-

ured as giving the program a better,
sales chance.
Kid story, which, strangely enough;

has no villians; is written by Harlan
Ware. '•

• ..

'

Stan Shaw Flooded
;'- Stan Shaw on his WNEW 'MilkV
man's. Matinee', one morning last

week broadcast, 'Please don't, send
any more wires.; we're running but
of records.' .

It was at 3:30 a.m. and Shaw ex-
plained, there weren't enough rec-
ords to cover the flood of telegrams
for requests.

M NEW YORK CITY
William JaHhey will be starred in 'We Are Always Young.' WOR's con-

tributlon to: the- six-weekly daytime serials Mutual starts next -week:

Bob Shayon is producer-director and the script is by Ashley . Buck arid

Nicholas! Cosehtino. i. .Lloyd Rosenmohd, casting director for Air Features
is a faithful legit first-nighter. . . .he :even coyers ballet openings in his
quest for talent. ...Nora and Delle, colored harmony team, started Mon-
day and Wednesday series over WINS this week. .'Joe arid Mabel*
weekly- 30-miriute dramatic-comedy series oyer, WEAF-NBC, starts to-

morrow (Thursday) night . it's scripted by Irying
:
Gaynor Neimari arid,

• had a. one-shot tryout; under the title of 'Women and Children First'. , . ;

.

Sam Niiryo/formerly .with the Rudy; Vallee office, has joined WOR artists'

bureau. -. .'"-t~"" '• '.'*../ ..' . I .-. '. -• •:.

; John Latouche may take over the writing assignment of the Helen. Hayes
program. . . .'Listener's Playhouse' • returns. Sunday (23.) afternoon to
WEAF-NBC after a brief interval off the air:. . . .Max Ehrlich, author of
'Echoes of History,* over WJZ-NBC, has sold, script to 'Big Town-;....
'Lavender and New Lace,' 15^mihute variety series, newcomer to WEAF-
NBC Sunday afternoons. . . .cast includes Sylvia Maripwe, 'Felix Knight
and Joan Brooks. Eddie Birnbryer writes the continuity. . . .Gay Sea-
brook, former comedy child impersonator who was stooge on the . Joe
Pennet program, back east and doing commercials. . . .Claire Hazel, for-

merly a. -Honey! Chile' with Bob Hope, also doing commercials. :•'

Al Swenson and Effie Palmer, leads on 'The O'Neills,' back' in the script

.

after a iehgthy absence. .. .Charme Allen to Baltimore for a dramatic corii-

mercial spot on Truth or Consequences' there. . . .Ed Herlihy also doing a
one-time announcer job on the show, replacing Mel Alien, whose regular
GBS shows keep: him in New York. ... .Alberto Dbminguez, Mexican corri-

pos0r :

of -'Erenesi,' Terfldia' and other songs, doing a couple of ' guesst ap-
pearances on WEAF-NBC. ... first will be Friday- (21) night. .'F^jh^r.
Knickerbocker's Case Book,' dramatizations from the files of New York
Catholic Charities, will be aired, over WNYC on five consecutive Wednes-
day afternoons, beginning today. y,'..Ma'j'. Edwacd-R. Rhodes now doing a
new« comment series Thursday nights on WINS. :

.
Truth or Consequences' booked for the following weeks of vaudeville:

Los Angeles, March 6; Minneapolis, March 28; Milwaukee,: April 18; Wash-
ington, May 2; Detroit later in May. . . .program is limited by Procter &
Gamble to only two weeks of vaude a . month. '.

;. .'My Diary,'
:
trariscribcd

spot series with Frances: Scott, produced by Basch agency for the Avedor^^
specialty shops' of Wdonsocket . and Providence; H. I. . i. ,show starts on

*

WPRO, Providence. . . .Jill Esmond, starred on two other 'Wheatena Play-,
house* shows, will also be on :the next. *Of Human Bondage''. . . .she's like- .

wise currently in 'Against the Storm' and did a one-timer Monday (17) in
'Friend in Deed.* '..,_..

Mexican journalist Aldanp doing a piece on" the Toscanihl series. . <

.

certs are heard in Mexico City....same visitpr lecturing arqund town at
various Spanish-speaking clubs, . . .Ken Dyke didn't know until the last

minute Whether it was the Kungshblm or Grace Line for his Caribbean
holiday away from NBC. . . .C. A. Siepmann, ex-BBC radio exec, in New
York this week on visit from Harvard, where he is a Rockefeller fellow.
Bernard L. Schubert, who sold 'How Did You Meet' to Woodbury on his

own, is still connected with the Phillips H. Lord office; which makes
Schubert both an associate and a competitor. His tie-in with Lord is on
the 'Mr. District Attorney,' 'Gangbusters' and 'By Kathleen Norris' shows.

ITS CHICAGO . .

.'"

Eleanor Engle added to cast 6f 'Scattergood Baines*... .Morton Downey .

and Andrews Sisters interviewed by Tommy Bartlett on the 'Celebrity
Circle' show....Sid Ellstrom, Willard Waterman now in 'Right to Happi-
fiess' program, Bill Farnum and Peggy Knudsom with 'Woman in White*
program . . . .Harold Betters,' "Doggy Dan,' now has three daughters....
Henry Hayward now handling production assignment for 'Design for Hap-
piness' show". . . .Additions: to cast of 'Jack Armstrong' are William Green
and Butler_Manville.
Bob Bailey, Frank Carlon added to cast of 'Houseboat Hannah,' Mar-

garet Euller and Glenn Ransom to 'Ma Perkins' and Duke Watson to 'Kitty
Keene'.... 1940-1941 edition of the Tony. Wons Scrap Book is on the stands
....Mary Paxton and Durward Kirby plan a wedding in June. She is

script writer for the Stack-Goble agency and is on the. air. with her own
'Wishing' Well* program for Carson,. Pirie & Scott and he is announcer'
with NBC. Bob Elson, WGN sportscaster, readying to make a baseball
flicker lor Republic this spring....Frank Wilson now tonsilling for the
Evans fur firm on WGN....Stan Corley exits as announcer with WIND
here to become program director for KBIZ, Ottumwa (la.).

WHAS' Army Pn«ram

LoulsvlUe, Feb. 18.

WHAS in cooperation with, of-

ficers of the First Armored Division,

U. S. Army, is readying a weekly\30-
mlnute program from Fort Knox,
Ky., to be aired Saturdays at 7 p.m.

CST.

Programs will originate In the post
gymnasium,., with seating accommo-
dations for 1,000 officers and men.

MEAKIN, LEADER JOIN

NBC PROGRAM DIV.

Jack Meakln, who was briefly
musical director and house' band-
leader at WOV, New York, has
'joined NBC as a program producer.
His first assignment is the Phil
Spitalny show. .

Anton Leader, formerly, of WMCA,
New.York, has joined the NBC pro-?
duction staff as director-producer. .

Baltimore^ newest
radio Btatioii—Htoyering Bal-
timbre from a "Baltimore''
angle—will open Saturday,
March let.

.
But already 52 big local ad-
vertisers have endorsed this

different kind of coverage
by contracting for time over
WITH.
Real local coverage means
sales— and no one knows
this better than local busi-
ness people.

If you are a national adver-
tiser—or if you are connect-

ed with a national advertiser
-^-and you agree that some*
thing m missing in Balti-
more radio, better look into
WITH!.
Choice spots still remain for
n n t i o ha 1 advertisers, and
reservations are now being
accepted on pre-openihg
rate card—-with rate protecr
tibh for one year.

For full particulars, write:

Tom Tinsley, president.

STATION WITH
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

;
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JiSR °f NBC Networks

The first to be based on a nationwide All-County Survey of

station listening habits and preferences.

2 The first to measure all stations on a uniform standard.
s.

The first to use as its standard the network effectiveness in

the cities where advertisers' national program ratings ar^ made.

A DVERTISERS have long desired a method of determining the effective coverage

ilof their networks throughout the entire country, as well as in the cities where the

regular national program ratings are made. These program-survey points repre^^

only 25% of the nation's radio families-and without network
4

'effective coverage"

data for the whole country, adequate merchandising could not be efficiently

pilanned on a national basis.

Now, after several years of intensive study,, the National Broadcasting Company

announces a new formula by which it will be possible to map network "effective cov-

erage areas," on a basis comparable to those standards already accepted by advertisers

for one-quarter of the nation.

These new measurements will provide coverage maps which will enable an adver-

tiser to concentrate his merchandising and sales promotion activities in those areas

where his radio advertising makes its most effective bid; for listener attention.

On of after March fifteenth.

Will provide their Hients with exclusive effective coverage are*^

lar networks. :

'

•

National broads
,"• A.Rad'io Corporation of; America Service .

. ; : j.
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FOUR CORNERS, U.S.A."

The Four Showmen, Molasses, and

January. Peter Van Steeden orch.

Transcription
30 Mins.—Local
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING CO.
Friday. 0:30 p.m.

WOAI. San Antonio

\Bcnt6n if Bowles)

Dr. Pepper- Bdttlinp COi. ,of Dallas,

through.' its.- new New York advertis-

ing agency, Benton & Bowles. 'has

transcribed -.this series, which is ox-

pected to be aired ,on 33 stations.; On
paper and in content it is the old

•Showboat', of Benton & Bowles

•THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT'
45 mins.
BBC, London •

.

For added listener appeal this

drama piece aired night following

President Roosevelt's inaugural. Ali-

star Cooke scripting impressed more
as a pre-election boost for F.D.B.

than explanation for; strangers to

American background.
.

Opening sequence around new. cm-

Jean McCoy, Jackie Jordan

30 Mins.—Regional
OLD GOLD CIGARETTES
Sunday, 3:00 p.m.

WNAC, Yankee, Boston

(J. Walter Thompson)

flic homespun philosophy of the

former 'Stebbins; Boyjj' has been re

vived
ari added, modern
tific . salesmanship' ..and re-titled

.
as

•Four Corners, -

V

U.S.A...'- It's getting,

a regional try-put.

. Arthur Allen plays /Jonah, Crow-

ell,' father of a smalltown Ncw.Eng
What' started out" to be a socko}iand family, while. Parker Feonclly

show, with lm'is.ic. ..comedy and songs,j;

j

s . ; Ebcn Grow;.ell,__ his brother, and

back of the proceedings. Fault was
perhaps centered at this end, with

BBC putting on the script as received

from Cooke. Latter probably had a

rather different idea in . mind when
scripting the piece to that which
prompted London to seek its ma-

turned out on this hearing "to~ be^^ Hi'l Weekly | teriaL Title probably misled them

plugfost for the - product done^ Ca)
|
Clarion'.'. ;

The.^tqry.'relatcs: struggle.
•

straight. tbV in jingles, and (3) in

comedy form
.
by everyone .

in -the-

:ast. Pretty corriey .. even for the.

_-orn country. -.
'

. :
•

Show .opened with an 'original'

heme paraphrased from Stephen'

Poster. ' There followed- songs and.

)atter by Pretty Peggy Pepper (Mar-
jaret McCrae )

' who showed fine song

style 'but put on a. top-syrupy South-
ern drawl %vhen .talking, comedy by
Molasses and January- (Pick Malone
ind Pat Padgett)'.' who garnered nice

laughs with . their, minstrel
,
gagging;

and scenes at a box and a rodeo.

Jack Arthur does a first rate job of

of brother against, brother, and is

heavy with family; atmosphere: in.

Jonah. CroWell household.. Jean Mc-

Coy is Mary Crowell.

'All .characters are well cast
:
and

initial broadcast ran. smoothly

throughout.- Special mention de-

served for commercial blurb writers,

who cleverly wove in brief mentions

of product • and left the long an-

nouncement to be dramatized at

close of program. Latter plug was
interesting enough, to lend, ear with-

out turning to 'ahbther - program.

Towards close of program Jonah
Crowell meets some business oom-

emc.eeing the show and doubles to — -"_„, vl
;<

,
• „uhor'c «nn -and

excellent advantage in a - vocal, duet
| CVlSSS ,£Vfeffir? on 'scien-

VERMONT BAD

FOR AD LIB

witlv Miss McCrae. Presumably, he
should sin'g more and give out with

. u„j„„ ,.,v:„ii ooomow mmc
commercial copy less on future cut- on- economics^wh eh seemed some-

tings. The Four,Showmen quartet what forced, although sensible in

provided nice' support to .the . other arguments, .raw.

stars' in their sbngs' but are not heard
by themselves, which is also lament-
able.. ... -

A steady, dependable stick is pro-
vided by Peter Van Steeden. Best
of, their bits. were. 'Little Sleepy
Head' and .'Accidentally on Purpose.'
Commercials stress and stress the

fact that Dr. Pepper is good for. you
and should be taken at 10-2 and 4.

There is also a handy six bottle car-
ton at your grocer for; a quarter.

Andy.

AUGUSTIN LARA
With Parlhon Reminez
Orchestra,- Songs
15 Mins.. v

Sustaining
Friday, 7. p. m.
W.TZ-NBC, New York
Trend

,
to cultural, relations with

Latin-rAmerica having become a ma-

'COAST TO COAST'
;

With Maicolnv Child* Lou Jamea
15 Mins.
Sustaining:
Monday, 11:45 p:m,

WBBC, Brooklyn

This chatter and comment, pro-

gram/ .about Broadway., and Holly-

wood is ' notable, chiefly for the feet

that Malcolm Child and- Lou. James

present their gab in the form of 'a

telephone conservation;-, theoretically

from Coast to Coast—hence. Ihe

show's title. It's a listenable offer-

ing for an obscure Brooklyn station.

Child and James , have agreeable

deliveries and suitably breezy man-
ners. They crowd considerable ma-
terial into' broadcast, too. But there s

little they say that . any Brooklyn
resident within reach of a Manhat-
tan newspaper wouldn't already

know. Such items as the splurge ofjor point pf . interest in the field, of
„. ...

American cbmmunicationsj. NBC has I Hollywood buys of Broadway shows,
started some of the better known Orson Welles* production of "Native
Latin-American conductor-composers Son' as a play, Norrnan Kerry's re

on. a northern trek to show their stuff turn to the U. S., Nils Asther's ap
before the network's mikes,, Augus- pearance in* 'Night of January 16th,'

tin Lara, the first of these invited and so on, are all old stuff. And the
guests, was given four 15-minute h a(js' picture and legit reviews are
spots during the past week. Alberto tepid. If they want to get a quick
bominguez. Mexican leader arid com- rep* they should pan everything—
poser of 'Frenesi' and 'Perfldia.' is but then; maybe they couldn't get

No. 2 man in line . They also , play I passes.
a part as BMI propaganda. Both are They run a contest each week
foremost Mexican

.
composers. with free tickets to various inrbe-

Lara had as vocal aid for his series tween Broadway shows for listeners
Parthon Reminez, Argentine bari- who guess the identity of an anony-
tone, whose lyrical pipes proved m0us biographical sketch. On Mon
quite ah asset to therprogram. Lara's day (17) night's edition, the second
performance of his own compositions sentence was an outright giveaway
were strictly according to Latin- that the subject was Jeanette Mac
American, tradition, but the numbers Donald.
disclosed the composer has a wide

\ . Thej.e was one bit of news on the

show! Larry Adler, guest inter

view.ee, revealed that he is pjan
diversity of style, mood and type,

The material flows easily from gypsy vlvvvct .„ ,

melodies, a composition calling for ning a concert tour with Paul
three violins and a piano, and to Draper. But Adler, who's most elo-
modern dance rhythms. Odec. -

By HARRY PAUL
;.

;

Boston, Feb.. 18. .

Vermonters are not only famous
for their steadfast rain-or-shine Re-
publicanism, but for the dour, un-
communicative nature of the citi-

zenry.. They aren't, famous for talk-

ing freely to strangers. Arid these
traditional truisms stood out last

week' over the Colonial network (re-

viewed on WAAB, Boston) when
RKO.'s 'Scattergood Baines' had its

prerriiere at the Capitol theatre in

Montpelier .- with Guy Kibbee on
hand from Hollywood.

It was a pretty painful assign-
ment fpr glib,' nimble-minded Ruth
Moss from the Colonial web:- staff.

Her questions, were interesting, but
the replies were hot; She got typical
Vermont let-it-lie monosyllabic'!.
That meant Miss Moss ' asked the
questions and more or. less had to
answer them herself. It was a
grueling session of the kind that is

nightmare to. all radio special
eventsmerii
Mike fright, hit the Vermonters

hard. Lifelong habits of measured
speech were aggravated by the fear
of the sound-box. Adlibbing to
questions just isn't in the Vermont
line.

'I can't read this damn thing*—
uttered by Mayor William Corry of
Montpelier—was merely one of
series of unlooked for. Temarks from
mike-fright sufferers. Corry previ
ous to the broadcast requested Miss
Moss to write out her opening words
oh introducing him, although rest of
program had no script. Miss Moss
said to Corry on the broadcast: 'I

would like you to introduce Mr
Kibbee to Montpelier and New Eng
land,' and Corry repeated her lines,
and then broke into 'damn, etc.,* but
continued reading his -prepared
speech on finding his place in the
script. .

When the citizens proved taciturn
some politicians grabbed the chance
and used up so much of the 15 miri
utes that Kibbee was lucky to have
one full minute to spring a gag that
he had campaigned 33 years ago for
Democratic party (Vermont has
always been Republican stronghold)
which met with laughter.

THE MISSUS GOES A-SHOPPING'
Transcribed
15 Mins.; Local
PEPSI-COLA
M-W-F, 8:30 a.m.

WABC, New YoriT
; {Newell-Emmett)

This comedy-novelty quiz show,

transcribed at neighborhood grocery

stores iri various communities in the

Greater New York area, should

gather a solid housewife audience.

It has human interest, comedy, lis-

tener-identification and a competi-

tive angle. Incidentally, it works In

what must be almost a record num-
ber of product mentions in the 15

minutes; -. . .
•

.
...

'"'^-r"

Working with recording equipment
on a special truck, announcer John
Reed King and a crew of assistants

and technicians - visit shopping cen-

ters during busy hours and, gather-

ing a crowd of shoppers and idle-

curiouSj put the 15-minute programs
on wax. For each chapter. King
gets four women to the mike. He
tries to guess the weight of each,

always diplomatically underestimat-
ing a bit, then asks them personal,

but innocuous, questions; There are
numerous . prizes (usually groceries)
given all the contestants and each
jets a carton . of six Pepsi-Cola
aottles for trying to sing the prod
uct jingle. One drawing most ap-

plause on the meter then gets an
ddi'tipnal $5 cash prize. Show has
one straight commercial and In
numerable incidental ones.
Redeeming factor on the show Is

King's laughable; yet unobjection-
able spoofing of the femmes. He
and they make it rather lively inter-

lude, particularly so early in the
day. Monday (17) morhing's edi
tidn originated at the Sunrise Super
Market, Valley Stream, L. I. Hobe,

JERRY VERNO
Comedian
10 mins.
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
BBC, London

:

Verno came over from pantomime
show at the Coliseum where he's

currently earning laughs in .'AMadin*

The laughs followed him here, and
if he can repeat with, like material

radio should keep him occupied. Far
as known it's his first air chore- as :

an, act. Occasion was Geraldp's

'Open House' (18) with' comedian
using Victor King as straight for the
?atter. Verno showed himself at
lome with the Tnike, . smart on tim-
ing arid an; easy, smooth working of
his routine.

'Open House,' built around Geraldo
arid his musical crew, is much im-
proved since its bow in some weeks
back. Production has been tightened
and cheerless gaps, of which show
had plenty, are not now as apparent.
Guest talent alsp shows more thought
in spotting.

GASOLINE ALLEY' .

With Jimmy McCalllon, Janice Gil
bert, Clifford Soubler, Junius Mat-
thews ,V

15 Mins. . . . ,

Daily, 6:45 p.m.
WEAF-NBCK New York

Iri an apparent bid for the family
trade, NBC launched this new strip
serial Monday (17) evening- in the
6:45-7:00 p.m. spot on red (WEAF)
network Opposite Lowell Thoihas on
the blue (WJZ) and the European
news, roundup on CBS. It's a tough
assignment. 'Gasoline Alley' is

adapted from Frank King's comic
strip of the same name. Kane Camp-
bell, is doing the scripting, with
Charles Schenck directing. Jimmy
McCallion, as Skeezix, is the only
actor getting billing. Others in the
cast Monday were Janice Gilbert as
the girl friend, Nina Clock; Clifford
Soubier as Wumple, Skeezix's boss,
and Junius Matthews as Ling Wee, a
waiter in a Chinese restaurant.

First chapter of the series indi-
cates that Skeezix is going to oc-
cupy the limelight in the story. He's
just celebrated his 20th birthday and
is starting to raise a mustache arid
is pretty thwarted because - gal
friend Nina doesn't notice. A philo-
sophical American-born . Chinese
waiter with a sub-rosa master's de-
gree seems, likely to be in the script
frequently to lend ; 'character' and
offer sage advice to the young hero.
Latter also appears destined to have
all sorts of minor adventures arid
tribulations as he's embarking on
his business career. Gal friend
Nina is merely a foil, so far. .

It all seems reasonably workman-
like and credible, but just a little

innocuous compared to its opposi-
tion. Hobe.:

qiient with a ^harmonica; hadn't

- . „ x „ ^ « j n i
brought.that with him. Incidentally,

Rocky Mount, N. C.—David Con^- Cnild and James abandon their tele-

nof has joined the staff of WEED phone routine for. the interview
as announcer-newscaster. ' -

\
' session. Hobe.

In Detroit

Ifs WWJ-
A 1 1 |fctener-?nferest

surveys show that

Station WWJ has

more listeners in De-

troit than any other

radio station in this

great marketl Is your

Detroit program on

WWJ?

Follow-Up Comment
James L. Fly, chairman of FCC, at annual dinner in Hotel Commodore,

New York, of American Civil Liberties Union, when after a grandiloquent
sendoff by Dr. John Haynes Holmes, that 'he was the traffic officer of the
air' and that upon his divisiori; 'more thari any. other in the Goverriment,
depended the preservation of freedom of speech,' dryly remarked: 'That's
an awful introduction.' Fly, who delivered a carefully-prepared, quota-
tion-studded address of some 15 minutes over Mutual, touched off addi-
tional guffaws by relating 'simple solutions' offered FCC by listeners. A
man in Georgia suggested banning news from Germany; another in New
Jersey, advocated prohibiting all newscasts; a woman in. Pennsylvania
wanted 'all radio stations shut down' until 'peace comes to this war-torn
world.' . - •

'.-''..' '-''':•:

No such easy solutions of the problem were practical in a democracy,
said Fly, as he swung into his main thesis. This was the responsibility
of station operators to 'serve the public interest.' By selecting programs
they thought best would accomplish this; by giving all sides an equal op-
portunity to be heard oh controversial matters;; by. refraining from using
a transmitter to air their personal views. Fly, a clear miker, made several
reference to recent FCC deeisipn, on. last-named point, affecting 'a New
England station-.' He Voiced highest tribute to manner radio 'met the
test' in 1940 presidential campaign—'broadcasting industry can pride it-

self^in performance of 'this public service' arid other media may do well
to imitate it.' Visual audience applauded when FCC chief declared the
functionirig of distinguishing truth from error and right from wrong should
be 'at the receiving.nbt the transrnission end;' FCC chairman said he; could
foresee 'no emergency so grave' that the government would take over
broadcasting from, private interests.

.

> '

.

Fred Allen made a novel contribu-

tion to radio last Wednesday night

(12) on his Texaco broadcast (CBS).

He gave point to his closing gag by
having hirriself doused with the con-

tents of , a seltzer bottle. The inci-

dent had been preceded by a bur-

lesque on. 'Truth arid Cpnsequerices.'

Curiously the comedy content in this

burlesque passage was riot so much
in the fun-poking at Ralph Edwards
Saturday night stanza as in the gag
corhmercials which studded the take-

off. The highpoint of this gag copy
was that here was a dentifrice that

among other things contained tooth-

paste. ' •

'

Frank Luther-Zora Layman Sing-

ers on NBC Sunday mornirig (16)

carried more than accustomed quota

of variety in its weekly review of
American music arid distinguished
folks connected certain tunes.

.
Frank

Luther again carried on alone in the
absence of Zora Layman, who is still;

away in Texas because of a sister's

illness. Besides the brief dramatiza-
tion of Stonewall Jackson's life with
symbolic music and an incident of
clipper-ship . days, approximately,
half of the broadcast was given over
to American minstrelsy. Cliff Sou-
bier, who's had his own minstrels
on the air for years, was the author-
ity

;
for explanations on old-time

minstrel performances. Spencer
Beritley presided as interlocutor of
a typical minstrel show with Sou-
bier participating as end man. Di-
rection and supervision by Winthrpp
Orr indicated meticulous care;

50,000 WAns

ST. LOUIS
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DO THIS SUMMER'S THINKING... EARLY!

If your client makes more sales in July alone than in all Texas or CaM»

fornia or Illinois in a year, if July is iheyhigg6v mwfc€t for nim , Vf

And if you plan to protect his Summer market this year . .

.

May we suggest you start planning early ?

This is why—

1. RADIO in the judgment of advertisers themselves, is the best road to thi

nation's markets. (The increasing use of the networks by the country*!

shrewdest advertisers is steadily breaking all records.

)

2. SUMMER RADIO rides the swiftest rising curve in all radio, (Summer Radio

in 1940 was the highest high in history.)

3. OF ALL NETWORKS, CBS |S FIRST (CBS carried a greater volume of adver-

tising in 1940 than any other network ; more than was ever before carried

by any network.)

4. CBS LEADS IN SUMMER too, with gains of more than 20% in
f
40 over *

record-breaking '39 ; and a CBS gain of 85% in'40 over '38.

Since this Summer may well see more spendable consumer dollars- and mor«

spending consumers- in the nation than ever before, you will want the 6wl

road to this market for your clients*

We'll he happy to discuss specific

CBS facilities and programs fof

your Summer of 1941 plans, now.

PACE* SETTER FOR THE NETWORKS
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Minneapolis.—Jaiqk Holbrook, who
handled the three, daily 'Stream-
lined News' broadcasts

.
WDGY

when that feature was originated a

year ago; has. just returned to- the

station here after a six-month ab-
sence leave. During his . absence
Holbrook organized the WGTC pro-:

grarn department which -went on the
air at Greenville, N;. C, in June,

1940. He's doing 'Streamlined News'
at WDGY again. :

r
'-;/,

San Antonio.—Jack Keasler, com-,

mereial manager of stations KGKO-
WBAB, Fort Worth, , and WFAA,
Dallas, has resigned to become af-

filiated with the commercial depart-
ment of WOAI. ":

• Several staff changes at KABC due
to 'the leaving of : Bob Knox A

for an-
other post in the east. . Russ De
Weese, former announcer, takes over

. former.' eontihui.ty..' diities of Knox.
Dave -Yourigi of. the sales staff , steps

in as announcer replacing De Weese.

Buffalo. — With tune-checking a
vital item since music war, WBEN
has moved Dorothy Bayer from re-

ception staff to full-time job ..clear-

ing all songs played over WBEN and
its. sister-station, WEBR.
She doubles as staff organist.

Jamestown, N, Y.— Spieler Tom
McKee'has shifted to WPIC, Sharon,
Pa., with George Pfluger taking his

place on WJTN staff.

' Tulsa, Okla.— Muriel lams now
with WTUL's continuity department.
Formerly with KXYZ, Houston,

New London, Conn.—Ed Dyjack.
from Woonsocket, R. I.; replaced
Jack Adams 'as technician at WNLC.
Frank Boone of. New London hired
as announcer: .

.

New Haven.—Bob Lockwooci leaves
WEfcl's spieling staff Feb. 22 for his

year with Uncle Sam.

' Columbus, Miss. — Paul Cresap
upped from announcer to program
director/ of WCBI, Columbus. He's
succeeded as . announcer by Joel
Byers, formerly of Birmingham.
Edward Ciirrie, formerly with East-
ern Airlines, has joined the engineer-
ing staff of WCBI.

town, Md., apd WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.

Lee Kirby, who has beeri seriously

ill for more.than two months with an.

ulcerated stomach, and Bill Bivens,

who suffered an unusual paralysis- of

the face some two weeks ago, have

both returned to their .
duties as staff

announcers. .,- .
-.-

.

, Lincoln, . Neb. — Ed Letson, who
just recently did his 2,000th broad-

cast of the news on KFAB. and

KFOR, left (28) for KDKY. Salt

Lake City', ..Utah; Harvey Swenson,

stepped' iii his news job here., Janet

Legge, KFAB. leaving to go domesr

tic, wedding KFAB engineer Mervin
Damme. .

' ' ;-

news : editor of KGVO, Missoula,

Mont.
J, B. Casey, chief engineer of

KBST, transfers to a similar post at

KRBC, while Andy Jones, engineer

at the latter station, goes to KBST
as chief engineer. Fred Hammond,
formerly KRBC chief engineer,. has

been called, for military service;-

Steele McClanahan, -formerly of

WCMI,- Ashland, Ky., and WNOX;
jKnoxville, Tenn., is the hew director

of sportsf at KRBC and Don Phillips,

previously with various Texas sta-

tions, has joined the JCRBC announc-
ing staff. Both KRBC and KBST are
pSvned by the Hanks-Harte interests.

. Cleveland. — Etta Wilson, former

Woman's Page Editor of. Cleveland:

Press joins staff of WCLE in similar

capacity. . Miss Wilson, -doing daily

15-rninute show. Monday through

Friday under title, 'The Party Line.'

'.' New York City.—Edgar R. Wilde,
formerly with, the . Fizdale and
Ferris publicity offices, has been ap-„.

pointed advertising manager of the

Phillips-Jones Corp., N. Y., manu-
facturers of hien's shirts..

' t .
.-——

—

Atlanta. — Larry Alexander is

j
latest addition to WSB. Atlanta, -

nouncing .staff.' He's previously of

WDNC, Durham, N. C.

Longvlew, Texas—Foster W. Fort,

former manager of the Marshall,

Texas, studios of station KFRO has
resigned 'to ':'be

>

c'b;rne'\a'ffiiiated ; -''-with'

the Lorigview New-Journal a

salesman and staff photographer.

He was formerly with KCMC, :Tex-

arkana, - KABC, San Antonio and.

WACO, Waco.

Memphis.— John . Ward> account
executive ' of. the L a k e-Spiro-

Shurman ad agency, appointed di-

rector of creative work for the firm.

; New; York City.--Robin Kirikead
has joined the magazine . division of.

the CBS publicity department.

Sioux City, la.—James V. Mont-
gomery, chief announcer for the last

four months at KSCJ, Sioux City,

has resigned to take a similar post

at KFRO, Longyiew; Texas. ;.

. Boston.—David S. ; Garland, for-
merly with the. Snow agency as ac-
count executive, has beeh: appointed
sales promotion manager of . WEEI,
local CBS outlet. He succeeds
George R. Dunham, Jr., who. has
joined the network promotion staff

in New York, handling CBS-owned
and operated

. station promotion.

, Richmond, Va.—Bill Filler, for-

mer manager of local sales of

WMBG, has been appointed mana-
ger of the" promotion department.
City of 'Richmond utility division..

He is succeeded at WMBG by Wal-
ter

]
Bowry, formerly in the insur-

ance business.

Chicago,—Milton Ruber joins sales

Staff on WIND, Chicago-Gary;

Toledo, O.^Jean Wright, who was
formerly director of women's activi-

ties at WTOL, Toledo, has been
named .program director of the sta-

tion, and- Allan Miller becomes pro-
duction director and assistant station
manager.

Sharon, Fa.—Tom McKee, former-
ly with WJTN, New York, has
joined the announcing staff of WPIC,
Sharon.

Richmond, Va.— Felix Boswell,
formerly an announcer at: WMBGj
has been commissioned a first lieut-

enant in the Royal Flying Corps.

Boston.—David S. Garland, former
advertising manager for a Lynn,
Mass., department store, became
WEEI sales promotion manager,
succeeding George R; Dunham. In

same capacity, now with CBS in New
York City.

Toledo.—Dick Roll, for the past
four years with WHIO, Dayton, has
joined WTOL, Toledo, assigned to

Newscasts.

Ft. Wayne.—John Hackett, chief

sports - announcer . at WOWO-WGL
for last six

:

years, has taken new job
at WING, Dayton.
Rex Dale, baritone, has been added

to staff of WOWO-WGL.

Pittsburgh—Milford . . Flack; '

for-
merly with Pennsylvania Central
Airlines as a radio operator, has been
added to the engineering department
at WWSW. He replaces John Kinsel,
who has been called to full-time ser-
vice with the National Guard.

Schenectady—Oscar H. Junggren,
formerly of the WGY news depart-
ment, into the army as a first lieu-
tenant. Jiys graduate of Manlius
Military. Academy.. Kenneth G.
Powell, from WENY. Elmira, N. Y;,
is now on staff of WGY, Schenectady.

Lynchburg, Va.—Ray Tyree, for-
mer advertising manager for a paint
manufacturer, has been named sales

manager at WPID, Petersburg, Va.
Takes place of E. B. Pickard .who
died suddenly. *

. . Wichita,-Kas—Shorty Gleesoh for-

merly with station KTUI, Tulsa, now
on engineering staff of radio station
KFBI.

Chicago.—Burton Feldman agency
here has added a publicity division
and has brought in three . men to
handle this department.

'. Men are Austin O'Malley, William
I Fitzgerald and James McGiiinn.

Reglna, Sask.— Dorothy Norfleld
left CBK, Watroiis, Sask., and re-
placed by Luella Johns.

Oakland—Hal Chambers, formerly
with stations from Juneau, Alaska to

Tijuana, Mexico, has finally alighted
at KROW, replacing Bob Goerner, on
leave of absence due to ill health.
Janet Jordan, contralto, added to

KGO-KPO vocal staff. :

.

.

.

'

Charlotte, N: C—William McGre
gor Parker new staff salesman at

WBT. Formerly with WJEJ.Hagers

New York.—John Ruddley, for-
merly with Macy's arid American
Can, new draftsman in charge of
construction maintenance at WOR,;

New York,- replacing - Erwin Towle.
Latter resigned to join the archi-
tectural department of American Air
Lines.

St. Louis—Recent additions to WIL,
St. Louis, include Bob RawSon, spiel-

er, formerly with WILL, Urbana, and
WDWS. Champaign, Ill.f Frances
Mary Rice, Gontinuity Dept.;,; former-
ly of KWK, St. Louis; and Margaret
Hanken, also, to the Continuity Dept.

Jack Garrison, formerly with WJR,
Detroit, gabbing at KMOX.

Abilene, Tex.—Jack Wallace, for
merly program director of KRBC,
Abilene, has been appointed general
manager of its sister station; KBST,
Big Spring. He is succeeded at
KRBC by Frank Mcintyre, formerly

'THE O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

[aughter Years and |-|eart-throbs

Presented by ivory Soap 99" :jo "
: pure

LISTEN TWICE DAILY
'

• NBC Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M., EST

IN WABC—5:15-5: 30—CBS
COAST TO COAST

Dir. COMPTON Al)VBRTlftlN<J ACF.NVV '

,

MGT. EO WOLRi -RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

Manufacturers Assn.

Starts 'Defense' Series
•"Defense of America' is a new NBC

red weekly 30-minute series aoout
the nation's rearmament program.
Broadcasts will originate in various
plants manufacturing war materials,
at 7:00-7:30 p.m. Saturdays start-
ing this week (22). It will be done
in cooperation with the National
Association of Manufacturers. Paul
DuPont is producer.

First program will be from a ma-
chine tool factory Jn Cleveland.
Subsequent shows will come from an
aircraft plant at Santa Monica, oil

field at Tulsa, tank factory at Peoria
and from various other industrial
centers.

Y0UNGST0WN KID SHOW

WKBN, Junior League, Parent-

Teachers Are Participating

YoungstOwn. O., Feb. 18.

A radio program designed for child

listeners above the third grade, found
to be a specific need in a survey by
Mahoning Valley educators, will be
presented over WKBN, Yourigstown,
beginning Feb. 20, at 5:15 p.m. The
program, called 'Buffalo Bill,' scripted

by Jean Wilson Patton, is being pre-
sehted through the cooperation 6f

Youngstown schools and the: library

and ParentrTeacher . group?.
Mrs. Benton North heads the

Junior League committee for. the
work, co-operating with Wayne John*
son. of. WKBN;. Miss ; Harriet Orr
from the library; Mrs. Claude B.
Norris from the P.T.A. Council
(Parent-Teachers Association); and
Miss Evelyn Thomas, school prin-
cipal.^

Clubwoman Is In On
Minneapolis Programs

Minneapolis, Feb. 18.

Lives of courageous Minnesota
women will be dramatized In a new
series of 13 programs on WCCO,
starting at 3:45 p.m., Feb. 22./ Title
of series, sponsored by the Minnesota
Federation of Women's clubs In co-
operation with the National Youth
Administration's Radio Workshop, is

'Pioneer Women.' Max Karl, WCCO
educational director* will direct.

Mrs. G.: B-.. Palmer, chairriiah of
the women's clubs' radio division, is

planning the programs ^hich will
help to celebrate the Federation's
50th anniversary.. .

Kid quiz program 6n WOL here,
sponsored by Twin City Dodge deal-
ers, has Mrs.. George B. Palmer to
head a committee which selects the
children for the .quizzes.- •

•

Northwest Airlines is cooperating
jointly with KSTP and the Minne-
sota Federation of Women's clubs in
the airing of a rte^ non-boxtop
thriller for kids, 'The World Ad-
venture Club.'
Show, .which promotes travel and

interest in foreign, lands, is aired
Saturday afternoons. Airline com-
pany, to : tie-in with the . . travel
motif, is providing all the give-
aways, including special maps to
coyer routines mentioned in the
series, and a membership card
superimposed with a Douglas air-

liner and Northwest's insignia.

Nix WQAM 'Class' Bid

Washington, Feb. . 18.

Plea of WQAM, of Miami for a
Class Ili-A station rating was found
'out of order' last Thursday (13)

and therefore dismissed by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission.
Classifications of .'Class I.' .'Class II,'

•Class I.II-A.' 'Class III-B,' and 'Class
IV stations were described as- a
•matter merely of administrative
convenience' by the Commish, in its

decision and order oh a - petition to
classify WQAM as a 'Class III-A'
broadcast station.

A separate application to boost
WQAM's power from 1 to 5 kw will
be considered on its own merits, the
FCC decreed. The decision handed
down last week 'relates exclusively
to the basic request for classification'
of WQAM as a Class III-A station, it

was added.
In this

. . connection no change
whatsoever in the status of petition-
ers station is requested other than
designation as a 'Class III-A station/
it was decreed. Petitioner alleges,
it was further stated, that WQAM
'has the- requisite channel assign-
ment, power assignment, and ihter-
ference-free service area to qualify

I as a Class III-A station as defined
by the Standards of Good Engineer-
ing Practice, adopted. June 23, 1939/

Schlitz Suds Sad

Ahiarillo, Tex., Feb, 18. .

} A central office representing mem-
ber

.
stations of the Taylor-Howe-

Snowdeh group has been opened in
Dallas with Ken Sibson, former man-
ager of KGNC here; in charge of
operations. Rose Enns of KTSA,
San Antonio, will be executive sec-
retary to Sibsoh. Guy Bradford,
assistant to Sibson here, takes over
the duties as. general manager of
kgnc.
With this formation another poten-

tial Texas regional web has been
formed which offers advertisers a
package of Texas radio coverage un-
der thej same .. supervision with
parallel station policies of merchan-
dising and operation. \

Stations making up the combine
are KGNC. here: KTSA, San An-
tonio; KFYO, Lubbock _ and KRGV,
Weslaco.

'

Roy Robert Dies at 40
Atlanta, Feb. 18. .

.

Soy Robert, 40, one -of Atlanta's
pioneer radio hews : commentators,
was • found dead last week in his
room in a downtown hotel. . Robert
had been in failing health for sev-
eral 'years and had been : dismissed
from Veterans' Hospital here only a
week before his death.
Robert was for several years ra-

dio news editor of Atlanta Constitu-
tion, handling several newscasts
daily over WGST, CBS outlet. Prev-
ius to that he was editor of Ameri-
cus Times-Recorder and Athens
Times as well, as feature writer for
Constitution and defunct Hearst's
Georgian-American;

.
Milwaukee, Feb. 18.

Schlitz in over half a century of
advertising has spent millions of dol-
lars, : popularizing its . slogan: 'The
Beer That Made Milwaukee Fa-
mous/ but since Horace Heidt's
broadcast Thursday night (13) there
is wonder here,
A Milwaukee man, Sylvan Saichek,

won the 4l;000 'Pot o? Gold' and
v
when Heidt got him on the phone
to tell him of his good luck the band-
leader said laughingly: ;

.'Tell me, Mr. Saichek, what made
Milwaukee famous?'
Without an instant's hesitation, the

local man replied:
'Heinie and his Grenadiers!'

Jesse Thompson has joined the
promotion department of the NBC
blue network.

ZANESVILLE

We Went
To the

When the Zanesville

High School Blue

Devils (basketball*

era) travelled 1,245

miles to play out-of-

town games, Radio.

Station WHIZ went

to the Devils to give

the folks back home

play-by-play descrip:

tion^

Enterprise such as

this is rewarded by

the listeners —— and

the loyal WHIZ audi-

ence in Central and

Southeastern Oh i o

b proof of the fact*

WHIZ
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SOTS

KH; Beechies, Chiclets to KNX

Lbs-Angelos, Feb. 18.

Dai bi' debbil minus was given the

slip last week and all units rallied

for the first concerted drive , to

higher levels fa ' weeks. While not

of the blitz variety, nonetheless the

increases . Were significant of a sus-r

tairied general rise down through,

the spring months. Contracts for

future biz also moved with the up-

turn; with KNX and the two NBC
affiliates, KFI-KECA, blocking out

considerable time.

KFI: Bullock's Department Store,

39 quarter-hour periods of Art

Baker's 'Today at Bullock's/ through

Dana Jones; Malto-Meal,. 84 an-

nouncements, througH'H. .W> Kastor;

Baldwin Motor Co:, 13 quarter-hour'

broadcasts of 'Musical Clock,*

through Chef Crank; Rhodes Studio

(piano lessons), 52 quarter-hotrr

periods of IPiano Moods,' through

. Ted Dahl; Baker Shoes, 26 announce-

ments, through Sidney Garflnkel;

Philco Radio, -156 quarter-hour com-
mentary

.
by Frazier Hunt, through

Hutchins Adv..
•'

KECA: Nassour : Bros, (toiletries ),

26 quarter-hour broadcasts of Erskin

Johnson's Hollywood gossip; William

Minteer (taxation service), 13 quar-

ter-hour broadcasts of 'The Guest

Book,' through Smith & Drum; Paul

Hoffman (Studebaker), .
12 one-

minute transcriptions, • through Dana
Jones.

KNX: Beech-Nut Gum, 40 an-

nouncements, through Neweli-Eim-

mett; American Chicle. 65 * five?

minute newscasts, through Badger,

Browning & Hersey; Nob Hill Coffee,

85 announcements, through McSann-
Erickson; Rockwood Candy, 40 five-

minute programs, through Federal

Adv.; Sheaffer Pencils, 32 time sig-

nals, through Russell M, Seeds.
-

KHJ: Lydia Pinkham, 45 an-

nouncements, through Erwih, Wasey;
White Laboratories (Chooz), 30 an-

nouncements, through H. W. Kastor.

BACK ON

San Antonio, Feb. 18.

At the time of going off the air

several years ago, the Gebhardt Chile

Powder Co. were sponsors of the old

est commercial on the air which was
broadcast over WOAI here. This

week they returned to the air as

sponsor, on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, of the oldest Man in the

Street broadcast being aired through

station KTSA. Program on Friday

last reached its 1,456 continuous

broadcast.
. ThejSieberiihg Rubber CO, has

' started a. series ; of thrice weekly
broadcasts over the Texas State' Net
work, with the first airing heard on
Monday, Feb, 17. Broadcasts are to

:

be heard each' Monday, ' Wednesday
and Friday from 7:45

;

, to 8:00 a.m
CST.

.

.
Music oh the broadcasts will' be

. that of the Crystal Springs Ramblers
and the Desert Drifters, and will be
titled Seiberling Easy. .Steppers'

Broadcasts will originate from the

TSN Fort Worth studios and will be
carried by 12 outlets.

KONO: Texas Soft Water Co.
three quarter-hour weekly programs
'titled Meridian Melodies; Grand
Rapids Furniture Co., eight an
nouncements per. day. .

KABC: .San Antonio Florist Asso
elation, 15 announcements per day
Monday through Friday, for Valeh
tine Day; Texas Exposition Shows,
three additional announcements; per>

' day^ Tankerslvi twb additional an-
nouncements per day; Joske -,. Bros.
Store, • five additibnai' 'announce-
ments; Interstate Theatres, Inc.,

..- quarter-hour program for stage show
"Man Came to Dinner' which, will
Play here on Tuesday .< 18); Martin
Neal Motor Co., six announcements
per day. ,

Ray Dady's Sponsors

St. Louis, Feb. 18.

Ray Dady, station manager at

KWK, is currently doubling as news
commentator' . with two sponsors
bankrolling his daily stints. Dady's
Sidelights On the News,' a 15 mins.

a.m. news dissertation is bankrolled
by the Papehdick Bakery 1

.
Co.,: St.

Louis, hits the ether at 8:45 O'clock.

His second, five mins:, 'Sunset
News' is sponsored by the Stude-
baker Motors. This goes on the air

at 6 p.m. In between Dady takes
care of his other varied duties., . .

.

Campbell Playhouse Must Be
Protected Against Film
Names Following; Their

Bargain Rates to _ Other
Programs

BLURB GLAUSES

Chicago, Feb. 18,

Two big money and time deals

were set for local and national spot

in Chicago last week, with WIND
selling 26 : hours of commercials

weekly to the Bird-Sykes auto deal-;

ers and WBBM disposing of two 15-

minute daily strips to Socony-

Vacuum. *.''.-

Business was strong throughout

the radio situation, .with time :coh-

tinuing tp : be a highly marketable

item oh all stations.

WJJD: Blue Ribbon Books, three

five-minute periods weekly, through
Northwest Radio; Joy. Candy Co:,

two . announcements daily, through

Malcolm-Howard; Aurora Labora-

tories, 60 announcements weekly for

Clear-Again: Tablets, through the

Arthur Meyerhof agency; Household
Magazine, 30 minutes daily for 12

days, through Presba, Fellers &
Presba; Edwards Tablets, 15 minutes

dailyi- through United, agency; Kemp
& Lane, seven announcements week-
ly^Jthrough F. A. Hughes agency;

Sandra '. Motor . Co.* . 15. minutes

weekly.
'

WGN: American Chicle Co., . 15
j

minutes three times weekly, through

Badger, Browning & Hershey; Blue

Moon Foods, one-minute partici-

pation three times weekly ; Fels &
Co., 15 minutes three times weekly,

through S. E. Roberts agency.

WBBM: Andes Candies, daily time
signal announcements, through Mc-
Junkin a g en cy; Mrs.; . Stevens

Candies, time, signal announcements,
through Rogers & Smith; Dutch Mill

Candy Shops, 15 minutes, on Sun-

days, through Goodkind, Joice &
Morgan.

Ward Wheelock has acquired for

itself quite a reputation for append-
ing riders to a Tadio coritract;. The
agency's^ practice applies to both
talent and spot time contracts.

Film names appearing
.

; 'the

'Campbell Playhouse' (CBS) are re-

quired to agree they will not acf

cept another commercial date with-:

in four months' for less money: than
Campbell Soup, has paid . them. The
same clause provides that' if they
do accept less Campbell will be ikr

funded an amount equal to the dif-

ference between the money-received
from Campbell and thei salary paid
them by the subsequent account. '.';

:
Wheelock's reason for . this rider

is that it has; found that : film

luminaries,; ;, after - haying
.
been

brought to New York at, Campbell's
expense and their full radio salary,

had no compunction in appearing on
another commercial a week or so

later at half the Campbell salary. In

some cases the rider has been re-

vised to the extent that the expenses
entailed in the New York trip are
not to be considered in matching one
salary with another.

But where,
;
according to station,

reps, the Wheelock agency has given
the trade something really special

along the line of riders is
:
in the con-

ditions which Wheelock attaches to

contracts for . chainbreaks ,
bought

1

in

behalf of Palmojive. Fallowing are
a couple of the riders which have re-

sulted in the rejection by some sta-

tions of the Palmoiive contracts: :

1. It is understood that we
(Wheelock) .

have the
.
privilege of

taking an eight to 13-week hiatus

during the . summer upon four
weeks notice prior to the time the

hiatus is to begin, retaining the

same spots scheduled at time of
taking the hiatus. .

2. We (Wheelock) are to have
the option of any other spots that

become available and the privilege

of changing any of our present

spots if we so desire:

Opposition Ebbs In

WCAE's Recent Contracts

18.Pittsburgh, Feb.

New biz reported at WCAE:

!

Planters Nut Co., 10 daytime, an^
nouncements.per week from Mori, to

Fri:; until May 2, through Ray Mpr-
gah. •

'

V,
•'.'

Rival Dog Fpdd, five station breaks'

weekly;to Aug. .1 *
through Charles N.

Silver Co. .

" •'(• L . _^ -.^.'; '; ,' : '..

Vick Chemical Co., three anncts.

weekly to April 11, through Morse
Infl. . . v / ' '

.

Max. Azen Furs, Fri. station break
for:; 13 weeks* direct.

Gulf Oil Co.,; 100-word annct.
eyery -. -Sat.; for 13 weeks, through
Young & Rubicam.

UNION LEADER
•- ; /

2

United Drug Buys More
:

:

St. Louis, Feb. 18.

KMOX via Benspii & Dall agency,

Chicago, has United Drug Trade for

an additional : half hour. Sponsor is

already bankrolling "The Carter

Family', and 'Mainer's Mountaineers'

on transcriptions.

'B0SC0 BAND STAND'

ONWBZ IN BOSTON

» Boston, Feb. 18.

'Bosco Band Stand' made its debut

over WBZ-WBZA yesterday, using

popular
.
recordings and patter by

Malcolm McCormick as 'bandmaster'

to be heard daily at 8 a.m. for 15

minutes, sponsored, by the Boscb Co.

Kenypn & Eckhardt, of New York
City, Is the agency.

Union • Leader (Lprillard) has
bought early morning spots on
WHAM, Rochester, and KMA, Shen-
andoah, la., which brings the re-

gional
;
hookupsi Michigan Network

and the North Central Network out

of WLOL, Minneapolis,. . At KMA
it's news and in Rochester, a hillbilly

show. .';

Friends Tobacco, another Loril-

lard product, last, week signed up
with KYW, Philadelphia, for the

season's baseball scores daily, start-

ing April 5.

HUDNUT, M1N1TRUB

PLACE PACIFIC BIZ

CBS and NBC-Red Pacific Unks
each last week obtained a contract

from New York agencies^' In the

case of Columbia it was Hudnut,
weekly half-hour, while the red's

Coast link sold three quarter-hour

news periods to Minitrub (Young &
Rubicam) . Benton & Bowles is the

agency on Hudnut.
Cosmetic deal is for 'Hollywood

Showcase,' a KNX, L.A., sustainer,

with Lud Gluskin as batonist and
Ken Niles, the. m.c, Series: starts

Aprii 1 . and involves •U stations.

Mann Holiner will supervise the

production for. the agency.

Benton & Bowles' original idea had
been to buy local shows In various

markets but it found that the quality

of material it sought was practically

unavailable. If the 'Showcase! clicks

it will be . given a crosscountry hook •

up. '

San Francisco, Feb. 18. -

- Breakdown of local department
store -antipathy towards radio .is

being accomplished gradually, with
NBC outlets KGCI and KPQ still :

doing their utmost to win the good-* ;

will of the merchants. Latest
move . this direction was the
airing of thr,ee half-hour broad-
casts, the first live talent and the
others delayed transcriptions . of
the same ; show, in connection
with a testimonial dinner last

Wednesday ( 12 ) honoring employees,
executives and companies which
have given 35 years or more of serv-

ice to San Francisco business. At
the dinner in the Palace Hotel's

Palm Court, • 850 men and women;
witnessed a KGO . broadcast which

:

reviewed; in :narrative and drama 100
years of San Francisco history, pay-
ing tribute to the city's merchants,
printers, shipbuilders, etc. The plat-

ters were aired on KGO the. follow-

ing night and on KPQ Friday.
! As a further gesture, Manager Al
Nelson of KGO and. KPO presented
eppies of the record to a number of

leading business tn.en. ;

v
'

Any move to arbiise -and stimulate
department store interest in radio; is

eagerly watched by all local sta-

tionsi although KFRC. has garnered
most of the plums to date with Hast-

.

ings (men's furnishings) sponsoring
a total of three hours', air time"
weekly, O'Connor Moffatt 8c Co. (de-
partment store) bankrolling daily

.

morning newscasts^ and Roos Bros,
store paying for the weekly half-

hour 'Whodunit? 1

show* Pauson'g
*•

men's store has signed, for three
weekly Musical Clock participations

on KPO and Hale Bros, (department
store) has bought spots on KPO and
other stations. Leaders, among the .

hold-outs are The Emporium, the
White House and the City of Paris,

.

but now that the. ice has been
broken

, the stations are ' all hoping
they'Jl. come through with an ac-
count or two before lbng.

ASCAP IN BALTO

VIA OPENING

OF WITH

KWK, St. Louis, has inaugurated

a 'Furniture Grab Bag' program, six

times weekly, . for the Franklin Fur-
niture Co., St Louis', patterned some-
what after the 'Pot O Gold' stunt.

Talent is recorded danCe music.

:
'. Detroit, Feb,> 18.

Just about every form of known
advertising will be used by ' Station,

WXYZ here in exploiting its expan-

sion to 5,0.00-wa.tts night power 'oh

Feb. 21. - Taking the rubber off the

bankroll, George W..Trendle is di-

recting a campaign' with 'the idea of

rea'chihg the listeners, the 'sponsor,

the advertising agency, the distribu-

tor, the retailer and-, the. wholesaler.

WXYZ also has tossed a dilly, into

the lap. of the studio -writing staff

since one of . the highlights of the

exploitation campaign is a half-hour

dedicatory-program for the opening

night. The' writers are up. to their

necks since they have to prepare, a

composite of three of the station's

dramatic shows, The Lone Ranger;

'The Green. Hornet' .and .'Ned -Jordan,

Secret Agent,' / Whith- means tossing

together action of I860 and 1941.. •

The ;
Station is buying ' space Jh

trade . journals, ' . daily newspapers

throughout; the Detroit area and.

weeklies throughout, .Lower Michir

•gan, Ohio and Indiana' as well as the.

weekly nabe journals of Detroit. .

To insure listener;- attention, special

counter cards have been placed, in

5.500. retail stores. ; More than- 1,600

display 'cards go -up, inside arid out-

side Detroit, using suburban street-

cars arid- buses! A. total of 80. motion

picture theatres, in Detroit arid sur-

. rounding -citie* will . carry '-''special

trailers for a 10-day period and, at

the same time, there's a direct mall

campaign to the . 'time buyers' and;

sponsors. ; . ' ..'.^

On the dedicatory program-, a bid

will' be made for listener response

with the presentation of cash awards
totaling $300 and the distribution of

iojOO; special 'Lone Ranger' good

luck emblems'.'. - The"cash : prizes,, to

be paid off in silver minted between

I860 and 1880 ;when the Lone Ranger

is . supposed ' to have; ranged the

prairies^ goes, with a top' prize of $100

for the pest letter describing, the

program. The good luck emblems, go

to anybody, who asks for. one.

The station has been operating on

5,000 watts daytimes for a year.

; Baltimore, Feb. 18.

.
Plenty of demand continuing, here

for newscasts and stimulated selling

of extended local : shows also re-
ported by all stations. Outlook con- r
sidered bullish for near future.

New WITH, Tom.Tinsley's 250 watt
.

station, set to bow in MaTch, has
been lining up sponsors for newscasts
every hour on the hour. Will also

be only local station operating all

night as well
.

carrying A€CAP. ;

.

license with several, niteries already
]

reported sold for remotes. Modest
rate card aimed at local biz hoped to

attract hew users to radio. ".

; WBAL: Chesapeake. & Potomac
Telephone -

Co., six 75-word spots;

Marlin Firearms Co. (razor blades),

through Craven & Hedrick, 65 one-
'

minute announcements; Loyola Fed-
eral Savings* & Loan, through
Maurice Azrael, 159 spots; Free State

Brewery, through- Harry J. Patz, 31.2

spots. •' •

;

;
-

' ; - -.•'"..
.

:

:

''.

WGAQ:- Packard Motors, .through .

Young & Rubicam; 15 oneTminiite

:

announcements; Simon & Schuster

(publishers)', selling manual on in-

come tax via Northwest Radio Adv^'
iri daily five-minute announcements.

HAMM SPONSOES BOUTS
"Mihneappiis, Feb. :

18..;

Hamm Brewing Co. is sporisprihg

a blowrby-blpw broadcast account

of the current Golden . Gloves b.Qju^

ing : tournament from the Minne-
..

apolis " Auditorium currently over
WCCO.
: Rollie Johnson .

and- Eddie . Gal-

laher, WCCO sports' . announcers,

are at the mike. •

'



Andrew Jergehs Co; has bought

the seven-nights-a-week 60 - minute

'Just Music' series: over WQXR, New
York, starting March 1. Sponsor will-

plug . number of its, products oh

the program, among them being Jer-

gens lotion; face cream, and powder,

and ' Woodbury's facial, soap, ; cream

arid , powderV ; Lehrieri Mitchell Is

the agency, '-.
•

.'.

•Just Music' .Is a recorded series,

containing ; announcements onlv at
''

the half-hour : mark and/ the:' elbse.

It consists' of symphonic and semi-,

classic compositions. •

-.'.

WHN: Axtpn-Fisher Tobacco Co,.

(Himyar Shredded Tobacco ), through

Weiss '

. & Geller, : Inc., 'Today's

Baseball.' .-. quarter-hour program .T.

nights weekly, 26-week , contract;

Wise Shoe Co,i. Inc., through Lester'

Harrison Associates, parti cipatipn- in

'Cinderella Hour': Parker Brothers

(Dig).' through Clements Co., Inc.,

station-break announcements:: K.

Arakelian. Inc.". (Mission Bell Wines),

through' Fiiiestbne Advertising. Serv-

ice, Inc.; -daily spot, announcements,

52-week, contracts: V Packard. Motor,

Car Co;, through Ypuhg & Rubicam,
spot announcements: • Roxy theatre

and 20th -Century-Fox Film Corp;,

through
.
.Kaypn-Spiero Co.. an-

nouncements:. B.'. Mariischewit? Co..

(spiipV,' through A.: B. Landau, Inci.

Station-break announcements.. 52r

week contract: ' Barney's Clothes,

through Emil Mogul Co„ participat-

ing announeempnts: Startler's -ShPes.

Compton Advertising, , three. quar-:;

ter-hpurs-' weekly; ' six-week exten-

sion; Parker Bros., through Clem-
ents Agency, renewal, participation',

in *Ed Fitzgerald' and "Here's Mor-
gan.' • ;', ;; ... V

;
:

WQXR: Andrews Jergcns. Co.,;

through Lenhen & Mitchell, IAc,

'Just . . Music,' pne-hpur
.
program,

seven? times: weekly; Joseph Martin-,

son & Co. (Martinson's. Coffee),

through Al Paul Lefton Co., Inc., 13

station breaks weekly, 52-week con--

tract,' fifth consecutive year on
WQXR,.

OPPOSITE TO CURE?

United Diathermy Cited by FTC for
'.'..'• Misrepresentation

PArieTy

DES MOINES PLACEMENTS

One-Minute: Announcements Booked
. From Many Advertisers

Wednesday, February 19, Y)l\

. : Washington. Feb. .18. ;

Misfepresehtatio'n. in -'..radio; news-
paper and other .

advertising has

been charged against United Dia-

thermy,; Inc.; of New Yprk, distrib-

utors of arii electrical, device which,

allegedly cures rheumatism, arthritis

and ether diseases of the bones and

joints. •

; Severe' burns; instead :pf relief., may.

be sustained by individuals who be-.

lieve in ads saying that 'United Short

Wave Diathermy* is a cure fpr the

fheumatiz, . the, Federal Trade Cpm-
missipn waihed; Apparatuses, may
be safely used only after competent

medical authority has been obtained,

plus instruction in the tise of the

device: by a /trained pperater;' Un-
Iric., through Byrde. Richard and •

^er ordinary -conditions severe elec

Pound, soot announcements: Web-

!

ster-Kisenlohr, Inc., through Roberts
and Reimers: snot .

announcements'.

13-week contract.

WMCA: Music Box-Lvceum the-

atres, through Kayton-Spiero, snot

announcements:- .-: Conti Products
Corp.. through Bermingham. Castle-

man . & Pierce. 52 announcements
weekly, ; 52-week contract; Packard
Motor Co., through Young te Rubi-
cam, 15, orie-minute announcements:
Community Opticians, through Com-
monwealth Advertising Agency, re-

newal, seven quarter-hour programs
weekly, 13 weeks.

WOR; O-Cedar . Corp., through H.
W. Kastor, participation in 'Ed Fitz--

gerald;' Monday through
.
Friday, to:

May
.
16; Packard Motor Car Co.,

through Young & Rubicam,. oner
minute announcements, nine weekly
for two weeks; John Morrell & Co;
(Red Heart Dog Food), through
Henri, Hurst 8t McDonald, 13 chain-
break announcements; Macfadden
Publications (True Story), through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, six station-break
annpuricements weekly for two
weeks: Beaumont Co., Inc. Four-

' Way Cold Tablets), renewals, par-
ticipation in 'Here's Morgan', for two
weeks: . . Longines .

Wittenauer Co.,

through Arthur Rosenberg Co., re-

newal,
.
evening time signals, six

daily, seven, times weekly; S. A.
Schonbrunn & Co. (Savarin Coffee),
through M. H. Hackett, renewal, four
station-break announcements; Illi-

nois Meat Co., through Arthur
Meyerhoff Co., "Play Broadcast,'
half-hour program, one-week exten-
sion: Wheatena Corp.,

trie burns 'or other serious injury
,

may result from the 'unskilled ^elf-

application' of the cure-all.

Complaint alleges that the respond-

ent's apparatus 'is npt competent' for

treating acute arthritis, neuritis, and

bursitis,
:as distinguished frpm

chronic cases, of such disorders.'

Omar Flour of Omaha

Cuts Quarter Hours

With Larsen and Baker

Chicago,..Feb. 18.

Omar flour mills of
.
Omaha; Neb.

readying a radio disc campaign for

its Wander Flour product At NBC
here they ave waxing a series of 15-

minute platters, with the programs

to be titled 'Musical Meditations'

and containing Larry Larsen at the

organ with Gene Baker singing

hymns,

Des Mo Ines,
: Feb. 18.

Latest compilations of recent time

contracts passed; out- in this Iowa
rnetrppolls. fblipw: .

"•.-•'•.-"''. K*RNT/.>
;
Worth American. Accident Inc. Co.,

through Franklin Bru.ck : agency, $

minute programs, -

National Refining Co., the minute
announcements through Sherman K.

Ellis,. New York. /.'

Manhattan-/Soap Co., news' pro^'

grams • through Franklin, . .
Bruck

agency. .

'

\ .

'

.

'.

'I?r, -Pierce, one minute announce-
ments through H.' W, Kastor & Sons.

\Ha$kins '.Bros; (Spark) 15 minute
programs through Sidney Garflnkel.

: Lever Bros. (Ririso) .
one ; minute

announcements through^Ruthrauff &
Ryan. '.. ."y

'

Pillsbury Fio\(r Mili$, one minute
anhpuncements through' Hutchinson
adv. agency..

Sears, Roebuck, daily news, pro-

grams—direct.
.':' KSO ;:

Paxton & Gallagher, Omaha,
through. Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Co.,

Omaha, 162 periods (15 minutes) of

'The Other Woman.'
. American Chicle Co:\'

:
(Yucatan

gum) .through Badger .& Browning,
Bpstori, Mass., fpr 539 aiinPiihce-

ments, 1 minute each; 13-15 miritite

peripds and 42-10 minute periods.

Shelly ,Oil Co: through Henri
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago for 13

periods of 30 minutes each oh Iowa
Barn Dance Frolic.

John Morrell Co., through . Henri,

Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, for 13

'announcements of 100, Words each.'

WHO .

Amcricnn Technical Schools, one
minute announcements—direct.

. Fulton -Packing Co., announce-
ments on Helen.Watts Schreiber pro-
gram—direct.

. Haskihs Bros\ (Blue Barrel soap)

announcements .pn Helen Watts
Schreiber -.program;-' through Sidney
Garfinkel agency. :'

Green Gables Builders; one-half

hour programs through W. D. .Lyons

agency. Cedar Rapids/ Iowa;
Standard lil - (Ind.) one minufe an-

nuuncetments through McCanri-
Erickspn.
" National Refining- Co., one minute
announcements through Sherman K.
Ellis, New York.

WJBK'S GROSS $188,879

FOR SEVEN-MONTH SPAN

Advertising a Foe of Dictatorship

Burton Challenges Thurman Arnold'* 'Monopoly^

Thesis—Cleverness

KFAR, ALASKA, BIZ

Had 38 American Advertisers on. Air

In First Year

;.:', Fairbanks, Alaska,; jFeb, 4.

National or. fegionai advertiser at--'

tention to. this outpost of the U.S;A,

(Alaskan broadcasters call this a

$5,000,000. market), is illustrated by a

list of accpunts oh KFAR here during

its first -year of operation, . recently

completed.) KAR had 38 accounts

frpm the .States.

These firms advertised to Alaska:

. Standard Oil Company of Califor-

nia, Frigidaire, Westinghouse. Rem-
ingtori Arms Co., Winchester Repeat-

ing Arms Co., Western Cartridge. Co.,

Studebaker, Coca ,
Cola, Florsheim

Shoe : Co.,
:
Woolrich ^Woolen Mills,

Black. Mfg. Co., National Lead Co.,

W. P. Fuller & Co., National Grocery

Co;, Best- Foods. Inc., West Coast

Grocery Co., Schwabacher Grocery

Cp., L. B. Garrett Co., Washingtph
Creamery Cp., Canned' Salmon In?

dustry, Wash. Co-Op Egg & Poultry

Assn., Pacific Greyhound Lines,

North Coast Bus Lines, Union Pacific

Stages. Washington Motor Coach,

Trick & Murray, Pacific -National

Bank. Alaska Steamship . Cp., Seattle

Fur Exchange; New Washington. Ho-
tel, West Coast Fur Sales, Washing-
'. ;i Quilt Mfg.- Co., National Carbon

Cx, Wincharger Corp.. Pah American

Airways' - Caterpillar Tractcrs, Utah

and. Idaho Sugar Cp
?

Pacific Amerl-

cari Fisheries.

Heavy Blurb Skeds

In Denver; KLFs

Two Remedy Accts,

. Detroit, Feb. 18:

With more than half the ' fiscal

year rolled by, latest financial re

'I"^' Ti«.n WiporiWr -i portst issued by WJ'BK. Detroit, show.
Set. through «w •

-Hays-lfcEarlaM

,

A.
hiJn^ lnrrease . ^or the

agency here, with the series of 13

platters to be spotted through the

midwest.

.Virginia Safford, whose 'Column of

the Air,' is broadcast over WCCO
at 8:30 a.m. Saturdays fpr Nash
Coffee, has gone on a trip to Guate-
mala and won't return until March.

Rentier Brewing Co. is presenting
a i5-minutc Monday through Friday
program, 'On Wings of Songs,' over

through WFMJ, Youngstown, O.

a marked business increase. • Fpr the

first seven mpnths of its fiscal year,'

which started: June 1. 1940, WJBK
^hows gross sales to a total of $188,-

879. • According to Art. Croghan,
sales manager, it represents an in

crease of 69% over the comparable
period of the previous year,

Station, on a 24-hour basis, has
strong sponsorship among its 11 for
eigri language broadcasts.

Halsey Hall Is sportscasting for

the Twin City De Soto dealers over
KSTP, St. Paul.

Aibany, Feb, 18.

• Businessmen are busy
. conducting

their own. enterprises and . 'hayen't' •

the time to run newspapers, radi ;

and magazines,' even if they so de-
sired, which they emphatically do
not. Thus declared Elon G. Burton,
president of the Advertising. Federa*
tloii of America, -in an address at the
Albany Advertising Club. Saying

.

Americans- Var1^ "© dictator control"
of .opinions and expressions,' Button
Insisted that advertising, which pays
the largest share of publishing costs, ,

is a yery ..impPrtant factor in pre-
serving editorial opinion.;'..'.-TJie"'AFA'.-''

head stated big business men 'know
how foolish it Would, be to try' to

run radio and the press.: You can't
'

hiuzzle and fpol. the American publics •

very lprig.'
:

:•
::

. Burtoh challenged Assistant. At-,
tbrriey General

v
Thurman Arnold's

claims that large advertisers obtain ,

monopoly control of their fields. He
.

characterized :siich contentions as

'nonsense.' SaicVv Burtohr ;
'AnypneV:

who knows advertising and mer-
chandising at ail well, knows by the

very nature of. advertising, the
amount of money spent does .', hot
necessarily determine, results. Time
after timfe. spme small campaign,
cleverly, effectively planned and ex-

ecuted, steals the shpw from the big

campaigns.' ' ' '
•.

;

Advertising. . which lowers the

price of goods to the consumer by
making mass . production ppssible

is so sapolio that FTC, after exam-
ining 685,000 radio advertisements,

300,700 newspaper, insertions and 15,-

208 mail order catalog pages last

year, found only 730, or seven-One-
.

hundreths of one per cent, worthy
of investigation. Of these, continued

Burton, only 220, or two-one-hun-
dredths. called fbr

:

. action by the

Trade Commission.

Denver, Feb. 18.

Sales rah to announcements . with

the exception of 26 half-hours to the

Adolph Coors Brewing Co. by KLZ.
KLZ: Lydia .E, Pinkham, through

Erwin, Wase'y, 130 announcements;:

Dr. W.vB. Caldwell, through Sher-

man & Marquette, seven announce-

ments weekly, one year; Knight-

Campbell Music Co., 28 announce-

ments: Adolph Cobrs Cd., through

W. W. MacGruder agency; Site

Service Statipns. 78 announcements.

KOA: bwarfles Corp., through

Buchanan-Thomas. 20 announce-

ments; Sheaffer Pen Co., through

Russel M. Seeds, 48 announcements.
KFEL: Crown Furniture Co.,

through Max Goldberg agency, four

annpuhcements a week, six mpnths;

announcement service to Alamo
Dairy, Gene's Service Station, Tele-

phone Secretarial Service, George's

Coney Island, Lavender & Lace
Dress Shop, Denver Key & Lock Cp.,

Harry's Drug Store, Barney's Serv-
ice Station. Cahn-Forster Electric

Co., Paul Fitzgerald, Harvey Phar-
macy, Mack's Auto Repair Service,

Lawsdn Drug Co., Kay's Permanent
Wave Shop, John M. Hurley, Thomas
R. Walker, . J. Ey Terry, Western
Spring Service, Recreation Co.,

NAT'L DEFENSE DOUGH

SPURS DETROIT UNITS

.
Detroit, Feb. 18.

;

'More than hinting at the fact that

radio " buying is following in the

wake of the heavy . Government de^

fense orders, Detroit, after several

weeks of slow but steady mounting,

took a - healthy - leap : upward this
.

week, providing further evidence of

studio predictions of a boom year.

Gains were chalked up in all cate-

gories, national spot hanging up bet-

ter than a lO. per cent improvement.

. KYW, Philadelphia, recently upped
to 60,000 watts, is being advertised

In the new territory now covered ^

by the outlet by signs on 500 Public

Service busses which run between
here and 195 South Jersey com-,
munities.

Palmer Excelsweid Co., Sun Life

Insurance Co., William's Grill, Wel-
ker Service Statipn and Therapeutic
Bath institute.

Change oyer last week . . ...

Hxchange oyer: same Week 1940. .

.

Network
Units.

— 0'.1%

+ 15.5%.

Local
Units:

+ 3.4%"

+io.a%

-National

Spot Units.
' +2.2%

'

+ 2.2.%

Total
Units.

+ 1.4%
+11.5%

(FEBRUARY 15 COMPARED TO FEBRUARY 8)

Network'
Units
9,130

9,035

+ 1.1% -

(Included:

BALTIMORE
Local National
Units Spot Units

4,605 .-1,517

4,350 1,574

-5.9%; —3.6%: .

WBAL. WCAOi
. WFBR)

Total
Units
15,252

14,959
:' +2%
WCBM,

DENVER

:

Network Local
Units Units
"8,175 4,452

8,160 - 4^249.

National Total
Spot Units Units

1,690 14,317

1,65a 14,067

+ 1.9%
Included: KFEL, KLZ, KOA, KVOD)

DETROIT
Networks . Local National

. Units Units Spot Units

9,596 12,293 4,895
'. 9,476 11,911 '4,421

+ 1,3%,: +3.2% +10.7% •

(Included: ' GKLW, WJBK,
WMBC, WWJ, WXYZ)

Total
Vniie
26^784

25,908

r3;4%
WJB,

- SALT LAKE CITY
Network Local National : Total

Units Units Spot Unite Units
. 7,796 2,317 62^6. 10,739
8,086 2,2i9. 634 ,10,939

—3.6%-- '+4.4% .—1.3% —1.8%
(Included: KOYL, KSL, KUTA)

••: SAN FRANCISCO
Network - Local . National

: Units Units
10,896 3,620

10,808 . . 3,588

+0.8%; :. +0.9%

Total

Spot Units Units

. 1,938 16,452

1,945 ''; 16.339

0.5% .
,+ 6".7>i'

(Included KFRC, KGO, KJBS, KPQ,
. ..KSFO) --

CHICAGO
Network. ; Local.

Units Unite

9,915 7,166

9,845 6,255

+0.7% +14.6%

. National . Total
Spot Units Unite

11,444 28,525

11,309 27,409

+ 1.2% : +4.1%'

<Includedi: WBBM, WENB, WGN,
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)

Network.
Units
7,821

•

8,038
"'

—2.7.%

DES MOINES
Local National Total

Spot Unite Units
- 2,926 13,510

2,976 13,698

—1.7% -1.4%

Unite
2,763

2,684

+2.9%

(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)

Network Local
Units Units

13,20ft 9,018

13,181 8,775

+0.2% +2.8"%.

LOS ANGELES
National Total
Spot Units Units

: 1,481 -23,707

1,416 23,372

+4.6% +1.4%

(Included: KECA, KFI, KFWB, KHJ,
?.?r-t

, KNX)

. SAN ANTONIO
Network Local, National
Units Units: Spot Units
6,220 8,251 ^^419
6,251 8,437 1,391

—0.5% —2.2% +2%

Total
Units

15,890

I6i079
-1.2%'

(Included:
.
KABC, KMAC, KONO,
KTSA, W6AI)

Network
Units
6,357

6,355

.
SEATTLE '"'

-

Local National'

Spot Unite
. 691 :

692

Units

10,774

10^67
+.1%

Total
Units

17,822

17,714

+0.6%

* Nb change. .

(Included; KIRO',
;
KOL, KRSC )

;
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• Stormy session is anticipated when the general ASCAP membership
is called, together during the coming week or so to ratify the "consent;

.

decree which has been worked out with the U. S. Department of;

justice. Flow of reincrimination is expected to go on fpr hQuryrbefore
actual vote is taken, with ytfie main, target , being the ASCAP board

of directors as now constituted. •

Inkling of what is to come has. already made, itself evident via an
'

. eight-page letter sent yesterday (Tuesday ) to . the ASCAP board by
Benee Russell, an ASCAP writer. In his letter Russell excoriates the

:

.board for what he terms its manhandling of the new radio contract

and not taking into consideration the opinions or wishes of the. rank
and ; file of ASCAP

|
members. Russell's, letter also calls on 'certain'

members: of the. board to. resign forthwith closes; with the, shib-
:

:

boleth, 'The ASCAP Cliveden Set Must Go!'. -.'

ASCAP Yields to Reforms
;Contlnuea from page 1;

.operation'- will- likely be' .handled be-

fore Judge Henry W. Goddard!' i.n
:

the N. Y. federal court. .

' ASCAP it-

self . will, have to .'. go through. the :

process of calling, a general meeting
cf the membership for the; purpose
.of:'ratiIying^the..'.decree and of elect-

ing a new board of directors, which
. move, will throw - into discard the
mechanism of ' a .

self-perpeuta'ting

board. This general meeting has
teen, set for. tomorrow evening
(Thursday) -at the Astor hotel, N./Y,'

ASCAP will, also ' be required to

.

make changes in its bylaws affecting

the authority of the new board,

methods of classification and royalty
'.; distribution and. other organizational

functions made mandatory by the

decree.

Reas6n : that the board didn't ap-
prove the decree at yesterday's

(Tuesday ) meeting was that several
• directors who were; out of town had
asked that action be deferred until

they could have a representative on
hand. These were Louis Bernstein,

head of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.;

Jack* Bobbins, head of the Metro-
Bobbins group: and George Fischer,

of J. Fischer Bros. Bernstein is in

Florida and Robbins is in Cuba. Fact
that the board yesterday ordered that

the membership, be. brought together

at 7:30. p.m. on: Thursday (20.) indi-

cated assurance that the pact would
go through at today's session..

The board spent all day Monday
(17) studying and discussing the

Music Men Realize Broad-
casters Face Involved Prob-

lems—Especially the Ques-
tion of How Performance

\ Fees Are to Be Split Up-
Many Broadcasters Disin-

clined to Do Business oh
Any Basis

ASCAP 'RESPECTABLE'

Choice of Method

U. S; Department, of Justice

has two methods lor '.'establish-'

, ing. the consent decree with

ASCAP as a court order. It can

either start- an entirely new suit

Incorporating .alleged acts re-

lated to the terms; of the decree

In the complaint, or it can amend
the complaint which it filed with

the N. V. federal court against

ASCAP in 1934.

Trial on the latter complaint
occurred before Judge. Henry
W. Goddard in the summer of

.1935 and after several weeks of

It Government counsel asked for

an indefinite adjournment. The
indications are that the proced-
ure will.be the filing of an en-
tirely new suit in the local dis-

.
trict court, with Judge Goddard

' sitting on the matter. V ;

terms and possible affects of Clause
No. 1, the crux of the decree as far

s ASCAP was concerned. Under
the original provision of. this clause
ASCAP would have been barred
from continuing to operate as both
"* collector and allocator of' royal-
ties collected for its members, It

You"W have had to' stipulate in ad-,

varice the compensation to each
member and could not, as it dogs
now, leave it to the writer and pub-
lisher classification committees to

determine what " each member's
hare of the receipts , should be. The
compromise made with the Govern-
ment as to .Clause No. 1 was as fol-

lows:

.;" 1. ASCAP may no longer ac-
quire or assert any exclusive;

. performing right In any musical-
composition.

2. This right now becomes an .

non-exclusive one.
3, ASCAP shares the right to

license a work catalog with
Its copyright owner, or owners.
The publisher, or writer, may do

the. licensing direct, or ASCAP
may go on

.
doing the licensing,

but; in any event ASCAP docs
the collecting and distributing

of the royalties Involved as It

sees lit.-
;

i.Under 'no - circumstances
' may an ASCAP member license

a work or catalog to Broadcast
.Music, Inc. At a result of this

taboo ASCAP stands protected
against the weaning away of its

membership, and the prohibi-

tion In effect serves as a bind-
ing force upon the 10-year con-
tracts which ASCAP now has
with its members.

*

.
All counsel, associated with

ASCAP were unanimous in their

affirmation at Monday's meeting
that Class No.' 1 as it now stands

makes it possible for ASCAP to con-
tinue-to operate as a solidified unit,

and that it can go on administering
its members' performing rights af-

fairs as effectively as it has in. the

past. ; The ogre which until the past

weekend had loomed up before
ASCAP, and' which its spokesmen
held was tantamount to the dis-

integration of the Society, con-
cerned the provision in the original

decree . which deprived ASCAP of

its- discretionary powers over roy-

alty distribution. While a faction

on the "present ASCAP board viewed'
the non-exclusive feature with much
misgivings, it was generally agreed
that Poletti had performed an ex-
cellent job in getting the revisions

he did. He had, .at least, induced the
Justice Dept. to remove the 'poison*

1

which could have killed the Society.

This non-exclusive setup is not
hew to ASCAP. It was the system
which prevailed between. 1914 and.

1921, but . in due time publisher
members became involved in so

much chiseling that it . was decided
to relieve them of the right to

license directly and to invest the

exclusive rights with ASCAP. Even
though ASCAP's directorate, which
is composed of 12 writers and 12

publishers, retains the power of dis-

tribution, the change in the board
of directors by election from the

ranks is expected to have severe

repercussions on the ASCAP income
of current top-rating members, par-

ticularly, the writer faction. It is

anticipated that : under the new
regime there will prevail a more
enlightened and considerate attitude

toward ;the smaller publishers and
writers that have been coming up

[
during the past few years and that

when a low-rating member appears •

in quest of a. raise before a commit-
tee he will not be made to feel that

he . is faced with men whose lone

concern Is to protect their own and
to maintain the status quo;

BMI may. after the ASCAP decree

has been filed, ask. the Milwaukee
federal court to amend its own
(BMI's decree) so that the terms will

conform with those :in the ASCAP
decree. This < move is provided ; for

in Clause Five of the BMI decree.

BMI is not required to put. the.terms,

of the decree, into operation, 'until

90 days after copy of the consent or

final decree binding upon ASCAP
shall be served on BMI, provided

that .if BMI thinks the requirements

binding on ASCAP are not substan-

tially identical with the BMI de-

cree, BMI has 20 days within which

to apply to. the Court for the deter-

mination of that question.' Also that

the BMI decree doesn't become

operative 'until the Court's deter-

mination that ' the two decrees are

identical.'

Even though .the American VSo-
.ciety of - .Composers, Authors and
Publishers settles .its. tangle with the
V, S. , Department .of : Justice by
March it may . be another month or.

two before ASCAP music is again
heard On the networks. The broad-
casters themselves have quite a few
problems to solve ; before; their
spokesmen can. even 'sit; down to
work out a contract with ASCAP,
and these

.
complications may. in-

crease as time goes on. to the point
Where the radio industry becomes
enmeshed, in a serious financial and
factional muddle.

With, the industry' deeply involved
in Broadcast Music, Tnc.j and to.:an

amount estimated between $3,500,000

and $4,000,000, the vast majority of

broadcasters, from present indica-
tions, are still in a militant mood
and would prefer to go on indefi-

nitely, without ASCAP musyi. But
against this inclination the industry
might.find it expedient to match the
question of public opinion. The Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters
has in statements . to the press de-

clared that the industry it
.
repre-

sents is barred from treating with
the Society because the U. S. gov-
ernment had termed ASCAP to be
operating in violation of the law.

-Through the mechanics of the con*

sent decree ASCAP has bathed it-

self of illegality. In the eyes of the

law it is now a 'respectable' business

organization. The Government has

let down the barrier and the ques-

tion that broadcasters may. have to

mull over' is' how another Govern-
ment reservation, the Federal . Com-
munications Commission, might re-

act to the situation in light of . the

public interest, convenience and
necessity dictates of the radio law.

Headaches
Where, it is anticipated, radio's

big headache will loom from is the

provision in the consent decrees of

both ASCAP and BMI which makes
it mandatory for a copyright owner
or his delegated licensor to collect

the music fee at the source. Before

the networks can sit down . with

ASCAP they must first meet with

their respective affiliates and decide

what share of this fee on network
programs will be absorbed by the

' affiliate. Some . broadcasters are of

[ the opinion that this Wangle .
will

;prove a hard, nut to crack unless the
• networks assent to a formula which
: would make the affiliate obligated

,
only jfbr: a share which is ih pro-

portion to . the percentage of the

^compensation., it received from the
' network on hookup time - sales. In

the case of NBC this share of the

. network rate ranges . between 20%
! and' 37^^-. '

. ,

|
The ' networks are already faced

with a ' similar problem in ;
the., in-

stance of the new BMI contracts,

effective April I: . Under , this con-

tract the networks- have agreed to;

l.pay BMI.a fiat fee of lVi% on its net

[income from hookup, facilities.
'

I :;NBC admits that there has been

some' pressure from v agencies and

I clients to clear up the music situ-

;

ation, • but it adds that this prfs-

sure.- 'has not been too severe.' Even
if the. netwoks. were inclined to set-

j
tie the controversy as conveniently

l as possible, they must consider the

strongly voiced..'sentiment' 'of 'their

' affiliates.' that Vthey' .ahe- . affiliates),

have found it practical, .to- get along

without. ASCAP music and ,
that '.'if

.

! the networks find they must have it

j
the solution is entirely theirs.

I In ,some broadcasting quarters it

C6C Is Benevolent to Move

'This Is Too Much*

Member of ASCAP pub-
lishing firm, after observing a,

girl trio making use for Weeks
of one of the company's

"

. hearsal rooms, suddenly, became
curious last week and stepped
into './the soundproof, quarters.

The girls were working a
*

BMI number. : •'

. ; the ASCAP pub then learned
that BMI had " been their lone

;

Source of material since the first

of the year, and that all their.

:'. rehearsing; in these quarters had.

been on BMI ' songs. The pub-
lisher stated ; .that the ;. morale of

the. employes as - the result of

the ASCA?-radib war was bad
enough without their listening

to BMI tunes on the premises

.. and he suggested that the girls

: ask BMI to furnish them with a

.

rehearsal room.

NO NEW ASCAP

Various record playing radio sta-

tions throughout the country which
nave taken put American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers

licenses and failed to align with

Broadcast Music Inc., may find them-
selves forced into buying a BMI
license if current situations hold.

If ASCAP music publishers "continue

to hold back songs until the current

radro-ASCAP impasse is relieved,

thereby forcing record companies

into cutting more : and more BMI
stuff, there will be less and less re-

'

corded pop material, for the : ex-

clusive ASCAP license holders to

turntable. ....

There aren't too many outlets

which find themselves, in the pre-

dicament of having only ASCAP per-

mits. WNEW, New York, which

uses many hours a day of recorded

programs, is one.

..'/ Montreal, Feb. 18.

A- three-man Copyright Appeals
Board,, headed by Justice A. K. Mac-
lean,

; is now- deciding . whether .

.

Broadcast 'Music of Canada;. Inc;. is

to be permitted to edge irt on tha '.

royalty gravy from Canadian radio
stations. For the past 16 years, the

.

Canadian Performing Rights Society
has held the sole and exclusive right
to license the use of music for broad-
casting .purposes. .CPRS, which ...

claims all rights in Canada over rnu-
sic controlled by ASCAP

. .(some 2,-

000,000 numbers of which about 210,-

000 are filed with the Canadian
.Copyright Office) has. been getting

;8 cents, royalty per annum- per radio
.

receiving set in Canada. The. CPRS. '.-

is now seeking for increase to
14 cents per set.

.'•"''

; At the hearings before the Copy-
right Appeals Board in Ottawa last

week Broadcast Music of Canada,
Inc. contended that since they con-:

trolled all BMI music in Canada,"
much in -the same way that .'.CPRS :

represented ASCAP, then Canadian
broadcasters should split the royal-

- ties between . CPRS and Broadcast.
Music of Canada.
Legal counsel for the Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. backed stand of
"

Broadcast Music of Canada, stating

that part of the royalties should go
to BMI. ' CBC counsel contended
however, , that ' the 8-cent royalty .';

should be decreased rather than in-

creased oh' grounds that where gov«
ernment stations formerly gave 63%
of time to musical shows music Is

now used only on 48 to 48% of
broadcasting time.

Following conclusion of hearings
"

indications were that the Copyright.
Appeals Board might subihlt entire

question to Parliament with sugges- ;

tion that new legislation be enacted
to establish clear and -more com-
prehensive copyright - law. Ruling
expected in two weeks.

ANTI-POOLING BILL

Missouri Democrat Sees Performance

Fees As An Evil

IS BMI GOAL

BMI Is organizing a Publishers

Co-ordination Service for the 111 r

music publishing houses now in the

fold; with object of stimulating

greater variety and better balance in .

.

radio programming. Idea is to injfc-

press publishers with necessity for

digging into catalogs for listenable

tunes which are not being .used and
plugging them consistently, It is.

freely recognized that, there has been
St. Louis, Feb; .18. too much dependence on a few pop-

Paul E, Turner, Democrat of St. ular BMI tunes, and Co-ordination;

Joseph, last week introduced a bill Service is regarded as best remedy

in ^.e Missouri legislature to do
I

for lethargic .attitude. New BMI

aWay with the 'monopolistic practice' Servace intends to promote
:

and en- .

of copyright music p'bols by putting courage a sort of musicalJTreasur.

?ie coS S o? public music playing ' HUht' among
/
p^rformers,;.band lead,^

within the structure of the state's ,

ers and Publishers. -.., .
. :S "antitrust' statutes. ;,;Discussing^ Reported that approximately 1,000

his reasons fof introducing the meas-: !

[nanuscripts a day from .spiring

ure Turner said^The prdducUon and;^sm
!^s

.

are^n0w ^
pouring into

crtaSSn o^Lmus c is necessary for the !
BMI offices. Only, about one song

• «• „^ »^iv,rrt» nt nnp voiith I in a thousand
:

is -found suitable, for
educatmn W publication or radio. . Survey shows
.And you can t h^^^^J'j thaf./rtine-, professional; musicians
over

^

the^rago any nior^^ Beside^ ^ of the 50 number.m
«f^^

n t b^^d
t
'"^*h^^ . recently selected frbrn 50.000 manu-

ballroom or even a averr^ w^hout i
rj t^ submittedi Am0ng rofes^

*!??L?.r^»^^t5-l^ were included Horace Heidt.
year and its not right. Everybody's

complaining!' Turner blamed the

ASCAP-BMI scrpp for the situation.

The bill would .jmake it unlawful

for two or more persons 'holding

I copyrighted works to pool their in-

terests for the purpose of collecting

fees. of. issuing blanket licenses for

the right to , use" the music commer-
cially.

band leader, and Edgar Guest. Lat-

ter collabed with Maurice Wetzel,

Chicago radio program director, on
'At Home, When Lights Are Low.'

Lou Mindling Quits MCA
- Lou Mindling bows out as an exec
of Music Corp. of America this, week

j
to go into, publicity work on his d'ftm»,i

;
' '; .'. ..'

''; —-

—

—-— ' :.;'. He was a salesman at MCA, work-

is/ believed that before. the°N.A.B, ;
ing both the; night club arid band

' acts on negotiating an agreement field,
. , ,

— . ;,. .'. '.,.. ..

i with ASCAP it might find it rieccF- 1

. Before his MCA affiliation Mind-

I sa'fy- to call a special convention ]ol ling was connected with, the
.

Bob
;

• its .membership. ' .- •

'

r
;

. ..

'
I Taplinger. publicity group.
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Sentence Miy Be Indirect Reference to Bing Crosby's

Attitude—Cheese Firm Uses Standard Form

Kraft Cheese' Co., ; in the stock let-

ter it is sending out to; cgmplainants

about the music, on its. pi bgrani, takes

recognition by in/e'rcncc of. the ru-

mors circulated during the past two

months regarding. Birig. Crosby's . aU
titude' of 'disgust . .and .

bqrcd'oin

toward the ,ASCAP -radio: jmbrogljo.

The "many ei)nilici iiijf leporis;' sliites;

the letter,, 'is still further distressing

radio listeners.' ''..

Kraft's .standby communication on

the subject iollosvpv .. ;.;

•Your pos.t card to our New
v'York office, commenting on the

music now '.being heard , on .
the

Kraft Music Hall program, has ,

been, brought to the
.
writer's; at-

tention;- ".'.'"'
-s - -

:

.

'We appreciate, ypur interest in

the Hall, and greatly regret that
l

the. discussions between the.

American Society of Composers
and Publishers (ASCAP) and the.

broadcasting .
.companies \, (who

lease us time oh the radio -.sta-.

tions) has deprived many jjf bur ;'.

listeners of some of their favor-

ite songs, ;.at -least' for the -time-..

'

being. We" regret also, that many : i

conflicting . arid' often distorted

reports of . .this disagreement: are
'

being circulated, still further
.

distressing: radio listeners. '.'; .- -
.

'There' is little 'or nothing that.

Kraft and othei- , radio sponsors

can do about this situation until

ASCAP. and the .networks come
to ah agreement. Meanwhile,

:

we are doing pur best to provide ;'..

enjoyable entertainment for you .;

"

with the music available, and we
are? confident that you will bear

with us in the spirit of fair play, .

realizing that we are in much
the same position , as you.

'We are always glad to have
the comments of our listeners,

and "thank you for taking the

--trouble- to write. »

Sincerelv yours. .

KRAFT CHEESE COMPANY,
. W. G. Shanks.

Assistant Adertislng Manager,

WOULDN'T COOK

W. E. Davlspii of. Milwaukee .Sues

Niffht? Club' Singer, for Divorce

British Best SeUers
(Week Ending Jon. 18, 1941)

Bless. 'Em All........

Ferryboat Serenade
Another Day ; .

.

: . . .

All Over the. Place;

Swiss Bellringer

All .Things For You-.

'Sien'a Sue , . .

Only Forever ,

Blueberry Hill . .

;

Our Love Affair . .

.

/. .viProwse
... .....Sun

, Southern
. . . .... .Gay

. .Cavendish

... .Chappcll

...... F.-D-H
C-C

. i . .Victoria

, ... ..FrD-H

.

•-'/• >
,''. /Milwaukee, Feb. 18.

.

.•William. E.. Davison, -local dan.ee

leader,' .currently at Lakota's.. a down-
town ' spot, on' Friday A,U); Valen-

tine's Day, instituted suit injh.e; local

courts for", divorce from his wife

Vera, a singer now appearing '_"'

'. a

New Ydrk'n.ite club.

The :b.aijdsmaiv
:

..'

i

'qhai:ges:-'h{s.'- wife

wouldn't cook his meals, but pre-,

ferred to frequent barrqoms arid' used

Vile- and profane/ language.' He
charges she left; him: Dec; 1,1938. '.

'

jukeboxes Must Go Higher

F o r Decision o n Plea

Its Girls Are Tartiiers'

Gene Buck Clarifies Poletti's Connection— Gives

Views on Dept# of Justice Negotiations

$1,000,000

' \ Bridgeport, Feb.. 18.

jukebox exchanges' legal-
v

;try to.

have femme operators excepted from

Connecticut law- against womeh's

employment after 10 p.m. came -up in

superior..court last. week..Judge Johri

A. ' Cornell did. not rule on question

of apparatus' status. .",'.-

Exchange owners claim that, inas-

much as
:

girls partcipate in the
take they're

.
partners : rather than

employees and therefore do not come
under law. Decision regarding this is

up to another court, Judge Cornell
said; [: ,

',

BANDS AS SUNDAY NITE

DRAW CLICK AT CENTER

Tantomimic Music' Is

Latest Orchestral Stunt;

Raymond Scott Uses It

Raymond Scott has developed a

tunt he calls 'silent music' for. use as

j laugh getter on stage shows. It's an-

other word tor pantomime.

As the band is driving along on one
of Scott's specialties the. men sud-
denly stop pushing 'out notes, but
continue to look and act as if they
were; then the unit snaps back onto

the track and continues as if nothing
happened and the audience thinks

it has momentarily lost its
.
hearing.

' Stunt -extends to solo instrumental-

ists, who get up under spotlight and
go through all the motions, but play

nothing.
v ScOtt band goes into the Strand
theatre, New. York, Friday <2D.

Westchester County Center's Sun-
day name band and yaude shows in

White Plains; N. Y., Is continuing
to draw healthy biz. Past Sunday
(16), with Harry; James' and Tommy
Tucker's bands; plus Phil Napoleon's
orch playing ; the vaude end, spot
grossed around $3,800, which is very
profitable. .

'

.

Count Basie and Bob Chester
bands are set for. next Sunday (23)

in a battle, of swing, with J. C. Flip-
pen, as m.c, while Charlie Barnet is

billed for Sunday, March 2.

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM

TO BATON IN MEXICO

Dick Rogers Elopes With
Singer Marjorie Black

Dick Rogers, singer who recently
took over leadership of the Will Os-
borne band, eloped and Was married
at Elkton, Md., Monday (17). His
bride Was .Marjorie Black, former
vocalist with- Al Kavelin.

Rogers' crew is on location at the
Rpselahd Ballroom, New York.

Mexico. City,; Feb. 18.

Sir Thomas Beecham, director of

the London Philharmonic Orchestra,

has been engaged as guest conductor

by the Mexican Symphonic' Orchesr

tra. He Is due here in the spring. .

'

Beecham is the first -Briton' to con-
duet this orchestra, 'He will be: the

, first foreign guest conductor of the

\ season. '•.''.••.-'•.'"''•"'':''"•

Mctiee^s Band Reyamp

Johnny McGee fired -his entire

band last week, * day after the out-

fit played, a date at Massachusetts

S'/Jte . CoUege, . Amherst/, tie', has

since retracted the
.
pink' Blips with

certain of the men he had, who will

term the nucleus of a new group and
enable the leader to fulfill com-
.mitmerits of the immediate future.

It's understood McGee will pattern

his reorganized group -along" sweet
lines exclusively, building it ..around

• his trumpeting. - '

./ . . ,

' '"

Savitt Finales for Decca
, Jan Savitt band has five more
tunes to do on its. current Decca
contract after which it will, shift to
Victor. It will record for the lat

ter's 35c \ Bluebird label. ...
.

Five remaining numbers Savitt
expects to- make in one cliji at a
recording date scheduled for Feb. 27

:. Despite: the;- network inepma cur-

tailment, ASCAP .Will have a sizeable

first quarter melon to cut up April 1.

It will be in excess of $1,000,000,

which ; stiil figures at the rate pf at

least $4,000,000 annually, ; although

1940 saw the' record high in Society's
•

intake. • ';.
-'•''.

It' totaled,|7,300,00p. : drthis, radio

contributed .'$4,oOO,Odb; : In 1941^ there

are 175-ddd . iridie . radio', stations li-

censed, by ASCAP aithough the .three'

rriajpr -networks are 'holdouts. . ,

'ZIEGFELD GIRL' AS TEST

OF NON-RADIO PLUG

Among the first non :radio tests on
ASCAP film song plugging will be
Harry jink's campaign for Metro's

•Ziegfeld -.Girl' (via Feist), now that

the major .networks; aren't open to

ASCAP music publishers. ,

Metro is collaborating with Feist

via. special transcriptions, over the

indie ASCAP-licensed stations, film

trailers* and other live, channel
ploitation methods.

ORGANIST IS FINED

Toledoan Charged With Causing
Hotel Fire While Drunk

Toledo, O., Feb. 18.

Haden Read, former organist of the
Esquire theatre, was . fined $25 and
costs last week (13) by Judge Edgar
Norris, who found him guilty of the
charge of being ; drunk and disorr

deriy. Read had been arrested earlier

in the week oh a charge of setting

fire to the Melrose hotel, across from
the theatre, which resulted in $.10,000

damage and routed more than 40
persons from their rooms, many in

night attire, on the morning of
Feb. 10. '.

Read, who occupied a room on the
fifth floor of the hotel, in a signed
statement, told detectives he went to
sleep-'.' in' his room while smoking a
cigaret and awoke to find flames
coming from .beneath the bed. He
admitted drinking half a pint of
whisky, but denied he deliberately
set fire to his room for spite. Read
suffered burns on his arm.
Max Gordon is the new organist

at the Esquire, managed by Wallace
Caldwell.

' Victor Young is
.
assigned to the

screen play on 'Caught in the Draft'
at Paramount.

Mm
Irving Berlin Deeds Them Copyright on 'God Bless

. America' v-./ ;

v '-

While at .first intending /to with-
hold copyright ownership, to 'God
Bless America,' for his estate,' to re-

vert . to them, after, the. initial -28

years, Irving Berlin has decided to

tiirn over the. copyright also- to the
Boy. and ;. Girl Scouts, of America
'youth foundation. This is on top
of all earnings to the . Scouts.

'

Last accounting, as of Feb; 1, has
realized $79,383.26 to the

;
Scouts

from the songsheet sales, mechan-
ical, performance and film (synchro-
nization ) earnings. Berlin, Inc., pays
Berlin, author of the number, 8c per

copy, or twice his usliai fee, he in

turn assigning everything to the
Scout, movement. :

Philadelphia, Feb, 18.

,.' Five Philadelphia :

.
topters have

donned the khaki within- the past few
weeks; three of them bandleaders—
Al Smalh Ciem Williams, and Bob
Sill.' The' others to sign up in army
were Hal Bunting/ saxophonist in
Neil Fontaine's Walton Hotel\barid,
and Teddy Mack, , sax hiah with the
Al Fielding orchestra at the Club
Bali.V. . ',.

..
:':.•;

.
Two .months ago,* another Philly

bandleader, R9ger Korliand, dis-

banded his crew, to take a second
lboie coihmissiph with the Army;

Charlei ^hribihan Joins :.

Consolidated as 'Mgr.*

Charlei Shrlbman, brother of Cy,

Boston band booker, Joined, Consoli-

dated Radio Artists Monday ( 1.7) as

'manager of personnel.' He'll,work
on selling bne-nighters and location,

dates outside of New York. Addi-

tion doesn't disturb .Bob Bundy; phe-

nighter booker for . CRA; Bundy: at

one' time worked for the Shribmans
when the latter maintained a N. Y.

office. .'.;.. '/

. Shrlbman owns ah; Interest in arid

partially personal' manages, Glenn
Miller, Gene, Krupa,..Woody Herman,
Tony Pastor, Mai Hallet, Charlie Spi-

vak and Claudf Thornhill. Only
Tony Pastor and.': Hallet are booked
by CR'A, Rest are split between
RocRwell, General Amusement and
Music Corp. of America.

Krupa, Scott;; Goodman

For Michigan's Week-End

(tf Gab Dancing

Detroit. Feb. 18. .

;

. Instead of the- customary two.

bands, University, of Michigan this

year brpught in three name orches-
tras and spread Its. usual J-Hop fes-

tivities .over two -days; Fpr the
regular formal -party, the committee
brought . in Gene Krupa/ arid Ray-
riiond Scott combos. For the follow-
ing night, lnforirial, the school had In

Benny Goodman's band. :.

Idea back ..' of the triple-header,

two-party project, was that with the
ability to

. pull opt. crowds of. better
than 3.000 for the parties, the com-
mittee had .plenty of cash with
which to work, could afford bands
to stilt all tastes and that orchestras
tend 'to come and go*. and. It.Was a
good Idea to catch as many as pos-
sible while they are up thei-e.

. The
formal-Informal stunt carried 'no
reflection oh the. bands,' one. spokes-
man put It, but just was to see at
which, kind of party the collegians
had the most fun.

BUFFALO FIRE'FIGHTERS

HOOF TO LOCAL BEATS

Buffalo, Feb. 18.

Plugging •all-Buffalo unify* and
good neighbor* angle, local firemen
dropped name band policy In favor
of local musicians at this year's ball
Saturday (15).

Harry James' played the affair last
year. This time smoke-eaters signed
local crews batoned by Art Leard
and George Feusl. Totaled 40 riieri.

Bradford Seeks Quiz
Of Ralph Peer in Coin Suit

Perry Bradford, as assignee of the

Perry .Bradford Musio Publishing,

Co., the Acme Musio Publishing Co.,

and the Blues. Music Publishing Co.,

applied to the N. Y. supreme court

Monday. (17) for permission, to ex-

amine Ralph S. Peer, president of

Sputherh- Music publishing Co. be-
fore trial Bradford, is suing Souths
ern and Gene Buck as president of
the Ariierlcan Society of Composers,
Authors and: Publishers for $6,000,-
00d. v -.- .

';;
.

.'

\ .: .

\'

Plaintiff eialms that in February,
1934, he was lent $100 by South-
ern to be repaid within 80 days, and
turned

. over as security . some 41
songs to Southern, aUpwlng it to col-
lect royalties on them to pay off the
debt. Southern has refused to re-
turn the songs, and it, acting in con-
spiracy with ASCAP, has realized
tremendous profits from their, sale
and distribution, Bradford' claims.
The defendants, generally deny ail
Charges arid assert the gongs : to be
wotthless. .

Sammy Cann and Saul Chaplin
have written seven tunes for 'Show
Business' at Columbia. They are
'Did Anyone Ever Tell You/ .'Boogie
Woogie Man,' 'time Out for. Music,'
'A'tWiddlin My Thumbs,' 'Shows How
Wrong a Gal Can Be,' 'Obviously the
Gentleman Prefers to Dance' arid 'As
If You Didn't Know.'"

"
; Charles D. PolettI, Licut.-qovernor
of the State of New York, and. special
counsel to the New York .law Ai m
of ; Diamond, Rabin, Botein &
Mackay, will receive only a $50,000 ;

fee from ASCAP, arid . not two sep-
arate 5.0G stipends, totaling $100,000
lri all; as Was; generally believed/
Gene Buck, president of ASCAP,' is

authority for • clarification of- tlye •

Milton Dlamorid law firm's .financial
understanding, stating that: Poletti's
return to the scene is merely an ex-
tension of the

;
special consultation,

incepting last /September. .

ASCAP has always retained special
counsel, states Buck,: to supplement
Sch\yartz Frohlichv their -regular,
attorneys, whether ii is to fight the-
sundry legislative attacks in the 21
states that sought to putASCAP out
of business, or to retain former
Judge Thomas D: Thacher to appear
before, the U. S. Supreme Court on
appeals.

;
.

/' .'

ASCAP called in Diamond's firnV.

because Diamond personally' has
been associated with music matters
in the past In addition, he is "on the
board of Decca Records, Inc. and
also persorial attorney for Herman
Starr, of,the."radio' negotiating com

-

rnittee of ASCAP. David Mackay, of
the . Diamond, Raibiri, Botein' &
Macliay. Office, has been. RCA, at- .

torney on copyright, etc.

Buck states that, when a possible
consent decree started to crystallize

itself last fall he called in the law-
yers; whereupon Poietti devoted fpur
months to its study up until the col-
lapse of a consent in mid-December,
when, "things looked all . set, to go'
through. What happened, ' as fre-
quently does in such parleys with
Thurman Arnold, the Governrheril'i
'trust-buster's, so-called, on Dept.. of .

Justice probes, is that when a decree
is agreed-:,upon in principle, it comes
out as two other fellers when re-:

duced into legal phraseology. Thus,
when Poletti's findings were admitted
to the ASCAP officers and the board
it didn't quite jell with r their oral
understanding, as gleaned in D. C.
The decision to 'fight it through* ,

thus- came
,
about,: when Poietti.

dropped out of the picture. When;
Broadcast Music, ; inc;, took-; a con-
sent, and the: Milwaukee criminal
action was filed, the consent thing
came to the fore once again;, and
once, more Poietti was called in. But
his same $50,000 fee to the Diamond
law firm covers the renewed pro-
ceedings, and is riot a supplementary
stipend as some believed.

.'Company Union'
Meantime, the same thing that

stymied the pre-Jan. 1 expiration of
ASCAP radio contracts is muddling
matters now,, notably that Clause I

in the .consent which Would reduce
the Society to a ^'policing' organiza-
tion and,, in general ASCAP inter-
pretation, would make ASCAP 'a
company union,' Says Buck, 'Arid
this, of course, Is something that the
Government has never sanctioned or
been in sympathy with, so there's no
reason .why the Dept. qf Justice
should want to foist that onTiis, hence
I have every reason to believe arid
hope, for a 'good deal' in our behalf
following Mr. Poletti's and Mr.
Diamond's conferences in ' Washing*
ton Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

.

They've been meeting With Thur-
man. Arnold/

3 N. Y. Hotels Set Bands

;

Three; hotel Jobs in New York get

,

a change of bandstand, scenery about
the same time in mid-April. Penn-
sylvania and New.Yorker, two of the
more important' band jobs, change
within a week of one another,.; Penh
brmging in Gene Krupa April -18

to succeed Jimmy Dorsey and the
New \ Yorker taking Bobby Byrne

:

April 11 to follow Woody Herriiarii

In both cases; it's the first hotel lo-

cation job in New York for the
bands bought.

Krupa's, stay Is set , at six weeks
with ah option for four.. Byrne's is

indefinite, but for about the .same
.

period. Dick Jurgens, popular in the
midwest, was originally scheduled to

follow. Dorsey ; at the Penh.
Waldorf-Astoria replaces the cur-

rent Leighton Noble ori April 12 with
Xavier Cugat's Latin tempos. . Orriri

Tucker, at the Biltmore, gives Way to

Horace Heidt next week (26),

John Leipold and Maurice Law-,
rence scoring 'Pirates on Horseback'
for Harry Sherman at Paramount.
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The Ways and Means Committee at

ASCAP, the body now governing

the exchequer (comprising Saul H.

Bomsteiri, Johri O'Connor, Edgar

Leslie' Otto. Harbach and Gustaye

SchirmerJ, went on an axeing cru-

sade last week. From a better than

$7 000 000 gross • for 1940, ASCAP
figures it had best gauge itself for a

•-decide'dly lower take this year.

In any event the Society finds that
.-'

it must drastically adjust itself: to

sucn lowered income for the first.two
Quarters of this'year,. If the con-

sent decree goes through now;

as
' appears very likely, and that

bothel-wise Clause I is circumvented

the financial aspect will look much
brighter, but at the moment ASCAP

;js gearing itself :for the most pessir

mistic potentialities.

The budgetitis takes the; shape of.

radical financial >pruriinjg. It; means,

dropping Of manpower, cutting of

some of those $52,000 annual sal-

aries of the topmost executives to

50% thereof—Gene Buck, president

of ASCAP, keynoted itsi necessity by
making' the ;first gesture in that di-

; rectioh—and the curtailment of as

. much overhead as possible;

$7,300,000 Gross in 1940

The $7,300,000 gross last year,

towards which radio contributed

better, than $4,000,000, saw an almost

25% operating expense for salaries,

overhead, lawyers fees, etc., of which
naturally the latter, was an extra-:

ordinary amount. The cost of

also propagandizing its case, has:

meanwhile also shot the operating
tally away up.

Before the ASCAP panicky feeling

develops into: a morale rout, the re-

sponsible top executives, the board
and other; Society masterminds de-

cided on taking stock of the situa--

tion; gripping the crisis" by the
ledgers; so to speak; and set

.
their

' financial . structure in Order to best

cbpe with things, On a business-like
basis. Financial .figures can. be col-

ored or given the switcheroo in cor-
porate stock setups, but in. ail un-
incorporated, non-profit organization
such as ASCAP, whose business is

supposedly that only of being a col-
lection agency for its ~ writer-pub-
lisher members, there isn't much
that can be done to fool themselves

" or the membership or the world. -

Not Kidding Selves
Least of all now does ASCAP want

to kid itself into any phoney security.
Disillusionment came Jan. 1, 1941.
Washington, D. C„ was the scene

. thereof—and still is.

Kayoing the press (department,
headed by A. P. Waxman, appointed
advertismg^and publicity counsel last
summer, isTEuT'~one" evidence of
economy. This was done against the
Judgment of both prez ' Gene Buck
and general manager John G. Paine,
but the axemen, as the Ways and
Means Committee is now being
called, argued they had to start
somewhere.

. Besides, they asked,
wasn't Edwin Claude Mills, $50,000-
a-year chairman of the executive
committee Of ASCAP. supposed to be
v.p. in charge of public relations and
Why. can't he take it over again? He
has;

Saul Bornstein, for a time, carried
the ball on this budget axeing, of
which ASCAP treasurer ,G. Schirmer
becomes an automatic member, but
latterly, John O'Connor has been
inade a spearhead on where arid how
to cut.

WHITEWAN WINS FEINT

Goes Ahead "With Action Against
'

;

. .X>ile' Drellhger .-.;'

PauV Whiteman won the first leg
of his

. suit against' Artie Drelioger.
lorrner member, of his band and
Jack Rosenberg president of. the
American- Federation of Musicians,
^ocal 802, when Justice Samuel I.

Kosenman in the N. Y. . supreme
court denied' defendants application'
««• a dismissal. The court ruled that
"^suit states a cause of action. .

'

Whiteman employed Drelinger • in
March,. 1938, for three years arid

JJW.the.cpntract amicably in July,

,,

S39; After the settlement,. Dre-
:

«nger claimed. Whiteman : owed him
V58 and the AFM ordered the Or-
chestra leader .to', pay. /Whitemanma so under protest and secured
permission from the AFM to bring
"A action against it and Drelinge'r.
«e

.

was first forced to deposit the
'noney with the union or suffer sus-
pension..

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.

Harold Geffen' local barrister, who
put himself on. record as saying

. 'what the law biz needs is" more
plagiarism suits in the music, fight,;

found one recently
.
and slapped- a

$10,000 suit on American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
Felix Bernard . and Jack Meskill,
songwriters, Ray- Kinney, orch leadr
er, Decca, Best Music Co., and a bevy
of John Does.' _"•

He filed the suit for Ted Bentley,
who alleges his ditty, .'When the Lur-
line Leaves Tonight ' for Honolulu'
was pilfered and published as 'When
My Dream Boat Sails Tonight for
Honolulu.'

. Action
,
instituted in Su-

perior, court under:- provisions ;of
common law. copyright. ,

'

:

By Arrangement

San Diego, Feb. 18.

Driven from theirs most lucrative
business stand in the radio studios
by the :music fight, song pluggers are
casting eyes south of the border for
air exploitation''to.i move their firms'
sheets and up the : mechanical royal-
ties. Several of the 'professional'
men have invaded the Mexican_side
of the line with . apparent good re-
sults: ':

''
.'.

"•

Calling on the 250,000-watt stations
at Tijuana and'Rosarita Beach, hard
by .here, they offer the recordings of
their numbers for free.. Sites natur-
ally grab them arid it's considered a
good deal all around. Transmitters
throw

:
their signal into 18 states in

the U. S., so they : claim.

A similar idea, from Havana, into
the U. S. mainland is, being consid-
ered. .

COAST ASCAP'JERS WILL

RAISE COIN FOR GREEKS

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.

The horse teeth are in for a ter-
rific lashing in Shrine auditorium
next week (25) when Hollywood's
'-and-theri-I-wrote* boys keep the
bench warm, to raise some coin for
the Greek war relief fund. Show
Which brings Gene Buck, ASCAP
prexy, from New York for the em-
ceeing chore, will -naturally be
broadcast only .by those stations li-

censed by ASCAP. Also coming
from New York are George M,
Cohan and Williarn C. OSt. Louis
Blues') Handy. Presenting the mu-
sicfest is Motion Picture Permanent
Charities Committee, with ASCAP
keeping in the .background, although
furnishing ail the talent.

Singing and playing their out-

standing hit tunes will be as many
royalty collectors of ASCAP's Coast
membership of 200 as can be accom-
modated within the limits of a three-

hour show. Certain to draw a fat

spot on the bill. Is Buddy. DeSylva,
now ..executive- producer, at Para*-

mount. He has promised to bring

along his ukulele and pluck, a medley
of his better offerings. .

.
>

.

'; Alfre4 • Newman conducts an ''or'f

chestra of .75. Show will be similar

to that put on last summer at. the

Frisco fair, by the society; :

George M. Cohan, Gene' Buck and

R. H. Burnside leave today |
Wednes-

day) for the . Coast to assist, on the

songwriters': Greek/
.
benefit.! .

The
-first two also will be guested by the

Masquers next week (23), Willie

Collier, Sr. presiding.

George Van Atter's Claim
Mayville, N. Y„ Feb. 18. .

George Van Atter of Dewittville,

N. Y„. Can't toot high notes on his

trombone since a lip injury , suffered,

in an auto smashup, the musician

told a Supreme Court Jury last week

in hearing!.on three actions resulting

from the accident.

Driver Of Other car has filed a

counterclaim.

The Funny Side

Buffalo, Feb. 18.

ASCAP ban. is; plenty discon-

certing to Al Zink, Who as 'Uncle

Bill' runs
;
a moppets'' hour

WEBR. ;-'~
•

.

..-/. Fiye-yeaivold suddenly: began
to sing nursery rhymes' recently .

arid
.
Al had to grab mike'.

. away from in front of her! 'Let's

just stick to reciting.
' We might

be violating sbmethihg,' he ad-

monished. . r.

Tax-Free Hummers ':

San Antonio, Feb. 18..

Believing
: .that anything cari

happen, the music clearance de-
partment of KTSA, with Lew
Lacey, in charge, has posted
signs throughout the studios and
in the KTSA biz office with: the

:
legend:

'if you have to whistle, or sing
in this office, make it BMI of tax
free tunes, yfe operate- for o
prb/it,' .

•-'..•.••"

Youth Is Still Gay
Akron, Feb; 18.

Chi .; Theta. Tau fraternity
.threw a 'record-breaking! dance
at itsr chapter house the other
night. The Chi Taus said they
were fed up with BMI music
over the networks, so the stunt

.

of the evening was a smashing
of records heard over the
-chains.

As price of adniiission the fra-

ternity actives each brought a
.' new ASCAP record.

Serenaded in BMI
FOrt Worth, Feb. 18.

Portor Randall,. KGKO news-
caster, was serenaded outside
his; office door by a group of 25
children from Mexican Mission
which was recently helped by
charity publicity from Randall

Tune sung by serenaders was
one of the BMI licensed songs,
'La Paloma;' sung both in Eng-
lish and In the original Spanish.

With a Broad Razoo

Yahkton, S. D , Feb. 18.

Robert R. Tincher, general
manager of WNAX, took the
cause Of the broadcasters versus

.
ASCAP to the student body .of

Yankton College with' an ad-
dress framed as a rebuttal to a
recent speech by Irving Caesar,
president of the Songwriters
Protective Association and
ASCAP director.

; Title of Tincher's talk was,
'Justice for Genius—Oh Yeah?'

HOROWITZ MAY SELL

If Deal Goes Through He'll join

Mercer A Morris

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, head, of

Mercer & Morris, is dickering with
Willie Horowitz tot the purchase of

the latter's Mayfair Music Co. If a
deal: is .made Horowitz will join

M&M's professional staff.

The Mayfair catalog was formerly
Joe Davis'..

Music Trade Curiously FoDows

arity of Berlin s
• IT*

ASCAP Suits In Toledo

,
Toledo, Feb. 18, :

;

Both WSPD arid WTQL have been
named defendants in music copyright

infringement suits filed last\week in

fe'derai^burt. The plaintiff in both
case? was Irving Berlin, Inc.; who
seeks uSual judgment of $250 in each
case. WSPD is said, to have broad-
cast "Back, to Back', on Jan. 9 and
WTO.L is said to have broadcast 'I'm
Just Beginning to Care' on the same
date. .

',

WSPD. Is also defendant in . a suit
filed for Crawford Music Corp.,. for
an allegedly unauthorized perform-
ance of 'By Myself.'

lials

32-40% Unaware

Of Music War

.;
...'• Philadelphia,.; Feb; 18:

Polls conducted by two local

dailies last week suggest that the

Philly. listening public is still

apathetic in the fight between the

broadcasters and the American Sor

ciety. Of Composers,, Authors and
Publishers. The Evening Ledger's

Front Door Ballot Box,' conducted
by Dan E. Clark, showed that 32%
of . Philadelphians are totally un-
aware of any dispute. The Ledger
poll showed! also, that although the
majority of listeners think that the
barring of ASCAP tunes has lessened
their enjoyment of radio, they are
nevertheless opposed to. ASCAP and
would like to see radio win out.

In answer ,to .the question: .'Do

you feel the barring of ASCAP. tunes
has lessened your enjoyment of radio

programs?' the answers were: . Yes

—

52%; Not—40%, and No Opinion^
8%,
Women were more regretful than

men, since a larger" percentage of

them felt that radio programs had
declined in enjoyment. Of younger
people—63.%—-said they felt radio had
lost its appeal. Those over 50 years
of age -were abOut evenly divided.

Those who were, aware of the dis-

pute were asked who they favored.

The answers were: ASCAP—25%;
Radio stations—42%; Neither—18%;
No opinion—15%i

. A "telephone survey made by the
Record showed that about 40% of

the people were ignorant of the
squabble. Of those Who knew about
it, more than 60% felt there' was not
enough change in musical programs
to get excited about.

BMI Sheet Sales Fall Off

Old-Line Publishers Have Simple Explanation But

Radio Men Consult Slide-Rule Seers

. With the sales of its sheet music

for the past two weeks, showing .i-

downward trend
: Broadcast Music,

Iric., has started to' browse around

for a hypo. : One drastic, move sug-
gested within the: organization is the

introduction of 10c music, but out-

side factors, have;; advised BMI ^ to

treat this proposal' with: the greatest

caution, since any: sharp deviation in

'music sales practice might orily ag-

gravate the chaotic state in which
the1 business now finds itself.

'.

The letdown in BMI sheet sales,

has causecV^Ml to resort to methods
that are. ;

curiously, foreign to the

music business. Being . essentially

radio mep, the BMI masterminds
have called in as diagnosticians,

psychologists and the slide-rule boys.

Their task is tp reduce the habits

and trends of. sheetmusic buying to

charts and graphs. This research

staff, is now gathering data on home,
pianos arid making the rounds of
sheetmusic. counters , quizzing sales

clefks 'and consumers.
Music Jobbers hive their own ex-

planation, of :thfe current" condition
of. BMI's sheet music sale's^ • They-
point, out that the nub of the trouble
is. that BMI has shot .its initial bolt,

arid has failed to come up with its

second catalog. Being under pres-
sure, 1 BMi thrfew everything worth-
while that it had : into radio's

;
maw

•the. first
v
few mpnths of BMI'S,-ex-

istence., Since these songs have riot,

been able to follow the usual exploit
tibri and sales pattern, it would be
natural for such a restricted :" output
to strike a; snag in quick, time.'. The
sellers have come out of : nowhere
suddenly; got to 1 the topi fast and
rapidly dropped put. That isn't the
normal pattern of the sheet music
business.

..Irving Berlin, Inc; ' reported, or-
ders for 1,500 copies on 'Little Old
Church in England' and 1.200 copies
of 'When That : Man. is bead and
Gone* Monday (17) whioh has
all the earmarks, of both becoming
big hitis. without radioV unless both
suddenly collapse. Both are Berlin-.;
authored tunes, arid the sighificanco
Of this, of Course, to the music trade,
thit this would mark the first ndn-

.

network radio created hits, because
of .the ASCAP-broadcasterS battle. :

If the tunes show up with any
degree, of importance it wilt place
a. new complexiori on music1 matters,
so dependent ih late years, on radio
for its exploitation. :

There is still no doubt in. Tin Pan
Alley about. the need for that radio
plug. The music business as re-
cently geared up can't wait; as it

did in former years, for. a hit song ;

to take >ix months - in its fullest
realization. Not . when : hits are
made overnight by Crosby, Vallee,
Kate Smith or Connie Boswelli ' or
any of 'the bands, arid just as fast
gotten rid of, meaning a month to.
six weeks, with rare exceptions.

However, for want of anything
better, outside Of the 175-odd indie
radio stations which .have ASCAP
licenses, : the publishers'- must . de-
pend on so-called 'love' plugs; mean-
ing stage bands, cafe acts, organ
slides, vaudfllmers arid, as in the
case of the two. Berlin sorigsj the
lay press buildup, since he got some
unusual newspaper space.

FIESTA DANCETERIA

FOLDS AFTER 1 5 M0S.

Fiesta Danceteria, New York com-
bination cafeteria and dancery.
folded Sunday night (16) . after ap-
proximately 15 months of operation.
None of the officials of the spot
could be reached for comment, but
its not expected the spot Will re-
open.. It was conceived and operated
by Robert Decker.

Danceteria
. was an innovation in

dancehalls, catering to What it
termed 'subway society,' in contrast
to cafe society. It served meals and,
at

.
the beginning,, riaine bahds. to

dance to, for one price which at the
outset was 65c. then was raised to
75. It opened late in November,
1939. Spot's, margin of profit under
the method of operation was. once
estimated at 5c. on every admission.

During the past fall the Fiesta Was
forced to drop its name, band policy
cecause, it explained—no. bands were
available. Only recently it; renewed
using known bands, but they were

..

not of the calibre the spot used when
it first opened.

Shuberts Try to Trip

ASCAP Decree at 11th Hr.

Washington. Feb; 18.

:

The League of New: York Thea-
tres, the legit managers' protect:

association, .. which the Mes.«'.T;

Shubert are naturally: vivid, .

afternoon requested, that the ASC " n

consent decree be held rp r 'pendi

a probe
;
of the claim that "

it fthe

League).' was vitally interested ,i

settlement of the music issues. The
League's attitude is that; their inter-
est in stage musical; productions
makes them vital tb: the case. .

' The Shuberts, heretofore affiliated

with ASCAP, have been trying to
exploit their, stage '',. mu'sicais sine*
Jan. ,1, 1941,: separate arid apart from'
the society. . ,-..' •.. '... '-.: '>.

'

Stoltz Rights lain Issue

London, Jan. 24.

Legal entanglements are likely be-

tween Feldrnan!s and "RolDbihs. MUsic

Corp. over the rights
.
pf Robert

Stoltz's music used in : Universal's
'Spring- Parade.' ;

'

. Feldman's bought the numbers
tiom Sirious Music Corp;, an Aus-

.

trian company, some five years ago,
and' claims priority rights.
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Bands at the Boxoffice

/•Presented herewith, as a iveeklv tabulation, is the estimated cover

hnrae business being done bv name bands in various flew York hotels.

Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give

room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and

holiday; price.)

Band,

W*ek«
Hotel

;
Played

Orrin"TUcker.;i..Biltmore (300;. $1-$1.50).... ......... 6

Leighton Noble. ... Waldorf (375; $l-$i.50 ).. . , . . . . ..... B

Lani Mclntire»...liexingtbn (300; 75c-$1.50).....,...,. B

Guy Lombardo, ;'. Roosevelt (500; $1-$1.50). .;.l9

Woody Herman*..New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)..,..,... 8

Jimmy Dorsey . . . .Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l,50 ) . . , . ... 4 .

Tony Pastor. . . ./.Lincoln (225; 75c-$1.50), < . . ... . . ; ... .20

Cover*'
Past
WKk
650 :

1,125

1,175

050

1(275

1,775

525

Total
Covers
On Date

3,800

6,125

6,000

24,800

14,025

14,525

8,875

Asterisks Indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the

major draw.

Dispute Jukebox Use of Music

fern U Pic; Discers Don't Care

Initial confliction between coin-
j

Alms and regular theatre films has

;

come up over two of the songs in

. the Universal release, . 'Buck Pri-

vates' which features the Andrews
Sisters and Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello. Leeds Music Co., which
publishes' the songs from the ' film,

has forbidden the Mills Novelty Co.

to release two shorties it made of

Mitchell Ayres' band doing two
songs from the picture.

Leeds claims that the juke box
versions of the .tunes, "You're a

Lucky Fellow, Mr. . Smith' and
'Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy* " were,

made without its consent and. that

the tunes circulating in the boxes
"will tend to harm the picture itself,

. which is as much musical as It is

comedy, and will,cut down on the

sale of various records of the tunes,

come of which have not yet been
released,

Recorders Indifferent .

Record - manufacturers are not In-

terfering In any way with those of

their bands which have also been
making celluloid records for use in'

the new soundies for the jukeboxes.
Among the bands which have so far
recorded for Phonovision, Mills-
Roosevelt, etc., are groups which are

. contracted to either Victor, Colum-
bia or Decca for regular platters.

Disc makers take the stance that
it's okay for their talent to turn out
material for the soundies so long as
the stuff, they use doesn't conflict
with tunes already made for them.
That extends, also, with some of the
companies, to future material: ar-
rangements that are wanted for discs.

.
Soundies people are signing bands

to make tunes in sets of four, which
has become a standard basis for buy-
ing purposes. The prices, they're
paying range from $800 Upward, de-
pending on the name value of vari-
ous crews approached, but the aver-
age payoff seems to be about $1,000.
One of the bigger and better known
crews Is currently asking $3,000 for
quartet of melodies.

London Legit
^Continued from page 1;

Socked on Infringement,

Says He Thought ASCAP

Was Looking Other Way

Detroit, Feb. 18.

^ASCAP may have Its ears glued
to the radio but the small fry op-
erators in out-of-the-way places
•ren't grabbing, any sneaks; Peter
Batslkls, owner of a small cabaret in
Traverse City, Mich., was socked
$230 by Federal Judge Fred M. Ray-
mohd for playing three tunes with-
out permission of the society. He
•aid he thought in view of the ma-
jor trouble ASCAP wouldn't be
bothering with guys like him.
As a matter of history, three tunes

were 'When the Swallows Come
Back to Caplstrano,' 'The Singing
Hills' and, oddly enough, Til Never
Smile Again/

'

Indict Philip Resnikoff For
Copyright Infringement
Federal grand jury, in the ,N, Y.

federal court Thurs. (13) indicted
Philip Resnikoff .on charges of copy-
right Infringement. It is claimed
that- on Feb.' 3, 1941, the defendant
Published, distributed, and sold two
«>ngs belonging to other publishers.
The songs were 'Blueberry Hill..'

Published by Chappell, and 'Pretty,
wttle Peasant/ published by Sha-

Band Bookings

heading the parade, have chalked up
their biggest grosses, a factor that
has been particularly notable in that
the stars, in many cases,: had pre-
viously refused to play provincial
dates in normal times, except on an
occasional tryoUt booking. Tours
following 1 the regular London stands
were something they usually con-
sidered, 'beneath them.' Now the
road has been a godsend to them in
view of the ; curtailed London en-
gagements.

Week's bow-In of belated jeglt for
West End drew laudatory press from
critics who've been idle for many
months,

. Foyers have been likened, to a
press conference; As a result . of
blurblng, John Gielgud's revival, for
H. M. Tennent of 'Dear Brutus,' at

the Globe, should draw plenty of
patron attention to its matinee
dates.

Strand theatre's Jacobean tragedy
by John Ford, despite its incest

theme, came in for comment as .a

praiseworthy revival of drama from
contemporary Shakespearean writer.

Piece functioned around 16th cen-
tury, and Donald Wolflt may present
more of the Ford tragedies. War is

stated to have interefered with his

plans In this connection. Comedy
theatre's The Blue Goose,' laugh
piece from Peter Blackmore, was
pointed up as likely to continue lack
of luck the house has had In its war-
time dates.

, That afternoon stage can count on
support is exemplified . by flow of

steady business to Wyndham's thea-
tre, where Bronson Albery's re-hash
revue, 'Diversion', is now in its

second edition. Piece has a widely
varied cast, Edith Evans topping.

. One of the few to-come announce-
ments is of Firth Shephard's musical,

'Shephard's Pie,' due in West End
after six weeks on the road. Tour
opens Feb. 17 in Glasgow. 'Pie' was
in London prior to . the blitz and
registered solidly.

Just recovering from 77B Inquisi-

tion, Ronald Frankau, monolbgist and-

writer, is contracted to go Into

Prince of Wales theatre next month
with a new revue, 'Nineteen Naughty
One,' He's now putting final polish

on the script; New revue will, dis?

place Chaplin's *The Great Dic-

tator.' ;

London Sees 1st Stage

Musical Since Blitz

'Strike Up the Music,', first stage

musical to hit the West End since the

Nazi blitz, opened at the Coliseum

Saturday afternoon to nice response.

Shows lacks comedy. Gaston, Pal-

mier and Wilson) Keppel and Betty

are outstanding in the cast.

Good-Week for Films

American film companies experi-

enced the best seven-day period In

many months last week in Great

Britain, according to cabled reports

received by home offices yesterday

(Tuesday). • Majority of U. S. ma-
jors reported revenue as running be-

tween $1 10,000 and $160(000 on the

week, with estimated total for eight

major distribs being $1,120,000.

Consensus of opinion among U. S.

film company foreign department of-

ficials was that last week's business

was as godd as it was in the pre-war
period. Decline in the number of

,
Nazi bombing raids is credited with

[ part of the pickup.

Bill Bardo, Feb, 27, Loew's. State
theatre, New York City, one week.

Tommy Dorsey, March 3, Me-
chanics Hall, Worcester, Mass. •

Gray Gordon, Feb. 21, party, Lord
Baltimore, hotel, Baltimore, Md.; 22,

party, Baltimore Casualty Club,, Bal-
timore, Md.; 28, March 1, 2, Palace
theatre,

; Fort "Wayne, Ind.; 7, one
week, Orpheum theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn,; .18, six days, Tune Town Ball-
room, St: Louis, .Mol •

.

Dean Hudson;. Feb. 19, Poinciaria

Club,
;
Palm Beach, Fla.; 22, party,

Palm Beach, Fla.; 28, Piedmont-Ger-
man Club, High Point, N. C.

Count Basie, Feb. 2iy Roseland/
State Ballroom, Boston.

Jack Teagarden, Feb. 21, Recrea-
tion Ballroom, Lawrence, Mass.; 22,.

Roseland-State Ballroom, Boston.
Ken Harris, Feb. 22, Oceanview

Ballroom, Revere Beach, Mass. :

. Johnny McGee, Feb. . 2 1-22, Totem
Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, -Mass.-

Al Starita, Feb. 21, . Shawsheen'
Crystal Ballroom, Andover, Mass.
Jimmy Walsh, Feb. 22, Shawsheen

Crystal Ballroom, Andover, Mass.
Benny Goodman, May 7, Mass. In-

stitute of Technology Prom, Hotel
Statler, Boston. '

,

Tommy Tucker, Feb. 21, Mechanics
Hall, Worcester, Mass. ,

'

Johnny McGee, Feb. .21-22, Totem
Pole Ballroom,. Auburndale, Mass.
Glenn Miller, Feb. 21, week, Pair

ace theatre, Cleveland, O-i 28, week,
Shubert theatre, Cincinnati; March
7, Keith theatre, Columbus; March 14,

Fox theatre,. St. Louis.

Southern Gentlemen, Feb. 24-

March 9, Westwood Club, Little

Rock. . i

Johnny Long, Feb. 22, S'tambaugh
Aiid., Ybungstown, 6.; 25, Temple U.,

Philadelphia; 26, Empire B., Allen-
town, Pa.; 28, Vernon Hall, New
Haven; March 3-5, Plymouth theatre,

Worcester, Mass.; 7-9, Metropolitan
theatre, Providence, R. I.

Orrin Tucker, March 2, County
Center* White Plains, N. Y.
Charlie Barnet, March 26, three

weeks, Paramount theatre, N. Y.
Tommy Dorsey, March 29, North

Carolina State C, Raleigh; April 14,

Geo. F. Pavilion, Johnson City, N. Y.
Erskine Hawkins, Feb. 21, Grant's

•Park, Charleston, S. C; 24, Two
Spot Club, Jacksonville, Fla.; 25,

Bethune Cookman College, Daytona
Beach; 26, Sunset Aud., West Palm
Beach; 27, Harlem Square Club, Mir

ami;' 28, Manhattan Casino, St.

Petersburg.

Vaughn Monroe, Feb. 23, Rltz
Ballroom, Bridgeport, Conn.
Louis Prima, Feb. 24 one week,

Brunswick Hotel, Boston.
Fenton Bros., March 3, two weeks,

Brunswick Hotel, Boston.
Count Basie, March 4, Sunset Social

Club, Milwaukee; 11, Tralnon B.,

Crowebury, Kansas.
'

Esquires, Feb. 21, indef, Blackstone
hotel, Chicago.

Earl . Hiries, April 3, Ambassador
B., Philadelphia; April 4-6, Jeffer-

son theatre, Auburn, New York; 12,

Waldemeer Park, Erie, Pa.

Claude Hopkins, Ap'ril 5,
' U. of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

Ina Ray Hutton, March 2, Indians

Roof B., Indianapolis; 13, Eagle B.,

Kenoscha, Wis.;; 19, Paramount, New
York; April 3, Flalbush theatre,

Brooklyn, 10, Windsor, theatre,

Bronx.
Ted Lewis, March . 26, Orpheum

theatre, Los Angeles.

Jas.RooseveltFirm (Globe)Purchases

Mechanical Rights for Coin - Films;

Flat Fee of $100 Per Musical Piece

Timid Protected

•Youngstown, 0 ; , Feb. 18
• Because jitterbugs, have be-.,

come a nuisance at crowded
school dances, the student coun-
cil at Youngstown College has
passed a. new. rule, providing.that

three slow dances his played to

.

one fast dance at all college

functions in the. future;.

Ralph Skerratt, president of

the student governing group, said

the new system will permit con-
servative" d'ahcerjs to venture onto

the floor, three Out of every
:
four

'numbers .without risking life or.

limb. He said that the rule ,

might revive the waltz and other
graceful steps.

Divorce Buddy Rogers

If He Didn't Give Up

His Band, Suit Avers

Charles (Buddy ) Rogers and Mary
Pickford were ordered to submit to

an examination before trial in N.Y.
federal; court whenever they come
into New York by Judge William
Bohdy. The court ordered the ex-
amination at the request of Arthur
T. Michaud and James V. Peppe,
managers, who are ' suing the band
leader and his actress wife for $300,-

000, claiming breach of contract.
.

Plaintiffs claim Rogers signed a
10-year managerial contract with
them which he broke due to threats

of; divorce on the part of Miss Pick-

ford, who, as an inducement to the

breach, offered to secure a better

position, either as an actor or direc-

tor in Hollywood for. Rogers.

VICTOR HUGO, BEVHILLS,

ON THE SPOT WITH AFM

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

James C. Petrilo, AFM president,

has placed -the Victor Hugo nitery,

Beverly Hills, on the forbidden ter-

ritory list. Nitery has been ordered
to make nightly payments on $5,000

owed to Ben Bernie.

Tex Harris, with local union band,
now at the Victor Hugo, Is being paid
off nightly.

LEO TALENT'S NEW JOB

Robblna Vacations Idle Staff With

Pay for Fortnight

Leo Talent has quit as professional

manager of Robbins Music ;Corp. to

manage Glenn Miller's publishing

house, Mutual Music Society.

.
Jack Robbins last Saturday (15)

gave his professional staff two weeks
vacation with salary rather than

have them sitting around the office

in idleness.

A.FJH. Exec Hospi

Pepitone, 70-Year-Old New Orleans Prei, Suffers

Fractured Skull in Backstage Tussle

New Orleans. Feb. 18.

Police., are holding William E.

Sharp, 35, stage manager of the La-

fayette theatre here, after a reported

backstage altercation that resulted iri

serious Injury to Giacchino Pepitone,

70, president Of Local No; 174, Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians. Pepi-

tone Is in Charity hospital suffering

a fractured! skull, sustained, police

say, when he was shoved to the floor

by Sharp..

Charles Levy, 37,. manager of the

theatre, told police that an argument

started between Sharp, arid Pepitone

Tuesday (11) when the musicians'

union head refused to obey Sharp's

order to leave the stage, and that

after Pepitone had swung at Sharp,

the stage manager pushed him to the

floor.

Pepitone's condition was said to be

serious.

Mrs. Schroeder

. Standard license covering copy-

righted, numbers used In film coin-

operated machines has: been nego-

tiated .between-. Harry Fox, . agent

and trustee for mechanical rights

(M; P, P. A.); and Globe Productions",

the James Roosevelt setup which is-
:

affiliated with Mills Manufacturing

Co. The deal calls for a flat fee of
$100 per musical number per short
subject. - There, is no limit placed,
on the number of prints or the term
of use.

Establishment of a uniform license

fee ends the haggling which has;

been going on between Globe and
Fox for the past several, months.
Globe not so long ago resorted to: a
pecular strategy to force a show-
down on the issue of price. It elected

to exercise a phonograph record
manufacturer's rights "under the
compulsory provision of the copy-
right ^ law by •serving notice of use
on the copyright owners and making
itself obligatory to pay 2c per print.

In the. meantime it farmed out the -

.

making; of these coin-machine films

to various studios.

According to the information in

Fox's hands about 26 of such sub-
jects have, already been turned out

.

for Globe. So far there are but 300
of the Globe film machines on loca-

tion; The main difficulty of distri-

bution has been the limited facilities

for manufacturing the projection

equipment that the machine re-

quires.

Physician Sues Danceman,

Says He Fkanced Him

And Now b Denied Audit

An application by Louis G. Small,

N.Y.. physician, to attach the N.Y.
property of jerry Blaine, orchestra
leader, revealed a $2,400 suit against

Blaine In the N.Y. supreme court

last week. Plaintiff claims that on
Aug. 9, 1940, he lent $350 to Blaine
to promote and publicize his orches-

tra and was .
to receive 15% of the!

net profits or a minimum of 8%
of the gross.

Blaine had represented to Small
that he had bookings at $1,000

weekly for 14 weeks, from August
through December, 1940. It is

claimed now that this statement was
not true, and Blaine is refusing to

allow Small's attorney to look at his

books;

.Lincoln, .'Feb. 18.

.

Mrs. Vic Schroeder, wife of the

booking agency exec in Omaha who
services this territory, was in an

auto crash last week and suffered

such nervous shock and internal dis-

turbances that four blood trans-

fusions were necessary.

Blood was given by Eddy Duns r

m'oor, orchestra leader,, and Lyle pe-

Mo&s.': music production - chief at

WOW, Omaha. • She's
.
doing better

now.

Indict Gene McCann In

Shilkret, Cummins Case

A federal grand jury yesterday

(Tues.) returned a six-count indict-

ment against Gene McCann, former-

ly connected with the N. Y. Stock

Exchange, charging mail fraud.

Among the alleged victims of Mc-
Cann were Nathaniel Shilkret, who
lost $817, and Samuel Cummins,
president of Nu-Color Motion Pic-

ture Corp.
Shilkret was Involved by the in-

corporation of the* Nathaniel Shil-

kret Music Publishing Corp. in Oc-
tober, 1939, McCann being charged
with having , borrowed the money
from him to set up the company and
get it passed by the SEC, which sub-
sequently, rejected the application to

sell stock.
.

Shilkret was sued subsequently by
McCann for $20,000 damages in the

N. Y, supreme court, claim being
commissions which wduljd- have been
due had he been able to float the

stock. •
: •

"'

Dicjc Strayter, former trumpeter

and vocal rt with George Duffy's

band, has become, a room clerk at

the Commoc'ore Perry Hotel (suffer-

ing from a bad lip.)

Hector's Freak Encounter

With a Flying Fish
Boston, Feb. 18.

Charles Hector, WEEI house band
leader, found there is no rest for the

weary musician when he tried to re-

lax at Boston Sportsmen's' show.
.

He was watching a salmon fishing

exhibition, when one flsh leaped out

of the net in which it had
.
been

caught and landed with plenty of

force aeainst Hector's jaw, spoiling

h;s profile for several days. Sockeye
i Salmon?
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On the at

Clyde McCoy is adding Joe Mor-i
elii. guitarist, : to his band.. Morelli

joins the crew at the close of - its

Towcr.theatre date, Kansas; City, and
opens next Week -at,' the Minneapolis; I

Comes in from' Florida. Burt Roth

leaves the McCoy orch..

Ted- Lewis orchestra ' is -set .for

string of one-nigh ters in the. central

west including elates^ in Oklahoma •

City and. Tulsa. After that the troupe.,

treks to the y?est .coast,where sortie :

club dates will be filled, the first one

ajt the Bal Tabarin in San Francisco.

Phil Levant .
played the rhythms

for the 'Blackout Ball' at Kemper
Military : Academy; Bopri.eville, ,Mis-

souri. ;' ' 7

Gale, Spots' . manager; ' is with them
on combo vac-ash and booking trip.

He'll be gone five - weeks.

.

gerald's orchestra, with Dorsey due

to join Don Redmond.

- Vincent . Lopez headed for New
York stand at the Hurricane nitery.

Goes in Feb. 25.

' Glaser - Consolidated Attractions,

inc;, , New.' York has ;beep
:

dissolved.

.Count Basle guest stars on. Benny
Goodman's '[.Old Gold commercial

Feb. 24.
''•'. '': :Y- ' ..'\

Ace Brlgode at .the Music Box and
Don Roth ' and . band

;
at' the' Chei

Pa ree, Omaha; •. • -.•

Nick Dagulb^eiectric' guitar player

with the Continentals at Ruby Fob's

Beachcomber, Crown Hotel, Provi-

dence, is the latest of the local '.con-?'

tingent; to be snapped up by a na-

tionally knofwri band. He joined

Tommy Tucker's crew this week.

Blue Barron band goes back into

the Edison hotel. New York, April

3 for. another Vflve :month . stretch.

He will replace the! current Mai
Hal'let band.'; and ~ stay; until

.

Sep-

tember.

Elaine' Stahl,. WTAG, -lyorcester,,

Mass., staff vocalist,', has' .replaced

Wirti. Stone .with Dot Brissette's or-
chestra. .'/Miss. Stone , has;;- left the

business. ,";'.'6rissette.-hfis-''aidfedV;twb'

fiddles to his standard combination!

Dan Silvester and Elmer 'Johnson. '".-;.

Alvlno Rey made a two-sided vei>

sion - of the 'William ; Tell .DyeftUfre'-

for Bluebird.. First Side is a' blues

and second ' m' swing tempo. .'.

Vaughn Monroe one-riights SuriT

day (23) at .
Ritz Ballroom,;' Bridge-

port;. Jimmie Lunceford skedded for,

March 30.

tommy .
Dorsey plays- three days

beginning . Sunday .'(23) at State,

Hartford/ Bobby . Byrne follows

Feb. 28.
.

,;'-',
''

: :'"'-
-

Billy: Baer orchestra,; from . Mil*

Jimmie Lunceford scheduled for a

return to the Casa Mariana, Culver

City, Calif. June .24 for .four weeks.

Lunceford begins his new recording

contract- at Decca with a. date March
26. .':.''-. -'•

•
;•'

HEIDT SUED FOR $5,600

FEES BY HIS LAWYERS

, ;William;;F. Purceli and Francis J.

Purcell, attorney^ .filed suit yester-

the Nicollet hotel in Minneapolis

Friday (14) with a headache before

they started/ Will dp i.12 broadcasts

a; week over WCCO and;WTCN with
only BMI, while programs over

WMIN can have both ASCAP- and
BMI music.

''•''
;• \;

Art Perry, Gray Gordon vocalist,

to be screen-tested <20) by 2Qth Cen-
tury-Fox in

. New York City,;

.

MM » M < M»*MM »!» » M * M i l > i > t

>
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' Jack Owens. ' cleffed 'I'm Love 1

Happy' for publication
;
by Broadcast

Music, Inc. •

...;
..'
''

.
•

.
- -,- .;• » * day (Tues.) in^ Y. siipreme court

.WKLSt^?^!^\ against . Horace', rieidt orchestra

leader, lor $5,600 legal fees.

. .. Of the asked for amount,; $600 is

claimed to be due for representing

Heidt in an action against Virginia,

Miriam.. Jean, Maree and . Helen
Ahm, the Beachcombers Restaurant,

Inc.,
,

.atid
j
Monte Prosner,. and the

other $5,000 is claimed to be. due for

representing Heidt and 'his Vife,,

Adalihei in' a divorce action..

Music Notes

Johnny Martel, trumpet, and Geo.

McDonald; same, new in Bobby
Byrne bra s section. Martel replaced

Nick GaUeto.. McDonald replaced

Chuck Forsythe. Louis . Carter,

pianist never before with a band
also replaced Gabe Julian, who was
drafted. '

Tommy Reynolds band shifted from
Music Corp, of America back to

Consolidated Radio Artists booking
management..

- Vaughn Monroe orchestra has been
selected to ': record. 'Requestful.iy

Yours,' winning: title of therhe-sorig

contest conducted by Paul Brenner,
platter-spinner .at WAAT, Jersey
City. It will be on Bluebird label.

Herman Middleman opened Mon-
day (17) at Yacht. Club, Pittsburgh,

for indefinite stay, following Jack
Wajton outfit

.

Eddie Camden into Merry-Go-
Round, Pittsburgh, for tour-week
stretch,, replacing Al Fremont crew;

Cab Calloway renewed, tor an-
other year on Columbia Records'

Okeh label.

Mike! Rellly will, augment his cur-
rent six-piece combo to nine, and
Maribri Miller, vocalist. He's now
at the Hour Glass, Newark,. N. J. :

';

Four Inkspots, on the Coast for

work in 20th-Fox filrn, 'Great Amer-
ican Broadcast,' to do . guest shot
with. '.Bine Crosby Feb. 27: Moe

ANDY
KIRK
and his "Clouds of Joy"

featuring

MARY LOU WILLIAMS
at the piano

JUNE ROMAN
HENRY WELLS

;" Vocaja ;;
.,;-'

""' ''• '.'

;

BEACON THEATRE
VANCOUVER, B. C,

Week (Feb. 21)
y

.

:j
.;*.; -• • •"•'•••.-.

DECCA RECORDS

Management
"•

JOE GLASER, Inc.

I

30 Rockefel ler Plaza, New York

Clrble 7-0862

Paul Pendarvls pencilled into Car
sino, Pittsburgh, for two months in

middle of March. ' Clyde Knight will

remain' there until, then.

Clro Rtmac band and show had op-
tion lifted for four additional weeks
at El Chico, Pittsburgh. Opened
there Jan. 18, .

Ralph Allen back at New Penn,
Pittsburgh, for third engagement at

that spot .
this, season, the Henry

Blauth crew vacating.

.Musical Notationis, Inc., has been
chartered in'^N. Y. State to conduct, a

business in systems of musical nota-

tion, with principal office in New
York. Directors are; Adolph L.

Schrijver, :G. ..: Thomas RandSizzb,

Harries A.. Mumma, ' Jr.; Bronxville.

F.. L. Bissinger, filing attorney.

Gua Arnhelm (Turnplka Casinb,; Lincoln, Neb;, Feb. 14-16). Bucked all.

University party one night with Joe Sanders, but priced at 55c per person,

and featuring a 5%-hoiir session on Sunday (16)^ gathered a swell $1,300;
'

•

Bill Bardo (Totem Polt B., Auburndale,. Mass., Feb, 14-15). Boston
College rooters turned out en masse to welcome .BardO's return here after

playing b; C. Victory ball in New; Orlearii following B. C.-Tennessee foot-

ball game; last month. Packed in 4,102 at $1.35' per couple,, bulging re-'

ceipts to. $2,768.85—1,648 dancers Friday arid .2,454 on Saturday.

.Count Basie (Municipal Audi, Atlanta, Feb. 13). Rain didn't bother
Basie's draw h"er«; • He corralled 3,217 at 75c plus tax and played a $2,413
tune at the b.o: -

'

;" '>./''. "

• Bobby Byrne (Nu.-Elm B., Youngstown,; O., Feb. 8)i Fair attendance of
1,030. turned oiit at 75c advance, 90c at door. - (Myers Lake Park^ Canton,
p., Feb. 8). Band drew approximately 800 here at 65c and; 75c to, gross
disap^ointine $486. (Empire . B., Alleritown, Pa., Feb;, 12). (Quick return
to this section (band played Empire about three weeks ago) grabbed less

than first trip. Date drew slightly over 700 at 75c. .

Fenton Bros, (Ricker Gardens, Portland, Me.,, Feb, 13). Fentons pro-
:

vided no dancefloor crush here with 300 attendance at 40-45c for an estl-.

mated $130 gross. .

'
\'.

'•'""'

> Gray Gordon an<t: Dean Hudson (Playmbr and Rayrrior Ballrooms, Bos-
ton, Feb. 14). Gordon and. Hudson playing twin baUrpoms. brought in fine •

gross of $1,280 with 2,132 patrons s,caled at ladies 55c and gents -65c.; Gray
"Gordon and Bunny Berigan coupled In same ballrooms (15) jammed 'em

.

like sardines with 2,652 at same prices' to account for, $1,595 in till.

Ersklne Hawkins (Keith's Roof, Balto, Md., Feb. 15). Hawkins hit a fair

Saturday night crowd of 1,090 at 85c for a gross of about $925.

Earl Hines (Roseland-State B., Boston, Feb. 14).: Catering nvostly to
colored people, at hop sponsored, by Waiters Local, Hin^ garnered big

1,552 dancers at $1 per .head.
'

Dean Hodson (Ritz B, Bridgeport, Conn., Feb.: 17). 1,880 dancers ,at .:'

65"c a head stacks up as a good draw for Hudson's band. . .

Al Ravelin (Ritz B., Bridgeport, Conn.). Kavelin's 600 draw at 75c, ac-

counting lpr a $450 gross was fair considering his name arid price.
, /

Jimmie Lunceford (Trainon B., Cleveland, Feb. 16), Lunceford did good
job here, pulling, in 2,000 hoofers at 75c for a $1,500 gross (U. of Ken-
tucky, Lexington, Ky„ Feb. 15).

.
Outfit packed the U. gym . with .2,000

campus hoppers who paid $5^ a
.
couple. ' . (Graystbne B.; Detroit, Feb. 17).:

-Sock.2,;500 draw at 75c and 90c responded to Lunceford herei . Gross, $1,900.

Clyde McCoy (Chefmot B:, : Omaha, ^ Neb;, Feb. 16). Mc Coy . sardined
capacity 2,600 into: this spot at 55cbefore 9 p.m. and.77c after. Gross of

$1,200 was big. •.'-;.
Boyd Raeburn (Peony Terrace, Omaha, Feb; 15-16), Capacity here is

600 couples and Raeburn drew 'em at 50c per.head over two nights. Gross,
free of tax, was $600.

Cheri Muslo Publishers, Inc., has

been chartered to conduct a music
publishing .

business. , in New York.

Directors are: Samuel Simon, Alice

Pollak, Ethel Feinberg. •

Howard Jackson's, musical, score

from 'The Dog in the Orchard,' a

Warners short, will be played by the

Los. Angeles Philharmonic Orches-

tra in its next series of concerts in

Hollywood Bowl.
'Thank You America' and 'The

Howard. Becker booked for second
consecutive season at Pines, Pitts-

burgh, ' with opening of outdoor
Sunken Gardens scheduled for Deco-
ration Day.

Bob Hartsell of Salisbury, N. €.,

has joined Dean Hudson's orchestra
in New York City as pianist. He has

! been playing With Freddie Johnston's

j

TJniversity . of North Carolina or-

I-

chestra.

Bill McCune prch follows Charles
, Baum into Hotel Statler, Buffalo,

Friday (21).

. Remlck is publishirig ,two songs

from the Deanna Durbin-Universal
production, 'Nice Girl.' They
Lights of Home.'

Sing: SOng Music Corp., New York,

has been dissolved, according to.pa
pers filed With .the Secretary of State;

in Albany by Monty Siegel.

David Snell doing the score for

'Love Crazy' at Metro.

Eddie Cherkose doing the lyrics

for Jules Styhe's musical numbers
to be used in 'Rookies On Parade,'

at Republic,

10 on Coin-Machines

(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week • in jukeboxes
throughout the country, us reported by operators to Variety. JYames
of more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates i in order of
popularity, whose recordings are being played. Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the
listings and respective publishers.)

.

Camp Custer's band, which was
short in. the brass section, is going
to get two welcorne. additions. Two
riiembers of Don Pablo's orchestra,

Dick Krieg, trumpet, arid Bill Wyrick,
sax, have- been called up and. will

leave shortly.

Max Gordon has become organist

at. the Esquire Theatre, Toledo, O.

;

;. Gene Kriipa plays the. Trianon
BallrooJm, Toledo^. Feb; 20, and Will

Bradley and his orchestra play there
Feb. 27. '

;.
;:•./:.-:..

.
Chaiince'y Haughton , from Cab

Calloway's band replaced George
Dorsey.; on lead sax with Ella Fitz-

TOMMY DORSET
REPEATS WITH ANOTHER BAtlAD HIT IN

(Belongs to Somebody Else) .'

With his sensational VICTOR RECORD 26650

Also during his record-breaking Theatre Dates, Hotel and \

College Engagements

(|r»« 4 FOKSTtR PI/*tlC/ITIO/W);

Dorothy Stewart, U. S.
.
represen-

tative :bf Australia-New Zealand
Theatres, Ltd.. has composed a cow-
boy ballad, 'Rock. Canyon Home,'
which Joseph Davis Will publish.

James Robertson will record- it for

Bluebird. Miss Stewart composed
'God Bless Australia;', which is be-
irig considered, for adoption, as the.

official Aussie anthein.

Phil Harris^ orch plugging three
new tunes written by Gus Schilling,

burlesque comedian. Nuinbers are 'I

Married an Eskimo,' . ,'Soda Jerker'
and 'You Tried to Break a. Broken
Heart' '-.•

Frederick Hollander will do ': an
original song: for Nari; Wyrin to

warble in Warners* "Miss. .Wheel-
wright .Discovers America.' • Lyrics
by Jack Scholl.

'Wake Up the Dawn,' tune by Bill

Watters and Howard Steirier, has.

been Jiought by .George Weeks for.

'Tumbledown Ranch in Arizona.'

.

Howard. Jackson scoring 'Singa-

pore' Wbrnan' at Warners.

Jimmy Davis, hillbilly; corriposer

and i+ecbrdingv performer, is in New
York doirig a series for Decca. In
Shreveport, La„ he's the chief of po-
lice;;;.-' •;.-.''

Arthur Park Was transferred from
Music Corporation; of America's Sari

Francisco Office; to tho agency'Svrrio-'

tion pietUi'o. division in Hollywood;
Ruei Freeman takes over the Frisco
Job. .

1. Frenesi (7) (Southern):,

2. I Hear Rhapsody (6) (BMI)-.

,

3. Last TimeT Saw Paris (5) (Chappell)

.

4. Yes, Darling Daughter (6) (Feist).

5. I Give My Word (10) (BMI).

6, Stardust (5) (Mills)...

7. You Walk By (3) (BMih

;

8. Santa Fe Trail (5) (Harms)

.

9. Salud Dinero Y Amor . (1 ), (Marks)

.

10. Nightingale Sang (9) (S-B). .

.

f Artie Shaw.

j
Woody * Herman .;

.

( Benny Goodman.

Jimmy Dorsey.;.

.

Charlie Barnet.

.

Al ..Donahue... . .

.

Diriah' Shore . .

,

Kate Smith. ,..;.

Leo Reisman...

.

Russ Morgan .;. .

.

Dinah Shore.

.

Glenn Miller.'.:.

Johnriy Long . .

.

Andrews Sisters.

IAl
Kavelin

Eddy Duchin. ...

Jack Leonard. .

.

( Tommy Dorsey

.

| Artie Shaw. . . ...

[
Tommy Tuck ,

.

]
Eddy Duchin. ...

( Wayne King. . ...

Sammy . Kaye . . ..

Guy Lombardo .

,

Dick Jurgens, .

.

Kate Smith. . . . .

Bing Crosby.

Vaughn Monroe;

Glenn Miller. ...

Sairimy Kaye. ; ..

Kate Smith..,..
Biiig Crosby : .

.

'.

Jack' Leonard. . . .

Victor .

. . . ,
'. Dccca

Columbia

. . .; .Decca
..Bluebird

. . . . . .Okeh
. .Bluebird

.Columbia
..... . .Victor
...'. .Decca

. .Bluebird
. . Bluebird
. ; . . . Decca.

. . . . .Decca

......Okeh

. .Columbia
, .....Okeh

.Victor..

.. ... .Victor

.....;Okeh
. .Columbia
. . . . . Victor

. .. . .Victor

. . , . .Decca

......Okeh

. .Columbia
... .Decca

..; Bluebird

.. .Bluebird
Victor

.'.Columbia

,. . . . .Decca

.. . . . .Okeh

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
{These recordings are directly beloxb the /first 10 in popularity, but

growing in demand ' on the coin machines.)- r

One I. Love (Forster). ..

Memory • Of a. Rose (S-B)

.

Hello Ma, I Done: It Again (Bobbins)

.

Anvil Chorus (BMI)

There'll Be Some Changes Made (Marks).

May I Never Love Again (BMI)..

Sari Antonio Rose (Berlin) .

,

It All Comes Back to Me. Now (BMI )
.:'

j.Tommy Dorsey;. .

( Ella Fitzgerald, .

Sammy Kaye.

.

Glenn Miller.

Jinimy Dorsey . v

.

Bei. Wain . . , , . , .;

Ella Fitzgerald . .

.

Mitchell Ayres. . ,

Glenn Miller : .; . , .

Les Brown^ ...... .

Ted Weems.... .

.

Benny Goodman .

.

Vaughn Morirpe.

.

Gene Krupa .

.

Bob Chester. . . .i^

Charioteers i .. .

Ginny Sirrims.';' ,

;

Bing Crosby ... .

,

Gray Gordon . . . .

Dick Jurgens. .-'.-.:

Bob., Mils. ..;.v ;

f Eddy Duchin /.

.

I
Gene;. Kriipa. ...

. ; ; . Victor.

... . Decca

;.;.'.Victor;

. .Bluebird

;:./. Decca

. . . Victor

..,v. Decca.

.
.Bluebird

.Bluebird :

..v.. Okeh

.vDjecca;

.Columbia

..Bluebird

.Columbia

;.;Bluebir,d

; . Columbia
......Okeh

vv.;'. Decca
-. , Bluebird
.;..'.. Okeh
:

.'-.; .•.Okeh

./.Columbia'

. . Columbia
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less. It was far from the same bit-

ter, name-calling statement he made

to the Four A'a, but it was read at

the meeting. First .Phil Irving, dis-

charged N. Y. executive secretary,

passed but mimeographed copies

bearing the tag 'AGVA Blackout?'

later Haddock read
:
portions of it

and. made comments and. accusations

regarding supposed attempts by cer?

tain .interests to 'sabotage' AGVA
and president Dewey Barto's alleged

part in .
those attempts. :

:

/Cards On the Table' '

;

The meeting was called for the

purpose of .laying AGVA's 'cards on

.the table' . before the membership,

explaining, the .change in administra-

tion and what was being done. Ori

the dais' were Griffin, Frank Gill-

more^ ' president' of the Four A's;
'

Paul Turner, counsel - of AGVA,
Equity and: the American Federa-

tion, of Radio Artists; Nat .Nazarro,

Jr., exec secretary of AGVA's Pitts-

burgh local; Charles Nelson, holding

a. similar position in Cleveland ; Pro*

fessbr Maji; Bob Edwards, exec sec

in Cincinnati; Jack Irving,, exec sec

in -Chicago, and Charles Brett, of

Boston. •.

•;.'-. Griffin ,
opened- the meeting . with

the statement that ,'ali speeches must
be completed without interruptions;

. . this must be arid will be an ori-

deriy meeting , . . we were advised:

that, disruptive forces .would be ' at

work here and that we should have
policemen > . . but ladies and geritle-

irieri. of the theatre don't need polic'e-

•irieri.': .'. ..

He then turned the mike over to

Gillmore. .who. stated that, the Four
A's was heart anil soul..', with you.

and :

its; ainbition is to see .you wbli
organized .

;

. . arid respected as a

group as you are as individuals.'

Gillmore stated that;! although he
was. Virtually retired and living in

the deep suburbs,' he was vitally in r

terested in . AC*VA . arid 'had ' to be

here today.'

Turner Recounts Union's

History ; Haddock 4th Sec.
Turner then recounted some of the

history of AGVA, mentioning that

Haddock was the fourth executive

secretary since AGVA's. inception in

place of the disenfranchised Ameri-
can Federation of Actors 18 months
ago. Maida Reade, Dorothy Bryant
and Jean Muir had preceded Had-
dock in that order. Turner, in talk-

ing about the new executive com-
mittee administering .

AGVA's af-

fairs;, stated that 'an experienced ad-

ministration was necessary to tide

over AGVA in this emergency,'
caused by the dismissal of Haddock -

arid the .resignation of Barto as na-

tional president. . Turner, without
mentioning names, drove home one
Important point when he said:

'Especially in New York—and
curiously enough only in New York
—the organization has not been: as

effective as we would want it.'

That's been the chief, complaint. -of

many meriibers^that the so-called

radical faction In AGVA's N. Y.

branch was not conducive to

AGVA's well-being;.

The Fireworks
Turner's offer to answer questions

from the floor started the fireworks.

One member. . arose , and questioned
Haddock's right to be at the meeting.
Griffin then said that the purpose of

the meeting had been changed when
Murray Lane and Lou Taylor re-

fused to show
. their membership

cards arid demanded the right to re-

main, and that it was now ah open
meeting, 'but only actors could talk.'

Another person ori the floor then
•prang to his feet and asked why
Haddock was dismissed. Griffin

ducked this* stating that it was out
of order. The chairman', then went
Into his own scheduled address.

First, Griffin talked about Had-
dock. He-said that the deposed exec
«ec did riot understand the show
business; 'just doesri^t' know -how to
handle our people.* On the other
hand; " Griffin said; 'Barto was very
anxious to do things for the" actor,
from a showman's point

;

of view;
and there wa3 conflict (with Had-
dock)*. It was then decided that
Haddock should be released and was
giyen two weeks' salary.
It was suggested at the Four A's

meeting that Haddock be reinstated,'

;

Griffin; continued, 'arid much was
n?adev df 'ttje fact -that the vote (dis-
missing Haddock) was sitf-to-six (not
counting Barto's). Walter N. Greaza
Wien .explained that while he, Mrs-
Florence Marstori

.
and Ruth Rich-

mond did not vote for Haddock's disr
charge, they were in . favor of It

but not at that time.'
Challenged From the Foor

This was challenged from the/floor

by Charles; Arrio, Jrom AGVA's
radical faction, but Mrs. Marstori,
present at the meeting, corroborated
Griffin;

In talking of Barto's resignation,
Griffin said the ex-president stated
'he was very tired .wanted toi give
some time to "his family. . .wanted to
get rid of all. the bickering.' Griffin
brought out that, among other things
he did for AGVA, Barto, paid a
Florida organizer $25. a week but of
his own pocket..

;

-Then Griffin brought up the mat*
ter of the N. Y: ideal election- last
fall and read a report from attorney
Henry Ja'ffe,. who resigned, recently!
on why ,t.he election shoUld .be de-
clared, illegal. , The election, Jaffe's
letter brought out; violated the .na-
.tional. board's rules by not holding a
membership meeting . for; the pur-
pose; by permitting balloting by mail
instead of in person; byt the fact that
no committee was,

.
elected, by the

N. Y, riiembership: to. check the eleci
tion, and that brie or more, paid em-
ployees: of

.

'
the - .N.. -Y. local (espe-

cially Phil Irving) attended meetings
and participated in the election.
There were also discrepancies in

the cpunting. of the ballots. For in-
stance, the 'official tally' for- Jimmy
Hollywood (defeated presidential
candidate) .was 32 votes, -but a na-
tional office recount showed only 26
Votes. ; On the other hand, the bffi-.

rial tally . for . Hazel Scott was 48
votes, but . the recount .showed 53
.votes.

;
Altogether,

;

. it was stated,
there wis the surprising low total
of only 80 votes cast. :. .

•

After stating . that . .conditions' in-

most Of .the N. Y. niteries for per-
formers was *pretty lousy' and that
AGVA was. trying to get better wprki
ing hours and a six-day week; Grif-
fin recounted AGVA's financial con-
dition,-. He said' that while AGVA
had total cash resources of $5,433,
Hhe vaude-nitery union owed Equity,.
SAG and Chorus Equity a total of
$70,587.06. . •:

. .373 Paid-Up Members
As for AGVA's N. Y. membership.

Griffin said there was a total of 265
paidup principals and 108 chorus as
of Jan. 31, 1941, for a total of 373, as
against 535 paid up last Oct. 31. The
total membership of the N. Y. lo-
cal at its highest point was 2,170, but
1,153 are in arrears currently and
others withdrew, etc. He made an
approximate estimate of the . national
membership as 13,455, but only 25-

30% of. these, Griffin added, were
paid upl'-' Returning to. the N. Y. lo-

cal's financial setup, Griffin said it

must take in $1,922 a morith to break
even on operation, which includes
part of the national expense.
The end of Griffin's speech brought

renewed attempts by Charles Amp,
Elton Rich, Murray Lane, Phil
Irving, • Bobby . Dare and others to

have Haddock read his report. Grif-
fin then interjected with:
'Haddock's report is filled with re-

criminations arid personalities.'

Lane then demanded that, since it

was an open meeting, Haddock
should be heard. Another actor ran
to the mike and shouted:

'All of you are chumps if you don't
insist on Haddock's side of the storyi.'

Pete Wells then made a plea of unity.

At this time Elton Rich, another
from the 'radical' side, got on the
dais, and pointing to the American
flag as a symbol of justice, demanded
Haddock's report be heard. Phil
Irving loudly seconded Rich.

Asks Ruling of Turner
', Griffin made an attempt to stop

the insurgent , movement and asked
for 'a ruling from Turner. Latter

stated that: Haddock's report would
be out pf order, but Bobby Dare
then challenged the dais, declaring

that Griffin, as chairman, was wrong
in askiiig a ruling' from Turner;

. viGriffiri .' then, told the meeting of

Haddock's threat earlier iri the day
that his report would be read; re-

gardless. The chairrnari insisted that

the regular ;agerida : OfVthe. meeting

be followed,, meaning that, the repre-

sentatives from the • put-bf-tbwri .lo-

cals would have' to be .'heard before

an' open forum was declared. : This

gave Professor Maji his chance and,

disdaining the rnike^he *tbjd off' the

assemblage in no uncertain terms.

Regarding the obvious .
factionalism;

arid bickering. Maj i made one caustic

remark: '---V"
.':'.'

The people who have said that the

N.' Y. .
performers weren't bright

enough to have th'eirown Union were
evidently- right:'

He added that he found the situa-

tion in N. Yi extremely bad when
he came here last Thursday (13 )> but

since then he had faith that the na-

tional organization, with the sincere

help of the Four A's, would be put
ori the right tracks He demanded
that the N. Y. membership become

Expensive Throat-Cutting

;
An indication of the cut-throat \

tactics
. of some clu.b bookers • in

:
New York "can be drawn from
the competitive bidding and :

eventual profit on a recent pri-
vately - sponsored show. .' One

: .
booker offered a lineup of talent
for $1,000;. another offered to get:

the same acts for $750. ;''-..-

The , secohd salesman got the •

job, but the show cost hirri $743, . V
making his .'.profit;,only $7. : . ...

Resignation Follows Meeting That Permitted Had-
^ dock, et al., to Excoriate Union Head—Gerald
Griffin Pro Tem Leader

a cohesive group for' the Sake Of
AGVA and stop the bickering among'
themselves.' After Maji had.'corri-

pleted his. story on the ; .continued
progress of the Detroit local, Bob
Edwards, Charles Nelson, .Jack jtrvr

ing; 'Charles Brett arid Nat Nazarrb;
:

Jr., gave similar reports. All of them
brought out that the out-pf-town
branches were.:flourishing, while both
.the. N> Y. : local .f.nd: national admin-
istration were ;'

;.;
constant -'turmoil.,

arid red ink. : .
•

"'.'- />:.'-"'

The windup of the outside reps'

reports brought a . renewed; clamor
for Haddock's report, but. .'by this

time .the/meeting ;'was.^^jrtearjy .three

hours old -and a good part pf the au-
dience had scrarnmed. Finally,, as an
appeaser, Haddock was asked to read
the same report he had read before

the Four A'sv This he did not have;

Only the mimeographed and doctored
version that, had been passed out
shbrtly. before -by Irving, Rich, Afrio

and Lane; but he came up on the

dais regardless.

jack Miller, N.Y. organizer; • then
challenged him; saying' he- did 'not

want tb listen to a communist. . .and

that if .Haddock was to speak then
Miller wanted to read to the meet-
ing 'what happened in Washington
in 1939.' He referred to the nam-
ing of Haddock as a Communist 'be*

fore the Dies Committee;
Emily Marsh, of Chorus Equity,

entered into an exchange with Mil-

ler, claiming that she wrote Con-
gressman William P. Lambertson,
who- wrote in the Congressional Rec-
ord that Haddock was a Red, and ac-

cused him of being "a liar without
Lambertson ever replying. ' Miller

attempted to get in a return against

Miss Marsh, also frequently accused

of being A Communist, but Griffin

insisted that nobody . follow the tac-v

tics of 'several of Haddock's adher-
ents' in disruptirig the meeting. He
signalled Haddock to go on.

.

Haddock Hits 'Organized

Try to Break tfp AGVA*
The deposed executive secretary

opened up by claiming that there 'is

an organized attempt tb turn AGVA
over . to the employer agents, or

break it up.' From the rear of the

hall, Emily Holt, of AFRA called

out:

'That's an outrageous statement.*

She demanded to know if Haddock
had any proof of his charge, and if

so to disclose it. He didn't,

Distinctly different from his report

before : the Four A's, . in which he
accused Barto of virtually every at-

tempt possible to. sabotage .AGVA,
Haddock had evidently greatly toned;

down..There still were some charges

against Barto. included, but mostly'

his / report: asked the AGVA mem-
bers to take a . greater interest; in

their union; hold a. real. election and

.

chahge their constitution. He lauded"

the American Federation of Radio
Artists; for its successful organiza'-.

tion: within three arid a half . yeafe:

Miss .Holt thanked him for this1

, but-

pointed put that. AGVA'S cpristitu- .

tibn- was nearly word for word the

same as AFRA's. .

Haddock's report, instead of being
full of fireworks, was held to have
been disapppinting. . The meeting
wound up imriiediately - thereafter.

Haddock asked to be permitted to

read his 'real report' before a larger

membership meetirig, but the cpnseri-

siis of opinion is that he will never
agairi\ get the .opportunity.

According to Griffin, Haddock told

him that . he had two other union-

jobs waiting -. for hjni.,•; The chair-

man told the meeting that this means
'his dismissal works no hardship on
him.'; However, Haddock made- it

plain that he would like to get back :

into AGVA. . It was claimed by one
authoritative source that Haddock
financed most of the hiimebgraphirig

and binding his nine-page report,

with ArhP, Rich, Irving and Miss
Marsh sharing in the cost. .

.

liritH . such time as .' a riatiorial

j
election by referendum is; ..com-

' pleted within 60 days, the Ametican
Guild of- Variety Artists , is being ad-
ministered . by a -joint committee of
five Associated Actors arid Artistes
of America : representatives . . arid

AGVA
.
executive aboard, members.

Gerald Griffin has been appointed
administrative • ; head pro tem of
AGVA, under the supervision of the
joint board and without salary, -

.This was the. culmindtion . of. -ink
Other hectic week;iri AGVA affairs,

.

precipitated ,'. by , the. discharge last

Monday. '(10) bf Hoyt ;S, .Haddock as
riaiibrial executive secretary and
•the subsequent resignation ori Fri-
day (14) of Dewey Barto as. national
president. • Barto had cast the - de-
ciding.vote .at. the joint meeting- of.

AGVA's national; 'board, arid F.oUr

A's reps which ousted Haddock.
.

';

-Barto's resignation, however, was
not lbpked for and was the. result
of .the: surprise ".

.appearance last

Thursday (13) at; 9 Fpyii
: . A's meet-i

ing .of Haddbek,' Phil Irving, Who
was busted as N. Y. local, executive
secretary some time ago; : Charles
Arno arid Elton' Rich'..-:- Barto burned
up when all four were permitted to

speak, although it had,, been the
AGVA . president's .idea; that ' the.

meeting had been called' strictly for

the purpose of deciding upon a new
executive .secretary for AGVA. ; :

,
.:

Haddbek Scores. Barto .

Haddock not. pnily spoke,: but read
a long report excoriating Barto. He
claimed Barto was- selling out the
actors to theatres and niteries; that

he was hindering the progress ; of

AGVA; that Barto and not Haddock
was damaging tp AGVA. r Haddock
stated that he . knew Barto was
ready to recofnmend a new execu-
tive secretary who was a 'scurvy,

crooked former actor/

At this point, Barto interjected

with the statemerit that it was true
he had already submitted a replace-
ment. He then mentioned Walter.
Greaza, assistarit executive secre-

tary of Equity and. one of that or-

ganization's respected officials. Had-
dock had np. reply. • Incidentally,

Greaza has frequently turned; down
all bids to step into .'AGVA as exec
sec.

Barto . was further angered when
Irving, . Arrio, . Rich arid then Emily
Marsh were permitted to attack him.
He. then walked out of the meeting,
first stating that he would tender his

resignation ; to AGVA's national

board the following day (Friday).

The Four A's subsequently ex-
plained that Haddock, Irving, Arno
and Rich had asked to be heard at

the . meeting and their request Was
granted. Haddock's distrii.ssal, how-
ever, was permitted to stand and on
Saturday (15), trie new joint ad-
ministrative board of AGVA, with
Griffiri sitting as chairman, stated:

'Haddock's report was that of a

discharged employee and taken as

such.'

'Accepted With Regret'

It was added that Barto's resigna-

tion had been accepted 'with regret'

and that an embossed resolution

thanking Barto for all he had done
for 'AGVA was being sent him.

The: new board at this meeting
asked that it be made - clear' it -w^s

sitting as an impartial administra-

tion : arid was not taking sides irt -any

factionalisrii; : that it would do' its

best to make AGVA a cohesive or-

ganization; that the national '- elec-

tion will give all AGVA locals over
the country representation ,pn " the

national ' board according tb .the

numerical strength of their- riiem-

berships. Professor Maji, ptesiderit

of. the Detroit local, and Bob. Ed-
wards, .'executive secretary in .Cin-

cinnati, both currently in. New York
and given voice on the board, then
stated that they have been satisfied

in the past ;week -that AGVA was
how on .the -right track. Edwards
said, he had received permissiori to

speak'for the Cleveland and Chicago
branches, as well as: Cincinnati's/

.
With Haddock out, virtually the

entire so-called 'radical' faction has
been eliminated from paid positions

; with AGVA. . .Only alleged .'radical'

i now remaining against :whom crltl-

icism has been levelled is Ken How-

ard, executive^ sebretary In Loi
Angeles. -

Haddock's 2-Weeks' Notice >.-..•:.'

Haddock's discharge called for two
weeks' notice arid pay. A check for
this was given him last Tuesday (11)
and he .was asked by. Barto to leave-.

|
The. deposed executive secretary at-

|
tempted to 'remain until . the two-

! week period was up, but was turned-
I down. Immediately, -the sb -called.

j

communist element in AGVA rallied
Ho his Side, including Irving, Arrio
and Rich. Others of this faction:

;prpmisedi-. 'fireworks' ait . the N. . Y.
local's membership meeting Moriday
(17) at

:

the Hotel' Abbey.
:

: .

'

Gerald Griffin, actor-cplumnlst,
(Continued on page 57)

L. A«5 S« F«

mmm
. Los Angeles, Feb. 18.

Demand by Coast groups they
share in policies and selection - of
officers of the American Guild of
Variety : Artists .gained support of
the1 Screen Actors Guild at a. SAG
board meeting last night with beads
of AGVA, Frisco, and Xqs Angeles
locals. Further' meetings Were or-
dered : to aid in solution of organ-
Izatlon problems.

Demanding a meeting of repre-
sentatives of all locals of American
Guild Variety Artists be called; to
select a new national executive sec-
retary for AGVA, heads of the Los
Aligeles and San Francisco Chap-
ters Sunday (16) night wired Ger-
ald Griffin in New York question-

.

ing any other methbd of deciding
national

. policies or personnel for.

the organization. The joint wire was
signed by . Cliff Nazarro, prexy, and
"Kenneth Howard, executive secre-

tary of the Los Angeles local,, arid

Lou Ashe, prexy, and Vic Connors,
executive secretary of the San Fran-
cisco group. .'.... -.

Griffin has been designated by
committee of Associated Actors and
Artistes of America tb operate af-

fairs of AGVA pending selection of •

an executive secretary. It has been
indicated this selection, would, bo
made, by the AAAA committee,.
Griffin, a member of the national

board of AGVA, is headquartering
in New York.

In addition, it was learned that
Kenneth Howard and Vic Connors
will confer' today with Kenneth
Thomson, executive

.
secretary of

Screen Actors Guild and vice-prexy
of the AAAA's. While the names

1 of one or two Hollywood figures

have been mentioned as possiblo

selections for AGVA executive sec-

retary, those being -

,
mpst p'rbniU.

nently mentioned in the east: ; ara.

Alan Corelli and J. Howard: Miller.
Contents of Wire

THe wire sent to Griffin follows:

The San Francisco, and Lbs An-
geles locals regret that they were
unable to send their representatives
to the meeting in New York today.
We favor: a meeting of representa-
tives from: all locals, but only after

adequate notice and preparation are
• given and furthermore iinsist that
such a meeting be called with. .au^
thority to select a temporary execu-
tive secretary

: and formulate a pro*
gram until such times a national

r;convention can. be held, . We ques-

.

'

"tibn vthe
1

right of the New York local

br this -New York meeting to mako
any decision affecting national poli-
cies or personriel.

-. 'We further question the consti-

tutional authority of the national

, board of AGVA. or the AAAA's to

. make any selection of ah executivo
: secretary .prior , tp calling the na-
tional ..-convention-, In making this

protest and submitting this program
we.have full confidence that only by
this method cari .the demands and
needs of the. 6,000 members organ-
ized, by our locals be realized and
the future bf AGVA as a national
organization be assured.'.
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.Y. ,000,000

In

During the past 18 months,
. the

Government has collected Over $2,-

OOO^OOO in delinquent taxes.from New
York' City niteries; .'Jesse Moss, as^V

si'stant US. attorney, in charge of the.

districts of N. Y., Brooklyn, Long -Is?,

land and New Jersey, has prosecuted

108 cases and secured: convictions ih

all during - that period.-

Thursday (13), Herman Stark,

..managing-' - director- . of the
.
defunct

Cotton Club, .was fined $1,500 and
sentenced to six months in jail for

amusement tax evasion by Judge
Alfred C. 'Coxe in the N. Y. federal

court., the court suspended sen-

tence if Stark .paid the fine and
made good approximately $4,000r

$5,OQQ. due in social security arid

amusement taxes to the Government.

The treasury department will collect

the former. Stark will be unable to

re-enter the field and secure a li-

cense because he was convicted of a

felony, Had he been convicted of

a misdemeanor, with which most of

the cases are concerned, he would
have been able to secure another

night club license. ,
'

: .

The . tax collected is 4% on every
dollar, which is a jumpi of i%.:since

last July. The Government collects

Its money ..monthly so that returns

do not accumulate. Due to a short-

age of men, at times the U: S. slips'

up and only visits the clubs every
several months, which sometimes is

the reason for large amounts : in the
kitty when Indictments are filed.

:

The Government realizes that its

staff is inadequate to visit each club
monthly and make collections, giving
nitery bps

:
the temptation to use

Government funds for themselves
Unless staff additions are made, the
Government, will have , to depend oh
the honesty of the club owners or
managements, or the fear that they
will be .caught,, to aid in collecting

returns.
.

Among some of the recent In-

dictments or convictions are the Ross
Fentdn Farms, conviction; Open
Door, under indictment; Coq Rouge,
pleaded guilty; Dickie Wells, con-
victed; The, Black Cat, convicted; The
Famous Door, indictment filed; The
Plantation, convicted; The ^Little

Roumanian Rendezvous, convicted;.
El- Toreador, convicted; Man About
Town, convicted; Chateau Moderne,
Indicted: Brown Derby, indicted; In-
ternational Casino) Indicted; The
Whirling Top/ convicted; Barrel of
Fun, the Hurricane and Mon E^ris,

all under indictment.

NEED WIDE REPERTOIRE

Karen Cooper- Reports On. Many
Song Changes In Havana

Singers playing foreign dates riiust

have an, extensive ; repertoire if

they're to cope, with the extreme
competition, particularly in Latin

America, says Karen Cooper, song-

stress, back on Broadway, after play-

ing the Casino Naclonal, . Havana. :

. The. demand of the Casino Na^
clonal management for . a too-ffe-

quent change of repertoire is "in-

dicative of the general trend below
the equator, she says.

Dick Henry Heads

Morris Office Club

Entertaimnent DepL

The William. Morris office in New
York is setting up a . private club

and entertainment department, with
Dick Henry at it* head. It's the first

time for ; the Morris agency in this

specialty. '• . -.-
.

'

Henry, before the fireworks started

in Europe, was head of the Morris

agency's foreign sales department.

AGENTS ENDORSE NEW

AGVA SETUP IN CHI

. Chicago, Feb. 18.
:

.

At meeting of the Chicago Enter-

tainment Managers Ass'ii last week,

attended by 110 agents and book-
ers, a resolution was passed okaying
the 100% agreement with the Amer
lean, Guild of Variety Artists. Meet-
ing was singularly harmonious, with

agents expressing their satisfaction

at the manner in which the new
AGVA setup here has worked to

the betterment and improvement of

the club booking business.

AGVA last, week filed full signa-

tured contracts with Balaban &
Katz, the Mort Singer circuit and the

Chicago Warner Bros, circuit. The
Mort Singer contract was the first

deal closed by AGVA with a circuit

outside of Chicago In the midwest

Eddie Davis on Mend

Eddie Davis, co-boniface arid solo

star of Leon 8c Eddie's, New York
nitery,- returns to his bistro actively

in a couple of weeks after being out

since December following ear
operation.

"

Dr. Julius Lempert
.
performed a

delicate aiirrjl incision and It's now
on the mend.

05. Dancers' Baby, Born

Same Day as Cuban Prez's

Son/ Draws State Award

.
Havana, Feb. 18.

.'•

The son of Liliane arid Mario, born
here Feb. 7, will be the only Amer-
ican baby to have a Cuban presi-

dent's honorarium, including a $15
cash bonus, because of the fact the
child was born on the same day that
President and Mrs. Batista of Cuba
also became parents. ;

: By national proclamation a me-
dallion and $15 went to every baby
born that day.

Lilliane and Mario retired profes-
sionally as. dancers because of the
family event, he devoting himself
to stage-managing the revues at both
San Souci and Casino Nacional, op-
erated by the same syndicate: .

.'

MIAMI BEACH PAR SPOT

QUITS VAUDE FOR FILMS

Negligible matinee trade forced
Paramount to take vaude out of the
Beach theatre, Miami Beach, recently
and revert the house to straight

films.
''.

-

That leaves Par with .only one
vaudenlmer in Florida/ the Olympia,
in the city of Miami, a four-day
stand; There are two. or three" other
vaudfllmers in the sector, but they
are independently' operated and
locally booked.

Sherman's New Booking

Eddie Sherman has taken over the
booking of the Tivoli, Brooklyn,
which this past week switched its

policy from burlesque-films . to Ave
acts of vaude and dual features.

Sherman's first show in the indie
house opened Friday (14). It sells

the combination of .double features
and stage shows for 30c top at night.

Veloz-Yolanda Plan

Return to Dancing

Veloz and Yolanda, now oh the
Coast, are planning a return to the
ballroom dancing field.

They've been in retirement almost
two years, pending the birth .of

Frank Veloz, Jr., while the male half

of the team devoted : himself to the
Velanda racing stable and more re-
cently put on dances for RKO-Radlo
Pictures.

r TheJHE ATRE of the STARS

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

Claims False Use of Pic,

Sues Haudd for $50,000

A $50,000 suit by Tom Lomas,
owner, operator and performer in

the novelty vaudeville act called

Tom Lomas Troupe, against: George
A. Hamid was. revealed Monday (1.7)

in New York supreme court when
Justice Morris Eder denied a plea

by. the< defendants to dismiss the
action. Suit asserts defendants have
illegally used plaintiffs picture for

advertising purposes.
It is stated that beginning in De

cember, 1936, and continuing to date,

the defendant has published plain

tiff's picture in a book called George
Hamid's Attractions,' which has been
publicized among agents in the the-
atrical world. It was also stated that

plaintiff is under exclusive contract
to Hamid.
Defense claims that the picture

was authorized by Lomas in 1936.

I. H, 1U B I N
GENERAL MAN AOf

R

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOO KINO MAN AO ER

Emily Walters (Vox And)

Sought as Beneficiary
Emily Walters, vaudeville actress,

is being sought by the Penh Mutual
Insurance Co. ' as . beneficiary . of a
policy. Matter came to the atten-

tion last week of E. K. Nadel, agent
who booked Miss Walters some years
ago.

She was recently appearing In a
ventriloquist act with Valentine Vox.

WGN'S BIG TALENT DEAL

WiU Boek IS.MH) Show for Illinois

; . Bankers Assn. Banquet

Chicago, Feb. 18.

Talent Division of WGN last week
snatched: its biggest club booking
job In these parts when it obtained a
contract to book the entire show for
the banquet of the Illinois Bankers
Ass'n .convention at the Palmer
House next month.
Convention will mark golden an-

niversary for the Association and
the purse-strings are out for the cele-
bration. Noel . person* Talent Divir
sion chief, indicates that the show
will run close to $5,000, with WGN.
setting some of the top show, biz
names for the Occasion.

Chicago, Feb. 8.

Sterner Sisters :'. (2), Lois Wallner;
Commanders (16), Frank Libuse and
Co. (3), Morton Downey, House Line
(16), Lou Breese Orch, Don Orlando
Orch. - .'

;

Another fine show here for a class

audience. Headlining ' is Morton
Downey, long a favorite with the
Chez followers, and he proves emi-
nently satisfying with his vocal rou-
tine. " ' "•'

.

" ' ' "

'.-'. Downey could have stayed on all

night when caught. He. opened at'

the piano with a. series of pop ; tunes
but came back at the insistent de- :

mand of the audience and took the
floor mike to warble a session of
strictly Erin tunes. The wearing of
the green always gets 'em and the
Goldbergs that haunt this joint were
as vociferous as if they ail came
directs from.. Kilkenny . instead

.
of

Minsk. - ;
. , -.

.

.
Frank Libuse clowns around a. bit

at the tables during the evening but
turns in a really creditable variety
routine on the floor. His hoke
comedy is right for this show, lavish
on production and emphatic on
pretty . singing. : As' far as singing
goes. Libuse's partner, Margot Bran-
der, comes up with, elegant pipes and
indicates an ability to vocalize in
spades during the 'Hear the. Gentle
Lark* clowning bit with Libuse., She
makes a terrific, foil for Libuse's
clowning and is fully 50% of the
effectiveness of the comedy. '..-.'.

Opening is the dancing Sterner
Sisters, who make a nifty appear-
ance and come through with some in-
teresting routines.
Joey Jacdbson and Mike Fritzel are

trying something new here with the
booking of 16 mate voices accom-
panied by the high pipes of Lois
Wallner, Distinctly, unusual to see
a mob of. 16 men on a cafe floor, and
this group Is especially effective with
its excellent vocal ability. . .

They
make a stand-out appearance and then
sock home with a session, of tonsil
exercises that had these customers
stomping for more. Miss Wallner so-
pranos along with the group and the
combination indicates a real future in
show, business, not only on the floor
of the Chez Paree but in other top
cafes and in theatres, radio and other
outlets.
Fred Evans utilizes- the 16 . Com-

manders in a final production rou-
tine, working them into a little bit of
waltzing with •'.he 16 Chez Paree
girls. Result is. a floor, blooming with
32 young and good-looking people to
make an audience-tingling picture...

Evans has turned out a neat series of
production numbers here, ' clicking
especially with the stirring ODening
Riff layout and the novel ben turn
for the middle routine.
Lou Breese orchestra stays over

and continues as one of the. real fa-,
vorites of the Chez and Chicago,
riays the best show accompaniment
of. any orchestra in local cafedom
and the dance sessions are aces. Don
Orlando orch- supplements and
stresses the tropical rhythih for. the
congarhumbaists. Gold.

Village Vanguard, N. Y.

The Revuers (Alvin Hammer,
Betty Comden, Judith Tuvim,
Adolph Green, John Frank), Eddie
Hayward, Zutty Singleton Orch (3).

.
Village Vanguard is a Converted

cellar-nitery that probably retains
more of the cellar than any of a
number of such spots in Greenwich
Village and 52d street, N. Y. Yet, in
its third year now, it has done al-
most continually good biz. Respon-
sible for that, against the odds im-
posed by the physical surroundings,
is too doubt the unusual entertain-
ment^policy followed by operator
Max Gordon (no relation to the legit
producer of the same name ).

...With budgets limited by a house
that's- mobbed when it has 75 patrons,
Gordon has been 6mart in obtaining
such groups as The Revuers, now
there for their second stand; Troupe
of five is currently in its fifth week
after ah initial stay last season of
eight months. Their relief in the in-
terim was several other similar or-
ganizations and, for a long time, the
Calypso Singers, that strange brand
of Latin-American minstrels who in

the air if and when something more
substantial is forthcoming:
Their presentation, which runs a

little more than half an hour, is cur-
rently, based completely on Variety
as they try. to make intelligible—or
'translate into English' as they call
it—this sheet's headlines; Routine
was done by them in slightly abbre-
viated form oh the air.

After : . introductory patter, the
Varietv idea gives the troupe

-

jumping-off place for skits on opera,
ASCAP-BMI, a 1922 musical, sister
harmony trios and radio shows. ' All
are done by the three boys arid two
smart-looking femmes in a talk-song
style to the piano accompaniment of
Eddie HayWard. Material is all orig-
inal with the gang, written in col-:
laboration.
Introduction is an. effort to explain

such elemental (to a iriugg) Variety
abacadabra as 'Buff oh Cuff' and 'Pop'

'

Op Floip.' Best of the numbers that
follow is' probably The Banshee Sis-
ters,' in which the two gals show
how a femme trip suffers when 'Sis-,

ter Susy,' who carries the: melody,
goes off and gets married. Take-off
on DuPont's Cavalcade of . America'
—depicting the .hardships gone
through by the inventor of the shoe-
horn before he. convinced the world
it was practical—is another pip. So's
,'A Night in Philadelphia,' musical of-.'

the days back in the '20s when the
only thing that; mattered was gals,

gals, gals. Stuff is all smartly so-
phisticated and it's amazing that the
quintet hasn't been pinched from its

cellar by one of the swank east side
spots.

'' v •

•*•'

: Rest of entertainment at the Van-
guard is the able pianoing in the
lulls by the colored Hayward and the
super-jive of Zutty Singleton^; three-
irian band, also Negro. / Herb.

EMBASSY, PHILLY

Jack Curtis Joins Lyons

;. Jack Curtis has Joined the A. 4c S.
Lyons office in New York to handle
the latter'a nitery and theatre de-
partment.
Also brought in is Milton Plckman.

Who will work with Curtis on such
bookjrtgs, (ncjydlng bands.

vent lyrics on topical subjects as
they go along.
Revuers return to their under-

ground hutch from such an aerie as
the Rainbow Room, N. Y., arid the
more earthbound spaciousness of the
Music Hall, between the two Of
which they collected nine weeks of
Rockefeller coin.- They were also at
the N. Y. Fair during the summer,
and recently wound up 30 weeks on
NBCjisustaining. They'll return to

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.

Ethel Barrymorz Colt, Carol
Rhodes, Los Cwarachos, Dorothy
Volkoff. GeQrge Clifford, Curt Weiler
Orch (6), Carlos Reyes Rhumba Trio;.

No Cover or Minimum.

Ethel Barryrriore COlt Is making
what she calls her farewell nitery
appearance at the Glub Embassy
during the next two weeks. From
now on, she says, she will concen-
trate on opera. (Miss Colt made her
operatic debut last week In Balti-

more). The daughter of Ethel Barry-
more shows the results of her opera-
tic training in her turn at this .in-

timate spot.
Disdaining the mike, she gives out

with pop tunes of the semi-classical
type, having a full soprano, and
scores heavily with a medley of Con-
tinental songs, winding up with 'Last
Time I Saw Paris,' which she puts
over with lots of expression. -Gal
has learned a lot about song-selling
since her appearance here a year ago
at the now defunct Delmonico Club.
Another standout is: the chirping

turn of blonde Carol Rhodes. A
looker With classy pipes, she's forte
on sophisticated vocalizing. ; Rest
number is 'Give

. It Back to the In-
dians.' Miss Rhodes' strong points
are nimble orbs. •

Dorothy Volkoff, svelt brunet,.
terps, her routine ranging from bal-
let to low-down hip-weaving. George
Clifford, perennial Embassy emcee,
stages a bang-up finale called
'Phooey, Miami,' in which the Florida
nlay-spot is banned as being Amer-
ica's 'ice-box.' Los Cucarachos rep-
resent frozen life guards; the gals

are dolled un in bathing suits and
fur coats and a counle of trick pen-
guins round out the stunt. Clifford
has also whipped uo some lyrics

which would make the Miami Cham*
ber of Commerce burn.

.

Curt Weiler's band accompanies
the show and dancing while Carlos
Reyes' Pan-American .trio play the
lull spots.

House jammed at this supper show.
:' Shal.

Minnesota Terrace, Mpls.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)

Minneapolis, Feb. !
Gus Arnfieim Orch (14), Kdthetine

Joyce, Andy Russell, 'Mac' Stone,
Marshall and Shields, Theodore
and Denesha, . Viryinia Sanford,
Arthur Murray. Dancers (2); $1 and.

$2 minimum*. •

. Suave Gus -
. Arnheim and his

streamlined -music fit , into this

swank spot like peas in a pod. Dis-
pensing smooth sweetswing, the or-,

chestra fills the bill expertly for the
dance : crowd . which frequents • here
beht principally on loosening up the
pedal extremetles. Ifs strictly a.

dance orchestra, going lightly on the

specialty ahd novelty end, and in an
environment that radiates class and.

(Continued on page 52). '
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"!t'« Fun to Be Fooled"
Assisted by JOHN TRAMA
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THIS WEEK (Feb. 14)

NEXT WEEK (Feb. 21

)

Numeral in connection with bllli below Indicate opening day of
•how, whether fulj or apljt week

•weir york cits

Lou Holt* :

Wendy Barry
Arllnv Judge
LoIr Lane.,
piano Pel Rio .

Ruth Pay
Jack Sidney . i-

WASHINGTON
Capitol <si)

Henry Busse .Ore
Eunice Healey
Ginger Har'mn
Rois Wyse Jr

Paramount

MBW WHK OITI
Paramount (IB)

Ella Fitzgerald Ore
Bob Howard
Chuck ft Chuckle*
Peg Bates

'

CHICAGO ;

Chicago
.
(21)

Jane '.Frbman : ' .: '.

Watty Malrieck Oro
Pean Murphy
Bernard-Co ;

Stare Lake (21)

Jnt'l Casino Rey

... MIAMI .-.':

Olympla (20-28)
Hlldegarde'-.
Ponald Nov.le

'

Oaudsmlth Bros
Prltchard A Lord
Jansleya .

Masters. ft Rollins
'MINNEAPOLIS

Orpheum (21)
Clyde McCoy, Ore
Hudson Wonders .

Gil Lamb
Ray 4 Trent

.

RKO

BOSTON
Keith (20)

Ben Berhle Oro
Pale Wlnthrop
Case Paly

- CINCINNATI .

Shubert (21)
Allen ft Kent
Jack.Fulton

' Fred' Sanborn*

.

Blackstone :.

(14)
Folles Bergere
.-'' CLEVELAND

Mace (21).

Glenn Miller Oro •

(14)
Joe Venutl Oro
.Andrews Sis
Ruthle Barnes '

West ft Page'
.Rufe Pavls

CpLUMBCS '

Palace (21)
Follea' B'ergere. ••'.

, DAVTON '.-.'-"

Colonial (21). .

4 Co-Eds
Lya Lys

.

Frank Paris
Lorraine & Rognah,
Nick Lucas
Lew Parker Co

(10 ..."

5 Canestrellys
Allen ft Kent !

Ginger Manner*
Fred . SanboTne

ROCHESTER .

Temple (14)-

Streets of Paris..
HYRACrSR
Strand (21)

Streets' of Paris

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (21)

Raymond Scott . Oro
Paul Remos. Co
Peval) Merle & Lee.

(14)
Ray . Noble Oro
George Tap*
Yvette
J . & J McKenna.

' Lee. Lynn & Lou
PHILADELPHIA

Earle (21)
Ray Noble Oro •

George Taps.
J & J McKenna
Kitty Carlisle

(14)
John 'Scat' Dav|s O
I Plamond Bros .

Sue Ryan
'

Johnny Downs

PITTSHURGH
Stanley (21).

Cab Calloway Oro
Cotton Club Boys
Avla Andrews
Cook ft.-Brown
Anise & Aland .

.

,

READING
Astor (21-22)

Herble Kaye Oro-

.
WASHINGTON

Earle (21)
Mlnnevltch Co
Hoo Shee .

Naltto Tr
Qae Foster .Gls

. (14) .

Calgary Bros
3 Pitchmen.-
Gab FoBter Gls

.

Loper & Barratt

NEW YORK CITY
Mttslo Hall (20)

June Forrest
: Robert Shanley
. Marie Grlmaldl
Nicholas Daks
Arnaut Bros.

. Boxy (21)
Joe Howard

. Swifts
Capella &<Beatrlce
Paul Ash Ore '.

V - Apollo (81)
Harlem.Way U
Slim & Sam

. Conway *& Parka
Billy Holiday
Academy of Muafc' (21 only)

- Nelson 'ft' Marsh ,

• Beatrice Howell
'. Gene Marvey ;

'

'

... . 'Demhatl-Tr.
Park Plasa (19-20)

:
Nelson ft Marsh

. .Beatrice Howell.
Gene Marvey
DemnatI Tr •

• • Riviera (22-28)
Nelson & Marsh
Beatrice Howell .

Gene Marvey ' '.

. DemnatI Tr -

'"">'

: . Windsor (20)
Bobby Byrne Ore
Senator Murphy
Larry Adler :

Grace Prysdale
Beverly Roberta- .

BALTIMORE
. .

Hippodrome (20)
«. Honeys
Wesson Broa
Gene Sheldon : -'..>

Lynn, Royce ft' V
"War (23-27)

•Charlie Barnet Oro
_. Mate (23-20)

S?L
WAS & Lorraine

StMtt- & Ray
.

Versatile Singers .

BROOKLYN
„ riatbush (20)
Funzaflre U

... Benny Meroft Ore
.. , .

' CAMDEN
V. ^Tower» (21-23)»».** Americana' V -

Ferdinand '.

SohB of -Purple Sage
Stone & Lee'

.

Marvelettea ',

PITMAN, N.: J.
Broadway (22)

Lewis ft Lorraine

'

Strltt ft Kay -

Harry - Reno .

'

Versatile Singers .

PROVIDENCE
Metropolitan (21-23)
" B Marcus U

ELIZABETH
Liberty (20-23)

:

Jack Hoist Co
Kirk & Lawrence'
Virginia Austin
A & M Havel
6 Cabin Kids
FALL RIVER
Empire (18-20) :

Major Bowes U .

FREEPORT
Freeport (20-22)

R&ncheros.
Reed ft English .,

Harry Stockweli
(Two to nil)
'. HARRISM'RG

State (24-26)
Singer's Midgets

'

',' HARTFORD .

.. State (23-25) .

Tommy Dorsey.'Orc
(21-22)

'

Fredysons.
Rae ft Davis
Yvette
Bill Robinson .

NEWARK ,.
Adams (21-23) .

John 'Scat': Davis- O-
Steve Eva nB
3 Pane Pebs '

John Boles- .

Johnny. Oowns
, PATERSON
-Majestic (2S-27),
Foley & White
Herbert Dexter ..

Casanova Dano
(TWO tn All)

. . (21-24) .

4 Fahtlnos ' ' •/

F & A Carroll
'

Elmer cieve Co -.

Globe Trottern
pjnLADEJ.pniA

Fay'a: (20) •-.

May, .June ,& Penny
Jack • McCoy
Gregory & Raymond
Radlanna .,.;'
Levan. & Bolles
Waimeta Bates
16 -LonergAn Gin
Carmen (21-24)

Max ft Gang .

Carr Bros ..

(TJiree to. fill)

(1R-20)
.Wl<red 'Dubois

-

WASHINGTON
Howard (21)

Earl Hlries Oro- -'

Slater Tharpe .

;Mofte &. Poke.'
Jerry Taps.

• WORCESTER
Plymouth (17-19)
Sammy Kaye Ore-'
Nonchalants .

'

ChrJq' Cross '':
•

^tatter * •

Cabaret Bilk

NEW YORK art
Armando's.

Geo -Morris Oro' .''..-

Pedrlto Ore .

Marie Spauldlng
Beachcomber

Michael Lorlng Ore.
SacasaB. Oro
Blsa Valladares .

'

Carmen Amaya-
Bill Bertolottl'a

Pon Sj Ivlo Ore
Arigelo Cro -

Barbara La Marr ..

Lynn' & Marianne
.

Elvira Carlos.
Christine Curtis
Fre'derlca
May. Lewis- :

Blll'a Gay W'e
Charles Strickland
Lulii Batoa
Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard .

Harry Donnelly .:.

Bernle Grauer
Cafe Bruno

Chick 'Raines Oro
Gynla Gray

.

Anne. 'Forrest
'

'

Threesome .

Cafe . Continental

Y'ascha Datsko
Nordstrdm Sis .'

Alex Makofka
Patricia Wing,
Hado Hurd
Irene Stanley

Cafe Pierre

Gerry -Morton Oro'. ,

Delia Llnd
Cafe Society
(Mldtown)

Teddy Wilson oro
Eddie South Oro .

Hazel 1 Scott
Amnions & Johnson
Kenneth Spencer

- Cafe Society
.(Village)

Henry Allen Oro :

Meade Lux Lewie
Art Tatum
Willie Bryant

"

Sammy P.l'erson -.'

Mae Dlgges
Chateau Moderns -

Maurice Shaw Oro
Gabriel
Bill Taylor .

Dorothy Tanner.
Rolin Smith :

Carol Boyd
Ted Lane' '

Al Lentz .

Tommy Baron
Club 18

G Andrews' Ore
Peter Brent Oro
Hazel McNulty
Jack White
Maxlne Loomle
Lllyan Pell -

Pal Harrington
Frankle Hyers

;

Jerry Blanchard
Terry Lasky
Janet Llnd . .

Club, qancho
'

Pon Miguel Oro
Currlto & Coral
Marlta.
Fontana

Club Walblkl
Harold Aloma Ore
Lotus Ann.

' Copacabana
Nat Brandwynne br
Juanita Juarez
Frank'. Marti ' Oro
Fernando Alvarez
Patti Pickens \
Mario & Florla
Samba Sirens.

.Cuban' Casino.

Consuelo - Moreno
Don Casanova.
Dim as & Belen -

Effl Porre -

Diamond Horseshoe

Noble Slsnle Oro
Blanche Ring •

'

Gllda Gray .

"

.Eddie Leonard .

Julian Eltlnge:'
Harland. DIx.fin-..

Prof ..Lambertl
Wlnl Shaw , . ..

Horton Spurr -.-

Dave' MaDen
.

Herman Hyde-
Sally 'Burrell • -

..

''. El CIilc'6

Don Alber.to Ore.
.

Martinez & Anlonl.tB
. Loll ta. Gomez'
Pepe . Hurtado

. ,

L'a Gltanilla . .

Mar.la Lopez
Los. Aztecas

.- .Famous. Door.;

Joe Marsala Ore
Adele Glra'rd .

'

Bee .Kalmus /

Frances' Carroll
Marlon Ecldv.
Dorothy Robs

O.ny White -tVay.

Shep Fields Oro
Joan -Edwards
Harris' ft- Shor* •

Bob Shea

'

Carol King
Geraldlne &. Joe-
Gloria Blake
Marlon Miller
Jorge . Negrete

Hotel Savoy-riaia
Bob Grant Ore
John Buckmaster

Hotel Shelton
Johnny. Johnson Or
- Hotel St, George

(Brooklyn)

Da'v» Martin Oro
Pee Williams
Yank Porter .

' Hotel St. Morlta
Eddie Varzos Oro
Beauvel & Tova
Pon Hootoh ...

Lolo & Bobby
Hotel St. Regis

Hal Saunders. Orb ..

Gus Meirtel Oro
Dorothy . Lewis'
Heasley' Twins
Hazel .Franklin .'

Hotel Taft
Frahkie Masters Or
'Hotel Waldorf- •

Astoria

Empire Room
Lelghton .Noble' Ore!
Mlscha Borr Oro

'-

Adelaide Moffett
John .Wray ,

;

Hurricane ,

Eddie Bush Oro
'

Juan Costa .Oro
Jlomo Vincent
Patricia Norman .

.

Enrico & /NbvellO' .

Winnie . Hoveler Gls
Iceland

:

Restaurant
Ted. Eddy 6re
Manuel- Ovahdo Ore
Paul Puke
Lamazar & .Garvan
Iolene O'Nell

Nilda .
.

.

Clymaa
Byrnes ft S.wanson

Moh Paris

Heywood Powers Or
Pick Wilson Oro
Eleanor French-

- Monte Carlo -

Ted Straeter Oro •

Ethel Waters .

Old Roumanian.
Joe La Porte Orb
Ethel Bennett
Sadie Bank's
Jenla Pobedlnla
Buddy Walker
Chlqulta Venezla '

Ell Splvack
Place Elegante

Ernest Franz Oro
Bernlce Manning
BJ1I; Farrell

. .

Joe Ravazo -•' ..'

Vincent de Costa '-"

Art Tubei-tlnl
Tlno Pohelll

•

'

'

.

Rainbow drill.

-

Barry Wlnton Ore .

Gloria. Hope
Julian -ft Marjorl '.-

Jean Murray •;

. Rainbow Room -

Ben Cutler Orb
'

Keith Clark :

Cappella & Beatrice
Roily, Rolls -

. .

.; Roban 'Bleu
Hope Emerson
Palomo .

Vera Sanoff
.Herman Chlttlsob
Delta Boyii .

-:,''

Russian Kretcbma .

Nicolas Matthey Or
Peter Nemiroff. Ore

Lew Hoffman
Had ley Gls .

BlacbhawK
Ted Flo Rlto Oro
Earle Leslie'
Grandfafr'e Follies

1

BlaolMton'e ' Hotel -

(Bullnese Rm.)
Jay Cole Oro

Brevoort Hotel

.

. (Crystal Room)
Mae King

'

3 Niblics .

Bob Billings

BrondmOnt
Kari Wayne. -

Marie Young
Shirley Lucky . .

Connie Oster
Pat Snyder '-

Doris Clayton -

Herb. Rudolph's Oro

. Chez Puree ''-.

Loii Breese Oro
.

Jane' Frohman .

Rufe Davie
Four . Franks
Juvelys .'

Evans Gle
- Club.Alabara

Charlotte. Van Pae
Marion. Moore
Harriet Nbrrle

'

.Allen . Coe: '

..

s

,

Bernje Adler/' .

Betty Hill

.

Inez Gambol.'
Effle Burton
Paullette La Pierre
Dave Unell Ore
Dorothy Pale
Eddie Roth Ore

Club Minuet
Helene Carol

BOOKING* THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

EDWARD SHERMAN
1619 BROADWAY NEW YORK COL. 5-0930

Juanita "Rlos
Miml Kellerman

.

Coley Worth
Marcla ,Ray .-

Ann Pennington
Betty Jane Smith
Gr'nwl'h Village Inn

Anthony . Trinl Oro.
Alleen Cook
Penlse.
Eleanor Knight .

Berhtce Manning -

Porlta -

Grace Patterson
Frank. McCorm)ck

Harana-Madrld
Frollan Maya Ore
Juanito Sanabrla Or
Arturo.Cortez-
Peplta ti Lucia -

CarloB Vallades ...

Manor ft Mlgnon
Rbslta Ortega

Hickory House
Lou Holden Ore

Hotel Algonquin -

.

Beta Blzony '.

Renato
Linda Lee .

Baldwin Berkersori -

pscar Ahdree.
Poodles Weaver

' Hotel Astor

Pick Ktlhn Oro
Sande.Williams Ore.

Hotel* Belmont
Plaza-

Arthur Ravel Ore

.

Joe. Pafumy Ore
MIshel .Corner Oro

'

Gwen Gary
Lucille Johnson

.

Mpro ft Chita -

Belmont Bailadeere

>Hotel Blitmore

bjrlh Tuclter Oro
Bonnie Baker

notel. lloHsert
(Brooklyn) .•

Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Brevoort'

Paula Lawrence
Sam Ray
Julius Monk
Eddie .'MayehonT
Norb'ert l'laconl

Elsie 'Houston

Hotel Edison

Mai Hallett Oro
Madeline Gray
Hotel. Esses House
Joe Relchinnn. Oro
Gloria Martin . ..

Hotel Lexington

Lanl Mclntlre Ore
Aggie Aiild > .'.',''

Napua-!
Mohil-Kal
Malep Shaw

Hotel Lincoln

Tony. Pastor .Orb :

Llncolnalrs :

'.

:'*"•

• Hotel McAlpIn
Isham Jones, Oro
Shirley Lloyd ..

Hotel New Yorker
Woody Herman Ore
.Muriel Lane' '

Ice 'Ballet-''.

Erna. Andersen: •

Adele Inge
Ronnlo Roberts -

Jerry. Farley
Mark Plant -'.-

.

Bob & B Wade.
Hotel Park Central
... (Cocoanut -.Grove)

'Buddy- Clarko Oro
Jack- Waldron ' ...

Barry, Prince A C
Pastlns & Fahchon
3 Nightingales
'Scat' Powell . •

•

Elehoro ' Wood .

Robertl Tloherts
To.nl Traube.-.

Hotel Pennsylvania

Jimmy boraey Ore
Helen O'Connell
Bob Eberle

llQte| Plaza

Dick. Gasparre Ore'
Clilqulto Ore
Raye ft Naldl
Jane. Wlnton «

Hotel RonseVelt
Gay Lombardd Ore

Bobby Ahearn
Phil Seed

'

JLm. Conik- '•:.'.'

Jack Harris Ore' .

Noro Morales Oro
Adele Norella
Daclta :

Town ft Knott
Copchlta ft. Worth
Tereslta -ft Serrano ...

La Martinique

Roy Fox Oro.
Kay Kimber

'

Herbert Curbello Or
Danny Kaye.
Matift.Harl..

'.-Larue.
''

Eddie Pavls Oro
Joseph Smith . Ore

Le. Coq Rouge'
Harold Nagei Oro

'

Oscar Pay Ore -

Alicia Henderson
Leon ft Eddie's

Lou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis
Teddy Rodriguez
Virginia Valley.
Dora Maughau;
Patricia Joyce
Jackie Miles
H' wood Canines.

Olga Ivanora
Nastla Poliakova
Marusla Sava,
Adia Kuznetzoft*

,

Senla, Karavaeff
Michel Mlohon
Mlshl UzdanofI :

Arjslak Arafeloya

. Sawdust Trail

Julia Gerlty . .

Sunny- Sharon.
Virginia Vallon

Stork Club
Sonny . Kendls Ore

VeMaUlea ,

Nicholas D'Amlco O
Panchlto Oro
Doris
Lois January "

De Angelb ft' Porter
John Scarne

Village Barn '

'

Peter Kara Orb
'

June Bentley
'

Pappy. Below
Sons of Purple Sage
Laura Kellogg
Stuart ft Lea

,

Zeb Carver Co
.

. .Whirling Top
3. Tops
Ginger-Wayne

LOS ANGELES
Blitmore Bowl '.

'

Jimmy Castle
Dorothy Brandon
Maxellos
Burton Twins!
Everett West .

_ Dee's
Chester Dolphin.

;

Chuck Foster Ore /

Cafe La Maze -

Adele Bowland
Jimmy O'Brien-
Dyana .Gayle
Sophist'd Envoys O

: Casa Manona
Ivy Anderson
Mitchell Sis.
Herble Jeffenes
Duke" Ellington Ore.

Cocoanut Grove

Blliy Rayes '.

Bud Hughes ft Pals
Freddie Martin Oro

Earl Carroll .

Jimmy Durante .

Buster Shaver
Olive ft George
6 Pebonalrs/

.

Beryl Wallace
Mary Peterb'eck-'

;

Helen O'Hara
Barbara O'Prew -

Reyes' Rhu'mba Bd
St. Clair ft Pay .,

Ithumba Oro
slate Bros ...' -

Bill Brady
Mailny . Strs nd Ore

Florentine Garden

NTO 7th Edition
Fred Scott ;.

Marlon Wllklns
Sugar Gelse -.

Rib .'Bros -..'-

Charlie. Foy's. Club

Charile'Foy.
'•'

"

I^eonard Sues.
Bob EvaiiB .-...'

George Beete :

Wllma Novak
Art .Bernard . Ore

Grace Hayes Lodge

Newell Chaee :

Harry ft P Carroll
Mary Hfealy

'

Neville Fleeaon;
Princess- Mlchl
Peter Llnd Hayes O
Grace -. Hayes :

Rebecca Hayes .

'

House of .Murphy
N'ao'm'r Wheat .

'

Beth Reynolds
Frankle. Gallagher
r.ordon Bishop :

Elnibre White
Bob Murphy

at' Cafe
Dorothy Pandrldge
Dave Forrester Ore

.

La Conga
Paul Neighbors Oro
Leon' Frank :

Peppy ft Peanuts
Stelllta
Phillip Lopez Oro

Macambo Cafe
Dlnorah : Rego -

Humbertos Bd
Phil Ohman'B Ore

Palladium
Glenn Gray Oro .

Paris Inn

Kenny Henryson :

Dominic .

'

Marg'rlte ft M'rtlnez
Henry Monet '

Helen Golden
Davey '-Jamison
Dorothy Heller
Helen Harrison
Maletts
Helen Miller
Chuck Henry Oro

Pirates.. Den .

Pegleg Happeney
Stisah Miller
Wally Boag
Lbvey Lane .

.

.

"

Henry Grant
Gaby La Fltte
Black Andy
Tom Garay
Nick Cochran Orp.-

;

Scheherazade Cafe

Tascha Borbwskl -.

Gavrlla :.'..:

Zandra-
Mara Manet'
Russian Gypsy.' Ore

.. Seven Seas ;

.

Lllla Klplkona
PUananl Mathews -

Jane,. Avelar
Johnlp Bright Ore

Somerset House
Harry Rlngjand .•

Elliott Carpenter
.Lorraine Elliot
Lou Sailee Ore'

;
-...' Swanne. Inn '

:4 .Dreamers
.

Eddie. Beal /;

.

Topsy'e

The Topsyettes. :

' Beverly • ft' Rover-
'Paul Locke
Russ Brown
Marvin Dale ,

Wllshlrejlowi
'

Taran A 'ifSaters
'•

Phil Harris Ore

Rita Ray
Alvlra Morton
Ethel Brown
Fillmore' Sherman
Art FiBchers Ore
Pel Estes. ,

Colony Clab
*

Sacasas - Ore
Monchlta Ore •'•

. Coloslmoa.

Eddie White :

Llyon. Warjo
Hazel Manjean Gls
Janice Davenport
Jack Prince
F Quartell- Ore

Club Dells*

Billy Mitchell .

Cyclone Morgan
BiUle Eckstein
De. Alexander
Chippie Hill

: Jitterbugs
Rhythm Wlllla
Charles Isb'm
partello Gls •

Red Saunders'' Oro
Congress Hotel -

(Glase Hat Rm).
Johnny Banga Orb

(Peacock Rra)
Jbe Vera>

Edgewater Reach
Hotel

(Beach Walk)
Richard' Hlmber Oro
Dor porbeii Gls
Herb Fopte .

Eranke's Casino

Harriet Ehrllck
Itocky Ellsworth .'

Blllle Webb
Ann Anderson
Dick Conrad
Bob Tlnsl.ey Ore
Graemere Hotel

(Glass House Km)
Lew Story Orb

CHICAGO
Ambassador: Hotel.
(Pump Room I

liarry Adler
Virginia Hays .

Jerry Shelton Ore.

'. Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Art Kassel Ore
. .Marlon Holmes :

Collette ft Barry

.

Marie. Lawler.
Ndrd Rrchnrdson

III Hat ^

'

Willie Shore
'

Jerry Bergen ..

Doris Rbbblns -
Glnette Calie
Younger GIB
.Eddie Fens Cro

Ivanlioe .

Florence Schubert
Jerry Shelton. Oro
4 Bard* .

.Ilolen Sumner ..

L'Alglon :'

Emti PeSalvl Ore
Dorothy Johnson ..-

Araene Slegei -

lsobel. de Mai-no

Hotel La Salle •,

(Blue' Front Room),
Kings Jesters. . ..

:

'

Ruth MUam .

liberty inn;
';'-

•Karen Btephany '

'

Marion; Crawfold
Jane La Vonne /•

Panllee
Jimmy O'Nell
SUnny Lovett
Earl Wiley Oro
.' Morrison Hotel -

(Boston Oyster.
House).- -

:

:

Manfred Gotthelf .

':-, ..'New' Yorker/
Dolly Kay •

Roy Sediey
.

Clalro.ft Hudsoii
'

PiArbour & Rene '

Patsy Reed
Hoveler' Gls
Arn'e. Barnett Ore

'

Al Milton Orb .

;Old Heidelberg
Irma. Cooper •

Sally Sharratt
Heldflbcrg Octette '

;

Heidelberg Ens..
Jbliy . Franz) Oro • .'

Franzel Ore

'

Palnier. Iloune :

(Empire Room) '

Eddie Puchln Oro
Eddy- Howard.
Bob- Evans
Maurice-: ft Cordoba
Perez Four
Abbott Pancere :

Phil Pooley pro-.'.

Sherman Hotel
. (Celtlo Cafe)

Gene Kcrwln Oro
Jaros S|s

'

(ranther Boom)
Gene Krupa Oro
Bob' Zurke
Irene -Paye .

Chuck ft Chuckles
Callahan sis
Byton "Gls
Carl Marr

'

Silver- Cloud
Ray Martell

Peggy Parker
Shlrlle Bherr
Val Mar Bros
Lenore Chlcagoane
Joe Gerken .

Ralph Lynden Oro -

Elinor Daniels
Hazel Zalua

606 Club
Billy Carr
Margre.t Faber. Gls
Boots Burns. '

Irene Kaye.
Jerri Vance
Jackson ft Nedra
Betty Shayne .

Ca'rrle Flnnell • ••
.

.

Barbara McDonald
Renee Andrie r.

Maxlne Pe Shon
Virginia Jones-. ;

Millie Wayne
Cecil Von Dell
Margo.
Jo Ann Carroll
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 8 -

Todd's Theatre-Cafe
GypBy Rose Lee

:W West, ft McGlnty
Rola Hola
A- Robins

'

Todd Gls
Jack Penny Ore

Jeannle Van
Audrey Joyce

.

.
. .
Lido 'Venice

Hal Cummlngs
.

.'.

Novelettes.
Edith Brown- •

Lillian Fitzgerald
Cats ft the Fiddle
Dan Versee Orp .

Little' Ratlifckellcr

Baby Rose Marie v .

Renee Vilioh'
'

Pe Lloyd McKay
Jan Murray -

'

Victor Hugo

. Manoa.'
Jack Hltchlnson
Edythe Sallade
Mario ft De Vail
Jeanle' -Pale
t Starleftes

.

'Nancy Newell
Joan Pee'gan .

Joan Carley .

'

Shirley Joy .

Frank Cuneo Ore
:

Mnyo'e -.-

Yvonne Kerr .!'-..

Lola
Cy White ';

Gloria Dale .

Uui> Johnson .-. .

Mlnstreil Tavern '

Tones-
Ed McGoldrlck,
Ed McGPldrlck,

Park Casino

Mlfcs C)immlngs -

Eddie ShApherd
Cummlngs. Oro '

Lynda
Open Door Cafe

;

Billy Bailey
Paul Kane
Allen Wood
Billy Hughe*: .

Joiettes
Madeline Sheridan.
Rita Robertl

Octaves,

V Palumbb'e "r

Wade ft Wade
Chic Mullery
Kathleen May
Tony .Bradley
Cocktail Gls
Howard Reynolds O

Red Hill Inn
'

(Pennsauken, N. J.)

Slappy Swlhgsters
Don ft. Poreee •

Fr.ihk Pont!
Peppers

.
..

Lou Boyle
Vlvl Austin .

'

Nllex & Joanne- ,

Neff Bros ft FiBcher
Florence Morton
Marie Latell
Pee Rogers
Plane. Collier
Sid Raymond
Dolores
Pe Lamars
Little. Van Osborne

60th St. Rathskeller

Massa Bobby Lee O
Dorothy Johnson

PHLLADELPHIA
Club Ball

Alan -Fielding Ore
Ball-lovellea -

Rita Marqulta
Val Irving.
Gerardo
Alan . Gale
Andrea •"

Marcya ft Gunsett
Caryl Gould
Alfonse Garcia.
Juanita

Ben Franklin ; .

Clyde Lucas. Oro .

Lyn. Lucas
Jill Bard.
Flying 'fop' Hatters

Benny ^ the Bum's.:

Moirty Ijandls Oro.
Billy Maples.::
Fats* Atkinson
Anita Chandler

; Carroll's

.Charlie Games Ore
14 Carrolloyjies .

Mallofy Sis '
'..

.loaa Rydell
Lou Phillips
Miss Gordon -

J«an".Peah :

WILhur Ranee
Jackie Mabely
Ea'dle' Lang ' -.'

Club Id

3 .Mu8rpar Strings •

Harriet Hall
Bernlce Foley.
Dolores Laurell
Aniy .Organ
Barbara Stone .

-

'-.
'

.- Cusono's

Lou Ferlanb
Kay Trotter ••

Jack • Mason .'
;

Jean. Bernhardt.
Jimmy Fitzgerald..
Ifflrry Smith'
Ralph' banner's Ore

Cadillac Tavern
Dnrlene Jones
A.Ian Sterling'
Lloyd. MaHn
Lon- ft Evplyh

'

'

Tiuth Warren
Cadillac; Cb(|uettes
Harry Pobbs Oro

Embassy
Geo Clifford-
Lbs cuc'afa'chaa -

Mata Monterla, -

Ethel Barry're Colt
Carol Rhodes
Dorothy Volkoff

:

Carlos Reyes Ore
Curt Weller Oro

Evergreen Casino;

Alice St John
Nltza ft Ravel
Tenny Newbold
Warren Phillips
Doris Elliott
Pat She villi Oro

Gay W* Cafe

Cecil Williams
Little-Van Osborne';
May Joy -
Ann Fieher
Nake ft Sake
Chick Williams Ore

(H Walton Roof)

Vincent Rlczo Oro
'

Leona Starr
Miss Trlxle
Maxlne Lbomls

.

Betty Jane Cooper
Cyride Glenn -.

Felicia .

Glamour Gls
'

Helen Heath .

Bob Russell
Nino' Nahl .

Vera Nlva.
Louis. Mbrrlaon .

Carlos. Campos
Michael' Sandina
Pcppino .& Carmen
Nell Fontaine Ore .

Augueto Sanabla 'Or

Hotel Philadelphia
(Philadelphia Rm)

baribtta Dale
Fredrlco ft . Danklh
Dick Wharton Ore

jfam Session ,

Mickey House . ..

Micky: Rogers. •

Dynamite Hooker
Billy Kretchmer
Teddy Walters.

Hopklns'Hathskeller

Irving BrasloW's Or
Joe Campb
Watbon Sis .

Hbplclns Glamour G
Lillian CHaplln
Vera McQovern
Agnes Barry
Sdnny Rae1 .

Mary Frances
Robert & Eyoa
Elennor
Karll .

4 Black Spots
Pete Hayea

. .

School House" Inn
'

Buck Calhoun
Jean O'Nell
Kay- Trotter
Klppl . Velez .Dano.
Lbn Ferlano
Ruth Melle
3 Jaya Ore-

.

Andy Russell

-Silver - Lake- Inn- ,

Edward & Argela ''

Colonel Reed.

.

Alice Lucey :-

Frank Hessel Oro
' Rendecvone '.

(Hotel Senator):
,.

4 Blues :"

:2- Men and -a Girl
Lee Candell
Tony. .Lane Trio .'

Hucb-Klahre
Stomp'a

George Marcbettl
; O

Ann' Howard .'

StamptB Trio - .

Helen Jerlco i.

3 - Glarnour Gls
Chlquitri- .

Pottle Winters .

Helen Bnrrle ;;.':

.

'. Swan " Club -

Jack. &' Judy :

;'
:.-

Penh. Raymond .-

.

Judy Manning
Ralph Brbwn
McNallle Sis
Margy Drummorid
Rulson
Morgan A Bsrl
Henry Patrick's Oro
Freddy Bernard

'

. f 20th Century
Michael Pedlcine
3 Loose Nuts-
4 Men of Rhythm
Warwick Hotel

Ray Morton pre
.

-

Weber's Hof Braa .

Camden,
Jules: Flacco Pro .-'

Curran . Bilgh
6 Grays ;

Jack -Herbert: ft -B.

Slgn.or Carmlnb -

'

Pot Sullivan
Thea' Sllton -

Dave Peterson
Syd Golden.'
Ratits'r' Kldoradlano-

Wllson'a

Art : Mathues
Lou Karnes
Everett ft. Conway
Grey ft Arden '

Sinclair ft Leroy
Job Hough
.Geo Baquet Pro ;

• Vacht Club
:

Scarey Gavin
'

Joan'Olcott
Paulett'e Power*.
Francis Carroll'
Mary Navls ;

CLEVELAin)
Alpine ymag*

Jean Fadeh
Novak Sis .

Bob Copter ..

Carl Mueller .

Otto Thurn Oro
'

El Dumpo
Bob Manners Oro
Rita LaGrosse
Stan Gilbert-
Don Payne
Sammy Llpman
Antoinettes

Gourmet Club

E Robinson' pro
Gayle Gaylord
Freddy Hblkel

Hotel .Allerton

Johnny Cowglll

Hotel Carter

Thlxton Sprengei*
Ambassadors Ore

notel Cleveland

Everett Hoagland'O
Margaret English

Hotel Fenway Hall

Caballeros Oro
Aurora Garcia

Hotel, Sterling

Jimmy Van Osdell

Qulnteros
Lester Chafetz
Hotel Hollenden .

Crawford ft Caskey
Walton' ft O'Rourke
Joey Nash
Sloan ft Gary
Sorelll
Sammy Watklhs Or

Hotel Statler

Jose Morand Ore .

-Rosa lean & Seville
Virginia Ramos
Jack « Eddie's

Rubertlno, Roberto .

Babe Sherman
Arlene Rice Oro

La Conga Club
Ramon Arias Ore

. Lindsay'* Bar
Rose. Murphy •

Una Mae Carlisle
Pearl DeLucca

Regal Club
Pucky Malvln Ore
Thirty-Seven Club.

pat Dennis
Cunningham SI*
Jean Dettera
8 Pebs

DETROIT
Book-Cadillac Hotel

(Book Casino)

Fernandez ft Tere'a
Bob Neller
Imogene
Morrle King
Eddie Le Baron Or

(Motor Bar)

Jay. Cbe .

Bowery
.

PeSimbne Conga Da
Billy' Well*
Fays .

Davi'Tannen-
Pat. Paradise
Jitterbug's
Mildred Rock
Harvey' Stone
Don Arden Pano
Johnny King
Chas Carlisle .'

Benny Resh Oro

.
: Casanova .

Carl ft Lbniha . .

Prosper ft . Wolf .:•

Tom- Speck
Madelon Baker
Glamor GIb :

Lee Walter
Corktown '.

Tavern
Hal .bronacri .

' ' .' '. .

Ellen Kay* \

t Vesters
Eddie Bratton Oro
Cole- ft .Corte
.Neville ft Day
Ann Lee,

.

Don Andre Oro"

. Hnnd'b
3 Old Timer*
Joey Raye Trio

tandoit Chop House

Ton Ia Valentl
Ruhy Oro

. Morocco
Carol Roth

.

6 Sparklette* •

Mel -Snyder
Will 'lehdernon Ort

Neblolo's

"

Di Giovanni
Carmen

Carlos ft Chita
Guy Glbby .

Leonard Seel Ore

NorthwooO Ina
Duanos -

Jerry I»awtpn
Jupe Carmen"
Plane & DeLys
Ray Carlln Orb

.

Olde Wayne Club
Charles Costello Ore
McColl 81*

Palm Beacb
:

BUI Mahoney -

Bob . Stanley Co .--

Hudson ft Sharae
Monnle Drake -

Don : Pablo. ,Oro.-
'

Hack's Bedford Ins)

Mi»0 McGrd'w Orb .

Ciub Royal* '

Jack Marshall
Alice.Dawn .

.

Shayne .ft Armetr'ng
H'wood: Co-Eds
Louise Martell
Bernard Dano
Roy Tracy
Michael Paige Oro
Saks Show Bar

Bryant, Rains ft T
Tanya Tamara. .

Jay Jason-

'

Pearl Magley Gla
"'

Pete Vlera- Oro
;

Statler Hotel

Deal Amaz .

Fausto Curbelo Or«
Gloria' Hart •'•

Orlando
Orayce . ft Graham

.

San
.

.Diego
'

George Presnell ...

Al..Alexander Orb .

Dan Merryman
Don Francisco •

.'

Starr' ft Maxlne •
.

*
• ': Verne'*-

'

Bert N'oian '..

Boyd Se'riter.

Nick ft Vlckl

. <(Cpiitinued,on«page 55)
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

'On the Banks of the Seine/ pro-
duced by Leon LeonidofJ , with. Corps
de Ballet (32), Les Juvtlys: (2),

Henry Caluiiii Choral Ensemble (.36),.

Rockettes 136), Earl Lippy, .House

Symp/i directed by Enio Rapee;

'This Thing Called Lore* (.Col),, re-

vtcji'Pd !« VAHiEiY-.JDec. .25 i; , ,.

Music Hall this week, for the third

time in its seven-year history, holds

over part of its
:
show. A* in the

two cases previous, both more than

five years ago, the extended stay

was .instituted, as . the result
.
of

numerous requests, . according to an
explanatory program note, :

•

Numbers held . over are a Senti-.

mental French bit, consisting of

peasant songs
1 followed, by the/IMar-

seillaise' and a repeat of the routine,

which won the Rockettes a prize at.

the Paris Exposition of :1?37. : Ballet

is new. Another switch has bal-

ancers Les Juvelys replacing, dancer

Paul Haakon, *

Show follows . the ' same general

theme. Last week's was labeled

'The Last Time I Saw Paris' and the

present one is 'On the Banks of the

Seine.' Ke'rn-Hammersteih .
tune,

from which last week's .
presentation

took its name, is repeated .by ;Eafl

Lippy and the - choral ensemble to

finale the current extravaganza.
Show is divided into five, parts on

the Paris theme: 'At the Opera,' in

. which the ballet turns the. tables..On,

the famed French artisti DegaS, arid

dances one of his; paintings; !At ; the
Folies Bergere,' ' in which Les
Juvelys do: their acrobatics; -'On the

Champs Elysees,! in which Henry
Calvin and the chorus do the repeti-

tion of the peasant songs and the
national anthem; 'The Rockettes in

Paris' and the 'The Last Time I Saw
Paris' finale.

Two numbers which ate repeated
are well worth that honor. Not only

are they . smasho, • .in
.
themselves,

carrying a nostalgic timeliness, but
they are excellently produced. Pro-,

dueer Leon LeohidofE arid, set-

designer Bruno .Maine have outdone
themselves. In the 'Arc de Trir
omphe' sequence chorus is seen sing-

ing the 'Marseillaise,' swinging Its

arms in military fashion, with cloud
effects projected ori'a scrirh. Lights
gradually come up "from behind to

reveal that the .men are marching
under- the Arc, . while: painted on
drop behind them are hundreds of
other troops to give the impression
of a parade down the Champs
Elysees..

'-

'Rockettes. in Paris' is likewise
showmanly presented. It's preceded
by a screen prolog explaining the.

gals' trip and the prizes they . wbn.
This is followed -by newsreel shots
of their leayetaking on the He de
France, their arrival in Paris, arid

finally pictures of them doing the
routine which gave them the award.
Curtains: break away and lights go
up to reveal ih-the-flesh Rockettes
doing the number on a replica of the
locale in Paris. Routine is some-
what more complicated than usual
at the Hall, but done with the ac-
customed skill.

Ballet number is performed
against the background of a large
replica of a Degas painting. It's ex-
cellently done, the 32 girls individu
ally and en masse being moved about
under the. direction of Florence
Rogge to maintain all . the delicacy
of a small, intimate group despite
the large number of femmes and the
tremendous size of the M. H. stage.

Juvelys, man and woman, are
socko in thrill stuff. Finale has
femme balancing on her head on
four balls, piled- one on top of the
other on the head of the man.
Biz opening night (Thursday) just

mediocre. ." Herb.

.

'Night and Day' setting her as an
outstanding soprano. Taradiddle',

gives Cozy Cole a swell spot for his

skin beating, which he utilizes to top

advantage. The Cab Jivers, Chu
Berry in the ,

van, grind out their fa-,

rhiliar; bounce contribution. Cook and
Brown hang, up "a comedy dancing
knockabout which, is so fast, flashy

ind funny that it looks, impossible to

continue; on .this four^a-dajr. basis.-

:

Mills Bros, are on in the next-to-
closirig niche, their. .

trademarked.
hdrrriorifzihg bt .'Strawberry Fair.;' 'I.

.Hear: :a-. Rhapsody,'. 'Sweet Lucy.
Brown' and 'Tell Me Your Dream'
drawing strong returns. The entire

ensemble' shows up in South Ameri-.
Can dress for a congarhurriba finale..

Better than ' average crowd on tap
for the opening (14); ' Burton.

'

COLONIAL, DAYTON

KEITH'S, BOSTON
Boston, Feb. 13.

Tommy -Wonder and Betty, Frank
-Paris, the Kidoodlers (4), Herniun
Timbers with Judy Kelly, The Ar-
nolds (3) , Larry Flint House Orch;
'Dead Man's Shoe*' .'(Mono) and
'Ridin' on a Rainbow' (Rep).

It's a sort of 'eimion .week, here
with Herman. Timberg coming onto;

the local boards ..for first . time in

years,, arid' Tommy Wonder., reunited

;

with his sister - Betty; Every act-

clicks like a million arid extra bows
arid begoffs are - the rule. /'-.

•

'-•

Timberg is virtually playing
straight .to Judy Kelly. , .

a

very talented and versatile comedi-
enne. Results are"' every- satisfac-

tory, for when they; fail to'."get

socko response to a gag, they zip

into the next- one' until , they get a
belly laugh, Timberg gives- a sample

Dai/ton, Feb.- 15.- of his eccentric hoofing and accom- :

'Songwriters oii Parade' {Charles parties the singing of Miss Kelly
Tobias, Peter De Rose; J. Fred Coots, \ with the hokum "fiddling." She sings'-

Jack Lawrence and Jean SchwdrtzY; . 'Stairway to Stars' and 'RhUmbbogie,'

.

Fred- Saiibom, Five Caiiestrellys, | and does. a neat tap to Timberg's
Allen and Kent,.' Ginger -Manners;,1 piarib-playihg. '. When he dances.

•Hudson's Bay' (20.th);' .'"';
| Miss Kelly handles the piano,

',.>
|
They're a good duo, and Miss, Kelly

.Refugees from the air lariesV five, looks like & good prospect for' big-

sbrigwriters frorn. Tin, .Pan.. 'Alley; time musical or .revue iwork; c -v-'-

•

with some of the biggest hits to

their credit, provide a swell climax
to a rather good vaude performance.
Peter : De Rose. J. Fred . Coots, Jack
Lawrence and jean Schwartz. ;stick

to the ivories at grand pianos ranged

Tommy Wonder opens- with' Betty
in a jitter idea, follows, with a clean-

cut slow strut and wows 'em with
his fast ballroom dance with a life--

sized doll. Wonder has made a care-
ful study of . the showrhanly angles

appearances locally, Franklyn
D'Amore sttll amazes by his. enor-
mous strength during. th« balancing
of his feminine partner.

The three Merry Macs harmonize
nicely and have some corking ar-

rangements, but they . need a better

mike; The accompanirnent of bells,

which they have had ori the air, also

would help" to embellish, their act.

However, they land- well with *You
Made Me Love You,' *I'nv Forever
Blowing Bubbles,' 'I Hear a Rhap-
sody' and 'Ragtime Cowboy Joe,' the,

audience responding enthusiastically

to their efforts.

Huge lower floor about two-thirds-
fllled at the last performance on
opening day. •'•' :'• .;' ' Rees.

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Feb. 15.
;

Lbpef -. and Barrett, the Three
Pttchmfen, Calgary Bros';, Gae Toster.
Girls; 'Arizona' (.Col).

across the back of the. stage, while
j 0f; this novelty -and- has apparently

Charles Tobias, as a. sort of emcee, I missed none. He easily grabbed off

aids occasionally irv vocaling- for l, an encore, a .slow ! waltzy routine
""Twith a suggestion of s.a, in. the turn;some of the boys

Act opens with . Tobias : singing
That's a Popular Song" to~ siipf.

posedly inform the audience how; to

write a. tune,' then introduces the

boys and next sings one of his melo-
dies,- 'Gee, But You're Swell.' . Next
trie boys, go into ""a medley .of Victor
Herbert. From then on, each com-
poser in turn plays snatches of his

best known numbers.
While apparently an . ASCAP ges-

ture, mention of the trouble which
keeps these songs off the air is made
in respectful and inoffensive manner.

. Fred Sanborn repeats the hit he
has always made .

previous ap-
pearances locally .

With, his ; lively

xylophone playing, most of it. punc-
tuated by his socko panto comedy.

Miss Wonder solos with a' dizzy vdcal
of 'Minnie the .Mbocher,' ; done to

accompaniment of screwy
,
gestures..

Gets a few laughs. Wonder looks
better than ever and has plenty of

class to go along, with his. ingratiat-

ing personality.

Frank . Paris, deuce, gets- across
very well with his : marionet act,

using only the dolls and no special
stage or set. Paris is right up- to

the minute, for bne : of his puppets
is an ostrich, patterned after one of

the Disney: characters in 'Fantasia,'

doing a ballet .burlesque.
;
Paris has

by no means exhausted, the possibili-

ties of this awkward bird. A skater
and; a skeleton jitterbug both im-
press, and a. truckin'. collegian doll

The Five Cahestrellys open the bill r is. also good. Paris, had to make a
with their standard balancing turn. > *i— — .^^—v, a^.hv.*

okay as usual. Allen , and Kent do
modern taps and then bring on
Maude and Jim Kennedy, oldsters

who illustrate steps of days gone by.

The old . folks prove considerably
more, effective than, the youngsters;

,
Ginger Manners :has a screwball

session,, singing snatches: of various
songs, drumming a bit on th'e piano,

dancing here and there and finally

finding herself in the footlight gutter.

She - acknowledges it's corny, but
perhaps that's what a modern audi-

ence likes, judging from thg encour-
agement she-received, • Kanty

TOWER, K. C.

SHEA'S, BUFFALO

Buffalo; Feb. . 14
Cab Calloway's Orch (16), Mills

Bros., Avis Andrews, Cook . and
Brown, Anise and Aland, Chu Berry,
Cozy Cole, Cab Jivers, Six Cotton
Club. Boys; 'Rpdd Show' (17A).

It!s old home week; at the Buffalo
for the local jitteroos. Cab Calloway
is back for his annual stopover with
a full crew of hepcats and a choice
assortment of sepian talent.. . The:
word's out and the 'gators are gang-
ing up at the b.o.

The Calloway bacaphpny continues
plenty torrid,' with heavy accents oh.
the jungle rhythm, while the special-
ties are exceptional and include some
of the fastest-moving legmania caught
here in some time. All in all, for

.
those who like it in bounce and
bumps, it's a tbpdrawer show of its

particular genre,
For the teeoff, the gang, abetted by

the. maestro's acrobatic direction. J

znachineguns .'Minnie the MoOcher,'
j
yfgM creditably and shows even b*^''

*Dark Eyes' and 'St; James Infirmary tet tapping to 'Beg'uine^ . She 'en-

Kansds City, Feb. 15.

The Claytons (2) , The Olympid
Boys (31, BrooJcitis and Van, Lester

Harding, Carolyn Gargottai House
Line, Herb^ Six. House Orch.; 'Let's

Make Music' (RKO).

The assemblage of acts , at the
Tower currently makes up the in-

gredients of a good variety bill, but
show is. put together on the regular
revue formula . followed here and
titled 'Broadway Rhythm.' Each act

more than does its part and the en-
tertainment offered was attested, to

by encores at the Friday night (14)

finale; which ran the show five oyer
its .allotted. 38 swift minutes.
Leadoff is handed to the Olympia

trio, with the bar apparatus fill-

ing center stage. Take turns at a
routine of snappy turns, flips and
handstands on tha bars. In the
deuce are Robert and Maxine. Clay-
ton in a found of tapping in which
they do. modern steps, a minuet in

.'swing,.-' Lambeth Walk and a
snappy can-can. Couple have had a
fling in celluloid and. do. creditable,

work. The . housecoat costume in

which the femme partner opens the
act is .shown to be greatly but of
place, when she doffs it mid-act to

reveal a heat and attractive figure in

a .ballroom gown. ,

:

.

>

Stepping out, of his m.c. role,

Lester Harding baritones. 'You
Walked' By' and draws applause to

warrant his encore on ?J.ust One
More Chance/ He: gives way to the
line- ih an accentuated ;

arm-waving
to Matty Malneck's 'Park Avenue
Fantasy. Rounding out the. mid-
show section is Carolyn {Jargotta,
11-year-old amateur ijvinrierv young-
ster has .mora on the ball than the
usual am, sings 'Down Argentine

thank-you speech when caught
Kidoodlers . are in the .

trey spot,

clicking as they always . have on
previous singing appearances . here.
Quartet offers little new material,
this' lime, except their tricky ?version J

of 'Maybe,' but this rates below their
,

standards of 'Chinatown,'. 'Old Mac-
Donald' and *When Circus Comes to
Town.' Boys are tops in timing and
very aware of possibility of milking
layghs and sight gags: There was a
demand for more when they finished.
The Arnolds, one of the best aero

acts ever caught here, closes the
show, rather unusual for this type
of turn to wind up a bill;

.
Two men

and a girl inject a bit of comedy
into their act,;which features excep-
tional risley balancing. Most of their
stuff is in triplemount formation, and
the almost impossible ways they
scramble from the floor into a three-
high human totem pole pose, in a
flash bring out the gasps and ap-
plause. ' Fox.

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

With two-hour feature, house
concentrated bh a revue calculated
to please 'em after they arrive father
than exert any particular ? lure;

'Valentines of 41/ the handle used
in the ads, succeeds just as intended..

Clever plug for next film, 'Straw-
berry Blonde,' is put over in an old-
fashioned overture, with tenor. Gene
Archer and Roxyette Eileen Ritter
warbling sentimental : ditties of yes-
teryear. Show

;

proper gets under
way with line trotting but im short
white shirts and red velvet ' heart
muffs for heat formation tap stuff.

Gals fall back to form background
for Loper and Barrett in standard,
but smoothly effective,,ballroom spins
and lifts. , ,

•

;
iFqllowing another; line : number,

The PitchmeTi, , with their small
piano and array of dope musical in-
struments, : come on. Trio iri tuxes
arid tramp hats go immediately info
fast succession of . rhythms, presum-
ably Upon the collapsible skeleton
trombone, etc., but actually vocalized
via small, tin mouth gadgets. Boys
work in plenty of by-play, fast pan-
tomime and incidental chatter and
hold 'em throughout;

.
They finish

strong with imitations' of top band
themes. V.;- ; .„' -'

•"

Line appears, each , gal holding big
Valentine envelope,- turning thehr
around to spell out 'Calgary Broth-
ers.' Tramp Comics are bld favorites
here arid their '- drunk. pantomime,
their slowTmotion fight, the swinging
punching-bag, etc., click as solidly*

as ever. Line finishes with Its pre-
cision Highland Fling,., tricked up in
Valentinesque kilts arid tapped Out
while Archer does an offstage vocal
Of 'Loch LOmbnd' in swingtime.
Biz good at show caught. Craig. :

Blues' iri bang-but succession. Anise
arid Aland are a: neatly dressed boy
and gal with a slick, kaleidoscopic
acro-tefping, turn; The band's jump
arrangement of 'Some of These Days'
is solid with the . jivers, as is Callo-
way's standard sending of 'Jumpin*
Jive', later .in the proceedirigs anjd

'Back Home in Indiana- -finally.
•

The Six Cotton Club Boys are

cored, too.

In the .closing niche Brookins and
Van - are a creditable pair for any
bill,, the two giving "out music, taps
and chatter in the sepia rhanner.
Brookins' high tenor' on .'I Hear a
Rhapsody' starts the act off well
while he picks a rhythmic piano, to

his partner's
.
equally

.
rhythmic

dancing. to- close the act. -Midway
. clicko tappers with a snappy, precise they have a nonsensical chatter rbu
routine. Avis Andrews' vocals are I tine for laughs. Wind-up . of the,

distinctive, her clipped enunciation I show is left to the line stepping off

on 'Handful of Stars' and her fnelo^ some modern taps as they carry

dibus volume against the^ band's eerie ' huge'^Valentines. . .
; > Qum.

Minneapolis; Feb. 14.

Rollte Altmever, House Orch. (14)

,

Dennei and Dayes (3), Ray Vausrhii;
Mardo and Kaye, Franklyn D'Amore
and Co. (2)* The Merry Macs (3);

'Drwms of the Desert (Mono).

. This Is & pleasing, well-staged
presentation with - the house orches-
tra working on the stage. It has the
Merry Macs, home-town, singing tfio

which has achieved radio and screen
prominence, as its headliners. The
fact that two of the other four acts
are acrobatic turns arid that there is

a minimum of comedy may count
against the show, .but each number
deserves plaudits regardless. There
isn't any emcee and the acts .are an-
nounced from offstage, nqne too ef-
fectively, a bad p.a, system probably
being mainly at fault,- '

;

, Rollie Altmeyef, the house organ-r
1st; - turns out -some well-liked pop
tunes. Dennet and the: Dayes, two

s

men and a woman; first of .the stage
offerings, perfoffn 1

- thrilling pyramid
balancing feats. Considerable novel-
ty is incbrpbrated into Ray Vaughn's
xylbphohe arid bottle playing.- He
dances .while he xylophones, uses il-

luminated sticks for one number' and
produces the impression of tap danc-
ing by beating the instrument ytith
padded pieces of wood attached to his
hands. From ah afray of empty whis-
key flasks he pounds out 'Beer Bar-
rel Polka'' and it's, good-sounding
music; .On empty water bottles he
produces. 'Man ; With the Mandolin'
and had these customers singing for
him. His pop- numbers have been
wisely chosen. . ;. . - ..

-
'

; Mardo and Kaye, man and woman,
combine -fun and harmonica playing.
Thettnan gets plenty of laugns with
a' big bulldog that refuses to perform
tricks and which is the .

butt ' of his
jests. However, much of this ma-
teria! is in bad teste. He also does a
neat bit of eccentric dancing and
join?,with his feminine partner in a
fling' at the harmonica for good re-
sults. Remembered from his previous

EARLE, PHILLY

.Philadelphia,..Feb. 1.5.

Johnnie ('Scat') D.avis Orch with
Julie Sherwin, Joe Martin, Jfick
Harper, . Earl : Rqndall, Sue Ryan,
Johnny Downs, Diamond Bros. (3);
'Honeymoon for three' (WB).'

For those who like their entertain-
ment louder and funner—mostly
louder—Johnnie ( 'Scat") Davis' band
is just the thing. Davis has lost none
of the bounce that brought him to
the fore' some years back and his
peculiar type of vocaling still has
its appeal for the jitterbug trade, as
evidenced by the crowds of the
sweater set that packed the aud at
this catching.

, Taking the play away from 1 the
band, however, is blonde Sue Ryan
with her comic chirping running the
gamut from 'Little Red Fox' to
opera. Best bit is her rendition of
the ballad, 'You Made Me Love
You' done in 1913 style and in 1941

;
rhythm. Another turte that clicks is

her noyelty encore, 'Bach to Back.'

Johnny: Downs -, makes the ' same
mistake he made when he appeared
here about a year ago. He sings in-
stead of sticking to his hoofing. The
cjnema player is okay when it comes
to, the hoof, but is definitely,weak on
the

.
vocal chords. His songs are

from his pictufes, which he plugs
to a lafe-thee-well . during his stay
onstage; They're 'Minuet in G'.and
'Day by Day.'

The Diamond Bros, are a slapstick,
knockabout edition of the

. Ritzes.
.Fairly'; fuhriy; and well-liked' by. the:
pew-holders.. -

Davis, with his w.k. perpetual griri,

puts plenty of - zing into his emcee
chore as well as his trumpet-tooting
and scat-singing;

' Julie Sherwin, attractive blonde in
a revealing,sweater and short skirt,
tees off :the proceedings with the
vocals ori 'Who.' Her second appear-
ance is ill-chosen, however;, it's an
Hawaiian number with hip-weaving
to match. She just isn't the type.
Earl Randall, handsome .baritone,

rates a. couple bit ,bows with his' 'We
Three.' Joe Martin netted a' flock of
palm-pounding for a BMI medley of
.'Frenesi' and T Hear " a Rhapsody,'
encoring with 'Night and Day/
Nick Harper, band violinist, makes

:the strings sing .with a swing version
of a selection from the opera Thais/
House was nearly filled at this

catching (Saturday afternoon).
Bhal

STATE, N. Y.

. Alf W.- Loyat's Dogs, Hal LeRoy,
Belle Baker. Walter Dare Wahl (?)
Herpie Kay's Orch with Ellen Con-
nor and Vera Kern, Ruby Zuierlinp'j
Pit Orch; 'Buck Privates' (U), re-
viewed in Variety, Feb. 5.

For four^flfths of the way, Loew's^
State's current stage layout is good
vaudeville.

.. The fifth, act is Herbie
Kay's band,' on inuclv too long, arid'.:

which- has two singing specialties
who conflict with. Belle. Baker,
smash- in the trey spot. ' It's Kay's -:

first appearance in New York.
Considering the ^hb.w: is furihihg

ytay byerboard at fSi rriihutes, Kay-a
band perhaps innocently suffers

'

front of ah over-tired audience.
Miss Baker, wKo hasn't been at the :

State in some time, is as good, as
ever. " At : the last show opening
night, after singing . two of - three
specials, \>ne of 'erri too blue for fam-
ily theatres, and a long medley of
past hits, she still had- difficulty in
getting away from an audience"that;,
kept applauding for more.
Miss Baker Is

.
sandwiched between

Hal LeRoy, click solo hoofef, .and
Walter Dare Wahl, whose acrobatic

.

cbmedy1 with his dead-pan; wizened'
stooge scores: " the next-tb-closirig
spot. LeRoy was held for four •

routines ThuEsday night (13), .all' of'

them his own originals, and; is as.
socko a hoofer, as he was sofne years
back as a kid getting his first break
at the. then, two^a-day Palace. -He
should polish his rntroes, however;
especially learn to speak more
slowly and understandably. Wahl's
act is familiar and apparently always

,

okay with audiences.
Vaude. portion's opener is Alf . W.;

Loyal and his dogs, also a veteran
turn iri the varieties. His pups and
their varied tricks present a nice
novelty. / ,;,

'

Kay's band is fair musically and
appears better suited Jor ballrooms
than theatres.-. One 'Of ; his twb
pianists steps to .the mike with.'
accordibrt. and' sings two numbers in .

a wavering tenor. Anothef vocalist
is Ellen Connor, a cute trick and nice
vocally. Kay also sings, but slightly,
and Vera Fern does some fast acro-
batics, but her dancing in between is

awkward. • Her 'followup acrb conga
is hardly striking.

. The first-run- 'Buck. Privates,' star-'
ring Abbott and Costello, helped •

draw, a good house at this catching.
' " ' 5cho.

HIPP BALTO
Baltimore, Feb. 15.:

Fraday . Dancers (6), Dotri Bros*
and Mary (3), Ralph ' Edwards'
Atrulh or : Consequences' : (3) , Phil
Larnpfcin house orch (12) ; 'Plaii Girl'
(Colj.

Plenty of laughs iri this layout. .

thanks to the application of the old
theory that everyone is - an actor at
heart arid that cash prizes will cause
many ah otherwise conservative
hombfe to Jet his»-haif down. Ralph
Edwards has a stage -natural in his
'Truth or Consequences' radio pro-
gram. Anticipated stymie in getting
contestants went right out of the
window, on opening day with volun- \

teers to be had by the handful. Time
consumed in. lining them up is also
nicely handled by Edwards, who has
a flip and breezy way Of handling
himself and his would-be stooges.
Edwards' stint is closing the doings

here, which is as it should be. Up.
!

ahead is the Fraday Dancers, in the
opening niche, .and a nice starter.
They're three mixed couples, open-

.

ing with a well-routined ballroom
tap* after which the three boys sell
a modernistic mechanical-man rou-
tine helped by silhouetted effect on
specially-lowered drop. Closing waltz
is in* keeping and an okay chaser to
•nice response. . Started, things extra
well here.

In the deuce are Dorn Bros; and
Mary, trio of vocalists who give out
with smart arrangements of 'The
Latin in Me? and 'Ferryboat Sere-
nade.' Essay some imitations of ':

radio notables and close with swing -

version of 'Nellie Grey.' Youngsters
look well, sell smartly and rise above
the. average: such trios.. .;

Edwards next and on to rousing
fespbhse to offstage announcement of
his show. Uses two assistants In get-
ting his stint under way, with some
gags worked in to break lulls. Is

sporting backdrop emblazoned with
eye-filling and selling message of his
radio sponsor : (Ivory Soap) and
makes an exaggerated salaam In its

direction upon entrance.
Following roundup of candidates

for the quiz and the succeeding con-
sequences upon failure to answer the
questions, \ Edwards sends them
through some .hilarious stunts which
has the stubholders giving out.

. When caught, responding stubhold-r
ers walked blindfolded over paper
bags; sang 'Down by the Old Mill
Stream' .'while v.stuffing blackberry
pie into partners' mouths, etp.

. Awards are packages of Ivory Soap
and $2 to participants and $5. to the
biggest

.
applause-getter. Show, is

drawing them ih; with extra doihgs
thrown in Saturday (14.) by way of

two public broadcasts, , art: extra,

money-getter. Layout -presents a

,riew angle in. vaude houses away
from the regular layouts of singers,

dancers, acrobats and comics; .
HaS

been building daily, with, final count
due to .reach impressive stature.

... -. ( BUrm.
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APOLLO, N. Yi

LeiHite Orch (14) with BobJove,
Bradley; Clark: and. Eaton,

.roYorvT'-Brother ford, May
^FreddieRobinson, Jirtfc; Card-

er Georfli! Wiltshire, Vivum Har-
*?.r> Xe?:»-T t~,, hr\. 'phantom of

Chinatown' (Mono)

.

• Apollo shoW :
is heavily peopled

this week, but requites no more than

the usual 90. minutes to rw off. . Its

•ifrT average show for rthis
;

.spot,,

headed by the Les Hite band, an out-

fit which got Its • startJaC&hforma
and is norveryvwell known, in- the

east although it played this house

once before, , • .-'..-.-:' •'.-.••

Hite's combination of four sax,,

three trumpets, two .tr;prnborie
;
and.

usual four rhythm impresses nicely,

but isn't on above ordinary, group.

None of the''tunes it shows here is

orirticularly terrific from, an angle of

&^8ngenne»t8,;,but^•:it1
•••p].tars• what ..it

has with dispatch,.. Band is a bit dif-

ferent, however, from the usual col-

ored combo In that it's able to use

muted brass 'whereas most; contern-,

noraries ride roughshod over ballads

and jump tunes alike wi^h wideropen

throttle, *

"
'

t:
...

" '•
.:.

'

. . , . . .

Leader has done some singing, but

he's hot 'exercising , his pipes here.

Only vocals are done by Bob Love;
deep-voiced singer who shows a

tendency to garble lyrics. He does

two, "Let's Try Again' and 'Only

Forever.' Hite's work is confined to

directing anti : m.c.ing. Oscar Brach
: ley is the drummer, featured on the

finale 'You Know That I .
Know.' ,- He.

works hard. •.'•'.."
.-

.-• ' .-

Clark and Eaton are adagioists,

only white act on bill.; They bounce
Into a Valentine setting employing
neat work by the line and go through

a series of poses and holds. Some of

their tricks are interesting. ' The ex
ecution,- however, is sloppy. : Better

'<- way of getting but' of the finale could

be figured, too. Man swings the

girl in circles,' holding her
.
by one;

foot, and the windrup. is when she's

dragged on. the stage.

Rest of the bill is made, up of. un-
: knowns brought in to staff the vari-.

oiis skits. Most extensive is the

opener, .a sort of minstrel-show idea

using comedian Freddie Robinson as

end man and ' George
.
Wiltshire

as interlocutor. In it work Brother
Ford, a tapster whose main trick

seems to be to stand on his toes; May;
JOy, high-pitched singer who does
nicely enough but whose voice is too

small for any important use. She
warbles 'Alice . Blue Gown* .and
•Down Argentine Way.'

. Vance Lowry,. banjoist, gets in one
inning on strings that stacks up. as
about the best thing on the bill. His
strumming is heat arid heavily
tricked -up .for. the finale. He tosses

the instrument from hand to hand;
- in back of him, etc.,. -all the . while
plucking strings. Julia . Gardner
singles. She's a singer-accordionist.,
If she'd forget the vocals and con-

. centrate on .. the accordion, turn:
' would be okay. Her . vocals, sound
like amateur night ih Harlem.

.

' Robinson, Wiltshire and
.
Vivian:

Harris combine midway for a bit of

comedy that gets its quota of giggles.

Biz average when caught. Wood.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

mimic and dancer, then do all three
in unison.. Imitate Bergen, Mills
Brothers, old4irne vaude trio, hill-
billy singers and. finish with 'Sonny
Boy.' They're good enough and have
material which is

.
sufficiently fresh

to land them in a Broadway revUe.
Despite the effort expanded by all

concerned, bill is not: strong for
healthy biz, with house light at third
show Friday (14), opening, day. .

"

V- : ; / Kitey.: .

ORPHEUM, L. A.

.lias. Angeles,. Feb.. 12,;

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

Bobby, . Byrne .: Orch (15),' with
Jerry Wayne and Kay Little; Larry
AdXer, Senator. Murphy, Rosalind
Gordon, Grade Drysdace; Newsreels
and Shorts.

Unit Reviews

Coming in' here.with a rep of being
:ori a network show and having been
around "'

. various spots in . the last

two years. .Bobby t Byrne's .band is

Earl Carroll's Vanities
(ORPHEUM, MPLS ) :;.

. .Minneapolis,. Feb. 14.

. 'Bert Wheeler, Hank .Ladd, . S'iouV-
. ..

.

tf
. - . .. 0iTlsr:(26)i'^Bi'(t?noreti'esV(3;)v-5(er'n'jer

proving okay boxofTice draw here.
; Sistcri (2), Reginald Craig, Beryl

Supporting
. acts, aside from Senator ; Cameron. Robert Williams and Star-

Miirphy and Xarry Adler, are com- ''»•«+ -.»ov .-x-aha- a.-.- >.

paratively lightweight.

George Jessel, Lois Andrews, Jean .Orchestra is proving highly. pop-
Gary; Lou>e,: ffite and. Staiiley, Ja.ne i

ula.r wi*h the. jitterbugs, but that's.
tin tn*A ^?M>aAnm%r(\^^• aUA .r..>.MM-. rtU~« rail.- 'RvTnp' haQ siirrritirrrtf»#1 hi« trnm-

,
ditst, FTaJcson . (

2)
'-, Artie, Rise, • Fran-

cetta Malloy; 'Chad. Hanna' (20th.):.

_ ;THis offering represents strorig en-
Hazard, Frederick a^d~hane; DorpI* all,'- Byrne has,surrounded his tfom- tertaininerit value;

:

It embodies most
thy Wade, Al Lyon Orch; fStreet of bone with precision, instrumentalist^ i of .

the essentials of -a $3.30 revue In:

Memories' (Rep).

cision breakaways make this the best
production number in the unit.

,

The Four . Johnsons .deliver' the
mail, to go over. big. It's a family

,

act; with pop, mom,; son arid sit
working smoothly in .softshoe, col-
lectively and solo, .: .: .

.
•{

1 • Riet del Gardi, billed as America's
only woman, magician,^ flops, al-
though-, her patter : aiid ..three : tricks.-

are -okay., . Uses tiriie-worn' knotted
scarfs to open, which gets turn off

to, bad start. Next is torn-newspaper ,

illusion which, unfortunately for her,
is. exact duplicate of . last".'-week's

;

magician highlight. Finale- is a

: Marking the
i comic's; 'first stage ap-

pearance here since
t
1936 arid the Los.

Angeles stage debut of ': his'"wife,
George Jessel and Lois Andrews are . ..... „-- ,

heading : the Orpheum stage showJtf- Y>> more
.
than.a year ago

this week and pointing, the house for Farrell, , a new drummer,
lucrative business. ;

Jessel
. has. lost none of his old-time

ability to entertain; He ': works
throughout - the shQW as fn.c., does

Who lfea.h;.t'p;rrhyth^ic'.;m'usi..Ci.'Or
l
chcsT

|
cbriden.sed" and slightly less, pi;clenTj pioudini favorite: swallo\vs^ package v

tfa - scores on - its standout arrange- I'tioiis ^fortri, ,.For that , rnatter there -,. 0 f . needles and \ ball of thrpad;
meriti and tlie quieter melodies

; . Byrriels. 'aggregation.' differs little :

from the one he first presented, for
orie: night' at the -Hotel New Vorker.v

Dick
is an

authoritative skiris .pounder ;
while

his balladists, Jerry. Wayne and Kay
Little, ave.tOps, - latter enhancing :her
slick warbling 'with looks. ; Bob

bits of monolog, as the moment may j

McDonald js the crew's;arran.ger and
warrant, arid works in one. blackout.' should ;^ake -several dee^p hpws. m-
skit that is good for: bellylaughs. ; v.'---^l:.

0Lth?/-f!'ns]e -oneJianded him;

Miss Andrews, 'working by per- Johnny Martel and Jack Yelverton are

mission of the Board of Education,*
as Jessel introduced her, made an
instant appeal to Los Angeles thea-
tre-goers at yesterday's (ID per^
fdrhnances. Stunning

,.to .
gaze Kporii

the gal wears a fetching costume and
delivers torch, nurhbers in a throaty
voice that stamps her as '

a" blues
singer- of the first water; She made
good with a -vengeance today (12).

and balance of engagement should
be stamped wilh further honors.

highlighted in their solo trumpet-;
irig and clarineting, respectively,
Byrne trombone solos 'Stardust'
neatly; 'I Hear a Rhapsody,' 'The
P.ight Time."You Walked By..' 'May I

Never. Love, Again,' 'Stop Pretendin','
'Song of the'Islarid' and 'I Cried For

have ' -been'-: some of the- '.'.highly .' Needles (

,are' threaded' when pulle'd^
touted

.
Broadway

, musical prodiic- i out. :' ••

'

.;

ti6ns-.;reaching :

; the: local legit' stage
|

- The' G6rgebus : Gals ' (Ii(ie> rln
;

a'

which haven't provided nearly as costume' parade to slow" waltz tiirie

much customer satisfaction.. .- •

J while Harrison once more .sings.

Show not only has all the typical,
j
Headdresses are a la ZicKfcld with.

impressive. Earl Carroll - flash : pro-,
dtictiph trimmings, but. it, also , has a
real, name in : Bert Wheeler and con-
siderable other talent to back Him up.
Moreover, it. has^Wheeler at his fun-
niesl.vWith soriie cbrkirig coriiedy ma-
terial-arid an .ace. straight: riian Mri
Hank Ladd to fortify his fUnmaking.
If the 20 girls aren't the 'world's most
beautiful,* as claimed, they're . at
least among the niftiest- feminine as-
semblages ever seen vhere.. What's
more, the revue, except . for a few
inoffensive rrioments, is ; scrupulously
clean, arid the costuniihg, while .unV

YoU." are the principal tunes his crew doubtedly sufficiently daring and re

Indianapolis, Feb. 14.

. Will Rock, Sid Tomack and Rels
Bros., Charlie • Althdff, Gautier's
Steeplechase. Audhrie Wright; 'tall,

Dark and Handsome! (20th).

Jessel opens ..the show by kidding
various radio

.
programs, making

frierids with the,kiddies in the audi-
ence arid; even going so.far as.tb dish
out autographed photos of himself to
several of the youngsters. Comic
doesn't overlook a bet, and. while his

.

material- is. changed- at . virtually

every show to mieet conditions, he
;does hot for a minute falter. -

Fredericks and Lane are a pair;of
nimble hoofers who do a couple of
routines together, branch off .into

solo •. stepping and wind up with a

fast-moving exhibition: of terpsichore
that sent them off to good applause.
Dorothy Wade, a Los. Angeles .vio-

linist, who hasi made good over the

air as a member of KNX's 'Holly-

wood Showcase,' displays much tech-

nique with the stringed instrument,
arid, after a gavotte type of opening,

plays the 'Indian • Love Call' with
feeling and distinction.

Jean Gary,: Who has. appeared with
Jessel ln the east,; cornes on for some
torch warbling and fast, stepping.

Girl packs a load of personality and
should go .far. r

Jane Hazard, another local femme
and easy to look upon, first essays

to do a littlfe warbling', then goes Into

.a blackout skit with Jessel that pro-

vokes plenty of laughter. Miss. An-
drews then oh, garbed iri a1

, tight-fit^

ting white-spangled bodice arid flow-

ing . black skirt, with her reddish

browri hair, topping the ensemble.
She does two popular numbers and,

for an encore, 'Down Argentirie Way'
to excellent results.

Closing has Lowe, Hite and Stanley.-

•trio: comprising a midget, giant and
normal-sized man, for a series of

knockabout acrobatics arid comedy
which drew plenty of guffaws, . Al
Lyori brch accompanies throughout

Edwa.

Uses.for this show.

Lafry.' Adler;, harmonica Virtuoso,
is; still clicko with .'Frenesi,*. :'Night

I find Day' and 'The . Breeze and I.'

Senator : Murphy incorporates the.

present. Avartime problems, defense
arid the. traffic situation in :his up-
roarious moriolog that is aided by
the veteran's 'showmanship.- Work-
ing before this noisy .audience, part
of which; tried to toss in some, boos
when he kidded the corhrhies, the
'senator* built to the No. 1 hit of the
show. •

•••
.

;

RosalihdV Gordon, buck 'n' wing
idahcer who played, this house nearly
two years ago. is agairi. proving a
neat openirie turn spotted '-after the
initial band session. She has
added a twirling tap-dance climax
plus several new . long, sweeping
steps. . Grace Drysdace (New Acts),
marioriet manipulator,- does nicely,

especially after she steps; out to show
how it's done.

Biz fair when caught. Wear.

This week's bill is a hybrid. It's

three standard , vaude acts plus' one
amateur guest, and a pint-sized
magic show put on by Will Rock in

.27 minutes. While the overall time
consumes 67 minutes, the bill seems
short of talent, and the customer
may leave the theatre feeling he
hasn't gotten his money's worth.

All the billing in the ads goes to.

Rock, mustached,' goateed > mechani-
Cal illusionist, most of the stunts be-
ing standard. He does the. floating

. lady,, sword basket, mummy case,

doll house, stretching a girl, arid .fin-

ishes by • sawing a Woman in half.

Act lacks a sock. -
. >

Show, opens with Gautier's Steeple-

.

chase, poniesi arid dogs. ' Ponies do
. forrriatlons, then the dogs', ride the
ponies. One dog comes out in tux-

;
edo with « false head, winning solid

. response.
Audhrle Wright is the current wiri-

«er, of the WFBM" 'Talent Parade,'
and sings cutely 'Scrub Me Mamriia
with , a. Boogie Beat,' which could
have been worked up into* a bigger;
hand with a little more selling. .

."•

Charlie.Althoff is standard arid 'al-
ways surefire. Gornes out as an old

;
man who gets his . fingers caught ' in
his fiddle, soapboy, and clothing.
After: his utter confusion, he goes
into fiddle rendition of 'When You

: agd I. Were Young, Maggie,', which
is solid.- Then straight to play a
medley of jigs, 'Let Me Call You
Sweetheart,' 'There I Go,' and 'God
Bless; America.?-.:.' Althoff, has played
house many times and never misses
.*. Salvc''of mitt slaps.'::

"

Sid Tohnack and Reis Bros, give a.

new twist to, the familiar male trio.

Sets Which: have -shown here. They
threaten to go into, knockabout, but

.
have good taste enough to forego the.

temptation for eritertaiftrnent. They
introduce,, themselves as a singed

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS) •

There are a number of arresting

bits in the current bill at this. Times
Square newsreel emporium. Logical-

ly enough, they're all related to the

current world situation. Possibly

the most interesting clips : are those

covering Wendell Willkie's arrival at

LaGuardia airport from ' Europe
(Pathe) • and his appearance hefore

the Seriate committee hearing on the

lend-lease bill (Metro). Both are

provocative, but 'probably the latter

is more intriguing to the average

theatregoer because the locale is less

familiar, . "::;:;.' ^'- '"'.,.
'

: Most of the clips dealing w^h the

war reveal the cbmmori failing of all

newsreel coverage
1

of : the current

conflict-^the difficulty Iri obtaining

action pictures. Possibly • the -gen-

uinely graphic' stuff /will become
available after the war is over;

'
In;

the meantime, such: shots as the .cur-

rent brie of . the British ..dfiye in

Libya (Par and Fox) and naval

maneuvers,'in the Mediterranean are

absorbing enough. Others less spec-

tacular, but. sufficiently .illuminat-

ing, include midget; war- trucks at .Ft

Benning (Univevsal) .
parachuting

marines (Metro), air ..
views of-

Puerto- Rico's plane : arid naval, bases

(Par), several other .defense pro-

gram clips, shots of the wreckage- of.

an army plane (Par), views of the.

arrival in California of the dog that

ORIENTAL, CHI

.Chicago, Feb. 16. \
• Louis Armstrong Orch, Big-Time
Crip, Sonny - Woods, Timmie and
Freddie, Miller Bros, and Lois; ,*San
Francisco Docks' (RKO).

.

. plenty of • plumes, 1 costumes either. ';

.scanty or, slinky. Just a time-killer.

;

Andrew's; Dcwald. arid . Madoline
. ..

make. up. a fine class adagio act- : Eri-

tire stint is d'ones- in .evening-.-a'ttirei.

Stage presence is always there and
routine, is. flawless.

Ray : and Harrison are
.
cbrri.ics.:'

She's big arid hefty: Hiivrison is

short and baldish. Patter is blase

.

and funny, crude and pointed; some-
times off-color but not too offensive.

She. exits finally, does a quick-change .

.

arid comes back in a ballet ..costume 'V \

with; lots of rufflesV Does a bur-
lesque that, would make a ballerina
screarh in . agony,' but this audience •

roared. . Harrison cuts in arid the act
gets -funriier. He . hoists her. 162

.

pounds;, goes Into a spin arid winds
up with a crash against the pros^
'cenium 'wall. They go.-over. : Aris-

.

;

tocrats of Rhythm (8). spiked by
.

locals (6), handle music nicely.
Jim.

New Acts in Theatres

• At the Orlerital this week, Louis:
Armstrong proves, orice more that he
belongs arnong the top band presen-
tations; Received well by this house,
he presents a well-balanced, all-col-

ored surrounding bill.

Big-Time Crip, monopede terper,

works hard, sells himself doing
dance routine with aid of crutch, and
then abandons latter and continues
ori dancing ori one foot. His open-
ing whistling bit seems unnecessary.

Miller Bros, and Lois, making an
excellent appearance, .score.well, do-
ing some rather difficult' steps, on a
raised platform. What they, lack in

precision they make up by their un-
usual presentation. With a change
or two in their opening dance rou^

tine, this could be an Outstanding act.

Sonny Woods, receiving applause
on this entrance, tied: up the show
with his rendition of 'Without a
Song.' Great voice arid style, and a

finished showman. Had to beg off.

Timmie and Freddie, introduced as

being local boys, offer some anti.-

guated gags, which -nevertheless

rought good laughs: Boys have fine

possibilities., but as yet have, not de-
veloped a style of work arid appear;

to be constantly groping. With.rria-

terial and some expert coaching,, they

could -developi.a good layout. .
-

Highlight .of the show, of co.urse. is
.;

vealing : to satisfy
; male ;

admirers,
never transcends good taste, extreme
nudity ;being;corispicuously. absent.

: The snappy entertainment follows
the usual revue, pattern for the most
part^. with.; a few nbvei> twists here
and there. • "Specialties and the
WheelerrLadd' laughter provocations > SvrW bii"both nTghts caught;
are spaced, betweeni the feminine dis-
plays set off by lush' scenery. The
production Is fresh and clean. . The
girls' wardrobet running . mostly to
transparent material, seems, striking-
ly .

different. ;
' '

.
Sober-faced, apple-eating Wheeler

and stubbornly insistent Ladd start
the show ori 'its laughing way. •' The ;

Three Biltmorettes make their first

•of ;a; nurnber of appearahces, per-
forming difficult handsprings . arid

somersaults. They are attractive
girls as well as expert performers.
Then conies the first parade of the
Carroll beauts, plufne-bedecked arid
carrying prop, mandolins.

:
Reginald

Craig; robust tenor, handles the.

vocal well and the Sterner Sisters do
a neat dance specialty. More fun by
Wheeler and Ladd precede the . next
flash production number with the
girls carrying parasols and going
out into the audience to sit on male
patrons'

: knees. Beryl Cameron
warbles,and does a good Job of it-

Personable Bob Williams i$ back
with -his dog Red ' Dust, and again
the dog's indifference to his master's
commands and its suppleness- excite
laughs, and wonderment. Williams';
balancing feats with the canine bear
repetition. Wheeler and Ladd have
another good inning, with the former
spilling clean and^ funny gags and
stories.' •

'Blues 6ii Parade' Is another big

CLARENCE NASH
Ventriloquist, Lecturer
(50 Mins. -

Kleinhani Music Hall, Htiffalo

;. Anything that fills the new 3.000-

seat K.M.H. Saturday matinee at 35c
adds up to some .kind of significance,

.

even in duck talk.. Looks like the
ventro biz is okay, though it took a
coffee alrer to make, a national by.-

:

word out of one forriier- Chautauqua
performer (Edgar Bergen), and a
Walt Disney tieup to boost . another
(NaSh) into the calcium. Disney is

reported to have originally, audi-
tioned Nash Impersonating a kid re-
citing 'Mary Had , a Little Lamb,'
characterizing him a 'larynx full of
hot golf balls.' The description Is

accurate for this 'voice of. Donald
Duck.'
Nash is an unpretentious, business^

like youngster dependent. more upon
his queer vocal effects than the usual
dead-pan technique; Management of .

Music Hall erred In billing him as

entertainment for moppets, as he is

anything but that. Practically devoid
of showmanship,, he tees. off with a
highly technical explanation of Dis-

.;

ney production methods, way over

W.rlft again^prominent. along with the, Burbdnk piant are shown, various

rope. .- .

Frakson, smooth-working magi-
cian, produces a . seemingly endless
number of cigarets Irom empty space
and' finishes by inaklrig a radio set

disappear. The girls, in; black velvet
with pearl trimmings;, parade as

Then

and intricacies of cartoon production
processes explained, with an un-
abashed plug • for Walt's cartoon
crew. Sequence from, 'Tortoise and
Hare, are shown in various phases of
production, and a completed techni-
color, 'Donald's Nephews.' is thrown
in for a 'high, spot. Double talk., by
Nash with a large-sized :

duck dummy.Craig sings, again, w Then comes a
fan ballet. Artie Rise and- France.tta ;t 1^f_-:e_1„e_j

-
af tn-iirviie- <n-rrivin»

in a 'funny comedy bit. Finale
brings on the entire company.

.

Lower .floor well-filled and a scat-

tering in the balcony for the first

show opening day, ,
Friday.. Reei. ,

FOLLIES CAPRICE
; (CAPITOL, ATLANTA) >;•:;.'

arrangethents arid amplification indi-

cate the Hall's facilities for th's kirid

of entertainment are still in the em-
bryonic stage. -,-;'.

In present form, this one is swell
propaganda for Disriey and' his work
(especially 'Fantasia') for adult
trpde. but definitely not 'd'esiericri for
children. .

• ." '

. Burton.

Atlanta, Feb: 16.

Rita Gallagher, Elizabeth & Co.,

m , 11V . . ,„ „ the' Four Johnsons'; Rita: del Gardi,

'0*1 Satchel Mouth' himself. Playing
|
Andrews, Dewald. and Madeline, My

a medley of songs he introduced, in •
:and : Harrison, ..The Gorgeous Gals

* - - (7)', ..Aristocrats of Rhythm} 'Here
Comes, the Nduy^

,
.(WB) .

-:^v .
: ;

,

' This- unit was caught twice , (-9 ).

: and
(14) . Fi rst • trip was opening show,
secbnd. near end of run. Timing had

typical Armstrong: style, he had this

audience : tocking . in rhythm \and

hanging onto every high note.- Orr.

chestra itself is splendid arid the a'r-

rangements good. Girl singer Wrth

the band;. just fair;; :

.

Capacitv house at third show Sat-

urday (15).
: ""•' Gold..

fis^ervPIans to Imjort

Yanfc Bands for S; L

GRACE DRYSDACE
Mm-ionettes ;

;

;

;

. 6-lVIIns. '•'; •:. ,:'".•' •

Flatbush, Brooklyn.
.

This, type of marionette show- with.

Grace Drysdace,using her hands and
fingers to give the dolls anirhal ion,

has possibilities. Only ' four char-
acter's are offered. There's the fan
"dah'cei\' rhurnba stepper arid; the.bull-.

•roorri. couple; . Last one presents a
close ' resemblance • to- Hhe ' accepted

been cut from 64 to 57 minutes arid j

'

;cl«*
.

re^m^an^^;^%^cS
acts. rearranged'>y- house maringor
Far! Hojddn. who knows :

the ..bizv l- f*^-., - . . . „„ tA * v -
Tbpheavy With ;'dance .-acts . on- the ;

Ma?.* miniature stage to ^epeat.^he

'fore-end first .trip, much .better ar-

rangement .when finally -lined -up;

-Review -covers latter. ;. .

Production number opens the show
with Harrison, .of Ray arid Harrison;
sihgirig very poorly while ' liricgals

do. dance routine, Latter, than..' sing
second chprus of the Harrison tvihe.

ballroom' dance: .as. she- twirls in. a

dance of - her owri;
Act - looks like 'a good night club

novelty. ' :•', Wear.
'

Belle Baker to Miami
' Rio . de Janeiro; ;Feb. 18.

Clifford C. Fischer, due here next,

week .fromv New . ¥^>rk,: to set his

£aa
1V
cWp' fli'^ . .of black lace are just, within tne law. I

. , ...

finU%UoV.cK . v
;.;;!'co-headl..ner with. Homo .Vincent at

IPoS:-.^ import U. S;
; ^&<f$}°®?T

Goes over^c^yi

\ -w»'u -u r<~r~ Belle Baiter, winding up :a wtrk at
Few caught song title-or words.. Gals.- , .

.

..
, <t

^--'- Ne . vhi-k ion cht
.

;

are welt trained arid scanty; costumes .

L«eW'.*'' ff;.,^'S )2i<\Kl
'

of black lace are just. within the law. (.Wednesday), opens Friday (.21. as

bands to Rio and Buenos. Aires; ' ;'.tQut^fe--hif.tiljr...
Delaware Bay (Metro)

, ,

Rest of the bill is pretty much the

usual- assortment of bits from cur-
ian..tyD> . j,evne to ship intact

»SS^)S8& KSfft^SS- S«?:rW.:coP.c»S«nS ,

,-

average. Hope. 1 nitery

_. . , . , a R,.'.,>;i
' Fjiza'bcth and Co.; 10-dog act, pace

-rFjscher is also •-PreP%r
.

1
.

n.8.'a.?V
, -- ,

.

1

:-'i apU0n,'sm-artl^'.'

: The line comes back; cleverly cos-

V- 1 turned, as. sweet sixteens, (4) and boy
'

I fri»rihV (3).
J

• Hlfh kickinp' pn/i n""-

fhe. Carousel, Miami Beach, for two
weeks,

.
with, a , half -week at * he

Oiympia, Miami' vaudfilmer. .i:n.: . a

fuiUweek. at the State-Lake, .ClK'^-ago,

immediately following. •

William .Morris-office n^x'Hi..
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By DAN GOLDBERG
, Chicago, Feb. 18/

;

The old-rtime. spirit of the. theatre

Was rekindled Saturday night (15)

on the stage, and in the; auditorium

of the venerable i Bla'ckstone theatre

when the Chicago company of -Life

With . Father' celebrated its first an-

niversary, or, as Vally Fried said,

'its first annual celebration.'/Only
two other shows, in the past couple

of decades have; been able to cele-:
' brate a first anhi in Chicago, 'Abie's

Irish Rose' and .'LightninV .

That any show can stay a year in

Chicago these days is a triumph.for"

the play, the producer and everyone

associated with, the production. It

is a demonstration of . what can be
' done in the. theatre if the attitude, is

not defeatist, if there is :
no push-

ing around of the patrons and no

petty chiseling.

Taking an out-of-the-way house,,

Oscar Serlin made it the. No. 1 spot

of town and has made "Life With Fa-

ther' a matter 'of community' pride.

The Mayor of Chicago issued a mu-
. nicipal proclamation on the show's

anniversary .calling the. show family

'.Chicago's own family.' From the.

President of the' United States came
a congratulatory : letter.

Anniversary party brought tears to

the eyes of many an old-timer for the

aura of glamour and legitimate tradi-

tion that was revived. ;
All of ; show

business here was on hand to honor

the show and. all connected''.with it.

Serlin was there, and Russel Crouse
and. Mrs. Clarence Day. Ward .More-'

house came in from N. Y. Colleen

Moore and Irene Castle were .
there

to make up . a silerit-film threesome

with Lillian Gish.
"';

Special Show's Lineup
In the special show ori the stage

after the performance were
;
Bert

Lahr, Willie Shore, Gypsy Rose Lee,

Benny Baker, Jerry Bergen.
.
Ella

Gerber, Ben Gould, Eddie Hanley.

.Entire proceedings were run by Car-

roil Ashburn, 'Father's' stage man-
ager. Using two. youngsters, Char-
ron Follett and David Jeffries, Ash-
burn staged a riotous skit with the

two kids playing the roles -of Miss

Gish and Percy Waram.
There v/as some ribbing of the

Shuberts, of Serlin. and others. For
a final touch : they screened two
D. W. Griffith flicker oldies, 'Unseen-

Enemy' and 'Musketeers of Pig Al-

ley,* which starred Miss Gish.

Harry Forwood turned in a sensa-

tional job on publicity. Herald-and-
American issued a ; special make-
over job with the front page en-
tirely devoted to 'Life With Father/

. Drama League breakfast during an-
niversary week drew a record-
breaking attendance to honor the

show, with the Leaguers paying $2.50

a plate for the privilege. Mrs. Clar-

ence Day addressed a conference of

Women's Club presidents, Which
drew '400 club leaders from all parts

of the midwest.
On the anniversary night perform-

ance, all women patrons received a

corsage; the men got butonnieres.

All patrons had souvenir gold-leal

tickets for their memory books and
a special program. Forwood ob-

tained cooperation from 34 stores

throughout the loop for a tleup with
the anniversary, and 17 restaurants

and. hotels joined in of their , own
accord to send birthday cakes to the

show. • '.
'

.' - ;..',

Shows in Rehearsal

•Native Son' — Orson Welles,

John Houseman.
. Tour Loving Son'—Jay Rich-

ard Kennedy, Alfred Blooming-
dale, Joseph F. LoeWi.
•They Walk Alone' — Ben

Boyar. " >'

'Five Alarm Waltz* ^ .Everett

Wile., .•-:.'-'.

'Brooklyn BlarrUtV-Marie L.

Elkins, Clarence Taylor.

"The Student .Prince' (road)—

,

Shubefts. .-.-/,.
.

To West Point April 13

For Cadets' Benefit

. >Arseritc "and Old Lace' wilt prob-

ably play special performance

Sunday night, April 13*; at the U. S.

Military Academy, West Point Pro-

ducers Howard Lindsay and Russel.

Crouse have agreed to. the idea and
the cast has 6kayed .it, but Equity has

hot given permission, arid the date,

is not final. Believed it would be
the first Broadway show in memory
to give a performance at West Point,,

although a few. have given benefit

shows at Sing Sing prison in -

cent years. .// '

;
According to tentative plans, the

cadets would build their own pro-

duction for the show, which would
avoid the cost of taking the setting

from the /Fulton; N. Y. Pointers

would also set up their own light-

ing. Lindsay and Crouse expect- to

pay the train - fare of the cast, how-
ever. .

Idea of the performance apparently
originated from a lecture at the
Academy by John Anderson, drama
critic of the N. Y. Journal-American.
He raved about the comedy in his

talk and the. cadets, who under the
present speed-up schedule of courses
have no holidays In

.
which to visit

Broadway and see the shows, aft-

erward asked, him if there wasn't
some way they could see 'Arsenic.'

Anderson told Crouse about it and
the latter, wrote to West Point offi-

cials with an offer to take the show
there for a single performance.

Since the West Point date has
been under consideration, there has
also been talk of 'Arsenic' giving a
special showing at Sing Sing, but the
play's theme of using, wholesale
murder as a comedy subject mi«ht be
objectionable to prison officials.

However, Warden Lewis E. Lawes
saw the show at the Fulton and en-
joyed It.

NUGENT QUITS 'ANIMAL'

FOR PARJTLM CHORES

Pittsburgh, Feb. 18.

. Elliott Nugent, star and. cdrauthor

with James Thurber of "The Male

Animal/ will leave the Herman
Shumlin hit next ' Saturday night

(1) at the close of the Nixon en-

gagement here and is to . be replaced

in the cast by James Belli one of

Broadway's many ; Jeeter Lesters.

Nugent^ who has been appearing in

the play for the last 14 months, re-

turns tq Hollywood to resume, his

directorial chores at' Paramount, be-

ginning with a new Bob Hope film/

'Animal', has been a three-way win-

ner for Nugent, who has collected,

as actor, author and part-producer.

Couple, of weeks of one-nlghters fol-

lowing
1
'Pittsburgh: will be Bell's bap •

tism in the role and further exten-

sion of show's tour will depend on
whether Nugeht's

.
Withdrawal has

any- ;noticeable effect on boxoffice.

Play has lately been mopping up in

the East, hitting almost $19,000 week
before last in Washington for the

best weekly gross of its career;

A. C. HOTELMEN NK
LEGIT-VAUDE PROJECT

• Atlantic City, Feb. 18.

Atlantic City Hotelmen's Assn, de-

clined to underwrite a legitimate

theatre and vaude project in this re-

sort at Its meeting Friday night (14)

.

The plan was advanced, by Morris
Green, New York , theatrical pro-
moter ''.'...•.-

.
•

'••

Adrian Phillips, hotelmari/ and
chairman of the. committee to study
the theatre proposal, said that; al-

though the hqtelmen : considered, a

theatre here, 'a grand , idea,' the as-

sociation is. not financially :: able. ,to

undertake the promotion; which
would cost $20,000. That amount
would guarantee working capital.

The committee for f several weeks,
studied the. proposal, which planned
to lease " one of the numerous dark
houses here arid produce plays and
vaudeville.

Hotelmen voted to ;
support the

' prospective Stpkowsjti Youth .Con-
certs^ scheduled here April 27 . to

May u. '//.
i

RAMIREZ OUT OF HEAT*

DUE TO S. A. BOOKINGS

Carlos Ramirez left the ' cast of

•Crazy With the Heat,' 44th Street,

New York, last .night (Tuesday ), the

withdrawal being forced because of

South American dates. Warbler
plans rejoining the' revue in four
WeekSi promising to journey back
by Clipper plane, granted the show
is - still playing. Frank' Parker of

i
radio is slated to replace Ramirez
jtonighk

.
////:''

.

../''
;
:

!
Business .for 'Heatf picked up last

week with , the gross approaching
$12,000. Show .would have shown a
slight, profit at that level, but money
for. extraspace ads- resulted in an
even break; . Revue added Sunday
afternoon to

: its . Sabbath ' evening
'schedule, with fair attendaricei; -

Hollywood, Feb. 18.

, Milton Lazarus, author of 'Every

Man for Himself,' has brought suit

in. New
(

York against The Dramatists

Guild and the Authors League of

America, Inc., for damages aihount-

ing to $25,500.

Lazarus asserts that while his play

was running in San. Francisco, where
it was well received by the critics

arid drew large and enthusiastic audi-

ences, he received from a major mo-
tion picture producer a very sub-

stantial offer for the film rights/This

offer, Lazarus says, was made subject

to approval, of the sale by The Dra-
matists' Guild, prior to the New York
opening.

It is further claimed ,by the author
that the Guild, in violation of its

own agreement, constitution and by-
laws, failed to take appropriate ac-

tion upon his request for its' ap-
proval, and that he was therefore
unable to take advantage of the stu-

dio offer. . As a result,. Lazarus says,

he was obliged subsequently to dis-

pose of the picture fights for $4,500.

or $25,500 less than the original offer,

and he. accordingly seeks to recover
that amount from the defendants.
Case is now pending in the New

York state supreme court. -

'Every Man.' with Lee Tracy
starred, had a three-weeks run in

San Francisco, following a Santa
Barbafa break-in. before going to
N. Y;, where it failed to catch on.

For New Strawhat Site

Katz's Roanoke Stock

Inside Stuff—Legit

Unusual stunt was pulled by. Dixie French, general manager, for John
Golden, on the opening night of 'Claudia' at the Booth, N. Y., last Wednes-
day (12). Shortly after the premiere he secured a quote line from Howard
Barnes, who goes on the air at midnight for WOR With condensed reviews
of plays. The line was used in the 'Claudia' ads in the late editions of the

a.m. papers, thereafter being extracted. Critics' notices were distinctly

favorable, with one or two exceptions. Barnes is .the picture reviewer of

the Herald Tribune, the radio opinions being an additional stint.

Play is by Rose Frariken, who did the staging, her first such job; She is

married to.William Brown Meloney, novelist whom she met in Hollywood
when both were there, on writing assignments. His mother is editor of
This Week, the Trjb's Sunaay magazine section.

•The: Talley Method/ .retitled The Mechanical Heart/ then reverted to.

the original label, has been delayed four times as the result of unlucky
breaks. . First postponement came when John Halliday was taken ill and
Philip Merivale replaced, to co-star with Ina Claire. . ' Since then cast arid

script revisions have been made .and the show is .now due on Broadway
at the Miller next Monday (24).

Herman Shumlin originally did the staging but it. Was agreed that .ha

Would be free after a certain number of weeks. He is now engaged pre-
paring a new Lillian Hellriian drama, untitled. Elmer Rice took over th«.

directional assignment.
''

-.

;

"'

' 'Scandals' is in from the road after playing 83 weeks. It started "as a
full-length revue on Broadway and then toured legit stands, 'after Which
the show was condensed for picture houses, where it- played 32 weeks,
most extended booking of that type in some years. 'Scandals/ produced
by. George White, opened at the Alvin, N. Y.t at $4.40, then moved, to War-;
rier's Hollywood' With the scale reduced. House is now known as the>5l8t

Street arid has been housing ballets this winter. /

/ White is now occupied with his Gay White Way, Broadway nitery. Un<»
derstood the profits from 'Scandals' financed the cafe, venture.

Six settings operated oh rolling platforms will; be used for 'A- Man's
Reach,' to be presented at the tiny Provincetown Playhouse in the Village

by a. new group called Theatre Associates. Play by Irwin/ Rowan arid

Martin J. Devon is slated: Friday, Saturday and Sunday for four weeks»
starting this weekend (21). .. -.v."

Show will not .play, under Equity conditions, association not being con-
cerned in little theatre showings outside the. Broadway zone. Same goes)

for colored shows which are confined to Harlem..

" Surname of Harris is figured to be the most prevalent moniker in New
York legit. Those so named include producers Sam H., Jed and William,
Jr., no relation; Elmer, author of 'johnny Belinda'; Sidney, company man-
ager of 'Pal Joey'; Charlie, in the same capacity for 'Louisiana Purchase,*,

and the litter's/ brother,: Lou, treasurer at the; Biltmor'e. theatre, and /Willy,

in the boxoffice at the National theatre.

Laurence Schwab,/ legit, producer, is in Mexico^ City, Where he- Writes

he is 'taking a vacation from a vacation.'
1 He went to Miami Beach some

time ago and is due back there.

Last winter Schwab built a hotel /in Florida which he leased- for flye

years. '':

James Ramsey Ullman (and ^Sidney Harmon), who produced 'Men in

White/ .'The Milky Way/ 'Blind Alley' and ptheiv Broadway, legits,
-

boasts

in a current Esquire footnote that he reads four languages; 'English, Frerich,

German arid Vaiuety.' , : V

Akron Looks for Hays

To Milk Banner Season

Chicago, Feb. 18. /

.
Thoda Cdcrpft, who has been op-

erating a summer legiter at the Coach
House theatre on the Armour estate

in Oconomowoc, Wis., some 140 miles
from Chicago, figures to move the
sti'awhat to a spot only 50 miles from
town, if her deal for a ' Ideation on
the Edith : Robkefeller. McCormick
estate materializes.

. New location would be in the ultra

Lake Forest district and only a few
miles from Fort Sheridan.

Rochester. N. Y.. Feb. 18. .

.
George Katz. former burlesque op-

erator at the Embassy, here, is bank-
rolling move-of local legU. stock com-
pany to Roanoke, ya.; fot- 10 wesk;>'.
season opening Feb. 17 with 'It's a
Wise Child/ ,/ /•/ . .

'

/: •,

Troupe, directed by Francis :Bal-'

lard, played here in . the Gregory St.
Playhouse.; Michael Stuart and Mary.
LaRoche cpritinue in. leads and Frank
Reynolds as company mana/»er.

;

':.

Under present' plans Norfolk, Vai.
try; will, follow Roanoke, and Indian-
apolis next Septeraber-./

KGKO UP TO 5,000
' ,': '

'''
;'

:, '/: Dallas. Feb; 18.

Radio station KGKO,
.owned. joiriU

ly. by the Dallas News and the Fort
Worth Star-Ttelegram, has received
perriiission from' the Federal Com-
munication to increase its power
from 1,000 to '5,000 wajits; . KGKO
has studios iri .both Dallas and-. Fort
Worth.
Xn order to make the power, in-

crease, Martin Campbell states a. 415-
foot vertical radiator will be. erected,
besides the two 335-foot towers at
KGKO's transmitter near; Arlington.

A new ground system, consisting of

120 radials, each 410 feet in length,

will also be laid, :

Meantimei WRR, Dallas' municipal
broadcasting station, will erect: a new
5,000-watt transmitter building.

Akron, Feb. 18.

. Colonial theatre management here
wants' more toad shows. After sev-

eral in. arid out seasons, this season
has proved a banner one for legit in

Akron and. : only difficulty now is

obtaining more plays. with stars the

folks know.',

.

With four/ shows having visited

the Colonial thus far, giving six. per-
formances, only once has the play- '

house had an audience of less than;
capacity and that for a matinee. The

'

house seats 1,475. Katharine Hep-

1

burn's 'Philadelphia Story' brought
out 1,550 for' the evening perforiri-

ance; 1,000 for the matinee. Tallulah
Bankhead's 'Little Foxes' drew 1,550
patrons. 'Hellzapoppin' got attend- 1

ance of 1.500; and "Tobacco Road,' on

!

its; fourth, visit, attracted /3,1(K) in a j

matinee-evening showing.

grieb Gives ttp ;./.

Milwaukee,- Feb; 18.

Joseph; C. Grieb, for 33 years man-
ager . of Milwaukee's biggest shbw
place, the / Auditorium, has finally

given up. His -fight' to . retain the
$7,500 a year job, from which . the
perisi board ordered his retire-
ment. . -v .

.
; - / ;

,
. ./ /.;'

He has been succeeded by Wil-
liam C. Maas, former . executive
secretary to Gov. Julius P. Heii. -

May Do. 'Nickel' in N;'Xv :
/

:

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.

.

'Friend : for a Nickel/ riew; play by
Johri Meefiah; Jr;, • and; Claude
Stroud, has been bought by John
Meehari. Sr., who will, produce it

here for possible Broadway - show-
ing. . .

Piece will be cast with name leads
and be readied: for. early part of riext

.season. .;
.

; • .;
,;'.'..

.. ; :

•••

Joseph Ileidt, Theatre Guild p. a.,

rnay operate the County, theatre, Suf-
fern. N. Y., this season. Walter Ar-
mitage, who had the strawhat last
year, is out fpr this season, arid there
appears little chance that Haydori
Evans or Ruth Weston' will operate
it, as has been repeatedly rumored.

REVISED JOB DRAMA

WILL GET PITT TEST

•'./•' Pittsburgh, Feb. 18..

. 'Dawn In Lyonesse/ Thomas Job's

dramatization of the Mary . Ellen

Chase novel, which has been, an off

and on Broadway possibility for the

last two seasons, will be tested this

week at the.. Carnegie Tech drama

:

school, where Job is an assistant

professor. Since original tryout at

Locust Valley, L. L, couple of sum*;
mers back, drama has been con-
siderably

.
revised, and several top-

flight producers, are expected in
town to have a look at the piece.
Earlier this year, 'Dawn' had been
announced for a Broadway produc-
tion by Felix Jacoves and the Olrieys,
who dropped it, however, a few
months ago. It's to run for six per-
formances at Tech, beginning Thurs-
day (20), and Job himself is direct-
ing it. ';.-''

'

Job is also the author of 'Not to
the

.
Swift/ : which Cornelia . Otis

Skinner purchased in late/ October
arid expected to star in -this: sea-
son. However, she has asked play-
wright to make some revisions and
in meantime Will do .dramatization

,

of Somerset Maugham's. "Theatre* in-
stead, holding 'Swiff until-, later.

/ Engagements

Canada Lee, 'Native/Son,' -.:'.
.

Ann Lpring, Jannes Todd;. Owen
Lamont. Herbert Ratner, Ralph W.
Chambers, Dorothy Libaire, Bertram
Thorn, 'Brooklyn Biarritz/'

'.

Cornelia Otis. Skinner, Margaret
Bannerrnan, Arthur Margetsbn, Regi-
nald Mason. Florence Edney, Joan
Wetmore, Gar! Harbord. Frederick
Bradlee. Leslie Austin. Stanley, Har-r
rison, Ralph Bunker, Jack Merivale,
"Theatre' (complete oast). /

Edward Hyans, "Jr., «My Sister

Eileen' (Chicago company).
Elsa Lanchester, Carol Goodner,

Olive Deering, They Walk Alone/
Helen Zelinskaya, Curt Conway,

Robert Shayne, 'Five Alarm Waltz.'
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To Be Unfair; Censorsbip Feared
4r

Equlty has declared unfair, half .a

dozen managers .
the Coast who

are charged with using salacious ad-

vertising matter, if not bawdy: parts

in performances, of shows in which
amateur players nave teen appear-

ing; 'Move was made at the sugges-

tion of the Screen Actors Guild,

which' fears that unless the practices

are curbed a wave of censorship may
start .; and spread, throughout, the

stage and screen fields;

SAG sought to * -ve the theatres

used declared unfair. Equity figured

that., such action might result in

damage suits and regards placing the

managers on the . unfair list just as

effective. It means that any amateur
continuing to appear for the in-

evolved showmen will not be per-

mitted to join any of the actor-artist

unions. ' Equity will notify the man-
' agers and the casts individually, it

being estimated that upward . of 50

amateurs have been In the* ques-

tioned shows, '

It is assumed that riot all the supr
posed- amateur* are of that classifica-

tion, the inference being that a per-

centage of pros are appearing under
phoney- names. . .V checkup appears
to have been made, but that will be
done when the warnings are : sent

out. SAG has already adopted a
ruling making-all the aims concerned
Ineligible for membership.

Most of the questioned advertising

is in the form of throwaways or
heralds and some of the samples sent

east bear out the claim that the
managers overstepped the mark of
decency. Church element in Los
Angeles has . complained about the
practice for some time.

8. Bernard, MCA Agent

Others Backing Welles'

Prod, of 'Native Son'

Principal backer of Orson Welles'

production Of 'Native Son,' slated for

a New York preem March 17, is

Bern Bernard, formerly associated

with RKO on the Coast and later an
agent there. Bernard will also act

as business manager of the com-
pany, with choice up to him as to

whether he will get billing as co-

producer..

Welles and John Houseman, who
Is associated in the production, are
the

. 'artistic' producers, while Ber-
nard and two other backers term
themselves the 'financial' producers
in the setup. Other two coin men
are Jerry Lavin, of Music Corp. of

America, acting for another party,

and William . Herz, also acting for

other interests. Lionel Stander
was handed an 8% interest for his

part in getting Welles and the. coin

:

together, while • Welles, . Houseman
and Herman J. Mankiewicz as.own-

of United Productions, . Inc.,

- which holds the dramatic, right to

'Son,' will also share in the take.
;

:

Bernard originally put up $20,000
six hours after first seeing .the script

, last Wednesday ' (12 ). Anxiety of
* number of Welles* friends, to get
In on the financing, however, result-
ed in Bernard, being convinced to
take back $3,000. This amount .was
then put up by Lavin and Herz. In
addition, Bernard and Lavin each
have another $5,000 to put '

in if

needed, arid there's some minor dis-

agreement as to who will get first
; chance to put his money up.

'Son,* which has been dramatized
by Paul Green and Richard Wright
from Wright's best-selling novel, is

.the first show backed by , Bernard.
It will probably go into the St.

James theatre, N. Y., costs being
held, down by. use of the turntable
made for Welles' production of 'Five
Kings'. Three previews will be
given prior to the opening.

^Richard Aldrlch will again operate
..the Cape playhouse. Dennis, Mass.,
this summer, his fifth, at the spot.
Ten-week season opens June 30.

HOW TO CRASH LEGIT

IN ONE EASY LESSON

John Qulgg, who plays Officer
Brophy in 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' at
the Fulton, N. Y , is . making his legit

debut' in the play. A veteran of many
years iri: vaudeville,; he was out of a
job when the Gay New Orleans show
folded with the closing of the New
York World's Fair.

'After thinking it over,' he ex-
plains, 'I decided vaudeville was
dead, so I told Mrs. Quigg I was go-
in? into the legitimate. I .went down-
town {hat yery day''to;iook'ftfr a job.
One of : the first people I met on
Broadway told me. somebody at the
Empire theatre was casting a cop
part in a. new play, ; I went down,
was iirimediately cast and here I am.'

First few rehearsals were confiisf
irig, Quigg says. Biit he explained to
director Bretaigne Windust that It

was merely because be. was used to,

being alone on the stage. 'Now Boris
Karloff • and the others 'don't bother
me a bit,' he adds.

Persons from the commercial field

have aspired to the stage and some-
times made the grade, but virtually

the reverse is true of Cliff Dunstan,
who recently quit 'Pal Joey,' an es-

tablished hit at the Barrymore, N. Y.,

to work for the General Electric Co.
The GE job was competed for by
a number of actors who were -

quired to. apply at the plant, quar-
tered in the former Remington Arms
factory in Bridgeport, Conn.
The actor had to apply to the

personnel department just like any
artisan or mechanic seeking a job.

Dunstan's assignment with GE,
however, will be professional. He
will head a show to be sent on tour

to the company's other plants and
offices. Balance of the troupe is said

to consist of amateurs, mostly people

selected from among the employees.
Shows are designed to pep up sales-

men for GE. Salary paid Dunstan in

the new job materially tops that he
received in 'Joey* and. includes first-

class, transportation and hotel ac-

commodations.

Billy House Working

'Hellz' in Wheel-Chair

Pittsburgh, Feb. 18.

'

Billy House, co-starred with Eddie
Garr in touring 'Hellzapoppin;' has

been down with bad case of neuritis

ever, since revue opened at Nixon
last Monday (10) and is playing only

those scenes in show he can do from
a .wheel:.':chVir.^- ;:That..riim'inates. ro-

tund comic from most of his sketches

with Garr and as a result he's doing

only about four skits, instead of the

even dozen in which he's pro-

grammed. ' -
.

Bobby Jarvis, who had been play-

ing several : bits 'Hellz,' stepped

into House's shoes with, only a

couple of hours' rehearsal opening

night here arid crix . all gave him a

hand for a first-rate job. House
hasn't been able to leave his rolling

cot for -10 days now, being wheeled

from his hotel to the theatre for

every performance. :•'
First-nighters thought it was a

typical 'Hellz' gag when a bell-boy

from the William Penri hotel

wheeled House in through the front

entrance of the Nixon while the

lobby crowd was thickest at the big

benefit (Mercy hospital) opener.

Cash customers weren't aware Until

midway through the show that the

wheel chair was on the level.

good emu

Some Managers Have
Showed Tendency; to Limit

Showings to Br oa d wa y,

B ut Attitude H at Been
Changing—24 Troupes on
Tour

HITS INCREASE

' .The road this season /has been
flourishing in most stands and worth-
while attractions have been drawing
profitable grosses all along the line.

Some managers have shown, a tend-

ency . to produce principally . for

Broadway and to play only the key
cities out of town. Now indicated

they, are showing revived .interest in

the road and next 'season should find:

more shows in the hinterland. :

There are currently around 24
troupes on tour, including several

ballets which are booked in legit

theatres, but there are more shows
currently playing Broadway than
presently on tour. For a time it

was figured that the season of 1941-

42 on the road would be on the
downgrade because of the paucity,,

of .new hits, but with the coming
of fresh successes there Is a more
encouraging slant. ...

•Father,* 'Dinner,' 'Foxes,'Koad'
Roadshow companies of outstand-

ers have been notable for almost a
solid year, 'Life With Father' and
The Man Who Came to Dinner'
prospering in particular. While not
getting as high grosses, Tobacco
Road' on the road continues to play
repeat dates, getting grosses . that

triple those of the Broadway coin-

pany and sometimes much more.

The high takings of. 'The Little

Foxes' and, in . certain spots, The
Male Animal' have surprised Broad-;

way. '

•
.

'Dinner,* with . Alexander Wooll-
cott. which recently resumed on the
road, is another eye-opener. Booked
into Baltimore for two weeks, the

show cleaned
.
tip.. ' Currently it is

playing a split week, but opens In

Washington next Monday (24) for

another two-week stand. Advance
sale at the: capital is so heavy that

a $20,000 pace is anticipated. . Wooll-
cott is repeating the draw that he
started in Lbs Angeles last season,

which was followed by his layoff

through illness. It's possible that the
humorist, playing himself, will ap-
oear in the- Broadway company be-
fore the season enters the summer.

Outside of the ballets there are

three musicals on tour. Two are

cleaning up-^'Hellzapoppin' (No. 2),

and 'DuBarry Was a Lady.' Bring-

ing in Eddie Garr and Billy House
to the Winter Garden 'Hellz* to bat

for Olsen and Johnson when they go
Hollywood next summer, is being
mulled.

•

. Key Stands Satisfied

Managers in key. cities are ap-

parently satisfied. An instance is in

St; Louis, where the American thea-:

tre has played 15 weeks of road
shows and earned a profit with
ev^ry show this season exceot 'Morn-
ing's At SeVeri.' It has four more
attractions coming in. all virtually a

cinch to ?et real money.
'

Attractions to play ; there are

'There Shall Be No Nipht' (Lunts),

'Twelfth Night* (Helen Hayesv Mau-
rice. Evans).; 'DuBnrry Was a Lady'
(Bert Lahr). and 'Cabin in the Sky'
'Ethel Waters). House is operated

hy PaUl Beismani "•

HAMHERSTEIN-ROMBERG

OPERETTA FOR ST. LOO

St. Louis Municipal Opera season'
Is being set for the summer season
which starts June 5. First attrac-
tion will be 'New Orleans,' a new
operetta by Oscar Hammerstein, II,

and Sigmund Romberg, their first

collaboration in some years. The
show is a potential attraction for.

next season,, though no prpducer is

mentioned^ .

'.' ' .'' .• -":

.7 Final attraction is to be 'Balalaika,'

but presentation is contingent upon
the production reaching this side

from London, where the show was
presented in 1937. It was slated for

Broadway a season or so ago but the
deal fell through. .'Balalaika' was
made as a pipture In Hollywood.
Between the two new shows decided
on, the balance of the season will

See musical revivals as heretofore.

NO TROUBLE ON

Raze Ex-Barnum Theatre
Bridgeport, Feb. 18,

'"

Park theatre, 75-year-old . house
formerly owned by- P. T. Barnum,
then 'called America's .Music; Hall,

will be razed and replaced . by an
office building.

Long Bridgeport's road show stand,

Park . was leased to Fox New Eng-
land chain in 1929, but went dark
when, circuit went into receiver-

ship. . Federal Theatre used house a

few years ago.

Demand on Gotham ticket brokers
by the League of New York Thea-
tres that they remit the. ticket levy,

ohe Of the code stipulations, bas rer
suited in prompt responses: -Approxi-
mately $8,000 was' due the code en<-

forcement board arid two-thirds of

that total has been received. Money
was for tickets sold by agencies dur-
ing the first .

three months of the
season.

Willingness of the brokers to put
it on the line may be explained by
a one-third reduction in the levy.

Originally they were supposed to pay
3%c per ticket, but last season the

'tax' was lowered to an even 3c.

Recently, the code outfit cut the levy
to 2c but forgot to make mention of

the cut.

Brokers protested the 3c levy: al-

though lc was to be held in escrow
and rebated the agencies if the
money was not expended. Ticket
people have been claiming right

along , that the levy made it diffi-

cult for them to operate put of the
red. Coin from tickets is supposed
to be used for policing those agen-
cies reported to be evading code re-

strictions. With the license cbmmis-
• sioner understood to have assigned

deputies io do that work, it Is doubt-,

ful if the code people will duplicate

the coverage. Code people,, however,
are known to buy tickets at various
boxoffices mostly with the idea of
checking whether the proper
number of tickets are available for

direct sale. .
•

'•

.

Each theatre must keep 25% of

capacity for direct sale. It- appears
that some treasurers did hot under-
stand; that included the best loca-

tions, • but -that is one of the code's

principal rules.

Lawyer Turned Actor

.,: Milwaukee, Feb. 18.

Manfred Gross, a Milwaukee law-
yer who took over a stock company
and became , so enamoured of show
business' that he married his leading
woman (Myrtyl Ross) and became
an actor himself, -is now in radio as

the central figure, in 'This, Our Na
tive Land,' a series of dramatizations
of the lives of! the Presidents being
presented for a half-hour on Sunday
afternoons over: WTMJ. -.

The erstwhiie barrister not only,

authors the continuity, but portrays

the character of 'The Old -Timer,'

who acts as narrator; connecting the

dramatized vignettes.

- Broadway Is having mid-week pat-
:

ronage trouble, attendance., being off

so much
;

Thursday, (cook's day
out) in particular that showmen
have been squawking. Except for

'thevhighgrpssirig attractions, busU

'

riess is strong orily;Friday. and both

performances on Saturday. Sundays
have developed' to such an extent
that on Monday nights .along Broad-:
way the show district - has a rather
deserted appearance.

While spring production is stiil on
the offish side, there are more shows
on the list currently than last year-
at- the same time, by more than 30%,
despite the closing of two

;
shows last,

week. Currently, there are 28 . at-

tractions, as against 21 in rnid-Feb-

:

ruary, .1940..' Among the stayers are
five holdovers.

'Liberty
.
Jones' . which - cost tha

Theatre Guild plenty to. produce will

.

stop at the Shubert Saturday. (22),

quickest flop the outfit ever had.
'Popsy' was yanked at the Playhouse
after four performances at last mid-
week. .'Boudoir' closed pronto at the
Golden Saturday.. *Next . week The
Talley Method* which was retitled

The Mechanical Heart* arrives at
the Miller and 'Brooklyn Biarritz'

lights the Royale. .

.

Golden Indicates Confidence

First well-known showman to in-
dicate confidence in next summer on
Broadway is John. Golden: Imme-
ditely after opening 'Claudia' at the
Booth, last week, he announced the
production of 'Theatre,' which he
planned holding back until next sea-
son. Show goes into rehearsal around
the middle of March. Play is a Guy ,

Bolton dramatization of Somerset
Maugham's story, Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner to be starred. Other managers
are known to be concentrating on
scripts' and are anxious to go into
action.

Sundays

Earlier starting curtains, which
have been mulled for some time,
may be given a test on Sundays.
Afternoon performances usually be*
gin at 3 o'clock. While such perform-
ances may not be set ahead, the Sab-
bath-night showings may be sched-
uled for 8 .o'clock.; There is appar-

^
ently a logical reason for ringing up
then since it is believed that most,
patrons would, be afforded the op-
portunity of reaching their domiciles
sooner.

*

More shows are trying Sunday
matinees, dropping Monday nights .

and midweek matinees. Past Sabbath
(18) reports on business were in and
out, but apparently satisfactory for
most shows, same going for the
afternoons.

Baikt TheMre
f

s lVmd BO.

In N. Y: May Be Expbined

By Too Much Competition

The Ballet Theatre, one of sev-

eral ballet organizations playing

legit theatres, opened a limited en- .

gagement at the Majestic, N.Y., last

.

week. Outfit was accorded a favor-

able press • but business was mild
.after the debut, .'

;
Attendance

.
picked

up Saturday and Sunday. ; nights,

however! when takings were arourid

$2,300 on each" evening; ',

Current dance group was preceded
by two ballets which: played to ex-
cellent business at the 5lst Street

(Warners Hollywood) earlier in the
winter^ .That may explain the dif-

ference in attendance draw by the
Ballet Theatre over last season,

when it attracted considerable at-

,

tention at the Center; Radio City.

Prior to the current date the Thea-
tre Ballet played six weeks in Chi-
cago under, the auspices of the Civic
Opera, It is slated to play the
Colonial, Boston, March 24. ;

;
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CLAUDIA
Com+1v In three acts >by: IliiHft Ki'uiiUen

pr«x«mi-il at the . Booth,. : N; Y., ' Feb...- 12,
r4l, by Julia Golden} slnKC'l.by the iiuUior

•••II i iik, Dunn Id OensUger ; 18.30 ten..
'

Uii. Brown :'.

D*v»l -S'.niRh'on. I ,

.

Claii'lla N:inc);t. n.

.

Bad list. •••• ••!>

Fill'......
Jpitv S*.\ li..- .li 1

,
-.

. ;

Muli'ino Ualnsrhlia.
. Jull.l NaUKlilim. .. .

.

.•Fraw«*«n*'8tarr :

, . , : i V. IVonalrf Cook
•.•iI>w»rtiy'.M.o(J'ulrft

. . Ailvloivn'e' (li'iisripr.

. . ; Frank Two.lili'li

....jo',!!! .Williams.
vOIr.t jUai-irtnuvii

. ..Vlulrcj- liiilmVIl

.For his second .. presentation I this

Closely resemble those of the script

there's constant mental entangle-

ment by the • audience ;.' between
actual players and the story's char-

acters, Result: is the. .engendering;

of cbiisiderable sympathy; a kind of

feeling, by the spectators that they ,

want to like the show—which should

help at'tlie b.o, :
;

.' the. hair-dozeh kids live together

ih' a brbwnstbne apartment move or

;

less .platonically:, Tbeir chief sunT
-

port is froin one .of the gals, - whose
father sends her a regular allowance

"^Z J±t ^SHJ^Shlnt ;ffipV tb kw« from learning
comedy that should do swell for.himj f ^ somewhat unusual circurr.-
and the wcll-chdsen cast,

•

] stances under which his daughter is

'Claudia' is by Rose. Franken; who
: living provides' one leg .of the plot,

reappears in the show list' after - a Second is ithe . big Broadway pro-
lapse of nearly 10 years, though she ;ducer who lives.; in the apartment
has been busily -: engaged at bopk

:
i below and whom the -ambitious sex-

writing. New play may. be upi- to |.tet try to bait into seeing their, ver-
her 'Another Language* click despite. si<jn, of -his current mystery hit. -

.

the fact that after a-humorous st<ii-t;,
.piay gets 'away slowiy undor kirk-

the play becomes serious;- That-rs deft- ;,-

,

a„d./ staging;, but. picks, up speed--
nitciy the authors .Intention.

.
There also iau?hs^-in the. second, and third

is no doubt about Miss Fr.anlccn's -

act!., Xnere .'arc. plenty of funny
sk il 1 in character-etch ing; "and ;ifit»st--..j.ineg..' anfj . situations, but direction,
of thft e in the: play. are interesting..isn't, quite sharp enough to. get the
people. ,. • '

, maximum' frbm-.thehv Lots of the

It is essentially a wbm^m's. play; ! humor* .al-ieast'fox'llrst-nt!!hters;-lay

and appealed to the feminine reader in the use .of actual names and
when in book form. .

Story princN. :
places. For instance, one, of- the

pallv deals with the awakening of a characters says defensively: 'What's

child-like wife to realities; . Claudia .'wrong with the Group.Theatre? To
and David Naugbtoh live in.a eharm-.j which- the answer .

is:. 'Nothing that
• ' - •

1

Geoi'ge. Abbott Couldn't. cure.V. Pro^
ducer. in the yarn, who fancies hinv-

self a: great cook .. and will talk to
anyone and everyone if the subject
be garnishes or' sauces/ is said, to be
patterned- pii Crosby: Gaige,;

Alfred Drake, more or less the
leader of the band of six,, and Flor-
ence MacMichael, as: a dumb^orli.
friend who happens in on the others,;

take top personal honors. Drake,
who was last seen on Broadw/ay in

'Two' for the Show,' is
;
a : ikillful.

•comedian.': Miss .MacMichael is mak-:
xng her Broadway debut; Handed-
the juiciest comedy and business,

a vitality into the play and a 'crackle

iii to the lines which wound up the

performance with a dozen curtain

'calls' -at the preemv. '
-

..

The deft direction, 6harp playing,

and careful ..shading of scenes gave,

the Cornell vehicle, plenty of life—
even if the -subject is death; There's

hb distinct " weakness discernible in

the cast, although Colin Keith-John-
son' puzzles a little. AH of ' which
makes for great going in a play that

coiil.d easily be talked into the". foot-'

lights. ,
'• Pool.-

Across > the Board on

Tomorrby Morning
: .-'.' ':..'., -Pasadena, Calif., Feb. 11.

: t'oineily 'lri (iiu- ad ii'»ni- w-i>nr.t)-.l>>'..'Wil-

liam. jiiimyiiiK illrivje.il by Kiank.'Knwusiiii:

iJU'inor Iti'iiH-'u, aupi-n ial.nK i.HrecMir;- s«t by
lilt; iTliiver. rrfVeine'il 1'Vb. .-rl-.--' '

H. by

l.'jiVaMohii- lMayliiiiixp. .V»"'n at
: Vqilitnunlty

1'lii vhoVipe, • rii'aiUlQiiai *Ui.V top. .
'.

,-..-< ml*ri li; Rockwell
„-.OI|vi>r l>rji<k°eiK

.rat si-wiKb
. :..

,-.'. .A\'ill1iiln .. Knylii

. . : ..I ini iino -IIi>mpol

j ... . ; . .
:'. 'I'mii (.'(inriiil

. . .......llQpa'n Mi't'iiSPy

r .
:'.. .'. i . '.Jiirio' ; (*o«'(iii

I; . .Vl'.Oi'lll' M; XontvQ-
: , , . ; .'l iiinrtiMi .. \ws
. JiiHi'M'-U' <"',

'
1 ' rbssjlic'l hi

;
;•;'»

. . Vicsl Pr JnckMtn'.
.. .^U-s'-W.ylllo

. . . . : ....iWnili.i* Syitl
.,.'.'. siopUen ' llo'wunl.

lng. house in the Country. She is in

constant wonderment over the ani-

mals sex life. Maybe that's, strange
lor the average modern girl. 1

Claudia is deeply attached to her
mother, a frequent.visitor from New ;

.

York. There is a ;
party line, and

Claudia has a habit of listening in on
phone calls ot other.: people. .'From
an extension in the kitchen, Ctaiudia.

listens in once top- often. . That is the
Occasion when

,
her . mother calls

David to' tell him that after a- visit to
the doctor she .has learned about,
an incurable illness.. .

••

The actual awakening, of Claudia - - , . ,

comes wiih the realization that she
\

^milks
;

every ounce out
.

?f them

is to have a baby. She.doesn't un- ^th;; a ;
high;

:
squeaky voice and a

:

derstand the dizzy spells until., the IpatheticaUy stupid manner ^ . .

-
\ Eighteen-year-old Barbara Bel
Geddes, daughter of designer Nor-
mah» "is also doing her Broadway
breakrin. .She's the naive rhemher
of the .group and It's virtually , imr
possible to tell where life leaves off'

and acting begins, which makes her
more than passable for the role. :On
the other hand, Mabel Paige, as the
old landlady who's never .certain

whether the drama in her house, is

real or acted, is a veteran whose
ability and confidence sometimes set

off other members of the cast sharp*
ly. although all the players go over.
Reynolds Evans as the producer, is

particularly slick. ,
'

Play was tried out last summer
at the Hilltop strawhat theatre, Elli-

cott City, Md., and attracted atten-
tion of film companies. It's definitely

picture material, with Metro- said to
be particularly interested in its pos-
sibilities as William Deering, co-
producer, is a member of' its . New
York talent department.' Show "

is. a
kind of second-rate-

JMy Sister
Eileen' and will .be surefire for stock
and strawhats. .. Herb.

:

kindly maid^ indicates her condition
Not long before that she has been
amorously kissed by a 'neighboring
author, a Britisher who makes ho
bones at playing w;ith other men's
wives. The incident is not important
to the play.
The servants are middle-aged man

and wife, engaged . without refer-
ences. The couple are decent people,
though it develops that he had been
In prison. David does a little check-
ing up and finds the man had taken
the blame for a bit of forgery corn-
milled by his son. When the stpry
is fully developed, it concludes in a
lighter vein, plus a touch of tender-
ness. .

. Dorothy McGuire .and Donald
Cook, as Claudia and David", give
splendid performances. It is Miss
McGuire's first teal

;
chance, though

she played the fernme lead- In 'Our
Town' during the latter part of its

Broadway engagement. She not only
looks the part of the naive young
wife, but seems temperameritally
suited for it, Cook has given a good
account of himself on Broadway, but
no more likable a part than David.
Frances Starr plays the mother

with restraint and understanding, up-
holding her position among the fine
actresses of the stage,. Adrlehne
Gessner and Frank Tweddell, as the
servants, also give real perform-
ances, as does Olga Baclanova, in
the part of an opera singer. She's on
but once. John Williams plays the
Britisher, a part, not as agreeable as
the others. Miss Franken handled
the staging neatly. Ibee.

illm.
I'bi-iiiiia- Plpi>r,

.

,li)iiii Callni;lian. . .:.

Marry' M: - . ^ i

IloliMi.-. .;./.'..'•- ••

.I'l-Kuy.' :

11. J. Tin. . . v..-:.

T;pl^:..',.-.-w-. .

•rabirt.'...'-.

•

'I.'iiiic'liir-. .....
.

; :

.

Saiiiiiiy, .
';. :'..!-..

i'l.-iy. ..... . . . . . .'.u . •

Hltineliiii'tlPr 'L'^ISii

Kci ' \ .• •

:

..»'. - • •

:

Callaplian Mnlbiry..

through the scene. The . curtain
drops, exactly, one hour, : 10 minutes,
after it first lifted, and the audience
sits unmoved; as if transfixed. -A
voice from the back reaches comes
booming, 'Bravo, Author.' It be-
gins to dawn on most, that the. play
is over. One by one they pick them-
selves Up,' shake off the daze and
look startled at one another. 'Well,

that's Saroyan,' intones ah • intelr

lectual looking gent to .his 'cpnx-
panion. ' '•

.

Play is performed by most of the
Pasadena regulars. :

;
Wallace . Scott,

as the :

. tipsy cabbie, . and Oliver
Pickett, waiter-narrator, turn in the
best jpbs; Piece is in.-, for two weeks
and then may ! go to - Frisco "for a
brief stand. Saroyan is still un-
decided whether to . take, it to New
Ybrk for more Critical- observation.
Ah emissary . of the Shuberts cor-
•hered the1 playwright .opening night,

but what, canie of their conversation,
has not been divulged. .

Helm.
.

MY SISTER EILEEN

Plays Out of Town

Out of the Frying Pan
Comedy In' three acta (four menes) by

Friinoia Swann; staged by Alexander' Kirk-'
lan<l;. aetttng:, Clrker and Robblns; pie-

|.. entail- by KJrWnnd • and William' IicarlnK
•t Windsor,. N.
Qe'Mgti Bodell.,
Kra. <?urp.el .'.

.

Noi inan Kccj-o.
Jfin:lfl FiMU-r.

.

Kale Anlt
Mni Ke ' Ueii; ,

Tony • Dennf-
Dnl tie fVilnii--

Mr. t'libiM-n ..

Ifr. Kfni) .

.

Mac..,
Joe

T., Feb. 11; '4ir $fl.!J» top,

, .

.

:
-. ..... .;. .AVilllani AV. TCrry

, . ...'.-, . .Mabel Paige
....'/ Alfred Drok*

. I. r .-.ice MapMIohiif-i.
Xancy DnuRl'asa

... . .. . .

.

'.

.

. .r,oul5e TSuyder
•. .

;.Sellwyn."My6ri!
. . . . . . J.turbara Bel Gedifea

. ,
.\.

', . ; . .'Henry Anirlib,
. . . .Reynolda' E^'ans

; . . . . i . .'.
. .Arthur Holland.

........ .... . Oeoj ge ,M:iIHcws

Alexander Kirkland and William

The Doctor's Dilemma
. - "Detroit, Feb. 17.

Drama In three" acta (five scenca) by
George Bernard Shaw; presented by Katha-
rine Cornell; feature* Mils Cornell, Ray-
mond Maascy, ^Bramwell Fletcher, Ralph
Forbes, Colln-Kelth Johnston, Cecil Humph-
rey i.

' Whltford Kane, Clarence- Dbrwent;
Blasted by Guthrie Mc'Cllntlc; eel tinge,
Donald Oenslager; costumee, Motley,
Opened at the. Case theatre, Detroit, Feb,
IT, "41; 1X30 top.
Itedperiny,
Knimy. .;.

Sir'. Colenso Rldge.on .

.

Dr. PchpUiiincher .-. ,
'.

;Slr t'nli-lrk, Cullen,
Dr Cutler Walpoie..,
Sir J(;ilpli nonlngton.
Dr. Blpnklnsop. ... ....

Jennl'fepJDubcdaV.. .

.

llouls Dubediit. .. . . .

.

Mtlnnie'Tlnvvell
Newspaper Man..:...
Secretary. .

;

........ . .Stanley Bell

. AUi-e Uelmore CUffe
. . : . ttayinond Massed.

. . . .Clarence Dorwent

......i Whltford Kane

.'....'. ...Ralph Forbew

.....Cecil lluniphreyn
('ulln Keitli-JohnaLoti
; :., Kntha.rlne . Cornell

..'
. Mtraiuwell Flel'cher

Ma'rfnrct' Clirtls
.. . .; '.-..

. .l^>slle Bhrrle
. .. .....David Orrlck

:

.
Witbrits who's who Cast, Katharine

Cornell's third fling at George Ber-
nard. Shaw wound up - its opening

,
here. : a decided\ .pTay.ers' . triumph.:

i Surrounded by a sound cast,: Miss

]?ftt,&i!^^ in. evidence tba'h-oiie
cast and a theatre^now.they need a would expect"- of. a;.player-manager.
salesman^. For 'Out of the. Frying
Pan' is one of those comedies that
isn't comic enough tP be a hit, yet.
presents too much that is pleasant
to go ^by. the board. What.it requires
for a run is a mefchandising expert.
For there are sufficient laughs in' it

for at least a moderate stay if it is

properly sold, and hypoed With thea-
tre parties, reduced-rate tickets and
the other ingenuities of. Bfbadway.
While lack of names will hurt some-
what/; it also flieans the nut is virtu-

ally negligible.
Author Francis Swann . is said to

have included .much that is auto-
biographical in his play, and that's

easily believable. He's, built his

•tory around six likable kids, three
boys and , three girls, who are per-
petually but one step removed from
starvation and eviction while they
/bat their heads against a wall in an'

endeavor, to land Broadway : legit

lobs. The youngsters of the- cast so

but ' the powerful male contingent,
carries the. cpinedjr-'dr.ama home de-\
spite sonie

.
patches: of antiquated

1906-.vintage Shaw,
Due in New - York in three weeks.

'The doctor's Dilemma' was plenty;
polished at 'its premiere. Its gorgeous
sets and dress, which . projects its

era even without benefit of actors,

is- hp unimportant quality in keep-:

ing the medical theory 6f the play,
from being labored as well as be-
laboring,

.

Great male, contingent, setting off

that loveliness • which Miss Cornell
distills, booms through the dead sec-
tions to make it an' actor's victory,

Headed by Raymond Massey, ill but
up to the mark and escaped from
the confinements of an historic role,

such stalwarts, as Cecil Humphreys.
Whitfofd Kane, Bramwell Fletcher
and Ralph Forbes, latter returning
to the stage after,- 13 film years, put

Saroyan is off to

might surmise .ivom the title of his

newest theatric^ dafTodiir .givert its

worldly break-in •• in this cultural

capital of southern California.. .
But

ho, it has littie': to do with .the, bimg-
tails' other than a bare mention by;

cabbie that he's playing- a nag, an-;-

swering: to . the. .titular ••name,
:i
three

ways. Mebbe. • deep in the folds of

the play, there's a hidden 'meaning or

a symbolic' something-Pr-other, Still,

it may be an old, Armeriiari custom
to drug the playgoers with befuddler
ment; : Albeit, it's truly : ;Saroy-
anesque, say feis cronies., arid what-
ever that is should .sufTice for whose
who like to dabble in abstractions.

: Pasadenaris; are still trying to fig-,

ure out what the young man is try-

ing to do or say, in spite of. a cur-
tain preface by the author,: which , is

more muddling than lucid. At cur-
tain's fall there were cries of 'bravo'
from the intellectuals, which in-

cluded a. good scattering from Holr
lywodd. Plain playgoers sat .in be^
wilderment, befogged at what they
had witnessed..

One literary nabob of . a major
talent agency guessed that Saroyan
was sounding a plea for the under-
dog, .the lonely. Shot back, another,
'That's not it at all: it's just a series

of exciting interludes.' Leaving the
theatre, Al Woods was heard to ex-
claim, 'It's out of this world,' Lobby
comment summed it up best in one
word.. 'screwy:' Several critics ca^me
to view it,, wrote^nothing the next
day.
Saroyan plants hfs tale in a. combo

bar-cafe; where the various charac-
ters congregate to espouse their

philosophies and invariably remark,
'what are. those people doing out
there' (meaning the audience) . Air
ter the waiter goes into a long dis-;

sertation on what this opus is all

about (huh!.), the hoss .of the place
comes in and whispers to' the menial
I'd like to dance, a jig,' which he
does. Later the 7Urge comes .over

him to sing: .*Tara's Hall,'; which is

duly performed with all the Celtic
inflections. One scene is about gone
and the sitters start searching
through their mental processes.

Mebbe something will happen to

start the plot unfolding. A fast-,

talking young . fellow comes in.

orders everybody around and pipes
to a dame at. a nearby table, 'people

:

stink.' She echoes the sentiment,
'yes; people stink.' '

.

A pair or swells in formal getup
drift in, get involved verbally with
the talkative youngster, who puts
the scold on them for being what
they' are, or perhaps what they ain't.

The waiter has slaved long enough,
he allows, and changes places with
him.- •"

- Then unloosed is a lot of
hoopla about . illusions, reality arid

the sUchY :The customers are really,

beginning to squirm by how. '•" A
couple of times, a: drop with screwy
designs is lowered as. a background
for the waiter-narrator to., get off

what , has been going' on, what Is. to

come. ' It's a:, jpssup whether ' his
blatherings. or the. drop; are the more
esoteric.

'

There's a flurry just outside the
cloakroom arid

:
the "dooi'mah cptnes

rushihg -in. . 'A . woman is about to

have a baby,': he cries. She!s. taken
in,

;

: administered to by Filipino
kitchen boys, and other life takes
form; An hour later the newborn
,1s at 'manhood, tells his father 'if you
don't .like, me;', the hell

: with yoii.'

Realities dispensed with,, th^te's a
long harangue about everyone being
dead, the world has dissolved into
nothingness. •.' The -' drunken • cab
driver wants to know if his bus is

still put front. 'Oh,.. ': he's told,

'everything^ gone.'
Up to now the mist hangs heavy

over the heads in the auditorium.
Perhaps it'll all be justified in the
last scene. Up goes the ; curtain and
the stage Is bare. One by one the
habitues and employes drift out into
the night. When the last one has
cleared out, a hUsky . Negro . moves
through the room, humming and
singing,' adjusting the chairs arid
otherwise putting the place in order.
Not one word has been uttered

(ROAD COMPANY)
•/'• *..

•

','.. Buffalo. Feb. 12.
. Comedy In three licta by

. Jciarpli Flilila

..alid Jvii'ine Cliiuldr.6v.;. iidnploirfnim' alorli'S

by Hu,ili, . ^U'Ki<nni>y; .pt-usi'Miieil .lit the
'UrliiiiBVr. Huffulo, Fob; )2i'ir»,!

. by Mux .Ooi-
ilnn.;' ;slii.K«d

,
by .liebrtre S. 'Kau'.iiVijiv;",$-i7rr

.lop.,--'-- .
.-

, C;isl- Audrey Clirislle,.'Mnrcy Veslvolt;
I'hll I>iel>, • Kilwurd llyaliis, t.iuddy Mut-

,1,. ...,„. _nA thaws.. Robert- MoreliiHiHO, - .MllWrct ltnberia,

.V J?i 'c u- I
J "hli Kearney^ (luy Jtnberlsiin, Herald ilal-

,h° ftf--h,s
lh'ew.»,:.Lari-y' .Siiiilh(M'n.- '^IVIacHlu : Nevvlon.
Merr'ltt Stan*, -Klntc Citld^r,- Anion : Me.
Quade, JiiaiV <;^allp,..M:.iV.Jorre. Dalton,' Tlreo-
ilorb

;

NewUin," '.Al 'Amnio,,: -Ja'qk Arnold;
Clef'r^e .Oiilvcrt, fam 'Flacncv, Jerry ; Syl-
yon. ;.;OenrBe TraVcll. Donald -Cameron,
ISdllh Greshum, ltnlpli plipone.

This road. Company Of.. Fields and
Chodorpv's wacky dramatization of
the Ruth Mckenney New Yorker
mag' stories, '. headed for a Ghicagp
run following its: four-day showing:
here, is framed to hold its own in any
company. Max Gordon's production
is a .careful replica of his curreht
Broadway .hit,, with a lineup sb' com-
-pletely ' effective histrionically as tb
make it difficult to see' how even , the
New York cast could represent any
improvement; In fact, talk around
the lobbies at the preem by the cog-
noscenti had' some; of the portrayals
tagged, as being superior to the
originals.

As in all his directorial contribu-
tions, . George S. Kaufman's incisive
touches . do much tp point up the '•ac-.'-

tion. To. the zestful zanyisms of the
plot, Fields and Chodorov have added'
an ingenuity of treatment and a bar-
rage of crackling dialog to make a
combination which is theatrically'
irresistible. In spite of this, it.seems
likely that road receipts may be
sparse; with plenty of word of mouth
and other advertising : needed for a
buildup. The New- York run is only
a few weeks old and, at best, the. Mc-
Kenney stories are known to only,, a
limited circle of sophisticates, Once
grooved,- however, the show should
develop plenty on Its own merits.
Phil Loeb's Appppolous, the Greek

landlord, is a fine part/, and Loeb
does an unusually capable stint . in
filling out the character in all its

implications, even, to its semi-serious
overtones. Marcy Westcott. is a de-
mure and eye*flliing Eileen, lending
to the part a wealth of natural charm
which furnishes, ample justification
for the chasing propensities of the
cast's males. Audrey. Christie's Ruth
is properly crisp and acidulous; with
just enough femme piquancy to make
the: role human and convincing. As
The Wreck, Guy Robertson bridges
the gap from light opera to comedy
with considerable gusto, while King
Calder's Chick -and Theodore New-
ton's Baker are in perfect tempo.
Minor characters are excellently

cast. Opening was without a single
noticeable slip. Gordon was on hand
for the first performance, as were also
both of the authors. Robert Milford
is with the company as manager. -

. Burton.

vllle, N- C. (22) ; Carolina, Spartans-
burg, S. C. (24); Carolina, Green-'
ville, S, .C, (25); Carolina; Columbia,
S. C. (26); Carolina/ Charleston, S.
C. (27); Muni ; aud, Savannah (28);
Miller,' Augusta Cl).

:

LltMefletd Ballct-^Aud, Vicksburg,
Miss.: (19); Lanier aud, jibntgbrhery,
Ala. (20); Aud, Asheville, Ni ,G..(24);

WinthVop cojlege, Rock Hill, S..C.
(25); Page aud; Durham, N. C. (27);
Women's, college,; Greensboro,- N. C.
(28-1).. -':-

: ' v
; r

Male Animal' <EllibtJ; Nugent)^
LocUst, Philadelphia C19-22) ; Nixon-
Pittsburgh . (24-1 ). >• •

'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-.

ton. WebbX^Music hall; -Houston (19-

"

20); Parambuht, Austin (21); Majes-
tic", Ft. Worth (22);:.Cphventioh hall,,

Tulsa (24); Shrine aud, Oklahoma
City (2.5 );

: Arcadia, "Wichita (26 );

Muni aud, Kansas City (27-1)1'
;•' 'Man Who Came to Dinner (Alex-
ander WopllcottJ^Piayhbuse, Wi.U:
niington (19); Lyric; Richmond (20^.

22); National, Washington (24-1 ». :

'Mechanical Heart' (Ina ' Claire,'

Philip Merjvale)^-Forr.esti Philadelr

.

phia..( 19-22).- :.
'•;''-

*My ' . 'Sister. :£llee'n—Harris, •'. -'Chi- .

ca.go (19-1). ','"
'i

'

'Night Must Fall' (Florence Reed,
Douglass Montgomery)—Grand, Lon-
don, Ont, (19); Erlanger, Buffalo
(20-22); Cass, Detroit (24-1).

.
Original Ballet Russe — opera^

house, Boston : ( 19-22) ; CohstitutiotV
hall, Washington (24-25 ); Lyric, Bal-

"

timore (26-27); Academy of Music, :

Philadelphia (28-1).

'Pins and Needles'—Studebaker
Chicago (19-1). .

'Pygmalion' (Ruth Chattertbn)—
Lpbero, .Santa Barbara (19); Civic,

.

Pasadena .(20); White, '.Fresno (21);-.

Memorial
. aud; Sacramento .(22);

.

Curran,. San Francisco
.
(24-1 ),.

Ruth and Pan! Draper—Locust,
Phiiadelphia (24-1). ...

/San. Carlo 1 Opera—State Teachers
college, Tallahassee, Fla. (19); City
aud, , Jackson, .Miss; (21) ;. Muni aud,
Shreyeport, La. (22 ); Music hall,

Houston (23-34); Liberty aud, El
Paso (26); Philharmonic aud, .Los
Angeles (28-1).

'Sim Sala Blm' (Dante)—Hartman,.;

Columbus (19-22); Hanna, Cleveland
(24-1).

'Student Prince'— Grand, Chicago
(24-1) .

'..''

'There Shall Be No Night' (Alfred
Luht, Lynn Fontanne)—Curran, San
Francisco (19-22.); Biltmore; Los An-
geles (24-1),

'Time of Tour Life' (Eddie Dowi-
ing).—Fprd's,

.
Baltimore (19r22);

Playhouse, . Wilmington (24); McCar-
ter, Princeton (25)';

. Muni Aud,
Springfield, Mass. (26); Bushhell
Aud, Hartford (27); Shubert, New.
Haven (28-1).

. Tobacco Road' (John Barton)—
National/ Washington (19-22); Ford's,
Baltimore (24-1),

Yiddish Public Theatre (Maurice
Schwartz) — Forrest, Philadelphi
(25-1).

Current Road Shows

(Feb. 19-March 1);

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo—Lib-
erty - hall,. El Paso :

(19);- Fair Park
aud,- Callas.: (20); Music hall, Hous-:
ton (21-22); Robinson aud, : Little
Rock (24) ;• AUd, Oxford, Miss. '- (25 )

;

Muni aud, New Orleans. (27-28);
Leon H. S., Tallahassee, Fla. (1) ,

'
:

Blossom Time'- (Everett Marshall)
-^Grand,{;Chicagp. (19-22) ; David&jn,
Milwaukee. (24rl);: ' .

' .:'''-."':"'

'Doctor's Dilemma' (Katharine
C.ornell)--Cass, Detroit (19-22);
Hartman, Columbus (24-26); Cox;
Cincinnati (27t1).

:

'-

.- 'Du Barry •"Was - t Lady'' ' (Bert
Lahr)—Grand, Chicago (19-1). '

,

•Five Alarm Waliz'^McCarter,
Princeton (1).

v

. ;. ..

-'

'Hellzapoppih'—Nixon, • Pittsburgh
(19-22); Muni aud, Charleston, S. C.
(24-25); "Rymah aud, Nashville (26);
Erlanger, Atlanta (27-1). -..

' 'Life with Father' (Lillian Gish)—
Blackstone, Chicago (19-1).

'"

'Life With Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Repertory/ Boston ; (19-1).

'Little Foxes' (Tallulah Bankhead)
—Coliseum, ivansville,, Irid.- (18);
Memorial aud, Louisville (20) ; BljoU,
Knoxville, Tenn. (21); Plaza, ' Ashe-

$25,000 DAMAGE SUIT

VS. MAURICE SCHWARTZ

Dramart Qorp. filed suit yesterday
(Tues.) in N. Y. supreme court
against the American Jewish Play-
ers, Inc., and Maurice Schwartz
seeking $25,000 damages for alleged
breach of contract. An application
for a- temporary injunction is re-

turnable today (Wed.).
Plaintiff claims that in October

1940 it set a deal with Schwartz and
the Players tb appear at the Public
theatre, later changed tb>the Yid-
dish Art theatre, N. Y-. until April,

1941. This ifhpnth. Schwartz, notified

plaintiff he intended to quif ,the the-

atre, and to transfer his company to.

the FPrest. theatre, .Philadelphia.
Since 70%. of the. sales, are advance
sales,' plaintiff will be forced to re^

fund $8,000. up to April :
. 17, it.

'

claimed, which will ruin it.
' An in-

junction against the transfer of - the
players, ? and ; $25,666 . damages ar

asked: ' v,-
'"';'

;
'-'

-

; '•' '

Iraniijes' Unh Starts Tour

;'':• ;'.;

"

:

.
'

' .

' Hollywopd, Feb. 18.

Earl; Carroll trained, for: Minne-
apolis with 32 members of his Vatii-^

ties roadshow troupe to open 20-

week, tour,of..the midwest and east..

.
Company : includes 12 principals

and 20 show girls. • -
• v

. Holybke Players, under the cb-op-
erative management of Dorothy
Crane, Lauren Gilbert, Walter Coy,
Japkson Perkins, Joseph Foley. Louie
Mudgettr Jean Guild and Carlton
Guild,' will operate the Mountain
Park casino. Holyoke, Mass., this sea-
son, opening June 30, GrPup was. for-,

merly with the Farragut Players,-
Rye Beach, N. H.
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W; SHOOO, Winds Up 1st Year
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Chicago, Feb. 18.

Harris relighted last night : (Mon-

4ay) with the road company of 'Mv
lister Eileen' and that makes Ave
bouses now operating. Current is

the Anal session of 'Blossom Time'

tt
• the Grand, which has. come

hrough with surprisingly good busir

Bess. The Shuberts are. sending it

tut on the road for a spell. Re-
placing la the Grand oh Monday
724) will be 'Student Prince,' and
there, is every , indication, that the

Shuberts will run a series of rnu-

ilcal revivals in town.

•DuBarry Was a LadyV continues

to' do powerful business, and the

•how, originally scheduled to finish

its Chicago run on March 8, may
tick until at least March. 15. Fol-

lowing on March 17 is- Dante's ?Sim

gala, Birii' magic show.

On Saturday (15) occurred the
celebration for the first anniversary

Of 'life with Father? in Chicago, It

continues, to gallop along at a pace
which is unique in show business:

Oscar Serlin has the Blackstone un-
til June 1, but that doesn't mean
.that June will be the end' for 'Life

'with Father.' /• -
,..y

Estimates for Last Week
' 'Blossom Time,' Grand (4th week)
(1,200;, $2.75).. Revival is making its

10th appearance' in' town and will do
five excellent Weeks. Toole good
$8,500 last week.
'AuBarry Was a Lady/ . Erlanger

(8th week) (1,300; $3.30). Continues
great and will probably go. beyond
its original March 8 • date. Again
cmacked over $23,000.

''

'Life with Father,' Blackstone
<62d week) (1,200; $2.75). Held an-
niversary celebration Saturday (15),

with special party on stage and
backstage after evening perform^
ance. Came up With brilliant $14,-

000 last, session.

'Pins and Needles,' *Studebaker
(Bth week) (1.200; $1). Selling out
right along, with only price and ca-

pacity regulating .the take, which
. Was again fine at $8,300.

Wooflcott-Dinner Does

inBako2dWk,

Baltimore, Feb. 18.

In currently as the third, of six
plays promised under American The-
atre. Society subscription, The Time
of Your: Life* 1s':*t Ford's." Sixth re-
turn of Tobacco Road' Is set to fol-
low; Rest of calendar listing 'Five
Alarm Waltz,* by Lucille. Prumbs,
due for a pre-Broadway opening un-
der aegis of Everett Wile, at the
indie-booked Maryland, March -3.

Elia Kazan and Louise Piatt in cast.

Second week of 'Man Who Came
to Dinner,' at Ford's^ last week with
Alexander Woollcott, held the rosy
pace of Its opening round, even/top-
ping that solid figure. Reached $18,-

300 after .a socko initial count of
$17,800. whi ch. is plenty of business
for the 3,000 seats on hand.

LUNTS GET SMASH

j
;i

'^^^'-#'(iHdDi

: San Francisco, Feb. 18.

Lunts drew estimated smash $30,-

000 in eight performances in five

days at ; the. Curran theatre. . With
the exception of a few . $3 seats,

house was almost a complete sellout.

'Maid in the Ozarks/ in its third
session at the Alcazar, Is continuing
at a fast clip. Take of approximately
$6,200 for the bawdy hillbilly show
has prompted management to slice

output of cut-rate passes to a mini-
mum.

$29,900 IN PIH

Pittsburgh, Feb. 18.

Nixon was a shambles last week,
inside and at the boxoffice, too, as

. 'HellzapoDDin* rolled up a high -legit

{ross here, . grabbing an estimated
29,900. At $3.30 scale and with

opening night sold to an outside
organization for a benefit, that figure

represents- better than solid capacity
of house, additional coin accounted
lor. by scores of standees at every
performance.

. 'Hellz' is staying for second week
and is practically, sold, clean for the

i.6i session. Opened here to an ad-
vance sale of better than $44,000,

which meant there were few seats

available at window after the revue
got under way. -

; Tickets were selling

at a premium and what few specs
managed to buy up brought more,
than double their advertised price.

Town hasn't seen a riot like it since
the old Ziegfeld days and 'Hellz'

could easily stay a month and sell

out for the run. Efforts are now
being made to bring it back again
later in season.

Midgets' Chiz
:Contlntied from page 1;

'FATHER,' 15G, MINUS

0PP0SISH IN BOSTON

Boston, Feb. 18.

Nothing much ' to report from this
way station except that 'Life with
Father* is still packing 'em in at the
Repertory.' Now in its 21st week,
it's enjoying free run 1

of the town
without any legit opposish.

Ruth arid Paul Draper come In
March 3 for a single Week, followed
by Elsa Lanchester in They Walk
Alone,' by Max Catto, for a single
week. •."'"'. ' ''

Last week 'Father* chalked up.
estimated socko $15,000. Two more
stanzas to go, then off to Philly.

Dante 7|G in Indpls.

Indianapolis, Feb. 18.

Dante, ..at the English for a week
starting Monday (10), proved that
the town still_goes for magic as in
the days of Thurston's annual ap-
pearances by hanging up approxi-
mately good $7,500 in . six evening
performances and two matinees at
$1.65 top.
Good exploitation helped, with

time purchased on. radio as Well as
display space in papers, plus gratis
air interviews.

out charge, through subterfuge, and
the following information Is given

with the thought that you might be
on the lookout.

The theatrical vaudeville met Is.

Paul Remos and His Toy Boys. The
act is in charge of Paul Remos, and

'the Toy Boya' are two midgets.

'It is stated that, when Mr. Remos
is approached by railroad repre-

sentatives for the purpose of so-

liciting his. .business, he advises the

railroad representatives that he has

his transportation all taken care of.

He then buys a ticket arid a lower
berth lor himself, puts the. two
midgets, who are over 30 years of

age, in. grips similar to those which
are used for

.
handling dogs when

carried on a train. He boards the

train at the last moment, puts the

bags in the berth, closes the. cur-

tain, arid puts the two men to; bed

in the same lower he occupies. In

the morning, when he goes to the

washroom, he buttons up the cur-

tain, and after he has completed

his toilet, goes back to his berth,

and, behind the curtain, puts* the

two men into the' dog bags, carry-

ing them off the train when he

reaches his destination. O
'In a recent case, Mr. Remos at-

tempted to secure transportation on

this basis, and while he was in the

washroom, the train conductor ex-

amined the berth and found the two

midgets covered by blankets. When
the conductor confronted Mr. Remos,

the latter paid full: fare for each of

the midgets.'

Ballet Rnsse Terrific

$2330 In Toronto

Toronto, Feb.' 18.
.

. For the first time at Royal Alex-
andria, the 1.461-seater, with Ballet

Russe, grossed estimated smash
$23,200 at $3 top last week/ .

Upper floors were sold but days
ahead and an extra-Friday matinee
was necessary. This,: was a sellout,
too.. :

''-!. /".',
.

Bway ft 0. Mixed;lady, TfattieV

. .
. , .. Phiadelphia, ; Feb. 18.

. Katharine . Hepburn . prbved : her
poirit wheri .'The Philadelphia Story/-
on- its third visit here arid facing
the opposition of the film version,
grossed $21 ;600 in its single week at
the Forrest The Philip Barry play-

has played four weeks here in all

arid all of
,
them were close to ca-

pacity.- ; It wound up its taut; with
the closing here Saturday (15).

The other show of the week, The
Male Animal,* .". stepped off to .lively ,

trade in. the first of two weeks at
the Locust Street theatre, hauling in

over $15,000.

At the. last minute, Playwrights
decided to bring the Iria Claire-
Philip Merivale vehicle, now 'The
mechanical Heart,' irito . the Forrest
for a : final week's conditioning. It

opened last night (Monday). Next
Monday (24), the Locust gets Ruth
and Paul Draper. Maurice Schwartz
arrives at the Forrest for 11 days of
repertoire, although, first week will

be entirely devoted to - one show,
•Sender Blank.' The Walnut's re-

lighting with 'Life With :Father' . is

now definitely set for March 3. with
The Man Who Came to Dinner* due
March 10.

Estimates for Last Week
'Philadelphia Story,' Forrest (one

week
.
only) (1,800: $2.85 ). Third

visit and bucking film.' but lived up
to Miss Hepburn's hope?; getting

fine $21,600. 'Mechanical Heart' this

week on short-notice booking. .

'Male Animal,' Locust (1st Week)
(1,500; $2:85). Fine, start for this

one with better thait $15,000 and
should do as well in ' second and
final week.

.' Estimates for Last Week gross unaffected; always has standees,
Key: C (Comedy), .D-. (Drawn), R with gross bettering. $32,000. .

(Revue), M (Musical), F (Farce), ^POpsy,' Playhouse.. Was taken off
O' (Opereiiq.)

f .
../ last Wednesday after playing four

'Arsenic arid Old Lace,' Fultbri (5tK ; tirrids; - management . figured : ' show ;

week) (CD-938; $3:30). Some shows ,
could; not survive bad press. 1

have been easing off, but it is S.RiO. ,

;' 'Separate Rooms,' Plymouth (47th
at all - perforrriances : for sock laugh week) (C-1J07; $3.30)., The Doctor's -

show; close to $17,000.. .'.Dilernrria.V slated here soon, but run
'Boys and Girls Together/ Broad- ' lal16h

t
show making ; money: -'both

hurst (20th week) (R-1,150: $4.40); >

w
i

a^ :^»mARnof ws.one.-setter again
One of the shows that has. been slip- j

to
. "i

, V .„'_, • •

v
ping; last week: down around $14'- . ,t??S?*

t&Sf*^VL,t^.' (2d week) ;

000; decision' by' Ed . Wyriri
.
to drop 1 <D.-530, $3.30).. Appears to have

the top may -'have had some effect; i f
m
f
11

:f.

han
4
cej; takings down very

goes to $3.30 .next Monday. . .- .')

low^esjuriated finder $2,5Q0.S;\ .
• ; ;

-week and tm'fcritfsh'-^aTritv drawing dapa.city- a^ i

tendarice" arid primed for: ciearirup;
approximates $20,000, great.

Tobacco Road,' Forrest (374th

Rise Stevens
^Continued from pace 2;

in M-G's, forthcohiing :
filmization of.

Straus' operetta, 'Chocolate Soldier,'

which, while under MtG control for

some seven years, has been all this

time in having its ;sundry rights

cleared up, starting with the libretto

original of G. B. Shaw, 'Arms. and. the

Man,' and through its manifold lin-

guistic adaptors and" translator^

Miss Stevens is a Manhattarilte

whose- photogenic 'Delilah' at a re-

cent Metropolitan opera perform-

ance, focused Hollywood attention on

her.
'

The benefit at Carnegie, despite the

dbminantly all-Viennese, character of

the program, was for Greek War Re-

lief. Artists in Need and Bundles for

Britain. ...
.'

Incidentally, while Stolz and the

Shuberts aren't particularly clubby,

because of .
the recently ill-fated

'Night of Loye1
:
operetta, Stolz's

refugee friend from Vienna, via

Paris, Emmerich Kalmari, has a

forthcoming operetta slated for Shu-

bert fall production. v\

CHATTERTON'S $11,000

FOR 8 SHOWS IN L A.

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.

Ruth Chatterton wound up six-

day engagement of 'Pygmalion' at

the Biltmore. (15) garnering esti-

mated okay $12,000 on six' nights

and two matinee performances.
House dark this week, with Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Foritanne moving in

Feb. 24 for two weeks in There
Shall Be No Night;
Heavy advance indicates Lunts

will play to capacity during brief

sojourn.

life,' in Delayed Wash.

Date, Gets Creat $19,700

Washington, Feb. 18.

Time of Your Life,' expected
early in local ATS season and can-

celled, thus setting . off two months
of troubles for Capital subscription

series, came through last week and
: packed the National for approxi-

mately $19,700 at $2.75 top. Figure
1 got around the maximum for sub-

scription show.
Current is Tobacco Road/ With

John Barton* Show is playing its

seventh local engagernent and sell-

i ing at $1,65- top; Next week . (24) it's:

Alexander Woollcott in 'Man Who
Came to Dinner' for two-week run>

day after playing one
days'; got nothing after being panned.;

'Cabin in the Sky,'- Martin Beck
(17th week) (M-1,214: $3.30). Final
three Weeks announced for colored
musical ,then going on tour; Sundays
helped- keep jt here for past month,
but weekly take of around $12,000
hardly enough.

'Claudia,' Booth (1st week) (CD-

week) (C-1.107; $1.10); Road com-
pany bettered $2.0,000. in midwestern
one-riighters: New York outfit
around $4,000, but to some profit;
difterence marks show as fieak Sue--
cess. . \[

'••
. v\

712;- $3J0), Looks like new /success ;> Revivals
'

and easily best thing in weeks;, good.'. Twelfth Nlpht/ St. James (12th
press w;th a dissenter' or two; opened week > ( D-1,526; $4.40 ). Last threie

:

middle of week, "getting oyer- $6,0.00 y>eeks,. going on tour March 10; -wasm five times; big Saturday matinee; ' boxoffice draw; from start; atoiirid
indications are. for more than $12,- $15,000 last week. :

;

.

000, plenty okay for one-setter.: /. i .•Charley's Aont,' Cort (18th week)
; 'Crazy With the Heat,' 44th"St. (3d . (C- 1.064; $3.30);. Was underestimat-
week) (R-1,325; $3;30)> Somewhat ;

ed;
:
getting ' better money than some

iriiproyed, though rio< as riiuch as other, shows; quoted at $9,600 last
hoped for; takings approximated
$12,000; now playing two perform-
ances Sundays, which' may help
further.

'

'Flight to the West,' Guild (7th
week). (D-956;

v

$3.30). One more
week to go;; attendance did not climb
as expected; gross slightly

$6,000; will not tour' until
autumn.

'Georjre Washington Slept Here,'
Lyceum (17th week) (C-1,004; $3.30).

Picked up several hundred dollars
and still credited with turning some
profit; around $8,500.

'Hellxapoppin,' . Winter Garden
(126th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Busi-
ness something to wonder about;
laugh revue, getting plenty of busi-
ness including strong Sunday nights;
estimated at 'more than $24,000.

'It Happens on Ice,' Center (19th
week) (R-3,087; $2.75).

week; gross quite all right for this

.

one. ';'•. ' " ""•:•
.

.' •

'

.: Added
Ballet Theatre, Majestic. Other

ballets may have taken edge off this
one. which did well here -lafi season;
in for limited stay; light after preem;

over but okay at weekend,
next

Name Concert Dates
(Feb. 19-26).

Walter DamnMch— With Philhar-
|

monic - Symphony, Carnegie halL
'

N.Y. (20-21).

Nelson Eddy—Aud, - San Antonio
(20); Aud, Beaumont, Texas (25).'

)

Jascha Helfeis—Academy of Music, !

Philadelphia (20); Constitution halL •

Another" at- i W a s hi h g.to n (23); Metropolitan
traction that gets big money Sunday Providence. (25).

night; rnatinee now added; one of the ' Josef
.
Hofmsnn— H, S., Winter

shows with midweek weakness; rated Park, Fla., (23).
"

over $30,008. . ; . > -j . J<tte Iturbl — With Philadelphia

't^^ i
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l| orch. Academy of Music, Philadel-

ment is slated indefinitely; quoted at
or^ Carnegie hall, N.Y. (25).

better than $7,000 !
Marjorle Lswrenee—Carnegie hall,

•Lady Iq the Dark,' Alvih (4th ! N.Y. (21).

'Eileen' 6G in Buffalo

•• V Buffalo, Feb. 18. :.

; Opening- cold at the Erlanger, fol-

lowing-New York dress rehearsals.'

Chicago: . company .
of 'My Sister

Eiieeri'.- started fro'rii scratch at the

b.o., due largely to provincial ignor-

ance, of source material arid of hit

proportions of N. Y. original.
. V

Aided by excellent local notices

and verbal advertising, ' as well ' as.

plug in current '-issue: of 'Life,' tak-

ings built to $6,000, okay for here in

four-day stay. '/

Guthrie McCllntlc is considering

production of
;

a : play, by .Margaret

Curtis, actress: in 'The Doctor's Di-

lemma,*, -with Katharine Cornell,

pi6>«o ?yb*if fl'r*t .wriM»"* ? t *prnbt.

week) (M-1,357; $4.40). Getting all

the. house will hold plus standees,
gross topping $32,000; nothing on list

getting, better money.
'Liberty Jones/ Shuberi Closing

Saturday (22) after playing two.and
one-half weeks; shortest stay for.

Theatre. Guild attraction; play with
music only $8,000 first full week.

'Life With Father,' Empire (66th
week) <C-1,005; $3.30). Hardly af-
fected by newer laugh shows and !

virtually sells but all performances'!
for gross count around $18,000.

|

liOnUriana Purchase/' Imperial
(38th week) (C-1,450; $4:40). Con- 1

sidering the nearly nine months run '

to date, attendance is excellent; little i

off last week when the gross was
estimated at $27,000. '!

'Man Who Came, to Dinner/ Music
Box (70th week) (C-1,013; $3.30).

Went up again and still counted on
to last out second season; well over
$11,600. .

'Meet: the People,' Mansfield (8th

week) (R-il,000; $3,30). . Has been
well publicized, but business not up
to expectations; hopeful of ripping
the gross by : playing matinee and
night on Sundays; under $9,500.

'Mr and Mrs. North/ Belasco (5th

week) (C-1,000; $3.30). Looks like

a irioderately successful
;
grosser; irn- i

proved from starting pace w.ith
(

grosses flirting with the $10,000 level. \

•My Sister Eileen/ Biltmore : (8th
,

week) (CD-991: $3.30), Early win-

;

ner click is selling out right alprig

and should be summer stayer; quoted .

over $16,500. '
.

-

-Old Acquaintance/ Moroscb 8th •

week)-' (C-939; $3.30). Mondays are

out . and now playing . thr^e mati- -

hees; strongest in afternoons from
start; around $11,000; should play
well into: spring period.' -•

'Out of the Frying Pan,' Windsor
(1st weekV (C-873; $3.30). Drew
mixed nptices and business light,

after debut; first seven performances
n.g.; around $4,000. but strong. Satur-

;

day. encouraging. ^ i

. 'Pal Joey.' Barrymore (8lh week)
(Mrl,l04; $4;40). Matinees building:

nights capacity right along : and
grosses top $22.000; . another show
-that looks to be cinch for . summer
holdover.
•Panama Hattie/ 48th St. (1.6th

week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Leadership

Lotte Lehmann—Festival, Colum-
bia, SC. (21)..

Paul Robeton— Carnegie . Musla
hall, Pittsburgh (Iff).

Albert Spalding— Eastman, Roch-
ester, N.Y. (21); H. S/ Jackson, Mich. /

(24). • \

NOW APPEARlNa AT
IARL CARROLL'S T.HEATM

HOLLYWOOD. CAL.

iut.t mv clatton

CO-STABBINQ
IN RECORD BREAKING

"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"
- : ON TOOB

'.':'-"•".
.

'- .:
.

Mit.s WM. KENT
1776 B'way. New ; York
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Deny PM's 'IT - Notice

Reports that; Marshall Field III has

Erovided PM with enough coin' to

ist. through': May, and that unless

the new daily . is selfrsustaihing by
that time, it will fold, were denied

: ln various quarters this week. It

Was admitted by one. 'source, how-
ever, that' May has been , set by Field

tor a 're-.examinatiPn of. the situation

to see, at that time 'what the paper
gives promise of.* ..

Publisher Raiph Inger.soll, in de-

nying the report, declared that -Field

has set no date by which. PSrI must
support itself 'as loh/; as it cOnr
tinues to move satisfactorily towards
that goal, as it Is doing.' Field has
made clear, Ingerspll scVid, that he-is

not 'endowing', the sheet. V .
v . / .

PM circulation,, the publisher as-

serted, is above the .100.000 mark,
hitting 130.000 occasionally, depend-

.

Ihg upon what It offers .any particular

day. , It must reach 200.000 to be
self-supporting without paid adver-
tising. Number of .

..- changes re-

cently, it was said; have- reduced
expenses by almost ^pne^ialf. ^Prin-

cipal saving ...has been .in production,
methods, including- " the cut- to one
edition daily, instead of the former
three. Staff cuts have also helped.
Feared slide- In circulation - with

the inauguration of the single edition

eoming out about 9 a.m; has not ma-
terialized, Ingersoll asserted, , and
there has actually been a slight up-
turn. This is because distribution is

more efficient, papers are oh the
Stands more hours of the day and the;

paper is better edited because the
staff can put in ;16: hours of con-
tinuous work on it instead o£ ;tne two
or three hours between editions. . ;

Heaviest losses were taken last Au-
gust, it was said, when circulation

hit its low/ Since, then .it ', has
crawled up and economies have been
instituted to make income more
nearly approximate expenditures. •

Ben Robertson, sheet's Londoh cor-
respondent, who has been in the
U. S. for' about six' weeks, returns'

to England by boat on Saturday (22).

British Writers Hypo- Output .

Apparently . accustoming them-
selves to the conditions and difficul-

ties of war, British novelists are! said

by New York agents and publishers
to be resuming work on a large scale.

While until recently the flow of
manuscripts to the United States

from Britain was slowed. to a trickle,

It is how beginning to regain some of

Its pre-war proportions.

Some of those from whom yarns
have recently been received, or whp
have at least communicated that they
•re working on books, are V. Sack-
ville-West, Richard Lleweliyn, Sir
Philip Gibbs, Elizabeth Bowen and
many others. . Output, hpwever, can
be on ho regular basis, as the au-
thors get in work when they can,
but are frequently delayed from a
few hours, to !a few, weeks by bomb-
ings or requirements by the govern-,
ment on their services.

I llursley, daughter of the late Social-

list congressman Victor L. Berger; as

editor. .
Staff/ is largely recruited

from .
ranks of erstwhile /employes

of :P^1, New York tab daily... Rich-,

ard O. Boyer will be associate editor,

His wife, Sophie,, former head of Oie

League .pt Women Shoppers/will be
an editorial assistant. : Marion
Bachrachi alijo from PM, will man-
age eastern bureau, arid Leo .iliiber-

nian, former: PM labor editor,:- will

also be. j>W staff/: :'-{'' /.-',/'

U, S. Week.' to: be 'liberal' and
is being financed by tiye:; Vy il liaiti :EV

Do'cld: foundation. Dddd's son, Wil-

liam, Jr., wilj be a contributor.-..

Dee Lowrarice Joins.NEA
Dee . I^owvance has resigned as

fashion editor ;at Paramount: Pictures

1 and will write fashions and special

j
features for -Newspaper Enterprise

! Association. '
\

;'. Paul Harrison's NEA column from

]
Holly.wood is presently being done by
his wife, Lucie :Har.rison, while he is

covering..national, defense activities

. on a s\v i ng. afbund the- country.
.

.

Night Club Reviews
^Continued from page 44;

Minnesota Terrace, Mpls.

\ B'klyn Eagle-Post Merger Off

.- The Brooklyn 'Eagle,, in a page one

bpx
:

yesi^rday':/(Tuesday ) •' icyonlpd

that' -.its projected = niergei; ...witlV the

New York Post is co)d. :' Box, headed
'An End to, Rumor's,'. read: ; •' •-,

'. ' F/Or.-sohie' weeks"-there/ have:

.

.'-.. been tumors . of a proposed ';

merger - between .the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle and the New York

'.:' Pqai:' .Some of the stories' : had •

': some . merit ' . jn fact ; bthere were.
<

-V-qu'itfe- fanciful..
-"'

: There has been a consideration -
-

of the possibilities of such a
merger between George Backer,; :

...•Publisher ; of. the- Post/ aiid':rtiy-

. "self. We have definitely come to
"... tjbe. conclusion that to .' put the

.
two . papers

;
together would not

be journalistically sound. The
idea has been.abandoned. .

•: .-;

.
/The Brp'bklyjj.'PaiIy^Eaglie°'.wXl''

• strive to continue , to ..' improve
upon its service to . this >'_ com- ;

• munity, and" tor', this .community
-.. alone, "

•, '
;

V.'- : ';'.

"'

.Frank b; Schroth^
. Publisher,

American. Home .
Rechartered

.

:

' The American : : Home Magazine;

Corporation, .New York, hhs changed

its capital stock, from 5.000 shares to

•4,000 preferred at $100 par value, and

1,000 common ut ho par - value,; to

$300,000, $1 'par value;, '•
.

'

'

,

i' .
.Beekmari, Bbguc, Stephens & Black

are the attorneys. .'. • • - .

'

'Jervls Bay* Published

The Jervis Bay Goes • Down,'
lengthy poem by Gene Fowler,
which was recited on the air recently
by Ronald Colmari, is : being pub-
lished in book form by Random
House. Author's royalties and all of
the publisher's profit from the small
volume are being donated to the
Bundles for Britain fund. Book is

being sold for 60c., H. Wolff, New
York, the printers, • having produced
It at cost, .

/'• .
Fowler dedicates the . volume to

Eddie Manhlx, Metro's- studio exec,
who is a close personal friend.

Ask SEPost Ban in Canada

A ban on the Saturday Evening
Post in- Canada was asked by the
Windsor (Ontario ) Common Council
in a resolution passed last week. The
Council: wired to. the Dominion Gov
•rnment ..urging that the circulation

' and sale of the ^Post. . throughput
Canada, be banned at once.

°

Controller Cyril ' Cooper, . In pre-
senting tbe resolution, passed unani-
mously by the Council, charged that
'anti-British* material constantly was
appearing in' the; magazine; 'The
continual presentation": of'

- siich de-
tructive material is ah affront to
every true Britisher and a potential
danger to publib morale/ he de-
clared;

Alderman J. A. Kehnedy. also asked
that the Detroit Free Press be addeii
to .

the resolution, but Cooper de-.

eJared he wasn't 'familiar with the
newspaper, which has a wide circu-

:

lation in the Windsor area. Kennedy
said, 'The Free Press is worse : than
the Post because It comes out
•ftener.*

PM Alumni Starts U. S. Week
V. S, Week Is ,the name of a hew

National wjeekly. newspaper to be
published fin ' Milwaukee, starting'

about April 1, with Doris Berger

-

.

'.'

;
80G Lost on Stage ' Mar '•'

Stage magazine, folding after

publishing four : issues; . has . run
thrpygh $80,000, publisher' Alex-
ander Ince said yesterday • (Tues-

day). Coin was provided by a num-
ber of: European picture and flnanr

cial friends of Ince (he's Hungarian,

name originally Incze Sandor). Gil-

bert Miller and his father-in-law,

Jules Bache, are . also said to have
been interested along with William

Rhihelahdbr Stewart, who was presl-.

dent of tlie publishing, company. :

Money, Ince declared, went into
preparation of plans for the mag be-
fore it was, published, and later, Into
production costs and promotion. It

carried a' moderate amount of ad-
vertising for a new publication. Ince
said he hopes to start af.iin. after a
'financial reorganization,' possibly in

May, but probably not until next
September, if at all, \
This was the second version of

Stage to fold, the original dropping
put of the picture some years ago.

Fingerprint D. C. Newsmen •

Washington's correspondents got a
taste of wartime . regulations when
scores of reporters were herded, into

a basement of the White House and
photographed and fingerprinted (Feb.

5) by the FBI. ;"When the -newsmen
beefed about the'long ' wait -In line.

the Bureau increased the number of
employees taking the identification

and warned those who yelped loud-
est about being fingerprinted that
unless they were willing to submit
they would not be allowed into the
War or. Navy Department offices.

Restrictions had been on for weeks
in these departments, but reporters
were allowed to interview officers

with White House, cards when accom
panied by a guard.

'Sodom By. the Sea*

; 'Sodom By> the Spa/- the saga of
Coney Island, will be published by
Dbubleday-Dorari this summer. It's

by; Oliver Pil^t, of :

the N.V.- Post, and
^o Ranson, radio editor of the Brook-
lyn Eagle.

;

It?s the most complete story of the.

imtJsejnpnt. , areia, which holds' the
record Pf having grossed more from
pleasure-seekers 'than all other
amusement parks' the

; ; world . over
bunched together. .

'Coney Island,' a novel by Homer
Crby, written some eight years ago,
elimiriatedVusage of that title. PilatV
Ranson's work is, a factual history.

:

$500,0*9 Libel Suit

Angelica Balabarioff, wtid claims
she is

:

''. ;'.internationally • known
Socialist and author,' has filed suit
against Macfadden Publications; Inc.i

Fulton Oursler, editor, and Frederick
E. Collins,, author, claiming she Was
libeled in the October, 1940, Issue of
Liberty. It was intimated plaintiff

had . borne Mussolini ai child, story"

having been written by . Collihs.

Damages; of $500,000 are sought.

LITERATI OBITS
'.; Gordon Mackay;': 63,; former sports

editor of- the : Philadelplna Record,

died Friday night .(14) at the treiir

;

.tPn'.hbspHal/:^rci)tpn;'-Ni' j.; after: an

illness pif • 18 nVonths. ; One of .the

nation's best-known sports .
writers,

his career covered 45 years on news-
papers' in all parts of the country.

He broke-.' '
:

. With the Boston Post

'*nd r successiveIyv
;
woi;ke4..on' the Bos-;

ton American, iChristi'an ', .
Science;

Monitor, Philadelphi .
Press, ! In-

quirer and Record; Hii last Job' was
as coTumhi'st fof

'

;
tbe " Camden:A$i: J.)

:

GOurier-Ppst. He covered Pershing's-

Mexican'- expedition and. interviewed

Peary on his return from the North
Pole. .He . . was buried . yesterday

(Tuesday ) in . Camden..

Odell Hauser, 54,. iPbil^'delphia^

newspaperman, • died last' Monday in

a hospital in that city. Born in N^ew
York, he' served as' assistant, drama
critic on the New York Times, was
editor-in-chief,', of the Korristown
(Pa.) .Times Herald and political

editor of the Philadelphia. Press and
Public Ledger. Up to his illness he":

was assistant In charge of :
public, re-

lations of the Philadelphia : Electric

Co. ..

William S. Allen, 62, telegraph

editor of the Fitchburg (Mass.) Sen-'

tinel and formerly connected with

the Boston bureau of the Associated

Press, died Feb. 15 in Fitchburg. .

Bart B. Howard, -69, . editorial

writer for the St. Louis Post-Dis-

patch and last year's Pulitizer prize

winner -for distinguished editorial

writing, died of a heart attack Feb:

12 at his apartment in a St. Louis
hotel.

"

Frederick A. Kaufniann, business

manager of the Jersey Observer, a
Hobokeh (N. J.) daily, died of a
lieart attack Feb. 12 while

.
working

at his desk in the Observer office.

For 41 years he. had . been ah em-
ployee of . the paper.

John A, Hplderi, 85, one of the
founders of the Bookseller's League
and retired; business manager of the
R. R. Bowker Co., publishers of the
Publisher's Weekly and the Library
Journal, died Feb. 1$ of pneumonia
at his home in Mt. Vernon, N, Y.

Howard E. Bangs, . 50, veteran
newspaperman and editor of the old
York (Me.) Transcript, died- Feb. 11

in York Village, Me., -after a year's
illness. He was a son of the late
humorist, JPhn Kendrick Bangs.

Troy X Jones, 54, conductor . of a
humor column that appeared in sev-
eral North Carolina newspapers, died
at Silas Creek, N. C, recently.

MaJ. Brace Craven, 59, former
editor of .the Winston-Salem (N, C.)
Journal, died Jan. 25 of a heart alK
ment. '' '

.'/•;.' -'- '-;.:;'-

Charles B. Kendall, 72, Who
worked for the Greensboro (N. C.)
Record before going to Florida to
operate the . New " Smyrna , (Fla.)
Breeze and the Palm Beach (Fla.)
Tropical; Sun, dieid Feb. .3 at Greens-
boro, N. C. -.'.'

.'..: .-.'
'.'''..',

calls-, for! : restraint,- the. Arnheim
gang seems very much ut home.: Un-
like some : of the

;
outfits; recently

sndtted- here, this orchestra eschews
the extreme blasting which,

"

' a
comparatively, small and. low-ceil-
inged ' ropm, rnakes iriore foi- pande-
monium: than music, and its modu-

I

lated melodies ' draw, a -warm wel-
come. , '

'
-

i Iii addition to Conducting the or-
chestra and . einceeing the show,
Aifnheim takes a turn . at the piaiio

to rattle off a few bars, including
such of his own" compositions as
'Sweet and Lovely.' <I Cried For
You' and .'I Surrender, Dear.' Floor
show adheres •. to the usual Terrace
'formula—a topnotch dance team and
vocalists. Katherine Joyce, the
band's youthful singer, handles her
pop numbers acceptably and Andy
Russell and •'Mac' Stone, / drummer
and : trumpeter; ' respectively;: step
down from the platform for some
warbling which

; evokes 'a satisfac-
torv response; Russell .devotes him-
self to romantic ballads while Stone
takes a. fling .

at comedy nurribers.
which constitute the band's sole rib-
tickling efforts:,'

A highly attractive couple whose
voices blend nicely, •' Marshall - and
Shields do a good sales job on a
'Show Bpat' medley, 'I'm Falling In
Love • with; Someone' and . 'Donkey
Serenade/ the pair's charm, as well
as their .vocalizing; helping: to. put
over these genteel- numbers even at
a- late hour, : when

.
lively swing

might . haye seemed lihore: sure fire.
- Theodore and Denesha, Latin-type
dancers, -work fast and effectively,
putting plenty- of zip' into the pro-
ceedings. To an . applause accom-
paniment from the guests,, thejr per-
form difficult adagio feats and
breath-taking acrobatic lifts and
spins. 'A fast conga with plenty of
twirls is a standout.
Virginia Sanfbrd is a. character

I
reader and the Murray Dancers il-

lustrate and teach the newest steps.
Rees.

'

BEACHCOMBER
(CROWN HOTEL, PROVIDENCE)

Providence, ft. I., Feb. 9.

CWco Simone's . bond (8), John
Goniales. Luis Torres Dancers (4),
Gloria Belmonte, . The Continentdfe
(5).

she was a little . below her. own par
When caught at the opening.

.

. The -band's Roseanne Stevens,
vocalist, looks, . sings and acts like
the original jitterbugs Her songs
got .nice response; and. she follows
through with a ,hot jam session with
one of the boys in the band to click
strongly.

: :

*' '--.'

: Dolores Gay, blonde looker with
a hice chassis; billed as 'The VTorld'a
Fastest

. Tap panccr,' beats a . rapid
tatoo with .her feet to get plenty of
palm pounding- from the customers;"

Her routines, however, are too sinil- •

lar;. '. .''"V" .'.",•
•

.

'.''

: Better on the torrid Latin selec-
tions than . oh" the dreamy pieces are
dance team Betty and Freddy Rob-
erts. Especially noteworthy is ' the
femme's illusion of dancing without
her . feet once' touching: the floor.
Team got big. hand.

"

: The. slapstick antics and acrobatics
of the Three Ryans netted plenty of
laughs, but jokes were, feeble.
Maestro and- aggregation lend

fitting;, climax
t
td the: show \vlth-'a

novelty number in which they /step
into the role of a jukebox, respond-
ing to the requests of all tyjjes-^the
jitterbug, the old maid, the, drunk,
the sentimental soul—and .close, with
'God Bless America,' for the patriot,
to get big response.

.

Band provides :' excellent baeki
ground for acts in addition to play-
ing well for hoofing. Lixizza. .

Supervises AGVA
^Continued from page « ;

Chatter '-

.: CPwardrMcCanri,. inp;,
, has been

chartered to conduct a printing-pub^
licity business in New.- York., :

;

Thelma Strabel, : whbse 'Reap the
Wild yfind'^was one of last season^
best-selling

s
h6vels,' has returned . to

New Yotk from. Florida artd is . at
work- on, a new serial for American
mag. /:

.
Marie Sale completing revisions on

a biography of her late husband,
vaudeville and film comedian 'Chic'
Sale, ' whose The Specialist', became
a humorous Classic. Title for the book
hasn't been selected.' '.

•

Ben . Robertson, English : corre-
spondent' for'TsPM who last' month
sighed a contract with .Alfred A.
Knopf for publication of a book on
his observations In wartime Britain,
has just delivered manuscript to the
publisher, title 'I Saw England.' .

Since Ruby Foo took over . the
Beachcomber, spot has been kept
essentially the same and is still get-
ting a; heavy play,
Chico Simone and his cohga-

rhumba band has. held over since
the opening and is set for some time.
Their rendition of Latin tunes, has
struck the fancy of local devotees.
Simone plays a fair accordion, doub-
ling from baton wielding. His singer;
John: Gonzales, vocalizes 'Havana for
a Night" only sorso. .

Luis Torres' congarhUmba dancers
(4> present thr usual hlp-wlggling
specialties of the Latins, but show
little new in the routine. Gloria
Belmonte; -pint-size in comparison
with other members of the troupe,
packs plenty of personality in her
presentation of a Spanish peasant
dance. Her work with the: castanets
is also good. •

Bill Morton, local boy and assistant
manager, does a straight m.c. The
Continentals fill in during the
Simotie crew's breather.
Spot has also incorporated several

special features, among them Friday
Celebrity Nights, at Which Visiting
members of stage and radio who
may be in town : drop in and take
part in the show. A regular Sunday,
afternoon swing session is also gain-
ing quite a following.— Malo.

blue room, n q.
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

Neiu Orleans, Feb. 15.
Ozzie Nelson Orch, - Harriet Hil-

Hard, Roseanne Stevens. Dolores Gay,
Betty and Freddy . Roberts, The.
Three Ryani.-

Ozzie Nelson and : crew fit' nicely
in this swank nitery where the cus-.
tomers are' as concerned . over the
quality- of their .music as the food
and drinks. It was a three-fold Val-
entine Nelson presented to this full
house—his pretty wife, ; Harriet, an
aggregation of neat-looking musi-
cians for the femmes iahd. a :teoer-

•

tpire of swing and sweet tunes Which
the; b^nd played with equal - ease:
The :boys had little trouble keepinjg;
the dance floor crowded.
Orch on the whole is well, balanced

and versatile, mixing Latin melodies :

With.sweet stuff and orthodox swing
numbers;: Nelson batons the show
nicely. The layout, while modest in
quantity, makes up for any de--

i flciency In this respect bv being
I

high
. in entertainment. :

Miss Hllllard, looking trim and
pretty In a powder-blue evening
gown,, opens with a novelty ditty
with her husband in which she
pledges .her allegiance' to the band,
and follows up with 'I Ain't Got
Nobody' and .'My Heart Belongs to
Daddy/ However, while above the
average of the usual nitery warbler,

and one of the Griffin brothers
.
op-

erating - the iif. Y; Inquirer, SUnda'y
paper/ : has .. been a mpmber yf

AGVA's riational board virtually

since the union's formation a year
and a half ago. He is sitting as
temporary adminstratlve head In
place of Barto and Haddock without
salary. He also takes Haddock's
place as AGVA's rep at Theatre Au-
thority, the Four A's and the Central
Trades and Labor CPunciL .-:

While it will be up to a national

board, picked in the coming election,

to appoint, a permanent executive
secretary, it's possible the joint ad-
ministrative board will choose a
temporary executive secretary to -fill

in for the time being. Those on the
administrative board from the Four
A's are Jean Greenfield, chairman
of the Four A's; Ruth - Richmond,
Chorus Equity; Walter. Greaza, Ac-
tors. Equity; Florence S. Marston,
eastern representative; of the Screen
Actors. Guild and Emily Holt, of the
American Federation of Radio Ar-i

tists'. Griffin, Joe Smith (and Dale) ,-

Diave Fox, Hal Sherman, Prof. Maji.

Bob Edwards, Alan. Corelli and
others are sitting in for AGVA.
Following the meeting at the Four

A's last Thursday (13),. Frank -Gill-

*morer president of the parent body,
issued a statement regarding AGVA,
which read in part:

The Four A's is deeply concerned
with the confusion and differences of
opinion in AGVA of recent months,
and its desire for the continued suc-
cesful . operation of AGVA and' its

intention to afford full and hearty
cooperation with the AGVA mem-
bership is evidenced by the com-
mittee which will administer
AGVA's affairs in the interim
period.'

Variety Actors Betterment

Meanwhile, still another element
-Injected Itself into AGVA affairs.

Ah organization called the Variety
Actors Betterment Campaign Com-
mittee,, evidently headed by Murray/
Lane, sent out a statement signed by
Lane which reads:

'The
:
executive board of the

Variety Actors Betterment Campaign
Committee (which represents 4,500
performers in the vaudeville and
night club field) today (Friday)
voted the following statement on the
situation confronting, the: American
Guild of Variety Artists following
Hoyt Haddock's discharge, as execu--
tive secretary;

'We demand that the new AGVA
.

executive secretary: be elected by a
national vote of the entire; member- .

ship ihstead; of being appointed by
the. National Board- : with the

. .
ap-

prPval of .the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America as were, the past
four AGVA secretaries;

'We demand that elections of the
New York AGVA local be held on
the grburtds that, the; elections last

year lacked ^ 'quorum and included
challenged, votes 1

,and miscounts;
.'•'•

;
.'We

.demand that the AGVA be
given true

.
autonomy, as are. the

other branches of the Four A's, with '.

the AGVA run by American Actors
for .American Actors.' ,

Lane, working in. concert
.
with Lou

Taylor and Sid Williams, is alleged
•

to be part, of a faction said to desire .

.

the return of Ralph Whitehead . to

vaude-jnitery .Unionism.
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Broadway

. Sam' McKee ailing again.

Wally Downey in U;S., back from

RiP de Janeiro. . .'; '••'/'•
.

: Mass Hart returning from Palm.

Beach this week.

John- Fearnley, legit actor, to Coast

for months vacation. .

• jillin and Irving. Berlin to Miami
Beach on. a holiday. .

' Dick Maney being .
bipge^ in N.Y.-

times by jack Gould. ,-.

Jack Kapp; Decca Records prez,

becoming quite, an antique collector.

. John Golden and Walter Vincent

-. Join1 showmen vacationing. in Florida.

John Kershaw, said tP; have: been

t- yaiet; to David Belasco,' died last;

'Saturday... .;**•;. -v.
•> '-..'-.'

Ben Miggins;, 20th-Fox European
. mariager,, back from brief

. vacation

in Florida.
:

. .
. .....

"'

.. ^
'

Harry M. Goetz to the Coast at the:

end of the month on .combo vacation-

business- trip. .

Annual : dinrier-darice of Coluiri-

bians, h.o. Col club, at the- Waldorf
Saturday (22)',

. .

'".
,

\ Dr. Emanuel Stern, company phyr
jician for Paramount, ..laid up .

in

French; hospital; ; '

Benjamin Glaser,- Metro scrivener;

returning to the Coast after week
co/ing New York..

Joe. Shea has joined the public re-,

lations department, of the film dlvi-

sipri of General Motors.
•'

'-"'
Helen. Hoerle ageri.ting. 'Fantasia'

in Pittsburgh; William H. Chamber-
lain; company manager.

. Ai G, RUdd, manager for NeWspeel
Theatres ,and assistant to W. French
Githens, prez, bedded by. flu. :

'

' Russell Holmari, Paramount's east-,

ern production rep, down with the
grippe for several days last week, .

Philip Faversham has joined the
. American-English .ambulance drivers
corps, -sailing. !for 'South..-Africa soon.
Ed • Fishman (William Morris

agency) to the Coast this week to.

,
headquarter, there, supervising bands.
Though • back oh the . job, ' Sam

Dembow, Jr., won't be able to throw
away the crutches for several weeks.
Austin C. K.eough, Par's general

Counsel, who was downed by the flu

for two weeks, recuperating in Flor-
ida.

Emil Velazco, the organist, resi-

dent of Woodside, L. I;; in volun-
tary bankruptcy. \ Owes $6,306;. no

"assets. .

'

Lou Pollock, Universal eastern ad-
publicity director; vacationing in
Florida, scheduled to return to N. Y,
Feb. 24.

Bill Scully, Universal sales. Chief,
left for Miami Friday (14) for two-
week vacash following Chicago con-
vention..

Harry (Feist) Link back from
Coast last week, and under the
weather.

. William Grady, Coast talent head,
in town, seeking a Spanish dance
team for Metro's fllmization of 'Pan-
ama Hattie.'
Lily Pons to Miami : Beach for

month's rest. Husband Andre Kos-
telanetz commuting by . plane four

. days a week.
Radio City bowling alleys get a

big pix exec turnout Saturday afterr
noon. David Loew and Jake Mil-
stein unofficial ehamps.

All the wacky gags , have become
rpsyeho-analysis' quips now—the

. 1941 switch since the click of Moss
Hart's 'Lady in the Dark.*
Sam H. .Harris chairmariing big

gala fpr British War Relief in Palm
Beach Feb. 24, for which many acts
are going there from-N.Y.

'

.
Lynh Farnol returned Monday

(17) fronl Hollywood, confabs. He's
opening freelance publicity offices
with Sam Goldwyn- as first client. •

Jack Miles, prez of Western The-
atre and Allied Theatre circuits in
Winnipeg, was in New York over
the weekend on his way toPlorida.
.
Martha Sleeper, legit-film actress

. married , last week to Harry Dresser
Deutschbein; ' told friends 'she . is

permanently retiring from show biz.-

Major Frederick .L. Herron, head
of Hays office foreign department,
pack to office for a few hours late
last week "after ; being downed by
flu; .-.= .

- :
"

.
Sonny Werblin, MCA : V.p., ' back

in harness, after seven months' eri-

f
ot

^
e

.
d ^activity through ' illness, is

limiting his nocturnal: . schedule ' of
rounds. .

;_.-'; .-' :

.. •
.

-
.

. :
-

-

_ Carol Bruce's work Ini 'Louisiana
Purchase', got intensive o.o. from
Universal producer Bruce Manning,
while, east, as U has songstress under
contract. : ,- ' /
'

.

Bob (MirrPr). Coleman banged into

*ij
open desk drawer and reopened

. war wounds, causing -him to
nobble around to -cover the legit
openings. .,-"'

Ira Genet, Warner Bros, shorts di-
rector, and his wife,, Georgette Car-
neal, have co-authored a play. . Lat-
ter east to huddle on a Broadway
Production. ••.'•

Doris Sanders, former sec. in RKO
.
^oast production offices, temporarily
""boing in eastern publicity depart-
ment due to illness of her father in
New^York.

iii-A?*
of Joey Jaeobsori, operator

f/A
tne Cbez Paree, Chicago, is oh

,
xne mend following- ari operation at

Sru^? s hospital, N.Y., recently.
Hubby's close by.

Charlie Adler'a son, Edwin. 22,now a student flyer with <he U;S.

Army. Adler
. (Yacht Club BoVs)

now owns The Tavern with George
Kelly, also formerly of the act.

Alari Collins, chief of the, Curtis
Brpwn„agehcy, returned to his desk
yesterday. .(Tuesday) from two
weeks' special training in New York 1

with the. U. S. Naval Reserve,
Pan-American Press Club, recently

organized with. Maria M. "Garrett; o£
Warner Bros, foreign publicity, staff;
president, holds its first inaugural
ball at the. Ritz-Car.lton Feb. 24.

• Cyhda Glenn to Miami, dpening.at
the Olympia and probably also into
a . local or Havana- nitery. This
forced setting back a commitment
at the Versailles,:. N. ; Y:, until next
month. •-. ..

Humphrey Doulens, just back. from,
southern tour: with ' Lily - Pons, for
Columbia Concerts, 'left Monday (17)'

to handle Nelson Eddy's concert
dates., through the south for three
weeks, ?

'

'

-
-

Julian Eltinge will be feted Thurs-
day night (20) at Billy Rose's Dia-
mond Horseshoe, where he has been

.

appearing! for- the past 10 months, in
commemoratioh of his . 35th ahniv
versary in the theatre:" :

.'-

i

.'Arnold Grass and C; Pani,
brother of Joe .Pani,. who had . the
Petroleum Bldg;-. restaurant . at • the"
Fair, have their own Cafe Arnold in
the new. building project at Column
bus Circle.

Gabriel Pascal had tea at the
White House last week with Mrs;
Roosevelt, and sent

.
print of his Brit-

ish-m'ade
.
-Major: Barbara' to Wash-

ington for a screening for the Presi-
dent on Sunday :(16).-

Alexander Korda due Friday (21)
With a. .print of . 'That Hamilton
WPman/ Steve Pallos, his eastern
rep, who has been vacationing fol-
lowing iCoast huddles, will be back
tomorrow. (Thursday); -

..Msgr; FUlton - ,'Shean's broadcast
plufr for Walter ' Wihchell's 'Broad-
Way. Alien' ('Distaff Side') :column
has inspired film bids from Warners
and Universal for screen rights to
that particular column.
" Lindy .was ribbed all last week as
being" a stage-struck restaurateur be-
cause of his tonight's (Wed!) radio
guest-shot with Fred Allen. The
maestro of Nova Scotia and herring
got a terrific workout from the
Broadwayites.

Paris

- Legit dping much better- at b.o. in
Paris than filmers because people
not interested in old films or . Ger-
man..productions;, and Yankee picts
cannot be had.

inist, -will assist at Paul Robeson's
recital in opera house of municipal
auditorium,' Entertainment, Inc.,

headed by. Paul Beisman, is spon-
soring.
Maxine Kippel, 17iyear-plcl violin-

ist, daughter of .Sam Kippel, formerly
in the first violin section of the' St.

Louis symph orch,: scored as soloist

T^Ma r
Mr^c^f^^ with- -lo.car?yjnph orch's •. fourth

• stu-.St^wl?^
SfeoSSK^'l Charlls ''Gabby' Street, former St^

tho result Pf • stopping .a baseball
Charles Boyer, Rene Clair. Jullen

.

Duvivier and Michele . -Morgan to
Hollywood; Article, says Mile. Dar-
rieux .finally accepted tempting of-
fer made by one of the Yank com-
panies. \ .

-.

New French picts released in' Paris
—first since Armistice: 'Campemerit
;13,r megged by Jacques. Constant; .at

the AUbert Palace; ^Monsieur Hec-
tor,' - with Ferhandel,

. at the Max
Linder;. -Le Grand Elan/ megged by
Christian Jaque, at the Olympia; ,'Le
Paradis Perdu' ('Lost Paradise'), di-
rected by Abel ' Gance, with Fer-
hand Gr.avet and Micheline Gravey,
at the Marivaux; 'Becassihe,' at the
Paramount. Old film to make reap-
pearance; . 'Angelica,' = with Viviane
Romance

. and Georges Flamant at
the QaUmont Palace.

tossed
.
by a mechanical pitcher at

the Southwest ; Sportsmen's Show.

Buenos Aires
By Ray. Josephs

By Les Rees;

. Jascha Heifetz here for concert.
RKO sales staff to Chicago for

meeting.

University of Minnesota Playhouse,
offering 'Lilliom.*

Eddie Stoller,
' United Artists'

booker., engaged to wed.
DuBarry :Was Lady' tentatively set

for Lyceum next month.
Mother of Gordie Greene, veteran

theatre manager, passed away..
'

Annual Sportsmen's show sched-
uled for Auditorium in April..

Bennie Berger, independent circuit
owner, back from Florida and Cuba
jaunt. ...

. Ben Friedman, independent circuit,
owner/ spending few weeks at Hot
Springs,

V Abie Kaplan, independent circuit
owner, around again following minor
operation.
Morrie Abrams,

. M-G; exploUeer
for many years; on Welworth circuit
assignment.
Willard Greenleaf, Devils Lake,

N. D., showman, in Rpchester, Minn.,
for Mayo clinic checkup.. \
John J. Friedl, Minnesota Amuse-

ment company president, back from
month's vacation at Miami.

.

. J. L. Stern, independent film, dis-

tributor, bought Mohawk theatre,

St Paul, from Charles Christian.
Harry Hjfsch and Harry Katz, re-

opening Alvin with stock burlesque
Feb. 28, have Ann Corio as initial

'Earl Carroll's 'Vanities' at Or-
pheum presented Mayor George E.

Leach with orange tree shipped here
from California.; \

Warren,. Branton .resigned, from
National Screen to replace Harold.
Lyons on 20th-Fox sales' staff,' latter

being transferred to Des Moines. ...

. Bill Scholl; RKO exploiteer. trans-
ferred to eastern central 'district, at
Cleveland and will" be succeeded
here, by "Eddie • Rivers from the
Coast.-.. -

.'

Shriners* annual winter Indoor
circus at Auditorium- March 3-8 to be
tppped : bjr .;Terreil Jacobs, with his

trained lions' and tigers, and. Zac-
chlni; human cannonball.
Roy Pearce, : Fox theatres', city-

manager, up: from; Milwaukee to

catch CarroU's 'Vanities' at Orpheumi
here-prior to show's engagement, at

Wisconsin theatre in his town.
. Susanna Foster and Dolly Loehr,

! from 'Hardboiled Canary' film, here
for 'invitation preview at Which Dr;

T. P. Giddings, local schools' music
director for 30 years, was honored
guest : Latter' was . qo-fouhder of
Michigan young people's camp, -pic-

ture's locale. .

'
•''

• Clyde McCoy's trumpet will be
pitted against LPuis . Armstrong's
here next ' week: when the .McCoy
and Armstrong bands oppose each
other at the Orpheum and Minne-
sota, respectively. .'. 'international
Revue^follows Clyde McCoy's band
into Orpheum week after next.

; Show world getting set for carnir .

Valseasoni '

;.'

Mark 150th
:

showing of • 'Depart?
manto de Senoritas* ('Apartment for
Girls'), by Juan F. Moreno Roj as, at
the Comedia.
Featured in new show at the Tab-

apRis are Anita del Rio, . Marianna,
Lilian Goldwhi, Les Scotti, Dolly
Verger arid Ballet Arno.

. .

: 'Special performance at . Teatro
Nacional of

,
Samuel ' Eichelbaum's

'Uh Guapo del 900' ('The Valiant of
the 900'),. which won the. Comision
Nacional de Cultura prize. •

Big turnout at session honoring
third anniversary of the death of
Enrique Garcia Velloso, playwright,
first president and long active in the
Casa del Teatrb (House of the The-
atre ), showfolk organization.

,

Ulises Peit. de Murat and Homero
Manzi; writers adapting ITierra eri

Armas' ('Land in Arms') for screen,
off to Salta to get : additional color
and. background from author Juan
Carlos Davalosr Marki Soffici wilL
direct pic for Pampa.
Vacationers include Nora Cullen

at Dolores; Carmen Valdes in Sal-
sipuedes; . Mercedes Simone . in
Montevideo; Ada Falcon in Mar del
Plata; Berta Singerman in San
Pedro; Inez Murray in Punte del
Este and Iris Marga at Pocitis.

[
Pampa signed Hector Cpire and

young actress, Toti Munoz, on two-
year exclusive pacts. Jose Olarra,
announced by Pampa for *Yo Quiero
Moria Coritigo' CI Want to Die with
You'), by Enrique Amorim and Ro-
man Gomez Masia. Other leads in-
clude Angel Magana and Elisa Galde.

Luis Aldas, Argentina actor for 10
years in the States, signed by Sono-
film for lead in 'La Casa de Los
Cuervos' ('House of the Crows').
Cast for period piece, to be shot at
San Isldro Studios, includes Amelia
Bence, Miguel Gomez Bao, Elsa
O'Connor, Vilma Vidal and Elisardo
Santalla. . . .

^
Current in downtown B.A.: 'Tom

Brown's School Days' and 'Stranger
on the- Third Floor,' at the Rex;
'Ecstasy' at the Paramount; 'Mutiny
pn the Bounty' (revival) at the
Ideal; 'Sea Hawk' at the Suipacha;
'Howards of Virginia' at the Opera;
•Night .at. Earl Carroll's* at the Nor-
mahdie' 'We Who. Are Young' at the
Ambassador.

Baires Films, new producing outfit

headed by Antonio. «BbtanO, owner
•of Critica, announces formation of
distributing organization known as
Baires Almar.

.
Partners. : include

Laura'ret and Cavallo, owners of the
Rex, Ambassador,,; Broadway / and
other major houses,; and setup " will
give Baires. best distribution of any
local company. Expect . to 'start

shooting first pic in March at Don
Tomato studios.
EFA angling - for - Luis. Arata for

bigrbudgeted pic.- Contract with
LumitPn doesn't preyent outside
jobs. Arata and. company now at the
18 de Julio (18th. of July) theatre in
Montevideo. Opened ': there '. .with
'Nola Quiero - Ni Me Importa' <!I

Don't Love Her and She Doesn't
Matter'), comedy by Darthes . and
Darnel, and .how doing three-act
farce, >'Sc . Caso LUigin Trombetta'
('Luigin Trombetta Got Married*).

By Hal Cohen'

"': C. C.
:

.
kellehberg, of 20th-Fox. off

for. Florida vacation; ditto Art Eng-
land.'.- -v

,

;

:

.'

Pitt Players will close their season
next "month with " . Clifford Odets-
'Golden Boy.'
Helen . .Hayes-Maurice ' Evans

'twelfth Night' due at Nixon first;

week. in April.;;. . .;
-

Maty.-- Lou Savage will- be home'
next week with the 'Folies Bergere*
Unit

:

at , Stanley-/. :'.'•,-
Local Ohio State alumni plotting

theatre party during 'Male Animal's'
engagement here.
Walter Appier coming back from

New York to play lead in 'Morning
at . Seven' at .Piayhduse. ; .

•' ;
.

Gertrude
.
Bromber'g ; jri ahead of.

'Male Animal,'.and Helen Hoerie also
here drumbeatirig 'Fantasia.' .

Variety Club tossed a party arid

buffet supper for -entire touring
•Hellzapoppirt' cast last week.

'

Nicl<: Lucas.; had laryngitis arid

couldn't sirig a note during his entire
first week at the Villa Madrid.
Elizabeth North . has resigned; as

Playhouse's p.a. on account of illness

and replaced by J, English iSmith. .--

Miltpn Golden, assistant manager.
Squirrel- Hill -.theatre, leaving soon
to become a cadet pilot ' Ui: S.
Army.
Jeanette MacDonald coming in

Monday (24) fpr concert she had to
postpone on account of illness last
month.' .

>
' :

The C. J. Lattas will be grand-
parents in July. , Their daughter,
Peggy (Mrs. Bill Deibold), is ex-
pecting.
Jimrny Totman back 6n the job in

WB publicity office after an opera-,
tion which put hirn out of action; for
two Weeks.
Buck Stoner, new M-G exchange

manager, went back, to Cleveland for
one night to attend testimonial din-
ner in his honor.

St.

By Sam ;'X:' Hiirst

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

Ben Cohen, back from. India, visit
ing. hereabouts.
Next. Yale production is 'Cherry.

Orchard,', due in March.
Ruth and Paul will joint-recital at

the Shubert next month.
Lotte Lehmann and Lauritz Mel-

chipr in for Woolsey Hall concert.
Par manager Lew Schaefer's boy,

Bob, among town's latest draftees.
Morris. Joseph feted on retirement

as Universal branch manager here.
Poyle Frijsh a Click in Sprague

Hall concert for Yale Music School.
Firemen's berieflt to bring in 14

acts of big-time vaude to Arena Feb.
27.

. Savin Rock's Club Continental, had
a visit from gendarmes on liquor
count.

.'.''

Oliver Bishop named manager of
local office of film. Arbitration Asso-
ciation.'

Stirling Hayden hopped in for a
single personal appearance at Par-
amount.

, Lincoln has switched from foreign
films to first-run domestic policy tem-
porarily.

'

Albert Lewin in for chirifest. at

Yale .drama school as guest of Prof.
Allerdyce Nicoll;

Yale Dramat will do an original
musical.. .'The Waterbury Talcs," -' for
Junior Prom, play next morith.-

Hafry Arthur here from St. Louis.
Ogdcn Nash to Baltimore ori- vaca»-

tion. ' ' ::'-.' :

:
Dinah Shore being tested at 20th-

Fpx.
Cary Grant planning three rnonths'

'

vacash. :
.'•

' .;--\-- .-

Gcho Aiitry. siestairtg; in northern
California,

. Donald. Novis ;operis •..p.a.'.^tbui'.. at
Mihm: Fcb:

: 20. .

•'•

.. .

-

;
-;

Gertrude; Nieseri back ; .after: five,

•weeks p.a-. in' the .ieast- ;

; ..- .-'.
'

.

-.

plerin Ford.back 'a'tiCoi'u'm'bia' '.after
;'

month's 'personal tour. ;
-

JLyhri Bari to work after a.
month's siege of flu. .

'.

.Sergei. Rachina-nijoff called oh Al-
fred Hitchcock at RKO.
Dorothy Lambur shoves off this

week - for. a Mexican vacation.

.

Edward G. Robirison back•from
looksee at the plays on Broadway;
Arnold Gurther in town lining up

talent for Elitch Gardens . in Denver.
:. Arch SelWyn recovering from

broken kheb cap suffered', in .auto
brash;"' :

•Richard '.De
r
MilIe, C, ' B.'s son,

makes his actirtg debut in.his! father's'
next picture; '-

;
:

Gfacie Fields planed to Denver to
bperi third Series of c6,nder°ts«fbf' Brit-
ish War Relief. -.'..;"

/

Dick Pritchard, manager of Am-
bassador I'.itel theatre, recovering
from appendectomy.
Richard Terry replaced. Eddie ;

Laughton, who . is ill, in the cast "of

'Urider Age' at Columbia;.
Frank Donovan aired in from New.

York for weekerid conferences on. his
Pathe series, .'Pictyre People.' •

Warner Club tossed its seventh' an-
;

-

riual party, with .1,200 workers and
their guests, at the Bilthibre Bowi. ;

. Globe Productions .(James Roose-
velt outfit) celebrated first anniver-
sary with a dinner, bn the Pathe Jot.

Otto Gluck, .Viennese producer,
filed $13,000 breach of contract suit,

against Jan Kiepura arid Marta Eg-
gerth here.
Robert Porterfleld, who founded the.

Barter theatre at Abingdon, Va.. *as
been given a part in 'Sergeant York'
at Warners.
Howard Benedict and Leslie.Good-

wins home from Fort Bennirig, Ga.,
where they lined up data on 'Para-
chute Battalion.'
Gregg Toland hopped off for a

Mfcxican vacation; leaving Al Gilka
to shoot retakes on 'The Outlaws' for
Howard Hughes.

Charlie Chaplin, W, C. Fields and
B. P. Schulberg Studios will fight

income tax claims of Government in
the court this week.
. Norman

.
Manning checks out of

Warners' flackery in two weeks to
start his third season as mariager of
Hollywood Park Turf Cluh.
"7Dave Rubinoff took

.
time out to

submit idea for a musical film to one •

of the major studios, flying in from
Kansas City and returning next day.
Charles Coburn defended his claim

that the amateur theatre has failed
to contribute any outstanding names
to the profession in a talk before the
University of

.
Washington Theatre

Conference at Seattle.

'

-:. By Douglas L. Grahame

Cantihflas, • tramp comedian, head-
ing his own company bri loilr.

Ramon Perieda readying, his first

pic of the year after a long laybff;

Otto Amsden, American pianist,

giving recitals at the' Palace of Fine
Arts ; (National theatre), '. '-

.

.

'
. Arturo de Cordoba, film player; to

Hollywood questing : cphtracts after

personallrig iri some Latin theatres
of the ' UiS. Southwest. .". '

:

Joe Fustemberg, owner of the Fol-
lies Bergere,.- local revue hoiise,

booked a French vaude unit while.Talker hbuses in Vandalia; 111.,. - . - . _ . - »* .. . .

hard hit by epidemic of scarlet fever vacationing in Vera Cruz;.; Unit is to

that has closed four grade schools; ™«»* w«. ™ w»wk • • ; .

; Dorothy -Thoriipson to personal be-
fore League of Womeri.Vbtersin

-Mu-
nicipal Auditorium Wednesday (26.).".

Frederick Jageli Met Qpeira tbrior,

open here in March
. Pic': Producer • Miguel . Contreras

Torres ;back from his
:
biz tour of

Central America; He^s the first of
several Mexican . pic makers; to go

drew an SRO crowd to Howard Hall, ' after, more.Latin, American trade in

Principia College, his : first -per-" person. '
.

-
*

..

sorial here. ; . - . . |. Chano Urueta,. pic producer, to -the

Elizabeth Bona, mother of - Lester
j

Laguna district, Mexico's greatest

Bona of the Warner sales organiza- 1 cotton : belt, to- ready a film, dealing

tion. died last week. . Her husband : with the unfortunate agrarian ex-

died two weeks before. I perjment the Cardenas government
Clara Rdckmore, .virtuoso therem^ I made there.

Australia
By Erie Gerrick /

Hoyts extending loop in the MeU
bourne nabes. •

Sir Ben Fuller trying out local
vaude-revue at King's, Melbourne.

Marie: Ney a click in. 'No Time for
Comedy' in Sydney for Williamson-
Tait.

: Greater Union Theatres signed
contract extension with Columbia
covering major centers.
Hal Thompson, U, S. radioer, will

be given additional legit , roles.; by
Willjamson-Tait during 1941. Thomp-
son is scoring iri 'No Time for Corri-

edy.'
Abe Romain bowed In as band

leader at Trocadero, Sydney. For.
balance of summer season Troc
management, giving aWay coffee and
cakes to patrons. Last year :it: was
furniture.

• Several Sydney nabe ekhibs have
fouhd biz so improved; that they will
continue with a three-arday policy.
Most nabers only play, nightly with
two mats weekly; Good product is

said to be responsible for trade .up-
lift: :;';"';

..-
.

-:':.-;:; .''•

. Believed that the Motion: Picture
Distributors , Assri; will : appoint new
head riot (connected with, -distribu-
tion. Bernie Freeman,; m.d. Metro,
is the present boss. . Sir Victor Wil-
son was the last non-trader heading
the MPDA. V'-,---

: 'Great Dictator' (UA ) . Is -

;
pullirig

tremendously; in' the ' out-of-town
spots, with pic still high in Sydney:

Since, the. merger washup between.
Hoyts and "Greater Union ' Theatres
stocks iri both Units have: taken' a
swing upwards.
. Jack Kbuvelis,. major, stix exhib,
has presented an. ambulance to the
Commonwealth fpr service over-
seas. Kouvelis stated that he had
been, informed that Italian bombs,
had recently: destroyed his brother's,
theatre in Patras, Greece.

Professional •.vaiide-:rcvuers . are
amazed and angry at the large num-
ber of amateurs, finding employment
over, the Various pic lpops, most of
whom break into the .field via radio
talent quests. Professionals hint
that the ams take less for stage
breaks.
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OBITUARIES
FAT COURTNEY

Fay Courtney, 45, teamed with her

sister, Florence, in .singing duo
known as the Courtney Sisters, a

favorite vaude: act of the. '20s, "died

Feb. 14 at her home in New York. ..';•

The ;

wife of Roy V. MacNicol; an

artist, whom she. wed in 1921. Bliss

Courtney was : native
.

: of Clay

"County, Texas,oahd ' made her' stage

debut With her sister at the age of

12. /Pair toured the circuits; together

and dissolved for y.a time after

Florence's marriage to George Jessel.

As a single Fay Courtney was^ a

popular performer with an .effective

baritone voice, She • featur^ s;ongs

occasionally written by herseif - and
her sister. In ,1921 / the sisters , :f

united," after' t'vVS.'yfdrs retirement,

coming back.; with- five, string mii-

siciaris who accompanied their sing-

ing, pay .usually carried . the bulk

of :
the warbUng .chores, with Florence,

harmonizing here ' arid there.

Four years later thie tearn reap-

peared on Broadway at the Palace.

Turri was marked by harmonizing
throughout except fory one single

number of Fay, which had
.
always

been a high spot. of their work.
Later, the sisters appeared iri/musi-

<al comedy and . were seen - in 'such

productions..as The: World of Pleas-

ure- and 'The World of Society' 'and.

In 1927 had roles in Will Rogers'

revue at the Princess Supper Club,

London. Fay, who told a few Negro
stories and sang spirituals; went on
the concert stage after the act .per-

manently broke up. •

. Appearing .both- in. America and
abroad. Miss Courtney only last fall

participated in concert engagements
In Sojuth America while her husband

Robert Mantell; A member of Wil-

liam A. Brady's all-star 'Uncle Tom's

Cabin,' he made his last stage, ap-

pearance with Nance O'Neill; There-

after -Lander studied music, abroad

and upon His. return was concerned

with npn-theatricaV ventures.- Five

years ago, he lost his. sight.

; Funeral services w.ere held in New
York Thursday; (13) Under auspices

of the Actors' Fund. X Burial, took

place at the Fund ;

,
plot . in Kensica

Cenie'tery, Westchester County, N.:V

came to- America in 1932 for the

Olympic games, he became one of

her business advisers soon after she

abandoned her . amateur -standing*.

Last year they severed connections

and : he promoted several ice carni-

vals of his own.
He leaves a brother.

.

FRED W. JORDAN
Fred W. Jordan,: 59, for years a

legit press agent who represented

Arthur ; Hammerstein, the Abbey
Theatre troupe, and the ;

Shuberts;

died Feb. 13 of a heart attack at his

home, near Lake Mahopac, N; Y, : . .-/J

• A native,of 'Lew'iston,- Me.,. Jordan
publicized, plga Petrbva arid ;

Fah
Watd, arid recently had beeri an ad-

vance agerit for Shubert road shows.
For two years he p.a.d . the Abbey
Theatre Players and ; was last em-
ployed as road publicist for 'The
White Steed.' .

-.,'.-,''

A. member-- of the Theatrical Man-;
agers and Agents Union, he leaves

his Widow, Lydia, and a son, "Fred;

by a former marriage. Funeral
services were.held in Katonah, N. Y„
Sun-lay (16) and burial followed in

Ferncliff, N, Y> ,;• /.

'. J. J. (Jack) SJJLLIVAN Y"
'

John J. (Jack) Sullivan, 56, vet-

eran film man, died at his home in

Los,. Angeles, Feb. 13, after a linger-

ing illness. For the past 13 years
he ; was chief -film buyer fop-* Fox
West Coast Theatres, prior to which

/; HENRY M. WALBROOK
. Henry M. Walbrook, author, drama
critic ;and playwright, died ih Lon-

don, Feb. 13. : The writer of several

books on the theatre,' he was drama
critic of the Pall Mail Gazette, Lon-
don, from .1906 to 1915 arid was
elected president of the London
Critics' Circle in 1933;

3efofe joining the Gazette he had
beeii art critic of the magazine Man
of the' World in 1888. and 1889 and
the following year /became editor of

the
;
Brighton Guardian, with which

he remained for. 14 years.
. He also

was considered a leading authority
upon. 19th century !

verse,
;

-
; ;

;

;V

JACK CASSIN
Jack Cassin, 62, retired actor,

whose career embraced - some 25

years in all branches of ' the theatre,

died of a heart, attack Feb. 1 In
Quincy, 111.

•

A native of Rock Island, 111., Cas-
sin was a veteran of the Spanish-
American War. . He -acted with the
old Van. Dyke and Eaton stock com-
pany and trtiuped on Mississippi

River showboats.
He leaves a daughter,: Marigold,

associated with the : San Francisco
branch of the Erwin, Wasey agency.

. JOHN F. JACOBSON
John F! Jacobson, 68, composer,

band leader and corne.tist, died Feb.

1.0 at : Fairport, O., of. a heart atr

tack. .:' Most
:
of his. compositions,

some of which have been broadcast,

were Written for the. cornet.:

Widow, daughter and a son, Arvo,

of Brooklyn; N. Y., also a musician,

survive. • ''.'•

/•• '. v
.

.-

LOUIS STERN
Louis Stern, 81, pioneer character

actor who began his career in vaude-
ville and early silent films, died Feb.
15 in Hollywood after; a long illness.

Born in New York, Stern acted in
pictures at the old: Ft./. Lee, N.J.,
studios and went to Hollywood . in

1926. He had ^ parts with Lbn
Chaney ih 'Where East Is East,' ap-
peared with Alma . Rubens in

'Humoresque' . and was seen in The
Postman' with Eddie. Cantor.

: Widow, Peggy, , an actress, sur-
vives.

gave art lectures. Part of the gross

was donated to British War Relief.

The couple had just recently, re-

turned from their tour. .

• Funeral services were held in New
York Sunday (16).

EDWARD TRAIL
Edward Trail, 83, whose long serv-

ice as theatrical -manager and treas-

urer of the Park and the old and new
Montauk theatres in Brooklyn, made
him a familiar figure to both per-
formers and audiences, died Feb. 12

In that borough.

.

Trail, the son of a Baltimore hotel
proprietor who catered to a theatri-

cal clientele, became acquainted with
Col. William E. Sinn, owner of the
Park theatre in Brooklyn, who was
staying at his father's hostelry and it

was he who introduced Trail to the

business side ;of the theatre by en-
gaging him as an extra usher at the

Park in 1875.

Several' years later Trail was ap-
pointed assistant treasurer ' of the
house and eventually was named
manager. The '90s brought a theatri-

cal boom to Brooklyn and Col. Sinn
Unveiled the. old Montauk in .1895

with Trail as treasurer. Those were
.the days when Brooklyn burghers
saw their Barrymores,. Drews and
Mansflelds on Fulton and Livingston
streets instead of journeying to

Broadway,
. When the. hew Montauk was, cbm-

pleted in 1905 Trail became its^man-
ager. He stayed there until 1915.

That year the road struck a low ebb
In Brooklyn chiefly due to competing
motion pictures and better ' transit

facilities; to Manhattan. Though he
Joined a department store he con-
tinued his association with .the thea-
tre as an official of the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. :

•'

\
, He leaves, a daughter, Mrs. Frank
P. La Mura,; with' whom -he resided;

;

and four grahdehfldreh. - Funeral
services were held. ih Brooklyn Fri-
day (14 >;

he spent 12 years with the Fox Film
Co., last as branch manager of the
Los Angeles exchange.

Sullivan, native of Minneapolis,
received his early film training there.

He later moved to state of Wash-
ington and ; about 25 years ago set-

tled in- Southern .California. When
Joe Goldberg retired from West
Coast Theatres to join Columbia,
Sullivan moved in as chief film buy-
er for the circuit.

Up. Until two years ago he played
an active part in the annual film

buying. Taken ill during one of. his

prolonged trips to New York, Sulli-

van gradually grew worse and? took
no active part in film buying last

season. Widow, two. sons and two
daughters survive.

FRANK LANDER '.''

Frank Lander, 80, veteran actor
who had appeared with Maurice
Barrympre, John Drew arid Mary
Anderson and was seen as the lead-

ing heavy in the first New York pro-
duction of .'Way Down East,' died

Feb. 10 in Woodside, L. I.

. A native , of Indianapolis, Lander
debuted in 1878 with Effie Ellsler. in

•A Heroine in Rags' at Macauley's
theatre, Louisville. Before .leaving

the stage in 1909 he had roles in 'Peg

Woffington' with Rose Coghlan,

. "Reckless Temple' with Maurice Bar-
-ttrmore. and acted in repertory with {Meeting Miss Henie shortly after she

ETHEL VAN ORDEN
Mrsi Fred Dampier, 51, died- Feb.

14 in Buffalo, N. Y., ending a 14-year
career at WGR-WKBW under the
professional . name of Ethel Van
Orden. She had been in show busi-
ness, including dramatic stock, for
35 years.

The actress, who assisted her hus-
band in writing arid producing
dramas at WGR-WKBW, where he
is assistant drama chief , was a native
of Texas. She- played ingenue leads
in twa George M. Cohan pieces,. '45

Minutes from. Broadway' and '50

Miles from Boston/ and trouped in

Drinkwater's 'Abraham Lincoln' as
Mrs. Lincoln. "''

-
;

. Then she came to Buffalo, where
she acted with : the Frawley and
Court Street stock groups before
entering radio in 1927.. Besides act-

ing, she wrote and produced 'Moon
Girl' arid 'Green Family/ latter of
which rah 185 weeks on WGtR:

. ...

Burial in Forest Lawn Cemetery,
Buffalo.. Surviving are her husband
and mother. /;•.":"": .';

' HUGO QUIST
; ..

Hugo Qujst,' 51, former manager of
Sonja Henie, Paaivo NUrmi and. one-
time associate of C. C. Pyle, the
'bunion derby' promoter, was found
dead Feb.. 14 in his room at .a New
York hotel •

\
Ah amateur cyclist in his native

Nprway, Quist came to the United
States in 1921 and, after a brief as-

sociation with the Finnish-American
Athletic Club, became a sports pro-
moter. He conceived the idea of
putting on a. track- meet at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., in 1925 . with
Nurmi as the ace attraction. .

Thereafter Qu'it not only handled
Nurmi, but also represented several

other leading Finnish track stars.

DONALD STUART
Donald Stuart, about 36, who ap-

peared in legit shows, was found
dead in Grand Central Station, N. Y.,

Feb. 7. Delay, to identification at the
morgue delayed burial , by the Ac-
tors Fund.

Stuart was one of three sons of
Ralph Stuart,

:
onetime . well known

leading man, the others being Ralph,
Jr., and Kenneth.' Both of the lat-

ter were in the World War, former
now residing on the Coast. Latter
died from his war injuries after half
a dozen plastic operations following
his return from France.

.

PETER L. MIKALARIAS
Peter L. Mikaiarias, 56, veteran

Conriellsville, Pa., exhibitor, died at

his. home there last week after a
lingering illness. In failing health
for some time; he had been bedfast
for three months and since 1938 had
been, practically blind.

.

For many years, Mikaiarias was a
partner of Gus Markas, having en-

tered the theatre business originally

in Lancaster, Pa., more than ..a quarr
ter of ,a century ago. . He leaves

brother, sister, two half-brothers and
a half-sister, .: all - of whom live , in

Greece.

MARIE REYNOLDS
Marie Reynolds, 60, an. original

Florodora Girl and one of the first

Ziegfeld 'Follies' dancers, was found
dead Feb. 13 In her New York apart-
ment. : Death , was attributed to
natural causes.

.

Under the nom-de-plume of Marie
Randolph, Miss Reynolds was the
author of a number, of articles on
international affairs in recent, years.

Documents and' musty theatre pro
grams discovered in her apartment
revealed her theatrical past.

GLADYS M. S. CARROLL
.

• Mrs. Gladys' M. Sintes Carroll, 45,

former/ actress, suicided in her At-
lantic, City, N. J.; - apartment last

week by taking . overdose of
sleeping tablets. / ,,':: :

'•

; A :^eInb.er>'p^'a^ :thea^ic9i^iamilyi
Mrs. Carroll appeared in several At-
lantic City night clubs a number of
years ago. After a two-day- police
investigation

; following her death/

the body was shipped to her noriie in

;New Orleans "last Wednesday (12 ).

dozen years, died suddenly in NeW
York of a heart attack last week.
She had been on the Columbia bur-

lesque wheel and in vaudeville with
:

Watson and Cohen tab units. :

Surviving are her husband and
mother.;

'

' ' CECILE LORRAINE .

. Cc.cile Lorraine, 72, former op-
eratic star, died Feb. 13 in Holly-

wood; She was. a lyric soprano and
sang : throughout . Great :

" Britain;

France artd :Australia- years ago and
was credited with first sirigirig the

role pt.Mimi in 'La Boheme/-
For past few years she had been

teaching voice\ in Hollywood. -
.

.

;.,•/ Mrs. frank a. miller /•:

Mrs. Frank A. Miller, 71, who with
her husband had a trained horse act

in the Ringling circus, Farley Bros.

Wild West arid other tent shows prior

tb their retirement 12 years ago, died

in Wichita, Kas., Feb. 7.

Couple had . resided there since*

retirement. •'.', -' '

'

tranklin. m. ohl
: Franklin Mi Ohl, . 76, formerly
treasurer of the Toledo,. Columbus,
and Indianapolis Theatre Co., which
operated the old Valentine theatre,

Toledo, years ago, and later business
manager of the old Toledo (O.) Bee;
died: Feb. 13 at Toledo. •

•

. Leaves a son and a daughter.

DONNA DAMEREL
Donna ' Damerel, 28, who was

Marge in the radio dramatic serial,

,'Myrt and Marge,'; died in childbirth

Feb. 15 at the Englewoo.d, N. J.,

hospital. Privately she was. the wife
of Peter J. Fick, an international

swimming charnpion.
Further details will be found In

the radio section.

JOHN NICHOLSON
John William 'Nick* Nicholson, 40,

until recently head of the radio de-
partment for -General Foods Sales

Co. in Los Angeles, died Feb, 14 in

San Diego, following a heart attack;

He had been transferred to . San
Diego only a short time ago.;

william mAlan
William Malan, 73, vet film comic

of the pie-throwing days, died in

Hollywood Feb. 13.
' He played in stock before joining

Mack Sennett 20 years ago.

George F. Broadwell, 49, manager
of the Family. . theatre, first picture

house in Qberlin, O., died there Feb.
11. Shortly before the World . War
he was operator of the Apollo, Ober-
lin, and returning from service in

the navy, opened the Rex, also Ober-
lin, which he operated a year.

Widow, son, brother and mother
survive.

Father, 84, of Richard Arlen, film

actor, died Feb. 13 in St. Paul after

a brief illness. Widow, daughter and
another son survive.

Howard Casey, 29, dance-band
trumpeter from Watseka, 111., died
at Evansville, Ihd., Feb. 13.

J. O. Van de Bergh, 72, former Los
Arigeles exhibitor; died in L. .A. Feb.
17.

' v

Francis De Groat Robinson, 62,

former, motion picture cameraman,
died Feb. 7 in Altadena, CaL

• Ben Hopkins, screen bit actor,

died : Feb. 8 in Lbs Arigeles. :

GINO ROCCA
Qino Rocca, 50, Italian newspaper-

mah and 'playwright,
;
and former

drama • critic of the authoritative
Fascist organ,- 11 Popolo" Italia, died
of a heart attack Feb. 14 in Milan.

.

ADA LTJM \

Ada Lum, 47, veteran' of burlesque
and vaudeville, who had beeh re-

tired from show business about a

U. S. Strippers
Continued from page

them off,, but they battled back bit-

terly, 'and ;when the " gals , scrammed
for the dressing rooms they were
right after them. v

• Free-for-all developed, among the
patrons, who howled that they were
being cheated out >pf the fun for
which they had. paid -the high: price
of -.$3 " (about '0c in, Ui' S. money).
Forty orchestra seats, were , broken
and the house suffered considerable
other '.'damage before the gendar-
merie broke it up. None of the bur-
leyites was. hurt.

dity •government^ fearful of an In-
ternational incident, issued a state-
ment deploring the set-to and posted
guards at the house at following
shows.

Danbury Fair Goes On
:

. Danbury, Conn./ Febi 18.
' Danbury Fair, southern New Eng-
land's annual autumn expo, will go
on as: usual this, year, in spite of
$30,000' fire which recently destroyed
miairi exhibit center, barns and other
buildings. Loss was covered by~ in-

surance. .

Fair will be modernized for 1941
showing, which will be 73d.' Last
summer midget auto races were pro-
moted, on . property, and probably
will be repeated this year. . -

MARRIAGES
:

Hilliard Gates, sports announcer
at . WestinghPuse WQWO-WGL, Ft.

Wayrie. - tb. Rae Lois Peterson, .Mus-
kegon, Mich; (non' profeslorial) , on
Feb. 11.

;

•; .

:>•• /'

. Eldon Campbell, : special - events
director of Westinghbuse WOWO-
WGL, Ft: Wayne, to Helen Jones,
Westinhouse secretary and erstwhile
singing star of 'Indiana Indio'. NBC
net show, oh March 1.; ;

'

:
: '

- .
. ..

: Johnhy Barb to UrsuUne '/Zim-
bardl, in Youngsiown, O., Feb. • 8.

She's professionally Elaine Moore
dancing commedie'nne.
Judy Gayte to Scotty Scott, in

Toledo, O., Jan. 17. She's a vocalist

and he's a musician. .

. Frances Glad to Fran Hlries. in
Buffalo, Feb. 17; He's singer at WGR-
WKBW, Buffalo; she's! a dancer.
Ruth Beres to William E; Miles, in

Buffalo, Feb; 14. He's on WBNY,
Buffalo, hews. staff. ; . .,

Joseph T. Connolly .to Mary Louise
Maloney, in Philadelphia, Feb. 14.

He^s promotion . head of WCAU,
Philly; she's his former sec.

Betty Q. Harrbn to Ern Westmore,
in Hollywood, Feb. 15. • Bride is

widPvir of Johnny Harron, film actor;

he's a -member of the screen makeup
family..; .

'
^>

Lois Lalt to Thomas King, ih Las
Vegas, Nev., Feb. 14. . Bride is daugh-
ter of Jack

.
Lait, editor . of the New

York Daily Mirror; he's a rion-pro.
•

'•

. Jean Parker to H. Dawson Sanders,

M San piego, Feb. 14, Bride is film

actress; he's a radio commentator,
known professionally as Douglas
Dawson. '

Fay Helm to Jack Hardy, in Coro-
nado Beach, Cal., Feb. 15. Bride Is

screen player; he's an attorney. ".

Henry Cooke, Chi NBC announcer,
.and Mary

.
Fickes, non-pro, in St.

Louis on Feb. 19.

Dave Garrpway; . Chi NBC; ; an-
nouncer, and Adele Dwyer, non-pro,
in St. Louis on Feb. 15.

Alekander Danilova to Kasmir
Kokitch in Los Angeles, Feb. 14. She
is prima ballerina of the Ballet Russe
and Kokitch is a solo dancer with the

outfit. . .

'

Jean Enzinger to Clarence F. Che-
rbek in Chicago Feb. 3. Bride, a

Milwaukee girl, was a singer In

Panther .room of Hotel Sherman.
Husband is trumpeter and arranger
with Gene Krupa's band; ; .

Neil Norman, program director at

WIL, St. Louis, to Helen Jean MulaC,
non-rprp, iof Pittsburgh.
Martha Sleeper to Harry Deutsch-

bein, in New York, Feb. 15; Bride is

the stage and screen actress; he's

an engineer.
Irene Daye, vocalist with Gene

Krupa band, to Edward (Corky)
Cornelius, trumpet player with Casa
Lpma. Orch, at Las Vegas, Nev., Feb.
16. .

'

BIRTHS
Mr. and 'Mrs, Warren Champlain,

daughter, Feb. 2, in Ciricinria'ti. Fa-
ther is WKRC,' Cincy, arihouncer.
Mr. and Mrs. •Eugene Patterson,

daughter, Feb. ..12," in- Cincinnati.
Father is program director for

WlWO, Crosley's international short-

waver.
; Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Dameron,
daughter, Feb/' 13; in Cincinnati.

Father is: rural entertainer on WLW,
Cincy.

:

;Mr. and Mrs: Buddy Ross, son, Feb.-

14,
:

' - Ciricinhatii " Father • is with :

Hugh Cross' Radio Pals, hillbilly :

corribo, on WLW. Cincy.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Krug, son, Feb.

11, in Buffalo. Father is annpuncer-
production man at WEBR, Buffalo.

• Mr. and Mrs. Lee MicTdieton Hoyle,
daughter, in . Los Angeles, Feb. 21.

Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Middletoh, former vaude act

known as. Middletoh arid Spellmyeri
, Mr. and Mrs. John Eiffert, daugh-
ter, .Feb. 11, in.Kansas: City. Mo. : Fa-
ther is. assistant manager at Para- •

mount's Newman theatre,- K. C.
'

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Betts, daugh-
ter, in- Chicago, Feb! .11; .

Father is •

Chicago radio performer and singer.

Mr. and Mrs. - Frank" Capra, son,

Feb. 14, in Los Angeles. ; Father is

the film director-producer.

.

Mr. and Mirs. Dave Hacker, daugh-
ter, .

.in Hollywood, Feb.. 7. Parents
compose the satirical dance' team -.of

Hacker and SideU.
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Bills Next Week
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iiaiTjf Collet bra

guttler MMel
(fidl* Cup. Boom)

I Ton* PatU
Wond»r Bar '.

I Sarrimr pibert Ore

PITTSBURGH
Anchorage

Hush Morton Or*.

Jlnynard Deane

Arlington LodMi\
piill Cavezza pre

• linchelors.' Clop

.Al. Turner Or<>: '.'
.'

\\ aily Vernon - ;

. Bnlconadea
joe VIHella pro >.

.,
"

Bill Orfen'a '

:

Cly.de Knight Oro
Janet Lee . ;

jlerb .Roaher. .

• noddle-Woojile Club

Boog SliermnU
' jzzy Nutx .

•

Buddy Walsh:
Nnisy Facan •

Harry: ComorftdA
Packy M'Earlan'd

' Tiny Miller
/Uqrrile . Craw.ford .

•.

;;". CluV PetMe
.

' piccolo Pete; Pro '•

Betty Smiley :

Roy King...
Dtivlene Uurtls
JlnUel Harrell

Cork nhd 'bottle

jBCk. Davis

. Eddie^
Peyton'*:

:
:

Bill Campbell Pro
"•Caroline 'Mooro
Mabel' Hivrrold
Morion .Muller

' Eddie Peytpn-
•-' El Chlco

Clro Klnittc- Pro
rEsti-ellt'ft Pena-

.

Al'/.lro CnmorKd
:

Chlnlta Jlarln .:.-•'

. Charley Boy
'/'. llot>l Fort . ritt

.

Ken - Bailey- Pre. i

Johnny Mitchell
Jessica Wheatley
Harry Walton .

• Irriia Outhrell '

- -.

Hotel Henry
(Silver Grill 1

' Billy Treacher oro
Sandy Davidson
Marian McQarrlty

tOny BO'a)
Dorothy Nesbltt

..Hotel 7th Avenue
Bess : Saunders.
Ida tola :

Everett Haydn
Betty Donahoe: .

Al DeVln
:

Evergreen Garden*
Red Clarke Pro
Ebble Schaub
Paula Harv«y

Hotel Ell»

Olga.M.undy Pre
Dale St Clair :

Zelda

Hotel Rooaevelt

;Ted Blafce
'

Men About Town-

. Hotel; Schenlty ,

.

Billy Hinds Ore
Patty- DJzon
Bum Mayer

Hotel ffm, Penn
(Chatterbox)

•Baron Elliott Oro V.

Billy -Cover

. (Continental Bar)
Frank •Andr'lnl.-',4 ,-

" Merry-Qo-Boujid.
'

Eddie Camden Oro '

Betty On)e
Johnny .Wilkes ' :
Kamden Klda :

New T'en'n-
•

Ralph Allen' Pre '-,

J.en Martin :.

DeT>nfiey & Wright
Slew/Yorker. CJla

/.. ;

;"Ciifj».'- .'./'.

•Al Mai-tH<:o. : Pro ..-.•'

Bob "farter
Dwlghts
Husn T.b Beau ...

.Too Worn;
Kretlow Dane

.'"' Nut IIOHNS

Dale' Harkness.'.
Bay - Neville
Pat Mc'Gfciwrin','., .

Joey Reynolds'-".
Chuck- AyilSon ••

'.'.Oasis'.'

Louie Pope" Oro, •

Margl.e^Kraber '
•

.'Orchard /

Jimmy Gamble Ore
Jny Lorlng .

Chuck Miller

.
. Pines

Buzz. Astori Oro
Tony. Itozanc*.
Ray Englert

. Yucht Club

H Middleman .Pre-

'

Cesar, Rosfta .It- F '

Jackie Heller
Patricia
Manhattanetlei
Shirley Heller

Skj-Vne
Mickey' Ross Pro .

Sky . pilots

Union Grill /
Art'. Tagello
Frank. Natal*.

'

Mrke Sandretto

; Villa Madrid '••

Etzl Covato Pro
.

.

Mark Une
?tlck "Lucas

. .

Ann Boland
T.aska Sis .

'

Gloria Miller
Gregorys.

MIAMI
. Beachcomber .-

' Xavler Cufrat Pre'
Mlguellto Vnldez i

Carlyle' BlacKwcll
' Chnvez Ore
Tropical Dane .

.. CnrrouseJ .

'. Ina Ruy Hutton 'Or
Velero Sis Ore
Sammy Walsh
Harry Stevens
Nancy H'Unt . .

Patty Ortell
'

Stuni t Foster

Club Ball

Tommy Nunez Ore
Pegpy Fears .

Olivette & Murray
Merle & Gayjor
Alfredo Seville
Btill-ettos (12)

;

Club Esquire
'

Worthy Hills pre
Hernandez Pre ^
•Cross & Dunn
Terry Law lor
De Angeln & Porter'
Howard Brooks .

Eaqulrettes (I)

Club Te :

Pee
Myles Bell Ore
Wanda Lee
Armond & Juliana

; Colonial Inn;.

Paul Whlteman Ore,
Harry Rlchman .

Sophie Tucker :

Joe E Lewis
Chandra-Kaly banc
Marianne' .'

•
''> '

Ann Sutherland
Armando |Prc

Cuban Casino
... Eva '..Prtega '.'•.. -

Harrlette Her.nlng
Nan Blaketone •

Tropic Beauties
Don tanning's -

c Doris Siierrill -

Roberta. Sherwood •

Jlmmle Hodges
• Marie. Lewis
-.V-' El Chleaj

• Ra,lph Cook jT> .

Mdrllyiv Foster •'•'.

.

Gloria Lqcane .

.LytclJ Daric :
. ..

,*1t(b O'clock Clob :

-Panchoi Ore
•La Playa Dane

lloiel Dempaey.
.„ Vnnderbllt.
(Pago. Pago Room)
Bphby' Park's Ore .

Vincent Bragale Or
Terry Lawlor
l-eon * Mac* ;

CnrirpH 4 Gormari
waiter Dohohiie
^ ll.otel Hollywood .

...Beach."
(Bamboo Room)

Rrtdi* Oliver. Ore -

:

Milton Douglas
Sara Ann McCabe

Hotel Miami
• Blltmore

' «ilrnlda Room)
M Berger* Oro

Rodney McLennan..
Columbus & Carroll
M.arlssa '. '.

Hotel Rbnej'-rinr.a
(Viennese H*M>m)

•Emery Deutsch Ore
Jaye Martin '.

Jean-. Travers
Georges &' Jnlnii
Victor Rodriguez''

Hotel Siielbnrne
(Mayan Room),

'f'het Brownagle Ore'
K Miller Dane
Hniel Versnilles -

(Gulf Room)
Clins Murray Ore

Jeff's
Jerry DelnniV Ore. .

Marty Bolin
.Nancy T.ee
Merle 'Burke
Mldgle Fellows
Murphy Sis

Jlmmle'*
Rudd Sawyer's'. Ore.
Chic Kennedy

'

Ravelle A. Jeanetiu
Hilly. Vbung
Rae: Jayne

'

Wayne &.
:

Mai'lln
'

Dorbthv Eden -

Kitty Diivls

Johnny - Silver Ore
Billy Vine
Conga'. Daho -:

. iMtin 'Quarter

Joe 'Candullo' Ore.

Lollta Cordoba Ore
Einll Bor'eo :'

Grjsha ft Brnria'.;

Henri' :Therrlen .

Lela -Moore.
Frank Mazzon* .

Yvonne"; Bo.uv.ler .

Clarissa'' '•
..'• '

-.VMayfalr lC'ub ''.

.

Matty's;Rhythm Okr
Ijeortitrd'o Prc '..

Benny Davis
,

Nut Clob ';

Tubby Rives '
'

7!

Lev/. Me rcur.
s

-
•'•.

Musical Maniacs,
• Paddock Club .' •

Leon Prima. Pre ..

Frances^ Faye
.Rogers & Morrjs

'

G,ay.e Dixon -.
.'

Manhaltaneltes

Jthumba CuhIiio
.

Alex Batkln Pre
Fantasias .Rhumb' c

.

Dest Arnaz
Marlssa v
Roslta Rio*'

' Raul' & , Eva -.Rey*t>.

Royal PQlm C'nh

'Aba Lymari : Ore
Oscar- Rosa' Pr.O:.

Paul Haakon
Janalsy*
Milton Berle
Royal -Guards

'

•Alexia Rotov .-

Rosa B.Iain* •
•

' • '\

Singapore ' Sadie's

Dixieland Bd
Johnny- PI rtcapple O

Bob B*rry .

DenliK.
'

Slapty Haxle'a
Babe Ruesln Pro '

Maxle Bosenbloom
Joe Frisco .

Cully Richard* ..

Sammy Lewi*
'

Patty Moore
.

Carolyn MarsA
M, Garrlsion- ..

;

.The Drum '

Val Olman Oro
'

John . Buckmaater

Stuart tt Lee
Diana Courtney

• Villa yenlce. :;

Harry Rogers. Oro
Moore A Revel-.

[

'. Wit'*. -End ''.
';

Tony .'Carlona. Ore V

Jose Toman Oro ''.

Lenny Kent

'

Renlse
Rae .Marflh:'

1

R.lta 'Re.noud: ,'

Sharon Lyrine Dane

BOSTON
;
Beach.'Cbmber '

.'

Nye Ma'yhew Oro '

Don Ostl-o Ore
Bden Twins
Cnpncaba.n.a' Gla i

George Esc-uderp .

v

bbrn. &.'Yoa'sez -

Illlfifttrub'* .

Karl Rohde.Oro :

Hoyd, Heathen
A ' Arleys .:

,

Bobby . Joyce', & . G ,

Casa ...
Lou Carter- Ore,
Lee Steele
iiavld Biilienllne .

ll.ubbles Rlcardo '.

Skating Comets
.Murclii Rice

"

Club Mnyfalr
Runny Weeks Ore
Hemile .Bennett O
Cooltle .Faye
Llllliu'i

:Car.meh"
Mills, King & Ray
Tanya- &' Urnntly -

George -I-lbby Rev
Cocounitt Grove

MiHkey Alper.t Ore
Don :Rlcb Ore
.Allen Twins. '.

George ' Rand Rev '-.

Hilly Paine
•Nancy-'Gay

. :
( MeitHj}' Lounge )

•

'Rl la
; Cough ll'n

Jv'ewell ft Steger -

-Crawford Hoase
Pay Collins Ore
Sally Keith
Paul Regan- . /

Oeby AVlleon Co
Roberta
Br'y'ee San(ry '

...

- fox A Jfourid'a-
Milton George Oro'

;
HI-Hat

Pel* ' Merman Ore' •

Hotel Bradford -.

'

(Clrcns Room) .

Burt- Mann
Nona Gae-.-.

•

Elwln'Shaw
.Hotel Brunswick
(Kermoda Terrace)

Mitchell Ayres Ore
Mary Ann Mercer
Tommy Taylor-

lintel Copley Plasat
.
(Sheraton Room)

Stuart Frazler Ore
Hotel. Essi*

Arlhur Lake Ore
Billy Kelly
Jnck Manning

;

Al 1-cWls :
•/•

Victor Dona to
'"»

;

A dele 'Corey •.

Bitii- Henderson'

.

Raymond Pike-
Eleanor. Kelley "

. lio>el Somentet '

.

. (nalliicM -Boom)
Harry Marshai'd. 0--

.TOhnny Turnbull.-. .

iehriy Welsh -.

'Hotel Stntier .

. (Terrace Rimm) ,

Vn u gh' ii' Mon roe Oro
M^arllyn Duke',
Zlggy Talent .'.•;'•••.'.

•Joe Carney .

.'•'

Bobby. . Nichols-: V

Hotel
.
Westminster

(Blue Room)
Jlmniy Mellnle Ore
Trop'l Serenader.s : O
Adrian. O'Rrlerf . .

Harry 'prnUe :

Jtev

'

;'

Rex * B . vpbw'ers.
'

Frank- Fontaine

Ken
Frances Cfftlre
Russ Howard ..-'•'.;'

. Latin Quarter' ;

Tony Bruno .Ore
'

Don Dudley Ore '

;

HaTry Speat

'

John ' Steele'
Morgan Dane

'

Colstons v

Latin Ballet
Ra'dlo.'Kerb Lew I s

;

- Stenben'a
(Vienna Boom) "...

Lew Conrad Ore .

Doris Abbott :

Nora- ft Jimmy Bell

.. .'The .Cave:...

Mark Gilbert Pro
JackFlsher'
Tainara Dbrl.v

.

Doris Abbott,

.

Carlos A Dorla ..

. Tic ..Too ..

Ernie Bell Pre •

Ben Ford -Rev
Lee Wyler
.Danny Goodman' '..

Mona Graft t
'

Tremont Pli^za '..

Ben Piillo Pre
Versailles.

Geo MaeFarlane O
Frltzl Scheft
Lelghton Sis
Willie Solar

.

Emma Francls-
Harold: Kennedy. •

S Juggling.Jewels
10 Floradora ^lalde

'

Johnny Andrews •

the io-calleia 'Command Perform-
ance,'~this year 'Old Acquaintance'
—with the entire cast supper guests
of the. President; and Mrs. Roosevelt
after the show.. The warm friend-
ship, of President Roosevelt for 'the
actor' could hardly have been better,
manifested than in his presentation
of the historic third term campaign
hat to be auctioned for .the Motion
Picture Relfef Fund. . The apprecia4
tion of Congress for the Hollywood
caravan ..has already been expressed
in the Congressibnal' Record, in ex-
tended . remarks by

.
Congressman

Corinery: and' Senator Mead.
Our committee has had personal

commendation from Mr. Harry Brarid;

Chairman of the Hollywood publi-
cists group, for the splendid, treat-
ment accorded- the stars, from' Mr;
Walter Wanger who enjoyed

. Washr
Ington , hospitality, arid Mr/ Jock
Lawrence^ who was. gratified at the
sriiooth and. complete arrangements
for the reception and. management
of pur d'ist.iriguished guests. In ad-
dition many of the -stars by letter:
arid personal .message, have voiced
appreciation for thoughtful' -

•sideration.;-. , • . ,
': -

: ..
'.-•

.

-
;

.

I speali for the committee, when 1
.say :th.a.t • Washinjgtph is conscious of
the debt, of gratitude it owes Holly-
wood for making January a mem-
orable month. The cause of better
.health, arid - the Infantile Paralysis
Foundation treasury, have, profited
through the willingness of the Holly-.,
wood great to: make this annual; pil -

grim^ge. We have striv'eri-T-arid
:

al-.

ways wlli-T-td the .utmost to make
this appreciation' practical; through
genuine, and sincere hospitality.

;

Andrew R. Kelly
'

. Chairman. Ehtertairiment
Committee...

Easy On Exhibs

'Polite to Actors'
-Continued from page 2;

iC'ontlnaed from page Sj

Seeks Nina Tinoya

Minneapolis,
Editor, Vabiety:

A request has come to me from a
wijman in Turkey; to help hef find

her sister who came!.' to" .this
;
couritry

•

With. her. husbarid J0 .br 11 years agoV
i working first for the;ppbdwin -The;-

f atre ,
Corp; arid later was a ^ddncei'.

v/ith Ziegfeld Foil iesr going
:
.by : the.

name-' : of 'Niria . Tinova. ^shortened
from Cbnstantinbya, the family name,
I gather, although. I am not siire .of

that). The. sister thinks- that. Nina
mky

,

:
now ; be .a

;

.
manikin .either in

New". York . o^^.Hoiiywood, since; she
saw. her picture.-

. .. [.-.'m'a'nikin.'jii:

some French fashion magazine, or
at .least in 'the fashion section of a
French magazine ..last/spring. The
two. .sisters ;had. .corresponded' for

several .years,. Nina Tinova receiving
her mail at' the following. New. York
address,', care Mrs.. Mascha Strunsky,
1.6.' West ffth -streety btlt as far back
as September, 1933, a litter sent to

.'Miss'. Nina ;_Con
:

s1;'antihbya''. ''at .the.

above.; address .
was ' Returned; un-.

claimed to 'the sister now living ih^

Adana, Turkey, who is very : eager
to get : in touch with her sister in

this country because, she is heir pniy
living, relative." :

;.
'

-. It is the N; Y.- City Missing Per-
sons Bureau who suggested my ask-
.ihg you to place an. item about -Nina;

.Tinpva
.; .

your' personal column,;
since her efforts to- locate her. have
bjeeri unproductive; ;.

;
I. shall appreci-

ate your cooperation in locating this

young, woman. '-•'•'
:
•'," .-

Lillian C. Brauer, -

.
. 2720 Bryant Ave., South. .

i tinues on WLW under the personal
direction, of John Lair.

. .

. The. 'Rockiy^ Rqad Folks' js purely.
' a; WGRC idea and. origination using

i
native mountain- talent; "-arid since
most of the mountain talent comes

|.frpm Bere'a and.'''Mt.. Vernon and the

j
hill country in. that section, "we. -felt

i it wbuid
.
giv^ .- more . color to bng^

.

iriate- frprn^ a barn actually oiV/ the'

,scene^hence ;
'.'the troiible arid ' ..ek^.

pense of. going to Mt. Vernon for the.

originating studio.

•'

;.

'; S. A. Ctsler,

General Manager,
Station WGRC/ .

President's broadcast lrt the oval

room from 11:15 to lj:45 p.m. The

only exceptions were Tony Martin

and Miss Helen Vinson, who did not

: arrive in , Washington until .
early

evening of Jan.- 30, and who thus

missed the luncheon, •'"-..

These luncheon invitations were
delivered to the stars by Mr. Jock

Lawrence, representative of the

Hollywood Producers Council, and

the official studio representative in

Washington; as contact man. with

the local- committee. Benny Good-
man, who was touring, did hot ar-

rive from Wilmington until 2 p.rn,,.

but he reached the White House in

time to participate in
.
the First

Lady's personal tour of the Execu-

tive Mansion, and her delightful

lecture on the history arid tradition

of the various rooms, including .
the

President's study;

. At the broadcast, the invitation list

was limited to 50 (capacity: of: the

oval .roorii) and the guests
.
included,

all . stars,
^

'-'their studio escorts, arid

in. some cases, Washington escorts,

Those: who exceeded the fixed nuriir

ber were escorted to the fiast. Robm;
where they heard the broadcast, oyer

.the radio; and. were/otherwise ;
eriter-

tained .

,','
i

-
'.-'

.

•

Reflections Cast? •

Since the .entire : amusement . iri-

dustry-.pf Washington cooperates., for

these celebrations, arid since, star

escorts included all prominent Wash"
ington theatre executives, the Var-
iety story; reflected on the ability of

the committee, to handle the details.,

of - a Welj brgarii.zed schedule. : .,

'In appearing. . on six hotel, pro-

grams,' two midnight, shows' at the

Capitol and' Earie theatres, followed

by. the Gpld Plate breakrast at the'

Carlton, each, star was assisted by

two -local escorts v well :
by

studio represenjtatlyes. -During the

course of the . touring some 40,000

people saw the stars, and. without

one untoward incident. ;-.

, These annual events; since 1934,

have enjoyed magriiflceht coopera-

tion from 'the White House, and Jnr

cliide besides the Jan. 30 programs,

tlpn cases will cost a lot of money, in
addition to time out for the heat-
ings; both in local tribunals and be-
fore the appeals board- in New York.

: In some quarters considerable fear
is expressed in connection with the
"sell{ng - of shorfs-newsreels and the
moving of this product: as well as
features by the booking departments.-
Among Pther things .salesmen and;
bookers will have to be very : careful
what they say| the attitude assumed
arid any representations -or promises
made that cannot be fulfilled.

.Attorneys are covering the vari-
ous exchanges to personally reduce
the consent to the words of the lay-

man but Understood that in some
cases not as many questions ane

%
be-

irig asked as was Tipped for, with
result additional explanations might
become necessary.

20th-Fox's Handbook
Twentieth-Fox recently got

.
out a

handbook , to its employes on sales

apd now Paramount is preparing a
special .' manual, on the consent for
the : use of Its personnel. . It will

prcbably be ready for distribution

in a week or. twd but meantime , its

contents are being withheld.- When
it got out its handbook, explaining
what could be done and . not done
tinder the decree, 20fh numbered
each copy, made the recipients sign

for it and advised it was confi-

dential as well as subject to recall

at any time, ' •"<'.

i The Other companies under , the
decree, Warners, Metro arid RKO,
will also probably get put manuals
supplemental to meetings in the ex-
changes and instructions that have
already .'gone,; out, including .that

{sslesrii'eri, bookers, etc.,.: will be held
' accountable for their actions' in line
• with the decree. •,

': Barbara. Perry's Standout Bit

• -; • HavJina.
Editor, Variety:

|

' -The Jan.- 29'. review of the Gran
.'

I Casino National show here Triade a'

slight" error in ,the "''printing; but to

me it
.
means a go;od ,.deai.".

;
: It -vsays;.-

that Miss Jeanrie Carroll" is the solo

: dancer' and ,.was brought past, by - the-

Shuberts, whfch is untrue. .1 -.am

Barbara '. Perry;- who
.
die); the solo

'•wprk,'-ahd ::w-a's'-;br6ught-\east'.. by the-

Shuberts to be featured in the "Zieg-

feld. Follies,' as I was in their last

version on the west coasts This can
be. verified by j. • J: Shubert. himself.

As Jeanne is in thi? chorus I. know
the, writeup was meant for me,. arid

it made me ? very encouraged, but. it

also makes trie'very unhappy to think .:

that I cannot use that nice criticism

to further :my career. ',;;,; -, .

: Is it possible fbr this mispririt fo',

be rectified in another issue? As it

means so much to me. .;-

•

' .-Borbara Perrj/... ...

' De-Empbasizes : WatU
.

j
:-';

.
•

. Philadelphia. ;.-

Editor, Variety: ' ;':

'

;-' '."

. Recently, in stories about WpAS
Variety consciously or inadvertently:

referred to the station as -a small
Philly outlet.' Besides being a source
of annoyance to us to be so relegated
to' the limbo, it raises another ques»
tiori. Should - a station's wattage be
used as a criterion ? In other words,
which is the' more powerful—WDAS
with 250 Watts covering 4,000,000

persons or' Station Blank out in. the
corn country, with 5,000 watts and
a potential audience of 750,000;

Should a station be termed small be-
cause there are: other outlets in the
same area, with greater Wattage but
covering the same audience?

.

We haye 'always .felt that in-,

dependent stations .in urban areas.,

suffer . because top much emphasis is

placed on wattage. An Outlet 'is

judged not by its potential.: audience,
|

but: by comparison with the wattage i

of other stations In the area! Would
it not be a better plan to derem-
phasize wattage? Since publication

]

of a •. station's power is deceiving,

:

could, not some Other plan be devised
]

to' classify a station. WDAS has
never asked the. FCC for more power
since it feels that it covers a large
area adequately. ..Leading agencies,
place business with it, leading news-
papers use it for; tie-ins, its gross

;
billings far exceed stations of much
greater wattage—but why should a
station be damned by such "a mis-
leading item as 'a small station' be-
cause of npminal wattage. It's not
only the problem of WDAS but any
station , in an urban center with
adequate coverage but less electrical,

ppwer. Shouldn't there be a law?

• Jerry Stone,
. Station WDAS.

Dubious Test "

.'.'".
• . .

Chicago.
Editor,. Variety: •

; On page 7, of the current issue tot.

Variety you have an article headed;
'Detroit Fox's Test op Solo Pictures/
• While the caption might be indir

cative—it is going to be a. test under
decidedly adverse circumstarices. It

is riOt practical to run single features

in a double-feature terrltpry> If the
picture does not do business,- the
manager of the theatre is liable to
say the public insists double-
features.

Am writing you this note; so. that

such an important question will not
be judged detrimentally because of

an unfair trial.

Essariess Theatres Corp.
(By Edwin Silverman).

Hepiburn
{Continued ' from page l

;

i^sContinued froip page -3^^.
dropped about. $4,000 -an $8,000

gross. "
'

-'."-•.
•

.''..

Friday , (14),' -Fidelio' sold put at

$15,500; showing a $3,000 profit.
;

.
Saturday afternoon (15), X'Amofe

.Dei "Tre Re' grossed about
; $11,000

with a loss of $2,000.
' Saturday .evening' (15), .'Butterfly'

at 'V $4, top sold but to . the d'borS,

grossing'^lOiOOQ, or a profit.pf $1,000.

Monday (17), 'Tristan, utid Isolde'

again; sold out-, with $15,500; netting

$3,000 as. a profit:
,

Tprnorrow f'rhurs.)', Robert Weede,.
erstwhiie -barltorie of

:
the Radio City

Music hall,' makes his. debut lri the

title role of 'Rigoletto,' with the Met
management expecting the: biggest

ballyhoo from the press 'and/ public

since the advent of Flagstad. Weede.
is considered the best of the younger
crop of Americans, arid .the Metman-
agement, while playing him

.
down;

expecU him to be: a
:

bombshell: to

give the season its final, push;
'

Who's Who In the Barns ,•

'-'
-. -

-
-

. Louisville.

Editor, Variety; ':•
;

There is a slight misu.nderstarid-
' irig on .the .story Carried in your is-
! sue of ; Feb. 12th .. relative ' -W the
Rerifro . Valley, Barn Dhrice Show
going on Mutual, through WGRC; 1

For.' your ; information^, one of out
station employees mistakenly .gave:

this information, to your Lpulsyiije

corresporiderit.
"
; The .show

, WGRC is feedirig to

Mutual is
'-'called, 'Rocky Road Folks

from . Rock. Castle County'-'' -arid has
rip connection.-with/.the. Rerifro .Val-

ley" Bavh Dance under John Lair .-sis

produced oyer WLW or on NBC Red.

j
. . Thesp'rbgrahri -is; prigiriating from
a' ..barn- way . down ' in the.- mountain

' district of Kentucky and the . talent

is composed of
.
the 'Mounlairi :. Rang-

ers,- a hillbilly, trio, 'with girl, singers,

and novelty interviews: With back-
county personalities. The format is

entirely .different from anything be-

ing heard over WLW Or NBC Red.

In view pf the . difference between
this' show arid the Renfro Valley

Barri.Darice, it'; would be- appreciated

if you could carry a rewrite or re-

, traction of the errors' in the preViQUs.

story of Feb. 11th. . We understarid

the Renfro Valley - Barn Dance con-

newly-pledged fraternity member*
were celebrating the occasion by at- ,

tending the theatre: They sang «6l-
v

lege songs before
,
the: performance ;

and between the acts, but unlike

other times in the past; were orderly1

during the show... . :

.'

Opening her curtain speech, Miss .

Hepburn remarked that it was. ..ap-

propriate, that 'The Philadelphia
Story' should give its filial perform-
ance in Philadelphia. She recalled

that it was just one day short of two
years ago that the Barry comedy
opened its pre-Broadway engage-
ment here and . said that she had
been- nervous, about her own per-?

formance iri the leading part at that
'

time. However, she added, Barry,

the Guild, everyone in the company
and; the audiences had. a^l ,been, very
generous and helpful! to 'an old

Hollywood has-been.* Speech ap-

parently, took the cast as well as
. the .

audierice by surprise, as Miss Hep-
burn has previously : not thus re-

sponded to applause at the curtain.

ASCAP Directors
jContlnued from page 1;

Porter;
:

J et . ai'
; , .

but;
:
"instead,-

:

:
soriie

.

lesser / lights . are on. the. bPard mem;-.

b.ershlp.. In ^justice =to the situation,

of course, riien like Berlin' in the past

/

found they couldn't deyote their in-?

terests to the
;
.situatipn;'. not -tha't- they;

couldn't be bothered, but. because it-

really calls for-much executive ap-
:

plicatipni- .''..'."

.-. Hpweyer, . with this crisis;'.; much
change, in tact .and thought has come-
tp pass. . .-,

Arid, sln.ee the board must be the
vivid; directing body, it will be no
surprise if regular director's, fees are
instituted to Compensate board mem-
bers for. their devotipn to duty.

'

This is all part.of the Tin; Pah
Alley thought : that, like all' crises,

some good/ must come out . of the

strife.. But/first ASCAP -must .'rid it-

self bf/its involved legal tanglements,
and: most notably the consent decree,

battle with.j. the Governrrierital''

thprities In Washington..
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• A lot of successful theatre men who have been through the

mill in good times and bad . . . have arrived at this unwritten

law that could easily be the keynote of any book on show-
....... -

s

manship worthy of the name:

• That unwritten law is this simple statement: KEEP SELLING

.. . KEEP SELLING . . . KEEP SELLING. And SELLING in the

lawman's book means "advertising". Paid advertising . . .

iublicity . . . exploitation and above all DISPLAY ADVERTIS-

ING. In your lobby . . . under your marquee . . on your

. . .screen . . . on your outdoor poster spots.

• That naturally brings us to the Three Best Seat Sellers in this Industry . . .Trailers

by NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE . Lobby Displays by NATIONAL SCREEN

ACCESSORffiS . . . General Accessories by ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES, INC..

..and then write your own book of showmanshipl

nflTIOnHL^c^SERVICE • flHTIOnHL^^' ACCESSORIES

nnvERTisinn accessories, mc.
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92 'Hellzapoppiners* Bring B'way

To Fort Dix; War Fund Nets $1,000

By HERB GOLDEN .

Ft. Dix, N. J., Feb. 25.

•Hellzapoppin' rolled into Ft. Dix

yesterday (Monday), lock, stock and

blank cartridges. Arid even Olson

and Johnson were surprised at what

could happen. Premature finale,

however, was the greatest surprise—

and the greatest laugh-getter. With

John Callaghan warbling into the

mike, Dippy Diers, on the floor in

his drape -model straight - jacket,

rolled into the precariously hung
curtain and brought down the works,

' proscenium valance, and all, on Cal- ,

laghan's startled head. There was a

brave effort to go»through with the

final number as scheduled, but no
one cared.

That was the finale, but hardly
the beginning, as the -show, with a

cast of 92 and the heaviest prop list

on Broadway, moved from the

Winter Garden to a stage that was
meant fbr motion pictures and de-

signed accordingly. Nobody seemed
to mind much, even when the lights,

wouldn't work, when they had to

(Continued on page 54).

New Denominations

In Silver Coin Would

Help Radio's Selling

Chicago, Feb. 25.

.

Radio -station sales chiefs, es-

pecially on those outlets that have
built their story on direct mail sales,

are putting up a genuine squawk
bout • the monetary and coinage
system of the. United States and
there is likelihood that the subject
of coinage will be brought up at .the
next national Sales Managers Di-
vision meeting.
By long experience the sales man-

agers, especially those on rural ap-
peal; stations, have learned that in
.direct selling they are strictly oat of
luck if they ask the listeners to buy
anything" by mail if the item costs
«om$thing which cannot be handled
by a single, solitary coin. If the item
sells over the air for a nickel, dime,
quarter, halt or even a dollar, there
is a good chance for response. But
«• ask .the listeners to send in 15c or
20c or 30c or 40c, or any amount
Which demands more than a single

(Continued on page 55)

BRITISH SONG 'THANKS

MISTER ROOSEVELT'

London, Feb. 25.
Tommy Connor, local cleffer, has

Pounded out a ditty, 'Thanks Mr.
«oosevelt,' tune covering British ap.-
Preciation of the President's front -

Page aid to Britain gestures.
« was in;roduced by Bebe Dan-

«ls, appearing here with Ben Lyon,
ner husband.

Jukebox Billi

-.
. Milwaukee, Feb. 25.

Tribute to the jukeboxes is paid

in the billing of the Andrews Sis-

ters, currently at the Riverside the-

atre, whose blurbs - proclaim:

'50 Million Nickels Can't Be
Wrongi Meet the Queens of the

Music Machines.'.

Negotiations for a New Con-

tract Come to a Head This

Thursday— George E.

Browne's IATSE Silent oh

Demands

PRODUCERS' STAND

Tobacco Road'

Film Version Ups

Stage Plays B.0.

Twentieth-Fox's film version of

'Tobacco Road,' which opened at the

Roxy, N. Y., last week to sharply

divided reviews, is 'just a trailer' for

the stage version, according to the

latter management. It had been

thought that the picture might force

the record run drama off the boards

|

at the Forrest, but it's stated that the

show played to an average of 60

standees over capacity in the four

performances on Saturday, and Sunr

day (22-23).

Despite the fresh attendance hoist,

the stage version still advertises 'last

weeks' and has been since early fall.

Fact that the admission scale at the

Forrest of $1.10 top, comparatively

close to the scale for the film, is also

in the show's favor. Gross ap-

proached $7,000 last week, real coin

for play which costs little to opera'te.

Touring 'Road' continues its clean-

up, playing multiple repeat dates.

Last week it got $16,000 in Washing-

ton. That did not include a Sunday

afternoon and
.
night performance

there, when takings topped $3,600.

BROTHER-SISTER WED

NOT KNOWING KINSHIP

Des Moines, Feb. 25.

One of the strangest marital cases

in district court.. records here was

heard, .last week in a suit to annul

the marriage of a 20-year-old youth

to his halNsister. . The case is that of

Dwaync E. Hanks against Vina C
Hanks,. 35-yeai-old circus performer,

known professionally as Trixie Mon-

tana.
]

The couple married at Winterset. *

la.,, last Aug. 21. When Ihe'y visited
;

the boy's mother she recognized Vina
;

as her daughter by the first of her

;

four marriages and in ctfurt.she tesV

;

lifted that the boy's wife was her

;

daughter who had been adopted

,

when a small baby by a farm family ,

in Missouri. I

Hanks is now: in military. service, I

Hollywood, Feb. 25.

Showdown between producers
and IATSE studio locals on ne-

gotiations for new contracts Is

expected Thursday (27).

Labor leaders will meet with

Pat Casey; producer-labor con-

tact.

All crafts except cameramen
and laboratory technicians were
represented at the meeting Mon-
day (24) when It was voted to

force the Issue with producers.

New contract deals covering wages

and. conditions for 10,000 film tech-

nicians are stymied by the silence of

George E. Browne arid his Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage

Employes. The Producers have been

listening to the demands of the

(Continued on page 20)

Radio In No Rush for ASCAP Pact;

Says: let Im Propose, Well Study

Maxfadoring a Gov.

Hollywood, 'Feb. 25..

Governor Culbert Olson went for

a makeup kit at Talisman Studio to-

day.
He's appearing in a series of shorts

on national defense activities in Cali-

fornia.

Hitler Booklets

Prove Faux Pas

With Col. Discs

Keeping That Schnoz

Red Deductible, Fields'

Plea in 20G Tax Clip

Hollywood, Feb. 25.

Shakespeare—'A rose by any. other

name would smell' as sweet.'.

W. C. Fields—'My nose may not be

a Shakespearean rose but it's my
trademark.
Uncle Sam—'Nose polishing is not

an essential industry.'

It was all about a $20,000 income

tax difference, between Uncle Sam
and W. C. Fields.

.
U. S. wanted the

money arid: Bill said, 'Listen, Uncle,

you can't' support a roseate schnoz

for nothing. If I walked into a stu-

dio without that red bugle I would

(Continued on page 53)

SP1TALNY GIVES 30

GIRLS NO-COST VACASH

American music lovers apparently

care little for Adolf Hitler's likes

and dislikes in music or to have It

pointed out how closely Hitler's life

parallels a particular musical theme.

Copies of album of records inscribed

with Richard Strauss' 'HeroY Life,'

turned but recently by Columbia
Records, got pretty rough treatment

because of an accompanying com-
mentary written by Nicholas Slo-

nimsky. Music was recorded by the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra un-

der Arthur Rodzinski.

Commentary explained that ' the

number is Hitler's favorite and went
on to draw comparisons with it and
the fuehrer's aims as laid out in his

book, 'Mein Kampf.' Title of the

tune is an indication of the nature

of the remarks. Reaction to the

leaflet was such that the record

company recalled all the leaflets and
is marketing the book without
printed comment. Seems too many
buyers were, inclined to return their

purchases with comments of their

own. ',
•

While prominent ad agency execs

anticipate a settlement of the ASCAP*
radio row some time between April

1 and 15; the behavior of the. board

of directors of the National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters indicates ther*

will be no getting together with the

Society for months unless the Fed-.

eral government itself delivers tha
nudge. The N.A.B. board, which
met last week/took the position that

all it could do was wait until ASCAP
produced a detailed set of alterna-
tive formulae from which the broad-
casters could choose. In contrast with
this attitude . ASCAP holds that it

cannot work out any formula until

it meets with radio and finds out.

what the various broadcasters want.
Rumor which spread through the

music industry over the past week-
end was that the N.A.B. board had
already agreed on a proposition for

submission to ASCAP. According to

this report, the radio industry would
offer ASCAP a flat income of $2,500,-

000, with the N.A.B. itself deciding

how this was to be divvied up among
the networks and indie broadcasters.

The $2,500,000 is halfof what ASCAP
got from radio in 1940. This type of

proposition is nothing new for
1 ASCAP. Edward Klauber, CBS ex-
! executive v.p., over a year ago asked
i ASCAP how much of a lump sum it

;
(Continued on page 38)

Phil Spitalny is doing a. Santa

Claiis for his 30 girls, vacationing

them for three weeks at -the swank
Lord Tarleton hotel, Miami Beach,'

all expenses paid, arid then they

start a .five-week trek through Texas
theatres for Interstate. Open March
21 in Houston;

Spitalny and his all-femme orches-

tra left on special train and with a

special baggage car for Miami Mon-
day (24).

HEME'S ICE REVUE IN

61 DAYS GOT $1,224,000

Chicago, Feb. 25.

Sonja Henle Ice Revue last week
finished its greatest money tour,

snagging total of better than $1,224,-

000 in its 61-day jaunt through' the'

key towns..

Arthur Wirtz closed show in

Omaha after it had been averaging
$20,000 daily since December.

.

Yesteryear Silent Pix

Stars Into Rose's New

N. Y. Nitery Revue

Stage stars oT yesteryear having
paid off to the. tune of $1,000,000 last

year at his Diamond Horseshoe, New
York nitery, Billy Rose plans to con-
tinue exploiting the boxoffice draw
of oldtimers by resurrecting one-

time-. Hollywood greats" for his next
show. New production at - the.

Horseshoe, palled 'The Silver Screen,'

will be a sentimental screen-musical
cavalcade, tracing, back the history-

of Hollywood from the earliest silent

one-reelcrs of 35 years ago to the

j

lavish talkers and filmusicals of to-'

|
day. Carlyle Blackwell, Nita Naldi

|
and Mae Murray are set for the new
-Rose production; others in negotia-

tion are Polly Moran, Charles King
: and Stepin Fetchiti New show opens
March. 18.

I 'Nights of Gladness,' current Dia-

! mond. Horseshoe production, closes

I March 8 after 10 months and a eross

1 (Cbntinued on page .55)

The Greatest Name in Show Business

The Fittest Comedian in America
WITH

The Most Beautitul Girls in the World
EirJ Cirroll Van Itl«, ttariini Bert WhMler, with Hank. Ladd—Milwaukee now. Chl«m next.'
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending. -Feb. 22, 1941) '

I Hear a Rhapsody. . , L

,

.'
.

: You. Walked By .

.

High on. a Windy Hill. . . . . ."VI '/.,;i

It All Comes Back to Me No\v. .;.

'. Frenesi . . . . ; : . .
.:'.'•.'..' ;....'....,.•..

Miry I Never '.Love Again. . .......

There'll Be Some Changes- Made..
Tonight (P/erfidia) V iV.vv. I . ...':.'.

'

I ! Give You, My Word. . y.

God Bless America. . •-. ; . V. i . . . .

:

Wise ; Old Owl: ,..

i

; ; . . ;., >.;.'..
:

Number .10. LuUabye. Lane; . . > . .

.

So You're • the Orife. .. .;, . .. .-.

.

'»
«;•

. Last . Time I -Saw ; Paris. ..
'.'

.
..'>'.'..;.

.

San Antonio Rose.\ .-. . .-.
.

.•',-...'; ,,;.',

Y.V..BMT
......\.......BMI V.'.

.'•.';,/,v;...v.'BMI.-

......... ;....BMI :

.
.; ... . . .. ..Southern

...... v.......;bmi

; .Marks; ."

. . . . . ; . . . . . . .Southern

:

\V.:..,.BMI

.. . . ... I'-'. . iBcrlin '.'

.......... ...BMI - ...

:

:.

,

:

. .

.

". . . . . . , ,'Warre*n

.-...BMI

. . . . v . .Chappeli
•. i . . . . : . .'. , • Berlin .'

Shows in

By REGGIE
London, Feh. h,-

It's a boring ;iife in : London . these

war-time nights,; what , with '
all the

old haunts closed, no shows.
1

. . and

.

those cozy seats on the aisle but a

memory. . What's' a reviewer, to- do?

He can sit around and hear.'ahout

the missus' fur coat .that was: in

storage, ; and Is how Lord knows
where. JWhen they cleared .{he bomb
debris they -found; : the . .hanger,

though. It takes a' woman, to recog-

nize a.fur coat by its; hanger. V V

Of course, there's a shelter revile

to escape all -that..VLike./the''brie'^at

Selfridge's, the department store

known to all visiting Americans and
other foreigners. Selfridge's bargain

basement, ' now an air-raid. . shelter

'

looking- after the welfare of 600 Lon-
doners, draws the folks nightly, raid

or no raid, with their sleeping bunks
already . provided for them by the

government..
.
They have to vacate

early iri the morning.

.

Selfridge's is . one of • the many
.

thousands of shelters in London, but

considered one of the safest.
.

.. Since the blitz, shelterers have
been promised lots of amenities, in-

cluding concerts, games, lectures,

etc., but so far little has been ac-
' complished. In these long nights

It's very boring- to spend .five or six

hours at a stretch ..before bedtime
in a confined area without some sort

of recreation.
'

There have been several squawks
among the shelterites, with the gov-

ernment, entertaining group having

made some feeble attempt to provide

concerts. So. far, all they have been
given are promises. Position has be-

come so helpless that the St: Maryle-
bone Borough Council, which looks

after , a big portion of West End of

London, has decided to provide en-

tertainments on its own! It has ap-

pointed Ernest J. Npyle, a Warden,
(Continued on page 53)

Cantor Wires Lindy

"\ Leo : Lindy, the Broadway res-.

taiirateur, did. Vtuester - with
: Fred Allen, last week and Eddie.

4 Cantor, who has. the competitive'

Hour opposite Allen's^adip show,

.

: wired Lindy from the Cokst:

. -I still like your food; love and

!

knishes' (latter a hori-'Aryan'

food delicacy).

OFF MARCH 24

. Burns and Allen wind up for

Hormel with their March 24 broad-'

cast, after a run of 39 weeks. .

Account la also giving up its Mon-
day night half-hour on the NBC-red.

THIS CAN'T BE FOG

THAT SOAKED H'WOOD

• Hollywood, Feb. 25. .

Film production . stayed, high anil

dry last week^and indoors. Pelting
rains' throughout the week and; lap-
ping over into the previous few days
soaked the town and environs, flood-
ing some sections of the town due : to
pobr drainage. Loss to the studios
wasn't extra heavy as. they had been-
warned of. the rainr to come.
Rainfall to date is far above nor-

mal and the town's weather'pipphet;
predicts ' more wet days to . come.
Once the sun breaks through there'll

be more .outdoor shooting than .the

town's known, in years; Exterior^ are-
being held up until; the' storm sub-
sides. .:

-"'
..

OVER 1,000 CINEMAS SET

FOR GREEK COLLECTIONS

. Number of theatres . to participate

in the" Greek War Relief collections

drive March 25-30 now exceed 1,000.

Donations will b£ sought in the

lobbies rather, than inside as has
.often been done in the past, par-

ticularly for the Will Rogers Me*
morial hospital.

Jules J. Rubens, operator of the'

Great States (Par) circuit in Illinois-

Indiana, has rounded up close to 300

theatres in Illinois alone, he has ad-
vised Adolph Zukor, chairman of the

amusement division of the G.W.R.
Two midnight shows for the bene-

fit of :the fund have already been
given, one in Johnstown, Pa., the

other in Memphis. Many others will

be held between now and March 30.

In a general appeal issued yester-

day, Zukor asked for widespread, in-
dustry cooperation in the fund .col-

lecting drive. He said:
'

.
"Today, we. of the amusement in-

dustry are asked to do our. small
part. The. suffering, the struggles of
millions of valiant men, women and
children will be. lightened by know-
ing that here in the United States

are fellow humans who want them
to win, and, furthermore, are willing

to dp something about it! John H.
Harris and Gradwell L, Sears have
very kindly volunteered to aid me,
in organizing all exhibitors and dis-

tributors for this great cause. We
have set aside the period of ; March
25-30 as the days to raise the funds
through the active participation of
all theatres everywhere. ' As. chair-

man of . the Amusement Industry Di-
vision of the Greek War . Relief As-
sociation, I appeal to you to do your
share in making .our drive a com-
plete success.' ;'

: :
. ' '

.
' ..' -.

Sherwood Mulls Film

Bios on Floyd Gibbons

Film bibg of Floyd Gibbons is being

planned : by ;
producer Robert Sher-

wood if current huddles, -with reps

of Gibbons estate are successful.

There's a possibility that Sherwood
may use as the basis of the film a
biographical sketch of the famed re r

porter, prepared by Queiitin Rey-
nolds and N. YV JburhalrAnierican

columnist Louis Sobol.

Prbducer • is V confabbing in ' New
York with agent Mhrk Hanria;. w

;
ho.

reps Reynolds and Sbbol on the

script, labeled. 'Headline Hunter.' If

deal, cannot be worked out, Sher-

wood may go ahead with the film,

using other biographical material obr

taincd from Gibbons' books, news-
paper .tfoiuriins, ^

' radio scripts' and
news-stories;-

Sherwood has just ^completecl his

ihitial film, 'Adam. H<id Four Sons,'

which; ; Columbia .. is ;
. releasing; ; .He

brought the print eiist "with him and
.w.ili possibly remain, lri New -York

for .the •' preemV at the Music. Hall',

next month.
~

Sherwood's deal with Col was for

the one picture only.

Plays As Change From

Bennee ' Russeli; : s^ngsmith, has
Written his first, two straight playSj-

and has a tentative hookup with J. J.

Shubert. for. :whphi he's authored
stage musicals. Russell wants either

Brian Aherne, Adplphe Menjou or
Basil Ratnbone for his plays, titled

'I Will Rock the World' and 'Heaven,
Please Do Not Disturb.'

He leaves for the Coast this week
to sound out talent.

'SINGING SAM' CAUSES

COPY ACT'S ARREST

Benatzky's Operetta

Dr. Ralph Benatzky,' who.has done
'three bperas iri

: Europe since his

'Forger of Kent' in Dresden back in

1926, has just finished writing a comic
opera, . 'Belje of Venice.' Leo' Ler-

man did the libretto/ .V

. Benatzky does hot plan to produce
his new opera until the fail but' in

the meantime will quit New York
within the, next three weeks to visit

friends and fbrmer Viennese;
elates how in.'Hbllywood,

'POOR MAN'S INFO PLEASE'

.
. Philadelphia, Feb. 25.

James Crawford, appearing at-

Hopkins Rathskeller under the moni-
ker 'Singing Sam,' was arrested

Wednesday (19) charged with. violat-

ing ihe State Advertising, act on a
Warrant sworn out by Fred Leroy
Wilson; manager of Harry Frahkel,
radip singer known as 'Singing Sam.'
Crawford, whose right' name is

Joe Silvers, was held in $1,000 bail,

for a further hearing by Magistrate
Nathan Beifel. .Under the State act
it is. forbidden to use trade names
belonging to someone else.

TAIU'S 66. BROOCH FOUND
'.' Chattanooga, Feb. 25.

Thanks to C. H. Simpson, theatre
manager, Tallulah Bankhead is again
in. possession of $6,000 diamond
brooch, she lost here. *

' Simpison found brooch on floor of
an automobile in which actress had
ridden from theatre to railway sta-

tion after her final performance here
in 'The Little Foxes. Valuable gem
caught up with her in Nashville.

N Y, to L, A.
Maxwell Anderson. •

S. N. Behrman.
Joe Breen. V
Gene Buck.
Earl Carroll.

-

Jerome Chodorov.
Douglas Churchill.
Myron C, Fagan.
Joseph Fields, ' •

Gene. Fowler.
Jack Hivelyv
Katharine Leslie.

.

Arthur M. Loew.
Arthur Mencken;

;

Sandra Michael.
Ed Peskay.
Behee Russell.

George J. Schaefer. .
, >

Rudolph Field, Book Publisher, Sets

.
;Up a Radio Dept.

Rudolph Field, book publisher, Is

expanding to enter the radio pro-
duction field';'-.'jed; Wilde will head
the new department, 7 located at the
House . of Field publishing .offices,

NeW York. .
•

•

First production of Radio-Field is

'Rolling Home,' a dramatic . series

wi^h Judith Allen. Other shows' in
preparation are 'The Poor Man's In-

formation Please*, and 'Tell Miss
Allen/ -v.

L A. to N Y.
Sam Briskin;. ,-.;

;

. Jack Brower; : :

. Abe"
;
Burr;bws,;..- ;-. \--

"

Danny Danker. ... ..

AndrevDaveri. V
•Ed Qardner.

'

Leo Jaffe. .

Alexander Korda! .

Paul .Lukas. /
.. Abe Mpntague; .

Nina Orla../
.
; ' 'V

Albertina Rasch.
Gottfried Reirihardt.'

-'

•Gebrge Seatbni '

1

Sam Schiff.

Carl Stanton.

.

Gene Tierney.
Jock Whitney.

THE BERLE-ING POINT
By Milton Berle

f • » » 4 < « f
'

.

.

;. • t • . » »>
•;'

; <:'J Miami Beach, Feb. 2S„ ;

.' Hear that the Chamber of Commerce fri California swears that last

week's raihy. weather was piped in from Florida. :

It's been raining so much in .Caiifprnia that Billy Rose js looking over
thb.corner .of Hollywood'.arid; Vine as^ an Aquacade site.-

;

:

Of course, it. hasn't beeri; cold .'in.-! Florida. Yesterday, we. went' but on
the beach'and, built a show^ man putof^sand. ^

A native bf Miami went to the doctor with a strange complaint. He
claims that every morning wjhen he: gets put. of bed he sees new hotels in

front of his eyes;
'

: . !
•

''; '-

! V; -.-.'•'..; . '-/-.''-'; \
' Abe? Lymari .has turned vegetarian,. He's-sO strict

.
about it that he won't

even • wear a pork-pie hat. ' :'
.

;

•
. ;

;

. Hialeah—that's Fiench. for 'Hello Suckers'. ;
-,

; At the Paddockr. Rogers ' and, Morris (the- poor mah's Gross and Dunn)
continually tell, jokes about giicllcs-Tthat's one wdy of getting belly laughs.!

'. .'. Broadway Dept.

; Broadway-Sam says he is thinking of buying a farni next/summer.' From
.playboy to plowboy.v ;

.
.

•'!' •/- , ^- v !'-. : - ;

.'_'

- Since Dorblhy Kilgaltcn devoted- a colunih'-to her, Broadway Rbsci is

thinking of moving her 'office' from the front of Lindy's to! the front: of

'2i'.- (See* if I care.) •
.

' / ..- - -'
•

' '/ ..
:

,
-

'.
.

:'V,V.. ; \

/• William Saroyan .denies - thpt he is... the author; bf 'Five: .Alarm. Waltz'.

'Anything Sarpyan. wriles' :
-rates

;

jiibxe. thanjive- aia.rms and is never a'waits:.

\ 'Arsenic '4ind Old Lace' -.proves, that a.; play can. -be a success.,in spite of

bad arithmetic. The play has 21 -angels' and only .12 corpses.
• Successful night spots ih New York are the Latin type', such as La 'Mar-,

tiliique and; La Conga. . A new Bronx.nitery will be named La Pidus. .

i Eddie (Leon & Eddie's),
' Davis will be; back' tp^wprk soon. He was out

)iyith Sn^ear' ailment caused by; one bf his bwin songs. ;

''."/

'

',
,

'•'

,.' • .'
: Hollywoodiana - y ;

Hoilywbpd is/ccrtaiiily. getting niodern. A girl 'out there siartod divorce
proceedings last .week even before she ,was married-
Jerry Cplpnria -Has built a beautiful 'switnming pool .arid .-.'garage- on -Wis-

property .in Beverly Hills arid, if everything goes all . right this; year, lie's

goiiig to build a .house;, top, ..'..'
*

' . /
" - '"

-
.

.

An bxtra in a draft picture did so well in the rble of a private, that the
army gave him a bne-ryear

.
contract in the same part.

. A Hollywood, producer -was.' told he'd be smart to buy
:
'My . Sister. Eileen'.-

He disgustedly replied, 'Haven't we got enouj5h: relatives on the payroll
already?? ' '!,

.; ;
:;'

.
'"'•!'

..

'•'-,

: ;
-

.

'

With the -way'; it's raining ,in Hollywood, some' studio could film 'Noah's
Ark', without even going: put oh location. .

".' •'
.'•

•

Business is so good at Earl';.Carr"0iKs: theatre-res'taurant that henceforth
it will be known-.'as the annex to the .'Bank, of America';

.'-..'.'" Music DepC
Do you think BMI sprigs will, bring , back the Pantages Circuit? . . . .

' A new form of songWiiting has been started by .Jack Mills; • whp pub-
lished a song,- 'Now'You. Can Be Taller Than Her,' for Adler Shoes'. I'm
writing a lyric titled, 'She Won't Care What You're Wearing If You Bring
a Jar of Herring.'

The head waiter at a New York night spot told a singer that a .customer
had! a request for her.-. When the siiiger asked what it v/as, the garcon
replied, To leave town'. •-

!. Radio Dept..

Since quiz programs started, gangsters nbw refuse to answer questions
asked by the police unless they get paid for each question.
Leo Lindy's appearance on the Fred Allen show last week came off in

a borscht of glory. Mrs. Lindy wasn't at the
:
studio—somebody;' had to

mind the store.
'.—

'

Hangnail Descriptions ,

: Peggy 'Hopkins Joyce: Hubby Hobby.
.
Micfcej/ RpoTiey:- Eyes A.MugginV

Gertrucie Lav>reticeir"Lady. in the sock.. George Raft: Ready, Willing and'
Grable, Afartha Raye; Holland Tunnel with Lip Rouge; Bretida '& Cobina:
Two Creepy People. ;

."' '-*•'.:'-'.' V:.v
Observation Dept. '..

One of the chorus girls at the Royal Palm thought she "was bitten by 'the'

love bug until friends proved the guy was a louse. ,.

.
Maxie Rosenbloom is

:
proving every. riight.at Slaps.ie Maxie ?s that he's,

punch-line drunk. '.•'.'

The blimp marked 'Goodyear' 'flies over Miami' Beach daily and you can
hear every hotel owner yell, 'It's a lie".

Eavesdropped at Sunny Isles: 'She has so many lines in her face. her
friends call her 'The Letter'.' \

Eavesdropped, at Latin Quarter: 'He'd make a wonderful model for a
hangover.'

.

'

:

'

Eavesdropped! at the Mayfair: 'He and the seat of his pants used to shine
in society.*

Since 'Tall, Dark and Handsome' my fan mail has been so big I had to
get another- cigar box.

' Whatever Became of ———

?

Joe. Woods' 'Mimic. World' Stutz Sc Bingham
Anthony & Rogers, Brems, Fitz & The Murphy Bros.
Ruth Roye Doc Baker's 'Flashes'

Afterpiece
Now's the time to figure; out what you're going to owe the Government

for the money you thought you earned last year.

Bulk of Marg. Glark 565G
Estate Goes to Her Sister

. New Orleans, Feb. 25.
'•'

Mrs. : Marguerite

.

: .
Clark Williams;

former film star and widow of Harry
P. Williams, millionaire, lumberman*
left an estate valued at $565,643.50,
according to an 'inventory filed, in
civil district court here Friday (21).

Mrs. Williams died: on Sept. 25, 1940.

. .Under provisions of her will, dated-
Oct.. 29; 1939, she. left the bulk of
her estate to her. sister, Cora Clark
in. New York. (The will/coritained 41
beqdests ranging frpm $2Q0 to $6,000,
the remainder of her estate being left

to her sister. -
-.

Of theV estate, $418,0.88.39 was in
Orleans parish; $109,025.54 .in St.

Mary parish, $37,849 in New York
and $500 in .Oiiachita

.
parish; The

Orleans parish! estate included stocks
and bonds valued at $268,637, cash in
bank totaling $-19,679,. and real estate
valued at $96;73"2.'

,
Her jewelry and

silverware.', were'.valued at $18;000;

WtiNDJ TENS B'WAY PiLAY
Wendy Battie, currently at

Loew's State, N. Y., is seeking a legit

role while east. : . !
,

This is the first time, incidentally,

Miss :Barrie. has played ai
.
stage en-.

jagement oh Broadway,. 1

ASTAIRE TEAMED WITH

HAYW0RTH IN COL PIC

..!'.--• !•-
: Hoilywbpd, Feb. 25.

Fred Astaire wilj have/ a - new
teammate .in Rita.; Hayworth , for

.

Columbia's 'She's My '- Uncle,' which;

Everett .Riskin produces*

. ^Studio \is also considering Astaire.

for a top role in Its recent buy: of-

the Broadway stage play, 'Pal! Joey.-

Actors . deal -with Uhivbrsal 'chilled
.

after weeks of
;
negotiation. -'

;
;

BEP'S MH)IiL£T0N; ^

Ray Middleton, singer, last, heard
in 'American Jubilee'

:
at- the. N. Y..

World's Fair, was signatured; to
:

term pact 'last week by Republic'.

. He left for. the Coast last Saturday
C22); to. begin

.
work -in 'Lady .Frpm

Ne^r Orleans.'
.

SAILINGS
, Feb. 20 (Los Angeles to New
York), WilUam Boyd, Grade Bradley

(America).
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MUGGING AT THE MET
Frank SuDivan Is Trying to Move In

» vrink Sullivan, who has been

making squawks on behalf of him-

self and other backers of .'Arsenic

fnd Old Lace,' persons who by the

...in Hmibtless have to pay ex-

Misted Her Pet

tay wiU doubtless: have

less profits on their 1941 incomes be-

muse of the gravy they are getting

from the show, now wants a piece

of Dinty Moore's restaurant next

2 the Fulton, N. Y:, where the hit

}s running. . It » true that the eatery

l, benefiting, but not only from

•Arsenic.' Sullivan disregards 'Pana-

ma Hattie,' at the 46th Street on the

<rther side of Moore's. His orders to

J)ick Mahey, the show's press agent,

follow:

My Dear Maney:

'Enclosed is - little article '.

which Professor John Dewey
• wished to write for. the Colum-

bia Journal of Philosophical Re-

cearch. Will you please hand it

to him? Do not delay, as their

deadline is 1943. .

•Your work oh 'Arsenic seems

to me to be satisfactory, if per-
.

haps a trifle unimaginative. I

. mean to say/ why only 37 stand-

ees last "Monday night?: And
you' have concluded ho arrange-

ment as yet with Dinty Moore

for io% of -the business he does

as a result of^Arsenic.r .AU y°u

have to say to hinj is that you

will refuse tickets for •Arsenic'

to anyone who eats at his joint,

and you will have him. by the

(Continued on page 49

)

Prez Grants Showcase

For Mex Talent to Woo

U.S. Tourists' Good Will

Mexico City, Feb. 25.

Mexico urgently ' needs a perma-
nent theatre for the exposition of

its folk music, dances and songs, be-

cause these : are what .
American

tourists most want in Mexico, ac-

cording, to Roberto Soto, veteran

comic; He recently related this heed

to President . Manual Avila Camacho
during a command interview the

head mart had with Soto to ascer-

tain how he is making out with his

Mexican revue venture in New York;
American tourists; Soto told the

President, consider that they are

gypped unless they see McCoy Mexi-
can folk stuff in Mexico.

;
the President indicated he will

adopt Soto's suggestion. It Is ex-
pected that the government will soon
establish a theatre here for the ex-
clusive presentation of folk lore.

Soto is here recruiting a company
•t 82 for a' New York show.

, Buffalo, Feb. 25. •-

Those inquiring of Mrs. Am-
brose, ,85-year-old Buffalo win-

1

:mer:-dt-tast-we'eVs;;.$l,00O/Pdt'o£

Gold' prize, as to her ideas about
the. stunt and the sponsor

i;
brought the startling response 'I

don't know—I have never , lis-

tened to :the 'Pot-of-Gold' ' pro-

gram in my'life.'

When questioned as to her re-

actions to the award she stated

ruefully, 'I was so excited I

ihissed my favorite program,
'The Aldricbi Family.'

:

John Charles Thomas' First

.
Appearance Draws $14,-

500 Gross; or $2,500 Net

1ST WEEK'S PROFIT

Ga. Solons

Fanner, Whom

Raps for Senate Visit

,'''."'..-. ' Atlanta, Feb. .25.

Storm of comment swirled around,
last week after visit of fanner Sally

Rand to. ; State Senate. Sally had
visited upper house at their , invita-

tion and directed a few remarks to

soiohs.

Reason for debate about bubbler's

visit , was fact that Morgan Blake,

columnist and erstwhile sports-

writer, for James M. Cox's Atlanta

Journal, and conductor of Bible class

Over WSB,. had broadcast that Sally's

visit was disgrace to state and
Senate; ' Senator J. O. Wall, aged 80,

put these words: into Senate record.

'Blake said she was a strip tease

dancer, while at least 90% of the

Senators thought she was a movie

star.' 'And ' besides,* he
;
said, 'it

would, have been impolite to object

to het presence after she arrived.'

.

Senator Hi B. ('Hell Bent/) Ed-

wards, of Valdosta, .was .a bit more
outspoken. He. praised Blake for

being, 'a good Christian gentleman,'

but said he" should hang his head in

shame 'for the injustice done this lit-

tle girl.' In fact, Edwards told

Senate, Blake's . remarks indicated

that 'alt the rhythm and the desire

to shake a bit had gone out of his

bones.'

Sally's visit to Senate was just one

of many places she got around to

during her: spare tirne while she was

filling three-night engagement at

Ansley Hotel's Rainbow Roof.

JIMMY DURANTE'S RACE

TO HIS DAD'S BEDSIDE

MAURICE LIVINGSTON

IN A JAM IN PARIS

"
;

Paris, Feb. -10.
'

; : S. Maurice Livingston, former
Paramount and RKO exec here, Is

under arraignment
. on charges of

complicity In an alleged racket to
obtain release of French .war prison^
era In,

. return for/payments by their
relatives; He pleaded not guility.

Livingston's arrest followed that of
-Mile. Paulette Couybas. said by Paris
police to be an international swindler

,
who, in 1935, was sentenced to three
years in prison for obtaining 500*000

;

.
francs by posing as the fiance of
Archduke Wilhelm of Hapsburg.

Mile; Couybas was said by police
to have set up a committee for aid
to prisoners under- the . alleged
Patronage of the Duke de Nemours.
Livingston was .said to have been
hired by Mile. Couybas to .solicit
Wnds from relatives of prisoners on
the. assurance that: she could arrange

.

lor their liberation by way of Swi*z

hu^' Livingston maintained he
P-id not ..know the : woman. Was'

:

a
swindler arid acted in good faith.
-He worked for RKO until about
Iwo years ago .and before that for

«Ti5 i

He s alscf an attorney and was
wen known to the American colony
.»n Paria.

Jimmy Durante was In a coast-to

coast race with 7 death .
yesterday

(Tuesday) in. his attempt to reach

the New York hospital bedside of

his 92-year-old father, Bartholomew,

who lies gravely ill:: The Schnoz'

plane was grounded near the Rockies

yesterday by bad weather, and he

was forced to take a fast train .to

Chicago, where a plane awaited. him

for the rest of the -.journey " to

Gotham; , .

,
,"

*

.

Although resting comfortably, the

elder Durante's condition was said by

physicians to be still .
critical late

yesterday' afternoon.

Net's anan

The Metropolitan Opera . Co. has

signed Todor' Mazaroff,
.

Bulgarian

tenor now In Italy, to a contract for

the 1941-42 season. The tenor will

receiv.e-$l,000 a performance and has

been guaranteed three round-trip

tickets for himself, his teacher,...and

his accompanist; He will probably

make .
appearances ..at Chicago; and

Los Angeles, ..
''. .'

Salvatore Baccaloni, basso;-buffa or

the Met, , has just recorded - six sides

for Columbia including the arias

from 'Don Giovanni' and 'Barber of

Seville.' Rise Stevens, Met contralto,

and -Metro contractee, also has Re-

cently, recorded, tot Columbia.

WynnV Squelcher

By EDWARD SMITH
The Metropolitan Opera Co. of

N.Y. closed its 12th week, or three-

fourths of its season, on Monday (24)

with the = fltst profit of the season,

$5",500 for the week; oh a top; gross

of $122,000. fist. 10 : performances. The

Met. can. thank Kirsten Flagsted, its

Wagnerian b.o. star, for its profit,

the soprano' having Sung three times

during the week, rolling up a gross

of $42,500 with a. profit ,'of $5,000.

Only new' work was. 'Barber of

Seville,^: Wed. (19) with John
Charles Thomas making his. first..ap-

pearance of the season. Opera
,
drew

$14,500;. a $2,500 profit. The bari-

tone sang a lusty Figaro, giving

scant heed to the Italian text and
bringing down the house with loco-

motive whistles and catcalls. Vo-
cally he remains, at 54, as fine a

baritone as there is in the country.

Josephine Tuminia strengthened

the good impression she made in her

debut, singing and acting well as

Rosina, while Bruno Lahdi's Alma-
yiva was smalt sized and small

voiced but artistically perfect, Ezio

Pinza, Salvatore Baccaloni and Irra

Petina mugged . and . scene-stole

throughout the opera to the delight

of the gathering. As presented to-

day at the Met the opera is high

class musical comedy, but the - au-

dience eats it up.

Monday (17) faw the first of the

Flagstad sellouts with a repeat of

'Tristan iind Isolde' clicking at $15,-

500, or a profit of $3,000.

Tuesday (18) the company in

Philadelphia sold out to a $15,000

gross with 'Otello,' with Martinelll

and Tibbett the draws*
Thursday afternoon (20) 'Sieg-

fried' dropped $500 on a gross of

$11,500. .

Thursday evening (20) 'Don Pas-

quale' grossed $8,000 with a. $4,000

loss.

Friday afternoon (21) 'Carmen
with Gladys Swarthout drew $10,000

as a benefit with a $1,000 profit.

Friday evening (21 ) 'Cavalleria

Rusticana' and 'Pagliacci' with Mar-
tinelli and Bonelli drew $12,500, a

$500 profit.

Saturday afternoon (22) 'Fidello'

with Flagstad and Bruno Walter

sold out to a $15,500 house, a profit

of $2,500.

Saturday evening at a $4 top'Aida'

drew $10,000 or a $1,000 profit.

Monday (24) 'LlAmore dei Tre
Rei* with Grace Moore tumbled 'to

$9,500 or a $2,500 loss;

NAT ROSS SLAIN BY

DISCHARGED WORKER

. Graham McNamee attended
performance of 'Boys and Girls

Together' at the Broadhurst,

.N.. Y., last week, being seated ,

well -down front. Ed Wyhn
greeted him from the stage,

which was the cue for someone
in the balcony to start riding

McNaniee.
.
Wynn promptly

stopped the heckler, by saying:

.. 'Jiist a minute; one .fool at a
time,' pointing to himself.

.
One

of the cbmedian's top successes

was 'The Perfect Fool.'

Pitt Burleycue's Free

Use of Velez -Holman

Names Jams It Widi BBB

Pittsburgh, Feb, 25.

Casino theatre, town's lone bur-

lesque house, not only got a flock

of customer complaints this week but

also, fell from grace with the Pitts-

burgh Better Business Bureau for: a

weekend advertisement on its cur-

rent, show. Attraction is called

'Peek-A-View' and features Ginger
Britton and Charlie Kemper, rotund
comedian. Latter played the Nixon
few seasons ago with Lupe Velez and
Li.bby Holman in 'You Never Know*
and Casino management decided to

capitalize on .this fact although, it

barely mentioned Kemper's associa-

tion with the legit musical when he
was here last fall with Ann Corio,

no doubt figuring, strip queen could

carry it alone.

.

At any rate, Casino's weekend ad
big-billed names of Miss Britton,

Kemper and added those of Misses
Holman and Velez as well. It would
have taken a telescope to read the

small type after Kemper's name
which said he was 'formerly with'

the latter two femmes. ' Not only

that', but the advertisement went into

detail to identify . Kemper's former
fellow players, hailing. Miss Velez as

'the tempestuous Mexican stage and
screen madcap' and Miss Holman as

'the exotic radio and stage torch

singer.'

Customers who complained that

they didn't see Lupe and Libby were
shown the advertisement again—this
time with a magnifying glass.

Hollywood, Feb.' 25. .

Nat Ross, 36, . one-time director of-

'Collegians' and- 'Leather Pushers'

series at
;
Universal, . and later, per-

sonal aide to Carl Laernmle and Irv-

ing Thalberg, was shot ;to death yes-;

terday (Monday) by .; ,
discharged

employe in a' Los Angeles rag factory:

he operated "as-: part owner; Ross

died instantly from rifle shot through

heart. .

'

-.
.',

Ross- started' his climb.-: film

biz from office boy for Lewis Selz-

nick. Successively, he became the-:

aire manager in New York, film

salesman' and then director .at Uni-

versal. His 'Leather : Pusher' and
'Collegians' series were top revenue

getters for shorts at that time; His

last film job was direction 61 'Ac-

cidental Father' at Columbia last

year. '

.-
,

Leaves widow, ;
former Audrene

Brier, film actress.

sc

Hollywood, Feb 23.

With the extras again holding th«
balance of power in the selection of

Academy achievement winners, only
two standouts

;
appear oh the eye of :

the gala affair this Thursday night

(27) in the Biltmore .Bowl.. It. is'

pretty .generally conceded that

James Stewart will be handed an
Oscar for his outstanding perform-
ance in "The Philadelphia Story,' and
that. Preston Sturges and his .'The

Great McGinty' will have no serious

opposition . : for the best original

reehplay.
v

It's, a phbtp finish In most of the
other classifications, with long shots

:

standing a good chance in several ,

of them. While the extras hold
plenty of

.
voting power, many of

them are peeved at failure of the
Screen Actors Guild to give them
a vote on policies, and are refusing
to mark their Academy ballots. This
makes it. even more difficult to pre-
dict winners in advance.

' Town' and. 'Correspondent'
While David Q. Selznick's 'Rebec-

ca' and. Darryl F. Zanuck's 'Th«
Grapes of Wrath* are certain to gar-
ner a flock of votes, the wise boys
are insisting that it will be a close,

race between : Sol Lesser's 'Our
Town* and Walter .Wanger's 'For-

eign Correspondent.' The ..latter is

given a slight edge because' of the
military fervor sweeping the coun-
try at this time. It is an open pay-
off, however, with the number of
extras voting determining" the win-
ner. •.

Other nominations for the award
for the outstanding production are
'AH This and Heaven Too,' War-
ners; 'The Great Dictator,' Charles
Chaplin; 'Kitty Foyle,' . RKO; Th«
Letter/ Warners; 'The Long Voy-
age

. Home,' Argosy-Wanger-UA;
'The Philadelphia Story,' Metro. :

James Stewart appears to be al-

ready in so far as the Oscar goes for
the most outstanding performance
by an actor. If the preliminary

(Continued on page 05) .

'BOOM TOWN' GALLUPS

IN NO. 1, AHEAD OF ACAD

Poll by Dr. George Gallup of. fllni

goers throughout the nation oa' 'the

best-liked, pictures of 1940' puts

Metro's 'Boom Towji* on top.' Other

toppers in order of rank are 'Knute

Rockne,' 'Rebecca;' 'Northwest Pas-;

sage/
'

'Strike' Up the Band- and 'The

Fighting 69th;' ,: ^
;.'.'

Gallup, survey, set for release to-

day (Wednesday), was conducted to

coincide with Academy, awards,'

which will be made in. Hollywood to-

moribw
;
night. It includes pix re-

leased betweeri Jan.. 1 and Npy^ 30.

List- of : 1.00 was shown respondents

with the questio'ni 'A're there any pic-

tures, here' which , you . especially

liked?' ^Rebecca' : is the only one

among the top six which is among
10 nominated for an .Acad Oscar;

Interesting distinction was made by
Gallup by separating frequent (once:

a week or more) from infrequent

theatregoers. Faves . of the .former
group coincide almost . exactly; with

the best, six list as a whole. ^Re-

becca,' however, is top choice among
group which is held to be more dis-

criminating because of its less fre-

quent attendance. 'Boom Town' was
second in this list, followed by

'Passage,' 'Rockne,' '89th' and 'All

This and Heaven Too,'
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Studios Has Helped Kx Quality

Increased ' interchangeability . of.

•tars' among studios, .which ' has. de :

veloped during the past
-

.lew years,-

has greatly -improved' the quality of

film yarns. Whereas producers in

the past have frequently been hog?

tied in their selection- of, stories., be-

cause they have, had to tailor. them
to their own stars,:- they now; have

greater freedom, in picking a prop-

erty on\ its story: value alone.

That's the opinion of "William- J.
:

Fadiman,. . eastern story , editor of

Metro: He points out 'that in years

gone by, yarn after yarn with ex-

cellent filni potentialities tame into

story departi ients and had to be dis-

carded because' the right players for

them were on someone else's lot. Or,

if. the studio found it had the per-

fect male: lead for the- story, it
:

also
;

discovered the vis-a-vis was under

contract to a competitor. •

:

"That situation,' Fadiman said, 'has

now been pretty much eliminated by
two things.' First is the willingness

of studios to lend or. exchange their

stars and the second: is the large list

of freelancers now available or peo-

ple who are under contract to a stu-

dio for only one or two pictures a

year and can be hired when not

otherwise .engaged.' •'.-

With the problem of star availabil-

ity diminished, Metro story editor

declared, greater concentration - can

be given to the numerous: other

points which must be looked for in

choosing a book, play or original for

filming. He listed more than a dozen

ahgles for which all major studios-

and the indies too, look in making
selections. These' include: .

1. Commercial significance. Has
the story : had great pre-selling as a

best-selling book, magazine serial or

Broadway play?
2. Censorability. . Would the story

have to be chopped to death to get

it past the Hays office and state

bodies?
3. Possible series value. Is the

yarn, after the characters have been
established, good for sequels? •

4. Story values. These : include

emotional impact, dramatic friction,

character conflict, suspense, climaxes,

subordinate characterizations, com-
edy Telief and contrast, topicality of

theme, universality of theme, back-

ground and setting, probable produc-

tion cost and -writing cost' including

original purchase price. .

DECREE UPS

20TH STAFFS

Blues Born All Over

Hollywood, Feb. 25. ;

. B. G. De Sylva,. hew production

boss at Paramount, assigned Victor

Schertziriger to direct 'The Birth

of the Blues,' slated lb start in April:

Cast istojpped by Bing Crosbyi Mary
Martin and, Carolyn Lee. ... r

.
'

.

Crosby's nex t thereafter will be
ah untitled musical with tunes- by
Irving Berlin. Mark Sandrich will

produce and d irect. He is' directing

•Skylark' oh the Par lot. .."

Rep/s $15,000,000

For MH2 Program

Of €6; 6 at$1^0^
Hollywood, Feh. 25.

Republic is spending $15,000,000 for

its '41-42 lineup of 66 pictures, which

is an. increase of $5,000,000 over last

year's outlay, as announced by. Her-

bert Yates today, CTues;) at. the

western quarterly . sales meet at the

studio. . Output comprises 32 features,

30 westerns and four serials which

includes six de luxers to cost up to

$1,000,000 each. ; v

Yates said world premieres will be
held for 'Lady From New Orleans' in

N.'.O. and 'Sis Hopkins' at a site to be
selected.

Accompanied by Jas. R. Grainger,
sales head,. Yates leaves tonight for

the Frisco session to be followed by
meets in Atlanta, New York and
Toronto. Yates and Grainger later

will, personally' tour 33 key cities in
this country,, six in Canada.'

Comedy 'Whaddaya Hear

From Mob' Film Cycle ?

Run of. humorous gangster films

appears to be on the verge of flow-

ing from the Hollywood tap. Success

of 20th Century-Fox's low-budgeted

'Tall, Dark and Handsome' has in-,

spired studios to a search for more
stories like it. First film kidding the

bang-bang hoys was Damon Run-
yon's 'Slight Case of Murder* several

years ago, although that, apparently

created ho demand for more at that

time. .

;.'.

'

Another 'whaddaya-hearTfrom-the-
mob.' Warner Bros.' 'High Sierra,'

which has been hitting good .grosses,

has also keyed some interest froni

"tnV studios in gangster epics. 'Sierra,'

however, is morie on- the serious side,"

and most story .departments are anx-:.

ioiis to get gangster yarns with the

kidding angle. .
Producers feel that

the serious ones, unless topnotchers,

are in danger of smelling of Corn. '..

Paramount holds one humorous
trigger, tale; phd, like other , studios,

is in the market for metre. Its story

is 'Buy Me That Town,' in -which a
couple of the high-powered : racket

boys come in and buy up a whole
city. An. original, It is by Harry
Gourfain, stageshow producer at

WB's Strand, N. Y., and Murray Bol-

tinoff and Martin Rackin, New York
newspapermen. ."

. Exhlbs welcome suggestions from community groups oh bookings-^
except that the groups themselves too often fail to patronize the films

they recommend. That .was the- complaint registered - last week by
Herman M. Levy, exec secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Connecticut. . He made it in a q. and a. session with 110; delegates

to the community, motion pictute council of the National. Board of

Review in New York.
•Make yourself a part of! the theatre man's program all year round,'

Levy urged, 'instead of coming to see him only' with complaints or in
asking for favors. The exhibitor welcomes suggestions on pictures,

provided you come to see them after, he books them.'
:

, Levy explained details of the consent decree to the delegates, mostly
femmes, as It 'applies to-

;

their work with: t'v - theatres their

communities. ,'.-': '•.,-

W-G'S RAY MacDONALD

AND ADELE 10NGM1RE

_ Hollywood, Feb; 25.

Imminent operation of the consent
decree has resulted in heavy pay-
roll increases in three departments
at 20th' Century-Fox.

Personnel has been doubled since

last year with .82 actors, 12 associate

producers and 46 writers now being
carried.

Col Tones Down Thing

Called Love' Following

Joe Breen's N.Y. Huddles

Trouble : over so-called .'. spicy
screen fare flared again last week
when a Catholic church movement
condemned. 'This Thing Called Love'
(Col.), and Joseph- I. Breen; -No. 1

trouble-shooter for the Hays . office's

Production; Code /Administration,
hurried . to New York for .-confabs

With:, Columbia: officials, over .the

picture. Columbia's home . office

execs accepted the suggestion that
Certain changes be made,-, and the
revamped version; of the production
was scheduled to go before the
church's reviewing group late yes-
terday

.
(Tuesday).

Breen - shoved off for the. : Coast
Monday (24).

Tin It All the Time
Hollywood, Feb. 25.

. First freelance Job for
.
Rosemary

Lane, former star at Warners, is one
of the top spots in 'Show Business'

•t Columbia.
She, recently returned from an

•astern- stage tour.

. Ray MacDohald, of the terp team
of Grace and Ray MacDonald, has
been Inked by Metro. He won't
leave for. the Coast, however, for a
couple of months,' as studio's first

spot for .him is in 'Babes on Broad
way,' which will hit the cameras
about that time. Dancer nevertheless
has been placed under a term, hot
one-plctwce, pact

. Adele Longmire, ingenue lead in

'Old Acquaintance,' current Broad
way legiter, has been optioned by
Metro. She has a run-of-therplay
contract, Metro getting first crack at
her services When 'Acquaintance'
closes.

Sid-Minded Hollywood

Builds $1,000,000 Run

.''.''.
. Hollywood, Feb. 25.

With. Hollywood becoming strongly
ski-mirided

): around $1,000,000 is be-
ing subscribed for a ski course and
winter resort within three hours
drive of here. .

Steve Hanagan's campaign in Sun
Valley, '.With film names tied in, has
made skiing the moist highly pub-
licized winter sport, on the Coast.

. Hollywood, Feb. 25;

"Underground/ ah anti-Nazi story,
rolled today (Tues.) at Warners with
Vincent • Sherman as director.
Picture is based on a tale by Oliver

H. P. Garrett and Edwin Justus
Mayer.- . '

./''"'
- '/

.

-

''''

'.".-; Mmneapblts, Feb: 25'.

Following the advice given by. S.

P. Haljern, local attorney, at the re-

cent Northwest Allied convention

here, many theatre owners in the

territory have discontinued' paying

ASGAP fees.

Halpern tells the exhibitors that

ASCAP can't legally license record-

ing rights and then license the re-

production rights of a tune. Under
a ruling In the state of Washing-
ton, too, he points out . ASCAP
has been adjudged a monopoly and
has no standing in court In case
it sues in ah effort to collect. •

,

The local lawyer has been retained
by some of the exhibitors to defend
them in case ASCAP does bring
SUifc -v...

Gen 1 Motors Futurama

Encores in Radio City

. Three of the larger sections of the
General Motors Futurama, ace free
attraction at the N. Y. World's Fair
in 1939r40, will be the main attrac-

tion at the Museum of Science & In-

dustry, Radio City, starting March
15. Approximately half of the hall

housing the. museum has been set

aside for the G-M exhibit, with art-

ists and workmen now installing and
polishing up the miniature sets.

Steel. City, the Highways of To-
morrow and the Grand Canyon
scenes of the Futurama will be in-

cluded in the transplanted exhibit.

ItVis costing more than $20,000 to
instal it . in the Radio

.
City museum.

San Diego's Defense Boom

Makes Theatre Help Scarce

i
! v San Diego, Feb. 25.

. Shortage of labor amdng ushers
and doormen is worrying flhh house
operators here, the , resulPof . high,

wages paid to young,men in the air-

plane and .other defense project fac-

tories which have sprung up in this

sector.

Gejorge Bowser, chief, of the. Fox-
West. Coast theatres in the border
city, has been importing, employees
from Long. Beach and other north-
ern cities to fill the employment gap.

Some of them have slept the

stages after working hours until they
could/arrange for regular sleeping

quarters; House managers and. as-

sistants, who draw higher Wages; are

not affected by the labor turnover,

but the lesser theatre help is scarce.

Dietrich and Leised

Packaged With Wss
Madden' for Columbia

Long and Short of It

^ Hollywood, Feb. 25.

John Payne; who stands well above
six feet, is picked as. the leading man
for five-foot Sonja Heriie in 'Suri

Valley' at 20th-Fox.

Currently . Payne is working in

The Great American Broadcast' at
the same studio.

Arty legits into ;pix. .-;.<'
:

"'
..«...,.;.

v
.

, Pro-Nazi Argentine film company. . ....... ...... .:.

Radio reviews: Ann .Dvorak, Tito Gulzar; Eddie Cahtbr, 'Car

niVal for Britain,' Sarah' Churchill; .'People with Light'..

ASCAP,...,..,.,.....:.

AGVA's hangovers;.;*. . .. .. .

Pat Rophey bankrupt. , . . . ...
..-.'

.

:
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Hollywood, Feb.. 25.

Charles K. Feldman, of Feldman-
Blum agency closed a package deal

with Columbia " combining Marlehe
Dietrich .as the star, Mitchell Leiseh,

producer-director, and James Ed-
ward Grant's 'Miss Madden: is Will-

ing' the vehicle. Agency, additional

to placing its clients; participates in

the profits of the picture. Produc-
tion start is set for' June to permit
Lelsen and Miss Dietrich to fulfill

previous commitments.

Feldman recently ; consummated
another such group deal at Universal
comprising Dick . Powell and Joan
Blondell, Leigh Jason, director, and
the story/ 'Model Wife.' Similar ar-

rangements are being negotiated
with other studios.

MARLENE LOSES POINT

IN $98,750 PIX SUIT

Marlehe Dietrich lost an attempt

to strike out part of a .complaint

against her In N. Y. supreme, court

brought by Forrester-Parant Produc-

tions, yheh Justice Aaron Steuer de-

hied her pleaA The actress claimed

that those parts of the complaint

showing the. efforts devoted by plain-

tiff to securing a story for her, the
many changes made to meet hef con-
venience,, the expenses Involved in
hiring sdrlpt writers; ^directors,

.
pur-

chasing of stories, etc., would . tend
to prejudice her at the trial. ;

Miss Dietrich says that these state-
ments will create sympathy for the
plaintiff, and show her as arbitrary
and capriciousj while at the same
time beclouding ' and -obscuring the
real, issues.

.
Plaintiff asks .: $98,750.

damages-, claiming the: actress
breached a contract, with It to make
a film In France. . .

3d Filming for Twin Beds'

:. Hollywood, Feb, 25.

Edward Small borrowed Ralph
Murphy from Paramount to direct

'Twin Beds,' based on the: old: stage

comedy. . .
;' '.

..

Play was -filmed In 1920 and again
in 1929. "' /

.
\ Albany, Feb. 25.

. lie action of Board of Regents In
overruling' Irwin Esmond, director

of motion picture division, State Ed-
ucation Dept., on 'Kidnapping. Go-
rillas,' and upholding, him on 'Life

on the Hortobagy,' caused a differ- ;

ence of opinion on Capitol Hill as

to whether the Regents were shift-

ing to a more 'liberal' viewpoint.
The clear-ahead " for: Jewei Produc-
tions* appeal on ''Kidnaping Goril-

las,' coupled with greenrlighting in

recent months of several other .films,

which, had. been red-signSled, led

spine observers to believe Regents
were: not following Esmond's judg-
ment as unswervingly as they and
education commissioner before them,
long did. .

Lifting the ban on TEcstasy,' after

several years of repeated refusal.,

to dp so,, seemed , to certain side-

liners proof of this fact. However,
the version the Regents okayed Was
a deleated one, with the big punch
scene excised.

. Last week's action on 'Gorillas'

was viewed by the above observers
as^ further evidence of Regents' new
attitude. Several well-informed perr
sons think correct explanation is

that Regents is taking things - a.

little more into its own hands, but

.

that it neither has nor will make
any decided swingaway from a view-,

point, - line of . reasoning, which
has long prevailed. None of films on
which there have been recent re-
versals was so-called maior product.

Esmond was pictured in the press
ait time Regents issued a license for .

the first-rejected 'Yes, My . Darling
Daughter1

. (WB) as .having been
overruled. Insiders, however, al-

ways insisted this ..was not actually
the. case; that- changes in several se-

quences were made, and that Re-
gents, with Esmond's approval, then
granted a permit Main points of
difference between that . and ordi-

nary appeals was the speed with
which' appeal on 'Darling Daughter*
was handled. This was supposed to
have been due to Warners' large

investment in •< the picture and the
fact it had already been booked and
advertised for showing In New York,
city.

The Regents, In supporting Es-
mond's ruling on 'Life on the Hor-
tobagy/ denied, an appeal by Eureka
Productions, Inc. This film had been
up for consideration before. Neither
Esmond nor the Regents agreed with
the first claim it did not require
license for public- exhibition, : be-
cause it Was really a newsreel.. The
picture was held not licensable, un-
der Education law. .

'

Esmond has a perfect court record
on film appeals.

WB SIGNS REFUGEE

.
Alfred .Neumann; refugee writer

Who arrived in New York last week
from Lisbon, has been pacte'd by
Warner Bros. He'll leave for Holly-r

wood shortly after the opening oh
Saturday (1) of The Mad Empbrer,'
French-made film, at the 55th St..

Playhouse, N. Y. : - - .-. ;: '

Neumann is the author of the

novel, The Patriot,' from which
Emporer' was made. It was also

filmed, under the original 'Patriot-

title, by Paramount in 1928 with

Emil Jannings in 'the role currently

played by Harry Baur. Gilbert

Miller ' also did a .
legit version on

Broadway.
.. Neumann is slated to do historical

script for Warners.
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; : Washington, : Feb. 25,

- New legislative gadfly If. buzzing

around the film industry; He's la-

beled Representative Lyle' H. Boren,
; Bn Oklahoma Democrat, and 'his

itinger is a resolution for a pene-

trating special Congressional pr.obe

bl all the", complaints, and squawks
about every phase of the business

lrom treatment of extras, to lobby-

ing.

-. While declaring emphatically that

he is hot aiming, at anybody or any-,

thing in particular, "Boren explained

the . reason for his proposal Monday
(24) is a conviction that 'even if lived

up to, the 1940 consent decree won't

correct : everything that appears to

be wrong with the industry, : along

.with v
a feeling that' sOme sort of 'im-

partial' study of all aspects Is im-
perative. There is so much . smoke
That something must be burning, he
figures. '

'

'-.•>. ...

Introduction of the measure cre-

: eting a select five-man House com-:
rnittee with power to; haul reluctant

witnesses; to the stand astounded in-

dustry observers around the Capitol.

For word was passed last year that
Boren had given' up the. thought of
prescribing ; a 'panacea. (Another
•whisper was that certain major com-,
pany legmen, had dug up some defi-

nitely embarrassing personal dope
and the Oklahoman was aware of
their

;
discoveries).

Effectually contradicting himself,
•Boren declared he 1j not scalp-
hunting and professed to have

(Continued on page 20)

FS '41-42 SALES

to Frank Freeman

: •
•• Hollywood, Feb. 25.

, Fllhi execs paid tribute to. Y. Frank
Freeman, reelected "president of the
Producers Association,- at a. dinner
hosted by Louis B. -Mayer.

;
.Other

guests we're Edward Mannlx,. re-
elected vice-president, and Cliff

Work, second y.p.
..' In addition to Mayer, the speak-
ers were Samuel Goldwyn, Will
Hays, George J. Schaefer, Harry M.
Warner, Mendel Silberberg, Man-
nix and Work.

RELEASE DATE

NOT YET SET

Machinery for the Immediate ne-
gotiation of 1941-42 deals has been:
set In motion by Universal/earliest

;

In advance of deliveries that the .in-

dustry has known and, for the first
time with U, with the complete
coming season's program designated.
Releases will not begin until Sept. 1,
seven months off.

Salesmen are out to contact ac-
counts following the recent national
convention In Chicago arid district
reglonals held, last week. F. J; A.
McCarthy, eastern division sales
chief, returned, to. New York Mon-
day (24) after holding regional meets
In Cleveland and New Orleans. He
also had a meeting in N.Y. prior to
the- other two but before .coming
back to the h.o. made a stop at
Dallas on sales matters. "

'"

' B1U Helnenian; western . division,
ntariager,. held a regional session at.
Chicago and another in San Fran-

:

c«co last week. He is following
Wis up with a tour of some of his.
western territory

. before getting
back, to N.Y. .

; --.-','
-

-

.
Company will ; have 44 features,

Puis three extras from Frank Lloyd,
as well as a series; of actions arid
four serials. '-. ^

'•.•'.
.

'
..

"

.
Being the only distributor, making

serials excepting Columbia arid Re-
PUbJic.. U for the 1941-42 season Is
spending $300,000, more on- this typeW,product, than it ever has before/
Vornpany, has made a. check on radio
Programs,; magazines, newspapers,
etc

-< °n serials as a guide/

ft

°ne
?
f Its .serials will be 'Gang

Busters.'; In order to, get the title,

n«Se
.i
a d€al with Metro, whichW "\ .

Paying the latter : $38,500
lor .the rights. Metro had planned
taking a feature thereof.

•'

r,.
In

,

t
^, ;

S\orts division; among se-

:^ whlch,U.wil!:'have for 1941-42.

K»Ia V.J 3 two-reelers under' thenead of Personality and Name Band

'2fels Whlch wm feature leading

«t! ATent aho thrown in for added

fli"

e
.

nRtl
?-. R"ss Morgan stars in the

u
Whlle deal for the second has

just been closed with Jan Garber. •

With release date of Orson Welles'

'Citizen Kane' the day after tomor-

row (Friday), hot a single playdate,

Toadshow or otherwise, has been set

for the film. That's taken to indi-

cate trouble ahead on the picture

which William Randolph' Hearst

alleges too closely parallels his .own

life. Hearst is reported, bringing

much pressure on the RKO director-

ate to shelve the film;

Meantime, RKO prez George . J.

Schaefer . paid .a' quickie plane visit

to New York, arriving Friday (21)

and leaving "Monday (24) after con-

fabs with irnportant board, members
and other execs of the company.
'Kane' is understood to. have been
foremost in the discussions. Schaefer,

Welles' strongest partisan : within'

RKO,; is reported to have said Mon-
day that developments within the

next; few days, following his return

to the Coast, will 'probably make it

possible, to release the picture within

two weeks.'-.

Seattle Ban. Off In One Week
Seattle, Feb. 23.

The ban on FtKO publicity in this

burg, on the part of Hearst's rag,

the Post-Intelligencer, lasted just

two weeks, and then was lifted with-

out explanation. The trouble started

over RKO's 'Citizen Kane.'

The theatres reciprocated in kirid

by cutting down space used in ads

for RKO .
pix. Anyhow it's back to

normalcy now for RKO stuff in the

P.L -

;

LEMAIRE AT PAR AS

PROD. AIDE TO DESYLVA

Par, WB and 20tii Probably
lb Do the Same Despite

.Consent Deeriee's Restric-

tions—-U Stole a March by
Its Last Week's National

Conclave in Chicago

BLOCKS-OF-5 BY JUNE

.Although not all of the five rqa-

joi's Under the consent decree may
announce a ' full, year's , lineup ' 'for

1941 -42" when the new selling be-

comes effective,! sales conventions are
planned by. at least two, Metro and
RKO. The others have made no de-
cisions .iri this direction but probable
that they will hold .the usual sales,

powwows, either on a national scale

or in, the form of reglorials,' These
are Paramount, Warner Bros, and
20th-Fox.
Meantime; the distributors, outside'

of the . c.d., are trying to steal a
march on the Big Five by setting up
their '41-42 programs at a very early
date and getting the salesmen roll-

ing. Universal was first with a na-
tional meeting in Chicago early this

month ; followed by five regionals,

while, also rushing plans is Repub-
lic. Company ;

started . the first- of

five regional meets at Los Angeles
Sunday (23), announcing a program
of 30 features, 30 westerns arid four
serials. - Second session will be in

Kansas City tomorrow (Thurs.) and
Friday (28), the third at Atlanta,
March 3-4, fourth In New York

(Continued on page 53)

,000,000

In England, Australia, New Zealand;

% Patriotism

•;..-. Hollywood, Feb. . 25.

Several agent? are slated to be
: hauled on the carpet'- by .-Artists'.

Managers Guild for 'cutting: in'

on , the clients Of a percenter
tabbed for military service.' : /No
sooner did the word get around
that the agent had been apprised
of his early conscription than

. a
ihalf . dozen fellow .workers started
'"putting the arm on his list. '..'...

AMG will ask an explanation
of the' unethical conduct. '"

.:

.U.K.S

Hint May Cue

.'
:

:';. :\ ' Hollywood, Feb; 25.

Rufus LeMaire has been , brought

into the Paramount executive setup

as. aide, to B. G. DeSylya, head of

production. '

,
;'';'/". ;

.-'-',-.'-.

.
Recently casting head, at War.ri.ers,

LeMaire has. held executive, posts,

with Pandro Berman. at RKO arid

Charles Rogers.: .

•.'.
.

.

UA Options Rowland

For Three More Pix

-
-' Hollywood, Feb. 25.

:

United Artists took up its option

on tlu'ee; nVbre ' features to . be pro-

duced by: Richard: A; Rowland, fol-

lowing his 'first picture Under the

contract, 'Cheers for' Miss Bishop.'

.Next film is 'Battle .of Britain.', on
which Courtney-- Fitzsimmoris is: do-

ing a' tfeat'rnent,'

Federal censorship
rf
of a .limited

sort was forecast for motion pictures

last week by President Roosevelt's

declamation against newspapers re-

vealing military secrets,: iri the opin-

ion of film industry experts.

While state censorship laws attempt
to curb morals in. films, any national

censoring initially would be confined

strictly to withholding information
about the arrriy,' navy; marines, and
all other national defense.

Motion picture company execu-
tives were astonished by the bold
stand assumed , by President Roose-
velt as regards freedom of the. press;'

with its implied- threat that if news-
paper . publishers were unable to

curb publication, of military secrets,

this matter would ; be kept . Out of
public prints by some other means,
Full import of

. this escaped; few film

.

executives'.

Censoring or new.sreels as far . as

military material is concerned has.

been going on for several months, it

Was admitted iri. N.Y. this week.- All

stories concerning the navy; marines,
army or nationhV defense has been,

brought under U.S.
:

surveillance as

result of direct orders from the Fed-
eral Army regardirig.'photog'raphirig:

of military; material. ..-

JUs't how far Federal censorship

will -extend is problematical: But
once the opening wedge is made on
subjects of military concern; there

are many in the trade who fear that

such' censorial
;

proclivities could ex-
tend to all types of screen ..subjects.

Denial that any demands by him
are holding up the departure of

Samuel Goldwyn from United Art-
ists was made by . Alexander Korda
Monday! (24). Korda arrived, in. fiew
York that day from the Coast. He
brought with him a print Of "That

Hamilton Woman,' which he just

completed.

UA, producer-owner refused to

amplify his statement anent Gold-
wyn, except to say that his de-

mands were no different from those

of the other three owners involved.

He declared he Was leaving things

up to his attorneys in Hollywood,
who are working with GoldWyn's
arid UA'* counsel on a solution.

'

Korda, it is said, had held up the

deal approved by other owners for

release of Goldwyn by demands that

if the latter Is bought out Korfla be
freed of any further payments on his

20% stock interest in the company.
Korda bought the stock several years

ago on basis of paying- for it out of

dividends.

Korda will be In New York for.

about a week. He'll work with his

eastern rep, Steve Pallos, UA pub-
ad chief Monroe Greenthal and sales

head Arthur. Kelly on remainder of

advertising and selling campaign on
'Woman.'

PAR SELLS $2,492,800

OF 3j% DEBENTURES

Paramount has made arrangements
to sell $2;492,800 worth of 314% con-

vertible debentures to 'five banks, the

money obtained to be used in better-

ing the company's cash .position.

Th ese. deben tures are the . authorized

hut unissued ones. Originally re-

ported that .the- issuance of the bonds,

was tied up with the contemplated-

plan of Par to retire the' first pre-

ferred stock but this wis. denied this

week. Proposal to call in .'the re-

mainder of the first convertible pre"'

ferred is reported still pending.
' :.N..Y. Stock Exchange approved, the
listing erf the- debentures

.
plus .74,784

additional shares of Paramount com-
mon needed to. cover the conversion'

privileges carried by : the debs: De-
bentures go to the banks gt . $95.20

plus interest from Sept. 1. 1940, to

date .of delivery . to the banking • in-

stitutions.. •

BOBBY NOBTH'S 'BACHELOR'
. .

. Hollywood,. Feb. 25.

Next; picture' by Robert North, as-

sociate producer at. RcpublTci . is;
|

'Bachelor for a Day,' a member of j'

the Hig»*ins Family" series.
.

j

North is . winding up the Judy .

Canova ..starrer, 'Sis Hopkins." I

: Loew's Trip- West
.' Arthur M, .Loew, head of . Metro's
foreign . department, left for the
Coast Over- the weekend. He. will

look at new product and huddle with
studio : executives.. . Loew plaris^ .be-

ing' ^one-.frpm N. V. about three

weeks. :

On his way to Hollywood Loew
will stop off in Tucson to visit his.

son, ' '.
•

:'''

, Problem of dislodging the vast
amounts" of cbin frozen in forcigii
countries is presently receiving the
undivided attention of many major
companies. With nearly. $40,000,000
of American film' distributoi-s', rnoney .

frozen in
; the British Isles, i'Austr'al la

,.and -New Zealand, U^. S.. film : comv
panies. are:.assuming a realistic atti-:

tude concerning the question of re-
mitting this, coin to the United

.

States; namely,; that it is better to
suffer a 20-40% discount on the total .

amount: than 'wait until later and.
possibly suffer a more severe loss:

-

.. Consequently,' several film., com-;
panies are watching, developments,
and the opportunity: to make deals
whereby part of this frozen: money
can be remitted to .this country,
British interests have numerous, in-
vestments in U,:;S,. which are rated
as beirigin none too liquid condition.
Thus with no ready buyer; the- gov-
ernment Of Great. Britain, often is in
the rharket for a means of

.
liquidat-

ing property holdings in America
with, the least possible loss..

Such deals have come under the
surveilarice of several, major com-
panies in recent ' Weeks. These
would incorporate the takeover of
properties with no present ready
buyer even if the film company suf-
fered a. present loss from the cur-
rently pegged rate of $4 per British
pound.

In some such deals recently mulled
transactions have been set up where-
by $600,000 in American dollars

would be paid out of frozen money
plus 100,000 in pounds with only $3
realizable on the latter.. Thus,
$900,000 of the Original. $1,000,000

would be remitted to this.couritry but
even at this disparity, film corn-

panes feel they are making eco-
nomical moves because the quotable
parity dropped to $2.97 per pound
even in the past year.

Same situation applies to Australi
(Continued on page 15)

CON. LAB, RCA

BANKROLL PRC

Deal was closed last week between
Producers Releasing Corp. and Con-
solidated Film Industries by which
latter will advance coin to partially

finance remainder of PRC current
season's output as well as all of the
1941-42 product. Loan will be in

addition to laboratory credit. Par-
ticipating in the deal is RCA, which
will advance credit on recording.

PRC will turn out 63 pictures next
year, including 37, features and 26

westerns, according to O. Henry
Briggs, prez of the company, who
closed the Consolidated deal: One
picture under ..the financing agree-

ment, has already been completed
arid is about to. go into, release. It's

'Federal- Fugitives.':
' .
Three feature's,

and two westerns are to be started

in March. '
.::, .

'.

.

Briggs will leave Hollywood on
Saturday^ O) for New York, stopping
off eri route at PRC branches in' Dal-

.

las, Charloite,
..
Atlanta, Washington

.

and -..Philadelphia'.-: :He'li confab, with
Jrarichise-holders, ;,-:.

Deal has been closed :by Leon
Fromkess; PRC foreign manager, for

'

distribution, - of ..the. 'Outfit's product
Down Under. . British Empire. Films,
Ltd.; will handle PRC pix. -in; AUs-:
tralia, New Zoalahd and :Tasmariia. •

Shipments Will start immediately..
.

Richmond Follows Through. ,

Holly wood; Feb. 25; . .

: T. H. Richmond, indie producer

:

closed a deal to make..another pic*

turc. 'South' -of Panamrt.'.'for Produc-
ers Releasing Corp. Filming starts'.

March. 1 0. 'based . on . a story .;by Sidr
ncy .Sheldon 'and- Ben -Roberts,.

First' Richmond production, . re-'
cohtly completed, was 'Caught In the
Act.'

'• '

'
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SETTLEMENT OF EXHIB

Baltimore theatre Man> Beef (the First Filed)

Probably Will NeVer Reach Trial Under Arbitra-

tion Sy*tem^l4 Complaints to Date

S«t.tiemerit of .a! vast number of dis-

putes between exhibitor and. distrib-

utor/ either before or after they, are

filed for arbitration; is predicted. ,An
instant cue' in this connection is pro>-

vided by the first complaint brought

under the- 'provisions.- of' the consent

decree and; the arbitrating rriichin-:

ery placed into, effect Feb. 1,

Understood on .
inside that this

complaint; .filed with the Washington
. board, by :a Baltimore exhibitor, may

.

not reach a hearing following over-,

tures made, by distributors and dis-

cussions which it is said are being

held with a view to settlement.. Case,

meantime, has not been set for hear-

•'.irig and iatier^ as • a result, may be

held: up or bbstporjed . in order to

give. both sides an bppprtunity tp. et

.

feet an 'out-of-court' agreement,

The : Baltimore . case,. -filed. Feb; 7,

was brought, by Thomas D. Gold-

berg, ope;».t6r of the Walbrook there*

and accuses SOth'-Fpx and . Warrier/

Bros, of granting unfair, clearance,

over him to the Forest Park The-
. atre Co. and the Frank H. Durkee
chain of local Balto nabes. .Com-
plaint cites

1

that Metro and Para-,

mount do not enforce the same pro-

tection.

Balto Case as Cue
.Interest is aroused oyer the Bal-

timore developments because of the

.
possibility.'" that hundreds of contro-

versies under the' c.d, may be set-

tled without recourse to actual ar-

bitration and the use of the appeals

board to. which losers may .
take their

cases. Among other things,, if many
complaints,, either knotty or super-

ficial or . even trifling; may . be
threshed, out between the parties in-,

volved, then considerable time arid

expense will be saved.

There is also . the possibility that

a case may go through a hearing
with a decision, depending pn how
the arbiters act, less favorable than

• If a heart-to-heart discussion of the

situation were held on the outside

in an effort to reach , some, kind of

an agreement or compromise. How-
ever, the expectation is that arbi-

trators, carefully selected . by the
American Arbitration Assn. will

render the fairest possible decisions

since the AAA has gone to great

pains to choose men from important
walks of ''.life'.' They, have qualified

only when having no present or past

connection with the film industry.

On the other hand, as the trade has
noted, the arbiters are not familiar

with the intricacies pi the picture

business and they may not . at once
qualify as experts..

This is also true of the board
managers, none of whom also may
have had any association directly

with the industry. Rteports that .one

was fbrmerely in pictures, though
not stating so in his application, was
investigated arid declared to be un-
founded. Any arbiter against whom
similar suspicions are aroused will

be similarly probed, since the AAA
is very determined that all its tri-

bunal members shall be non-partisan.

C. V. Whitney, president of the
AAA, Paul Felix Warburg, chairman
of the film administrative committee
in the association, and others were
reported highly pleased with the
caliber of men already obtained to

sit on cases despite the fact they will

receive only $10 a day. Only two
put of the large number contacted
for service on panels declined be-
cause of the fee but many, who were
willing to act as arbitrators, re-

gretted' they could not accept be-
,

cause of being tied up on work bear-
ing on the. defense program.
Panel of 53 arbitrators already

organized for New York will be in-

creased to 60; shortly; AH of the
remaining 30 boards will have 20,

30 of 40 arbitrators but so far only
10 or a few more have, been set ex--'

. cepting in Albany arid Indianapolis,
Where prescribed minimums of 10
are yet to be annpunced .

14 Complaints So Far
To date: 14 Qpmplaints have been

filed but except fpr 'the pne from
Baltimore nothing has been repprted
concerning ; possible

.

:
: settlements

though such steps may be taken.

In cpnnectipn' with amicable ad-

justment pf disputes without .resort

to : arbitration, it is believed many
exhibs will file complaints :, in 'order

to bring attention to their particular

grievance or -grievances. Spnie such

cases, may even -suggest .the", desire

for a settlement bp that the cost of

hearings may be avoided, although
'nuisance cases' as pften brought in

the courts ar.e. likely, to be rare be-

cause distribs or . w-exhib defend-

ants,-: as intervening parties,; wpUld
then permit arbitration hearings.

Ari angle taken unofficially in AAA
quarters is that if complaints are

.

minimized arid settlements addition-

ally .-reduce the nuriiber. of hearings

this amounts to a; tribute tp the 1 ar-

bitration method of eliminating con-

troversies in business. Department
of Justice will regard settlements

out-of-court as .indicating; that the
decree, With its arbitration,-, pro-

visions, is serving, a highly desiAble
purpose, it is expected.
The appeals board,, to be located in

N.Y., will, be
;
ready • to. function

March 12, on which date Whitnejf
and. others pf the AAA will hpst the
three members, Van Vechten Veeder,
George W. Alger and Albert Put-
nam, : at . a cocktail reception at-

tended by -distribs, exhibs and news-
paper people.

Cases so far filed fpr Ipcal hear-
ings may be appealed to the tipper

board by the losing party on pay-
riierit of a $50 fee. There are three
each in Washington, two each . in

Detroit, Chicago and New York; one
each in Denver^ New Orleans,. Bos-
ton and Cleveland. All are on clear-

:ance excepting Cleveland and New
Orleans, which concern, the right to

some run.

On Friday (21) the Esquire, Great
Neck, L. I., filed a complaint against
Par, Metro, RKO, Warners and 20th
alleging unfair clearance is being
given the Playhouse there; eperated
by the Skouras Bros. Clearance that
house has over the Esquire is riot

noted in the complaint. Earlier last

week the Regent, Brooklyn, .filed

against these same distributors,

seeking abrogation of the seven days
clearance which is given the Apollo,,

which is a mile away from the Re-
gent and formerly had been day-,
and-date on pictures with the latter.

First Milwaukee Beef,

Oh Zoning -Clearance
, Milwaukee, Feb. 2.5. .

.
Zoning and clearance .are both in-

volved in the first case being brought
before the local tribunal of the
American Arbitration Ass'n under
the' consent decree setup, and both
exhibs and distribs are awaiting the
outcome. This first case in a measure
will set a precedent, and John L,
Loell, head of the Milwaukee arbi-
tration office, believes frtfm in-
quiries that have been made other
cases will follow in rapid succession
how that the ice has been broken.
Complaint in the initial case is

made by Lee JMacklin,. operator of
the Grand and Mermac' theatres in
New London, Wis., members of the
Independent Theatre PrPtective As-
sociation of . Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, which is • backing him in
his action and which is directed:
against all

.
producer-distributor sig-

natories tp the consent decree. -.

.-.'. >''

...
Macklin's complaint is that. Apple-

tPri, key tpwn in his area, holds up
product far beyond the customarily
alieted tiirie;. thus Relaying his show-
ing, of pictures until they have lost,

their newness or been- shown in ad-
jacent zones to the detriment of his
business,: prospective patrons : jour-,
neying into this adjacent territory to
see films instead of waiting for them
to play his. houses.

;

Authorized . practice ) is for. key
.towns to play pictures 30 days after
the release date,

.
showings in. sub-

sequent run.towns to fpllpw within
specified 'periods. Macklin claims
Appleton has held up product far be-
yond the pustomary 30 days,, thereby
setting back his use of it. New Lon-
don jis.apprpximately 21 miles from
Appleton, and Macklin /avers"'there,
should be a rezbning under which he
would not be subject to the restric-

tions imposed by Appleton . holding
up product.

filed with the Detroit branch of the

Arbitration Board,, one ©f the A
groups. • '

. .

Action here had not been expected

so fast, although Irvin Yackness,

clerk of the board, reported that a

large number of Detroit operators

obtained ' forms on which to make
their complaints of booking griev-

ances. ''
'.-''.. .' ..•, ;'•

. The complaint; a double-headed

one, preferred, charges against War-
ners, Paramount, Lqew's; RKO and
20th-Fpx. While stemming put of the

complaint bf the Midtown Theatres,

Inc., operators of a chain of houses
here, one portion of the complaint

came through Julius D. London, 'one

bf the owners, who cited the case of

his Booth :
theatre;, specifically^nam-

ing Vitagraph (WB); and Paramount.
He demanded arbitration claim-

ing that unreasonable clearance was
given the Delthe theatre, located

near, his Booth, adding that the fav-

ored house also was given clearance

(Continued on page 21) .

.
' Two Detroit Cases .'-.,

." Detrpit, Feb, 25..

Partiality, . unreaspnabie clearance
and arbitrary rates pf film rentals

which anripunt tp refusal pf product
are .the burden of the first complaint

With both theatre attendance and
boxoffice receipts expected tp in-

crease sufficiently to offset reduced
income from the fpreign market, out-

standing earnings improvement Is

forecast for motion pictures this

year, according to Poor's Industry &
Investment Service. Production costs

are expeited to stay at levels per-

mitting satisfactory profit margins;

forecasting an improvement in net

earnings.

Poor's claims that for 1941 there is

reasonable . assurance that domestic

theatre attendance and receipts will

far surpass those ; in 1940.. It also

cites that even if there is a 50% de-

cline in foreign, film, rentals, a rise of

less than 7% in total U S. boxoffice
receipts would compensate fpr this

dip.

Inclination of the motion picture
public to favor single rather than
double-feature programs is a. trend
noted by the service'. On th.fc Poor's
report states: 'Should the industry
decide the time is ripe to discontinue
the practice, of servicing the double-
feature market and to concentrate on
the production of fewer but. better
quality, single features, closer con-
trol over operating costs might easily

result. The manifest benefit to- net
earnings, should boxoffice tariffs be
held at present levels, would go far
in improving the industry's. Internal
status.' *

..'.

.. At the same time, the service
points' out, theatre construction pros-
pects nrpsently are mediocre. It

states that there Is small incentive to
build hew film outlets or enlarge
present one's even -though there are
prospects of greater theatre attend-
ance in the U. S. Poor's predicts that
no sharo. expansion in number of
theatres is exited until cinema, at-
tendance reaches much higher lev-
els." '

- -

.

:"' Hollywbod, Feb. 25.

David O. Selznick signed .Peter
Viertel tp scripting^ contract.

:

Sidney Bidell inked writing deal
at Paramount;

.

Ray; Middleton drew acting ticket
at Republic
.Metro handed Leon Gordon ?

tract. . i" '".-

.
Georgia Carroll sjghed to player

contract by Warners.
.Superibr -Court approved Bettye

Avery's minor acting deal with
20th.-Fox. •

Warner renewed Bfenda Marshall's
contract; ;

'.

'.'','[". ';.-:'

.
20th-Fbx took up its option : pn

Hermes Pari, dance director.

Republic signed Joe O'Dbnnell as
serial writer. .'

;.
:

.

',.•.

Linda Darnell's new contract with
:

20th-Fox was apprpved by Superior
Court,
ChiM Wills inked player deal at

Metro.

to Roost

At Lefty's

By Joe Laurie,
; Jr.

' \ Coolacres, Cal.; Feb. 13.

Dear Joe: •-. .'.'.,
'

'.'•.'

.

: •.'. .;--': ' •
'"-/ :;..':'

.

• :•.:';
';'

Well, at. last Aggie and Junior came home from Hollywood and I wai

'

gladder to see them than an A. picture. They both look fine and their trip
did us all a lot of good, I am glad to say one thing for the kid, him mak-
ing a picture in Hollywood didn't swell his head any; he still speaks to me.
Aggie is as full of dirt about Hollywpod as . a vacuum cleaner, bf

course, it's just a - lot pf stuff she's heard from the extras and the folks
around the. lot, and they usually know the lowdown on the hlghups, but
I don't believe the1

stuff; a lot pf people gab about the guys and the' gals
that are away up ;iri the dough and the billing. They're easier to shoot
at than a cow in the zoo. Aggie dbn;t believe less than half either but she
gets a great kick outta knowing 'the inside*. .

It was the- same when we was in vaudeville, everybpdy liked to get some-
thing on the headlirier. And a lot of the headliners were swell people,
especially when/they laid off. I never . envied a, guy that was/on top. I
figured it's .alright to climb the ladder pf success but sorhebpdy has to*
stay down

. at the .bottom . to hold the ' ladder. But Aggie . sure kept her
gossip stations (ears to "you) wide open while she was in HpUywood and
she keeps me awake nights telling me whose gonna have babies, whose
gonna split

;up and. why, whose wettinj their tonsils with joy Juice tbo
much, whose options aren't

.
gonna be taken up arid why. It's better than

counting sheep. »
You know, dirt is like love, you can't enjoy it by yourself. If women

didn't tell secrets us men would never know: anything;.- The- only secret
a darhe really tries to keep ' her age, and even, then a lot of

:
'em try to

keep it away from their own mothers. What I'm getting at is I gbtta listen

to Aggie because it gives her a great kick t'o know somebody else has
troubles, it all. ends up by us saying, 'They Can have their dough and big
names, but I'll bet they're not happy arid we're a lot better off than them.'
We just say it, but you know in your heart. nobody cares fpr a ball game
when they're on the wrong side of the fence.

Opposes War Camp Free: Shows :

:

Uncle. Sammy built a swell camp a few miles from us .and has about
10,000 rookies , 'About-Faceing,' and it's helping me plenty because when
they come to town they'd even look In windows to pass time away. You
know I did my bit during the last, brawl and I know that entertainment
is a great thing for the boys and they should have it and plenty of it, but
what gets my goat is when a big bunch of stars from Hollywood come up
and do shows for nuttin, they mean well, but they don't realize that they're

doing a lot of brother performers putta work. They're charging admis-.
sioris, so why not have some, good showmen put good shows together and
make a circuit outta the camps. There's plenty of troupers around that
were knocked off the Theatrical Project that they can use and that can
deliver, good entertainment arid get themselves a little dough besides and
get back spme self-respect, instead of panhandling which they don't want
to do. It would make everybody happy. You don't see a lot of shoe men
go to the camps: and give out shoes, or plumbers do plumbing for nbthiri',

or candy guys or cigaret guys givin' anything away. But you can't tell

actors nuthin'. : I've seen guys borrow carfare to play a benefit. Maybe
in the camps they would have to do four an five shows a day so that all.

the boys could see the show, but that's better than doing none:
I've been busy giving benefit shows and donating the house and the

receipts. I gave one. for the Greeks and. the natives -'packed the Joint.

Then we had a Bundles for Britain Day, and I wish you'd a seen what the
folks brought, in—all the prizes they

:
won. from me in Bingp Nights. I

don't know how a floor lamp is gonna do anybody any good in England
during the blackouts.

Wrong-Size Knitting Bee
Aggie organized the women into a knitting and bandage chapter arid

they got their needles and .upper and lower plates going a mile a minute,
all. day. They are chatter members. Most pf the dames think all soldiers
are eight-ft. tall with 45-inch shoulders, that Is according to some of the
sweaters I seen. Then there's the dames that make sweaters that would
make Little Billy wristlets, but it keeps *em busy. so what the hell.

I got the American Legion together as a Lookout Company, sort of

Automobile Paul Reveres. We-use the theatre in the mornings for. pep
talks. .

Aggie sez if we did^have a war here and the enemy came over they
couldn't pass Ellis Island, because they have to keep them there for two '.

weeks before they can enter the country.
I wish I was a little younger so I could take another hitch, but I guess

for guys like me this time we'll go to the bottle instead of the battle.

Keep your hose tidy and give a jerk of the head to the folks for us, sez

Your Pal,

Lefty.
P. S.—Senator Ed Ford sez, 'If it wasn't for the optimist the pessimist

would never know how happy he wasn't.'

PAR'S 36 WRITERS ON

GRIND FOR 24 FILMS

Hollywood, Feb. 25.

Writers building on the Paramount
lot is a beehive of .activity,- with 36

scriveners pounding out yarns fpr

24 pictures. :

Studip has seven pictures in wprk
and will cpntinue that pace through

tp summer. /'/'/•;'

FIVE FILMS ON PROD.

LINE AT METRO STUDIO

/ % Hollywood, Feb. 25. :

. Start Of 'The Uniform* co-starring
Clark

.
Gable and Rosalind Russell,

raises the total of pictures jh pro-
duction on the Metro lot to five. <

Others are 'Dr.- Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde,' 'Billy the Kid,'. 'Blossoms in
the Dust' and :,'Love Crazy.'

s- in

.
Hollywood^ Feb. 25.

r Erie C; Kenton gets the director
chore on 'Naval Academy,' a tale
based on the training of Uncle Sam's
future admirals.

Picture starts this week at Co-
lumbia.

DEC. AMUS. TAX

Washington,
:

Feb. 25.

Proportions . of the arnusement
volume in December are paradoxical.
The Federal., take

:
from the heavier

admissions levy? slumped again, ac-

cording to thp Treasury Depart-
ment report on January receipts, but -

at the same time the total showed
the higgest jump over ttie correr

sponding month of the prior- year

since, the tariff ^as stiffened last

summer.
'

The haul from the holiday, month
was $6,483,277. This was $70,694 bc-

lpw the Gpvern.ment slice ,pf the Np-
vember wicket gresses and $5,096,743

better than the . take in the same
stanza of 1940, The total topped, col-

lectioris .for three of the six months -

since,' as a means of . defraying war
preparation costs, Congress soaked

the diversion seekers more. Only

the October, November and Decem-
ber cpllectipn figures were better.

the jump frprii Jariuary, 1940, tp

January, 1941, was the biggest pf the

successive year-tp-year rises dating

back to application of the defense

tax scale last July,....
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Anti-Consent Decree Bill in Minn.

Minneapolis Feb. 25.

With Northwest Allled's antt-eon-

leht decree bill now Introduced in

both branches of the Minnesota: state

': legislature, speedy :. action by the

'

goloiis has been promised Fred

Strom, the organization's execu-

tive secretary. In both the House

and the Senate, the measure has

been referred- to the general legis-

lation committees which have
-
an-

nounced early hearings on it. Harry

Honncmacher, chairman of the

House' general legislation commit-

tee, is a co-author of the bill.

The bill provides that film distrib-

utors in Minnesota must offer 'for.

sale to exhibitors full season's

product and: grant a 20%. mmimum
cancellation privilege, thus contra-

vehing the consent decree's groups-

of-five *elling : plan. Forced buying,

of shorts, newsreels, forelgns, west-

erns arid trailers also is made ille-

gal in the bill.

Northwest Allied' leaders point out

that the measure simply, would enact

Into law trade practices which dis-.

tributors offered to independent ex>

hibitors in k ' proposed code two
years 1 ago. The national Allied

States' convention here, however, re-

jected the proposal when it was pre-

sented to it by representatives of the

distributors, including W. F. Rogers,.

Metro sales manager,

.
• It is known that. Northwest Al-

lied, before having the ' antiTConsent

decree bill introduced, received con-

flicting opinions regarding its prOb?

able constitutionality. Attorneys
consulted here expressed the belief

•that the law could be upheld in the

courts, despite the consent decree.

Several eastern lawyers and the U.
S. attorney general's office, however,

: gave a contrary opinion. \

One Major Favors It

At least one of the major com*
parties also has .assured Northwest
Allied that it would not oppose
the bill's passage. But, it is ad-
mitted, opposition may come from
some of the other companies. And
the chances for the measure's enact-
ment depends in large part on the
amount of opposition, which tfill be
stirred; upon and such opposition's

strength, it's admitted. However,
Strom and the body's leaders are
confident that they will be able to

put it over. Northwest Allied mem-
bers now are busily engaged in en-
listing legislative ; and laymen sup-
port for it.

. Representatives of one of the ma-
jor companies have intimated that
they will fight the bill because, they
declare, it would not be feasible to
have one selling, plan for Minnesota
and another for North and South
Dakota and western Wisconsin and
the Michigan peninsula which- also
are serviced from here. Moreover,
the Government also may line up
against it because of the desire for
a fair trial for the consent decree.

There also is the admitted possi-
bility; of opposition from women's,
civic, Parent-Teacher and church or-
ganizations which feel : that the con-
sent decree selling plan knocks, out
the block-booking which they have
been battling.

v But Northwest Allied
leaders declare that they will be.able
to

; convince the reform element that
the consent decree will not cure the

.
blockbooking evils and that inde-
pendent exhibitors and the public
will be better off in thisI respect/un-
der the. proposed law because of its

cancellation clause.

Getting Close

''• Hollywood, Feb. 29.

For years while at Republic,;
Sol Siegel tried to put through
a picture with the title 'Doctors
Don't Tell.' It was always kicked

. around and finally changed;
; Now

•that lie's at Paramount he's mak-
: lng 'another try at his favorite

title. "'.'.
. /

' .• •:•

' Ha figures he's making some
progress with the title of his first

production, 'Nurses. Don't Tell/

a switch from 'Little Miss
Muffett/ He's: still , holding out

.

for .Doctors' ln : thei .title/

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.

•'• City ordinance to regulate shows
was deprived of its ;

teeth by an
agreement among the lawmakers to

divide the bill into two parts, one
dealing with legit houses and the

other with film theatres.

New draft provides that the city

sue for an injunction when a screen

theatre operator is accused, of ex-
hibiting, a lewd picture, but no ef-

fort will be made to ;
prevent him

from showing other films. In the

legit end of the law, the house ac-

cused of putting on a lewd show will

be handed a suspension Of license

until given a clean oill of health by
the court. Agreement on the ordi-

nance was reached at a conference
representing producers, church peo-

ple, talent guilds and councilmen.

.

GEO. SMITH IN N. Y.

FOR NEW PAR POST

TIED TO 20TH

FOR SEXTET OF FILMS

Hollywood, Feb. 25.

. . Tyrone Power is slated to star in
s'x pictures during the next two
years, at 20th-Fox, •

^ Storjep; lined Up are 'Confirm or
Deny,' 'Benjamin Blake;' 'The Black
Swan,' 'Down to the . Sea in Ships,'
'^Brooklyn Bridge' and 'The (Sift of
the Magi.'

George Smith, appointed western
division sales manager for Para-

mount, arrives from the Coast today

(Wed. ) to take up his new post, with

headquarters at the home office.
;
He

was formerly district manager at

Los Angeles for the Pacific' Coast

region.

On shifting Smith into New York
in the higher sales position, Charlie

Reagan, formerly western division

manager, .'becomes assistant general

sales manager. His assistant for

years, Arthur. Dunne, will serve in

the same capacity for Smiths

Hugh Braiy; /district manager at

Dallas for some time, is already in

L A. as head of that district.
'

'Dr. Christian' Series

Release Away FromRKO

} . Hollywood, Feb. 25,

Stephens-Lang Productions is shop-

ping around for a new releasing out-

let for the jean Hersholt—"Dr. Chris-

tian' series. Deal with RKO is wash-

ing up after one more, which is sixth

of the series. •

;
',;-.-

•'
. ;:; .

'

Decision not to: renew was
prompted by the studio's demand for

lower production budget in. keeping

with : distribution; costs, . 'Christians'

costing around $125,000 each. \

Back Into the Fi

N. J. Indie Vs. Majors

Majors' Desire Not to Tie

; Up Too M u ch Coinj in

. Blocks -of- Five the^Main

f Reason for Hypo to In-

dividual Setups

EFFICIENCY

Industry probably will see more

unit production in the. first year of

the consent decree than at any time

since before 1933. Reason for. this

is the desire, of various distributors

to let somebody else take oyer more

production responsibility. Additional

factor, of course, is that major cprnr

panies do not want to have any

more coin than, absolutely essential

tied up . in features which must be

sold via the -blockrpf-five; method.
.''

While : unit .production was. much
in favor prior to 1933, trend away,

frbm this method of .
.
producing be-

gan back in 1934.. Peak period for

unit production previously was in

1922-24 period when several of the

larger companies went for it in an

effort, to relieve some of .the pro-

ducing headaches. Several com-
panies had a number of stars' they

wanted, kept busy but at the same
time they did not want to supervise

so many films in work at the same
time. •••'.

'

Desire of most majors under the

consent decree is to have a steady

flow of product so that there will be

no delay in offering groups of five at

regular intervals.

Prevalent belief just now is. that

better results in forming these

groups can be obtained by having a

unit producer or independent pro-

ducing unit handle one or two in

each group, thereby eliminating the

need for having so much .
company

coin tied up. It also would enable

the company to concentrate on fewer

A-l vehicles designed to appeal to

exhibitors.

OK for Sound

: Hollywood, Feb..25.
,

'Oo-lee-ay
:lee-oo' is about to

break out in the Walt . Disney
picture, 'How. to Ski.' . .

Hannes Schroll, ' a skier arid

yodeler, has been fetched air the
way, from the Austrian Alps to
slalom

. and "yodel, inr .the Disney
sports shorts.

:
•

:>,',''

SEE NO EASING

OFPHILLY'S

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.

.
Minnesota Amus, CO, (Paramount)

deals for ''Gone With the Wind' and
'.Great Dictator' continue to be held
tip because John J. Friedl, the com-
pany's president, is still adamant in

his refusal to meet the percentage
demands, for the films and the .dis-

tributors .also refuse to back down.
.-..' M-G declares it will be. 50-50, or
nothing, for 'Gone' and . Friedl says
'nothing doing.' Friedl is; said to
have offered United Artistsi 30% for
Dictator,' with the distributor still

insisting, on a 50-50 split.

MAX GEN. MAUB0RGNE

TO H'WOOD ON WAR P1X

Hollywood. Feb. 25.

Edward G. Robinson has been as-;

signed to two more action films,

Quietly My Captain Waits' arid 'Capt

Horatio Horriblbwer.' at. Warners.

.'Star recently finished 'The Sea

| Wolf.'

. Philadelphia. Feb. 25.

The 'bottleneck* of film product

^caused, by long-run. filmsi
in down-

town houses will apparently continue

here at least until the middle of the

spring, according to present indica-

tions. ; :,;

•

' / • :.\f: :

.''.:•

The situation Is causing plenty of.

brow-wrinkling among indie
.
nabe

operators. At first they believed the

jamup of - product would . be eased

up when 'Philadelphia Story' started

moving down the line after a long-

run at the Boyd, but their hopes

were shattered when it was learned

that 'The Dictator' would
.

return

here March 8 for a .long stand at pop

prices; 'Gone With the Wind' :1s also

set for . another, long run at the sub-

sequent-run Keiths. The picture has

already been playing at the Stanley

for about a- mopth.
.

;\
.'

William Goldman, head of aft in-

die chain, who is. leading- the protest

to the distribs
.
in behalf of the ; in-

dependents., saidI prominent. members'

of the Allied organization and the

United Motion Picture Theatre- Own-
ers have becorne Interested in .the

fight. .-.
'

.

'"

..; Goldman wrote to exchange heads,

two weeks ago. urging that they sell

,away from Warners, which .controls

I

all. first-run houses, here, in order

i that pictures might be shown before

I they get stale.

Washington^ Feb. 25.

Departure of Ma'j. Gen. J. O.

Maiiborgne, chief signal officer of the

U. S. Army, for the West Coast last

Sunday (23) heralded an Important

step in the program to Increase

production of motion pictures for

training purposes.

Gen. Maiiborgne left Washington

for Los Angeles, where he will con-

fer with heads of the motion picture

industry on production of fiims for

the War Department, after the Army
accepted -an offer made by Y. Frflnk

Freeman, chairman of 'the Motion

Picture Production Defense Com-
mittee, to make available to the Sig-

nal Corps facilities of the picture in-

dustry for training .film production
on a non-profit basis. The first of
the. training pix will soon be ready
for release, the War Department re-

vealed.

While; ^on the W.est; Coast, Geri.

MaUborgfle will confer with Col.

Nathan Levinson,. Signal Corps Re-
serve; Lieut. Col. Darryl Zanuck..

Signal Corps Reserve, and Ma'j.'John
Aalberg, Signal Corps Reserve—all
rnembers. of the Chief: Signal Of-
fleer's Advisory . Committee.

NO SCHINE, CRESCENT

OR GRIFFITH CONSENT

A triple-damage, anti-trust suii..

against the eight major film com-
panies, subsidiaries arid the Motion
Pictdre Producers & Distributors of
America, Inc., was flled in N. Y. fed-
eral court Monday (24) by Hillside
Amus. Co.,. operators .of the Mayfair
theatre, Hillside, N. J. ; Action is the
first 'of its kind ;to follow the; signing
of the consent decree . in the courts,.,

and
:
is significantly important since

the firm of 'Hays, Podell & Shul-
man represent the plaintiff . David L.
Podell was formerly assistant to the
U. S. attorney-general, and has. been

'

mentioned as trial .counsel, for the
Dept. of Justice in its action against
,'th.e •producer-exhibitors, . v.

This action, which repeats all the
Government charges^ in its 27 pages,

.

probably means,- that 'consent decree-
or not. the courts will have to;thra?h :

but the. issues; Also that an individ-

ual' plaintiff •' cannot seek divorce-
ment, If the courts; ru,lc against, the
defendants, with; legislation tq

;

reet alleged evils probably following.

Plaintiff .starts off the action with
a vicious^ attack on the Hays office,

stating that the
;
organisation

"

corporation' maintained; and
,

trolled by
. the other defendants for

the purpose of aiding and securing,
a monopoly

. in the motion picture
;

industry in all. Its branches, and. di- ;

verting- the attention of. the public
and Government official's from the
improper and illegal practices of the
defendants. .,

" Complaint, which bears a remark-,
jible resemblance to the original Gov- ;

' erriment s,uit, then launches into a
description of the industry, and
points, out that of 92 cities in the :

U. S. with a population of 100,000 or
over, only four have no affiliated

theatres. These are Tulsa, Okla.;
Fall River, Mass.; Tacoma, Wash.;
and Ft. Wayne, Ind. The defendants
are accused of having a monopoly in

200 of 283 cities of a population of
25,000-100,000, with these theatres
providing a. majority of all revenue.
The defendants control 90% of all

successful features and have divided
the country into zones and territories

and hand out franchises to affiliates

relegating the independent to an in-

ferior position by the imposition of
harsh rental terms, unfair cleaiarice,

etc, -The Hays office is/accused of

being the clearing house for these
activities. That organization is also;

.

accused of having blocked legisla-

tion in. (Congress; arid the. various
states which might have alleviated

the conditions.

14 Charges

Plaintiff then lists 14: points which-
the defendants are accused of hav-
ing used, to break the law. These
are:

.
Negotiations for settlement: through

a- consent decree, of the Government's

j
anti-trust suit against the Schine

l
Theatres

.
Corp., and . its affiliates,

• have fallen through.
'

. It is also understood that an' irrt-

passe has ..been reached qn : the other
two jndeperident' suits,; wnich 'are" the.

j
Crescent CNashville') arid the Grif-

fith (Oklahoma City). Trial on these

will follow the Schine action.

Kay the Toller Goes !TIHIe'

(

Hollywood. Feb. 25. •

; Kay Harris, Cincinnati stenog-

rapher, gets the title role in •T'illie

The "toiler' at Columbia. .

She has beeh secretary in WLW
production department with

;
actjrig

experience confined to local stock,

.

I 1. Agreed on unfair rental terms
and what pcrcerilages should be paid

the independents.
2.. Fixed all runs, protection, and

clearance in the U. S,

3. Discrimination In favor of the

affiliated theatres on contract' terms,;

clearance, zoning, playdates,.etc.

. 4. Forced independents ; to pay
score charges.

. 5. Made .up cross-license agree- .

merits among themselves.

C. Excluded independent producers
•from the screen time • of their thea-

:

tres. ;_
';'

'

• :

" / "/
;;.

. 7. Prevented ..Independent theatres

.from operating on a, fait- competitive
basis. .;•''

; .8. Intimidated Independents by
threats to build or acquire theatres

in opposition to the independent.

9. Pooled resources . in order to

.

[combat an Independent who might
be strong. '

'
'.

:

. >

10. Divided . all product . arhong :'

themseives as::they ;saw fit.

11. Joined each other in the opera-

tion of: each othen's'theatres: ;

;-';

12. Monopolized 80?i ' of the cities

with populations of 100.000 or less.,

.13. Created 100% monopoly In all

cities with population of 1,000,000

and up. '
'•

"•.';•

14! Compelled 'Independent -to pay
far more" for product,'.than.;;a'ffiliatt-

charged.
. Other ; charges include : contract

|
modiflcatiorisv double-featuring, elim-

ination of features already
:
booked,

contract cancellations., move- ,

1
•

. (Continued, on page 20)
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OF ALL SAD WORDS
.. Major film companies •''. still

searching for some type of radio all-

industry .program to build Latin-

American goodwill! That the situa-

tion remains status quo . and prob-'

ably will for some time was revealed

at the session of major, company
foreign ad-publicity ' chiefs at the

Hays office last week. No revival of
the shortwave, .idea- was ; brought up
a^t the meeting, with .'.concensus'' of

opinion among these foreign publi-

cists being that this type of radio

show - (for all-industry purposes) is

washed up. -..'*.' * ...'

Following discussion of- .the David
Plum (Metro) plan of using discs

for all -industry;' Latin-American
broadcasts, cbmmittee- composed.; of

Blum,. Jerry Keysef, FbrTiinat Baro-

riat • and Ken Clark was nanied to

further investigate; recorded industry

show ideas.

Prelim report on this disc idea re-

vealed that number of
' Latin- __>._„

American countries; as reported by NflW TSYfHO BALLY
respective 'flim boards.

;

.thought i$
™UHJ.-.. DnLhl

might ;b.e- feasible but just as many
believed, such, disc programs "would

have to . be paid for . at ^commercial:
rates, or via local sponsorship. Also
>it brought but . that certain disc

shows might
;
get ori some compara-

lively .unknown radi0 stations but

that for adequate coverage' local-

film officials were skeptical if they

.would be taken gratis by the station.

For example Peru reported a spon-

sor would be. required.' Mexico said

that :'.no free time was available.

Cuba preferred some sort of spoh-

sbrship, while Chile indicated that a.

sponsor probably, would be needed.
Blum idea originally was to have

a U. S. diplomat and a Latin-Amer-
ican government . official .

give talks,

then include music from latest Amer-
ican films and mention certain new

• pictures coming along; Fact that

there are so many different nations,

in Latin-Americas was pointed up
at last week's meeting as being flaw
in the plan, since ; other countries

would not care particularly what a
Brazilian diplomat had to say, etc.

PAR DROPS FIZDALE

AS SPECIAL PUFFER

Paramount' has dropped the Tom
Fizdale agency an outside pub-

licity-planting service, recently.'. spe-

cializing mostly In radio contacts for
the company.'.

Brought in at first to handle one
picture, *Dr. Cyclops,' Par gave the
Fizdale people a six months' con-,

tract at a reported $500 weekly, plus
an expense account. This contract
expired in November but Par re-
tained Fizdale beyond that on a non-
contract basis until two weeks ago.

Saddest Is No Junkets For 'Dot' at

Lloyd's 'Gob'

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
'

Frank Capra. and Harold Lloyd

ganged up on the .film, critics in.

two pTemie'r<e;s^.?,2bCj.;.rftnes';apart but

amounting to the sajrie..idea—no. Joy

rides. -

'•'''.*

Capra is going back to an ancient

prftctice, screening a Hollywood pre-

miere in- Hollywood of his picture,

'Meet John Doe*. That ruins a pos-

sible junket to Muricie, Irid., or

whatever ; town is now the center of

the John Doe pbpulation: Lloyd is

tossing the first' showing of. his RKO
picture, 'A Girl, a Giiy and .a Gob,'

in Honolulu, March 4, and any vfllni

columnist who wants to - see it will

have to pay his own way.

CREEPS INTO PK ADS

Taking. advantage' of a,hew interest

in psycho-analysis engendered by the

success of the Gertrude Lawrence

Jegiter . 'Lady, in the Dark,; Fifth

Ave. Playhouse, N„. Y-., ballyhooed
last week an .- 'all •psycho-analytical'

bill. It was. a double feature with
'Secrets of a Soul' at the top and 'The
Eternal Mask' as second picture.

Extra-large- ad space was taken
In what Martin Lewis, .; of

the owners of the house, called 'a

gamble on an idea.' Copy tied up
with the Lawrence show with, the
headline, 'Ladies (and Gentlemen)
In the Dark,' and carried a head of
Sigmund Freud, .

'Soul' was made, by G. W. Pabst
for UFA' in 1927 . and is being han-
dled in the U, S. by Sam Cummins.
'Mask' is a . SWiss-made (1936) dis-

tributed by Mayer & Burstyn.
Another film; theatre attempting to

capitalize on legit is Rialto, N. Y.,

which last week played 'Devil Com-
mands' and marqueeihg the star as
Boris 'Arsenic' Karloff.

'

Allyn Joslyn, also featured in

'Arsenic,' is likewise appearing in

a current picture, This Thing Called
Love,' which had been at the Music
Hall, N. Y„ When .he heard about
Karloff's billing at the Rialto, Joslyn
remarked. 'I hope. the. Music Hall
doesn't bill me as Allyn ('Old Lace')
Joslyn.'

Neb. Legislature Takes

Day Off for -Dictator'

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 25.

Legislative school will be out $at-
;Urday .'

( 1 ) , the special adjournment
being called for the screening of
Chaplin's 'Great 'Dictator.'
' idea was promoted as a sendoff
fcr .the late playdate of the Chaplin
pic, which is the local exh'b'tion'
property of Howard Federer's Ne-

|
T)|'enpv PiihliVfcfVWW

braska Theatres, Inc. Whole body Vte^y rilDIlCISlS yVeSl
of Solon's, 43 strong,; with .all the
fringe of the legislative mill, will
congregate at the Varsity at. 10 a.m.
for the special looksee- . This Is the
first turnout of its kind by the law-
makers. '

:

'y :

'

.'

Lubitsch, Have You Got

That Uncertain Feeling'?

Somewhat double-entendre motif
has .been adopted by United Artists
in. pre-selling Ernst Lubitsc'h's 'That
Uncertain Feeling.' It runs, from a
highly amusing and unusual trailer
to. about. 1,000,000 small . cards which
UA is sending throughout the coun-
try-

Trailer winds up with a shot of
Lubitsch himself; the inevitable cigar
in his rnouth, giving the audience a
broad wink and a sm^ky smile;
Cards bear the legends: 'Lady! Have
you got— 'That Uncertain Feeling?'
'It .comes and it goes 'That Uncertain
Feeling.'

Tuning tno Trailm

Hollywood, Feb. 35.

Special musical scores by stu-

dio composers are being written

for three Warners trailers to get

around the criticism voiced by.
exhibitors that trailers have no
kick. .'"'.:

With Edward Selzer supervls-..

trig, Dmitri Tibmkin did a- trailer

score fbr .'Meet John Doe'; Max
Steinef vls 'turning out a musical
job on The Great : Lie,' and Eric

.

Wolfgang Korngqld is doing a

similar trailer assignment on.

The Sea Wolf.'

theatre Owners, Inc,,

Formd hr DetroW

; Fir Mutual Welfare

.'>."' Detroit; Feb. 25.

To handje all industry .matters of
wide importance as well- as to handle
all general local problems, Detroit's

circuit

^

%

i

fex>'cuUve$": :

'a'iid' leading ex-
hibitors have formed a . new. organ-
ization, tentatively 'called ' Theatre
Owners; Inc. Two Detroit attorneys,
William Henry Gallagher, as presi-
dent, and Ray Meurer, legal repre-

.

Sentative for the United Detroit
Theatres, executive secretary,

head up the new group.
Barred : out of .; consideration

through the. mutual pledge of - the
organizers are the solo problems of
either circuits or. individual theatre
owners. . Theatre Owners, Inc.- is to

be a united front for. the. picture in-

dustry here both as to.; matters of
industry-wide importance which
have a local application and* in han-
dling matters which arise here
which affects the theatres*

. ..One of the typical activities will

be to represent the theatres and
industry as a solid group in hear-
ings before the Common .-. Council,
Fire Commission, in courts and other*
places where there is a need for
solid action. It also will circum-
vent the practice of one group seek-
ing special advantages to the. injury
of another. ..'

There has been plentiful litigation

come up here with new laws—par-
ticularly zoning . which puts re-
strictive requirements on he.w thea-
tre building and. ordinances on light-

ing which will set back theatres an
estimated $90,000 in rigging new
marquees, etc., which is one particu-
lar phase of the hew group's acti-

vities.

Dallas Charity Preem
For Par's 'Hardboaed*

Reserved seat premiere for 'Harct-

boiled
.
Canary' March B- in pailas

will be a charity affair^ all .proceeds
to British War Relief. Alien Jones,
Susanna Foster and Dolly Loehr,
stellar players in the Paramount film,

will make personal appearances and
participate uV entertainment which

• includes the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. Two performances will

be given in State Auditorium at $2-

12.50 scale.

Blue plate dinner at $10 a copy,

given the night of March 7. will call

. attention to preem with film's stars

attending •

For S.F. Tantasia' Preem
Hal Home, eastern rep for. Walt

Disney, and ' Dick Condon; publicity
chief, are currently on their way to
the Sari

.
'Fraripisco .' preem ' of : 'Fanr

tasia' on March 5. They were at
the Detroit

: and .Chicago 'openings,
Feb. ,18 and 19 respectively, on the
way out from New York. •'',

/.Pair, will confab .at: the studio 'be-'

fore hitting S. ' F. oh '.campaigns ..for

'The Reluctant . Dragon,' to be re-

leased: : next morith, and 'Dumbo,'
scheduled ; for late spring. . They'll
be back around March 8.

Kastner. Reps In N. T.
National Theatre Owners Assn.,

Inc., not a buying organization as
reported, has been set up by 10 ex-
hibitors throughout the 1 country as
a non-profit organization through
which they may advise each other
on problems, campaigns, stunts that
have panned out well, etc.

Donald E. Kastner, who comes
from the merchandising-adyertising
field, has been appointed New York
representative,

'

'

'

. FLYING PRESS AGENT
V David Parry, 'former .United' Art-
ists p.a., now assisting Lynn Farnol
oh; handling the ^publicity campaign
for Paramount 'I Wanted Wings,'
was a neat choice for the job.
He's taking the. flying course being

given, by- the Civil
.
Aeronautics Au-

thority and goes into the Army Fly-
ing Corps within a couple of months.

SPECIAL BALLYHOO

FOR ^DISTRICTS
Detroit, Feb. 25.

Having split trie, chain up recently
into three units, each .with a dis-
trict manager, United Detroit Thea-
tres now has followed up the move
with the appointment of a special
advertising man and press, agent for
each of the districts.

, Ralph Stitt, in .charge of the U.r>.
circuit's publicity, made the appoint-
ments put of the regular staff. .-Bill
Hendricks takes

r

over, the publicity
and advertising for the West Side
houses; Cliff Brown likewise oh the
East Side, while Stitt . himself will

' handle the first-runs and downtown
houses. Alice Gorham will handle
all,the chain's special publicity Work.

RKO's telegraphic Golf

Tourney Beinigp Primed
Details are being set this- week for.-

the initial telegraph golf tournament
likely to be held early in May by
RKO, with the studio golfers pitted
against the home office • force. Jack'
Level, who arranged the successful
wire bowling tourney between the
Hollywood and vN.Y. tehpin experts
about a month ago, is handling the
golf tournament prelims. .»

Play will be in N.Y. and Holly-
wood, with the golfers teeing off
around 3 p.m. with! those on the
Coast starting at the same time, or
12 rioOn Pacific Coast time. Results
are exchanged every nine holes:

1

Lou Miller, who has charge of con-
tract: approvals at the home office,

will head the tourney committee.

Detroit, Feb. 28,
.

-

Asher B. Sbaw, many years with
United Detroit Theatres,- most re-
cently as supervisor of all the chain's
East Side houses, tendered his resig-
nation to take' up work in a new
field : as yet- unannounced. He had
been associated with the theatre
business, here for 19 years, starting
his connection with the former
Kunsky-Treridle Theatres. Chain
executives tossed him a farewell
party. :

'"-.-• -

Following resignation,- circuit: re-
vised its district manager setup put-
ting under district maha'ger Robert
P. Corbin the Michigan, United
Artists, Palms-State, Madison, Broad-
way, . Capitol, ' Glriderella, Alger,
Vogue and Rarhoria and under
Joseph Busic's direction the Annex,
Riviera, Fisher, Royal,;.. Rbsedale,
Norwest, Regent, Bloomfleld arid
Varsity. Former ,

Includes - all the
downtown houses as well as riabes
While Busic's group includes the sub-
urban theatres as well as nabes.

Special assessors are going to be
assigned to rule ori the evaluation of
Detroit's theatres. The fact that they
are a distinct form of real estate, a
specialized . type;- among buildings,
fcaused the theatres to be singled out
for special recognition' in the plans
presented to the Common Council for

the reorganization of ' .the methods
used in this town by the Board, of
Assessors.
With the exception of hotels, theaT

tres.will be the only other single in-

dustry given recognition.

V Moray's Shorts Probe .-

Norman E. Moray, Warners shorts

sales, manager, on a tour of ex-
changes to contact personnel as well
as exhibs in .each zone, gathering

line on • what type .. of brieftes are
preferred, sell best; etc. New line-

up for 1941-42. will. be based on info

dug bri trip.

While on tour Moray will stop -off

at the studio to discuss plans for

the coming season. He will be away
eight Weeks.

Cummlngs' Two Houses Only
.

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 25.

Winding-up affairs with Par-Tri-

States (A, H. Blank, district man-
ager Evert Cummings, said his new
theatrical hitch, on his own, had
been greatly exaggerated. He says
he has not acquired a circuit, but
merely two theatres in a small sit-

uash in Oregon. Deal isn't even set

yet and won't be for 10 days. Cum-
mings, a vet with Blank in Iowa arid

Nebraska since 1920, left Saturday
(22).

Lincoln Theatres Corp. . (J. H.
Cooper-Par) is getting ready to be-
come home office for the Cooper En-
terprises accounting, department to
be headed _by Leon Savell, : formerly
of Par's h.o. lri New York and At-
lanta. Present setup here,. Vincent
J/ DiFiore, arid Charlie Shire in
charge, will probably be enlarged on
Savell's arrival.
William Scholl, who has - been

fronting for RKO with the press and
as special exploiteer in Minenapolis-
Des Molne's-Kaycee-Omaha territory^
transferred to Cincinnati on the
same job.

. Mons Thompson, exhib at St Paul,
Neb., is minus a finger which got in
between the axe end the wood he
was chopping; -

Jimmy Schlatter, of Ralph Gold-
berg's indie theatres, is being ques-
tionnaired by his draft board, and
looks for a late spring or early sum-
mer in the army.
City appraisers allowed $85,000 to

Frank and Jennie Kimball, owners
of the Variety, 1,100-seat fllmer here,
Which is to be torn down to make
way for. a.new street widening pro-
gram.

;
Nebraska Theatres, Inc:, ten-

ants of the house,, were allowed
$3 t000. No date has been set fbr the
clearing to start;-

Charley. Prokop. vet exhib of
Wahoo, Neb., bettering after siege bf
heart- trouble. Feared for a while
he was

. going to have to give up.
activity. V :

-

';

Oscar Johnson, Falls' City. Neb.,
opened new • Oil City theatre ,(21),
and battery bf .film rowites frbih
Omaha attended. ';

III. Allied Reelects Board
•

'''«
; V- Chicago, Feb. 25.

General meeting, of Allied, indie
exhib group of Illmois last week re-
sulted in reelection of complete slate
of board of directors. These include
Van Nomikos as v.p., Richard Salkin
as sec.-treas. and sergeant-at-arms
Harry Nepo. On. the board are Joe
Stern, Ludwlg Sussman, Harry
Reckas;. Verne . Langdon. Sinuel
Roberts. Ben B'artelstein, Ben Lasker,
Abe Gumbirter,. Charles Nelson, Jack
Rose. '.

Jack Kirsch, president, was elected
last year for a- three-year tenure of
Office. • -. -

Jack Mulhall Into Army
Philadeiphia. Feb.:25.

Jack Mulhall, recently , appointed,
manager of the C h e s t e r-West
Chester-Rending district of the
Stanley-Warner 'circuit, has resigned
to go to Fort Bragg with the Na-

tional Guard. Mulhall holds a com-
missiori as captain. His place will be
taken by Williarri Morgan,' manaeer
of the Grand> Vinelarid. N. J.

g

.
Clark Crowley, manager of the

State, Chester, shifted to the Grand'
Virieland.

a
'

J. L. Hanes has taken over the
operation-of Capital, Reading.
Ted Schlanger, . Warners iorie

Chief; lri Florida.
Bill Brooker. Par exploitationer.

now taking in the Pittsburgh^ area/
• Edgar Moss, 20thiCentury Fox ex-
change: manager, heading for Hot
Springs.

: Moreau's N. E. Shifts

,

Portland, Me.,: Feb' 25.
Al Moreau's general : manager of

Maine-New Hampshire-Vermont di-
vision of M. ife P. theatres, last week
announced series', .of managerial
changes in houses under his siipeN
vision: ,.\ ...

• ..'.-

George Sargent, Rutland, Vt.; giveni
leave for hitch as major in National
Guard at Camp Standings, Fla.j

Frank Binette taking over direction
of three Rutland houses, with Nathan
Press, fornverly' assistant --at State*
Portland, succeeding at Opera. House,
Bath. Francis Gooch exchanging po-
sitions with' Arthur Pinkham, fori
rher going to Houlton, Me., and lat-

ter to Uptown, 3ath. Bill Romanoff
made new assistant to Harry Bot?
wick at State, Portland, Me.

... BUI Forman Beslgns

: Seattle, Feb. 25.

.. Bill Formari, ajeneral" manager of.

Sterling Chain,, has resigned. J^o
successor appointed, president John
Danz; states. .

Al Fenyvessy, Jr.

Rochester, N. Y.. Feb. 25.

. Albert Feriyyessy,. Jr., operator of
the Arnett theatre, was called for
draft . induction Monday and cele-
brated; his imminent departure by
giving a free theatre party for some
600. kids of the neighborhood Satur-
day afternoon;;'..-.'.

His. brothers, Chester and Paul,
plan to run the house for him during
his period of service, even though
clause in contract transferring five
theatres to Schines two years ago ex-
pressly forbid them to operate thea-
tre in the city. They figure operat-
ing for their younger brother, who
was not included lri the contract, is
oke. •

•Blsh' Lenlhan's Leglter
Ed ('Bishop') Lenihan, in theatre

operation for many years but lateljr
laid up in the hospital, has been en-
gaged by Ed Sullivan, Daily NeWs
columnist, to manage his interests in
the legit, 'Crazy with the Heat,' in
which Sullivan invested. " Columnist
left for Miami Sunday (23).
Now fully recovered. Lenihari was

released from a New Jersey hospital
only 10 days ago after having been
laid up four weeks with an internal
hemorrhage. He was for several
years a district theatre operator for
RKO and has also managed various
houses, including the old Rialto.

Gulnan with PRC
St. Louis, Feb. 25.

William A. Guinan has been added
to the sales staff of Producers Re-'
leasing Corp. exchange here by
branch manager A. R. Dietz. Gulnan
was previously a salesman for Re-
public and prior to that salesman
and branch manager for Grand
National.

: Tom Jones at Cap, Atlanta

Atlanta, Feb. 25.

Thomas R. Jones, formerly of
Rpxy,. new ass't mgr. of Capitplj suc-
ceeding Henry Stanford, resigned to

take civii service Job at Fort Mc-
Phersbn. : Ed Shepard, former ass't

mgr. of Roxy. quit to enter army.
Both Roxy and Capitol are Lucas &
Jenkins houses.

.
Tom. Long Into Service

: • Akron. Feb. 25.

Tom Long, manager, of the Palace,
vaudfllmer, enlisted under selective
Service act and inducted into, serv-v
ice.- Sid Hollarid has corne on from
New.York to take over Long's. duties.

PrueU's Royal, N. Y. *- • : ' -

Clayton Pruett; assistant m<inagef
of RKO's Franklin, Bronx. N: ;Y.,

upped to managership of the chain s

Royal, N. Y. He succeeds Arthur
Taub; been switched to ; Westchester.
His place as: assistant to Ben Rydell
at the Franklin being taken by Ben
Axelrod. :

-.'

Peler Mailers In Fort Wayne
Fort -Wayne, Ind... Feb. 25,

.. Peter,- Mailers, president .
Of the.

Mailers Circuit, has again' assumed,
management, of the RUey theatre,

Fort Wayne, Ind. The house was
operated for 15 years, by the circuit

until two years ago, when, the Qulm-
by Theatres took it over. A remooh-
elirig program has been announced,'
to include new .seats, furnishings,

screen, -projection .
equipment and

front.
'- ;

- '- " :

'
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ChTnenty Bullish; "Back STreet'

Wow $19,000, W-Vaude 42G,

Chicago. Feb. 25.

With Washington's Birthday pack-

ing the theatres, grosses currently

give plenty .'of ^ satisfaction \to tha

•managers. Topping tne town onS and hanafing* the Palace,

where 'Back Street' has come
through with a soekeroo initial ses-

sion coupled with 'Six Lessons from

!4°adarne
P
La .Zonga;' Looks like a

*

long stay, going at leastTour weeks.

. and perhaps more._.Has been backed

by powerful advertising which shot

'the cross up from the bell.

Apollo, now in the hands of Walt

Disney for the roadshowing of 'Fan-

tasia/ opened in mid-week and
tarted off at a great pace, with ca-

pacity at nights and excellent trade

in the afternoons. Brokers are ready

to make, longterm buys, which Is a

good indication of the future.

Oriental's first week under the

aegis of Michael Todd looks good,

with the re-issue of 'Hell's
:
Angela'

plus a low-cost show, which indi-

cates a healthy proflt. :/

'Western Union; is the entry for

the Chicago, plus a strong stage line-

up with Jane Froman and the Matty
Mameck orchestra. Combination is

boxoffice fodder of the first order

and "is going to vpull plenty of

shekels. V -v
:

'•'

Estimates for This Week

.

Apollo (Disney) (1.200; 75 T$1.10r
>1.65>-'Fantasia'. (Disney) (2d wk).
Getting mixecLeomment, but consid-
erable business, and/indicates a stay

of many months from current sales

Interest. Taking at least $16,000,

strong, on initial session. Opened on
Wednesday (10). .

Chicago (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)—
'Western Union' (20th) and stage

. show, topped by Jane Froman and
the Matty Malneck orchestra. Both
accounting for their share *jf the

. business. Galloping to $42,000, fine.

Last week, Virginia' (Par) went to

$39,400 mainly on the boxoffice
draught of the, Phil Spitalny all-girl

orchestra.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Virginia' (Par). Moved here for
loop holdover, but nothing exciting
at $4,500. Last week, 'Liberty' (M-G)?
so-so $3,900.

:

Oriental (Todd) (3.200; 28-44)—
•Hell's Angels' (Elman) and 'Naughty
90's Revue' oh stage. Combination
getting good audience play, with
considerable interest . in the re-issue;
business buzzing to fine $18,000. Last
week, 'San Francisco- Docks' (RKO),
depending strictly on the Lou Arm-
strong band for :

business, came
through with bang-up $16,400.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—

•Back Street* (U) and '.La Zonga'
(RKO). Headed for a masterful
gross that

, augurs a long and healthy
life here, starting with booming $19,-
000 for initial session. Last' week,
'Buck Privates* (U) and 'Play Girl'
(U) turned in good enough $10,300.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65-

.75)—'Sierra' (WB). Will leave . on
Thursday (27) to be replaced by
'Gone' (M-G) on its first grind show-
ing in Chicago. 'Sierra* will finish to
okay $9,000. on final seven days, after
havihg taken down chubby $13,100
last week.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—

'Shayne Detective'. (20th) and 'Inter-
national Casino Revue' unit on stage.
Combination is a money-maker, and
will gather $17,000. Last week,
Rangers Ride* (Par), plus 'Holly-
X'Munit on stage, snagged fair
$15,400.

«H=UAd-A,:UBt8 (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
S5.55r65-75) — 'Philadelphia' (M-G)
(5th ,wk

;

). Has had a brilliant money
sray<-with the. femmes charging the
ooxoffice to buy ducats. Going to

'GONE' 2D HUGE 13&
DENVERjJVA.' H.0. 12G

1, Denver, Feb. 25.

.

*,Pp,,^ono™ 8° to the extended
ronsvthis'-Mreelt. Best gross goes to

»t--£- Ani-$* ««c6nd and final week
f.
^Orpheum, while the No. 2 spot

"
.
n,
5
ld ;by 'Virginia' in its second

*M flna
! week at the Denham. Both^Wes^orced .to leave: by commit-

ai ^.
S
1

t'n»aies for This Week
•i££ c.

,n
..
(Fox > (1.400; 25-40)—

Stre# (U)
-
a*te* a week at the

fee
u Go?3 HMO; Last week.:

Y9A?i?v
Ha

J!
na (20th > and 'Tall. Dark'

.

'air $3 500 * week at the Denver,

J^!!
Bd*?y. (?ox > (1.040; 25-35t40)

•M»& Mnd i

M51 Smith' (RKO) and

wtek A1^0^ <2d Wk, after a;
' r£f

at
,
the

.
O.rpheum). Fair $2,500.

Last week, fair $2,800/^Denham (Cockrill) : (1,750: 25-35-™
n'T Vlrglnia (par) (2d wk); Al-

wn£ as opening week with

8*500, '
Last *eek*

sma5l>

.ŵ 'nver
T
(Fox) (2.525: 25-35-40)-

Western Union' (20th) arid 'Blond ie

Latin' (Col).
. Nica $11,000, Last

week; 'Back Street' (U) arid 'Meet
Chump' (U),

.$10,500.
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-40-50)— Gone' (MrG) (2d wk). Fine

$13,500. Last week, very big $20,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

•Flight Destiny' (WB) and 'Arkansas
Judge' (Rep).: Good $4,500. Last
week, 'Buck Privates'; (U) and.
'Father's Son' (WB), good $6,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Buck
Privates' (U), after a week at the
Paramount, and Tall, Dark' (20th).
after a week at each the Denver and
Aladdin. Satisfactory $2,000. Last
week, 'Hudson's Bay' (20th), after a
week at each the Denver and Alad-
din, and 'Pride Bowery* (Mono), fair
$2,000.

'TALL' 20G WITH

.
Washington, Feb. 25.

Another stanza with only two new
bills, both at the vaude spots. This

week the newcomers are solidly out

in front, however, with the h.o.'s

operating profitably but hardly phe-

nomenally, as they did last week.

.
'Tall, Dark and Hondsome' at the

Capitol with Henry Busse's orches-

tra has a slight lead over 'Straw-
berry Blonde' and Harmonica Rascals
at Earle. 'Philadelphia Story' in

third week is tops among the re-
peats, with 'Back Street' h.o. second!
Surprise is 'Virginia,' which mopped
up at the Earle and is now in sec-
ond week of Second, run at the Met;
WB doWn-the-streeter.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)

•—'Tall, Dark' (20tn) arid vaude,
Henry Busse's orchestra helping
toward solid $20,000. Last week, 'Son
Cristo* (UA), weak $14,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1.234; 28-44)—

'Maisie Lady' (M-G) (2d run). Back
downtown! after, okay week at Cap-
itol. Will hit .adequate $4,000. V Last
week. 'Gone* (M-G) (2d run) (2d
wk) (44-55), okay $4,500.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—

'Strawberry Blonde' (WB) and vaude.
Pushing top place with big $19,000.

Last week, 'Arizona' (Col), solid $16,-

000. .

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 39-55)—
•Back Street* (U) (4th wk). . Hold-
ing for profitable $7,000. Last week,
strong. $9,000.
Met (WB) (1.600; 28-44)—'Virginia'

(Par) (2d run) (2d wk). Sticking
for surprising. $5,000. Last week,
beauteous $8,000. .

Palace (Loew) (2,242; 39-55)—
'Philadelphia' (M-G) (3d wk). Hand-
some $12,500. Last week, big $10,-

500.

ik: $8,

K. C. STEADY

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Feb. 20

.

.

'
Astor—'Great Dictator'. (UA)

(20th wk).

Broadway—'Fantasia' (Disney)
(16th wk). .

,. Capitol—'Come Live with Me'
(M-G). ;',

.
(Reviewed in. Variety Jan. 22). •

.- Criterion—'the Mad Doctor'
(Par).

. V-
Globe— 'Night Train' (20th)

(10th wk). .

Music Hall— 'So Ends Our
Night* (Ua>.
y (Reviewed in Variety Jan. 29)

Palace—'Meet the Chump' (V).
(Reviewed in Variety Feb.. 12)

Paramount—The. Lady Eve'
(Par) (26)..

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

v Rialto—'Meet .Boston Blackie*
(Col) (25). :

:

I; i
^

. Rlyoll—'Back Street' (U) (3d
Wk), - V

• - Roxy—Tobacco Road' (20th )^_
(2d wk). ;•

:

;

. Strand^ 'Strawberry Blonde'
(WB) (2d wk);

Week of March 6

Astor—'Great Dictator* (UA)
(21st wk). . •

; .

' Broadway—'Fanfesia' (Disney.)

(17tH wk). : .
.

Capitol—'Andy Hardy's Pri-
vate Secretary' (M-G).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Criterion — Trial; of
. M a r y

Dugan' (MrG).' ^y^ry-.
(Reviewed in Variety. Feb. 12) ;

Globe—' Night, . Train'. (20th)

tilth wk).
Music Hall— 'So Ends Our

Night' (UA) (2d' wk).
. Paramount— The Lady Eve'
(Par) (2d wk).
RUlto—'Dangerous Game' (U).

(4). . ,
•

'

Rlvoll—'Back Street* (U) (4th

wk). .

Roxy—Tobacco Road' (20th)

(3d wk),. ,

Strand— 'Strawberry Blonde*.
(WB) (3d wk).

Lady* (M-G). First week was great

at $18,000 and earned a holdover in

this,house where seven days is the
usual limit. Current h.o. session get-

ting likely $10,500. very good.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 10-

28-44)—'Virginia' (Par). Going good
after slow start. Gross of $8,000

will see a holdover. Last week,
'Flight Destiny* (Par), lightweight
$5,000.
Orphenm (RKO) (l;500; 10-28-44)

—'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO) and
Black Parrot' (WB) (2d wk). Nice
$6,500 after very strong $9,200 first

week
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)—

'Ridln* Rainbow' (Rep) and variety

bill on stage. Attendance a little

more rounded this week, , arid $6,700

results.: Last week, 'Make Music'
(RKO) with vaude, in same vein.

I] III

PICTURE CROSSES

ms B'way; Cagney-Scott

(Best Exploitation: Roxy)
• Washingtcfri's Birthday (22) proved
to be one of the biggest Saturdays
the country's biggest Main. Street has
ever known, with result a couple' of
the poorer pullers in the downtown
New York sector are saved from be-
ing too bad. 'You're the One' and

, Ella Fitzgerald, for . instance,, made a
little mpney for the Paramount at
$30,000 oh the single week ended last
night. (Tues.). Show needed that
holiday to keep out of the. red.
Also getting a much-needed lift

through a smash Saturday take and
a comparatively good Sunday is 'Mr.
arid Mrs. Smith'- . at the Music ; Hall.
Went to $22,000 Saturday and mined
out . another $18,000 Sunday which
counts a lot in getting the gross iip to
a good $88,000 or better. Does not
hold because the picture had to have
the holiday to get to this figure.

. Tobacco Road' and 'Strawberry
Blonde,' on first run, plus 'Philadel-
phia Story,' at the State second-run,
are in a driving finish for the. lion's

share of the week's business.
'Road' is not the sensation that was

expected, but on its first seven days
ending tonight (Wed!) it will have a
strijrig $48,000 to , its ' credit , at the
Roxy. Picture ground a straight 42
hours from the 8 a.m. opening .Thurs-
day (20)—a smart publicity stunt if

nothing . else^-and. on Saturday the
house had one of its biggest days yet.

$17,000. This was more than three
times the gross of Friday. (21).

'Strawberry Blonde' brought the
Strand close, to $12,000 on Washing-,
ton's Birthday; its largest Saturday.
A total of 21,000 people were
crowded into the house on a grind
from 8 a.m. to 4 a.m. Sunday (23)
and, on the. first week, the take
should hit $50,000 or close, big. The
Raymond Scott band is on the stage.

The State, which has Lou Holtz,

Wendy Barrie, Lola Lane and Arline,

Judge on its vaude show in support
of 'Philly Story,' is going great guns
for a possible. $40,000. topped on only
a handful of occasions here in . 20
years of operation. Theatre, ground
from. 8 a.m; Saturday (22) to 3 a:m.
the next morning and on the holiday
played to 20,198 admissions, for a
gross of over $10,000.

A disappointer but owing much . of

what it is going to get to the Wash-
ington Birthday weekend is 'Go.

.West' which won't bring the Capitol

more than about $28,000. Fair proflt,

however.
Back Street' continues a good pace

at the Rivoli, Where it ended its

second week yesterday (Tues. ) at

$25,000, after hitting $35,000 the first

seven days.
While the palm :ori best exploita-

tion goes to 20th-Fox and the Roxy
on Tobacco Road.' Warner. Bros, and
the Strand management also did a
bang-up Job on 'Strawberry Blonde.'

A terrific house front was put up at

'Sierra'Xalloway $25,000, Pitt

Good 17G Despite Crix— Thilly' and 'Kitty*

H.O.s Jidy—Industrial Coin Helps

Kansas . City, Feb. 28.

. Film row is heavy With good films

and the week will bring pleasing

figures, albeit two houses nave films

on extended runs. 'Virginia* came
in to the Newman on Wednesday
with glow mohientum, but picked up
speed by week-end and is: earning
itself a' holdover position. Likewise
'Western Union' In two Fox Midwest
houses is going good and may stay

awhile, '
•'-

'Philadelphia Story' at the Midland
Is'creating some . extra notices play-

ing a second week in this house
which rarely holds a film for extra

days. Second week is buxom, and
bettering : many other films' • first:

weeks. Orphenm likewise has hold-

over with 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith,'

more than doing its share. Y
Weather continues its favorable

trend . of the past week ; or so-cpld

but not unpleasant.
Estimates for This Week .

Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-
west) (820 and 2,043; 10.28-44)—
'Western Union' (20th). Doing nice-

ly, and $8,000 will probably earn it

a holdover. Last week, 'Back Street'

(U) played only six days of Its sec-

ond stanza, and was riot quite up to-

expectatioris at $4,300.

Midland (Loew's) (4.101; 10^28-44)

—'Philadelphia' (M-G) and 'Maisie

Pittsburghi Feb. 25.

Biz finally beginning to reflect lo-

cal Industrial boom. It's a general

rule here that : theatres, are last to

feel a -depresh arid also last, to fee.1

an uptake, and that's been holding

true again. Although payrolls, and.

employment have been skyrocketing

in Pittsburgh: for quite sometime,

only since the beginning of the

month has the entertainment indus-

try been .pocketing any appreciable

extra coin.

At Stanley, combo, of 'High Sierra*

and Cab Calloway is giving the WB
deluxer its best ,

gross - sirice Mickey
Rooney's' personal last September.

•Virginia' at Penn is oyer-riding

unanimous critical thumbs-down to

top even preceding stanza's. 'Kitty

Foyle.' Indifferent showings in

h.o.'s of 'Back Street' at Fulton and
'Western Union' at Senator are ber

ing alibied by fact. that, both pix

Have proven fast starters, arid: slow

finishers. On other hand. 'Philadel-

phia Story' at Ritz .for fourth down-
town week is giving, small-seater

sock, figure and "Kitty! is dittoing at

Warner, pri move-over from Penn..

• Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700: 25-40) —

'Back Street* (U) (2d wk). So-so

h.o. session. Will wind up here

rather lackadaisically at.: $3,800.

Opening stanza; : despite, fact; that

Sullavan-Boyer opus gave house the

biggest first day in five years. \yas

around $7,800, very good, but not in

keeping with the getaway figure..;

Penn (Loew's^UA) (3.300; 25-35-

50)-^'Virginia' (Par). It's, been a

long time since any picture took

such a general panning, but com-
bination of marquee power and
Technicolor is proving more than
sufficient to counteract the critical

opinion. Heading for close to $17,000,
which riieans a second week at

Warner. Last week, 'Kitty Foyle'
(RKO ) fell off slightly down the-

stretch, getting $16,500.
Rite (WB) (800; .25-35-50)—'Phila-

delphia' (M-G) (4th wk. downtown,
following one at Warner and two
at Penn). Should do better than
$3,100, which is. very pleasing at
this sinall-se'ater. Last week, 'Gone*
(M-G ) (5tb wk), was beginning to
slip, about $2,800.

Senator (Harris) (1.750; -^.^BtSO),
—'Western . Union' (20th) (2d. wk).
Off more than half on h.o.. but man-
aging to. better even bre^k on bi<»

week-end. Looks like $4,000. Lost
week, $8,300^
'. Stanley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-fiO> —
'Sierra' : (WB) and Cnb. Calloway.
It's hard to; tell whether^ film 6t flesh
is.'big draw, but it's a happy combo,
anyway. For - oho'„' thlncj. it's first

time in lot of' riioritHs that.hou^e: has
.sturk in such a

r

hHh-rio.w.ercrl film
with a stage, presentation. SbouW
have liffle- trouble, bettering' $2^.000,
wreat;..' and best, .take here since
Mickey RooricyV p.«, five mo"th.<
ago. : Last week. ,

.

'Mr: and Mrs^
Smith'. (RKO v without show, disr
npbointing'M 000.'

the Roxy on 'Road.' Numerous' good
breaks were obtained, including on
the air, connection with :the all-
night policy opening . day.

Starting .today (Wed.) 40 days of
Lent commences but in New York it
seldom seems to make much differ-
ence, v

s

':

. ; :
Estimates for This Week '"'.•;'" '

.

Astor (1,012; 75-85-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
-^'Dictator' (UA) (20th week). Last
week 19th), with a $4,000 gate Sat-
urday (22) when . four shows were
given, gross hit $15,000,. still good
profit. ,

.
•; ::

\. Broadway M;895; 55-75-$i.l0-$1.65-
$2.20.7 ..—

• 'Fantasia* (Disney); (16th
-Week):.. .Brought $24,500 last, week
(15th), excellent. .'Weekend a solid
sellout.' ; '- ,*

Capitol (4,520; 35-55-85-$1.10-$i.25)
—'Go West' (M-G). Gets only one
week at no better than about
$28,000. aided a lot by Washington's
birthday, but soriie profit. . Last
week, fourth for 'Gone With Wind'
<M-G) at; 40c. opening price, $35,000,
good. . / .

'

' Criterion.
: ( t.662;, .28-44-55-65) —

Mad Doctor* (Par). Opens here to-
day. (Wed.) after 14 days of .'Maisie
Was Lady' (M-G) which gave flriev
accounting of itself; first week
$11,000. second $8,000; ,

Globe (1,180; 28-35-55-85)— 'Night
Train' (20th) (9th week). Still has
steam and

, this week (9th) will
match the prior (8th) stanza at
$7,500.

;
On Washington's birthday

the house kept Open until. 5 a.m.
Starts 10th week Saturday (1),

Palace ( 1,700;. 20-35-55 ) — 'Western
Union* (20th) 2d run) and 'Meet the
Chump' (U) (1st run), coupled^
This brace opens ..today: (Wed. ), fol-
lowing eight . days of 'Kitty Foyle*
(RKO) (2d run) and 'La Zonga' (U)
(1st run), which got $8,000, slow. Be-
hind that 'High Sierra* WB) (2d run

)

and 'Father's Son* (WB) (1st run),
only $5,500 on six days. .

Paramount (3.664; 35-55^5-89) —
'Lady Eve' (Par) and stage show
headed by Tony Pastor. Ella Logan
and Ben Blue constitute new bill
today (Wed.).. 'You're the One'
(Par) and Ella Fitzgerald managed
light $30,000, which, with help of
Washington's birthday ' (22) gets
theatre s few bucks as profit. Third
week for (Virginia' (Par) and Glenn
Miller, $38,000, sweet; could havi?
gone a fourth at that gait.
Radio City Music Hall (5.960; 44-

55-85-99-$1.65)—'Mr. and Mrs. Smith'
(RKO) and stage show. Got shot in
arm over the weekend and as re-
sult will hit $88,000 or bit better,
entirely satisfactory, but won't Tiold.
'So Ends Our Night*: (UA) opens .

tomorrow, (Thurs.). Last week,
This Thing Called Love* (Col),
$75,00Q, moderate.

Rialto (750: 28-44-55)—'Meet Bos-
ton Blackie' (Col). Moved in yester-
day (Tues.) on top of poor week with
'Road Show' (UA). only $5,200. In
ahead, 'Devil Commands' (Col),, sad
$4,200 on six days.

: Rlvoll (2,092; 35-55,75-99)—'Back
Street' (U) (3d wk). Drawing well,
with second week ended yesterday
(Tues.) bringing $25,000...First stanza
$35,000, very niefc.

Roxy. (5.835: 35-55-65-7S-85)—'To-
bacco' (20th) and stage show. Not
menacing Tecofds here but speedy at
$48,000 the first week. With play still

goirig and in. its eighth year. Now
York date on film may not serve ?s
a reliable criterion since virtually
everybody and his broWier among
the natives have se^n it on the sta^e.
Begins second .Week tomo'rr"w

:<Thurs.). Last j week,, second for
IWestern..Union* (20th)-. .t3n!n00. ok,

. State (3,400; 28-44-55-75-90-S11.10)—
'Philly Story* (M-G) (2d runv and,
on stage, Lou Holtz, Wehdv* .PTr>?,
Lola Lane arid ArUne Tudge. Sack-
ing through . for $40,000 rir dose.

,

heavy winnings. Last., week. 'Bu^k
Privates' (U).- <V=X run) J"H T'^ifi..

BKker. Hal LeRoy! H^i-bio Kay b-nd,*
S26 000,. well, above the hbuse
age. :.. V. r: : / .:

'

. Strand • <? 767: 35-^5-75-8f.-W—
'Strawberry Blnnde' (WB) and P:y-
mond Scott orch. Carney remake of

•One: S'indn.y ..Afternoon' a f>>rr,.id"

-

bl<> H.o. bet anH miy hit the. faVv
?50.000 . 'rinrk. bpM<r-" ' .'ovnr, ,..T.'.-

et

'week: tbo second of 'Honeymoon, f r

Thr<i»' (WB) .and Ray. Noble, .$1-7,000,

weak. '

'

SPREAD IN

... ^Minneapolis', Feb. 25.- •

There are fear's in trade: circles r

Warner TWB i (? 000: 25-35-50) '^- that ; admission "price-cutting., will
.

'Kitty, Fovlc' (RKO). - Moved - here
[
sprend .;

thron'-hoiit the territory as

from Prnn- arid doinr» better lhari the result of .action of the Bier cir-

iiist al.ri"hf. . .Looks like at least

^7.000. nleniy nrofitPbV and inun<*?.[ , Thi^- i'.^ ore- of.'t^e. lar<:er indcoend-^ "
L̂ °S^ ^o^lS^ ^ ,

••(M-G-).: excellent *
:

J $7,800 on heels i

from.28c. fv 20,. -n all .itR.s-t.i^">ns,

of bi<* fortnight .^t - '^n. - J !
t,"V ; ' ",rr

;
,V .:n •tvrcomne*vt1y^vrr',s
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6,700 to okay opening round at

10,400.
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35-

44)—'Western Union' (20th) (2d wk);

Maintaining Vail, right pace ..'to pos

sible $4 ;500 after satisfactory in.1.1tlal

• San Francisco, Feb. 25.
.

With only four new films, on Mar-

ket street/ this; week, ibiz .has edged

.'off a bit in most cases, Fox with, the

latest 'Mickey Rooney film, 'Andy-

Hardy's Private • Secretary.'; Para-
mount with 'Virginia,' United Artists

with 'Road Show' and the Orpheum
with a horror combo offer the new
b.o. bait. Customers are getting used

to raiiij which is no .longer keeping
them away from the picture palaces

as much as. hot weather will later on.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) • (5,000r

;35-40-50)—

'

•Hardy's Secretary' (M-G) and 'Mur-
der Friends' (20th); Should have
things pretty much to itself; Good
$19,000 expected. Last week, 'West-
.ern Union' < 20th) and 'You're the
One' (Par), swell $20,000. . :.

'

. ,:

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44-

85)—'Mr. and MrsV Smith' <RKQ)
and vaude (2d wk)/ LombardrMont-
§ornery duo on the screen and
alici's Puppets heading the stage

show are still drawing plenty of cus?

tomers. Excellent 415,500; may war-
rant a third week. . Last week, ex-
ceptional $20,000.
Orpheum (FfcM) (2,440; 35-40-50)

—'Devil Commands' (Col) and 'Mfin4-^
Behind Mask' (Col), Lean $7,500

may be all the Karloff arid Lorre
chillers may garner. ' Last week,
•Vigilantes' (U) (20th) and 'Invisible

Woman': (U), slumped off at $5,500;

Paramount (F-WC ) (2,470; 35-40-

50)—'Virginia' (Par) and' 'Wild Man
Borneo' (M-G).' Good. $14,000 an-
ticipated. . .Last week, 'Come Live'

(M-G) (2d wk) and 'Mad Doctor'
(Par), wound up with a neat $9,000;

St. : Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40-
50)—'Western Union' (20th) and
•You're the One* (Par) (moveover).
Little better than average $6,000 ex-
pected. . Last week, 'Sierra' (WB)
ahd : 'Ride, Kelly' (20th) (moveover)
did the usual $5,000. '

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-
40-50)—'Road Show' (UA), Fiairish

$8,000 likely, bolstered by a Dionne
Quintuplets short subject, 'Growing
Up.' Last week, 'Son Cristo' (UA)
did a so-so $8,500.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; .40-55)—
•Gone' (M-G) (2d wk). Blowing
strong, with a good $15,000. Last
week b.o. was. two grand less, than
expected, but an excellent $18,000.

Palm Springs'. (RKO) (2d wk),
strong $16,000. -

'

Fox (Fabian) (3.039; 25-35-50)—
'Virginia' (Par) and 'Blackout*. (UA)
(2d" wk). Neat $15,000, . Last week
good $17.000. .

'

.
' :/>

7 Met (Loew's) (3.618;
: 25-35-50)

—

•Philadelphia' (M-G) and .'Gallant

Sons' (M-G) (2d wk). Fine $19,000.

Last week, splendid $23,000.

Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 25*35-
)—'Arizona' (Col), and 'Henry'

sesh at $6,200. ...

SUnlev (WB) (3,280; .15^28-39^
55); — 'Strawberry Blonde' (WB).
Catching on in Tosy style after extra

big weiekend indicating. $16,000. .Last

week, 'Flight Destiny'. (WB) tried

hard ;with strong selling, • but ..off at.

$5,800.

50 — -

(Par); Bright $22,000,- Last: week
•Sierra* (WB).

1 and - 'Earl Carroll's*

(Par) (2d wk), good $15,000;.
,

Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)—

•Pride ' Bowery' (Mono) and; 'Lucky:

•Devils' (UK Mild $4,000/ Last w'eek

'Phantom -.- Submarine* (Col) and
'Married Adyenture' (Col), good
$5,000. • • "- -• •:

IN PERT CINCY

UVE' $13,000, PR0V.;

"VA, 9}G 'BLONDE' OK

Providence, Feb. 25.

Grosses . generally - steady all

around with .'Virginia' at Strand,
•Strawberry Blonde' at Majestic,
arid .'.Come Live With Me* at Loew's
riding the crest. 'Buck Privates' at
Albee a holdover after bang-up
opener.. .Major .Bowes unit oh stage
at Fay's 'going nicely. .

.

Estimates for This Week-
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 28-39-50) .—

'

•Buck Privates' . (U) and 'Invisible

Woman* (U) (2d wk). Getting
swell $6,500, after grand $9,000 for
opening stanza.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39-
50)—'Ends Night' (UA) and 'Maisie
Lady* (M-G) (2d run). Not very
6trong $2,000, Last week, 'Gone'
(M-G) (4th downtown, wk), good
$3,000.

Fay's (Indie) (2.000; 25-35)—'Tall.
Dark' (20th > arid Major Bowes unit
on stage. Hefty weekend play gave
nice lift. Heading lor promising
$7,500. Last week, 'Ride. Kelly'
(20th) and vaude, nice $7,000.

Majestic (Fay.) " (2.200;; 28-39-50)—
•Strawberry Blonde' (WB) and
•Father's Son' (WB); Stepping
along to fine $8,50Q. Last week,
•Western Union' (20th) and 'Meet
Chump* (U) (2d.wk). nifty $7,200.

State "(Lbew) (3.200; 28-40-50) —
•Come Live' (M-G) and. 'Blondie
Latin' . (Col ). Paced fairly strong
toward $13,000. Last week, 'Ends
Night* (UA) arid' 'Maisie. Lady'
(M-G), neat $12,500.
Strand (Indie) (2.000: 28<40-50) -r

•Virginia' (Par) . and 'Girls 21' (Rep).
One of strongest in town-, with hefty
$9,500. Last . week. 'Mad .Doctor*
(Par) and 'Barnyard, Follies' (Par),
weak. $4,800. •.'.-.

Cincinnati,. Feb. 25. :

Biz on th« up ior second suc-
cessive week:" Pic pacer, currently is

'Strawberry Blonde', with: a swell
Palace figure. 'Virginia' in the Al-
bee is only a notch behind. Combo
Shubert, with 'Blondie Goes Latin,',

and stage show headed by Black-
stone, a local fave, also is on the
high side. .

• • /.. .

Other fresh releases, .'Flight from
Destiny,' . at the Grand, and 'Buck
Privates/ at Keith's, are down un-
der. Holdovers 'Western Union' and
'Back Street' are likewise, limp: for
the Capitol and Lyric. .

:

.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300;, 33-40-50)—

•Virginia* (Par).: Okay $12,000. Last
week, 'Western Union7

(20th), fairly

good $10,500..

Capitol (RKO) (2*000; 33-40-50)—
'Western Umpn* (20th). Switched
frorn Albee for second week. Poor
$3,000. Last week, 'Back Street* (U)
(2d run), fair $4,000.

v
:

Family <RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—
•Little Men' (RKO) and : 'San Fran-
cisco Docks' (U), split with "Law
Order* (U) and 'Bowery Boy" (Rep),
Average $2,100; Same last, week oh
'Li'l Abner'- (RKO). and 'Murder
New York' (20th), divided with
'Devil's Pipeline' (U) and 'Lone
Rider' (Ind). v v

I Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Flight Destiny' (WB). Mild $4,000.

Last week, 'Liberty' (M-G), okay
$4,000. • ..'

.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40^50)—
'Buck Privates' (U);- Dull $2,500.

Last week, .'Sierra' CWB) (2d run)
$3,000, slow.

Lyrio (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)^
'Back Street* (U>. : Third week on
main stem. Slow $2,400. Last week,
'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO) (3d
run), okay $3,000.
. Palace (RKO)

. (2i600; 33-40-50)—
'Strawberry Blonde' (WB). Swell
$13,000. . Last week,' 'Come Live*.

(M-G), sagged in last -half to $8,500,
n.s.g.

•

Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)—
'Blondie Latin' (COD and Black-
stone's magic troupe plus three acts,

including Jack Fulton, tenor, from
WLW talent staff. Hotsy-totsy $13,-
000. Last week, 'Tugboat Annie'
(WB) and 'Folies Bergere' revue,
drooped in last half to $12,000, dis-
appointing.

.-. Louisville. Feb. 25.

.'Virginia' at the Rialto is stacking

up as a forte fehtry pri the local

scene, - and with no particular ex-
ploitation, nor uppage of newspaper
ads*: is setting a pace that will' ring

up a very profitable gross. 'Buck
Privates' caught a heavy play, prov-

ing a. timely film and bringing plenty

of soldier . patrons from Fort Knox
and Bowman Field into the Strand.

Weather is favorable for; film 'at-

tendance—no cold, $now or sleet-
but Sunday's (23) sunny warm air

lured localites to the outdoors in
pretty large numbers;

Estimates forThis Week. ••

Brown (Loew's - Fourth Avenue)
(1,400; .15-30-40)—'Mr. . and Mrs.
Smith' (RKO) and 'Play Girl'

(RKO). Moved over lrom the Rialto

for second sesh. Indications are for

allright $2,100. Last week, 'Back
Street' (U) and Ta Zonga' (U), reg-

istered medium $1,600, :

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)

—'Tin Pan Alley* .
(20th) and 'Red

Hair' (WB). Holding up very nicely

to indicated $1,600. . Last week, 'Vig-

ilantes' (U) and 'Find Out' (RKO),
average $1,500.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,200; 15-

30-40)—"Thing Called Love' (Col)

and 'Before I Hang' (Col). Not any
particular hefty b.o. attention di-

rected toward this pair, and prob-

able $6,500 is mild. Last week. 'Son.

Cristo' (UA) and ..
'Escape Glory'

(Col), okay $7,000.

Marv Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40) — 'Strawberry Blonde'
(WB) (2d wk.). Lightweight $2,700

on the h.o. Last week, splendid

$5,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15-

30-40)—'Virginia' (Par) and •Behind
News' (Rep) . Heading house :toward
swell $9,000. Last week, . 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith' (RKO) and 'Play Girl'

(RKO) paced the town for fine $8,-

500 and moveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue). (1.400; 15-

30-40)—'Buck Privates' (U) and
Dark Streets Cairo' (U).. Abbott
and Costello clicking In great style

currently. Pic had a sneak preview
about two weeks ago, and Is bring-

ing *em in on current showing at a

profitable rate. Plenty of patronage

from soldiers stationed at Fort Knox
ancLnearby Bowman Field, and some
exploitation has been production of

results. Pace holding at steady rate,

and looks to cop excellent $3,700.

Last week. 'Scarface' (UA) and 'Sky

Devils' (UA) (re-Issues), fine $4,000.

One Mpls. Vaudfifaner Folds; Other,

•KITTY' 10G, MONTREAL

Pre-Lent BioWoff Up*. B.O.—'PhUIy'
O. $7,000

•

Montreal, Feb. 25. .

'Kitty Foyle' packing them in at

Palace and setting : a. strong pace, to-

ward very good ,'$10,000, while
'Philadelphia :. Story' hold-over is.

good for a handsome $7,000 .at

Loew's; 'Virginia' at Capitol is an-
other -good gross-getter, with nice
$6,500 in sight.

' Last week before Lent should Bee;

• nifty turrt-over for rriain stems.

'

• Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Kitty; Foyle' (RKO). Packing a
$10,000 punch at this house, very
good. Last week, Thing Called Love'
(Col) repeated for good $6,500.' ,

.'

.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-r55)—
'Virginia' (Par) and 'Keeping Com-
pany', (M-G), Very nice $6,900. in
sight. . Last week, 'Chad Hanna'
(20th) and 'Great Profile' (20th),
good $5,500.
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 30-40-60)—

'Philadelphia' (M-G) (2d wk). Nifty
$7,000, after smash $13,500 last week;

; Princess . (CT) (2,300: 25-34-50)—
•Dulcy" (M^G) and 'Gallant Sons*.:

(M-G). Middling $3,200 in sight.

Last week, 'East River* (WB) arid
•Always Bride' (WB), weak $2,700.
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100: 25-40-50 )-r-

•Kit Carson' (UA) and 'Get Girl'
(Emp). Iriiproved take likely at
$3,300. Last week, 'Bank Dick' (U)
and 'Give Wings' (U), mediocre
$2,200. .

Cinema de Paris (France-Film

)

(600; 25-50)— •L'Homme de; Niger*
(3d wk). Holding well fpr probable
$1,300 after good $1,400 last week.
, St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
25-34) — 'Derniere Jeunesse'. and
•Famine de mes Reves.' - Good $5,500:
Last week, 'Tourblllioh de Paris'- and
'Rol des Gangsters,' nice $5,800.

'ARIZ.' 22G, B'KLYN

Thilly' H. 6. Slick $19t000-^-'Va.*
: 2d Neat 15G

'•

Brooklyn. Feb. 25,

•Arizona' and 'Life with Henry*-**
Fabian - Paramount getting ' lion's

share of the downtown sector biz

this stanza. Second week of 'PhiT-

adelphia Story' and 'Gallant Sons'

at Loew's Metropolitan next in line.

Fabian Fox also in the chips, dis-

playing 'Virginia' and Blackout' sec-

ond, week. RKO Albee fair with
'Western Union' and .'Madame La
Zonga.'

Estimates for This Week
' Albee (RKO) (3,274: 25-35-50)^-

•Western Union'.. (20th) and- 'La

Zonga' (U).
' Okay . $17,500. Last

, wjeek 'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) arid 'Saint

'Blonde' a Berry In

Bafto at $16,000;

Smfth'-Yaude 14G

;
Baltirinore, Feb. 25,

Good product lineup helping here.
'Strawberry Bloride,' at the Stanley;
and 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith,' at the
combo Hipp,- are leadirig the way,;
with the fbrrher grabbing off : an
edge; on

.
capacity a rid more frequent

playing. Second helpings of 'Phila-
delphia

;
Stpry,'- at; Loew's Century,

and 'Western . Union; 1

:, at .
the, Ne^

holdirig .very .consistently. Sure-
seater Little, broke its own arid

town's record for consecutive, play-
ing by pushing 'Night Train' into
13th week. •

/'-: v :

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; .;15<

28-44) — 'Philadelphia' (M-G) (2d
wk). Holding excellent pace to indi-

cated .$11,000. after, chalking up a
rousing $16,600 on first try.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.205:

15-28-39-44-55-66) — 'Mr. arid Mrs:
Sihith* (RKO) plus vaude. Clicking
in: strong fashiori. with nice $14,000
.looked for; Last week,-. 'Play, Girl'

(CoT) - leaning :

; heavily on- p.a. of

Ralph Edwards and his 'Truth or
Consequences' from radio, garriered

a fairlv steady $11,200. -•
'

- Keith's (Schnhberger) (2.406: 15-

28-33-39-44)—'You're the One ( (Par).
Getting some daytime action on

DURBW'S HICE GIRL'

OK $5,700 IN MEMPHIS

Memphis, Feb. 25.

Snow, rarity in Dixie, -put the

frost on the boxoffices midway of

last week and Is doing an h.o. this

stanza. Prior' week's good beginners

sagged badly under cold, weather

punches.
Only money , show In town is

Deanna Durbjn's 'Nice Girl' at
MalcO. 'So Ends Our Nighf runs
second at Loew's-Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's State (Loew ) (2,600' 10-33

44)—'Road Show* (UA), four days,
and 'Sairit Palm Springs' (RKO),
two days. Pair together might g^rab

dubious $2,500. Last week, 'Smiths'
(RKO), $6,000. good.
Warner (Warner) (2,300; 10-33-44)

-rr'Night Tropics' (U). Strong; bally
by Howard Waugh. may propel this

weakie -to rR000. Last week, 'Flight
Destiny' (WB). $2,700, poor, .

'

New. Malco . (Lightmari) (2.800; 10-
33-44)—'Nice Girl* (U). Deanna
well-liked here, but Wintry gales
holding to moderately good $5,700.

Last week. 'Back Street* (U), $5,000,
disfippointin^;'

.

• Loew'ji Palaee (Loew) (2,200: 10
33-44)—'So Ends. Night' (UA). • Good
.notices wit.h raves for newcomer
Glenn Ford might keep prodding
this one ahead to $4.300; Last week,
'Mary Dugan' (M-G),. $3,000. weak.

' Sirand (Llghtman) • (1,000: 10-22
33)_'Love Neighbor' (Par) (2d run)
and • 'Moet Boston Blackie! (Col)
split. .Should ; get modest $1,600
Last woek. 'Tin Pan Alley' (20th)
(?.d - nm V. thr^p days; 'Long Voyage

strength b£ shopping di<;ti
-

ict location. \ Home' iUA), '2d run), two days; and
Might reach fair $5,000. Last wecki I'Old iColorftdoV (Par),, two days;
second of -Back

.
Street'- (U) ,added SI.700: okay, ,

:

INDPLS. MILD

.. Indianapolis, Feb. 25.

Total amount of currency . this
week is thin, with no outside attra'c

tion9 as alibis;: 'Philadelphia Story,'
dualled.with 'Gallant Sons' at LpcW's
in its second week, . is holding up
strong; Indiana is steady with 'Straw-
berry Blonde' and 'Convoy,' but take
isn't up- to . expectations. 'Virginia'
coupled with 'Let !s Make Music' at
Circle is only fair.

Lyric, giving all the stage billing
to John Kirby orchestra with Max-
ine Sullivan, plus 'Road Show' on
the screen is in the black/ but not
far enough to give the management
any. surtax worries.

. Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600 25-30

40)—'Virginia* (Par) and 'Make
Music* (RKO). Fair $5;800. Last
week 'You're the One* (RKO) and
'Little Men* (RKO). weak $5,200.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30

40)—'Strawberry Blonde' (WB) and
'Convoy' (RKO). .First pic helped
by national display ads and good
notices, but under expectations at
$7,500. Last week 'Western Union'
(20th) and . 'Golden Hoofs' (20th),
okay $8,000. .

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400: 25-30-40)
—'Philadelphia Story' (M-G) and
'Gallant Sons' (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$6,200. Last week very good $12,100.
Lyrio (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—

•Road Show' (UA) and John Kirby
orchestra with Maxine Sullivan
heading vaude. Fair $8,000; Last
week Tall, Dark', (20th) arid vaude,
not so good $7,200. .: .

'GONE' BREEZY $16,000,

PORT.;W $8,000, OK

. . ; ^Portland, Ore;, ;Feb; 25; .

'Gone With the Wind,' playing at
pop prices at the Broadway, is the
week's big winner, ramming through
with a great $16,000. 'Western Union'
next in line : With about half that
figure. •

. Estimates for This Week .

. Broadway . (Parker ). (2,000; 45-55
—'Gone' (M-G). Return at popula.
prices looks like a winner, artd will
get great $16,000. Last week. (35-40-
50), 'Philadelphia' (M-G) (2d iwk)
held up to a very agreeable $6,800
and moved to the Mayfair;
. Mayfair (Parker-E.vergreen) (1.50iS
35-4Q-50) — 'Philadelphia' (M-G")
M.o. from Broadway . for. a third
week, and in line for good $4,500
Last week. : 'Back Street' , (U) - and
'LaZoriga' (U) (2d wk), okay $3,000
Or ph e u m (Harririck-Evergreen]

(1,800: 35-40-50)—'Victory^ (Par ) and
JRomance Rio Grande' (20th) . with
vaude. Nice. : $5,500. Last ; week,
'Honeymoon Three' (WB) and 'Little
Men' (RKO) 'with vaude,- good
enough $5,000.

.

Paramount • (IT°>T!ii}ck-Evergreen)

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.. :

Continuation of adverse \\veaihef-

\

:

conditions has box offices groggy.

The elements started .: their ' dirty
;

:

work a week ago and -five-day

stretch of 20 below, zero tempera-
tures cost: the loop ' showhouses an
estimated $18,000 the previous seyeh
days. •::'

Sudden closing of the
' 4.000-seat

Minnesota last Thursday has ended
the stage-show war,' leavinig the Or-
pheum victorious and in .sole: pos'-
session bt the vaiidfilm field. With
Clyde McCoy's 'orchestra heading its
stage array, and 'High Sierra* on the
screen, the Morjt H. Singer lioiise
boasts the strongest downtown box
office ammunition and once more
will come through with, the • town's
top gross. The Minnesota, prior- to .v

its fadeout, had Louis Armstrpng an-
nounced as its stage attraction.

'Virginia,'.,at the State, heads the •

none too impressive list of- new.
comer films. Others include 'Honey,
moon for. Three' . and 'Flight for
Destiny,'- Gopher and World offer-
ings, respectively. 'this Thing
Called Love,' exhibiting a consider-
able box office wallop, has moved
over, frorh the State to the Century
for a second :' week. . It's the . town's
only holdover. ,

1

.

Stock burlesque gels .under \v'ay
Friday

. (28) at the Alvin, with: Ann-
Corio .as guest star, under the spbn.
sorship of Jthe veterans, Harry Hir5ch
and Harry Katz.

; Estimates for This Week .

Aster (ParrSinger) (900: 15r2Ri—
'LiU Abher* (RKO) and 'Charter Pi-
lot'. (20th); dual first runs. Looks
like satisfactory $1;600. 'Face Be-
hind Mask' CCol) and 'Make Music'
(RKO), also dual first runs, open
Thursday (27). Last week. 'San
Francisco Docks' (U) and 'Youth
Served' (20th), dual first runs, -split
with 'Lucky Devils' (U) arid 'Where
Get Girl' (U), also dual first runs,
light $1^00. .

Century (Par-Singer) (1.600: 28-
39-44)—'Thing Called Love* < Col) -.

(2d week). Moved here from State
where it did a .big first week despite
heavy weather handicap. Should
reach good $5,000. Last week. 'Santa .

Fe' .(WB) (2d wk), mild $3,000.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (996; 28)—

'Honeymoon .Three* (WB)! Well
spotted in this house catering to the
younger folks. May, reach okay
$3,000. Last week, 'Vigilantes'.
(U), $2,600, satisfactory considering
weather.
Minnesota (Middle States) (4.000;

28-39)—Last week, Drums Desert'
(Mono) and vaude, including Merry
Macs. This spelled finis after an un-
profitable seven-week operation;
The murderous weather gave the
knockout blqw. Ended with bad
$4,400, the frigid blasts probably
clipping the gross to the extent of.

$2,000. HpUse goes back, to trustees
in bankruptcy, and probably will
wind up. being converted into a
garage or being torn down for park-
ling lot to save taxes.
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2.800: 28-

44-55)—'Sierra' (WB) and Clyde Mc-
Coy orchestra heading stage show.
Another tip-top entertainment buy,
taking- its place with the succession
of amusement bargains at this house.
May reach fine $12,500. Last week,
'Chad Hahna' (20th) and Earl Car-
roll's 'Vanities' on stage, seefned
headed for. $18,000 and undoubtedly
would have gone at \ least $6,000
higher than disappointing- $12,500,
except for brutal weather break. .

.
State (Par-Singer) (2,300: 28-39-

44)—'Virginia* (Par). Mildly re-
ceived by critics and - customers.
Will be lucky to get good $7,000.
Last Week.; 'Thing Called Love'
(Col), $7,1000, fine, considering the
weather. .

'
.

-

Uptown
. (Par), . (L200: 28-391—

•Arizonia' (Col). First neighborhood
showing.. Looks like okay $2,500.
Last week, 'Comrade X' (M-G), fust
riabe

.
showing, $2,200, all that could

be expected In view pf wintry bl asts.

World. (Par-Singer-Steffes) .1350;

28-39-44-55)—THght Destiny' (WB)'.;
Very nice $3,000 indicated. Last
week, 'Long Voyage* (UA) (3d wk),
$900, mild. •

Don't Look Up Now i.

Hollywood, Feb./25;
'

. Bela Lugosi goes astral iri his next
chiller, 'Murder -By the Stars,'; to be
produced by Sam Katzman for Mon-
ogram release. :;*"

/
. .Spooking starts March 23. . with Al

Martin writingVthe gobse-fiesh script.

(3,000; 35-40-50)— 'Western ^ Union'
(20th) : and -'Saint Palih: Springs
:(RKO). Strong $8,000, Laf=t . week,
'Kitty Foyle' (RKO) and. 'Too Many
GirW (RKO), fell off in second week
to fair $4,400.
United Artists '(Parker) (1.000: 35-

40-50)—'Strawberry. Blonde' (WB)
(2d wk) and 'Hit Parade' 'Ri'P/'

Holding up well in second round .to

satisfactory $4,800. First week, with

'East River' (WB), strong $5,300.
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Philly OK; Haygirl -Noble Wfc
i,800, 'Bishop $14,000

Philadelphia, Feb/. 25.

(Best Exploitation: Boyd) .=

Heavy biz over Washington's

Birthday weekend k helping[
to build

uo current grosses Asprte bitter cold
"£11 and intermittent snow and

slush. Newcomers are showing

Kith.' though there's nothing

standout compared with the con-

tiriued potent biz chalked up by
: holdovers, 'Fantasia,' /PhUadelphia
Story' and the : hardy perennial,

•Gone Witih the Wind/ _ ;
.

Best of the new pix are Tlight

Command.'. 'Playglrl
f

plus; a stage

how. and 'Cheers for Misa Bishop.'

. Latter is backed by hefty pro-

motion capped by the sending of de-

scriptive folders to 7,000 teachers Jn

the Philly public and private school

systems, as well as special screenings

lor heads of Parent-Teacher groups

and educators.

Estimates for Thto Week
AMIne (WB) (1,303; 86-$1.14-$1.71)

—'Fantasia* (Disney) (2d wk). Slav
nine slightly after preem, but will

still net a solid $17,000. Opener a
hefty $18,500. .

•

Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35,46-57)

—Tall, Dark' (20th) (2d run). Dis-r

ppointing in view of rave notices

and :heavy biz in first run showing.

Will barely -hit $2,800. La$t week,
revival of. 'Rebecca' (UA) fared.

• worse, with poor $2,400. -

-

Boyd (WB) (2.560: 35-46-57-68)—

•Cheers Bishop* (UA). Rated kudos
from the crix. and will grab satis,

factory $14,000. Last week. 'Victory*

(Par), a disappointing $11,200, and
first picture in many months not to

rate a hip. at this deluxer. •

Earle (WB) (2,350: 35-46-57-68.)—

—iPlaygirl* (RKO) with Ray Noble
band on stage; Banging out zippy
$22,500. plenty on the black side.

Last week. 'Honeymoon Three' (WB)
and Johnny Davis band garnered
okay $19,800.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—

Thing Called Love* (Col) (2d wk)
and 'Xmas Under Fire' short. Still

showing strength in h o. with $13500.
Opener good for a punchy $18,700;

Karltbn (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)

—'Philadelphia* (M-G) (2d run) (2d
wk). Still powerful $7,800 after:

seven weeks downtown. Last week,
.bright $8,000.

Keith's (WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)--

•Gone' (M-G) (2d run). Moved over
. from Stanley after four sock weeks;
and still luring in the customers for

a bang-up $6,000: Last week, 'Sierra'

(WB) (2d run), n.s.h. $3,500.
4

Stanley (WB) (2.916: 35-46-57-68):

—'Flight Command' (M-G). Good
; exploitation on this one building it.

up to a nice $15,800. Not in same
. class, however; with zirigy $17,800 for

fourth week of 'Gone' (MrG) last

sesh. 'Virginia' (Par) preems here
"tomorrow (Wed.).

Stanton (WB) (1,457: 35-46-57)—
•Mad Doctor' (Par). Chiller snagging

. an okay $5,800. Last week. 'Convoy'

,
(RKO), a sleeper with $6,800.

1L' GRABS MOST OF

LINCOLN CASH, HOW
Lincoln, NeW, Feb. 25.

Pic patronage likes 'Virginia* over
everything else this week. Film will

Eab what little coin is floating

isely hereabouts, and there'll be
relatively slim pickings 'for all the
others,
Lincoln, with 'Back Street,* is def-

. lnltely back-seat. ' House is seeing
itself thfough its third straight bad
week, and is hoping for a change
in the cash outlook with 'Western
Union,', which' is coming mid-week.

. Estimates for This Week
Colonial . (Monroe-Noble-Federer)

(750; 10-15)—'Libel' (RKO) and
'Trail Blazers' (Rep), split with
'Can't Fool Wife' (RKO) and 'Ridin
Rainbow* (Rep). Autry last half is

bootstrap hoister toward $1,000, good.
Last week,

. 'Thundering Frontier'
(Col) and, 'Curtain Call' (RKO),
split with 'Isle Destiny* (Col) : and
•Double Trouble* (RKO)', fair $800.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503

10-25-40.)—'"Back Street* (U). Word-
of-mouth comment crimping to $2,-

' 800. n.s.g. Last week, 'Buck Privates'
(U). a weakie at $2,500.
.^Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,

.
.236; 10-20-25)^'Get Girl* (U) and
Haunted Honeymoon' (M-G). - Nice

•tt.lOO. Last week; 'Invisible Woman
(U) and. 'Ride, Kelly! (20th), very
nice $2,300. -\\

.. Stuart (J. H.: Cooper-Par) (1,884
..'.. 10-25-40)—'Virginia' (Par). . Best in

town here, around swell $4,000 ex*
Peered. Last week, 'Gone' (M-G)
(2d. wk), good $3,700.

. ,
Variety. (Noble-Federer) (1,100

^0-20r25)—'Housekeeper's Daughter
,(UA) and .'Petticoat Politics* (Rep)
So-so $1,800. Last week, .Devil Com-
;tnands'. :(Col) arid 'Phantom China-
town /Mono), split with 'Make Mu
sic (RKO ) and - 'Crooked - Road
(Rep), fair $1,800.

»K\l\
sitY (Noble-Federer) (1,100; 10-

,
«-40)-'Ends Night* (UA). About
•2.800: is all that can be hoped for.

H?'
1 week, 'Sierra' (WB), no heft

either, $2,400. .

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . , $1,778,500
(Based on 25 cities, 175 thea-

tres, chiefly ,f,rtt twit, including
If, Y.).

1

Total Gross Sana Week
Last Year ... $z,«96,3M

(Based on 25 cities, 175 theatres) .

Boston, Feb. 25.

•Philadelphia Story* is an SRO
sockeroo at the Orpheum' and State
this week, and Is certainly pointing
to a hol.doyer._, •Hudson's/ Bay' is

holding for .a second stanza at the
Memorial;; and 'Virginia' is string
at the Met because of the hometown
angle involving Stirling Hayden, one
of the featured players.
Hayden was wined, dined and

toasted for about a week in and
around. Boston . before.; 'Virginia'

opened; and he la also making per-
sonal appearances at the Met for
three days during the run of the
film. / :.

Holiday scales prevailed over the
weekend, and . fair ' weather kept the
b.o. cashiers busy.

. Estimates for' This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 33-44-55-65)

—'La Zonga* (U) and Beni Bernie oh
stage, four days; and Hoosier
Schoolboy' (Mono) (re-issue) and
Old Colorado' (Par) (1st run), dbu
Die, three days. Aiming at $12,000,

good. Last, week, 'Dead - Man's
Shoes' (Mono) and 'Ridin' Rainbow'
(Rep); with, stage show, four days;
and 'Arizopa' (Col) and 'Angels
Broadway' (Col>(both 2d' run), dual,
three days, $8,000, satisfactory:
Fenway. (M&P) (1,332; 28-39-44

55)—'Western Union' (20th) and
Black Parrot' (WB) (both 2d run).
Heading for good $6,000. Last week.
'Mad Doctor'. (Par) and, 'Jennie'

(20th). so-so $4,500. .

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.907; 28
39-44-55)—'Hudson's Bay': (20th) and
'Invisible Woman' (U). Holdover
promising very okay $14,000. First

week, hefty $19,000.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,014: 75-$1.10-

$1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney) (5th wk)
Showing good sustaining pull, and
will .take about $13,500 this stanza.

Fourth week, /also capacity. $15,000.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-39-
44-55)—'Virginia' (Par) and 'Ride,
Kelly' (20th). with personal appear
ances by Stirling Hayden. three days
Will probably go to" $2.0,000. very
good; Last week, 'Buck Privates'

(U) and 'Wild Man Borneo' (M-G),
$13,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44-

55)—'Philadelphia' (M-G) and 'Road
Show* (UA). Going the limit for

this scale around; $25,000, and hold-
over. It has been filled and refill here
since the opening (20). Last week.
Thing Called Love' (Col) and 'No-
body's Children' (Col), five-day

holdover, okay, $12,300.

Paramount (M&P) (1,797: 28-39-

44-55)—'Western Union' (20th). and
'Black .Parrot' (WB). (both 2d run).

Indicating good $8,000. Last week;
'Mad Doctor* (Par) arid 'Jennie'

(20th)." $6,000. off,

Scollav (M&P)
.
(2.538; 28-39-44-50).

—'Sierra' (WB)- and 'Honeymoon
Three' (WB) (both 2d run), Okay
$4,500, Last week, 'Victory' (Par)

and 'Henry' (Par) (both: 2d run).

$3,500.
'-

- :,
••

State (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55).—

•Philadelphia' <MTG) and 'Road

Show* (UA) . Shooting for $18,000.

smash; Last week, 'Thing Calfc*
Love*- (Col) and 'Nobody's ChildrWI'

(Col); holdover for five days, ade-

quate $8,800;

^VIRGINIA' $9,000 TOPS

OMAHA; 'STREET'

Make Music*. Is pretty good with
$3,500.

"': ..'

Estimates for This Week
Omaha (Tristates) (2-000; 10-30-40)—'Virginia' (Par) and 'South Suez'

(WB). Okay $9,000. Last week.
'Come. Liye* (M-G) and 'Reuters'
(WB), only fair $8,300. .

.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30-
40)—'Back. Street' (U) and 'Night
Train* (20th).- Satisfactory $8,500.
Last week, 'Victory' (Par ) and 'Bank
Dick' (U), $3,500, so slow that pro-
gram was yanked two days early.
'Victory' mainly to blamei
Brandels (Mort Singer ) .

(1,500'; 10-
25-35-40)— 'Santa Fe" (WB) and
'Make Music'- (RKO) (2d :wk). Good
for $3,500, still .: pretty nifty. Last
week, big $6,000.

Slate (Goldberg) . (900; 10-20-25)—
'Kitty Foyle* (RKO) arid 'Nellie
Kelly* (M-G). split with 'Mummy's

.

Hand' "(U), 'Nobody's Children* (Col >
and 'Sandy Man'; (U ). Nice $900 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Westerner' (UA)
and 'Nanette' (RKO), • split with
'Petticoat Politics' (Rep), "Argentine
Nights' (U) and 'Kildare's Crisis*

(M-G), fair $800. .

: Town • (Goldberg) — 'Fargo Kid'
(RKO), 'Argentine Nights'. (U).
'Ellery Queen' (Col), triple, split

with 'Husbands Work' (Rep), 'Old
Monterey* . (Rep), and 'Argentine
Way* (20th), 'Devil's Marksman*
(Rep); Pretty fair $1,000. Last week,
'Men Texas' (Par), 'Congo Maisie'
(M-G) and 'Yesterday's. Heroes'
(20th), triple, split with 'Colorado
Sunset* (Rep). 'Tell No Tales' (M-G )

arid- . 'Northwest Mounted' (Par),
single featured, fair $800.

Avenue-Milltary-Dundee (Gold-
berg) (950; 300; 600; 25)—'Kitty
Foyle' (RKO) and 'Nellie Kelly'
(M-G), split with 'Our Town'. (UA),
'Sandy Man* ;(U) and 'Melody Ranch*
(Rep). Pretty good $1,100. Last
week, •Nanette' (RKO), 'Kildare's

Crisis' (M-G ) and 'Mummy'* Hand*
(U), split with 'Petticoat Politics'

(Rep), 'Argentine Nights' (U) and
'Slightly Tempted' (U), okay $1,000.

'VIRGINIA' 18G,

H.0/1

End of LA. Rains Spells Biz;

2d Lofty 18G

Broadway Grosses

Estimated ; Total Gross
This Week....; .... . ..$380,260

(Based on. 13 theatres)- .

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear .. *. '$416,300

. (Based on.12. thecLtt.es)

. Omaba, Feb. 25.

-'Virginia' arid 'South' of Suez*; are

topping the town this week at the

Omaha, The Orpheum. will ..reach

$8,500 with 'Back Street* and 'Night

Train' which; while it is nothing to

get excited about for this house, is a

whole lot better than -
last week's,

gross of little better than. $6,500 with
'Victory* and 'Bank Dick.' The show-
ing of this dual was so much lower
than expected that the pix were
yanked two days ahead of time.

.

The Brandeis with the. second

week ot. 'Santa. Fe Trail* and 'Let's
i
fair $9,00.0.

Detroit, Feb. 28.

' Strength of the picture biz here

is reflected this week by tho fact

that all films, with one exception, are

holdovers. Only the Michigan, of

the. six houses now handling first-

run_stuff, comes up with a fresh bill.

Fox, after, sliding up to a huge

$22,000 last week.with Its new policy

of double-bills In the afternoon and

a solo on Its chief feature at night,

stretches to two weeks" 'Western
Union* and the parttime 'Bloridie

Goes Latin.* United Artists, starting

off its pic bill at the unholy hour of

8 a.m., landed clbse to the same fig

ure with the return of 'Gone.'

Adams Is carrying 'Back Street'

a second week, after one earlier at

the Fox, which Is three weeks down-
town for this one. Palms-State gives

ah added week to 'Kitty Foyle,'

moved from the Michigan, for a third

week on this one. Both these houses
use their, new policy of adding a dif-

ferent picture each. week, the Adams
freshening up its bill with 'Meet the
Chump,' while, the Palms took over
'High Sierra' from the Michigan.

,

Wilson is now back again in the

local scene with 'Fantasia,*- which
brought all the town's crix and coir

umnists to clash, and is running. fair,

with indications of added strength
because of the controversy.
Michigan alone has a new bill arid

should take -the leadership with its

offering of 'Virginia' and 'You're the

One,' although it may. get a chal-
lenge from some second weekers.

Estimates for. This Week
Adams. (Balaban).. (1,700; 30-40-55)

—'Back Street' (U) (2d wk) and
'Meet Chump' (U). Looks to hold up
to a good $5;500 after a. choice $7,000

last week, when 'Back Street' was
paired with 'Ride, Kelly' (20th). .

Fox 1 (Fox-Michigan)- (5,000; 30-40-

55 )
4Western . Union' . (20th) . and

'Blondie Latin' (Col) (2d wk).. Should
continue with a strong $16,000, after

gleaning a hefty $22,000 last week.
. .Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;'

30-40-55):— 'Virginia' -, (Par) " and
'You're the .One' (par). Moving
briskly ,w!ith a 'nice $18,000 in pros-

pect. Last week, 'Sierra' (WB) and
'Nanette' (RKO). fair $16.000.

:

..

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3:-

000; 30-40-55)—'Kitty Foyle' (RKO

)

and 'Sierra' (WB) (2d wk). Second
picture moved over after week at

Michigan to catcb house's blood-a.nd-

thunder following. May hold up to

last week's big $9,000. Last week,
'Kitty' and 'Phantom ..Chinatown'

(Mono) were the entries.

. United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 40c ..to 4 p.m.; - 55c evenings;

40c to noon Sundays)—'Gone' (M-G

)

(2d Wk).. Looking for a choice $18,-

000 back of first week's $21,000.

Wilson . (2,000; weekday ..mats 75c

and $1.10; week-end mats and nights,

$1.10 arid $1.65)—'Fantasia' (Disney);

Looks like unimportant $12,500 for

the first full week. Last week on

nine, performances xarne out with

Buffalo, Feb. 25.

Against the most brutal kind of
opposition" from the weather and
from competing, forrhs of entertain- ;

ment, the ticket boxes at Buff pix
parlors are continuing to chop away
merrily and in plenty

;
profitable

fashion/. ••
V-'-

Considering the fact that .during
the week the Ice Follies showed to
around ^ 50,000 "persons ih five days,

.

arid that in /addition- the town's,
amusement foster included a legiti-

mate show, at least four concerts,
half a dozen indoor sports events,
little theatre productions nightly and
sejrd-public—balls and benefit func-
tions no end. the brisk velocity ex-
hibited by the picture b:o.'s is little

short of remarkable. ,

.•Virginia,' dualed at the Buffalo;
is . running, close to last week's
staunch Calloway numerals while
'Hudson's Bay' and 'Tall, Dark and
Handsome' will hit another sweet
money mark at the Hipp.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55) —

'Virginia' (Par) arid 'Henry* (Par).
Business continues in upper reaches.
Probably around dandy $15,000.
Last week, 'Road Show' (UA) and
Cab Calloway on stage, rode to over
$16,000, lofty.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)— 'Hudson's Bay' (20th) and 'Tall,

Dark' (20th ).. Maintaining powerful
pace for around $9,500, Last Week,
•Son Cristo' (UA) and 'Blackout'
(UA), solid $9,800.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100: 30-45)— 'Son

Cristo* (UA) and 'Blackout' (UA)
(2d. rim.). . Slowing down, but should
see fair enough $6,000. Last week,
'Ends Night* (UA) and, -.'Maisie'

(M-G) (2d run), okay $5,600.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)

—-Back Street* (U) and 'Meet.
Chump* (U) (2d wk); Holdover
rubber good enough at $5,500. Last
week, fast clip brought staunch
numerals at around $11,000.

• 20th Century (Dipson) (3,000: 30-
40)—'Aunt Maggie' (Rep) and Sing-
ers Midgets on stage, split with
'Little Men' (RKO) and rBarnyard
Follies' (Rep). Another split-week
passable $5,500. Last week; 'South
Suez' (Par) and 'Remedy Riches'
(RKO), under $4,000, nj.g.

'GONE' HO. 11G PACES

SEATTLE;W $8,000

. Seattle, Feb. 20.

Defense spending Is beginning to
reach a high: tempo, but there's still

mote to come. Since . Seattle is one
of the nation's key defense points,
coin will be scattered around plen-
tifully, both how and in the future.

'Gone,' in its second stanza at the.

Paramount, still leads the town with
a resounding. $11,00.0. 'Virginia' is
next with $8,000 to' its credit: Grosses
all

.
along, the. line, however, ;are

sturdy, and there's nothing to ebrri-

plain about.
: .'Sneak' previews' are getting to be
the style here, with one pulled for
'Virginia.'.. The Orpheum has. had
two of 'em, arid this type Of exploi-
tation seems to stimulate interest.

: Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 30-40-50)—'Come Live* (M-G-).
Mbved over froni the Fifth: for a sedr

ond week, , arid getting : a moderate
$1;800. Last week- 'Mr. and Mrs,
Smith* (RKO,) .arid 'Little Men'
(RKO) (2d. wk), $2,200, fair. ..

Coliseum (Harhrick - Evergreen)
(1;900; 21-35 )-^'Comrade X'." (M-G)
and 'Arizona' "(Col). Dandy $3,400.

Last week 'Bagdad' (UA), 'Vigil-

antes' (U), $3,000, okay.
Fifth Avenue •. (Hamrick-Ever-

green) (2,349; 30-40-50)—'Virginia'
(Par) and 'Henry! (Pair). Big $8,000
on deck. Last-week .'Come, Live' (M-
•G), $5,300, fair.

.Liberty (JvH) (1.650; 30-40-50)—
'Thing Called Love' . (Col) (3d wk)

Los Angeles,' Feb. 25.
A break in the torrential rains

over Saturday arid Sunday helped
rriOst; of the first-runs to retrieve
sorne .of the financial weakness of
the. "early part of the week. ; Cbrise- -

quently the majority of houses- are •

showing substantial takes: .

Holdovers held their oWn
;

; with
'

the Paramount leading. the pack .at
$16,000 with 'Virginia.' Fourth
week of 'Fantasia' is heaping Up a
neat $14,200, while , the . second week
of 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' is heading
the: RKO and Pantages to a lofty
$18,000.

'Gone With the Wind' on its first

showing at pop prices is . garnering
a terrific: $19,300. Holdover, of
'Strawberry Blonde' will account for
another sweet $14,500 for the. War-
ner day-daters: :

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.5i6; 83-

$1.10-$1.65) — 'Fantasia' (Disney)
(4th wk). Running neck and neck
with previous stanzas arid another
$14,200 in sight aftor third week
brought excellent $14,500.
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034;

30-44^55-75) — 'Maisie Lady-' : (M-G

)

arid 'Mary DUgan* (M-G): . Anything,
but hot as $7,500 attests. Last week,

'

•Western Union' (20th) and 'Ride,
Kelly* (20th), good $9,400.
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 30-44^55) :

—'Strawberry Blonde' (WB) and
Father's Son' (WB) (2d wk). Fino
$7,500 anticipated. First seven days
brought excellent $9,400. .

Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44- .

55 )— Gone* (M-G). First tun at pop
prices looks, like excellent $5,800 in
the till: Lasf week, 'Cheers Bishop*

*

(UA) (5th-flrial wk), garnered.
$1,400. on six days.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 30-44)—'Re-

becca* (UA) (revival) and . 'Chal- .

lenge' (FA) (2d wk). Headed for
profitable $1,400 after first week
brought excellent $2,500.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)

—'Strawberry Blonde' . (WB) arid

Father's Son' (WB) (2d wk). Out-
drawing previous Cagney's in Holly-
wood and second stanza looks like

$7,000 after first week ended with
comfortable $9,200,
Orpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-

55)—'Ridin' Rainbow* (Rep) and
'Gallant Sons* (M-G) plus stage
show. Biz back to- normal with
about $7,500 in sight. . Last week,
with George Jessel- arid Lois An»
drews on stage/ disappointing $11,000.

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
'Mr. and Mrs. Smith* (RKO) (2d wk)
and 'Make MUsic* (RKO). On hold-
over, aided by new second feature,,
should reach $9,500. . First . stanza,
finished with very big $15,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.595; 30-44-55-

75)_'Virginia' (Par) (2d: wk) and
1

'Henry' (Par)..plus stage show, Hold-
over, with %n added feature, head-
ing for another big $16,000. Last
week, 'Virginia' solo, terrific $18,900.

RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55) —
'Mr. and Mrs. Smith' (RKO ) (2d
wk) and 'Make Music' (RKO).
Looks like $8,800 on holdover. First:

"week, very good $12;600.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2.404: 30-44-
55-75)—'Maisie Lady' (M-6) and
.'Mary Dugan' (M-G). Allright

$10,300. Last week, 'Western Union*
(20th) and 'Ride, Kelly' (20th), very
good $12,800.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;

30-44-55)— 'Gone' (M-G). Heading
for terrific $13,500 on first, week ol
downtown pop-priced run, Last
week, Tall. Dark^ (20th) and 'Girl in

News' (20th). very week $1,100.

Wllshlre (F-WC) (2.296; 30-44-55)

—'Western Union* (20th) and 'Ride,

Kelly' (20th). Doing fair on move-.,
over with : around $4,600 in si^ht.

Last week, 'Tall. Dark' (20th) and
Girl in News* (20th). so-so $3,300.

.

(850; 30-40-50)—'Philadelphia* (M-

.

G) and 'Shay'ne Detective' (20ih)

(6th wk). Closing a great run .by...

Getting a good $2,500 the last eight

ays. Last week $3,200, big. . ..

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(2,600; 30-40-50)—'Buck Private* (U)
and 'Black Parrot' (WB) (2d wk).
Big $5,700. 'Dr. I. Q.*" on stage Mon--
day night . was a help.' toward . this

figure. Last .week, sariie films; . $7,-

800, great.
Palomar (Sterling) (1;350: .20-50).

'Meet Chump' (U ) and 'Father's. Son*
(WB) plus 'Coconut Grove Rev ue*

on stage. Good $5,400. Last week
'Flight . Destiny' (WB). plus vaude;.

backed by big campaign,-' but disap-

pointed with mild $5;000.

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen).
(3,039; 40-58)-r'Gone' <M-G ) . .(2d

•wk).-: Magnificent $11,000 after ditto

$18,000 last week.
: Roosevelt (Sterling) . -(800; 30-40-
50)—'Sierra' (WB), three days ,

of

fourth week, split with 'Nellie KcHy*
- -

- Francisco Dock?(M-G) and 'San
(U) (2d run). Big $2,700. Last wcek-
'Sierra' . iWB ) <3d Wk). big $3.500. ..

. Wihter Garden (Sterling) (800: .16^

30)-^'Zorro" -. (20Lh) and • 'Letter*

HeadTng'for good $4,600." Last week, 1 <WB ). Tine $2,300. ' Last week
.
'NO

same- film., great $5,800. j.Time Comedy' ..(WB) and Here
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen) ! Comes Navy. (WB), only fair $1,900.
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HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU! //

THE BIGGEST SOCK THE SCREEN CAN GIVE!

METROSCOPE!
(new and improved successor to Audioscopix)

As usual that gang of live-wire M-G-M Shorts Specialists is thinking up new ways to fascinate

and intrigue your patrons. You got a big kick but of hearing your audiences scream and howl

at M-G-M's two previous third-dimensional Audioscopi^ shorts, action that leaps right out of

the screen! Now they've given the idea a new sock (hereafter called Metroscopix) and they've

concocted a real old-fashioned mystery meller-drammer with spooks, spiders and skeletons that

tome right at you. Get set for the greatest novelty in show business!

PETE SMITH'S

THIRD DIMENSIONALMURDER
Be first with the first Metroscopix— Book it now for MARCH 1st RELEASE
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in U^. or Si,

Pk Dearth

With distrlbs of foreign films near-

Ing the end of the supply of product

.remaining in this country, they are

looking: to three new sources to meet

the demands of the arty audiences

they have built up. These are:

• 1. Films of Broadway plays made

directly from the. legiters in: New
York with the original casts.

2. Output of refugee directors and

producers who have been forced but

of Europe and are now beginning to

get their bearings in Hollywood.

. 3. Ditto of the above, but from ex-

patriated Europeans now settling in

Latin America, particularly • Argen-

'

tina.

That's the program advanced by
Irvin Shapiro, head of World Pic-

tures. Corp., N.Y., which has been
one of the more important distribs

of foreign films, mainly French.
Shapiro . feels that his outfit and
similar ones have created a fairly

profitable and steady audience for

the arty foreign stuff and economic
motives will naturally force them to

seek .but substitutes .to maintain
what they have established.

He estimates that there are ap-
proximately" 25 other French pix
now in the United States which have
not been released, providing about
a year's supply of . product for
the distribs who own them. Most
of the distribs are adamant against
buying any others from German in
terests which now control what was
In Paris vaults or from the un
occupied portion of France, where
some pictures are now being made.

. Some Examples

World Picture chief is enthusias-
tic about the idea of filming stage
plays and is preparing to finance
producers of such pictures. What he
figures on is such a thing as 'Native
Son,* which Orson Welles is now
producing as a legiter. With a Negro
angle, it may not be for Hollywood,
yet Shapiro feels that for the arty au-
dience it would be sock, between
Welles' name and the best-selling
novel on which the play is based.

Shapiro figures on getting a' num-
ber of other shows that have failed
to create Hollywood interest because
of one angle or another which, para-
doxically, make them doubly inter-
esting to little theatre audiences.
Among examples he has in mind are
Elmer Aice's 'Flight to the West,'
which is announced to close on
Broadway Saturday (1) night, and
Clifford Odets* 'Awake and Sing/
which was on several seasons ago.
- Way Shapiro has it figured, these
could be filmed In about four days
for. from $10,000 to $15,000. Good
French films in the past have grossed
him $75,000-1100,006, so possibilities
exist for a good profit. Even the
worst French pix have brought $15.-
O00-$20,000, making Shapiro see little
chance of a loss, whfle 'Maedchen in
Uniform' did $300,000, likely to be
repeated by The Baker's Wife.'

Authors and stage producer would
have to participate on a percentage
arrangement just as they do in the:
stage production, not getting a
guaranteed fee . for film rights as
Hollywood pay* Shapiro, while
witling to advance coin, is not in-
terested in producing the films him-
self

.
He hopes to get the legit pro-

ducers to double in that Job.

Anderson's Play In lft Mm.
.
One play. Maxwell Anderson's

Journey to Jerusalem,' has already
:

P*en
.

filmed by Joseph Pollack, He
obtained only 18 mm, rights, how-
ever, aiming the play, which has a
religious Slant, for church groups.
Among exiled Europeans in Latin-

America whom Shapiro anticipates
£»1 go to work on product suitable
lor. subtitling for

, U.S. arty markets

«f«
Geza Polaty, Hungarian pro-

ducer who worked in Germany and
2PamJ 311(1 who is how. in Cuba;
•Theodore PeKle, Austrian cameramennow in Mexico; George Sklarz, Ger-

P^oduc« now in Argentina,
?nd Martinez Sierra, Spanish play-
wright now- in Argentina. He thinks
^atin.America will be more fruitfulS Hollywood for refugees, forwaue Europeans arriving on the
Jjpast are treated rather diffidently;
jney are welcomed pretty much as
big shots In S. A.

RKO's Spanish-Made

Nears Completion
Initial feature film to be made by

RKO in Spain, /El Crucero Baleares,'
ij virtually completed except for
editing arid retakes, according to
word received in, N.. Y. from the
studio in Barcelona.
RKO is undertaking the production

to. dislodge some of its distribution
coin; frozen in Spain; . It's being
turned out for around $200^000. Story
concerns the civil war in Spain,

FIRM LINKED

Buenos Aires, Feb. 25.

. Charges that Argentina Sono Film,
one of the Big Five film producers
here; Is 'subsidized by unlimited
credits granted by-thY German Em-
bassy and the Banco Germanico'
(German Bank), are made in a re-
cent issue of. the anti-Nazi weekly,
Accion Argentina.

Sheet, says that before each preem
company advertises in newspapers
and magazines of 'distinct totalitarian
tendency* and particularly 'carries
out its work in favor of the activi-
ties of the Fifth Column' through
the Pan-American Newsreel, . which
it operates. .

Shown a copy of Accion Argen-
tina's story: by Variety, officials of
Argentina Sono Film said the story
was 'so • ridiculous it was not worth
answering.' Added that they 'received
no cash from Nazi sources and that
newsreel edition singled out by
Accion Argentina spoke for itself.'

Demand is made for. a police and
municipal investigation. Paper ex-
plains that it has ^watched offices of
the company and suspects there are
certain mysterious meetings.' De-
clares money from^the German bank
is "hot just to elevate the level of
production,' but to use the company
as a pretext for pro-German Interests

carrying out orders from the German
Ministry of Press and Propaganda.
Paper has no connection with mili-

tant anti-Nazi organization of the
same name. Organization has alrnost

a million signers to anti-dictator

petitions.

UhhIob in Wartime iiMex Amusement Biz Optimistic At

Result of Ex-Presidenti Speech,

of Labor Chiefs Defeat

London, Feb. 1.

A. E. Abrahams applying for 11

cense to reopen his Scala theatre,
Charlotte street, as film spot

Contrary
. to_expectations, 'The

Dictator* will vacate the Gaumont
(Haymarket) after eight weeks . to
make room, foa 'Long Voyage Home.'
Stays full 10 weeks at the Prince of
Wales, being replaced by new Ron-
ald Frankau revue.

Adrlenne Allen's husband, Captain
William Dwight Whitney, American
lawyer, is at a military college.

Leslie Abbott, son of John Abbott,
into the Royal Air Force as Wireless:
operator.

Felix Alven, formerly with, the
foreign

' sales of Associated British
Picture Corp., is now lieutenant in
the Pioneer Corps.

Leu Berry, of the Archie Parnell
office, has joined the Home Guard*.

See Ben Henry Quitting

ATP for Col. in London
London, Feb. 25.

It now appears : likely that Ben
Henry- will leave Associated Talking
Pictures to join. Columbia a? an as-
sociate • producer- here. It was origi-
nally reported he might hook up
with 20th-Fox.

Under the deal, it is understood
Henry is taking George Formby,
British screen comedian, Whom he;

has under personal contract, with
him. ;-

Derrick de Marney, who has just
completed film short, This Is Po-
land,' is doing another on the -Polish
exiles in England.

Jessie Bond, one of .the last of the
Old Savoyards, celebrated 1 her 88th
birthday.'

Barry O'Brien, having been blasted
out of his offices, transferred his
headquarters to Maidenhead.

Stage and radio stars Betty. Astell
and Cyril Fletcher announce ap-
proaching, marriage.

CLOSING LAW

JACK SEGAL CRITICAL;

WIFE KILLED IN CRASH

Jack Segal, head of Columbia Pic-
ture's foreign exchange operations;
seriously injured in an auto accident
early Sunday (23) morning, was re-

ported slightly improved at the
Paterson (N. J.) general hospital
yesterday (Tuesday). Mrs. Anna
Segal, his wife, who was riding with
him when their auto crashed into

a tree in Glen Rock, N. J., was in-

stantly killed. They were returning
home from attending the Columbia
Pictures', annual party and ball in

N. Y., Saturday night.

Segal, who suffered a fractured
skull and numerous other injuries. Is

still In a critical condition.

Joseph McConville, Columbia .for-

eign sales chief, who was starting off

on a brief inspection tour of Latin-
American countries, planed back
from Miami (as far as he had gone
on his trip), when informed of

.
the

accident, arriving in N. Y. early
Monday.

London/ Feb. 25.

The first wedge. In what is ex-

pected will be the ultimate killing

nationally of the traditional Sunday
curfew in England was Btruck last

week when legit theatres and music
halls were permitted to open on the

Sabbath in districts where troops

and munitions workers are housed.

This gives the theatres and music

halls equal privileges with the. fllm-

eries. The curfew had been in ef-

fect for two and a half centuries.

Idea back of the movement is to

permit members of the defense serv-

ices an opportunity to enjoy them-

selves on Sunday, since during the

week they have little chance to at-

tend places of amusement. .

With, permission for stage, show
entertainment to open Sundays in

districts where defense work is be-

ing carried on, Cinematograph Ex-

hibitors Assn. proposes to make a

direct appeal to the government to.

abolish its charity tax on cinemas

opening Sundays,

This tax averages 10% of the

gross and approximates $3,000,000

annually. V Tax does not apply to

stage shows.

Mexico City, Feb. 25.

;
; Expectations of the amusement bis
for better times hi Mexico have been
stimulated by two current eventj.

One is in/ the speech of ex-President
Gen. Abelardo L. Rodriguez, who
seven years ago gave Mexico what
many believe to be the best govern-
ment she has had In recent times.

In his talk he urged 'away with
demagogies and social experiments
based upon exotic .theories,' It

. was
a speech that. is. construed as reflect-
ing the rightist policy of the hew adv.
ministration.'" Good prospects that
the : country's , labor czar, Vicente
Lombard© Toledano, will" at long

•

last step down, is the other event.

Gen. Rodriguez's statesments are
particularly pleasing to the amuse-
ment biz for, he asserted, the best
medicine for Mexico is to get to
work. To produce, to contribute
to the development of national econ-
omy, will assure our independence
and accomplish the social, cultural

.

and economic • elevation of bur peo-
ple, of our country/ he

; declared.
That requires a sane arid wholesome
orientation and the compliance with
our obligations.'

The amusement industry Is . de-
lighted at talk that is growing
stronger in labor circles, though
these circles are not much pleased
about Gen, Rodriguez's statements,
to the effect . that Lombardo Tole-
dano will be counted out at the elec-
tion of officers, high spot of the an*
nual convention of his organization,,
the Confederation of Mexican
Workers, which opens here to-
day (25).

This talk Is that Fidel Velazquez,,
the Confederation's press jagent, has
been assured the votef of most
members to make him the successor
of the Stalin henchman, Don Vicente,
who, during the many years he has
been in charge, has been linked to
many labor 'incidents' involving the
amusement and other businesses in
Mexico..

Vina Del Mar, Chilean Spa, Draws

From 6 Nations; Gambling's Big Biz

By BAT JOSEPHS
Vina del Mar, Chile, Feb. 25.

With a U. S. floor show to lure

patrons into the Casino, Vina del
Mar No. I west coast South Ameri-
can seaside spot, reports top biz this

season,, with plenty of coin being

wagered, at the tables, hotels and
nite spots crowded and crowds will-

ing to spend on entertainment
Although smaller and less modern

thin Mar del Plata, Argentina's iead-

ing seaside resort, Vina gets tremen-
dous draw from all parts of Chile,

Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia
and Argentina:.. Latter crowd makes
the long jaunt—eight hours by plane

but three days over the pampas and
the Andes—because - the rate

.
of ex -

change makes every visitor 'with a.

little folding money practically into

a millionaire. . .

'

Because of :the. California-like cli-

mate, spot gets the prettiest': girls,

fattest diplomats,' biggest biggies who
come to swim,- eat, make love and
gamble in about that order. Argen-
tines lead the foreign crowd, Peru-

vians. Ecuadorians, Colombians and
Bolivians trail along and so .. do

the Yanks. Even a Variety mugg
can command a luxury suite at the

O'Higgins, town's swankiest tavern,

for less than three bucks a day
(U. S.). That's full rate and Includes

breakfast in bed.
Plotting Hatched at Tavern

Stock gag is that half the political

plots in S. A. are hatched at the

O'Higgins (pronounced Oh-HE-gans;
he was Irish and Chile's Geo. Wash-
ington). You can't tell, but there's

plenty of talk in a dozen languages.

Head porter—onetime Berlin lawyer,
how a refugee—can rattle off six. •.

Municipality is. the showman and
sees to it that everything keeps go-

ing. What . keeps the municipality

going, however, is the Casino. And
the Casino means roulette and baca-

rat with a practically no-charge,

class cabaret to drag in the custom-
ers. Cabaret is always crowded; al-

ways loses money because prices are

set by the municipality as a tourist

lure. Gambling take is plenty, even
though general complaint is always
that Chile has. no. cash. House keeps
30%, splits 64% of that to the city

and puts the rest aside for profit and
operation.

Equivalent of the jitterbug set can:

come into the cabaret for a 9c (U« S.)

cover, order a drink for about the

same, and keep going around the

floor all evening while three bands
keep pounding out the rhythm.
Waiters never try to push up biz; no
profit in it. Music is terrific. Ameri-
can, band—or American -style band-
is led by a Hungarian who speaks no
English. It's good, though. Stick-

waver, who looks and leads like Sto-
kowski, gets the most popular U. S.

:

recordings, repeats them, almost note

for note and sounds like a waxed
copy of Dorsey or Miller.

Brazilian band, doing the samba, is

No. 2. Plenty of oompah, plenty of

long wails en the trombone. And
hot. Then comes the tango band.
Lights, usually brilliant without any
atmosphere buildup, are dimmed
only for the tango. There's no
cheek-to-cheeking, unless Americans
are around. Then everybody frowns.
Usually the Iocalites try it later; but
you're not supposed to notice.

Cabaret isn't only for the younger
set Gossip is much more intimate
than in Manhattan and while every-
thing looks .1941, what's: done and
what isn't falls into a pattern of the
U. S. around :

1910.

Other Entertainment Spots
-There are an art gallery, restau-

rant, gardens with .fountain displays

and other attractions just a few steps
from the cafe.

Outside the Casino most of the en-
tertainment spots are daytime affairs.

Filrn houses usually have but one

AL FRESCO OPERA DOES

RECORD BIZ Di B. A.

Buenos Aires, Feb. 25.

Open-air summer season of Teatro
Colon, B.A.'s municipally Operated
opera; has just passed halfway mark
of current s.eason, reporting greater
boxoffice than any time in its 10-
year history. Been drawing full,
houses of 10,000 and turning half as
many more away on every clear
night.

Smash biz has caused local press
to demand construction of new out-
door playhouse that editorialists in-
sist will be no burden on the city
budget, which usually antes up
plenty for the winter session.

WiMn Kami's $60,000

Commismm dam ts. U

Wilhelm Karol, formerly special
Paris representative of Universal.
Pictures Co., lost a point Thursday
(20), when: Justice Bernard L.
Shientag in N.- Y. suprerhe court
ordered him to be examined before
trial in connection " with his suit ;

against Universal. The trial may not
proceed until 20 days after Karol,
who is now in Havana, is examined.

Plaintiff seeks $60,000 commissions
allegedly ,due t him. for securing
$400,000 for Universal for its product
from .Giuseppe Musso of Rome. The
film company says that Karol was
paid $75 weekly plus 1,000 lira week-
ly expanses while setting the deal,

show a day ?:30 to 8:30 Lunch is at land that it deposited 43,108.addition a l
one. tea ^at 5:30 and dinner doesn t

,
lira for him in Italy in fulI sottIe.

.corrte unW ip.-,Tea spots, are very;.ment ofiruiain*..-
elegant, have dancing,, bands and
small shows. Jukeboxes are begin

-

ing to appear in many places unable
to afford bands.

Vina. carries on ah extensive ad

McConville's Tour
Joseph A. McConville, Columbia's

vertising campaign, using radio in foreign manager, is. on a month's

all the countries from which it atr i
touf by ?k °f six of the company's

tracts visitors. Also tries other lures. !
Latin American offices. -He left Frl-

Towh is about 20 minutes froml.^y (21^
Valparaiso, Chile's port, and two and i He'll visit Puerto Rico, Trinidad,
a half hours from Santiago, the Venezuela, Colombia, Panama . and.
capital. i Cuha.
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FOR LOTTERY
Ben Hecht's Stand-in on Ambler's

Novel Effects an RKO Pic Deal

Ben Hecht got himself ,,a writing

job at RKO last week as the result

of a tricky series of negotiations by

which the studio bought screen

rights to 4 novel, 'Journey Into

Fear,' published last fall. Company

paid $10,000 for the book by Eric

Ambler, British author.., ;.
:

Hecht got into the picture some

months; ago when he made; an agree-

ment with Ambler to dramatize the

hook, which also gave, him a grip on

the screen rights, That .
was several

months after the. book had been pub-

lished and it appeared to Alan Col-

lins, head of the Curtis. Brown

agency, which reps Ambler, that

there was no film interest.

Offer by Hecht to dramatize the

book, it was figured, might create

eome enthusiasm. It did, although

Hecht never actually did any writing

on it. Metro suddenly got a yen for

the property and offered $5,000. That

atirred .Paramount and RKO, Which

offered $7,500. Collins couldn't sell

it, however, without permission of

Hecht, nor could Hecht unload the un-

written dramatization without ap-

proval of Collins, a stalemate result-

ing. It dissolved with RKO's offer

of $10,000 plus a contract for Hecht

to do the writing on it.

Producer David Hempstead will

make the film, as It was his urging

Legislative Curtsy

Detroit, Feb. 25.

In appreciation for a gratia

. screening, the Michigan Legisla-

ture passed a bill. Entire mem-
bership of State's both houses
was given a special . screening

of 'Land of Liberty/.

Only way they could think of

to show gratitude was by the

House of Representatives pass-

ing HR 12, a bill they hurriedly

drew up thanking the manage-
ment of Butterifield Circuit for

the free show.

Indict Krim Bros,

for U. S. Amus. Tax

Holdouts in 3 Nabes

Detroit, Feb. 25.

Proof that the Internal '. Revenue

Bureau is prepared to take 'vigorous

action* against theatres,, night clubs,

etc^, which neglect to pay Federal

amusement taxes promptly each

month came with the indictment

here Thursday '(20) of Sol and Mac
Krim and the Stramer Theatre Corp.,

operators of three large nabes. Two
indictments, with the penalty of a

that caused RKO to buy it. Yarn is i $10,000 fine and a year imprisonment

story. The author is
j

°n each count, were returned against

m the British army.to

E
Th?

e

M«?h
5!

a™y
Th

H"
U'S

several years ago.

Serlin Too

Oscar Serlin, it is learned, has

dictment; carried eight counts, 16 in

all'.

John W. Babcock. chief assistant

been making an attempt similar to
, u. s. attorney, charged that the

Hecht's to get . a grasp on screen

rights to books which apparently

hold no interest for Hollywood and

brothers withheld more than $3,300

in taxes from the Government from
July to October last year. The thea-

can be optioned cheaply. He has 1

tres cited in the cover up on taxes

been doing it as Hecht did by seek-

ing dramatization, rights, apparently

hoping producers will become inter-i

were the Harmony, Park and Lasky.

.'We have, other places under in

vestigation.' District Attorney John
ested later via that route. It was

(

c. Lehr added, pointing out that the

In this manner he bought 'Dutch
. Government had sent out several

Vet,' book by A. Roothaert, and he
j

warnings that it would be severe on
also holds screen rights to a biog of

|
collection of the battleship money

Nijinsky, the dancer. It's reported ; and had. taken the new case as a

he has been querying about a num- means of issuing still .another , cau-

ber of others.
|
tion. In all. the Krims face a maxi-

Warner Bros, on Monday (24) paid miim running up to 32 years and

$40,000 for a new novel, 'In This Our $160,000 in fines.

Life' by Ellen Glasgow, and created — r

a storm of furore in other companies.
;

_ _ ^
Latter claimed it was the first time AODOlt and (^OStellO liO
In history that an important book
has been sold without every com-
pany at least getting a chance to look

at it. At least a half-dozen majors
hadn't seen it. Warners said it like-

wise hadn't seen the book, but
"bought it after reading the jacket

blurbs.' Sale was handled by a new-

Naval After Army Film
Universal has chnn"ed its schedule

on Bud Abbott and. Lou Costello,

comedy team whose 'Buck Privates'

is now on relensc. Instead of the

'Ride 'Em Cowboy' production

planned for.them> the two will start

comer, Stanley Young, of Harcourt,
[ work March 15 on 'They're in the

Brace, the publishers, on whom the Navy Now.' Switch is. based on the

onus was placed. j click of 'Privates.'

Court Calls Him the 'Goat*

—-Niagara Falls Ka y o e a

. Bingo as Gambling -

LEGALIZE IT IN N. Y ?

Akron, Feb. 25.
'.'

Horace Heidt's personal appear-

ance 'Pot of Gold' show ran into be-

lated publicity and court difficulties

oh the -last [day 6f his showing at the

Palace. The Heidt show offered

$100 to each person whose name was

selected On the spinning wheel and

who was in. the audience for that

particular performance. If nbt in

the audience the person was given

$5 if contacted by phone.

Akron vice squad officers arrested

John Wagner, 22, assistant manager
of the. theatre, on charge of promot-
ing a lottery, on the final day of the

showing. The theatre continued the
drawing the rest of the day .and the

following day Wagner was fined

$4.80 costs by Municipal Court
Judge Owen Roderick.

'You are nothing more than the

goat in . this case,' the judge .told

Wagner. Tell the company officials:

that under the Ohio law, this thing

was gambling and if it happens again

or if they conduct a similar per-

formance they will be treated the

same as all other gamblers who are

brought . before me,' Roderick in-

structed Wagner.
Incidentally at no performance

was the person whose' name
drawn in the audience.

was

Niagara Falls' Ban
Buffalo, Feb. 25.

All bingo in the City of Niagara

Falls is now closed, upon receipt of

an opinion from Niagara County dis^

trict attorney Marsh that it's a gam-
bling game and in violation of the

law.
Bingo has been ; flourishing at the

Falls at lodges, societies and in a

number of theatres. It is reported

that the Cataract Theatre Corp.

(Par-Hayman)v operating the Cata-

ract, Strand and Bellevue. undertook

to discontinue games and were in-

strumental in stirring up the city

and county authorities to issue the

ban./.

•Warner Bros, on the Coast last

week purchased 'Gay Sisters' by
Stephen Longstreet. . Novel is to be
published by Random Hbuse.jate this

year or early next year. Price was
$35,000, plus a fee for services of the

author on the screenplay. He wrote
'Golden Touch,' novel .which 20th-

Fox bought last year..

Metro last week paid $5,000 for

The Odor of Violets/ book by Bay
ard Kendrick

'Ride 'Em' is to be set back and be

made as the pair's fifth release.

Third, titled 'Oh Charlie,' is hearing

completion.

Legalizing Proposals

Albany, Feb. 25.

Two • proposals have been intro-

duced' by Assemblyman Max Tur-

shen, Brooklyn, which are intended

to legalize bingo games presented

under religious and charitable

offices.

Turshen also calls for an annual

license fee of $100 and a tax of 5c

I on each 50c charge.

l^MyonPolicy

Pix at 9 RM.; Others Trying It

product at tha
a rule only on
because Cleve-

land Is still primarily a Saturday
night: showdown where majority of
citizens own their own homesr eat
dinner at. 6 p.m. at latest and are in
bed at 10:30 or 11 p.m. five nights a
week. Even the niteries shut down
at 2:30 a.m., often much earlier

Ho-hum!

Philadelphia, Feb. 25. I showing their top

Philly exhibs don't think much of Hater hour, but as

the idea—tried by the RKO and Saturdays. That's

Loew's theatres in New York-^-of
playing the top feature of a dual bill

first to allow those who want to skip
the weakie to scram early. Most
of- them . claim that the -. practice
wrould force them to close their' box-
offices at 9 p.m., losing almost an
hour's biz, which sometimes is the week-nights

gravy hour of the evening.

There are no downtown houses
playing double-features here; Duals
are also rare in. key nabes. Only
house's on the twin-bill diet

nabes far down the. line;

'Samuel Milgram, official of Affili-

ated Theatres, Inc., one of the larg-"

est indie chains in this area said

the RKO-Lpew'a experiment
'screwy.'

'If we tried it here we'd be throw-
ing away an extra hour's business at
the hoxofflce,* Milgram said. 'Under
bur practice of showing the heavy
picture last we are able.Jo keep the
boxoffice open to 10 p.m. and the
extra hour might meaji the differ-

ence between profit and loss for the
night.

'Officials of the Stanley-Warner
circuit likewise were derisive of the
idea.

'You're admitting to the public
that one of your pictures is a turkey,'
said a Warner spokesman. 'By set-
ting a definite policy for the se-
quence of showing the pictures in a
twin Tbill you're educating the pub-
lic to the fact that one picture Is

good and trie other bad.'

The Warner official likewise
pointed to the loss in b.o. biz by
moving up the best picture. Warners
shows duals in about a dozen of its

60. houses here.

9 P.M. Slotting Kills

Late-Hour B.O. in Port.
Portland; Ore., Feb. 25.

A firm believer in the 'early' hour
for No. 1 films Is J. J. Parker, owner
of Portland's Broadway and United
Artists theatres. For some time past
these two houses have, run their A
pictures at 8:30 or 9 p.m. and the
b.o. has profited thereby, according
to William McCurdy, manager of the
Broadway.

.

On the other.hand, Herbert Sabot-
ka, manager of the Paramount
(Hamrick-Evergreen), reports they
tried the experiment of early show-
ings of NoM pix about two years

ago, and the trial was found want-
ing. Sabotka says that If the No. 1

film is put on at 9 p.m. the b.o. is

completely dead precisely at 9 p.m.,

whereas at the present playing of

Albany's Experiment
Albany, Feb. 25.

The Palace,. Albany's largest ttie-

are I
atre, has started an experiment with

' the so-called '9 o'clock plan,' succes—
fully. worked in a number" of . New
York picture, houses during recent
weeks. Fabian circuit management
will use it three, nights weekly,

was [.Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

I

Top feature is screened about 9 p.m
instead of 10 or' later Idea is de-
signed to please patrons who wish
to take their time in dining, see the
main feature, skip the second film,
and thus get home long before mid-
night.

.
Criticism of the very-early arrival

or very-late" departure necessary,
under Usual operating schedule has
been voiced in Albany as in other
cities.

Milwaukee Wary
. .

Milwaukee, Feb. 25;

Here as elsewhere the 9 O'clock
Plan' is being given' a trial, but
somewhat, warily. Fox Palace is the
first house to try out. the idea and
giving it plenty exploitation, but
will not carry the plan to any other
theatres until, time has proved it a
profitable policy.

In operation here for only a week,
execs assert it is too early to de-
termine what results might be ex?
pected in the long run, although tha
first trial is regarded as satisfactory.

Keegan Succeeds

flyman in Detroit;

Latter Into Par H.0.

Jack R. Keegan ha$ been brought*
into United Detroit Theatres (Par)
as successor to Eddie Hyman who
moves into the Par home ^office

March 1 as executive assistant to

Leonard Goldenson and Sam Dem-
bow, Jr., top operating theatre heads
under Barney. Balaban. Formerly In

Milwaukee with Warner-Saxe in

charge of film deals and- as theatre
supervisor,

.
Keegan is now being

broken into his new spot as operat-
ing associate to Earl J. Hudson by

Grapes,' novel by George Victor

Martin.

•Journey' Debuts Michele

Hollywood. Feb. 25.

Michele Morgan, RKO's Parisian

It's a mystery story
j star, makes her bow to American

Frozen Coin
; Continued from page 5;

With the principal -character a blind ' audiences ' 'Journey Into Fear*,

detective who does his crime-solv- , she follows this with 'Joan of Paris,'

ing via a seeing-eye dog. Metro originally intended as her debuter.

figures it as a possibility for a series.

To reach top price Of . $50,000,

*M. H. Pulhanl, Esq/.V which Metro
bought last week, will have , to- sell

200,000 copies. 'That's in addition to

Other Story Buys
Republic bought ^Newspaper Men

Are Human,' by Michael Fessier.

Herb Polesi purchased 'Quartette.'

by Howard Chester, for independent

yarn,the more than 100,000 being taken
j

pr
j
d
s

u
e
C

ph
on

Schrank sold his
by the Book of the Month Club. , 'Lazy Galahad,', to 20th-Fox.
Metro's., base payment for *he yarn Paramount acquired 'Cupid with
by J. P. Marquand is $15,000 • to Beard,* South American tale by
which is added' -approximately lTc,';.Michaet-IJris..

; .

" „.;.',•..
flmjrpri vin o aA-,^i-4ao*»^ •*«™,ni a !

Republic boueht Martin Williams

2?™* ~ comPllcated
..
fo^mV»la .

! aviation story,. 'Hell on Wings.*
for each copy sold.

| Lester Cohen sold his yarn, 'The
Peculiar situation has arisen of a ' Dam,' to Metro. , _

producer privately bidding against ! Paramount purchased The Lady
hU own company for a story prop- ,

Came to Stay
^
by. Oliver Sturm

erty., Bidders are Clarence;bSown, \

dl^b^ch^%l% *l£w to Die
producer on the Metro lot, and Metro • Yoimg/
lts

*J
f - i Clarence Brown bought 'Air Raid,'

Yarn is 'Our Vines Have Tender by Col. Barry Williams.

and^ New Zealand. , However, Ameriu

can companies wouUi much rather

have the frozen coin inside the U. S.

! and available for future use, even

at a discount, than to wait Until later

as the monetary value of currency

is inclined to sink lower.

Thus, a company with 1,500,000

pounds frozen in Great Britain

would rather have this amount
transferred to American dollars even

for $4,500,000 or $4,800,000 now than

to wait until later when perhaps only

$3,000,000 might be realizable on the

sum.

Matter of getting coin ' out of

countries- having blocked currency is

no novel affair for American film

companies which have been deal-

ing with such problems during the

last five or six years in Italy and Ger-

many. Only thing is that Such huge

amounts as tied up on the British

Isles have not been involved in the

past

I late No. 1 pix (approximately 10:15) ! Hyman. He will also handle film

[

biz - is still good up until about 9:45.
|

buying as did Hyman. Latter Was in

From the standpoint of the person j New York last week to discuss th«
I who wants to see only the A pic and 1 shift he is going to make,
[get. home early, manager Sabotka I Harry Royster, whom Hyman sutf-
says 9 p.m. p)ay would be agreeable . ceedS( has been made general mart-
but from a theatre manager s point

| ,cr of tne Netco chain in upstate
of view, it causes a substantial drop New York and Shifts toPoughkcep-
m b.o. returns. Sabotkajjelleves the

| ?ic Monday (3) to teke up his neW
early showing of the No; 1 ..pic is

okay for nabes, but in a city of Port-

land's size there art too many tran-

sients who will take advantage of a

late show.

No. 1 Film's Showing

duties.
:
Office headquarters .were

opened there Saturday (1) and Har-
bid Greeiiberg,_ who will act as Roy-
stcr's chief aide and handle film buy- •

ing, leaves tomorrow (Thurs.). : He .

has been over booking-buying • for

, Netco from the ho. but previously-
' NO Problem in Gleve. had operated out of Poughkeepsie.

Cleveland^ Feb. 25. | '

In
.

ad^ioI
iT If

running , the .thea-.-
;

.
'

. . tres m the Netco chain which are
.. .With all key and chain houses be-

lir,de r direct control of Paramount;
ing single-runners, the problem .of,

. Royster will function as Par's con-
getting a 'better hour for NO; 1

jac£ wjth the Schine Bros., Si Fabian,
picture does not exist m downtown

. RKQ and Gcne Levy in conncction :

Cleveland. Nabe theatres owned by with pools uhder which these inter-

ests have operating jurisdiction.Loew's, RKO and Warners which get

secondary runs first also are pre-

ponderantly single-feature stands. Hyman'* Background .

Outlying dualers were forced years Detroit. Feb. 25.

ago to start their bills earlier as a
;

Edward L. Hyman came to De-
result, of the ingrained go-to-bed- troit a year ago after eight years ai

early habits of natives here. Eight general manager for the Century Cir-

out of 10 nabe spots, which shut cuit operating 35 houses . in Brook-
their doors at 11:30 p.m. at latest, lyn and Long Island,

concede to the sleepy-heads by run- ! His first new chore will be an ex-'

nirig off their No. 1 film at 8 or 8:30 tensive survey throughout the coy n-

p.m. and the No. 2's at 9:30 or 10 try, visiting. Paramount, theatre af-

p.rh. ' filiations,;' working on problem*

A few dual houses in suburban , brought on. by the new consent de-

busiricss sections follow a policy of , cree.
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TOBACCO ROAD
200i Oeniiiry-.Fox . relense of -Darryl P.

Eanuck production. Directed by Jnlin Kuril.
Features Charley tir'npewln. Marjorle. Jtiim-.

hpau, Gene Tlerney, Willlnm
.
Tracy.

tVrccnplay ' by Nunnally Johncon from the
play by Jnok KlrklanO. based on Krsklne
Caldwell's tiovel. Musical dlri'dloh by
David Buttolph; camera,, Arthur Miller;
editor, Bnrl-nra McLean. Wprld. premiere
at Roxy,' N. X.\ Feb. 2ft, '41; .Running
time. 01 MtNS. : "

;,..'. . .'.'('h.n ley .'Griipewln,

. ..... .MmVJo'i-le Ha inuta'u
...Rene Tleniey

. . .-William. Ti-aVy
. . . . .1:) z.iboiH 'I'lit-tewi'in

. .-.Dana Andrews

... . . . . SMIii SuinmerviUc
.V. .'. ... Ward lVoijd

,

.......'. .Uranf MIMicll
, . . .

.

. .'Mt\,\ Tilbury
... HUss»H Simpson

. . . : .'SinMioef- ("barters
, ...'Irving Hacdii

.
.', ... . . . Iliirry Tyli-r

, . ... ,..'.
. .('Ha'rlCM . II:iH'itn

. .

'.
-. ;.{!<JofBC -'Chandler'

Jeeter.
Sister Bessie .

.

Ellie May......
Inulo I .' • i'.

.

Aifa V.e.iii. r. . .

,

Dr. Tim .,

Fen body .-.'.. .-.

.

I.ov
Geurec --Payne.
Grandma .

Chief of r«:»-
Couniy CIi-i-'k .

.

Tellpr .'

Auto- IWliT. .

.

\
Mayor. ...... ...

Clerk...

features her toil-Worn hands that

tell more than words of who worked
at the Lesters, whenever wbrk was
done; .

*'

Other parts are capably, played.
Marjorie Hambeau is a somewhat
less amorous Sister Bessie than in

the play; Gene: Tierney as Ellie May
never qiiite.gets her chance; Vyiiliam

Tracy is much too hysterical as
Dude, -whereas. Slim Siimrttervillc,

Ward Bond and Grant Mitchell hold
to. the right keyi

• VArt ' Miller's unusually fine pho
lography contributes materially to

the credit side of the production-
Filmgoers who have not seen 'To

bacco Road' are not likely to be too

captious over the picture version
But Jeeter : isn't one who can stand
any polish. . He's better . entertain-
ment—and boxoffiee^wilh the rough
edges. ' :

.
F\\n.

That phenomenal . theatrical per-
ennial, 'Tobacco Road,' with its. mot-
ley characters; its •-.immoralisms.

sloths and curiously humorous out-
look on life, is.on. the screen at- laFt.

The record-breaking run" of. the play
on Broadway (opened/ Dec.;.4. .1^33)

NICE GIRL?
' (WITH SONGS) .

\
.

Hollywood;. Feb, .22.:

' .Universal release ot joe .Pa.Mprnalt , pro-

du. rti-n. Stars. Deanna Oxiibii: ;.' fpn Itivc?

Kraiulirit- Tone.-.. Walter. llicitnaiV Hidiprt

S'lui-k, -Uobert Hcbchle.y. .nirerted by "Wll

and its apparently
.

.ine-^ha ii.-Hi.b1e> „-!)««> . A. "seller. >oreenpioy 'by
.
Kioiwrii

.I'miiW-l! and f MadyS I>Tlih.in. ' based .nit -.play

. xieii Girl';" by Phyllis '.lurgnniii*:' rniii'i:a,

ji'.ii.iiir Valen.tlup; edllork Hei-naril \V. i-r-

nftri' ^V: " Ttiirlon: asst. -director:- jYiKop.Ii'.'
,

A:-

MrMhnouKh: si'hKS, Aldo : Prrniobel-tl; Andres
l)e Si'gmirol.-i, Jacques Pros?.. Eddie Olier-

i , . . .
•"

!in--o. Walter Jurmann. Ilfrnb> Grnssman.
lower-puced nlm theatres. Ana vet.

! 1>rcvlt,Wf() ln s(xl <n0 ^.• Pt-[u<n n«.m Mi,
"Tobacco Road' as a mot-ion -picture

; 'ai. "•mi,.- ttui.-ninR .time. 93 .mins.

road audience (grossed. $19,000. las t

week at iis. 'stconth.Vi-eturn 'engujri'-'

ment iri Pittsburgh) make Ihc- prop^
erty appear to be ashowmanship
'natural' for the more 'numerous, and

falls far short of its promises --.cs a .
.Tane i-janu..

boxSffice riot. V
:

.

'! .^^rVl^'.V
• Reasons are obvious', and many. ' non Webb. . .-,

.

The sensational pulling' elements -of .
oiiver jwina.-..:.

the play-^-the .dialog and ..the toW-ltfe" ^ •

mahners of its.-people-T-have been de^
j ftVivin Pnni\. .

.'.

.

leted, altered
1

or attenuated to . the ..ifartba. ven$icy..

point of dullness; ' What remains of-
J,

1
/",'5' %,1

- y
*
v''-.1

the story is a back-ih-the-hi.lls com-; .-^S'&'-^.V.
edy of shiftless folk. But. what is dtii]

chiefly, lacking is a film-name star-
ring cast, the total absence of which
would still keep the picture from at-
taining widest popularity, even .if

the other shortcomings were hot
present.

There are the usual extenuating
circumstances, of course. Provisions
of the production code are rather ex-
plicit with regard to some of the con-
versation and action in Jack Kirk-
land's play from Erskine Caldwell's
saga of poh white trash in the Ole
South; Decision on the part of
Darryl F. Zariuck to produce - a pic-
ture of 'Road' could have . been
reached only after study of the script
problems. In this he had able, al-
though somewhat ineffectual, sup-
port, from Nunnally Johnson and
John Ford, who successfully handled
the scripting and directing of 'Grapes
of Wrath' a year ago.
Although both the Caldwell and

the Steinbeck novels deal with the
seamier side of the American social
riddle, the formula by which the lat-
ter's work was ' transferred to the.
screen does hot suit -Tobacco Road.'
The language of the Joads and their
friends was expurgated and cleansed,
but the action of the story was crys-
tallized into thrilling melodrama.
The same general approach to the
disgusting, albeit human, household
juled by Jeeter Lester just doesn't
jell. The slightest attempt to clean
up Jeeter and his brood dooms the
effort to failure. His personal un
couthness and menial inability to
sustain a single constructive idea are
Indigenous

.
to the fallow soil ..on

which he survives but does not live.
There's no Ma Joad in . 'Tobacco
Road' to stir and vitalize the fighting
spirit of her men.

In the realignment of characters
and plot, 'Tobacco Road' emerges
with a trite comedy theme about the
dubious efforts, chiefly larcenous, by
which bid Jeeter hopes, through act
of Providence or dishonest opportu-
nity, to raise $100 for the annual rent
of the old farm. This wisp of story
carries Jeeter to the village and in-
troduces new characters in the play.
There's the implication of a happy-
ending when Jeeter and Ada. his

\ wife, get a six months' respite from
fu the poor farm.
f- For all .of its dehydration 'Tobacco
Road is told with a canny camera.
Ford is more intent on story telling
than iri his recent productions,where
background and atmosphere have
played heavily and significantly in
.his pictures. Some footage in the
earlier "scenes of 'Road' given over
to Steps which led to the decadence
of th.e cracker, sections- of the South
would have framed the characters:
But the hopelessness of their cause is
shown in striking and original screen
views. The deeply rutted and neg-
lected highway, the trash that has
accumulated on the Lester holdings,
the, lack of understanding of values
In the manner iri which Dude's auto-
mobile is brunted and dented are afew of the points which Ford em-
phasizes. And at the finish the touch
is even more pronounced when the
autumn leaves swirl through the
open cabin door, and Ma Ada asks
Jeeter when he is going to do all 'the
pig things he brags about, and he
says, 'Maybe next week.'
-Chief load of the. acting, falls on
Charley Grapewin, whose Jeeter is a
fine characterization within the re-
Vised limitations. If he speaks less
profanely than his numerous stage
prototypes, he speaks his lines clear-
ly. He plays the old fellow, for com,
edy and sympathy, revealing also a
lazy shrewdness. Elizabeth Patter-
woii te Ma Ada, and brings out the
sullen hopelessness of the role. There
Is ah excellent portrait of her . to-
warrtB tne end of the Dicture which

Deu'nn.V Tinrbln
. . . .T-'rnrfrbot 'Tuji'c

:. Wnlter : Urcnnnn.
. . . . ; ftdhert' Slack
.".

'.' -Iiei't Itenebley
. . Helen Broilerlek

Ann Glills

..».; A.nne G wynne
. :iishbelb Itlsdon
.': '. .Mniiq Bryant
..Georpe' BMHnRB
i . I J Tommy Kelly
Marcla- SlftR Joiiies

For the past four years; each suc-

ceeding Dearina Durbin picture
i

has
1

generated potent b.o; voltage, 'arid,

the young star holds the envious po-.

sitiOrt^of maintaining a perfect bat-

ting average.: ^Nice Girl?' is another
Durbin offering to spjn the wickets
for profitable biz generally, although

it does hot quite hit the mark of

plausibility ln story structure and
general spontaneity of most of its

predecessors.
Producer Joe Pasternak indicates

that he is. having, difficulty, selecting

story material for Mis? Durbin dur-
ing her debutante years in compari-
son to his piloting during her early

teen-age period. *Nice Girl?' has its

story shortcomings, which; although
they will be generally overlooked by
audiences, are obviously apparent.

The picture tugs and strains in many
instances to get going smoothly, but
it lacks the sparkle of most of the

previous Durbins. Although Paster-

nak has been successful up to this

point in carrying the star through
experiences commensurate with her

growing-up period, it- might be well

for "the producer and studio to pon>

der holding her back for a. stretch at

the 18 age—with sub-deb adventures

and innocent, youthful romances aSr

sociated with it. -
.

;

In proceeding to provide a touch

Of glamor and sophistication to Miss

Durbin, the story gives her. a .first

screen sip of champagne, arid places

her in the embarrassing situation of

being alone in Franchot Tone's rooms
for a few hours after she had gener-

ated the predicament herself through
puppy admiration for the older man,
For the audiences that accept Miss
Durbin as sweet, unsophisticated and
typical of American girlhood, it's

,
a

dangerous innovation that might af

feet biz of her future pictures.

Story is laid in a small town out

side of New York. Robert Benchley,
high school principal and dabbler in

dietetic research, has family prob-
lems, with three daughters—mis-
chievous little Ann Gillis, stagestruck
Anne Gwynne, and personable and
quiet Miss Durbin. When Tone vis-

its the home briefly, Miss Durbin
contrives to have him miss a train

so she can drive him back to the
city. Bewildered by Tone's attitude

in his home, where the pair are
alone, the girl sneaks out to return
to fariiily safety at dawn—but not
before -the town tongues start wag-
ging. She announces her, syn-
thetic engagement, gets ..into: deep
water when Tone suddenly returns,

and goes through obviously contrived
theatrics before; everything straight-

ens out. .

'--':
.,

Mlss.Durbln sings Ave numbers dur-
ing the unreeling—four : new tiiries

arid Stephen Foster's 'Old Folks at
Home.' . Best for. pop app'eal is Wal-
ter Jurmann and Bernie Grossman's
'Thank You America,' a lilting

marching song with strong patriotic
flavor. ^Beneath the Lights of Home'
is a sentimental number by Jurmann-
Grossman; 'Love at Last,' credited to
Jacques Press arid Eddie Cherkose;
and 'Perhaps;' by Aldo Franchetti
and Andres de' Segurola. Miss Dur-
bin delivers the gfbiip with usual
Arte voice and personality.'
Benchley provides dashes of com-

edy in his role as father Of the house-
hold, and pulls i: switcberdo surprise
when called on to deliver a Fourth
of July address arid limits his dis-
course to about a dozen words. Ann
Gillis and Anne Gwynne provide
standard performances as the two
sisters, and Robert Stack, is adequate
as the local boy friend who takes
Dearina for granted. Tone as the
target for Deanna's puppy adoration,
is chiefly a straight man. Walter

Miniature Reviews

Tobacco Road' (20th). With
deletion of the rougher stage

dialog and action, picture lacks

zing of the play.

'Nice Girl?' (U). Deanna Dur-
bin starrer, lacking story spon-

. tanelty, slightly below par set

by .her predecessors.'

't'ady JEve* (Par); Fine com-
edy with. Stanwyck-Fonda for

,top'b.6. results.. :. :

. 'Andy Hardy's Private . Secre-:

.
iary'- (M-G). Splid entertain-

. merit for • general appeal and
good b.o, •
|The liard-Boilcd Canary'

(Par). Inconsequential drama
with, music, .burdened by sopho- .

. rrioric ; script arid .. directum. -
•'

i.'Lucky Peviis' itf).' Mediocre .

Richard • Arlcn-Andy Devirie nd-

venture pic.'. :-"
; '.".

, 'Six Lessons Frorii Madaime
La Zong-a' (U). Only for stip-

. porting '.feature on twin bill. >.
'.

'In Ql'd Colorado' (Par)
?
Okay

... actionful' . western .

' . the Hop.-.

.

; along.. 'CaSfidy scries.'
;

;
'Roiling . ; Home .To :. Texas'

(Mono). Better than average
Tex Rilter western.

'Prairie Pioneers' (Rep). Mod-
erately entertaining B westerner .

featuring the standard Three
- Mesqu'iteers. ; . .

.'

•East of Piccadilly'. (Pathe-

British).: : LoWef-grade B \ Lon-
don murder mystery. /

>li Happened To One Man'
,(RKO). Wilfred. Lawsdn iri Brit- .

ish : crime story 'B' production

good only . for minor returns;

The Dream of Butterfly'

(Italian). Sweetly-tragic oper-

etta .version of 'Mme. Butterfly';

agreeable, but oveflong.

'Novlos Para Las: Muchaches
(Argentine ). Amusing comedy
slated for strong b.o. in' its riar

tive Argentine.
'Napoleon' (Argentine). Pifst-:

rate Spanish-language comedy.

Brehnan provides his usual compe-
tent portrayal, this time as the town
postman with romantic inclinations
for housekeeper Helen Broderick.

Direction by William Seiter is gen-
erally adequate,, considering the
story tension existing from time to.

time in the script Production is of
A rating in all technical departments.

.Walt.

THE LADY EVE
.' Hollywood, Feb. 25.

Paramount release ot Paul Jonea produc-
tion. Star* .Barbara Stanwyck, Henry
Fonda; features Charles Coburn, Eugene
Pallette. Directed : by Preston Sturges.
Screenplay by Sturges, based on. story by
Monckton Hofte; ass't director, Mel- Ep-
stein; -camera, Victor Mllner. Previewed
ln studio projection room Feb. 24, '41. Run-
ning time, 90 M1NS.
Ijidy Eve....... ....Barbara. Stanwyck
Charles. Henry Fonda
Lady Eve's Father...: Charles Coburn
Mr. Pll- :-. . . ...... Eugene Pallette
Muggpy. . . ..... i William Demarest
Sir Alfi-i-ti .M^.'li-nnan Keith. ... .Eric Blore
Mrs. Pil; ... : . ........... .Janet Bee.cher
BurrQws. .Robert Grelg

Smart, light, frothy, gaysome and
romantic "The Lady Eve' is a strong
boxofflce entry that will gather mo-
mentum through favorable audience
corilment. Third writer-director ef-

fort of Preston Sturges is laugh en-
tertainment of top proportions with
its combo of slick situations, spon-
taneous dialog and a few slapstick
falls tossed in for good measure.
Much lighter in general tone than
Sturges' 'The Great McGinty,' pic-
ture Will be an invigorating tonic
for spring boxofflces..

.
Basically, story is the age-old tale

of Eve snagging Adam, but dressed
Up With continually infectious fun
and good humor. .Stanwyck is girl-
lure of trio of confidence operators.
She's determined, quickr.witted^ re-
sourceful and personable. Henry
Fonda is a serious young millionaire,
somewhat sappy^ deadpan: arid slow-^
thinking, returning from a year's
snake-hunting

,

expedition up the
Amazon. He's a cinch pushover for
girl's advances on the boat—but pair
fall in love, while girl. flags Charles
Coburn's attempts to coldeck the
victim at cards.,
After proposal and acceptance,

Fonda discovers the girl .Is.-ah advent
tUresS ' and everything's off when
they reach New York. A few months
later Miss Stanwyck contrives scheme
to snag her man by being accepted
by his family at a reception- as of
English nobility. Sidestepping Fonda
on instant recognition, with the ex^
cuse she' was a discredited sister,
Miss Stanwyck again campaigns for
proposal, this time resulting in mar-,
riage. On wedding night train trip,

she . concocts ; tales of numerous love
affairs, until the disillusioned Fonda
jumps from train. Girl opposes pitch
of Coburnjo attempt big dough set-
tlement, : and when She. discovers
Fonda leaving for South America;
Gets passage for happy reunion and
general confession.
Sturges provides numerous spar-

kling, situations, in his direction and
keeps picture moving at a merry
pace. Miss Stanwyck is excellent in
the cornedienne portrayal, while
Fonda carries his assignment in good
fashion. Coburn is a finished actor

as the con man; William. Demarest
hits several comedy spots as body-
guard-valet for Fonda; Eugene Pall-

ette is the beer tycoon father, .and
Eric Blore provides a fine character-,

ization as the phoney earl,

Sturges .injects several new
touches in the - unreeling. Comedy
animated cartoon background for

main title decidedly novel; and the
Silent pantomimed montage passage
bridging proposal .to wedding is also

new technique. Walt.
.

HardyV Private

Secretary
(WITH SONGS)

v Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Mctvo-Ooldwyn-Mayer production -and .re-

lease. Foal u res' Lewis Stone,. Mlrkey
Kooney, Fay Holdpn, Ann- TlatlieiTord, Sara
linden, latV Hunter. . Kalhryn Uriiyson. I>1-

rocted by Ilcoi-Re "ll.-.lreltz.- Screenplay, by
.l.irto MilrJln n-nd 'Hurry. Itusk-ln; brisert on
st<n->* by Kalheiinc' Hriish .and rlinracters
created by ;Anr:uiln- nmivjr>rf>l; camera.-. J^es-
I.er- \Vlil.te;- edllor, JClnio Vernn.. rri'Vlewed
lir studio liro'Jpi'tlim t-ooni-, Feb. IS, '11.

'Kunnintr (line, lit JflNS.
-

Judge- I lardy.,.

Andy llaidy. , . .

,'.':

Mi-m. I raid >'.....,.
l'nlly Jtencjllvt. . ...

Auiit Mlll.y. .'.

Kathryii i.and... . .

.

Steven v. l .anil. ,

;

.ilnliny Million',
..

'1'cezy'..' .';'.,
.

,".

Ilarry.- IIand . ... . .

.'.

Sir. Ileiie'dict, . . ..

ClnmbeKe l.ee.;...
Susan Wilei
J'eter ]ln;;.in

-Kit rues
Mr. Iiavls..

, ... .Lewis Stone
'.

. . . .Mii-key Tlbbney
.-.Fivy Holden

, i ; . Ann Tlutberforcl
.

.'.
. .Siirn; Haden

:
. . ICathrjn' Cifuyson

.'.-.Inn Hunter
. . ; .'.Gene '.Heynolds
.;Gvorge nrenfcston
.......... .Todd Karha.
. .Addisuh Rlcbards
. . .

.' M-irsaret Early
. .-. HiMldix 1'rlpslley

.Jiisi-ph Orebnn
....... .I .eo . Phelps

. ..lohn Dllson

' Ahdy Hardy goes through numer-
ous and hectic experiences before he
graduates from high school, and in-
cidentally provides solid audience
entertainment' before, he fs-.handed a"

diploma in this latest Hardy opiis.
JAridy Hardy's. Private Secretary' is.

a topriotch entry iri the series, and'
will, carry through the regular runs
for profitable biz.

Andy gets - himself in the usual
adolescent, jams, both trivial and
serious, to: provide necessary story
background. In assuming personal
charge, of commencement exercises
aTid ciass preparations, he fails to
pass a final English exam to inject
dramatic suspense momentarily. But
a retake on the exam shoots him
through with -' flying colors, and,
everybody's happy at the finish.

The. final and complete junking of
Andy's streamlined jalopy roadster
in favor; of a

:
new model runabout

with push' button' toplifter might
prove disconcerting to many youths
who have- avidly followed young
Hardy's auto experiences in previous
pictures. But Andy's blossoming
forth with a new car will also give
the kids plenty to worry about.
Story follows the formula closely

for the series. Kindly, understand-
ing Judge Hardy attempts to help the
father of Andy's classmates get a
job in the U. . S. service. Even
the drafting of Kathryn Grayson as
his. special private secretary to as-
sist with the school details does not
prevent Andy from flunking his im-
portant English test. Facing dis-
grace, Andy gets another crack at
the exam and passes. In between
there!s the regulation procedure of
Andy's detour along the highway of
adolescent love, and development of
jealousy by girl friend Ann Ruther^
ford.

Picture showcases performances of
two film newcomers, Kathryn Gray-
son and Todd Karns. - Latter is the
son of film actor Roscoe Karns, and
shows ability for developrnent as a
topnotch juvenile lead. Miss Gray-
son, scouted by Metro some time
back and put under intensive dra-
matic and vocal coaching in the in-
terim; is a youngster of 18 appar-
ently being groomed by the studio
to compete with Universale Deanna
Durbin. Miss Grayson displays a
youthful and trained voice in her
song numbers, but, more important,
carries her acting assignment with
assurance and ability. Looks like
Metro has a name nugget in Miss
Grayson.
George B. Seitz, who has piloted

most of the Hardys, handles . direc-
tion here in a capable manner. Pic-
ture, is somewhat overlong, with,
several extraneous sequences whose
elimination would tighten things con-
siderably, but the extra footage is a
minor, factor generally In a Hardy
Picture. Walt. :

Hard-Boiled Canary
(WITH SONGS)

, .
Hollywood, Feb. 20:

Paramount release t)f Andrew
. L. Stone

production, directed by Stone. Features
Allan Jones, .Susanna. .Foster,'. Margaret
Lindsay,

. Lynne .Overman. Screenplay by
Frederick Jackson, from story by Andrew
Ii.. Stope and Robert Lively, ' based on ldea-
by Ann Ronell; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl;
editor, J.imes Smith; Asst. director, Holly
Morse; musical supervisor, Phil Boutelje;
operatlo wrangle devised by Edwin Lester.
Previewed In

.
studio projection room Feb.

ip, '41. • nunnlng tlme.'-BO M1N8.
Michael Muddy.
Toodles LaVeine
Sylvia Worth. .

.

George Thomas.
Maldle Duvnlle.

.Allan Jones
... .Susanna Foster
.Margaret Lindsay
. .Lynne Overman

Grace Bradley
r>r. Joseph E. Jtaddy^. WlHliiin Collier, Sr.
Helmo I.Ia.lt In-

Knyfe. Connor.
William f'hapiiinn. .'.

Dolly Loehl-.'. . . . :...
Pntrlcla Triivu d. .

.

nichnrd Bonelll. . ..

.

HIchnrd ilagoiiiiin .

.

Irra Pet Inn:. , ..

Tandy MarlCenzle. .:
Miss Wilson........
Mis*. Clark
Deems Taylor...'. . . .

.

...Helmo Hallto
, .. ,,'.-.. .Kaye Connor
...William Chapman

• Dolly Loehr
. i. . Pntrlcla Tra'vers
. .'i..; lllrh'otd Bonelll
. .1(1. dald Hagemnn

,Irra I'etlhn
..-.Tandy MaeKenzle

;\ Kay:. Helm
...Esther Dnle
.Deems Taylor

IMsl

Addicts of the better type of music
in . the classical range will give this

one a moderate play, but will also
have to. sit through the tedious,
mediocre story that is used as an
excuse on which to hang the musical
display by a group of youngsters.
For regular picture : audiences, pic-
tures too 6ophomoric in both script
and direction to catch or hold atten-
tion." It's a minor B for filler dates
in the duals. '.

Story idea provided by Ami
Ronell, and based ofT the Interlocheri,
Gamp conducted . for musically-
talented youngsters, provides a per*
feet background for parading the In-
strumental and vocal attributes of
the juveniles. But the story whipped-
Up in this instance is something else
again, and discounts iri its amateur-
ish, narrative : the. fine program of
musical numbers spotted th rougliout.

Despite the drawbacks of material
in the script, little Susanna Foster
holds some audience interest with
her renditions of several standard,
classics and .slick impersonations of
Marlene Dietrich, Bonnie Baker and
Judy Cahbva; She. gives a generally
good performance throughout. Allan
Jones - carries through with more
acting chores : than singing, and is

subordinated in both departments by
Miss Foster.. Patricia -..Carver, who
looks • about 10, is the only other
member of the. cast who successfully
Overcomes the inadequate, direction.
Youngster: catches several, chuckles
with her general sourpuss attitude.
Heimo Haitto, Finnish .

prodigy of
the violin, scores effectively on th»
musical side.

Story picks up Miss Foster as
singer of - operatic numbers ; in a
burlesque house. Saved iri a police
raid by Allan Jories and press agent
Lynn Overman, pair decide to ship
her off to the summer music school
in the mountains. Girl balks at the
restrictions imposed under camp
regulations., but slowly weakens to
become < :'ah enthusiastic supporter.
Her former burlesque partner shows
up to disclose planting of a news-
paper yarn which blasts the camp
and nearly/wrecks financial support.
Then. Miss Foster saves the day by
appearing* in , the special show at the
city, opera house that, for some rea-
son or other, not demonstrated on
the screen, is received. with acclaim..
Musical range covers . vocal, sym-

Ehoriic, violin solos and choral num-
ers from Tovani's *Rienzi Overture*

to a hodgepodge of 'Carmen' and
'Faust.' There are a few pop tunes
briefly inserted in Miss Foster's im-
personation : sequence. Musical ren-
ditions of the various solos and en-
sembles by the youngsters are of
high quality, but few of the numbers
are staged for best audience effect.

Walt.

LUCKY DEVILS
Universal release • of Ben Plyar produo*

tlon. Stars Richard Arlen and Andy Dt-
vlne;' features Dorothy Lovett, Janet Shaw.
Tim Ryan, Arnold. Ralf Harolde, Rlcbar4
Terry. .Directed by Lew Landers, screen-
play, Alex Gottlieb, from original by 6am
Robins; camera, Charles Van Encer;- muslo,
H. J. Salter. Reviewed at Strand, Brook*

'

lyn, Feb. .21, '41; dual. Running time,
66 MIKB. .

niclmrd Arlen.
. . . . . . . . Andy Devlni

Dorothy Lovett
Janet Shaw

....... . . . .Jack Arnold
<"!uh Schilling
Half Harold*
Richard Terry

. . , Tim Ryan
James Morton
Gladys Blnke

AVIIIlnm Forrest;
.......Robert Winkler.

Dick.
Andy; ...........
Norma. ,

Gwondy
Bradford.........
Grlmshaw'
Ritter
Berk.e.
Momsen.

.

Exposition Guar
Secretary
Chandler.
Mopey..

The escapades of Richard Arlen
and Andy Devine are continued in
'Lucky Devils,' iri which the duo
play the parts of newsreel reporters
in what has become, . by now, a
standard manner for them. Lucky
Devils' is one of their lesser efforts

in the Universal series. It's a B
filler.

Major fault lies in the story, which
follows the beaten track, arid the
little-varied dialog tossed off by Ar-
len as the devil-may-care reeler
seemingly forever In the midst of a
scoop. Devine is his comedic side-
kick, General production attributes
are there, however, with Lew Lan-
ders' direction being as good as could
be. expected under the circumstances.
Dovetailed in the story is dual ro-

mance that involves Arlen with Dor-
othy Lovett and Devine with Janet
Shaw, the heart interest of the first-

named pair being particularly linked
to the yarn's climactic situation, the
conflict with foreign saboteurs.

Cast does well enough with the
trite situations, though it's difficult
adult entertainment. Naka.

Six LestoBs From Madame
LaZonga

(WITH SONGS)
Universal production and release; Stars

Lups Velez, Leon Brrol; features ' Helen
Parrlsh, Eddie Qulllan, Charles Lang,
William Frawle'y.. Directed by John Bawl-:
Ings'. .Screenplay by Stanley C. Rubin,
Marlon Orth, Larry Rhine. Ben Chapman
from story by Rhine and Chapman; songs,.
Charles Newman and James V. Monaco,
Milton. Rosen and Everett Carter; editor,
Edward Curties; music director, Charles
Prevln; ca'mera. John W. Boyle. At. TnU
ace,' N. Y., week Feb. 18, '41, dUnled. Run-
ning time, 62 mva.— r.ope Velea

Lewi Errol

......J IcIhi Parrlsh

... Chtirles ;Lang

...WllilBDi. Krawley
. , . . . ; Eddie Qulllnn

.'Big Roy' Williams

.....Shcnip HoWBid

.....Frank Mitchell

Madame La Konga.
Senor Alvarez.

.

Rosltn..-,

.

Steve: .. ........
BrticeKan. .-.'..

. .

.

Skm.:..
Alvin ..

Gabby. . .

.

Maxwell

•This is a badly flung-together pic-

ture which survives heavy story
~—ContiriUed on page 18)
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FRANK CAPRA'S

PRODUCTION FOR 1941!

GARY BARBARA

COOPER-STANWYCK

with

EDWARD ARNOLD WALTER BRENNAN
Spring Byington • James Gleason and Gene Lockhart

This Screen Play, as were most of the major successes

of Frank Gapra, is by

ROBERT RISKIN
Directed by Frank Capra

Distributed by Vitagrtph, Inc.

Produced at the Studios of WARNER BROS.
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Six Lessons From Madame
La Zonga

(Continued from page 16)

difficulties only because of Lupe
Velez's performance and several in

the supporting.cast It packs plenty
of laughs, and as a comedy vehicle
will serve to bolster a serious No. 1

drama, such as done neatly here
with 'Kitty Foyle.* Film is too brief

and innocuous to stand up solb
f
. arid

fits only as support in. the secondary
spot of a twinrier.: 'Six Lessons from
Madame La Zonga' is another, in the
group from this studio which uses
a popular tune as a tag. and excuse
for the ensuing results. ,

V

Production never pretends, to'
;
be.

anything more than a secondary*
vehicle. As such it succeeds, par-
ticularly with the" comedy. Plot is

the time-wom fable of .- destitute
Latin-Americans. wri6 .finally put
over a Havana nitery,. La Zonga.
Several sequences are reminiscent
of the' Keystone cops era; but good
for laughs. A couple of near-blue'
episodes patently have been tem-
pered by the Hays boys, .with one
double-meaning gag left in because
it js cleverly hidden. Some Of Miss
Velez's rhumba scenes have also

been deftly clipped.
Picture is all Lupe Velez. She Is

in great fettle as Madame La. Zonga.
Leon Errol, cast as a phoney South
American,, is adequate; while Helen
Parrish, playing the romantic in-

terest, indicates future possibility.

Charles Lang is a stilted hero, leader
of the Oklahoma jazz band, trying to
land a Cuban cafe date. . Eddie"
Quillan, cast ' as his 'rial, grabs sev-
eral of the. top laughs in the film,

although handed a subordinate, role.

'Big Boy* Williams, William Frawley
and Shemp Howard head the sup-
port. ...

Music window-dressing also proves
a real life-saver in several draggy
spots, with 'Six Lessons/ by James
V. Monaco and Charles Newman, and:
'Mister Moon' and 'Jitterhumba,' by
Milton Rosen and Everett - Garter,
outstanding. John' Rawlins' direc-
tion is as good as could be expected,
considering the. story, while camera-
man John W. Boyle is up to par.

Wear.

IN OLD COLORADO
Hollywood, Feb. 19.

Paramount release . of • Harry Sherman
production; associate producer, Joseph W.
Engel. Stars .William Boyd; features Rus-
sell Hayden and Andy Clyde. Directed by
Howard Bretherton. Screenplay by Norton
6. Parker and J. Benton Cheney,, based on
characters created by Clarence E. Mulford;
camera, Russell Harlan editor. Carroll
Lewis; Asst. director, Derwln Abrahams.
Previewed In studio projection room. Feb.
18. '41. Running time, «7 SUN8,

(Stanley Brown), .'»io. decides to
swing free/pf. his brother's rep and
barges into a ring of legal claim
jumpers, whic!. gets him; over his

head. Hearing of this, Elliott, guns
stra^ jad. dowii, comes in to find but
whtl.s going o...'- His arrival on the
premises is the signal for the story
to bog, because everybody elects tc

play a sitdown game. Traditional ot

Hickok!s- adventures is the showdown
scene 'in which Elliott walks single-
handed to meet Kenneth MacDonald,
the ringleader, to decide who's -the

best on the
:
draw. .

Print of this flick is a bit cloudy,
and .the .lighting definitely catch-asr
catch can.. '.

. .

.

After Elliott, among the top casters
are Stanley Brown, who is inclined

to overact;' Evelyn Young, the girl

of the piece: Dub Taylor, who: makes
laughs by having trouble with his
mounting ' caused by '.'a breakaway
saddle;' Kenneth, MacDonald, the
suave villain; and Ben Taggart; whose
oast .keeps him : from being . a con-
scientious judge.' .

'
.

' Art.

Rollin' . Home to Texas -

'

;
(WITH SONGS). '

Monogram- release- of Ed. Flrin^v produc-
tion. Store Tex 5Utter, features Cal Shrum,
SUra Andrews. Eddie: Dean jtiid -Virginia.;
Carpenter. Directed by. Al. Herman. -Orig-.
thai, screenplay.' Robert Fmmett;' camera,
Marcel LePlcard: editor; Fred Bain. Re-
viewed at Colonial. Lincoln, Neb., dual.
Running time, 60 MINS.
Tex:
Cal.......
Slim . . .

.

Sheriff..;;
Mary..,..-
Red..., ...

Lockwood

.

.and

.... . . :Tex Bitter
.-.'Cal Shrtf'm

;Plim Andrew's
. . A .Eddle Dean

iVii-glnla Carpenter
. 1.' Stanford Jolley'

.'. Henry. 11aj-vey

Cal Shrum'e 'Rhythm - Rangers

Hopalong Cassidy
Lucky Jenkins....
California.'.-
Myra Woods
Joe Weller
Ma Woods
Nosey Hasklns...
George Davidson.
Hank Merrltt. ....
Jack Collins......
Black le Reed.....
Jim Stark

William Boyd
..Russell-Harden
.......Andy Clyde
. .Margaret Hayes
. . ;Morris Antrum

. Sarah Padden
.....Cliff Naxarro
.Stanley Andrews
..... .James Seay
..Morgan 'Wallace
.Weldon Heybtrrn
.....Eddy Waller

There's plenty of gunplay, hard
riding and other .familiar ingredients
for the action audiences in this latest
entry in the Hopalong Cassidy series.

'In Old Colorado' will, hit the groove
neatly in houses where the. Hop
alongs have a following.
Story of battle between two

ranchers over cattle-watering priv-
ileges is given slightly new twist
from regular formula with injection
of third parties—a bandit gang in the
familiar mountain hideout that ex-
pects to spark the feud and. then
step in and grab the lands of the
contestants. Hopalong and his bud-
dies arrive to thwart the scheme af-

ter plenty of chases, pitched battles
and usual western dramatics.

Picture carries added value of un-
usual photographic backgrounds that
lift it considerably in production
value. Direction by Howard
Bretherton steers a straight line to
his. main dbjective, another display
of Hopalong*s

:
prowess as a Robin

&Hood of the west.
IB William Boyd, Russell Hayden and
PAndy Clyde are. in their familiar
Proles as the cowboy trio. Cliff
Nazarro provides . several . brief
stretches - of jumbled talk as the
camp cook. Support includes Mar-
garet Hayes, Morris ArikrunV Sarah
Padden and Stanley. Andrews. •••'•

.v. Walt.

: Plentiful tuned; "'Rctllin Home to"

Texas' is one of the better Ritter
westerns: ..

Ritter sings several times, and the
Cal Shrum Rhythm Rangers have a
portion besides. . None of the music
is very good, but it's passable for the
kind of traffic the film, will attract;:
Rapidly coming to the front in

these sagebrushers is Slim Andrews,
the former tent rep performer, who
has transplanted all the musical
gadgetry he used under canvas to
camera, in 'Rolling Home,* he, turns
in fairly, comical gab, a few laughs
by his antics, arid is the only stand-
out on the music side with his tom-
foolery.-
The .story is about an organized

gang operating at the expense of a
prison honor system. The mob talks
various cons off the reservation, gets
'em to walk into a bank.for a- stick-
up, then a member of the mob sneaks
up behind for the plug, collecting the
bankjobbery rewards. Ritter, as an
U. S. marshal, goes in to investigate,
which sprouts into most of theaction.

. Usual .western weakness in selec-
tion of girls tor the leads got a tenv-
porary setback here, because Vir-
ginia Carpenter (late of Lud Glus
kin's orch). exhibits . more than the
normal personality for such castings
She doesn't do much, but looks good,
and is at ease under, lens scrutiny.
Ritter is at his par.
Cal Shrum, a Denver, radio station

product, plays mostly home-made
music, Pappy Hoak and Hal Blair
doing several of the songs on paper,
before they participated in their be-

:
irig_played on the. screen.
Those houses which have been

been getting by fairly well with Rit-
ter can expect to keep even, or do
better on this one. Art.

PRAIRIE PIONEERS
'. Republic release of Ixmfs Gray produc-
tion, .Features Three- Mesqultcers (Robert
Livingston, Bob Steele, Ruf« Davis). Di-
rected ,b>" Lester Orlebeck. Screenplay.
Barry. Shlpman. from original Idea by Karl
Hro.wii; lihfod' on • characters .. created by.

William Colt McDonald;, camera, Ernest
Miller; editor, -Ray' Snyder; musical- acorV.
t'v Feuer. l'rcS-lewed- In l'rojeetlbn Room;
r'eb. 20. . '4V:

"• Running lime:' Ml MINS.
, Robert - Livingston

.Bob Steele
...... ItUfe.DavIti

, ; ; .:.'. .'..lOnther Estrellii:

.';;... . .V.liiil'ert Kelliird
Guy D'Bnnery

.. . . . , . ... l.WlKoh- r.lsrk
:

; .-. .jni-k Ingram
. ... . ..,'-. Ki-n. MncDonabl
..',.-•. ../. . Lp6 Shumway
. . . : . . . Mx'i-y"MarLar-en
.J..-'.'.. .-. VHkima. Cahu(t
............Jack Kirk

•Stony lirookr-:

Tuospti . S'mlrb.;
Lulloby'. Josliri'i

,

Dolores Oi-iciit.

Hobcrti) C)i!:."«;ii

Doii Mlgri»-r : ,

.

CarlOB- Jld:-.'

Wade:...:..
Fields....

;

Nelson',- . . i

:MBrth-< Dii

,

Moni.-i- 1!'
. ; . . .

At.. -..

Another in Republic's Three Mes-
quiteer series; 'Prairie Pioneers' is a:

moderately .entertaining B. western
destined: to reap standard returns oh
the lower half of provincial duals;.

')

The Mesquiteers, played . by Rob-
ert Livingston, Bob. Steele and Rufe/
Davis, this time : are '' involved .-. in
clearing a young caballero from a
framed murder rap and- extricating.
his family from a crooked deal that
would have .' them selling their,
ranchero under, shady circumstances.
:

. Director Lester Orlebeck : has
paced the film well and the cast
supporting the featured trio , is of.

standard variety, including Esther
Estrellsu who, along with Livingston,
are the vaguely suggested romance
angle; Robert Kellard, Giiy D'En-
nery, Davison Clark and Ken Mac-.
Donald. Livingston, Steele and
Davis handle, their- parts acceptably;
with . Davis; as usual, supplying the
comedy^ Naka.

'

EAST OF PIGCADILLV
(BRltlSH-llfApE)

London, Jan. - 24.
Patbe Pictures production and - release.

Features. Judy Campbell; iSehastlari Shaw.
Nlall McGlnnls, Henry' Edwards. Directed
by, Harold Huth. : Screenplay, Leo
.Thompson and' Lesley Storm from'-sto'ry- by
Gordon Becltles; camera, Claude Frlese-
Greene. At Cambridge. - London.. Running
tlm'e. 7S .>II>'8.

...... .Judy Campbell

. . . . . Sebastian' Sbaw.
......Vlnll McGlnnls
....Henry- ^Edwards
..... . .George

. Pughe
....... Martlta Hunt
; ... . . .tteorge- Hayes
. . . .-

. Cameron Hall'
. Edana Romney

........ Bunty Payne
. . . . . .Charles' Victor.
.... .Frederick Piper

Penny. Sutton.
Tamsie • Green , .

.''.'.

Joe..:..;:...-. ........

Inspector...........
Oscar K-uloff
Ma.
Mark Struberg. ...
George.. i. j, i,,.,.
Sadie Jones. . . . . .

.

Tanla.. ......'. — -..

.Editor.. ;.».;:';'..-..

Ginger. Harris. .'.

.

Outlaws of Rib Grande
Producers Releasing Corp. release ot f5lg-

mund N'eufeld production'. Stars Tlni Mc-
Coy; Directed by Peter Rtewarjl. Original
by George' H. Plympton; . camera, Jack

Previewed. In . Projection

Wildcat of Tucson

Columbia production and release; ' Stars
Bill. Elliott; features Evelyn Toung, Stan-
ley Brown. Directed by Lambert. Hlllyer;
original Fcreenplay. Fred Myton; camera,
George Meehan;' editor. Charles Nelson.
Revletved Colonial, Lincoln Neb.,~ . dual.
Running time:' 89 MINS. . .

Hlrkok ...
Vlvlnn ...
Pave
C i' i:)!iLi.iil

Jud- o . . .

,

fieth
llarshull .

Logan ...»««-««•

,.;..;. i ..,',Bllt. Elliott
,

.

... . .Evelyn Young
........ Stanley Brown
........... .'.Dub -Taylor
..Kenneth- MacDonald
.......... Ben .

Taggart
.........Edmund Cobb
..... . ..George' Lloyd
....... Sammy- stein

The lackadaisical honors among,
action heros in films, if such classi-

fication is an honor, belong to Bill

Elliott, who fronts for Col's Wild
Bill Hickok series. What Are there
is in this film has to come from some-
where else. Eiiott knows he can
beat 'erh all to the draw, and plays
his parts that way. And that isn't

b.o.

Her* he has a brother, a hothead

GreenhaTgh
Room, N. y,
53 MINS.
Tim..........
Rita...;....
Trigger....*
Monty. .....
Morlow. . . .

.

Lul<r.... ..

.

,0Pnn • •'•..;
....

Bret:'. ... ... . t

AlV!-i- ...

Castro. ... . ..

. Feb. 20. Ml.' Running time,

'. ' ;.TIm McCoy
....'• * .Virginia Carpenter-

; i .Charles King
............... . Ralph .Peters

;Karl HaCkeit
; ; .Rex Leaae

. .....Phillips Turlch.
i ............ . .

.-. .'.Ken Duncan
.......... ...Thornton Edwards
....i..... ... , .Joe' DomIn<juez

:
:. Strictly, a horse-and-trjgger merry
go-round maintaining a pretty swift
pace except for a few odd moments
where the horses must presumably
be given a rest, Should fill the bill
nicely.

-

. Tim McCoy, as the Heroic marshal,
handles: assignment -convincingly de-
spite embarrassing situations '-'.con'r

ceived by author. McCoy, built up
by word of- mouth afs'-smart and. fear-
less sleuth, is tricked, captured and
almost bumped off by gang before he
is permitted to emerge as conquer-
ing hero.
Story concerns gang of counter-

feiters who have kidnaped a highly-
skilled Mexican engraver whom they
force to do their.bidding. .Engraver's
daughter, obliged to follow the
gang's" dictates blindly in order to
preserve father's life,, is used to trick
McCoy. Mysterious voice from an
invisible. Mexican gives advice that
saves marshal's life. r

• Action is for the most part fast
Plenty of gunplay and a couple of
corking fist fights. Mori.

SPEEDING UP ERROL
Hollywood, Feb. 25.

' Leon Errol's next short at RKO Is

•Hurry, Charlie, Hurry,' which is be-

ing hurried to precede 'Lord Ep-
ping In Scotland.'

Lee Bonnell gets' the romantic
role.

At odd and frequent intervals
throughout this sketchy thriller the
-principals swallow enough, liquor to
float a barge; yet it's insufficient to
keep afloat whatever may have been
the idea of the producers. On a
Gordon Beckles crime yarn has
been hung some poor screenwriting;
few of the players are able to get
anywhere with it and dated direc-
tion of Harold Huth aids little in
the unfolding. .

. It's a lower-grade B.
Murder yarn is concerned with

London's Sohb quarter, plus a
silken-hose strangler of wayward
femmes. Girl crime reporter pins
the business on a visiting American
millionaire and Axes him a date with
the gallows. Audiences will likely
have spotted the guilty killer long
before the actual

:
denouement, but

can get some laughs out of antics of.

George Hayes, as a screwball
Shakespearean ham. . Piece fortu-
nately has a deal of hokum to help
fill in. Attempts at light banter are
painful.

:
Judy. Campbell struggles gamely,

but futilely, with the newsgirl role,
pulling all. kinds of tricks to make it

stick. George Pughe is satisfactory 1

as the American, Kuloff, with Henry
Edwards, from old-line legit, doing
as well as can be, expected by the
Scotland Yarder. In an. opening bit
as the strangled floozie, Edna Rom-
ney turns in some catchy acting.

It Happened to One Man
(BBITISH-MADE)

RKO release of Victor Hanbury pro-
duction. Stars Wilfrid LawBon, Nora
Swinburne;- features -Marts/ Lebarr, Ivan
Brandt. Directed by Paul L.' Stein. Adapt*
ed,. from

: play by John Hastings Turner
and ; Roland Pertwee; screenplay. ' Paul
Merzbach;- Nina Jarcls. At- Little (larnecle
Playhouse, N. Y.. week Febi 22; '41. Run-
ning time, 81- MiKS. '

'

prison term. Then it revert* to the
quiet home-life . and desire of the
paroled wrongdoer to return to his

family. From this the plot gallops to

Mexicq and the hideout of his former
business partner and mistress. Guns
flare again but only momentarily,
and then the pace reverts back to the
more subdued mood of the British
financier, off on a new promotional
stunt; . The flighty mood of the film
even

1

is .typified by the fadeout,
which finds the- bitter wife now for-
giving but the financier's future, as
well as that of his mistress and son
hanging "iff

rmidair. v.
Lawsbn. best known for his work,

in 'Long Vdyage Home* and 'Pastor
Hall..' is the epitome of the British,

financier, who becomes tangled in a
public utilities

' scandal,- mainly
through . the double-cross of his

partner. Marta Labarr, native' Amer-
ican best recalled for appearance, in

N. V. legit a riurriber of years agOi is

superb as the conspiring mistress,
even surmounting the capable per-
formance of Nora Swinburne, as the
lack-lustre wife. Edmond Breon, as
the retired admiral,; is excellent in a'

supporting character.. Ruth Maitland,
Ian. Fleming, Reginald Tate and
Brian Worth are satisfactory. in the
support, but Thorley Walters;
Patricia Roc and. Ivan Brandt con-
tribute slipshod work. Wear.

International Forum
(SHORT SUBJECT)

Columbia', release of - Tvin'lani Rowland
6reduction, directed -'by Rowland:- 'Features
lorothy 'rViornpsoii,. Wythe.' Williams, Wil-

liam L. Shlrer, Linton 'Welle. Supervising
editor. Burnet Hrrshey. Reylewed In -Pr**
lection Rdom.'N. Y., Feb. 20, '41, Running;
time, IS SflNS.;'. '

'

Folton Qualr. .. ...
Alice...
Yvbbns'. . .»;-. . ;

,'„.,'

Lfeohard Dniytoh,

;

Ackrbyl...,...;
Jack Quair....
Admiral DiaS'lon.'.
;;Betty Qunlr. ......
Lord Ken Icy
Ronnie, , ;

.

.Lady Rapscombe.
Sir ..Francis Hay..

.i Wilfrid Lawson
. Xorn Swinburne
. . .-.Marta lAbarr
...i-.lvan. Brandt

. .. .Reginald Tate
Brian. Worth"

...Edmond -Breori

.....Patricia Roc
.At hole Ktt>vart

.Thorley Walt*™:
. . .Ruth Maitland

Ian- Fleming

This is a good B production for
England, but' extremely limited for
U. S. houses despite several excellent
bits of acting, including Wilfrid Law-
son s top perfprniance; Apart from
unknown cast values, the story con-
tent is not calculated to aroUse much
interest in this country. Picture's
length is another deterrent. Produc*
tion ; is- best suited .for arty sure-
seaters, such as this house, where it

should enjoy fair trade.
Ordinarily British producers, have

an aptitude for melodrama but in, 'It

Happened to One Man' the. scripters
and director never quite make up
their minds whether to pound home
the domestic-family life angle or the
sheer adventure. Thus, in the earlier
passages, the even tenor of the.
British business man's life is sud-
denly blasted by highly melo-
dramatic developments, with the
financier shuttled off to a five-year

This is the first of a. series of cellu-
loidized short- subject discussions of
international events by name writers
and commentators. It's produced by
William Rowland for Columbia re-
lease. It is only mildly Interesting,
unimaginatively directed . and holds,
out no great hope of being very suc-
cessful : as an exciting contribution
by the film industry to the current
enthusiasm of the layman for knowl-
edge of world' affairs. The idea
sounds considerably better than the
realization, for apparently unavoid-
able reasons. •'".* .

Rowland calls his series Interna-
tional Forum/ modeling it after such
established radio shows, as the Uni-
versity of Chicago Round Table.
Fact is. It is subtitled 'Round Table
of the Screen. He has obtained four
distinguished names to lead off with,
IJorothy Thompson, Wythe Williams,
William Shirer : and Linton Wells,
and hopes to repeat with equally
well knowns..
No. 1 difficulty in the short is that

no one says anything- very startling.
All of it has been said and written
any number of times before. No. 2
is the difficulty with timeliness in a
world where every " 24 hours -sees a
new crisis and a major change. The
quartet of discussers has neaUy side-
stepped saying anything that might
be dated by events by the time the
short is released—which is one of
the reasons why there's so little real
interest. In the matter of the Bal-
kans they apparently anticipated
events, but that's not a tactic that
always can be depended Upon. It
must be. remembered that in radio
forums happenings up to a minute
before air time cart be. discussed,
while in the Alms the subject may
be two, three or more weeks old.
Aside from troubles with subject-

matter, Rowland appears to have, had
difficulty in deciding what to do with
his people. He obviously doesn't just
want to group them around a table
and let them chatter away, so he has
them get up, walk awkwardly across
the room, sit on the arms of chairs
and sometimes just stand. -Audience
becomes conscious of this effort to
get away frbni straight camera shots,
and the motions become a liability to
the film instead of an asset
Good but not sufficient use is made

of maps and newsreel shots of events
about which the commentators are
speaking; .Skillful editing of more
such extrariities into the talk ,might
accomplish; what toddling across the
floor does not, -

Film starts with . a commentator
introducing

. the people and finales
with each participant in a closeup
giving a short prophecy of things to
come,

. ..Williams more or less acts as
interlocutor for the. other three
throughout the reel. Herb,,

II Sogho di Butterfly
('The Dream of B^Itt•^fly,

) ;

'-

'

'
(ITALIAN-MADE) '

'

:"'

""; :.-'. (WHh Songs) .

^ijperla release, of Grkndi FJlm istorlct
production, r blrected by - Carmine Gallorie;
with score from compositions by Puccini.
Chopin, DonlzetU, Qrlei, Lieztj.: .Schubert.

l

,

.

11 1

i » ^JJ^
11^ title? by Armando

Macaluso. At Cine Roma,. N. y,, Feb; 12.
41 (dual), Running time, MIN8.

'

.......Maria Cebolarl
. . . . . .-.Fosco. Glachettl
....Germanla Paollerl
.... ... ,Lucy- Engllsch
......Lulgi; Almlranle
........... .Glpacchlno

Rosa; Bellnnl.

.

Harry lVifrs!
Mary Petwsnn..
Anna Rnn.lfti-1....

Rlf-cnrdo Roll I;

,

Little HariT; . .

1

(In Italian; with Enipltsh Titles)
Italians or emotional addicfa of Uie

arties will probably, shed a few satis-
fying tears over this tender operetta
version of the .'Madame Butterfly'
story. It's overloiig, but. generally
a.jnovinp and dignified edition of the
sweetly Tragic tale. It will clean up
in communities having sizable Ital*

ian populations, but : other business
will be spotty.
Action of the yarn is shifted from

Japan to Italy, with the gentle hero-
ine a young opera soprano. Her
lover, a pianist-conductor, has an -

offer, from the U, S.; so rather, than
interfere with his career, she fails to
tell him she is to have a 'baby!, Years
later, when she is singing -the lead in
the preem' Of 'Butterfly;' he returns,
with his American wife and daugh-
ter, as the representative of the Met-
ropolitan Opera, to attend ftie per-
formance. Fully 20 minutes is then
taken up with her singing pf the
stage-real life tragedy.

Musically, the picture is agreeable
<>n the strength of

:
the score, which

is adapted from the works of a hand-
ful of composer greats. And although
the recording is technically imper->
feet, Maria Cebotari sings well and
looks, attractive .enough.'. Lucy Erig-
lisch handles a comedy-emotiohal
role expertly, arid Luigi. Almirante
gets laughs as her swain, ; But, the
film could be cut considerably .

C-v Hobe. ....

Novioi ; Para Las -

Muchachas
.. (ABiGENTINE-MADE) -

.

Buenos Aires, Feb. 19.
KFA production - and- release.- Features

Tito Lualardo, Amelia Benee, Fellsa Mary;
'

Pablo Pulltos. Adrian Ctmeo, Ncllda Bil-
bao, Baqulta Veb.ll and Sllvnna Roth, di-
rected by Antonlb Momplet. '. Screenplay,''
Rene Garten,' adapted.'fn>m.«tag« play. 'Laa .

de . Cain' ('Things' of Calh').
.
by ihe Quln-.

temo . Bros. ; . music, Jean . Gilbert. - Pi-e-
'

sented at the Monumeptal, Buenos Aires..

.

An amusing: comedy,, well handled.
"Novicis Para . Las Muchachas'
('Sweethearts for the: Girls') is an
uhpretentibus job that because of its

very lack of tricks has drawn ex-
cellent notices and strong b.o. Likely
to get a good play in most of Latin.
America because the story is not too
localized and the humor hot. so Ar-
gentine as to be unintelligible for
the rest, of South America.
7 Pic is an adaptation by Rene Gar-
zon of the well-known stage, play by
the Quinterno brother^, 'Las de Cain'
(Things of Cain'). In making it

Over Garzon and Director Antonio
Momplet have added new episodes ,

to add variety and step up the move-
ment. Episodes have been well
drawn and the whole thing holds to-
gether. Plenty of comedy both in
situation and dialog and. chief fault
is a climax that's overlengthy. Prac-
tice locally of not having sneak pre-
views prevents cutting after opener.
Plot

.
gyrates around marriage dif-

ficulties of a widow with four daugh*
ters. Only one with a steady boy-
friend is the eldest, but there's no
hurry to get her hitched as - she's
the only support of the household.
When she refuses to marry until

her sisters are out of the way,- the
hero sets off on a highrpressure, hus-
band-hunting, campaign, He does the
trick by getting an evasive suitor
into a compromising '. situation, con-
vinces a neurotic that he heeds a
wife to care for him arid rescues a
third husband from a tangle with the
police.
Momplet directed with assurance.

Tito Lusiardo steals the pic and
among the women, .- Silvana Roth,
cute eyeful, is outstanding although
her part is not the most important
Other featured players who do. ef-
ficient jobs are Raimuhdo Pastore,
Adrian Cueno and. Falisa Maty, One
fact not stressed is that the musical
background is. by famed European
composer Jean Gilbert, author of
.'Die Keusche Susanne' ('Chaste
Susan'), whose, operettas were as
successful as those of Franz Leber,
Leo Fall, etc., in pre-war Europe.
Photography and sound are good.

* Ray.

NAPOLEON
(ARGENTINE-MADE)

Buenos Aires, Feb. 19.
Argentina Sono Film production • and» re-

lease. Stars Pepe . Arias'; featurei . Elena.
Lucona, Altte Roman. Rest of cast:'
-Miguel Gomez Bao,. Victoria Cuenco. Fran-'
Cisco Amor, Rafael Frontaiira,- Vlc<"nta ..

Fornstlerl, Ollmplo Bovlo; Haydee Lnr-'
roca, Esther Van], Iris Portlllo, Lulsa de G.
Leon, Margarita Cor.bahl' and lCdna Nor-
rell; - story, : Antonio Botta and Antorilo •

Momplet; directed, by; Luln Cesar Amadorl;
presented' at the Monumental - theatre,!
Buenos Aires.'

'Napoleon,* a first-rate comedy
that opened simultaneously here and
In; Havana; is likely to be a big
money-maker throughout Latin
America. "It will also have a strong
appeal for . Spanish-speaking audi-
ences in the States; •

Pattern of story arid background
of - cabaret and theatrical, boarding'
house life, while not very original
for U. S. films, are new and novel
here. It's . : handled interestingly.
Local, critics, while, occasiorially
sniping at some . of the dramatic
scenes, were unanimous in handing
out. bouquets, especially to Pepft
Arias, one of the leading Argentine
stage comics, and Director Luis
Cesar Amadori.

Story is. about a head waiter in a
cabaret who, by. his methodical' sav-
ings, roanages-,to buy the boarding
house where he's lived for 20 years,
Taxirdancers from the nitery live in
the spot. Personality of each is

built up . in a kind, of 'stage door'
manner; orie wants to own a dress
shop, another to go back to Buda-
pest, third with literary aspirations,
arid others who fear boyfriends will
discover real identity, etc. During

(Continued on page 20)
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H'wood Labor Showdown
-Continued frontpage 1,

various studio locals for ! several

weeks, but it all adds up to mere
conversation. Executives admit that

no .contracts; . will be inked
.
until

Browne and the International, come
out ; in the open, and state their

•ition. .

;

. •. ;
•'..-_

. Producers take .' the posi tipn that

current; .agreements were iiegoviated

with the International/ and t]i^t a<ny- !

changes or revisions - would have\ to

cany an okay from the. Chicago
bosses. So far, Browne has even
-failed

1 to answer any inquiries from
the locals as to 'Whether they Will be
permitted to: negotiate new condi-

tions..; Several locals have; asked the

International; to take over their ne-
gotiations, While otters apparently
are determined, to go it alone tor

fear of ltamg local autonomy: if the
International . steps, in. In the mean*
time,. Pat Case^v; Producer-labor con-
tact, is listening.

1

to ..ther local leaders,

but - keeping an eye turned toward
the east to see. what moves Browne
and his IATSE group plan.

To Rally Other Locals

Harold V. Smith,, business, repre-
sentative of Sound .'Technicians Local
695,; tried to^ rally, the other locals in ;

order to make; a concerted drive, but
this move failed when the Producers
insisted on; separate negotiations

with the individual, unions.^ Herbert
Aller. business representative of In-

ternational Photographers Local 695,

and other union heads bulled- but of

the joint committee conference and
announced they .would wait word
from the International 'before pro-
ceeding.

With all deals stymied, the general
membership has become restless.

Jurisdictional fights are numerous,
and several studio Walkouts have
been narrowly averted. It is gener-?

"ally understood that Browne and his.

International leaders Will huddle in

Chicago. this week to determinewhat
action will be taken with reference
to the 11 Coast locals. It was re-
ported that. Casey planned to confer
with- Browne after the conference, at
which time it Will, be determined
whether the International Will take
over the negotiations and set the-

deals, or insist upon- the locals handl-
ing their own affairs. If the latter

• course is pursued, it may result . in

a general tieup unless Browne gives
the hod for the producers to. go
ahead and set. the deals; .

•'
"

$150 Minimum arid No
- Spec Writing, SWG Idea

Minimum weekly salary of $150
and complete abolishment of specu-
lative writing will be proposed to
the producers - following the open
board meeting'Monday night (24) of
the Screen Writers Guild. Also con-
sidered was an interview fee for
non-contractees- called jn for. expo-
sition of their ideas on story prop-
erties.

The Screen Writers Guild is broad-
casting a questionnaire to all film
writers in an effort to learn whether
the scriveners 'favor ,a minimum
alary, abolition of all flat deals
under $5,000, and a minimum em-
ployment guarantee for Writers re-
ceiving less than $500 per week. The
questionnaire asks:

'What is your present salary??

Are you in favor of a minimum
salary for writers, who have worked
In the industry, for . a given length
.of time? If so, what should the
minimum be? . ,;How long should a
writer .have worked In the!, industry

. to be eligible for the minimum?
Are you isjn favor of a two-week
minimum guarantee of employment
for writers earning under $500 per
week? .••'.••'-.'•'.'.'';.- •'

.-•

'Are ypii in favor of eliminating
all- flat ' deals under $5,000?v What
has been, your experience .With in-

- terviews for jobs since ,Get; 10, 1940?
Have you been asked to supply- ideas
orally or. in writing before being
hired? At what studios? . Have you
complied with such requests in the;
hope of getting a job? Did you get
the job, etc?'

Screen Actors Guild is expected to
ask' producers to substitute a $10
daily stub for: extras in- classifica-

:

tions now. tieketed at $11 and $8.25.
Another proposed revision Would
abolish $5.50 calls where less than
50 supes are called and no ward-
robe specified.

.
. Conference between

the SAG' and the producers got un-
der Way today.;

Huddles also were scheduled to get
under way between the agents and
representatives of ' the American
Guild of: Variety- Artists oh proposed
code' revisions. .The AGVA .mem-
bership . is' .demanding a substantial

increase in all wage minimums,/ in-

cluding club dates. Kenneth Howard,

AGVA executive secretary, is. rep-

resenting the acto'rs.
.

Bobthmen Want More Coin

Deiiniarids: for . vacations ..and
;,
sub-

stantial wage/ increases for projec-

tionists' in Fox-West Coast theatres in

San Diego, Long Beach, Santa Ana;

Riverside, Hemet, Palm .
Springs;

Ventura and Sah Bernardino have
been submitted to Charles P, Skauras.'

R; Stutz is acting as^ spokesman for

t.he / Various, locals affiliated ' With
District Council- No.."2.
' ' Studio scenic artists haye vpted; to.

accept, with niinor. reservations, the
producer,, offer of 50c an- hour Wage
increase. . The new deal raises : the

pay of • scenic artists' from $2.25 to

$2.75 per hour. The contract is ef-

fective as of jarii 'l, l?4i; with 25c

per hour of: the boost retroactive to

Jan. 1, 1940. The. artists', are asking

that: the retroactive pay apply to.

overtime .; as . well as : regular hours
worjied during that peripd. Assistant

scenic artists will receive $1.85 per
hour. and pot boys $1.55 per hour.

Foremen will be paid $175 per week.
'. .Art Babbitt: has been elected presi-

dent 6f the Walt : Disney: uni t ..of the
Screen ' Cartoonists Guild. Phyllis

Lambertson is vice-chairman, David
Hilberman secretary, and Tom_ Arm-
strong treasurer. A tentative: con-
tract is" nbw.'being drafted for" sub-,

mission to studib;
;
exiecuUvesy

.

:

.: Demands Of Motion Picture Tech-
nicians Local 683 for improved wages
and conditions have been -presented

to Pat Casey.. The demands would
fix

" scale of weekly 1 minimums
ranging, from $66:55 to $119.70j and
hourly minimums of $1.15 to $1.50.

... John Joseph advertising a n d
publicity director, for Universal, has
been elected chairman of the Pub-
licity Directors Committee. He suc-
ceeds

. Harry \ Brand, of 20th-Fox,
whose .term expired.-: Robert: Tap-:

linger, publicity director for ." War-
ners, was selected vice-chairman.

PRINTS OF lEGONfi'

'KUOII' ATTACHED

Daniel E. Finn, : Jr., Sheriff of New
York, has attached prints of'Legong'

and 'Kliou' in possession of Lloyds
Film' Storage Corp., in connection

'with' a suit against Lloyds, DuWorld
Pictures, / Inc., '.: Wprld Film Corp.,

Martin Mermelsteri, Irwin S. Shapiro

and Archie Mayers by J. S. Rex. Cole-

Cole is' the assignee of. the Bennett
Picture Corp.-, Ltd.

.

•;

It
' claimed that; the defendants

were given 22 prints pf "Lcgorig' arid

three of 'JCli6u f
J

: but that the distribu-

tion contract has run: out and the dor

fendants... have refused to turn over
theprints. All individual- defendants

are offjeers of the defendant corpora-
tions,-

.

/.':' ' •'''..•:• >/ ''.'..

NEW CHARLOTTE, N. C,

VARIETY DEBUTS 10TH

With financing already arranged;
the newest. Variety club, at Char-
lotte, . N. C., Will open March 10

when a charter -night banquet will

be held at quarters which will be
maintained in the Hotel Charlotte.

Postmaster-General Frank. C.
Walker has been invited to attend,

while John H. Harris of Pittsburgh
will-be on hand to present the char-
ter and act as m.c. Bob O'Donnell
of the Dallas club will also - be
present. '

...
•

Heck Everett, North Carolina ex-
hibitor, has been chosen as . chief
barker of the Charlotte tent.

The Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Febv 25: •

Third attempt in recent years to

operate the 4.006-seat- Minnesota here-
with a vaudfllm: policy; ended ab-
ruptly when the Middle States Corp.,
which; also runs the Riverside in

Milwaukee* closed the house without
giving the customary two weeks'
notice, it turned the theatre back to

the trustees, in bankruptcy.

.

The $2,000,000 house has been using
independent films with stage shows.
Major- screen product is unavailable.

Only last week Middle States
contemplated a court fight over in-

ability, to obtain major product but
now there is no mention of. this.

Arbitration under the consent decree
is more likely.

Paramount gave up the theatre
several years ago when the lease,

terminated. Owners themselves tried

unsuccessfully to operate it over a
26-week period with vaudfilm and
then threw it into bankruptcy.'.
The operation just concluded lasted

only seven weeks during which time
an . estimated $14,000 loss was
sustained despite the fact that Middle
States had theatre rent and ' taxes
free.

.

'
.

Post Decree Suit
; Continued from page 7;

Detroit Variety Adds 12

Detroit. Feb. 25.

Evidence of the extensive branch-
ing out of the Detroit Variety Club
was given here in the induction of
12 new members, representing many
phases; near and remote, of show
business. The new members in-

clude: Philip Brestoff, musical direc-
tor at the Michigan theatre; John R.
McPherson, manager, N a t i oh a 1

Screen Service; Paul D. Bromberg.
•accountant of Wisper & Wetsman
Circuit; James ,fe 'West, theatrical
photographer; Clark C. Coultier, of
Coultier Premiums; Clifford Giesse-
man, Altec Service Co.; Robert P.
Coi-bin, United Detroit Theatres sup-
ervisor; Edward Bellew, UA ex-
plqiteer; Robert Bernstein, Metro
salesmanr . Jack Broder,

!

. circuit
owner; Carl Z: Krueper, Jam Handy
Picture Service ahd Lester. Gruber,
hitery operator. -

'
• *"'•/.

Mpls. Club's Worfc .

•. Minneapolis; Feb. - 25.

The .Twin City Variety Club is

Equipping; the 12. children's .wards in

the. Minneapolis General . hospital
with, radio sets.1 A .'Gold Rush Days
of ;49\^how is scheduled for March
15 to raise money for this purpose
and for. the Milk Fundi the clutfs
principal charity project. , . Chief
Barker . Ben. Blotcky, Eddie; Ruben
and Bill Elson are in charge of ar-
rangements. /•'

' Bert Wheeler arid other meihbers
Of the iJairl Carroll's 'Vanities* Were
entertained and; entertained them-
selves Vat a party in the clubrooms.
The affair drew the season's largest
crowd. ';.;.

;
;

:
'•

. :
;

•

The .annual grand ball, .the main
social event of the year, is scheduled
for May 13.

forcing of shorts and newsreels, arbi-

trary designation of playdates; 'arbi-

trary; unconscionable and discrimina-

tory film rentals,' score charges, etc.

On its own score, plaintiff states

that its personal grievance is against

the Warner Bros. Circuit Manage-
ment Corp. which imposed unreason-
able clearance on runs, protection

and zoning against it, and made it

impossible for the plaintiff and other
Independents in. the area to operate
in successful opposition, to Warner
Bros, houses, or to obtain first run.

or preferred runs, for their theatres.

It is . charged that the . Mayfair was
placed in an inferior position, and
forced to pay far in excess of what
affiliated theatres paid for product,
and was. also forced to pay score
charges to all defendants except Co-
lumbia, United Artists and Universal,
.which: the producer-exhibitors false-'

ly claimed were to go as royalties to

RCA, Electric Research Products,
Inc., and Western Electric, plaintiff

says."
;

. As-aTesult plaintiff has lost profits,,

been unable to secure proper pic-
tures, has overpaid for product, and
lost patronage all to the tune of
$300t000. Under the Sherman law,
triple damages are allowed, so $900,-:

000 is asked. .
:/

. Defendants include Warner Bros.
Pictures, Vitagraph, . Inc:, Warner
Bros. Circiiit : Management . Corpi,
Paramount, Lbevir's, . Metro; JtKO,
RKO Radio Pictures, 20th Century-.
Fox, National Theatres Corp., . Co-
lumbia, .: Uriiyersail, United . Artists
Corpi and the MPPbA.

.

Members of the Itept. -of- Justice,
who are to give battle to Columbia,
UA and Universal refused comment
on the. action declaring' they wished
to study it before making any state-,

ment. : .

THE STORY UNFOLDS
:-.'.•: Hollywood, Feb. 25. .

Ronald Colman and Anpa Lee co-
star in

;My .Life With Caroline' which
rolled yesterdhy .(Moh.) at RKO. .

.

|

Lewis -Milestone is directing
. the

William. Hawks production.

Wants Probe of Pix Biz
^Continued from page 5;

an open mind, but he still main-

tained the industry, needs the wood-

shed treatment.'. He said he does not

consider the pact which / ended : the

Justice Department 1 attack 'rteces-

sariiy. reforms, any thing;'. Further-

more, he has seen 'no evidence of

arty change, in methods^ ;
When re-

minded . the five-picture-bundle' dis-

tribution method^ doe's not go into

Effect until the next season, he re-

torted that the. majors knew, months
before :that surrender was inevitable

and, if they were" acting' in good
faith, easily could have started the

inhoyatioh when negotiating,
:
rental

contracts for; the currient season.

The O.klahomaii—who significantly

never has made any similar move
against the oil .industry, one of the

chief targets ofvNew -. Deal reformr
ers . and.Trustr.b^stersr^'remai'ked ^he

was . not • for thiie Neely ahti-blockr

booking
;
bill, hot because he felt

everything is hunky-dory, but be-

cause it .'was not a complete solu-

tion.' ; He said neither the divorce-

ment measure, which never got out

of the Sehate Judiciary .Committee
last session, nor the blockbopking
proposal buried in .his own . House
Interstate Commerce Committee was
sufficiently 'comprehensive.'

. 'The; Motion: Picture Producers &
Distributors ot-Amerieay Inc., . ouight

to be "put on* the witness stand
whenever a Congressional grand
jury gets around . to finding out. the
Industry's sins,' Bpren believes: - He
remarked, critically, that strong po r

litical pressure;, has. been exerted
on legislators to sidetrack badly -

needed reforms, adding that through
the Hays organization the industry
has been 'holding itself up as pure.'

'With the cooperation of deluded
groups' (he was unwilling to. name
them) , the M.P.J'.D.A.; has been able

to weaken existing statutes, bring
about introduction of bills that were
nothing but smoke-screens, and
.thwart moVes to remedy conditions

Which have drawn criticism or are
contrary . to public welfare, he
charged..

The Boren resolution is one of the
broadest measures of its kind ever
laid before Congress; While not as

euphonious as . the perennial old

SiroVich investigation proposal,, it

would set the- bloodhounds to trail-

ing persons in every branch of the
industry. Scope of the inquisition

would be 'practices and methods of
doing business which prevail in

connection .with the. production, sale,

leasing, distribution, and exhibition

of motion picture, films and . the use
of the motion picture as a medium
for influencing the: economic, politi-

cal, and social patterns of American
life;'

Propaganda?

Besides having in mind the Indus-
try's lobbying on Its own behalf,

Boren explained the latter phrase
would involve checking possible

propaganda activities on the part
of producers. He recalled the re-

cent yelp of Senator Burton K.
Wheeler, spearhead .of the drive
against the - President's lend-lease
bill, remarking that somebody
should find out if any inflammatory
pictures have been turned out of
Hollywood. While: unwilling to
make any accusation, Boren noted
that during the World War films
were among the most patent means
of stirring up American' sentiment
against Germany. •

Besides the matter of distribution
and the propaganda angle,. Bpreri
thinks there are a number of other
angles that need surveying: Out-
standing among, these ' are possible

!divorcement 6f exhibition from pro -

ductipn and 'labor practices:'" While
he emphaslzed bis noind is hot made
up, the. Oklahbman indicated he
feels integration pf the two branches'
is definitely undesirable and: Con-
gress should take cognizance, of em-
ployment conditions in the studios,
especially1 as regards extras. : If es-
tablished practices .'are not evil,' he
Is entirely 'ready: to forget it/;':';.

'Certaih
, element have long been

seeking.- ah .Impartial review of many i

conditions in the . filni business, and
others have , been trying to remove
some

. injuslice.' Boren' justified.
'They are entitled to a thorough ex-
amination of, the things they have
been complaining: about.'

The Rules Committee, to which
his resolution was: referred.: is defi-
nitely anti-New Deal, though top-
heavy with Democrats. Chairman
Adolph Saba.th, a Chicago Democrat,
has been heaving bricks for years at
the major companies, taking a major
part in the

:

1032 effort of the late
Representative William L Sirovich to

send a Congressional pack oh the
prowl ' to Hollywood and haying;
blasted

. ;
producer-owned chains

; in
connection with his own inquiry into
real estate reorganizations and
bankruptcies, ..

DIVA'S $100,000 SUIT

Application will be made Friday
(28) to the N; ,Y. supreme court to
examine .officers

. and
. directors of

Columbia Pictures Corp. before trial
in connc.ctibfi with a $100,000 action
against it by Minnie Saltzman-'
Stevens, former Wagnerian • soprano
of the Met. ,::".-, 7".

.
The 62-year-old ex-diva claims

that Columbia used a photograph of
her as 'Kundry

' . in 'Parsifal' in 'I'll

Take Romance! without perrhlss! ;
:

The film" company : has entered a
general denial.

Coiisolidated Expects

$1.50 Per Pfd; Earniiigs

Although the .financial statement
covering 1940 will hdt be ready be-
fore about March 3, Consolidated:
Film is ' expected .to- show approxii

;

mately $1.50; per preferred; share,

which is slightly below the $1.57 a
share in 1939. The company already
has declared 25c per; share on this

preferred in the present year.

Company's' film printing and de-
veloping biz is holding Up compara-
tively well while earnings of
Republic Pictures, its principal . sub-
sidiary, are presently reported Tun-
ning strong. Republic never obtained
move than 20% of its world revenue
from the foreign market and hence
is not so drastically affected by the
foreign situation caused by the war.

Atlas' 25c on Common

Atlas Corp. (Floyd B. Odium) di-

rectors yesterday (Tuesday) declared
25c dividend on common stock. It

is payable March 25 to stock on rec-

ord March .7. This is company's first"

divvy this year, 50c being paid In

1940. ;•.'-'.'.

, . Atlas recently ' purchased some
9,000 shares of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
preferred held by Mike Meehan; on
which regular and substantial divi-

dends ha:ve been paid in recent

years. •

Net Income of $2,521,022 for 1940
also reported by.; Atlas yesterday*..

Odium said the management, was op-;

timistic over the long-term outlook ;

for its holdings in RKO, and that.

14% of its "investment portfolio of

common shares was represented . by
amusements.

.

RKO'« Men From Mars
Hollywood, Feb. 25. ;

'Parachute Battalion' goes into

work March 1 at RKO, under pro-

duction guidance of Howard Bene-
dict. .

"-

Les Goodwins, director, has been
toiling, with a technical crew at Ft.

Bennings. Ga., for the last week,
shooting key scenes and backgrounds.

Rita Under the Shawl
. Hollywood, .Feb. 25.

.

Rita Hayworth gets the role of the

Spanish charmer, Dina Soli'-"in; the

Tyrone Power starrer, 'Blood arid •

Sand/ at 20th-Fox. ;'; •

, .:
•'.

,-'^Nita---:Naidi.-.pla.3feci'-.it. in the old

Rudolph Valentino version..

NAPOLEON
;;• . (Continued from page 18)

.

all this 'Napoleon,': who keeps up -a

steady flow of bright talk, dispenses
advice, comment and suggestions. :

:

' Unusual feature is that despite the
hitery background no attempt is

made to delay the action by dance or
song sequences; Lots of sentiment,

•'

of course, but it's, cleanly done. Arias
dominates, the show, .and is particu-
larly . good "'in the comic sectors,

Where his personality shows. . He's
a middle-aged comic who, -with his.

brother, has long had a No. 1 comedy
stock company in B-A. Alita Roman
is tender and delicate as sick gal,

turning in a professional job, and
Elena Liicena"seemingly ?rriDroves as

she goes along". Others worth a

mention are Victoria Cuenca; Marga-
rita Corvani. Miguel Gomez Bab and
Francisco Amor. Photography good,

but, sound a bit bverblatant at preem
here. Ray.
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Fox-W.C. to Spend $1500,000

airs

; tos Angeles, Feb, 25.

Heaviest building campaign lh

history of Fox-West Coast Theatres

Is: about .
get under way with

eight new theatres projected lor

California, to be erected at. a cost

- exceeding : $I,O(jO,O0Ci, •. and: another

$500,000 to be expended on remodel-

ing and rehabilitation of " existing

hpiises.- . :

Four of the hew hwises-wlli be

In Los Angeles, with plans already.

: being .
drafted for the first at Cren-

shaw and Santa Barbara - boule-

vards, to be erected in conjunction

with Dave Bershpn.: Structure with
'\ equipment will cost ' approximately

$150,000. Similar amounts are to be
"

laid out '
;
.the :

three other theatres

.xpntemplatjB4v''*p'r-,.-the
; local area.

Sites- for .

:' these . remaining /.houses

will-be decided upon' within the next

few weeks.

Circuit will erect a $150,000 house
;

!at Richmond 1 and one costing a like

amount . at. Vallejo, both 1

In, North
Central California; adjacent to San.

: Francisco^ ^'relimiiiary work^fox':

both houses is already started.

v: Plans already drafted and
work starts . within; the next few
weeks on a $100,000 theatre .which

F-WC will erect in Sari Luis Obispo,

. in conjunction with Lou Rosenberg,

and' plans
1Vare ; already under way

for a new theatre in North Long
Beach, to. set circuit back another

$150,000. -. J.-'!
-

-

:

:

Around $200,000 will; be expended

, at: once in a complete remodeling

arid refurbishing of the Hippodrome.
Sacramento, and an additional

$50,000 will be expended on altera-

tions arid improvements to circuit's

Senator in the state capital;

Most of the new theatres are ad-

jacent to hew defense projects or

military training camps, particularly

the three In the northern part of the

state. Richmond, Vallejo arid San
Liiis Obispo.
: New theatres and remodeling and
refurbishing of existent houses will

entail expenditure in excess of

.,$1,500,000 .in. round figures, with

most of the work expected to be
completed by late summer or early

fall.

WB Won't Build In Youngstown

Yourigstown, 6./ Feb. 25.

Plans for erecting a $100,000

neighborhood theatre on the North
Side of Yourigstown have been aban-
doned by Warner. Br.P§., announced

. Frank. B. Savage, manager of the

Warner, theatre. Herald the decision

was reached by Warner officials be-
cause of efforts to have City Council
pass legislation requiring large pub-
lic parking lots adjacent . to such
projects in the future. Tenants in

two large apartment buildings which
promoters planned to demolish to

make way for the theatre^have been
notified that they may remain. The
buildings are owned by D. 1VI. Rob-
bing of WB.
Nat Wolf, of Cleveland, djyjsion

manager of WB Ohio zone, an-
nounced recently that, a 1,000-seat

house would be built on the site,

adjoining the North Side post, office

In Elm street.

^Bore Army Tfcatres

"

.
.

Detroit, Feb. 25,

With a new i/200Tseater ready' to

go into operation", Fort Custer, Mich.,

is going: in; for plenty , more 1

theatre

building. The hew house marks
three in the . camp but far from the
end.

; . Bids were opened last week
for the enlargernerit of the smaller
of the three houses to 1,000-seat size

and for construction ' of a 638-scat

theatre : for Negro troops. On .•': top
of this, tPwns nearby are puttinjg up
new houses, with, the

1

Butterneld
Circuit underway with a large house
in Battle Creek. 'v'-'" ,

Soldiers' House
Louisville,

:
Feb! 25*

V ToWn ' will have one-- less "theatre,

for eommercialV' ! amuserhients,' with-

selling of the Columbia. Hall to. the
city; Local committee . has been ap^
pointed to take over the building,

which intldues, a .
1,400-seat theatrej

to.be Used for sbldier-ciyilian recre-

ation, Theatre has- played occasional

roadshows and pictures, and in ad-
dition to the stage attractions,, build-

ing has facilities for boxing and
wrestling, basketball,, a large ball-

room; bowling alleys, etc. ..

' Town 'now. lias! a large population
of .soldiers;, from '•. Fort : Knox and
Bowmari Field,, and acquisition ' of

Columbia- Hall .WiU: be first step to

provide; ehter'tairirhent facilities for

the men in Uniform/ • \ V '

• ;Harry Martin, • for", years: rhanag^r
of local legit houses, has been .in

charge of Columbia' bookings and.

rentals, butwill continue his actiyi-:

ties in the ' real estate field when'
the JJ. S i; Dept of Recreation takes

over. .

".'.-'..'. .-'''

• Rochester's Nabe

.. ; Rochester, N. Y.'. Feb. 25.

Emil Muller has obtained a waiver
of zoning laws covering part of a lot
In the toWn_of Brighton to permit
building of a 1,000-seat riabe in fast-

growing, suburban area,..'\Th'is'-'
:

,is

first theatrerbuiidirig project launched
here In more than' ,10 years, in fact
siocef.. building, of two major- down-
town houses put the Eastman theatre
put of business In the screen field.

RKO Palace Is going ahead with
Plans to : remodel. ^Ho.use has been
practically

. unchanged since (
built

dp?,en years ago.' ;

PA. JUKERS SUBJECT

TO SAME $2 FEES

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.

Attorney General Claude A. Rerip.

last week ruled that all jukebox
films must be reviewed by the State

Board of Motpn Picture Censors arid

are subject to- the regular $2^a-reel

state levy. .

-
.

The attorney, general was asked
for his opinion by Mrs. Edna Carroll,

chairman of the censor board. He
said that thei jukepix distribs would
have to pay the same fee as the full-

size film companies^-$2 for the origi-

nal' reel and .the same amount for

reprints;..'-'
J. V • ' -'

:.

In addition to the - state license it

has been • reported . that the city

couricii is set to plaster on a mu-
nicipal tax as soon as the slot-ma-

chine . pictures make their appear-
ance here. Thus far there has been
no evidence of the gadgets in this

area.

25% to. Tipsters

Minneapolis, Feb. 25. .

The Minnesota state senate general

legislation committee has killed . a

bill designed to legalize slot machines',,

and substituted in its place another
rheasure under which . the; informer
who turns in the operator -of a slot

machine arid helps to get him con-

victed will • receive 2&% of ; the - fine

collected.

Arbitration
5Ss Continued from page 6,

over the Whittier and East End the-
atres. The complaint also alleged,
that the producers /charged arbi-
trary film -rental which were unrea-
sonable in his case, and amounted to
a refusal :of : product.

:

In another portion of . the com-
plaint,' citing a distinct case, Julius,
and Milt London, as heads of Mid-:
towri* named the sarhe two com-
panies and added RKO and 20th.
While basis of

. cpmplairit rari along
the same line it named the Coliseum
as getting - the preference over the.

Midtowri and- also named as houses
suffering front the unreasonable
.clearance 'the. Majestic, Mayfair and.
Globe. •

Set Groundwork for Third Exhib

Org. in N. Y.; Indies Meet in Albany

. Allied's Own Bureau .;

- : : . . Chicago, Feb. 25.
'

• Allied indie exhib group here is

readying to set up its own central
bureau to handle all complaints of
its members to the arbitration of-
fice Under: the consent decree.; This
was. decided last" Week- at the meet-
ing of the board of directors.
Allied execs figure that instead of

having, its individual "members run-
ning to the consent decree officewith
complaints, it .would simplify mat-
ters, if these: complaints were regis-
tered with the Allied office arid that,

a; specially^ designated Allied officer

Would forward these squawks tp the
federal arbiter here. . Feel., that in
this Way' many

.
points with which

the individual member might not be,
familiar will be clarified by some
specialist in this .field...

• Board of directors; as yet: haS made
hp -choice: for this-' post;',:

'.." <" '
\ ': . '

First Denver Squawk
':'""'

;
'•.•• Denver, Feb. 25,

"; 'First case filed with: Denver arbi-.

tration board secretary J. B. Milton
was lodged by the Jos,; J, Goodstein
Enterprises, Inc., operating the Lbng-
mont theatre, Lpngniont, v Colo.,

against- 20th-Fox, Metro and Para-
mount. Goodstein claims these com-
panies refuse, alorig with Universal,
Columbia, . United Artists and Mono-
gram, to sell him any. product; selling

only to the Fbx-Lohgmpnt theare,

owned, by Fox Iritermpuntairi. ".'
':"'

Goodstein says he can buy from
Vitagraph, RKO and Republic, but
claims that is not enough product,
Goodstein asks for another appor-
tionment of product.

.

Yorke's $3,750 Suit

An. application to examine Arthur

H. LPucks and John H. Nbiling be-

fore trial, made to the N. Y. supreme
court, resulted in a. reserved decision

Friday (21) by Justice Bernard L.
Shientag. The plaintiff, in the action
is Emerson Yorke, producer, both
defendant's also, being fllmVproducers;.
Defendants made twoi prie.-reel,

thirdrdimerisiorial stereoscopic shorts,
for tne' Chrysler Car Co'. In 1939.

Plaintiff charges he- brought;;the de-
fendants arid the

.
car company to-

gether, and '

see'-.s commissions of

$3.750.. :..
i

.' .Defense, claims that the deal, was
for one. picture and ;that Yorke was"
paid .'in'., full., for.; his ' services;. Don-
nelly Donnelly are attorneys for
the plaintiff, and FiVelson & Mayers
for defendants. Cost of the two one-
reelers was in excess of $100,000.

UNION EXEC FINED

FOR JURY TAMPERING

N* Beefs to L. A—Yet
•

: Lps. Angeles, Feb, 25. .

Loa
:

Angeles offices of American
Arbitration Association, set up to

hear industry complaint, under the
new consent decree, have been open
more : than three weeks with not a
single case so far filed; :

Walter H. Elliott, secretary. In

charge, is ready to hear any griev-

ances, his arbitration panel has been
set up; and. everything is ready tp try

the industry ills, but so far there are

ho ills, at least none that have come
to the .surface,

Milwaukee,. Feb.. 25.

Feuding in the Motion : Picture;
Projectionists' union, Loqal No.. lf>4

AFL, was aired in Circuit /Fudge
Williarri .F. Shaughnessy's court here
Friday X21) when .Norman W. Hab-
ersat; a member of. the union's exec-
utive board, was fined $250 for cpn^
tempt . after, being, accused . of

. 'at-

terhpting to influence a juryman,
another operator, Eugene .Go.derski,

Who was one of a group hearirig a
$iu,000; damage suit -Oscar E. Ol-
sbri, business agent of the union,

. paid Habersat's fine.

Gpderski reported to the court

that Habersat had telephoned him
that the case1 he was. sitting on was
'a frameup,' so ; the Judge declared

a mistrial, arid praised Goderskl for

reporting the incident,
" Habersat, when haled into court,

admitted phoning Goderski,. but de-

clared he (Habersat) was 'the vic-

tim of a lousy frameup. .I've been
put on . the , spot. There's -a bunch
of fellow's against the union admin-
istratibn. . Several .years ago. I :plck-

eted a theatre owned by . Goderski's

father and I think that's the reason

Goderski is putting me behind the

eight-ball now-.' ;

>'

The - case- . in which Goderski was
serving on the Jury was instituted

by Mrs. Paula . Stifter against Mrs.

Theresa Gesell, wife of a nite spot

owner, for alleged assault and bat-

tery and slander.

Albany, Feb; 25.

.
Grdundwork for a third exhibito*

organization in New Yprjj y.state,; to

take the place of the
.
old Allied The-

atre OwneVs unit. the national
Allied body, wi. ;laid at .a meeting
of indies held here during the past
week, attended by

, Sidney.' Samuel-
son, a. national Allied : director, and
Thornton Kelly, also of New Jersey.
Kelly was activei in;-, the old- N-. Y; .

Allied group,; headed by Max A. Co-
:

Jien.'. which broke away. fwm. th»
parent organization because of fric-

tion, over the . trade, practices. cbd»
then being fi-ahied.

Two up-staters who. also were ac-
tive in. the old ..Allied unit, Leonard
L, Rosenthal arid Abe Stone;. . hav ..

been" .appointed
:
to. a.- teriipbrary op-

erating
.
cbmm i.ttcc.: 'Former .'is an' a t- ;

torhey whose farrtily Pwns the State, •

Troy,,'while Stone; runs the Eagle
here. Others ori the committee are
Max Cohen, operator of. the Lido,.'

Brooklyn, (not to be confused
.
with

.

Max A. Cohen), and Morris .Gold-'-

blatt, Tarrytowri. exhibitor. ...

-

: ;
Twp exhibs from the Buffalo, area

will . .be chosen, at a meeting to-, be ...

held there some time' in March'. .'-Th*
temporary, cbmrriittee. has . b^cn au-
thbtized:. to appoint, other, cpirimitr

tees, set a scale of dues and take
Other necessary organizational steps
prior to a convention . that is to be
held some time between now arid

Aug; 15. .

:

'
• ;... ;; .-'.

; Allied' .Theatre Owners • of N. Y. .

and'fhe Motion Picture Theatre own? •

ers of N. Y., with the state divided
betweeri. them, are both affiliated

With ' the Motion Picture. Theatr .:

Owners, of America, . ,

DIST. MGR. ROY SMART

BECOMES K-W BOOKER

Reversing th« usual procedure,

the Kincey-Wilby circuit has chosen
one of its district theatre managers
and placed him in charge of all

booking. He's Roy Smart, district

manager at Charlotte, N; C., for .

many years.

Move was made recently fpllow-

ing decision by K-W that booking
now had become' one of greater im-
portance than the average circuit

:

attached to it

Several months ago Bbb Wilby
told Vahiety that he Was going to

make such a shift, moying one of

his -district; operators to the post
.

of booking. Smart was formerly a,

Birrninghajn newspaperman.
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. , Houston's
. 2d Drlve-|n •

; ; Austin, Texas., Feb. 25. ;

Local business men are planning-
a $27.5()0 drive-in. theatre in a suburb'

jof Houston, New outdoorer will ac- !

commodate nearly 1,000 cars. City
,
has one Pther

:
drive-in operated by

the Underwood-Ezell interests. ;

Modernistic 700-Seater

• - •

.; Lynchburg, Feb. 25.
.

Modernistic 700-seater to be built
on outskirts of Roanoke; Va., by Dan
Weinberg, president of Bedford
Theatres, 'Inc. House will be ready
latt August or September.

..

§t. Louis Group Steks To

Outlaw Triple Features
' ••. /StXouis.Feb.'M...

:

. Because of '. the -failure of . exhibi-

tors in' the metropolitan St. . Louis

district that includes, towns in near-

by Illinois to: co-op In eliminating

triple-feature programs, the St.

LPuis Better Films '.
Council is pre-

paring bills outlawing such programs

fbr' jntroductiori .in the MissPuri and.

HUnbis
.
Legislatures. The Council;

for several months, has, tried tp get

the exhibs to get together and erase

what has been termed . 'unnecessarily

long' shows,, but : when : they, failed

they decided that- legal recourse

would bring them irito line/

: Picas for better, financial, returns

from .triple prograrris were thumbed
aside by execs of the Council- who
assert that the eyesight and physical

health bf patrons,
:

especially Itid-

dics, far .outweighed, the .financial

side . of the picture.
'

It is reported

that the Couricii will enlist the aid

of other, organizations in Its fight to

stamp out triples through the pro-

posed legislation. .. -.

,

No Squawks So Far In Ga.
Atlanta, Feb. 25;

Cozily escohced on seventh floor of

Mbrtgage Guarantee Bldg., the At-

lanta tribunal of American Arbitra-

tion Ass'n is all set to adjudicate any
and all disputes arising from the con-

;

sent decree., In charge is Detlef H.
j

Hansen, Jr., of New York, who re-
j

ports that to date riary a whisper of
|

a complaint has come to his ears and
;

he has been called upon to answer
only one inquiry.

Hbmand's Complaint .

...Washington, "Feb, 25,

'Secking a chan8e in clearance. Leo
J. Homahd, operator of the West--

way/ i.Ballimbre, filed a complaint

with, the local -arbitration-'.board here :

yesterday .(Monday)- against Metro, t,

Warner Bros, and: 20th7Fox.. .

.Ijnvolved is elearahee which these

distributors give tp the- opposition

Edgewood: in ,
Baltimore,, a Diirkec

circuit house/ Clearance given is hot

indicated in- the- cbmpl.aiht.'

i
i
E
i
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New York Theatres

- of inn

James .-. Hedy
STEWART • LAMAR R •.

"COME IJVE WITH ME"
A M>-tro-"<;oiqwy|i-Muyer HylMr«

Weiss 'Unfair,' Col.

Holds Up Picture
'

•. Hollywood, Feb. 25. -

I

Columbia will , not .
proceed with

]

plans for producing the Loui's Weiss-
,

Max Nbisscck •prbduciion; 'Sing It

Again,' until Weiss gets himself off

the Screen Actors Guild unfair list.
"

Herta Margot and Moishe Oysher,

wheri' contracted for the leads in

•Sing It Again,' were told that the

picture would be released by Colum-
bia. • Oysher, a cantor, has hereto-

fore appeared.ln Yiddish .films, 'Si,n>!

It Again' was to be. done in English,

i

.

' Prbductiori is - now : stymied .
until

I Weiss gets a clean bill of health

from the Guild.

RKO PALACE
"WESTERN
UNION"

B WAY &
471h Si

Jlunilulpli

•'SCOTT
- 4aii'l*—

Virginia
(illMOKK

"Mefet The Chump'
; With H UGH HERBERT

PARAMOUNT
"THE LADY

EVE"
llarlmr*
Hlunwyck

Henry Forftta

A I'sramount
rictur*

.

IN PERSON
Tony Pastor

|

atKl HU Ore

?m" MUSIC HALL
"SO ENDS
OUR NIGHT"

j> DCtacular Stage Produetion*

'v KSn WEKK-, ••' •:
, .:

'
•'

"• James CAQNEY -
-

:

. Olivia DeHAVILLAND '•

•. in lh« iif<v 'Warner BroaV'lilt-'.

?Stra#erry Blonde"
with RITA MAYWOHTH .

—ix peu.son— ": '.

RAYMOND SCOTT o
n
r2.,^

S T B AND B'way & 47th St^

WALT blSHKVS;

STSKQWSNI cmAwUm 1

tka a4>ael« waled MA FmImmm /
Chlldnn Ji«If-prle« »t ill tlmu

Cfrti*(ROADWAY

rilAS. MAROARET
BOYER SULLAVAN

a,bagk"street"
A XThlVer«Bl Picture ..v .

I'NITED D|\/AI I
llroadway

AHTI.8TS ni
:

»Wl.l at 40th St.

Doori Opsft 9:30 A.M. ~ MID Nlft SHOWS
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At Blackett-Sample-Hununert, Chi

Max Wylie, .Columbia script edi-

tor, has resigned to becorne radio di^

rector and script editor-in-chief of

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, effective

March 10. He will headquarter in

Chicago, b.ut make frequent visits

to New York. ^He signed, the con-

tract yesterday, (Tuesday). .'''

Job is a new one, for which the

•gency has been seeking a suit-:'

able man for some; ti'rn'e..
.
Wylie has

nixed several previous ; offers for

the assignment but finally gave in

to added/inducement. Understood he

will . supervise all the agency's 40-

odd programs, including, those han-

dled by both the Chicago and. New
York offices.'

A novelist and playwright, as well

as a textbook writer in his spare

time, Wylie plans to continue his an-

nual series, of 'Best Broadcast'! col-,

lections, of Which he has issued two

volumes. He may also take time

off for the possible Broadway pro-

duction of the anti-Nazi play 'Bed-

Rock,' on which he collaborated with

radio writer, Milton. Geiger.. ..
.

During his seven years with CBS,

Wylie has developed ; a number of

previously unknown radio scripters,

besides persuading several name au-

thors from other fields to try writing

for. the air. Before entering radio"

he taught English at Pennsylvania

:

university, was .'. on the faculty of

Punjab university in India, and,

among other things, was a radio- an-

nouncer in Bombay for. a time: He
is a brother of novelist; Philip" Wylie

and half-brother of the late. young
novelist Edmund Kiskaddon (Wylie).

Columbia has not yet selected ;a

new script editor to succeed him.

BACHER'S 'IF'

Jimmy Scribner For

Swartsdown in Midwest
Johhsoh Family (Jimmy Scribner)

will plug Swahsdowri Flour, a Gen-

eral Foods. Product, on a. midwest

Mutual hookup five
:

time's a . week
starting March 10/ •

'.
.;

- ';;/•

Young & .Rubicam ls .the agency. .

DEPART NBC

Bill Bacher will give up his pro-

duction post at WGN, Chicago, and
return to the Coast if the William

Morris office is successful in setting

him as producer of the Louella Par-

sons program
.
for Lifebuoy. Other

'if is Dick Marvin's ability to over-

come obstacles to Parsons' 'free

guest list' and close deal for.William

Esty.

Bacher and Parsons worked to-

gether on the old 'Hollywood Hotel'

show for Campbell Soup.

;\ Three .commercials: .wpl. wash up
their careers' for the season on the

NBC during the week of March 9.

They are 'Sherlock Holmes' (Bromo
Quinine), the Orrin Tucker-Bonnie
Baker show (Yeast Foam).and 'Sere-

nade of Love' (Chamberlain Cos-

metics). •

Chamberlain series, like the Tuck-
er-Baker program, ': is exclusively

musical, but its hookup is limited to

Chicago and points west.

YaHee, Murray, Ungford

On Rexall LA. Discs;

Waller Craig's lllh Yr.

Walter Craig left yesterday (Tues-

day) for Hollywood where he will

stage three 15-minute transcriptions

for Rexall's semi-annual one-cent

sale. Craig, indie, production con-

sultant, has been doing the Rexall
(United Drug) semi-annuals for 11

years. Present spring' series will

cost about $10,000 and will include

Rudy Vallee and orchestra, Ken
Murray, Frances Langford and Har-
low Wilcox. Craig will headquarter
during the week of March 3 at the
Hotel Ambassador, L. A.
Producer will dig program Ideas

with Hollywood angles to bring back
east with him.

FRITZ BLOCH
Radio producer - director - writer.

Currently producing "Your Dream
Has Come True" for Quaker Oats
(Ruthrauff and Ryan, Chicago).. Pre-

vious network writing, or: produc-

tion, or both, include "Court 'of.

Missing Heirs" (1 year), "Captain
Midnight" (2 years),.. "Backstage
Wife", '.'Roses and Drums", and
others.

;

..
•'•.'.. :':'

Xhadia
y

Stage Show As

Base for Summer Sub

At Young &

;
St. Loiii?, Feb. 25.

Radio, once the big hate of piano manufacturers, is now 'pUr friend,'

according to Lawrence.H. Selz, Chicago, representative of the National

Piano Manufacturers' Assn. which sponsored a five-state meeting here
recently. Selz attributed, the popularity of the radio as being the
direct reason for a boom tn piano sales which leaped from a low of

87,000 in 1932 to 136;250 last year;-

'It took the piano makers a long time to wake up, after radio canie

in,' Selz said. 'We still strung
;
along, with

.
player pianos, closing our

eyes to the fact that the radio and phonograph were much better «s
musical dispensers. Now, however, we see that the radio has engen-
dered a musical appreciation in the public that must find expression in

actual playing, v^at's w 10- years ago are smiles
today.' v;-.;': '

;'. ' "'*''
'..

'

•
. V '/'•

:•
"'' ;

'r

'"'

'A Wise Man Changes His "Mind'
'

; .
/' :

"; J;'
' Charlotte, N. C., Feb. 25.

The press-radio .5itUati0n' : at'.G7astonia'':is: all love, and .kisses these
days. The Gazette, Gastonia daily newspaper;

;
now carries complete '

program logs for WGNC, and the station gives the paper two programs
a day, devoted to news.
Announcement of the new arrangement, replacing one of hostility,

has just been made by both the newspaper and the station. Pat Mc-
Swaifr manages WGNC arid J.

' Wv Atkins manages the. paper!
The paper's announcement began: V \ . there has . been not only a

lack of cooperation but also a lack of understanding between neWsj-
papers and radio, , ;

;'
.

'•,•'••''•'.'.'''• .v.
It concluded:
'A wise man changes his opinion, a fool never is an old adage and

this newspaper has changed its belief that radio competition is detri-

mental to the newspaper J We believe the two can cooperate fully to
their mutual benefit. Ahd> of course, the public la. the. beneficiary
from both ends/of the line. This. Is the explanation of this new ar-
rangement of cooperation between WGNC. and The. Gazette.'

MUTUAL STATION LIST

SWELLS SOON TO 175

Bob Emery Sunday Show
Moves After Many Yrs.

After some seven years as a Sun-
day morning nine o'clock . sustainer,

the Bob Emery 'Rainbow House'

program is being moved to Saturday
morning at 10 a.m. It will go to the

Mutual network, Saturday setup is

figured a good bet for commerciali-

zation. Meantime, Emery's other

Saturday kid show This Wonderful
World,' at the New York Museum of

Natural History, moves into audi-

torium seating 1,500 at. 1:45 p.mi

'Rainbow House* continues to have
, the Doiphe Martin 'vocal -orchestra'

kid choir as an, integral part

Two more stations are slated to

join the Mutual network within the

next couple of months, bringing the

number of affiliates to 175. Upon
completion of its studios and . trans-

mitter about March 15, WAGE, Syra-
cuse, will become a regular outlet,

operating on 1,000 watts power and
at 620 kc, full time. It is a new
licensee.

Other newcomer will be WIBC,
Indianapolis, which joins the Mutual
lineup about April 15, when -it re-

ceives its license to become a full-

time station. Outlet is constructing

a new transmitter, which will op-

erate oh 5,000 watts daytime and
1,000 watts night, at 1070 kc. It now
transmits only until local sundown
It will be a basic. Mutual station.

' Young & Rubicam. has the radio

serial
.
rights to 'Claudia,' John

Golden's New Broadway legit aiir

thored. by ; Rose Franken, which
opened last week. Apparently Y&R
made the deal with Miss Franken be?

fore the jilay opened. Late Monday
(24) the author, was scheduled "to

confer with Hubbell Robinson and
other Y&R executives regarding

final adjustment of contract details.

Some talk current last week that

Young & Rubicam might consider

producing 'Claudi ' as . a summer
show to replace either the .Jello

(General Foods) or Ipana (Bristol-

Myers) program when these ' take

leave of the air but no definite spon-

sorship has been set.

Various radio agencies have been
dickering for the serial rights to the

Rose Franken stories ever since they

first began to appear in Red Book
approximately three years ago. In

fall of 1939 a compilation of 10

'Claudia' stories was published in

book form. Sequel, entitled 'Claudia

and David,' included 12 more stories.

There . were others also, not pub-
lished in book form. .

Original plans were to present

'Claudia' via radio in April with

later -discussions shelving idea until

June. No date for radio opening has

yet been definitely decided on and
there is a possibility that air; Version

may not be produced until the fall.'

Accounts Were Assured on Pacific Repeats—"Now
AFRA Holds Web Erred in Wage Interpretation

BtRGEN BUDGET DOWN

Armbruster's Orchestra Cut, from
30 to 18 Men ;

;
Hollywood, Feb. 25.

Chase & Sanborn . is trimming
budget drastically on the Edgar Berr

gen Sunday night radio program.
Robert Armbruster's orchestra

clipped from 30 to 18.

NBC is negotiating with the
American Federation of Radio Art-
ists for a settlement of. money it

owes to players on the 'Grand Cen-i-

tral Station' and 'Manhattan at Mid-
night' programs in connection : with
delayed broadcasts. The network
had assured the accounts allied -with
these shows that the broadcasts

could be recorded on the west coast

by affiliated station without paying

Springfield Replaces

New Haven for Noxzema
.

v
Hartford, Feb. 25.

.

Noxzema's 'Quiz of Two Cities'

trying a new angle . SUnday (2)

when. Springfield, Mass., replaces

New Haven as Hartford's competing
burgh. Switch means loss of com-
mercial tdvWICC, which has shared

series with WTIC since show began
last fall. .

Hartford-Springfield Joust .skedded
for several weeks, Connecticut con-

testants broadcasting from Hotel
Bond and Bay Staters from Hotel
KimbalL

NYA Charges Anti-Jazz

Prejudice Singled Out

Pop Division for Cuts

Some 250 young men. and women
were dropped this week from the
popular music division of the Na-
tional Youth Admin" tration. Phil

Napoleon, head of project, stays on
payroll,- however. Curtailment was
ordered by national head, Aubrey
Williams; because New York section

was $750,000 over latest U. S. allow-
ance. •

There is resentment in the project

because, it is claimed, the personal
dislike of jazz by New York ad-
ministrator Helen Harris was reflect-

ed in the declsioi. to scuttle the pop
music activities while allowing the
classical music section to go un-
scathed.
NYA Varieties program on WNYC,

New York, is one of several pro-
grams that go off the air under the
axe.

Shouse Re-Blueprmts Crosley Sales

Robert Dunville New General Sales Mgr. for All

v Radio Properties After March 15

try the Case or Forget It

The $100,000 -suit of Broadcast Pro-

ducers; of N.:Y.,Irtc,,.: against' the

Knickerbocker Broadcasting Corp.

will be dismissed -for lack of prose-

cution unless the- plaintiff moves for

ah . April trial, Justice Bernard L.

Shientag ruled- Wed. (19) in the

N. Y. supreme court. Action claims

plagiarism of plaintiff's program,

'Makers of Men.'
Program was submitted to the de-

fendant, it is . claimed, who appro-

priated it for its own use and broad-

cast it over WMCA. It is also claimed

.that. WMCA, by. claiming the pro-

gram, spoiled a deal plaintiff had set

up with .Emergency Shelter, Inc.', for

the sponsorship of the program.

Cincinnati, Feb. 25.

Revision of the executive .-. set-up

for sales
. and merchandising divi-

sions pf Crosley's WLW, WSAI and

WLWO, to become: effective March
15, has been set by James D. Shouse.

Robert. E. ,PuriYille, WLW sales

manager, becomes general sales

manager of all Crosley broadcast-

ing properties. His present post

will be taken over by Harry Mason
Smith, now manager of the New
York office of WLW, located at

Transamericari.. When Smith comes
here; Warren Jennings, who has

been a member, of WLW's New
York sales organization for three

years; will take over as manager at

N. Y. end.

When Dunville becomes . sales i from my office.'

chief of WLW, WSAI and WLWO,
he- will be reported 'to directly by
John E. Rudolph, sales service man-
ager; William Oldham,: research .'d>

rector; Beulah Strawway, merchan-
dising director, and .M. ,F; (Chick)
Allison, sales promotion manager.
These , department heads have been
reporting to Shouse.

. Said Shouse: 'The realignment is

intended to offer a clean-ciit operat-

ing set-up that, will make it possible

for us to cooperate, with more ef-

ficiency. For some time I have felt

that ' with the
:
expansion of our or-

ganization '.' generally,! it has become
increasingly mbre difficult for me to

work in a helpful manner with
many who have a right to expect
Cooperation and helpful assistance

116 ON PAYROLL

WJSV, Washington, Staff Expanding
With War Situation

Washington, Feb. 25.
• Recenit addition to the staff of

WJSV brings the total station per-
sonnel of the CBS outlet to 116.

'

Station, which has been increasing
steadily since the outbreak of the
European .var, last week added Miss
Peggy Phelps of Kansas City to the
staff . of Program Director Lloyd
Dennis,

"' '

'

Easy Aces to Florida

. Goodman and Jane Ace, ; of 'Easy,

Aces' (NBC) leave today (Wednes-
day) for Florida for a three or fourT
week vacation. Plot has been but-
lined in. advance by AceVand Don
Johnson will take up. the scripting
where Ace left off. Mary Hunter,
who plays Marge, will do the direct-

ing.

Current plot Involves Jane Ace's
activities as : a' knitter of sweaters
for. .the boys in a training camp,
and. the complications that ensue'
when the patterns for a secret air-

plane part and a model sweater get

.
switched. ' -.

a rebroadcast fee to the casts, and
now that the union has ruled other-
wise it is up to NBC to pay the ac-
tors the accumulated difference out
of its own exchequer.
Another show on the. blue, 'Gang

Busters,' had also failed to take the
rebroadcast fee into account, but;

NBC has already made a' settlement
on this score with Phillips Lord,
owner of this program. The sales-

man in, selling the hookup to Sloan's

Liniment ' had assured the account
that there wouldn't be rebroadcast
fee for the actors in the event west
coast stations elected to record the

show off the line • and broadcast it

at a later hour. •'.
'

• ,'

'Grand Central Station' was
brought over to the blue from CBS

.

by Lever Bros., while 'Manhattan'

started on the blue: under the tag

of Cummer Products (Young &
Rubicam). In either case the back
money fbr ..actors may amount to

over $2,500.' .

NBC explained last week that the

difficulty was due entirely to its

own" interpretation to the clause in

the AFRA contract which deals with
rebroadcasts. .The .

language, it

pointed out, was vague and the pay-
ment angle could be construed as ap- •

plying only to instances where the

actors actually engaged in a re-

broadcast.

AFRA Collects $5,456 '

Claims totalling, $5,456, mostly for

additional fees for off-the-lihei re-

cordings of commercial shows, jwera

collected by the American Feidera--

tion of Radio Artists during January.

Several hundred members received

extra coin from the collections,

which were made in New York, Chi-

cago 1 and Los Angeles. Various

sponsors and agencies were involved

and some additional amounts- are

still pending. New York's portion of ,

the total was $3,316. . All the collec-

tions were made upon claim, none
requiring arbitration.

•

Union's .New York local lhas .set.

up a committee under Tom Shirley

to study the problem of
;

obtaining

legislation to protect the earnings of

children in radio, but no specific

recommendations are expected for

some time. With its dental and opr

tical plans operating satisfactorily,,

the local is now working put, a plan

for. group health insurance.

Wayne Short has been chosen by
the St. Louis local as its representa-

tive on the national committee to

consider- constitutional amendments
for. submission . to the next - annual

convention. St. Louis local has re-

ported to the national board that it

now has -signed contracts with- the

four leading stations in that city,

KMOX, KXOK,. KSD and KWK,
Only, two others, WEW and W1L, re-

niain to .be signed.
' AFRA's next objective in Detroit

is WJR, the CBS outlet and only re-',

maining important station without a

contract, with the union. Figured it

will probably be a .
tough assign-

ment '

:.

;:
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GETTING -ATIVE

Night-time network radio programs—which means the big-

tiriie, prestigej-point-with-pride part of. broadcasting—are walk-

ing backwards, crabwisei into the excesses of former years, with

regard to purge-urging. Tiv„r ,»
1 to purge-urging. There; can be> no other interpretation

0f"the astonishing adv'ertisirtg.-copy heard last Wednesday (19)
« ^ai Wpnfltica nrnpram PhrasPc rmt r»f thp f>a cf umnon the Sal Hepatica program.. Phrases out of the past were

sledgclianimered across by Harry Von Z ell : The ideal laxative'

.'.' .. 'usually acts within an hour' . v . 'the swift and gentle aid'

'three out of five physicians . . . endorse.'

This gross violation on a leading program of : the: good taste

pf millions, of ;
Americans represents unfortunate retrogression

.after enlightened progress. It was crude, old-fashioned physic

copy to come from an agency like Young & Rubicam and must
also inevitably suggest the question: 'has continuity acceptance

at NBC been hamstrung?'

Advertising copy can never be explicit enough to satisfy the
sizz-phiz:hiefcharidisers, but for. the.past seycral: years; the net-

works have had'the moral courage to keep the most objection-

able kinds of copy off the air altogether and the border line

cases under restraint. ..

"

The advertising part was a sour note

hour (Eddie Cantor, Dinah Shore, Bert

apart fr'oin the anachronism which such
. resents it was a strong practical reason

disliking homes might aypid Cantor in

Allen show on the air at the same time
which is good only for What ails your car

to an enjoyable half

Gordon, et
:;
al) and

tokey copy rep-

why many laxative-
' rerice for the Fred
for Texaco gasoline,

NBC Farm Hour

Washington, Feb, 23.

Ambitious radio report to the. na-
tion on the daily, progress of the na-
tional defense program was incor-
porated Monday (24) in the NBC
National Farm and .Home . Hour.
Each day, from Monday through

. Friday, the. Washington studios of
NBC will attempt to 'give a rounded
picture of day4to-day developments
in national defense,' reviewing news
of 'aH defense, activities, including
those pf private industry as well as
of regular government departments
and other special agencies . which
hav«' been established to - handle
various phases of the program.'
With approximately 90% of all

news emanating from the National
Capital, falling under the classifica-
tion of national defense, outsiders
believe the national chain will run
tip against a prickly problem in edit-
ing and condensing defense items.
Announcer Charles : Barry will

handle the broadcasts, which will be
culled from the- Office of Production
Management, the National Defense
Commission, and: other Washington

-

sources.

No Politics-Just Politicians

WALTER HUSTON KEY

TO WGN TOWN' FLASH

Washington, Feb. 25.

New CBS quiz show not Only uses
members of the House of Repre-
sentatives as contestants and follows
a procedure along the lines of par-
liamentary rules—it actually makes
Congressional 'appropriations' for
cash prizes. Just to make it con-

.
fusing, the station has tabbed the se-

ries 'No Politics'.''.

Columnist Ernest Lihdley is m.c.
on the program and plays the part
of . the speaker. Announcer Hugh
Conover portrays the clerk and dif-

ferent members of Congress, are
guest; competitors ofT each week's
stanza.' • Questions,; submitted' by
listeners, may be on ' any subject
except politics.

To give the acoustical effect of a
regular Congressional session,' the
program is held in the large, high-
ceiliriged, marble-columned Willard
room .' the Willard hotel. And
when a question is muffed by the
legislators,^ the speaker 'introduces

a bill' appropriating $5 for the listen-

er who submitted the stumper. So-
Ions, being politicians. Invariably
pass the proposed 'bill.'

•

Benefits and Public Interest

Programs (President Ex-

cepted, of Course) Should
Be Prepared for CBS
Alone, Other Productions
for Other Outlets

IMPLICATIONS

The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem will continue to discourage the
use of its facilities for joint broad-
casts in the Case of benefit and .simi-

lar shows. What it did in case of the
recent Greek Relief Fund program
has become a set policy. Such shows
Will have to be broadcast exclusively
over Columbia or else; Only', ex-
ception to CBS' participation in

simultaneous hookups will be talks

by President Roosevelt arid other,

events, of transcendental importance.
Columbia is telling organizations

putting on benefit programs that it

would be bettfir_for them to put on
a differen^sho^foKeach network,
because iff a show is not competently
produced ./the fact that it's on three or
four networks at the same time only
aggravates

/

~TRff—stigma. CBS also

fears that, the continuance of the
joint network practice may conjure
up some parallel to totalitarian pro-
cedure, with the arrangement being
eventually seized upon by political

figures and thereby forcing network
dialers to lisen to their speeches to
the exclusion of non-propaganda pro-
grams.!

Columbia is* adopting this .policy

on Its own and without any discus-

sion with NBC or Mutual.
NBC for its part will get 'em ex-

clusive if possible but will not refuse
to carry programs that are not At
least no policy is contemplated.

SUMMER RADIO

at s;

am

Can't Talk That Slow

Radio actress who appears b1- .

most exclusively on evening and
comedy shows, was complaining
that she's never been able, to/;'

crash the more lucrative -
. day- :

time seriaj. field.

Asked why, she said, in all

seriousness, 'I can't talk that
slow.'

'SPURN* RADIO

:
; Toledo, O., Feb. 25.

.

.Judges of municipal court at To-
ledo, meeting in an official session,

have turned down a proposal of

WTOL, Toledo;: to broadcast .daily

half-hour sessions of. police traffic

court. The judges said it would not

be possible to give each case its. due
consideration with a microphone in

front of them and the knowledge
that court business was being broad-

cast.

Presiding Judge Harvey G. Straub

said that 'the defendants come be-

fore the behch for justice, and not to

provide entertainment.'

WiUiam Benton Buys

Into Associated Music—
And Will Be Active

TRANSAMERICAN SELLS

'AS THE TWIG IS BENT'

Walter Huston was brought to Chi
last week by WGN in connection
with a drive- to sell the as yet un-

: Jpohsored 'Home Town' program to
the Independent Dealers Assn.

.

This 30-minute dramatic show was
•uditioned to the Dealers last month
hut with Huston's part played by
•ub. Huston was in town last w^ek
to huddle with the key men on the
.organisation.. WGN has put a teri.

• rifle drive behind this program and
« pulling no punches to put it over.

^Aii'Mee^
San Antonio, Feb. 25

A
Th«13th division .of the National

Association of Broadcasters will,
convene here at the Gunter Hotel
•n Feb. 28. ;

'-J»«* Kesler, of the WOAI Com- i

mercial department, at the same time
called for

; a sales manager meet-
ing, of which group he is chairman.

. General Foods has bought the
dramatic strip, 'As the Twig Is Bent,'

from the Transamerican Broadcast-
ing and Television Corp. Show, will

for the start be waxed and placed on
between 50

' and 60; stations . through
Young & Rubicam. '..,

Network outlet . for the serial will

be determined after a possibly 13-

week test] Disc version debuts
March. 10.

'"
.

"
'.'''

Oboler East for Month

Hollywobd, Feb. 25.

Arch Oboler transfers origination
of his 'Everyman's Theatre' series

east for four weeks beginning March
7. StopofT will be made In Chicago
for 'Problem; Papa* with Dickie Hol-
land and then follows three in New
York, to wit. Raymond Edward John-
son In /'Ugliest. Man in the World,'

and a. repeat of Raymond Massey's
'This Precious Freedom.'.. March 28

date is still open. ..,-'._.

Oboler was renewed, last week by
Procter 8i Gamble for a third quar-
ter. ' ' '•' .';:':'

'

Leighton Blood at NBC
Leighton Blood is the new trade

news editor at NBC's press depart-

ment in New York. .
•

He. Was with Town Hall in New
York for some years,. ...,.''

Program producers look forward
to a wholesale rush for musical pro-

grams as summer commercial fill-

ins on the networks, providing con<-

tracts have been signatured between
the webs and ASCAP in ample time.

These quarters around the agencies

agree that the quiz show has pretty

well run its course and that about
the only substitute that the trade

can turn to is music.

Agency men also point out the:
'

psychological factor, that will pre-

1

sent itself, in that they will be able !

to make balyhoo of the circumstance 1

that . the p.ublic has again available

i

to it music that it hadn't heard for
(

some time. But, these forecasters

add;' a lot will depend on how long '

it takes the networks to make a set-

tlement with ASCAP. If. the nego-
tiations . are prolonged too much,
they, will have to stick to their quiz
programs or pick tip low-priced ;dra-

matic shows1

.

William Benton, who became as-

sistant to Robert Hutchins, Chicago

University prez, after selling his

partnership in the Benton & Bowles
agency, has bought an interest in As-

sociated Music: Publishers, Inc., and
will take. an active part in the opera-

tion of its various enterprises. He
becomes a director arid member of

the executive committee. The AMP
also controls Muzak and recording

studios, and is a subsidiary of. the

North American' Co.

Waddill
.
Cachings remains chair-

man of the AMP board and C. M.
Finney is president. Two v.p.'s have
just been named, Ben Selyln In

charge- of program recording, and-

Ernest. Voigt in charge of the music
publishing end.

AGMA-AFM Break Due?

Intervention . by the Federal .

•; .Government in .the .'jurisdictional.:,

dispute between' the.., American
Guild of Variety 'Artists and .the ';.-,

musicians' union
,
loomed as a ':

possibility yesterday (Tuesday ).

What form such a move might
:

take was uncertain. •

. Lawrence Tibbett;- the AGMA
•

. president, and. Henry Jaffe, at- .

-,, torne'y. were in Washington- late

last wcekj but refuse to disclose

.. what,
:

if any, discussions they/

had with Government officials,

Associated Revises
Albany, Feb. 25.

Associated Music Publishers, Inc.,

has reduced its capital stock from
$975,000 to $368,750. Instead of 6.000

preferred shares at $100 par value,

the -new/setup provides for 6,250 'pre*

ferred at $50 par ValujS.
:

Total number of common shares

has been cut from 75,000 to 11,250

shares. Latter will continue to carry

a par value of $5.

HUMMERT RENEWALS

FOR TEXAS STATIONS

•• San Antonio, Feb. 25.
'

A blanket renewal was received

here by station .
KABC, local outlet,

for the Texas State Network, fop five

quarter hours from 9:30 to 10:45 each

day Monday through Friday on the
Blackett - Sample T Hummert shows,

which the web" received when, the

Transcontinental web failed to func-
tion.' -.

".:'.-'''

.;- :;
•

Shows include 'Backstage Wife' for

Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder; 'Easy Aces*

for Anacinr.'Neighbors' with Blanch-:

ard McKee for California Syrup of

Fig?: 'Oil r Gal Sunday' for Bisodol

;
and. Kolynos and 'Love Songs 'of To-

day', for Bayer Aspirin, j'

.

'. .Washington, Feb. 25. .

. One of the chief -obstacles in th»
way of arranging radio pick-ups from
U. S. Army carilps was overcome last

,week, a systern haying been worked
out to simplify the job of getting per-,
mission: ;to originate

;
programs : . at

military
; posts. pifTiculty - in setting'

up wire lines will disappear under
an order allowing telephone com-
panies to. make necessary, installa-

tions if the; Signal. Corps cannot ac-
commodate'.

:

-

Policy laid down by Maj. Gen.
Emory S. Adams, the Adjutant Gen-
eral, specifies that temporary instal-

lation of commercial lines can be
allowed by the cornmanding oft'icer

at any. Arrny. post under., military,
supervision whenever Army wires
are not available or the Signal Corps
is too busy to- handle the jtb. Dis-
cretion is lodged in the commnndant,
who can, refuse permission ; >v car
he doubts the program would bene-
fit the Army or the public

'

Without
,
insisting on any rigid

formalities, the War 'Department has
given approval to a sun^estion of the
National Association of Broi?''Masters

that standard information be sub-
plied by any station panting trv orig-
iriate a commercial program f'nm.

a

military reservation. Corisent hf>"? to

come from, the director of., public
relations at the War -Department*
here.

. Data which should be tfiyen in the
request includes the name and loca-

tion of the transmitter, the pros-
pective sponsor, the date ard time of

the program, . product to bo f>d\-err

Used, general nature of the broadcast .

and talent to be emolovci''. dssircd

microphone location and wire facilir

ties, ard any arrangements for wax-
ing and rebroadcastinr. The broad-
caster must give assurance the pro-

grain will . not involve expense to

the government ncr interfere with
military activities; . Text of the

commercial copy must be submitted,
while the orogram must be. ooened
and closed with the statement that

there is no irnplied or actual indorse?

ment of the product advertised'.

Good Will
Another Army move to win tHe

good ,will, of the radio industry is

arrangement of a trip for. com-
mentators and program executives to-

Air Corps stations. In the ncpr
future/, a selected grouo of broad-,

casting people will be flown around
to the Chief posts—notably WrL«ht .

Field at Dayton, O., the chief experi-

mental station; Randolph Field, Tex.,

the 'West Point of the Air'; and key
fields, such as March Field, River-
side, Calif—to get a better . idea of

operations, types of equipment, or-

ganization
.
problems, etc. Similar

junket was staged for aviat'on

writers recently and others are

planned for magazine and newsreel
people.

MAGS, DAILIES TO BALLY

KEGLINED SHOW ON MBS

American Can Co. will make use of

a newspaper and magazine carnpaigri

to ballyhoo the show which it figures

on placing on. Mutual for its Keg-
lined brand March 31. The spot

'

8:30t9 p.m; Monday. .

'

Program is a mystery-comedy se-

ries by Martin ..Gosiih .and. Howard
;

Harris. Cast and title, are .not setv

A&S Lyons office placed the show
through ;^You'rig; &'-Rubicam; ;

Lambdio Kay's New Job

,;
• Atlanta. Feb. 25. :

Lambdin Kay, formerly of WSB,
has become associate director . in

charge of year-round :' public, ccla-.'

tions for the . Atlanta Community
Fund. •

'•

After \VSB changed hands. J.

Leonard rtein.i'ch, new- goncral nian-

-aget, put Kay .into public. relaU'jni

job, po.st created- for him.
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ancies as

Dale Evans, Cesar Petrillo

On Bowey's From Chicago
'News and. Rhythm,* 25-minute

variety series Sunday afternoons,

starts. March; 0 under Bowey's dairy

products sponsorship, originating out

of Chicago,, find airing over six far-
' western 'outlets ,.of CBS;
, .. .Talent includes Dale Evans, .vri-

. calist/.'arid Gesar Petrillb's orches-

tra.
•''•'•

'

'"
'r.'

By SAM X. HURST.
St. Loui's, Feb. 25.

New' ''%'suranc^'-.\Rrofectlbn'..- 'for.-

l)a'hRrol]ers.^;wH6. i ;

,

'-heF.etofor;e;.'' have

been; solely- .
dependent on station

manager .affidavit: for proof; of - per-

formance has been' established here

by the National Radio Checkirig.Ser-

vice. Inc.,' managed by Al'S: Foster,

former . general .manager of WEW,
and for. seven years previously busi-

ness manager of WWL, New Orleans.

A nation wide organization of men-;

tally, alert, ' but physically handi-

capped persons; has been quietly or-

ganized during the past three months
by this new firm ' .and - .competent

checkers ' are' how available )in 135.

markets with planned expansion

to reach 600 within the next 60 days.

Foster :
organization has already

sold service . to .Groves .
Laboratories,

(Bromo ...Quinine),. . Lewis.; Howe
(Turns . and NR). Beaumont (Four

Way Cold Tablets), and the W. R.

Sheaffer Pen Co.. Other radio, ad-

vertisers who. have expressed, inter-

est are Ralston Purina Co,, Pr; .Cald'-

weli Syrup of Pepsin. Curtis Candy
Cc Carter's Little Liver Pills; .

In explaining -the development of

this- plan Foster- said, 'Radio adver-

tisers have a .
right for- a, more defi-

nite check on performance than, the

station manager's word. No advert
tiser would pay for the smallest ad-"

vertisment in the most obscure pub-
lication without seeing proof of per-

formance. Advertisers check their

billboards, magazine and newspapers.
Nowj. advertisers throiigh this ser-

vice, can check the smallest spot in

the most remote community. •
'..

'Under the current policy, of vir-

tually every radio station In the U. S.

affidavits are furnished the time

buyer as proof of performance. Hav-
ing held executive; posts , in the In-

dustry, for nearly 20 years I know
how the affidavit system has become
routine. . For Instance, a pile of af-

fidavits is furnished the executive

Who signs them believing them to

Ibe correct, It Is physically impos-
sible for any station exec, on a fully

skedded station, to know that each
affidavit he signs is 100% accurate.

'He believes that the Information
Is correct and the advertiser has had
to accept his belief. • With our pro
posed service no advertiser need be
so naive. He receives written re-

ports showing programs preceding
his spot and product advertised, the
program following and the product
advertised and whether any an-
nouncements, other than his .were
sandwiched between these programs.
On chain programs we watch for
program interruptions; competitive
announcements before . and after;

sneak announcements on stations

breaks and local; announcers antici-

pating network cues, and so on.*

'Assignments are forwarded from
the National Radio Checking Ser-
vice office every Thursday . to the
checkers for the following week.
Forms are returned each weekend
and then placed in the hands of the
subscriber by the Wednesday, fol-

lowing. Daily reports also can be
furnished as special service.'

Foster said . that at. the ' beginning
• of . the NRCS advertisers; 1 found
:mafly--«Hscrepn,rieies, as high as 20%
arid 25% oh some stations at sohie
points. This volume has been gradu-
ally decreased. Discrepancies have
been found oh some of the .nation's,

leading stations and where they
would be least expected, Foster de-
clared. ;

Foster said advertisers subscribing
to this service have- received rebates
and reruns in numerous, instances
and expressions of 'regret from sta-

tion operators and representatives.
Thfi 'service- fee 'is based;on volume
arid is planned onty.-as insurance for
advertisers.. Foster reasons that con-
cerns carry fire, liability iand ac-

cident insurance and don't hops., for

a fire, etc, ;.; -.
;'•..'.:'

: Joan Banks and Frank Lovejoy

think the whole thing is a. con-

'

splracy. - Tlicy're^'bdth;
:

radibj;ac*.;:.

tora: and . met a couple of years

.
ago. when' they appeared" on the .

same show. They were married

. not .long afterward-

, They vhaven't beeri
.

pro-

gram together since.
.

'S

PETRILLO'S 'OR ELSE'

FORCES WSIX'S

Proposed' 'Old Home Week' stunt

on the Kate' Smith . broadcast this

Friday.- (28) has been postponed until

March '21 because Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello aren't free to come onto

New York from Hollywood until,

then. . 'Aldrich .
Family' 'was to. be

part of the reunion and the appear-
ance; of-, this act has likewise been
put off until the. 21st/

The recent heavy rains on the

Coast have interfered with the com-
pletion of Abbott and Costello's

latest picture, 'Oh, Charlie.' The
comics are ' returning to. Hollywood
shortly after their New York broad-
cast arid will do four more shows
with Miss Smith from the westcoast,

starting March 28. . Latter will at the

sanit time work out her program tie-

up With Paramount, while Abbott
and Costello will start work on their

new Universal production, 'We're in

the Navy Now.'
Smith-nope Visits

Hollywood; Feb, 25.

Bob' Hope will swap guest shots

with Kate Smith during latter's four-

week pitch here for inclusion of

dramatic excerpts from Paramount
pictures. Tee-offer is 'Las Vegas
Nights' March 21, followed succes-

sively by 'The Roundup,' 'Road to

Zanzibar' and 'I Wanted Wings.'

No date has been set for Miss

Smith's repayment of Hope's call, in

'Zanzibar.' .

'

... Nashville,: Feb."25
Pressure from J^rnes. C; Petrillo,!.

president of -the. American" Federa-
tion of ^Musicians, and the .-Mutual
Network forced WSIX. to sign a con-
tract with the Nashville Association

of
;
Musicians Friday : (20). The at-

tempt of the local, affiliate of the
A. F. of M. to get WSIX to; sign up
•>vith the. union seemed doomed; to.

failure until the; action by Petrillo.
• /Frances-. Craig's orchestra was re-

called- by. union in late January and
two weeks later Glenna Calloway's
Words and. Music' was jerked by
Mutual. The station did hot .come
to terms until the threat to pull all.

Mutual," remotes' was made.' .*

• For the past two or three years
WSIX has had a working agreement
with the musicians union. This
agreement expired on Dec. 5/1940;
and since that time the union has at-

tempted to get station to sign up;
Under ; contract signed this ; week

by George Cooper, president of the
Nashville Association' of Musicians,
arid J. M. Draughn of WSIX the sta-

tion will audition various members
of the union this week and from the
group choose its . musicai; director)

It sis believed new pact calls . fbr

about four man' orchestra, the small-
est used by .any local station.

WSM will renew, its contract with
the. union in March. WLAC already
has renewed its pact/naming Charles
Nagy as musical director for the.
fourth consecutive year

. The following -Is revised list of professional -placetncnt figeiits

handling actors -who; have taken out 'franchises
-
with the.- Ainericair"

Fcilei-ation of Radio. Art istSv T be considered to consti-

tute a fairly complete picture of the scope and personnel of present

day radio agenting. .
.

N'd-linlai T. ' Agneta - • •

cVlmiles II. Allen
Allied Radio .Associates
l-mmi- Arnold"
Art rep- -

Clarence Jolin Ausltri

JhcI; Hurry Agency ..':

Jlramli .B.rnrirtt .
-

.NYnlUM- B'uti-h'olor - .".'"'

llermari rtorhlft- '
... .

-Ui-lsfo»:& Goldsmith.-.
•Jaiid' Broiler '.

IrVTuK Ji OharnOff .."•'•

Herman citron.".',
'

Cioa'r'y. & Coa '

;
•

Ted- CNnlliris Corp. ..

Columbia Artists
Vhll Cosc-la •

Henry' H. Degand.
Jack Davie* -.>

l-'rank Duncan- ...'.-.
.

Sara Enrlght ..'•-,

.

Fadiman Associate*
kdwli) Fadlmah '"'

Featured. Artlsta Service .'.-

Carl Fentbn .

Herman Klalkoff .

Fried* Fibhlieln
Iternle Foyer ..

General Amusement Corp.
FJvo (llricher

.

JowpirGjase'r'..
Gordon Williamson '

i WW YQRK
Oromliricii Productions _••

A I -ii rOHSin:!!! • . .„ -, .

.

.Sylvia Maldo-
>lnik II.nina • ': /:
Ha'ySvaVil-.PpVcrlrt).- Info;'

"

r.clnnd .Hayiyjird;' Inc, • -

Honry Uerrmnn ';.

llhsKfi .t.' McCaffrey 1

Mvios. liifr.il'fl'

'.J. M. nush .TPrjnon
;

X«t. . Jovohie .'

• Tnin ICpnnody '.'.'"

A I 11. Knlklit -
:

•-•

'

K'eniiolh .Ijaip'r'. - ...

"

, Mi\f)i. ). l.cddy .
• .-

'•-OlKii-.Xi>c...
' Pa.nlcl .T>cds '' " -

.RlnrnntP Lc'niion .

Vllllnm I.lobllhg
IJflOlllR-WOOd

: .Idok -liindcn . . .. ;

'-

Ben U. Lliwet.
William AlpAUhon

: A : A 3 Lyons-
'

MOA ATIIsts .". -
'-..';

UernlcO Metk '.

WllUnm Miller
- Ii'vIjik MiiU'
Vllllum Morrli
Hsin-y Moi'lou
Jolin Moses
Ro'ircr' K. Murral" -

Krttlonnl lltoadcuEtlng Co.!

Horry'Nonvon
. liAin- O'Connor '

•

Al Oi-IiB

I'lillly G. Offln :

|inf|.y'l?enrl
Miirrhy l'hllllpi '

.

Me-ity iiiiskln '.;

•Sliinley- Hnyburn :

-

Mux Hlehurd .

Al ' HoKet^' .

.noth-.Wlawell
I.eal) Snllslmry -

'Uavld H; Samuejiv ;-
.

li.biiVBe Srtrlin ••','

Tiipjl. Sclioriislelri

J.olin A. SclvulU -.

Mary It. sliunk .
~.

. R<1 ivn.nl . Sheriimn .

WUHaiii ShlllhiR -.,

Louis Shiirr. Ajfeney.
yiinnel S. 'Pfrrlbmun,-.
Georke '

S.' Slivers "
: ".

Sol.Teppcr .-;-,' .; ''•.'.
-\

Max Tlshnian '"''.-

: Jliidy Vnllee Orchestra
'•

Billy Van • ' :/
• Joe Williams

•'

WNEW Artlsla Burcuu
-Vt'OR ProKmm Service
Harold Ward
Wilson, ; Powell & llnj wnrd
Charles gates'' ."

LOS ANGELES

Myron Kirk With Schorr

Myron Kirk, last with Sherman K.
Ellis, formerly with Ruthraurf St

Ryan, has been placed in charge of
radio program production depart-
ment of Louis'. Sehurr office.

Will work with Lester Sehurr

Art lets'. Agency
AKSoclated Artlsta
Belllt . Buhler '•

Stanley BcrgermBn: -

'

Beyer & MacArthur/ '.

Flo Brou*no
Sue Carpi & Associate*
Leo'Chndwick-
Wllllnin B. Charney '• -

J. S. . Rex Cole
Ruth Collier .

Conlbn-Armstrong i

Mike Connolly . ..
.

Ilallnn) Cooley
tydla Crow . .

Frank T; Davla
(Ins . Dembllng;
Richard' Uorialdson
Bcity Talrfox :

Famous Artists Corp.
Fcldmnn-Blum. Corp,

;

:

William fleck .

Freddie Frallck
George Frank
Jack G/nrdhe'r
Bruce Gear
Mitchell' Gorta

.

Nat C. Goldetone
'

Noll Gitrney
'

'

Mitchell J. Hamllburg
irayward-Deverlch.
Leland Hayward -

Edward Henry:
Walter Herzbrun
T.ou Irwin
Sam Jaffa.
Mrs. Jessie Utrach

Jeari Ellington Returns
Jean Ellington, who retired from

singing two. years ago after being

married, is returning to Tadio. She
worked on a number of NBC com-
mercials for several years.

Singer .auditioned for & spot on a

hew>. CBS show last week.

BRANDT AIDES: NORTON
Otto Brandt - has become assistant

to John H, Norton, Jr;, manager :
;

of
' Station, relations; for -the, NBC-blue
network. • ./;

-

Brandt, who has been' doing pror

motion work in the department, re-

places Lee Jahncke, Jr.,. \yho recent-

ly was summoned by the Navy to
- active duty as a lieutenant, Junior

grade. - \. •';

Couche as N.A.B. Chairman

Seattle, Feb. 25.

C, E. Couche^ promotion and ad-
vertising manager of. KOIN and
KALE, has been named chairman of

the sales managers division of
,
the

;

local district of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters.
Couche has been with the KOIN-

KALE organization since 1932.

Prime -Craig Kennedy*
Radio rights to 'Craig Kennedy*

detective novels have been obtained
by Alan Lipscott and E. Parke Levy,
former Writers on the Ben Bernie
and other air shows. Scriveners are
preparing adaptations of the 6tories

for agency presentation.

Yarns, of the famed scientific de-
tective were by Arthur B. Reeves.
Llpscott and -Levy obtained rights

from his daughter, Peggy, of Tre'n-

ton, N. J.

Max Karl as Spokesman
Minneapolis, Feb. 25^

Max Karl, WCCO educational: di-

rector, has beeri invited to repre
sent WCCO and the Columbia Broad-
casting System at the inauguration
of J. L. McCorison, new president
of Yankton college, Yankton, S. D.,

this week.
He will participate in a radio

panel broadcast in which religion
education, radio and the press will

be represented.
.
The discussion will

be on the- topic - Institutlbna of De
mbcracy In Wartime.'

; Mnniroe. I. Johnstone
Walter Kane
'^\"alter Knna -.''.

Alex:.Kcnipner ' •

Al KlhKSto'n '

'

•Taul Kohner '

:

. Karl-.Kramer .:'... - ;
;

;

John lonchster
. Le'oil p. I..ap.v . ^

Howard - 1.

-Iiaiiiir.r'Pani.'-''

. /Abraham T.ehr ' -;• '.

. Tin f.oSBer . .

'

'•••M; C. Levee :

.lilrhtlg-.-* Knplnnder
'; \ViHIam'. Llebllng ,

. Llebl Iri^-Wood
A. & S. ;r>yoh« •

. John ' MrC'ormlck
Mn'cQuiirr.ie
MCA Artlsta
.Gene Maim -

Mllo M. .Mnrchelll

.

.' Marty - Martyn .

'-..

Zeppo Mnrx
'

.
Bert Me'dford '

.

Art Meyer
'

Walter .Meyer's .

Wallace MUldletori
Ponald. Montgomery '

Wlillnm Morris . :

.1*0 .Morrison .
.

Harry Norwood '

..

.Olfriick-Gold
Rilnor O'Reilly
'the Oraatll
Fanlages ;

'Cblumbla Manhgemerit' of Calif.
Charles Kenneth Kcldriinn

: General- Amusement Cdi-p.
.Plill' Berg-Bert- Allenberg -..'..'

Sam -Howard '& -Assocdites-
: •RIchnrd .A', Mpntei'-Eilwnrd- it. Gr.n
NullonTil Broadcasting Co. .

Richard K.. Pollmer
Jack. Pomefoy. '•'-

•
.

I>ordthy S. -Preble . .• ,:'

.Rebecca. & Sllton
• .-Richardson
-. Joe RlVkln
Art Rush
Jnmes L. Saphler .-

. FlOyd H; Schenk
Max Shagrln
Melville A. Shauer •

•

•Jack Sherrlll
Lou Id simrr/
Arthur Silber '

.

Edward Thompson •

Small
Jnnathan Smith -

-

- ^rank Stempel •

Rosalie Stewart-'
David -H: Thompson.-..'
Rudy- Vallce Orchestra, Unite.
-A. Geqrge Volck •

Jesele B. Wadaworlh
Granville Walker
Minna Wallls
Wella •

Paul Wllklne
Henry Wlllson
Nat Wolff
Harry Wurtzel .'-

. Bill Woolfenden :

CHICAGO
Leslie Clucas
.Columbia- Artiste. .

W. M. Ellsworth
Marie Agnes Foley
General. Amusement Corp.

W. BlKKle Levin

.

Paula Lieberthal .

AVIUlam Morrla •

. MCA Artists ..

Sidney P. Morse

National Broadcasting C.o>

James Parka
Pearl Roo*
WGN. Uio.

NBC's Army Cals

Randolph Field, Tex., Feb. 29.

The ; National Broadcasting Co.'s

two
.
touring units spent the past

week here and originated two broad-

casts from the 'West Point of the
Air.' The first, on Wednesday (19)

was when 'Spin and Win with Jimmy
Flynn- was aired from the Post thea-
tre : in the Administration building.

The second was on Friday' (21) when
the NBC mobile unit presented Its

Friday Night Army Show from here.
• For the . latter Lester O'Keefe of

NBC was in charge of the produc-
tion. Hoyt Andres and Pat Flaherty
of the WOAI staff assisted in the an-
nouncing duties. This was the
mobile unit's 10th stop.

Both shows were ' announced . by
Bob Stanton • of NBC. From here
the two units go to Fort Bliss, Texas.

Stanton

New audience and. coverage 'study, recently
•',

'.iepin^-

pleted by the, Columbia Broadcasting' System repre-

sents a :
technique embracing many claimed unique as-;

pects. Greatest of. these is the fact that : after repeated

experiments Frank Stanton, CBS Director of Research,

and his staff has produced the first mail study 'ever

to achieve an overall 80% response' with each return,

further^ 'identified ' by .

- name; • address and type of

family,' : Columbia- points out that a 20% return-in any ;

mail study is generally considered Very' good and that

NBC on one mail study, got less than 14%.
In a 'letter of explanation to CBS stations last week

Stanton" ;, sumrnarized four major poi n ts wherein the.

new CBS mail study is unique. They arc: '

, .

1. . First coverage- study' iti faidio- whose' iiitdionce-.ddito

•cowieinoif only jrorti. each countyi in the United States,

brit Irovi each- population center witfiirt every - county
in the United States.

.

' !2. First coverage study based on a proper cross «ec-

tidrt of the radio audience bu income levels. .'
•

.

• 3. First study< of network and stationsoy crape based

on the actual weekly circulation each station, has in-

every county; I.e., on the percentage of all-radio fami-
lies' who report listening to the station once a week or
oftener. :'.

This rriay not seern an important point until; vou rcol-
ize thai .most other, studies depend On such a loose
definititin of -coverage at .'regular' listening. "We. dis-

-. covered that 'regular? listening means different things
.

to different people. Our study, on the other hand, is

based pfi a de/inttion of listening i'ai iedsi once a
week'} which means exactly the same thing to every-
body. . . '

.

."..'.'..''

4. First, coverage 'siUdy ^qsed on o complete family
report of the station listening - habits of the entire
family,, not merely of .

the person answering the quesr
. tions-, ./ . '

'• :.-; .; ';'• ;- -.':.-

CBS will not officially release its new data for
some time, In ;the meantime Columbia salesmen .have
to be. instructed in its significance. Emphasis upon

, net circulation as against the more conventional .'pri-

mary' type of data will be made and research merits
rif detail ballot form, uniform distribution, eveiry.

county statistically stands upon its own bottoms, etc..

Detroit, Feb. 25.

Whether radio obntests have any

value as far as attaining general good

will has been reflected in widespread

controversy in the newspaper letter

box columns here. What set off the

row was one writer declaring he had
never heard of a single winner in a
contest turning out to be anyone he
knew. He - also said that he had
written in on-, contests for years with-

out getting- the slightest nod or hav-
ing any of his friends cash in on the

•thousands of . prizes^ : ; .

'

;
His letter flushed out several De-

troit contest winners; who said they

had - picked : up small . wjinnings,

of them pointing out that those spon-

soring contests would get into a jam
fbr using the mails to defraud If the'

contests: were faked, 'j-

However, by far the bulk .of the

writers turned out to be the sour-

grapers because they had failed to

win -and there never had. been any
winners 'we knew.' Several declared
/they were 'off the products sponsor-
ing the contests.

.

St<seden, Int., Dissolves
Albany,. Feb. 25.

Peter Van : Steeden, Inc., of New
York, has been dissolved. Papers
to

' this effect wera filed with; the.

secretary, of state last week.
Van Steeden, band leader, .has the

musical ' assignment on 'Mr..
fDistrict

Attorney' (NBQ) and. formerly was
part of the Fred

.
Alien, program.. . ;.

3; H; Ryan, general manager ,
of

WSPD, Toledo, is on a . 1 0-day '
tour

of the Fort Industry. Co. 'stations in

Atlanta,' ' Wheeling a n.i Fairmont,

W. Va., and Zancsville and Lima O.
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(Recently, Prof. Fred Eastman, of the Chicago Theological Sem-
inary, made a detailed Study ofnetwork religions broadcasts. As
fruit of his studies he forwarded to NBC and CBS the following

outline for possible radio programs wi^
phasis. He speaks of his several proposals' as . ail falling under the

general' classification . ofW
1 , A Series on 'Spiritual History of the Human Race'

. Aim: To make the public more aware of our heritage. We are, as Walter
Lippmann says, 'children of a high destiny, in the line of great men

. who perfOrrried gjeat de^ds^ rijembers pf the noble company thrOUgri-

\ out the centuries who had faith when, .men were hopeless, : who forti-
-= .fled reason against unreason,

.
vindicated justice against yiolente. .

.'

Sources: The lives of saints and martyrs (and not a few silvers) who have
proclaimed liberating ideas and defended them against the forces of
ignorance, bigotry, and. tyranny. Among such lives are Socrates, PJatO,
Aristotle, Moses, David, Isaiah, Amos, Jesus, Paul. Stephen, Augustine,
St. Francis, of Assisi, Dante, Milton, Locke, Jefferson,. Lincoln.

MethoaT: Biographical dramas, .presenting scenes, from critical periods of
their lives, when they were under attack, for their ideas. Much the
same method that NBC now uses in its 'Cavalcade of America' series,

but on a vaster scale.

2. A Series on the *War of Ideas
1

Aim: To make vivid the basic ideas which are now in conflict—the ideas
underlying democracy on the one hand and totalitarianism ori the
other. To take., but pne: example, democracy ..is based upon the idea
that man has worth and dignity, which no power on earth has the
right to violate; totalitarianism is based on the Idea that man is but a
pawn of the state.

;

Sources: The philosophies and theologies of the ages, as Interpreted by
. their leading exponents. University and Seminary faculties to col-

laborate. v
.

:

; . .

'

Method: Debates, panel discussjons, public forums. A typical question to
be discussed: To whom does man belong—to himself, to the state, or
to God? •

3. A Series on the 'Good Life for Mankind
7

Aim: To lift the horizons of listeners until they see above and beyond the
troubles of the moment to the ideal democratic society as envisioned
by the .seers and prophets.

Sources: The literature of the Ideal Society, from Plato's Republic, Jesus'
teachings concerning the Kingdom of God, John's Vision of the Holy
City, and Augustine's City of God, to James Hilton's Lost. Horizon
and John MacMurray's Creative Society.

Method: Dramatizations," coupled with Interpretations and discussions by
modern philosophers and social scientists.

4. A Series on 'Builders of Tomorrow'

Aim: To give recognition and appreciation to the men and women who
are laboring to bring order out of the world's chaos, beauty out of its

ugliness,, good will out of its hatreds.
Sources: Lives of contemporary (or recent) broad-gauged missionaries,

social workers, teachers, doctors, business men and others. Lists of

, • religious . workers doing significant work In difficult fields could be
furnished by Federal Council of Churches, Home Missions Council,

etc.; of social workers by their national association or by the Survey
Graphic; Catholic arid Jewish workers by their national societies. But
the series should include also outstanding laymen who may not have
any ecclesiastical connection.

Method: Dramatizations showing such, men and women at work, and
bringing out, also, the sources of their inspiration and sustained

-enthusiasm. •'

5. A Series on 'Communities Reborn'

Aim: To inspire dead or lethargic communities to new life by picturing

other communities which have risen from the dead. More often than
hot the rebirth has come about by the unselfish and. at times heroic

leadership of some individual—a young minister, school superinten-

. dent, community nurse, or socially-minded layman—who discovers a
way''to meet some community need and pefsuades his fellow citizens

to rally around.
Sources: Religious and social workers* magazines,, newspaper accounts,

;• Rotary, Kiwanls,. and other civic and social organizations.
'

'

Method: Dramatizations; interviews, panel discussions.
.

6. A Series on %w Lives for Old'

Aim: To give new hope to men and women; broken or frustrated in the

battles , of life by relating the actual stories of other such men • and
women-: who have re-integrated their lives and found useful places

in society. .
-..'':.•'.

Sources: Hospitals for .mental.--healing;-. clinical psychologists; social work-
ers; ministers; doctors. The statement of purpose of the Elgin State

•Hospital, for example, reads, 'This ' is a hospital dedicated by the State

of Illinois to the welfare of its people for their relief and restoration,

a place of hope for the healing of mind, body, and spirit, where many
find health and happiness again.' Such institutions have hundreds of

records of old lives made new. While many individuals: will prefer to

remain .anonymous they are so grateful for "their new life that they

will, tb help others, share their experience.

7. A Series on 'Crises of Democracy

Aim: To help the public to an understanding of the present crisis' by
portraying similar, crises in history. While.no two'.'are-. exactly ,. alike,

the underlying issues are often strikingly similar. For example, the

. conquests of Hitler, can be compared: with the Arab and Turkish, in-
-.'', vasions of Europe, and the later conquests of Napoleon. Or the per-

. secutiOns of the Jews in Poland today with their treatment by the

Romans in the days of Caesar Augustus, or by the Egyptians, Assyri-

ans, and Babylonians in the days of their domination over Israel.

Source: The historians of Universities and Seminaries. -':

Method;. Dramatizations, coupled with Interpretations by historians.

Present Emphasis Upon 'De-

mocracy' Ties In With Re-

ligious Elements — What
" Clergymen S h o u l d and

.: Should. Not Say on the Air
—-Production Suggestions

Made by Seminary Pro-.
'"'

feasor •.

•CASTERS ARE WARY

By BOBEBT J. LANDRY
In a quiet, little-reported way : re-

ligious leaders are giving much
thought to radio and how it might

be used to counteract present-day

irreligious tendencies.
:
The problem

of using radio, these leaders realize,

is a problem of resolving sectarian

differences, -of working Out practical

ways and means to carry themessage
and not conflict with the broadcast-

ing industry's
,' oft-burned aversion to

high-pressure evangelism. In essence,

it is a problem of religious showman-
ship and planning.

Rev. Frank Nelson, of the Lake-
wood, Ohio, Congregational Church,

has formulated what he calls a 'Re-

ligious Broadcasters. Code (see ad-

joining column), while Fred Eastman,

a professor at the Chicago Theo-

logical Seminary, has set forth his

thinking on the subject of religious

programming in considerable- detail.

Reflective, clergymen apparently

see religion as a third point in a

public morale triangle,, with democ-

racy arid, radio as the other two

points. Professor. Eastman cites his

'assumptions' for the radio program

he outlines (in adjoining columns).

His basic assumptions as communi-
cated to Variety are:

Democracy and Armaments
1. Democracy cannot be preserved

by armaments alone. . Its chief de-

fense must always lie in the minds

and hearts of the/people. They must

know what it is, where -it came from,

and how indispensable it is to their

freedom and development.
.2. Yet such knowledge Is not

enough. Appreciation must rise to

the heights of affection. People will

strive to preserve what they love.

3. Radio in general, and the na-

tional networks in particular, have

no higher function in the present

world-crisis than to increase this

knowledge and appreciation. The

most powerful techniques of radio

should be employed, and its best

executive abilities and artistic tal-

ents enlisted, to this end. If democ-

racy falls, the national networks of

radio will degenerate Into mouth-

pieces of a fascist state.

4. Democracy has religious roots.

Its basic concept is the „worth and

dignity of man. This concept is also

basic in the religions of the western

world—Hellenic, Hebrew, and Chris-

tian.

Religious Ideals

: 5: Therefore, any thorough-going

presentation of the history and

values of democracy will include

these religious roots. And It will also

include the contemporary workings

of the religious ideals in the; lives, of

citizens and communities.

6. The programs ; should be en-

tirely nonrsectarian- and should have

entertainment value as well as

human interest in order to injure

their/popularity.. ':.-' '-...-.'.

-7. The cooperation of the major

religious bodies and' of the colleges

and uriiversities will be gladly given.

Broadcasters have long ; been wary,

of many religious broadcasters be-

cause Of the abuse and misuse of

their facilities made in .the past, by

the . zealots; Additionally,, the aver-

age broadcaster fears like the plague

programs of whatever nature that

are deemed dull to most people and

hence are likely to denude a station

Of; its audience.''< ^Church.: -pro'^rarri;s.

have often been guaranteed airwave-,

emptiers. The recognition of this

fact now. it seems, extends beyond
the corhmercisl radio industry to the

churchmen themselves.

IOUS

.

.^The fundamental purpose of religious radio, is tb- build upfaithi
. Therefore: '-.:'•''.

:

".•--.,'-'

1. The religious broadcaster shall nbt employ ' the microphone to
build up his own church.

. 2. The religious broadcaster shall not use radio for the purpose of
• attacking the tenets of another faith. .-'-"..-

3 - T*1^ reiigio.us broadcaster shall not engage in derogatory remarks
about religious leaders with whom he may disagree,

4 - Tne. religious broadcaster must not become a victim Of uhscrip-
tural philosophies concerning race; ^

5. The. religious broadcaster must take into consideration the fact •

that. he: is hot speaking to his congregation but. a much more diverse
group. He.cannot use some of the vocabulary which: he employs with J

his own people. .
.-,'-.: • -..

-

-

6. The religious broadcaster must riot assume that his listeners are
-
^interested- in- what- he

'
is .going.^to say. While there is ah' incurable

religious instinct there is not natural religious atmosphere.
7. The religious broadcaster, must not use elements in his program

that are likely to be ill timed and out of place. Prayer at the be-
ginning of a program in conventional church services -may well be re-
served until the end .when an atmosphere has been developed for it.

8. The broadcaster will not. speak into the micrOphohe as if he were,
exhorting his people in high and impassioned tones but will rather
speak conversationally in a natural tone of. voice as if he were giving
counsel in his study, talking to one of his parishioners or engaging ' :

in spul-clinicaj work; FOr this reason the use . of the regular radio^
studio is Tecommend6d.

: Remote control broadcasts (programs picked
up in the chancel or auditorium) are apt to convey distance and aloof- .

.ness as well as distortions and unseemly pauses: - .-.<

:

9. The religious .broadcaster must at all times ' remain relaxed
:

else his nervousness will be
: transmitted to his listeners. The .ear is

'

quick, to .'detect emotion and much, more able to discern insecurity than"
the eye. . A man may speak.from the pulpit and cover up his disquieti-
tude about . difficulties under which lie is laboring by raising his voice
with a show of confidence ' 6t by gestures designed to distract atten*.
tion, whereas over the microphone the slightest anxiety or haste, the
least worry or fretfulness can be detected easily. The ear is more
sensitive than the eye since its first appeal is. to the imagination which
amplifies out of all proportion those defects.

10. The religious broadcaster should not. be required to pay for the
use of the facilities of radio. There are many reasons for this, chief
among which is the fact that a premium Is placed upon tha particular

'

doctrine of the broadcaster who has financial resources. This is apt to
produce a lack of harmony when it cOmes to the true motive of reli-
gious broadcasting, namely: the building up of faith in God.
A Religious Radio Council, 'consisting Of representatives of various

denominations and sects could well divide their available time, subject
to the requirements of good radio as defined by the stations Involved.

AT PALM SPRINGS

Radio Writers Turn Out Scripts at
California Desert Resort*

Hollywood, Feb. 26.

Three Procter & Gamble radio
writers are currently at Palm
Springs, Cal., for .. indeterminate
work-vacation visits. All are con-
tinuing to author their shows,, send-
ing the scripts east and leaving pro-
duction details tb associates.

Last week's arrival was .Sandra
Michael ('Against the Storm' and
•Lone Journey'). Already estab-
lished here were Orin Tovrov (*Ma
Perkins') and Carl Bixby ('Life Can
Be Beautiful'). Miss Michael intends
staying a month, or until the cold
weather ends back east. Plans of the
others are indefinite.

PHILLY BULLETIN

ASKS FM UCENSE

TRYS' SERIALS,

i

Philadelphia, Feb. 29.

The Evening Bulletin, Philly's
largest and most conservative news-
paper, last week filed an application
with the Federal Communications
Commission for a permit to erect a
frequency modulation station here.
The move was considered significant

here since the Bulletin, until com-
paratively recently, had a rabid anti-

radio policy. The change in attitude
was also noteworthy since Major
Robert McLean, president of the
Bulletin Company, is also head of

the Associated Press. •

The Bulletin's action U- in line

with the more liberal.trend taken by
AP.newspapers and the news service

itself toward the rival medium.
. The application with the FCC was
filed by a Bulletin subsidiary, the
Gibraltar. Service Corp., Philadel-

phia, the officers of which are iden-
tical with that of the newspaper.

JOHN CONBAD IN ABUT
St. Louis, Feb. 25, ;

John Conradi former gabber and
', public relations , director at K.WK,
1 returned here' last week, wound up
• his affairs and joined- the U. S. A. at

Leavenworth, Karis.
';' After -'''leaving St.. Louis, Conrad
: was promotion manager at WSAI,
and a member of the public, relat-

I ions staff at WLW. He is 28.

Minneapolis, Feb. 29.

Minneapolis Parent-Teachers' as-
sociation has launched a 'radio court'
to piit various programs and broad-
cast features on trial.' Representa-
tives, of stations and advertising
agencies, appearing as witnesses, are
grilled by association members who
utilize the occasion to give vent to
their opinions regarding ether waves'
entertainment and advertising.

Sentrmerits voiced during the
court's first session made it plain
that the local PTA is hot altogether
pleased with some of the programs
their children hear over the/radio.
Particular fault was found with the
blood and thunder- dramatizations.

A complaint by one woman was
that her son gets so scared after one
of these programs that she has . to
accompany him from room to room;

,
.Exaggerated advertising claims

•also, came in for a panning. But Dr.
A, R. Root; Kriox Reeves advertising
agency research man, insisted that

'no c*3ims are made on the radio
which can't be substantiated by com-
petent authority.'

In reply to a complaint from some
of the women that, instead -of 'adult

type' programs, the radio is serving
up numerous 'watery serials;' Dr.

Root said that 'programs jniist suit

a wide diversity of interest and
tastes/ arid : that radio's nature pre-;

vents selection of an ;
audience.'

Other, 'witnesses' were Cart Burk-
Jand of WCCO and H. K. Painter , of

Hutchinson Advertisihg agency. '•,

Mrs. J. R. Towne, 'court judge,'

said the sessions would, continue as

'the need -arises.' .She. explained that

PTA unit choirmen are acting as a

'grand or bivestiga ting body' and di-

rect radio chairmen as 'petit or trial

body.' .:.::".-:"

Davidson Taylor of CBS did a

pie.ee on 'Good Radio' for the March
issue of Theatre Arts.
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•GAY NINETIES REVUE*
With Joe E. Howard, Beatrice Kay,

Billy M. Greene, Four Clubmen,
Florodora Girls, Ray. Bloch orches-
tra

25 Mins.
U. S. TOBACCO
Monday, 8:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New Yojrk

-. (Kudfier)
Long' -a Columbia sustainer and

enjoying, the reported top popularity
rating of all the web's sustainers,
'Gay Nineties Revue' makes an ideal
package for U. S. Tobacco, which has
more or less consistently identified-

itself with Americana, nostalgia, old
timey-small timey hoke. This. 25
minutes (8:55 goes to Elmer Davis
lor news summary) has the speed of

a fast vaudeville show. The trap-
pings of the former generation are
sketched briefly but do not; become
cumbersome, either caption-wise or
complication-wise.
What made the inaugural; program

under commercial auspices memor-
able were the performances, first, of.

the many-sided, versatile Beatrice
Kay and second, of the remarkable
oldtimer, Joe E. ;"• Howard, going
strong in his seventies. It is good
to those who remember the old show
biz

1

to hear an artist like Miss Kay
enrich arid embellish a song into a
personality display that is the es-
sence of good entertainment, and a
blessed relief after the downpour of

.
quiz programs.
Miss Kay romped home with Eva

Tanguay's old classic, 'I Don't Care.'
Hers was the same kind of pep and
projection. Later in the show, with
the burlesque rendition of 'Take
Back Your Gold,' Miss Kay attested
her scope, while her verbal exchange
with Billy M. Green as 'Chuck and
Poil—or boy meets goil' was breezy
crossfire.

Howard gave out, with perfect
diction and breath control, a high-
speed old piece bearing the strange-
sounding title, 'The Handicap March.'
The authority of his performance
•hone forth from start to finish.
These were troupers!
Greene's coniickirig and the sev-

eral strong items from the Four
Clubmen and the Florodora Girls all
belonged and blended, as did the
lively, bouncey music of Ray Bloch.
Columbia rings the bell with this

ustainer - gone - glamorous-with-a-
bankroller. Networks sell programs
Infrequently. The occasion, and
when as successful within its pur-
Soses as this, rates marginal annota-
on. Land.

BUDDY CLARK
'Treat-Time'
With John Duffy, Frank Kettering
Orch, John Welgal

15 Mins.
ARMOUR
M-W-F, 11 a.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Lord & Thomas)
Standard''.-variety show pattern is

varied on this new series by adding
an adaptation of sentimental daytime
drama. Result is a curious blend
that's neither one tiling nor the
other. Show is expertly produced
and. performed, but its success seems
.uncertain. It's obviously, supposed to

appeal to the femmes, but those who
like drama would presumably choose
the straight serials, while those who
like music would probably prefer it

unadulterated. . And, not to be
ignored, 'Treat-Time' clearly in

volves a heavier investment than the
average serial. show.

. Initial program Monday (24) morn-
ing consisted of two smoothly han
died .vocals by Buddy Clark, a mod-
erately swingy number by Frank
Kettering's small orchestra, with a
ponderously, romantic episode from
the life of Chopin as the meat, of the
stanza. For sheer tremolo stuff, the
latter out-hoked the hoke serials.

John Duffy's playing of Chopin back-
ground music was a relieving note.
John Weigal is announcer-m.c. for

the series: There were two com-
mercials on the debut edition, the
first being straight, reasonably con-
cise and rather persuasive. Second,,
following immediately on the dra-
matic bit, opened with a pertinent
and therefore surprising wisecrack,
arid was otherwise effectively writ-
teri. Show is sponsored by Arrriour
& Co. to plug its canned meat prod-
uct, Treet. It originates in Chicago,

Hobe.'

fDWARD R. MURROW
alk

Id Mins.
Monday, 7:40 p.m.:
BBC, London
Columbia's London chief, scholarly

Edward R. Murrow, Is now doing a
•eries for' the British, top. He's heard
once every two weeks explaining
Yankeedom to this country. It's
mostly background stuff, the peculi-
arities of American politics, etc.
Sure to attract attention here at

this time Murrow, a fine experienced
•peaker, would be more intelligently
used by BBC If heard oftener than
once a fortnight.

MARGARET and GORDON MUNRO
Dramatic
15 Mins.
Sustaining-
Daily, 11 a.m.
WJZ, New York
Rather pleasant light comedy

serial fashioned much along lines of
the 'Blondie' stories in films. Should
hold its own in the pre-rnidday field.

Revolves about domestic life of
young married couple, referred to as
Margaret and Gordon Muriro, who
have just arrived from Kansas to
establish a home in a one-room New
York apartment. Gordon has a job
;on the N. Y. Morning Star.

Stanza caught dealt with a letter
about 'Uncle.' Margaret thinks that
'Uncle' is -very unhappy back in
Kansas and would like to bring him
on to N. Y. Gordy protests there
isn't room for 'Uncle' in a one-room
apartment, pointing out that 'Uncle'
wouldn't even be able to wag his
tail without creating untold havoc.
Yes, 'Uncle* Is a Great Dane. And
the letter from home goes on to say
how 'Uncle' has spoiled tulip beds,
ruined sheets and knocked the gro-
cer's delivery boy off his bicycle.
Damage is so extensive that Marga-
ret Insists it would be cheaper : to
keep 'Uncle' in New York than back
home.

Strictly folksy material, with the
couple handling lines capably.

Mori.

'CARNIVAL FOR BRITAIN'
With Gertrude Lawrence, C. B. Coch

ran, Vivien Leigh, Laurence
Oliver (brief portion)

Music Hall, Radio City
Three Hours, 35 Mins.
WNEW, New York
Not since the benefit for Arnerican

flood sufferers three years ago has

there been an event like that which
was staged after midnight last Frii

day (21) in the same spot. Because
of network regulations (time, policy,

ASCAP situation, etc.) the show was
not broadcast coast to coast, so It

becarne a natural for WNEW, an all-

night station, in New York..

For radio listeners the kick of pro-
gram was at the very start, a two-
way conversation between person-
alities in London and on the stage
at the Music Hall. Gertrude' Law-
rence spoke from this end . while
Charles B. Cochran, Vivien. Leigh,
Laurence Olivier and the Lord
Mayor of London were clearly heard
from an underground station in the
English metropolis. When 'Cocksie's'
hearty voice was heard, tears welled
in the eyes of many show-wise list-

eners.

It was to have been a three-way
broadcast, firialeing with Hollywood.
That part was announced and Holly-
wood was asked to come in but re-
mained silent. Those running the
show and the broadcast were puz-
zled but somebody had forgotten to
explain that L. A. was cancelled.
Said Miss Lawrence: 'Hell Cocky' to
which the cheerful London show-
riian replied: 'How are you, Gertie,
my dear.' (There was no mention
by name of Miss Lawrence's present
triumph in 'Lady in The Dark').

The abserice of the Coast portion of
the program may have disappointed
some but the weight of performance
as it went into stride later in the
morning, as detailed elsewhere in
this issue, made the audience and
listeners forget the lapse. One por-
tion of the show was excluded from
the broadcast intentionally.. That was
Information, Please,' kept out evi-
dently by orders from the sponsor.
It Was augmented for the occasion
however, by the leading participants
—John Kieran, Franklin P. Adams
and Oscar Levant. In the interim
WNEW took over at . the 6tudio,
where there was entertainment and
an appeal to enlist in the cause by
buying an enameled pin to aid
British civilian relief: Disks and
tunes of British flavor? (Ariibrose,
Hylton, 'Berkeley Square') appropri-
ately backgrounded this portion.

Show credits were studiously de-
leted when artists from Broadway
attractions went on the air. That
seemed drawing the line too fine and.
whether it was the station or some
one in the various committees who
slapped on the ban was not indicated.
The program was poor radio In
terms of production, good in terriis
of names.
The lack of rehearsal, confusion,

and general symptoms of the 'benefit'
were evident. The motive excused
the quality of the broadcast, the hesi-
tations, feed-backs and other faults.

Ibee.

'GEORGE WASHINGTON'
With Orson Welles
SO Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Saturday, 8 p.m.
WNEW, New York.

Only from the studio production

angle was the Orson . Welles one
time half-hour shoi'as George Wash-
ington okay. It was timely (George
Washington's birthday). It shied
clear of. hokum and overly ambitious
sound effects.

But there was a flaw. The words
were the words of Washington but
the voice was the voice of Orson
Welles. It was an overly-smooth,
unctious voice that came across the
air-waves, letter-perfect and Well-
oiled. Only by the widest stretch of
the imagination could.it be taken to
be the voice of the first President of
the United States. It lacked sincerity
and conviction. Any one of- a score
of other well-rehearsed actors' might
have been doing it. In this instance
it was too obviously Welles.

When Welles stepped 'out
' of

character' at the close of the broad
cast to rnake a curtain speech he was
well advised in forewarning the lis
teners that he was about to speak as
Orson Welles and not as Washington.
Had he not done this Jew would
have known whether they were
being addressed by the actor, a,s such,
or a President, in make-believe.
There was undeniable merit in the

studio effort. But that was owing
almost exclusively to the repetition
of the things that Washington wrote
and said, a reiteration of those pro-
found humanitarian principles, the
lofty Ideals and dreams he had for
the American people,; which could
not fail to stir most deeply in a time
of upheaval such as the present.
The script Itself was well knit,

opening with the first shedding of
blood in 1775. highlighting the special
meeting of Congress to choose a
commander-in-chief for the Colonial
armies, Washington's acceptance, the
reading of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, and the early military de-
feats. Then followed reading of a
letter, from Washington in which he
said that he was unhappy in his com-
mand and would rather have joined
the ranks or retired to the back
country, but that he hoped to sur-
mount all difficulties. Most com-
pelling was the scene where the
Colonial troops, hungry, cold and dis-
couraged, sent a spokesman to Wash-
ington to say they would like to lay
down their arms because they con-
sidered themselves beaten. To which
Washington replied that they could
not be beaten 'when we've nothing
but a few wooden buildings to lose
and freedom to gain. Would

flberty?*
t0° gl"eâ for 'reedom°or

Script was written by Charles
Martin from research supplied by a
lecturer of history of Columbia Uni-
versity Includes reference to Wash-
ington s refusal to become the first
King^of America on grounds that it
would be a 'triumph for our enemies
to see we are incapable of governing
ourselves.' Closed with Washington's
retirement after a second term, and
brief commentary by Welles quoting
from the President's letter to Lafay-
ette in which he said that democratic
;>t

,
es.'"just 'eel before they can see,

that this is what makes their gov-
ISent

,

sl
?
w

'
but the people will be

right at last.

Station WNEW is making avail-

students of schools and colleges at
actual cost—$2.50. .Mori.

•LIVING LITERATURE'
With Marjorle Hurtubise
15 Mins.
Sustaining '

Wednesday, 2:15 p.m.
WJ2-NBC, New York

indicated -by the title, 'Living
Literature' is. a book review-drama-

Sh«« P™gram It alternates with
^Kchoes of History' in the NBC
Women's Division's -Let's Talk ItOyer' series at 2:1« Wednesday
(WjT^ 01

!
th«„blue network

i .J7 ,
Marjorle Hurtubise, who

handles It, Is a monologist billed by

Draper*' " * r°Ung Rutn

J? thebasis of last week's (J9)edition 'Literature* Is listenable andairly informative, but contains sev-
eral disturbing flaws. Miss HurtubiseU an expert actress, but her writine
!• uneven. Possibly she tries tocover too much ground In each
•how. Or her combination of narra-
uon-dramatization-discujsion: may be
too involved for easy clarity.

..
^tever the reason, none of themree books she considers on each

EXP8"*'
w
Set«*s ;

w"h "uflicient
definition. Subjects on tha stanza
Caught included Williarn Saroyan'sWy Name Is Aram,' Virginia Woolf's.
"The Years' and Jack lams' 'Countess
to Boot.' Miss Hurtubise dramatized
a brief passage from and devoted a

«PPraiJ!al to; -each.- But she
dldn t clearly enough explain or em-
phasize their titles, authors' names,
classifications (novel, short story,
biography and so on), and she failed
to offer a critical estimate of their
merit. As a kind of postscript, she
gave a plug of 'Aftermath,* the latest
volume in the 'Men of Good Will
series by Jules Romains.
Despite Its shortcomings, however,

•Literature' has definite merits and
Considering Miss Hurtubise's reputed
limited radio experience, should ul-
timately be an entertaining, provo
cat!ve show. Hobe.

' A , J v \ -. . . v

TIM OKLAHOMA PlTBllSUIKO COMPANY AN» WKY, OKLAHOMA ClTT—RSPMSBNTCD Wt Tl« XA1Z ACIfW, IKC.

LEWIS CASSON
'Curtain Up'
45 rains.
Friday, 7:40 p.m.
BBC, London
To actor-producer Lewis Casson

falls this series of talks about the
theatre and descriptive excerpts from
stage plays. Lecture hall atmosphere
and length, 45 minutes, makes 'edu-
cational' theme unlikely to hold
them.

Partnering Frank O'Connor, one-
time director of Abbey Theatre, Dub-'
lip, Casson Skillfully se'lected pas-
sages from plays to carry his opin-
ions, using snatches from 'MacBelh *

Coward's 'Private Lives' and 'Peer
Gynt/ Actor saw his fellow thesps
as mainly responsible for unfor-
tunate divorce of play from the audi-
ence, thus inculcating dialog with
themselves as performers rather than
interpreters.

Though decrying vocal defects in
modern players, Casson was himself
guilty of gabbling in the straight
talk. Difference was marked when
he stepped into character for pre-
senting Shakespeare and Ibsen.

Series is to rUn 12 weeks with
O'Connor on first six Interviewing
critics, producers, actors lined up to
divulge theatrical secrets and errors.

ATLANTA
d Ffotf OnduADuj Meckel
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IF YOU WANT PROOF that the Blue Network

produces sales thru the air with the greatest

of ease, the recent and continual renewals of

these programs should settle your mind.

IF YOU WANT PROOF that the Blue Network

gives advertisers coverage at the lowest cost

of any medium entering American homes,

these two advertisers with a modest budget

are providing it right now.

IF YOU WANT PROOF that the Blue Network is

upsetting all previous notions and standards in

the development ofprograms, consider that on

radio's busiest day these two relatively inexpen-

sive shows top all their respective competitors.

IF YOU WANT PROOF that you can afford to

buy Blue, just remember that only $42,375.06

will buy 15 minutes over 95 Blue stations,

coast-to-coast, on Sunday afternoons for 13

weeks. And $28,250.04* will foot the bill for

the same facilities on any one of the other six

days for 13 weeks. Remember also, that the

famous Blue Network Discount Plan enables

your network to expand with your budget.

Your Blue salesman will be glad to tell you

about other attractive Blue buys.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

MTWORK OF
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SARAH CHURCHILL
With Vic Oliver
Saturday, 9:40 p.m.
BBC, London

Vic Oliveiy the comedian; is also
famous as the husband of one of

Prime Minister Churchill's three
daughters. It adds a touch ' of the
piquant to have Sarah. Churchill .on
the BBC acting: a role midway be-
tween, a stooge and an interested on-
looker as her hubby plays around,
with a; violin (too. well for a come-
dian) 'and then the Prime Minis-
ter's daughter, adds a scene from
Idiot's Delight' in which the' pair
have toured, the English sticks..

It's all pretty democratic, if any-
body hrings up the point nowadays.

JACK MITCHELL
Sidewalk Quiz
15 Mins—Local
GEBHARDT'S CHILE POWDER CO.
M-W-F, 12:30 p.m.
KTSA, San Ahtoniob

Chile company was steady user of
radio in old days. Returns to KTSA
with 'man-in-the-street'. series ,bf

Jack Mitchell.
Handled in front of the Gunter

hotel . on the busiest corner in the
city. To person correctly answering
question goes pass to a local show,
together with a package of sponsor's
product. ".•".

Commercial copy is fead by Fr.ank.

Stewart in the studio, with several
plugs also from the street by Mitchell.

Andy. '.

'RAISING A PRESIDENT'
With Katharine Lenroot
15 Mins.
Sustaining: '

' '

.

Wednesday, 2 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
This 'public service' series is pre-

sented by the NBC Women's Di-
vision in co-operation with . the

Children's Bureau of the U. S. De-
partment of Labor. It's a combina-
tion dramatic and. discussion show
about child welfare,; education and
training and its origination is < split

between New York and Washington.
Hardly entertainment in the cus-

tomary sense, it's still an interesting

and enlightening stanza.

Edition caught Wednesday (19)

dealt with children of migrant fami-
lies.. • -First part - was"-.'a. dramatic
sketch about a family in a migrant
.camp and, within the time limita-

tions, eloquently projected the.tragic

difficulties confronting such people.

Program then broke to Washington
for a confab about' what the Gov-
ernment is doing to handle the situ-

ation. Speakers were Katharine
Lenroot. chief of the Labor Depart-,
rhent's Children's Bureau, and Ewa.n
Clague, chief of the Social. Security
Board's .Bureau of Employment
Service. "Miss ' Lenroot; is a regular,

on the series. Clague was the guest
for the occasion. Series, is produced
by Fred Weihe. Ruth Sadler wrote
this script and does most of the
others. • Hobe.

.

PEGGY STOKES
'Women and the News'
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining

! Dally, 9:15 a.m.

.

WGY, Schenectady
-"

, Peggy Stokes, with experience in

vaudevill*;.. night clubs, summer
stock- and radio (WHN, before com-

ing to Schenectady), is doing a

'Women arid the News' quarter hour
on WGY, unusual for fact it plays up
information on contests and give-
aways \..featured, via "commercials
over the station.! Miss Stokes tabs
the various.' offers.- programs on
Which they are made, and time of

broadcasts. Tickets them, in the
morning, for that day. It is first

time any regularly-presented block
hereabouts has plugged prizes and
offers aired oh other, stanzas. As
such,, it. ought to .^be welcomed by
agencies-sponsors. '.

Miss Stokes also reports human
interest stories, elopements and mar-
riages of film stars,, stage-musical
world developments, and the like, in
which- women figure. This is ap-
parently press association stuff. Too,
she discusses styles, decorations, etc.

Miss Stokes sounds: youthful", chatty,
modest. Delivery is sometimes a bit
choppy. From a professional view-
point her- rhike: technique could be
improved, although perhaps she is

deliberately sticking to a 'natural'
style. Joco;

'FIRST PIANO QUARTET*
With Adam Gelbtrurik, Hans Hor

wits, Vladimir Padva, George
Robert

15 Mins.
Sustaining
Monday, 10:15 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

New four-piano team has done

only, a handful' of shows and is still

being shuffled around the board
without a regular spot. Currently
scheduled at 10:15 p. mi. Mondays, it

also is heard occasionally .at 10:45

jp; m. Thursdays, where it was caught
recently (20),... Edwin Fadimari,
brother of Clifton Fadlman, is agent
for the group and billed by NBC as
producer of the program.

Crew is referred to oh the air as
the 'First Piano Quartet,' and the
presentation . is called 'studies in
black and white.' Limited at present
to the few existing compositions for
four pianos, the group will have to
build up a library of arrangements
of all sorts of classical; selections,
from symphonies and opera to short
sketches, etudes, etc. Now play only
classical stuff, which is okay if they
keep, the arrangements as striking as
when heard. Doubtful if such a se-
ries, could ever build a really large;
following, but if given a good-regular
spot and a strong repertoire, the out-
fit has the playing skill to draw a
steady audience. 'Gene Hamilton' is

announcer. Hobe'.

' If all" the boxtops from all the cereals

sold every year in the rich Money; Belt

area were
1

laid end to end . ., ; it'd make a

whiz of a contest to judge!

But there's no contest over the fact that

the one: best medium that helps sell that

breakfast food, and much of the billion-

and-a-half dollars worth of other com-

modities, is the four-way voice of Araeri-

ca's Money Belt . . . The Cowles Stations.

Furnishing the breakfast entertainment

— as well as the breakfast—-for a. big

part of the six million folks in the Money
Belt; is quite, a;job . V . but The Cowles

Stations dp it every day. They can do a

record selling job for you, too. Shoot them

.

"25 additional words or less" today— and
get all. the. facts.

WMT
CEDAR RAPlD S

WATEHLOO

KRNT
Ot5 MOINES

K50
DE5 M0INE5

Z/v^. ZivV
I Affated with THE REGISTIiTaNP TK1IUNE. Dm Motw. Iowa |

;
Represented Nationally byTHBKATZ Agbncit

WHICH OF THESE
DO YOU SELL?

Bitimated Annual Retail

Salts in "America's

Money Belt"

Canned Fish .... ..$10,000,000

All Cereals ' .. . . ... 21,000,000

Canned Miik ..... . 27,000,000

Flour ... . . ... . . . . . 64,000,000

Shortenings (Vegetable

.
and Salad Oils)—not'

including lard . .. 31 ,000,000

All Perfumes
and Cosmetics.". ;'.

. 17,000,000

All Soaps , . . . . . . . , 3°,000,000

All Canned Fruit

and, Vegetables . . 47,000,000

Tobacco . ... . . . . .; 83,000,000

MRS. JOHN R. BRINKLEY
Medico Spiel
XERA, Villa Aouna, Mexico
After Doc Brlnkley himself, the

next niost remarkable personality of
Mexican border broadcasting has
been/Mrs. Doc Brinkley. She can
be heard nightly on the 180,000ywatt
footer across the line from Del Rio
Texas. Ma Brinkley dishes it '•plain'
Nb.timidity cramps her style. She-
discusses the 'famous Brinkley pros-
"taTe operation for men' with that
offhand familiarity that the Brink-
leys have ever practiced (and brought
their son up to do the same, Junior
being able to handle the medical
terms without stumbling over a syl-
lable or a hemorrhage).
Just now it. appears that XERA

has got the middle: valve, latched
down, for the juice giant is pounding
into the northeast, with the force of
a local station. And there is, in
addition to this possible step-up 'in
power, a drive on for fan mail. Th
doc is giving away a free prostate
operation to the man writing the
most interesting letter on 'Why I
Consider Good Health - Important,'
and all letters (and patients?) be-
come the property of the Brinkley
hospital on the second floor of the
Hotel Roswell at Del Rib, Texas.
This, offer may be. withdrawn March
15, so. hurry, hurry, hurry. Bring
your wife with you for the. interna-
tional travel possibilities.

Mi's. Brinkley defers at one point
to a male announcer. He is simply
a change of voice, not of message.
It's straight pounding all the way.
'Gome and learn the truth.' Enjoy
the 'home-like comfort at the Brink-
ley hospital.'. Stop getting up nights.
And 'donlt get the idea, you men
between 20 and 40, that your pros-
tate is all right/ .

The Doc has lately moved back to
Del Rio, washing up in his second
home, Little Rock, Arkansas. He is

meantime taking the bankruptcy, i

cure himself in the Federal sani-

.

tarium in San Antonio. ; Whether he
is anticipating an outbreak of Mexi-
can fever that may cost him his sta-
tion (after the March 29 interna-
tional wavelength switch and other
impending complications) cannot bis

stated, because - nobody can predict
the doc's capacity for resistance. But,
meantime. XERA is apparently put-
ting a little, more than' ordinary
salesmanship into the Brinkley high
pitch.
The Brinkley broadcasts remain as

always one of the genuinely incred-
ible phenomena of radio. You liter-
ally cannot believe your own ears.

'. Land.

TED COOK
Commentary
15 Mins.—Local
SONTAG DRUG STORES
Daily,.9 P.M.
KFL'Loa Angeles

(Robert Smith)
For 16 years

. Ted Cook's 'Cook-
Coos' column was syndicated to the
Hearst string of sheets. Like most
humorists he likes to talk about
serious things. His pillar yanked
some months ago, Cook saw a chance
to indulge his predilection when ap-
proached for a commentary job by
friends in radio. Knowing some-
thing of his background as a news-
Saperman and the value of his name
ereabouts, the Sontag boys, who op-

erate more drug stores than any
other chain in the west, decided to
go all-out with him for a 13-week
sampling. Once over his mike shy-
8ess Cook should prove an asset to
le outfit.

After briefly introducing himself
as the author of 6,008 columns and
a 'fugitive from a squirrel cage/
Cook goes serious rest of the way.
There are too 'many comedians on
th> air already,' he says, 'so my Job
will be. one of straight reporting
.what goes on in this greatest blood
and thunder melodrama the world
has ever known.' For his opener he
had a terrific scoop, giving out with
the first details of the Douglas
mysterious bomber, B-19. Ship five
years In the making is now ready
for its test flight. He revealed
such staggering facts that it can
travel 7,500 miles non-stop, car-
ries as much fuel as a tank car and
transport .120 men. The natives
have long heard about this mystery
ship and this was their first info on
the flying fortress.
He rounded out his opener with

comment and anecdote, on subjects'
touching on the unpleasantness
abroad. ?Once on friendlier terms
with the microphone and on firmer
footing he will- undoubtedly whip
UP a following as legion as those
who used to ride along with his pil-
lar, of fun. Helm;

OLIVER WAKEFIELD
Saturday, 8 p.m.
BBC, London
As the 'Voice of Inexperience*

Wakefield Is registering here with
his, unfinished symphonies of speech.
A deal of percepti<vi continues to
shove through the laugh-getting.
Here he dithered , along with some
delicate ribbing of show biz person-
alities in the hews, a sort of graded
debunking, of much of their finery.
There have been occasions when this

experimenting fails to connect, and
the stuff missing the laugh must
make him wince. He succeeded here
as a smart performer.

It would seem that working with
a large audience aids him a lot. His
straight studio chore in 'Piccadixie,'
a midweek musical airing, is not as

closely-knit.
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vtarsley Colton, John Brewster,

WlK Johnstone. Eustace Wyatt,

Jimmy McCafllon, Nelson Case

Transcription

15 Mlns. mWHEATENA
Dally, 12 noon
WEAF, New York

(C&mpton)

Somerset Maugham's* powerful

novel, 'Of Human Bondage,' which

made a memorable picture and has

been done' several ,
times oh the air,

Btarted its most ambitious radio pres-

entation Monday (24) .
as the sixth

Ar*ma in the recorded 'Wheatena

SayUuseV series, It win run five

weeks,. thereby covering the story- in.

^As with the . other plays of the

Wheateria' series, the program is

Sage-produced by Wolf Associates

for the Compton agency, with Carlo

DeAngelo directing from an adapta-

tion by Herbert Little, Jr., and David

Victor Novelist Maugham appeared

nn the debut chapter to express

•pride and pleasur*' that the work is

•S thus used.: He revealed a

marked English accent, smooth de-

livery and attractive air personality.

Program started out to do it the

hard way. It made little concession

to mentally immature .
audiences in

its bid for popularity. U^g
K
the

first-person narrative and flashback

technique of the book, . it started

sldwly? barely touching the edges :
of

the^main plot in this first installment.

However, any dialer with . even a

trace of sehsiUv.eness and imagina-

tion must have found, its treatment

of theThero's tragedy intensely mov-

ing And by telling the yarn in un-

usually short scenes it achieved the

effect of rapid pace.

Raymond Edward Johnson was

moperly low-keyed and intense as

Se adult hero, while. Jessica Tandy,

making her commercial radio debut.

Stered forcefully in the few lines

aviilable in this chapter. Burford

Hampden is to play the hero's friend

and Jill Esmond : will portray - the

nice girl, the principal supporting

roles, in succeeding stanzas,

parts are less important.

LAVENDER AND NEW LACE'
With Sylvia Marlowe, Joan Brooks,

Felix Knight, Glenn Rlgga
15 Mini;
Sustaining

.

Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York
Old-fashioned classic and modern

swing are facetiously blended in this
15-minute Sunday afternoon music
series.. It's expertly presented and
moderately amusing. Should also fit

acceptably into the schedule, being
an agreeable contrast to the con-
current Philharmonic-Symphony con-
cert on CBS and the 'Great Plays'
series on WJZ-NBC. 'Lavender and
New Lace' is a novelty, but not en-
tirely new. 'Music ..for Moderns,' for-
merly pumped to the same network
earlier Sunday' afternoons from
KYW, Philadelphia, was

, vaguely
similar in flavor,, while the goofy
poetic announcements have been
used by Milt Herth and various
others. Still, this is a.;divertihg show
—and neatly titled.

Sylvia Marlowe's semi-classic,
semi-swing harpsichord music 1 pro*
vides the backbone of the show. It's

knockout. Joan Brooks croons sim-
mering pop tunes, while Felix Knight
clicks with bid-fashioned ballads.
Glenn Riggs reads the rhymed an-
nouncements scripted by . Edward
Birnbryer. each with a comic , tag.
William Wllgus Is producer-director.

.. Hobe.

Other
Hobe,

•PEOPLE WITH LIGHT COMING
OUT OF THEM' w

With Burgess Meredith, John Gar-

field, Nancy Kelly, Eduardo Cla-

nelll, Edmund Gwenn, Tim Holt,

William Tracy, Clinton Rosamund,

Leith Stevens
SO Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 2 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

This ebullient William Saroyan

sketch, 'People with Light Coming
Out of Theni,' was aired Sunday (23)

afternoon as the first qf 13 half-hour

sustainerslpn.CBS by The Free Com-
pany, a group of writers, actors and

directors who hope to stimulate an

'appreciation of American liberty

and show the 'meaning of freedom.

Subsequent programs will be by such

authors as . Robert E. Sherwood;
Maxwell Anderson, Orson Welles,

Norman Corwin and Marc Connelly

Either : as entertainment or pro-

democracy propaganda, 'People with

Light Coming Out of Them' was
commonplace, Cast, including such

names as Burgess Meredith, John
Garfield, Nancy Kelly and the others,

should have drawn a sizable audi-

once, but there was nothing but

Saroyan's characteristic warmth for

his fellow-humans to show the mil-

lions of listeners, throughout the

country why his is such a name in

the theatre arid fiction. Actually, It

was little more than a rewrite of his

Time of Your Life,' only not as pun
gent, or witty, or humorous.

Where 'Time of Your Life* deals

with the colorful characters who
drift in and out of- a San Francisco
waterfront saloon, 'People with
Light' concerned a quixotic kind of

painter who merely talked to the
people in his block in . a mythical;

American town. They were of all.

nationalities, and followed various
occupations. But 6ince Saroyan was
the author, : all were, friendly, toler

ant, warm hearted and had a child

like Innocence. They are, said Sarp
van, the 'people With light coming
out of them.' the frae, simple, gener-
ous, good, human people—in short,

- Americans. For America, he assert
«d, li a happy nation, a free nation
whose people love, not hate—a na
tlon of human people.

. As in so much of Saroyan's writ
Ing, the piece ignored the technical
requirements of the medium. Thus,

,
it created a mood, , or. feeling, but it

was vague and inconclusive and
squanderied..the opportunities of the;

microphone. Norman Corwin's dir
rection pulled the script together
considerably, heightening atmosphere
and color and giving expressive pace.
But Meredith could do little with the
incidental part of the narrator, whose
function was usurped, by Garfield's
part as. the painter-lnterviewer-pro-
tagonist. Others were varyingly ef-
fective, but all remained. Saroyan.
Leith Stevens composed, and con-
ducted the background and bridge
music. Charles Vanda was producer.

Show was short-waved to South
America, which must have given the
sub-Equator citizenry iomething to
ponder. ? .Hob*.

'FROM ME TO YOU'
With Maxine Keith
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Daily, 10:15 a.m.
WINS, New York
A vet radio emoter, Maxine Keith,

is doing about the usual femrrie chat-

ter on this • six-mornirigsTweekly

'From Me to You' series. She touches

a wide assortment of subjects, treats

irig them, with amiable informality.

Is a ready talker, with an easy de-

livery and a definite New Yorkish
accent.

Novel angle oh the show is that
she invites listeners to phone her at
the studio and make arrangements
to attend her , 'Second • Breakfast
Club;' Those who do so will parr
ticipate in the show and have a bite;

afterward. It sounds as if it might
provide some intriguing programs.
When caught Wednesday (19),

Miss. Keith, spoke briefly about the
question of padded versus sloping
shoulder styles, told about, attending
a consumer exhibit and meeting her
femme broadcast rival Bessie Beat-
tie, of Mutual, then described a tea
she had attended. There's a recorded
musical break at the show's. half-way
point. Program sounds as if it might
be rather listehable for femme
[dialers. Hobe.

ALBANY TOWN MEETING OF THE
AIR

60 Mlns.—Local
Sustaining
Monday, 9 p. m.
WABY, Albany
New program, heard every other

week, is a local version of NBC's
Town Hall Of the Air. Comparisons
with latter may not be entirely fair,
but they are perhaps inevitable. The
more so because WABY until .recent-
ly carried web show and made much
of it.

•; ; . >
Albany Meeting has one golden

advantage—plenty of time for ques-
tions.. Guest talkers here, are not as
well known nor as dynamic as those
jan the network show:. Visual audir
ence is small and very polite.
There is none of the booing, little of
rude ' interruptions, hone of frayed,
tempers,' little of rough -tumble which
usually, makes NBC Town Hall so
dramatic, so . significant an expression

.

of democracy in operation. Finally, 1

local feature has not a moderator
with experience and • showmanship
of George V. Denny. However,
Glenn H. Jackson, of State Social
Welfare Department, handles assign-
ment fairly well.. Jaco.

Howell Culllriane clicked off 14

years on air (15). as newscaster for

Boston Herald-Traveler over WEEI.

'STORIES BY OLMSTEAD'
With Nelson Olmstead
15 Mins.
Sustaining .

M-W-F, 10 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Here's an example of skillful use

of fundamentals. Without using

dramatizations, musical backgrounds

or sound effects, and avoiding any-
thing, in the way of heavy emoting.
Nelson Olmstead merely reads a
story. He uses a straight-away de-
livery and a conversational, though
expressive, tone. But he selects
good stories and the result' is an ab- L

sdrbing 15 minutes,
;

Yarn on the edition caught Tues-

.

day (18) night was Edward Everett
Hale's minor classic, 'The Man With-
out a Country.' Show opened with
a simple announcement, followed by
a couple of.bars of orchestral music
for atmosphere and then the un-
adorned story. _ Being . completely
Undiluted, its effectiveness hinged
solely on the story itself. And since
'Mali Without a Country' is time--
proven, it held attention.

; Olmstead is a former announcer -
'

and amateur actor who brought thia
story idea to, NBC from Texas radio;
It how originates in Chicago;, and,
considering its obviously modest
production expense, should be a
natural for sponsorship. Hobe.

GROCERS CAPITALIZE ON SALES OPPORTUNITIES

OF WLW-ADVERTISED BRANDS

"We find a steady year-round movement on products advertised over

WLW, the Nation's Station. By tying-in with WLWs complete mer-

chandising service we, as well as our customers, are able to capitalize

on the sales opportunities offered by these staple brands."

(Signed): Charles Mescher, President

Dixie Wholesale Grocery, Inc.

Covington, Kentucky

The Dixie Wholesale Grocery

serves the Northern Kentucky

area In which Covington and

Newport are located.
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'DEFENSE FOB AMERICA'
With Laurence Hammond, Graham

. MacNamce.
Talk, Music .

SO Mins.
Sustaining
Saturday, 7 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New fork
NBC has no easy task In making

this specie of 'reports to the nation':

Interesting, but it may . be credited
with going at the project with the
utmost simplicity and clarity. Those
responsible for'-, this weekly docu-
mentary " program have " refrained
from cluttering up the proceedings
with Greek choruses and dramatic
Interpolations..The story of America's
efforts of defense production is told
In straight fashion, told. by those who
wprk at jtv the manufacturer, the
executive, the foreman, the skilled
worker, the apprentice. Statistics are
tossed, off- but - only on occasion arid

to round out a. point.

For the .initial broadcast the origi-

nating point selected was Cleveland,
an important link in the machine
tool industry.. Most of the program
came from the ballroom of aV local

hotel. .'The attending hoopla was|
dignified and in effective keeping
with the event The audience opened
the program with the singing ol! the
national anthem arid between times, a'

brass band and - a local glee club cut
In with patriotic numbers. It was all

neatly carried off In the American
town hall tradition. The mayor of
Cleveland pledged the town's indus-
try to do everything to rush the de-.

fense prograrh and there followed a.

succession: of manufacturers, me-
chanics., etc., each quizzed by. Lau-
rence Hammond, writer of the series.

Further interviews were picked up
from humming factories, with no
little human interest Imparted by the
narrative of father, son and nephew
Jointly employed as rnechanics in the
shop where the father started 31

years ago. The woman angle got in

via few words by the former's wife.

NBC is preparing these . programs
with the 'cooperation of the National
Association of :.

Manufacturers, with
Charles Speer : functioning as ad-
vance man on the series. Odec.

.

•EASY STEPPERS'
With Crystal Springs. Ramblers (7),

•

Desert Drifters (3), Charley Meade
15 Mins.—Regional
SEIBERLING RUBBER CO.
M-W-F; 7:45 a.m.
KABC-TSN, San Antonio

. (Meldrum & Fewsmith)
From Fort Worth comes this opus

fed to 15 TSN stations in behalf of
Adjusto-W.ear Rubber. Heels. . It's

conventional hill-billy flddlin' and
songs of . the cattle-arid-range coun-
try. It's corny, good-humored, and
peppy. ;'

. 'Crystal City Ramblers* is directed
by Babe Cunningham. A seven-piece
combo with Poppa Sam as manager
and owner and the son as director.
The Desert Drifters' comprise Nick
Nickols on th« mandolin. Doc Em-
bree on guitar, and his wife Ester
Gibson doing vocals and guitar.

. Commercial copy not too verbose.
Ably handled by Charley Meade*,
who . also . ably keeps the. program
moving along at a brisk pace.

:
.

Andy.

'WAR LETTERS FROM BRITAIN'
With Jessie Royce Landis
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining

.

Tuesday, 9:15 p.m.
WMCA, New York
These letters from Britain,, written

by people living right on the front
porch of the battle zone, presented in

dramatic vein, by a new guest; perr.

former each week, are just about as
profoundly stirring as anything heard
on the air since the Battle of Britain
started. '. ; '

'-

ThereV undoubtedly a; tendency
towards over-elaboration from the
production angle. But if, as was
most likely the case, this program
was designed to clutch at the heart
of the average listener, if ' it was in-
tended to convey the pathos, . the
poignancy; the fantastic; almost, un-
real tragedy which has befallen the
peoples of Europe* then it serves its

purpose well. It packs a sentimental
wallop. .-,:

'.

'

.•;

Stanza caught, second of the series,
had Jessie Royce Land is as the let-

ter-reader. Following opening and
introduction, program leads into a
'Prayer for England,' written by
William Rose Benet, American poet.

,

ight : arid 'every night, God save
England'' is the motif

*

'War Letters from Britain' Is. based
on a . collection of letters published
\n book form under the sarne title.

The radio adaptation was written by
Lynne Thompson. Miss Landis' in-
terpretation was notable for restraint
and precision that made it all the
rnbre impressive; .Conclusion of pro-
gram: brings an appeal to send $1, to
the British. War Relief for a Badge
of Syrnpathy for beleaguered Britons.
Show is presented by British War
Relief .in collaboration/ with Current
History magazine. Mori.

JUVENILE JAMBOREE
With Hal Kent, St. John's Band
30 Mins.—Local
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
Saturday, 9:30 a.m.
WGY, Schenectady '..

. WGY's . Juvenile Jamboree, broad-
cast for years -on Saturday, morning,
has finally grabbed a sponsor of . a.

nationallyradvertised product, Na-
tional Biscuit bread. Switch to com-
mercial basis, however, does not
seern to have brought marked im-
provement. Dramatic . interlude

—

acting of brief scenes from children's
classics and even from Shakespeare,
under direction of Mrs. Florence San-
ford^-apparently has been dropped.
This despite fact it Was the part
which had unusual touch. In radio,
particularly local, kids often do a
better job of acting than of singing.
One, though not only, reason is

they and/or- their fond parents teftd
to insist on unsuitable, numbers. For
instance, first bit on salvo heard was
a 14-year-old boy terioring 'You're
the One.' Voice sounded rather good,
but' selection, inappropriately mushy
for a lad. •

Following him were youngsters
reciting,and warbling. . Also a three-
some dancing in close unison (better
for. visual than aural); a trio of in-
strumental swjngsters (Sonny Salad,
ticketing number, might be given a
bigger assignment), and Stephen St
John's banjo-guitar band. Latter
'Could be used more; in fact, greater
emphasis placed on instrumental
end. : Jacor-.

"Which Southern California radio station is doing the

biggest job of moving grocery items off your shelves?"

We put the question to Gilbert Carrasco' of the G&M
Super-Market in Santa Barbara, 83 miles- north of Los

Angeles, and like most men on the Southern California

retail sales front, Mr. Carrasco answers ;'KNX !'*

"When things are advertised on KMC we feel it here

in the store. Customers begin asking about them,'' he said.

KNX
LOS ANGELES

Southern California retailer*

recognize KNX as their most
potent sales-building* factor.

^Naturally, the tune-in -choice
ofmost Southern Californians

is the choice' of retailers ; for

itspowertomovemerchanclise

50,000 WATTS
COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR ALL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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Eddie Cantor piled up lots of gig-

gles on his program last week. The
baby-tending routirie was developed
for both amusing running comment
and for a clever turie-iri-next-week-
to-find-out teaser at the end. Bert
Gordon, the Voice , of Experience
(Sayle Taylor), Harry Von Zell and
Dinah Shore were all employed in

the' gagging. Half hour had solid

gear-meshing pickup from- beginning
to mounting finish. ; >

'Inner Sanctum Mystery*, hasn't
irnproved since its faltering start a
few weeks ago. Heard Tuesday (18)
night, the series offered 'The Case
of the Strangled Snake,' , pitifully

spurious whodunit by : Frank Gould.
Scripting was pretentious arid

clumsy, production arid direction
were inept and . the acting, ' except
for Myron McCormlck's vibrantly
direct performance as the detective,

.

were hoke-bound. Carter's Little
Liver Pills commercials were broad,
but unqbjectionably worded. .:

Henry Bell's orchestra, with Mary
Murphy as vocalist is broadcasting
on Mutual coast-to-coasters front
WARM, Scranton. Band, led by the
trumpet-playing Bell, turned out a
half hour of dance music that
sounded fairly smooth and listen^
able, for. a studio origination, on one
half-hour shot. It covered a lot of
ground in. that time. Time outs -for
number tabbings (by'Al Barton)
were so brief dialers, might have
thought broadcast was a remote con-,
troler. Orchestra leaned toward sweet
rather than swing;, rhumba included,
as well as Several medleys.

.

Susan Thorne, nine-year-old for-
mer Viennese actress who arrived
recently, from England, made her
network, debut Friday (21) on two
commercial serials. ,She had an
English accent- in the morning on
•Against the Storm' and . used a
slightly Teutonic one in the after-
noon On 'Hilltop House.' Heard on
the . latter show, she gave an ex-
pressive performance ^arid revealed a
Striking mike personality lot a child.

Chateau Martin's recorded musical
spot announcements, with the phony-
accented 'Gaston' (Irving Kauf-
man?), are adrnittedly just about the
corniest bit of commercial showman-
ship -on the air. Usually they're so
hokey they're funny, but occasion-
ally they're: embarrassingly out of
place. Instance of that kind occurred
Tuesday (18) night on WMCA. New
York. Wine plug came immediately
after the 'War Letters from Britain'
program. Was rude contrast to the
poignant tragedy of blood and tears
and sweat of ..an aged English
couple's flight from .France. Seemed
unfortunate judgment or oversight,
for the station to place the blurb just
there. •

Tito Gulzar was heard Sunday on
CBS -for . the Libby-Owens-Ford
Glass program, 'Design for Happi-
ness.' The tenor has a small lyric
voice with pleasing quality that has
been exceptionally well trained, but
by nature it is short in the top reg-
ister, with 'A' natural apparently his
limit. Above the staff it becomes
white and he has a tendency to
slide into a full head falsetto which
would be inaudible anywhere but on
the radio, and even there lacks body
and resonance. Selection's were

.

'Amapola,' 'I Hear a Rhapsody,' sung
in English, -with the diction sound-
ing strikingly that of Tito Schipa,
and *E1 Rancho Grande,' the last of
which was the only click . in the
group, and that put over by artistry,
not vocal prowess; Orchestral selec-
tions wasted the famous Woman's
Symphony on such hackneyed stuff

as 'Andalusia,' 'Listen to the Mocking
Bird,' the overture to 'Merry Wives
of Windsor,' and a fantasia on Puc-
cini therries.

. Commercials by Johiri

McCormack did not have much
punch.

Mark Ethridge, newspaperman and
occasional radio biz spokesman, in-
troduced the theme of 'southern per-
secution by the north' in . a broadcast
from Birmingham last Thursday On
NBC: It was the first of six out-of-
town forums by Town Hall and with
Town Hall's moderator, . George
Denny, presiding. Erskine Caldwell,
the novelist, was rather inclined to
see the Ethridge argument as 'an
excuse of . professional southerners,
especially publishers and politicians,
to alibi' their- own failures to im-
prove conditions in -the south:' With-
out ' entering into the merits of the
discussion, it rang, through the air
with plenty of^ zing. The north -

south subject was treated with un-
expected vigor and frankness. Eth-
ridge, as a radio-experienced speaker,
was forthright and vigorous, but
Caldwell groped for words badly,
considering he's. a. professional
writer. ••

'

WTRY, Troy, which recently went
full time, is slated to join the NBC
blue about April 1. Harry C. Wilder's
station has had no web connection,
since it hit the air last April, except
for a limited number of broadcasts,

at one time, from the New York
Broadcasting System.

'WYCKOFF - SEARS VARIETY
HOUR'

With Fran Shinn, E H. Wyekoff,
Ken Heckman, Girls Glee Club,
John McConriell's orch.

60 Mins.—Local
WYCKOFF DEPT. STORE
Saturday, 11 p.m.
WEST, Easton; Fa.

This variety hour is sponsored by
the A. B. W^yckoff, Inc., depfc store in

Stroudsburg, Pa., authorized selling
agent for Sears, Roebuck & Co.—
hence the hyphenated titled—and is

used mainly to plug the local store
and its two branches in Newton arid

Hackettstown, N. J... The program
originates in the store's third-floor
studio and . takes the air 30 miles
away via WEST, Easton, Pa.
Talent varies from week to week

with the exception of announcer
Fran Shinn, affiliated with NBC in

New
.
York, and the store's ..manager

arid founder's "son, E. H: ..Wyekoff;
(Program started in -1939.) '..'.•

"The Largest .Small-Town Store in
the State' is . an . old slogan of the.
store. It ' could be applied to its

radio program: the largest small-
town program in the state; It's

doubtful whether1 any other town of
Its size in the entire country, for that
matter, offers a full hour- of such
diversified entertainment.
With little attention, to showman-

ship, it's a 'folksy - program, arid parts
of it should appeal to everyone with-
in earshot. A brief devotiorial period
is included with a representative of
the yartous denominations offclating.
The musical interludes are' usually
supplied by a local organization.
When caught, the Stroudsburg high
school girls glee club rendered sev-
eral selections, evidencing training:
John McConnell's orchestra filled in
nicely, and although a bit heavy on
the brass, should Improve with use.

E. H.
.
Wyekoff. with Ken Heck-

man's piano background, felicitated
various persons whose" birthdays or
other anniversaries occurred bri the
day of the program. His son; Wil-
liam Wyekoff, store buyer, presented
several department heads with, up*
to-the-minute shopping values. Ac-
cordionist Pleviak Anthony of the
local Teachers, college, was plausible
entertainment with several well-
Jilayed numbers. . Plugs for other
ocal merchants, changing from week
to week, scattered throughout the
program, reflects . a happy commun-
ity atmosphere, although some of the
plugs are a bit lengthy. Announcer
Shinn works hard in sustaining the
pace of the program and turns In a
creditable. Job. It's strictly <a happy
family show and everyone connected
with it seems to have a happy time,

Jaye..

•WE ARE ALWAYS YOUNG'
With William Janney. Linda Wat-
: kins, Margalo Glllmore, Jessie

. Royce Latidls
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Dally, 1 pju. V
WOR-Mutnal, New York
As a pitch for some of the lucra

tive income from the serial field,
Mutual has launched a group of day
time, strip shows, of which this 'We
Are Always Young- is the contribu-
tion of WOR, New York. It hit the
ozone Monday (24 ) in the .1 p.m.
lead-off spot* with three additional
stanzas produced by other Mutual
affiliates rounding out the: full-hour
block. 'Young' Is produced-directed
by Robert Louis Shayon from scripts
by Ashley Bqck and "Nicholas Cb-
sentino.

Judged on the necessarily Incon-
clusive initial chapter, 'Young' seejms
a prornising. serial bet. particularly
with the cast of. William Janney,
Linda Watkins, Margalo Gillmore
and Jessie Royce Landis. all of whom
are semi-names In . either film? or
legit and at least moderately known
in radio. .= Story about a serious com-
poser who is working as a cab driver
because he's been unable to win rec-
ognition with his music has the basic
stuff for mass appeal. Other char-
acters are a femme hatcheck opera-
tor, her nitery singer daughter and
the sinister 'other woman.' Latter
appears to be a missing element in
the hero's mysterious past. Writing
so far has pace, atmosphere, charac-
terization and fairly poterit dialog.
There's considerably more action
than in rhost daytimers, if that's any
re'ebrrimeridation.

'

Shayon's direction is flrrn.. while
the four principals all give deft per-
formances. Casting; is : excellent, as
the three femme voices are all easily
distinguishable. " Hobe.

ANN DVORAK
Interview
Five mins.
Saturday, 7 p.m.
BBC, London
Filmite stepped Into. 'In Town

Tonight" as have so
. many Holly-

woodites . when reaching
. London

Except she's probably the first to
find BBC in the Blackout and under
the blitz. ; The former seemed to
amaze her more than the plane war-
fare. Actress explained her presence
here, simply, centering motive- of
joining husband Leslie Fenton who's
directing pictures on this side. Al-
though agreeing she may do some
film work in British product, actress
has a newspaper tie-up and will do a
series of impressioris.for U. S. femme
readers. This last was pointed up as
her main interest.
Asked to comment on Hollywood

goings on, actress waved a flag for
Alan Mowbray and his Coast work
for Britain.

'MOSAICS IN MUSIC
With Louie Buck, Pletro Brescia's
Orchestra

13 Mins.—Local
Sustaining .

Tuesday, 6:30 p.nir

WSM, Nashville.

. Best -description of this show Is

that it is a picture in words and
music. Writer Louie Buck narrates a
scene arid Pietro Brescia composes
original music to paint the scene..
The music is written in semi-classical
style,, and the show appeals to both
music lovers and persons desiring
radio monologs. •

. This program will in all v prob-
ability be fed to. NBC when the ban
bri sustaining shows from the outlets
is lifted by NBC.
Theme of the programs Is a single

idea instead of a complete story.
Buck's gab is delivered in good, nar-
rating style.

;
; "

.

'9:44 SHOPPERS' CLUB' V;
With . Arlene Francis, Lawscn Zerbe
5 Mins.—Local
R. H. MACY
Dally, 9:40 *.m. .

WOR, New York
' (Tounff 4 RuMcam)

Arlene . Francis and Lawson Zerbe,
two of AFRA's busiest emoters, are
busier thari ever with this . six-a-
week five-minute dramatized com-
mercial about bargains at Macy's
New York department store, There's
so much wordage crowded into the
capsule program that they have to
rattle it off at top speed to cram all

the blurbs in. They alternate with
short, snappy speeches. . Pair - are
among the best syllable tossers in
radio, but even they find the pace
taxing.. Whether the listener will'

get more than a confused, fleeting
impression/ froril the show would
therefore seem problematical.

. When heard Monday . (24) morn-
ing, the stanza included plugs for
reduced-price sales of silk fabrics,
wool jackets and overalls for young"
sters; bed-pillows and Chinese rugs,
covering a price range from, a couple
of dollars to several hundred dollars.
At one point Miss Francis was;
hurrying so much to pick up her:
cue that she stepped on one of
Zerbe's lines. But she skillfully
turned it into a' dividend commer-
cial by apologizing, 'Sorry; I almost
interrupted, because I'm so excited
over these prices.' After a .

solid
plug, for each item in the sales. Miss
Francis and Zerbe summarize them
all and' wind up with a mention of
Macy's cash payment plan.
By that time even the .dialer is

out of breath. Hobe.

'ODD SIDE OF THE NEWS'
With Charles Stark
5 Mins.—Local
GROVE LABORATORIES
M-W-F, 8:25 a.m.
WABC, New York
Trivial novelties in. the news are

capably, selected and scripted for.

this three-a-week series aimed to
catch the housefrau (and maybe -a
tardy spouse or child) at the break- ,

fast table. Charles Stark reads the
items, which, are all pungent arid
have an; amusing slant. Brevity of;
the writing makes possible a sur-
prising number of squibs.

There are two lavish, but care-
fully-worded . plugs for Grove's -

BromoTQuinine tablets, plus a spon-
sorri.dentiflcation at the close. Heard
only locally via WABC, New York,:
it is a meritorious show for the ap-
parent investment • Hobe.:
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HUNTLEY HAS

HIS HUNCHES

If it Isn't psychological It isn't dra-

matic. That's about the way Lfston

Huntley, looks' at it. As the author

df two' daytime serials, he bases his

scripts on psychological theory.

What's more; he governs his business

and personal, affairs according to

psychological doctrine. He figures

everything out that way.
;

There are' widely different opin-

ions in radio circles about Huntley's

preoccupation with psychological be-

liefs: Some fellow - broadcasters

think his attitude is self-conscious

fetish. Others figure him an eccen-

tric, a 'character;' But most of

those who work with him like him
personally and respect his profes-

sional ability. And apparently Proc-

ter & Gamble approves of him, for

it continues to sponsor his. two pro-*

• grams, 'Kitty Keeiie' and."This ;Smail

Town.' /.".•' •

Still, even to hear him tell about

them, his theories about the impor-

tance of psychology are inclined to

be eyebrow-raising. For instance;

when he was hiring a secretary sev-

eral years ago, Huntley listed a set

of requirements' that would have
driven an employment agent daffy.

According to him, the girl had to be.

of Swedish extraction, a college

graduate who had studied psy-

chology, able . to take , shorthand,

possess. : a knowledge of * dramatic

structure and acting and have an in-

dependent income. To everyone's

surprise but his- owhi he found one
' who qualified on every point.

And She's Still With Him
She wasn't: sure she wanted the

Job, but agreed to try it. That was
about three years ago, and she's, still

with him. In fact, she's so capable

that Huntley believes she could re-

place him if the need arose, or create

her own program. Her name is

Natalie Johnson, which is of interest

if only because of the fact that when
Huntley hired a second secretary

some time ago, he chose one named
Irene. Johnson, but no relation; Hunt-
ley, who is of Scotch descent, finds

it easiest to get along with people of

Swedish extraction; He regards the
other specifications as self-explana-

tory.

Whenever Huntley and the two.
Misses Johnson : complete the final

draft of a script they read it over
together, impersonating the • various '.

characters. That explains another
of Huntley's unique secretarial re-

quirements—the one about the girl

needing a knowledge of acting. Any-
way, whenever a director or actor on
one of Huntley's programs gets off

that aged wheeze that one of his

scenes 'won't play,' the author and
his secretarial allies hustle right

around to studio and..piny through
the script just to prove it can be
done. Says Huntley, 'If there's any-
thing that burns me up it's to have
anyone say one of my scenes 'won't

play.'. I have a standing offer of a
bet to the contrary and I'm always
ready to prove if

. Huntley says that if a script is

written along sound psychological
lines it is bound to be logical and
dramatically convincing. He always
tries to have his situations grow out
of the contact of characters. For that

reason he likes. to refer to the narra-.
tive line of his scripts as the 'story,'

rather than the 'plot.' . He has little

difficulty with the actual writing of

the two shows, and either types his

own scripts or dictates them, which-
ever he feels like at the time. He
doesn't like melodrama, .

explaining
that in all the time he has .been writ-
ing the two programs they:; have
never contained . a violent death, a

mortgage-foreclosure or '. any great
crisis. That only pistol shot in one
of his scripts was an accidental one
and no. one v.-ts injured in 1 the mis-
hap. V, "

. ,;

Bearing out ; his Ideas about psy-
chology, Huntley likes to do personal
research on listener reaction to ra-

dio drama. His method is to take"

motor trips through the rural mid-
west; stopping :

at, farmhouses to talk

to women about daytime programs.'
He has observed that these farm
women are eager to discuss their fa-

vorite shows, since daytime radio is

an
. important part of their lives,

which they don't otherwise get a
chance to talk about with their hus-
bands (who don't hear serials and
therefore aren't interested) or with
other housewives (who generally live

beyond conversational reach).. Hunt-
ley says these farm women are much
more adult intellectually and more
broad - minded than most people
think. He -believes their mail re-

sponse proves it ,

GET AN EVENING AUDIENCE

!

•

TIMEBUYERS . . . AGENCYMEN .ADVERTISERS . ANYBODY,

AN YW HE RE, WHO USES RADIO, . HERE' $ A N EW
SPONSOR-TESTED PLAN YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT- NOW1

'TPHIS new WOR study
:

is called, "Saturday— a challenge that is also an opportunity."

^ Agencymen and advertisers to whom it was personally presented in Boston, Chicago

and New York said, "Here's something that will start sponsors thinking, about a 6-a-week

strip/'. "Nearest radio ever got to point-of-sale merchandising.". . . "Just the thing for

that client of mine who thinks there's nothing new in radio.

This New WOR Study Proves:

1. That there are as many—some-
times MORE— sets in use on Sat-

urday as on any other weekday.

2. That the 5-day week has cre-

ated an ALL-FAMILY, EVENING

AUDIENCE on Saturday morning.

3. That 70% of ALL Saturday

shopping is PLANNED in the

morning. Purchases are made in

the afternoon.

4. That there's more available

CASH on Saturday than on any

other day of the week*

5. That the 3- or 5-a-week strip

sponsor should use a Saturday

show to remind his listeners BE-

FORE they shop.

6. Saturday gives you a greater

range of program choice and

copy appeal.

7. There's less program com|

tlon onSaturday morning than on

any other morning of the week.

Never before has WOR offered agencyimen and

advertisers a timebuying plan as sound and elas-

tic as this story of Saturday*

For this is not WOR's idea of what MIGHT be

done. It's a sponsor-tested blueprint for buying

that has won advertiser and agency approval*

Smart sponsors such as Bristol-Myers, Quaker

Oats, American Tobacco and other WOR Satur-

day users have long been aware of radio's week-

end opportunities. Others are rapidly catching

on.This is proved by the fact that—175%MORE
ADVERTISERS ARE USING WOR SATUR-
DAY TIME TODAY THAN A YEAR AGO!

Another reason is that WOR's Saturday morning

audience today is greater than that of any com-

peting station in New York.

•
•
•

WOR sincerely urges all agency executives and

advertisers to obtain a copy of "SATURDAY—
a challenge that is also an opportunity".

This may be that big new idea for which a client

is looking; for which you are looking. Whether

or not, "SATURDAY—a challenge that is also an

opportunity" will make stimulating, profitable

reading.

Write, wire or phone for your copy of WOR's

Saturday study NOW . , . NEW YORK: 1440

Broadway, PE 6-8383; CHICAGO: Tribune

Tower; BOSTON: 80 Federal Street; SAN
FRANCISCO: Russ Building.

~tkat power-full station
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lis'MEW YORK city . ^..-T"
Ahhe Honeycutt, of the WOR program department, may shift back to

the CBS program department, where she was formerly employed...,

Malda Severn, secretary to. Louis Ruppel, CBS, publicity head, has tern-

porarily transferred -to the network's production staff
.;
during; her boss s

vacation, but may, stay..there; ;, isbieria-former.-iadio/sin^r/.^.^ymond

Paige guests on 'So You Think You Know Music ' next Tuesday .night (4).

Piel's beer taking over.'spohSorshipVof Boake
;

Carter/?: three-a-week. series

on W6R-Mutual starting March 12,... it's beeii--:susta.iftingYsin6e^;TJTi]led

Airlines dropped it < . . » Dick Bajilou, house bandleader at WHN, back after

three weeks': 'illness'. . V. Stephen Courtiey. added to 'This- Small Town' . cast

, .
.'; Sh'eelah ' Carter; his sister, will sub for. Boake Carter on his -Saturday

(I) broadcast, while he's' on[.brief: vacation •:;.;vFlQrida;^'..'.Jolj'n:-..G.ib.bs has

taken larger quarters in Radio
' City for his jproduotioh .office. . . .Axel

Gruenberg and MaUry Lowell, directors of Gibbs shows, now headquarter

there. . .
• ' ' :

'
,-[ '.''yy'.'v.' .- y .' . • ;•••''."

.•

:'
'

'

•

,

:

';

Fred Raphael, WHN. pVograrii director; has.new horhe;; in Kew Gardens,'

L. I. . i .Nelson Case, already hobbled: by broken leg from skiing mishap,

forced off his shows • because of -flu attack.:.,. .Richard :,,Stark subbing for

him on 'Against the Storm'/ and 'Lone Journey'y. . .'Linda Watkins, Mar-

gala Gillmore and Jessie Royce , Landis \ playing leads ,
in WOR-Mutual's

new. 'We, Are Always Young', -serial,
^
suppprting William Janney.

.

.

.Doiia-Foliiott; EnglUh
:

novelist,; h>s. writ^ a radio Wrial, 'The Promised.

Land/ which the John Gibbs office is handling. Show is described as deal-

ing with a 'search for security in a world of insecurity.' It is her first

writing attempt" for radio. .. . Author is the wife of Eugene Speck,, of the

NBC news staff,. and the sistcr^n-law of Hugo Speck,. United Press corre-.

sporident [' in Sofia .and
:
former Variety . representative, in Paris, Rome and

Istanbul. ..->._
''

"[ y .
.

.'

•'

Bill Slociim, CBS special events head, on. airplane tour of the army

training camps. . . [Patricia Lochridge, of the network's news department,

Will substitute during his absence . > . .Edythe . J. Meserand now full-ranking

member- of Dave Driscoll's WOR special features department. . . .Lawsori

Zerbe teamed with. Arlene Francis On Macy 's
.
*9:4Q Shopper's Club' series

oyer 'WOR weekday mornings.-. . : Milton J. Jurin; formerly in charge of

radio traffic for Franklin Bruck, has: been named radio time: buyer/ for

the agency. .. .Ken' McGregor, hew director of 'City Desk/ has opened his

own office on Madison avenue, with Wartda Hooley as. assistant . . . .Laddie

Seaman assisting Carlo DeAngelo on the direction of 'Wheatena Playhouse'

. . . ...now that WEVD. has been granted a boost from 1.000 to' 5,000, watts,.it

will erect a new- transmitter . . . ;Kate Smith visiting Ft. Lauderdale, Fla;,

until March 6, is doing her daytime programs from there, but will com-

mute to New York for her . regular Friday .night shows. . . .incidentally,

The Aldrich Family' and Abbott and Costello will do return guest appear-

ances, oh the Kate Smith show this- week (28).,..Nancy ,Coleman and

Hume Cronyri
?

will play the leads Tuesday (4) . night on 'Grand Central

Station'. . . .script for the show Is by P; K. Wilson, her: third one for the

series.

Edgar Jacobs has joined the program staff at WABC, New York. .For-

merly assistant production manager of WNEW, New York, and previously

an announcer for the Yankee network, WT1C, Hartford, and WFBL,
Syracuse.. .

•

*

Beverly Bayne, silent picture star, appeared on a 'Grand Central Sta-

tion* program a couple of weeks ago. . . .she was billed and, according to

the agency, drew more personal mall than anyone else who . ever worked

on the show...,'Maudie's Diary,' adaptation of Graeme- and. Sarah. Lori-

mer's Ladies Home Journal stories, recorded by William Morris office, a

weekly half-hour series. ...Mary Mason has the name part. ...it's being

auditioned by an ad agency; ...'.Jean Muir on 'Great Plays*, series Sunday

(23) over WJB-NBC. . . .Marian Shockley into the cast of 'Mother .
o* Mine*

. In a steady part. ., .Phillips H. Lord selling Seth Parker, clam chowder to

several of the tonier restaurants in town.

John O'Hara; author -of 'Pal Joey/ will guest.:on 'Information Please' this

. week (28)....Don Goddard substituted for John W. Vahdercook in the

commentary from New York on NBC's 'News Roundup'. .'. .Vass Family,

who have been guesting on Alec Templeton's Alka-Seltzer program over

NBC, are now permanent members of company.

New male lead in 'Hill top House' is played by Donald Briggs,.a recent

arrival in N. Y. from Hollywood but -originally a Chicago radio actor

Elmer Davis starts lecture tour Saturday (1) and will originate his CBS
news program from all over the map....Bond clothing stores begin spon-

soring Phil Cook's six-weekly 'Morning Almanac' series March .10. .. ..it's

now sustaining on WABC. .. .Karl Weber added to cast of 'Guiding Light'

. ...Marjorie Morrow, CBS casting director, back from Florida vacation

..Norman Cdrwin, due east in another three or four weeks, will hide

Out to ready his '26 by Corwin' series for CBS. I. .Richard Gordon added
to 'Orphans of Divorce' cast.

Frank Munn doing informal concerts in and about Merrick, L. I.; for

local charities. ...Joe Julian, whose Variety article.on radio acting caused

a furore in commercial broadcasting circles, has now authored a stage

play, 'Double Feature/ which the Experimental Theatre will do this spring

....he's currently in the casts of 'Orphans of Divorce' and 'Just Plain Bill'

....Pert arid Gay, of WHN's 'American Jewish Hour/ joined the Broad
way revUe, 'Crazy With the Heat'.. ..Boyd Crawford, juvenile lead oh
the 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' show, has dyed his hair black for a
Selznick screen test. .

IIS HOLLYWOOD
Hal Styles, radio's ont»-man employment agency, unveils a; new one,

•Count Your Blessings/ on NBC's Coast blue net. It rides three times a week

in the afternoons, being well baited. for sponsorship. Styles was long time,

on KHJ and KF"WB with 'Help Thy Neighbor'.. ..Van Fleming's Mutual

co-op'er, 'i Warit a Divorce/ washes, up 26 weeks in April and takes a

seasonal respite. Some talk' that
:Joah Blondell won't renew and goes

east next month with Dick Powell to talk new sponsorship. Failing there:

she may. return to '•'Divorce/ which is angling for a new set of. under-

writers. ...Elaine Barrie will take a dramatic fiing .,in. Ted Sherdeman's

•Latitude Zero' at NBC.; . ,'Victor ,Boesen ; transferred from WBBM, Chi-

cagp, to KNX news staff... '/Arma.nd Deutschi Coast radio heao\of McKee-

Albright, goes"east in a couple of weeks, well in advance of Rudy Vallee's

Sealtest aggregation. Understood he may give lip the' production end and

take a ne\v, post with the agency. . [ . Jack C.reameri radio aide to Nat Wolff

at Lybns & Lyons, dons the khaki of Uncle Sam at Camp; Ord, Calif.;

March 4 . , , : Eddie. Cantor irains. his 'Time to Smile* troupe to New. York;,

after March .12 broadcast to wind up the season there. v. .Rudy. Vallee

sponsoring Gene Lester as the [singing, photog. If it jells he'll stay out of

darkrooms;,. . .ErsWne ...'Skinny'- Johnson . [goes gossiping on "KECA for.

Nass6urr
s shampoo twice a week on KECA. He's one of the home film

columnists ...yiVass Family
.

pitches . at NBC here March 8 for .
month.

They'll probably do
;
a picture on ' the side. :Jimmy SapTyier ' spotted 'Six

Hits , and a Miss' in Columbia's; celluioided 'Show
;
Business* . . . . Art: Link-

letter barged in from Frisco, to dole put some inspiration to the YMCA
lads. ; . .Hal Berger spreading' his 'Shafter Parker Circusr over ; the[ full

Mutual network after •".long" local duty. i.,barihy Danker .east .for talks

with Stanley Resor and John U. Eteher at J. Walter; Thompson . . v .Dick

Mack's writers on the Sealtest show are;Paul Herihihg^ Norman Manama/
Charles Isaiacs^ Melvin Frank and Emanuel Manheim. - Eliot Daniel and
Joe iiiiiey dish up the. music. ii vBristol-Myers 'taggeci[ Franklin [ Bingman
for three-time weekly newscast on NBC's' Coast red web. . . .Days-6n-end
of rain chased Lewis Allen Weiss to Palm Springs, where it's no drier. .

.'.

Jim and Marion Jordan (Fibber and Molly ) taking outside guest shots/

Following Lux airing of 'The Whole- Town's Talking* they dp their bit for

Motion Picture Relief Fund by putting in on Screen Guild Theatre March
2.' Jordans stratosphered to their top rating last week since skidding along
on Johnson wax. . . .Honolulu business leaders are still trying to get Kate
Smith and her gang to. do at least one broadcast from the Island.

! -Acetate
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Ted Sherdeman is off on another dramatic serial over NBC. This one's

called 'Latitude . Zero* arid .has to do with adventures of five lads aboard a
U-boat. One of the quintet is Vinton Hayworth (Jack Arnold, rememy
ber?.). It'll dp suistaining duty on the coast red until the cork goes . under.
Sherdeman, as usual, writes . and produces ; .. ; .Walter Davison moved over
to KMPC as sales manager after longtime duty with Syd Dixon's red sales

crew at NBC. ; . .Lpu Ruppel due out for another siesta at Palm Springs
Last time he came west most of the CBS publicity orders taped from the
desert. , . iTed Cook will . air his 'Cpbk-CopsV over KFI for.a local drug
chain. He columned his humorous observations for the Hearst sheets for
10 years.

.[ . ,H. V. Kaltenborn diie Feb. 27 for lecture dates in the vicinage
and.contract talk with a picture studio. . . .Bob Colesori, who directed radio
activities, at the Frisco fair the two years of its running back from auto
trip to Mexico City. New highway is like a

.
boulevard, he • sez . . ; .Ben.

Bernie and all the lads, chugged back east, after fizzing the Bromo here for
a flock of weeks. . . .Charlie Vanda ordered by emdees at Johns Hopkins to
shed 20 pounds. . . .Hal Bock returned from NBC home office sesh £ay-and-
date with. Don Gilman's incoming from swing of north coast territory,

Orson Welles will be tossed a script for Silver Theatre appearance
March 30 and that'll be it, his objections notwithstanding. Understood
the Young & Rubicam scriveners are cooking up something real choice for

fllmdom's ..triple-threater . . . . Bert Gordon stays on the Eddie Cantor show
with his 'mad Russian' routine oh a week-to-week basis. Jinx Falkeriburg

draws two more guest shots..., Bill Baker of Benton & Bowles around for

a few days and then down to .the desert for a tanning before hieing.back
east....Alec Templeton will do -his Alka Seltzer program from here for

seven weeks beginning March 7 . . . . Screen Guild Theatre presents one of

its strongest name shows next .Sunday (23) with Bob Hope,. Jack Benny
and Betty Grable bracketed in the comedy, 'Altar ; Bound' .... Since Ed
Gardner is taking his crack: writer on Sealtest, Abe Burrows, to N. Y.

with him for 'Duffy's Tavern/ the succeeding producer of the Rudy Vallee
turn, Dick Mack, is taking along with huh Emanuel Manheim, fellow
scriptef on Chase & Sanborn. . . .Kay Kaiser will do his Luckies broadcast
from marine base at San Diego Feb. 26. Carl Stanton, account exec for
Lord St Thomas on the ciggie biz, came on from New York to make the
arrangements; .. .Edgar Bergen bought the airport at [nearby Mohtebello
as: a training ^site for young eagles. He has set up a revolving fund to

provide scholarships for deserving youngsters. . . ;Bart Yarborough, 'Cliff'

of 'One Man's Family/ is in the hospital to shed a bothersome appendix
>;..K. V. Kaltenborn due in Feb. 27 for 'rest and relaxation/ during which
time he'll do- nine broadcasts and four lectures. All within a Week's time
/...Fred Wile, Jr., back to New York after. a loafing spell. ...Joe Parker
qualified for the hyphenated role of producer-composer when he cooked
up the words ana music for 'Hold Out For Heaven/ Being with.NBG it

goes to BMI....*Tbwn- Meeting of the Air' from NBC here will discuss
'How Should Motion Pictures Aid National Defense?' In the guest panel
will be Walter Wanger, Donald- Ogden Stewart and .Manchester Boddy,
local tab, publisher. ...Jack Runyon doubled back to Manhattan to start
functioning as radio director for :Ted Bates agency. . , .Charles Speer here
from New York to line up the aviation Industry here for national defense
air series being underwritten by National Ass'n of Manufacturers

ITS CHICAGO
Jackie Heller resting in the Hotel Sherman with a touch of flu prior to

the. get-away; of his coast-to-coast NiBC-Red ride for Mars candy's neW
'Forever Yours' bar- on March 2. . . .Alan Wallace set as new producer of
'Kitty Keene' strip. . . .Carlton Kadjeli; joins the 'Road of Life'igang as
special narrator. . . .Lesley Woods now with 'Houseboat Hannah/ Art Kohl,
Lou Stofleld and Bill.Rath with 'Torn Mix Straight Shooters' . . . .Dinning
Sisters, NBC vocalists who double to the National Barn Dance,' set for
special engagement. in'-'the Civic Auditorium, Grand Rapids : on March 7.

Gladys Heen, Art Kohl,, Peggy Fuller and Hope Summers new cast
monikers in 'Girl Alone'. . /;D.ave[ Bacal, Columbia organist, Urnplng with

j

a. twisted
^

gam due to .handball
[ tumble. Alec Templeton is composing a

j

'Rhapsody Harmpniqiie*. .[. '.Ted Maxwell and Helen Van ; Tuyl now with
I
'Woman in White/ and Mike Romano . is in 'Right io Happiness'.. ..Jane

j

Gilbert out of hosp after flu sieged
;[

•[[ : y
I

;
Bob Strong orchestra, bri the ether for the Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Company's. 'Uncle Walfe? Dog House' show over NBC, set for special dates
;
between broadcasts . . ; .This week playing the Cicero Lodge dance, the
Senior Pfbm for the Michigan Normal College; and' next week has two
more date's, a party :ft>r the Industrial Mutual. Association of Flint, Mich
arid the Grinnell. College Senior Prom at Grlnnell.

WWJ, Detroit, Sets 15th

Season of Baseball;

Ty Tyson forries On

'
. .. Detroit, Feb: 25.

Tiger baseball games aBa[in;

will be
under the joint sponsorship of So-
coriy-Vacuum and

:

Geneiai: Mills
JWheaties) oyer WWJ. W. J. Scripps,

general manager of ,i the station -has

renewals for 1941;ylt. rharks : the 1.5th [

consecutive year the station, first to
i naugurate the broadcasting of base-
ball garhes,.; bias aired ;them

;

'

•'this

area. .

' ; -' .'

. . -y ;
;'[••

Joint sponsors, as -in the past, will
share the

;

play-by-play, accounts; al-

ternating -bri days. ; ' The 6 p.m. game-
resume again will be sponsored by
Barbasol and Kreml.

.
Ty Tyson again will handle both

assignments. Announcer is noted
through the area fPr iricreasing

women's interest in. the 1

sport [with

an extensive housewife following.

WEMPV Association Games '

.

,
' . . ; ^Milwaukee, Feb. 25y .

American - Association baseball

games here will be broadcast . thi [

year by WEMP for the first time,

under sponsorship of General Mills,

deal having just been closed by C. J.

Larriphier, station head,;yarid: Jiny

Kelly, of Knox Reeves. ' One of the

announcers will', be Mickey ; Heath,

former rnanagfer of the Brewers, who
will handle the dugout dope and

color, and who is. .now in training ,

for' the. job doing . WEMP sports

broadcasts. .-• *

•:
;•'

Association ball garhes for several-

years past have .gone out via WISN.

. Cleveland Game:. Sponsors
';'• Cleveland, Feb. 25.

WHK-WCLE sales;, staff has 1 com-
pleted baseball set-up for broadcasts

and resumes of ;. Cleveland Indians

baseball games during corning sea-

son. Actual play-by-play miking of

games has again been 'sold to Gen-
eral Mills and Socony Vacuum un-

der alternate sponsorship plan. Jack

Graney once more gets call to han-

dle broadcast . assisted. by Pinky Hun-

,

ter. Games will e aired on WCLE.
Evening resumes of games on

WHK. will be sponsored alternately

by Seiberlirig. [
Rubber Co. and Ford

Dealers of Cuyahoga County. Jack

Graney -will handlebroadcast. Ar-

rangement Is same as in 19,40r
: .

WCLE resume with Pinky Hunter

doing speedy re-creation of game
has been sold to Brewing Corpora-

tion of America. •

Pregame dug-out interviews with

Jack Graney handling is also on sta-

tion's baseball schedule. Lyon.'TailPrs

is sponsor for four days per week
and Ology Cigars for two.

KSTP Out of Own Deal
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.

Ray C. Jenkins,- KSTP general

sales manager, has negotiated for

the third successive year, sale of the

Minneapolis; and. St. Paul American

Association baseball games on Min-

nesota Radio Network of which

KSTP is the key station. Sponsor is

General Mills.

As in previous
.
years, KSTP will

not carry the games, but will feed

them to KYSM, Mankato; KROC,
Rochester, and KFAM, St. Cloud,

Minn. y .

A contract for broadcast • of the

Minneapolis games has been set by

WLOL. General Mills is bringing

in Harry McTigue to ; handle the

mike. Last "season WLOL shared the

baseball broadcasting with WMIN.
McTigue, who has been with Gen-

eral Mills for six years, handled the.

Philadelphia
[
National League games

last season and prior to that the

Washington Senators' contests.

' Bqger Baker to Havana
;

Cincinnati, Feb. 25".
;

- For; three weeks, starting March

10, Roger Baker ; will iriake; record-

ings, in the training camps of the

Reds and other major league clubs

fbr:- airing "on his regular thrice-

Weekly, [programs '"
pri WLW for

Twenty . Grand clgarets; arid on

weekdays on WSAI for the Hude-

pohl Brewing Co.

ME1VIN COLE ON WSAV
'

. : .;SayannahjFeb,25rV :

Melvin Cole, meriiber of the air
corps located at the army air base
here, does, a 15rmirtute series. Tues-
day afternoons to tell .about activi-
ties at the flying field. Show origi-
nates at WSAV, local NBC red out-
let. ,

:

[ .;.-; [y[ ;•

. Although CPle is from Connecticut
and thus has a Yankee accent, he
was chosen for the assignment from
among nurnerous applicants. . He
fbrrrierly

. was associated with several
New

[
England stations, : including

WTIC, Hartford.

5000WATTS
DAY wNIGHT

YOUR BEST NATIONAL SPOT BUY

ANEW APraOACH TOTHE NEW YORK MARKET
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Montreal, Feb. 25,

Cellophane Divisions of Canadian

^nonth with series of flveMiiinufe

• dramatized biographical skits about
'.

grea t' benefactors 6f humanity.

Series deals with lives of Lister, Edi-

. son, Pasteur-,, etc. Cellophane will

use from 10 to 1.4 selected Canadian

stations Including Canadian Marconi

station CFCF in Montreal... Skits also

translated into French, for use over

French stations in province of Que-

beci •";.' ' .-- -

McConnell-Eastman Agency pro-

ducing but of Montreal office.

Charles Canraje! Directs

Spanish DX Recordings

Of

JOSEPH KANE SETTLES

'FIRSTS' SUIT VS. PLOUGH

Joseph N. . Kane's $25,000 suit
against Plough Inc., was settled and
discontinued Wednesday (19) out of
the N. -y.. federal courf. Action
claimed infringement of a title with
which the plaintiff had become, iden^
tifled called 'Famous Firsts.'

.

;
Plaintiff is the author of .two books

called fFamous :Fifst'.Facts' and 'More
First Facts,' and; from . 1938-39 con;
ducted, a radio program' over WOR
under the first title. The defendant
has been, conducting a radio, program
for St. Joseph's Aspirin in which the
first. spoken words, always were 'This
is. a famous first facVpf

.
history/ ./ - .'

EVACUEES ABSORB SLANG

English. Kicks Begin to Sound Very
Yankee Over WRUL.-

The William Est'y
. advertising^

'agency
-

In New
:
York on" behalf .'.of

; Gamel . cigarets has. arranged, ior

Yvette and Otayier Cugat to. be. re-

corded off the air (NBC longwave)

for delayed transmission, to South

America via NBC shortwave. This

. calls for Charles R; Carvajel, former:

NBC employee, who is. now a .free-

lance^international radio consultant,

to do his stuff. • / / ;

At. 7:30 pinVthe actual Camel pro-

gram is
- recorded with the. English

announcements, commercials all

faded out and Spanish written and

fitted by : Carvajel diibbecl Jnto
.
the

recording by Ken Smith.
Record . hits the shortwave route

, two hours later at 9:45 p.m.

''•'••' "
.
Boston, Feb. 25.

American slanguage comes easy to
English evacuees, when 14 of them
broadcast via WRUL to their parents
abroad. . .;

;:'••;..'' ..''.',: V .
.•/*-- .'-./'

'Hello. Daddy! Mummy's In the dog
house. She crashed the car into the
garage door the other day,' said John
Harvard Baker, 10, a- descendant of
founder of Harvard. College, who ^s
here wjth. his mother.; :

-

,
.

, Next in turn, Barbara ..Milier, .11;

said, 'Hello, Mummy! You said . we
wouldn't hear, any sirens over here,
but- we do.' We hear them on the
fire - engines: and paddy wagons.' - ;

Quite
.
spartan, 14-year-old

| Michael': Burton said, 'I'm sorry - to
v hear about our nouse. but never
! mind. We wanted a new" one any-
'.way.' .

• " •
;.

. '•'.-"•.-
. ;

-

'

A Triple

Minneapolis, Feb. 25 :

The 'always oh time-always help-

ful' station-break slogan of a Twin
City storage and moving concern,
Ballards ; and Skellets, . which has be-
come, as familiar oh KSTP as the call'

letters,
-

gets another line^-'always on
KSTP!--ih: . new . promotion piece
going out this week*

;

,.'-.

Mailing piece commemorates the
start of. the 12th successive/ year Cii

KSTP by the concern. :
,

WINS FIFTH

50,

'

Stations Buy Out Sales Rep,

Retain Head As An Employe

R.S.V.P.

• Permit to Increase Its power, to"

50,000 watts- and ; operate full . time
was granted to WINS, New York, by
the FCC, station officials announced
yesterday (Tuesday)- Work on con-
struction of a

;
new- directional jan-.

tenna will be- started at once at" the
present .transmitter site 'at Carlstadt,

N. J. Station's wave length, 1180 kc,

will remain the same.'

.

Hearst outlet .now. operates oh
1,000 ;;watts

;
daylight.

,
,Operation at

the upped wattage will be. effective

upon-; FCC approval, of the site and
completion of the new transmitter.:

.

.

. Makes fifth 50.000-watter in New
York., others being . WOR, WABC,
WEAF, WJZ.

"... NBC has asked John Shepa'rd;
3d, to tell it: by . March 1, if pos-
sible, what he intends 16 do

-

about the switch (A WNAC'saffi- ; .

Nation to the • blue network . in

June, 1942. .: ;The. network 'ex-
-

:

plained that. Its . blue sustaining
programs Were .not getting: the
release it wished in Boston, that

. WMEX • was .willing to . carry .-.-'

some of them ' and ".that this .was
okay with WB3, and before it.

;'

took any action on the matter H
wpuld. like to get Shepard's re-

:

action! -

.
WNAC is currently 'affiliated.

-

with the red network.

Max Jordan, Kerker Due
'

' ' / ,.
: '

',..:• '
':

Max Jordon, NBC's mitteleuropa
representative, is due in New York
later this, .week, on. the SS. Sihoney
out of Portugal. He has been head-
quartering In Switzerland' '•,. lately

rather than Berlin, his ofiginal beat,
' .'He is accompanied oh. the ;ship .by

another : overseas., newscaster, Wil-
liam" kerker.

Gertrude Lewis, . WLOL . woman
news comrnen'tator, is in St.' Mary's

: hospital, Minneapolis, f 6 1 1 o w i n g
emergency operation.

Toronto, Feb- ,23.

Jack. Slatter;- formerly acting »'

an; independent., exclusive station

representative, .".has -made deal with
his .clients

;
whereby . these . stations

how own and control the rep office.

;

Slatter is retained as,
-

managing . di-
rector of., the new organiza tion
known -

as : Radio Representatiyes,
Ltd., with head offlcei here. Stations
reported included in deal are GFCN,;
Calgary; CFRN, Edmonton, CFQC,
Saskatoon, CJGX, Ybrkton, CKPR,
Fort William.

.

.
While acting primarily as station-,

reps Radio Representatives will also

have elbse working ' arrangement
wi th trariscriptioh production.
' Each of the 'stations involved in
the deal will -;have.. one vote in ad- ;

.

mlmstrative. affairs
;
6f; the ..new ; or--

ganization, irrespe.ctiye of the capital

invested'' by
-- any \6rie; .statibrt :ln.;'the.

setup. '
''';?•

'.
:

' ;
'! 1:J-.'."

Neil LeRoy becomes associate to

Slatter In Toronto succeeding W-
Dippie, who takejj charge of thf
Montreal offlce for RR.

.' Great Falls, Moiit.—Jack Hubbard,
formerly of WATW, Ashjand,- Wis.,

is new announcer at. KFBB. .
•

Dorothy Roberts back ion continu-
ity job,, after two months' rest,. ,.

Deane Flett, publicity director-an-

nouncer for KFBB, joins 1,100 other
draftees . from Montana for a yearV
trek into the west. .:

'ST. LOUIS DAY* AGAIN

CALLS FOR N.Y. SHOW

St. Louis, Feb. 25.
;

For the third consecutive -year,

members of the Associated Retailers

of Si .Loiiis . who, with but a few
exceptions, spurn radio as an ad-
vertising,medium are shelling out an
estimated $5,000 for ai

30."rhins
-

. radio

program Friday (28). to bally 'St.

Louis Day,' one of the biggest retail

sales events of the year.in the. down-
town district the following . day;

Natives who have clicked in big en-
tertainment fields have' been cbrraled
by Joe Batt, pfez of ^he Joe Batt

Advertising Agency and advertising
counsel for the retailers, to partici-

pate in the program which will be
aired by six; local' stations.

.

The program originating In CBS'
New York studios will hit here from
7:00 to 7:30 p.m. and KMOX will pipe
it to KSD, KWK, WIL. WEW and
KXOK. Set for the prograrn are

. Gus Haenschen and an orchestra?
Kay Thompson and A n n a mar y
Dickeyj songs: Morris Carnisky of
*My Sister Eileen' and .'Zoe Akins.

.novelist and playwright.
Mayor Fiorellb LaGuardia is sked-

ded to. toss a few posies to the talent
and the local merchants onitheir en-
terprise, ietc., and hizzbner Bernard
F. DIckmann will make a .fitting-

reply,
,;,

'';•' '

WiN'S Klb WIZARDS

ATTR^
: .'Kid Wizards.' sustaining prograrh

.

on" station .'WHN, went". commercial
last night (Tuesday) under sponsor-
ship of yitamized Yeast Foam'Tab-

.lets (Corisblidated rioyal' Chemicpl
, Corp.), which has entered the rrtdio;

time market on extensive scale.
In addition to hdlfrhoUr ''Kid Wiz-

ards,' account has also taken a 15-

.rnlniite period .over' WHN across the.

board; In 'the Cinderella program.
11:15 to 11:30 p.m., and. a fldck of

' newscasts. -

: Business placed through Gh'rrvrjb

offices of Benson & Dali; Inc. ' Con-
tracts are for 30-week termi

.

Cleveland. — Cornelius J. Dwv.cr
leaves, local U.P. staff >o Join WHK
news deparfmeht. Addition of D'wvcr'
enlarges, station's, staff to three; Ray

.. McCoy, who Joined staff several
ttibnths ago Is also ex.-U.P-. man. Leo
Ptls Is in charge of news bureau.

RADIO PROGRAM SPECIALISTS-

SERVING ADVERTISING AGENCIES .

NOW EMPLOYED BY

AUBREY, M00RE & WALLACE » » '''-»» « WILLIAMSON CANQY CO.

N. W. AYER & SONS <» m » > >» hFRANK H. FLEER CO.

BLACKETT-SAMPLE H UMMERT mmmmhmmm^ PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.

BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT V»M »»» i^ INC.

C0MPT0N ADVERTISING, INC. » « PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.

GEYER, CORNELL & NEWELL, |NC.^^^^^m^» NASH-KELVINATOR CO,

GEYER, CORNELL & NEWELL, iNC.^M-f ^4 JOS. SCHLITZ BREWjNG CO.

HUTCHINS ADVERTISING, INC.M»MM»M»V«fM»M PHILCO CORP.

LENNEN & MITCHELL <»»» t>»M»mJOHN H. WOODBURY, INC.

lennen & Mitchell ^ :ftV^v»»^»V»y o p. lorillard co^
-

:

O'DEA, SHELD0N & CANADAY » Wm^ CH AS. E. HIRES CQ.

0'DEA, SHELDON & CAP

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN ^44t+f+*» »> Q:UAKER OATS CO.

YOUNG & RUBICAM tW^^ •
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S.& G. Gump, Frisco Art Dealer,

KSFO y4 Hour

•''-
' Saiii Francisco, Feb. 25. ;

:

Local b"U skidded .during the past

week, with the. gains in network.and

spot' billings too small to offset big-

ger losses in the.

^

stations to show gains in all three

classes were KGO and KPO, while

KFRC gained 15 units in .network

accounts, lost 115 in local biz, and

KSFO showed an
:

increase . Of six

units in regional accounts. The in-

die KJBS slumped badly off, 247

-units, in local billings ;but was up

24 In spot stuff.

KSFO is happy over signing S. &
G. Gump, one of the country's most

50,000 WATTS

important' art dealers, to bankroll

Art-."LinkleUer>: new 'Gallery of

Celebrities' for 15 minutes oh Sun.-;

day evenings.. It is the store's first,

venture into commercial radio arid

another ice-breaker in the local re-

tail- merchants'
.

opposition- toward

radio as a sales ' medium.
'

KSFO:. A m e r i canI' Chicle .
Co.,

through Badger, Browning Sc Hersey,

182 one-minute spots; American pop-

corn .Cb/, through Buchanan-Thomas,

30 100-word spots; Bank, of America,

through Chas. R. Stuart, 52 35-word

spots; Beech-Nut Pa eking Co,,

through Ncwell-Emmett, 65 chain

breaks; Blue Ribbon Books, Inc.,

through Northwest Radio Advertis-

ing, 39 five-minute periods; -A,. S,

Boyle Co. (Old English floor wax),

through J. Walter Thompson, 78 par-

ticipations in Hqiisewives Protective

League; Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,

through D'Arcy Advertising Co.; 52

15-minute transcriptions; Colonial

Dames, Inc. (cosmetics), through

Glasser-Gailey, 12 flve-mlnute plat-

ters;' Cie Parisienne, Inc. (perfume),

through Northwest, 312 flve-minute

periods; Crowell-Cpllier.. Publishing

Co., through McCanri-Erickson, 52 15-'

minute :
4Jean ; Abbey' programs';

Crown Products Co. (syrup), through

J. H.; Diamond, 13-week participation

in Housewives Protective League;

Dwight E d wards - Co. (coffee),

through McCarin-Erickson, 200 35-

word spots; Foreman Ac.Clark (cloth-

iers), through Milton Weinberg, 156

lO-mmute newscasts; Gump's (retail-

ers), direct, 15-minute period weekly
for 13 weeks; Hecker Products Corp.

(shoe polish), through Benton &
Bowles, 130 35-word spots; First Fed-
eral Sayings & Loan Assn., direct, 26

weeks participation iii Housewives
Protective. League; Insurance Securi-

ties, Inc., through Theodore H. Segaff.

20 15-minute periods; International

Harvester Co. (tractors), through Au-
brey, Moore & Wallace, 13 100-word
spots on 'Farm Journal'; Kitpatrick
Bakeries (bread), through Emil Rein-
hardt, 780 50-word spots; Kellogg Co.
(cereal ). through Kenyon & Eck-
hardt, 130 one-minute spots; Langen-
dorf United Bakeries, Inc. (bread),

through Leon Livingston. 83 50-word
spots, 18 iOO-word spots plus five

50-word and five 100-word spots un-
til cancelled; Lever Bros., through
Ruthrauff .& Ryan, 260 35rword spots;

Lpma Linda Food Co. '(Ruskets)^
through Gerth Knollin, 260 partici

pations in Housewives' Protective
League; Manhattan Soap Co., through
Franklin Bruck. 78 15-miriute news-
casts; Milens Jewelry Co., through
Segall. 1.080 50-word spots; New
Century Beverade Co. (Belfast wa
ter). through M. E. Harlan. 234 par-
ticipations in Housewives Protective
League.

Showmen's Tip

: Minneapolis, Feb.. 25.

KSTP is using a new type of

•hypo' to build crowds for its;

,KSTP ruralesque Saturday night

•Sunset Valley Barn Dance' in

the St. Paul auditoriurh. It sets

up its portable recording equip-,

mcnt-' in the auditorium lobby

arid cuts 15-minute disc in .

which patrons get a chance to

have their say.

Later the disc is played back

from ..the stage over the audito-

rium's • p.a... system. .. .

'
• Evidence that it gives the au-

.

dierice : a considerable bang is

found in hand-raising . checks

which show the bulk of the pa-

trons' for the weekly stage shows
come from the state's alfalfa belt

"and get a thrill .from hearing
- their voices over the air.

ADDITIONAL FM

Heavy Advance Advertising Skeds

For New Cars Lined Up on

SHOWMANSHIP TOPPERj

Orson Welles Doing
: George Washington

WNEW "'.

Washington, Feb. 25.

FM service covering more than

9,000,000 listeners in nearly 28,500

square miles of potential service

territory was provided for Wednes-

day (19) when the Federal 'Com-

munications Commission issued con-

struction permits to five prospective

FM transmitters. <:•'

Four stations 6f Westinghouse Ra-

dio Stations, Inc., will cover a popu-

lation of 8,820,000 and 24.600 square

miles, the FCC estimated, in Penn-
sylvania, Massachusetts arid Indiana.

A fifth transmitter will serve 3900

square miles with 270,000 popula-

tion in Illinois,.

Westinghouse stations "and their

service capacities are. as ' follows:

45,700 kc transmitter, at Philadelphia

serving 4,500,000 listeners and 9,300

square 'miles; Boston station on 4G,-

700 kc, for 3,400,000 population, 6,700

square miles; 48,100 kc station, serv-

ing 2,500 square miles and 500,000

population, at Springfield, Mass.; and
a 44,900 kc transmitter at Fort

Wayne, Ind.. covering 6,100 square
miles and 420,000 population.

Rockford Broadcasters, Inc., at

Rockford, 111,, will serve 3,900 square
miles, with 270,000 population, on
47,100 kc.

Further application of Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., for a 44,-

100 kc transmitter to serve 16.230

square miles with more than 4,300.-

000 population . has been designated

for hearing.
FM authorizations for full com-

mercial operation so far total 39.

WNEW, which promotes itself spec-

tacularly from time to .time, topic a

full-page advertisement In last Fri-

day's N Y. Times to. announce that

on ..the following evening Orson

Welles would play George Washing-

ton in. a holiday one-timer. This is

one -of the most extraordinary

mbney-spending experiments jn pres-

tige-creation by a local station which

has come to the attention of Variety

in its eight years of,.tabbing radio

showmanship. , It . introduces a new

aggressive type of competition into

the local' station situation in metro-

politan New York. WNEW literally

forces the preoccupied big town to

take note of its existence.

The advent of spring is clearly

reflected in the increased amount'Of

automobile and auto accessory

clients going in for advance adver-

tising. : and :who are now purchas-

ing time and making reservations for

time on WNEW. With several con-

tracts in the hands of the comrner-v,

cial : department waiting for time al-

lotment, those already in include

The Cadillac Pontiac Dealers, Red
Seal Motors Company, arid Roth and

Schlenger.
WHN: Fairmount Creamery Co.,

through Joshua S. Epstein Co , staT

tion-break announcements; Metro-

politan Hudson . Motor Dealers,

through Brenallen Co., renewal,

daily participating announcements,

13rweek contracts; S. A. Schonbrunn
(Savarin Coffee), through M. H.

Hackett & Co., daily spot announce-

ments; Federal Life- & Accident In-

surance Co., through Huber Hoge &
Sons, participation in Art Green and

Bruce Wendell programs, daily ex-

cept Sunday. 52-week contract; The
American Economic Foundation,

through Bayless-Kerr Co ; ; 'Wake Up
America,' .weekly three-quarter hour
program, 13-week contract; National

Schools of New York, through Huber
Hoge & Sons, five-minute talks, 52-

week contracts; Roxy Theatre,

through Kayton-Sniero, for the pic-

ture 'Tobacco Road': Sail Greenberg
(jewelry store), daily, station-break

arr"Miv><ements.

WINS: Corhmunity Opticians (Eye

PROGRAM DEPT. CHANGE

AT FT. WAYNE PAIR

Ft. Wayne, Feb. 25.

Reorganization of program deDart-
ment executive personnel, at West-
inghouse WOWO-WGL, Ft. Wayne,
placed Franklin Toolte, former
WOWO program chief, in charge of

both stations. . Eldon Campbell, spe-

cial events man, becomes WOWO
production director, while Carl Van-
dagrift, formerly In continuity, ; will

take that post for WGL. Campbell
will continue to handle special

events. •

Charles Edwards Koops. formerly
with . Triad

.
Advertising Co,> joins

WOWO-WGIL continuity "staff;'' '
-

placing Vandagrift.
'':'

MORE SUDS BLURBS

Palmolive Extends on KSL—Dept.
Store Buys KUTA

Hy-Phen Answers FTC

Washington, Feb, 25. v.v
: Answer to a :. Federal Trade Com-

mission complaint charging misrepre-
sentation in advertising was filed last

week by Hy-Phen Corp., of.Matoaka,
W. Va. Cofnmish rapping for news?
paper, radio, and other, ballyhoo on a

preparation, 'Hy-Phen,' claiming: to

be a cure for colds, toothaches and
neuralgia, was answered by .the com-
pany's assurances that it has not used
newspaper advertising for a period
of three years and that other adver.- :

tising -with the exception of radio'

has* been discontinued during the

past year. '
;

'"

The rerriedy is advertised on two
West Virginia radio stations, it was
admitted, but the company is not

aware, of any misleading or decep-

tive material used lri the. broadcasts.

.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 25.

KUTA's theory that a noontime
popular melody, program would be
popular with clock punchers has
proven correct. As a result their

program, 'Noonday Heat Wave,' has
been expanded to one full hour, due
to requests from working people lis-

teners.

KSL, through Lennox Murdock,
commercial manager, is entertaining
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Buckaiew this

week. Mr. Buckaiew is sales pro-
motion manager for CBS on the

Coast.

KSL: Smith Chickeries, through
Shaeffer-Brennen & Marguiisj- three
quarter-hour morning spots; Blue
Ribbon Book Co., through North-
west Radio Advertising, 13 five-min-
ute daytime announcements; Simon
& Schuster, through Northwest
Radio Advertising, renewal, series of

five-minute spot . announcements;
Packard Motor. Co., through Young
& Rubica'm, series of daytime spot
announcements; • Col'jate-Palmolive-

Peet •- (Palmolive Soap); . through
Ward Whcelock, increased to five:

announcements weekly, 52 weeks,
; 50-word chainbreak announcements.
V KUTA:- C. Ed Lewis Real. Estate,

renewal, 10 minutes on 'Home Coun-
sellor'; Coconut Grove, spot schedule;
Pilot .Cafe, spots on 'Noonday Heat-
wave Program'; Roes Department
Store, 14 special spots arid series of

one weekly ; Acme Vocational Centre;
10-minute participatiori on 'Spice of

Life.'

Nashville Locals Sold

Nashville. Feb. 25.

New programs sold by WLAC dur-
ing the past week include:

'A Song and a Poem,' bankrolled

by Cosmopolitan Funeral Home.
Contract is for 15-minute program
of e.t. songs, with Paul Oliphant
reading poems. Account placed by
Tom Baker.
'Roaming in the Gloamin" is new

program by Radabaugh-Lane, with
Mary Elizabeth Hicks organist and
Paul Oliphant. Account placed by
Albert Noble.

'What's the Price' angeled by
Cadillac-La Salle, is a twice weekly
15-minute prograrh with Herman
Grizzard. Ray Noble was -agent.

Show includes Grizzard describing
an automobile* and the first five lis-

teners to call in and give the exact
sale price will receive a:. $1 bill.

Show is set up for seven months.

Glasses Brooklyn Corp.), direct, 25.

:

one-minute announcements weekly;
Roxy Theatre and/or 20th Century-
Fox Film Corp;, through Kayton-

.

Spiero, for. the picture, 'Tobacco
Road,' four announcements; United
Shoe Exchange, direct, 21 announce-
ments, weekly, 52-week contract.

WMCA: American Safety Razor
Corp. (Gem.Razors & Razor Blades),

through Federal Advertising Agency,
Inc.,' 'Boxing Bouts' from Bronx Col-
iseum, Tuesdays, beginning Febru-
ary 18, 13-week contract; Roxy The-
atre, through Kaytpn-Spiero. Co.,

Inc., for the picture 'Tobacco Road,'
16 announcements; Hillcrest Labora-
tories (Sabetal Ointment), through
The Kleppner Co., Inc.* announce-

.

rrients, eight-week .contract; Musi
Box-Lyceum Theatres, through Kay-
ton-Spiero, extending contract :-for

five additional announcements; Hick-
ory House, three half-hour programs
weekly, featuring the Babe Russen
orchestra.

WNEW: Cadillac-Pontiac Dealers,

.

through W. H. Peters,;- Inc., 25 ah-
rioucements weekly, 13-week con-
tract; Red Seal Motors Co., through
Brenallen, Inc.. 25 anhouncements
.weekly, 13-week contract; Roth and
Schlenger, through United Service.

Advertising, 25 announcements week^
ly, 13-week con'.- ct; Califorhia

Packing Corp: (Del Monte products),

renewal, 'Mak« Believe Ballroom,' a
quarter hour Monday through Sat*

urday, i8-wfiek contract; Miss Dale's

Private Dance Studio, through the

A. W. Lewin Co., 'Dance and Ro-
mance,' 10-minute

.
program, 13-week

contract; Roxy Theatre and/or 20th

Century-Fox Film Corp., through
Kayton-Spiefo Co., for the picture

'Tobacco Road,' 17; spot announce-
ments.

*

WOR: Illinois Meat Co. (Redi-

meat), through Arthur Meyerhoff 8t

Co., 'Play Broadcasts.' weekly' half-

hour program; Grove Laboratories
(Bromo Quinine), through Russel M.
Seeds, 21 one-minute announce-
ments; Adle.r Shoes for Men, through
Consolidated Advertising Agency,
Inc., participation in 'Here's Mor-
gan,' four one-minute announce-
ments; Piel Brothers. (Piel's Beer),
through Sherman K. Ellis, 'Boake
Carter,' quarter-hour program, three
times weekly; Kerr Chickeries, Inc.,

through N. W. Ayer, renewal, one-
minute announcements on . 'Farmer's
Digest,' three times weekly for two
weeks.

NO. 1 TEST CITY

tire. to*. Hartford th.

No. 1 T.rt City *or the

J* -g. A. A-d th.t make-

WDBC Hartford, the »-

tlon'. No. 1 radf

for »t„.t cmp»Ml«.

Btve. yon the tl.ree thld««

,
that make » t««t *™* -r

coverage, programs, rate.

BASICGBS FOR CONNECTICUT]

|
Roy Shudt, of Troy Record, doing

quarter-hour sportcast evenings for

I

Fitzgerald Brewing Go. and a Sun T

: day bowling: chatter-interview

|
period for Rudolph : Bros. Jewelers.

DOWT MiSS
PALMOUVE'S

BESS JOHNSON
By Adelaide Marston

Dedicated to the women of America.;

The story of m woman who'v must
chooso betvyeen. loyo and. the career,

of
.
raising other women's children.

WABC-CBS—4:30-4:45 P.M.. EST
78 Stations Coast-to-Coast

Direction WARD WH EELOCK CO.
Management ED WOLF, RKO BUILDjNG, Now York

Sales

power

in the

"opportunity

market"

of the

nation

Ask any Edw. Petry office

for more information about

WHAS, one of the sixteen

CGS 50,000 watt stations.
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Los Angeles, Feb.; 25.

. It's, not a pretty story the figures

tell this stanza, nor are; the future's

any more promising.. On the past

week's roundup the only bright .;sp6t

In the drab summary was the dab of

pickup in network units. Spot and

local took a tumble and blotted out

any plussage in the totals. Best piece

of new biz was the Fels buy of 78

.quarter-hours on KHJ.

KHJ: Fels & Co;v 78 quarter-hour

periods,,through SI . E. Roberts; BuU
lock- s Department Store, 12 announce-
ments, through Dana Jones; Kenstan
Products, 90. announcements, through
John Riordan; Seasonette, 30 an-
nouncements, through Eugene Rouse.

.. KNX: Palmojive, 156 time signals,

through Ward Wheelock, Pantiges
Theatre, 52 announcements, through

Milton Weinberg.

KFIr Vick/s ihnaler,. 50 announce-
merits, through Morse International;

Chemicals; Inc. (Vanq), 20 participa-

tions In Agnes White's 'California

Home,* though Bbtsford, Constantine

& Gardner; ; Trimdunt Clothes, 52

one-minute transcriptions, through
Emil Mogul.
• KECA: Nassour Toiletries, 26 quar-
ter-hour broadcasts of Erskine John-
son's Hollywood gossip, through Mil-

ton Weinberg.

MAY GO SPOT

STARKIST TOOTHPASTE
Sponsors Regional Amateur Pro-

grams—Also Local WOAI.
Musical

.. San. Antonio,
. Feb. 25.

The Starkist Flotation Toothpaste
Co., here, has inaugurated a hew ser-
ies of amateur programs throughout
the -state as well as on one station
in Mississippi. Deal is 15 weeks for
hatf hour shows to be aired through
KMAC here; KNOW. Austin; KGKB,
Tyler; KTEM, Temple; KBST, Big
Springs and WJPR,- Greenville, Miss.
Besides the half hour show, five
daily announcements are also aired
on the. same stations.

'Sweetheart Time* is also being
sponsored by the /toothpaste bri
WOAI here for a ; quarter hour each
Sunday. .. .

FROM

U. S. ARMY HANGAR

Denver, Feb. 25;

Latest source of a quiz show
broadcast is an Army hangar; KLZ
is doing it Friday nights and the
Adolph Coors Co., a brewer, is pay-
ihg the bill. '..•

the hangar belongs toi the' Air
Corp. Technical School at Lowfy
field and the title of the quiz is 'Test
Flight.' Bud Thorpe is m.c.'ing and
Derby Sprpul doubles from scripting
to production.

Hillbillies Jii Maine
•• Portland, Me., Feb. 25.

First * National Stores, Inc., has
bought daily 7^.7:15 .. a.m/ spot .on
WGAN to plug chain's coffee brands.
Ken MacKenzie and ' his western-
type yodelling troupe signed to fill

bill for indefinite period,
.

.
'Rise and Shine,' eyeoperier fixture

on same outlet, was sold few days
previously to Reliable Furniture Co.,
also with no' date set for run.

Irresistible Lipstick (Chamberlain)

Is considering a spot campaign In 14

markets.' :

•

Redfleld-Johnstone is the agency,
and the extent of/the orders depends
on the number of choice chainbreak
spots that R-J finds available in these
markets.

WGRCs Student Players
Louisville, Feb. 25.

Over 150 students at the University
of Louisville attended a meeting Fri-
day (14) for the purpose of forming
a Radio Workshop.

:
Club's objective

Is to present, dramatic productions
oyer station WGRC. Project is not
a course, but an extra-curricular ac-
tivity, and no credits are given for
Joining the club. University officials,

however, have stated that if enough
Interest is shown, it might be possi-
ble to offer a radio course next Fall.

Double Bubbling on WBZ
Boston, Feb. 25.

•Don Winslbw of the Navy,' 15-
minute : transcribed kiddies' adven-
ture program will be heard Monday
through Friday at 5 p.m. via WBZ-
WBZA (24), sponsored by Frank H.
.Fleer Corp., Dubble-Bubble gum.

N. W. Ayer Is agency.

n Agency's

Spat Ads for Cosmo

Magazine and Ponds

J. Walter Thompson's spot depart-
ment last week -handed out orders
for minute announcements . in behalf
of Cosmopblitan roag and -Ponds
Cream.

.
Former account is just usv

ing 14 announcements to be run off
Within a few days starting this Sat-
urday (28), while Ponds is making
it a 26-week campaign at the rate of
four announcements a day, five days
a' week for the first 13-week cycle
and two a day five days a week for;
the succeeding 13 weeks.

In either instance the plugs are
transcribed; -

The^ following data was computed by the Variety Radio Direc-
tory

J>aJ<?d data of the Federal Communications Commission.
I he figures employed are inclusive, of all radio time and talcut sales
munis frequency or: other discounts: The figures are for 1939, the
last available, coin paraiively:placed tigainst^
did not compile -this data. .

KGNC's Swap Show

Amarillo, Texas, Feb. 25.

Pigs, cream separators, trucks, and
every kind of farm produce, house-
hold goods, and even employment are
things in which 'The Trading Post'
deals on its daily broadcasts over
KGNC.
Bulletin board Is maintained In the

lobby of the station on- which are
listed all Items offered for trade. J.

B. Linn conducts program.

. CITY*
1. New York. . . .

;

; .

.

2. Chicago . . .

3. Los Angeles
4. Cincinnati

5. Detroit ...

. 6. Philadelphia
7. St. Louis.
8. Boston . . . .

9. Pittsburgh
10. Minneapolis-St. Paul . .

.

11. Cleveland :V.V 4 --.-.;.-
-

12. Sari Francisco . . . y > . y

13. Kansas City...,;.,.. ;

.

14. Baltimore
15. Des Moines
16. Buffalo . . ...

17.: Washington, D. C

I •••••• t

1939

INTAKE
$8,849,562

6,165,412

4,034,349

3,412,910

3,304,256

2,580,203

2,168,780

2,163.259

2,126,810

1,734,474

1,688,690

1,674,239;

1,312,338

1,282,303

1,200,144

1,136,605:

1,120,542

1937

INTAKE
$8,656,665
- 5,673,617

2,828,256

4,003,466

3,020,019.

2,470,147

. 2,043,492

2,243,548

1,917,352

1,650,932

1,604,920
• 1,592,564

1,200,525

1,246,400

. 1,103,862

1,153,123

1,082,964

PER-
CENT

CHANGE
.+ 2.2

; + 8.7

+42.7
14;8

' 4 9.4

,4
:

4.5

+ 6.1 •

^3.6
+ 10.9

+ 5.1.

+
+
+
+
+

' +

5.2-

5.1

9.3

29
8.7

1.4

3.5

•Included
,
in the revenue of most cities is the Intake of stations lri

: neigh-
boring suburbs: or. contiguous; areas. Thus San Francisco- als'o includes
Oakland, and Buffalo, also includes Niagara' '

.

Tennessee Coal Into

10 Southeast Mkt&,

Sells Farm Fencing

Tennessee Coal & Iron, a subsid of

U. S. Steel, is buying quarter-hour

news periods ;at the rate of three a
week in 10 markets in the southeast
to advertise Its farm-fencing. Con-
tracts, are for 26 weeks, with March
1 the starting date.

B.B.D.&O. is -the. agency.

Akrom-^Marshall Jones, hillbilly
entertainer,,has shifted from WMMN,
Fairmont, W. Va.; to WAKR, Akron.

'ests

Over 260, ows
One of. the major station reps has suggested

to his stations that they establish a discount,

scale for. accounts which use more than 260

broadcasts a. year and. thereby make it un-

necessary for buyer and station to determine

what these off-base discounts^ will be through
the process of haggling. Most fate cards place
their maximum discount at 300 times, with
this base representing six broadcasts a week,
52 weeks a year. Since the usual setup is five

broadcasts a week this rep figures that -it would

be more logical to make a base "of 260 broad-
casts a yean
This rep recommendation for additional dis-

cbunts over the maximum of base discount
calls for 5% more 520 broadcasts, another up
of '5% on 780 broadcasts and another 5% for
1,000 broadcasts. All the frequency discounts,
with the base discounts included, would, un-
der such a scale, amount to 40%.
Among the users in spot of 1,000 or more

broadcasts a year are Esso, Grueii Watch,
Bulova, Swan Soap, Lever Bros, and Sbcony.

Chicago, Feb. 25.

WGN: Quin Ryan's Marriage Li-

cense Romances return under sport- •

sorship of. Steele-Wedeles for Savoy •

Brands, three: 15-minute periods

weekly, through
:

Erwin, Wasey;
Hirsch Clothing. Co., 30 minutes onca&
weekly, through Schwimmer 81
Scott;, Great China Food Products,
six one-minute spots weekly, through
Martin Pokrass agency; Cleveland:
Cleaner Co., six . one-minute spots
weekly, through < Campbell-Sanford
agency, Cleveland.
WIND:

.
General Furniture Co., 10-

minute strip Monday , through Satur-
day, through Illinois agency; Arctic
Ice Cream Co., ;six 50-word an-
nouncements weekly, through Robert \
Kahn agency; Simon Werbner Cloth-
ing Co., three announcements weekly,
through Leo Silberman agency; Palm
Grove Cafe, six one-minute spots:
weekly.
WBBM: Packard Motor Car Co.,

one-minute announcement daily plus
,

three one-minute' special announce-
ments on Saturday, through Young
St Rubicam; Illinois Bell Telephone
Co., six time signal announcements
weekly, through N; W. Ayer.

Boston. — Katherine MacKillop
named assistant to David S. Garland,
sales promotion manager of WEEI.

<

COMPARATIVE RADIO BUSINESSUNIT INDEX
(BASED ON VARIETY RADIO MARKETS)

Change over last week .
.'. ...........

Change over same week 1940.

Network
Units.

+. 0.8%
+ 16.1%

Local
Units.

'+8.8%

. National
Spot Units;

—0.9%.
' +2.7%

Total
Units.

+ 0.2%
+ 11.2%

•No Change.

(FEBRUARY 22 COMPARED TO FEBRUARY 15)

Network:
Units;
9,070

.
9,130

-0.7% .
.-

(Included:

BALTIMORE
Local
Units
4,540

4,605

-1.4%.

WBAL,
WFBR)

National
Spot Units

1,584
1,517-

+4.4% •

WCAO,

Total
Units
15,194

: 15,252

—0.4%
WCBM,

.
DENVER

Network Local National Total

Units Units Spot Units Units
• 8,145 . ,- 4,419 1,810 14,374.

. 8,175 4,452 : 1,690 14,317

—0.4% —0.7% +7.0% +0.4%,
Included: KFEL, KLZ, KOA, KVOD)

DETROIT
Network
Units

9,643
. 9,596

+ 0;5%.' :

:

; Local

.

Units
: 12;348,

12,293

+0.4%
(Included: : CKLW, WJBK,.

• WMBC, WWJ, WXYZ)

National

'

Spot Units

4,431
"

4,895.

—9.5% .

Total

Units
26,422
26,784'

-^1<4%:

. WJR,

SALT LAKE CITY
Network Local National

Units

2,315

2,317

units

7i97'6

7,796

+2.3% :
. (Included:

Spot Units
630
626

+0.6%

Total
Units
.10.921

10.739

+ 1.7%
KOYL, KSL, KUTA)

* No change.;

.,.SAN FRANCISCO
Network : Local [ National : Total
. Units Units Spot Units Units
11,072 ^,264 2,062 16,398
10,896 3,620 1,936 i6.452\

+ 1.6% , —9.8% : +6.5% —0.tf%
(Included KFRC, KGO, KJBSi KPO,

• :
.- ; ksfo) '

Network
Units .

9,945

: 9,915

+0:3%

CHICAGO
Local
units
7,030

7,166

-1.9%

Wational
Spot Units
11,501

. 11,444
• +0.5%

Total
Units

28,476

28,625

—0.2%

(Includedi: WBBM, WENR, WGN,
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ) •

DES MOINES
Network
Units
8,007

7,821

+2.'4%
.

Local
Unite
2,764"

2,763

. National .

Spot Units
2,952

2,926

Total
Units

13,723

13,510

.+ !.«%

No change.
(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO),

LOS ANGELES
Network
Units

13,337

13,208

+1%

: Local
Units

8,871

9.018 -

National
Spot Units

: 1,312

; .1,431

—11*4%

Total

Units
23,520

23,707

-0.8%

(Included: KECA, Kfl, KFWB, KHJ,
KNX)

Network
Units

6,255

6,220

+0.5% :

San Antonio
Local
Units

8,407

8.251

+1.9%

National
Spot Units

.1,450
• 1.419

.

+2,2%

Total
Units

16.112
- 15,890

+ 1.4%'

(Included: KABC, KMAC,. KONO,
KTSA. WOAI) .;

Networt
Units

6,337

6,357

—0.3%

SEATTLE
Local
Units
11-302

: 10,774

+4.9%

National

Spot Units
640

' 692 .

-7.4% :
'

Total
i'niu
18.279

17,82^:
+2.6%^?

(Included: KIRO, KOL, KRSC)
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National Spot Accounts Currently
(According to Report from VARIETY'S 'Radio Market Cities?)

ACCOUNT
American Chicle. Co

.

American ,(.'TiicIe

American Chicle Co

.

Arthur : Mey.crhpfr

American Pop-' Corn. ...

Antiol .;
^ ;

,':
.
'

• <••:*.;

A rmaud Co.- (shave cream,

Aurora/Labs.' (Glear-Agairi')

Axtbn-Fisher •
. -\ -

,''•'. V '

'.

(Himyar Shredded Tobacco.) ...Weiss & Gcllc!

'
A^ioh-Flshcr: Tobacco lx.

.

". '.
'. •> Weiss Si Geljov

Barbasol, Krcml . . .
.

-.
'.'.-. .-Erwi.iv Wasey

.

Beaumont Labs. .. . • JU; W, Kastor.

,

Beaumont Lab?.

.'tFolh,iWay Cold Tablets)

Beech-Nut' .(Beecli<ijs)- .

Beech-Nut Packing

AGENCY TIME PURCHASES

v'i . . . Badger, ' Browning.'& Hers6y.-. i'.Ann6unce-

y • - ": '••.-.••,.- '.' ments.

';

. .v . Badger, -Browning -'St. Hersey •; .
.

''

^v Hiur.V W Hour. Sport. News

.. , . , , Badger, Briiw li ing .& HerseyV 5-Mln News
•

, 'Hi)iirs ''''':
;

'
'"•

..'
..

;

'. '; Buchanaiv-.Tlvoj'-na. .
.....

; J. Waller . Thompson'..

.

. ku'wel-'-M,- Seeds.

,'
. . Announcements

. .
', jPai'tipipations

: . . .Spots

; . . Announcements

;-h;-.W"., Kastor
:i

;:

..'^b\\VeUTEnjiTi'e'U-.'

,' ;'.-.; ,
;'.

. .
.'

. .yi flours
-...'.,

. . :
: .''.- .'. 1

i' HOUl'S

.rip-lVii n> Sports Review
.

.
» . . ,• ..! 4 Hour "News.

,

,

".: ...';.:;'''. '

. Ml, Hours
., . ..Chain Breaks

,V'Civaln" Breaks

;. .^Nbweli-Emrriett , ; .
'.

'; .Station.- Breaks

...Northwest -Radib, Announcements, 5 Mins.

. , . Young & Rubicam, 5 Min News,

.-/'. Temperature Reports . ... '.
-.-

/.-./Sherman •'&.. .Mafqu'etteV.;Vv
:

;Ar^'o'uncetoqhts.
.

'.'-.
. . ..Announcements

Beech-Nut Packing,

(chewing gunii ) - .....

.

Blue Ribbon Book's, ..;v.;

Bristol-Myers . . . ...... •

Dr. W. B. Caldwell. .
'./. . ...

Campbell Cereal &la.lto'-.teeal).;H: W: Kastoi;.

.

Chattanooga Medicine .(Black -

Draught) .

.

'.'
.'.

. . . ... v. - .
.'.';'.

. Nelson Chesnian . ; . . . . ...... . 1 . .- .. . ./.. y^' Hours

Chrysler ^C6rp :

.-.i'.vi'...
:

'.

.

'..:....».Lee. Anderson. .:'...,.'. .^Announcements

Chrysler Corp, . . . . . ..'J.. Stirling Getchell. Announcements
:

•
— — '.iAirnouncemerits

. .A nhouncements

. /Announcements
.. . . .Time Signals

. .Announcements
•. :.. .Chain Breaks

Station Breaks

Campbell; CerealUMalto^MealKH/^/ Kastor.

.

Carter Liver Pills.

Chrysler Corp.. (De Soto).

Colgate-Palmoliye-Peet . ...

Cblgate-PalmOHve-Pee't . .

.

CpIgate-PaliEoHve-P.eet • v i ;.

Coigate-Palmpllye-Peet : .;

.

Contl Products .", ...
". . . .

Congress Cigar, .v. .
•

•

Consolidated Drug. . . .

.

Contl Products. . . . . . . ... . .

.

Drake Bakeries . . . . . .

.

Dwighi Edwards Coffee Co.

Fell . & Co. . ...

,

Ford Dealers ... . . . . . .

Glide's Pepto Mangan.
Hebrew Evangelization Soclety.,Tbm Wesjtwobd

Household Magazine ~ "

. .Street & Firincy.. . /.

.v. J. Stirling Getchell.

...Nl Wv Ayer. ..:.».''./

.i.Ward Wheelock.,..
. ...Ward .Wheelock

.

; .;Wa'rd- Wheeloc". . . ;

. ..Berminsham, Castletftan &.:Pierce

Annburicernents

i . . Marschilk 4;- Pratt . . . ... ..... ; .^ Hours
Benson & Di;ll.-...•.:'.

.
;'.

.
.-.

. v ; ; . Hours
.

.

''. BeriSihgharh; Castleman & Pierce .An-

. nouhcemerit!5

Young & Rubicp> . . . .

,

,
'..

. McCann-Erick ;

: ;i : : i >

.

. . S, E. Roberts : . .

. . McCann-ErickK V :

;

. .'Morse Internrtional,-*

; Announcements
;Announcements
.. . : . ..iVi ,Hours

. . .Time Signals
Announcements

Hours-

, ..Presba. Fellers &. Presba :

.'

1/4 Hours, lh Hours
...Aubrey , Moore & Wallace . . . . .

.

:

.; . . .. . Spots

. . Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Announcements

. . . . Young ' Si Rubicam r.

,

; BBD&O

, . ;

,

: Platt-Forbes . -, .'., .-..v.

.

.V. ..Hutchiiison- Adv.: .

.

...... Hutchinsori Adv.- ..,

,
- Erwin, Waspy';

.

. .
'.

; . . . Walker & Downing .

.

?,'.
. Raymond R. Morgan ;

w . ArOiur.Rosenbpygr.-'..y:

,

,
.V..Frankliii Briack . . ....

C'e>.
:

• v

. ; . Badger 3c BrrtwninR.

.

,'.'. V. Sherman- ,K. Ellis. . . . i

Olson Rug Co. . ... K . . , .....

Packard Motors . ... ... ,\'.....

.

Penlck 8t Ford (My-T-l'ine

..DesSertb)"' ;". ,..•-...;.> :• ;':'.-;.

.

.Peter Paul (caiidy )/.';;. .
.'.

-Philco Radios . . ... .

P'illsbury Flour Mills. ! . . . .

Lydla. E. Pinkliam v > . .

'Pittsburgh .Coal . . .
.';

. : :
.. ...

Planters Nut & Chocolate

.

; ,

Longines-Wittnauer : . ;

.

Manhattan Soap Co: . , .

.

Megowen -Educator ' -Food ;'.:.

.
(Crax)

. • J- ,V-.'-i v '?
•

Natlbhal .RclittiiiR-: 4 .

.

Neht Corp (Royal Ci-own Cola) . BBD&p ... vx-.

;

;
. . /

North American Accident Insur-
.- . ;

.":
.'/...v.'.,.' ; . J .; Franklin ;Bruck;;

(

Di-. -pepper .'.

.••v;.-. '.y.'.

;

:;
,"!'..'•. B.crit.QiV 8? Bowles

P &.G.-.'.v. .'! .-..'..-..'.-. . .-. :..•'.-.
. . . .;. :Comptoa .Ady . . . ;

.

Penlck &. Ford (My-T-FiiieiDes
• Vserts)-.. ;V. . . v .... .'

.

Lydla Pinkhahi . . , . .'.', .' / .

;

Princess Pat ....... i . . .

Quaker Oats. . . . . . : . ...

liaker Oats . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

Ralston; Purlria . ... .> ; . .

Ralston Purijia . : . .

.

Rockwood Candy .
'.\

.Reader's' Digest . . .
. '.'

.

.

Reid^ Murdoch, /: /. . . V ...

Red • Hekrt Dog 'F<'< 1;

.

Rockwood Chocolaic Co

.

Savarin Coffee
Sheaffer Pen '..!

.

Sheaffer- Pen Co. . . . .

.

. Presba, Fellers' & Presba:
'

, ^4 Hours, Participations

• 4 • t • •

. , Lennen & Mitchell.

. . Kenyon & Eckhardt.
..Kenyon & Eckhardt..
.iRuthrauff & Ryan....

: . Kehyqn & Eckhardt.

. ; F; A. Hughes . . . .. ; . .

.

..BBD&O ..'.'.

International Harvester .

International Harvester

Andrew Jergens
,

Kellogg Co. . . . . . . . . .. .

.'

Kellogg Co. . .... . . . .-.

Lever Bros. ......

Kellogg Co. •

Kemp Se Lane (Balsam) . .

.

Lever Bros. (Silver Dust) .

.

Little Crow Milling

(Coco Wheats) .............>. Rogers & Smith

Macfadden Pubs; (true StOry ) . Ruthrauff & Ryan
Manhattan Soap Co. '/. .'. .".

. . . Franklin Bruck. . .

Manhattan. Soap Co. Franklin Bruck. .Participations;
.

. ';. Station .Breaks

B. Manischewltx Co. (soup):. ; . A; B. Landau ; . ........ . . ..Station Breaks

Mariln Firearms (razor blades) Craven & Hedrick. ....... .Announcements

Martinson's Coffee , . : . . . . . Al Paul Lefto>i„ ': ...

;

f
. .Station ..Breaks

Mission Bell Wines. . . . . . Firestone Ady.. . . . ....... .Announcements

'John Morrell
(Red Heart Dog Food)....... Henri, Hurst & McDonald . .Chain Breaks

John Morrell (E-Z Cut Hams) .. Henri, Hurst & McDonald. .Participations

Neighbors of Woodcraft ..,Mac Wilkins' & Cole. ..*..-...... .% Hours.

O-Cedar Corp. v. . ........ . , . H. W. Kastor. : . . .Participations

Full Hours
Announcements
Announcements
....... V* Hours
,Announcements
.Station Breaks
.Station Breaks

;

.

'.

. . . .% Hours
.Station Breaks

..Vi;
Hour News

Simon & Schuster

. (income tax manual )'.... . ,

Savarin Coffee. , ... . ...

W. A. Sheaffer Pen C .) .
:.'.'

. .

Simon & Schuster; >BdoiiS )
,'.

Standard Brands (Chare &. Sv.

born'Coffee) . . . . . .v:;

Standard Oil of. Indiana . ...

U; S., Playing Cards. . . :. .

V.iS. Lines. :. .

Vlck .Cheni-2-1.'.;. w. ...

.

yick ChemUal

.

V. , ... . . J

.

Walker Remedy Co. . ... . .

.

Waltbam Fountain: Pen
Walker Remedy Co . . .

.

Ward Raking .'; •. . .. .. .. ..

.

Webster-Eisenlohr . . . , .

.

Wheatena Corp. ,'.
. , . .> . . . ; ,

White Labs. (Choc:-.) .";

Wilson Co; (Ideal Dog Food)

.

Washington State Apples . . .

George Washington Tobacco.

.

.. . ...Announcements
. . .y . Announcements

'; ... . .Anhpuncemerits
• v- viv^-Iiours
Announcements;

i. . . Announcements
v . ... . Announcements
;

. , . .Aiinouhcements
. Announcements

.

; . , ,*Va Hours, News

. . . Participations

,..
. , . AnnouncejnehtS

.. . . . ... . . . .. .5-Mins.

... . ; .
x
'i Hour News

; .:v^v.%. Hours;
. . .

:

'•; Station Breaks.

:, . ... An.niouncernents

.

. ... . Annbuncenierits-.

J , Hours-
...... . .; .'.

. 'j Hours
.

.'.
. : ; ! . . . Hours

. . . . . . . .\».V4 ;Hours
i... ../,.....'.% 'JTorirs

vr. .'.:. .>. .5-R.
;

.';'.
. .Announcements

. ./Annouhcernents
,..^Henri,:Hurst & McDonald;^

. . Federal Adv.. ; . /.

.

'. .-. . Announcements
.': .M, ^rHackett,-. .

.'.
:'. <\ . .: ;. .Vi -Hours

. .; ,
.' RusSel: M. - Seed's:. . . ... ; .,v. Announcements'

, ... ;:Russel .M. Seeds, Annouiicements;:
Time Signals

.BBtjStO :

.

. ; ., Erwin,- WaK'V'. .'.'.

.

. . . , Frank R. Sted:l. ...

, . . . . RutnraufI Si: Ryan

.

'.,

. ... / Ruthrauff oV Ryan .

;

:

. :'-.;Ctordner Adv.-. . . ;

.

..i.: Gardner; Adv. .; ..

.... Federal Aftv. .

:;:...BBip&0'
/.

. . Rogers Smith

.

. . .Northwest rRadio .' ,,

.

..Gussow-Kahn . . .

.

;

.

.-. ; .Riissei' M.; Seec- , -.
. .

..;'
. ;

.

..Northwest .Radio...

.' Ji. Walter Thompson . .

,

. . McCann-Erickson . ... .

,

,1;. Walter Thompson . .

. . J. Walter; Thonipson ,

. 1 Morse International,

.

. . . Morse Internationa 1 .

.

, ..Weston-Barnett ''

v

. ..United Adv.- Services:,
j
: . Weston-Barnett 7. . . .

.

. . Sherman. K." Ellis . .. .. .

. ..Roberts & Reimei's.

:

-. . Ccimpton Adv. . . , . .,;

;

..in. W. Kastor; . r . . . . .

.

. .U: S. Advertising. . . .

.

:. :Ji Walter Thompson .:

'.

Wm. Esty
Stephen F. Whitman (candy). .. Ward. Wheelock
Wm. H. Wise (books). . .;•.'.

White Labs. (Chooz) . .v . . . , ;

.

Wilson & Co. (Ideal D6:vFo«
Wm. Wise (Books)..,..,...

.Northwest Radio
. . ..Wm. Esty. . ...

it).U. S. Adv. .'.
. i : .

.

. . ; Northwest Radio.

.

. . . Announcements
. . .A nnouhcements
...Station Breaks

,5-Minsl

; . . . Station Breaks
. Announcements

. . . Annpuncements
. . Announcements
... . Annouheeiihents

. ; ;Announcements

. . .Announcements
: . ... . .. . . . ,'SrMi'ns'i.

.:. . Announcements

. . ;. AnriQuncernenis-

. . .AnneUncemerits
1-Iou.i-s

.. Annpuncements
. Weather Reports
. .Annpuncements
..Annpuncements

; . .Statieh Breaks:
........ Hpurs
. ..Annpuncements
.. ... .... > .

j4 . Hours
. ... .... .5-Mins.

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO
TIME LAST WEEK

STOKE CITY
Broadway Dept. Store; . ; . . . . t . .Denver . . . .

.

Bullock's Dept. Store. ... .... . .Los Angeles . .

.

Crowley-Mllner Dept. Store. . . ..Detroit ;

Marshall Field & Co.

.

; . ; . . .. ChicaRO. .-.

.

Roes Dept. . Store.. . . . .. . ... . . . . . Salt Lake City .-,

TIME PURCHASES
. ... . ; . Announcements
......... . .. .'A Hours
. . ... . .Announcements
........ Time Signals
..... . Announcements

IN BALTO

Baltimore, Feb'. 28.

General Baking, Cp. - bPUgfet Pti

both WCAO, lpcal CBS eiitlet, and

WBAL, which carries the'NBC Blue

and Mutual Webs , hereabouts;
~ this

week;. Business' made. up. some', of

the activity reported' in the national

spbt . classiflcatlpn by ail .stations; '

.

Tpwnls newest radio entry, WITH,
will get' under ^ way with gala . in-

augural exercises Match- i.^ , Some
assistance from

-
ASCAP. by Way 6f

h.bted. tunesmiths in person expebted
to help ballyhoo event for only loy.

• cal station licensed by Society. .

Reallocation' of frequencies', by-i

FCC, effective. March • 29, Will put
|

WBAL; on 109Q kjlpcycles until 9.

;

p;m. find synchrpnized with WJZ b.n

770 Itilpcycles after 9. p.m. . Will , r

tain 1^090 slpt full time when new
50,000-watt setup recently granted,

goes lntp effect 'early - in spting.

Rpiinding out its staff in prepara-

tion of jump to greater, power,

WBAL this"... week put on Harold
Azin«,".fprrnerly of WLS continuity

department. Azine will pitch In as

a writer and producer.

WFBR: Chrysler- Mptpts (Dpdge),
three five-minute newscasts a week
threugh Ruthrauff & Ryan; Benson
St, Hedges, three 10-minute after-

noon, newscasts a Week via Maxbn,
Inc. ';, " \ ,

WCAOi General Baking Cp., daily

participatibhs on a.m. 'Your Friend-
ly Neighbor' through Ivy Ellington

pf Philadelphia. \
WBA.L: General .Baking Co., 22.0

a.m.,' quarter^hbur; strips : by direct

wire, pickup frorri ' WFILi . Philadel-

phia, : arranged by Iyy - & VElllngton;.

Gardner Nursery,-, threer five-minute

programs • a - /week through . -l^ptih-

'

West ..Radio; Royal -Crown Bottling

Co.,'
.
-through BBD&O, 78 : quarter-

hour shows to be; used three a Week;
yick's renewed, thrice-weekly partic-

ipations on :<Women In the- News'-

through Morse Interhatibnai; ..John

Mor'rel :& Co. "'(Red Heart Dbg Food),
through Henri, Hurst St McDonald,
13 announcements.
...WCBM: : Ranger: TJoe ' (cereal), 13

spots; Stylpl us Clothes, three-a-weck
quarter-hour - airings of 'Take - a

Number' for one year;.' ".

WHO'S NEW ACCOUNTS
. *

'

" " .
•

Consolidated Pro.duets. 6uys ' Barn
Dance—Spots for O'Cedar

STAG BEER INTO 20

MIDWESTERN CITIES

Harlingen, Texas, License
.-.; • Harlingen, Texas,: Feb/; 25; :

A construction permit
.

, has been
j

granted by
;
the Federal Communi-

cations Commission- to the Harben-
ito Broadcasting Co. here. ,

New station Will, pherate on 1240

kilocycles with 250,. watts-power, un-
limited time. ..

WHO: Household Magazine,
through Presba, Fellers Si Presba,
'Three H Boys/ 12 quarter-hours;
Ralston Purina. .Co., through ;Gardner
Advertising, 39 quarter-hpur prp-

;

grains; Cleveland Cleaner Si Paste

,

Cp., j through'. CampbeH-Sanford, 30
100-word announcements, flye' week-
ly; Hi-Lex Co;;, ' thrpugh tfhe MeC.prd;
Coi, 49 announcements, -65 and 30
words; each, seven weeklyivDri •Salis-

bury's Laboratories,
.
thrpugh

;
N. .A..

Winter Advertising Agency,. 36 van-
hpuncements; /three • weekly; Carter

j

Products Cp;, thrpugh . Sppt Sjfbad--.:'

casting, 364 30-word announcements;
Feminine ;, .

Prpduc'fc,' Inc., through
Spot;

;
Brbadcasting;^'''

J20 .
.
pne rminUte

anriduncements', three weekiy; Omar;
Ihc;,

.
through Hays MacFarla'nd &'

C6,, .^Musical, Meditations!' 13 quar-:
ter-hpur .periods; North American'
Accident -Insurance Co., through
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.', 13 quiar-

ter-hbur periods, once weeklyr: Col-
gate-PaimoHveTpeet 60.. t h r o u g h
Ward ;Wheelbck Co., 2G0 thirty-word
annouhcements, five weekly; O'Cedar
Corp./ through H'. W. Kastor & Sons,
65 pne-mlnute. ahnounrements, five

weekiy;; Consolidated
.
Products Co..

through Mace ..Advertising Agency;
'Iowa Barn Dance Froiic,'- 13 .half-

hour periods, 'v.'."-:

"'";
-

';;San Antohip, Feb 25,
r '

. Biz continued at a brisk pace here,-

With only a few ^ppints lbst ln any.

pne department this week.

;; 'WpAI: :
Auge. Packing. Co., through-:

Ceulter-Mueller-Grinsted, three an-
ribuhcements • per. ; week; renewal;
Welah Grape. Juice Co., through -It

W. Kastor & Son, 13 weeks for Irene

Rich 'transcribed . quarter-hour- of
'Dear John,; Packard Motor Car Co.;

through !Youhg &

;

%

Rubicam..; seven,

announcements'; per week for. two
weeks; Ed Steves and Sons, through
C'ouUer^ueiler-Grinsted', sevqn^" IpO-'

wbrd annpuncements per week; West
End Lumber. Co., iwo anhoUncemehti
per week "for one year, direct; Star*

kist Flbtatioh-.Toothpaste Co., direct,

quarter-hour studio program each

Sunday; Dr. Pepper Bottling Co.,

.

through Benton St Bowles,, half-hour

transcribed 'Dr. ' Pfepper
.
..Parade'-;

Derby Foods, .Ihc/, : for Peter Pan
Peanut Butter, ' ahnounc'cmenls;

KABC: Renewal -from Blackett-.

Sample-Hummert of five daily quar-

ter-hour programs through Texas

State Network; ;
Wolf Nursery - Co.,

quarter-hour, program each Monday,
Thursday arid Saturday mornings

through TSN; , Automobile
' trading

Post, one spot per day, for. 50 "days;

Mead-sJ Scalp Specialist, 100 phe-

minute announcements, six per week,,

as '.well as a . five-mihute prograin-

each Tuesday, Friday knd Saturday;

Wolff and Marx, for. Rhythm Step

Shoes, two one-minute announce'-'

mb'nts per ;weck; Interstate Theatres,

Inc;, two quarterrhouf '.programs for

'Man Who Came to Dinner'; Sontng

Drug' Stores, five announcements per

week; A.lamo Beauty. College, five-

minute program . each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday on Jerry Lee

Pechts' 'Lei's. Dance'; program; Tahk-

ersley's, one spot to be used Satur*

day (22). " •

"

BLURB-HAPPY DENVER

Diversity of Accts Hypos Spot-
Union Pacific R.R. on ICOA.

.

Milt Hill, WHK-WCLE. Cleveiand.:
press afeht. .recupenitinc in Woman's,
hospital after recent operation.

St. Louis, Feb. 25.

Gardner agency, which has taken
over Griesedieck-Western Brewery
Accp'unt .(Stag beer), has made an

j

adjustment whereby : radio will fee

one of the advertising mediums
Which, will, be used during 194L A'.

W> Neally, v.p. of the Gardner Co.
is account 'exec ; arid

;

said; a: tinging-

!

limerick radio slibt. Rrpgrarn, . ^he
first 6f its kind i fpr a suds cpricpptpr
in .this sectipri, will.be piac.cd i.ri. sta-
tions, in 20 key cities in the Midwest,;
South and Southwest. A ' St. Louis
^composer furnishes the music- for
the humorous limericks that are
corriposed .in the advertising agency,
and- are warbled'by a trio.; .-; ;:::-.,' r'

The radio programs will augment
visual advertising in rieWspapers and
billboards. :Nenlly said the reason

|

for the singing limericks is; that' It: {.

has proved to be. more entcrtainirig
'

than straight Wbrd-.forrWbrd bally,

• Virginia Newcomer Readying
. / ;Lynchburg, Feb.. 25.

New, 250-Watter for . Gbyington.;
Clifton 'Forge, rVa., will be ready tv
take air,, abput'.^iay 15. Owned by
Arringtpn 4f Arringtpn, bperating
WCHV '-. Charlottesville, -

.station
will have studio in. a Clifton Forge
Hotel;

:
ToWdr is being biiilt.

'.-

John F. Arrihgton, senior membfci .
..

of firm,, in charge of construction.
[

Cohyeri Feb. 25.

Sale's ran to announcements with

the exception .'of 156 ..quarter-hours

sold by KLZ to Denver dress shop,

and 12 quarter-hours sold to Simon

& Shuster by KOA.
KLZ: Packard Motor Co., through

Young St : Rubicam, 17 announce-;

ments; Amter's Paramount Fashion

Shop, through Raympnd Keane, three

quarter-hours weekly, /one year.

KOA: Union Pacific Railroad,

through Caples Co., 156 announce-

ments; Faultless Starch Co., through

Ferry -.Hanly, 48 '= announcements;.

Simon & Schuster, through North-

West Radio, 12 quarter-hours.

KFEL: Announcement service t»

Alaska Quiiters, Tuxall Uniform

Mfg. Ce., Williams-Bake Shpp.-Sheri.

dan- Blvd. Service. Hurley's Radio

Service Ce., Albert's Cafe, Austin's

Meats, Crestmopr Beauty Salon,

Grovesteen St Reed Furniture Co,

Guaranteed Heating Service, Lou's

Poultry & Egg Shop; Loop Store,

Craftsman Painters 8c' Decorators,

W. B. Barr Lumber Co., Denvcr-Los

.

Anceies Trucking Cb. y
Grimes Florist,.

Lock Joint Pipe Coi, Gerletfs Grain

& Milling Co:; Ku'rland Motors.. Kelly

Coffee Co,, Atlas Drug Co.. Holly-

wood Dance Hallj G r e a m - Wa

y

Creamery;; Cawood PrOthers. "Daw-

dey's Service Statinh and Walt's Inn.

New Biz in Abilene

'..'"' Abilene. .Texas.V Fe]b\ 25.' •

;
One: cbntract for .fpiir ISi-tnintite

programs a week and nine spot an-

neuncerhent' deals have: been; placed,

bn - KRBC, . Ideal . -.Mutual, :
outlet.

Feur-a-week ., series/ is fbr • W r igley

gum, : \. placed
.
by " the Meyci hbff

agenby. : .
-.

: '
:

-'•' '.-/. v :':'

Companies taking, spots, include,

^Plough Sales Cbrp;, through Lake-

Spiro-Shurman '" agency;: Cru'slene

shortening, : throXigh P*rarike-Wilkin-

Sqn .Se Schiwetz; International Hjir-.

vester, through Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace; White Swan coffee,^through'

•Albert, Evans "St Lemay; K. C..

baking powder, placed direct; vWil-

liam Carribren. threugh Tracy-Lpcke-;

Dawspti; Burleson hpnty,. through.

Regers &. Smith; Purina mills, placer1

direct; and Serve!., refrigeraters.

through Cpuchmah.
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Gene Buck and attorney Louis Frohlich engineered the retention of

Charles Poletti, of the Milton Diamond law firm, as special counsel.

E.'C. Mills, chairman of the
-

executive, committee, was the direct contact

in swaying David fiernstein,/ the LoewiMetrd y:p. and treasurer, not to

bolt ASCAP with his three music firnis, Robbins, Feist and Miller.

The 1941. decree legalizes the money-allocating system that was In effect

In 1935. It was then that the seniority, availability and performance

system was inducted. Now the performances aren't salient and "'prestige

'of- wprks' is the substituted thought for seniority and availability. ASCAP
insiders aver, however, that pei'fprmahces 'will naturally figure impor-

tantly in future computations,' although how: is. riot, detailed;, it's no" secret-

that the best break for the smaller publishers has been the number of

performances, because any firm, large or small, if getting a big enough

hit, will get lots of plugs.

. Julian T. Abeles, Metro copyright lawyer,- whp: sat in on. the consent

decree . ratification meeting; of the ASCAP board of directors, last week,

was instrumental in abbreviating the ratification, rider "which publisher

members: were required to sigh. Abeles objected tq.the 'needless where-

ases'' and. suggested to Louis Frohlich, ASCAP counsel, that a much
simpler, document, be substituted. .Frohjich agreed* '/._

. Abeles contended that a wordy and Involved document . could commit
his three companies for. provisions in excess of the 10 years which all

ASCAP members die now bound; . He added there was no telling what 10

years from, now might eventuate for'the music biisiness.
^

;
Publishers object to pne interpretation in the decree that it recognizes

the proprietary, rights of the writer with 'the publi.sh.en This 'co-tenants

in cbmftion* oh a copyright has been a sore
1

spot in publisher:-author rela-

tions. The pubs take the position that if Harmsj Inc., owns the copyright,

that's that, and the writers haven't anything to say about the adminis-

tration of the songs that, the copyrights cover. It was a major argument
during the board sessiofts^last week and Oscar Hammerstein, II, was
adamant it be put to a two-thirds vote, to determine whether: .there will

be another squabble over that clause. It was voted in.

Many Composers in Army,
Navy and with Air "Raid

Guards Continue The i r

Professional Work on Side

—Latest Hit. 'Bless 'Em
AH,' Written by Two Men
With the Colors

PARTIAL LIST

Thuiman Arnold is supposed to have brushed off Sidney M. Kaye, the

.BMI: legalistrexec, that
.

'.it doesn't concern, you or BMI what is put into

the ASCAP decree.' kaye stressed that since he
.
represents ASCAP's

biggest customer—the broadcasters/ directly and indirectly through .BMI—
it did -concern him. Arnold then refused to go into it further.

The $24,000 fines, under the Government consent will probably be re-

funded by the U. S., although that's hot confirmed. The Society was
penalized $5,000 and the 12 pubjisher-rdirectors,- represeritih.g 19 different

music firms, were assessed $1,000. per company or an additional $19,000.

[[y
Regret Slow

Anti-Poletti Bill

If only because ASCAP succeeded in getting It intp the decree that the

Society can charge at the source, the masterminds of the organization

concede that 'Poletti more than earned his 50 grand.'

ers

That's One Sense of Settlement With Government

in Business Men's View

A new facet on the ASCAP consent
decree is music publisher discon-
tent that 'the songwriters are running
the Society.' Others, more mag-
nanimous at this turn in the weight
of power, concede that the writers*

cause perhaps was the major issue

that influenced the U. S. to accord
ASCAP. an improved, decree over the
originally severe terms.,
Gene Buck, as president, and his

known sympathies for the. writers,:

thus becomes the target for criticism
from some sources. They' empha-

; size that songwriter-directors like

Fred Ahlert, rKdgar Leslie, Oscar
': Hammerstein II, George W. Meyer,
Otto Harbach, Deems Taylor and:
Irving Caesar, are in the' saddle; <

'-/ Until the official consent decree is

^ issued and its terms analyzed, ;it is

charged' by some that all the U. S.

has done is to legalize many. "ot the
things with which ASCAP's rank-
and-file took exception. For ex-
ample, the clause that the directors
hall be elected by the membership-
at-large but 'according to the stand:-
ing in the Society'- means art : uh-v

.
usual .influence pf power, virtually
making possible a self-perpetuating
board.. '.

'

.
Some of the publisher board-mem-

bers aver that they never : knew the
terms of the proposed negotiations
until It was done and over with.
They don't like the idea, either, .that

•ongwriters can license performance"
fees with the consent of the •pub-
lishers. ':•

They state they're back to five
years ago when the 'works of
prestige' clause figured. In ; 1935
availability,

. seniority arid, per-
formances were inducted, the idea
being a mathematical computation,
N°w this Is held to have been dis-
sipated.

Clicks Sans Radio

First tops sheet music seller

made without the benefit of net-

work plugs since the war be.t

tween ASCAP and the radio in-

dustry began is 'San Antonio

Rose,* published by Irving Ber-

lin, Inc. '>:

Tune has been making strong

progress in the coin-machines

and '

on- the phonograph record

counters. '''.;

It's no secret that the ASCAP^radio

war was and; Is a
;

windfall for an

already booming record business, in.

that it compelled the public to get

certain, song favorites on wax, or not

at all. But the discers aren't sorry

that a pPssible.;setUemerit is in. view:

The need for hew song material,

such as the ASCAP .
membership

alone can grind • out, Is becoming

acute and, If it takes another couple

of months to effect a new radio deal,

it.-WilL.be just about the limit of pub-

lic endurance. .

Even ASCAP licensees, some 175 ;

indie :
- stations, have been beefing

'

anent ah ^insufficiency of new pop

music. The Society member-pub-
lishers have frankly been disinclined

to 'waste* potential hits on a limited

market, living- in the hope of an early
,

settlement ,
•

1

":' London; Feb. .1.

Many -of the : English
.
songwriters

are in the.'- army but continue their

sbngwriting. In fact, rnariy of them
have turned out hits since dbnnirig
khaki. ...

• Here's a partial list:.

• Erie Mas'chwitz, author of 'Bala-

laika' and his more recent success-
ful revue, 'New

c Faces.'.is now a cap-
tain attached to the War Office. But
he can still manage to write a sec-

ond edition of 'New Faces," which
comes . to" the" West-End. in March.
Hal Hallifax, author of 'Penny.

Serenade,' is also a captain, in the

Royal Engineers.

Jimmy 'South of the Border* Ken-
nedy is now a second lieutenant, and
still, busy writing numbers.
Aircraftmen. Sid Colin and Ronnie

Hill have written a hit song since

joining the Air Force in 'If I Only
Had Wings,' and are now busy on
another number;

'Heneker's Dream*
Captain David Heneker (attached

to the War Office) is credited with
a. couple in 'There Goes My Dream,'
and 'Much More Lovely,', and has
by no means exhausted his writing

proclivities: .;•

Flight Lieutenant John Barnes has
just completed 'My- A.C.W.2,' dedi-

cated to the gals in the Royal Air
Force, which is about to be pub-
lished.

Ross Parker, of 'There'll Always
Be An England' fame, is now a Naval
Cadet, but he's managed to turn

out another hit in 'Mem'ries Live

Longer Than Dreams.'
Sergeant Phil . Park has scored a

bull's-eye in 'Oh, What A Surprise;

for • the Duce.' despite his. military

duties in the Royal Army Ordnance
Corpse-
Paddy. Roberts and Sonny Cpx

(Box, Cox and Roberts) who have
'Old Faithful,' 'When 'the Poppies

Bloom Again.' and other successes

to their credit, have just completed
their latest. 'The Wagon Wheel Is

Broken.' .Former is pilot in the

Royal Air Force, and latter is a

naval officer.
"

Writer of 'Speak to Me of Love.'.

Bruce Sieyier, is now a squadron
leader in the Air Force.

Vivian Ellis, who is responsible for

the entire score of the Jack Hulbert-

Cicely Courtneidge new show, is a
.

lieutenant in the Navy.
j

", Bert Reid. author of 'Quartermas-
:

,

ter's Stores,' is' a quartermaster ser-

geant in the Royal Fusileers: while

Jim Church, "of 'Arm in. " Arm To-

gether' - fame, is a. private

:

;

'
• the

Royal Army Ordnance Corps.
'.'. GeotgePosfor'd. 'who has just Corn-:

pieted', 'Mississippi Mnma.'
.
specially,

written for Adelaide Halli ' fire-

man in. the defense service,

. 'Bless 'Em .All,' number just, huh-,

lished, has already sold oyer 100.000

copies; and has been Voted as likely ;

to" prove the war song of this year;

It was written by 'Jimmy Lally ..and .

Frank- Kerslake. Former is a' de-

;

ferise . fireman

'

;\and 5 latter is: in the

Royal Air Force. ;.:..;'

The N. Y. State legislature
yesterday (Tuesday) received a
bill .in Albany that would pro-
hibit high state .officials from
engaging ih

;
outside, business.

The. proposed measure came as :

result Pf the- revelation , that

'

Lieut. Gov: Charles Pbletti had'
received a $50,000 fee as counsel
for the American Society

; of
Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers in its negotiations with
the Department of Justice.

Senator Walter Mahoney and
Assemblyman-'' . Harold Ehrlich, •

Erie Republican's, introduced the
bill.

3

:

The presenting of the consent de-

cree between the Department of

Justice and the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers

was delayed until March 3 on Mon-
day (24)|.in the N..Y. federal. court,

as a result of slight revisions of the

decree already tentatively agreed

upon.. Judge Henry Warren Godd-
ard in putting the case over, declared
that, on March 3 he would also hear
objections to the decree.

Procedure . will be a dismissal of

the six year old Civil action which
has been pending in the court, the'

filing of the new suit, and a consent
decree ending the new suit, all at

the same time. Present in court
were Victor O. Waters, and Warren
Cunningham,. Jr. for the Department
of Justice, Milton Diamond and Her-
man Finkelstein for ASCAP, John
G. Paine, general manager and Her-
man Greenberg, assistant manager of

ASCAP. It is understood that {he
changes in the decree as already ap-
proved by ASCAP members will in-

clude the incorporation ill it, ol the
letter sent by the society to its mem-
bers.

'

This letter modifies the body of

the decree by limiting the options

open to radio, stations in
.
licensing

music from ASCAP.

General meeting of the ASCAP
membership at; the Astor ..hptiel,- N.Y.,

last Thursday night (20), which had,

been called to ratify the consent de-
cree, was marked by a storm of ap-
proval when^Charles Poletti, special
ASCAP counsel and. N. Y. lieuten-
arit-gbyernbr, explained that unde^.
the decree the ASCAP board would
hereafter be elected by the mem-

;

•bersV \ In
.
subsequent .;' discussions

among themselves the writers rrieiri-

bers came to the realization that this
provision was pretty much of a joker
since it did not require the present
writer faction on the board . to. make .

'mOre":than one change> .'year. . ; .

Matter or voting for this one di-
'

,'rector. will be taken up at a special
'meeting which .will be called in anyr
> where, from. 30 ; .

to 60 . days, if not
later. This same, meeting will also
adopt the modification, of the bylaws

' entailed in the acceptance of the
consent decree. Sentiment among
-writers .strongly favors .the resigna-
tion of, the entire representation of
popular, songwriters on the ASCAP
board so that their confreres in the
ranks may decide whether they want

'

to retain them in office or
.make re-

placements The boardmen named
in these outside discussions are Irv-
ing Caesar," Fred E. Albert. George
W. Meyer, Edgar Leslie, and Johnny

'

Mercer. . All but Mercer have been
bh the board for many years.

'

Meeting which ratified the decree
was attended by around 700 members

.

arid there wasn't a. single dissenting
voice. Only orie that spoke at length
was. Poletti, who after explaining

l
each item in the. decree, gave it as

' his opinion that the Society had
come out of its joust with the U,. S.

Department of Justice stronger than
ever.. The angles, he said, which put
ASCAP under a pall of illegality, had
been dispelled and , that in the eyes
of:' the law and the public ASCAP
could now. be considered as operat-
ing entirely as a lawful business en-,

terprise.

NEW RADIO

Thompson Out as ASCAP
Publicity Down to Bone
Order has gone through from

ASCAP general headquarters dis-

banding Coast publicity department
and releasing Williafn -Thompsonj
Robert. Murray remains publicity

chief in New York With.' Dan McNa-
maira contiriuing as general aide to

E. C. Mills, Murray
:
succeeds^ to. the

post vacated by A. P, Waxmah.

THERE'S ST)[LL DUFFY -

Milton Diamond Will Get the Wis-

coiiftin Appearance Chore

New radio negotiating committee
on behalf of ASCAP retains.three of
the ' original quartet, with Irving
Gaescr dropped, and John O'Connor
replacing '.him; Walter Fischer,

|
Oscar Hammerstein. 2d and Herman
Starr, who was chairman of the first

I committee, continue. They, in turn;

are now augmented by ASCAp's
three paid officers, Gene Buck, John
G. Paine arid E. C. Mills, whereas
heretofore the Starr committee
alone functioned.

, Also this realignment, instead of.

being two writers and two pubs, sees

Hammerstein as! the lone sohgsmith
on the radio committee.

Form Melodies Corp.
.,

'.

;
:

"' v

Albany, Feb. 25.
'

:
The Melod i es Schenectady Corp.

;

has been chartered to. ; COridlict . a >

business in providing music for res-

1

taurants,. grills, etc., with principal '.

office: in Schenectady. Capital stock
: " $20,000. $50 par value. :

j

. Directors, each holding 22 shares

of .stock,' are: Albert N. Gordon and
;

Andrew. M. Gibeau, of Albany,' arid.

John F.n Kraiise .of Schenectady. •.: .'

' Before ASCAP can consider itself

Entirely out oi the dukes of the Fed-
/eral government it. has' '.to

.' clear up
another piece of litigation and. that's

the suit : which ' the Department of

Justice filed
.

; in Milwaukee . several,

weeks ago. In . th is i ristan'ce it w il 1
•

face, one of ,its.. bitterest, foes. Fcd-
.eral Judgev-Ryair. Duffy, wbo while
in the U.S., seriate, introduced a - bill

to emasculate ASCAP's powers
under the. eppyright law.

The ASCAP board ' has agreed to

have Milton Diainorid'. represent, it

before Judge Duffy in filing the con-

sent decree, .'and taking.; a plea of

nplb . contendere.
1

.Industry"; legalites;

have raised ; the . c'lucstiori.. whether
-this move wiil be legal unless it re-

ceives the .ratification of the ASCAP
membership.

"

. Gerald Griffin's Question
: The ASCAP handicappers are '-.air,'

rerdy laying odds who will be ousted
irorii -the bbard and who wilL suc-
'.ceed. The makeup of the new Society
' board, under the decree, right > now.

:

j

is the No. 2 interest only to doping
• how soon a radio contract With the

. networks will, be negotiated. .

'
, At; the .general membership meet-

' ihg" of the Society at the Hotel Astor/
N.Y., one songwriter, Gerald Griffin,

asjeed Charles, Poletti arid Gene Buck
from the floor : 'what

:

about the self-

perpetuating board.' Buck stated

j

that 'would come up.., in the course
of events, uridbubtedly . the next

• meeting.' but/ that the immediate
business in hand was: the ratification

of the "U. Si-, consent decree. ''.

NEW BMI CATALOG INDEX
Broadcast Music, Inc., last week

put put the second . volume: pf :

.itif

general publication lridej?;

..." The volume contains over 36,000
• selections listed alphabetically, with

[52 publishers, represented;



8* MUSIC Wednesday, February 26, 1941

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE SOUTHERN' DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,

.

FEBRUARY TERM, 1941 .

United. States: ;
America, :;

Plaintiff,

CIVIL DECREEAmerican -Sdciktv, of Composers
Authors And Publishers;: .'Gene

Buck, President; . .'.George; M.
MEYtR, Secretary; .and G"ubtAveJ

Schirmer, . Treasurer; . :

' DeWndants.

This cause came .'•

...•.to.'vbe' ..heard' this 3rd : day of

March; 11*41;-. the' . plaintiff , being represented by. Thurman
Arnold, Assistant Attorneys-General; John T; ^Cahili, United

States Attorney -for:' the Southern. Dfslr-ict' of ;.New. York; .

•Victor Q." Waters,- Special Assistant to the' Attorney-General,,

end Warren Cunningham, -Jr.. Special Attorney, and' the:.de-

fendants being represented;- by their counsel, and., having ap-

peared and filed their answer;:to:thecpm^^^

It ippears'tO' the Court that defendants herein have: corf-;

sented in. writing t6-'th'e-&altini-'and.--enterinfe-o£; this decreeY

.without any findings of fact, upon, condition. that neither such

consent npr this decree shall be construed as ah admission

or adjudication that said defcndants .have violated any law..

It further appears to'the. CPurt.that this; decree will pro-

vide suitable . relief- concerning; the matters alleged - in the

complaint filed herein- ,and ' that by reason-of
,
the; aforesaid;

consent of defendants'and its acceptance by plaintiff it is urir.

necessary to proceed with the -trial of the action, or to., take

testimony therein, 1 or that any; adj udicatlon be made of. the
;

facts. '; ;

;
..

'.-:";'• •'/?.:;'''-. .'\;;.V

.

'>..
' v

;

•.,:•'

Now, therefore, upori^motibri of plaintiff, and in accordance

Vrith. said consent, it is hereby •
->•

•

ORDERED, ADJUDGED/ AND DECREED
.

I. The Court has jurisdiction ;of the subjec^nnatter, set

forth in. the complaint arid .
of the parties he'reto ;with full

power and authority to enter this decree, ; and the. complaint

states a cause of action against the defendants under the Act

of Congress of July 2, 1890, entitled 'An Act to Protect Trade

and Commerce Against Unlawful Restraints and Monopolies'

»nd the acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto.
,

II. Defendants, Gene Buck, President of the Americah

Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers;. George W.,

Meyer, Secretary; Gustavie Schirmer, Treasurer; and Amen-:

can Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers, Its pffi--

cers, directors, agents,, servants,, employees, members, and

all persons acting or claiming to act on its behalf are hereby

perpetually enjoined and restrained from entering into: or

carrying out,..directly or indirectly, any combination or con-

spiracy to restrain interstate trade and commerce,, as alleged

in the complaint, by doing, performing, agreeing upon, enter--

irig upon or carrying put any of the acts or things herein-

after in this paragraph II prohibited. . : . ,. ;;

(1) Defendant, ASCAP, shall not/ with respect to any

musical compositibn; acquire assert any exclusive per-

forming right as agent, trustee or otherwise on behalf of any-

copyright owner, its members, or other owner ot..the.;.per-.

forming Tightr. or pursuant to any understanding .or. agree-,

ment with such owner, or its jmembersj.to pay for such'-right

a share oi, or ari.amount measured by; the- recfeipts pr reve-:

nues bf said defendants., Nothing herein contained shall, be

construed as preventing defendant, ASCAP, from regulating

the activities of its. members in. the following respects:
. :

(a) . By requiring all moneys derived from the issuance

of iiceitses bv the respective members of defendant to be

paid by the licensee in defendant and distributed in the

tame manner as other revenues:

(b) By requiring, of its members, that notice be given,

the defendant of their intent to issue licenses be/ore ihe*

Issuance of same; '

(c) - By requiring that the vieiiibers refrain from issuing

exclusive licenses to. commercial users of music;

(d) By requiring', as a condition precedent to the issu-

ance of a license by an individual member of the Society,

the approval and consent, to be obtained by the licensor,

iof the composer,, (s), author (s).and publisher subject to

such reasonable regulations as may be adopted by the

Society for that purpose;
(e) By prohibiting the members from grajiting licenses'

or. assigning to persons, fir.Ths> corporations or enterprises,

ineUiding Broadcast Music, Inc., the right to license or
i

assign to others the right to perform publicly for profit

the respective copyrighted .musical compositions of which
performance rights arti owned or controlled by the .re-'

. speclive' members of the Society.
.

NO TERMS DISCRIMINATION -\};>

... (2) Defendant, ASCAP, -.shall hot enter into, recoghiz6 as:

valid or perform any performing'.license agreernent \yh:.ch

shall result in. discriminating in price . or --terms -between
licensees similarity situated; prbyided, however, that differ-

entials based upon applicable business factors which justify

different
.
prices .of terms, shall not be considered discrirhina.-

.

tiori within the meaning of this sub-paragraph; arid provided
flirther that nothing contained- in this .sub-paragraph shall,

prevent price changes from- tirne.tb time by reason of. chang-

ing. Conditions affecting its market for or marketability of

;

perfOwning rights. ,
;

' ':.'... .;;- .'"..'

(0 j .pdferidaht, ASCAP, shall not require, as a condition

to
.
any^bffor. to ••license'; the public /performance for profit of

a musical composition or compositions fo'r radip b
a -i ic'e'nse' fee of. which: any part - shall be faJ in respect of

.
comjliercial progi'amsi based upon a percentage of the. incomii

received by the broadcaster from programs; in which no
. • musical composition '.

'.iob
'• compositions licensed by said de*

fchdant for performance shall be. performed, or (b) In re-
.

;Si5ect of 'susiain-rng'''ftrograms
1''-an amount which does not vary

in .proportion either to. actual performance, during the term,

of the.. license; 'Pf the musical- compositions licensed by ;said

.

defendant for. ;performohcc,y'or; to the '.number/ ofi;prbgrami
'"

on which such cpmppsitions or any - part of them shall be
performed;: provided, however, that nothing herein .contained

'

shall preyeiitrsaid defendant from licensing a radio- .broad*

. caster, on either' or both of .the foregoing basis/ it desifed by :!

. such broadcaster,, or , upon any: other' .basis desired .by such
broad.caGter. ,-'',. - '

. 'V^
'

-.

. With respect . to any. islihg. oi-. future performing license

.
agrGeWcn't oh a per program basis of : conjpehsatipn .with a
Vadio proadc'astei'v: defendant,,.ASCAp. shall' Thot,; .if

.
required

..by such, broadcaster,.-''refuse''"'to-' offer 'bither- or both of the

fpllowing basis. Pf compensation Which may ' be specified by
the broadcaster:

(a) in respect of sustaining programs a per prograra

lieense fee, expressed in terms- of dollars,, requiring.the pay*
'mcnt of a stipulated amount for each program in -.which rnu«

sical .comppsitioris; '.licensed; by said defendant shall be' per-

formed: '

*

• ,
•'• '-.;""

. .
^ - •

"
• ;;;

'

> (b ) in respect; of cohtmercial programs, as per program*
4icen'se ,fee, either .expressed." in- terms of dollars, requiring .

-.the payment ofa stipulated- amount: for^ each prbgram in which,
•the musical cbmp.psitions.lieensed by said defendant for per-
formance shall be performed; or, at 'the', option' of the defend*:

-ant,. .the payihent of a' percentage pf the revenue derived by
the liceftsee for the use of its broadcasting 'facilities'.,in° con.-,

.riiec'tion with such progfahv. ... •'._ *.- •• .:.'•' '.

.

'• v In the event that defendant, shall offer to license the publie
'perfbvmarice for profit ,bf, a mjislcal cprppopition or cbmposl-
•tions for radio, brpadca$ting upon either or. bo.th-._pf the fore*

.

going per program basis, . and. shal 1 a iso pffer to license, such
.
perfprmance on a basis of compensation wh ich shall not vafy;

:

hv direct propprtion either to actual • perforrhances during
.the term bf .the'-JJcenses' of- .th.e .-h^usicai.-compos'iti'dnsytteensea

by said defendant for performance or to the number of :prb- :

• grams' on which musical compositions licensed by defendant
shali. be performed, defendant shall act in good faith so that
there shall be a relationship between such per program basis

and such other basis, justifiable .by applicable business

. factors^ Including, availability, so that there will be no frustra-

tion of . the purpose, of this sub-paragraph to afford radio
broadcasters alternative basis';. of license compensation.

AT THE SOURCE
. (4) Defendaht^ASCAP, shall not license the public per-
formance for profit of any musical composition or compos!*
tions except on a basi9 whereby, in so far as network radio

hroadcasting is concerned, ; the issuance of a single, license,

,

authorizing and. fixing a single license fee for such perform-
ance by netwpi-k radiP broadcasting, shall permit the slmul-.

taneous broadcasting of such performance by all stations on
the network which shall broadcast such performance, with-
out, requiring separate licenses for such several .stations for

such -performance.
(Si - With respect to any musical composition . Iri

f defend-
ant's catalog of musical compositions, licensed for radio
broadcasting and ••'which is or. shall be lawfully recorded for

performance on specified commercially sponsored ".programs--'

on an electrical transcription or on other specially .prepared
recordation intended for broadcasting purposes, said defend- .

ant shall not re£u§e to- offer to license the public, perform-
ance for profit by designated radio broadcasting stations of
such composition by a single licensee to any. manufacturer,
producer or distributor Of such .transcription' or recordation
or to any, advertiser or advertising agency on whose behalf
such trahscription or recordation shall have been made who

• may request such license, which, single license shall authorize
, the broadcasting of. the recorded composition by means of

such trahscription or recordation by all trade stations enum-
erated by the licensee,,on terms aijd conditions fixed by said

defendant, without requiring separate licenses for 6uch
enumerated stations:

(6) Defendant,' ASCAP, shall not, In connection with any
offer to license by it the public performance for profit of
specific musical compositions by users other than broad-
casters, refuse to offer a license at a price or prices to be
fixed by said defendant for the performance of such specific

(i.e., per piece) musical cpmpositibris, the. use of which shall
be requested by the prospective licensee; and shall hot, in
connection with ' any offer • to license by it the public per*,
formance for profit of musibal compositiohs by radio broad-
casters, refuse to offer a license on a per performance or per
program

:
basis -as prpvided for in paragraph II (3) hereof at

a pric^ipr, prices to be fixed, by-said defendant for the per-
formance of such programs, the use of whibh shall be re-
quested.by the prospective licensee. ' '':.

'

V"
"'••: OVER-PLUGGING ;

V

'.:'V'

<TY ,befehdan,t,. ASCAp,: siial^ not . assert -. or exercise. any
• rignT, Or p.6\yer

:
.;hor shall' any of its members exercise any

fight or power to restrict from publ ic performance for prbii t

by any llcerisee of ;said defendant, any copyrighted; musical,

... composition , in 'order to. exact additiph?! consideration for tlx

'

^performance thereof, or for the purpose of. permitting the
fixing or regulating of fees for the ; recording or transcribing

of such composition ; pi,ovided,v however, that nothing, in th ia

•aub-paragreiph shall prevent said defendant or its members
frbm restricting performances 'of a musical composition in

. order reaspriably tb:' protect the work -against indiscriminate .

performances or the value pt the .public performance for.

.profit rights thereon or to protect the dramatic performing.'.

- rights therein, or, as may be. reasona^ly necessary in coii-

;
hection with! any claim .or'

.litigatibri.
inyplving the. perforin ins

rights in. any such c%mpPsitiPni^'^^:^; -
.

;-' '•

;'> ELECTION OF DIRECTORS -

:

: /
".. (8) The Society .'shail not elect the members of the Board
of Directors in! any;-, manner other than by a membership
vote in which all author, composer and publisher theinbcrs'

shall have the right to vote; for".their -respective iepresenta-
'

..tiv.es ; to serve on- the Board of Directors:.
^^ Due. Weight may

.

be giveh, to the classification : of the, member . within -the

Society in determining the' .hu.mber of votes each; member
' hiay .jfa'st for' (he election -'of

;
directors.; ;UpPn the. expiration-

of the terms' of :office. of the. present directors,
1

the provision!

of this section shall apply to the election of their
' successors.

Thereafter, nbt less than one-twelfth of the total membership
:.of

:
the Board bf Directors shall, be elected annually.

V (9) Defendaiit;.; ASCAP/'shail; provide: in- its by-laws tliat

the Society shall not distribute to its members the nVoiicya

. received by granting 1 the righ '% to perform' copyrighted inu-

sical cbrnpositlbns bubiicly for profit on any basis other thiin

. the nUmberi. nature; character and prestige of the copyrigh|e«l
musical compositions composed, written or' published' by: ea< ;

li
'•

member; the. length oi time in Svhich the' works of the .meni- ..

; ber.have been ja part of the catalog of the Society, and popu-

'

larity and vogue of such Avprksi all. to be determined in bi

fair and npn'-dlscrimiriatpry maimer. V ;
^ . .

^

. . CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP •

' (10)
1 Defendant, ASCAP, shaU' not require as a Vcohdition ,

precedeht to. eiigibility for author or CQmpbser>'membership..
in the Society, the regular publication of - more than one mli-

. slcal compositiph or writing by any person who regularly
practices the profession of writing music and the text or
lyrics of musical works.

;
III, ' The . terms of ' this decree shall be binding upon, and

shall extend to each and every one, of the successors in in-

terest of defendant, ASCAP, end to any and all corporations,

partnerships,^ associations. and individuals who or which may-
acquire the ownership or cohtroV, directly or indirectly; of

all or substantially all of the
^

property, business and assets

of defendant, ASCAP, whether by purchase, merger, consoli-

dation, reorganization or :Ptherw:se.^ None of the restraiiils

or requirements, herein imposed upon the defendant' shall

apply to the acquisition of or licensing of the right to per-
form musical compositions publicly" for profit: outside the.

United States of America, its territories arid possessions:

~IV. For the purpose of securing compliance with thi

decree, and for no other purpose;; duly authorized: representa-
tives of the Department of .Justice shall,. onHhe written re-

quest of the Attorney-General or an Assistant Attorney-.

.
General arid on reasonable notice to defendant, ASCAP, made.,
to the principai.office of said defendant, be permitted (a ) rea-

sohable access, during: the office hours of said defendant, to

all bopki, ledgers, accounts; coriesppndence,;membranda, and
other records and documents in the possession or under the

control of said defendant, '.relating- to any of the matters con-
tained In this decree; (b) subject to the reasonable conveni-='.

- ence of said defendant and without restraint of interference-

frpm It, and subject to any legally recognized privilege,, to

Interview officers or employees of said defendant, who may
.have cbui?sel present, regai'ding ariy such matters; and said

delendant, on 6uch request, shall submit such reports in

respect of arty such matters as may from time to time be
reasonably necessary for - the proper eriforcemerit of tliis

decree;; provided, 1 however, that. information bbtained by the .

means permitted iii/tri Is paragraph shall riot be divulged' by
:' any representative of the. Department of Justice to any pey*
son other than a duly authorized representative of the De-
partment of Justice, except in the course of legal proceed-
Ings In which the United States is a party or as otherwise re-

• quired by law.

. V; This decree shall become effective ninety (90) days
after the entry hereof, except that the provisions of para-
graph II, sub-paragraph (6) shall become effective nine. (9 >

months after the effective date of the other provisions of

.
:
thta decree.

.
VI. Jurisdiction of this caiuse Is retained for the purpose

of enabling any of the parties to this decree- to make appli-

cation to the.Cburt any time, after the effective date hereof >

for. such further orders^ and- directions as may. be necessary..
'

; appropriate in . relatipn to the construction of or carrying,
but » of this decree, for the rribdification heriepf .upon . any
ground for the enforcement of. compliance; -herewith arid the

ptmlshment of violations hereof. ' Jurisdiction pf this cause
is retained for the purpose 'of. granting or. denying such' ap- .

.'plicatloris/so made .as Justice may
^

reijuire.-.'and-..the right of

the defendant tb make such application to obtain. such relief

is expressly granted. ,' .'.' '

;Continued from page 1;

would: settle for with radio undeiva
new 'cpntract,;. with, the broadcasters
working out .the. split formula, but
this,- according

;
to. ASCAP :

[,

was firmly, rejected..
; ;

Bargaining Position *-

;

. It has been- suggested in sprhe. mur
sic and radio quttrters : that . the two
camps grease 'the ; ways: toward a
settlemeflt by imihediately calling an
armistice, .'th»reby. ari-ariging' for the
return ! of ASCAP music

^
tp the air

pending the closing of contracts! The
terms could then be made, retroac-

tive, Consensus of opinion among
brpadcasters strongly opposes'-, su'ch M '.

eolutioh. The
.
vast . majciuty of

broadcasters feel that the longer

' ASCAP music remains off ' the air

. the slrprigei- becoriies their (radio's)

bargaining position.' ' ••'..;
[

..•'.-

i VWithiri the N.A.B. it is- readily^ ad-
mitted that

;
its...^adip

.
committee has

;no formula. The jOb.of foiimulaVirig

a- basis for .'contract, It contends;: -is

entirely that of ASCAP.
:

' Before it

sits down with ASCAP it will want
to know, how .much ASCAP will

want on a blanket deal, how much It

will take iPn' a; flat .reyenufe arrange-
Jflent br guarariteet what. sort, of .a de-
tailed per piece or per program prop-
osition; it Pari 'offer, sustairiing/ and
cominerciai,: and, if the. deaL is to

again to provide for; a commercial
percentage setup will it be consider-
ably, lower than Die one contained in

the contracts ASCAP offered radio
last summer. - -

: ;'•'

Future of BMI
- The. broadcasters have a ebnebm-
milant nut that it must crack before'

it can •complete a deal with ASCAP,
and that problem is Broadcast Mu-
sic, Inc. The questions -to be :

an-?

swered are; (1

)

; is -BMI ;to- 'be
; ;

-.

tinued • .;' that .. radio . will • always
have a weapon in its • dealing with
ASCAP, (2) is .BMI. tp be sold; ; (3.)

is it to be folded > liquidated. Or
(4) should .BMI be taken into ASCAP:
as. part

. pf • the general settlement?;
In BMI broadcasting has a stake Pf
between $3,000,000 and $3,500,000.

6ne : NiA.B. b'bardman last week
expressed the. bpiriiori that If radio
and-ASCAP can 'get • tbgethcr on a
Workable per program or flat income
basis., the fight will. be settled within
three months. Otherwise It will drag
on for at. least" six months. Iritima-:

tions have come from Washington
sources that price the conseritdecrees
have, duly become part of the -court
records; the Department of justice:
will Issue a statement declaring that I

there" Is nothing noW to prevent the
broadcasters .and ASCAP getting io-

gether and to prevent the American
radip listeners . from getting all ' the.

music to which they have- become,
accustomed:; Also that if . the Con-
testarits keep stalling around too long
the

. same Department - will lend a
hand In forcing quick action.

' Dlok Dorso, with William Morris

office on the Coast, is coming cast to.

work %lth Wlllard Alexander In the

band department.. Ed . Flshiman ' left

for Hoilywood last week, following

dinrier given by Morris staff, tp takje

charge of Qoast band activities. ,

Anthony Collins turned; in a mu-
sical number, 'Mahotcha Rhythm.'
for a dance sequence in 'Sunny' at
RKO. ' -

.

•

SETTLES OUT OF COURT

'Goodbye to LoVe^Action lVashed lTp

'. -In New- Tek' ;

.

' Suit of Carl Field, Henry arid -.Jpff';

Clafkspn/ s.origwriters,^
against .;20lh.

Century Fox Film' Corp.; Con Cori-

rad, Herb Magidson . and the Sam
Fox: Publishing Co. . was set tied Put

of the N: Y. federal court.Thursday
(20). - Suit sought damages of $52^,^

000' claiming plagiarism of plaintiffs'

song, .

'Goodbye to .Love.' . .

-

It was claimed .that' 'Hcre^s to Ho-

'

mance,' written by both individual

defendants;, published by Sam- Fox,

arid used as the title arid as: a:.featurc

of the 20th-Fpx .fiira 'Here's to Ro-

mance,' was based on. .'Goodbye t°.

JLiove.' .: damages of
:

.
$25,000. plus es-

timated profits of $500,000, and an

.

injvictiori . werfe. askedi.
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UNDER CONSENT DECREE

V ASCAJP is barred from asserting exclusive or sale'

'riehts to a -member's Works, -.. Member may license di-

rectly buV not without authority, of .other, parties,

sharing copyright, and hot without, permission of

ASCAP* Members in no event may issue exclusive

license' to a commercial user of music or grant licenses

or assignments to others. ,for xe^uc>rising,. with Broad-

cast M«sJe'\speciflca^y
:,
conring:-y!^er--thi5- taboo.;. ' AU

moneys derived from licenses issued by members d'i-
.

-
reCtjy must be paid directly to ASCAP for distribution -

lh the same manner -as other revenue.

. i ^Enjoined .
from:.showing discrimination iri prices •

or terms between similarly situated licensees except if

justified by different business' factors or changing con-

editions in marketability o,f performing rights;.

>3. Broadcasters *ave'. choice ofi;
doing business /with

ASCAP on per program^, pep. piece or bulk fee basis,

in case of either sustaining or commercial programs/ .

•

4, Performing fee for network programs: must be

paid ASCAP at source arid not by individual stations.

Principle is innovation fbr relationship between ASCAP :

and networks. ';'

,5. Advertiser has privilege when obtaining a me-
chanical right for transcription to demand performing-

licenses covering specified number of; stations, with all

;

- such rights contained in a single license and at an
Inclusive price. ; ':..,

'

.

-

j. Users of music other- than broadcasters must be

.
given choice of ASCAP license on per performance,

per program :' or bulk. This requirement does riot be-

come effective for nine' months;:
wjiereas new arrange-

ment with broadcasters, becomes effective within 1 90

; days, • ' / ' •"
/: .'_ '

"

"
; 1 ASCAP. . is barred :;frbriv\ restricting, .any. tunes

from public performance . for purpose of collecting ad-

ditional fee/excepting (1) reasonably to protect: a .
work

against indiscriminate performances which would tend

to destroy its value (2> protect a work's drajnatic per-

forming rights (3) as reasonably necessary in, connec-

tion with any claims, or litigation involving a work'ii

performing right.

8. ASCAP directors as their . terms expire must be

elected by general membership. Number of votes cast

by each member may be determined by his classifica-

tion within the Society. Only two new directors out
of the 24 must be. elected each year.

.9. Distribution of royalties must be based on num-
ber, nature, character and prestige of. a member's
works, the. seniority, of a meiriber's works, and pop-
ularity and vogue of such works.

• 10. Writers to. be eligible for admission on publi-

cation of one work, providing writing songs is regular
occupation. • .r .

BEFORE CONSENT DECREE
1.

:
ASCAP had exclusive performing rights of all

/ members' works. Anyone was barred from dealing dir
. rectly . with a music user unless a cbriiriiereial program
wanted (exclusive rights of a. composition as . therne

'. song, or, rarely, for dramatic purposes on radio.
;,

2. Iff' recent years ASCAP has sought to ^establish

scales and formulas of
;

various classes of licensees in
• place of previous system of licensing: at what the traffic;

would bear. .

'

\
:

; 3. Broadcasters paid a stipulated sustaining fee per
station arid iri addition

. a fee; of .5%' bri ail comiriercial

,
business excepting religious programs.

. .4. '. ASCAP. collected fee oh network . commercials
.
from, stations and;. issued/ho-: licenses .directly' to net-:

works as:, such. .

.'•

5. Advertiser using transcription was. permitted
only to obtain a manufacturing license through copy-
right owner's agent. Sirice ASCAP held the latter's

exclusive performing right it' was necessary, for sta-

tions playing the .transcription to' have, an ASCAP
license,, with ASCAP booking '.to the station for the
commercial performing .fee. .

..'-.. v

'..'-.-' 6. "Hotels, taverns,, dancehalls, cafes, etc.,. are, nbw'i

.-licensed strictly .oh a flat fee basis, paid monthly.
Under decree ASCAP is not required to drop' this

license' form :
if licensee is delinquent in payments.

.

-.'
• 7. ASCAP. had privilege ; of ;

pulling any work out
of its playable catalog; . withi .result that this practice

was abused. PubUshers. and Writers alike withdrew
numbers at the least provocation and developed side-

business of collecting fees from:,commercial programs
for theme and other rises.

8. Membership had no voice in election of directors',

these
,
being self-perpetuating.' •

-

9.. This method, as far as publisher .classification is

concerned, was abandoned in 1935! Publishers have
since been paid off on a more, scientific, pr mathe-

matical,
' formula, to" wit: 50% for performance, 30%

for availability, or value of the catalog, arid 20% for

seniority. Clause as written into the decree protects

the status quo of certain writers whose royalty shares

have been under much fire from the ranks.
.

10: Minimum of five published songs required for

admission, and even then it was a struggle to get in.

MGshen Guarding Status Quo

Existing Rights and Terms With Writers Protected

by Resolution

Publishers on the ASCAP board
last week succeeded in getting a
resolution put through that would
protect them against any changes
in the basic coritract between them
and the writers as the result: of the
terms in the consent decree. This
resolution agrees that nothing in the
decree is to be construed as chang-
ing the existing /rights' which pre-
vail in the society between, publisher

;
and writer members and: makes, this

understanding binding for the next
10 years. •''.'-.'.

' The resolution was. heatedly op-
posed by Irving Caesar and when-
the ;

- vote was taken .Caesar was
joined in the negative count, by Fred
-E. Ahlert, Edgar Leslie and George
W. Meyer. • Saul Bornstein, of/Ir-
ving Berlin, Inc., Introduced a meas^
ure, •-.-•7.;

"

Under the decree copyright
owner may license his work directly
provided he obtained the joint au-
thority of co-writer and publisher
and in.

-

order fpr
:

-this provision to
become effective it was necessary to
modify

. the . membershiii agreement,
ft. was feared by.' some: publishers
that some writers might construe
this clause as giving them the right
to-.a greater consideration than they
haye under their contracts with the
.Publishers, which, is 50% of the per-
forming rights. , The resolution
jnakes. it mandatory for, all parties

copyright to consult with
ASCAP before issuing a license arid
Betyed as the basis of the rider
which writers signatured when they
.ratified the consent decree at last
Thursday night's (20) meeting at the
Astor hotel. New York.

Robert Daru Scores 'Smear'

•Complaint against 'smearing' of

many of the country's best-known

songwriters by including them as co-

conspirators in the criminal com-

plaint filed, by the Department of

Justice against ASCAP :
was made,

last week. Protest was voiced to

Assistant Attorney-General Thiirman

Arnold by Robert Daru, attorney for

a group of ASCAP and hon-ASCAP
iriembers which had previously filed

charges with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission that broadcast-

ers have acted against, .'pubjic inter-

est, convenience and necessity' in

establishing BMI. -.-''..

Daru squawked to Arnold that the

$) of J;: complaint was self-contra-,

dictory. In one breath, he pointed:

but, the department says that the.

ASCAP board , and directors Were

'running 'the whole, show . and ex?

plotting the rnembership.'. Then it

charges each member of the society

>with being a cb-conspirat'or.
;

'It
:
is

not only inconsistent, it is superflu-

ous and. unfair,' Daru .
stated. .; He

asked withdrawal of the charges

against the ASCAP membership.

While.' in Washington Thursday

(20 ), Daru also filed supplementary

information on the petition previ-

ously presented to the FCC. His

.principal charge is .' that BMI stock:

was forced by various threats on sta-

tions affiliated with the networks.

Roy Newell and Louis .
Herscher

will write tunes 'for" Featurettes.'Iric,.

producers of 'Three Minute Shorts'

for the Juke trade.

ASCAP Wisecracks

"'.At', the ASCAP consent-decree

ratification meeting, Billy Rose

called for a facetious 'silent

prayer' for -E. B. Marks, who
bolted ASCAP for BMI, adding,

however, that 'perhaps his con-
science will take care of that.'

'His conscience is doing pretty

well in Florida, I hear,' was an-

other wisecrack, in retort.

WHN EXPLOITS ASCAP

LINK, GETS PRESS PLUGS

' WHN, New York, has been pub-
licizing- its status as an ASCAP li-

censee, particularly ; as regards- its

recorded programs. The result :haS

been chatter items : arid program, list-

ing highlights .

'. the local papers.

.Programs featured involved' the mu-
sic;, of : Victor. i.HerherV Ferde Gr'ofc,

Rpdgers arid Hart and George Gersh-
win. ... '; ',;.'' . .'

.. ....

In the past the papers confined

their highlighting of recorded shows
pretty much to classical and operatic

fare.. ',•
'

-'." ;'.--.•.

Edgar Leslies Payoff Slide-Rule

Has Plan for Drastic Revision of ASCAP Dividend

Disbursement Method—-So Has Behee Russell

BMVt Picket

: .
Hollywood; Feb, 25.

:. Picketing the .building which,
quarters Broadcast Music, Inc.,

.

Dorothy Lapelle paraded iri' the
rain, fpr a.feW days with a sign

. read irig . 'BMI Unfair to Young
.

Writers:' . She.:said;.she'li; stick it

,

.out. until, at least brie of her
dittiCs is accepted- by Harry En-

.

gel, BMI head here. . She also-

passed out leaflets with her bwn
wordage castigating, BMI and
ASCAP. :

Engel said he auditibried three
of. her numbers, but, none was
acceptable. He ' declared that 500
songs by new writers have been •

published by BMI in the'.past-six'-

months.
•'

Treat Holdouts

As Culprits,

In RCA ProiuotioD

Margaret Hartigan, longtime pri-

vate sec to Charles O'Conriell, man-
ager , of .

repertoire artist at RCA
Victor, js .now: head of publicity in

the. Camden (N. J.) headquarters

succeeding Richard Proskauer. Lat-

ter has jojned Sheldon Cpons -In-

special rrierchandisingconsultatibri.

.

Young Proskauer is the son of

former Judge Joseph M. Proskauer,

personal attorney to .David Safnoff,

et. al. James Stanley cpntinueg as

press aide.

.. Washington, Feb. 25..

Proposal for Federal , price-fixing,

•in connection with performing rights

is the latest repercussion from the-

tug of war between the broadcast-
ing industry and Tin Pan Alley.

Fundamental change In the whole
theory of the copyright system, a
move to protect 'the. public against

fraud, extortion, exorbitant rates and
similar abuses/ : would be made ;by
a bill introduced In the House last

week by Rep.' Martin J. ; Kennedy,
New York Democrat.
.The panacea for the radio-music

war is in. effect ah amendment to the.

Federal Trade Commission act; de-

claring that performing rights are

clothed with the 'public .interest'

just as broadcasting licenses. Any-
body refusing to make music avail-

able for public performance, on 'fair

and'\ reasonable' terms: would be
guilty of unfair competition. Pen-
alties range froin loss , of the copy-
right to $5,000 fine and one year be-

hind the. bars! •
' V .

•

Kennedy , proceeds on the theory

that the public is entitled to what-
ever music .it wants and the copy-
right act confers a . monopoly only

for the purpose of encouraging tal-

ent, not to the. extent of allowing

creators! to dictate taker-it-or-leaVe-.it

terms. The bill would not apply to

individuals, however; . only to 'two

or more . persons, owners, assignees

or possessors of .. a United States

copyright on any musical produc-
tion,' •

-

Unique • feature of the Kennedy
bill—a drastic departure from the

philosophy behind American copy-

right and patent laws—is the pro-

vision for recapture and auctioning

of the copyright. Stubborn individ-

uals could be proceeded against in

the Federal courts, and the copyright

could be confiscated 'if the Commis-
sion has reasonable cause to believe

that the owner, licensee, or possessor

of such copyright has refused to com-
ply with the order of the Commis-
sion.' fheri the copyright, would be.

peddled to the . highest bidder at a

public sale or might be revoked alto-

gether. '.'"'.'"''
,

;

.

Ira^ri^

Ira B. Arnsleiri, who- has' not been

heard of much in the courts of late,

filed, suit Mohday;.024) in the N, Y.

.federal ; cburti against ) Broadcast

Music, Inc., George Fragos, . Jack

Baker arid Dick Gasparre. Plaintiff

,

charge's''' the plagiarism *ot. his song

j

''Sadness .
Qverwhelrris : My Heart,',

written under the name of Richard

Barton, - in BMI's 'I - Hear a Rhap-
sody.'. ; • • -.'-. -.' ' v

Plaintiff submitted : his song along

with 10 others to. BMI •' iff August,

i'940. •
. Defendants .

are
.
accused of

haying rctairied the songs an unrea-

sonable length of time arid then re-

turned . themv . An injunction, ac-

counting pf, profits, and . dairiages are

sought. ';'.
'.

.;.

Afnstein has been a prolific if un-
successful litigant, in the past against

ASCAP ; and its writer-publisher

members

.. . Edgar, Leslie, songwriter member
of the ASCAp board, has been work-
ing on an ASCAP divideridI system,,

for songwriters which 'the 10 .Down-'
ing street of Tin Pan Alley/ Liridy-s,

votes alrrrosf infallible for practical

V

usage. ^ Name sorigwfiters vand those
up-ahd-cbraingl who. have heard of -.

It, alike agree that it's the '-fairest'-

systehi yet devised.. Another song-. .

smith with ia- claimed panacea "for

those / 'Quarterly ASCAP : Divvy
Blues' Is Behee RusselL He. is hud-,
dling with Charles Pbletti. this, week
to, set: forfS, his plan, and' will turn It .

byer to Gene Buck. '
. .

' .'General
.
idea is that the arbitrary .

.

classifications are out; that a song hit

Writer must battle his . way through
many:;years of traditions and red-
tape bb'stacles bfefbre- he: ach ifev.es a „

suitable classification, whereas the
very year m .which' his hit„ or- hit*

are widely performed, he might be
earning a pittance relatively.

It also affords a very good financial

'cushion' for the veteran songsmiths, :
,

with accumulated catalogs but who
may at the mOrnent be 'written put/'

and still, it 'avoids the objections, as
aired .currently, that many pf these
inactive tunesmiths are getting far

.

beyprid 'their.werth,;
Leslie's is a. mathematical system

and his intimates are certain that ,

and when the new order of things
within ASCAP -assert themselves
that this Will be the happy solution. .

' Prime idea Is that It raises the

earning potentials of. songsmiths In.

.

the lower-divvy brackets, and -since

these constitute the rank-and-file ;•

membership it will automatically
eliminate a majority gripe against

the ASCAP system of dividends.

True, since the money must come
from somewheres, it will cut down
on some of . the sinecures that the
Society's so-called 'inner circle,'

sentimental veterans; and others -

have enjoyed, but the most influen-

tial proponents and endorsers of Les- •

lie's songwriter-royalty plan arej

among the oldtiiners.

/ Broadcast Music, Inc.,' has - licensed
two new sorigsheet mags to publish
its lyrics. One is the 'Song Parade'
and the other 'Prosperity Big Book/-
Former, a five-center, will be pubr
llshed by, the . D. S. Publishing. Co.;

Which also puts out 'Dance .Myfa-
zirie/ while -Big Book' will retaiV at

a dime and be underwritten by the

Charlton Publishing Co., the enter-

prise of a social registerite, Richard
Mount.
.These two. deals serve as a wedge

for BMI in the legitimate" songsheet:
business: Heretofore this field, which
has been held by 'Song Hits- Maga-
zine/ has been represented by none
but ASCAP publishers. .'Song Hits'

iri its contracts with ASCAP pub is

protected against the latter, licens-

ing other publications which special-

ize, iri reprinting, song lyrics.

SHORTER SEASON AS

BUDGET SOLUTION

Philadelphia, Feb, 25.

The controversy between the Musi- .

cians Union and the management of
the Robin ; Hood bell which threat-
ened the ,cancellation of: the;'suriimer
al 1: fresco concerts appeared . to

be settled this week;' At a meeting^_
betv/eeh Dell officials and the musi-:'

ciahs it was agreed that the Dell .

band will be made up of: 90' men in-

stead' of . the ; 80 proposed by ..

,' the.

management.:. : However, it was-
pointed out -that unless $25,000 is

.

taised by. public subscription the sear- :

son may be cut to seven weeks in- .

stead of the usual eight. The agree-

ment .is.-, subject to ratification by the
executive board of the union. '.

. .
.

Samuel R. Rosenbaum, Dell prexy,
said the outfit had suffered a

. $10,000

deficit last season and unless the 25
G kitty was raised the number of
concerts must be slashed. Two weeks,
ago the- Dell asked permission from:,
the

.
union to drop ten men, but it

was refused. C. David Hocker, gen-
eral manager of the concerts, then-

threatened to call the whole thing off;
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Clear-Cut Legal Issue on Renewal

m vs.

G;. Schirmer, .Inc., has brought
ault in the N.Y. federal court against

the Robbins Music Corp. and
Dbmenlco Savino* now under con-

tract to Robbins, to' test the question

of whether an original publishing
contract in which the composer con-

veyed the renewal :
assignment is

binding when the renewal ,ot copy-
right becomes due. arid the composer,
goes through the procedure, of. reg-

istering the''-renewai. v It is the first

time that the renewal. ..coritrover.sy

has beeh revived in the music in-

dustry since ASCAP and broadcast"
lng started their skirmishing last

spring. •
'.'.' :'^

- '[.'[

Francis Gilbert Schirmer's court-,

el, figures that this is the first clean-

cut . issue on the question of renewal
rights since only the melodies .are

Involved and. there is no
.
question

of joint authorship, such as lyrics,

to complicate the issue. The num-
bers involved are 'Prelude,' 'Gavotte
Impromptu', and 'Scherzo,' all writ-
ten by Savino and published by
Schirmer in May, 1913. Savino re-

newed his copyright ,oh the three-
some, in October, 1940 and conveyed
the renewals he took out .on them'
to the Robbins firm;

Savino's contract; with Schirmer
on the three compositions not only
assigned the copyrights 'for such
terms and renewals as may be prac-
ticable' but noted that ''this assign-

ment also' covers the right of re-

newal arid copyright for a second
term, and any . further . period of

copyright which may be granted
hereafter.' , .

Only, point, on the question of re-
newals that has in recent years been
decided by the courts concerns an.

employer for* hire provisions. . In
that instance the courts have held
that the. original publisher holds the
right of renewal. Another legal

point which has puzzled the industry
is Whether the original publisher
with a renewal binder may assert

his right of renewal since the com-
poser at that time conveyed some-
thing which, the law supposedly
doesn't invest him with until the
time the right of. renewal becomes
due. Still another . point raised on
this issue is whether the writer has
a legal right to. convey the renewal
before it comes due since in the
event; of his. death the right of re-

newal . might not be binding, upon
his heirs as the right did not ma-
terialize until they came into posses-
sion of the estate.

Future Member?

. When meeting of ASCAP-
Vnembers at Astor :Hotel, N...Y,,'.

. last Thursday (20) was thrown
open to discussion- question was

:

voiced from floor whether there

.was. anything in the consent 'der

cree to prevent BMI from join-
• lng . as publisher-member of

• ASCAP. Replied••Edgar Leslie,

.
Nothing except, our' nostrils;' .

GENE BUCK SEEKS OUT

ON AUSTRIAN? SUIT

Gene' . Buck, as. ASCAP prez, asked

the : N. Y. supreme; court Monday
(24) to dismiss the $99,658 suit which

had been brought against him by

four Austrian writers, now. refugees

A
in this country: . The latter are Leo

Ascher, Hermann Leopold!, Franz

Sob.ot'ka and Ladislas. Sziics.

The foursome claim : that the

money is due them as royalties from

AKM, the now extinct' Austrian per-

forming rights society. AKM, which
was merged by the Third Reich with
STAGMA, German performing rights

society, has $57,994 owing to it by
ASCAP, and It is this fund that

the refugees are seeking. The
theory under which they sued is that

since the Nazis have deprived them
of any right to recover this money
in the Reich they have ho recourse
but to attach AKM funds held in

this country by A"SCAP, ah affiliate

of. STAGMA and the whilom AKM.
Application for a dismissal re-

sulted in a reserved decision Monday
(24 ) by Justice Aaron Steuer.

ROY VS. FEIST MUSIC

OVER 1KIY MARGARITA'

Leo Feist, Inc.; applied to the N.Y.
upreme court yesterday (Tues.)- to
vacate a notice of examination be-
fore trial served on Jack Bregmah
by Roy Music Co, Inc. Feist claims
that Bregman is riot an officer or

. director of the company, that plaint-
iff is guilty of laches, and that the
questions sought to be answered are
irrelevant.

Roy Music claims It acquired the
copyright of a song called 'My Mar-
garita' from the composer, Emma
P. La Freniere, in 1934. It says that
In April, 1938, defendants took a
song entitled 'El Charco,'. retitled it

'My Margarita,' and have been sell

lhg it as well as making phonograph
records!

An injunction, accounting of
profits- and damages are sought. The
defense also claims plaintiff brought
the action after waiting, two years
and that plaintiff's song is in the
public domain.

88-Year-6ld Composer

Disgorges All to BMI
.
Salem, Mass., Feb. 2S. •

.VeperableV.Jean .. M. Missud, 88-

year-pld 'composer arid, bandmaster,
this, week shipped two tons of' musi-
cal compositions to BMI for rear-
rangement and lyrics. The ship-

ment includes music he has com-
posed during the past 50 years as
well as bid-time songs arid musical
works collected during a period, 'of.

75 years. /'
• •/

.;

Missud arrived in > Salern on :the

U. S. Naval vessel 'Sabine' in 1869.

He was born in Nice an4 a clarinet

soloist undef the bandmaster to the

Prince of Monaco when the Ameri-
can ship visited the Riviera.

For the past 35 years Missud has

been active in Salem's Philharmonic
Hour of Music.

MERCER-MORRIS' BUY

Pays f60,000 for Mstyfair Music Cata-
log—Horowiti With It

Mayfair Music catalog, formerly
Joe Davis, Inc., has been,taken over
by Mercer & . Morris, Inc. Purchase
price was $60,000. Willie Horowitz,
who with Abrier Silver bought the
Davis catalog less than two years
ago lor around $70,000, goes with
the deal on a year's contract as an
M&M professional man.

~~

With the closing of . the RJayfair
deal Mercer & Morris reshuffled its

professional staff. Bobby Mellin and
Chuck Rinker departed and Jack
Ostfeid was retained.
. Mayfair catalog includes 'Sup-
posing 'After You're. Gone,' 'I Ain't

Got Nobody,' 'Basin Street Blues,"

'Sweethearts on Parade' and 'Rosita.'

Silver will continue the Lincoln
catalog, with Henry M. Spitzer re-

maining as business head. Lincoln
and Mayfair had. been operated as

joint enterprises by Silver and
Horowitz.

Ex-Musician Introduces

Anti-ASCAP BiOinN.C.

Similar Action in Maryland

Charlotte, N. C, Feb. 25.
' A bill was introduced before the

North Carolina General Assembly
this week that would assess a state

tax arid permit the levying of county
and municipal: taxes, ori all firms, in-

dividuals, and organizations charging
fees for the use of. "musical produc-
tions under their control. The bill,

introduced by Ed Tonissen of Char-
lotte, Is airiied at controlling- such
groups as American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers -and
>t the. same time have the effect, of-

releasing ASCAP, and other con-

trolled music for uncompensated
general- use. The bill provides that

any organization charging for use

of music urider its control must have
a license from the state befpre such
charge can' be. made. . The • licerise

would be $100 a year and the state

in addition would receive 15 percent

of the receipts obtained in the state

•by. the organization.

The bill further provides that any
county would be permitted to charge
another $100 license and any city

still another $100 license before, per-

mission should be given for the levy-
ing of the charge. The bill, it was
frankly admitted by. its author,

would have, the effect of freeing
ASCAP-controlled ..music. Tonissen
stated he was confident the bill would
be passed. ..';..

• Tonissen is a former professional
rriusician.

.

. .
• Maryland Bill

Baltirriore, Feb. 2.5

A bill has been . introduced in

Maryland State Senate at Annapolis
by Senator James J. Lindsay which
would call for a $2,000 license to be
issued by State Comptroller to any
individual or body for right to re-

sort to state court action to collect

a royalty. License would be pre-
requisite to collection of royalties on
copyrighted musical compositions,
music books and recorded music for

mechanical reproduction for radio
programs or in singing, playing or
having the rights, to play or sing in

musical score.

No person would be perriiitted to
institute action in state courts for
collection of royalties on music un-
less licensed. Failure to have li-

cense would constitute 'affirmative
defense' and a complete bar to re-

lease of the plaintiff fines for viola-

tion of action range from $200 to

$1,000 and provisions are made lor
jail sentence from 30 days to year.

Saving clause in bill asserts noth-
ing in measure shall be construed to

apply to any patented equipment
used in motion pictures or any equip-
ment connected with reproduction
of film sound, speech or music.

Mills Music .has obtained the
scores of the film productions 'Betty

Co-Ed* and 'Sis Hopkins.' Former
is being made by Columbi and the
latter by Republic:

Vincente Gomez, Spanish com-
poser, assigned to background music
for 'Blood and Sand* at 20th-Fox;

Inside Stuff-Music

Car. -crashes, apparently are dogging people connected with the Chicago

Art and Bob Weems management agency. First it was Anson Weeks'

crackup In Iowa, then'Bernie 'Cummins turned oyer in his car in Texas:

Now Marvel Maxwell, former vocalist with Ted Weems and still his pro-
tege, piled up on her way to dramatic school in Los Angeles.
Singer, drove west as far as Alberquerque, N; M„ where she smacked

another Car : recently and demolished her
;
own. . She was-, unhurt '•fcribV

continued to the Coast, by train the
:
following day.

An old Hoagy Carmichael number; 'Lazy River,* which he wrote in col-

laboration with Sidney Arodin and 'which was copyrighted by Southern
Music in.l931, is one of'the few tunes written- by;ASCAP. members that are

available to the networks. Recently, assigned.' to Peer
. Iriternational Corp.,

the song was part; of the Southern' catalog which.-was licensed to the net-
works after the first of the year, '';'•.

Hie Second Guessing Starts

' Th« possibility of BMI Joining ASCAP,; in time, when the tiff

ends, is no gag, and still may come to . pass, although now it's no
secret among N.A.B. and BMI men that the consent decree ASCAP
finally got for itself • i» a vexatious ihatter. In fact, BMI issued
an official pronunclamento last week that, in view of the ASCAP con- ,

sent, .it (Broadcast Music, Inc.) would 'reexamine' its own decree, arid
see how if can better the terms made with the Government. •

.. It is now disclosed, also, that Sidney M. Kaye, BMI v.p, andcounsel,
really never wanted BMI to gather as much momentum as it did/ and-
hoped that, before 1940 year-end BMI might publish through, some
ASCAP firm, cooperatively rather than competitively. ASCAP pub-
lishers' -stubbornness catapulted BMI further and

.
further into . iridift:

song publishing. :
. .

- *

'

Last week's listing of the best sheet music sellers erroriebusly credited

Number 10- Lullabye Lane' to BMI's catalog. ' Bob Warren, writer of the

song, is publishing,.it
;
himself but distributing it. exclusively through Music

Dealers Service,.- Iffc^ He is giving it to radio, on a npri-exclusive basis
irrespective of ASCAP or BMI affiliation without fee, license or charge.

Ann Perkins; former -secretary tdthe~ late Billy: Jones and Ernie . Hare"
radio cohiedy team ('Happiness Boys'), is being sought by Kathryn V.
Joyce of Sam Fox Publishing Co.. N. Y. Miss Perkins' appearance is re-
quired to adjust certain legal details of .Jones' will which is up for probatje.

'Admiration's Happiness Method,' new. song by Miitori
.
Page and Jean

Elvins, both Texas. U students, v/ill be used by the Steele Advertising
Agency as the theme song for an ad ;cariipaigh I6r Admiration coffee. /

(The- following letter from Wev-'
tile Miller, president of the Na-
tional Association of broadcasters,
was mailed Feb. 3. Variety[ re-

ceived a copy too late for publica-
tion in last week's issue. The text
/ollou?s-rEd.>. .'

•..
;

.

;"'
•

[
(Copy)

.

Mr. Sam Coslow,
6912 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

Dear'.Mr. Coslow: ~-

I cannot be other than appreciative

of the sincere and dispassionate tone

of your letter of Jan, 8, 1941. .-'. Only

an approach to the music problem

which is made in thai spirit can have

any Jiope of achieving a better mu-
tual understanding. The press ^f

immediate duties, and the . fact that

I have been travelling, have made
an earlier response to your letter im-

possible, and for this I apologize.
-. Let me attempt briefly to respond
to the principal points contained, in

your letter.

.

1. Division of gross income of

ASCAP. You state that as the reason
for the high percentage of iricome

which goes to management is legist

lation in some states of thg union.

This does not appear to be the fact.

ASCAP has never made any account-
ing of its revenue and expenses, even
to its own members;

, and thus the
accurate determination of its ex-
penses is a matter of some difficulty.

,The July 24, 1935, issue of Variety,
however, carried a schedule Of the
operating costs from 1921 to 1934.

The average for the \years which
preceded the state legislation was
slightly higher than the present
costs, and there were only two ; or
three years, in which, the costs
dropped lower.

The fact is that ASCAP's adminis-
tration costs have always been many
times higher than similar costs of
foreign societies, despite the fact that
these foreign societies have

. the
added: expense of maintaining ad-
curate records of all performances
and dividing their proceeds in strict

accordance with these performances.
2. Division of the writer's share.

You state that despite the fact that
the vast, majority of ASCAP writers
share in only 1% of its total reveriue,
the division is in riiathematical rela-
tion to the performance of the
writer's music.
The records of the only year for

which ASCAP's figures were ever
printed would seem to disprove this.

Some writers
. who had only a few

performance points were in. the high-
est group, in so far as payment was
concerned. Others who had -.'.many,
thousands of .performance points re-
ceived only infinitesimal payments.
We do not claim that all of the

ratings of ASCAP. writers are unfair.
There is not he slightest doubt that
many of the writers in ^ the highest
category are there on merit, . and ;

would be so rated under any equit-
able method of division. On; the
whole, however, the rating system
has : been the subject of great abuse;,
and I am sure that, even within
ASCAP, there is general conscious-
ness of the fact/that the present
classification Is not based solely upon
merit, and that a very large propor-
tion

.
of the writer ratings' are not

capable of defense upon any rational
basis. ...

3. Regarding negotiations. In the
spring of 1939 the 1

broadcasting in-
dustry began, its efforts to negotiate
with ASCAP. Mr. Buck refused to
appoint a committee -to meet with
us even after your Board of Direc-
tors had authorized the appointment
of such a committee. The National
Association of Broadcasters ap-
pointed a committee to meet with
ASCAP, and this committee .made

repeated requests:. for... a:: meeting in
1939 and in 19.40, when ypur.. Radio
Committee finally decided to promul-
gate its new contract, the committee
of our industry was not even invited
to be present to hear the terms read.
May I say that Mr; Buck has had

before hini since
; October a letter

written to Fred Waring by me stat-
ing -that

. at any time that ASCAP
cared to make a definite proposal,
based upon a 'per program' or. 'per
use' form of contract, I would im-
mediately place his proposal before
the Board, of Directors of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters
for their consideration.

. You express
some resentment that ariy such con-
dition upon negotiation should ' be
imposed. :

- ./'

I niust. point out ta you, in thut

(Coritinued on page 42)

ALL-STAR GALAXY AT
BUCK-COHAN DINNER

'-~r?
—

—

Hollywood, Feb! 25.
One Of the greatest aggregations

Of American musical talent ever to
appear on a single stage provided
the climax Sunday (23) night to the
Masquers' Club dinner here for
George M. • Cohan and Gene Buck.
Cohan was not present, his plane
froifn New York having,been ground-
ed in Memphis.
Ten pianos lined up on the stage

were played by ASCAP songwriters.
They included Jimmy McHugh,
Jerome Kern, Jimmy Monaco, Ar-
thur Freed, Charles Wakefield Cad-
man, Ralph Rainger, Henry Warren,
Walter Donaldson, Harold Arlen and
Sigmund Romberg. Prior to all

flnaleing together with 'Kiss Me
Again,' iby Victor Herbert, ASCAP's
founder, each of the composers
played the tune he is mo$t frequent-
ly identified with.
William Collier, Sr., recently out

of an oxygen tent after pneumonia,
attack,, was m.c, While other talent
included Red Skeltori, Leon Errol;
Joe Weber and Lew. Fields and
James Newell.

Neville Miller's Comment

Neville Miller, president of the Na-
tional Association of

.
Broadcasters,

last week made the foliowirig com-
ment on ASCAP's consent' decree:

'I Haye just been told that
ASCAP's board of directors has
approved the terms, of a consent
decree with the. department 'of

.- justice. -

'It will be necessary to make a
study of the

. conserit decree to
ascertain its'full effects upori the •

present music situation. We hope
that, its effect will , be to create,
and rriaintalri an open and comV
petiti,ve market for music.:
Such a competitive market, in

•opinion, is necessary if

AMerican'-'cre'aiive-: g[eni.us-'/is- -to.

.
h^ve.: freedom of opportunity.'

ASCAP Sues Minn. Sta.
•

; ;Min'rieapolis> Feb. 25.
'

Four music publishers are- plain-

tiffs and KWLM, .Wiriona, ;. Mirin., is

defendant in the first Minnesota suits

resulting from the ASCAP fight. The
plaintiffs the Remick Music
Corp,, -Leo Feist, Harms, Inc.; 'and

Irving Berlin, Inc., who seek damages
of $250. each,from the defendant. :

•
. It's alleged that KWLM. infringed

copyrights..of'! the plaintiff-publishers

by playlnjjJhe latter's tunes without

obtaining a license to do so.

The actions, were filed in the fed- ,

eral court here, ,
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Calloway, $25,000, Noble, $22,500,

Busse, 20G, In Theatres Tins Week

• (Estimates for This Week)

Ben Berate, Boston^-(Boston The-

atre; 3,200; ;33-44-55-65). Four-day

appearance only, with "Madame La

Zonga' (U) on the, screen.; . Good

$12 000 expected for seven-day week

(other three days consisted of

. double-feature .
films). • ..'.... Bernie's

Quickie seems to have upped the

gross some $4,000 oyer a normal

figure, .

' ^ •. -,

rtenry BusserrWa«hlnpt6n (Capi-

tol theatre;' 3,434; 28-39-44-66). With

•Tall, Dark. -sihd v I?andsome'' (20th).

Paced at around $20,000, a very re-

spectable figure, with Busse no rneart-

: factor in the. profitable draw. .

Cab Calloway—Pittsburgh ; (Start-

''ley theatre; .3,000; ;
25-40-60), With

'High Sierra' (WB),'Hammerin* out-

a : huge $25,p00, one of the best Pitts-

burgh grosses in the past half-.'-

. year.
~ Orchestra and film equally

dividing credit ' for the . draw.

.

John Klrby—Indianapolis (Lyric

theatre; 1,900; $5-30-40 ). With Max-
Jne Sullivan topping y'aude end, anil

fRoad Show' v (UA ). bri '; the screen.

Tabbed . for arolind
-

'$8,000, fair

enough, the band helping' weak film.

Matty Malncck—Chicago (Chicago

theatre; 4,000; 35-5.5-75 >. With vaude
show topped by Jane Frbman : arid

Western Union' (20th) on the screen.

Big $42,000, credited 50-50 to .the

film' and. the stage entertainment.

Clyde McCoy—Minneapolis (Or-

pheum theatre; 2,800; 28-44-55 ). With
vaude show and 'High Sierra' (WB)
on tlie. sdreen. . .Fine $12,000' esti?"

mated, which spells a lot of money
(and patrons) at these.' admission
Prices,, but the film is the potent b.6.

angle here.

Bay Npble—Philadelphia (Earle
theatre; 2,350; 35-46-57-68). With

. 'Playglrl' (RKO). Very handsome
$22,500, best Phllly gross this week,
with band counting heavily.

Tony Pastor Orchestra

; Remains on Bluebird
After much indecision as to

whether he would shift to Colum-
bia Records' Okeh label or remain
with Victor, Tony Pastor's band ,was
re-signed to the Bluebird 35c tag
last week: Outfit ' renewed for an-
other year.

Pastor's group finishes a long
stand at the Lincoln hotel, -New
-York, Easter. Sunday. Beginning to-
day (Wednesday) It will double be-
tween the hotel and the Paramount
theatre, New York, for two . weeks.

'FREE SPENDING CHARLIE'

The MCA Efficiency Expert Over-
" Did the Economy

t
Charlie Miller, brother-in-law

; of
the freres Stein, heads of Music Corp.
of America; is supposedly y.p. in
charge of budgetitis in the New York
office. That was his prime objective
Ayhen shifting east from Chicago.
Miller, accordingly, is more or less
affectionately- known as 'free-spend-
ing Charlie' around the MCA inner
ranks.

However, his economy In not get-
ting an

. auto license unless actually
compelled to do so, caught h i hi in . a
humorous predicament when he dis-
covered his time for . a New York
license, had lapsed, nor did he have
his Illinois license. It took consider-
able time and trouble to extricate
him from the West 68th street/traf-
fic court last week.

Perry Bradford was denied an ex-,
amination* before trial of Ralph >S.
Peer, president of Southern- Music
Publishing Co., and the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers,

. Wednesday ..' (19),
:

- by
justice Bernard L. Shiehtag in the
N. Y. supreme court, With? the
Justice ruling that the items sought
are vague and irrelevant in charac-
ter, A renewal of the application,
was allowed; :

Suit asks $6,000,000 damages, claim-
ing that the defendants retained 41
songs belonging to Bradford. South-
ern loaned Bradford, who is assignee
of the Perry Bradford Music Publish-
ing Co.,.Acme Music Publishing Co.,
and. Blues Music Co., $100, and took
the songs as collateral,.but refused to
Tehim them, /it is claimed. De-
fendants claim that, the songs are
worthless.

,.
Memphis, Feb. 25,.

Hotel Peabody was off WREC for
first time In years .on . occasion- of
Blue Barrbn's :openlng In Skyway
there. Completely . minus BMI ar-
rangements, Barron had no material
to broadcast on noon or night periods
regularly, assigned hotel In. its lease
with the radio station. Caught flat-

footed, Inn simply had announcer
state at appointed time that Barron
would not " No explanation was.
given. ';

:'

;

'. :.• ,'._ :

-

.vS.abseque.ntly- arrangements Vere
made for Barron to do brief broad-
casts of stock. BMI arid'publjc: domain'
arrangements from; WREC. shelves in
order to keep hotel before -listening;

public.;

Barron's problem was so compli-
cated that, broadcasting In any seri-;

pus Vein, was virtually, impossible.
His singing, song :titles.:idea calls for-

introduction of every tune with the
title of- an older .one similar in theme.
For iiistance, 'Remember. Me?' would
be preceded by" a orierline

.
vocal from

'How Could I Forget You?', etc. This
being true, Barron had to abandon
entire arrangement or get off air.

He chose, the latter until local hotei
insisted on

.
temporary makeshift.

BLUE BARRON'S HARDSHIPS
*'•'•' .'

... -\ w .

••'.

His Band Poliey Hinges Upon Full

Catalog—Off WREC Temporarily

Schick Radio Program

irby in N. Y.;

Combo Ends

.Now that John Kirby's small band
is to go on the air weekly for
Schick Razor and, he has to stay in
New York, the band has' been booked
for a stand at theUptown Cafe So-
ciety beginning "Monday (3). . He'll

replace the . current Bobby Burnett
band which went Into that spot last

week. Burnett Is a white leader
heading a colored

,
band, a rare Com-

bination.
,

Kirby's group has been on the,
road for the past few weeks with
Maxihe Sullivan. The coupling will

break up tomorrow (Thursday) after

finishing at the Lyric theatre, Indian-
apolis,, though It has a month or. so
of unfilled dates. Miss Sullivan will

hook up with Benny Carter's band
and resume the tour about March 10.

Carter finishes at Nick's, N. Y.,' Sat-

urday (1).

Singer is currently suing Kirby for.

divorce. Case was scheduled to eome
up in New York last month, but It

had to be adjourned because she was
on

:
the road, with Kirby's band ' and

couldn't appear.

JOSE ITURBI LATE

Vague Exouse Draws Titters in

Philadelphia

Jose Iturbi, Spanish pianist-con-

ductor, was, 10 minutes late for his

wandirig chore for the Philadelphia
orchestra's weekly concert broad-
cast on a nationwide Mutual book-
up on Friday : (21 ), originating from
WIP. :

•

•'

Alexander Hilsberg, .concert'mas- :

ter of the orchestra, pinch-hit for

the maestro, for. the first: number,
Glinkla's .'Russian and Ludmilia:*

Harl McDonald, the symph's general

manager, announced to the audience
at the Academy of. Music that Iturbr

Was 'delayed .by /traffic.' : This alibi

caused snickers in the press row be-

cause Iturbi stays at. the. Bellevue-

Stratford hotel, which Is practically

across the street from the Academy,
After;the concert Iturbi explained

that "something Important' detained

him—but he would not amplify the.

statement. .

He was asked whether the ;
delay

was tied up with, the recent: resigna-

tion; of. :Dr.Randell Thomi>s6ri .and

Fritz Reiner from the Curtis Institute

of Music, but Iturbi refused to com-
ment. Dr. Thompson was director of

'

the institute; Reiner the head of . the
|

orchestra department.. . i

. : Ephraim Zimbalist; now a member
;

of the Curtis .faculty arid a noted

Violinist,, is, expected to /be named
head.of the. school.' •

' ^ .

Enrlc Madrlguera's first sides on

Victor out . riekt ' week,. - 'Un, Dos,

.

Tres, Un. Dos,' .rhumba, and 'Un

.

Momente,' bolero, are Initial releases'. .•

Bandmaster Conclave

...... Madison, Wis., Feb. 25.''

This city
, will be host to the: 12th

annual convention of the American
Bandmasters" Association from Feb;
27 to March 2, during which time
prominent conductors and composers
frorn all parts of the nation will
meet to perform ;two. gala band con-
certs at the Wisconsin.; Union The-'
atre. '•; •...'

.

: /Fred W.. Birnbach/~New York, sec-
retary of the American . Federation
of Labor's 'hationail musician's union
will be a principal speaker at the
banquet to be held March 1. An in-
vitation to the convention and con'p

certs has been extended to, ' all state
school band and orchestra leaders
by Prof, Raymond F. -Dvorak of the
Uniyersity.p'f 'Wisconsin. '-

:

..

:
'

:

'

ORCHESTRAS

arfaumbas Dominance on

Is Seen As A Big

on Biz

SUES SAMMY KAYE

Press Agent Brings Up Wage-and-
Hour Law Angles

. Chicago, . Feb. '25, ,.

Growing 'resentment of orchestra-

leaders against the pressure of a
song firm's drive , is typified in the
reaction of Art kassel to the plea
from Southern Music Co. for a pres-
sure .of .plug's for a couple, pt; tunes
for week of March l-tOr8. Kassel and
his - orchestra,' currently ' airing of
WGN-Mutual from the Walnut Room
of the Bismarck hotel, -will .not vplay.

any of the songs during that week.
This Is done to underscore, the fact
that the orchestra leader ;.feelsvhe Is

being put under undue and" unfair

pressure by the professional men,
and that the general :music business
will be pushed around the week: of

March 1 merely to squeeze In more
plugs for .the single firm's drive
tunes.'"

Kassel and other bandleaders' feei

that the drive Is an unnatural
.
spur

to a tupe and builds up a single song
instead of giving all tunes ah equal
opportunity. The ; bandleaders feel

that In the cases of these, drives
they will play these plug songs hot
so much because these songs are
worthy but because they are being
put under speciar pressure.

It has .become an important point
with orchestra leaders such as Kas-
sel, who Insists . that the bandleader
should be -permitted to make up his

programs without being put to a

pressure of plea of 'I need the plug
for. our drive this week, or I'll get

fired.'
"'

A suit by Norman E. Rech, . publi-
cist,, against Samuel Zarnocay, known
as Sammy Kaye,-.; orchestra leader,
was revealed Wednesday (19) in the'
N./Y-; supreme court, when attorneys'
for .Kaye asked th at. they b'e ' allowed
to take His deposition before trial, as
his. engagements may"preclude h'm
appearing, at the trial. Suit seeks
$4;355,as back, pay,; overtime wagesi
an'd;;att6rneys fees. ;'

."
.: ..

'."'.
'

Plaintiff states he '.was : hired' front
July 6,: 1939, to Dec.v28/ 1939 at $35

;

weekly, .tp. do Kaye's piibiicily. He
.claims,';he' was not paid for the first

two 'trial* wbeks, and that'Ke' worked
far over the 44-hpur weekly limit
Unpaid : wages asked for are $140,
overtime is $3,465 and attorneys' fees,

$750: Kaye has entered a general
denial. '

. v
'.•.'.'. :

'" "''•

Orchestras Follow Fihn

m
M Draft &se Unlike^

i: London, Feb. !.'.;..

Bandleaders have taken the ah>
your-trdubles. platform In a beef
against military draft weakening
their combinatlona. Stick-wavers
are. complaining against inroads
made In orchestral ranks and claim
instrumentalists are. drafted to spend
time in the cookhouse, rather than
allowed continuance of their civilian

entertaining where It does most good.

A deputation of name- leaders will
call on the Government seeking draft
age be stepped up to 28 for musi-
cians..

.

It's unlikely move will get any-
where. ; Cinema owners have sought
similar: relief .for: house managers,
without appreciable effect. Far as

Government is concerned a trio of
instrumentalists, can do dance duty
to a roomful of patrons, automatic-
ally nixing eight aHd nine-piece
combos hoys are. trying to hold to-

gether. /

Wamera assigned Max Steiner to

score 'Shining Victory/

Jimmie Lunceford s $6^95 in Four

/(Estimated)
'

Jimmie Lunceford: (Nu-Elms B.,, Youngstpwn, O., Feb. 19.. Fair 1,100

attendance at $1 per greeted Lunceford here. At the Pythian B.; Colum-
bus, G a., Feb. .21, colored Masonic Lodge benefited with good 1,300 at

$1.10, gathering neat $1,400 gross. At Pythias Hall, NashviUe, Tenh., Feb.

23, Luncefprd's gross of $720, from 800 admissions at 90c and $1, didn't

evoke any cheers. At. the Aud., Birmingham, Feb. 24, despite rain, Lunce-
ford popped seams . of aud here with . 4,062 customers who paid $3,175 . at

scale ranging hetween 75c-$l.

Bill Bardo-Terry Shand (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, Feb. 21-22 ), Fine

4,800 hoppers at 65c gents' and; 55c ladies, responded to coupling; of Bardb
and Shand both nights.- Pair

;
got ^lOfl^ Friday and 2,700 : Saturday. Gross,,

big $2,880. ' •
. .

''''. V . ''

..'V
:',-• ',

Count Basic (Ros'eland-State B;; Boston,
^
Feb. 21)...'-Plea'sing

' .1,500 at-$l

a. ducat left promoter in fine franiie of niind. '.

Benny Goodman (Armory, Fairmont, Wv Va., Feb. 20). New operation

0f-ionce unpopular spot garnered 950 -with. Goodman. Tap took $1.33 per

from dancers' and 75c from non-hoppers; ' Gross broke things , even; for

promoter, but eVen.;tha.t was better than .expected.. ',.'

Tommy porsey (Alcazar B., Balto.,; Feb: 19 ). Dorsey forgot to come, but

band drew 750 at $3.85 stag or drag on Johns Hopkins U. hop. Dorsey's.

absence, brought only; 11 refunds. Band led by trtunpeter.'Ziggy Elman; :

Reggie Childs-Eddie Delahge (U. of Detroit, Feb. 21). Pair . did a b»g

job at school's aniiual :J-Hop, gathering i;20Q'at $6 a couple. Gross, $3,600.

(Reggie ChiJds, Lakeside Park, Dayton, O., Feb. .15). U..:of Dayton prorn

got nice 900 play at' $2.50 couple with Childs. '
•: -;••'

.

--'

George Hamilton (Lakeside Park, Dayton; Feb. 14). A .$400: take, from 800

at 50c per was nice for Hamilton. •

.
Claude Hopkins . (Roseland-Stale B;, Boston,. Feb. 22). Hopkins gave spot

fair
:
i;i0d for holiday night. At 55c and 45c gross reached $550. V- .

Johnny Long'.'ifNu-HmV.B.;'.Youngstpwn, b.,'''.Feb'/22^':''Long'-s':;siop;.here

gave up good 1,400 attendance at $1.
:

.
• •.

Johnny McGee (Totem Pole B.,' Auburndale, Mass'.,- Feb 21-22), McGee
proved one; of best winter weekeftd draws with 1.850 Friday and .turh-

away 2.600' Saturday, •$'L;'3§''-c
:

6up'fe;V/GTpss',.''big $3,000.. McGee's replace-

ment of musicians has not 'hindefe'd fulfillment of scheduled-.dates.'
'

... Jan Savitt • (Pla-M6r B., Kansas City .. Feb. ' 18 ). Poor night of week made
hot by Saviit's pull; Grossed $1,.300 . at average

;
9Qc with 1,500 clocked, at

b o; Manager' Will Wi'ttig smiling.
.

• \ . - '

'
. .

.

''

. Jack Teagarden (Recreation B., iiawrehce, Mas?.,- Feb. 21). Teagarden,'s

gross of $270 Was' fair-.;-'tirew-''50b'.buyers
:

.
at -5'5c;'..'

''

•
'

.

Jimmy Walsh (Crystal B... Andover, Mass... Feb. 22). Walsh's 800 pull at

40c for $320, good. ;
- \'...^

By BEN BODE6 '

Conspicuous us>. of rh.umba : and
conga rhythms ort the networks since

the latter's bre'ak with ASCAP ir

beginning to have a decided;;effe;ct "on

the dance: band business.. Dance-
floor, addicts have gone .. so ' In-

tensely for. these idioms that the .fox-
'•;

trot's ' status, as the • dominant form .'

may '\b'e.:.
i

relegated to; second
pl-ace.

:
And. "What "makes the on ilook

•really threatening for established

American : dance bands ; is that the.

rhumba'-conga fans prefer
.
\to :

. have

.

:

this . class .vp'f music 'inte.rs.pcrscd- by '•

Latin-Amorican . : combihalipns .' be-

;

cause ,of the. native;, color, len't to the ..'

rhythm's by the. foreign language vo-
cals.

Another factor that., dance
themselves .figure may be influencing .

:this
.. sharp trend

. 'in '. tel-psy f-ads.- is

the quality .situation : on the , net*,
works, they point out, runs from faif<

to pretty awful,, while .the.-''-.:La'tin'-'
:

.

American: music .cascading, . from. :

loudspeakers is. uniformly
. good, ' If.

the current fight between, radio and .'

ASCAP hai,..say these same sources,
done anything, Jt has highlighted in
a big' way the wealth of provocative
melodies and rhythms to be found in
Latin-American music, and also
stimulated publlo Interest in giving :

these pedal patterns a fling on tha
dancefioor.

on For, aid Uses

of Xavier Ci|at

Band currently on the Camel
show on NBC's Red. each Thursday
Is not Xavier Cugat's outfit, although
It la, labelled as such. It's a ^-oup
under the leadership of Fabian An-
dre, arranger and ex-leader of hja

own dance combination. The pro-
gram calls it Xavier Cugat's orches-
tra,and officials explain it's a-, group
using Cugat's arrangements—sort of
a Cugat road company. That's true,
because Andre makes a great many
of Cugat's arrangements.

Situation becanje necessary be-
cause Cugat had been booked for five
weeks at the Beachcomber nitery in
Miami, Fla., before he was signed:
to. do the commercial. He started at
the spot Jan. 25 and Andre, and :his
outfit have been doing the broad-
cast, since Jan. 30.

-

ST. LOUIS LOCAL OBJECTS

TO FIREMEN'S BAND

St. Louis, Feb. 25.
Threats Of A.F.M. Local No. 2 to

picket the parade of 150 Mayors who
were in town Thursday (20) to attend
a Conference of Mayors: if the fire-
men's band played for 'em resulted
in a hasty cancellation of the plan.
Fire Chief Larry Cornoyer arranged
for the firemen to play several num-
bers in .the rotunda Of city hall as

:

the visitors finished a five block trek
from Hotel Jefferson to the first, of
a series of conferences.

C. E. Maurer, secretary of the Lo-
cal, complained that the firemen
tOoters were not members of the un-
ion: and the affair constituted a 'pri-
vate employment for union mem-
bers.' Cornoyer said the union should
not have objected to the skedded
'purely civic and patriotic affair;'; But
Maurer's;.objections were upheld by \

Hizzpner.; Bernard F;:
; Dickman - Whp.

is: seeking re-election for a third term
and the dignataries entered city hail

;

sans music, -y. ;'-.- '.
•

' .

Jenney May Again Baton
.- Jack :Jcniicy- is thinking' of resum-:

.

(rig as a bandleader. He has made a
few tentative plans- to again', pick, up :

ja baton.; but won't until cettain pb-'
slaclcs arc cleared' away,. :

I
Trombonist Jenney dropped his

previous band last fall to go to the

Coast'and work for Artie Shaw. He's
been there since, but is now in New
York. with...^'Shaw's. '.-broadcast com-,
mitments.
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/Presented herewith, ieeklu .tabulation, fs \ (he. estimated covet
Charge business being .dane bv navie bqndsUh various Neil) York hotels,

Dinner business (7-1 0 . P.M J not rated, figures : after nam e. ) of hotel} give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger ariwunt designates'wocicend and
holiday, prices) /

AhiiH
''.'

,"..'.: ;.\rtof«\i '.'•; -\i:..; .

Orriri Tucker. . ; ..Biltmore :^306; $t-$l;50>. .

.'

Lelghton Noble.. Waldorf. (375; $1 -$1.50). .......

.

Lanl : Mclntire'i ... Lexington (300: 75c-$l .50);;.

.

Guy Lombardo. ... Roosevelt (SOO; $1-$1.5.0);

Woody Herman*..: New Yorker „<400; 75q-$ 1.50 ) ...

,

Jimmy Dorsey . . ...pennsy]vainia (500; 75cr$1.50 ) .>.

,

TPriy Pastor. ,;..,Lincoln (225; 75c-$1.50 L

.

-Cnvvri '. Totill'
• W«e'k« , . Part ' <'ov*«rii

f'liiyvd Week Qn llntr

.7-

.
«

6

20

9 .

:.-5-

21

850.

1;525

1,375

1,325

1,550:

2.000

675

:. 4,650

7.650

7,375

26,125

15,575

16,525

9.550

across . .With minimum of effort.

Katheririe Hbyt is a pert thrush .who
mugs her tunes with 'the best. Ro-
mantic stuff is : handled by Gordon
RoUl), a little self-cbri..ciously.

Strong on Latin rhythms, well-
matched brass outstanding.. Betz.

Band Bookings

;Contlnued from page 4*>; J

'* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the
major draw. '.-•: : :

RAYMOND SCOTT ORCH (13)
Featuring: Clyde Burke, Gloria Hart,
Jimmy Byrnes, Stanley Webb, Aft
Ryerson

Strand Theatre, New York '/ : .

Raymond - Scott's last ^i-padWay
appearance -in a- presentation theatre
was with his Quintet at the Para-!
mount, in November, 1938, -on a
coupling \ with ^brother- Mark War-
ftow, whose larger band dominated
he billing. Then the Scott Quintet
(actually six men) were on their
ascension; but 'the composer-conduc-
tor, -in the interim . concluded that
o.nly the

.
Weight of numbers could

give him comment ''rate importance,
and thus the larger Scott unit was
born."

. As such, /for: stage values, it

achieves its purpose well, although,
incidentally, the bigger Scott band
on Columbia discs hasn't created
the excitement that the original
Quintet did. In size and quality
there is no dispute for rostrum pur»

poses.

Bigger group was formed for dance
purposes and has spent most of its

short existence in Chicago. Built last

summer, it played a few college
dates in the. east then went into the
midwest for lorig. location dates at

the Sherman, hotel arid Blackhawk
Cafe, both Chicago. So far it has not
played too many one-nighters.

Setup is six brass, four reeds,
piano,, string bass, traps and electric

Suiter, . Art Ryerson, a virtuoso on
le voltaged strings, makes his mo-

ments count heavily. Stanley Webb
Is another spotlighted .instrumental-
ist, notably with his tenor sax work
In 'St. Louis Blues,' an excellent new
arrangement by maestro Scott.

Jimmy. Byrnes, dancing comedian, is

introduced as a pseudo-trombonist
with a breakaway" sliphorn, register-

ing with his 'cute' personality and
taps to unaccompanied precision.
Clyde Burke, alumnus' of the Sammy
Kayer ensemble,, is tenor specialist,

also featured, registering handily
with 'Berkeley Square' arid 'Frenesi'

In medleyed .form. The peppery
Gloria Hart with her rhythmic sing-

ing proved a show-stopper, opening
nicjit with 'Darling Daughter.' later,

whamming 'em-", with 'Beat Me,
Daddy.'

Scott ;ls seemingly, self-conscious
about, his own works, playirig them
down in favor of that corking .'Tea

for Two' orchestration as dor>e by
Ryerson, 'St. Louis Blues.* 'Whisper-
ing,' 'Night and Day' and 'Star Dust"
(again featuring the Ryerson guitar),

which comprise the. bulwark of the
m id-section special . arrangemen ts.

Toy Trumpet', opens appropriately,
it being his Own work, and one : of

the best known Scbtt compositions;

s

dnd his orchestra
' featuring .-

DORIS DAY

NOW -— Mike Todd's
Theatre Restaurant

Chicago
Indef. .-.-*'..

N BC- Blue-^-1 1:;30-12 P.M.
,
-Tuesday, to Sunday,

.(inclusive)

OKEH Records
Our. latest/ the ' record rave •

"AWVIL CHORUS"

Management

JOE GLASER, (ne.
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New Vork

Circle 7-0842 .

'War Dante of the Wooden Indians'
is also highlighted
The finale is a new Scott wrinkle,

.'silent, music,'
.
wherein only -the

piano;; guitar arid string bass main-
tain sot-to voce rhythm, and: the reeds
and brass go through elaborate make-;
.believe music,.-bu£ blaring into a
finale fanfare, the trombone specialty
to 'TUxedo Junction' taking the band
off rin high. It's a novelty- variation
and showmanly; projected. '' •

•:.' Entire
.
presentation,'- exceeding a

full hour, errs only on the element
of plussage of values; but otherwise
Scott rings the bell with his large
hand as he has done iri the past with
the smaller unit, . Abel.

'

ALVINO REY ORCHESTRA (14)
With King Sisters, Skeets Herfurt,
Dick Morgan

Rustic Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

This' band packs—a trunkload of
talent and showmanship!' It's, fine
musically, providing, easy dance
tempoes, and on top of that has the
song selling of the King Sisters, An
additional bulwark, , and an impor- :

taint one for stage and ballroom en-
tertaining; is the comedy ladled out
by. rubber-faced saxist 'Skeets Her-
furt and guitarist Dick "Morgan. Two
are a riot in their many comedy se-
quences;
Top, it has Alvirio Rey, who does

tricks with an electric jguitar of his
own invention, an instrument -made
to equal two ordinary sets- of strings
placed together. Plucked sweetly or
in rhythmic fashion by the leader's
talented picks - it forms another
point in the o\itfitV saleability. ' He
also plays a powered Spanish guitar,
using either, as : the siriartly written
arrangements call for them. Rey's
only fault is that, he's still somewhat
stiff up front.: Time.- of course, will
take care of that. The outfit is in
existence a bit over a year, having
begun its career a few. months be-
fore it started a stand at. the Bilt-
more hotel. New York* last winter.
- Comprised of four sax4 two trom-
bones, three trumpets and the jegu-
lation four rhythm, backed by Rey's
strings and a selest played infre-
quently by the pianist, the band is a
.solid combination. Its playing is
clean and plainly oft-rehearsed, par-
ticularly the Work of the sax and
brass groups. Sparked by. a drum-
mer with a strong and steady beat/
the rhythm four provide amnle base
for the operations of the full group.
King Sisters do a sock iob selling

their harmonizing. Vocally they're
neat, but a' stronger point is to be
found in the manner in' which they
dish out their -fare arid the eye-
appeal they lend to a bandstand.
Blonde Yvonne, full . of enthusiasm
and pnerr>V in all- her work, does
novelty so'os and works with- Skeets
Herfurt. Louise handles ballad solos
in a style and. voice .far better than
many of the vocalists currently with
topflight maestros,
.Practically hidden away for

/months, although having amole net-
work oickup coverage per week, Rey :

and his gang are about ready for big
money.: For what they have to give,
selling

;'em should, "he easy. .Wood.

;

BILL McCUNE ORCH (10)
With Katherlne Hoyt, Gordon RbbV
Hotel Statler, Buffalo
Smart hotel crew with tricks up

.
its'- -musical, sleeve. Outfit is on the

j

soft side but can kick out as occa-
sion demands. Big asset Here is. 'its'

! novelty number with colored lights,
!
etc. Showmanship has beeri sadly
lacking from local Scene lately. -

;

McCurie's instrumeritati6n : is three
saxes (hirnself included), - two- trum-
pets, trombone, electric . guitar,
drums, bass and.piano. Latter is Ted

.
Husted; who . double? ..6ri arranging.
He's a rangy boy ort the ivories, dub-
bing

:
in lots , of ; rippling - runs that

stands out in band's; quieter tunes-
Brass is mostly, muted throughout;
Pinky Savitt's horn/turning in some
neat solo stuff.. Electric guitar and
sax-section, latter.well blended, carry
bulk ;of melody. •'

Outfit 'has hung pretty much to-
gether since Manhattan U. days, hav-
ing no changes in oast five years.
Result is knack of playirig together,
whiDoing nri a community arrange-
rnerit in short order and putting it

Ray. Nbble. Eeb.. 28; Palace theatre

Cleveland; March 14, . Beverly Hill

C. C, Newport, -Ky;; 28; Lyric theatre,

Indianapolis. .

' Joe.. Reichm'an, ' Feb, 28-March 1*

Toiem Pole B., AUbuvhdaie, Ajass.:.;.

. Beimy . Gobdrrianv. April
;

4-5,
' Duke

U,, DuV'ham, N;C. . .

"
Mitchell Ayres.'.Feb. 28, Columbia.

University Senior Prom, : Waldorf-.

Astoria/ New: Ydrk; City; March 1,

party Manhattan:. Ceriter, New York

City; 6, one week; Flatbush Theatre,

Brooklyn, -N.'-YI; 13, one week. Wind-

sor Theatre.. Bronx, N; : Y.'; 21, U., of

Delaware : Senior ^Prpm,.; Wilniington,

Del.
•'' •'

:; v
:"- :

^v:
: '::

;

'"

Ruby Neyv'rnan,. March L Mass. In-

stitute of
r

Techi\oibgy freshman hop,

Walker Memorial Bldg* Cambridgei

Mass:;.- 9, parly, Providerice-Biltmore

Hotel, Providence, R. L; .14, Sargent

College junior prom, Sargeht
.
Bldg.,

Cambridge, Mass. r;^
'

ErskitVe". Hawkins^' March 2, Fra-r'

zier's Park, Auburn 'Ala.; 3,. Aud-,

Montgomery, Ala.; 4, Aud.;,.Macon,

Ga.; 5, Aud.,' Atlanta-, Ga.; Aud.,

Columbia, S- C; . 7, Aud;,; Bluefleld,

W. Va:; 8, Arena, Beckley.. W. Va.;

9, Avmory, ;DanvilIe, Va.; lO. Bristpl,

Va.; 12, NU-EJrri B., Youngstown, Or,

1.4, week, Regal theatre, Chicago.

Inkspots, March 14-17, Palace thea-

tre, Akron, O ; 18-20, Palace theatre,

Youngstown;. 21-27, : Wisconsin thea-

tre, Milwaukee; 28-April 3, Fox T.,

St. Louis; 4^6, O'rpheum T-, Daven-
port, la.;. 7-?; Orpheum T., iWadison;

9-10, Orpheum T., Rockford, 111...

Ella Fitzgerald, March 1, Knights

of Columbus, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 2-6,

Savoy B., New York City; 7-13, How-
ard f.. Washington,. D. C; 14»19,

Hipp theatre, Baltimore.

. Count Basie. March 12; Municipal

Aud ,
Burlington, la;;; 18-20, Palace

theatre, Fort Wayne,; Ind:

Will Bradley, March 2, .
Indiana

Roof, Indianapolis.

Johnny Long, Feb. 28, Vernon, Hall,-

Yale U., New Haven.
Johnny McGee, Feb. 28, Yale U.,

New ; Haven. .

Henry Busse, March ' 28-30, Palace

theatre. Fort Wayne,. Ind-.
•

Del Courtney/. March 28, Belle-,

meade C. C., Nashville, Tehn.; 29,

Castle Farms, Cincinnati,"

Duke Ellington, March 3-5. Uptown
B., Portland, Ore.; 8. of Washing-
ton, Seattle; 12, Trianon B„ Se-

attle..

Slim & Slam. March 3-Week, Cock-
tail Lounge, Paterson, N. J.; 14, week,
Royal theatre, Baltimore.

Earl Hines. March 5, Liberty Club;

Valdosta, Ga.; 20, . South Caroliria

StateC, Orangeburg. S. C; 21. Aud.,

Macon, Ga.; 22, Tuskegee Institute,

Tusk, Ala.; 28, Community Center,

Greenville. S. C; April 1,; Albert
Aud., Baltimore; 2, 14, Savoy. B.,

Pittsburgh;

Claude Hopkins, March 13, Harlem
Souare Club, Miami, Fla.:

'

Iria Ray Hutton, March 28-30, State

theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Ray Noble.- March .7-9, Palace

theatre. Fort Wayne. Ind.

Joe Reichman. April 9, Indefl,

Netherland Pltfza hotel.: Cincinnati.

conncctioni that- the Department ' of i under high
.ASCAP ratings, '

and
Justice of tha United States Govern- none ,of these payments are. '.

- low-

ment has flatly stated that any as those, of ASCAP's lower
. cale^

. . . i-gones<
.

.. '
'

method of dealing which does not ; .. , _ . :,.; ;„ .. , .,
'

"
•

« • i. v - - t
' v 7|. '7. Songwriters Protective Associa-

prter such basis of payment to Drpad-
1 tlo„ contract.: The SPA conirict

cas.leri is iri yiotation of Federal Law. contains/ special exemptions Which
4. Estimate of jnorease 'asked by

j

are applicable only to ASCAP;. BMf
ASCAF..--.i am quite certain that you ^s 't

fj,
whether the same .exemptions

u'
'''

-J 'i ,l - Vr' i- ,
could be applied vto it, and this re-have; misread th. Variety articles

, quest wa/££used . The; SPA con,.
whieii you. quote, when you say that
the afnouht: demanded by ASCAP
'would , fall several, million dollars
short of ^9*000,000^ :. On page - 27 of
the issue of.April 23, 19.40, of-Variety;
the estimate 'of the amount to be
yielded

,
by the proposed contract

was. stated, as $8,750,000 annually.
This was a preliminary computation
based on an estimate of the indus-
try's income. When.the official FCC
figures '

,
appeared,.' Variety reported

(page 31. of the December 11, .1940
issue) that its first' estimate was
$200,000, too lowland that the. in-
crease demanded was approximately
80%. This brings Variety's estimate
to $8,950,000 annually.

The . Variety .'estimate,
1

however,
does not take Into account . .that the
proposed contract, v offered by
ASCAP, broadened the basa on
which broadcasters would be asked
to pay,>>v Including a demand for :i
payment of;, .percentages on line,

charges, certain talent costs, etc.'.:.''

.
-Even oh Variety's extreriieiy eori-

seryativev /estimate,
.
therefore, . the

amount demanded by ASCAP was
well in excess of. $9,000,000 per year,
arid, according to our computations it

more nearly approaches $10,000,000
a. year. I dp not think .that 'the
ariiount demanded is as important as
the fact that ASCAP arbitrarily is-

sued a contract raising its rates to
its best customers by between 80%
and 100% without first discussing the
matter, with its customers, or giving
the broadcasting industry's negoliat-.
ing . cr:.Ti:-nitte» any opportunity to
consider Its terms. .

.
5. Network payments. \ You ask

why the networks refuse to pay
ASCAP any portion of the differen-
tials between the sum which the
networks collect ..frorii their adver-
tisers and th* sum which they' allot

as station payments.

May I point out to you that the
networks are making a payment on
such differentials to . BMt? Under
the contracts made in 1932 arid 1935,
when ASCAP

.
did not ..lack bargain-

ing power, ASCAP elected to , Jm-

'

pose increased sustaining ;fees upon
the networks rather than to impose
any- tax upon, these differentials.

The proposed contract which;ASCAP
promulgated in 1940 Increased the
payment by networks., by 500% . This
increase, if acquiesced on, would
have substantially wiped out net-
work profits arid been destructive of
network operations. I remind you
that this. Increase was imposed Upon
the networks without any opportun-
ity for discussion or negotiation.

If ASCAP had any desire to dis-
cuss this question, it had the ,oppor-
tunity, and their. representatives A'id
not- care to avail themselves of this
opportunity.

6. BMI payment to authors; BMI
is earnestly attempting to work out
a fair basis of payment to authors.

Pinky Tomlin, March 27, Tromar
B., Des Moines, la;; 30, Skylong B.,

Sioux City, .via..:' April 4-5, Palace
theatre,. Fort Wayne,. Indi
;;Be.nny Goodman, March: 7,

: Massa-
chusetts

.

..' institute . : of. Technology;
Statler hotel, : Boston; 8, Ricker Gar-
dens. .Portland. Me. '

.

Orriri Tucker. March. 12, Empire
B.. Alleritowri. Pai: .14, -week, Eafle
theatre. Philadelphia. '-,

."'' .."'

: Tommy Dorsey. tMarph 1; Royal
Windsor R.. New York City.

.

;
:

Karry jarries; March 3;
;

. week.
Brunswick hotel, Boston: 15. Lucky
Strike broadcast; Camp Upton,. Yap-
hank. L. I,

s
s 7\ .... r

' Joe Reichman.: Feb. 28-March
Tbteiri .P.ple : ballroom,. Auburndale,
Mass. :."':.

: Al Donahue, March 14-15.- Totem
Pole, ballroom. Auburndale, Mass.
Terry Shand, Feb. 25 to. Marih 1,

five days, Raymor ballroom, Boston.
Herbie Kay. Febi 28, Playmor

ballrobrn, Boston. <
' \

'•

Bunny Berigan, March 1, Playmor
ballfoom. Boston. . .

'

" Jack Teagarden, . March 1'^ Ro'se-
lan'd

:State B., Bbston.
Tommy Dorsey, March 5, Totem

Pale B..
.
Auburndale, Mass.

.

Fenton Bros., Feb. 28, Crystal ball-
room. Shawsheen Village, :Andover,
Mass.

Its present formula is not intended
to be final and we all look forward
to Its ultimate improvement. I
think: that, in estimating, even. Its

present results;
.
however, you ire

misled by the difference, between
ASCAP's method of counting 'per-
formance points' and BMI's true and
accurate method of coynting per-
formances.

. ASCAP checks on the
New York stations of< NBC arid CBS.
It courits few other performances.
BMI, however, under vlts, 1 logging
system, arrives at an accurate figure
for all performances.

When you estimate Mr. Kern's
performance fees, you do it upon the
assumption that all of Mr. Kern's ex-
cellent repertory pf music would re-
sult in less than one performance a
day by the average broadcasting sta-
tion. I am, sure; that: this does an
injustice - to Mr. Kern. You ' also

tract -
'.' grossly discrimiriatory iri

favor of ASCAP and against BMI.
I must remind you that SPA . is

headed by an ASCAP. director and
controlled by ASCAP members.

:*
.
8, ASCAP membership. T cannot

agree: with
,
you that ASCAP has :

proved: an open door f6 •new Writers,.
An admission of only 1,150 writers
in 25 years ' would seem to argue
agairist such a. concept,

. especially
*

when 80% of , those writers receive
only norfjinar payments. In connect
tion withfASCAP's. recent admission,
policy' 'I point :

out. to , you; .that

ASCAP has adiriitted three tinies" as'

many members since BMI's organ-
ization as it has during any com-
parable period. < If these-people were
entitled: -to admissibri, they should
have' received 1

it Without ' iiny . such

;

stimulus. :]"
;

•
:

I .cannot close this letter .without
reiterating that ' broadcasters are
keenly desirous.' of seeing that the
writers of the music which they play
receive .adequate compensation. If

you do riot believe that our indus-
try wants this, as a matter of prin-

ciple, I hope that you will . bel ieve
that We are intelligent enough io

realize that, we favor it in sheer
self- interest. We have a profound

.

regard for the] many splendid song-
writers included iri ASCAP's mem-
.bership. What stands between us
now is the determined opposition of

ASCAP's. management to any method
of dealing which permits the pperar

.

tiori of normal competition ahd ordl-

riary business methods in the field

of; performing rights.

, To us this opposition seems un-
reasoning. Persons of your calibre

cannot be unmoved by the fact that
the recent pronouncements of Fed-
eral judges and Of. the Depart-
rherit of Justice alike characterize.

ASCAP's present methods as illegal.

You and I are accustomed to be- .

ing paid when our services are used,

and then only. That is true not only .

of us and of the butcher, the baker,.;

the candlestick maker,, but all art-

ists in all other fields. That is what
we want from ASCAP- We are un-
able to see why, in the field of per-

forming rights and" in, that field

alone, people should be entitled to

compensation when: .their services

Rnd products are riot fused.

The opposition to this elementary .

principle is astounding to us, not

only because it is opposed to law,

but because we do not believe that

it is in the
N
interests, of ASCAP

members. You and those of your
fellows whose works "are used by
broadcasters have nothing to fear

from such a system. Your songs will

be used if they are desirable, unless

the price put on them is wholly un-
economic.

The broadcasting industry : pays
the highest average wages in the

entire World. We are hot niggardly.

We urge you to use. your influence

within your own organization to ob-

tain a recognition of the: elementary
apd

.
basic principle which is in-

volved. We want your sopgs' We
are. prepared to deal for them in *
Spirit of, fairness and. friendliness

*

on Y honest and legal . business

basis. • ... .;
'

.;
':

.-.

Youra. very sincerely, . ;
1

^Neville ' Milier. ^
:

;

MANNING SHERWIN

STUCK IN ENGLAND

The story. Is. just out about a song-

writer who has been- unable to en.-

joy the U. S. fruits of his first-song

hit; lie is Manning Sherwiri, whose

fail; tov take v
-teto'''-~accou'n^ to yout I

'Nightingale Sang' in. Paris f has been

computations/that the ariiount which !
having quite a vogue, but who has

BMI Is paying to composers is, net '
b̂ eh ur?able to get but of England.

Dick Catan moyed new combo iri to
Hollywood Inn outside Buffalo.

, ;.

to them;
.
Even your; own. coiriputa

tlbn results in. a figure which is ap-
proximately one-third, and not one-
seventh, of the amount which Is be-
ing paid; to ASCAP writers today.

The fact, is that BMI's ratio to the
number of performances Is defln iteiy
more fair to writers than ASCAP's
method of artificially fixed .ratings,
BMI's present •payments to hitherto
unknown writers in - many

. cases
compare favorably with those made

Sherwin, an American, .went over

about three. years a^o .and Was con.r

berried in the writing of jeyeraj re-

vues. He stuck when war Was first,

declared,: being unable to get pas* .

sage. out when the Nazi . blitz' really...

started/: /.
'>'

. Alberto Domtognez,. composer, of

'Frenesi' and 'Perfidia,' up from

Mexico City,: discussing - publication

of new numbers. .
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(Records below are : grabbing most nickels this week in iukeb6xes

throughout the country, as Reported by operators to Variety. Names
of mitre thdn: one band or vocalist after the title .indicates, in order of

popularity, whose recordings are beings played. Figures and names in

parenthesis indicate the number; o/ weeks each sonp has been in the

listings and respective publishers.)
•"

1. Frenesi (8) (Southern).

X I Hear 8 Rhapsody (7) (BMI) , ' * * •...•' • • •

3. Last Time I Saw Paris (6) (Chappell)

4. Yes, Darling Daughier : (7 ); ;(Feist) .

,

5. 1 Give My Word (if) (BMI).

0. Stardust (7) (Mills). • • • • « * • • •

T. You Walk .- By (4) (BMI) .

.

•• Santa Fe Trail .(6). (Harms);
';

Salud Dinero V Amor (2) (Marks.).

10. There'll Be Some Changes ,(1) (Marks).

i Artie Shaw .

.

'. . . ; . . . Victor

.( Woody Herman. . . ... .Decca

f
Jimmy. Dprsey V,JDecca

f

Charlie Barnet vii'.Blueb.lrji

Al Donahue ,-.
;".',-; .Okeh

Dinah
:

Shore * ; ... ...

.' Bluebird

. ( Kate Smith . .;,:, ; . .Columbia

\ Leo Reisman. ..... .,.' . .Victor

. f Dinah Shore. *-.';
. ; .Bluebird

, . .;. ( Glenn Miller .
v.'.'

;'. Bluebird

. [ Andrews Sisters, i J.-. .Decca

[
Al Kavelin . . . .......... .Okeh
Eddy Duchin... .;; . .Columbia

[Jack Leonard,i. Okeh

(Tommy Dorsey. ^iVictpr
V-

'f;Arte; Shaw .w/.-:. . .";Vctor

Tommy Tucker
.

;

'.i'VOk'eh.'

Eddy Duchin .
.'-..'. .Columbia

Wayne King , j . . Victor

f Bing Crosby. . .. . . .Decca
Sammy Kaye. . . , . . .. .Victor

(Guy Lombardo . . . ... ...Decca

|
Dick jurgens . . ; v.-;.

.'•'.
• Okeh

['Kate -Smith.:..;.,>.Columbia

Vaughn Monroe .. .Bluebird

Ted Weems. .; . ;

.

'.. ..Decca
Benny Goodman; .Columbia
Vaughn Monroe.

.

'. .Bluebird
Gene Krupa. ...'...iColumbia

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordings are. directly below the first 10 in popularity, but

grouping in demand on the coin ^piachines.)

\" • I Tommy Dorsey .

.

One I Love (Forster )

.

Memory of a Rpse.(S-B).

Hello Ma, I Done It Again. (Robbins)

:

'.Victor
. .Decca

Anyil Chorus (BMI

)

• « * t • •

May I Never Love Again . (BMI )'.

San Antonio Rose (Berlin).

It All Comes Back to Me Now (BMI)

High On a Windy Hill (BMI) . .. *- '* • « • «

| Ella Fitgerald

f
Sammy Kaye ,

. \ Jimmy. Dorsey
.[Glenn Miller .

j Bea' Wain /:.;.

. | Ella Fitgerald.

[Mitchell Ayres

'
( Glenn Miller '.

'

} Les Brown . ...

Bob Chester.
.'

Charioteers ... . . . .Columbia
:Ginny Simms. ^ . ..... .Okeh
Ted Weems . . .\ . . . .... Decca

f
Biiig Crosby

•{ Gray Gordon
[Bob Wills....

J'Eddy. Duchin .....Columbia

( Gene Krupa . : . .. .Columbia

|Jimmy Dorsey . . . . . .Decca

.( Sammy Kaye .Victor

...Victor
.'.-. . Decca
.Bluebird

...Victor

. . , .Decca

.Bluebird

.Bluebird

. ...Okeh

.Bluebird

.. .. . .Decca
Bluebird

I;...;Okeh

On the Upbeat

Lee Leali boys are again at the
Gray Wolf Tavern, Masury, O. .

Hoqier Nightingale has completely
redecorated his Cocoanut Grove
ballroom- near Toledo, installing 50
palm trees and numerous qocoanuls;

Donald. Maloney, of Akron, has
joined the. Horace Heidt organiza-
tion, as accountant.

Terry Shand has . made several
changes in his. orchestra: Mary Os-
borne, from -Dick Stabile, has been
added to play steel guitar and sing
in place of Susan Lang, who went, to
Florida; to cure her, -laryngitis; .Ron
Perry on first tenor from Richard:
Himber, replacing Mack Robbins,
who joined Enoch Light; Verne Yoh-
ker, from Red Nichols, instead of
Bill Wes.tphal oh trombone, while
Sam Kublin has been added for a
second trombone.

-.' '.Sammy . : Kaye-' orch 'at Lciew's
Broad theatre, Columbus, week pf
Feb. 28,, second booking for house in
recent weeks. v

.Charles . Kirk, " formerly ;. Saxie
.Doweirs drummer, enlisted as a. pri-
vate with lplst Cavalry baiid >sta;

iioned at- Fort

.

: Devens, Ayer, Mass.,
wherey he is. ah

:

instructor;, . although,
without

.
'official

. rank as . yet, and
presently teaching a sergeant to play
bass .drum; In. leisure .time, is ar-
ranging for ;Biil Bardo's orchestra. :

Bobby Hackett took over podium,
•at Versailles, Boston (24), replacing

. George MacFarlane, who returns to

Ruby Newman banner. V

stage hit, 'Life With Father/ In high-
lighting Dorsey.'s rise to fame, em-
phasis Was laid upon winning over
mother of his bride-to-be against her
initial prejudice against 'a no-ac-
count orchestra player.'

Will Bradley orchestra play a one-
night engagement at the Trianon
Ballroom Thursday, Feb. 27.

Puke Ellington plays week of
April 3 at Paramount theatre, Los
Angeles, following gix-week tour of
one-nighters.

. : Jan Garber opened aix-week stand
at Casa Manana, Culver City.

Harry Jamea Is . remaking; 'Flight
of the Bumble Bee' trumpet solo for
release on Columbia Records' BOc
label.. ;': He • originally, made H for
U.S.

:

Records. >

Al. Kavelin.. opens two- weeks at

the Arcadia Ballroom, ljew York,
tomorrow (Thursday).

.

.
Benny .Goodman is set to do a lec-

ture on 'jazz music at Long Island

U.; New York, April 16/

... Jimmy Dorsey was hero of . a
dramatization of his career, on a
'Fampus Fathers' series turntabled
over a string of stations as a plug for

Will Hudson booked jnto Hotel
Statlei'i Buffalo, one-nighter F«b, 28
ihv.pla.ee. of Johnny LonglvpTevibusly
skedded. V : .'

JPaul Pendarvis opening at Casino,:

Pittsburgh,: pushed forward couple
of weeks and band moves in Satur-

day (1), following. Clyde.'Knight ork.

Benny . Goodman set to play at the

'junior prom bi. the Washington Uni-

versity in St. Louis Mu.nicipai Audi-

torium. March 21, and the shindig, for

the first time in its history, will be

open to'.the public. A $3-per-pers6n

tap :. will be made with . the net' pror

ceeds donated to the St. Louis Chap-
ter of the Women's Allied War Re-
lief Assn., which

:
sends clothing and

medical supplies to England. More
than. 10,pM'are expected, to attend i

:

Shirley Heller, vocalist , with Jack
Walton

:
at Yacht Club. Pittsburgh,

sticks to do. vocals at same spot with
Herman Middleman

,
outfit, which

opened there Fridry ( 21 ).

/

. Anita 6'Day, .'new, singer with
Gene. Krupa in place of Irene Daye,
who. quit

;
after marrying trumpeter

Corky Cornelius/ '

,

'

Richard .'Himber holds over four
weeks, more , at - St. Francis' hotel,

San Francisco. . •
:

'

; Jack' Teagarden doing solo guest
shot, on .Benny Gpbdman^s Old Gold!
program next Monday (3). :

Les HHe band signed for series of
Bluebird sides: - Band's : only previ-
ous recordings were a few for U. :S.

Records.
'

Stuff Smith set for stretch at Cap-
itol- Cocktail Lounge, Chicago, . starts

ing Monday (4). /

Milt Herth trio' into Old .Vienna,
Cincinnati;-.' Saturday (1.) . for

.
eight

.weeks. -i-; •'" :'"•
'

Will . Bradley:' put; few ' days with
laryngitis and . grippe .last. Week,
Band worked without him. -

Bernle Cummins set for four-week
return to

;
Edgewateir Beach . hotel;

Chicago, beginning March 28.
v

Ted Black Bankrupt

Black (ne Aboussleman ) has
filed a petition of bankruptcy with
the Brooklyn federal court*

Orchestra leader gave his liabili-

ties as $8,785 and stated he had no
assets. .

'

»
.
> » :

For Pegasus Polo Club m N.

6-8 BMI Tunes In 1 Rep.

Pic; Big Radio Putsch

•
: .HollyWood, Feb; 25.

Harry Engel.rhas closed the first:

deal for: a full BMI. score in a fea-
ture picture. Jack Oweiis is writing
six to. eight numbers for Republic's
Judy Canoya starreri 'Puddin'. Head.'
/ Deal is: be|hg : worked out With the
networks v for a premiere splash;, of
the songs; j

' '. /''..-. '.'-.

- Jan

Kansas. City, Feh.,25.
• Jan. Sayitt while here on a one
highter, last week, paid the final in-
stallment of

. $2,500 on . the deal
whereby he bbUght his contract from
CRA. The -terms called for 10. pay-
ments of similar amounts and: was
made about four months ago.
The Savitt orew is now booked

by MCA.
, r . •

."•
'

Jack- Kearney, travellihg manager
with the band, spent one .day. In bed
(18) nursing himself out of a case of
the flu, but got ur to; carry oh after
the band moved out from trie Pla-

;

Mpr ballroom. .
'-

;

JOE GLASER'S CHI T^IP
, Chicago, Feb. 25.

Joe: Glaser, In
. town last Week to

supervise; the ' get-away ...;of \the Les
Brown orchestra .. in the' northside
Michael: Todd Theatre-Cafe, set the
Glenn Garr. orchestra for a spot in

Chi. ;.

Garr orchestra • comes . into the
.O'Hehry Park, ballroom for an ex-
tended stay starting March 14.

.

Will .Bradley 'Break It to Me Gently'—'This tittle Icky' (Columbia 35922)

Bradley's band has worlced hard to get going. It clicked nicely on
'Beat Me DaddyV and subsequent boogie-woogie pieces, But' it's still bangr
ing away at the same groove. These two are poorer examples. Bradley
should be careful, that the style that helped him doesn't kill him. If any
performer did on a stage what Ray McKinley does to the vocal on 'Break
It*, he'd get hooted off. It starts the side away, too. Following melody
isn't distinguished though it's played well enough^ Reverse, hounds the

same. b.w. scent. Band sizzles up a cold trail, bellwethered by Bradley's

hot trorhboning!

.. Ella Fitzgerald 'Hello, Ma'—'Wishful Thinking' (Decca 3612)

Both sides good. Miss Fitzgerald's yocaling of the rhythm tune and
ballad keeps pace with her usual high rating. Her work on 'Hello, Ma' is

socky. In bouncing tempo. 'it- rolls smoothly: with good background. 'Wish-

ful Thinking' -as; -surprising.. Behind the - excellent lyricing the- Fitzgerald/

hand sounds anything but like the combo it was six months ago. It has
improved -tremendousily; Arrangement puts the group under muted :br.ass

and flowing saxes and- it sounds, smart.

Claude Thornhili 'Love Tales'—'Alt Wein' (Okeh 5988)

Thornhill apparently can't make up his mind on what he wants: for his

new band. Since his recent initial releases for .Okeh it-has run the gamut
of tempoes. Both of these are waltzes -and show his band up best. Ar-
rangements are simple and easily played. Good portion of 'Tales features

the leader's piano work with barely, discernable subtone' olarinets ac-

companying. It's soothing. 'Alt Wein' likewise. It's equally quiet
t
and.

smooth and uses more Of the band itself. It's the better, side.

Harry James 'Music Makers'—'Montevideo' (Columbia 35932)

James' first record on a hew Columbia ; contract' is good. On Music
Makers'.'it features ciea.n and click muted brass work with and behind an
attractive combination of -saxes, to form an ^original, that's 'highly; com-
mendable ev*n if it is a; bit repetitious; Tempo is moderate;- Coupling

swings' to the latin side: on a tango -track.: It's okay.; Dick Hayrnes vocals

•well. ':.'
.::•

. .

;;'
,

.
• .

-
";.' :

.

" Pegasus ' Club, Rpckleigh; N. J.,

'may become a ; name band stand '

if

|.
plans how in the making work out;.

Douglas G. Hertz, its ownfer and also
owner

• of
.
the New. York Yankees,

football' teamV is'mullihg the thought

'

of enlarging the current barroom of
his spot to a size which would perr
mit the..u,se of top flight, orchestras.
Pegasus, Club ' itself is; an indoor polo
stand, pfferihg : horseback hockey
every Saturday evening. . It seats
about 2,500..

. ,

-Hpweyer, : the arena itself; would
not be used for dancing: Rather
than drop polo arid have to stand the
^o'st'''of

:
'Teplacing.-:th^.'''iurf-' with a.;

dance floor and also
.
the cost of heat>

ing such a building during the. win T

ter, Hertz is figuring on adding ,

large capacity wing, Pegasus is. ph
400 acres of ground and is equipped
with a- fairly large swimming. pppl^'

;

If it goes' .through
.
'the

^

thought
stage the spot would be opposition

;

to Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook at
Cedar Grove, N. J„ also a name band
date.. Rockleigh is about three-quar-
ters of an "hour drive from New,
York 'City. " - :

,

' '-,
•'•

';':'

MOwaukee Local's Prez

Taboos Cnffo Date For

at Defense Meet

Gene Krupa .'Jungle Madness'—'Apurksody' (dkeh 5997)
:

;
'Jungle'- gives krupa an opportunity to work out.-, his

.
tom-toms'. ; and-he

doesn't miss. Number is a , super arrangement .in Krupa's stage and ball-

room work, but on . records it's a lot of noise. .It's made Up of growling

brass, pounding skins| a^ short, ..but okay, trumpet break and a clarinet, solo

that should have been forgotten. 'Apurksody' is Krupa's theme, one
:

of the

stranger signature tunes. It's nicely, done and easily- the. best side. :
:

*

Benny GoodiAan 'More Than You. Know*—'Superman' .(Columbia 55002)
' Second of Goodman's 12-inch releases selling : at 75c. this- record isn't up

:

to the mark set by: the first. Best side ; isHhe standard,' but'it's marred by
too '>rnuch vpcal. .

Heleri. Forrest's.lyricing is :tops in any tempo as far as

barid; vocalists ..ai;e concerned,, but tip singer can carry three-fourths of a

12-inch side when buyers . expect to . hear. Goodman.:. Less than ;'a.;ini,nute.

midway 1

picks iip. :the band. 'Superman' features Cootie .Williarns' muted
trumpet'.and Ge6i:gie_ Auld's tenor ..' sock soloing, but the arrangement

packs little punch. ,. If it's based on .the exploits of the cartoon, character

it's ' j list as whacky, .:,;
.';',.

'.-.-A
':;

Count Basie 'Who Am T—'Stampede in G Minor' (Okeh 5987)

Gander at the label isVnec.essary .to be certain 'Who. Am V is.by a colored

band. It almost completely loses the: markings of a sppia . crew with . ah
arrangement which could have been better but still is a decided .improye-

ment over the usual. Harlem : hacking approach to such a. melody. Tempo
rolls at an. easy lope. Basie's. pianoing and a trumpet'get in short, innings.

.Reverse shifts to a moderately hot groove for an original that has little

merit outside of enthusiasm .and solos on piaho, trumpet and sax.

Milwaukee, Feb. 25.

\Vollmer Dahlstrand, president of
the. Milwaukee Musicians Associa-
tion (Local .8-. A.F.OfM:), last Friday
refused request- to' furnish a: pianist

as ' accompanist for the
.
singing of .

'America- at . American Fpundry-
men's Association here. Later Dahl-
strand declared that he had not been
apprised of the patrw>tic nature of

the eVent when he, had. ruled on the
matter, or that Brigadier N; F. Ram-
sey would speak,
' Ramsey was here for address on
national defense. Beh D. Glaffey,

president of the organization wanted
a pianist to play for the singing of
the national anthem as the' flag was
unfurled when speaker took the
platform.
Dahlstrand refused to permit a pi-

anist to play on grounds it violated

rule that at least six musicians must
be. employed when music for a con-
vention at the Crystal Ballroom . is

needed. There was no music.

Ruling invoked by Wolmer Dahl-
strand, head of the. Milwaukee Mu-
sicians Association against one mu-
sician playing two . instruments, si-

multaneously has put johnny Duff
out of a job. '

;.."'

Duffy, an organist whose specialty

is playing a piano with one hand
and a Hammond organ, or Novachord
with the other, at the same time,

'

played the Blackhawk dtei Chi-

cago,, for 14 weeks with approval of;

James C. Petrillo, president of both
the A. F.; of M. and the Chicago lo-

cal. But when booked into Hotel
Blat Palm 'Garden ; here to co-star

with. Freddy Fischer and the
Schnickelfritzers, Dahlstrand object-

ed. Duffy played the date, but only
one instrument at a time and his

engagement \was' limited to two
weeks.

.
Duffy Was next offered an engage-

ment at station WEMP, but Dahl-
strand again stepped intp^ the pic-

ture to rule that an out-of-town or-

ganist, could npt .be; brought -into.

Milwaukee . while local organists

wejre ayailablei . .. •

Meantime, : at WEMP, two
.
organ-

ists, Florence Kelly and Helen Lavin,
quit7 the job when station maiiager
C. J. Lanphler /appointed Elmer
Ihrke musical director. Joyce Frome
and.

:Myrbh . Stewart were " put into

the: ..vacancies, Clarence Berg also

joined the staff of organists upon,
conclusion pf his. engagement with
Billy \Baer.'s orchestra at: the. Nicollet
Hotel,. Minneapolis. .

:

ies at 30

Leo Moran» . trombonist with .Hal
Kemp's, orchestra, died Sunday (23)

in Holy Family Hospital, Brooklyn.
Death was .caused

,
by hh - intestinal:

ailrheht.
, ,
Hp was. about. 30 and is.

survived by
.
widbw and tWo-month-

old baby. \ . ...;
' "'•-.',- "-

..

'

;

. - Player . had been: member , of

Kemp's orchestra for some time, be-

ing with it at the time Kemp . him-
self died .last December. ..He only
recently returned to. New York after

the Kemp group was disbanded.
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OUT IN RASH

. Baltimore! Feb. 25..

This town went moral in a big way
last week, with ;the cops hauling the

principals of the traveling burlesque

unit at the Gayety, .tb cpur.t and the

Catholic Review • devoting a front

page blast to the previous week's en-

gagement of 'The Who Game to -Din-'

her' Ford's. Newspaper; ^also' tied

in recent shdwing of This Thing
Galled Love' and urged, all; parish

pastors to campaign against.; its- sub-
sequent neighborhood showing now
at hand. •

."

Upon receipt pi complaints, Police.

Capt. Joseph , Itzel .

:

-detailed, four

patrolmen to a matinee of the burley

performance.; Sergt. Alexander Emer-
son, vice squad, head, who arrived at

conclusion of performance, went
backstage and" asked to see the cos-

tumes worn by a. trio of strippers

and a demonstration - of their 'terp-

siehorean technique.* On the

strength of trie private, audition: and
a batch of stenographic notes of-gags

;

alleged to have been cracked during,

the show, strippers Sonia Duv'all,

Dawn DeLees and Ermaine Taylor,

along with, comics Benny Moore and
Slats Taylor; were pinched. lion

Nickel, house owner, and Gus Flag;

stage manager, were also taken

along.
.

Defendants were held for the

grand jury after1 posting bonds ot

$1.00 each. Performances at the the-

:

aire were , continued;

Catholic Review attack upon 'Man
Wrib Came to Dinner,' called for

censorship of legit theatre and.urged

rearming of Legion of Decency for

new fight on Hollywood producers

because of This Thing Called Love.'

Paper also refused this week to take

advertising, from combo Hipp, whose
front is currently selling 'Mr. and
Mrs. Smith' (RKO) as 'spicy.':

Proper Portable Tanks

Stall Aquacade Tour

Condensed road company version
of

.
Billy Rose's Aquacade which

John Murray Anderson is readying is

temporarily stymied because of n«ed
for a portable tank thai can be taken
on tour. 'A

_

';: ;
.

:

Engineers are now working on the
problem, wilh chances, that a, tank
approximately H5 by 60 feet will be;

perfected I? te in. the spring in' time
for the scheduled summer tour. In

addition there will be two smaller
tanks. •'.

•

:"• " '>'

Boles' 1-Niters

John Boles will embark on a tour
of one and two-night theatre dates
in March. He'll be accompanied by
a pianist 'on a string of dates now
being set up for him by the William.
Morris agency. ,

Though he's. not| aimed for ball-
room .work, .Bolc^ may play such,
dates. •'.'> -i

'

'

•'*

.

•' :"

Night Club Reviews

:
By Happy Benway

N. V. Nitery Follpwup

Det. Cafe Op on Skids.

Due to Feds- Rum Rap

. Detroit, Feb. 25.

A flashback to the Prohibition era

landed Joseph DeVillers, whq oper-

ates the Villa :D, .in the grease with

the Federal authorities here. They
claimed that he was up to the old

trick of refilling empty, bonded-label
whiskey bottles with cheap brands.

He faces $1,000 fine or two years

Imprisonment on each ot the four

counts against him.
.

Authorities through this neck of

the woods have been conducting a

drive for this type of violation

practiced in Prohibition days.

From Bermuda Terrace to Ber-
muda Terrace was the experience of

Mitchell Ayres when on leaving
Brooklyn's Hotel St. George B. T.,

he was hooked Into Boston's Hotel
Brunswick B. T. for a week, 17-22.

Saranac Lake, Feb. 25..

. Chris .Hagedorh, who! ozoned here,

for so many years, • Ls trying to do
the. same thing at 56 Smith avenue,
Bayshore, L. I.

Mrsi.Nettie RObey, r'v.m Washing-,
ton. 'is.-, a new - arrival at the .Will

Rogers. • ..

''

Glenn Forrest, who saw service up

.

here (he was formerly with the

Charlie Ahearn troupe), is now . un-
der observation at. the French hos-
pital.' N. Y, .

.

After months of strictly in: bed,
John O'Shea is on .mild

Dick Bergsetn, former manager of

the Ventor theatre, Atlantic City, is.

a newcomer. '
-.';'

Bi 11 Plunkett and Joy Navarre ,top
the Russian Bank players at the

Will Rogers; game is a daily fea-

ture in the san's lounge room.
Frank Carter left for Fall River,

Mass.,. after six" months of Adiron-
dack resting. ' -

The Lowell Thomas dinner at

Lake Placid did turnaway biz. Sar-.

anac's mayor, Tom Ward, did the'

main speech.
Tudor Cameron, who shutters at

the Will .Rogers April 1, is trying to

interest a silent partner for a new
local weekly paper.
Eddie Vogt, -besides helping Rudy.

Plank in -the san's. X-ray depart-
ment, finds time to do shopping for

the bed patients..

Ralph Cardinal, former mayor of

Malbne, . N. Y., for 17 years, is an
amateur French-Canadian dialect

story teller.

Chick.'" Lamont,. ex-N.V.A.-ite, who
recently lost his appendix, is walk-
ing the : mainstem assisted by a
crutch.

The writer has been shot back to

bed because cf i» setback; not serious,

I hope.
The outstanding feature of the

Will Rogers is the laughs handed but
by. Dickie Moore and Ben Schaffer.

.Valentin Parera,: husband of Grace
Moore, who has been ozoning here
for- the past two months, is on the

>comeback list.

For the firjt.time in the history of
the local Hotel Saranac, the orches-
tra will fold. Bryce Lavign, orch
leader, quoted a no-biz reason,

Harry and Charlie Barrett, of 302
Broadway, Saranac Lake, are pretty

ill. . It is too bad that some of the
old-time Jugglers overlook this pair,

who are among the daddies of vaude-
ville.

(Write to those who are 111.)

- Waldorf-Astoria (N, Y.) Empire
Room- is oh the downbeat with its

current . lineup of , . talent, meaning
Paul; Gerrits and Adelaide Moffett,
in lieu; of Russell- Swan and Yvette,
but with the Leighton Noble dance
band holding over. Latter alone
bolsters the ' proceed ings. Miss Mof-
fett who, as a. society songstress, is

still to be regarded in that 'socialite'
groove,- and not strictly judged by
professional standards, has sung to
Better advantage, however* • pre-
dicated usually: on her choicer se-
lection of songs. Her present reper-
toire is all in the . same overly po-
lite,- parloresque mood, slow, too too
chichi and possibly struggling for
too much 'class.' Result is a blank.
'Rhumba Jumps' . doesn't, as an
opener. 'Embraceable You' is an ex-
tended medley; of musicomedy fla-

vors'. : 'Dearest, Darest I' . is not for
a hotel room,: especially when they're
dining and easily, disconcerted, and
'Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
Square/ the routine, encore, isn't a
chiray excerpt. Gerrits, the roller-
skater who resembles Robert Mont-
gomery, needs glibber small-talk to
stand up in the confines of a class
room. He has an engaging person-
ality and his polite , acfo-skating is

a bit different, but that's not enough
to round out a resounding score:
Fast opening- and closing ot a new
dancer,. John Wray,' who was paid
off following his Saturday night (15)
premiere, caused ;Gerrits' : last-min-
ute induction. Under the ; circum-
stances he did faily well.

Casino Basse, N. Y.. on the site of
what was formerly the Club Rich-
man and, before that, Roger Wolfe
Kahn's ultra-snooty Le Perroquet
(both, circa speakeasy), has^more
than an average good chance to
click. It's doing well already, being
the only uptown class vodka joint,
now that the Hotel St. Regis* Mai-
sonette Russe is no more.

. The show, In: fact, is reminiscent
of the Maisonette, what with maestro
Cornelius Codolban; Mischa, the
maitre d'hotel who was formerly at
the St. Regis, arid others. 'Show, is

partly nostalgic of yesteryear Russia,
before commies and nazis complicat-
ed new world feeling for the old
world.. Lunla Nesterova, ballerina;
Tina Boleva, soprano; Sonia Yar and
her guitar; Yahco Borca and his
cymbaline. and a wow specialty by
himself: Codolban's exciting gypsy
music; Dmitri Matvienko with char-
acteristic Caucasian flaming-dagger
dancing; Kris Kay with the U. S;
ensemble, and that fugitive from
Hibernian steppes, Larry (Toscha)
Murphy, as emcee, ycleot bass player
with the band and balladeer, round
out a brisk little show. Sasha Maeef
is the owner. There's also an excel-
lent mixed vocal septet for the back-
ground fol-de-rol. Place , is the 56th
street (rear) adiunct to the Russian
Tea Room on West 57th. adjoining
Carnegie Hall. On the 56th street
side, also, is a Bagdad room for the
late-hour windup, following the 8:30

and midnight floor shows in the
Casino Russe proper. , . Abel.

The THEATRE of the STARS

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

160 WEST 46™ ST. NEW YORK

J. H. LUB IN
OiNERAL MANAGE

H

SIDNEY H.PIERMONT
BO OK IN a MANAGER

15YEARSAGO
{From Variety)

A battle loomed between Marcus
Loew arid E. F.. Albee. Loew's take-
over of film theatres was taking place
in territory of Albee vaudeville the-
atre interests.

John Barrymore contracted by
Joseph Schenck for two pictures at
$100,000 each and 25% of all net profit
pier film, each of which was to be re-,

leased by United Artists.

'Is Zat So,' opening at the Apollo,
London, was a smash; Roars of
laughter greeted the American' click
on the Opening night.

Pearl White was leaving Paris for
Egypt>, where she was to appear in
Cairo and Alexandria cabarets In
dancing engagements.

'

Marion Talley, 18,. the youngest
prlma-dorina in

.

'the history of the
Metropolitan Opera, was to make her
debut at the Met ini'Rigoletto.'

The sensation of a decade In vau-
deville booking circles was the walk-
out of A.lf T. Wilton from the Keith-
Albee ofrice. Of all the bookers con-
nected with the Keith-Albee office,

Wilton was the only one with nerve
enough to split with the agency to
open up for himself as an indie. :.

• Cocoanut Grove, N. Y.
(PAKE CENTRAL HOTEL)

Jack Woldron, Elenpre Wood, Hib-
bcrj, Bird and LaRue, Winton and
Diane, Bunriy Howard, Ginger Dulo,
Flower, Sylvia Barry, Nine

.
Chorus

Girls, Six Showgirls; Buddy Clarke's
Band and Jose'Ddmingo's Rhumba
Orch; $2.50 minimum, V

Jack Waldrdn is virtually playing
stock at this hotel roof spot, but a
seven-months run : and more to go,
as is currently the case, is not un-
usual for the fast qomic. He's ap-
parently

.
rarely in a hitery. for a

sprint, past long ' runs at the old
Hollywood arid Paradise on Broad-
way testifying to this.

He's now heading, a hew produc-
tion here tagged 'Manhattan Holi-
day, and, plus the knockabout adagio
trio of Hibbert, Bird and LaRue, is

the show's saying grace. There are
a lot of -ferhmes in the show, plus
multiple changes of costume; but it's

slowly paced and. punchless for the
most part because of lack of out-
standing talent. Waldron picks it

up when he's on, and the adagio trio,
are a next-to-closing click, especially
with the surprise of having LaRue
come out -of the audience as a drunk
patron. This . gag is set early via
LaRue heckling Waldron from a
front table.
Elenore Wood is a semi-nude dancer

a-nid the body-flash under dim lights
is her . chief appeal; Winton and
Diane are a fair mixed hoofing team;

[

Sylvia Barry and . Bunriy Howard
handle the straight singing chores in
un'distinctive voice, while Ginger
Dulo makes a rather feeble try . at
Comedy . singing. Her takeoff" on
Martha Raye at this catching was
more, sad than it was satirical. One
of the show's better specialties is a
dance by Miss Flower, who doubles
into the line of showgirls. ' •'

•

;

Chorus of nine and the showgirls:
are nicely costumed, but the dance
routines are unimaginative. . The
Park Central's old standby of liaving.
the customers enter a hobby, horse
race for a bottle -of champagne is

again used in this production.. Show
appears to be aimed more at the
hotel's out-of-town customers than
the? Brbadwayites, and the roof
nitery*s . excellent business : since
opening last Wednesday (19) proves
that it's working.
Buddy Clarke's band, also a fixture

here, is playing the.show and alter-
nating for the dancing with Jose
Domingo's rhumba crew. 5cho.

1 Latin Quarter, Miami

Miami, Feb. 22.
Sally Rand, Clarissa, Emit Boreo,

Grisha and. Brona, Frank Mazzone
Dancers, Helen Carroll, Henri Ther-
rien, pierce and. Harris, Parisienne
Demoiselles (12), Joe Candullo Orch
(12)' Minimum $2. :

;
Lew Walters is doing what no op-

erator has ever been able to accom-
plish: he's running this locality's

legendary white elephant, Earl. Car-
roll's former Palm Island Club; to
boffy 'b.o. An almost immediate click,

the Latin Quarter has been the only
local hitery to coast through the
early, season without curling. around
the edges, and

:
continues to be the

biggest and most consistent money
maker in town. All this, and with-
out a casino too. •

*' •

It seems Walters has the naive idea
that it's still possible to pack them
in here on the strength of a fast
moving, socky revue, and a moder-
ately priced cuisine. This week Sally
Rand, with her usual knack for scor-
ing more legit publicity than the
average press agent could dream up
in a decade, breezed in on a blast
from the Georgia legislature, and
the ropes have been up ever since.
Miss Rand's, still cracking about lik-
ing the old boys, because they give
you what the young ones promise,
and her forays . into the 'esthetic'
dance continue to embrace a pair of
fans and a bubble. '

It's a routine
that should have long gray whiskers
by. now, but since la belle Rand is
probably one of the brainiest femmes
to ever cash in on such a' display,
it's highly; possible, to put It faceti-
ously; that she'll replace Lady Go-
diva in historical interest.
Frank Mazzone and the Abbott

dancers, are a breathtaking adagio
uartet who . survive two appear

ances on . the bill without apparent
injury, although in the interim Maz-
zone falls off the top of a prop stair-
case, breaking a table to bits, two of
the gals hit the .floor from spins with
such force as.; tp rattle the silver-
ware, and a: third tumbles headfirst
down a flight of stairs. They set a
terrific pace.

In setting EmiiiBoreo oh this bill,
Walters made another smart move.
He's a typical French music hall en-
tertainer, and as such, provides the
authentic continental touch required
to justify the .reyue's tag, 'Midnight
in Paris.' Boreo's rep has been
largely on his wooden soldier rpu-
tine, but his songs and other im-
personations are equally "diverting
Both Henri Thetrien and Grisha and
Brona are likewise cabaret importa-
tions. Thefrien is ;a robust teiiorV
while Grisha and Brona click in a
futuristic dance conception tagged
'The Golden Goddesses.' Both gals
are decked out from head to foot in
a gold .paint job, and thei event , is

quite spectacular.
Clarissa is a Mexican looker who

does her" bit to improve domestic re-
lations by displaying a pair or shape-
ly shafts in a doublet of south of the
border routines;. Wesley Pierce and
Hazel Harris, who have been around,
are amusing ballroom buffoons. Their
satirical hoofology is always good for
a giggle. :

As to be expected in a cabaret of
this type, the house line .gets quite
a workout,- and. Truly McGee has
done a corking job in staging the.
routines. : The bevy of eyefuls are
crack steppers and easily qualify, as.

one of the revue's top attractions.
Particularly outstanding is a boudoir
number in which the gals face each
other through: mirror frames and do
a disrobing double-take. Line also

does a fine job in backing up Clar-
issa and Miss Rand; Helen Carroll,
another lass who's easy brt the optics,

warbles the production tunes in cap-
able fashion and introduces the
turns.
Joe Candullo's combo, under Dave

Lester's baton, rates plenty of at-

tention for playing a tough show at

a furious pace. Candullo takes over
for the darisapation, splitting up the
sets by pulling a lot of oldies out of

the books: It's great stuff for the
dinner mob, and late comers can get a
full quota of hot brass. An unbilled
relief quintet rattles the maracas.

•.

'

-

::
. Leslie. •

Rhumboogie, H*wood

Hollywood, Feb. 21.

. Cee Pee Johnson, Peter Ray.,Three
Rockets, Lois Galloway, Dorothy
Gdrbo, Johnson Orch (8) ; minimum,
$1.50 Saturday/ $1 other niohts.

Pair of lads in the needle trade,
Charles Finemah and Norman Heeb,
were nudged, by 'Red' McCuIlen,
brother of Jerry Colonna, on the
premise that Hollywood night-lifers
were ripe for an all-Negro show.
Subsequent returns proved the ad-
vice to be judicious and prudent.
McCuIlen cut himself in for a piece
of the estab, a made-over store-

room, and the trio are watching the
shekels roll in.

While the show and its contrib-
uting talent are naturals for the spot,

the whole success revolves around
one stalwart performer, Cee Pee.
Johnson, about as versatile a sepian
as has been seen around locally in
some time. Specializing in tom-
tom-kettle drum whamming, he
leads the band, keeps the place hop-:
ping, takes a whirl at dancing, pipes
a few throaty numbers, dances on
his head and picks up chairs with
his teeth. Johnson has been .around
for quite a while, and how he has
been passed up so long is what's
wrong with most niteries.

; It's his tom-tom beating, however,
that puts the site over. Film stars,

have been playing repeats with dif-

ferent groups two or three nights a
week to watch CP. bang those skins.
He uses two slender kettles and a
tom-tom and bandies those sticks

With speed and dexterity that seem
out of this world. For a flash finish

he speeds up the routine with :
the

room darkened ,and the business

.

ends of the sticks blazing away in

phosphorescent arcs creating eerie
streaks of light. About as clever a :

novelty as the natives have glimpsed
in many years of -the rounds. He's
a distinct personality as emcee and
exposes his. divers other facets with

(Continued on page 49)

"TWO IN ONE SATIRE"
Held Over * * * Hippodrome, Baltimore
Then playing consecutively.: Adams : Theatre, Newark, N. J-'. .

Beverly Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.; Clarldge Hotel, Mem-
Phis, Tenn.; Park Plaza Hotel, St Louis, Mo.i Club Royale, Detroit;
Mich, (return engagement), >

AVAILABLE FROM MAX 23RD
Personal Management

ABNER J. GRESHLER
RKO Building

. - Radio City, New York
Theatres: MARK LEDDY
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• Althoagh Hoyt Haddock was dis-

missed nearly . three weeks ago, a

lew hangovers .from .
his term as

executive secretary of the American

Guild ot Variety Artists .- \ : atill

bothering ,
that. :

organization.^ In

Minneapolis, for ..one. thing, it: is

charged that an AGVA rep Haddock

appointed to solicit membership has.

obened iip a hooking' agency sideline,

which he bills as the 'AGVA Talent

Agency.' .: .

'

:
-'-'' :

•-.'•/.*

:

This has Brought several squawks

from accredited agents .and .last week

AGVA's new administrative board

ehuttled Jack Irvini, executive sec-

retary in Chicago, to Minneapolis

to investigate the setup.

:' A similar gag was, attempted, in

Detroit, where Lee Golden, appointed

local exec sec by Haddock there, ap-
.'•'. plied for and; received a book ing

agency license under Michigan state

jaw . for the,: Detroit local. It was
' Golden?s idea to piit this hooking:

agency license to practical use in the

• event the town's regular agents did

not 'play -ball' with AGVA. .

'
Last week AGVA's administrative

board in New York ordered the De-

troit local to immediately, turn in,
'

; or cancel, the .booking agency, li-

:

Otherwise; the 'AGVA naiionaipi.c-

ture retains its status -quo unl# the

national election is held,- supposedly

•within 60 days of Feb. 13. On the

outside, however, there's plenty of

agitation—most of it aimed against

the vaude-iiitery union's present ad-
:

ministrative setup—With most of the

complaints coming, from the busted,

eorcalled. Communist
,
element; or

from certain 'interested* persons Who
have never been members of AGVA.

Chief among the latter are Mur-
ray Lane and Lou Taylor, who- last

.. week sent out an announcement that,

as representatives of Variety Actors

Betterment Campaign Committee,
they had a petition containing 4,500

bone fide actor signatures demanding
a democratic variety actors union.

Lane claims ' he has submitted the
petition to' Frank Gijlmore, president

. of the Associated Actors and Art-

istes of America, from 'which a spe-

cial committee is now administrating

AGVA's affairs.
. .

v

Aside from the fact that Lane and
Taylor were of the. Whitehead faction

in the American Federation of Ac
tors, their purpose in agitating

against AGVA
. is not clear; Neither

one' ever , paid any dues to AGVA;
Lane is reputed to own a half inter-

est in Maxine's, a Bronx nitery,

which puts .him in the employer
rather than employee class in union-
ism, and . Taylor is the m.c. at Max-
ine's. -

The :Var|ety Actors Betterment
Campaign Committee, which is how
Lane and Taylor head their an-
nouncements, has rib office address in

any of the New York directories.
If Lane or Taylor are wanted in

.
relation to this organization; they

. must be called at their homes, of
Maxine's.

'"

Actually. Lane and Taylor ar£ be
ing quietly ignored by AGVA's mem-
bership, nearly all of whom have
been informed that these two alleged
patriots

. heretofore didn't think
enough of AGVA to even apply for
membership. '.;.'.',.

The Four A's committee .. is going
.

ahead wlth-lts plans to hold and, su
pervise a national election: bf offi-"

cers ' and board, of governors for
AGVA. The national board will
then select an executive -secretary.'
The different locals will also hold

• elections, but it's expected their vot-
ing will .take place before the na
tlorial ballot.

Decision hi Spit Of

forrhs Against Parker

Application for an injunction by
.

Paul Gerrits against Lew Parker
was heard Monday (24) and decision
reserved. Gerrits

. asked. Justice
.
Steuer in N.:Y. supreme court to re
Strain Parker from using stage ma-
terial

: he ((Gerrits) claims to own
and which - Parker . used several
weeks ago during

:

a stay at Loew's
State,. N. Y.
Motion originally was supposed to

have been heard; last week f 17>, but
.

an operation on Parker's nose forced
:
\ .".

lm
.
to "quest an. adjournnientii

'

Gene Doyle, Phil Seeds

Team as Skating Act
Gene Doyle, (and Donnelly ) has

teamed with Phil Seeds, in a comedy
act and they are currently working
oh skates in the ice show at the
Iceland Restaurant, New York. Don-
nelly ha* retired from show busi-
ness, temporarily at least. - •

First date for the Doyle and Seeds
combo was at the Liberty; Elizabeth;

N. ;JV recently, with, the billing for
the screen-stage show readingc'Who
Killed A iijit Maggie*—5 Vaudeville
Acts.-. .

''. ' : .'• ~:'-. •
• ..-.'

News Uses Photo

Of Wrong Dancer, Judy

ABenSoes for $100,000

, A : suit by Judy Allen,, dancer,
against

;
the. : News Syndicate Co.;

publisher or the N. Y, . Daily News,
was' revealed yesterday- (Tues.) in
N. Y. supreme, court. Plaintiff'

charges libel and seeks damages of

$100,060.;

Suit says that the. News published
Miss Alien's photograph! in connec-
tion with a shooting, and claimed
she was. seated at a table with a man
Who was shot - by his wife. . The
News, for its defense, claims it re-
tracted the story on Dec, 12, .1940,
after

1

publication Nov. >'4;, and says
that while a Judy Allen, a 'dancer^

Was at the table, it was nb{ the
plaintiff, and the use :of "her!;photo
was a mistake.

LOU H0LTZ UNIT LIKELY

TO WIND UP IN PMLLY

Lou HoltzV Hollywood talent unit,*

currently at Loew's State, N.Y.; prob-
ably winds up its tour after next
Week's date at the. Earle, Philadel-
phia. Another booking was skedded
for the Hippodrome,

;
Baltimore,; but

Arline Judge is pulljng out to return
to the Coast, primarily to visit her.

children. •',

Wendy Barrie, also in the ,uriit

will stay east for a . while. She's
dickering for a Broadway show, but
if that doesrTt come through, will

settle for a Miami vacation.

Heler Doubles Between

Chi and Pitt Nitery

Pittsburgh; Feb. 25.

Now that Jackie Heller is co-owner
with his brother, Sol, of the Yacht
Club, one of town's top niteries, he'll

shuttle- between here, and Chicago
for next 13 weeks at least. Singer
was recently signed by. Mars Candy
Co. to do a weekly NBC commercial
with Ted-Rito's. band out of . Chi
every Sunday night and will spend
his weekends there, coming back
every Monday to headline Yacht
.Club show through Thursday.
Yacht. Club • was- until , recently

owned and operated by Sol Heller

arid Nick Andolina, with Jackie

Heller 'buying latter . out few weeks
ago. Andoiin.a, who was formerly,

connected with, old ' Plaza
:

Cafe,, is

understood to be seeking hew
nitery .location. '

'
.

'

Odd Defense in 30G Libel
*

Suit by Connie Constant
'• A; suit for $30,000 damages against

the' Staten Island Advance Co., pub-
lishers of the Staten: Island. Advance,;

by Connie Constant, actress ' arid,

model, was.- revealed- 'yesterday

(Tues.) in N. Y: supreme court.

Plaintiff, charges libel in three issues

of the .Advance, '
;••

• She claims the paper declared she

was living with one Robert Martin

in Miami fit a time he was arrested.

Defense avers story is true. Plaintiff

was recently, employed .at .
Billy;

Rose's Aquacade.

Birley Burns Slightly

. Dayton, Feb. 25.

Fire in the .dressing rooms bf Izzy
Hirst's. Mayfair (burlesque) here
forced 700 patrons to exit, on the
double quick Saturday (22)' night.
Flames were confined to ushers'
basement quarters, only; damage to.

theatre and three-story': office build-
ing above - resulting . from heavy
smoke;' ''.:

Fire. inWrrupted. strip strut-
1

of
Gladys Fox, member of .'Quips and
.Strips' wheel show. •

"

er Deplores

Woody Herman has, been signed

for four weeks at the;Shcrman:hoteU:

Chicago, .beginning June 26 and may
go the Palladium, Los Angeles, after

that. Herman replaced trombonist

Bud Smith with ' Jerry Rosar, from
Alvinb Rey.

-
' Cambridge, Mass., ' Feb. 25. '

•

: 'Society girls with blue-blood back-
grounds would be more fortunate
with blue in their voices if they as-
pire to become blues singers,' sug-
gested Lillian .Carmen, : stage; and
night club singer, when quizzed by,
James Morley- on the Harvard Uni-
versity private radio network;

:
They, were discussing the prospects

of a society singer in the heady com-
petition of. show business. Harvard
undergrads had been particularly, in-

terested since many of their sweet-
hearts had evidenced a leaning to-

wards the bright lights facing a
mike.

Miss Carmen deplored the . rapid
transition 6i thecriiricnllla gals from
their drawing rooms to a night club
flopr as featured singers.

.. 'It's unfair, to the girl yrheri her
friends insist that she. sings in public,

merely because her voice sounds fine

in a small group clustered around a
piano,', she remarked;

'A surgeon studies for many years
arid- then serves an interneship be-
fore he attempts an operation; For
the same reason, your girl friends;

and singers in general, should study
and then go through that training

period, playing small spots, and
graduate to the big time.'

Morley took issue with her that:

the society- girls could not afford to

hurt their reputations by playing in

honky-tonks.
'A girl doesn't have to work in

joints to gain experience,' Miss Car-
men continued. 'She can sing at

parties, in amateur stage productions

put on by fraternal organizations,,

and the like. . Thus she gains self-

confidence, and with a little coach-

ing can put salesmanship into her
work to sell herself, which is just as

important as talent.' . .

.
She paid tribute to her coach, Al

Siegal, who took her from a cashier's

job. in a New York department store,

enabling her, to obtain a featured,

spot in New York, theatres.

Her big moment came when she

was picked to sing in Earl Carroll's

'Vanities,' she recounted. She went
to audition for him and was ming-

ling on stage with a large group of

beautiful showgirls When Carroll

said to an assistant, and pointing to

Miss Carmen, 'What is that girl here

for?' .
• -.

' •

'She's a singer,' was the reply.

'If she can sing as beautifully as

her legs are shaped, then she can

have the job? was Carroll's rejoinder.

She was hired.

Miss Carmen closed tonight (Tues-

day) at Club Mayfair, Boston.

BEN RILEY BANKRUPT;

Ben Riley, who lists himself as an

unemployed hotel" keeper, formerly

employed by Arrowhead Inn Oper-

ating Corp., filed a voluntary petition

of bankruptcy in the K. Y. iederal

court Thursday (20), listing assets of

$327,529 and liabilities of
,
$432,104.

,
He. has earned $3,000 annually dur-

|

ing the'- past ' two years, the petition

]

states., .'';.'
'

. Largest claim is that of . the Chase

I
iNational Bank, $318,80.0, plus $49,812

interest. Bank holds a mortgage oh
Ben Riiey's. Estates.' Of the other,

creditors the American Society . of

I
Composers,: .Authors and Publishers

is owed $515 while, unsecured debts

total ,$25,000. Assets include $316,202

! due for monies :lent to, Ben Riley's

j
Estates, - and $10,887 on a second

mortagage on
.
the estates. ,''.

Tivoli, B'klyn, folds

After Burley,
Tivolii . Brooklyn, folded last

Thursday night (20) after a one-
week try with a .vaudfllm policy.

House , only recently reopened with;
burlesque plus films.

With business bad with hurley^ the
operators . switched to ' vaude and
called in Eddie Sherman to buy the
shows. B.o. was; poor,; however, with
the blame laid to top sudden a tran-
sition from strippers to family en-
tertainment. Another vaude try
may be made in about a month.

Pat Rooney Lists

0f$252;$8
}

In filing for

. Filing by Pat Rooriey of a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy last

jiveek (19), listing assets of $252 and'

liabilities of $8,112, came as ho sur-

prise, to friends, many of whom
were among his creditors, Rooney,
currently at Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe nitery ,New Yorkj has not
found the salary pickings very good
for the past few years. When he
had it, he .spent freely; too freely,,

many of his friends used to say.

Though separated at the timei

Rooney's friends claim the death of

his wife,' Marion Bent, last July 28,

was a hard financial- blow.. Miss
Bent, w.k. on her own, died in the
NVA ward in French hospital, N.Y.,

after a year's illness with cancer.

It's stated that Robney, who. once
earned as high as $5;000 weekly, is

getting $140 a week now at^Rose's

nitery. His assets : Include- $200 in

clothing, a contract at the Diamond
Horseshoe, and a dower '. interest in

real estate at Southhold, L. I., orig-

inally owned by Miss Bent; , :

Among some of the creditors ace

Benjamin Kaufman, $500 for pro-

fessional- services; loans by George
Sidney-^ $1,000; Jewish Theatrical

Guild, $500; Alan Corelli, $175; Ben
Bernie, $200; George M. Cohan, $200;

Harry: Rlchman, $100; Bert Gilbert,

$160; Ole Olsen, $25; Bob Hope, $25;

Victor Moore, $100; Charles Gard-
ner, $286; Al Dow, $1,000; Al Rogers,

4800; -Walter B. Cooke, Inc., . $170.

'St. of Paris'

Vaude at Hipp, Baffalo

Buffalo, Feb. 25.

After . being curtained for over
five years, Hipp (Par-State) will re-

light Friday (28) with vaudfllm,
hitherto confined to the deluxe Buf-
falo. Opening state attraction will

be 'Streets of Paris.'

The 20th Century is booking a suc-

cession of 3-day, split-week stage at-

tractions using.shows or name' bands
and pictures for the first half (week-,

ends), and duals for second half.

Policy started with Vincent Lopez
(fortnight ago),

.
underlines Singers

Midgets currently, and Count Basle

first half of the coming stanza.
,

Brandti Book 'Street**
'''•;

'Streets Of Paris,' Bill Miller's pic-

ture house version of the revue, has
been booked for the Brandt houses
In New York.
Opens March 27 at the Flatbush,

Brooklyn, and plays the
.
Windsor,

Bronx, the week, following.

Though the special Associated Ac.
tors & Artistes of America adniinis*
trative committee Indicatei It wilj

'

not appoint a 'new •xecutive secre-
tary for the American Guild of
Variety Artists until that union com-
pletes a national election within th«
next six weeks, tttere's evidently «
heated race on by Several aspirants,
for the position. ••:

Prominently In the field are Vic
COrinors, executive secretary- of the
San Francisco local; Kenneth How-
ard, holding similar position, in Lpa
Angeles, whila gome iri. the Cincin-
nati local's membership have . pro-
posed Bob Edwards, even if only
temporarily and until: the. election ia

held/' ;
;

',".' ..V ;•:-,'.,

It appear* doubtful that Howard
will get any oonslderatlbh for : : tha
national post, He has been the focal
point of many agreements against
past regimes in AGVA, among them,
that Howard Was never ah actor.
Chief allegation against Howard; is

that he's a Communist and of .the.

deposed Hoyt Haddock faction in the
organization,;: though Howard was:
engaged as ah organizer for AGVA
during Jean Muir'j tenure as execu-
tive secretary.

Connors was embroiled with tha
national office' some months ago,
when he was accused of withholding,
the 40%due the home office from the
local's revenue.

. At that time it was .

charged that GonnOrs had ambitions
to become national executive secre-
tary

; with supposed backing from
Kenneth Thomson, executive secre-
tary of the Screen Actors Guild. It

is perhaps significant that at a meet-
ing with the SAG early last week in
Hollywood, AGVA's L.A. and Frisco
locals won that , union's support in
making demands that - the Coast
locals share in policies and selection
of officers of AGVA.
Prominently . mentioned for tha

exec sec
.
post, especially in Tour A's

circles, is Alan Corelli, who heads
the Theatre Authority. It has been
proposed that . the Four A's 'draft'

Corelli to temporarily take the
office at AGVA, at the sametime '

holding on to his TA post, for tha
purpose of reorganizing the vaude-
nitery union. Corelli, who once did
resisto act, was standard in Vaude
for many years.

PA. BILL WOULD END

NITERIES' B00ZE CHIZ

Philadelphia, Feb. 29.
,

;
Niteries are looking askance at a

bill introduced last week in the
Legislature which would force bis-

tros to mark the capacity on whiskey
jiggers. The bill was submitted by
Representative Earl Chudoff follow-
ing an expose of 'cheater' glasses by
the Phllly Record.

.
It was found that

30me spots sold liquor in glasses

holding less than ah. ounce. The
daily's reporter found that the dives
in the Tendertoin Charged more for
their liquor than tha ritzy bars and
class night clubs.

If the bill la enacted, nitery
operators who have been getting by
with false-bottom glasses will ba
forced to confess their past chisel-
ing, or else give ah honest drink to
their patrons;

San Scribner on Mend

Sam Scribner, Veteran .showman
who has been under treatment, at. the
Lawrence, hospital, Bronxyille, N. Y.,

is. recovering and will . probably, be
discharged this week.
. Illness was. described a dietary
disorder;

Ice: Follies' SOG. e Days
Buffalo, Feb. 25.

. 'Ice Follies,' - In five days at the
Muniqipal : Auditpriuni, got a slightly

under-capacity start,' but went to

standing, room and . turnaway busi-

ness Thursday, Friday Brtd Saturday
(20-22).-

• Gross, which topped the flrs.t Ice

show of the season (Herile), was ap-
proximately $50)000., '-

, , iV ;/;.,-.»;-...»

May, Denise Booked
Into Havana Nitery

MayanaV F«b.- 28.-

Bobby May,.tha juggler, and Diana
.

Denise, songstress succeeding Karen
Copper, are additions to the new
Chester Hale revue at the Casino
National;. P.ierce and, Roland,
dancers, and the Hale Girls (8) hold
over, as do the LeBatard Bros, and
Palau Bros, bands, local.

Tourist- influx - is encouraging to

business In generaL The visiting

U. S. baseball clubs for spring train-

ing are ilsb ;a hypo tO-.blz ih general..

Chi Colony's Shows

Chicago, Febi 25.
' Colony Club, swank near northsida
spot, which has been operating with
just two rhumba bands for the; past'

few months, is revising, its polity and
gping back to floor shows;
Al Borde has the booking assign*
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B.O.; 6J) Pay 40G for All-Star

By JOE. SCQOENFELD . r Kaye,- accompanied on the ; piano by

At 3:55 Saturday morning (22), as, his wife. Sylvia Fine, .-' ..'-.:

Gracie Fields backgrounded : with ,The DeMarcos, lpne ballroom team

'There Will Always Be. An1

' England/, in 'the show, were one .of^its put-

Queen Victoria, in the person of . standing . smashes with
'
the Levitsky

Helen Hayes; brought the curtain Waltz and a routine to Begin the

down on the 'Carnival for' Britain,' Begulne/ .. . -

'

at Radio City's Music Hall, with the. . Moors and' Gaxton
.

,

dramatic: pledge' out. of 'Victoria Victor Moore and William G-axton,

Regiha' that England shall not die, singing new lyrics- by George S,

In her extraordinary makeup as
| Kaufman to 'Wintergreen for Presi-

Brltain's renowned queen, and
flanked by the monster benefit's en-

tire' cast and the "color guard of the

British Great War Veterans of Airier

dent/ aided by the ensembles from
'Louisiana Purchase* and 'Panama
Hattie/ plus the M.H.'s glee club and
the outside, choirs in . the show, were

lea, Miss Hayes was an electrifying other outstanding features. Peggy
climax for a star-studded show. She

i j wopd, currently in 'Old Acquain-
brought the theatre's, capacity audi- ance>. was; likewise socko In her
tnce to its: feet in ; a spontaneous

singing stint, doing one of the num T

burst of applause: '
• •

. bers from 'Bitter Sweet/ in which
A distinguished, ;

^htte-tie-and- he . starred in , London for two years;
tails audience, *t a shigh as $35J Qn the other hand, Joe. Cook and
seat (for the. side-stage tables), £lled Howard Lindsay had little to do; b.e-

the monster-sized theatre io. over- mereiy springboards for, the .ap-
flowing, and.nearly all \o££«n re-

pe|ranGes 0, Miss. Merman. Miss
mained glued tojheir^eats until the

Waters and Robinson. Olsen and
early-morning blowofl Up ahead U h br0Ught their 'Hellzapoppin'
they saw an array of talent, which

nsefnble over for the «Boomps-a-
no theatre fcould afford to pay in

one. show, slough 'em in enjoyably
monotonous succession.

This .was truly a parade of stars,

with talent so superb .
that

:
even a

vaudeville booker's : nightmare, , of

Slaving three single women ^singers

Pllowing one another, turned .
Into a

triumph, singly and collectively.

First Miss Fields, who flew in from
the Coast, wowed *em with 'The Last

Time I Saw Paris/ 'The Biggest

Daisy' routine with the customers
The show had but two disappoint-

ments, Walter Huston, who went to

Canada,- and Burns and
.
Allen, first

announced by Brock Pemberton, a
surprisingly potent m.c„ who then
said they weren't on hand. •

. Other m.Cs were W. G. Van
Schmus, the M,H.'« mahaging di-

rector, who made a brief opening
„ speech about the cause, and Arthur

apidestra in the- World/ 'Co-op* preacher and Boris Karloff, both of
- v - - - - — •"•«-•• 1 the latter also brief. Erno Rapee

conducted the. "M.H/s symphony,
spotted on the rear stage platform,
which played the show excellently
Other M.H. contributions were .

the

.Shop' and, after an ovation, a cpmr
•dy number dedicated to. Mussolini

titled -He's Dead, but He Won't Lie

Down.' Brock Pemberton, emceeing
at the time, best summed up all pos

;

(the war), money lor .the broadcast
could not be accepted. As a result

the broadcast was- tendered to

WNEW and confined to the metro-
politan area as a sustairier. .

Hitler o 'Dog' or •Ape-'f

Brock Pemberton, chairman of the
committee on the programs and pub-
licity, figured in a controversy oyer
the use of Maxwell. Anderson
poem,. 'Vulpine Physiog/ panning
Hitler. It was especially, written
for the program, but the British War
Relief heads ruled, otherwise. Rhyme
referred to Hitler as a dog and also

likened him: to- an ape, one of the
dailies printing it in- full.

'
:

When Anderson: was contacted, he
is quoted saying; 'I only called. Hit-
ler a dog. Worse things than that
have been said about him/ Pember-
ton had asked Anderson to write the
verses as editor of the program and
burned when it was turned down;
He said 'The British are fighting for.

freedom, .
which includes, the free>

dom of expression, and yet they cen-
sor the program book by turning
down this' swell poem/ Anderson
prefaced his verses with 'That man's
face is a 'disgrace, to Europe/

It was
.
reported that the British

Relief heads passed the buck, to
Peter Colfax, press, man for the' re-
lief society, and Lloyd Ring Cole-
man, of . the J.. • Walter Thompson
agency, which places advertising for
the society. Coleman said the poem
was a 'little too hot to be published
in a charity program booklet/ Peo-
ple 'around the society's; offices
opined that the words 'dog' and 'ape',

were 'conservative' descriptions of
Hitler. ••'

:.. .
.•>'.

.

,. Pembertpri received messages pro
and con of the poem's rejection, one
telegram ending with .'J. resent the
insult to the dog/

Wednesday, February 26, 1941

MUSIC HALL, N. Y. I PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

Arnaut Bros^ June Forrest; Robert
Shanley, Marie Grimaldi, Nicholas

Ella Fitzgerald Orch : (14) under
direction of Babe Wallace , with

and Chuckles, Bob Howard; 'You're
the One* (Par) /reviewed in Variety,
Feb. 5i. -,

All-colored : aggregation on the'
Paramount stage this week, headed
by Ella Fitzgerald, is slick and

Ballet, Symphony Orch under direc

rion of Erno Rapee; 'Mr. and Mrs.
Smith' (RKO) , reviewed in Variety,
Jan. 22. .

"

Rather than having Its usual
streamlining,' though it has that in
some respects, this . week's stage . c .. s .. . .

table d'hote ii a short repeat. It shpwmanlyi As topper Miss; Fitz

runs, but 25 minutes, while the gcrald whams
.
across varied lineup

orchestral overture consumes eight, of smooth and swlngy lyrics to-re-

Erno Rapee's large symph outfit that leave little_doubt . about,

plays 'Valse . Caprice/ written by the a^enee
^ ,^°.

te
;. u

F! €̂
. 0 Clock

Richard Mphaupt, a young Euro- Whtstle' and 'Whatcha Know. Joe1

pean composer. It's getting its first are possibly the most appealing as

performance here. The work em- novelty tunes,
,
with • 'A-Tisket-A-

bodies fragmentary theme* of out- T?skef wisely, tying in with Miss

standing waltzes and is generally f W* record and radio popu
Viennese in character. SomeWinter- I

lanty.for a clincher,

esting passages figure.

Leon Leonidoff. the theatre's

senior producer, calls his little stage
unit 'Sweethearts/ It's In four
scenes, all agreeably entertaining
albeit without any particular sock.

The first is billed as 'What is This
Thing Called Love?' and embraces
hit tunes by Cole Porter and

, „, 1t- _ , „.., „-„v .
Rodgers-Hart,; with the. arrangement warbled by Wal 8Ce^^Band^eaches
credited to Anthony R. M6relli. Gl^e Peak
club, in afternoon dress, gives the

|

sequence its opening, while for a
vocal interlude Robert Shanley and
June Forrest serve as a romantic
double, later winding up things with

Babe Wallace in front of the band,
also doing vocals, , turns in a swell
job of batoning the former Chick:
Webb orch, which lun,ctiQns expertly.
Musicians' playing of 'Chicken Ain't
Nuthln' But a Bird/ with Wallace
vocals, stand out. following their

'Rhythm Man' and 'Santa Fe Trail'

(ballad), both of latter 'also , being

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

when Teddy McRae at the.sax and a
guitar solo, are featured.

Peg-Leg Bates opens strongly with
some clever tapology and draws re-

_ _ turns which prompt crack: 'Ericour-

the gleeclubbers. the voices of the age me and I'll break the other leg/

S.hanley-Forrest twain are pleasing. Comedy patter is light but one-leg-

Nicholas Daks and Marie Grimaldl ger's acrobatic number arid intricate

ffront a graceful but not especially maneuvering on stump is nothing

ingenious routine for the . ballet- short of amazing,
bunch. Theme is colonial and the Bob Howard turns In a sock per-

large manse ballroom setting, nicely fprmaflce : singing 'Melancholy Babsr
designed, matches. - Costumes' pro- with comedy" interpolations, fol-

vide old-fashioned warmth as well as lowed with cute novelty imitation of

color. : mechanical player; "piano. 'Franklin

The Arriauts dp their old lovebird Di Roosevelt Jones' highlights the

turn and . relinquish the stage to the |
Howard act, which closes ,with take

the ballet, with which Maria Grir
maldi and Nicholas Daks soloed.
Although George S. Kaufman was

originally scheduled to stage the'
benefit with Vinton Freedley, he had
to. -forego because of the press of
other .work, and Freedley carried on
aione. Latter did a masterful job on
the :whole.

ible praise for Miss Fields when he Rockettes, a near-flnale smash, and

How can we let down a- coun-

try which produces such preat

artistes as Miss Fields.'

Ethel Merman Boffs 'Era

Shortly after Miss Fields, Ethel

Merman, in her •Panama Hattie' set-

up, boffed with 'I Get a. Kick Out pf-

You,' *I Got Rhythm' and 'Let's Be
Buddies/ Then Ethel. Waters, with, .

what appeared to be the show's top Sudden BOOItt III TlCKet
reception after her singing of

•Stormy Weather* and Taking a
Chance on Love*: from her show,
•Cabin In the Sky/ Bill Robinson
made it two colored clicks in suc-

cession when he followed with two.

dance routines.
There were a few slow spots, but

on the whole the 'Carnival* was well

worth the price of admission. Ger-
trude Lawrence, though currently

Sroadway's top star via "Lady In the
ark/ was In the strange position .of

opening the show with a special

shortwave hookup via WNEW to

Charles B. Cochran, Vivien Leigh,

Laurence Olivier and Lord Mayor
George Wilkinson in London- The
three show i>iz w.fc/s were' repre-

sented on the stage by empty, chairs

Minneapolis, Feb. 23. ..

Clyde McCoy Orch (13) with Ben-
nett Sisters (3) and. pick Lee, Gil
Lamb (2) ; Hudson Wonders (2) ; Ray
and Trent; 'High Sierra' (WB).

lighted with the names of 'Cockie/

Vivien' and 'Larry/ and their .voices

coming over the p.a. system was an
Initial thrill. The effect lagged, how-
ever, when the conversations ex-

tended into platitudes and great

Sales ; $12,000 Program
The 'Carnival for Britain' held

from Friday (21) midnight until
dawn Saturday (2-2) at the Music
Hall, Radio City, could have been
spotted in Madison Square, so great
was the demand for tickets. The
price scale, ranged from $10 to $1
One week before the event the Hall's
directors and the Theatre Wing of the
British War Relief Society, which
conducted the show; were in a panic
over the light ticket sale. As soon
as : the show was advertised, how>
ever, there was a weekend rush for
the boxofflce arid orders were given
to cancel further paid ads, SRO be-
ing assured.

All was not sweetness and light

among the members of the several
committees, .'which • included a num-
ber of socialites. One of the latter

sent word to til* Rockefeller aides
who conduct the Hall that she could

thahks to Miss Lawrence rather than not afford to be identified with a

all of American show biz for its help failure. . She. is said to have sent out

to England. The Lord Mayor's 1,000 letters requesting ticket pur-

speech about England's 'carry I chases, When the surge of patron-

through' was a saving grace towards age calmed down, the Theatre Wing
the finish. • . I group wondered how requests from
Another' slow session was provided well knowns could be filled. Quite

by 'Information Please/ which was a number did not obtain tickets,

spotted on the pit elevator, with F. P. How the tickets were suddenly
Adams. John Kieran, Oscar. Levant snapped up was explained by mass
and Clifton Fadimari as the experts orders, one from the British Relief
arid Deems Taylor as Interlocutor. Fund bemg for 2,500 out of a total

Dan Golennaul, producer, was seated 0f 6,200. Other big orders were ac-
alongslde Taylor, who made.the an- ceptedi wjth the result that no. tick-

nouricement that Golenpaul wouia ets were available even for the press,
contribute $50 towards British R*liei committee in charge saying . it was
for every question they missed. .Tnen so mucn cohcerried when the sale

, followed an almost endless string oi
iagge(i that no thought was given

I quizzes, most of them simple, chosen thaf angle-
? by 'Info Please's* editors, and at the

Total takings went to over $40,000
windup Golenpaul was nicked lor Qf that suni| about : $26,200 came
only $100. ^ frqni tickets, while there was $12,000

Fred Allen Qnlpi
i. I in lids in the program.. Latter was

Fred Allen was m.c. at this point to have been given away- gratis,, but
and gave the house its two biggest ^ was decided tha't patrons . could
laughs when' he said: pay whatever they wished, such coin

<THis is the first time Tve been being counted, as-: donations which
on the. stage of the Music. Hall—

; upped the total take. The Music Hall

now I know how a termite feels was donated in entirety, as. was the

in the Vale ; Bowl.' He followed case three years ago, when a benefit

this with the crack that, he had \ was similarly held there
1

after mid-
just teamed the: janitor of the -night for American flood sufferers,

MM. is. Superman. . There were any number of social: af-

Irving Berlin's new tune, *When fairs before and a,fter the show,
That. Man Is Dead . and' Gone/ was

| while the restaurants in Radio City

given a terrific rendition by the

colored St. Elmo Johnson Choir,
kept open until 6:30 a.m. Timing

ooiorea oi. suuu . . was about perfecty since it ushered

with Edward Matthews as soloist, in Washington's Birthday, so that

tater in the show this same group few except the. professionals, parr

joined the Rutgers University Glee ticipating were required to attend to

Club and the Lynn Murray Choir in
] business.

'Ballad for Americans/ with strong-
. There was an unexpected mixup

Voiced- Ray Middleton soloing dra- over , a "proposal- to broadcast the

matically. proceedings via': the NBC network.

Maurice ijJvans, doing excerpts Leading oil concern is said to have. . . _

from 'Richard II' and 'Henry V/ and offered . $20,000 for the sponsorship. Lamb himself tosses out some come
Vera Zorina, reciting 'Fog/ a song Radio heads countered by saying I dy

.
patter and then stops, the show

poem by John Latbuch'e ('Ballad for that if the program was made corn

This is an entertaining, if unpre
tentious, show. It's built around the
Clyde McCoy band, a first-rate swing
outfit returning here after a com-
paratively short absence, and it has
the 'Sugar Blues' aggregation con
tributing the major portion of the
stage layout. While music predomi
nates, there's also a smattering of
comedy, dancing, singing arid aero
batics to provide variety.
Show plays smoothly enough and

moves moderately fast and while not
of sensational proportions, proves
satisfying for most of the custmers,
In addition to conducting and furnish-
ing some of the standout features
with his sock trumpet tooting, Mc
Coy also shares the emcee chore with
Gil Lamb, lanky Minheapolitan fresh
from Al Jolson's 'Hold Oh Your Hats/
and the pair handle the show neatly
while the band plays it without ah
apparent flaw.

The McCoy outfit gives out a lot of
swing that's not only sufficiently tor
Tid, but pleasant to hear as well. A
mandolin, bass fiddle and piano
temper, the brasses and there's little

blasting. The McCoy trumpeting al
ways is good for a big hand.
With Tear It Down* for a starter,

band loses no time in getting hot.

Chet Lang, one of the musicians, has
a chance to grab the spotlight
briefly with his sax while McCoy':
trumpeting Is conspicuously present,
too.

Then Lamb takes over. He's an
amusing fellow who works through-
out the show, furnishing at' various
intervals huhks of tomfoolery, gags,
eccentric dancing and harmonica*
blowing. Upon this occasion, he in-

troduces the Hudson Wonders, two
gals who perform a succession of
applause-compelling acrobatic stunts.

The three personable Bennett Sis-
ters, from the band, croon 'Ma, He's
Making Eyes at Me' harmoniously
and then go into a swing dance to
the accompaniment of 'Rhumbpbgie.'
McCoy whams 'em -with his rendi-
tion of 'Basin Street Blues' on the
trumpet and produces plenty of
startling musical effects with the in-
strument.
. . .

'Beat Me Daddy* is another ba^nd
concession to the jitterbugs and is

followed by Lamb's funny impres-
sions of a jive hpund's deportment in
a theatre during a band jam session.
Ray and Trent, two men embellish

their tap dancing, acrobatics and
hand-to-hand balancing with plenty
of clowning.
Band comes through with a cork-

ing .'Frenesi' arrangement, McCoy
again taking, a welcome whirl at the
trumpet. The Bennett Sisters are on
again, this time doing a precision mili-
tary tap number. Then Dick- Lee,
the band's vocalist, warbles several
'Hit Parade! numbers, including I'll

Never1 Love Again' arid 'I Give You
My Word/ His baritone found a re-
ceptive audience.

: In a rib-tickling harmonica inter-
lude. Lamb has his stooge, Tommy
Saniord, blowing some hot; tunes.

Rockettes for a flag-waving . finale.

Following a brief intro by Miss,For-
rest, a setplece, through . the aid of
intricate mechanics, evolves into the
entrance to the nation's oapitol.

Girls emerge from it, coming down
the. steps for some terps. They do a
routinish type of tap number,
dressed in the colors-stripes of the
flag. Bruno Maine didn't get such
a good reproduction of the cap at
Washington.
Business fairly good at show

caught Friday (21) . /: . Char.

off on an amateur singing 'I'm NP-
body's Baby/ Laugh returns heavy
thfoughout.
Chuck arid Chuckles precede. Miss

Fitzgerald
. . , with standard •. comedy

and hoofing.
Biz at dinner

(

show Wednesday
(19) nearly capacity in orch. Mori.

KEITH'S BOSTON

APOLLO, N. Y.

Btllie Holiday, , Slim and Slam,
Floiirnoy Miller, Nina Mae McKin-
ney, Avon hong, Winnie Johnson,
Johnny Vigal, Louis . Douglas, Tbni
Ellis, Choir (10), Chorus (12 girls,

sir boys) t
Showgirls- (6); 'Dark

Streets of Cairo' (U)

,

This Is nothing but a hodge-podge,
one of the slowest and stutteringest
shows the Apollo has' offered in
weeks. It's a combination of the
left-overs of a revue the house
played two weeks ago and a couple
of names added to 'bolster it Lat-
ter are Billie Holiday arid Slim and
Slam.
Revue, Tan Manhattan/ produced

by Irvin C. Miller with tunes by
Eubie Blake and Andy Razaf)
opened in Washington about a month
ago as a two and one-half-hour show.
Apollo manageriierit saw it and liked
it, selecting its best stuff fpr the
original 90-minute Harlem ' edition.

It clicked so well—arid the band

Boston, Feb. 20.

Ben- Befnle Orch (14i' with Baileu

.

Sisters (2), Donald Saxon, Johnny
Ryan and Dale Winthrop, Cass
Daley; 'Six Lessons From Madame
LaZqnga (U).

It's mostly the Ole Maestro up to

his old tricks this week, with the.

expert assistance of the Bailey Sis-

ters in his own unit and the show-
stealing Cass Daley. Bernie is draw-
ing good trade here, the; house run-
ning a single film and four stage'

shows daily at slightly tilted prices.

The ole cigar smoker got a flat-

tering patter of recognition when, he
first showed in the spot, -.but soon
displayed a penchant for hogging the
wattage as the band show developed.
Particularly noticeable when some
of his soloists were performing in

their own .
spots.. Audience reaction

to this technique was clearly

clinched ' when he suggested that he
might step off stage while the Bailey
Sisters vocaled, after he participated

in a thing called 'Li'l Abner/ En-
thusiastic applause- greeted this idea,

and Bernie retired for one of their

numbers. These girls are one Pf

the band's best assets, %nd they
""" 'Man Who

so
policy which the Apollo resumed last register solidly with
week did so badly-^t was decided comes to Our House* and" 'Boogie
tp play the hour of Tan Manhattan' w00gie to You/ The orchestra,
which.was eliminated two weeks ago. provided with slick arrangements,
Result, as_ might be expected, is the giv|s them excelltfnt backing.
d
5Sff-'--'

Blll
i*.

Holiday is . a welcome Bern ie pulls some smooth, casual
addition, while Sum and Slam score quips during his announcing, and
only, mildly.

. it's regrettable that he does not go
Comedy,.as in the onglnalportion,

jn more for this type of stuff, rather
is weak. It's handled by Flournoy than the: corny shagging he does to
Miller in blackface; Johnny Vigal as fr0nt the band numbers. In his own
the straight but the biggest laugh- turn of . fiddling, Bernie gets Over
grabbed and Louis Douglas. Dane- okay in a brief bit of hokum and
ing, generally the strong point of then in a more serious effprt on
chrome.shpws, is; likewise mediocre. 'Meditation/ from "Thais/ He plugs.
Specialties., are handled by Avon a certain local eatery so many: times
Long and : the; attractive Winnie during the show that it'a "anybody's
Johnson (Stepin Fetchit's wife) arid Iguess as to Vvhether he's chowing
by a line of 12 girls and six boys.

| pn the cuff there or owns a piece Of

the. place. .

.- .•

Miss Daley is speko in her dizzy

singing session, tearing /the ;
pants

off 'Ole Man Mose' arid whamming,
erh with a rugged, double entendre

poem -—
, .

Americans' ), with, music by Vernon
Duke, were strong sOlo clicks. Ditto

Lanny. Ross, Seated: at one of the

tables; Anton Dolin, who strikingly

danced Ravel's 'Bolero' with great

musical - accompaniment by Larry
Adler on the harmonica, and Danny

' with: his own unusual performance
on a number of variously sized,

mouth organs; > McCoy's 'Sugar
Blues', on the trumpet' is a sure-fire

mercial there would be a charge fpr

the time.. That was okay with the
Theatre Wing and the radio end was
so informed. Latter, however, came enthusiasm provoker for" windup.
back with the idea that, as the car- A well-filled lower floor for. the

nival could be regarded as con- first, performance opening Friday

nected with a controversial subject I (21)^ ftees.

Routines , are uninspired in both
|

planning arid execution.
Nina Mae' McKinriey, who appar-

ently, would rather have been a.

Sarah : Bernhardt than a warbler, I

does a cornily Over-acted version of medley based on song titles/ . She
'Nickel for a Dime/ written for the gives it-to 'em hot and fast and they
"L""''*" J " 4 *' * made her beg off.. Easily the stand-;

out turn of the layout. „
Dale Winthrop, tapper, was well-

received for her two sessions of re-

freshing, cleari-cut dancing; and she

also is greatly .aided by some smart
arranging that makes the most of a

stop-time technique.; Two male
singers ,' with. Bernie are .

Donald
Saxon , in 'Hear a Rhapsody* and
'Ole Man River' and Johnny. Ryan

Irish stuff and 'Never Smile

show and a so-so tune at best...Toni
Ellis vocalizes briefly .'Waking Up
the Folks

, Below/ also no great
shakes. And three gals from the 1

mixed choir of .10 who. do a sister,

trio must be kidding. That's the
only explanation.

;

Miss Holiday smashes over power-
fully with her slow-measured- and
melancholic throating. Slim and
Slam, back together lor their first

date
:
after a separation, have not

quite rounded up an act yet. Boys,
as befpre, work on guitar arid bull
fiddle,, one of them doubling on the
xylophone and at .terping; It's not
bad/ but too slow, : particularly so
when in an exhibition of -bass tech-
nique the instrument is made to per-
form like a fiddle. 7hat phase is in-
teresting but overdonei
Eubie Blake' himself . conducts in

the pit. Seemed to be missing cues
when caught (late show Friday) arid:

creating a bit Of a lag as well as lack
of assurance in the cast Jferb..

:

in ^
Again.'. Incidentally, Ryan gets ace

piano . accompaniment from Nick.

Brodeur, whose work sparkles when
it's: allotted- to peek through the' or-

chestrations. .

'

'Dear Old Southlarid'. is a heated

opener for the band and it. docs all

right with 'Johnson Rag- at the half-

way mark; Closer is a satisfactory

medley impersonating other -bands.

The show is well-routined ana

Bernie's unit runs through at a more
showmanly pace than the average

stage, occhjesfra. • * ox\
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Raymond Scott Orch (14), fWtur-

ina Clyde . Burke, Gloria Hart;

Jimmy Byrnes, Stanley Webb, Art
: Ryersoh; DeVal, Merle ULe*, Paul

Kimos. & Toy Boys m; 'Strawberry

Blonde' (WB) , revleed in Variety,

Feb, 19. - ; , / ,';

Raymond
:

Scottt's enlarged band

(Orchesira Reviews) and '.James

;

. cagiiey on the screen aire
:
seemingly

iani
excellent parlay for Vbojcbftice,

Judging by. the pace, at the wickets

from the barriers ^.The/Washington's

Birthday weekend further hypos biz

for a fancy take on' the first stanza;

'Besides, Caghey is a ' natural always

.for the" Broadway Strand.. ..: : .

.

•

'• Scott is • the -prime, draw. but. the

• supporting layout pars the quality

:0'f the- stellar band;:'. There's: a

Judicious admixture of variety, riov-
'

elty and: comedy that makes . for" a

"fetching 'blend; of values;
,
V .

' v
DeVal, Merle and Lee,, one of

those Hartmahesflue adagio combos,

have smoothed but their kinks in- the

past couple of months arid shape
: tip

for good sight values, either in

Vaudfllm or for' cafes. They're a

shade different from the ruri-ofrthe-

niirie hokum ballrooipiatiCs and .fill a

pleasant ..' interlude ! with the tangled

hands, wrong coats, etc. '.''.

Paul Remos and his two .shapely

midgets. . Whose neat billing
, of Toy

Bbys fits them, well, ': make .
their

routine palatable throughout. ; Dis-

covered in two handbags, the mites',

stepping: and rnusi'crrisley-routirie,

plus -the. acrobatics.- with Remos as

• undcrstarider;' dovetail? into : a fetch-

ing : blend -for seven, minutes of so.

The finale :cOng;a\ is npw and OK.
, Otherwise the burden ; of the.:'.biil

Is all Scott's with his versatile vocal
and instrumental aides, ns further
detailed- elsewhere^ in. this issue. He

.
delivers handily;r

:
'

.

'

: :

.

'. Abel- ...

COLONIAL, DAYTON
;

. Dayton, Feb, 22.

Nick Lucas, LydLyS, Four Co-Eds,
.;Frruifc Pari*; Lorraine, and Rognan,
LexU Parker and . Co.;. 'Play Girl'

(RKO) . ;
.

-' Nick Lucas heads a bill that strikes,

only a jair . average.. . Returning here
after several years' absence, Lucas
and his guitar have ho trouble wow-
ing the customers . with a. string of
time-tried tunes, including 'You're
the One,' 'We Three,' 'Painting the
Clotids with Sunshine,' 'Music, Maes-
tro.' ending with. That Great Ameri-
can Home': for a patrioticflriale.'
Next to Lucas, great applause get-

ter was Frank Paris arid his excel-
lent puppets, including' a Spanish

, dancer, an ostrich;', .a Sonja Henie
skater, a Jivcir and a skeleton,. all of
which are mnnipulated in full view
of the audience; •. Paris works them
to' best effects.

Lya Lys, headlined with Lueas. has
- little to offer, -,' First; there's some
rather inconsequential chinning be-
tween the film player and Lew .-Pari-

ker, who*emcees for the show, and
then, one song; .'The Last Time I Saw
Paris.' done: in rather haphazard
fashion.:.

. ^
.
Parker has a bright and' snappy

line for his Introductions, leaving
comparatively

. little for him to do.
when his own act comes along. How-
•ever, a skit illustrating how various

• persons eat arid a . draft lyric, 'I'd'

Rather Have a Rifle pn My. Shoulder
Than a Wife Around My Neck,' go
-.oyer well.
.The bill opens with the Four Co-
•Eds, tappers, who do a stairs, num-
ber, turn cartwheels and do splits.
Just average. .

'

-.

,.
Lorraine and Rognan. she with the

live canine- neckpiece and a whiz at
grotesque body contortions, and he
an excellent softshoe : tapper, still
nave plenty of socko audience a'p*

.

peal, in spite of their having ap-
peared here repeatedly: , Ktiny. .

'

EARLE, PHILLV

ttier* weren't any dull moments,
Band works in front of a aye-arrest-
ing

;
backdrop depicting the Uew York

1

skyline.; Lighting effects, particularly
rate kudos,, setting off the bandstand
and musicians in a fetching mariner.

' Lynn, Lee and Lou are a trio of
cuties who know the song-selling
angles. They're at their best In a
swing version :

of Gilbert and Sulll-
van's 'Three Little Maids.' .Three
bandsmen .follow. .this with a- bur-
lesqiie of the same: that brings plenty
of guffaws. Rating special plaudits is
George Tapps, : who: has an easy hoofr
ing stylei , ."V ['

Joe: and Jane MtKenna are a con-
trast to trie ': sriiodthhess : of the .rest
of the bill, . The pair are knockdown
and drag-Out .hoofers; and very
funriy. .. Exceptionall.v ,Tib-:tickling,is
Joe' "McKehna's drunk act and . a

'

comict adagio dance by the tearri.

"With the -exception of kitty Car-
lisle, the show in almost Intact -from.:
the .brie. that, played two weeks at-

the Strand, New York. Miss . Car-
lisle appears in an pomphish, low-cut
evening dress arid;sc6res.:with;^Ferry^
boat Serenade,' .. !BalaIaika'' ' arici'

There'll - Always . Be an England.'
Latter, gpt a- big hand from: the pfo-
British audience.

Finale is 'socko with a medley : of
Nbble-corhpbsed tunes,' with '.maestro:
at- the piano. y . \ .•..•'•••'-. .-'^-V' .

.-:.';.'

' House' almost -filled' at show re-
viewed. . \ . . Shal.

.

Joe E. -Howard, Thr.ee Swifts,
Capella and Beatrice, Stars of Yes-
terday. (Edith Helena, Harry ftlein;
Marshall Rogers, James Qiiinn -and
Dave Wallace), Gae Foster Girls,
Boys,, Paul Ash House Orch; 'To-
bacco Road,' (20) reviewed ,in this
issue. •

'

.;
.'-, ,-.-,:

ROXY. N. Y. WFBM Talerit Parade.' Does aV
'

' V quickie of 'There'll Be Sortie Changes
Made/ Has a neat dress, but her exit
needs timing as she strolls off as if
going, into the kitchen for a loaf of
bread. -

Lester. -. Oman „,
Works down on apron, .with spotlight
only on dolls., Has

. a Negro dancer;
skeleton, old lady arid a re-creation
of.- himself operating a : . puppet. .-: For
a close, femme vocalist sings: 'Gi-andi
pa Learned to , Swing' 'in .

- stage
shadows,/ while" , ;0man ' operates
grandpa -puppet.

. Good deuce : act/"
..Hrckey Bro?, and Alice . coiild h.lve
their act soundrfllrried, arid stored
raw^Jor;. posterity- as the perfect ex-
ample of a vaude. turn. One of th.e

STATE, N Y,

Lou Hgltz, Wendy Barrle, Arlint
JMdne, Lola Lane, Ruth Day, Diane

handle,
. puppets. ^Sel§£^"fa^ 0?*:

t
Stage show at the Roxy this week

Is. one of. the least- eritertainirig which
the' big theatre has put bri .in many
months.

. Has : the Appearance of -be-
ing slapped together in a hurry with
a minimum of thought and- -cash
given to dressing up the background
for the acts

STANLEY, PITT

.

: Pit^bMrgh, Fjebj; 2U ;

,

Cab Callou'rty Orch tl6) , Ax>is An-
drews, CopU/vnW--- Hrorwi, ..,Six. Cot-.
ton. Club Boys, .-.Anise aud Aland,

-

(
„.^ v ^„ „ v VMW ,

Cozy Cole, Chu Berry . . Max/Adkins . ihg day (20).
House Band: il(i>; 'High- Siejtira' -—

^

CWB'). : ,
:

-

and
.
the. 1 familiar

.
repertory of his

own songs,; which he . has been 'fear
taring ..on the ' 'Gay . Niriet.ies; radio
program. In • line '.witn. the' nostalgic,
ballads

;
he introduces 'Stars of Yes-

terday,' w;ho do a^ series of special-
ties.; Group; includes Edith Helena,
cplbratura;

.
Harry Klein ..and James

Quirinj who: tap separately ; Marshall
Rogers; •-drinking tumbler virtuoso:
and .Davis

:
Wallace, banjo.

- Given a moi'e intimate setting than
the broad reaches of the Roxy stage
Capella arid Beatrice, from the Rain-,
bow Rbprii,. would merit - more eri-
thusiastic

v
aii(lierice'

.
resp6nse ...than 1

their distinctive . ballroom routines
arouse. They are splendid per-
formers, offering some dizzy, twirl-,
ing.. The Three Swifts get. chuckles
with. :their>. standard Jndiah • clubs
nonsense.

. On the pictorial side the
Gae Foster girls are. very attrctive. as
bjdfa'shibried girls. .TJfte

' finale is a
bicycling ensemble of moderate . in-
terest...

: ,: "'v.'./: '

.

;
' House .'orchestra Avas a. 'bit' ragged

bri the.cues at the -second
.
sho\v open-

Xiiri.

corners arid red -nose; Other brother
is sartorially resplendent in white
suit arid

. brbwp powder. <Thev tell
jokes, -then are/interrupted'-by the —
girl whp sings:

.. Use-. prop gags on , .?
utroifi}ded---with lookers. Aftfeiv-sav

Originating In -Hollywood, . this
fttm.me show-. with Lou,Holtz rn.c.irig
is only a fair unit... Although it has
several picture names,; it... is more
likely that the- filrii is the ;real /draw,
even though. 'Philadelphia.'Story* re-
-cently. completed showing at " the
.nearby Music Hall .for -six' "weeks;,
ysually the edge is off When a pic-

;

ture is slotted -into the Stare after
'

fhf°**~\ Sy* rMn;V Last
-

stage: s'hbw' .on

-in-ois ^ iay ,F"Hrsday) ,slarteclH't
'10,25,and ran 50- minutes, having been
cut because of, the.., film's length.

'

House was packed. . , . :

.

Hbltz is .somevvhat subdued, beina

stage: -such; aji two durrimies, brie of
them alive; descent into iriiagiriary.
basement. ..for- b.e'ers; slap 'ori head
With tray.: and wet towel .for vbcal
efforts. Finish with unison dance by
the. boys while the girl sings. It's
educational, for ..'the* youngsters in
case, they're interested in theatrical
history;: :• .:

; ,:

'-^$ll-.J3uh°s;.'5d! -mib^fe£'.with biz fair
at: third, show -bperiirig day • Friday
(21).

.
:

'
. : Ktlev,.

EARLE, WASH.
.' rWashihgton; Feb. 22.

Naitto Troupe, .Hoo Shee; Borrah
Mirievitch Harmonicti Rascals, 16

1 Gae .Foster Girls; -'Sirawberry
Blonde'- (WB). .' ..

;

" WB deluXCr
; hasn't gone in for

colored shows for : a couple of. years,,

and .
management couldn't . have

picked a 'better one lb get .them
started again, : Cab • Calloway's

snappy 'Unit is typically Cotton Club,

and. a typical Cotton Club revue is a

bargain , in any . filrri house; For / a

HIPP, BALTO
. Baltimore,- Feb. . 22.

.

Gene. Shelddn with: Loretta Fisher,
Six Honeys, -Deniiis Sisters (3)v Weis-
son. Bros,: (.2) ;

..
-, Lym,: Royce .and

Vanya, Phii. Lnwipfcin, ,Hoi«c Orch
(12);- 'Mr. and Mrs\ Smith' (RKO).

. Standard stuff here this . week.
.. . > . it- p. i - i. • ••

;
Sniobthrplaying layout knits together

^hanle,. too, the. Stanley, has. .given, rathfer well, -making for a fast-mpV-
spme good. Vaude a boxoffice picture
C'High Sierra*) to boot and the turn*'
stiles testify quickly to the

:
sOurid-

ness of such a policy." ' Easily the
biggest opening house/has had since
Mickey Rooney's in person date last
September, with the downstairs and
balcony -full up at getaway and a
sizeable . 'line, waiting to break
through;-:

:

:
:

.v .

Calloway himself still packs a
wallop With his imitation bf a whirl-
ing dervishvhas'. a hand that sells his.

hi-de-ho stuff to a fare-thee-well.
and grows, in stature as- a showman
with the passing years. He's defi-
nitely a .

singular personality' and
could probably take a gang of sec-
ond-rate street musicians and sell
'em long. So happens, however, that
he has one of the sweetest gang of
looters and thumpers in the busiriess

and they make with the Jungular
jazz like a pack of wolves. Setup is

six brass, five reeds, drums, guitar,

piano and bass, and the music booms
through the house and comes out in

the toes and the hips; , First per-
formance mob had the upstairs, rock-
ing with their physical enthusiasm,

Band gets away fast; after few
bars' of inevitable: 'Minnie the

jng if; rather brief doings,

.

Six Honeys, open with some.' tap-
pery -followed by good tUmblirig and

.'a novel twist . of the three femme.
metnbei's shoulder - catching, tlie"

males for: good flash and strong get-
away. .

'

Dennis Sisters, trio of nice-lobkirig
vocalists, hold down the deuce with
'Ferryboat Serenade,' 'Maybe' and
'Argentine Way.' Keep iriatters on
move and set: a spot for the Wesson
Bros;, who follow; .Two lads essay
series of .impressions with: oiie doing
the talking -which is synchronized to
the .mugging . arid gestures of the
other. Bergen-McCarthy bit is okay
for. plenty of .laughs and- ejicote of
F.D;R; and the First Lady, in. sortie
inane talk : and a . spot of Jitterbug
hbofery>is. quite funny, if question-
able as tb taste. Drew rousing, re-
spbrise ' \vhen caught and a series of
well-earried bends. ;

Gene Sheldon follows with dead-
pan.comedy and banjo stuff. Funny
panto and smartly wbrked-in sockp
instrumental session highlight the
layout all around. He has okay as-
sistance from Loretta Fisher, who
helps build the laughs. Sheldon has
been here several times before, but
stubholders went.for him iri big way,

Moocher,' with a Calloway- standby, i regardless.

'St. James .Infirmary Blues;' ; hi-de- 1 Comedyladen setup -takes . on addi-
hoed vocally by the Cab, and makes; tional. laughs with closing stint of

way for good-looking mixed team I Lynri, ' Royce- .''arid Variya, two meri

of Anise arid Aland, who pack a i and a girl. In burlesque ballroom
hoofing wallop. Kids do everything stuff.

and do }t well, arid: wrap up the im
pression of a skyrocket in. their few
minutes. Their finish to the 'Beer

Barrel Polka' is a honey, 'but no
more so particularly than the rest of

their stuff, Orch follows' with siz-

zling arrangement pf 'Some, of These
Days' and 6 Cotton Club . Boys,

Biz okay:. Burm.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

''' fndinTiapplis,- .Fie ft. 21.
" John. ttirbtf Orth, Maxine. Sullivan,

.
Hickey Brest and Alice,'- Lester

pressed nattily in. military uniforms,
[ Oma^.. Six. .Tiptop. Girls,- Eva Fields;

' " . ^-j
<Road Sh6iii, WA).

:' P?iiradclphia; .Feb, 21.
^

- Rayjtohle/Orch (15) with Larry,
v Stexcart. Lynn, lice and Lou, George

.
.
Tapps; Joe and Jarie McKenna, Kitty
Carlisle; 'Play Girl' ^ (RKO),;V i

i nlRay Noble's Initial appearance
• -JrijPhilly tbis.-weefc: and from early

:
•-. tridieation^ it. looks like: a winner,,
•

.

The :band!:is different from [the ruri-

:
oi-the-mlne v swing : outfits, exuding
p enty .-. of ppjjsh and class In: its.
Playing and, deportrnent on stage. At

:,fltst glance, it. looks like'the Rainbow
.

Room touch would be \ob rniich for
the regular vaude customers and jive
addicts,, but Nbble's: crew knows jUst

•
. when to. let down the; bars- arid get
down to fiiridameint'als.
.-Larry Stewart, baritone vocalist, is

.-a-.loea^.^bei-'deveIo.ped'-'q'ujte-'°<i fol-
lowing .when he worked on ; radib sta-:

.
Uons around town, arid ^e got quite a
pometown rece; tion during, his stinf .

with the band. -His baritoning of
pown- Argentine. Way.' 'Nightingale
pang in Berkeley Square' and 'Be- -'

gmne garnered plenty of applause.
Show ran 7^ n, initios, when caught

.. Friday night (21); nearly 20 lpngnr
]

fnan. the -usiial EaH.e: offering, but

'

give out with some, hot ensemble and
challenge tapping for; . another high
spot. Preceding: Avis' Andrews. Calr Jbhn Kifby arid

: his five musical
loway . heats up the

:
house- with assistants moviS frorti' the Coturnbia

'Jiimpin: Jive.' with Andrews gal
!. network to the stage of the Lyric

conkjrig .'Yours Is. My, Heart; Alone' I theatre-Ibis week. to show, the natives
and 'Niglit and Day'.: right -.on-' the that jive ability .doesn't, depend ;

.
upon

• button:: She's ;a high-i.class canary, the ppptilaiion bf the. bandstand,
but doesri-'-t fit the Gallpway pattern,: ..Kirby '.finger's the bas,jj: with the rest

watch was best reflected :by. the rest-
( pf the corribp adding up to' piano,

" one: and

. . , wortanVfashTon^^ Inter- Wf? -Jitterbygs iiiddiinly ,rjn ^riTrn
.swing

j,,ude of pi. in^. dress
.. . .. . .. M

w"'-"' '° -of;"""
A

' *" '* ' '"""
' •

u" ,, ~" "

strictly, miSr Desett,*;
:
featuring ..some educated-:

service.
"

-

'
Minevitch's: ha'rrrionica : gang gets-

the top billing in this one,- but Hoo
Shee

; provides ; the noVel touch fOr
the publicity 'arid , the. show, is worked
up with a Chinese rriotif throughout.
Total is srtiobth', ..varied arid sends
.'em .away, riot exactly bowled over
but Well satisfied; about vaudeville
as a continuing institution.

Eileen Rittcr, the line's solo vocal-
: ist, works into the overture, firiishing"
with 'Chinatown,' . .surig before
traveler a la guide steering flock, of
tourists. Ten Jiriegals work out ori

second, ohorus,. we&ririg . assorted
sport dresses, for "sight-seeing stuff.
Curtains part, gals fall to stations
and. four; more girls In 'showgirl
mandarin

.
garb introduce

:

Naitto
Troupe, working on tightwire, strung
across stage in front of Chinatown
set. pit.' band, in side alcove,
Women do

. all the '

perforrri ing,
working iri brief acrobatic costumes,
although a man is in evidence as sort
of prop' boy. .Highlights of act in-
clude two. galsihheadrto-head walk-
ing up steps; walking across wire
With gal standing ori another's shoul-
ders, solo forward sbrriersa.ult. solo
backWard : somersault, and splits on.
Wire. . W.oirten . spend a lot

.
of. tiriie.

getting get. for stunts, more than is

Justified as. showmanship, arid seem
none too certain about themselves;
hut wheri. they make it, they register,

solidly.-

Four linegais 'with parasols do
trick quartet intro of Hoo SMee.
Chinese gal slips but in long blue
silk kimono for medley, swung but
decorated with' Chinese twang; Doff-
ing kimono she carries on in White
crepe evening . gown via a- hot
rhumba medley In English and fin-

ishes -with .'I Arii an American,' also

dorie hot. Gal is good enough to get

by both vlsually.arid vocally and the

Oriental twist-makes her surefire.

Line hoofs on- for fast formation
taps biz to 'China Boy,' Hoo Shee
dancing back and disappearing. Gals
are interrupted by offstage shooting,

shouting and flash of Chinese chef
chasing kid with rrieatcieaver. Line
flees and Harconica Rascals dash out
as Chinatown ragamuffins. Act, fea-

turing the stumpy little guy :with

sock ,don't-pick-ori-me horseplay,

wows 'em' as- usual." Big number. In-

tricate, arrarigement of 'Pique Dame/
is done fairly, straight and gets, top

hand; Show finishes with all hands
on, deck. Hoo Shee doing a reprise, of

'Chinatown' arid making the thank-
ybn speech.. '-.'',"

': 'j_ .

• Biz good at show caught. Craitf.

EMBASSY^N V.
'

'

;

'..
:' (NEWSREfeLS) .

War arid its -many xahiifl'catl°PS

..irig that;becau$e it cosW aviot 'of.com •

to go. to the Coast, he' brought a bit
.of Hollywood., to 'Broad Wav, theS 9 ,eets ^rtgled;^ op .theri woos'»•

4

'a»6h>f - w;ith : jive - shatter,
Holtz then sounds >6h: wi.th a Lapidiu

~

yarn that sounds, like. a dlciincd-iip

hSt^hJ
1? has the- inevitable cane;

ir% * ?
119 mor

?
k.^ bM?ihess this :

D
inc

nt D5 Rl0
'.Th0 *ivcs w"h the

nips. Is. the most amusing of the girls
affording Hpltz the

:

:

oplx.ttunity ofCf^ fuW Latin-American

remlrlc
mterPEe i

n
?Uhe ArW<ine's-.

remarks. Senorjta Del Ri0 .
•

, anUmated, and they. liked her. ; .

'

"

l &JP *h« -.lobby -she: is.-showh ina bathing suit.,which is sbfnefhihg bf ;

a come-on; what with Her beauteous ':

wit"?.'S

U
l^-

<h^ ^^she ^

4irt ' w2 u
1

-

yo ""V^MS trousers
h .-' L i^

11
.

16 most; of Miss -Judge's
'

contribution is dialog with Hoi tz she:srmks. herself into, a 'good hand"'
V*°ia Lanfr.CQne of. the inain .blondes"

Ar
th<

!
:«".' . Allows- and! it seenis

^Cre
\
s t0O!l2Uch talk ,at this turn 61he

„
?C

A-
'A flirtation bit With Holtz

is. given in reverse,, but Miss Lane«°*?
f
™W .

the 'Ha^erS^Kerri- :•

h^La5l: T,m
-
e 1 Saw ^'is.' 'She

A cnJfir r throaty, pleasant voice!
'

A,' special yerse Js interpolated intothe; number. Miss Larie is quite abeaut, even if some don't like hat

"

£ad
y d° ihai h^es' h^.fo?^ :,

i:.^
eridy;-Barrie,

: who is given ton

h^
m
f'n

S
5
ext *ilin* Holtz: call ngher a -Bridgeport blonde. He cets -

.some, fun out of llstenirig toiler 1*11

'

a LS"s story,, with liaiect Foran opener Ruth Day taP : darices ef-

yH%t^S
a
h,n
i ^ith

:Sawaiian stuff.
uifPjtz has dug up his prop guitar
bit. for the finale and for good mcas-

l»r hll
M,s? <Lane

-
ako- toting- simi-lar breakaway, instruments. Each

bS -SiM of '°. Sole,M^ a - riSber that the comic had in mothballsfor years.
. He has been furinier. K

»K
ea

i
S t0 let the girls do it.

'

And they do the best they can;
'

*. .'-.
.

. .
'

.; ibee.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

j£t tJ}
Wt

i
h ?erTy toward and

i w
'T
$&?'J'oruse Shannon, Dave

rf
Ca
T,/°f ,

S
I
haplro

/
BillV Morbsco.

\

SKbn?" '
e ^'^e^reeh ani

'

'Funzafire,' Benny Meroff's hybrid
combination of burlesque, vaudeville
and musical comedy, which is very •

.similar to 'Hellzapoppin,'. js the sort
or corn that :vaude house audiences
generally lap up eagerly and un'i
qucstioningly. It's Meroff's first an-
pearance with, this unit in the NewYork tern tory and- healthy reception ;.

at this Brandt' house augurs well for
the balance of route, for wh eh' he is
leportedly booked solid until June
Meroff has an. agreeable stag*

presence andlan aptitude for carry-
ing n/T everi. slightly- blue, gags' wflh
pleasant -urbanity. He's completely
at ease on. thevstage. handles a whoie
platoon of screwball comics with re-
markable facility., arid, Works with-
f te'Ito? and ;bari.d at the ;sarrie time;
Jfhow is wild and- completely riiilty,
but effective as a laugh -petter; Opens
W;lh a fat. lady. In a red drbss;-' carry's "

»ng a large box. trying to find: a seat.

drews on. thern.

mating; reed work by the. clarinetist; Re-.j There are no less than 27 but of

. Jive outfit . Of. -:five . pieces steps ; hearsing: for a .NcrvoUs Breakdown I

50-odd. .'clips which tiirm attention: to

down- frofn'-st arid and picks things up'Lgivcs the ^lrummer- a spot on the i tne war ^n brie^forrii .or :arioth'cr, frbm
again wUh'l'Runn -

Cole on th
" "'

' -
-

rid, pace .

'Paradidi"
reserved

bomber's being pre-

v/heh Meroff . tells . her ..^hojwr isn't

'

ov€'r;y.et'sh.e-h.bllers
(
-Th^\-e'toleaVB,-.'

thev're.Hhe" bo^s:'loJC^lhe"j«FwLtfi Wearing .tuxedos, -they stand; before. f Under-Me/' whkh--':debutedvre'cenll.v B%v(>" ™ iw'19 '

their corriedv lecrriaiiia. v lt's an 'act - a - standard drop
.

-for', their stint, I at ; -.the-', nearby: • ^trarid: ' an* •
• -Whajt ..-"^"{

grooved .to. the Callowav style^ahd a j working in three. , .'which harTdi.caps
,

..<.nern j; to be a refurbished, travdog. ;

"«nz>

aisle.
: and .-.a' guy . selling balloons

amiably, peddles his . wates in', a,
Tftuqbus voice.;-'

Everything, goes; While- .the :band :

:)s':p1aying a 'girl:Is •murdered' ln .the
box and a durrifriy sent flving to' the

"

.slfgo.'. Lady: starts to leave, the' thca- •

: tre- in the middle pf a riumber and
'

.Do.:vo,u..rriirid?'
.

mzafire' >is 'rowdy, '

- ,c;brny> .

ied .'. and, ;.coriiplctely -. without-
irhymc or reason, .but ;lho custfimcrs

again, garbed ... . .. . . . u , , .. .

shappv coriga that pushes the tem+ cartwheels and usual muscle,

-perature = into/ the : hJ?Her Brackets. • Six. femmes
.
stick- mostly to-.

A corking' curtain that- writes a re' ' haslum accomplishrnents v
iuctant llni.s' as far . as the . cnKh cus- ;ari,v: breath-taking . tricks . .in

tombi-s-a'reVconccmed an>^vajv-at>r.oss.-':'routims. ..
. ,

a corkirT-' vIt. " :'. Cohen. }- : Eva PiirlH* ]x.n}xr?nt ''winner.
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THIS WEEK (Feb. 21)

.. NEXT WEEK (Feb. 28)

Nurrisrals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

ehow, whether full or. split week

NEW YORK CITY
State an

Prltchard ft I^oTfd

Blbyl Bowan .'•'-

Calgary Bros'
George GJvot
Bill BaidolQrc

roi.iTM.nfs -

nroad (2H)
Sammy Kaye Ore
Konchalants .

.

Statler'i .

Chris*' Gross , ,

'

: washing '.

'; Cupitoi .(»«);•;

Rhythm Rocket*.
Jay C: Fllpueh .

Bob Neller
Btl|y Branch.
Q & B ..'Malson'

:

MarJ flalnsvi'orlU .

Paramount

Foley ft Whit* :

Casanova Dano
(On*, to nil)

PROVIDENCE
-, Metropolitan

. (9»r2)
Henry Arrnette -

Bob Chester Ore
J .ft J McKenna-
3 .Wiles-

'

Dorn Bros & M :.

-.WORCESTER
'•'.Plymouth''

(S4-30) •:

Marcus. Show

Cabaret BOIs

KEW YORK CITY

NKW YORK CITY
Parumount (26)

Tony Pastor Ore-
Ben Blue
Ella Logan
Toy & Wing.

BUFFALO -

Hippodrome (28) .-

Streets' i>f Paris "'

Chicago
Chicago (28)

Carroll' Vanities •

State Lake (38)
Ray & Trent-
Lew -Parker Co

; MIAM1-
. Olympla (27-3)

West ft Paige. '.

Clnda Glenn
Anita Louie* .

Gauch'os '
.

-MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheom (!*8) :

International : Rev

BOSTON.
Keith <S7-2>

• Greys
Bobby P[ncus Co
Smoothies •

Henny Youngnian •

.

Los Rnnchero.-J
CINCINNATI. .

Shobert (28) .

Glenn Miller Ore
' (21) •

-Allen * Kent.
Jack Fulton
Fred Sanbnrne

.

Blackstone

CLEVELAND 1

Pulae* (28) :

Ray Noble . Ore
Fred Sanborne
Frank.'.Pa.H*.
Marie Hollis

-.'-'' (21) .

'

Glenn Miller Ore';.-.
3' Arnolds
Paul Regan

•COLCMBt'S
Palace (31) '.

"

Folles. Bergere '

DAYTON .

. Colonial Ci8>
Screwballs of '41 -

':''
(.21) • .-

4 Co-Eds
Lya Iiys

. .

.

'

'

Frank Paris
Lorraine ft'. RngnHn
Nick Lucas

"

Lew .Pari p-. ('o
: SYRACl'SK.
Strand (28) ,

Marcus Roy
..(21i

Streets of Paris

NEW YORK CITY
ttlriind (28)

Raymond Scott. Ore
Paul Remos Co •

DeVal-Merle & Lee..

PHILADELPHIA
Knrle (28)

LOU Holtz
•Wendy Ttarrle
Arllne Judge
Lola Lane
Ruth Day
J:ick Sidney'
Diana D-l lllo

(21)
Ray No'ile Ore
George Tapps
J & J MoKenna
Kitty Carlisle

: PITTSBURGH
Stanley (2K)

Folles Bei-gere' .
•

V- ' (21V ..

Cab Calloway Ore.
6' Cotton Club Boys
Avis Andrews .

Cook & Brown
Anise .& .Aland
WASHINGTON

Earle (2H>
Gae

.
Foster .0 Is.

Adreana it .Charley
Cass Dalev .

Harris, Claire ft K
• (21>.

Mtnnevltch Co
Hon Sheie' . .

Naltto Tr.
'

Gab: Foster Gls

'

Independent

KKW YORK CITY
Music Hall (27)

Robert Shan ley
T ft B' Wonder
3 Pitchmen '

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet •

Eruo R:ipee Xymph.
Boxy <!?)

Joe Jiuwurd'
. 3 Swifts
-s Capclla & Beatrice
\ Paul Ash Ore
kj ' Aubl'o <*8).

m . Troplcana

"

rX Slater Tharpe
'

Conway ft Porks
Calypso' Singers "

3 Bye Sis •

Academy of Music.
(28 only;

Bob Howard'
Patricia Lane
Mae AVynn 'A .

Raynor l.c-lii-' Co

.

Ja<;lt llolsf Cr
ParU PJ"«n.

(2«-.7)
Bob Howard
Patricia'. l ane •

Mae Wynii 4-

Rnynor T.ehi- Co
Jack ilolot fo

KhTenk (1-3)
;

Bob Howard..
Palrifla Lane
Mae Wypn 4

Raynor »I.bhr Co
Jack Hoist Co

Windsor (27)
Funjfaflre

BALTIMORE
Illlipodropie (27)

• Honeys .

Wossbn.'Brosr
Gene Bhcldon . .

Lynn: Royee & *V

Royal (1)
Don- Redman Ore
Otto Kason
Blllle Halllday
Moke & Poke.
Msnry Arnlfltrnng

State (3-B)
D. i D. Workman

. Foley & White
Casanova Rnnc

BROOKLYN
Flatbusli (27)

James P^rtAn •

Tommy Reynolds O
Yvette.
June Lorraine
Gcraldlne .loe

CAMUBN
Towers. (::»r2)

Virginia Austin.
Gregory & Raymond
Nick I.ucas
Ross & Bennett
.7 Fredysonn..
Stiibbv Kav

HLIKAItKTH
Liberty <"J7-2)

Stanley Whiln
il nyrons 1

'

Kllleen EiUv»ii-ds
.3 D'Kspys
(One to nil) •

. VTtKKPOltT
Freenort; (•'7-1)

Kirk- &.< Lawrence.

.

Nelsons.' ."
.

Ifnrry jlnvtr- •

(Two to til))"
i

;
II.VRTI OKO.
State (211-2)

Bobby -.Byrne Ore
Jtrown &- Ames
Jones & :He<-4i>y
Evelyn Fa'rncy.
Pqwei's -Models

'

NEWAKK
. AdninH («».*):

Tommy. Tucker-Ore:
Kenny Baker--'
3 Sailors .

Stapletons :

PATKRSON ..'":.'

Majestic 058^3)
White' Way Rev

:

PHITiADKLPIIJA
.-. .Fay's (27)

'

;

Shayne & Arinstroiig
J & S( Mulcny;
Roxnnne .

Paula Llnd.
Harry' Resn.
Sh-ltt, 4 Kay' ;
John Lc-nprgnn CIs

Carman. (2H)
Eddie White. ' - .

Llme' :

3.
'

(Two to.flll)

PITMAN
Broadway (t only)
D A P.'.Wor'.rman

'

-Armando's
(Seo Morris Oro
Pedrlto Or,c
Ann Grahain:- ' . ...

Beachcomber
Michael : Lorlng Ore
Chavez Ore
Elsa Valladarei
Carmen Amaya.

nil! B«rtnlot<l's

Don Si ivlo, Orb
Aitgelti Cre.
Barbara 'La' Marr '.

Lynn & Marianne
Elvira Carlos '

I.oretta Lane •':

Joan Benolt; ... -

1

; . IIIH's Goy B0>
Charles Strickland
Lull! Bates

'

Fred': Bishop .

Spike Harrison -'

.

Harold W IHard
Harry Donnelly- -

Ber,nli:'Orauer . ...

' Cafe- Bruno- /:.'.

Chick Raines Ore
Gyitla .Gray •

".'

Anne . Forrest
Tlireesome

Cafe. Continental,

Vasclia Datsko
.

N'ordstrom Sis
Alix Makolka
Patricia Wlnr
Hadp Hurd V
Irene Stanley '..

'

Cafe' Pierre

Gerry Morton . Ore.
Lee .Wiley

:Cufe Society
(Mldtowa)

Teddy Wilson Oro
Eddie South Ore
Hazel Scott
Ammbns tic. Johnson
Kenneth Spencer

Cafe Hocle'ty
(Village)

Henry Allen Ore
Meade- Lux Lewis
Art' TatUrri .' :

•

.Willie Bryant...
Sammy P.iersoh
Mae Dlgges

.

Chateau Modern*'
Maurice Shaw.. Ore
(tabriel

'

Ruth Richmond
Dlclt Wade
Sam Gianni

, Clnb IS

G Andrews Ore
Peter. Brent Oro
Hazel McNulty.
Jackie GleaaOh-
Alaxlne Loom Is

,

Lllyan Dell
'

Pal - Harrington
Frankle .

Hyers
Jerry Blanchard
Terry; Lasky
Janet Llnd

Club aaucho .

.'

Don Miguel Ore' •

Cnrrlto & Coral
Marlta .

Fohtana
Cltib Walklkl

TIaroUl Aloma Ore'.
Lotus Aim

Copacabu'na

Nat Brandwynne Or
Juanlla Juarez

'

Frank Marti Ore
l''einando Alvarez
l'attl Pickens .

Harrison & Fisher
Saniba Sirens

Cubnn.CnsIno
nunsueln - Mpreno
Hon Casanova •

.

'

T)imns & Helen
KIT I 'Dqrre

IHnmond HnrseslKM

Noble. Sl&sle Ore ,

Dlanche- P.lng . .

.(Jjlda Cra'j '
.

Uddle : Leonard-:
Julian Tilt-lug*'"'.

Ilarland
,
Dljcn'h

.

I'rof ' Lambertl,
Win I Shaw.-- .
ITorlfln Siitirr. "". '.

Dave Mallen:
Herman Hyde - .

Snlly P.urrel) '
{

.

- '. Ctitco '.;

T)on' AlbeVto' Ore
.

'...

Martinez .ft" A p tirti 1 1 :i

I.ollti . Gomes' •
.

Pi'V* Hur.iadp!
La Gltanllla .

Maria Lopez
Los Aztecas'

. Famous Door
Joe. Marsala Ore -

Adele Giro rd '.V,

Bee Kajmus '

.

Frances Carroll
Marlon Edd'y '.'

Dorothy Ross \

Ony White Wn>
Shep. Fields Ore
Joan Edwards

'

Harris; &' Shore .

Bob- Shea
CaroT King.
Gernldlne & Joe
Gloria . Blake
Sfarion Miller
Jprge Negrete
Jusnlta Rios •

Mlml . Kellerman ,

'

Coley Worth ;
,'-

Marcla Ray'. .

Ann- Pennington'
Betty -'Jane'.. Smith ,

Gr'nwl'li Village Inn

Anthony. Trlnl Ore
Alleen Cook
Denlse

Johnny Howard'
Claire' Sc Arena;

Hotel St. Reaia
i Hal Sounder* Oro
Utis. Martel Oro

. Dorothy Lewis.
Iteasley Twins
Hazel Franklin

l

'
: '.Hotel Tnft

: Frankle Masters Or
'

Hotel Wiilrtorf-
..' Astoria

Boom
Lelghton. Noble Ore
Mlacha. Borr Ore :

:

Adelaide Moffett -

Paul Gerrlta.

-Hurricane

Vincent. Lopez Ore

.

Anne Barrett :

.S.o'nny.-.skyler .

•Marty -May "''

Winnie Hoveler Gls

'Iceland Restanrant

Ted. Eddy O^c-
Manuel t)van«lo Ore
Jack Jill v '

-

Diiffy Slmone
.

;

.

Nola Day '•'...:

Bbbby; Ah'eara- .'

Kelly's Stable
'

Lester -Young" Oro'
Slim *. Slam
n|l|y Holiday .

'"

Hilly Daniels ';'.'

Norlne . Tate '.

. La '.Conga '.'.'•'

Jabk -Hari-I.s Ore':
Norb Morales .Oro'
Allele Norella

'"

Monte Carla;
Ted Straeter Orb
Ethel Waters

.' Old-' Bouhuuilan

Joe La Porte Orb..
Ethel .Bennett .

'

'

Sadie PanitS
-'

Jenla Fobedlnla.
-"

JTUddy -Walker
Chlciiilta Venezla
Ell Splvack
- Place Elegante
Erticst Frahz' Ore.
Bcrnlce. Manning -.'

Bill .Farrell
JOa Itavoizo -

Vincent - de' Costa
Ar> Tubertlni..
Tlnp' Donclll. ."

Kalnbow drill

Barry • Wlntbn -.Ore
Julian Marjorl -

Jcap Murray .'

' Rnlpbow Room
Ben Cutter' Oro . . .

Virginia Hays
M'aggl'.MvNctlle :

Ilsa A Vllan
Janies iCp'pv. HI '

:

'-

. Ruban Bfca >

;

Hope Emerjion
Ver'a..Ssnoff ,'

1

Delta! Boys. ..- •

Casper .Reardpn

Russian Krelclima
N i colas ' Ma it hey Or
Peter Nemlion". Ore
Olga Tv«)i:6va '•

Nastla pollakova '

Morttala' Sava: •

Adla KuznetznfT
'

Senia Karavaeff

.

Marlon Holmes
Collett* & Barre
Lew Hoffman:
Hadley Gls

.
niaekbaw*

Ted Flo Rlto Ore
Earle Leslie
Orandfat'r'a Fillies

Blaokstone Hotel
(ilallnese Um.>

Jay i Col* Oro ':

-
' lircvoort .

Hotel
'

'

(Crystal Roam):.

Mae' King
3 Nlbllcs
Bob Ullllnga

Broiidnipnt
'

Rarl Wayne \ -.\

Marie .Young'
Shirley Luckr
Connie. Oster .

Pat. Snyder •'• ;
Doris Clayton.. •

Herb. -Rudolphs- Or*

ichea >"are*

Lou Breese Oro
.

Jane Frolimah
Riife. .Davis- ....

Fou.r Frank* .

'

Juvelya
Evans- pis'

.

: Club Alabam
'

Charlotte. -Van Dae
Mnrion Moore
Harrlet'-Norrl* .-'.:-

Allen Coe.
Bernle tAdler r:
Betty Hill .'.

Inez - Ga.h'ibol' .
:

-

Eff.le Buftoh- ;
.-..'-•. •

Paullette I ,n Pierre
Dave l"-nell Ore

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
•

.

: VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
'

EDWARD SHERMAN
1619 BROADWAY NEW YORK COL 5-0930

Eleanor Knight
Bernlce. Manning' '-'

Dorlta
'

Grace Patterson .

.

Frank- Mccormick '-

H«T*aa-Mudiid
Frollan Maya' .Ore
Jlianlto SaPabrla.Oi
Arturo Co.rtez

:

Peplta & Lu.cla.
Carlos Valades '

Manor, & Mlgnoii
Roslta Ortega-

Hickory House
Babe. Russln pre
Hotel Algonquin "

Bela Blzony
Renato -

Linda- r<ee
Baldwin Bergerson
Oscar Andree
Doodles Wea\'er .

Hotel Astor
Dick Kuhii -Ore
Sands Williams Or

Hotel ' Belmont
Plaza

;

Arthur
. Ravel On

Joe Pafumy Ore
Mlshet Gorner O]
Gwcn Gary
Lucille Johnsb:
Moro & C)tl (a,

Marcla Nell
Belmont Bi

Hotel

Horace Heldt . Ore
Hotel liossert '

(Brooklyn) . . .

Eddie Une Ore
Hotel ftrevoort

Paula Lawrence
Tana
Paco Sierra
Sam Ray
Julius Monk
Norbert Facnnl

Hotel '. isob

Mat ' llallett. Ore
Madeline .Gray

Hotel Essex Hoose
Paul Baron Ore

Hotel Lexington .

Lanl Mrlntlre Ore
Aggie Auld '-

Napua-
MomlKal
Maleo Shaw

' Hotel Lincoln
Tony Pastor Ore
Llncolnalrs

.
Hotel McAlptn

Ishain Jones Ore. -

.

Shirley Lloyd > .

Hotel
. Nen; Yorker

Woody Herman' Ore
Muriel . Lane
Ice pallet
Krna Andersen '.

A dele Inge-.
Ronnie Rdberts
Jerry Farley

'

Mark .Plant .

'

;

Bob i. B, \Vade :
;

Hotel I'urk (Vntnii
.(Cocoa'hut (iniiej .-

Buddy Clarke . Ore
'

Jack-Wdldrpn
Elenote Wood
Hlbbert. Byrd.Co
Winton & Diane

'

'Bunny- Howard-.-.

.

(linger Dulo . V :

Sylyia Barry
llptel IVnosylvtinl.'.

.Tlmnxy Dorsey Ore '

Hel.en O/C.bnh'ell

'

Bob-EberleV . >
•
: Hotel I'loca

Dick Oasparre Orr :

(Jhlquito Ore .'
. .

»aye,& Nnldl ,-

Jane Wlnion
Hotel Roioserelt ;

O.Uy l.ombardo Ore
.Hotel Savoy- I'la^i;

Hob Grant. brie .

John Bu'cltma'ster

.' Hotel Slielton "-

J.o h n n y Johnsop Oi

Hotel St. George
(Brooklyn)

Dave XJ&rtlh.Orc-'
Dee Wllllanis
Yank porter-

. Hotel St. Moriti

Eddie Varzos, Ore
Vivian- main*'

Daelta •
.

'
.-

Town &'' Khbtt'
Cbnchltu & 'Worth

.

Ter'eslta 4 Serrano

La Martinique

Roy. Fox Ore
Kay Klmber
Herbert Curb
Ds-nh'y Ksi
Enrlca -

Michel Ukhon
Mlshl Uzdanoff
Arlslak Aiafelov*
- Sawdust Trail :

Julia C-erlly -r

Sunny Sharon .''

Vallon

'jr's Root

ryant
Mii>elioff

ork Club
Kendla Oro

Versalllra

olas D'Amlco O
hi to Ore
a
January

Anselo & Porter
n Scarne

-Vllliige.BarB

ter Kara Oro
'une Ilontley -

!'as3 Franklin
'Pappy Below
Sons of Purple Sage
T-aura Kellogg
Struarf & Lea
ZeU Carver Co

Wl'lrllng top
3 Tops

''

Olnger Wayne

LOS ANGELES
Blltmore Hon I

Jimmy Castle
Dorothy Brandon
Maxellbs
H-acl;ei-a

.

Everett West.
2 Dee's
Chester Dolphin
Chuck Fosiei Ore

Cafe La ^Maze
Adele. Rowland
Jimmy O'Brien
Dyana Gayle .

Victor Vincent Ore
. Caaa Manana' '

Ivy Anderson
'

Mitchell.- Sin
Herble Jcffenes.
Duke Ellington Ore.

• Cocoanut Vrove
Billy Hayes
Bud Hughes & Pals
Freddie Martin Ore

Earl Carroll

Jimmy Durante
Busier Shaver
Olive & (ieqige
6 'Lieliona.i-M '

'. ... .

..liei-yl Wullace
Mary Pelprbeck
Hei'«n,:0'lla'ra
Barbiira ()'Drew
Reyes' Ith umbu Bd
St Cla(r *. i)rti;

.Hhumiia Ore .

Slate' Brob
'

BUI Brady
.

Miinny Sirs hd' Ore
Florentine nardcu'
NTC 7tii Hilltioa
Fred Scott
•Ararlop \Vii!<in»
Sugar Geise -"'

Rio Mrbs: .'; -•

Charlie Fby's
'

'

• Ch.uriie Foy
Leonard Sues
Boll Evuiis. ...

:."

George Beete
Liii'id.l.s. Sis

'

Art- tlbrnlird Ore .'

Grace flu)CH .i^idge.
MowMl <'hasiv
Harry. &

i
l'. (.

,

arroll-
Mary Healy
Seville- Fleeyon ,

Margaret \VTiHlng :

.

Peler L.ltirt Hnv'.ei< O-
Grace .'Hayes

•'

Tony Romano i :.

Reiipccn.-. tta: ci
'

• IIoum> of Murphj •

Nnofni Wheat
neth Tteynolds .

Frankle Gallagher
firtrrtrtn Hlshop'
Katlierlne bch'aveh
T3ob' Murphy

.-'' 'If Cuts
Dorrtthy :Dandrlilg'e'
Dave. Forrester Ore

Lii -Conga
Paul. Xelghbors Ore
Leon 'Frank
Peppy & Peanuts
Stellita
Phillip Lopez-Ore'

.. . Macambo - Cafe -.

ITumbertos Bd
Phil OhmHn's Oro

Palladium
'

Glenn.' Gray' Ore ','

Paris Inn'

Kenny Henri son -

Dominic •

Marg'rlte Sc M'rtln.r
Ht-nry Monet
Helen Golden
Dav.ey Jamison
Dorothy Heller
Helen Harrison
5!a'.elts
Helen -,\iiller

Chuck
.; Henry Ore

Pirates |»en

Peglcg Happene*
Susan. Miller
Wplly Boa it-'

T.nvey Lane
Tlenj-y Crniit
Gaby I,a Fltte
Hlack Andy ' .-•

Tom, Garay
:N|ck Coch ra n Ore

tinmhoogie
Peter Ray

•

3 RocketH

'

Lois'. (ialliiWaV
'

I)pr(/i,ity /(larbo
Cee. Pee. .Johnson 6
Scheiiernzade: c.nle'

'.Yagel.ia BorpwsUI
Zii ml rii, .

.

Russian .Gyris.'i Ore'

Seven gens
Llll'a Klplkoha- *.

"'.liny- Kiilia
. .

Puananl ' Mathews
t;-lmrlle rtpeniil "'

,

.1 a lie. 'A vein r
n'oliby Mhlhewa-
.lohnje Ri:lght Ore.

Somerset'. Hons* .'

It.l.r'ry Rlnglnhii
Elliott' Carpenter

-

;

.

Lorraine Killot
Lou Sailee Ore

,
Hwanne

f - Dreamers.-' .'

Eddie.. HeaK .
'

:.- ,'Tbn»yv ' '.

The .Topsyettes-
HeveHy Revel
T'siil

.
l.ncke •

Garwood Van Ore .

. Wllslilre Rowi. '

;\> lascos '
•'

Phil Karris Oro.

Dorothy Dole
Eddie. Roth Orb'.

Club minuet
Helena Carol . . .

Rita Kay-:.
Alvlra Morton- . •

'

Ethel Brown
'

Fillmore Shei man
Art -Fischers Ore
Del -Esfes

V Colony 'Club

Sacasas Ore
Monqhlta Oro

Coloslmo*
Eddie White
Llyon Warjo
Hazel Man.lean Gls
Janice Davenport
JHck.Prliice
F Quartell Oro

Club Deilsa
'

'

Billy Mitchell
Cyclono Morgan
BMlie Eckstein
De Alexander
Chlnnii Hill
C //Itteruhgs
RhythmMJ'Illle
Charles fSbm

•'

Pa.rtello Gls
Red Sounders Ore

- ..Congress Hotel
(Glass' Hut Rm)

Johnny Bahgn Oro
(Pepcock. Rm)

Joe V»rn'

Edgewater Heacii
/ Hotel

(Beach. Walk)
Richard HIrober Ore
Dor Dorhen Gls .

Herb Foole
;

: Fmnke's Casino
Harriet Ehrllck
Rocky Ellsworth
Billle Webb
Ann Anderson
Dick Conrad. '

Bob Tlnsl'ey Ore
Grocmere ' Hotel .

.

(Glass House ltm>
Lew Story Ore

Marl* Uwler
Nord Richardson

HI Hat
Willi* Shore
Jerry Bergen.
Doris Bobbins '

Glnettc Calle :';

.Younger Gls .

'

Bddle Fens 'Ors.

Jvantie* -
:

Florence' .Schubert
Jerry Shelton Oro -

V. Hards ;

Helen ..Sumner . .
.

L'Alglon

Emli DeSaTvl Ore
Dorothy Johnson
Arseiib Slegel -.'..

Isobel de Marco. ...

Hotel La Sail* ;

(Blue Front Room)
Kings Jester*
Ruth Btllam/.

.. Liberty Inn

Karen Slophsny
Marlon CrawfpVd

."

June La Venn*..
Danllee
Jimmy O'Nell '

.

Sunny Lovett •

Earl Wiley Ore ,

MorrI<Min Hotel'
. (Boston- Oyster.

!. -.-'.llouse) -.

:

'

Manfred 'Ootthelf

.

t)vn ' Yorker". '..".

Dolly- Kiiy
Hoy Sedley.
(Mali*) & "Hudson :

U' Arbour ft Rene- -

Patsy Reed
Hoveler Gls .

Arne Bnrnett Ore
A) Milton Oro

Old neldrlberg

Ir'ma' Cobiior
Sally SharriUt
HeldfHiertr.OC.ieft*
Heidelberg. Ens :

Jbliy Fran/.l ..Ore

Fnin'ztii- Otc''

.

Palmer House
(JCmpIre .Room)-

Eddie Ducii In Oro
Uddy'Hownr
Hob 'Evans.

'

>Mi<urlce & Cordoba
l'erez Four
Abbott .Dancers '

Phil Dooley pre - .-.

'. 'Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Oene K'.rwln Oro
Jaros. Sis

- (Panther Room)
Gene Kriipa Ore
Bob Zurlie
Irene Daye
Chuck & Chuckle*
Callahan Sis
B.vton Gla
Carl Marx

Silver . Cloud
.

Ray. Martell
Pc^ijy Pdrkor-
Shlrlle Sherr
Vnl Mar. Bros
Ignore Chicagoans
Joe Gerken
Ralph Lynden Ore '.

Elinor Daniels
Haztl Znlus -

. 608 Club

Billy Carr
Margret Fuber Gls
Boots Burns
Irene Kbye .

Jerri V.-ince
'

Jackson A. Ncdra
Betty Shayne
Carrie Flnnell -

.

" •

niirbara McDonald
Rcnee Andrie.
Maxlne De Shoo
Virginia Jones

.

Millie .Wayne'
Cecil Von Dell
Margo .

Jo Ann Carroll
Sol Lake Oro.
Tripoli 3

Todd'* Theatrc-Cnfe

Oypsv -Rose l<en

W West H MeGlnty
Rola Kola
A Robins
Todd Gls
Jack Denny Oro

CHICAGO

Ambassador' Hotel
(Pump- Room)

Larry Adler '

Virginia Clays

Jerry ' Slielton Ore
. Bismarck Hotel -

. (Walnut Hooml
Art Knss'el- Ore.

Club Bull

Alan Fielding. Oro!
M:ill-lovel1es
Rita Marqulta
Val Irving:
Gorardo.
-Hose Marie
Marcya ft Gunsett
Alfonse Garcia -

Juanlta .

Ben- Franklin

'Clyde Lucas Ore
Lyh r.ucas
Jill Bard "•

Flying Top Hatters
Benny ,

' the - Rdm's
iiorty Laudls Ore'-
Billy Maples ..

Fats.; Atkinson -;

Anl.tn Ch.aiYdlex' .'

Terry, James
.

'

', Currpll's

ChaOlle'' Games Ore
14 Cari-otlovlles V
La-. Vflhhe
Xleri-ii Sis •

:"

Bdd>A Innls
Mjss. Gordon '

.

;.•'

Jean .Dean -

Wilbur Rbnce .'..-'"

Jackie Mabely
Eadle Lang. .:'}, ••'

' Club IS

3 MusUa^Strlngj.'

^v^nlc^^rD^PBI^^1
'

DoIores.'Laurell' .

.

;

Amy; Organ '

Barbara Stpn* ..-
-

- Cusano's
.Lou Ferjano
Kay-:. Trot ter. •

•l-'ol'd Mason
Geo NIcsHon'

'

Ruth Meile -V

Deo Rogers
3 .lays:

Ralph Sanner's Ori

t'adlllnr Ta vern '

.

Durltfne Jones
Aluti Sterling.:
Henrique A- Art'enhe
fibti * Evol} ii

Ttiitli AVnrren -

Cadillac Coquettes-.
Harry Dobbs Ore

KiinbtisSy
Geo Clifford

Los Cucaracha*
Mala Mitnterla
Benton Turns
Winnie Duncan-
Dorothy Volhoff
Carlos Heyes Oro
Curt Weller Ore

Evergreen Casino
Alice Pt John
Nltza ft Ravel
Tenny Newbold
Warren Phillips -

Doris Elliott
P*t Shevlln Ore
Heleno Stundlsli

;
Guy. .IMl's' Cafe

Cevll Williams. .

Little Van Osborne
May Joy
Ann Fisher

-

:

Nnl<#ft .'Sake.-
Chjck Williams Ore
(H Wnjton Knot)

.yihc'etif- Rlszo Orc
Lcutia Starr
Mfss. Trlxle .'.

Maxlne l.nbmls
'

nbtty Jane. Cooper-
Felicia. -

Glamour Gls.V ' \«
Helen' Henth
Bob RusMell .''-.'

N'lnp ; N'nni - ?

Verb ' Nlv'a'"' '.'""•'
-

Louis Morrison.' ' •

Carlos Caiiipo.s -

Michael. Sandlha .

iPepnlno .'&
. Carmen

Nell :Vontnlne Ore .

Augusto' Sahobla Or
Hotel PlillndelnlilH .

(Philadelphia Rm) .

Cafiotia Dple
'

Fredrlco & Dankln
Dick Wharton Ore

.
Jum Session -

Mickey (louse
'

Micky Roger*
Joe Verech'la'. •

Billy
. Kretchmer

Teddy WalttTS

HopklriN'Riitliskelier

Trying Rrnslovv's Or
Joe. Cainpo
Watson. Sis .

HopkliiH Glamour G
I.llllnh Chaplin ,

Vera McGovern- .'.

Agnes' Barry
Sunny Rue -

Jbne & Anthony
Audrey Joyce

. Udb Venle*

Hal Cummlnga .

Novelettes
Edith Brown -.

Lillian Fitzgerald
Cats. & the Fiddle
Dan 'Versee Ore;

;

Little Batliykeller

.

Mills Bros
'-

Rose Marl* -

'

Itenee Villon'
'

De Lloyd McKay
Vincent.& Anita ;

Victor.. Hugo ;>ro •

Manpa Inn .
•

,

Jack Hltchlhsnn
:

Eslelle ft Howard '

Edyth* Sjnllad* .

Grace Steel ' 1

4 Stariettes
Naflcy Nowell
Joan DeegAn .: .

.• ' -

Diane, Rnclie'lle .

.Frank Cuneo Ore
"

";' : Mayo'*
Babs Roth
Lola

'

Cy White .

aiorla Dale- -'-

UuTs Johnson '•';

'

Silnstreli' YaV*ni'
4 Triues .

Bd McOoldrlck.'.Jr:
Ed^.Mcaoldrl.ck. Sr ..

' 'Park Casino •

.

'

.\Clss C'lmpilngs.- -•

MdViie Shepherd
H Cummlhgs Ord
Lynda'

Open Boor Cafe
Billy Bailey
Paul- Kane -

4 Starlettes
Allen Wood',
Ullly Hughe*
Juyettes ' .' '

Madeline Shftrldan"
Rita Robert! . ...

4' Octa ves' -. . , ..

•' Palu'mbo'* ...

Wade ft. -Wnil*
Chic Mullery -

.

Kathleen Miiy
Tony .Bradley.
Cocktail Gls
Howard. Reynold* O'

Red Hlil Inn -

(Pennsnuken. N. J.)

Slapi>y Swlngster*
Fr>ink Pontl'
3 Peppers
T,ou Boyle
Vlyl Austin

.

Niles. ft Joanne -

Neff Bros ft Fischer:
Florence Morten-.:'.

Marie.'Lalel.l .

Dolores
De Lamars
Little Van Osborne
(10th St. Rathskeller
Massa- Bobby Lee 9
Estelle Cawthorn

Lillian Fitzgerald
. Ray Romalh
Paul Robinson

-

June- Clayton ...

School Hon** Inn
Buck Calhoun -

Jebh O'Nell
Kay Trotter-

:
Klppl Volez Dane
lion Ferlnnd'
Ruth Melle
3 Jays Oro
Andy Russell

'

:

- Silver l4ike lqn
Drag ft Diane
Colonel Reed'
Alice- Lucey
Frank Hoosei prb

. .
. Rendezvous .

(Hotel Senator)
4 '.Blues: .

-.":-

'

2 Men and a Girl
Freddie ft Ma*
Lee Candell
Tony Ijine- Trio ;

Con.nl* ttowell-

Stamp's
George: Marchettl 6
Hal Fisher. :

Ann Howard'
Stamp's Trio
Helen Je'rjco

•

3. Blorisorhs
Chiqulta .

Dottle Winter*
Helen Barrle

.. Swan Club
Barrle, - Prince : ft- O
Judy Manning '

Ralph Brown ; : '-".'

JlcNnlllo Sis :".

Margy Drummond
Betty Ann ' Slior
Morgan ft B»rl
Henry Patrick's Ore
Freddy : Bernsrd

. 20th Century' .

3.' Loose.. N.UIS .

Xhtlmates (4)
''.

..Warwick Hotel
Ray Morton pr.c

Weber's Hot Bras
. '-Camden:-'

Jules Flaceo Or*
Curran - Btlgh -

6 Grays.'.-''.

Mary 1 In Mayne
Jack Herbert '.ft B .

Slgrtot Carmlno . .

Pnt Sullivan
Thea Siltoii..7

Dave -Peterson
Syd- Oolden-
Raths'r PUdoradlan*

' Wlbakn'* -

3 Speeds
T.ou Ksrnes '

Betsy Bain
Yvonne '.Kerr

"

Sinclair' ft- Leroy- .

Joe Hough
Geo Baquet Orb

Yacht Clnb
Scarey Gavin

'

Joiih Olcott
Bonnie Stuart .

Mary Kavls

CLEVELANTJ

Alpine Village

Curt Ids .^lurlohe.ttes
Novak Sis .

Hob COpfer
Carl Mueller
Otto Thnrn Ore -.

El llumpo
Bob Manners Orp
Bolile' Brlene
Frederi'col Myraa
Don Payne- •

Ssmmy Llpman -

AntolnettcH

.

Freddie's Cafe

At Hloiie
Gale Parker •

Carlos Vesta

.

3 Smart Gls '

-Gourmet Club
'

R Robinson Ore
fia'y.le Gaylor'd •

'

Freddy Hclkel

Hotel Allerton.

Tohnny Cowglil

Hotel Carter

Thlxton Sprenger
Ambassadors Ore '

Hotel Cleveland

Everett Hoaglnnd- O.
Margaret English

Hotel Fenway Hall

Cabaileros Ore
Aurora Garcia

'

Hotel Sterling

jimmy.- -Van O'stiell

Qulnteron - .

Lester Chafetz
Hotel Hollrnriea

Gloria Grafton
Sloan -ft Gary -

Horolll
Sammy Wacklns Or

Hotel Staller

Jose Morand Ore
Rosa lean ft Seville '

Virginia Ramos
. Jack « Rddle'*

Rubertlno. Robert*
Babe . Sherman
Arlene

,
Rice Ore

La Conga' Clnb -

Ramon Arias Oro
. Lindsay'* Bar

Rose Murphy :

Una. Mae Carlisle
Pearl' DeLucra

Monaco'* Cafe
Layton Bailey Oro
Jane Janls

.
Regal Clnb .

Ducky Malvln Ore
Thirty-Seven Clnb
Pat Dennis

.

Rogers ft Sprue* -

Diane Bostio
Sherry .Lee

DETROIT
Book-Cadillac Hotel

(Book Casino)

Jack Cole Dane--
Nogel ft Hilge -

Tniogene
Morris King
Eddie Lo 'Karon Or

(Motor Bar)',

jay Coe'

.-Bpwery
Mills, King, ft Rayo
Gale- Sextette-
Ming
pat Paradise - ;

JIllcrbugH
Mildred. P.ock
'Harvey Stone
Don Anion Dane -'.

Jithnny. King
Chns Carlisle
Benny Uesh .Ore :.

' Cusnnovo
Fal(li.. JIojie ft

Frederlcos' .
: . .

Ken'nDtli';-Mll.toh. .

: .'
.

:

Ma.deloii ...Baker
Glamor -Ola* '

•

Le>.Walter Ore
"Corktpwn "Tnvern .'

TIiil Kronscn i . / •'

Ellen Kny» '

.

' \
'6'Veste'fs.'--

•''•".

Edd!0- Br.-mon OrV
Cole &':Co"rte. •

Ne<|lle ft Day .

Ann-..Lee
' Don .And re pro .-

1

.- ; ' hand's
'3 Old . TlTners

.

Joey 'Raye. Trio -.

.London Chop IICiin-

Tonla Vnlentl

'

Ruby Oft'c •;

' Morocco
Carol Roth'
.« Sparklettea .

Mel Snyder
Will Henderson i |r<

" ::. Neblolo's

•DrG.lo'yannl
.

'•

.. :

Carmen
Carlos ft Chita
Guy GIbby
Leonard Seel Orb

Nbrthwoon tna

Duanos
Jerry Lawton
June Carmen
Diane ft DeLys
Ray Cnrljii Ore. ,

.Olds' Wnyne Clufc'

Charles Cdatellp Qr«
McCbll Sis

,

Pnlni Bench
BUI Mahoney
Nlckolas"'& Salvia \_i

Melnnle-
"

Monnie Drake.
Don. Pablo Ore-..

Muck's Bedford Ins
Mae Met* raw Ore.

Club , Royale

Jackie Gleason ;

Dorothy Jllalne
lichee.'*- Root ;

4- Comets''
W-ahger'H -Ladles.
Michael Paige,Oro V

Saks Show Bar
Bryant. Rains ft \-t. ...

Tanya. .Tainara--.-
Jay Jakoh- '

.

Poarl Magley CIS
Cliff Wlnehlll -

Pete Vlbra Ore
Stattor. not el :

Deal Arnnz ' -

Kausto Curbelo ' Ors .

Gloria Hart
.Orlando..
.flra.yco. ft. Graham .

'-'.',- Sun Diego

George PrcBp'ell,

Al Alexander Ore
Dan Merrymbn.
Don Francisco
Starr •& • Maxine' .

Verne'*'
'

Bert Nolan
.Boyd Senter -

(Continued oh page 49

>
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Rhuraboogie, H>ood

equal facility. Someone's^goihg to

•discover' Cee Pee some day. .

-.

Rest of the performance is hop-,

ninfi fast. The Rockets a ^trio. of

male hoofers,, get, over the floor in

white 'tails wi& difficult steps and

ft" faultless precision. .
Dorothy

oarbo is a writhing dancer, slightly

mr- the strip: side. : Peter Hay tosses

h?s 'tootsies around with.
.
lightning

Sourish and. finales with a
j
fast, tap

While balancing a tray of dishes, on

his conk. Lois Galloway vocals none

too forte. Bandmen go for a change

of apparel When the rhumba session

takes hold, . Their music is not too

talarv and danceable. .
Best tribute

to their tootling, is that the film gang

Is out on the floor most of the time.

Esta'b seats around 450, with ajpal-
'
cony, and was .three :quarters filled

on this catching. The queues form

outside on Saturday^ nights.. Joe

Stevens produces the floor show and

puts the eight shapely. ponies

Through hew routines: every, fort

night. iThree shows are.^iyen.night

ly. Spot will prosper as long as

Cee Pee Is around. ; Helm. •

YACHT CLUB, PITT.

Pittsburgh, Feb; 15;

Jack Walton Orch (8), Jackie

Heller, Patricia; • Cesar, Jtostta and

pdTicho. Shirley Heller, Manhattan-

ettes W.

GARRICK HAS ST. LOO

ALL TO ITSELF NOW

' 'Under new management .and at a

new location, Yacht. Club is once

more swinging back Into, line as a

bigtime nitery operation ^fter

stumbling around tor several months,

Spot got . off with a bang under
ownership of Sol Heller and Nick
Andolina more than year, ago, fell

away with approach of fall but seems

to be on the right track' again with

the Hellers as sole owners. Sol is

the manager, Jackie Heller .
part-

proprietor and contributing his

talent in addition to an ability ,
to

bring in the celebrities; which always
attracts cash customers.' Half-pint
singer will shuttle between here and
Chicago, where he has a new radio

show coming up next month, spend-

ing four or five days, weekly at the

Yacht Club: . • •
•

: Of course,, he's the big attraction

In the floor show, m.c.Fng smartly

and giving out with songs. Diminu-
tive warbler is better than he's ever

been, his pipes improving with age,

and if he gets away with less than, a
dozen numbers at the Yacht Club,

it's a bad night for him. According
to the palm-pounding of the ring-:

aiders, he could stay on. ad infinitum,

but he wisely knows when to quit so

that the waiters and the bar can get

a break. . . :

Remainder of entertainment Is

good enough without being spectac-

ular, which is all right since Heller's

presence would be enough to salvage
considerably lesser lights,. Miss
Patricia is an s.a. looker with suf-

ficient working knowledge of magic
to get by nicely, and .threesome of

Cesar, Roslta and Pancho (two men
and. a girl) go over big with the

maracas and the rhumba. The gal

shakes, while the boys play and three

of them keep up a rapid-fire session

of tahgology that's in the groove.
Manhattanettes are six girls , who
have looks but routines could stand
some dressing-up, . and it's a mistake
for them to follow Cesar, Rosita and
pancho with a conga. Number should
precede the trio instead of: vice
vcrsB

• Jack Walton's band hits it on the
hose for both dansapation and show,
with vocals by another Heller, Shir-
ley, an attractive package who's get-

ting better. She likewise does a: stint

on the floor for. one of the Man-
hattanette routines. Walton will be
replaced next week by Herman Mid-
dleman, who was at: Yacht Club for
10 months, prior to differences with
Sol , Heller's ' former partner. Miss
Heller will stick with Middleman for
songs... -Cohen.

Minnesota Terrace, Mpls.
'

. ; (HOTEL NICOLLET)

'.- Minneapolis, Feb. ' 22,

Billy. Baer. Orch: (12) , Allan Car-
ney, Thelma Marland, Ldthrop Bros,
and Lee (3), Rica Martine, Jay

-'. Collins, Roy Bast; -week-day mini*
- thuTTi, $1| Saturdays., $1.50. v .

This is the first , of a number of

. hotel and supper club units planned:
/ by Art Weems of Chicago. It repre-

-. sents somewhat of a departure for
..this class hlt'ery, where .the;.principal

emphasis
.
ordinarily is placed on

music for the dancing guests, with
'. the floor entertainment, assembled
piecemeal; by the hotel itself, given
secondary consideration.; Instead of.

the usual name or semi-name, band,
there's an unknown musical aggrer
gation and . a slight curtailment of

the time for customers' footpedalmg
;; to permit the lengthier floor show. ;

. Although minus names in the floor
' show, and it's safe to say few here-
abouts ever have heard of the Billy

Baer band, hailing out of Milwaukee,
the attraction had 'em packed to the
rafters for the midnight-performance
on the opening Friday of the four-

week engagement. Among those ;in

the audience giving the, layout the
onceover was Earl Carroll, in town
with his, 'Vanities;' playing the Or-
pheum; •'••

. •

Fast-moving, smoothly routined
lively .show, evoked an enthusiastic

audience response, Alan Carney
does a workmanlike, emcee job arid

also contributes . sortie amusing im-
pressions of . Various types of inebri-

ates. :-
. .V-

-'

'Opening the layout, Thelma Mar-
land also is its outstanding performer.
Her hot swing singing gets the pro-
ceedings off to a. bang-up start and,

perhaps, she is better spotted thiisly

than had she been closing. She puts
tremendous energy into such numr
bers as

;

'Old Man Mose,' 'Hawaiian
War ; Chant,' 'Dixieland Band* and
'Scrub Me; Mama.'- The infectious-

ness of her;' enthusiasm, sweeps the

room.- :

*
'

The two Lathrop Brothers and
Miss .Lee, precision steppers, came
into, this show directly from a local

Orpheum engagement. They are

nifty appearing steppers who exe-

cute their routines with the Utmost
: smoothness, Winning a deservedly
big hand.

v
'iV

For a novelty the band blows a

'Silly Symphony' through the 'hecks

of empty soda-pop bottles and it

clicks. Jay Collins, balladist from
the band, lands with :' 'There: I. PqJ
and Roy Bast, another of the musi-
cian-warblers, hits . the bullsey.e, too.

With 'Ida,' 'SWeet Sue' and. 'There'll

Be SOme Changes.'. .. -

;

Rica Martine is a . vivacious ana
colorful Latin- singer :

and rhumba
dancer, reminiscent ; of Carriien Mi-
randa. She provides, a .particularly

snappy interlude. '.;-. . "
'

: .

The Baer band, leaning to brasses,

comprises youthful musicians . who
handle, their, swing skilfully. Ar-

rangements, are effective, ll not esper

cially outstanding, and the customer

terpers apparently found the musical

accompaniments , to their liking, it

also plays ' the show like, a: veteran

band. .Rees.

Bills Next Week
^Continued from 'page 48;

St I^uis,. Feb. 25.
.

.: With the Grand, ahd Warrick,
both' burlesk houses,' operating " ixi

the red'during the. current season, a
merger has been affected,: the Grand
shuttering and the. Garrick, ;ort the
Izzy ..Hirst wheel; having the. entire

local field to itself. - The Grand, op-
erated by the Wolverine Amusement
Co., was .'opened last September by
Harold Min'sky, N. -Y., and. Arthur
.CUamage, Detroit,:, arid the Garrick
by Dick ~Zeisler, N!Y.

. ,One of the. clauses in the contract

calls, for .the Grand 'to:: plky Hirst,

shows in the event it reopens. It is.

reported that"' .the management - of

the New York hotel, which owns the
Grand, gave Wolverine' Amus; three;

weeks free rent as' ari inducement for

it to keep operating. '-'.' This house
iisied a house line/ with traveling

.principals; The : Garrick presents

road companies intact;

Since the merger the. Garrick has:

discontinue^
.

' twp-rfor.rone show
every: Friday night. ..Under that pol-

icy .the., larger part of the show-

readying fbr departure and the new
new show were combined for one
performance. It proved a swell hypo
for the b.o. one night a week..

,

Ella Fitzgerald was brought back
for return engagement of one week
at Brunswick Hotel's Bermuda Ter-.

race at Boston and Manager Paul

Bromley .kept band for four weeks

•because of .
fexCeptional business.

Now, Bromley wants band back as

soon as possible. •

/.; ' ';

Barbara Bardo
May 'Nolan
Harry' Collet Ore /

Whlttler Hotel'

I (Gold Cap Room)'
-Tony Pattl

I
: /Wonder Bar
6ammy Dlbert Ore

PITTSBURGH

Beachcomber^ Boston

House Reviews
^^^Contlnued from page 47.s

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

Boston, Feb. 19.

JavDorn and Stefnie Yosey, Joroe

Escudero, Eton Sisters (2) ,L™qirls

(6), Don Ostro Ojch (S) ,
;Nyejaay-

hem Orch; Minimum, $1 and $-:50.
'— ;

When Monte Proser introduced

the South Seas atmosphere to the

Hub nitery picture last year, the

Wise guys were impressed, but

guessed it wouldn't last long. Fact

is the Beachcomber is still doing a

heavy dinner, biz and the ropes go

up many a .night shortly after 9.30.

As to originality, in decoration, the

Proser spot, managed by Tom
Maren, is tops in this town, and the

New EnglanSers like the novelty, of

it. They like the ease with which a

patron couple can slip m and out oi

the rion-dressy ^atmosphere. What
they didn't go for. was, the exotic

foods, and Sethis season the club is

plugging American dinners. Also

fmportant is the. front staff, which

knows how to seat customers with a

reassuring air of hospitality.

The current show is an unnamea
unit assembled by Midge Fielding

who also directs choreography for

the line and produces. According to

big-time standards, its no wwbe-
cause the budget's low. but

:

Miss

Fielding has made every dollar

tount^Entire show is built around

South American or Hawaiian theme,

but. there is .no m.cv tp tip Off the

Bostoriians as to what the daices

and songs niean in English. While

the show is distinctive and alto-

gether pleasing, ,
it would seem Jhat

I few explanatory remarks would

add interest. This is particularly so

in the case of Jorge Escudero, said

to be w.K. in Brazil and Argentina

for his extensive repertoire of un-

published native and Indian songs.

Twice he sings, with dancing em-

bellishments by the linegirls to heh?

interpret the lyrics; and
^
the /stand-,

out offering is ^Huapangp/ a rhumba.

It would be worth . a try to have ^ap

English-speaking tit*, give Escudero

the%pe^. buildup. ; While jris^oice

and guitar are an; asset, he s some-

what lost as a star. ;; „
Dorn arid Yqsey, ballroom dancer?,

are relatively new to the mtery field,,

but evidence that - they are on the.

way up is the fact that they .were,

booked in for a single week at the

Beachcomber, after two weeks ,
m

another local club. ; and have been

:held over sik^ Couple, have a good

ballet background and this element

^ks-mucli Of ,their ^rlc. Igeir

opening.' -number, theme.d . to Blue

.Danube' is musically jnurdered. by.

the Ostro band, clearly incapable of

handling fancy arrangements;.
.

.- :

- Eton Sisters hold , attention with,

their seemingly authentic Hawaiian

dance early .in .the show and laterm
.a 'Beguine' .

number that . has its

iS^rls, some of them iPreviously

strictly : showgirl^ - bav*. ^beeri

whipped into ' ^editable fom by

Miss Fielding who presents them in

colorful costumes, simple dance steps

and emphasizes pbstunngs and arm

arid leg positions in .appropriate

South Sea mood. .
•

'

Relief band • here, is ^e
, t

May
?!
w
;

and this outftt. would .do better, as the

show's orch. bemuse th* P^crew
turns but a dmceable rhumba rather

than socko swing. : .
, .

* 0?- :

erice: they're doing a helluva busi-

ness.'
Stooges work hard, keeping up -a

drumfire of : rumiing gags, including

imitations of Vallee. Geprge
a
:Givot,

Mae West; a Ubangi girl and Sally

Rand. Billy Morosco goes over nicely

with a rollerskating specialty. Louise

Shannon, red-headed iapper, solos^to

good returns. Howard and ^Talley

mixed comedy, team, though^usmg.

familiar material where the fldgeftr

little girl with squeaky voice is al-

ways 'on the verge, nonetheless

garnered hefty applause. Teamjalso

demonstrates ability to sell a^
song.

Band is used mainly for pointing up

gags and vocals but also dishes it

°U
BiZ

Stra
F?iday: night

capacity, with boxes also neariy^sold

out» • -
•

.''.. Anrhorage
Hu^tt Morton Ore
MaynarU Deahe

;

'. Ariloglun Indite
"

Plill Cavezza. Ore-

liocbelors' Club .

,A1 Tyrner-pr'r

Ualconadee '
•

Joe Vlll.ella Oro

. nil! Urren'r

Clyde. Knlifht Oro
:

Jaliet Lee
Herb - Roalier

BeiogleriyopKle Club.

.Boor . Sherman'
•Izzy Nuti '

.

Baddy Walsh

,

Nutsy FtiKan^
Harry' Coino'rada-
Packy. M'Pa:rland. .

Tiny Miller .

'
Bernle Crawford

;

';V Clnb Tetlte ,

Piccolo pete 'Orp
;

..Bet;y Smiley .'.• .:

Lou iStarr-

'

Lorrnlhe.'Gater. ' ;

Audrey Kennedy
Cork ami liottla

Jacfc Davla

. fiddle Peyton'a .-.

Bill Campbell Ore
Caroline Moore V .

Mabel Harrold .

Marlon Muller
Eddie Peyton

.

' El CMcp
Clro.Blmac Ore- ..'..!=

Ustrellta P'ena-
Alzlro Camargo '.

Ghlnlta Marin- -

Cha'rleV. Boy '.

Hotfl Fort riU
Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell

! Jessica Wheatley .

Harry Walton
j
Irma Guthrell

Hotel Henry
(Silver Grill)

Billy Treacher Ore
Sandy Davidson
Marian. McGarrlty .

. (Ony Ofr's)'

Dorothy Neabltt

Hotel 7th Avenue
Bess Saund'era
Ida tola

.

Everett Haydn .

Betty Donahoe
AJ. Deyln
Evergreen Oardene
Red Clarhe Oro
Ebble Schaub
Paula Harvey

Hotel Ell*
Olga Mundy Ore.
Dale St Clair
Zelda
Hotel Hooeevelt

Ted Blake
Men About Town

Hotel . Bchenley,.

Billy Hinds Oro .'

Patty Dixon. .. ,

~

Buzz- Mayer;..

Hotel Wm. Pans
iChatterbox)

Baron'. Elliott' Oro
'

Billy Cover'. .

'

Gloria Jolley

iContlneniai Bar)
Frank Andrlnl '4 .-.

Merry-Cio-RiiuiHl

'

Eddie Camden Ore'.
Betty Gule . • •,

Johnny Wilkes .

Kamden Kids
New Peno

Rajph Allen Ore
Joe :M'orro'ceb-
Sally Lang .

Gl'eH Martin'
Lelso gls.
Duval & Laurence ,

New .Yorker Gls .''
'

VNIiod Cafo •

Al Maiiaco. Ore -

Bob Carter'
Uwlghts
Russ Le Beau.
Ch'lotte l^amberton
Kretlow Dane

.

•' >'ut Honno '..

Dale Harkrreee
Pat Dennis ,

Pat'-McGowan
Joe ' Klein .

'
Chuck Wilson, :

. Oaals

Lbule Poile Oro'-.

Margie Kraber .

';'
.

. .
.
Orchard .

Jimmy Gamble. Ore
Jay Lorlng.
Chuck Miller

,

'., Plnea '
';

'

tluzz Aston .Ore
Tony ..Ro'zahca
Ray Englert '..

Taeht Clnb
'

H Middleman. Ore .

Cesar, Roslta' A P.
Jackie Heller
Patricia
Manhattanettes •

Shirley Heller
"

Sky-Vne .'

Mickey Ross Ore .

Sky Pllota - :

- Union Grill

Art Tagello . .

Frank Natale
Mike Bandretto

.

Villa Madrid
Etzl.Covato Ore
Mark Lane
Wally Vernon
Ann Boland
Laska Sis
Gloria Miller
Gregorys
3 Jerka

DUnstrnb's

Karl Rottde Oro
Boyd; Heathen,
Prince A F Sel'drla
pel.Ohrel .

.'v Caaa Manana r
.

Lou Carter . Orb' s

Lee Steele
David BHllentlne ':

.

Mrs; Schlepperman .

Bill's Canary ClrcUB
Jackie & Lorraine .

-.V Club Mayfalr
Ranny Weeks Orb '

.

Bet rile Bennett O .

Cpokle Faye
Harriett Hoctor
Jay & Lou Seller
Be:h Cliallls

.

Gcorgo
;

TJbby . Rev
.

flbb ,Vanity Fair

Kal Nlra Orb
Sie'lla R'ay
Lnura- Lee' ..' -

Fj-ahces George .
.

'Whitney. Sis

t'o4'oariu't Grove .

Ml< key Alpert Ore
Don- Rico. 6rt' -

Uporge Hand Rev
Billy Paine
Nuftcy Giy '

RortrlBb &' Fran'clne
Verne Wllco*
Billijigtons.

:'

Olelody Ijoonse)-

Rita Coughllji
Newell & Steger

Crawford House -

j»nV'CoUlna. Ore .
;

h'ally Keith ' ,
;

Vanilerbll'ta-.
Kt.n Brllltant
Frank' Koritalh* '.

Bvyoe. Santry •

;

:

; F«» S 'Hoiinda
'

'.

'Milton George Ore -

.

.., Ill-lint

i'eie Herman Ore
Kay Doyle;: -.

'

. Hotel Urndford
: (Cirrus Room)

nurt Mann
Marcla Nell . ._>

ISlwIn ShaW.
Hotel ' lfrudKwlck .

(llermuda [ Terracel

Louis Prima Ore

Hotel Copley Plata
(Sheraton Room).

Stuart tfrnr.ler Ore
: (Oval Room)

Lamb-Vqrum -

4 . .

Icfe Parade
Gladys Lamb
R'Ube,YoKUm
Buddy :Lewl« .

Betty Wharton'
Murray Titflha

Walter Ridge
Adcle Henny

Hotel Krmz .-

Ernest Murray Ore
Billy Kelly
Jack Manning
Al Lewis
Victor Donato

Adele Corey •

Rita' Hehderaba'.

'

Raymond Pike'
•'

Eleanor Kelley
'

Hotel tafayette

Noblemon
Jerry Salisbury

.Hotel Somerset
<Ballnem Room)

Harry Marshard <J

Johnny Turnb'ull .

Lenny Welsh .

Hotel Statler; "
:

.

(Terrace Boom) .-

Vaughn Monroe Ore.
Marilyn Duke ?.

ziggy Talent •:

Joe Carney :

Bobby Nichols

Hotel Westminster ''

.

(Itliie Room) -.
-

Jimmy McHnle Orb
Trop'l S.crehadera O
Adrian O'Brien •

Harry Drake Rev
Joan- Tweeds

'

.-Marion. .'& iW- Lyii'ne •

Jackie Fields

;:'-"" Ken-':';-.':;

Frances' Claire Or*
.

-

;RuH» ^toward '
.''..

Latin .Quarter

To.ny Bruno Oro .

Don 'Dudley Oro. v.-.'

Harry Spear ..

Marble Greene
Radio Accb

"'

Paul A EMzabeth
LatlW .Ballet :

Radio Herb :Lewis

.

"' Stenben'a .

(Vienna Koom);
.

T.ew Conrad .Ore" ;

Doris Abbott '•
.

John. A Mona' '

.

Fre'dvika Beaublen
"

Mlaco.'; ',.;.
Eme'reld Sis -

Alice O'Le'nj'y

The,- Cave'..

Mark (ill bert Oro •

Jack Flvher- .

••

Tamara. Dbrlva- .

Doris- Abbott
Carl oh St Uorla • .

Nora A, Jimmy Bell.:
Joan & Mona -.

Fredrlk'a Bcaiiblen. -

-
'. '': Tic Tfcb ' '....

Ernie' Bell Oro
Ben Ford n*v - .-'

Tliiy, Sinclair
Beef Trust- Chorujj

'

Don Beaton
Danny Goodman'

.

Tremont Plaza
Ben Pullo Orc:

VersalUe* .'

Hobby Hacket Oro
Frltzl Scheflt
Lalght'ori Sis.
Willie Solar. .

.

Emma Francis ..

Harold' Kennedy .'

5 Juggling Jewels .

10 Floradora Malda
Johnny Andrews'

MIAMI

CHICAGO, CHI

Chicflflo, Feb. 23.

Matty .
Malneck .

Orch <9),
R
Jane

Froman, George Bf^£™weTrn
ettes (9), Dean Murphy, western

Union' (20th).

With an extra-long plcture^ ttie

stage show is kept down to
.

mm -

mum running time but up to maxi-

mum in class, distinction and en^r-

T«inment Only four acts but eacn

TSSS* of a' standard
h
associatg

in the public mind with the Chicago

ctairo There appears to .be. in raw,

funeral movement towards^ sharp

curtailment of running time on stage

^hows even beyond the cuts of the

fast few
V
years which have^ad.per-

formers squawkmg about being

rushed off the stage.

'From two niteries in town come

thf^o :headline.rs: Matty Malnecks

orchestra, from the Pump Room of

the Ambassador hotel and Jarte Fro-

man from the Chez Paree. Malneck s

own eight-piece group, is th^rown n

with the regular house orchestra to.

Tddtupto
r
23;meh,;butor^.'their-;own

the MalrieckVmeh do; ?om« really
:

modern instrumentaliz^

in : excellently with .the .show, and

house Their specialties include

the: 'Anvil Chorus' from. 'IIjwva-
tore.* .This audience would .

have had

:'em stay on all iiight.
• Miss Froman is class personifled.

being outstanding, in appearance and

delivery. Pipes glow ..and style

warms over.: the footlights.
-

; This

audience wanted more of her...

•M.c,: Dean :
Murphy .

.turns in a

capable job before setthng .
down.no

•his: already standard impersonation,

act. ,That FDR stint is:. among the
' best; in its line. • Murphy's' appear-

ance is much in his favor and his

handling of an audience indicates,

real showrhansh ip. .. , > '
-

.

-

George Bernard, and bis Royal-

ettes are six women and three men
whb -conie up. with a series of van-

! ous dance . styles and routines, most

of . it ballroom stuff of- waltzes, fox-

trot, etc; Act looks well, is ward-

robed neatly and Alls up the stage
• with a sufficient number of people

to make- a respectable flash.-- : '

.
.

.

• Business good, a* the last show Sat :

urday (22). -''/,'.''. Gold.

Beabhcomber
Xavler Ciigat Oro
Mlguellto Valdez
Carlyle Blackwell
Chavez' Ore .

Tropical DaHp
'

CarrouHel

Velero Sis Ore
Belle'Baker.
Roino Vincent

Club Ball

Tommy Nunea Ore
Peggy Fears
Olivette & Murray
Alfredo Seville
Ball-ettes (12)

Clnb Bsqnlre .

Worthy Hills Ore
Cross & Dunn -

Terry Lawlor
Bstelle & LeRoy
Howard Brooks .

Esqulrcttes (8)

'Colonial Inn

Paul ' Whiteman Ore
Armando Ore
.Harry Rlchmsn.
Kophle Tucker
Joe E Lewis .

Chandra-Kaly Dane
Marianne
Ann Sutherland

. Cuban Casino

.

:

Adrian- Itolllnl I

Eva "Ortega •

Nan Blakstone
Tropic Beauties

Don I^annlng's .

Doris Sherrlll
Roberta Sherwood
.Tlmmle. Hodges .

Gene Austin
'

.

'

'.: El Chleo-
' Ralph- Cook '.. •

iMarllyn Foster'.

Oloriu.' Lucane.
Lyti>ll ; Danc '

Five O'ClocV Club

i'anchp Ore* '
:

-

.

-' Hotel: Dempsey-.
Vanderbllt

(Pago Pago.. Koorol

hobby rafks Ore
Vincent Bragale Or
Helen- Morgan. -. .

Hollywood
. . IteaeJi:

(Jtamboo Koom)
Eddie bliveriOrc',

'

lintel Miami
'

-, Hlltmnre
" ((jlrnldit Room) '.

M-.Bergere Ore
Columbus & Carroll
Klalne Miller .

Mev'wly-' Kirk..'

Hotel Bone>>Pla«a
. (.Viennese' Room) -

Emery Deutsch Ore

Jaye. Martin
Georges & Jalna
Josephine Houston

Hotel Shelborne
(Mayan Room)

Chet Brownagle Ore
K Miller Dane
Hotel Versailles
(Golf Room)

Chas Murray Oro
Jeira

Jerry Delmar. Ore
Dwight Flake
Gomez & Minor

'

Yvonne Bouxler-
.Merle Burke '

Mldgla Fellows
Ann- Howard -

James Howard.
Fbran- Sis .

'

Jlmmle'a
Budd Sawyer's Ore
Mytes Bell
Golden Gate. >

Beatrice oardner
Montrose A. Pearl
Kee & T»ck

Kitty Davla

Johnny Silver Ore
Billy Vine
Conga Dano •

Latin Quarter

Joe Candullo Ore
Bmll Boreo
Grlslia & Brona
Henri Therrlen
Frnnk -Mazzorie
Clarissa ...'; .

-

Salty Rand :

IlPle n CArroll
Pierce & Harris.

Mayfalr Clob

Benny Davis ;

Marie Auulln
:. . Not Club

Tubby Rl'v^e
'

LtW-MerVtir, .
<

Paddock . Club

Leun-' Prima Ore-
Rogcrs .-^f Morris-
Jackie Hllliard
Aunt. Jemima .

Manhattanettes
' Rhumba CnHlnb

Alex Batkln' Oro'
Kantaslas Rhumb's
Sammy Walsh
Roil t a Rtos; ".

Royal Palm Club

Abe Lyman
Milton Berle.
.Royal Guards
•Rose Blaine"
Martha. Raye
Betty IJruce.
WhltHbns. ; :

,

Slnnsy Mnile's

-.Bane'RUss'lh Ore.
Maxle Rosenbloom
Joe Frisco
fiilly Richards
Patty Moore '

BOSTON

t rieaeh Comber
! Nye Mayliew (>tc

. tuitt Oy(rn Ore
.

I Jfiden Twins

V'npttfl&h'nna Gls
Georxe Ksoiidero
Drirh &' YoShpz
Jlldge Fielding Rev

Don't Look, Dinty
; Continued froni page.7=

throat... Learn, to think on your -

feeti man. Don't wait for ine to

do all the suggesting! V:

.

However, • I am not complain-

ing. When, you draw, your pay

from the cashier Saturday night
.

please draw - an additional $1;000

as a bonus from me in; recogni- y

tion Of your earnest work. This

;

:

.

note Will- be all you need; just

show it to: the cashier.! '.

While , the- letter was on the way,

one from Mahey to Sullivan crossed

it The reference to the loot is a

check tendered by the R: Y. Times.

Publication pays $25 for byline

stories in the .amusement section,

whether the writer needs the coin or

not, Sullivan's recent yarn in the

Times complained he. hadn't re-

ceived any . froni the show,

Maney wrote: .
. .

'My counsel—and he is not

Morris,Ernst—advises me that as

yoUr .
unacknowledged agent J

would be well within my Tights

did I muscle a fraction oj the

enclosed loot from you. I. shrink.;

• from such a sordid procedure be:
: ,

;

cause I - feel that amity, good

willi even an , entente cordiale,

should prevail among the reck-

less group banded.-; together to .

jru-ide' the MM..' Lindsay

.

: and.'
;

Grouse through the trials/ and

pitfalls consequent to their latest

.follv, 'Arsenic and Old Lace.'

'Do not misconstrue my policy

of .laissez-' faire. I shall.,: nay do, .:.'

expect an occasional token, of

your desire to. co-operate:. .
.

^Vill .you sketch
:
in. some 600

.words some of the .
current, evils

in the. theatre .you think; should ,

te. corrected, always bearing in •

mind that . what We • trying

to sell Is 'Arsenic and - Old
Lace * hot mot6rmen'.<! mittens or

; second editions of Zahe Grey..

If one of the currerit .evlls ts, in

your': biasC'' opinion,, the. afore-

rnentiohed Lindsay and. Grouse,

•-..then Iet
: them have It .wlth. 'bpth

,

barrels. '; '',-;

;

'

.'" '.
v

'Once i have received your
broadside. I shall rifle It down
to the .World-Telegram where' 'it.

mnv -momflntariiy st"v the hand
. .fit Rov : Howard. Iii^t now. lip to

his waist in appeasement.*
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Alexander Woollcott, who appeared In 'Baltimore recently in "The Man
••Who Carrie to. Dinner;' replied by

;
letter to the Baltimore Sun last week to

the woman who -rote an indignant protest to the paper about the Shock-

ing'/ Kaufrnan-Hart comedy;. -.Author j-.cr.it ic :star" was '
sarcastically amused

at the woman, and several others who,
:
he : said, .'had written hirn - at .the

theatre.- Reply by Wool teott said in paH:
:

'

•••'
:

•'

'.:'

'Reading .them brings back across tho/years two- memories... One is the

occasion when' :a' ..palpitant debutante giished?up to that great actress!, Emily

SteVehs; and
.
said,' 'Oh, Miss. Steveii?!. Do you. thiiik . the' stage can do iariy

harin'to '» purej/young • 'No.' replied Miss Steye.ns thoughtfully, .'but

1 shudder; to. think ; what .a pure young :gir). could do 'to : the stage.': .'Also

there comes, to ' mind a 'moment •: at the. theatre when the\greatest of
. them

an—the late • Justice 1lolmes^slapped his/aging thjgh;'- and! -said, 'Thank

God I've got vulgar.; tastes.'-' ; ,
'-

! ,

'" •'.'.'•.:
:

.....
'

:

'

'Weli, goodbye; 'On Monday s
t'-nV off to- Hersltey in a cloud of

:
lust;'

' ,
..

Understood that. WooIliiOtt, ..who opened a .t.\yo-week date- Monday (24 )•

at National.
.
Washingtoni/wiil ;stop^at -the While House. He/ is- -known to

be on cordial terms with the. Presideiu/and Mr. '. Roosbvelt. and qn/preyioUs.:

visits to the capita] was-a feiiesl at' Hlie. executi^

carnpniifn: last fail, Woollcott.. -stumped, for the President.
.

.

Westbr.ook Peglcr exhibited what, ho- called a change, of pace last week
when his -col limit, in. tlie . V< or Vcl :

i'c.i ejy'a ii) ;. N. .'
V.-.; •We'h^-'iq;t'«W.iO;admirtf--

tibii of a f61lo\v;'sl<nrt nieniboiv is - the daily's 'dranvv

critic. Pegler. stated that \Vljippje is, a^ vanish irig breed- nowadays 'who,can
do j List about anything' Anybody; can.. ask of; :l)ihV.around ihje- editorial side

of a newspaper or press a>ss.6.c:iSiip^i.'';...;
,:

'.iPegler''and-''^hipp^e worked oh
the Unitcd Prcss together: .'•Latter .-was a . city, editor, in Syracuse and has

been a managing editor in South/Bend, Indy; .and Denver..

Recently;; ^ aUendihg.,the

theatre, .declaring best .way Vas. to go, albne instead of taking the wife.

i

Dwelling on the distaff s'ide./he. wrote; in part; ., you have to ease her

through the ctowd and. -down to the\seats, and lay back her . coat -for .her;;

and then' her program slips ..off.' her lap and you hcive to fish. around in the

dark, and all the time during ;th'e"show, ypu have a sense, of^responsibility

and care,- which is "just what you gin to the. theatre-to: get. away from.'

Theiy at jinterrpission, if she doesn't smoke, well,- you do, and if you' go out

and leave her/ you are something rhyming with ; 'house'' ,
.'•/"

- -

' ;

.

After beingyfilepV/aw/ay for, ..[years- in . Parambtint's' script dejpartmen't,

'There's ..Always Juliet' : turns up.-; in. film fbrrrt
; undet

:

thi& title of 'One
Night in Lisbon;' Play by John Van Druteri was presented1 at the Empire,
N. Y;, in 1932 .! after,., it produced, then
heading Par's legit department which was litter abandoned;

One-set, four-character coYnedy ..w.h''ichV did '-(fairly well had Edna Beit'

and Herbert Marshall as /the leads. London, locale has been written out

of the scenario and Portugal substituted, with/ '....'; war. -babkgrbund tb
bring the story up to date. '...-•

''<- .'-' /"•'"'

THE TALLEY METHOD
Oomody ilraina In Mire*', ctota .preaented: at

Henry Miner's, ' .V. Tv, J-Vb. . 2t,, MI, by
(ho - J'lnywrlBlua.' Co.i. written by S.. Js\

IU<lirniiro::Ina Claire' ni'nl -.PWMp' Iflerlvnl'o

slun-ed; Krnitt D»ium h fe.uvurcq;
. aetili'uc

by Jft MIHzliier-';£vlW.Wl>
•Avis Tnlli\v'

'

For. the record, Gedrg.e'M.. Cohan points out that.the first time lie starred

on his own Was in- 1904 in 'Little Johnny Jones,' which he wrote and'•'pro'-,

duced. During the three preceding ^'seasons, the. Four. Cohans starred In

The Governor's Son* and 'Jtun'ning 'For Office.' ;
-.-

It had been jprinted that Feb. ,12 .was the 40th anniversary, of. Cohan!s
Initial appearance as a star.;. >

Grace Moore spent last week at Saranac Lake, where her husband,
Valentin Parera, has been under treatment, for some time; his condition
being serious. He was formerly a Spanish picture player, but after their

marriage became her business manager.
Warbling star returned for: her final appearance in 'Love of Three Kings'

at the "Metropolitan Monday (24).

James Carroll is again in uniform with the rank of major. and' is pres-
ently quartered in Washington. He has trained down and tips the beam
^175 pounds. He was associated with his: brother, -lEarl; at the latter's

theatre-restaurant ixi' Hollywood until recently:- .

'BELINDA,' IN BLACK,

RESCINDING PAY CUTS

BALLET RUSSE WILL

TOUR SOUTH AMERICA

Some shows on Broadway have
«alary cut arrangements, with stipur
lations that When . the gross passes
certain marks the pay. is restored
partially or wholly. 'Johnny Bel-
inda,' Longacre, has been bh a cut
basis for some time, but it is claimed
that full salaries have been paid re-
cently. When takings top $7<000 the
slice of one-third does not apply.
Last week show was credited with
topping $9,000, best gross since
opening;

'Belinda' went well. Into the red.
mostly through extra - advertisinc.
but for\ ;,the-; past two months is

claimed to have .earned 'an operating
' profit weekly.' . .

Opens Rib on Boston

- Original Ballet Russe, currently
winding" up a brief tpur...-of eastern
U. S., leaves next week for engaged
ments in Mexico City ; and Havana
befbre embarking on a season-long
and. first ' Sou,th American trek,

Troupe is due back in Itew Tfork late

next August and will open its regu-
lar fall engagement here iri mid-
October; •

'

.

Closing 'Saturday (1) night at the
Academy of Music, Philadelphiai the
company entrVins for Mexico City,'

where it plays through March 6-14 at
the Palacio Belles ,Artei: Opens, in

Havana, March 20 at the Auditorium
theatre; .remaining

.
through March

25; Then- sails for Peru, where
it. bpeiis Aprii 3.

:'''.'The\.-other""'s;v.'.Hurok.--'-tf6upe,- the.

Ballet Russe d'e Monte Carlo, toured
South America .iast; summer.. ' That
„\yas - the. firit time

. a Russian ballet
* had visited .the. southern; 'coritihent

since Nijinsky headed a tbui' there in
1917', ••:•/.

:
/." v'"

l'lillip 'J'ltlley. ....
i'y Hloti«eii...i..
liniil Kulici'. . . :

,

Miiry . :

MjinrriMl^Aicl-u , . .

;

ljr. A.vto'ii' TUvjpy.

Clali* Nlefien
,
. .

.'. .'..'. ,'Ucnn .Hnh'iH
;
.'„.

. .HUam filiri m/in
.., .. ; ; . Mm t'lnlis
•.....•:.\ .

.'

...ll<ta Kainu
:'. . i..

; IOrj\sv.l>'eut.>ich
,'. . ;--.'iI?lillli>- Morlval«

.The : Playwrights had a. lot; of
trouble with their latest presentation
aiid. perhaps" it was fated from the
start.: Despite the effort involved,
chances, of popularity, are limited,
even with Ina. Claire and Philip
Merivale. ..'•

;'
: •''''. ;': '.'

.
Play was known for a time as 'The

Mechanical ' Heart.' which was . cer-,

tainly less suitable .than ' the present
handle. It was brought 'back . for
script, and. some cast changes/ after
the first trybut; but jsumehow.it.failed
to. jell.; Herman . Shumliri :did the
direction, originally and then Elmer
fiicp tboJe oyer, with 'tlie result that
Tieither is~

Jmentioncd on ..the "program;
as 'staging:- .; ..'•;' •

•'•'.•'
;•

'

: S. N. Behrmah Is' known for'bril-
liance in dialog, though; most of his
plays have serious slants. Same goes
:fpr

.
'.The;

:

TalleyV|iSetht)d.
,

.'-.!)Vit':' the..- i'm-.

pressibri is that file story,, what there
is of it, is' muddied. Comedy content
is' under -nOrrfia.l for Belinnan. • :

.

:

... Widower . Dr. '•' Axtbn "TPalle'y . is ••'a

noted . surgeon . \vhose method on ;a
difficblt affliction has saved .many,
patients. He fails' in love with. Eriid
Fuller, a poetess, whom he had sue-,
cessfu.lly operated '-upon. He; tries to
prepare the way- to introduce her
into 'the household/ but .hardly gets
to. first base with: his soil, Philip, arid

adopted , daughter, .Avis/. • ^
.

; The .lad gave tip studying medicine:
and is frittering away his time.with
5 fan .dancer. -Daughter .is a radical,
caustic, and petulant: Curiously. Enid
understands them better than Axt.ori.'

Not. so belie.vableV is. her. affection fbr-

the bitter rnaideh.' currently in love
with Manfred G.eist, a; GeTrrtan refu-.

gee writer with a grown daughter,
and. dlsdaihing.Cy Blodgett; a clown-'
ish student.

;
- • / .

Showdown comes, in the thfrd act.

Geis.t .professes love for lEriid, which
infuriates Avis. Realising he. is re-
spbnsible for part of the situation, in
the Talley home, he stiicidesi. Avis
then leaves. . Enid comes to the de-
cisibh that she cannot -marry the
doctor because they are mentally not
attuned. Ohly satisfaction for Dr;
Talley is that Philio returns to medi-
cal school and ,thereby continues .the

line, of physicians in the family.
. Miss Claire and Merivale are
splendid players and -try to lend to

their respective parts more than is

written in them, 'Early In. the play
she expresses Joy in meeting a man
she could really love after a number
of emotional, wanderings. .She also/

says. *We live in a time when [the
truest voices are struck down by the
ioudost.' Somehow those sentiments
do not . iibe with her later ideas.

MerivaleV Talley seems the, much
'more norm o]... character.

Hiram . Sherman ' is amusing at

times a.* Cy. having the play's lishter
lines. Ernst ' Deutsch' evves Geist
some authority. +hough It isn't an at-

tractive .nort . Claire Nieperi is the
dour Avis and less flnoealine, while
Dean Hafrens plays Phillo. both be-
ing among the younger players who
recently landed oh Broadway. .

:-'.:' 'b«e
.

'revamped In several ;. respects, none
of them adding ' greatly to the
effectiveness , of the/ original theme
and treatment.

. .
/•.;;..';./:;

Production le mediocre, arid, the di-

rection, attributed to Guy Douglass,
is distinctly dated, much of the buslr
hess being, corny and overboard in

its loutish ' iniplicatlbns. Device of
visible loud speakers blaring atmo-
spheric musical, theme for curtain
raisers and blackout./ climaxes is

hokey meller, and goes back, to the
days of the/ kerbsene.-cltcurtsi

Performance is a hoopla field day
for Florence Reed, / Violet . Hemihg
and Douglass Montgomery, The lead
Is ,a compelling delineation • for
fe'mme audiences and. holds a hyp-
notic fascination for male players,
as was evidenced by- Bob .Morit-:

gomery's painstaking and impressive
click in the film; ; Douglass Mont-
gomery's . Danny portrayal is an
Interesting, though loose, character-
ization of the murderous' psychotic,
its effectiveness being somewhat dis-

persed by • swirl of knees and
elbows and its rather squirmy playr
Ing. /Miss. Homing, not too" happily
cast; as the love interest, makes the
most of, the part- of 'the: inhibited
'heroine. Here again this ve.rsibn inV
vitcs icbmparison with: Miss Russell's-

film Olivia and comes off; second
best. /

v .';- ;

"-.'
; v.:

;

- ;/• -, ;:./
•';.

Miss Reed as Mrs; Brarnsbn is a
surprise, mostly' because she fol-

lows no precedent In her portrayal,

.{fore is a sterling performance of an
elderly hypochoridri'ac. all the way,
and the acting/ honors;, of^the per-

formance >gb -to her. The high
quality/ Of the: acting turned In by
these three seasoned troupers, .aided

by the compulsion' of the psycho^-

killer theme, makes .up for -the other.

bbvfoW' shortcomings. <jf the pres-

chtatioh. and -. should be sufficient tb

flssiire it of at. least moderate success.

Frank . McCoy, credited as. pro-

ducer., also is., acting as romoany
manager. '

:.'
. -. .

Burton,

3ALLET THEATRE

'

/ \ / - Bost6h..'.Feb. '25;..

The Players Theatre group made
its debut in the Peabbdy Playhouse

! t\ : vj , n .«•/ .

here Friday..flight (21 ) with their l/r8fflatlS[$ Katlty
reviie /caHed .'Baa; Baa/. Back Bay;!

Advance publicity 'promised a big

hotfoot to all Boston institutions

arid traditions, > arid - the house was
packed.

.
Judging frqrii reception, .a

New Basic Agreement

New. minimum ' basic :, agreemerit

good percentage of the pew. warm-^f'W pJ^c
*,
i(?n f-

B^fdway
•plays- was'.ratined;cesterday. ' (Xues.-'

, ars were pals; of^/the pJhyers
In a self-cphscious cbllegiate man-

ner the revue/ribs', a rich .assortment
of people and. places, but / v. good

day:)/.by the. Dramatists' Guild cbtinv
cil. '; It had previously been- nego-
tiated/ with the League of . N. . Y.
Theatres. - whose members . ; ex-

taste: politica'ns, the /street railway. ' peCted to sign
Harvard, ;^Grbton,/^bhn' Ro6seyelt..J .,pact . which goes into effect Sat-
Koussevitsky arid Ann Covio among urday a),. is

' for five years,
.
Only

others
.

. .
:

. changes /from the 'previous, agree-
No.velt.ies include a co-credit; 6n a

. ment are that authors of all plays,
lyric for. Percy/ Bysshe Shelley, and

, American br foreign, mtist' he mem-
a special backdrop for a 30-second/ bers of or join the Guild, and the
dumb skit

!
which has two' Indians', period; - during which p odticer

walking twice . across .the stage. ' shares in the subsidiary rights to
Music was written, by tarltori Bates, plays is extended from thjee -to five

and Bobby Goldman. . years. .

Phy Out of Town

NIGHT MUST FALL
(ROAD REVIVAL)

.. Buffalo. Feb. 20.

Drnma by .fenilyn Wllllama; proB>nleiV by.
Vrari'c ,5li.-Co,v. F.i'b.:• 211-21'; nt;-. ErlaiKjer.
•Bufraln; rtlrftPrt by . Oviy

%M)oirtI'nKii; f«i-
;tur«!-' Viprcnop Rcp,i1, .pnifKl.t'M MontROiilcrv
Uriel -Vlojpt Ttenilni?: 'othprq- l« ense, Arthur
Cioulil-l'hrlPr, PhlKmtii -,Rp'viin«.' -. riprrilno
Vert, Ethel •. rlllon, ' J. W. Austin.;' $2.75
top. V ..' '

. _ . .
•

'

.
This , revival of Emlyn; Williams'

melodriimatic British inuseum piece
is definitely rigged for, the provincial
trade.' Buffalo' date/ of this revival,
which Is its, .flrSt U - S. showing fol-
lowing

. several, weeks of Canadian
bookings; poses the questibri asi to .the
explanation for its present American
refurbishing. Aside from providing
ari- actors! holiday for . the trio of .fea-
tured players, this stilly of'.* horiii-
rldal rrianiac .in/its present form has
little hew to recommend it, "except
nerhrps as an- cv'hlbit .of /earlier
Will'.'imsania; chieflv; -of Interest .'to

his 'Corn Is:'--Gr'e'enV-..en
:

thii<ia'sts.'':-''-Oh;

•that, score, tt mitjlrf attract some; at-
torif ion frorii the cognoscenti, but on
l.t«;/'<:howing hPre. there speriis. littlrr

likMihood .of a molrn.pblltari .stand,
especially In yiev> tif (he fact that the
or.in.ipn). o'vtftT with the author him-
sclfi. proverl /nnjiblp to weather more
than a few weeks of Broadway'
hyfJoVhR'.:

. Such hintn lond ' attention as ft

may receive will
.
Probably come

from
.
irit'ere?t In. /•oinnarisop'- with

the , coilii'ovfrsla' ./ Robert :
;'.Afont?.-

•«wmcry-T?o.«*lln<T: RK««?l.l-'Parn" 'Mav
Whltty film, vers'on. -'th wh'ch this
'.brrtrli'r'tibrj Irievitahlv invites -mral-
Icls. Present dramatization; has been

Pullet- Theatre; proscfilP'l. by Dnllet Pres-

eiitntliins. Titc. ('nii'.luclor', M;ix: OrttiPTmnn.

At'AnWtUvX. V., Feb. ll;^4t ; SSJltt top.

($4.-K» op'criinK^. • '

'•'PrlrtclpnV:.- N'wnjx Onllncr.-- Anne W IlKon:

Miriam Oniilen. Nina SIi-obudovh, . AKncs de

Mlllc Luoln' Oli:is'<*:'.' Aniiiibolle T.ynn, Norn-

Knye/ Knren.C'oniii'l. Ahlon lio|ln. Piivld

Nlllo.
' Kil ware!. On l on. . Kupohe I,orlfi»f.

.TpriinVo llobblns, -Huifh T,n|nfc. Antony.

Tudor. Tortn W(nilPll;in, K:ilh:ivlnP Seritnvft.

. IOnspniblp: Allol'aiAlonxo. Muriel .
Ilcntley,

Joan Davidson.- Tnnlii ))i)!(0li(li)vskn. Jlelty

nilniore. :M1in! ..(.lombpr. Mnrla: . K:irnlloff.

P.iroHiy tyaaK-ht, 'Mnrjurln Moore, Dorothy
Moftruile. Olco Snrtrrz, Kozslka .Punbovn.

Kintle'n -Viillior, VlrRlnla ..AVIItox. ; Anna,

Wlman. llillle Wynn, Hetty YcnKCr. NFcr-

hnndo Aloiizo; Hubert Blnml.-.Frotl Dnnlell,

Charles I>lo|cHnn, Pwlpht r,ndwln. nny Kiirr

rlson, John Krlzn, . niohnrfl Itocrt; Npvvromb
'Bice; f lUmltrl' ltoninriofr. DoimJd - Saddler;,

Uobert Wolft.
'

If there can be such: a thing a&/an
all-Americari'baUcl; this Ballet The-
atre would appear, to be it. Many of

the group are either, foreignTborn or

iforeign^lraincd, but at least the or-

ganization has its inspiration lit. the

U. S., arid, what!s more important,

its- work has the flavor and feeling

of this country, Whether or not the

American public will support a ballet

of; native appeal is. another matter.

it may /be that the cash-paying
ballet audiences prefer the some-:

what synthetic (if potent) -glamor of
-

the two Russian troupes—the Ballet

Russe de Monte Carlo arid the Origi-

nal Ballet Russe; Undoubtedly, the

latter two outfits draw'bigger grosses

at present. But if the Ballet Thea-
tre can continue its buildup and is

shrewdly handled .it should acquire

a sizable following of its own, not
Only iri New York, but ultimately
throughout, the country.

Ballet . Theatre is well named; It

is more than mere ballet. Its pro-
ductions, particularly the newer
ones, have an originality and. ;a the-

atrical quality distinct from the -pure,
tinsel -make-believe appeal of tradir

tiorial ballet. It may be a sense of
the commercial. Anyway, it's there
and it frequently provides a divert-
ing; -show. occaSioriaily even an ex-
citing ope. /

NUiriber. of new ballets are being
offered during the current engage-
ment which started /at :the /Majestic
.to''a- profitabiy-ililed. and.- colorful
house. -.- Sbme-.bf '"the- > presentations

•

are . deflniteiy smash entertainment.
Among the latter are 'Gala Per-
formance,' a low-comedy- piece about
how three premiere ballerinas (Rus-
sian, French arid Italian).- upstage
each other when they appear in the
same ballet. Conceived by. Antony
Tudor, .,with- . rriu'sic- by Serge Pro-
kofiev, arid with / atmospherically
helpful decor by Nicolas d'e. Mojas,
it provides . a succession of laughs.

. Another click" addition: to the rep^-
ertoire -is V new , version/ of 'Three

i VirgiriS and a Devil,' a satirical gem
| With choreography', by' Agries de
; Mille, scenario by. Ramon Reed, set-

;
ting by Arne Lurtdborg. and costumes
by Motley. .'Billy the Kid/; a melo-
dramatic story 'ballet about, the nb-
tbrious . frontier killer, is a vivid
spectacle of steadily rising . interest.
It has choreograpiliy by Eugene Lor-
ing, music, by Aaron. Copland arid

;
scenery and costumes by . Jared
French. It .was previously done by
the Ballet Caravan. Another new one
is 'Capricioso,' an atmosphere ballet;
with choreography by Aptori Dolin,

/ Sunday (23) was a. test of whether
visitors to New York will' patronize
legit shows/. ; Town was filled with
incomers;'/ to. :: the - metropolis' .for

Washington'" /Birthday, with/.goodly
percentage evidently remahiirig/untii
the Sabbath evening.

' Theatres packed- 'eni , in. Friday and

.

Saturday, while the Sunday per-
formances were iyell peopled by
visitors. This indicates that Sun-
days will be supported by. summer
vacationists, if such performances
are given after the; end of. May,
which termiriates the present ar-
rangement .between the • managers
and Equity.

" The highest number of p'ei'form-'

ances; bri Sunday since the experi-
ment started were given. There were
nine featjnees; and;., 15 night shows
for a. total of 23. Included were. two.
legits which went on . in benefit - for

the Actors' Fumi . and Stage^Relief

^

neither playing Sundays regularly.

Biggest draws in the afternoon
were 'It Ilappens on Ice,' Center, and
'Heilzapoppiri,' Winter Garden;. .

JOS. COYNE, AMERICAN

• Passihg of Joiseph Cbyne.at the age
of .

74
' in Ehglarid.last week (20 ) was

duly .-

r
rt<;6'rded--;.b;yCT..'h'er.e t

' but the

American, comediari who became an
expatriate was little known to the
present generation; --.''•'.' /-:.-/'

Coyne was an all around light

.comedian and dialectician. He start-

ed as a Va,ttdevillian and ' then de-
veloped into a musical comedy name.'

His first appearance' was in an after-

piece at the- London theatre, on the.

Bowery . in. N.. Y. • He teamed with
Hap Ward before the latter joined
with Harry Yokes'.; Coyne was also

oi the Fbur Diamonds (Evans, Coyne,
Buckley and Ward), after appearing
in . blackface act (Eyans and
Coyne). •.

Leaving the variety stage, Coyne
appeared in Charles Hoyt farces,

going to London in. one of them.
Show' which (established him over
there, hbwever, '.was 'The Merry
Widow,? which; played Daly^s, Lei-'

cester Square in 11907-08 ;arid during
.'its.: run his dressing, room with an
improvised bar was a . mecca for

visiting Americans.
Prior to that he had returned :to

Broadway and scored,' 'The Girl

From Kay's,*which starred Sam
B e r n a r d ,

and Hattie Williams.

Coyne's bit,- that of skating around
the. stage with scrubbing brushes
strapped to his/shoes, was -a comedy
click. Once thereafter he came back
appearing with Alexaridria Carlyle

in 'The Mollusk,' at the bid Garrick.

Thereafter his trips here Were oil

business, seeing shows and contact-

ing cronies, generally meeting: thein

at the one time cafe at 42nd and
Broadway known as the Metropole.
His Americari appearances Jn-

cluded Rich and Harris shows, The
Giri in The Barracks' (also at the.

Garrick), 'The Night of The Fourth'

and The District: Attorney,' One of.

his early London appearances was
under the management of Charles

Frohman in The Girl From Up
There/ with Edna May, at the. Duke,

of Yorke's. .. Last , reported appear-

ance, over there was 1

, in 'Apron

Strings,' in 1931. '/

tie never married. There was a.

life-long friendship between Coync

arid George/ M. Cbhan arid when the;

latter - went .'.'abroad ^ they - in-

separable, Cphari.
/
gcncraily

.

sailing

>

ibr the express purpose of seeing his

pal ofOother time>. •: • ;/'

musie. , by Cimarbsa arid stunning
decor/and costumes 'by de .Molas. .

.

'Pas de Quatre,' which provided
a .still-recalled display of ;tempei'a-

merits when .-Queen Victoria had. four

iriternatibrially>kriown ballerinas give'-.-

a command ballet performance In

1845, arid had apparently been.

perforrriedt- since then,- . is revived

;

with a choreography by Dolin-. Al-

most the sole point, of interest ip

the piece, is
!

its sly satire of Vic-

torian manners;.. .

. Male dancers of the Ballet Thea-
tre, led by Dblin/ and Loring,. are

expert and more personable than

anyone in . the two . Russian troupes.;

And although the femme .
Balle :'

Theatre members lack the theatrical

aura and assured grace of such bal-

lerinas as Panilova, Riabouchinsltr
and Baronova,- several of them com-
bine genuine talent with nifty/.np-

pearance. Among the most captivat-

ing are Nina Stroganova, Karen Con
rad, Nana Gollner, . Annabelle Lj'o-

and Alicia Alonso. Hoot.
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SUBURBANITES ON B'WAY
Earlier curtains for tWe Sunday evening legitima,te and musi-

cai productions on: Broadway^probably would better iuit play-

goers than adherence to the conventional 8 :45 openings, A
standard eight o'cld

peal to a wider audience in the commuting radii. The struggle

to catch the comparatively few after^theafre trains to ?uburl?s

was given up years ago by residents of outlying sections. They
simply stopped, attending evening performances of Broadway.

ihoWS., '.- ... •:
'.-'"•;.'...: "':}:':: '[

For many seasons the film houses had the Sunday evening

crowds that swarm through the theatre section of. New York;

in .search of entertainment. This , the first season that the

controlling, interests of the theatre have agreedi upon a program

of operating costs which makes it practical to. give Sunday per-

formances.
' The experiment has proved profitable generally.

Fifteen shows
>
iivcludirig.fr

night, and nine doubled with matinees,

Only one attraction ('Flight to the West') has experimented
• with the eight, o'clock 'curtain ; all the -others are holding to the

weekday-schedules. '
:

•

' ' ^'
:-V' :

::
.

'

Granted that an earlier starting- time on Sundays will require

a campaign of customer education, the scheme has broad box-

office potentialities. As a group, the male suburbanite is eco-

'hoiuicaliy able . tp.pay for W he

is reluctant to; forfeit any time' frOin'
:
his precious- hours for,

sleeping. He is a«? likely to cominit murder as willingly to miss

the. 7:52 a.m.. tra in wh ich -'takes h fin • to his office in the-, city

every morning. •

'

_..-. :
_-'.

_ V.-V,/-

A \ not •' itisurmbuntable problem' in connection with earlier

Sunday evening curtain times is flie readjustment of the play-

ers to a shorter period of rest between matinee and evening per-

formances.. By common assent ;
thevrnatinee curtains rise at

3 o'clock. . --
v"'.".'

.

. Enticing the metropolitan suburbanite to the /theatre is a

fho\vmanship problem that should intrigue the ingenuity of

every manager. The average commuter is a stranger to the

theatre. -He could be persuaded, however, if he were guaranteed
to be home and in bed before midnight.

Season on B'way

If the influx to New York the.

latter part of last week is-, an .Indi-

cation of spring and summer- possi-

bilities, the prediction that Broadway
will have a prosperous summer will

be. accurate, Grosses .soared from
Thursday on. Friday and Saturday
performances were jammed at many
theatres' and a record number of

standees was claimed.
- While Washington's birthday. (22)

is usually the peak of the legit sea-

son, observers say .there was a record
Influx of out-of-towrters. Holiday,

having fallen on Saturday, did riot

provide an ' opportunity . for extra
matinees, : but was a . natural for

visitors because of the weekend. That
many remained in. town on Sunday
was indicated by the excellent thea-

tre attendance that day. There Will,

be a falling off of .legit b.Q. for the
next three weeks, what with the ap-
proach of the federal income tax
deadline; March 15, also the . begin-
ning of Lent today (Wed,).

Post-March Upswing
After March it is expected that

business will start upward again, as
money expended for defense should
start filtering through .to. general
business channels by then. There'
is an increasing interest in spring
production by managers and the,

prospects are for more activity than
indicated last month.

.

Kurtiber, of abetter, knowri
.

produc-
tiqn offices readying; hew plays is

Increasing! In the van now are Gil-

bert Miller,: with a . drama called

'R.A.F.';r .Herman. Shumlihi rehearsT
ing a new Lillian Hellman\ play;
Theatre Guild, with 'Hope for a Har-
vest'; Al: Lewis ..(with .'. Max Siegal ),

doing 'Open House' (was 'Bundles
From Brit4ih

r
:);''i''joHh^.G'oiden' with

Theatre,'- as previously mentioned.
These do not include quite a' list of
new. shows, slated during spring by
lesser known managers;

It
.
appears that several. - picture-

companies will figure ih: spring pro-
duction. Film people, may have her
come interested on the strength of
Lady iii The Dark' (Alvin ), a smash
in which Paramount owns a goodly
share, also 'Mr. and Mrs. North' (Bel-.'

asco). which is moderately, successr
ful. This show is wholly backed by
Metro. .

'

"

Closings
'Flight to' the West', is in its final

week at the Guild. 'Tanyard Street'
suddenly stopped nt the Little. Sat-
urday (22). No new .shows are
slated for arrival, next week, • but

MGRS. HYPO LEGIT BIZ

VIA STUDE CUT-RATES

While efforts to bolster Broadway
theatre attendance among suburban-
ites, through 'organizing 'the audi-

ences,' have not been materially

beneficial, the movement is being

furthered by the managerial League
of New York Theatres. It has ob-
tained definite results In attracting

students through the cooperation

of the English Teachers Assn. Shows
which have principally benefitted so

far are Twelfth Night' (St. James)
and .'Flight to the West' (Guild).

Up to this week around 4,000

tickets for the Shakespearean work
have been sold to pupils, mostly "in

high schools. Teachers stated .
last

week they could dispose of all
.
the

tickets they could be allotted for

'Flight/ Student admissions are at

reduced rates, so that theatres with

sizable balcony capacities are in line

to get that class of patronage.

Teachers make recommendations
to students, and a .few are taboo,

while - other shows are not available

because of flourishing business. Both

'Night' and 'Flight' are in. their final

weeks. '

-Fantasia' Preem Winds

Up Gleve. Legit Early
'::.:. Cleveland, Feb. 25. •:

: Hahna . Is .winding up Its winter

legit reason on or aboiit March il.

after : which Wait Disney, engineers;

will wire house for roadishowed run

of 'Fanfasia'.'-ippe.ning lh latter, part

of March. .

:

. >.
-.

•\ Legit curtain-closer will be Chi-,

cagn; company of 'Man Who ,Came

To Dinner/ with. CUfton Webb, week
of. March .10. Although first • half

of. Hannah .season was .heavy and

profitable in bookings. Dante's cur-

rent 'Sim .Sala Bim' Is the only show
it was able, to corral; for February,

with' Xatharjne Cornell . lh 'Doctor's

Dilemma . following it week of

March 3. ' '

.,

Bobby Clark May Go Into

King's Revised Musical
Understood that deal is. on' the fire

for Bobby Clark to go into revised
edition of 'She- Couldn't Say Yes,'
which is being rewritten by Fred
'Thomson, and Arthur Sheekman. .

.Dennis -King plans'to produce new
version. New. score is being, written
by John LaTouche and Vernon
Duke. Only people of original cast
to.be'retained are King and Charles
Wallace.

Boston legit houses face virtually

a showiess spring. Currently it has

but one play; ' 'Life/ Wife .Father.'

Only other, show definitely-booked

there is 'Cabin in The Sky.V March
10, ;with nothing .else.- aiming. \that.

way: until; close to Easter.: Boston

doesn't understand why, but hints

there may be a reason,. '.while m6st
of Broadway is hot aware of . the
dearth of Hub bookings, v

:

'

The road is prospering,, what there
is .of it, so Boston is; guessing whether
it is being passed up on purpose. Up
there they seem , aware that Phila-
delphia, Washington and Baltimore
are getting; the tryouts and think
that Boston should get its share, as
Was the case earlier; in the season.

;
In New York it was stated- that

there is nothing undercover about
the Boston situation, and that -it. is

merely a booking lapse that some-
times occurs when . there are a
limited number of shows ph the
road. .

Interested people, ;- however,
are. guessing -whether - producers are
dodging the Shubert-Herrick head-
ache in the Hub. Number of man-
agers have complained that Her-
rick's, a ticket agency, has hogged
the tickets and that the agency is

controlled by the Shuberts. Latter
deny. this.

Shuberts operate most of Boston's
legiters., exceptions being the Colon-
ial (Erlanger's) and the. Repertory,
an independent house where 'Father'

is berthed. During the show scar-

city the Shubert staff there is mostly
off the payroll.

Ice to Tour for Three

Wks., Then Returns To

NT.; Joe Cook Leaving

•It Happens on Ice,' : the rink, re-

vue at the Center, Radio City, will

go on the road for three weeks, final

showing of the present performance
being March ,8. Joe Cook, who is

the top feature, will play out of town,

then 'leaves the outfit. After mid-
western appearances, 'Ice' will re-

turn to the Center April 3 with the

addition or new specialty . turns

from the Sonja Henie 'Hollywood.

Ice Revue,' which recently ended
its tour.

'Ice1 drew its biggest grpss since

New Year's . last ; week, when it got,

$36,000, topping Broadway.' . Show
had been playing Sunday night right

along, then recently Sabbath mat-
inees were added. Matinee last Sun-

day (23) grossed $4,600, which
doubled, the afternoon takings of the

initial; matinee on that day the week
previously :'''<'

•-
"''' •.-•

'
"-. ' -

. First, outrbf-town. : date. ..will be
March . 12 -at the Chicago stadium,

where 'Ice' will play'.'-12
! days. .Sppt\

is operated .by Arthur ,M.. Wirtz,. \yho

with - Miss . Henie produced the revue

at the Center. \; Indianapolis. ;arena,

also' operated by . Wirtz arid 1 associ-

ates,' \vill follow prior to the return

to New York. '

';.
' -. •

;

Equity May

'Wonderful Time' Suit

Must Be tried March 4
Suit' of Henry, Rose, 'author; against

Marc . Cqnheliy, Arthur -Kober and
Mitchell Grayson,' "charging the
plagiarism 'of an unpublished play,
called- 'Silent. Shears,'

:

:in the de-
fendants' 'Having Wonderful Time/
must go; to trial March 4, 1941. Fed-
eral Judge Henry Warren-".Goddard,"
Monday (24), denied a plea "by the
defendants for . further delay of
the trial. ;-. v';.

.

,
Defense, had. submitted ah affidavit

by
:
Arthur Koher, author of /Having

Wonderful .Time/ ..which stated he
:

had . oeeri . called to California oh
Feb. vl5 on. a. four-week .guarantee
for; Samuel GoldWyn to .do. the
screen' play on 'Little Foxes/ and,
would be unavailable until April 1.

Plaintiff charged that the trial had
been delayed sufficiently already.

Action seeks an injunction, account-
ing of profits and damages.

Equity Council Nixes

Proposal to Remove

Curb on Performers

Two proposals made at . Equity's

last • quarterly . meeting, placed . in

committees and then submitted to the

coyncil, have: been rejected by the

latter body. One idea was to delete

a stipulation in the . standard con-:

tracts that gives exclusive services

of players to managers. . The other

Was. to permit juniors to vote and
drops the requirement that they be
members for two years, or appear, for

50 weeks before attaining senior rat-

ing. It was;, a foregone conclusion

that . the • latter proposal would . be
turned down. .

There was quite some discussion

oyer the; exclusive, service provision.

One of the
.
prevailing arguments

that killed the proposal was that

when players in shows take outside

engagements It keeps, others who
.may be unemployed out ot jobs.

Indicated that' doubling : is frowned
upon by council, but It does not har
merrtbers from' so doing.

Another argument against droo-
ping the clause is that players who
take outside jobs are liable to be
unable to glye their best stage per-
formances. This. It Is said; j's-.- par-

ticularly true when those with stage

engagements do. picture work
throughout the day under klejg

lights. Further pointed out : players
may secure permission from pro-
ducer^ to take extraneous assign-

ments, so It is not necessary to make
the deletion. Actors also may pro-

vide for such possible opportunities

by adding a rider to the contract at

the time of being engaged.
Around Equity It Is said that there

have been lew cbmplalnts from man-
agers about the .matter.

.
Proposal

arose when Carol Bruce, In 'Loui-

siana Purchase/ accepted night club
and radio aorjearances without the
consent.- of Buddy De Sylya and
Irving Berlin, the producers. She
was fined by. Equity. Singer was
given permission for some outside

appearances, with stipulations.

week of March 10 will see the pre-

mieres of The Doctor's Dilemma,'

Shubert; /Five Alarm. Waltz/ Play-

,

house, and "They Walk Alone/ Gol-

1

deh. This week has two openings:

The Tallcy Method/ Miller, and

,

•Brooklyn Biarritz," Royale. '

I

Divas, 'Hellz' and Passion

Play Set ait N. 6 Aud
, New Orleans, Feb. 25.

Municipal- Auditc*ium/n6re,- which

scored heavily recently, with .an ' ap-

pearance by Jeanette MacDonald.

•has bceii .booked- .almost- solidly -into
|

the spring. Manaper Irwin F. Poch'e
'

has set,, among- other- things,
;
Metro- :

.

politan
' Opera. •; four-day stand of,

\

'••H«llzap/ipptn' and Fa* ion Play. "
j

. Mif.-. MacDonald' two weeks, ago -

^ahg . lo a capacily ' house : 'it' ad-
'

ditional chuirs anc' standees. '
Vakc

;

was $5,500 for the date. :

/. .
: |

lawyer' in Work

For Chi Showing

Chicago, Feb. 25. ;

First Chicago production In years

Will be 'See My Lawyer/ George
Abbott show of last- season, which
goes into rehearsal this week to

open. In the Selwyn on March 16. Set

from the original New York cast are

Mary Rolfe and , Robin Raymond,
with Carroll Ashiburn, stace chief

here with iiife Vfi\\i vFather^; on

loan by Oscar Serlin to d irect the

show^ Also. ' froth N-:- ;Y--. for' the

shpw •w.itf''-l3e/Japk-\Sh6ehari^. WhQ
clicked In.iGhi-Whv.Th'-tee'-'Men'^pn a

Horse.' and Nat Cantor.-
.

Willie Shore.. Chi hitery performer..

w'ijl make his Teeit debut in the? role

played in the N.. Y. company by Mil-

ton Berle Robert' Russell is pro-

ducing. •
..

''..'.''

';: "y't

|
.
Equity is expected to take a. stand

and insist on pay to actors playing

p

army .canips,: whether theyfagree to

|
make gratis : appearances ' not.

j

Matter carhe to a head when 'Hellza-

f
poppin' was' shown ait Camp ' Dix,

I N, J.i Monday (23) night. .'.
.

I „ Oiseh: and - Johnson, and ' the
|.Shuberts okayed the trip to th«.
camp, but it developed that admis-'
sioiv .was;

.
charged/ proceeds' to go to

.

enlisted men's relief. Because it. was
a benefit, ..Alan "Correli,

:

of the Thea-
tre Authority stepped in. At a meet-
ing of the company? after a per-
formahce . 'Correili.

;
staVed' that,; as

there, are ho proper sanitary accom-
modations ;for ..women, it would be
inadvisable to take the whole com-
pany to -Dix and

. suggested that
specialty turns in the revue would
suffice. Olsen made a patriotic ap--

: peal to the company and all ex-
! pressed a desire to play the camp.
Pointed out: that it might have been
embarrassing if any. voteid no>

• N.O.. Layoff • •

1

•

'

Equity officials frowned 'on. the'

date, saying that as the show played
four performances on Saturday and
Sunday, the players sh.6uld hot have
been deprived of the Monday layojfi.

First it was planned to
;

send , the

j
players to Dix in army trucks, but

'Equity
v
at. least got a concession and-

busses . were . used; It was reported

[
that another matter had nearly pro-?

, voked a " row', . Seems ' that the :

j
trainees bought . tickets - ai 55c., but

j those . .tickets' were recalled . because

j
"officers wanted to see "HeH?/ and .

j

paid at the- rate of .$1:50 and $1. ;

|

Position, of Equity, is partly based
]-on plans for .entertainment in camps-

I
which have made no provision for

j
stage shows, ; Advices ' from; the
Coast ;state . that small theatres have
been' built in army camps; there for

_
the showing of : pictures, but .there

!

are no stages. These 'houses' seat

:
around '500 and at some camps five

j
such buildings have beeh erected,

I
instead of a large theatre.

The limited capacity means . »
higher cost of operation. Declared
that the army is paying for the flirts

and, if there is money for that purr
pose there should be expenditures
for stage, performances. It had been .

previously understood that no coin

had been allotted for camp diversion,
;

• Equity people believe that the

camps could provide jobs for around,

2,000 players who would tour in pro-

posed legit and vaude units.

Units Starting

First of the entertainments spon-

sored by the Friends of the Soldiers

of New York Committee to play

army camps is,currently in produc-

tion under . the direction of Bobby
Sahford. It's a three-act unit titled,

Train Blazing Revue' and opens a
.

three-and-a-half-week tour March 3

at Fort McClellan, Anniston, Ala.

From there the unit, goes to Fort

Berining, Coiumbus, Ga., then to

Camp Stuart, near Savannah, plus a

date at Fort Bragg, Fayetteville,

N. C, before working north.

Freddie Lightner, Nelson and Hart
and a line of six girls comprise the

show. All the talent is being paid,

plus being given first-class r.r, trans-

portation to make the jumps. ".

Shows will charge an admission

and deficits/between the cost of the

unit and the gross, : which are ex-

pected,
:

will "be made
;
tip .by the lay-

men's committee. Only one show
night Wjll be given and some of the

.

camp dates will run to a full week.

TEXAS FAIR DICKERING

FOR SHUBERT OPERETTA

Dallas, Feb. 25. y
It now/ appears certain

.
that the

Texas State Fair will present 10

weeks of summer operetta next
Juiy; : August . and September. A deal

is in the works, with J. 'J; -Shubert.

The
:
oniy; possible .hitch in signing,

of. the contract is, that the State Fair

will, not undertake . the obligation

unless'.' the Wholesale Merchants
Assn. and : other groups underwrite
a pportion of the obligation. .

:

.

' r

Dick Skinner, .,cn,-p.rcduccr .of

'Charley's ' Aunt,'; at' iho Cort.- N..' Y..

to Pit>sburgh to' Took 'i.ver. -t^r-^-'F-

ne'fie Tpc^ drama pc^'^liprbcl-'^liop

of. ;'Dawn- in Lvonesvi./ .wi!* th» ?-fcf

of ;a possible Broadway prprentati '

.

'

;
New' Broyyn CJ. Musical

.ProyiJehce. 'R. I., Feb. 25.

.
'Run for Your Life' is the title of

the annual musicai revue to be pre'-.

..'. ente'd by the. undergraduate musical
organ iVa; ion,, the. Brownbrokers, • at'

. Brown .University and Pembroke
C': !e;;c May ;5-10. .

I Show is baseci on Life mag.
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Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D:\Drama), R

(RetMtc)". M . (Musical
)

, F- (Fa ra>)

,

O (Operetta)*

,

'Arsenic and Old Lace.? Fullon
(G<h week) C.CP-938:;S.T.30). Influx

,of visitors for. WasliinsUHv's BirtliT

day boosted grosses, but this laiish

show can't gross more, than' it is reg-

isterins: / they- are .standing up at all'

performances:. $.l-7>00.0.-..
: ,:'

'Bovs aiid Girls Topelher.' Broad-
hurit (2 1st . week)- iR-.l.lfiO: $3.30)..

Got good share iof . wee'keiyd. rush and
gross went to- oyer' $lfl,f>noV. ale re-

duced fronv $4.40 starling .this week,
which may. better . the- .attendance:
whether gross will improve.'.' is ques-
tionable, .

'
-•'

.

r

'Brooklyn Biarritz,'. Roy-ale = (C-
1,047: S3.30). Presented by -Marie
Louise Elkiiis and Clarence Taylor;
written by Beatrice' Alli.it and How-
ard Robert Newman; opens .Thurs-
day (271 ' '.'-. / -

'Cabin in the ' sity.' -'Martin'. Beck-
(18lh week) (M-1.214; S3,:iOV...' Last
two we?ks for colored musical; went
to over $14,000 last -week, "in im-
provement;- indefinite' -tour plaiiried; J

. 'Claudia,' Booth (-2nd week ) (CD-

'

712; $3.30). Distinctly ma.Uiiee draW,
but night.--business also excellent: and.,

new cotnedy looks set for . stay;
quoted, over $13,000 last week.
'Crazy With the Heat/ 44th St!

(4th week) (Rrl.325: $3.3Q): Best tak-.
ings so far last week, when, gross
was quoted around ..SlS.ObO:- strong
Saturday materially, helped; earned
operating pront.. -

'Flight .to the West/ Guild (D-956;
$3.30). Final and ninth week for
show, which attracted attention but
hardly enough attendance; around
$6,000.
'George Washington Slept Here/

Lyceum (18th Week) (C-1.004; $3,30).
Somewhat improved last week, when
the takings were around $9,000; still

turning some profit weekly.
'Hellzapoppin/ Winter Garden-

(127th week) (R-1.671; $3.30). Cleariv
up revue holding up to real money
and end of long stayer riot yet in
Bight; . $26,000;

;
may ' get more this

week, what with two performances
Sunday.

'It Happens oh Ice/ Center (20th
week) (R-3087; $2.75). Got biggest
money in town last week; enormous
business at Weekend; $36,000: also
played matinee and night Sunday to
great biz; leaves temporarily next
week.
'Johnny Belinda,' Lopgacre (23d

week) (D-1.01G; $3.30). Topped
$9,000, which was best gross to date;

NOW APPEARING AT
EARL CARROLL'S THEATRI

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
Mirt.t I.OU CLAYTON

•-.'.' CO-STARRING
IN RECORD BREAKING

"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"
ON TOCB • •

Mgt.i WM. KENT
1776 B'way. New York

' 'Featured In

GEORGE ABBOTT'S

«PAL JOEY"
Barrymore Theatre, New York

.benefitted from holiday Influx arid

also Sundays.
'

'Lady in the Dark/ Alvin .(5th

week) (M-U357;-;:$4'.40). Nib. attrac-

tion in higher demand than this .new
play with music; j.ust a matter of
standee's'.:' gross more than- $32|0d0.

. TJfc With Father/ Empire (67th
week) ( GN1.005: $3.3.0) New hits,

still- have, not affected, part of Mast
season's standout'-laugh show, which
'topp>d.-:'$18'.0'po.-last;-'\v^ek'..,:

:

'

'Louisiana Purchase/ Imperial
(39th 'week) (C-1.450; $4.40). .:: Soon
entering. 10th - riiorith and copping
•plenty of sugar: rated over $27,000^

which. was. an increase;.ought to ^tay:
into summeft " -

.
-

;

.'Man Who Came to Dinner," Music
Box (71st week) ; (C-l,013; $3.30 >.

Perked up further: registered- ca-
pacity Friday and Saturday, with the
gross Well over. '$12,500.'-..

. '>lHfet the People/ 'Mansfield (9th

week) (R-1,000;.. $3;.3Q >.
: .
..Claimed .its;

best- -week- . since"- start: -.gross ap-
proached $12,000 .level; has/not .fared
as well . as '.expected, but, turning
some operation profit, ':. '

:

'Mr. anij .Mrs. North/ Bclasco (6th
week) (Crl.000; $3.30). Also regis-
tered best - inark -stride .opening.
With takings approximating $12,01)0;

should play well. into spring.

'My Sister Eileen,' Biitmore .(9th
:

week) (CD-991; $3,30). Going' along
to capacity' plus, with gross upward
of $16,500: Chicago company, started
rather well arid should click there. •

, 'Old Acquaintance/ Morosco (8th
week) (C-939; $3.30). Got goodly,
share of .visitor trade: business not
exceptional, bu.t substantial at
around $11,000.

'Out of the Frying Pari/ Windsor
(2d Week) (C-893; $3.30). Has not
shown much of a draw so far, but
some , improvement last w.eek;
around \$5,000; said to better even
break;' •:

. .. . ..

'Pal Joey/ Barrymore (9th week)
(M-l.104; $4.40). -

. Set for run. with,

business at capacity right along at.

night; only slightly off at some' mat-,
inees; 'over $22,000.

'Panama Hattie/ 48th St. .(17th

week) (M-l,347; $4.40). No letup in
the standee draw of this musical
smash, which continues to top $32,-

00.0 right along.,

'Separate Rooms/ Plymouth (48th
week) (C-1,107; $3.30). .

Went Up
quite a chunk arid about the best
gross except Christmas; quoted at
$10,500; stays here, 'The Doctor's Di-
lemma* opening at the Shubert

,
next

week.'

?Tanyard Street/ Little. Taken off

last ' Saturday; played two weeks to.

discouraging, attendance.
.

'The Corn Is Green/ National (13th
week) (D-ljl62; $3.30) .-'..

.

:

, More
standees than usual for first dra-
matic hit this season sent takings to
$20,500; no straight play getting as
much.
•The Talley Method/ Miller (CD-

940; $3.30). Presented by the Play-
wrights written by S. N. Behrmari;
opened Monday (24) after several
postponements; fairly good press. .

'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (375th
week) (C-1,107; $1.10). Picture ver-
sion did not dent the champ stayer,
which drew standees late in week
and approached $7,000; plenty okay
at scale.

Revivals

. Twelfth Night/ St. Jarries (13th
week). (Drl,526; $4.40). Another
week to go and then tours; went to
$15,000; standees iri Friday and Sa.tr

urday; 'Native Son' next attraction.
: .'Charley's Aunt/ Cort (19th week)
(C-l;064;'.$3.30); Went forward with
the .field' last week; takings, ap-
proached $10,000 level, which means
another profitable gross: . for. old
laugh show. U ••:

! •'•'.

4
Added

'Ballet Theatre/ Majestic. Looks
like earlier ballets hurt this one's
chances; disappointing business, but
tvto performances Sunday may help.

'FATHER', ALONE IN HUB,

GARNERS FINE $15,000

Boston. Feb. 25.

'Life With Father* is finishing up
its sensational run of 22 Aveeks here,
without any opposition. Demand for
seats, for the two final stanzas has
been so strong that it's clearly indi-
cated the play did riot Wear out its

welcome and that a return . engager:
ment is in order within a year.
'Father* ' garnered approximately
$15,000 for the '21st week.,

Ruth and. Paul Draper come in for
a single week March 3, arid 'Cabin
in the Sky' is slated for two frames,,
starting March 10.

;
0.therwlse the

advance sl.ate; is bare.;
;

Shows in Rehearsal

Lillian Hellman drama—Her-
man Shumlin.

'.Open House' ('Bundled from
Britain" )<—Al Lewis, SiegaL
'GabrlelleV-Royland Leigh,
'Native Son'-r-Orson Wellef,:

John Houseman;.
;

.

'Your Loving Son'—Kennedy,
Bloomingdale, Loew'i.

'They s Walk , Alone'—'B en
Boyar. ' •

9 9

Terrific $19,700

, Washington, Feb. 25.

. 'Tobacco Road' pulled but of- the
National theatre :

Sunday ~ midnight
(23) with approximately $19,700 iri

the till for 11 performances at $1.65
top, and left even the most hard-bit-
ten local showmen^ agog..-. Show,
which has played seven, engagements
here before, was booked for its

'farewell', appearance; :
.

.

By opening curtain,: week was sold;

out almost, solid. Three extra per-
formances were tossed in via Friday

.

matinee . and- t'wrt ' shows Sunday.
They promptly sold" out,, too. Show,
with John Barton, played eight per-
formances here . last year at^ same
scale 'arid only, rolled up $12,000.
Current, figure is all the more" amazr
ing: when it Is considered that twp-
of the three extra shows were' mats:
at $1.10 tops..

1 Without the Sunday
shows,, which may be tacked on the
current Balto week's gross, the take
here Was $16,000.

"

Current is 'The Man Who Came
to Dinrier' .with Alexander Woollcott,
booked in for Iwh weeks, arid looks
like close to a sellout,, too.

GLAIRE-MERIVAIE 136,

HURT BY PHILLY CRIX

'Eileen', $11,000, Loob OK in Chi;

DuBarry* $22,000; 'Father' $16^00

Week Great $31,700

v
: A.-'.\. - PltUburgh, Feb. 23.

'Hellzapoppin1 smashed; through
again last week at. Nixon in second
and final stanza of its local engage-
ment, grabbing, estimated $31,700 In
nine performances; That-was almost
$3,000 better than show did on open-r
er, diffeferices representing extra
matinee which management was
forced to insert Friday (21).

Touring version of Olsen-Johnsori
hit could have stayed on here indefi-
nitely, since there were thousands
clamoring' for the little • ducata that
weren't , there.: It's -likely that
'Hellz* will be brought, back lor- a re-
turn engagement before the end of
the season if route can .be rearranged.

. At. moriient, Nixoii 1? set for flock
of shows, first time all-yeaT house
has been booked so far ahead: 'Male
Animal' is current; then comes 'Night
Must Fall/ 'Blossom Time," return of
'Man! Who Came ;to -Dinner,' Helen
Hayes.-Maurice . Evans'. ' 'Twelfth
Night/ and Ethel Water* in 'Cabin
in the Sky/ -.-

;

LUNTS' $30,000 IN S. F.

BEST ON TOUR THUS FAR

. Philadelphia, Feb. 25.

Legit biz was good again last week,

although one of the twb ; entries

which promised: to do a whale of a

trade suffered by adverse, criticism

and ' word-bf^mouth:
> 'The Male Animal/ in its second
and filial week at the Locust,; where
it played on ATS subscription series,

hit very neat $14,500. 'The Mechau-
ical Heart' (Talley Method'), play-
ing a sudderilyrboQked single week
at the Forrest, met unfavorable no"
•tices and • word-of-mouth. . Ina
Claire-Philip Meri'vaie starrer got so-

so $13,000.
Estimates for Last Week

'Mechanical Heart' Forrest (one
week only) (1,800; $3.42). Names of

Ina Claire and Merivale potent, 'but

adverse notices and word-of-mouth
counteracted and week's gross was
$13,000—not much for this

.
top.

Maurice Schwartz opening tonight
(Tuesday) in. 'Sender Blank" for two
weeks.

. 'Male Animal' Locust (2d week)
(1,500; $2.85). Good trade for this

one "on ATS subscription. Second
week gave it $14,500. Ruth and Paul
Draper here now. for single week.

Name Concert Dates
(Feb. 28-March 5)

Nelson Eddy—Saenner theatre. Mp-.
bile , (27 ); Mup.. aud>r New Orleans
(1); Mun.' aud., Jackson, Miss. (3);

Audi, Chattanooga (5).

• Jose Iturbl—With Cincinnati ,symr
phony,, Music Hall, Cincinnati (28-1).

.
Lotte Lehmann—Will iams- College,

Williamstown, Mass. -(4);

.

Grace Moore—Mun. aud., Wor-
cester, Mass.. (3); H. S;,' Fitchburg,
Mass. (5).

'
.

'

'

: Sergei Rachmaninoff—With Phil-
harmonic-Symphony, Carnegie Hall,

n. y. (27-28).

Albert . Spalding—Palace . theatre,

Hamilton, Orit. (27); Columbia Univ.,

N.^Y-. (1); H,' Si, Nashua, N. H. (3);

Chapin aud,, South Had ley, Mass.-

(4). \ ' v

San Francisco,. Feb. 25.

. All records on' the Lunts' current
tour were broken : here last veek
with approximately $30,000 in the
coffers for their final nine perform-
ances at the Currah In 'There Shall
Be No Night/: Week before they did
almost as much in eight shows. Only
one to better the Lunte' take at the
Curran was Helen Hayes in 'Victoria
Regina/ who had $1 top in gallery,

whereas same seats for 'Night* sold

for 50 cents.

'Maid In the Ozarks' is holding up
well at the Alcazar, where $5,500

was highly satisfactory for its fourth
week at $1.65 top. .

Current Road Shows
(Feb. 26-March 8)

Dante .S'/^G • in Columbus
Columbus, Feb: 25.

:

After being dark for six weeks, the
Harlmoh lheatr,e reopened last week
with Dante iarid. the 'ShnvSala Bim'
troupe. First: hocus' pocus at- hou.se

since 1929 found pickings. slim, pu)K
ing estimated $5,700 in. eight- per-
formances\at $1.50. top.- :

.'Doctor's Dilemma,' . ;
with. Katha^

rlne Cornel], current (2+-"j-0 J. will)

'Mnn ' W'ho CameHo Dif.Micr' .» Alcxan-
def- Woollcott) set ' for week of
March 10. -

:'/.;• -----

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo—
Mun. ..aud.. New Orleatis (27-28);

Leon . H. S., Tallahassee,. Fla. (1);

City aud., Orlando, Fla. (3 V; Olym-
nia, Miami (5); Aud., Daytona Bench,

Fla. (6); Mun. aud., August. Ga. 17);

Aycock aud., Greensboro, N. C. (8);

'Blossom Time*. (Everett Marshall)

—Davidsoh, Milwaukee (26-1); Cox,

Cincinnati (3-8).

•Doctor's Dilemma* (Katharine

Cornell, . Raymond Massey)—Cox,
Cincinnati (2.6-1); Hanna, Cleveland

(3-8);
v

'DuBarry Waa a Lady' (Bert Lahr)
—Graftd, Chicago (26-8).

•Five Alarm WalU'—McCarter,
Princeton (1); Maryland, Baltimore
(3-8).

'Hellzapoppin'—Ryan aud., Nash-
ville, Tenn. . (26); Erlanger,' Atlanta

(27-1); Lanier aud., Montgomery,
Ala. (3); Temple, Birmingham (4-5);

Aud .,
Memphis (6-8)

.

'Life With Father' (Lillian Glsh)—
Blackstone, Chicago . (26-8 ).

'Life With Father' (Dorothy Gish)
—Repertory, Boston (26-1); Walnut,
Phila. (3-8).

'Little Foxes' (Tallulah. Bankhead)
—Carolina, Columbia^. S, C. (26);

Cardliria, Charleston, ,S. C. (27);

Muri. aud., Sayannah
. (28):; Miller,

Augusta, Ga. (1); Winthrop college,

Rock Hill, S. Ci (3); Carolina, Char-
lotte, N.;C-. ;(4 ) ;'. State, Raleigh. N, C.
'•(5); Carolina, Durham, . N'. ;c. . (6);

Carolina, Winston-Salem, N. C. (7); ;

Acad. Music, Roanoke, Va. (8).

Ltttlefleld Ballets-Page aud.; Dur-
ham,:. N C. (27); : Women's college,

Greensboro,
:
N.

: C; (28-1); Aud./
Charleston, W. Va. (3).\
, 'Male Animal—Nixori, .Pittsburgh
(26-1); Virginia, Wheelihg, ; W. : VaV
(3); Park, . Youristown; 6. (4) ; Colo-
nial,, Akron; O. (5) ; Weiler, ' Zanes-
ville. O. (6); Aud., Louisville (7-8).

'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif-
ton Webb)—Arcadia,. Wichita, Karis.

(26y, Mun. aud., Kansas City, Mo.
(27-1); H. S. a'ud., Omaha (3.); Shrine

j
aud.,' Des Molhes (4); Iowa, Cedar
Rapids (5); Orpheum; Davenport

.; (6); Parkway,. Madison, Wis. (7r8).
; 'Man Who Came to Dinner' (Alex-.

!
ahder Woollcott)—^National,. Wash-

' ington (26-8 )i

'My Sister Elleen'^-Harrjs, Chi-
':W>o (2fi-8).

..
'Nlcht Must Fall' (Florence Rced„

.
Donglafis

i MoiilgomeryO—Cass, Dc-
ti-oi t (20-1 j; Nixon, Pittsburgh (3-8 ).

| Original Ballet Russe—Lyric, Bal-

Chicago, Feb. 25.
.

Curreiit legit trade la nothing to
complain about. New entry of last
week, 'My Sister Eileen/ came up
with a set of excellent notices, arid
looks fair to : stick for t>ome time in
the Harris. .

Last night (Monday), the second of
what Is hoped to be an operetta sea-
son • got underway in the Grand;
Show is 'Student- Prince' arid follow,
a surprisingly good run of 'Blossom
Time/ '

. T*w.o -more .
weeks for 'DuBarry

Was a Lady/: which has been a
money machine in the Erlanger.
House will follow with Dante arid
Sim Sahv Blm; 'Life With Father,'
now iri its second year here, will
stick until .'Junis 1.

Estimates for Last Week
.'Blossom Time/ Grarid (5th and

final V/eek) (1,200; $2.75).. Went oft

Saturday (22) sifter fine five-week
stay, with business holding to good
$8,000 for final. • /Student Prince* re-
placed last night (Moriday).
•DuBarry Was a> Lady/ Erlanger

(9th week) .(1,300; $3.30). Has been
doing remarkable business and only
just beginning to slip. . Two. more
weeks and then heads ; for toad.
Cariie up with fat $22.000 . last week.

.

•Life With. Father/ Blackstone (5.id

week) (1,200; .$2.75). Week after
week ^his troupes along steadily.

Upon entering second year attend-
ance jumped with gross; quoted a!:

$16,300. •
•

; -; -.

.'My Sister Eileen/ Harris (1st

week) (1,000; $2.75). :G6od word-of-
njouth ori this brie should make it a

sticker despite opening week at

$11,000. :

fPlns and Needles.' Studebaker
(10th week) (1,200; $1); Just begin,

riing to show cracki arid may go out

in a month or so. . Tapering only

Slightly, however, at $8,000..
;

CORNELL-MASSEY BIG

$27^00 IN DET. PREEM

.
Detroit. Feb. 25.

Always a heavy draw here,- wher •

she prepped in the Bonstelle com-
pany and has premiered many of

her plays, Katharine Cornell played
to capacity on the opehing_week of.

G. B. Shaw's 'The Doctor's Dilemma/
The fact that critics were enthusi-

astic for the cast, irioludlrig Raymond
Massey, but less enthusiastic for the

brittle Shaw piece failed to chill

Detroit's partiality for the stars.

Gross, was approximately $27,300 for

the week at $3.30 top. .

'

The. play moved out to play a

split-week betweeri Columbus and.
Cincinriati, and a weiek in Cleveland
before a New York opening;

'Road' Trying Sundays

In Balto; life,' $14,800

Baltimore. Feb. 25.

'

Sixth visit. of 'Tobacco Road' is on
tap at Ford's here this week, with 10

-

shows planned for seven-day stop at

$1.67 top. It will be first legiter at-

tempting Sunday matinee and night
performance since the repeal of the

blue laws here some six years ago.

Last week 'Tiirie of Your Life,' - in

on heels of two. extra solid sessions

of The Man Who Came to Dinner,
felt some letup at the b.o., drawing a

fairish figure estimated at $14,800 at

$2.76 top.

timore (26-27); Acad. Music, Phila..

(28-1); Palacio Belles Artes, Mexico.

City (6-8).

'Pins and Needles'—Studebaker,
Chicago (26-8). .

.
'Pygmalion' (Ruth Chatterton)—

Curran, Sari Francisco, (26-8). :

Ruth and Paul Draper—Locust,
Philadelphia -. (26-1); Plymouth, Bos-
ton (3-8)1 . ...

'V.
.

San Carlo Opera—JLlberty aud.,

Al Paso, Texas (26); ' Philharnioriic

aud., Los Angeles ( 28-8). •

•Sim Sala Blm' (Dante)-—Hanna,
Cleveland (26-1);' Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (3-8). '

.

'Student Prince'—Grand; Chicago

(26r8)i : "
-
: .""' :

.- .

:

.

-•-
:

'There Shall Be No Night'. (Alfred :

Lunt, Lynn Fohtanne)—Biltrtiore,
Lbs Angeles (26-8).
.' 'They Walk Alone' (Elsa Lanches-
ter)—Shubert, New Haveri (6-8).

'Time of tour .Life' (Eddie JDoAvl-

ing)--Mun; aud., Springfield, Mass.

(26); Bushnell audi, Hartford (27);

Shubert, New Haven . (28-1) ; :
Play-

house, Providence (3-4) ; Erie, Sche-

nectady, N. Y. (5); Eriipire, Syra-

cuse. (6) ; - Masonic aud., Rochester,

N, Yi (7*8). •

'

Tobacco ' Road' (John Barton)—
Ford's, Baltimore (26-1); Lyric,

Richmond, Va! (3-5); Colonial, Nor-
folk, VaV (6-8), :

Yiddish Public Theatre (Maurice

Schwari)—Forrest, Phila. (26-8).
.
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Harry Kaufman on annual visit to

Hot Springs.

Majorie Gateson in town, probably

going into a play,

Bill Brandt remaining in Florida

for balance of the season.

Earl Carroll was in from Holly-

wood, planing back last Saturday.

Tom Conriors""of Metro on a fish-

ing trip off the Florida coast.

Bill Scully, U's distribution head,
expected :J

back from Miami next
Week.

Irving' Berlin • Palm Beaching it

with his ex-brother-in-law, E. flay

Goetz. s:

'

'
•

\'
'

,
'

' '

•-.'•

Guy Kibbee persohaling at first-run

showings of 'Scattergood Baines' Jn
the'east. >

Stantpn Griffis cut his Florida stay

short; returning to town middle of

last week.
Boyd- GraWford, legit and radio

actor* confabbing a deal to go to the
Coast for, screen, test. .-'.- -.-

Gilbert Miller went, to Florida, but
due back Friday ' (28 ) to ready
•RAF..' a ;new play:. ..

'•

. Lucille Watson arrived in N..Y.
from the Coast to start rehearsals in
Herman Shumlin's new legit,

"-.

The Richard Davises (he's drama
xritic of the .Milwaukee Journal) in

town to look over the shows.
'.Walter Gould, United Artists "for-

eign chief, vacationing until next
week wi,th his family in Florida.'

•

Vincent Sardi; Jr., dislocated cou-
le of vertebrae, but continuing
lelping /his . father 'at ,their restaur

rant.
'"

'''.:'• '

Montague Gowthorpe, comptroller
of Par theatres, got back Friday,(21)'

from a tour of the south and south-
west -

.-

Ed Peskay, Hal -Roach's eastern
rep, to the Coast Friday (21) to con-
fab oh campaign for

.
'Topper Re-

• turns.' .- - ; '-'. •'.'.

. More than 100 turned Out -at the.

Polish restaurant fete in tribute to

J. C. Nugent, vet actor-author, on
Monday (24).

. Ted O'Shea has jiist covered the
exchanges in the newly-created cen-
tral division of which he was made
"head recently^ '.--"'

New York's , tracks will have 175
days .of racing this year, ' starting

April. 12 at Jamaica, where the meet-
ing will be 25 days. -

.

Bob O'Donriell, who has an interest

, In Jimmy. Webb, fighter, was up for
the ring battle Friday (21 ) ;in which
Webb scored a knockout. .

John Latham Toohey (son of. John
.PeterV special press rep on 'Life

With Father/ will marry Virginia
Coan, a non-pro, in ApriJ.
Marvin Froman of National Screen'

Is one of the town's .ace rhumba
dancers,- his favorite partner being
Gloria Shaff, also of National.
Returning from. Florida , in his car

and parking it a few minutes' on the
way home, Al Wilkie was robbed of
his trunk and other valuables.
Lawrence Stessin of the. American

Arbitration Assn. was in Boston over
the weekend checking in with the
local film tribunal there, also visiting.

Charles L. O'Reilly', formerly head
of the N. Y. Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce, to Florida
for a Test, accompanied by his. wife.
A.

7
L, Burks, with Metro in the

Charlotte territory,: flew in Saturday
(22). to celebrate his son's 21st. birth-
day, returning south the next' night.
American Concert Ass'h will enter

the legit production field, announces
Reed Lawton, prez, with two play's

with music, during the 1941-42 sea-
son.

"

Ramon Novarro. has riixed cafe of-
fers from Monte Proser for his
Beachcomber, Miami, and from Irv-
ing Zussman for his La Conga, in
N. Y, :

Irvin Marks, ex-Paris agent, Into
business

. for himself here, having
called off a possible hookup with the
New York-office of Myron Selznick
& Co. • . . -..

Collier Y ou h g, recently-named
Coast story editor of RKO, arrived
In N. Y. Saturday (22) for a 10-day
get-acquainted- session at . the home-
office. .•

'

Jack Cohn to Florida this week;
Leonard H. Goldenson, Par theatre
exec, just returned from Miami, and.
Charlie - Casey, Indie exhib, already
there.- .

• .-''.-•.

Douglas Churchill, N. Y. Times
Hollywood' correspondent: back to
the Coast Friday. (21) after trip to
New: Orleans, Nassau, Florida and
New York. '

•

Duke Wellington, art head \for
Publix Theatres for many years and
previously with National Screen Ac-
cessories, has returned to the latter
in its art ' department.
.
Harry Tugander, assistant direc-

tor of newsreels. at the Fair, ap-
pointed bureau photographer for
Universal News in New England
territory. H.q. in Boston, .

Dick .Gilbert who sings pop" tunes
Ix times, weekly - over WNEW at 5
P.m., will lecture at Queens (N.Y.)
College on March 7. on The Cul-
tural Aspects of: Modern Music' : - v

Par. h.o. has; had jnore absentees
during past month due to illness than

Ur anv
J(
sl'nilar period in many years.

Head, pf the medical department, Dr.
Emanuel Stern, is himself laid up.
„Max Liebman and. Sylvia Fine
(Mrs. Danny Kaye) who co-authors

ing out of Buffalo. He formerly
handled dailies at the h.o. publicity
dept. ;- ..

Bob Weltmansj celebrating a wed-
ding anniversary Saturday (22)
combined it With a first-night-out
for daughter Abby, who was nine on
Thursday (20) and saw her first floor
show at a hotel.

Tony and Renee DeMarco go into
the Hotel Plaza's Persian

; Room as
soon as Ed Wynn folds 'Boys and
Girls Together.'. Road tour won't
happen -Until [next season,: leaving
the dancers free. •'

; / /

'Thinking on Your Feet,' by thea
trical attorney Louis Nizef, has been
accepted, as standard reading at the
White House by President Roosevelt
and his staff, according to word re-
ceived in N.Y. by Nizer. .. :

the Radio City Music Hall mid
night gala benefit last Friday, for
British war relief, bbffed. the. niteries
because of 6,000. spenders being kept
indoors, until the wee hours.

. Lou
.
Mindling was issuing the: 'in-

vites to the- surprise*, farewell party
being - tendered hini Monday (24)
night at the Hotel Gotham. . Ex
MCA agent is returning .to. freelance
pressagentry
:.".".. " -ftr-

By Glenn C. Pnllen

Draft took half of cast in Stake
Club's production, of 'Trial by Mary
Dugan/ '• '^_. '..

. Harlem raising $250 to buy Seeing
Eye." dbg for :Lula Mae. iBrown, 17
year-old. blind pianist, '•'--.••

Talbot Harding, ex-free lance p.a.>

now stationed at Fort Sheridan, 111.;

checking army recruits.
.

. Betty Johns' hew drama, Three
Came to Maidenly,', may get April
tiy-one at Play House; ;

George Young,
; Roxy burley

backer, recovered from - illness but
ordered- to Miami by medico.
Artur Rodzinski dropping Cleve-

land Symph Orchestra baton for rest
at his farm in Stockbridge, Mass.
. Fred Wilson, WTAM- production
manager, had left arm badly burnt
when gas heater- in home exploded.

.
Muriel Brown of Indianapolis here

for preem of her 'Leighton, Ltd.,' by
Richard Kay's civic stock company.

Shelter Shows
{Continued from page 2;

and D. Knox Crighton to organize
several .concert units. Each unit
Carries its

. own piano, • miniature
stage setting and lighting equipment.
Every, concert party visits two
shelters' nightly, charging the cus
tomers 5c. for the show.

Show caught was very amateurish,
having a preponderance of magic.
Opener, Joe Shellard, pianist for

the unit,, has fairly pleasing person
ality, with program crediting him
for the numbers

]
in the show. It

seems hard to blame it all on one
man. Shellard is a cop in private
life.

.

Howard, first to start the legerde-
main., ball .rolling; goes through , a
string of'elementary . tricks coupled
With Very poor showmanship. D;
Knox Crighton, who claims to have
worked for .C. B. Cochran when, the
English impresario was. staging his
periodical leg shows at the Troca-
dero restaurant, is a Compere' emu-
lating the style of Oliver Wakefield,
but lacking his finesse. He proves
boring. He also does conjuring.
Best of the 'regulars' is undoubtedly
Hazel Hughes, whose burlesque Of
an Edwardian actress is worthy of
an intime West End revue.

.

Entire , show is saved from bore-
dom by the inclusion of two visiting
stars. Ike Hatch, American, for
many years member of the vaude-
ville team of Hatch and Carpenter,
and riow a frequenter of local radio
programs, has fine pipes and good
salesmanship; .

.

Richard Goolden, a regular ether
feature, as 'Mr. Penny,' is in intimate
comedy -touches, , which clicks.

While idea has great possibilities,
but: is in dire need of good talent.

Fields' Schnoz
; Continued from, page 1;

have to go back to juggling; : which
was pretty good in the old Ziegfeld

days but wouldn't go very far in

Hollywood.*
•The: Federal: idea: is that Fields-

shorted the- Government when .he.,

paid only. $84,855 on his income in

1927.. Uncle Sam says it should have
been $101,141 on his. total . earnings

of $231,303. Fields contends that his
:

'expenses for publicity and/advertis- •

tag, including flowers ior .
the lady

critics, steaks for the .
gents and-the

upkeep of his nosey which requires,

a cunning combination of .
brabge

Juice and rum, keeps him practical-

ly: broke. As- for film writers, an-
:

other item in the Fields expense ac-

«ii . a ™/ * \ t « - count, Bill .said he pai^ them $1,000

wiul the c011?edian's material at La a week, forgot their names and wrote
Martinique, etc., have a new Broad- hi»s nwn stuff

^rgy!? f&l&^' TnTy^':takeh under advise-

-Turner's road shbW exploitation staff i
n*0* •' « member of U. S. Board

at RKO early this year, how is work- J of Tax Appraisers

Sooth Africa
By H. Hanson

The Great Dictator' had. first South
African screening at 20th Century
theatre, Johannesburg.
African Consolidated: Theatres,

20th-Fox and United Artists going in
big for newspaper advertising. .

1 "''

Queen's theatre, Ladysmith (Na-
tal ), a new : cinema - addition. It's
showing 20th-Fox and UA pix.

^ 'Escape'. (M-G) pulled capacity at
Plrza, Cape Town.. ..Norma Shearer
and Robert Taylor are.popular favor-
ites here. .- :\ . : -

. .

•

.
Coming M-G - releases in South

Africa: 'Sporting Blood,' ,'Dr. Kildare
Goes; Home,' .'Busman's Honeymoon/
'Bitter SWeet.' '

. .

'

.
. 'Rebecca': (UA) proved a strong at-
traction;: for. ..the Odeon, Sea Point,
Cape Town, pulling, capacity for two
a[nd a. half weeks.' .

-
-:

: .
Something out of the usuarcarrieS

attraction ..for
. South African cinema

fans, and- midnight previews of pic
tures are the latest craze.
Sixty Glorious Years' (RKO) a

big click at Colosseum (African
Theatres), Cape Town. Anna Nea<
gle's. acting drCw.big. praise. -

v 'Spring Parade' (U) at Colosseum,
Cane .Town, drew biz due to Deanna
Durbiri's, popularity. Pic is riot con-
sidered strong enough for the youne
star. -,

-
- -

Sybil Jason v
. returned ' to South

Africa. To fit in with her arrival the
Odeon, Sea Point, Cape Town,
screened^ 'Little Princess,' starring
Shirley Temple, and .in which Sybil
has a part;

C. A. Cathro out as manager of the
Qdeon, 20th-F6x's hew cinema at Sea
Point, .Cape - Town suburb. New
manager is- Dudley Cassell. Dudley
toured/South Africa - years ago with
Afrique for African Theatres, act
then being billed as Dudley and Alec
(Afrique). .

'
.

-
•

Nicollet
. Minnesota Terrace, where

its going great guns.
Dick Woollen succeeding

; Alvin
Anderson as Orpheum theatre
treasurer, latter being' transferred to
Mort H, Singer's house in Davenport,
la , in "similar capacity.

Rio de Janeiro

Sttoiiis
By Sam vX. Hurst

Cliff Johnson, one of the operators
of: the Lyric, downtown, celebrating
birth of a son. - J

-

Nathan Milstein, .Russian pianist
will be guest artist with the St. Louis
symph Feb; 28 and March 1. .

.
Leonard Reid, producer of shows

at
.
Club Plantation, midtown nitery,

back, from- Chicago hospital;
.
Jacques Silvers, 26, maestro, of a

local dance band, and John Aisar
Kury, 23, nitery m.c, drafted.
Members of the local Variety Club:

have raised enough coin to purchase
two ambulances for the Britains.
Ben Reingold, manager of the local

20th-Fox exchange, has earmarked
$10,000 for facelifting of the building.
'The Male -Animal' will play one

week at the American theatre start-
ing-March 10,- relighting the house
dark since Feb. 9.

:

Second annual: Southwest Sports-
men's Show drew total of 121,000
customers in 'nine-day. stand-' in Mu-
nicipal Auditorium. '

Johnny Perkins, part owner of . the
Playdium, East St. Louis recreation
spot,, back at his stint after a 12-day
sojourn -with medicos In a local
hospital. '. -

Harry .Crawford, manager, of
FanchOn & Marco's dbwntoWn Am-
bassador, has . addressed 150 various
organizations since January, 1940. He
spiels on his experiences . in legit. .

Don Lohbeck, concert pianist, and
Virginia vori Schrenk, socialite,
eloped last week. Honeymoon cut-
short 'to' enable the bridegroom to
play at the Club Caprice, Coronado
hotel nitery. •

'

Paul Robeson, in his first personal
here, drew $4,400 gate to the opera
house in the Municipal Auditorium,
Take enabled Entertainment, Inc.,

beaded by Paul Beisman, to reap : a
nice profit. It was the organization]^
first try. ".

Fox ; Films cocktail parting Sol
'.Wur.tzel, visiting exe'C :

'

.

Candido/ Botelho, Brazilian tenor,
arrived oh the S; S. Argentina- from
•the U. S., where he filled a concert
tour. .

• •

; Manuelita Arrioja, Mexican actress
now: appearing . at, the AtlantiCo
Casino^ Was robbed of a $500. brooch
between shows.. .

-•

The General Eli?ctric Co. has con-
tracted the services of Jose Machado,
a Brazilian, to speak froni the-U. S.
over station WGEA. . / \ ' '•

•
.

•

: Raul : Roulien, Brazilian actor,, is

charged . with striking . an . .actress
with ; his fist when she attempted to
collect her back- wages.
PedrO Vargas, -Mexican tenor, and

Jean Sablon, French singer, both re-
ceived their permanent papers and
can now'stay'ih Brazil^indefinitely,

. ALSzeckler, head of Universal for
Brazil, arrived in Brazil 20 years
ago. Members, of the local film
board celebrated the date by giving
him a luncheon.

CHATTER

Hollywood
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41-42 Sales Plans
:Contlnned /frdin page 5-

By Xes Heea -

.

Mickey Coeh, M-G salesman, down
with flu in Aberdeen, S. D. "'.

Fred Barto, Paramount's new dis-
trict exploiteer, in from Chicago (

: ;.

Bill Scholl off to Cleveland to as-
sume duties, as district exploiteer for
RKO there. . .

Marion Langeness resuming her.
20th-Fox office duties after several
Weeks of illness.

'

Arch Zacherl; . veteran Universal
salesman, up. and around after heart
attack, and expects to be back on job
soon. -

After 12 years with company, Bess.
Pokin

:
resigning as' Columbia branch

manager's secretary to devote self to

domestic dutiesi

Harold-- /Johnson. Universal city

salesman) delivered-, address before.

Windom/ M.inn., Community: club at
its annunl dinner, •

Twin City Variety club, had party,

for Bert Wheeler arid principals and
chorus of Earl Carroll's Vanities''

playing at Orpheum.
. ;

Eddie Ruben and. Bill Elson han-.

dling: arrangement for Twin City
Variety club's 'Gold Rush' Days of 49';

affair, to raise money for charity
projects.

.
Art Weems in from Chicago to

supervise opening Of first of his hotel

and supper club unit shows at Hotel

March 0-7, and the Canadian pow-

wow to, follow that,: date to be - set

later. \
:

.

Monogram is going forward with

plans for' a convention late in. March,

but. to date, neither
;
United . Artists,

nor Columbia ha? discussed the mat-
ter,, also :

whether or -.'riot- they may
hold national conclaves or regionais

Expected,
.
however, that all of the

companies outside of the . decree

which ?will'
:

be selling films en bloc

will hold their conventions before

the. spring is over, whereas the oth-

ers probably will not have theirs

until June at which time the first

group of five features may. be ready

and can : be screened. A set num-
ber of films, for .;41-42 may riot . be
outlined, however.

Metro in Hollywood
Understood that Metro, thinking of

a; national sales meeting in -Holly-

wood, Is desirous of having at least

five 1941-42 pictures, ready for*

screening and discussion from the

new sales point of view/ All . sales-

men and possibly bookers are' likely

to . attend the 'Metro meeting, the

SjE^me going for other companies ex-,

cept that it cannot be said at this

time whither national. cOriyentiohii

followed by regionais or the latter

alone will be programmed. •

RKO, Whose
.
George. J.' Schaefer

has indicated the company, will make
40 pictures for the .

'41
r42 semester;

will , hold a convention but beyond
determination On such' plans rtoth-.

ing is definite.

.

Among Other things, In the dis-

tribution field the feeling is that even
if

; a year's product . cannot be- an-

nounced as in past years, under the

cotisent decree it will be doubly, .im-

portant .to get the sales forces to-

gether for the usual hop-up; as well

as for screening of early film ready

and instructions- on sales policy, ,
the

dectee itself, etc. There is some feeW
ing that regionais may be more de-

sirable because smaller meetings are

easier to handle and conditions differ

in various territories.

- Metro had a preliminary meeting

in Chicago- around the holidays;

while . Par also held one there and
'2,0th did likewise on the Coast. War-
her ; Bros, is discussing a similar

prelim huddle for March. Schaefer

and Ned Depinet are presently dis-

cussing '41-42 plans.

Par In April?
: Par is mulling another sales meet-

ing of h.o.; heads and district man-
agers' for. next month-, or. April,

•Which:.may. be .a preliminary to a, na-

tional convention. So far there has

been ,rib discussion in Par ' concern- •

inig a national meet •

.
regionais

with branch managers; salesmen; etc.

to . follow a iiafch-April ;huddle

•among the top execs in sales..
'

'
. All of the companies .in the- Big

>

Five group are
.
expected to. :

.hkye

their first batch of fives ready in

June or at the latest early In July.

They cannot -.start selling these, pic-

ture.v until they- have been screened.

This partly, explains, the rush on the

part of the non-decree distributors

in getting out to sell, .their hope-be-
ing, that they cari close up a lot of

deals .with ' exhibs befor'e - the Par-
Metro-WB-20th-RKO coritihgent gets

around to them. Also; they are free

to . offer a full: season's lineup, while
the Big Five; Is restricted to

:

five or
less at a. time arid then only after

custorners have been given an oppor-
tunity to see them.

. Lloyd Nolan hopped/ off to -Detroit.,

David Bruce laid up after a motor
crash. -: ...

• .-•

: Jeffrey Lynn bought a ranch in th»
valley. -

Joe Rivkin joins the Army •

March 15. ;-
-

;

Noel Coward
, clippered in :. from

Australia. -.

.

' William 6rr bedded with bron-
chial trouble,.:

Bill Cagriey getting ready for an
appendectomy.
Dave Lewis ta, Honolulu for

:

Inonth's: vacation.-

:

- Widow of Armand Kaliz adminis-
ters his $23,000 estate.

'

..
• George

.Tobias hopping to: keep up-
With three pictures at Warners. • •

Joseph Shagriri in from Yoiings-
town, O., to visit his. brother Max. :

Linda Darnell's-salary' at 20th-Fox
hiked from $75 to $750 in 18 months.
Ginger Rogers' . illness deiaye'd

filming of Tom, Dick and Harry* at
RKO, .- .: >. - ;

,- /:':

Charles Ruggles returned to : Work
at Universal after siege of bron-
chitis. '

.

Jack . Forrester' taking! pointers
froih Alex D'Arcy on native scenic .

effects. .-" v
^ :

.-

:

.
Ralph Bellamy setting but for the

Gallapagos Islands on a fishing ex-
pedition. '.

Major W. S. Van Dyke up from
the San' Diego base for a visit with
his family. •

Sol Shor checked pff the Republic
serial, writing staff to. join ;the; Army
for a year. . .

Fidel LaBarba, former feather-
weight . champion, departed. 20th*Fox
writing staff.

Mbrt Singer, David Loew, Al

.

Lewih and Jack Hively trained in

from Broadway.
.

Sir Gedric Hardwicke celebrated,
his 48th birthday, and 36th anniver-
sary, as an actor.
Abbott arid Costello* selling their .

eastern property to buy homes in
southern California.
Milt Hossfeld in from New York

for the National Theatres division
managers convention.

Lillian Roth hospitalized after, ac-
cusing her husband, Eugene Weiner,
of'socking her with a telephone.
'Grapes of Wrath' was voted the

outstanding picture of 1940 by Uni-
versity of Southern California studes.

Dink Freeman playing the copper
in Pasadena Playhouse production of

Margin for Error.' By day he's, a

.

cutter at Columbia.
Separate maintenance suit against

Hal. Roach dismissed but couple will

continue to live apart She originally

asked for; $2,125 a month.
Shirley Stewart, night club singer,

filed $21,000 damage suit against It

cafe, charging use of her. picture lor

advertising purposes after' her en-
gagement ended.

Pittsburgh

By Hal Cohen

Biil Maloney, Of WB contact office,

has left for year's service in the

Army. '

• .

The Harry Kalmines shoye off for

Miami in a few days for a short va-

cation.
'

Carnegie Tech freshman Gary
Davis is the son of band leader

Meyer Davis; .

'Y' Playhouse doing 'What a Life*

next month with Robert Klein in

Ezra Stone role.

Lou Bolton's protegees, singing

Galli Sisters, have been taken under
Benny Davis' wing.

0

Les- Appleby in from Canada
ahead of Frank McCoy's production
of 'Night Must Fall.'

Edward A. Morgan named to di-

rect annual Cap and Gown show at
University ofr Pittsburgh.,
The C. J. Lattas and their daugh-

ter, Dotty Lou, get back this Week
from a California vacation. -

C. S. Forester, author of 'Captain
.

Horatio Hornblower,' coniing in fOr

a lecture next Monday (3). >

. Y.M.C.A. Triangle 'Player's have
Clare . Booth's .'The Women' sched-
uled for ah April production.
Playhouse biz manager Bill Wood-

Side on job again, after being laid up
in a Philly hosp for two months.
Charlie Kemper, who was at the

Casino With Ann Corlo in. the fall,

back again in the . Ginger Britton
show.',.'; - :. --

:
'

:
Owen ;Clery will be shifted from -

Fulton, here to - Park theatre , in

Youngstewn, O.j during run of 'Fan-
tasia.' .

:•'..'
:

; .the Bill Greens and DeArv Bar-
tori, of MCA office in 'Cleveland;,
sharing a Miami Beach house for a
month. -;-..' ';.. V-
GerardO troupe has. dwindled to

Jerry GerardO and HeJen Sekac, and
they're now a" teanv at the Club Bali
in Philly. -

.
Clifton

;

. Webt's 'Man Who Came
•to Dinner,' which played two weeks :

here recently;, coming back to Nixon
March. 17.

Little Tony-Ross, of touring 'Hell-
zapoppin,' and Eleanor Glaza, of De-
troit, were, married' in Ciricy couple
of weeks ago.
Art England started for Miami got; •

to Washington, heard the weather
was bad .and turned right around
arid came back.
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OBITUARIES
MELBOURNE MAQDOWELL

Melbourne MacDowell, 84, hus-

band of Fanny Davehport-and a star

in .hie own right, during the red

Slush era of the theatre, died at the

lasonic Home in Decbto, Cal., near.

Oakland, Feb. 18, of ft blood clot on

the brain,
:

Despite his advanced years Mac-:

Dowell had "been - working for sev:

•ril years in collaboration with Mrs.

Anne Broughtoh on .twto memoirs:—
one 'dealing with \the , life of Miss

Davenport, which is practically com-
pleted, another with his own career.

Mrs, Broughton, also 84, Is an in-

mate of the Home. '•

MacDowell ran away from home
to go to. sea as a boy of 11. By the

time he was 24 he . had his mate's

papers, arid then! he turned , to the

theatre, making his start with Alice

Nielsbri in' Montreal in a theatre op-

erated by his brother, the" late Ed-
ward MacDowell.

MacDowell, a matinee Idol, spe-

cialized in heroic roles, -
winning ac-

• claim - as Marc Antony, Scarpia in

•La Tosca,' Boris Ipanofl in 'Fedora'

and Andreas in -Theodora Virginius.'

He appeared with Miss Davenport
Until her. death, when he co-starred

for' several seasons . : with Blanche

Walsh. He played films in the silent

days.
It was of MacDowell that Amy

Leslie, Chicago critic, wrote in her

book, 'Sbnie- Players,' published in

1899; .'He is ' Fanny Davenport's
greatest work of art.'

MacDowell's death followed within

a few. days that «jf Frank B. Hart-

fnan, superintendent of the institu-

tion, who ' succumbed to the same
ailment at the age of 70. He had
Seen a walkon in New York . in a

McCullpugh . production in which
MacDowell had a bit. They did not

meet, however,, until both had
reached Decoto more than half a
century later.

Erlanger, died Feb. 21 after a two
months illness at his home in Mor-
ristowh, N. J. -

;
,

Born in Ireland, Powers went to

Chicago as a youth .'and began his

long career^ in. 1877 as an usher . in

Holley's theatre .there. Later, he
was appointed its manager and after

refurbishirig. - the house in. .1898

changed its: name • to the Powers,
The theatre: remained, in his hands
until its sale in 1923.

. As president of the Amusement
Company bit "Illinois,. Powers';

.

oper-

ated the Illinois and Blackstone the-

atres for years arid with A. L. .Er^.

langer had a . joint Interest In the:

house named for the Broadway pro-

ducer. 'Retiring 10 years ago, he

had only, recently, moved to Morris-,

town. ." •; .:•

Surviving are two daughters, Jor

sephine M..- Powers and Mrs. Ed-
ward T'. Dunne, both of '. Morrjstowri,.

and a son, Harry J, Pbwers, Jr., of

Miami, Fla. His wife, Mary, died

a year ago.

ROBERT P. GIBBS
Roberto P. Gibbs, 81, long a prom-

inent Broadway actor whose career

spanned several decades, died Feb.
22 "at a 'nusing home in Clifton,

Staten Island, N. Y„ after a long ill-

ness.

Gibbs, who began his career in

1883 in Shakespearean -repertory,

was horn in Scranton, Pa., and, after

trouping in stock, appeared in the
original cast of 'Mr. Barnes of New
York, in 1888. An active, player
In the '90s, he also had roles , in
'Hands Across the Sea,' Trilby' and
The Ghetto.'

Trilby,' an 1895. "production, in

which Gibbs supported Virginia
Hatned and Wilton Lackaye, afford-
ed him perhaps his best-known role.

After the turn of the century he was
seen in a 1904 revival of 'The Two
Orphans' and appeared as a mem-
ber of the original casts of 'Madame
X,' 'Blossom Time' and The Pit.'

Among his last engagements were
those in -Ashes of Love' and a Walter
Hampden production of 'Caponsac-
chi,' both of which were 1928 pres-
entations;

Funeral services will be held to-

day (Wednesday) in. New York un-
der auspices of the Actors' Fund,
with burial-,taking place In the Fund
plot at Kensico cemetery, Westches-
ter County, N. Y. A member of the
Players and the Actors' Fund, he is

.survived by a brother,. Dr. L. H.
tGibbs.

SIR HAMILTON HABTY
Sir..Hamilton Harty, 80, irish' ebn-

ductor and composer, who batoned in

San Francisco arid Los Angeles some
10 years ago and later officiated as

guest conductor : of symphony or
chestras at Chicago's Century of
Progress Exposition, died Feb. 19 at

his home in Brighton, England. .

'

'

Knighted in 1925 in recbgriit'ipn of
his, siervices to0 Irish . arid English
music, Sir Hamilton was born in

Hillsborough, C.bunty"Down, Ireland,

and received muclrqf his early musi-
cal education at the. Royal Irish

Acadetny; While still -a youth . he
was regarded as one of the most able

piano accompanists of his time.

Among Harty's compositions were
.
such works as 'With the Wild Geese,'

'Irish Symphony' arid ''Comedy Over-
"

ture.- A former conductor of the

London Symphony Orchestra, he.

long directed the Halle Symphony of

Manchester..

HARRY J. POWERS
Harry J. Powers, 61, retired Chi-

cago theatrical manager who once

owned the Illinois and-: Blackstone

theatres there, , and long was the

Looo reoresentative of the late A. L.

GEORGE LORIMER JOHNSON
George Lorinier Johnson, 82,. vet-

eran stage and screen actor, died

Feb. 20 at his home in: Hollywood
after a long illness. He is survived

by his widow, one son, Richard K.
Johnson,' a. Hollywood production

manager, and two sisters.

During his. youth Johnson was
connected with the diplomatic serv-

ice in Washington, leaving the corps

to enter dramatic stock. He spent

many years in stock and legit, his

initial stage effort; being in 'Nordick,'

with the late Frank Mayo.
,

Leaving the legit field Johnson en-

tered films and for a number of

years was a director for Vitagraph.

He left during the World War to go

to South Africa and was the first,

director ever to film a picture there
with a native Zulu cast.

.
In recent

years. Johnson played numerous parts

in Hollywood films.

ARTHUR J. EHEHALT
Arthur J. Ehehalt, 56, New Haven

musician, died in New Haven hos-;

pitai Feb. 18 after seven weeks' ill-

ness. •«.'.

A native of New„ Haven, Ehehalt
spent most of his life in musical
activities.. An early concert player,

under Eddie Wittstein, he later

joined pit orchestras in New Haven's
Bijou, Poll and Paramount vaude
houses. He was a member of the

New Haven Symphony Orchestra for

20 years and served as its personnel

manager. Also was secretary of.

Local 234, Federation of Musicians,

for 15 years.

Widow, daughter and brother sur-

vive. ;

ALIOA DURAND
Mrs. Alida .Durand, 78, formerly In

vaude, died Feb. 21. at her home in.

Cheshire, Conn.

.

Born In New Haven, deceased was
married to. Howard W. Durand who,
together with their children, were in

vaude as the Five Musical Durands.
Team was made up of father/ mother,
two daughters arid a son. Act gave
some 3,700 performances on old-time
vaude circuits. Couple, also con-
ducted a costuming company in New
Haven for some years.

Surviving, In addition to husband,
are two daughtersi one son and sev-
eral grandchildren.

WALTER D. GREENE
' Walter D. Greene, 68, veteran
actor, who retired six years ago, died
Feb; 20 at his home in Great Neck,
L. I., after a long illness. A native bf

Baltimore, he usually took, support'

ihg roles. In his 35 years in the thea
tre he had appeared In <a number of

Dayid :Belasco productions; .

.

. A member of The Lambs arid

Actors Equity, he leaves a brother,

Thomas, and a
.
sister, Mrs. William

Bussang, bf Stamford,. Conri; Funeral
services were held in New ; York
Saturday (22).: \

•".*;/

nual collections of the best short
stories, which he had edited Since
1915. He was also editor, frbrn 1921

on, of Best British . Short Stories. '. .-

O'Brien was. born in Boston, edu
bated at Harvard; arid began his

career as a. book reviewer for the

Boston Evening Transcript;

JAMES H. GRADY
James H. Grady, 70, vaudeville and

musical, comedy

.

: performer, whose
retirement some 10 years ago ended
a long arid colorful stage career, died.

Feb. 17 in Lynn, Mass. > /
Born. In Boston, he.moved to New

York at an early age and appeared
in such musicals as The Student
Prince* and. . other .'.' contemporary
operettas. He also had roles in sevr
era! plays produced by .Robert Edson
and James O'Neil.
':' He leaves two brothers arid a sis-

ter. -.'
: v ,'..'.

"
' -•:•-' ' v"-vV

- CLARA T. BRACY .

Clara Thompson Bracy, 94, who
started her stage career 50 years ago,

died in Lbs Angeles, Feb. 22.

Deceased made her .first appear-,

ance at the Drury Lane theatre* Lori-

don, and later, with her husband,
Henry Bracy, concert tenor, she pro-
duced operettas in Australia. Mrs.
Bracy . arrived: in the IT. S, in 1910

and went under/ Charles Frohman's
wing, appearing - with John Drew,
Otis Skinner,. Ethel Barrymore and
others. One of the, earliest film

actresses, she made, pictures for

Kinemacolor and later' Biograph.

JANE HADING
Jane Hading, 81, long a star of the

Paris stage, died in Neuilly, a Paris
suburb, on Feb. 18, according to

word received in Vichy. The daugh-
ter of orie of France's foremost melo-
dramatic, actors, she was born Jeanne
Aifredirie Trefouret..

Miss Hading' studied music at the
Marseilles Conservatory and went on
to become the reigning favorite for

20 years at the Comedie Francaise,

She was particularly noted for her
acting, in 'Les Effrorites' and 'L'Ad-
venturiere.'

* to Ft. Dix
-Continued from page I5

DAN BURGUM
Dan Burgum, 63, former film thea-

tre manager in Des Moines, died in

a Kansas City, Mo., hospital, Feb. 17.

He had been in" ill health for three
years. . .

' Burgum went to Des Moines in

1907 and later became manager there
of the Garden, picture house. A num-
ber of years ago he. left Des Moines
to manage a theatre in Greenville,
Miss.

Survived by widow, son and one
daughter. -

MRS. EDYTHE PORTER
Mrs. Edythe Porter, 57, an actress,

was found dead in her New York
apartment Feb. . 23, an apparent sui-
cide by Illuminating gas.

A daughter, Virginia, with whom
she -lived, was but of town and was
not immediately Informed bf the
tragedy. -

JOSEPH COYNE
Joseph fcoyne, 74, died Feb. 20 In

a nursing home in Surrey, England.
American comedian: resided in Eng-
land for the last 35 years.

Details in legit section.

LEO MOHAN
Leo Moran, 30, trombonist for-

merly, with the Hal Kemp band, died
Sunday (23 ) in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Further details in. music section.

Mrs. Helen E. Berry, 52, owrier of
the Princess,: theatre,. Edmonds,
Wash., died at her home in Edmonds
Feb. 15. Surviving are. her mother
arid

.
two daughters.

Mrs. Berry was one of the few
women theatre operators in. the
Northwest section.

WILLIAM A. KONSTANCE
, William A.. Konstance, 58, former,
pit conductor in Ppli theatres, died
Monday (24) at his home in . Bridge-
port, Corin.

"''..-':•

K musician, in the U, S. Marine
Corp? in the Boxer rebellion and the
Philippines. Konstance played violin,

sax and -clarinet. .

EDWARD J. O'BRIEN
Edward j. O'Brien, 50, European

story editor for Metro-Goldwyn-
Maybr, and internationally recog-
nized authority ori the sTIort story,

died in London yesterday. (Tuesday).
O'Brien was best known for his an-

Mrs. Mary Silvers,' 71, mother of
Louis and Sid Silvers, died last week
in New York after a lingering ill-

ness. Louis Slivers goes east for
the services and turns the musical
direction of Monday night's Liix
airshow* over : to Rudy Schrager.

. W. C. 'Cap* Holliway, 71, Frisco
newspaperman for over 30. years;

died in Pasadena, Cal., .Feb. 22. He
was:, father of . Harrison Hoillway,
general manager

. of stations KFI-
KECA, in Lbs Angeles.

.;. MH. . Antoinette Kallz died In. Los
Arigei.es : Feb. 17. Her. son Armand,
actor-writer, died only two weeks
ago at the age of 40.

dress in ' freezing tents, and when
the mike began sounding like a pneu
matic drill, It was 'Hellzapoppln'

—

in spades.

Show, riot playing on Mondays in

New York, marched on Dix to pro-
vide this unsuspecting 20,000-mari

Army post, . accustomed to iibthlrig

more violent than S-lrich field pieces,

with its most.exciting day since No.
258 in person arrived, last fall. It

was staged for the. benefit of the
Army Relief Fund, which provides
for widows arid orphans of soldiers.

Net-was in the yicinity. of $1,000.. , .
•

, $1-$1.50 Admlsh -,'-.'

Admish to the show was $1 .50 for
reserved seats, and. $1 for others—

Salute

;
Ft. Dix, Feb. 25. .

.. ,Ft. Dix yesterday
.
(Monday

V

for biit the second time in - re- :

.

cent history, put bn a full regi-

mental review to honor civilians.
At the receiving end of the
Balutes were not Government of-
ficials, not foreign dignitaries,

not personal friends of the. gen-
eral, but—Olsen and Johnson. '.

- Review of more than . 5,000 in-

fantry troops, mechanized forces,

artillery and equipment wds
staged in . appreciation of the
comics bringing 'Hellzapoppin*
to Dix for a benefit performance.
The other civilian honored with
such a parade was Mayor Frank
Hague, boss of Jersey City; .

Father, 78, of Gyles. Isham, British

stage and screen. actor, died in Lon-
don, Feb. 19.

and in that lies a tale of near-mu-
tiriy. With those comparatively fancy
prices (film admish here is 14c).

tickets were offered only to officers.

A hpwl went up .from the enlisted

men, a few newspapers mentioned it;

arid the ducats became, available to
any soldier with a buck. Officers
had gotten everything in sight, in the
1,034-seat theatre, however, by that
time. Then came orders that part of
the camp would practice a 'blackout
march' (rip lights of any kind; even
on the trucks). Monday night Of-
ficers assigned were, forced to cancel
reservations for 'Hellz' : arid Joe
Rookie got a break. About 200 Were
also allowed to stand along the Walls
—which they later discovered Wasn't
bad at all because the chorus gals
had to scramble over their feet to
get to their dressing room in the
rear of the house.

Iri addition to being the toughest
conditions under which a Broadway
show has ever

:
operated, it was also

the closest thing to a real first-night

that an army camp has seen since
Chateau Thierry. Front of the hew
theatre, resplendent iri lavender
neon, was jihobbed by hundreds of
soldiers hoping to be able to pick off

a seat at the last minute or, at least,

get a glimpse of the celebs and the
Col. O'Gradys and their ladies in
evenirig dress. A whole company of
military police perspired like a 45th
street cop keeping the mob back and
untangling the jam of cars.

Co. of 126 Troupers

'Hellz" marched on the camp ' 126
strong, including 25 musicians and
nine, stagehands. Everyone donated
his time on his day off . (they had pre-
viously played a regular show arid the
British benefit at the Radio City Music
Hall on Friday, two shows Saturday
and two_shpws Sunday). Two army
trucks took the: stagehands, costumes,
lights arid props dowrt in the morn-,
ing and three buses transported the
cast during the afternoon.

,

When the stage crew arrived, they
found they had no curtains! A hurry :

call to New York ' and -some fancy
rigging.remedied that—with the. cur-
tains j.being- presented to" the carnp.
after the show by 0. & J. Then the
electricians found the. Ft. Dix electric
system on the lightweight side ^ for
their heavy equipment (which In-
cluded the Winter. Garden switch-
board). There was another hurry
call and

.
army scout cars began re-

'

cruiting New1 Jersey for a portable
generator.

: They finally; fpurid one
at the armory of an anti-aircraft
battalion in Jersey City. State police
escorted, it most of. the.way to Dix.
When, it arrived, accustomed to such
prosaic tasks as lighting million-can.-
dlepower airplane-spotting search-
lights, it balked. Fiobd arid spot-
Hgbts, however, ' suddenly went on
iri the middle of the first act.

- Croix de Something for Mears
Next baffling .discovery was :a

complete absence of dressing rooms.
Chief carpenter Jack Mears-^whom
it is rumored the army is going to
decorate with a distinguished service
medal—solved that orie by use of a
couple of offices at the rear of the

hall arid the erection of tents out-
side exits near the stage. Drapes
covered the path fronx exit to- stage.

T^iny stoves,' their iron pot-bellies
glowing red, made only minor al-

terations in the frigid Ft. Dix. air. .

- Cast . was guested at a sandwich-
arid-coffee lunch in the Officers Club
before the show (with nothing less

than brigadier-generai iri the
army's new blue dress uniform pour-
ing the mocha). Very elegant buffet
and dance followed the performarica
with the Mt. Holly '(N.. J.) Musket-
eers providing the tunes, until Shirr;

ley : Wayne, p. & J.'s own deadpan
heavyweight fiddler, cou,ld stand the
pace on longer and demonstrated in
a jam session.

Show itself—arid' that seemed to
the cast the most' minor event in
the . day—found the , audience
strangely . cold," other . shows here
have. It's impossible riot to laugh
at much of 'Hellz' but whenever it

was. possible' much, of the house kept
a straight face. Whether some of
the gagging was over their heads or

,

gold braid stiffens the arms it's im-
possible V to determine, although ap-
preciation for the troupe as a' whola
was well-eviderit. -,-

Localltlor the Zanyisms
'', Much of the gagging .wais remolded
for a: soldier, audience. This angle
clicked even better; than anticipated
at the start, when Gene Meredith,
with .his slightly-dazed, expression,
attempted his crossing through the .

second row . to get to the seat at the
side of. the stage, frpm which. . he
reads his: newspaper throughout the
proceedings.; Instead of his usual
clothes, he was in the. denims, of a
recruit and carrying an old. suitcase.:

General on the aisle mistook him
for a fnccoy 'jeep' (a new recruit)
arid tried to. kick him but.

Johnny Bnrke's Wow
Names of commanding officers

wei-e applied to all the stooges to
provide further laughs and. Ft. Dix
biggies also were spotted for the
usual awards of the live chicken,
cake of ice, step ladder, etc. Biggest
personal, hit of the evening, hpw«
ever; was scored by Johnny Burke,
who's not even In 'Hellz'; He's to
be in OV it J.'s next show, 'Crazy
House,' but does a soldier moriolog
so was Inserted, for an audition. Such
cracks as "This is a raincoat, but. all

It does Is sieve the water' had the
privates in near convulsions.
Next Monday night, through the .

effort of New York ag'ent, Phil
Morris, who was also instrumental
in bringing 'Hellz* down, King Fea-
tures will send down a number of

.

its name writers; and cartoonists.

They'll include Robert Ripley, Bugs
Bear, Alan.Segar, Otto Soglow, Russ
Westover and; others. Admish, will
be 25c, also to go to the Army Relief
Fund, which pays all expenses, as it

did for. buses, food, etc., for the O.
& J. gang.

MARRIAGES
Margaret. E. Harper . to Paul' F.

Harron, in Philadelphia last week.
He's president of WIBG, Philadel-
phia.

Helene Del Valle to Lee Bowman,
film actor, Feb, 21 at Tijuana, Mex-
ico.

Nancy Kelly to Edmond. O'Brien,
iri. Yuma,. Ariz., Feb. 25. Both are
film players.

Joan. Wetmore to W. Palmer
Dixon; in New York, Feb. 21..Bride's
a legit actress.

Ann Rodgers to Jay Jackson,' Feb.
14, in Columbus, O. . He's announcer

'

for WBNS there.
Iryirig Small, -engineer

:
at WELT,

New Haven, and Celia Corick, Feb.
23 in New Haven.

'

Nellie Stone to Maurice McKerizie,
Feb. 22, at Crown Point, ind. Groom
retired as executive assistant to Will
Hays..: -.

BIRTHS
Mr. and] Mrs. Lee LeBlanc, daugh-

;

ter, in Holiyw.ood, Feb. 18, Mother
is the former Helene CosteHo, film
actress. ...

.

' Mr. and Mrs. Earl Long, daughter, .

Feb. 12, in Duluth^-Mirin. Father Is

manager of ; Garrick theatre, Duluth. •

Mr; and: Mrs. . John Harris, son, in

Pittsburgh, Feb. 5. Father's manager.,
of the Palace theatre there and, son
of Frank J. Harris,

,
president of

Harris. Amus. Co. :

Loa Mlndllrig;
. tendered farewell,

party at Gotham hotel; N. Y., Mon-
day (24). He's leaving MCA to do
publicity on his own.



Literati

Time's Air Expresa Edition '.

. . Time Magazine has mapped an in-

ternational Air Express Edition, to

be distributed through PanTAmeri-

caii Airways,' with -the . first, issue to
'-. emerge May 5. Published in English

with/the? editorial content to be al-.

most identical: with; the
.
weekly

magazine's regular publication, the

Afr Express Edition will- sell adver-

tising separately and will: permit

subscribers to save three week's be-

tween the publication of the mag to

:

the time they receive it. -. Where.

,New Yorkers/ would get Time on,

Friday, ' those \ '" Latin-America, '.

Where,/the venture, is
. .

being tried

initialiy.r. would :
normally ' .; receive;,

their copies, by/the' following?-Mo-i^-

day at 'the latest. It's the only
.
pub-

..'li'catiph using .such a distribution

: meihod.v /:/
"

'.: /..

The Initial territory .to be- served,

jn . the
' Latih-Americari-. territorial

'setup; will be Cuba;- Mexico; Puerto
.'

; Hicp, Virgin .Islands '..and the Canal
'Zone. 'A special lightweight stock

will be used. The cost of distribut-

ing Time air express will be more
ihah the entire- cost of the printing.

20.000 to bfe initially distributed.

.Air-express.. to Alaska is: planned

to follow the Latin-Amerjcan>setun.

;./'. Pan-Am. Club's Affair; : /

. Pan-American Pr^ss'Ci'ubi recently

organized to promote 'closer under'--'

standing between newspapermen of
North and. South America, held its

•inaugural .ball/at the Bitz-Carlton,
. N. Y., Monday (24). Members^Of the

club include newspapermen,' editors,

writers', radio .commentators; and
publishers . of the

.
;- ty/b * ^continents.

!Maria : M. Garretti who reps a rium-

;

: her of S. A. mags in the' U. .S:,\ is
' prez. . •; ;• ' •

When it gets further established,
• club hopes to do its own publishing

of works -of its members to promote
fyesterh."hemisphere culture. It also

aims to establish reading rooms and
libraries . and to provide for scholar-

shipi exchange/students'' £eiween.>tae-
continents. .-

Fred Allen "Titles' Book
The difficulty that Doubleday-

Dorah had in finding a title for H.
Allen

. Smith's partially autobio-
graphical humorous tome,

, due for
May' release;.-.has'-: been alleviated.
Fred Allen, the comedian; iri his pre-
face to the book, provided the solu-
tion. .

.

/•' .-"': .'. '.
•

: Allen
,
stated that •. . ; ...if: Smith

were an Indian
; he " would ?be low

man on any totem pole.' -

• Sp ;
.
the. title is. 'Low l^Iah on the

Totem Pole.' :,.-•
:

.

'.

.

Sime Biog Postponed

• Publication date .'.
;of

'

'Lord :

,. Broadway' ;. tWilfred vFunk';' . $3 );

the Dayton Stoddard .novelized:
biography on Sime Silverman,
has been "deferred to a date yet
to be set. . .

.

'''.;'."].;' •/:•

.
It was..; slated for publication

'yesterday (25).'

.
Justin Herman's; Story. ;

.Yarn by Justin Herman,, writer in
Paramount's shorts department- is to
be ; . included

:

'. in the annual O'Brien
collection b.fr ihe/ year's best short,

j.
stones,. 1940 edition pf whieh*is be-,

I
ing readied 'for/pnhlicatiW /Piece,
..which

.
appeared" Originally in Corp- :

nb£ deals with .the film biz and is

\
;-' -Herman also

" had Va p iece 'included
..in • a; :.World' . anthology 6f humor,
which was. published last year.'

; Changes in Annenberff MagB
Resignation last week /of Curtis

Mitchell as editor of Movie-Radio
Guide . was one in a series of changes
and promotions in the , Annenberg
screen and radio publications, Carl
A. Schroeder, formerly editor of
Screen Guide, was named supervis-
ing editor of both Screen Guide and
Movie-Radio '; Guide, while . Marty-
Lewis's title • was switched from as-
sociate

. editor to exec: . editor of
Moyie-RadiO Guide.

: Other changes: Gordon Swarthou

t

was hanied managing editor of M.-R
.
Guide; Wade H. Nichols as editor
of Screen Guide, and Tom Greenhow
as western editor of Screen Guide.

LITERATI OBITS ' : v^

• .Wade Mouhtfortt, f?, long -a.•news-
paper reporter and editor, whose last
post was that of managing editor of
-the. -Cincinnati Times;

\ died Feb. .18
in Sarasota, Fla. He. retired iri 1935
due to a fractured' vertebra,.

:

... Bruce McRae, 43, forrrier ' staffman
with the bjd New. York Telegram
and 1 for 10 . years associated with
King Features Syndicate; died Feb,
18 in Daytoha, Fla. A heart condi-
tion caused his retirement from
King Features several years ago.

:

• ; Mrs. Margaret Ellen-Henry Ruffiri,

author of several books and prolific

writer of magazine short stories,

articles and. verse, died in a' Mobile
(Ala ) hospital Feb 19. Among her
works were

. 'The North Star,-' ro-

mance of Christianizing: of Norway,
for . which tale she was personally
praised by King Haakon. .

David Karsner, 51, vet newspaper-
man, author, biographer and scenarist
whose -book, 'Silver. Dollar,' was made
into an Edward G; Robinson film at
Warners in 1932, died in a New York
hospital Feb. 20. A copyreader on
the New York Post at the time of his
death, he was stricken with a heart
attack in the Post .office, frdih which,
he was removed to the. hospital.

William M. Pepper, Sr., 66, presi

dent of the Pepper Printing Co., pub-
lishers of the Gainesville (Fla.) Sun;
died Feb. 23 Jn Gainesville after a
four-month illness.

Status of Mapelson Discs
'

•'• •'' New York.
Editor, .Variety.:

.

*-*--'.

' 'In your, issue of
.
Jan/22, 1941, bri

good conditibh", never having been
played very 'much;

. . :
.

Although we would, like to be able
to. give the titles of the selections on

;Continued ' from page 1
-j

coin Vis a futile, request and sure, .io:

be. a flppperoo stunt.

.;. This-., has .been tried .many, .many
tirnes but each lime the 'result has
been .dismal.. This^fact .has brought
the sponsors of several' direct- sales',

.items." ''and.- the.. sales managers, of
many 'slatioiis up affitinst. a^'prpblem.

.
They have many items which, have

•their fair and •ju.st.pi jce' they say at

page 48.
:
you published' aiv article

| the'• cylinders, this -»:'''-hot-
r
nds7ihT*-

headed 'New York Public. Library .in at the prcsenUirire SuffS ifS^ayR^ M^^or
»

:

D^S there £ah excellentfiamSi^S .

of.l89^Part.of,the infoirm
thls

.

sh
.f

* :ar jcle \ya^,iiraccurate. ; and |}whiciv Vwe hope to release in ?he
;

to present them to you- at this time
,
of an.: aria

. "from '•Massenet's. -W ^irf-

'

so that you. can^give youi'. readers the
ttiuth, of this matter.;;;--- :,'.

One specific statement needs' deny*
'mgr^the assertioh/ that,' nothing -has-

been -done, about
. rd-recordi.u^ . the.

cylinders ... m.ehtionedv
;

: There : has;
been a delay, due; tp th'e' fnet 'that, no
satisfactory . arrangements ..'caulch b.e

made to date, for

from Massenet's LeVCid;

'

; -.."".' Peter Hugh Flced. .

: Jud^e Goldstein -Writes'
''

,!-.'•:
'

. 'New ' Ybrfc
Editor, Vahieiy: •-

" '.
•

Some lime ^o-: VA'pjErYi.'ca^e^.'.a-

.

front>page article Tegifrding Sidney
Bcrhslc'in' of London. :

, I- \ras. so im-
'lhe :

. rcpfd^ucUdri.. 'ip'wsjwd.. wltfr .-the; Article that
' I. sent

1

But.it: is- understood, that-. Uio .rc.coi-ds a- copy'-of it. to"my friend,!- Sir Louis
...... ,

'Will'
:
be; •rdcasi»(l- unTt1*r. .the: label' ;of-.:'Sterii.nar;-Vs6!(k/nB' -Jiim"

'•

to -'islipSv- 'it>*bN:
35c. Which' nieans that they cannot be: (..The Friends, of Rocpfded •Xl'ukic (

:
a Sirlnc'y Berhsl^ih: ' J U'iihJ< vou and.^1

justifiably' sold over the air at a one- I
society- sponsored ., by '.flip jocb^d :- *ow-r«^ei^v.otrid

: eoih. pri'ce. ; ' At- 25c, the advertiser '.«».Sazin# —t The American' -Music •learnihg that Louis: \vr6tp itiq:
'

.

would be ' losing mopcy, and the ;L°ver),:aiid that tlicy -wi.il sell at tlie^j ::. 'All. that Variety 'had- to. say-

pxiblic would be justified in .thihking>
' PP.^ibl.e^ncither. 'thc .....about.'Sidney Bcrnstein :

wiis ab-' .

'.

that 50c was too tough. .
.

'

.

•

" : .

Lib^^C ^ fiends being .iiv.

^Similar -insfantes .are known . in
teres^d ^^ak|n^ a ,proni ;,vlt can

items in other prices, prices, which i.now be stated that

cannot be met with a single coin
And for this reason many, sales rhan

a 'solution, has
been found for thc.re^rccoi'dinjj.-and
that the public will not. have to. wait

.-
- -->.

.
--, . i, mUch longer -for the finished prod-^ All the. artists mentiJnid in;

PEN's American Unit
With a large miniber of its memr

qers how refuse'es in this country,
European PEN is. establishing an
American unit. It will be known as !

European PEN in America. .

PEN is ah internatiohai organiza-
tipn of writers founded by John
Galsworthy. Name is taken from
initial letters of the words poets (or
playwrights), essayists (or editors)
and novelists. Strict qualifications as
to quantity arid quality of published
works control membership. •

"

Jules Rqmains, now in America, is

International presideftt International
exec council is being formed by a
member in America for each couri-
try. H; G; Wells is honorary prez.

.;
- /Heavenly': Suit

. .
Warner Brosi Pictures, Inc., last

week: filed suit in Philadeljihia Com--
mon Pleas- Court agiainst the McRae'-

:

Smith Publishing Co, seeking ah ih-
Junction to restrain the firm from,
publishing Percival . Christopher
Wren's latest noverTwo Feet JFrdm
Heaven.' ,-

: -Morris Wolft. Warners counsel, told
.

the court .that the book's title would •

pe confused wiih 'One - Foot in
Heaven,' by Hartzell Spen'ce, re-
cently purchased, by Warners for . a
picture. - .,

'
-'••:-'

CHATTER
New Europe, Inc., chartered to

conduct a magazine business In New
York.

'

.Random House to publish Ward
Morehouse's new play, 'U, S; 90/

Howard Ka'hn in Hollywood; to

cover Academy Awards, dinner for

St. Paul Pioneer Press.

Virginia Van. Upp having a collec-

tion of her shpijt stories published
in book form by Grosset & Dunlap.

H. G. Rhawn, who since 192* was
editor of the Clarksburg (W. Va.)
Exponent,' has purchased controlling

interest in. ' The Clarksburg News,
Inc.; a weekly.

Grandma's Story Book Enterprise,

Inc., chartered to. conduct a business

in children's story books,
,
etc., in

New York. ':' Capital stock ' is. $50,u00,

.

$100 par value. /
Fred . W. Burgner, of the Trenton

Times, is the new president of. the

New Jersey Legislative Correspond-,
ents' ;Club, succeeding Leo J. Hersh-
dorfer, of the Hudson Dispatchi

N.
;

Y. -?ress . PhbtbgrapherB Assn:
annual ; display and,show moves into

Radio City . this year; at the N. Y.

Museum of Science '& Industry, RCA
building, March ; 29. • Runs until

April 20.

ft.K,|ix
^jCbritlnued from- page- 1;

feaspnability pf asking the. United
States

i
Governments to coin '. sbine

discs of
:
denominations, between the

present standard cpinsj : They feel- it

would open upi avenues of- direct
sales on. many items now 'closed . to

radio mail-order plugging ' due to

these • two-coin; bugaboo.
4

YAWEtV' (Jan. -22) are not. lo. be. rep
resented . ih 'the collection. 'Only those
recbrds Which' reproduce satisfacr
torily will b^ published. Naturally
these cannot come up to the standard
of electric recordings, but they will
at least give some idea pf the voices
of the artists. The originals are in

sContinued from page 3

;

at-of' ' apprpximateiy $1,000,000,

tributed nipstly to the drawing pow-
er of six yesteryear : stars, Eddie
'.L«dAaTd;..Bianc^ei:jiing,-':G.^>Qra7,:

Pat Rooney,. Julian Eitinge and Har-

Llterary .Guild's Dual Choice
'

. w
A mystery yarn and. its -sequel;' bywe .same author but issued by dhV ^y,..-... —>... ttv-

ierent publishers, have been selected - land Dixon.- /Turn of: the Century,'
the Literary Guild's dual selec- preceding. 'Nights of Gladness,' -*x-

.•;{f.

n-™^M»y*-'--'tt*-we'ilrst time that ! deeded $1,000,000. it the b.d. In .1.7
ine Guild has ever chosen a mystery

} months at the Horseshoe, alsc- <«ifh

story and the - first time .it's selected a cast cf pldtime stars, Fritzi i

twp books jointly. .

',•'' - ^— •
-

.Books, by Manning .Coles, are
"rink to. Yesterday,' published by
Knopf on Feb. 10, and Toast to To-
morrow' to be published next fhonthby Doubleday.

also with,

Scheff.

Joe E; Howard, Emma- Francis and
Willie Solar. :•

•Silver Screen' will be staged by
John Murray Anderson, sets and
costumes' .hy . Raoul .Pene duBois, with

|

the new arrangement does away
with advance, notice: of Oscar recip-

ients. Those .accol'aded won't know
Of their selection until actually

called . to speakers'/ table' to receive
statuettes. ^As each. division is. called.

|
dances directed' by Matjorie" Fielding. 1 up, va.ri6tis''emcees. will be handed

nomination ballots are an indication,

he doesn't even have a close rival

Ginger Rogers looks like a winner
for the . most outstanding perform-
ance: by ah actress. Martha Scott,

Bette Davis and Joan Fbntaine will

be', right up in the running, but may
split the vote to such an extent that

Miss: Rogers will move In for her
work in 'Kitty Fpyle.' : Katharine
Hepburn will receive • acclaim fbr

her work in 'Th6 Philadelphia Story'

but she is not popular with the ex-

tras and will receive few of the

7,000 votes that may be cast by at-

mosphere players/ '.'-.;

Extras In Oakie's Corner

The award for the best perform-
ance by a supporting : actor :

appar-
ently lies among Jack Oakie, for his

impersonation of Mussolini in The
Great Dictator,' Albert Bassermah,
for.his performance, in 'Foreign Gbr-
respondent,' and James Stephenson
in "The Letter:' Oakie is well liked

by extra and stock players,: whereas
the local

.
refugee prejudices may

work against* Basserman being there

at the finish.

Judith Anderson, who was the
houskeeper in Selznick's 'Rebecca,'

and Ruth Hussey, who played a re-

porter in 'Philadelphia Story/, look

like the best . bets to capture the
award, for a supporting actress. Miss
Anderson, received , a big vote in the

nominations, and if her popularity

holds for two more, days; should
walk away with an Oscar.

The... directorial award is certain

to be a two-way . race between; Air

fred Hitchcock and John Ford. Ford
was nominated: for his /direction of

'Grapes, of . Wrath' but he , will "re-

ceive, just /s ^rnany votes for his

'Long Voyage Home.'. Hitchcock has
been acclaimed ' by critics through-
put the country for his direction of
'Rebecca' and is generally liked in

the industry.;
.
This, should be a close

one, with Hitchcock - winning - by :a

nose.' '.. c. 'V
. I ; . , : . :

Three writing awards, willbe made

.

this year, with Que'ntin Reynolds,
liere. bh a lecture tour, handing out

the Oscars as an added attraction,

My Favorite Wife;' by Leo McCarey
ahd Bella and , Samuel Spewack,
looks: a- certain wiriner as the best,

original story, but 'Edis6n The Man,'
by Dore Schary and Hugo/BUtler,
will be a ..close runnerUp.;

J.
'.

.

'

.

.

;
.

';.

:

Wander's Thalber? Award? .

, Walter/Wahger is' said to have 'the

best chance to carry off; the Irving

Thalberg Award. . Two of his pic-

tures-have nominations -

' . 10

.classes/.' ' •-

a sealed envelope containing the
name; of the top yOtergetter, with
presentation to follow. ..-;..'

In previous years, newsservices of
the downtown Los Angeles sheets
were handed complete lists of win-
ners long before the dishes were
cleared away. Many ignored the re-

lease-time, arid, some sheets were oh
the street with a full, lineup of.

Award winners before proceedings
were half over. An auditing firm is

maintainirig strictest secrecy on . the
ballot-counting this year.

.

" Nichols-Stewart Stand-off

Dudley Nichols arid. Donald Ogderi
Stewart will fight it out for the
award given ' for

.the best screenplay
regardless of source. Nichols did

'Long Voyage Home*, while Stewart
was nominated for his 'work on
'Philadelphia Story.' Nichols is con-
sidered, a slight favorite. Preston
Sturges is considered as good as al-

ready, in for his original screenplay,

'Great McGinty.*

Gregg Tdland . stands, a, good
chance to carry off the.hbnprs in the
black and white Camera classifica-

tion for his lensing on 'Long Voy-
age Home.' 'Spring Parade' and 'Re-

becca,' however, are dark horses arid

may finish fast. In the color pho-
tography class, the race is between
'North West Mounted" Police;' Thief
of .Bagdad' and 'Down Argentine
way.' Chances are more extras saw
'North West Mounted Police,' Which
may give it an edge in the final bal-

loting.

The flint editing- award apparently,
lies between 'Long Voyage', and
'Rebecca.' For the best song award
it looks like 'When You Wish Upon
a Star', or 'Only forever,' 'Puss Gets ,

the Boot' will receive the' nod
:
in.

the 'cartoon'-.' -division-,;'. 'Quicker 'ri.

Wink' in the one-reel shorts, and.
Teddy the. .Rough Rider' among the
two-rjeeiers. 'London Can Take It'-

may: push Pete Smith to win with
his- 'Quicker 'n.:W|nk/.--.,' •--.'

..The: annual awards dinner. Is al-

ready a. sellout with late-comers
howling : because they .can't get

seats. Bob Hppe will ' act as emcee. ;

President ; Rbosevelt -will open the

affair with a radio address, to the in-

dustry from the, White House:; : Re-
plies will

.
be. ;made by Walter'

Wanger, Academy presideht, ; arid

other- picture' leaders. -
. .;

soluloly correct. . -.-He -js : i(h old
•friend of rnine .and'.- one" of ! the
very best;" and. :w'h'cn you come ''.'

over, here I should like ybu: to. •

meet him. I took the liberty of
.'sending hi'riylan .extract- .''of; your .:

-

letter arid enclose, herewith his ,

reply;*
. ;.- .

::..;';;;
.

'-•..-

The enclosure was the following:.

.

'Dear Sir Louis: ; .

.Thank you.
; for your letter'.

'

,

with enclosure. It .-was iv.ery. kind
of, you to

:

Write-, arid 'send hie . a .

copy of the ..letter' which you .
.

had from Judge Goldstein. It
was also; very : kind bf him tb:
have' troubled to write.: Please V :

convey, my thanks; you 'I; know;-
will pardon my blushes. :

* \ '.YoUrs sincerely, -
:

. .
"Sidney L". Bernstein.'*

.

'

Sir Louis- also wrote me:
T am so pleased to hear

, that
many of the Grand- Street Boys V

:
remeriiber mte. It. would be like

,
-.

heaven for me if I could just
:

.

casually drop into the c^b and
Shake hands With ,them all; but
that is a pleasure , which mtist
be deferred until after the: war.' .

All. of us here could indeed use 1
fe./ Sir Louis Sterlings arid a few
Sidney L.; Bernsteiris. ./"

. . . :

Jonah' J. Goldstein.
[Story refers to a Quehtln

Reynolds letter frbm London, laud- .

'

irtg the generosity;and wartime saerU
fices of the Bernstein family, toho
operate d large

;
ifieatre circuit in

Englandi-rrEd.T '

Maurice McKenzie Philosophizes

. Crown Point, Ind.
[Editor, Variety:
Sure I miss the friendships of Mairi

street; that would be true no matter
where I could go. As for the turmoil,
excitement, pleasures which are
largely synthetic, those things are
hot for me to" belittle, yet growing
flowers on. these sometimes bitter'

Indiana acres is interesting, inspir-
ing.' :•'"'.'.' '

'*

Observation, comparison, bf coun-
try and city human strata, after an
absence of 22 years, bring definite .'

impression . that we are all pretty
much alike;, everywhere, in this

'

community I have been in homes
where the family relationships are
beautiful, ' the . minds active,

a much
musical talent, honest expression, :.-

travel-experience. . And the smallish .

town of Lebanon, near Indianapolis,
bred and harbors orie Al Wynkoop,. r

•as acidulous and ehtertairiing a
toastmaster as Bud Kelland.. .But
you afii't set for reading a treatise,
nor am I for writin'.it;

Maurice McKenzie.

• .(McKenzie
. was Will Hays' aide .

for many years—-Ed.) . ; •
.

:

-

.' Agrees With Weitntan. -

/.New York ...

Editor,. Variety:'
.

;•
'•;.

'

, .
I have read the article in Vabjety

of Feb. 12 concetning Mr. W.eitrhan's :

set of rules for performers >t the
Paramount Theatre. '

'. : .

i would like :.tp. ;say that I. agree
•most, heartily - with his suggestions
and feel that adhererice tb.his' set of
rules would triake performihjg more .

pleasant and effective tb both the ar-
tlst anii audiericei

. /
• I > have . clipped

'.
the column and =.

placed it conspicuously in my dress-
ing room at the

.
Rainbow Room;

..•- Suing Buff; for 6G
•:':; / Buffaib, Feb. 25/

" Cbllapse. of ; temppr.'ary; wooden
seats at Memorial. AuditpTium dur- i'-.;. I think^ it is: important enough to

ling' the, Sonja Mcnie ice shovv in De- the industry .for Variety to. reprint it

.
Release-jumpers: are

.
put • pf luck

[
cember has resulted . in claims jor-j in ;biggcf type so' that .all artists cfn

this year oh Academy .winners, '^as $6,000 being filed. -.against'-'.the; city, v
j

clip arid paste '

it oh -a qhrcibbard
;' TV/o spectators are pecking dam
ages, claiming that- the scats were-bo e/tcctive a,s; a '..-reminder.: and., "esr

not fastened' to the.'-'floor:.. and' col- Specially u::C,ful when, - while touring

lapsed while lhe claimants, pursuant.: the countrv. you can -subtly bring
to' dircjctibns.'of -hali..attendants,. were ..it

;

to. the 'attention of /particularly

standing in order- tb .permit (jihers bbhoxibus^bfTcnder,'! yw:x ViY].

to reach .their seats/ •/'•! ; •
: '.' '• R/>iVi Clark.
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IF EVER A PICTURE WAS
MADE TO MAKE MONEY...

...it's, this one...with a heaven-

sent piece of casting that

brings together the world's

most publicized couple in a

big, important hit, personally

directed by Alexander Korda,

working for the first time with

the unlimited facilities of

American production close at

hand. Everybody in the trade

is already gossiping about

That Hamilton Woman!

ALEXANDER KORDA presents

with ALAN MOWBRAY • SARA ALLGOOD • GLADYS COOPER • HENRY WILCOXON
Original screenplay by Waiter Reisch and R. C. Sberriff

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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